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TRANSLATOR' S PREFACE.

HAVING, through the kindness of the respected friend
by whom I was first induced to engage in the present
translation, the Rev. Dr. ROBINSON, of Ne,v York, ob
tained an early copy of the second edition of this
volume, I have been enabled to incorporate a great part
of the new matter which it contains with the text of my
translation. The re~t has been adJed in the 'form of notes
at the end of the volume.
The only places in 'which this translation does not
exactly accord ,vith the last edition of the original work,
are the introductions to a fe\v of the sections, and the
section generally which relates to the emperor Julian.
In the latter case, the difference lies chiefly in the
arrangement of the matter:' in the former, I have pur
posely adhered to the old edition, 'where the thoughts
are substantially the same, but more briefly and simply
expressed.
With the volume' now published, my labors on this
great work end for the present. Should they meet with
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any such reception as to justify the undertaking, I shall
be ready, with the Divine permission, to resume my task
at some future time.
I must once more express the great obligations which
I feel myself laid under by the Rev. Mr. TRACY of Boston,
without whose invaluable assistance, it would have been
next to impossible for me, situated as I am, to carry this
work, with the necessary degree of correctness, through
the press. After all the care bestowed by him and by
myself, I still observe occasional slight errors in the first
volume. The same thing may occur again also in the
present volume, for which I nlust ask the reader's indul
gence. As a general thing, I hope it will be found that
the notes and references, upon which I have bestowed
peculiar attention, may be relied upon as sufficiently
accurate.
J. TORREY.
BURLINGTON,

OCToBIm 1, 1847.

DEDICATED
TO MY EARLY AND FAITHFUL FRIEND,

DR. KARL SIEVEKING,
SYNDIC

OF THE

FREE

TOWN OF HAMBURG,

OUR COMMON AND BELOVED NATIVE CITY:
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OP

OUR

EARLY
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GROWN

OUT

or WHAT 18 ETERNAL, CANNOT PERI8H.

Berlin, &ptember 30th, 1829.

heartfelt joy, and thankfulness to Him in whose hands our life is, I now
renew this dedication, April 30th, 1846, to serve as an abiding memorial of that
union of souls which was formed in the enthusiasm of youth for the whole of life,
and which, with God's help, shall endure, under all diversities of outward condition,
down to the grave and beyond it.
WITH

A.NEANDER.

DEDICATION OF PART II.
TO THE VERY REVEREND ABBOT

DR. G. J. PLANCK,
ON THE DAY OF THE SEMI-CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION OF BIS
INDUCTION INTO THE SACRED OFFICE.

Beloved and highly 'respected Instructer,
WILL you, on this day, when so many doubtless will unite in showing you
the testimonies of their love, esteem, and gratitude, also receive, wjth your usual
~ondescension, this expression of his hearty, ineJttin:;;uishable thanks, from an old
pupil, who presents you a gift, which, insignificant as It may be to you, is yet, from
his own position, the best he has to offer. Though with many things in this book
you may not be satisfied, still you will not fail to recognize, in his earnest endeavors
to be charitably just, the pupil who, from the great master himself to whom he is
under so many obligations, first learned to strive after the svum cuique in his con
struction of historical facts. And with your own candid justice, which, ennobled
by the spirit of charity, has been tried through h!l.lf a century, you will know how
to place the right estimate on each of your ~upils who with earnest intentions
!abors on at his own position. Therefore it IS, that I confidently rely on your
mdulgence in offering you this token of watefullove and respect.
Praise be to God, who gave us you to be our instrncter, and who has preserved
you to us so long: and long may he still preserve you, honored teacher, to shine
as a light before us by your precepts and your example.
~, on this day, is the ,varmest wish of your affectionate and grateful
pupil.

A.NEANDER.
VOL. II.
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PREFACES TO THE FIRST EDITION.
PREFACE TO PART I.
I HERE present to the public the first part of the second volume of my Church
History, containing the first two sections, as the second part will contain the next
two following ones. I still hold to what I expressed in the prefaces to the several
parts of the first volume.
As it regards the notion of the invisible church, which seems in my history
to have given offence to many Catholic theologians, and to others, it will without
doubt still continue to be the fundamental principle in this history of the church;
as indeed it must, in my opinion, give the direction to every right treatment of
clmrch history generally. It will constantly be my endeavor to trace, and
wherever I can find it, to seize and exhibit, with a charitable zeal, the manifes
tations of this truly catholic, invisible church, both among the orthodox and among
heretics, and honestly to distinguish it from every thing that does not proceed out
of the essence of this invisible church.
Critical remarks, carefully writtfm, on those particular portions of my work to
which I have devoted myself with a peculiar affection, and hence with a propor
tional degree of fulness and originality, would be thankfully received by me, nor
should I fail to avail myself of all they might afford me in impro~ng this work,
which hereafter it will be my endeavor to perfect as I have opportunity; and I
take this opportunity to express my grateful acknowledgments to Dr. Gieseler for
a ("ritique of this sort on my account of Manichreism.
BERLIN, JUNE

27, 1828.

PREFACE TO PART II.
IN presenting to the public the second section of the second volume of my Church
History, I think it necessary only to add the following remarks to what I have
already said in the earlier prefaces.
I have supposed it would contribute to the reader's convenience as well as to
my own, to separate here also the rich materials into two different sections. The
plan, perhaps, will be found to be justified by the execution.
In the first volume, I placed the history of Christian Anthropolorry after the
history of the doctrine of the Trinity. But as the controversies on th~ doctrine of
the Trinity are, in the present period, so closely connected with the controversies
concerning the two natures in Christ, I have thought it best to abandon that
arrangement here, and to place the history of the doctrine concerninO' the person
of Christ immediately after the history of the doctrine of the Trinity. Further
more, I doubtless might have concluded this section with the history of the doctrine
of the Trinity; and this arrangement was recommended by various consider
ations ; - but as the commencement of the history of the doctrine concerning
Christ's person is, in this period, so closely connected with many views that had
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been developed in the hIstory of the doctrine of the Trinity, and they mutually
serve to explain and to integrate each other, I preferred rather to include the
latter also in this section.
The judgment of all unprejudiced friends of the truth, whether favorable or
otherwise to my own views, and whether relating to my general scope and design,
or to any particular points I have touched, will ever be welcomed by me. AB to
the criticisms of those who are leaders or slaves to schools and parties, I despise
them. Popery of all sorts is my abhorrence, - whether it be a state-church, a
doctrinal, a pietistic, or a philosophic, an orthodox, or a heterodox popery. May
the Lord preserve in his church the liberty he has achieved for it j and may none
who are his disciples, suffer themselves to be the slaves of any man or of any
human mind.
Of those who undertake to criticise this work as a whole, I must of course beg,
that they would reserve their judgmp.nt respecting the arrangement of the several
parts of this section, until the whole is completed.
.
BERLIN, SEPT. 30, 1829.

PREFACE TO PART III.
'WITH thanks to Him who has enabled me to proceed thus far with my work,
I here present to the public the completion of its second great division.
I have prosecuted my design thus far from the point of view which I set forth in,
the preface to the first volume j and from the same point of view, which has been
the result of my life and studies, I shall go on to complete the work, so far as I may
be enabled to do so by the Divine goodness. This point of view is with me firmly
established, whatever may be objected to it by those who are wont to regard all
history as merely the sport of human caprice, and to explain the greatest effects
from the most trivial causes, or who think themselves able to measure the develop
ment of the divine life in humanity, alld to reach the depths of man's soul and
spirit, by certain pitiful dogmas of the understanding, to which every thing else
must be forced to bend. That any irreconcilable opposition exists between an
edif!ling and an instructive church history, is what I shall never be disposed to admit.
Edification can proceed only from the clear exposition of truth. 'Vhatever, by
the investigation of science, is shown to be a delusion, ceases from that very moment
to be a source Of edification. III would it fare with the practical business of edifi
cation, if it were incompatible with the frec and enlightened views of the spirit.
The truth, which is a witness to the power of the Godlike, cannot, if rightly appre
hended, be otherwise than edifying- i nay, the Ipss vitinted it is, the more edifyin(J'
must it become. Nor is it necessary that the bad should be passed over in silenc~
or concealed out of view: for, without the knowledge of that too, as it is, God's
judgments in the history of the world and the progressive triumphs of His king
dom in its conflicts with evil cannot be understood. The progress of Christianity
cannot be learned without separating from it whatever has proceeded from forei~
influences. In a word, there can be no true and genuine history of the kinO'd;m
of God, which i8 not accompanied side by side with the history of the kinO'd;m of
evil. But to be sure, the truth alone, which is its own witness, should h~re, as it
instructs, also edi(v j which it certainly will do with the more purity and efficiency
in prorortio~ ~s the subje?ti,:e character of the historian; faithfu}ly. open to the ~e~f
reveallllg spmt of ChrIstIamty, serves as the organ of It. ThIS 18 the objectlVlty
which I aim at j and in those cases where my own subiective views and feeIinO's
have intruded, as no doubt they have often done, I shall always be ready to
acknowleclge the f.·mlt, and seek to correct it. Thus much in reference to the
KVpial~ clo~atr belonging to the various tendencies of the spirit of the Rue: and
now, according to the measure of knowledge which God has bestowed~ or may
besto~ 0!l me, I shall quietly pursue my way, unconcerned as to what may be said
on this SIde or on that.
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1 have, in this volume, interwoven the history of the more eminent chnrch
teachers into the history of the doctrinal controversies, both for the sake of clear
ness and vivacity, and also to save room- hence there is no particular section
devoted to the teachers of the church.
In that section particularly which treats of Chrysostom, I have confined myself
within narrower hmits, because a new edition, improved and enlarged, of the first
volume of my Chrysostom is shortly to appear.
In my ex:position of the system of Theodore of Mopsuestia, which is so inter
esting a subject, 1 would very gladly have availed myself of his Commentary on the
lIinor prophets - a work of great importance in its bearing on the history of the
peculiar tendencies of the theological spirit, and one which has been long due to
the public. May my friend Von Wegnern of Konigsberg, instead of disappointing
our hopes like Majus, soon give us the pleasure of seeing an edition of this
important work.
JUNE 4, 1831.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.
:My duty to the public and to this work, which 1 undertook in obedience to an
inward call, demands of me, that before issuing the volume which carries the
history of the church down to the times of the Reformation, I should prepare a new
edition of the second great division, - the first having long since been disposed o£
In doing this, 1 am bound thankfully to avail myself of all the new light which has
been thrown on the history of the dissemination of Christianity by our own great
master, C. Ritter, by Professor Neumann of Munich, and by Professor Waitz of
Kiel. A considerable part of the matter in the section which treats of the emperor
Julian, and of the relatlOn of the later New-Platonism to Christianity, will need to
be remodeled; as also in the section which treats of J ovinian. Also, in other parts
of the work, 1 must endeavor to introduce improvements in the matter, but more
especially in the form of many scattered passages. Critical remarks, with the
BClCntific grounds on which they are based, 1 shall ever estimate at their just value.
The revilings of party passion I know how to despise, and vulgarity I shall leave
to punish itsel£

A.NEANDER.
BERLIN, APRIL 20,

1846.

[The rest of this prefhce is a beautiful and affectionate tribute to the memory of
Hermann Rossel, the young friend of Neander, whom he notices in one of the
prefaces to the first volume, and who died the same year (1846) in which this new
edition passed through the press. Translator.]
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Proceedings at Nice. Paphnutius. The old cnstom retained, that
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Ecdesiastical law by Siricius, bishop of Rome, A.D. 385. Jovinian
and Vigilantius............... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .• 148-149
Education of the spiritual order. Reliance on the supposed magical
etfect of ordination. 'Vant of institution8 for theological education.
Theological school at Antioch. Attendance on the schools for gene
ral education. The cloisters, as seminaries for the clergy. Educa
tion of the clergy under the care of individual bishops ........... 149-151
Intrusion of the unworthy into spiritual offices - aaainst which decrees
of councils avail nothing. (In the 'Vest, the c~e better.) Partici
pation of the laity in elections. Form of election. Strife after
bishoprics in the capital cities. Decrees of councils against the
transfer of ecclesiastics of little avail; but are strictly carried ou~
by Dam~lSus of Rome. Orders forbidding the bishops to be absent
from their commnni.tics, or to reside at court· ................... 151-154
Pro~ress of the episcopal power towards the monarchical form. Prerog
abves of bishops: ordination, confirmation, etc. (Chrysostom and
Jerome in fiwor of the originally equal dignity of bishops and pres
byters.) Presbyters distinguished above tlte deacons. Oflice and
number of the deacons. Influence of arch-deacons. Deaconesses.
Their ordination - at a later period, considered offensive. Laws of
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The Eastern parties appeal to ROllie - this advantage improved by
the Roman bishops. The three decrees of the council of Sardica.
Confounding of thesc with the decrees of the Nicene council. Gra
tian's declaration ill favor of Damasus. Hilary of ArIes and Celi
donius. Leo's arrogant claims. Recognition of them by Valentinian
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General councils. Their object. Description of them by Gregory of
Nazianz. Augustin's theory of councils. Christianity opposed to
the requisition of a blind obedience to human authority. Facundus
of Hermiane. Other o~jects of the councils. Decretals and canons
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II. History of Church Discipline, 178-182.
Persons convicted of gross offences, excluded from thc fellowship of the
church. (In case of sincere repentance, none refused the com
munion in the hour of death.) Ditferent classes of penitents. Con
ditions of readmission. Difficulties attending the application of the
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dronlcus.) Nectmius rescinds the office of a presbytcr to administer
penance· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 178-182
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History of Church Schism<:, 182-222.
Donatist Schism, 182-217.

Important as representing the contest betwixt Catholicism and Separatism,
and the reaction against the confusion of ecclesiastical mailers with
politics. Immediate, local occasion; a certain enthusiastic spirit in
North Mrica····· .......... .... .... .... ................ ....
182
The prudent bishop Mensurius of Carthage, anel his arch-deacon Cre
ciliun. Charges laid ~ainst Mensurius by the fanatical party, favored
by Secundus of Tigisls. Assembly of N umidian provincial bishops
at Cirta, under the presidency of Secundus, A.D. 305. Mensurius
dies. The superstitious widow, Lucilla, an enemy to Creeilian. Do
natus of Casre Nigrre. Meetings in the house of LueiIIa. Creeilian
ordained by Feli..'( of Aptungis before the arrival of the Numidian
bishops. Crecilian accused. The reader Majorinus set up as anti
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(Donatus complainant against Crecilian.) Council of ArIes, A.D.
314, (against frivolous charges of denying the faith, and on the
objective validity of sacramental acts.) Appeal to the emperor,
who also decides in t:wor of Crecilian. Donatus of Casre Nigrre,
and next Donatus MU$nus, successors of Majorin, take the lead of
the party. Pars Donati. . Harsh proceedings of the Count Ursacius
against the Donatists. CircumcelbQnes. Forbearance of Constantine
towards the Donatists· ......... , ................... , .......... 182-193
Constans seeks to gain the Donatist,> by pecuniary presents. Severe
measures against them. Vehement discourses preached against the
confounding together of church and state. Desperate bands of Cir
cumcellions, under the command of Fasir and Axid. Reaction in
the reign of Julian. Party of l\Iaximinian· ..................... 193-197
Distracted state of the North-African church, occasioned by this schism.
Augustin as an opponent of the Donatists. His confidence in the
force of his arguments. Plan of Augustin and Fortunius. The
Donatists fear the logical talents of Augustin. Council of Carthage,
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trust on the part of the Donatists. Au~ustin and PetiIian.) Severer
laws against the Donatists. GaudentlUs of Thamugade. Donatists
continue to exist until the middle of the sixth century· ., •...•... - 197-203
Theological controversy betwixt the Donatists and tke Catlwlic part'!/o

Fundamental ;rror common to both parties, - the failure to distinguish
between the- visible and the invisible church. Augustin'S course of
religious development had led him to his outward conception of the
church - hence the great importance of this conception in his own
view. He admits (the Donatists appealed to miracles, etc.) of the
external and objective evidence only of the divine word, (not so in
his contest with the Manichreans.) The Donatists require severity
of church discipline. Controversy respecting the biblical term,
"\Vorld." The Donatists appeal (in this case inconsistently) to Old
Testament examples. The Catholics subordinate the predicates of
purity and holiness to the notion of Catholicit.1l; the Donatists do the
reverse. They protest against the arrogant claims of the Apostolical
See. Midway between both parties, Tichonius, the grammarian:
corpus Domini bipartitum. Petition against the Catholic church.
Augu~tin in defence of it. Controversy on the employment of force
in religious matters. Augustin defends the right of resorting to such
measures. False comparison of the divine method of educating
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mankind with the laws of the state. Deductions of Augustin from
these erroneous principles. Foundation of the theory expressed in
the phrase: Compelle intrare in ecclesia~ .................... " 203-217
The Meletian Schism in Egypt, 217-221.

More rigid party (in respect to the lapsed) under Meletius of Lyco
polis. The more mild and discreet pastoral letter of Peter of Alex
andria. Meletius arbitrarily ordains and excommunicates persons
within the diocese of Peter. Meletius excommunicated. [Critical
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lHeletians. Orders of the Nicene council. Yet the schism continues
down to the fifth century· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 217-221
Schism between Damatms aud Ursinus at Rome,

221-~22.

Liberius of Rome deposed and banished by Constantine in 356. Felix
made bishop. Liberius afterwards recalled. Separate party, under
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366. Damasus prevails. Gratian's law, in order to the suppression
of this schism ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 221-222

SECTION THIRD.
CHRISTIAN LIFE AND WORSHIP.

I. Christian Life.
Outward Christianity. False confidence in externals. Tendency to
partial views of doctrine. The idea of the universal spiritual priest
hood obscurcd. Amurca per publicum currit. Sincerity in religion
exposed to obloquy. Pious wives and mothers, (Nonna, Anthusa,
Monica, and others) ........................... " ............ 223-227
Peculiar tendencies of Christian life. The ascetic tendency and monas
ticism, 227-265.
Its earlier opposition to Paganism - now to a mere outward Christianity.
Transition from the earlier and freer form of the ascetic life to the
more stable organization of monasticism. Relation of Christianity to
monasticism· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...
Anthony, (born A.D., 251, of a Coptic family,) and not Paul of Thebes,
the father of monastic orders. How he was led to adopt the monastic
life. His wrong conception of self-denial, which he afterwards' cor
rected. His stnctly abstemious life. His influence. Did not wish to
be reo-arded as a worker of miracles. Visits to Alexandria in 311 and
341. ~ Apothegms of Anthony. (Letter to him from Constantine.)
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nuns· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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cho~ius and Nilus. (Valens. Heron. Ptolemreus) .............
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doctrines to be traced to a praetical error, (purely contemplative re
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of inward prayer, with its mischievous consequences, (depreciation of
the means of grace; Antinomianism; sensuous mysticism, and Pan
theism.) Flavian of Antioch and Adelphius. Kindred sect of the
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to these fanatic tendencies serves to promote the Camobite life. Con
test of the Crenobites with those who clung to the older form of ascet
ism. (Sarabaites, Remoboth) .. : ..................... , ...... ;. 240-248
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Shades of Monachism.

Anchorites. Defended by Augustine and Chrysostom against the
charge of being devoid of active charity. Their healthful influence.
, (Macedonius) ...............................................
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to the original equality of all men. .The cloisters as institutions of
education. (Rule of Basil.) Hospitality. Tendency to degenerate.
Mischievous fanaticism. The seclusion of the monastic life might lead
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Syria and others)···········.····.···· .. ··········.···.·····
Simeon, the Stylite. His labors. (Theodoret's remarks concerning him.)
Simeon's vision. 'Yarning given to the Stylites by Nilus· ... " ....
]Jonachism in the West. At first opposed. Encouraged by Athana
sius, Jerome, and others. Augustin'S views of the monastic life; he
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account of the corruption of monachism. Cassian introduces the mo
nastic institutions of the East into southern France, (his institutiones
crenobiales and Collations.) Practical Christian spirit in these cloisters,
which also became seminaries for the clergy· ........ , .............
Reformation of the monastic life by Benedict of Nursia. His education,
(residence in Rome. Romanus. General respect in which he was
held.) Foundation of the abbey of Monte Cassino. Rules of the
Benedictines. 'Vise moderation shown in them. Benedict's disciples.
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250-257
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Different spiritual tendencies in religion, in their relation to .;lIonachism
and Ascelism, 265-277.

Secular opposition to monachism. Law oiValens, A.D., 365.· .. ·· .. 265-267
More moderate views of the monastic life, (recognition of its value, op
position only to the extravagant overvaluation of it) expressed at the
council of Gangra and by Chrysostom ...••.•.................... 267-269
Jovinian. Evangelical opponent of the one-sided ascetic tendency.
Contends against the distmction between prrecepta and consilia evan
gelica. Gives' prominence to common fellowship with Christ. Rejects
fasting, the unmarried life, monachism, though not unconditionally, (he
himself continues to remain a monk,) contends only against the ten
dency to depreciate the high worth of the marriage relation, and to
overvalue fasting, (also martyrdom.) Jovinian opposed to the right
eousness of works, and allows himself to be misled by this opposition
to deny all different stages of the Christian life. His conception of
the invisible church. Influence of Jovinian. Siricius of Rome, and
Ambrose his opponent. Sarmatio and Barbatian. Augustin (de bono
. conjugali) in relation to Jovinian. Vigilantius (see above) also op
posed to monachism.· ...................................... 269-278
CHRISTIAN 'VORSHIP,

278-343.

Relation of Christian TVol"ship to the entire Christian life, 278-283.
Chrysostom and Augustin on the Christian worship of God, as not con
fined to any particular time nor place. General reading of the Bible
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strongly recommended by Chrysostom and Augustin
- hindered by the want of knowing how to read and the excessively
high price of manuscripts. Public reading of the sacred scriptures.
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Relation of lVorship to Art. Church buildings, their ornaments
images, 283-296.
Appropriation of art, corresponding to the altered relations of different'
periods. Zeal (often impure) manifested in the building of new
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pattern of the temple of Jerusalem, (the fore-court, temple proper,
an~ holy of ~olies, w?er~ were to be found the altar and the bishpp's
chaIr.) Festive dedICatIon of churches· ....................... 283-286
The sign of the cross····· .. " ................ " .. " ........... 286-287
lmayes. Begin to be opposed. Employment of images proceeded from
the great mass of ChrIstians. Asterius of Amasea. Opposition to pic
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Celebration of the dies stationum·········· ................. '" 296-297
Festival of the Sabbath. Ordinance of the council of Laodicea. Differ
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on this subject. Decision by Innocent of Rome· .. , ........... " 297-299
Festival of Sunday. Cessation of business. Laws of the years 321 and
386. Spectacles on Sunday and on the principal feast-days furbid
den A.D., 42.5· ........................................... " 299-301
Yearly Fe.,tivals.

Difference of views in respect to the feast of tlte passover. Decrees of the
councils of ArIes and of Nice, (Quartodecimani.) Mode of announc
ing. the time of Easter by the bishop of Alexandria. Dionysius
EXlguus ................................. , ........ " .. " .... 301-302
Times offasting. Their salutnry influence. Hypocritical fastinO'. The
great week. The great sabbath - white dress of the candirl""ates for
baptism worn till the octava i1ifantium. The fifty days succeeding
Easter···· ................................................. 303-306
Feast of Epiphany. The ancient principal festival in the East in cele
bration of the baptism of Christ, (at first not accompanied by the
Christmas festival.) First indications of the spread of this festival in
the '''est about 360. Altered views of it (as the revelation of Christ
to the pagan world) in the West· .............................. 306-308
Festival of Christmas. Originated in the 'Vest, (about 350 generally
recorrnized :)- in the East, a new festival in the times of Chrysostom.
ArfT~ments of Chrysostom in favor of the time fixed for this festi
vat Union of the two festivals of Epiphany and Christmas at Jeru
salem and Alexandria. The celebration of this festival on the 25th of
.December founded doubtless upon some apocryphal account, which is
to be traced, not to any disposition to fall in with the pagan ceremonies
(Saturnalia, Sigillaria,) but to the mystical interpretation given to that
season of the year.· .......................................... 808-314
Nelo Year's fe.~tival. Not the remodeling of the civil celebration into an
ecclesiastical one: but opposition to the licentious pagan celebration
led to an ecclesiastical celebration accompanied with fasting ... '.' ... 314-316
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Particular acts of Christian worship, 316-344.
Public reading of the sacred scriptures. Origin of the pericopes. Ser
mon. Applause by the clapping of hands. Short-hand writers.
Church psalmody. Psalms and church hymns, (often heretical.)
Pambo, Isidore of Jerusalem and Jerome opposed to theatrical church
psalmody ......... , . '" ................... , ...........•••••• 816-819
Administration of the Sacrament.

Infant baptism, not as yet universally recognized in the East. Causes
and effects of it. Catechumens. At first composed of two, at present
of three classes : audientes, genuflectentes, competentes. ['Vhether
there was a class styled 19c.J1'tOV.uEVOl.] Symbolical customs in adminis
tering baptism (veiling of the head; suffiation; distribution of the
consecrated salt; double unction.) Confirmation. Clothing the can
didates in white robes. Seasons of baptism. l\1issa catechumenorum
and fidelium ... · ... ········· ... · .... · .. ·············.···· ..
Lord's Supper. Agapre. Eucharistical liturgy. More frequent or
more rare celebration of the communion. (Augustin, Jerome, Chry
sostom, on this subject.) Communion at home. Participation of it
under one form. Idea of an offering. / Intercessions for the departed.
Augustin's spiritual, but still unscriptural idea of an offering ........
Veneration of the .~aints. Genuine Christian interest connected with
this. Festival of St. Stephen the martyr. Worship of relics. Cus
toms bordering on Paganism. Augustin's views ref'pectinO' the wor
ship of the saints. Vigilantius combats the idolatrous ~orship of
martyrs. Opposed by Jerome. Worsldp of the Virgin Jlar?/.
Collyridians. Helvidius (a layman at Rome, controversy with
Jerome) and Bonosus. Pilgrimages. Chrysostom's views of them.
Jerome and Gregory of Nyssa opposed to the oyer valuation of exter
nals in this practice .. · .......................................
Aerius. His controversy with Eustathius of Sebaste: - aims at a total
severing of Christianity from Judaism. He is persecuted ....... "
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SECTION FOURTH.
HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY APPREHENDED AND DEVELOPED AS A
SYSTEM OF DOCTRINES,

344-718.

Geneml introductory remarks, 344 -360.
Influence of Origen and his school. Opposite ways of apprehending
the doctrines of Christian theoloCTY
appear more openly. Imperfect
0
mode of distinguishing between actual life and speculative concep
tion; between the fundamental essence of the gospel, and particu
lar doctrines of Christianity. Lamentable interference of the civil
power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 344-346
Opposite views in respect to single doctrines, more than in respect to
general doctrinal tendencies· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
346
Difference of prevailing tendency in the doctrinal spirit of the Oriental,
and of the \Vestern church: the former busied with speculative dis
tinctions on the doctrine of the Trinity and the doctrine concerning
Christ; while the attention of the latter is directed to the central
point of practical Christianity, the doctrine concerning man's nature,
and concerninCT redemption................................... 346-348
Gregory of Naz~nz, respecting the most important matters of doc
trine· ............. , ... , ............ " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .
848
Later influences of the Origenistic spirit less discernible in the Alexan
drian church, than in the particular cases of Eusebius of Cresarea,
and the three great church-teachers from Cappadocia, and in bringing
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a more spIritual mode of apprehending the Christian system of
doctrInes generally.................. , ......... , .............. 348-349
Platonism constantly, except in the case of Eunomius, the scientific form
for expressing the doctrines of faith........... , ............. , . .. 349-850
New combination of Platonic with Christian elements in the case of
Synesius The mystico-theurgical system in the Pseudo-Dionysian
350
writings which sprang out of a combination Qf this sort.· . . . . . . . . . . .
Interprttation of Scripture and Inspiration, 850-353.

Great influence of Origen in bringing about a more scientific method
of expounding the scriptures; of Jerome, also, on the chmch of the
West. The Antiochian school. ... ·· .. ·.· ...................... 350-351
More accurate distinction of the divine and human elements in holy
writ among the Antiochians.· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
851
Chrysostom on the difference of the gospels... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
852
Jerome, on Gal. 5 : 12· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
852
The difference in the p!'evailing method of interpretation amonO' the
Antiochians and the Alexandrians- owing to a radical diffe~ence
between the two schools (the latter being more inclined to the mys
tical side - to give an undue prominence to the, divine element; the
former being more inclined to logical reflection, and striving to appre
hend the divine and human element.'! in harmony with each other.)
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council. Vitalian and Justinian. Negotiations with Rome. Anathe
ma on the leaders of the Monophysites. Acacius himself sacrificed.
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others of the clergy, oppose it· .................................
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of Hermiane· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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Nestorians in Persia.
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bishop of Edessa ..... , ............. , ............. " .. " ..... 551-552
Activity of Barsumas (one of those who had been driven away by
Rabulas) as bishop of Nisibis, from 435 to 489, in establishinO' the
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under Babias, patriarch of Seleucia, from the year 496. (Permits
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the clergy to marry). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The school of Edessa, destroyed in 489 by Zeno, transplanted to Nisibis
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In Egypt, (seceded in the timp. of Justinian,) and in Ethiopia ........ 552-553
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oppressed church, till 578. Jacobites··········.··..............
Divisions among the Monophysites. The party of Severus. Niobites.
Severus favors Phthartodocetism. Themistius inclined to Agnoetism .. 553-554
Studies, for the most part barren and unprofitnble dialectics. Aristotle.
Two men oflarger views. John Philoponus, (distinguished the two
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tcach~rs). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 554-555
Mystical tendency of Bar Sudaili, an abbot of Edessa: taurtht that all
fallen beings would eventually be raised to union with°God. His
Chiliasm. His mystical interpretations of scripture ....... " .. " ... 555-557

Doctrine concerning ]fan, 557-661.
Introductory remarks. Practical spirit of the \Vestern church. The
W~st (Tertullian) !rives more prominence to sin and ~ace. The
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The still undevelcped systnn of Hilary of Poicti~rs.

The sinful propensity cleaving to all men from Adam. Hilary seems to
refer moral evil to the sensuous nature. All men need the forgiveness
of sin. Among men, all goodness relative. Holds to a certain painful
righteousness of the law. The mild yoke of Christ. Presupposes, too,
the communication of a new principle of life by Christ. Gives promi
nence to the free-will· ..................................... " 559-562
Ambrose, the predecessor of Augustin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Distinctly sets forth the fact of universal sinfulness, (by men's own fault,)
and the doctrine of grace as the efficient cause of all conversion, which,
however, is conditioned on human recipiency ..... " ............. 562-563
The two passages treating of grace as effecting the whole work· ....... 563-564
Anthropology of Augustin and Pelagius, 564-592.
Augustin.

Connection of his scheme of doctrine with the hi.~tory of his life.

Study
of St. Paul, at the time of his conversion. The two great divisions
of his life. The question, "whence is evil in man's nature, which is
attracted towards goodness," led him to Manichreism j but became
also, the centre afterwards of his consistent scheme of thought ......• 564-566
The first period, reaching to about 394. Certain Platonic ideas. His
doctrine of moral corruption not derived from Manichreism. Moral
evil the fiT! av. Holds fast to free-will. His exposition of Rom. 9,
of the year 394, (Quod credimus, nostrum est.) The occultissima
auimarum merita········· ..............................•.... 566-568
'Vith more profound views of the nature of t:'lith, he comes to give a
more partial prominence to the divine agency. A predestination
conditlOned on foreknowledge does not satisfy his discriminating
mind· ..................................................... 568-570
Second period. The letter to Simplician, A.D. 397, also, on Rom. 9.
The incomprehensible, yet at all times just, councils of God· ........ 570-572
Augustin's scheme of doctrine distinctly struck out previous to the Pela.
gIan controversy; before the system of Pelagius (which grew out of
~veral ~~ws already P!evailing in the churcn) had been formed out
In opposItIon to AugustIn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
572
Pelagius.

Monk of Britain. Connection with the East. His sequestered life in
study and ascetism. Sense of moral power. His letter to Demetrias.
Prrecepta et concilia- against Jovinian. Takes the sermon on the
mount in the literal sense·· ......... , ........ " .. " " ......... 572-576
His practical interest in opposing the worldly Christianity of the times.
Outward participation m the sacraments and £'lith (understood by
him as an outward thing) are not enough. Opposed to purgatory j in
favor of the eternity of future punishment. His opposition to moral
inaction· ............................ " .... " ............... 576-578
His doctrine concerning man. Virtues of the pagans. Denies inherited
depravity. The possibility of moral evil, a necessary condition of
goodness. Free-will overcomes the enticements of sense, or yields to
them· .... " " " ............. , .......... " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
578
His doctrine concerning the Saviour, that of the church, modified, how
ever, by his doctrine of man. 'Yorks must be added to faith. Oppo-'
sition to the Augustinian maxim: Da quod jubes, et jube quod vis· . 578-579
His commentary on Paul's epistles, composed at Rome, (re-written by
Cassiodore). • . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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E.cternal ki:story of the Pelagian disputes, 579-592.

Crelestius,- formerly an advocate, openly appears as a defender of the '
principles of Pelagius .......................... , ............. 579-580
Crelestius visits Carthage (with Pelagius) in 411. Endeavors to obtain
there the place of a presbyter. Complained of by Paulinus before a
synod of that country, A.D. 412, (for maintaining that Adam's sin
injured no one but himself.) Crelestius of the opinion that the sub
ject in hand was a speculative question de traduce peccati; but is ex
communicated .. , ........................ " ., .. , ............ 580-581
Pelagius at Palestine, A.D. 415. Jerome and Paul Orosius, his antago
nists. Jerome's letter to Ctesiphon, and his dialogues. Yet the Ori
ental church, on the whole, more £worably inclined to Pelagius than
to Augustin ................... " ..... " ., .. " ., " " ., ....... 581-582
Orosius arraigns Pelagius before a synod under John of Jerusalem, A.D.
415. The prudent John will not allow himself to be moved by the
authority of Augustin. Pela~us vindicates himself before the Ori
entals on the charge that "he taught man might easily fulfil the
divine commands." The complainants allege that the matter be
longed to the ,"Vest- and for this reason, John reports it to Innocent
of Rome··········· .................... " ., ...... " ........ 582-583
Heros of ArIes, and Lazarus of Aix, enter a complaint against Pelagius,
of Cresarea. PeIa
before a synod held at Diospolis, under EuloQ1uS
o
gius defends himself against the cbarge that he taught" there was such
a thing as perfect purity and exemption from sin." Also condemns
certain positions of Crelestius, and is recocrnized as a member of the
Catholic church· ...................... ~ ...................... 583-585
Alleged violences at Bethlehem. Jerome and Augustin (de gestis Pe
lagii) concerning the synod of Diospolis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
585
The iliree letters of the North-African bishops, A.D. 416. Letter of
Pelagius - and his vague confession of faith, all addressed to Inno
cent. Innocent, though not wholly given to the views of Augustin,
joins in the condemnation of the Pelagian doctrines, but dies in the
same year, 416· ................. , " .. " ., " ... , " ...... " ... 586-587
Zosimus his successor, more favorable to the Pelagian doctrines. Creles
tius at Rome. His confession of faith, likewise vague and indefinite,
satisfies Zosimu.'~. Two letters of the latter to the Africans, asserting
the orthodoxy of Crelestius and Pelagius ........................ 587-589
The decided protest of a. synod at Carthage produces an impression on
Zosimus. He suspends his decision. Nine canons of the Africans
against Pelagius· ............................................ 590-591
Africans secure on their side the civil power. Imperial edicts against
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CHURCH HISTORY.

SECOND PERIOD OF THE HISTORY OF TIIE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
FROM THE END OF THE DIOCLESIAN PERSECUTION TO THE TIME
OF GREGORY TIlE GREAT! BISHOP OF ROME j OR FRO)1 THE YEAR
312 TO THE YEAR 5!l0.

SEc'rION FIRST.
RELATION OF THE CHRISTIAX CIIUr:CH TO THE lrOTILD.
AXD LDIIT ATIOX.

1.

,yITIII~

ITS EXTEXSION

THE RmIAN E~rpIRE.

A. Relation of the Roman Emperors to the Ollristian Olw1"clt.
Christian church had come forth victorious out of its last bloody
c.onfiict in the Dioclesian persecution. The very author of the persecu
tIon, the Emperor Galerius himself, had been forced to acknowledge,
that the })ower of conviction was not to be overcome by fire and sword.
But in truth no experience can subdue the obstinacy of fanaticism and
of despotism; and had not everything assumed another shape, under
the influence of a great political change in the Roman empire, deeply
affecting the history of the world, the attempt would, perhaps, even
after that last edict of toleration, have been renewed in many districts,
to Suppress Christianity by force; as indeed it had often been the case
before, that the persecution, after a momentary pause, broke forth
again with increased violence .
.One of the regents of that period was Caius Galerius Valerius :Maxi
nlln~s, who ruled at first over Egypt and Syria; then, after the death
of hIS uncle Galerius in the year 311, made himself master of all the
Asiatic provinces; - the bitterest enemy of Christianity and of the
Christians. Sprun 0" from the lowest condition, - having been originally
a. shep?erd, - he '~1.S blindly devoted to all the popular superstitions of
P~gamsm, inclined by his own disposition to serve as a tool to the
Pnests, at;d posscs~ed. withal of a rough, violent, despotic temper. He
had no WIsh now, It 18 true, to be the only one among the regents of
the Roman empire to oppose the edict which had been issued by the
VOL.n.
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oldest Augustus; but still he could not be satisfied to publish it in the
same open manner in which it had been published in the other parts of
the empire. He had only directed, under the hand of his first officer
of state, Sabinus, the prretorian prefect, that it should be announced
to all the provincial magistrates, as the emperor's will, that the Chris
tians should no longer be molested. The prefect issued a mandate
which agreed in substance with the edict of Valerius: "That it had
long been with the emperors an o~ject of their most anxious desire, to
bring back the souls of all men to the right ways of a pious life; so
that those who followed any usage foreign from that of the Romans,
might be induced to pay to the immortal gods the homage which is due
to them: but such had been the obstinacy of many people, that they
would neither be drawn away from their purpose by a reasonable obe
dience to the imperial command, nor awed by the punishments with
which they were threatened. Inasmuch, then, as their imperial majes
ties 1 had graciously considered, that it would be contrary to their mild
intentions to involve so many in danger, they had resolved that, for the
the future, no Christian should be punished or disturbed on account of
his religion; since it had been made evident by the experience of so
long a period, that they could in no way be persuaded to desist from
their own wilful determination." 2
The more violent the persecution had been, especially in the coun
tries su~ject to the government of ~Iaximinus, the greater was the joy
of the Christians in those countries, when this command of the emperor
was everywhere put in execution. From their different places of exile,
from the prisons, from the mines in which they had been condemned to
labor, crowds of thankful Christians returned to their homes; and the
public wayfares resounded with their songs of praise. The churches
began to be rebuilt, and to be filled once more with worshipping assem
blies. Scarcely for half a year did their joy and tranquillity remain
undisturbed. As was to be expected, the restoration of the Christian
churches, and the great number of those who now freely and publicly
j~ined in the religious services, excited afresh the fanatic rage of the
Heathens, which could once more readily find an organ for its expres
sion in that l\Iaximinus, who, at heart, had never ceased to cherish his
blind zeal for the old idolatry, and his hatred of Christianity.
•
At first, they could not bear to see the enthusiasm which the memory
of the martyrs enkindled in the Christians who assembled at their
graves. It was very easy, t{)O, in pretending fear lest some disturbance
might happen to the public peace, to find a reason for prohibiting the
Christians from assembling at their places of bnrial- the cemeteries.
The religious views of the emperor being well known, the heathen
priests, conjurors and magistrates, in various cities both of his old and
of his new province, where from the earliest times the pagan worship
stood in high repute, and certain forms of it in particular were exhib
1

The Numen dominornm nostrorum,;'
as the debas-

-8eL6TTJ~ TWV Oe(j7l'OTWV i}f1.wv, -

ing, idolatrous flattery which had become

already the diplomatic language, then ex
pressed itself.
2 Euseb. hist. ecdes. 1. IX. c. 1.
De

mort. persecutor. c. 36.
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ited with much antique display, (as at Antioch, Tyre, and Nicomedia
in Bithynia,) instigated their fellow-citizens to beg it as a favor of the
emperor, that no enemy to the gods of their fathers might be permitted
to dwell or practise his own rites of worship within their walls. In
part it was fanatical intoJerance, and in part a spirit of servile flat
tery, more anxious to obtain the favor of the prince than to promote the
honor of the gods, which dictated these petitions. Christian authors,
it is true, affirm, that the emperor himself secretly encouraged these
persons to present such petitions, that he might have a fair pretext for
persecuting the Christians. l But it is pJain that they do not here
report a fact which was known to themselves; but only represent as a
fact, the inference which they thought themselves warranted to draw,
from the manner in which ~faximinus received such petitions, and from
his kno'wn disposition. The reception which these petitions met with
from the emperor was, at all events, without any further action on his
part, a sufficient encouragement to repeat them. True, when he first
took possession of the Asiatic provinces, which had belonged to the
empire of Galerius; and when, on his arrival at Nicomedia, many of
the citizens appeared before him with the images of their gods, and
presented him, in the name of the city, a petition of this sort, he was
still just enough - unless we may suppose he was restrained for the
present by reasons of policy - to refuse granting their petition immedi
ately. He caused himself, in the first place, to be informed of the true
state of things; and on finding that there were many Christians in the
city, he told the deputies, that he would have been pleased to grant
their request; but he understood that it was not the wish of all the citi
zens, and he desired to leave every man at liberty to follow his own
convictions. 2 'Vhen, however, similar petitions came to him from other
cities, testifying great zeal for the wor.ship of the gods; when, more
over, pious frauds, so called, were employed to operate on the mind of
th~ superstitious and ~redulous prince, - as at Antioch, where it was
saId a voice had issued from a wonder-working statue of Jupiter Philios,
lately set up, and the god required that his enemies should be driven
from the city and its territory,3 - :Maximin could no longer maintain
that tone of impartiality which was so foreign from his nature. He
thought it due to the honor of the gods, as he expressed it in the Jater
edict, those gods to whom the state owed its preservation, that he
should not reject a request which aimed at nothing but the promotion
of that honor. He not only granted such petitiolls, but expressed to
those who presented them, his particular approbation of their pious dis
position. At r:ryre, he caused to be publicly fixed up, in answer to a
proposal of this sort, and as an encouraging token of his satisfaction

rr:

1 hus De mortib. persecnt. c. 36: Sub.
omahs le;;ationibus civitatnm, qure pete
rent, ne mtra civitates suas Christianis
~onve':ticula extrnere lieeret, ut quasi coac·
ns et 1m pulsus facere videratur quod erat
~pon!e factums; and Buscb. L~. 2: Ai'1"()~
ca~:~ Ie.aa: i;p.&v rrpcCJ,BcVcTat.
1 hl~. 1S stated by Ma.ximin himself, in

the edict w]lich he subsequently published
in favor of the Christians, and which Euse
him, after his usual manner, has translated
in yery obscure language from the Latin
original; or else it was composed in a. very
barbarous diplomatic style.
3 Euscb. IX. 3.
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with its pious spirit, a laudatory writmg, composed in the pompous,
declamatory style of the rhetorical schools of that period, by some mas
ter or pupil of the same. Among other things it was here said: "That
highest and greatest Jupiter, who presides over your famous city, who
saved the gods of your fathers, your wives, children, hearths and homes
from every pestilent infection, he it was who inspired your souls with
this wholesome purpose, revealing to you how noble and salutary it is,
to approach the worship of the immortal gods with becoming reverence."
N ext is set forth in swollen expressions, how, by the renewed worship
of the gods, men had been delivered from the distresses of famine and
of war, from contagious pestilence, and other public calamities, which
formerly had been brought on by the guilt of the Christians: - " For
these things happened in consequence of the pernicious error of those
reckless men, when it had taken possession of their souls, and covered
almost the whole world with disgrace." It is then said of the Chris
tians: "If they per3ist in their accursed folly, let them be banished,
as you demand, far from your city and its territory." And that they
themselves might know with what good will the emperor received their
proposition, they were invited to ask for some special favor, which
should be granted them at once, as a memorial to their children and
childrens' children of their piety towards the immortal gods. 1
In every way, Maximin sought to restore the splendor of Paganism,
and, by giving new power and new consequence to its zealous votaries,
to supplant the Christians, without publishing any new edict against
them. The appointment to sacerdotal offices in the provinces had hith
erto been lodged with the senatorial colleges, (the collegio decurionum,
curialium,) who chose to such posts, those of their own number who had
been already tried in various municipal employments. But :Maximin
now reserve'd the appointment to such places in his own hands, that he
might be sure to have promoted to them the most distinguished men of
the senate, and those from whom he could expect the most zealous and
influential exertions to reanimate Paganism. To the highest posts of
the sacerdotal colleges he chose, in fact, men who had already filled the
higher civil offices; and, to procure for them greater respect, he gave
them the mantle of glistening white, inwrought with gold, which before
was the distinguishing badge of the court offices. 2
Trials before Pilate (acta Pilati) were now forged, full of blasphe
mies against Christ. 3 These fabricated documents were distributed
through the city and country schools, in order that hatred to Christian
1 The edict, in a Greek translation, is in sian persecution; nnd special pains were
now taken to pnt it in circulation. This
Eusebius, IX. 7.
we are obliged to suppose, if these acta are
2 Euseb. IX. 4. De mortib. p. e. 36.
B Euseb. IX. 5. Still earlier than this, altogether the same with those to whieh a
there may have been various recensions of pagan priest, in some earlier year of the
the acta Pilati hy Christians nnd Pa~ans j Diorlesian peniecntion, appealed before a
and so this new dC\'ice of malice may have tribunal as testimony against the divinity
sprung out of some older root. Perhaps, of Christ. Acta Tarachi, Probi, ct Andro
also, it is inexact, when it is said, that those nid, c. 9. His words to the Christians are:
acta were then forged for the first time j MWPE, Tovro Ol'K oidar, em, ov lr.'Kal,~, av~p(,)
perhaps the fanatical hate of the Pagans r.ov Ttva yryfVllpevov KaKovpyov, imo l;ov,utfi'
had already devised some contrivance of de ll,I..arov TtVOr irYfflovor aVllpTi]rr&at C1Tav
this sort in "the earlier times of the Diocle pi;J, av Ka£ vr.ofLv1Jflara KaTaKelvTa'i
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ity might be seasonably instilled into the minds of the children~ - a
well-chosen means, no doubt, for giving currency to convictions such as
men wished to have them.
The declamatory notice above cited, that public calamities were
warded off by the worship of the gods, was soon refuted by experience.
There was a failure of harvest, and a famine '; pestilential disorders
raged. :Meanwhile the Christians chose the best way to manifest the
spirit of their faith, and to show the Heathens the groundlessness of
their accusations. 1 They collected the whole multitude of the starving
population in the city (probably Nicomedia) into one place, and dis
tributed bread to them. Thus it might be that more was accomplished
by this work of faith, than could have been effected by any demonstra
tion of words; that, as Eusebius says,2 the Heathens praised the Chris
tians' God, and pronounced the Christians themselves to be the only truly
pious and God-fearing men. But there is always a fanaticism which
the strongest facts can neither confute nor embarrass.
Although no new edicts of a sanguinary character were issued, yet
it could not fail to be the case, under the impulse of freshly excited
passions, the outbreaks of which were rather favored than checked by
the supreme power of the state, that in various scattered spots the blood
of the martyrs would flow copiously. Individuals who, by their zeal
for the spread of the faith, and by the authority in which they stood
among their fellow-believers, had drawn particularly upon themselves
the hatred of the governors or of the emperor, suffered martyrdom.
Instances of this kind occurred at Emesa in Phrenicia, at Alexandria,
and at Antioch. 3 This was the last martyr's blood which flowed in
consequence of the Dioclesian persecution. From the West began a
train of events, which placed the whole Christian 'church in a different
relation to the civil power in the Roman state; and the influence of
these events soon extended, at least indirectly, to the Eastern portion
of the empire.
Constantine, the son of Constantius Chlorus, was the individual by
whom this change was brought about. The manner in which it took
place had an important influence on the entire shaping of the church
within the bounds of the Roman empire, during the period commencing
with this epoch. In order to a correct understanding of the whole
matter, it is certainly much to be desired, that we possessed better
means of information respecting the early religious education of the
per:son from whom all this proceeded. But, as often happens, the facts
WhICh have reached us concerning the mental development of the author
of a great outward change in the history of the world, are scanty and
meagre; and it only remains for us to gather our conclusions from a
few scattered hints .
. His father, Constantius Chlorus, was, as we have already remarked
m another place, friendly to the Christians, and probably a follower of
that species of religious eclecticism which united Christ along with the
gods of Rome. His mother, Helena, the first wife of Constantius, beIi

1 Compare the similar example in the
rst ,·olume.

YOLo II.

1

2
3

L. 9, c. 8.
Euseb. IX. c. 6.
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comes known, at a somewhat later period, as ;t zealous Christian accord
ing to the measure of her religious knowledge, - devoted and punctil
ious in the performance of all the external duties of religion. There
are no existing grounds for supposing that she came to this conviction
suddenly, or that she was led to embrace it, in her later years, by the
example of her son. Nothing forbids us to suppose that she was, in
the earlier period of her life, if not· a Christian, at least inclined to
Christianity,l Possibly it was through her influence that this direction
had been given to the mind of her husband; since it not unfrequently
happened, that the husband· came to the knowledge of Christianity
through means of the wife. Slight as must have been the immediate
influence of his parents on the education of Constantine, who was so
early removed from their side; yet it may well be supposed, that the
religious principles of the parents would not fail to make some impres
sion on the mind of their son. The Christians being at that time so
numerous and so widely dispersed, Constantine would, without doubt,
frequently come in contact with them; and, as we may readily suppose,
they would neglect no opportunity which offered, of making the prince
fayorably disposed towards their religion and their party. 'While a
youth, he resided at the court of Dioclesian; and afterwards at that
of Galerius. He witnessed at Nicomedia the out·burst of the persecu
tion against the Christians. 2 This example of blood-thirsty fanaticism
could have no other effect, than to revolt his youthful, and in respect
to such proceedings, unprejudiced mind. \Vhen he compared the
religious tolerance of his father with the spirit which he here saw dis
played, it was no difficult task for him to decide, which way of think
ing would best contribute to promote the tranquillity and well-being of
the state. He witnessed here, too, such proofs of the power of Chris
tian faith, as might well make an impression on him. He saw there
was something in Christianity, which was not to be subdued by fire and
sword.
In the next following years, after Constantine, as his father's succes
sor, had been proclaimed Augustus, in 306, by the legions in Britain,
he appears to have been still attached to the pagan forms of worship.
\Yhen, in the year 308, after the successful termination of the war with
1 Nothing ccrtain is known with regard to
the relations between Helena and her son
as to this matter. Theodoret, it is tme, says
cxpresslv, (H. E. 1. I. e 18,) that Constan
tine received his first impressions of Chris
tianitv from her j but we 'cannot be sure
that Ii'is authorit\· for this statement is de
servin'" of confidence. Eusebius mi~ht have
been ~ore correctly informed; and he says,
(de vita Constant. 1. III. c. 47,) it was by
means of Constantine that his mother first
became a Christian, - {}coGf,3q KaTat1T1J
aUVTa, aUK OV(fav rrpoTfpov. But we should
remark, that Eusebius was strongly inclined
to tum e\'ervthing to the advantage of his
hero j and that it is in nowise inconsistent
with this statement, to suppose that Helena,
while professing to be on the side of Heathen

ism, still cherished a certain veneration for
Christ, as a divine being, and was disposed
to favor Christianity.
2 See the religious discourse which the
Christian emperor is said to have pro
nounced before a Christian assembly- Ora
tio ad sanctomm cretum, appended to the
life of this emperor by Eusebius, c. 25.
Though it assuredly cannot be supposed
that the discourse was delivered by the em
peror precisely as it stands here, yet the
suhstance of it is nevertheless not wholly
unlike what we might naturally expect from
him. Compare also what Constantine says
concerning the persecution of Dioclesian,
in his proclamation issued in the East, af
ter the victory ovcr Licinius. Buscb. de
,ita Constantin. 1. II. c. 49.
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that Maximianus Herculius who had a second time set himself up as
emperor, he received the unexpected intelligence, that the Franks,
against whom he was just commencing a campaign, had ceased from
their hostile demonstrations, he gave public thanks in a celebrated tem
ple of Apollo, probably at Autun, (Augustodunum,) and presented a
magnificent offering to the god.! From this circumstance we may
gather, not only that Constantine still professed an attachment t() the
old heathen ceremonies, but also that he did not belong to the class of
warriors and princes who make no account of the religious interest, and
who, strangers to all emotions and impulses of that nature, have an eye
only to the human means of prosecuting their undertaKings. He be
lieved himself to be indebted for his good fortune to the protection of
a god.
It was not until after his victory over the tyrant 1iaxentius,2 that
Constantine publicly declared in favor of the .christians. The question
here presents itself, whether, as we must suppose according to one of
the traditions, it was this victory itself, in connection with the extraor
dinary circumstances preceding it, which gave this new and decided
direction, not to the public conduct only, but also to the religious opin
ions, of this emperor.
According to Eusebius,3 the way in which this important change was
brought about, was as follows: - Muxentius, in making his prepara
tions for the war, had scrupulously obscned all the customary ceremo
nies of Paganism, and was relying for snccess on the agency of super
natural powers. Hence Constantine was the more strongly persuaded,
that he ought not to place his whole confidence in an arm of flesh. lIe
revolved in his mind, to what god it would be suitable for him to apply
for aid. The misfortunes of the last emperors, who had been so zeal
ously devoted to the cause of Paganism, and the example of his father,
who had trusted in the one true and almighty God alone, admonished
him that he also should place confidence in no other. To this God,
therefore, he applied, praying that he would reveal himself whim,
and lend him the protection of his arm in the approaching contest.
'Vhile thus praying, a short time after noon,4 he beheld, spread on the
fa~e of the heavens, a glittering cross, and above it the inscription: "By
this conquer.5 " The emperor and his whole army, now just about to
commence their march towards Italy, were seized with awe. 'Vhile
Constantine was still pondering the import of this sign, night came
on! and in a dream Christ appeared to him, with the same symbol
which he had seen in the hea.vens, and directed him to cause a banner

!

Eumcnii Panegyricus Constantini, c. 21.
. Maxcntius, son of Maximi:mus Hereu
us ' ha~ seizcd upon the sovereignty in Ita
~ and 10 North Africa; and hy his aban
oned .and voluptuous life, his oppressions,
and hiS despotic acts in every way had
rendered himself alike odious to He·a~hens
!lnd to Christians j thou"'h at Rome he had
~ the ~u~et showed hlmself favorable to
e Chnstlans, with a view to secnre on his
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side the interest of their party. Buseh. H. E.
1. VIII. c. 14.
a De vita Constant. c. 1. 27.
• The ohscure language of Eusebiu!!:

u!l'ft p.£U1l!l(3plnlt; tJpa!;, ~Ol1 T1J~ nfdpa!; arroK
nvoV<r1l!;, is, I think. most naturally inter

preted by supposing the last clause to
contain a limitation of the first.
:; TouTIt' vlKa, undoubtedly, in the native
language of the emperor and of the Roman
soldiers: Hoc vince.
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to be prepared after the same pattern, and to use it as his protection
against the' power of the enemy.

The emperor obeyed: he caused

to be made, after the pattern he had seen, the resplendent banner of

the cross, (called. the Labarum,) on the shaft of which was affixed, with
the symbol of the cross, the monogram (~) of the name of Christ.
He then sent for Christian teachers, of whom he inquired concerning
the God that had appeared to him, and the import of the symbol. This
gave them an opportunity of instructing him in the knowledge of Chris
tianity.
Taking the account of Eusebius as literally true, we should have to
recognize in this occurrence a real miracle. 'Ve should be the less
tempted to separate the fact at bottom from the subjective conception
and representation of it by the narrator, and thus to reduce it from the
form of a supernatural to that of a natural phenomenon, because the
pagan army, which Constantine was leading from Gaul, and which,
according to the pagan rhetorician Libanius, conquered, praying to the
gods,! is said also to have beheld the words inscribed in the heavens.
But the supposition of a miracle here, is one which has in itself noth
ing to recommend it, especially when we consider, that the conversion,
as it is called, of the Roman emperor, such as it really was, could in
nowise possess the same significance in the sight of God, who respect
eth not the person, but looks upon the heart alone as an acceptable sac
rifice, as it had in the eyes of men dazzled and deceived by outward
show. In this particular way, it is scarcely possible to conceive that a
change of heart, which is the only change that deserves to be called a
conversion, could have been wrought. :Much rather might we presume
that, in this way, the emperor would be misled to combine pagan super
stition with a mere coloring of Christianity. And were we to judge of
the end which this miracle was designed to subserve, by the general
consequences of the emperor's conversion on the Christian church with
in the Roman empire, it might be questioned whether these conse
quences were really so benign in their influence on the progress of the
kingdom of God, as they were imagined to be, by those persons who,
dazzled by outward show, saw in the external power and splendor of the
Christian church a triumph of Christianity.
But, aside from all this, in order to suppose a real miracle, we need
better testimony to the truth of the facts, as they are stated by Euse
bius. The only witness is Constantine himself, who, many years after
the event, had related the circumstances to this writer.2 But, in the
case of Constantine himself, it might easily happen, that what was in
itself a natural phenomenon, would, by his own subjective apprehension
Liban. inrcp Ti:Jv lrpCJv, ed. Reiske, vol.
160, Ka&atpti flEv TOV 1itpcv{3pt(]aVTa
~v tx:>flTJV " yaMTi:Jv Err' aVTOV ayaywv (]jpa
T07rtOOV, OL &tol~ E1iij').&OV rrpoTtpOV tv~aflt
1

n. p.
VOL.

2 As Eusebius does not mention this in
his Church History, and yet we can hardly
suppose that, when he composed this histo
ry, he did not know something about it
~ough the popular tradition of the Chris

tians, we must explain the circumstance by
supposing that what he then knew about it,
seemed to him either not well authenticat
ed, or else not important enough for his
purpose; for it was then his opinion that
Constantine, following the example of his
father, ,vas already a Christidn, and marched
against Maxentius. calling on God and
Christ to assist him.
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of it, by the power of fancy, the length of the intervening time, the
wish to be regarded by the bishops as a person peculiarly favored of
God, gradually assume to itself the shape of a miracle. Add to this,
that Eusebius himself, in the character of a rhetorical panegyrist, might
indulge in some exaggeration.
His story is not wholly consistent with itself; but contains, besides
the miraculous part of it, much that seems altogether improbable.
Constantine must have received some knowledge of the God of the
Christians from his father; yet he inquires who he is. It seems that
he needed to be informed what was meant by the symbol of the cross;
but the import of this sign, which appeared in the daily life of eyery
Christian, and concerning the supernatural influence of which so much
was said, could at that time hardly remain unknown to anyone who
was in the habit of associating with Christians. The very style of the
narration, then, as drawn up by Eusebius, would lead us of itself to be
cautious how we take everything it contains as -literally true; and to
conjecture that a natural phenomenon was the basis of what he has rep
resented as a supernatural event. Now we do actually find other
accounts, which may, perhaps, be traced back to a still older and purer
source, - to an account given by Constantine, or by Christians who
~ere with him, soon after the event, - and which point more directly
to" a natural incident. According to Rufinus, he sees, in a dream,
towards the East, the flaming sign of a cross; and, waking in a fright,
beholds at his side an angel, who exclaims: "By this conquer." 1 The
work, "IJe 'lnortibu8pe1"Secutorum," reports, that he' was directed
in a vision to cause the sign of the Christian's God to be placed on the
shields of his soldiers.2 These statements point to a psychological ex
planation. Yet we must admit, that what then transpired in the mind
of Constantine would have an important influence on his way of think
ing and on his conduct in regard to matters of religion.
. But it may be doubt~d, whether we have sufficient warrant for adopt
mg this hypothesis. It is possible that the whole story may have sprung
up after the event. In the eyes of both Pagans and Christians, the
victory over ~Iaxentius was an event of the utmost importance. Pagans
and Christians were at that time inclined, each party in their own way,
to introduce, under such circumstances, the aid of higher powers; and
the rhetorical panegyrists especially contributed to the propagation. of
such legends. Pagans saw, in this case, the gods of the eternal CIty,
engaged to deliver them from the disQTacefnl yoke. Among them, ac
cordingly, was circulated the legend ~f a heavenly army, seen in the
air, and sent by the gods to the succor of Constantine.3 Among the
Christians, on the other hand, the story was propagated of an appear

! Rufin. hist. eccles. l. IX. c. 9.

. De m. p. c. 44. Commonitus est in
qUlcte Constantinus ut cooleste signum Dei
(the ~onogram of Christ) notaret in scutis
at~ue Ita ~.rO!)jum committerct.
14 Nuzum Pllncgyricus in Constantin, c.
• ~n ore denique cst omnium Galliarum,
ex.ercltus visos, qui se divinitus missos prre

se ferebant. The words are even put into
their mouth: Constantinum pctimus, Con
stantino imus auxilio. And the pitiable
flattery adds to this: Habent profecto et
divina jactantiam, et cO!lestia quoque tangit
ambitio. 111i, divinitus missi, gloriabantur
quod tibi militabant.
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ance of the cross. Constantine having been observed, in the later
years of his life, to show a peculiar veneration for the cross, men would
fain trace this habit to the fact, that it was by the aid of the cross he
had obtained his victory; and by an anachronistic combination of
events which is of no unfrequent occurrence, they referred many
things, which belonged to a later period of the reign of Constantine,
as for instance, the erection of the banner of the cross, back to the
present time. In the latter part of his life, Constantine may have
acknowledged this account of the popular tradition, to give himself im
portance in the eyes of the Christians; perhaps, by degrees, persuad
mg himself that the event had actually so happened. This, we must
admit, is possible. But, in this case, we should have to trace those
regulations of Constantine in favor of the Christian church, which im
mediately ensued, to some other cause. It is altogether inadmissible,
however, to explain these regulations as resulting from the policy of
Constantine. In gaining over the Christian party to his side, he lost
ground with the Heathen; and yet the Heathen party, if not the most
numerous, was for the most part still in possession of the power. Many
things, moreover, are to be observed in the proceedings of Constantine,
after this time, which assuredly do not admit of being explained from
any plan of policy, but only on the ground of a peculiar religious in
terest. From what has been said above, however, respecting the early
education of Constimtine, we might very easily account for the fact,
even without resorting to the vision of the cross, that, like Alexander
Severus and Philip the Arabian, he had become convinced that the God
of the Christians was a powerful Divine Being, who was to be wor
shipped along with the ancient gods of the nation; and that he was
led, after the defeat of ~Iaxentius, when his power was increased, and
he had obtained the sovereignty over those lands where Christianity
had become more widely diffused, to express, in his public and civil acts,
a conviction which he had already long entertained.
But although the origin of this legend might be thus explained, and
although we are not driven to a fact .of this sort in order to account
for the conduct of Constantine towards the Christian church, yet we
ought not, without weighty reasons, to reject the legend altogether;
nor should we, without weighty reasons, charge Constantine with a.
partly intentional fraud; especially as he himself here furnishes us with
a key to explain his way of thinking and acting in matters of religion,
which is in every respect exceedingly well suited t<> that end, and
which in many ways is proved to be the right one. 'Ve have already
observed that Constantine, in his wars, was in the habit of looking to
the gods for assistance.1 Christian and Pagan historians are aO'reed,
that ~:Iaxentius, whose superstition, as it frequently happens, wasOequal
to his crimes, offered many sacrifices to secure the victory on his side; and
that he relied more upon supernatural powers than upon the might of
his arms.2 Even in the later period of Constantine's life, we meet
1

Compo with the above remark, the coins

invicto comiti. Eckhel, doctrlna nummortUIl

of Constantine with the inscription: Soli vctcrom, vol. 8, p. i5.
2

Vid. Zosim, 1. II. c. 16.
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with many things which show that he dreaded the effects of the pagan
rites. Supposing this to be the case, we may readily conceive that he,
too, would wish to have some superior power on his own side; and that
with this feeling, in accordance with the pagan mode of thinking,
which, for the most part, still clung to him, his attention would be
directed-to watch for signs in the heavens, from which he could gather
an omen.1 In his intercourse with the Christians, he had heard of the
miraculous power of the cross; he already believed in the God of the
Christians as a powerful being. N ow it is very possible, that, either of
himself, or at the suggestion of Christians about his person, he imagined
he perceived, in the shape of the clouds, or in some other object, a sign
of the cross, - the Christians being disposed to trace their favorite
symbol in almost every object of nature. The vision in his sleep, which
perhaps immediately followed, admits itself also, in this case, of an
easy explanation. Thus, then, Constantine was led to conceive the
hope that, by the power of the God of the Christians and the sacred
symbol of the cross, he should conquer. 2 lIe obtained the victory,
and now felt that he was indebted for it to the God of the Christians.
The sign of the cross became his amulet, of which fact we find many
and various indications in the ensuing life of Constantine. After the
victory, he caused to be erected in the Forum at Rome his O\'in statue,
holding in the right hand a standard, in the shape of a cross, with the
following inscription beneath it: "By this salutary sign, the true symbol
of valor, I freed your city from the yoke of the tyrant." 3 He was after
wards in the frequent habit of making this sign, (to which he ascribed
a supernatural power of protection) on the most ordinary occasions, and
was often observed to draw the cross upon his forehead. 4
This hypothesis is rendered probable, by similar examples belonging
to the same period, where superstition became the way to faith, and
men who imagined they perceived supernatural effects to proceed from
1 We may compare the (JwrJr/llla in Eu
scbius vita Const. I. 28, with a oWlJ17prio-v.
. ~ Although the rcmark is certainly just
III Itself, that the Christian historians wer~
"cry ready to imagine they saw the sign of
t~c cro~s where there was nothing of the
kind, yet there nrc no existing ~rounds for
applying this remark, with Eckhel and
Man~o, to all the monuments belonging to
the time of Constantine, and for regarding
tIle Labarum as no more than an ordinary
noman banner; still less is there any good
reason for 8eekin.g in the Attic ftntifJuitics
an expla~ation of the monogram of Cluist,
the meanmg of which is so obvious.
3 Eus~b. hist. eccles. IX. 9, de v. C. II.

4.?'.

'!'OVT<fJ T/iJ f1(JT7Jptwou a1Jf1ft(,), Ti;J u)':'l{}t

t~~.fA.iY-':.<fJ T~~ uvopiar, rirv 1l'OI..lV i,p(')v ~7rO
~/OV TOV TVpuvvOV oW(J(,){hZaav tI..ev{}rp(,)(Ja.
ufinus has it, hoc singulari signo: he
~ems~ ~owever, not to have had bcfore him
t e ongInal Latin words' but in his usual
'Vav
.
C" 'kt o give
an arbitrary "translation of the
lafee words in Eusebius. As Eusebius
y8 a pcculiar stress on the word (1wT1JPtt.J-

or;r, we may conclude that in the Latin there
was something exactly corresponding to it,
as "salutari." Now unquestionably it may
he said, that the emperor had perhaps caused
himself to be represented simply with a Ro
man hasta, (oopv amvpov (JX~fU1Tt, says Eu
sehiu,;,) and that it was only the word " saln
tare," and some accidental peculiarity in
the shape of the spear, coupled with what
was known respecting Constantine in his
later life, which led to the explanation of
that symbol as the cross j but the truth is,
we have not the least wan-ant for accusing
Eusehius of ~~. such misapprehcnsion, es·
pecially when we consider that in his Church
History, where this circumstance is already
related, nothing as yet occurs respecting
the supernatural appearance of the cross.
The ]an~uage certainly applies more natu
rally to the symbol of the cross than to an
ordinary spear j yet we should remember
that, in the language of Constantine, R0
man and Christian notions flow together.
4 Euseb. III. 2. To 7rpo(JW7rOV rrfJ uWTf]
PU:1 "aTaG~pcryt{6f'V'or G1}pd~.
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the sign of the cross in the common occurrences of life, were thereby
first led to repose faith in the God of the Christians.1 Examples of
this sort occur also at other periods, as, for instance, in the conversion
of warlike princes, such as Clovis and Olof Trygwreson.
In this way we may best explain how in Constantine's mind there
was at first only a mixture of Heathen with Christian views, - how at
first he could worship the God of the Christians along with the gods of
Paganism, until, gradually led on by the conviction that this his patron
God had procured him the victory over all his enemies, and made him
master of the whole Roman empire, in order that His own worship
might by his means become universally diffused, he came at length to
believe that this God was the Almighty Being who alone deserved to
be worshipped, and that the gods of the Heathen were malignant
spirits, opposed to the only true God - spirits whose kingdom was,
through his instrumentality, to be destroyed. In the first instance, his
religious convictions moved him, in conformity with his eclecticism,
simply to grant equal toleration and freedom to all the religions exist
ing in the Roman empire; and this, certainly, was the course best
suited, under the existing circumstances, to secure tranquillity to the
state. His peculiar veneration for the God of the Christians moved
him to give special distinction to the Christian worship, without preju
dice to the old Roman religion. The Paganis~ of Greece and Rome
was, in fact, as the religion of the state, already in possession of the
privileges; the Christian worship, hitherto oppressed, had yet to be ele
vated to the same rank with the other.
The first law relating to matters of religion, which Constantine
enacted in common with Licinius, has not come down to us. The
nature of its contents, therefore, can be gathered only from the char
acter of the second law, published in the following year, in which the
first is said to be amended. But this latter rescript has also come
down to us in a form which renders the attempt to do this both difficult
and unsafe. 2 It is most probable that, in the first rescript, all the reli
gious parties then existing in the Ro~an empire - includinO' the Chris
tian party, with its various sects - were mentioned by nam~, and then
the free exercise of their religion accorded to all the members of these
1 In the poem of Severus, belonging to
the fifth century, which may be taken as a
picture drawn from real life, the pagan
shepherd is led to embrace the faith, from
observing, as he supposes, that the fold of
the Christian shepherd is preserved by the
sign of the cross from the contagious mur
rain which fell on the other folds. He con
cludes:

Conditions are here spoken of, by which the
free exercise of the Christian worship
seemed to haye been limited in the first
rescript: the nature of these conditions,
however, is not mentioned. In the next
place, we huye the same. after a Greek trans
lation, in the Church History of Eusebius,
(X. 5,) but somewhat obscurely expressed,
as such translations from the Latin in Eu
Nam cur ndtlubitem, quin hominl quoque
sebins usually nre, (and perhnps distorted
Signum prosit id.em perpeti sreculo,
from the true sense by various misappre
Quo vis morbitla vincitur?
hensions of the Latin original. ) Yet we
In the same manner, a ,varrior, from ob· may infer, eyen from a comparison of En
serving, as he supposes, the power of the sebins with the passage in the book de mor
sign of the cross in battle, becomes more tibns, that the translation was made from a
inclined to the faith.
somewhat different form of the rescript,
2 We have this rescript in nn abbreviated than that which is found in the hook de
fOrID, in the book do mort. persecut. chap. 48. mortibus.
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different religious parties. This, however, was so expressed, that it
might at least be interpreted to mean, that each individual was allowed
indeed to follow, with unlimited freedom, the principles of that religious
party with which he happened to be connected when this rescript ap
peared; but could not be permitted to leave the religious party with
which he then happened to be connected, in order to unite himself with
another} This addition must have been felt to be a great constraint,
especially by the Christians; for it may be conceived that under a new
government, so favorable to the Christians, many who had heretofore
been held back by fear, would wish to go over to the Christian church.
The attention of the emperor having been directed to the injurious con
sequences of the first law, he published at :Milan, in the year ~13, in
common with Licinius, a second edict, in which it was declared, with
out mentioning by name any of the different religious parties, that, in
general, everyone might be permitted to adopt the principles of the
religious party which he held to be right; and, in particular, everyone
without exception to profess Christianity. This rescript contained, in
fact, far more than the first edict of toleration published by the emperor
Gallienus; since, by the latter, Christianity was merely received into
the class of the religiones licitce of the Roman empire; while this new
law implied the introduction of a universal and unconditional religious
1 In the book de mortibus, it says in the
second rescript: amotis omnibus omnino con
ditionibus, qure (in) prius scriptis ad officium
tuum datis super Christianorum nomine
videbantur. If we chose to take the word
aip u1t r in the expression of Eusebius, aqlaL
ptfhiac.Jv rravrcM:ir TWv alpeafc.Jv, as synony
mous with conditio, then Eusebius would
ag-ree word for word with the book de mor
!ihus; but to take the word aZpfalr as mean
mg simply the same thing with conditio, is
what neither the general usage of the Greek
la~guage, nor the way in which Eusebius
u~lformly employs this word in the rescript,
'nil permit. It always retains in Eusebins
the significations, choice, choice arising from
free conviction, the religious sect which one
embraces from conviction, hence sect in
general. If the word aZpcalf in this rescript
Occur.red nowhere else in Eusebius, it might
be s31d, that the translator had misullder
~tood the I~atin word conditiones j as in fact
It seems quite evident that in one passage
of. the rescript an error of translation has
ans~n out of a .misunderstanding of the
Latm! wher~ the qnestion relates to the in
demmty which those were to receive, who
gave up to the churches the landed estates
~hey had been deprived of, and where in the
~ok de mortihus the rescript runs thus:
S,. p".taverint, de nostra benevolentia aliquid
~Icanum postulent (if they think good to
o so! they may ask of our benevolence
~ome md~mnity.) and where the translator
In EllseblUs understands the word yicarium
~} a masC'uline noun, designating the name
nn office; henee reads the passage as if it

YOLo II.
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stood thus: aliquid Vicarium postulent,
(may dcmand something from the Vicarius
of the province,) and translates, rrpoaO;{}c.J
aL TIfJ lrrt Torrc.Jv 'Errupxlt' (ltKa(ov7"t. But
since the same word occurs several times in
a similar connection in Eusebius, and since,
moreover, as we have remarked, the form
of the original document as known to Eu
"ebius, and the form of the rescript in the
book de mortibus, seem not to have been in
all respects the same, we are not warranted
to suppose here a misconstruction of words,
but must rather endeavor to gather the
nature of the conditions, which arc not clear
ly stated in the book de mortibus, from
the rescript in its more detailed form, as it
appears in Eusebius. The connection in
Eusebius is as follows: as in the first re
script many Eects of different kinds seem to
have been expressly added, the ease was
perhaps, that many belonging to the above
named sects, soon after the appearance of
this rescript, abandoned their previous reli
gion, (arro Ti;r TOlaVTi;r T.apa9vl'«~Cc.Jr aVE
Kpoi·oVTO.) These now seemed by that re
script, which extended religious freedom
expressly to the then memhers of the re
spectiye sects, to be hindcred from passing
oyer to any other religious party; - hence
in the second edict it was determined, orriJr

fl1}Oft·t ;ravT£'/~ Uovaia UpV1]Tia ~ TOU aKa
}.ov'!9dv Kal aipria'!9aL r7JV TiJV X(llanavwv
rrapa9v1..a;lV;' '!9PTJaKtLaV, iKua-:-C:J Tf Uovala
oo'!9dTJ 'jOU &OovaL iavTou T7JV OtavOlOv l1I
lKdvT) Ty '!9pTJaKCiq. 1;V ahor iaVTIfJ apflo(ttV
vOfli(1).
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freedom and liberty of conscience; a thing, in fact, wholly new, and in
direct contradiction with the political and religious mode of thinking
which had hitherto prevailed, grounded on the dominant 8tate religion;
- a principle which, without the indirect influence of Christianity,
would hardly have been brought to light, although the ground on which
this general toleration was established, in the present instance, is by no
means the purely Christian position. The emperors expressly declared
it to be their intention, that the interest of no religion whatever should
seem to be injured by them: 1 and for this they assign political and reli
gious motives; first, that it would be conducive to the tranquillity of the
times; and, secondly, that it might conciliate the good will of whatever
there 'vas, possessed of a divine and heavenly nature, to the emperor and
his Bubjects.2
'Vhile under the influence of this eclectic liberality, it was really of
great importance to Constantine that he should be accurately informed
respecting the different relibrious sects in the Roman empire, and
especially respecting those which were little known and much decried,
(as, for example, the ~Ianichean sect,) in order to see whether he
might not, consistently with the welfare of the state, extend the above
mentioned toleration to these sects also. He made it the special duty
of Strategius, a man well fitted for this business by his education and
learning, to examine fully into the character of the different sects, par
ticularly of the Manicheans, and to draw up for him- a report on the
whole matter.3
He at the same directed with regard to the Christians, that the
places of assembly and other estates which belonged to the Christian
church, but which had been publicly confiscated in the Dioclesian per
secution,. should be restored to the original proprietors. But he did
this with a just provision for the indemnification of those private indi
viduals who had purchased these estates, or received them as presents.
In this case, too, he assigned as the reason of his conduct, "that the
public tranquillity would thereby be promoted, since, by this method of
proceeding, the care of the divine Providence, which we have already
experienced in many things, will remain secure to us through all time."
This union of two Augustuses to promote the interests of the Chris
tians would necessarily have a favorable influence upon their situation
in the other provinces. As the two emperors transmitted their laws
also to ~Iaximinus, who then stood on good terms with them, the latter,
from special considerations, would be unwilling alone to exasperate the
Christians against himself. He wished to introduce a change in his
1 'OmJ{ PTJr5eflit;L 'lflij PTJoi t7PTJ(JKfltj, TlVl
ueflwj(J{faJ. TL 1'9' ~flwV OOlW£1/.
2 'OrrlJ{ on rrOTe i(Jn t7UOTTJ{ Kal Oi'PUVLOV
1rpaypaTO{, ilfiiv KaL lTU(JL TOi{ i'rro T7/V ilpe
ripav l;ov(Jiav OLClYOV(JlV, ei'fliver eLVaL Jvv~

In the book de mortibus: quod quidcm
(;hould pcrhaps be, quid quid est,) divinitas
(perhaps divinitatis) in scde crelesti nobis
atque omnibus, qui sub potcstatc nostra
Bunt constituti, placatum ac propitillm pos
sit existere.

{T1}.

3 Ammian. Marcellin. l. XV. c. 13. Con
cum limatius superstitionum
stantinus
qurercret sectas, :\Ianichreorum et similium,
nee intcrprcs invcnirctur idoncus, hunc sibi
commcndatum ut suflicientcm elcgit. Hav
ing fulfilled this duty to the satisfaction of
the emperor, he was afterwards called by
him Musoni:mus, rose to a still higher post,
nnd finally became prrefectus prretorio in
the East.
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conduct towards that class of his subjects, without appearing to contra..
dict his previous regulations, and to accommodate himself to influences
from another quarter; but to do this he was obliged to resort to vari
ous shifts and evasions. In a rescript addressed to Sabinus, his prre
torian prefect, he declared it to be generally known, that Dioclesian
and Maximian, when they observed hoUl almost all 'Were forsaking
the worship of the gods and }oining tltemselves to the Christian party,
had rightly decreed that whoever forsook the worship of the immortal
gods should be brought back again to the same by open punishments.
But when he first came to the East,l and found that very many such
people, who might be serviceable to the state,. had on this ground been
banished by the judges t<> certain places, he had given directions to the
several judges, that they should no longer use forcible measures with
the inhabitants of the provinces, but rather endeavor to bring them
back to the worship of the gods by friendly persuasion and admonition.
Now so long as the judges had acted agreeably to these directions, no
one in the Eastern provinces had been exiled or otherwise treated with
violence; but for the very reason, that no forcible measures were em
ployed against them, they had been reclaimed to the worship of the
gods. The emperor proceeds to explain how he had been afterwards
induced to yield to the petitions of certain heathen cities, who were un
willing to tolerate any Christians within their walls. He next renewed
the ordinance which secured the Christians against all oppressive meas
ures, and forbade other, means to be employed than those of kindness,
for bringing his subjects to acknowledge the providence of the gods.
If any individual was led, out of his own free conviction, to profess
veneration for the gods, he should be joyfully received; but every
other one was to be left to his own inclination, and no reproachful and
oppressive conduct was to be allowed in any man. This will of the
e~peror was everywhere to be made publicly known. But although
t~ was done, yet the Christians had so little confidence in the disposi
~10n of the man who had deceived them once already; the rescript
Itself wOie so plainly the marks of constraint, and gave them so little
securi~y, inasmuch as the public and common exercise of their religious
worshIp was nowhere distinctly pennitted, that they could have no
encouragement to avail themselves of this more favorable declaration.
It was the misfortune of the emperor, which procured for them what
they could hardly have expected from his free inclination.
After :Maximin had with the greatest difficulty barely saved himself
out of the war with Licinius in the year 313, which was so unfortunate
for hIm, he proceeded to arm himself for a new conflict with the enemy
who
pursuing him and laying waste his provinces. In this diffi
e.ult SItuation, the exasperation of so considerable a party as the Chris
~la~ already formed, could not be regarded by him as a matter of
l~difference: perhaps, too, he had been led by his misfortunes to believe
t at the God of the Christians might, after all, be a powerful being,

":as

1 Th'
read
!s to?k place in fact, after he had aly, In hIS older possessions, followed in

some measure the edict of Galerius.
above.)

(Sce
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whose vengeance he was now made to experience. He therefore pub
lished another rescript, in which he declared, that a misconception in
some of the judges had betrayed his subjects into a distrust of his ordi
nances. In order, therefore, that all ambiguity and all suspicion might
thenceforth be removed, it should be made publicly known, that all
who were disposed to profess the religion of the Christians, were left
free to engage in the public exercise of this religion in whatever way
they chose. The Christians were expressly permitted to found churches,
and the houses and estates of which they had been deprived were to be
restored back to them. Shortly afterwards, he met with a terrible
death at 1'arsus. Constantine and Licinius, who had heretofore both
shown themselves favorable to the Christians, became, by the death of
this last persecutor of the Christian ,church, sole masters of the Roman
empire.
Ambition, love of power, and the strife for absolute sovereignty in
the Roman empire, particularly on the part of Constantine, would not
allow them to remain long peaceful neighbors to each other. By the
battle of Cibalia in Lower Pannonia, in the year 314, the war was
decided in favor of Constantine. It ended, it is true, in a treaty be
tween the two princes; but their respective interests fltill continued to
conflict with each other. Licinius, who perhaps was but little interested
in the affairs of religion in themselves considered, had been only moved
by his connection with Constantine, and perhaps also by the influence
of his wife Constantia, the sister of Constantine, whom he had married
in the year 313, to participate in the favorable proceedings begun
towards the Christians. The former reason for favoring them was now
removed. On the other hand, the Christians, as the friends of Con
stantine, especially the bishops, to whom Constantine paid so much
honor, would become objects of suspicion to him.1 Perhaps many of
the bishops gave occasion for this, by the public manner in which they
avowed their friendship for Constantine. 2 The Pagans would naturally
avail themselves of this state of feeling in Licinius, - 'would endeavor
to confirm him in his hostile sentiments against the Christian~, and to
inspire him with the hope, that he was destined by the gods to reestalJ.
lish their worship, and prostrate the power of their enemies. His ordi
nances agaim;t the Christians proceeded in part from his political sus
picions; and partly it was .their design to present the Christians, and
especially their bishops, in an unfavorable light. He forbade the latter
'to assemble together: no bishop was allowed to pass over the limits of
his own diocese; where, however, to allow to the pagan emperor what
is justly his due, we should notice that, as is evident from the synodal
laws of the fourth century, worldly-minded bishops, instead of caring
for the salvation of their flocks, were often but too much inclined to
travel about, and entangle themselves in worldly concerns. 'Vhether,
however, in the case of Licinius, any well-grounded occasion existed for
these proceedings, aside from his excessive suspicion and unwarranted
1 Probably Sozomen represents the matfer most correct1y, (1.7,) when he states that
Licinius first altered his conduct towards

the Christians after his unfortunate
with Constantine.
2 Euseb. de v. C. 1. .56.
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hostility, we are unable to determine with certainty, as the only accounts
we have respecting these matters come from prejudiced Christian
writers. He moreover directed that the seats of the men and the
women should be separate, (a custom which afterwards the ecclesiasti
cal authorities themselves thought proper to retain;) that no bishop
should instruct a female in Christianity, but the women should be
instructed only by women. The same remark which we have just
made, applies also to these regulations: it. is impossible to decide whether
the hostile disposition of Licinius led him to adopt all these measures
on false pretences, merely with a view to degrade the Christians in
the eyes of the' people, or whether he was led to them by individual
examples of abuse and criminality. He commanded the Christians at
his residence at .Nicomedia to hold their assemblies, not in the churches,
but in the open fields without the city, under the sarcastic pretence,
that the fresh air was more healthful in such multitudinous assemblies.
He caused the churches in Pontus to be closed, and others to be demol
ished ; accu~ing the Christians, that they had prayed, not for his welfare,
but for that of the emperor Constantine. He removed the Christians,
who refused to offer, from his palace, also from all the high civil and
military posts, and from the service of the military police in the cities.
There were not wanting those who would have been willing to surren
der even more than their earthly means of subsistence and their honors
as a sacrifice to their faith; but there were also to be found those who,
being Christians rather from habit than from any inward reason, or who,
having become Christians only from outward motives, were hence ready
again, from similar motives, to change their religion. 1 Others stood
firm, it is true, at first, but afterwards the love of the world overcame
their love of religion; they denied the highest and only true good, for
an empty name, and gave bribes and good words into the bargain, so
they might but be restored to their offices. 2 Licinius published no
edict authorizing sanguinary measures; even the canons of the Nicene
council represent this persecution as one which was attended with no
effusion of blood. Yet it may have been the case, that, in consequence
o~ the popular fury, and the malice of individual magistrates in many
dlStt5cts , and the opportunity which presented itself in the execution of
the lIDperial laws themselves, the Christians suffered from occasional
acta of violence and bloodshed. But on this point we are left without
any sufficiently distinct and credible information. 3
1 Against such the XI. canon of the Ni
cene council is directed: ITep' TWV 1rapaf3av

T"!V Xr.lpL( uva)'K17~ ~

XWPLt; u9ar.p€c1E:(')~ {map
~ X(J(Ji~ h:tvovvov iJ TtVO( TOLOVTOV, 6
)t~ovfV ~rrL T~t; TVpuwUSOt; Al/ClVlOV.

X?Vi(,)V

Agamst such the XU. canon of the Ni

c~ne, council is directed: 01 rrpo(]K~:'l{}ivnt;
fJ£v urr,o T~r; xaptTot; Kat ~v 1rpCmJv VP/1TJV

~~'Of~U{U:VOt

Kat u7ro8c/1f1Jot T<4' (ldvat;, (the
~l~~ul~m utriusque militire, palatinre et
Jtul!tans,) (LETa de Tavm hrL TOV obedov c/1t
rov avaopllllOVTt'
,
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t; CJf "wtr, (J1f itVar
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ava 1rpoE~<u /CcU (3f1JttjJ""otr ICaTopi}wa<u T()
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8 Particularlv famons
in the ancient
church were the forty soldiers at Scbaste in
Armenia, whom their commander ende~n'
ored to compel to offer incense: by expos
ing them naked to the most extreme cold,
of whom thirt\'-nine are said to have re
mained ste!ldf:~st, and were brought to the
stake almost frozen. By the rhetorical de
scriptions of the ancient Homilist~, Basil
of Cresarea, Gregory of Nyssa, Chrysos
tom, Gaudentills of Brescia, Ephraem Syrns,
this story bas been variously embellished;
but we are in want of credible historical ac
counts, such as would enable us to deter
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Finany, in the year 323, the second war broke out between Constan
tine and Licinius. This war was, it is true, very far from being a reli
gious war, inasmuch as on both sides the grounds of contention were
merely political, and not religious. But yet it may notwithstanding be
truly affirmed, that the triumph of the Pagan or Christian party was
hanging on the issue. This, too, was well understood on both sides;
and it is therefore natural to suppose, that the Pagan and the Christian
parties would embark in the war each with the feeling of their different
interests, and that the two emperors also, in different ways, according to
the difference of their religious convictions, would place their hopes of
success in religion. A characteristic fact to denote the state of feeling
among the Christians in the provinces of Licinius, is contained in the
tradition cited by Eusebius,I that, even before the commencement of the
war, men believed they saw several legions of Constantine marching
victoriously through the streets at mid-day.2
Augurs, haruspices, pagan soothsayers of all sorts, fired the hopes
of Licinius. Before proceeding to the war, he conducted the heads of
his prretorians, and the most distinguished officers of his court, into a
grove consecrated to the gods, where their images had been set up, and
wax-candles placed burning before them. 3 After having sacrificed to
the gods, he spoke as follows: "Here stand the images of the gods,
whose worship we have received from our fathers. But our enemy,
who has impiously abandoned the sanctuaries of his country, worships a
foreign God, who has come from I know not whence, and dishonors his
army by the disgraceful sign of his God. Placing his confidence upon
this, he carries on the war, not so much with ourselves as with the gods
whom he has forsaken. The issue <>f this war must settle the question
between his God and our gods. If that foreign thing which we noW
deride, come off victorious, we too shall be obliged to acknowledge and
worship it, and we must dismiss the gods to whom we vainly kindle
these lights. But if our gods conquer, as we doubt not they will, we
will turn ourselves, after this victory, to the war against their enemies."
Constantine, on the other hand, relied upon the God whose symbol
accompanied his arn~y. He caused the Labarum to be borne in turn by
fifty of his choicest soldiers, who constantly surrounded it. He had ob
served, as he supposed, that victory everywhere accompanied the ap
pearance of this sign, operating with supernatural power, and that tIiose
divisions of his army which had. already begun to give way, were often
rallied by its means; an observation which, especially if the emperor
~ad a considerable number of Christians in his army, might doubtless
be correct, and which may be easily explained from natural causes.
Constantine imagined that, among other instances, he had met with a
proof of the magical power of the sign of the cross, in an incident
which he afterward related to the bishop Eusebius, and which we may
8 Eusebius relates this after the report of
mine what degree of truth lies nt the bot
eye-witnesses, (de v. C. II. 5,) and there i3
tom of this talc.
no
existing reason for doubting the essen·
1 De v. C. II. 6.
2 It is well known that similar legends tial part of the narrative.
respecting such visions occur also in the
case of other wars.
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cite as furnishing a characteristic trait of Constantine's religious way
of thinking. 1 A soldier who bore the ensigIl of the cross, suddenly
overcome with fear, gave it over to another, meaning to save himself by
flight. Soon after, he was transfixed by an arrow; while he who bore
the ensign, although many arrows were shot at him and the staff of the
ensign was struck, was yet unharmed himself, and came out of the bat
tle without receiving a wound.
The defeat of Licinius, whom Constantine dishonorably and faithless
lyallowed to be killed, made the latter sole master of the Roman empire;
and, certainly, this fortunate accomplishment of his political plans had
also an important influence upon his religious convictions, and the man
ner in which he exhibited them. Before we pass to these matters, we
may take a retrospective glance of the manner in which he conducted
himself in relation to matters of religion, from the time of the above
cited edict until this decisive epoch. To form a currect judgment of
his conduct during this period, we must make the following remarks.
Constantine had indeed gradually abandoned his system Of religious
eclecticism, and gone over to Monotheism; but yet the belief in the
power of the heathen ceremonies, (sacra,) which had taken so deep
root in his soul, could not at once be entirely removed, especially as his
superstition had in many respects but altered its dress, in exchanging
the Pagan for a Christian form; and it was natural, that the influence
of Heathens who were about him, of the philosophers and rhetoricians,
such as Sopatros, who still retained much of their ancient authority, as
well as other cifcumstances, would again call forth the superstition that
had been suppressed. In the next place, although Constantine already
looked upon the pagan deities as evil spirits, yet, on this very account,
he might still attribute a supernatural power to the magical arts of Pa
ganism, and regard them with dread. To this we must add the politi
cal motives that forbade him to destroy at once the ancient religion of
the state, which still had a considerable party in its favor; while it
may be observed in general, that, by his naturally unbiassed judgment,
bJ: the experience which he had already obtained in the persecution of
DlOclesian, and by his earlier eclecticism, Constantine was for the most
part inclined to toleration, except when his mind had been thrown in
an opposite direction through some paramount foreign influence.
;Although Constaritine had manifested in many ways, before that first
edlCt,2 a disposition to promote the Christian form of worship, yet, even
down to the year 317, we find marks of the pagan state-religion upon
the imperial coins.3 Laws of the year 319 presuppose the prohibition
of sacrifices in private dwellings. No haruspex was allowed to pass
the threshold of another's house. 'Yhoever transgressed this law
should be burned; whoever had called an haruspex into his house should
be banished, after the confiscation of his goods. Haruspices, priests,
and other ministers of the pacran worship, were not allowed to go into
the private dwelling of another, even under the plea of friendship.

!

Euseb. v. C. II. 9.
re1_§ee onward, the section concerning the
UlUon of the church to the state.

3 Vid. Eckhel doctrina numism. Vol.
VIII. p. 78.
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These rigid ordinances are still insufficient of themselves to prove,
that Constantine mean~ to suppress the heathen worship out of reli
gious motives. His motives may have been merely political. He may
have feared that the consultation of the haruspices and the use of the
heathen rites, (sacra,) might be taken advantage of to form conspira
cies against his government and against his life, the suspicions of men
being at that time constantly awake on these matters; and he might be
the more fearful of all this, since he was by no means free as yet from
all faith in the power of the pagan magic. l
How far he was, at the same time, from wishing to suppress the pub
lic rites of Heathenism by force, is sufficiently manifest from what he
declares in the two cited laws of the year. 319: 2 "They who are de
sirous of being slaves to their superstition, have liberty for the public
exercise of their worship;" 3 and "You who consider this profitable
to yourselves, continue to visit the public altars and temples, and to ob
serve the solemnities of your usage; for we do not forbid the rites of an
antiquated usage to be performed in the open light." 4 In this conces
sion, we see only a wise toleration, the consciousness of the natural
limits of civil power, and r, knowledge of that human nature whose
cravings are but the more strongly excited for that which has been for
bidden. By the manner in which the emperor speaks of the heathen
worship, - when he calls it a superstition, a prroterita u8urpatio, - he
lets it be sufficiently seen, that he was no longer held by any religious
interest in favor of Paganism. 'Vith this, however, a law of the year
321 seems to conflict, in which Constantine not only repeats that per
mission in respect to the institution of the haru8pida, but expressly or
dains, that whenever lightning should strike the imperial palace or any
other public building, the haruspices, according to ancient usage, should
be consulted as to what it might signify, and a careful report of the
answer should be drawn up for his use. 5 It is indeed possible, that he
gave this direction, simply because he knew the power of this kind of
superstition, of the belief in omens and similar things, which continued
for so long a time over the minds of the Roman people; and because
he feared, that if the haruspices and their consultors were left wholly
1 Libanius says of Constantine, praising heathen magic. See Eunapins vito .lEdes.
his gentleness in other respects: xaAC7rcJTa vol. I. p. 23, ed. Boissonade. Similar ac
TOr Oi: ~V Tolr opeyopiVOlr f3amAclav /Cat Ta cusations arc said to have been brought
TOlaVTa lrrtf30VAWovm, /Cat OU TOVTOLr oe flO even against the bishop Athanasius. Am
VOlr, aAAa /Cat 0(10L flavT£C1lV inrep TOU rrot mian. Marcellin. hist.l. XV. C. 7.
2 Cod. Theodos. 1. IX. Tit. 16, c. 1 et 2.
X(,)p~(1£t TeL l/CclV(,)V OtcUYOVTO. /Cat oU&flta
8 Superstitioni sure servire cupientes po
TexV1] TO'll ye TOWVTOV UElMT a'll TOU rrvpOr.
'1r. fJwOO(1. rrrp"l C1TU(]f(,)r.
II. yo1. I. ed. terunt publice ritum proprium exercere.
4 Qui vero id vobis existimatis conducere,
Reiske, page 635. Eunapius, whose testi
mony, to be sure, in Sllch things, is not adite aras publicas atque delubra, et con
wholly to be relied on, being a zealous pa suetudinis vestrre celebrate solemnia. Nee
gan, relates that Constantine, at the delay enim prohibemus prreteritre usurpationis
of the provision fleet from Alexandria, officia libera luce tractari.
6 Cod. Theodos. I. X. Tit. 10, e. 1. Al
whereby Constantine was exposed to the
danger of a famine, ordered Sopatros, who together in the technical language: Si quid
had stood high in his favor, to be executed, de palatio nostro aut creteris operibus pub
because the people accused Sopatros of be lids degustatum fulgore esse eonstiterit,
ing the cause of this delay, alleging that he retento more veteris observantire, quid por
...
had bound the winds by the power of the tendat, ab haruspicibns requiratur. ,
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to themselves, or if none but indefinite reports of. their interPretations
went abroad, the thing might be followed by still more dangerous con
sequences. On the other hand, he might hope to be able to dissipate
more easily the public anxieties, if he reserved to himself, as the Pon
tifex Maximus, the supreme control of the whole. In this manner
might we defend Constantine against the reproach of having fallen back
into pagan superstition, and explain the whole as proceeding from a Ro
man policy, by which he seemed to confirm the pagan superstition;
although we must admit, that such a course can never be justified in a
Christian prince. Yet the other hypothesis, namely, that Constantine
had actually fallen back into heathen superstition, may undoubtedly be
regarded as the more natural. Bya law of the same year, he declares
also the employment of heathen magic, for good ends, as for the pre
vention or healing of diseases, for the protection of harvests, for the
prevention of rain and of hail, to be permitted, and in such expressions,
too, as certainly betray a faith in the efficacy of these pretended super
natural means, unless the whole is to be ascribed simply to the legal
forms of Paganism. l
.
As Constantine, by the defeat of Licinius, had now become master
of the whole Roman empire, he expresses everywhere, in his proclama
tion issued to his new subjects in the East, the conviction that the only
true and Almighty God had, by his undeniable interpositions, given him
the victory over all the powers of darkness, in order that his own WOf
ship' might by his means be universally diffused. Thus, in one of the
proclamations of this sort issued to the inhabitants of the Eastern prov
inces of the Roman empire, he says: "Thee, the. Supreme God, I in
voke; be gracious to all thy citizens of the Eastern provinces, who
have been worn down by long-continued distress, bestowing on them,
through me thy servant, salvation. And well may I ask this of thee,
Lord of the universe, holy God; for by the leading of thy hand have I
undertaken and accomplished salutary things. Everywhere, preceded
by t~y 8ign,2 ha,\re I led on a victorious army. And if' anywhere the
publIc afiairs demand it, I go against the enemy, following the same
symbol of thy power.3 For this reason, I have consecrated to thee my
soul, deeply imbued with love and with fear; for I sincerely love thy
name, I venerate thy power, which tlwu llast revealed to me by 80 many
proo/a, and by which' thou hast confirmed 'my faith." 4 And in a letter
to the bishop Eusebius of Cresarea, he says: "Freedom being once
1 L, c. c. III. Nullis vero criminationi
b.us impIicanda sunt remcdia humanis qure
Slta C?rp~ribus, ..aut in agrcstibus locis, ne
lDatuns vmdcmlls metuerentur imbres aut
!Uentis grandinis lapidatione quaterentur
lD~ocenter adhibita suffragia, quibus non
cuJusque salus aut existimatio lredentur'
~d quorum proficerent actus, ne divin~
S unhra et Inbores hominum sternercntur.
th~ t at. what the devotedly pagan, and on
Z IS. POlDt extremely prejudiced historian,
l os~mus~ says of Constantine, (II. 120,)
XPT{ro oe en KW Tolr 7raTpi.or.r lEpoZr, ob Te

p~r lV£Ka flaA.'Mv .q ~pcf.ar, ~ KaL paVTEatV

hrel.&cTO, TrE1rUpupiVor, wr w.1/l9ij Trpomrov.
CLV em Tract Tolr IWTWp{}Wp£vor.r, aVTi;J,

may be true so far as this, namely: that at
a time when Constantine would no longer
be consciously a Pagan, he was still invol
untarily governed by pagan superstition.
2 T~v a7;V c9payloa (the symbol of the
cross) TravTaXoii 1rpo,BaM.OflEvor.
8 Tolr aViolr Tijr cijr apETijr £1rop.evot
avV{}~flaaLV, eTr' TaUr TrOAepl.ovr 1rPOCLfU.
j Euseb. de v. C. II. 54.
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more restored, and, by the providence of the great God and my own
ministry, that dragon driven from the administration of the state, I trust
that the divine power has become manifest even to all; and that they
who through fear or unbelief have fallen into many crimes, will come
to the knowledge of the true God, l and to the true and right ordering
of their lives." What Constantine expresses in this written declara
tion, he represented visibly under an emblem which he caused to be
publicly exhibited before the palace in his new residence at Constanti
nople, consisting of a group of wax-figures, in which the emperor was
seen with the sign of the cross over his head, treading under foot a
dragon transfixed by an arrow. 2
It would be a very unjust thing, to suppose that all these public dec
larations and exhibitions amounted to nothing but mere Christian cant,
or deliberate and intentional hypocrisy. Constantine's language and
conduct admit of a far more natural explanation, when we consider
them as in part the expression of his real convictions. We have already
remarked. that he was not lacking in susceptibility to certain religious
impressions; he acknowledged the peculiar providence of God in the
manner in which he had been delivered from dangers, made victorious
over all his pagan adversaries, and finally rendered master of the Ro
man world. It flattered his vanity to be considered the favorite of
God, and his destined instrument to destroy the empire of the evil
spirits, (the heathen deities.) The Christians belonging to his court
were certainly not wanting on their part to confirm him in this persua
sion, having many of them come to the same conclusion themselves,
dazzled by the outward splendor which surrounded the emperor, and
which passed over from him to the visible church, and by looking at
what the imperial power, which nothing any longer withstood, could
secure for the outward interests of the church.
Constantine must indeed have been consbious that he was striving,
not so much for the cause of God, as for the gratification of his own
ambition and love of power; and that such acts of perfidy, mean re
venge, or despotic jealousy, as occurred in his political course, did not
well befit an instrument and servant of God, such as he claimed to be
considered; but there was here the same lamentable self-deception, the
same imposition upon one's own conscience, which is so often to be seen
in the mighty of the earth who wear religion as their motto, ana
which, in their case, so easily insinuates it"elf and gains the mastery,
because it is so difficult for truth to find its way through the trappings
1 To OVTCJr OV, after the Platonic form of
expression. The language of the imperial
court inclined sometimes to the doctrinal
and biblical style of the church, at others to
that of the Greek philosophy.
2 Euseb. de v. C. III. 3. Quite like the
coins which Eckhel represents, l. c. p. 88: a
serpent lying beneath the Labarnm - above
it, the monogram of Christ-symbol of
the spes publica. Although many coins of
Constantine are not to be found, which al
lude to the victory by means of the cross,

yet this cannot be considered as any proof\
that the above legend has no true founda
tion. Else we might also argue from the
general fact of so few coins of Constantine
being found with Christian symbols, against
the nndeniable public measures adopted by
that emperor in favor of the Christian church.
It may be questioned also, whether there are
nny sufficient grounlls for pronouncing the
coins to be not genuine, which in Eckhel (I.e.
84, col. II.) present an exhibition of the whole
event, as Constantine related it to Eusebius.
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of pomp which .surround them; because they are approached by 80
many who, blinded themselves, dazzled by this splendor, blind them still
more in return; and because no one has ever got access to them, who
had the impartiality or the courage to discover to them the cheat, and
teach them how to distinguish between outward show and truth. Thus
was it with Constantine. And what wonder that he should proceed
under such a delusion, when even Eusebius, one of the best among the
bishops at his court, is so dazzled by what the emperor had achieved
for the outward extension and splendor of the church, as to be capable
of tracing to the purest motives of a servant of God, all the acts which
a love of power that would not brook a rival, had, at the expense of
truth and humanity, put into the heart of the emperor in the war against
Licinius; and of even going so far as to represent him giving out the
orders of battle by a special divine inspiration, bestowed in answer to
his prayers, in a war that beyond all question had been undertaken
on no other grounds than those of a selfish policy; although we must
allow, that, waged as it was against a persecutor of the Christians, it
would naturally be regarded by Eusebius as a contest in behalf of the
cause of God.1 Bishops in immediate attendance on the emperor so far
forgot indeed to what master they belonged, that at the celebration of
the third decennium of his reign, (the tricennalia,) one of them congrat
ulated him as constituted by God tbe ruler .over all, in the present
world, and destined to reign with the Son of God in the world to come.
The feelings of Constantine himself were shocked at such a parallel.
He admonished the bishop that he should not venture to use such lan
guage as that, but should rather pray for him, that he might be deemed
worthy to be a servant of God both in this ,vorld and in the next. 2
It was now the wish of Constantine that all his subjects might be
~nited in the worship of the same God. This wish he expressed pulr
hely, and gladly employed every means in his power to bring it about;
but he was determined not to resort to any forcible measures. He still
continued to express publlcly the principles of toleration and of univer
sal freedom of conscience, and distinctly contradicted the report, which
had arisen from very natural causes, that he intended to suppress Pa
ganism by force. Thus he declares, in the proclamation, already cited,
to the people of the East: "Let the followers of error enjoy the liberty
of sharing in the same peace and· tra~quillity with the faithful: this
very restoration of common intercourse "D:mong men 3 may lead these
people to the way of truth. Let no one molest· 4~s neighbor, but let
each act according to the inclination of his own s:oul. The well-dis
posed must be convinced, that they alone will live in holiness and purity,
whom Thou thyself dost call to find rest in thy holy laws. nut let those
who remain strangers to them retain, since they wish it, the temples of
falsehood: we have the resplendent house of thy truth, which thou hast
11

1 ~c v.
12. 9eocpavdar: lroYXavEv,
t~7'fPt;l KlVlll9d!: lp:;rvevaEl.

c. n.

E~lscb. v. C. 1. IV. 48.
~VT7] rup ~ T~!: KOLvc.lVLar; lrrGvop-.9CJ(1I{,
er aps Ipsa hree commercii restitutio.)

3
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The indefinite words may also mean, " the
improving influence of intercourse." The
connection, however, favors the first inter
pretation.
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given us in answer to the cravings of our nature. We could wish that
they too might share with us the joy of a common harmony. Yet let
no one trouble his neighbor by that which is his own conviction. With
the knowledge which he has gained, let him, if possible, profit his neigh.
bor. If it is not possible, he should allow his neighbor to go on in his
own way; for it is one thing, to enter voluntarily into the contest for
eternal life, and another to force one to it against his will. I have
entered more fully into the exposition of these matters, because I was
unwilling to keep concealed my own belief in the truth; and especially
because, as I hear, certain persons affirm 1 that the temple-worship and
the power of darkness are abolished. I would avow this as my counsel
to all men, if the mighty dominion of error were not too firmly rooted
in the souls of some to permit the restoration of the common hap
piness." 2
In the particular instances in which Constantine first caused temples
to be destroyed and ancient forms of worship to be suppressed by force,
the criminal excesses sanctioned under the name of religion, or the fraud
ulent tricks resorted to for the maintenance of heathen superstition
among the credulous multitude, gave him special and just occasion for
these proceedings; as, for example, when he caused to be demolished
the temple and sacred grove of Venus at Aphaca in Phcenicia,3 where
from the remotest times the most abominable licentiousness was prac
tised under the name of religion; and when he suppressed the like
abominable rites at Heliopolis in Phcenicia. At the same time he sent
to the inhabitants of this ancient heathen city a letter, in which he
represented to them the hatefulness of these rites, and exhorted them to
embrace Christianity. He founded here a church, with a complete
body of clergymen and a bishop; - somewhat too early, indeed, since
there were as yet no Christians in the place. He bestowed on this
church large sums for the support of the poor,. so that the conversion
of the Heathen might be promoted by doing good to their bodies - a
measure, doubtless, which was calculated rather to mislead these people
into hypocrisy, than to conduct them to the faith. 4 Again, there was
at 1Egre in Oilicia, a temple of lEsculapius of ancient fame, where the
priests availed themselves of their knowledge of certain powers of nlY
ture, perhaps of magnetism, (the incubationes,) for the healinfJ' of dis
eases; and those cures were ascribed to the power of the god who
appeared there, and employed as a means to promote the declining
Paganism. The temple was filled with the consecrated gifts and the
1 These" certain persons" may have been
fearful Pagans, or Christians triumphing in
a false zeal- more naturally the latter, es
pecially as the emperor made use of ex
pressions which only a Christian could
employ. At aU eyents, it is clear how im
portant it was considered by Constantine,
to repress the zeal of the Christians, which
might easily lead to yiolent proceedings,
and to inspire confidence in the anxious
Pagans.
2 Euseh. de v. C. II. 56 and 60.

Euseb. de v. C. III. 55.
Euschius (1. c. III. 58) says that the
yiews of Constantine on this matter were
precisely like those of the Apostle Paul,
Philippians 1: 18, "Notwithstanding, eve;Y
way, whether in pretence or in truth, ChrISt
is preached." This, howeye1", is manifestly
a wrong application of that passage, whiC?
has been often enough repeated. Paul IS
speaking of a preaching of the gospel froIll
motiycs not altogether pure, and not of S
hypocritical conversion.
8
4
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inscriptions of those who supposed themselves indebted to it for their
recovery. Far-famed in particular were the remedies which, as it was
pretended, the god himself prescribed in dreams to the sick who slept
in the temple. Not only the populace, but many even of the better
class, men of learning, and self-styled philosophers, lauded these won
derful cures. 'Vith a view to put an end to the knavery at a single
blow, Constantine ordered the temple to be destroyed. l How impor
tant a prop of Heathenism, which needed such means for its support,
was taken away by the destruction of this temple, appears from the
complaints which a man like Libanius utters over this impiety and its
attendant consequences: "The sick now," he says," in vain make
their pilgrimages to Cilicia." 2 By dismantling and publicly exhibiting
those images of the gods to which miraculous powers had been ascribed,
many a trick of the priests was exposed, and what had been venerated
by the deluded populace, became the objects of their sport. Magnifi
cent temples and statues of the gods were despoiled of their treasures,
and stripped of all their costly materials; and then were either turned
to the public use, or bestowed as presents on private individuals. Many
objects of art taken from the temples were used for the decoration of
the imperial residence. 3
For the rest, this method of proceeding against the heathen cultus
did not everywhere produce upon the Heathen themselves the same
effect; owing to the differences of character. The fanatical Heathen,
especially the educated who had constructed for themselves a mystical
Heathenism spiritualized by Platonic ideas, and reasoned themselves
into an artificial system composed of heterogeneous elements, could no.t
be disturbed by any exposure of facts, and only felt exasperated by
that desecration of their venerated sanctuaries, which they were obliged
patiently to endure. There were others who were under the dominion
of no such fanaticism, and whose superstition therefore, when it was
~tripped of its pompous array, might be more easily exposed in
lts emptiness. These might, by such sudden impressions, be brought
to a sense of their error, and by degrees made capable of receiving a
knowledge of the gospel. Others made sport of that which they had
formerly believed, without receiving the true faith in place of their
s~perstition.
They fell into total skepticism, or contented themselves
With a general system of Deism.4 It is a fact worthy of remark, and a
p~oof of the already diminished power of Heathenism over the popular
mmd, that officers, commissioned with fun powers by the emperor, could
yenture, without any protection of an armed force, to pass through
lIllmense crowds of people, and plunder famous temples, bearing off

!

E~seb. de v. C. III. 56.
• ~Iban. de templis, yol. II. 187. Kat vvv
?t'r uyu ph elr; KtAlIdav vOG~paTa, TiJr; TOV
~(J/(I.TI';rlOU xPri(OVTa x.etpor;. al de rrep' TOV
70
• 0 0:' i'i3(l ft r o.rrpu.Krovr; arro'rreprrovGt.
And
~~?tlnl? from t~e eulogy of a pagan rhetolan, m the time of the emperor Julian
fh?bably in referencc to the destruction of
IS temple: N iiv !Jlv 'T7jv ToV {Hov ovvaptv
VOL. II.
3

a

owevvr; lK TWV lmypafJ./J.unJV, 1]V TWV vYla
vDvnJV, vvv de Tpal'erJOCJv TOV TWV chgeCJv lcara
TOV veCJ rrol.iuov, uOtKovp.evOVr; iKeTar;, crUll li:J
pevovr; aiTal).ayiivat KU.IlCJV. Ijban. ep. 607 •
3 De v. C. III. 54, Liban. cd. Reiske, III.
436, concerning Constantine: 'EyvpvCJGe ToV
rr/.ovToV Toi'r; {jwfH;. He calls him plainly
the Gf.(jv?:f/KWr;. Pro templis, vol. II. p. 183.
4
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their venerated treasures. l
What fierce commotions, on the other
hand, were excited at a later period by the seizure of the Ohristian
images in the Byzantine empire!
Again, Constantine endeavored to place Christians in the highest
offices of state, and to appoint them governors in the provinces. Since,
however, it was difficult at that time to carry this plan into execution,
and wholly exclude the Pagans from the public service of the state; and
since, moreover, he was unwilling to pass any law of this kind, he con
tented himself with forbidding the holders of office to sacrifice; - a
practice which the previous importance of Paganism, as the religion
of the state, had made a duty incumbent upon them in the execution
of many kinds of public business. At length the erection of idolatrous
images and the performance of religious sacrifices were universally for
bidden. But as many Pagans still occupied important civil stations,
and as Constantine moreover was not inclined to resort in this case to
arbitrary force, it naturally followed that these laws were but little
observed. Hence the succeeding emperor, Constantius, was under the
necessity of reenforcing this ordinance. 2
It was a religious interest which actuated Constantine in his
attempts to introduce the Christian form of worship; but he never
employed forcible measures for its ~xtension: he never compelled any
person whatever to act in matters of religion against the dictates of his
own conscience. To those of his soldiers who were Christians, he gave
full liberty to attend church on Sunday. Upon those of them who
were not Christians, he did not enforce a Christian form of prayer, nor
did he compel them to unite in any of the Christian forms, as the
pagan emperors had endeavored to force Christians to join in the pagan
ceremonies. He simply required the Pagans among his soldiers to
assemble before the city in the open fields, and here, at a given signal,
to repeat in the Latin language the following form of prayer: "Thee
alone we acknowledge as the true God; thee we acknowledge as ruler;
thee we invoke for help; from thee have we received the victory;
through thee have we conquered our enemies; to thee are we indebted
for our present blessings; from thee also we hope for future favors; to
thee we all direct our prayer. 'Ve beseech thee, that thou wouldst
preserve our emperor Constantine and his pious sons in health and pros
perity through the longest life." 3 The same thing indeed becomes
clearly apparent here, which we have observed on various other occa..
sions, that the emperor had no just conception of the true nature of
1 Euseb. III. 54.
2 This prohibition of the emperor, Euse
bius cites in his work, de v. C. II. 44, 45 j
IV. 23 j and Sozomen, I. 8, who seems,
however, here merely to copy from Eusebi
us, and that not accllrately. The surest
proof that Constantine did actually enact
such a law, lies in the fact, that Constantius,
by renewing the prohibition in the year 341,
presupposed this law as already existing.
If Libanius, on the contrary, in his discourse
defending the temple, (vol.lI. 162,) says of

Constantine: T~~ Karu v6floV~ tJeparreiO{
CKivll(]ev ovoe iv, and 183, iJ!: OVK ErrL Ta!:
tJv(]ia!: rrpo~AtJe, we remember not only that
I..ihanius was interested here to represent
what had been done by the first Christian
emperor for the suppression of Paganism,
as of the least possible nccount j but also
that he confounded what was done at dif·
ferent times, and that he was looking at the
effects of those laws, which it must be al
lowed were insignificant.
8 Euseb. de v. C. IV. 18, 19.
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divine worship and of prayer, and that he laid an undue stress on out
ward religious forms; for it was hardly possible surely, that, in repeat
ing, at the word of command, a prayer committed to memory, and that
in a language which to a part of the soldiers was not their own, there
could be any of that devotion which alone gives to prayer its signifi
cance; but yet it is worthy of remark, how the emperor respected the
religious convictions of his soldiers. He avoided in this prayer every
thing peculiar to Christianity, and nothing in it but the Monotheism
would be incompatible with the pagan religion. As it respects this,
Constantine perhaps regarded the belief in one God, as that which the
contemplation of the universe would teach every man, and the neces
sary acknowledgment of which might be presupposed in every man: 1
besides, the heathen soldiers, who were not so scrupulous in regard to
every word, might easily interpret the whole as an address to their own
Jupiter.
But, if Constantine was unwilling to employ any forcible measures
for the extension of Christianity, it by no means follows that he
rejected all outward means for this end, and that he had come to un
derstand how Christianity, disdaining all outward means of persuasion
and. outward supports, would make its own way, simply by the power
with which it operates upon the inner convictions and in the life of men.
,\Ve have from himself a remarkable declaration, concerning the means
which he supposed necessary to promote the spread of Christianity.
At the counsel of Nice he exhorted the bishops not to be envious of·
each other, on account of the applause bestowed on their discourses
and the reputation of oratorical gifts; not to lay the foundations of
schisms by their mutual jealousies, lest they should give occasion to the
Heathen of blaspheming the Christian religion. The Heathen, he
said, would be most easily led to salvation, if the condition of the Chris
tians were made to appear to them in all respects enviable. They
should consider, that the advantage to be derived from preaching could
not belong to all. Some·, he said, might be drawn to the faith by being
seasonably supplied with the means of subsistence~· others were accus
tomed to repair to that quarter where they found protection and inter
cession, (alluding to the intercessions of the bishops, see below;) others
would be won by an a.ffable reception; others, by being honored with
p',:esents. There were butfev) who honestly loved the exhibitions of reli
fl.lOU8 iWctrine; butfew who 'were the friends of truth, (therefore, few
Sincere conversions. 2) For this reason, they should accommodate them
selvE;s to the characters of all, and, like skilful physicians, give to each
man that which might contribute to his cure, so that in every way the

!See
his declaration in Euseb. II. 58.
Enseb. III. 21. I place the passage
here, Which, as it seems to me has been
~°"hPted by a transposition of' the words,
~ t e way in which I suppose it ought to
corrected, by restoring the words to their
proper order: '12v p.alt.l.aTa a(,)-&~vat Ovvap.e
Vf.)~, tl r.avTa Tel Ka-&' ~uii.r aVToi~ '1]ACJTU
9<UlJOLlJTO, (l~ ociv U(l</)lyvoelv, tJ~ oil Toi~ r.ii.

(JlV '" tK l..oy(,)v tJtptMt.a avVTEMZ· ol p.ev yap

tJ~ r.po~ 1POI/l1JV xaipovatv lr.lKOVPoVP.CVOL· 01
de rij~ 7fpoaTaaia~ (Tal~ r.poaTaaiatr or Tlk)
V7fOTptXflv clcJ-&aatv· aAl..ol ToV~ &~t£JaU1'
<PlM9poVOVldvov~ umrG.{oVTal, Kat ~f:'ViOl~ 'Tt
p.cJp.f:'VOt uya7fWalV hepOl· (3paxci~ 0' 01 A.6yCJv

uA1]-&ci~ lpaGTat "at a7faVLO~ av {) 1Tj~ aA1]rJci
a~ 9iAO~.
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saving doctrine might be glorified in all. A course of proceeding upon
such principles must naturally have thrown open a wide door for all manner
of hypocrisy. Even Eusebius, the panegyrist of Constantine, blinded as
he was by the splendor which the latter had cast over the outward
church, although he would gladly say nothing but good of his hero;
yet even he is obliged to reckon among the grievous evils of this
period, of which he was an eye-witness, the indescribable hypocrisy of
those who gave themselves out as Christians merely for temporal advan
tage, and who, by their outward show of zeal for the faith, contrived
to win the confidence of the emperor, which he suffered them to abuse. l
It must appear surprising that Constantine, although he exhibited
so much zeal for all the concerns of the church, although he took part
in the transactions of a council assembled to discuss matters of contro
versy, had never as yet received baptism; that he continued to remain
without the pale of the community of believers; that he could still
assist at no complete form of worship, no complete celebration of a festi
val. He continued to remain in the first class of catechumens, (not
catechumens in the stricter sense of the word, see below,) though
already sixty-four years of age. Thus far he had enjoyed sound and
uninterrupted health. He now, for the first time, began to feel the in
firmities of age; and illness induced him to leave Constantinople, and
repair to the neighboring city of Helenopolis in Bithynia, Asia l\iinor,
recently founded by his mother, in order to enjoy the benefit of the
warm springs in that place. 'Vhen his malady grew worse, and he felt
a presentiment of the approach of death, he repaired, for the purpose
of prayer, to the church consecrated to the memory of the martyr Lu
cian. Here first he made the confession which was customary before
entering into the class of the catechumens, so called in the stricter
sense; and the bishops gave him the blessing. 2 He next repaired to a
castle, near the city of Nicomedia, where he called together an assem
blyof the bishops, and, surrounded by them, received baptism from
Eusebius, bishop of Nicomedia. This took place shortly before his
death, in the year 337 . Now, for the first time, he could profess it to
be his purpose, that, if God spared his life, he would join in the assem
bly of God's people, and join with all the faithful in all the prayers of
the church. 3
Doubtless we should consider here, that it was not the custom in this
period for all to receive baptism immediately after embracing the faith;
but many, especially in the East, deferred it until some special occa
sion, inward or outward, brought about in them a new crisis of life.4
But still it must ever seem strange, that an emperor who took such in
terest in the concerns of the Christian church, should remain without
baptism till his sixty-fourth year. 'Ve may indeed give credit to what
1 See c. IV. 53. Elp{Jveiav clAEKTOV TWV -8eala, and was thus taken among the yovv
-r1;V lKKAT/C1l.aV vrroi5vopiv{JV Kat; TO xptC1Tta KAtVOVTEr.
VWV trrtrrAUI1T{Jr C1XT/ftaTti;opiV{JV ovop.a, oIr
3 Euseb. IV. 62. OUT{Jr lpllJ'VvaYEAJz(ea8cu
lavTov KaTa7rLaTeV{JV Tlzxa clV rroTE Kal Toir AOl7rDV T~; TOV -8rov A.at;J, Kal. mlr n.xair opoiJ
roir rrii.C1Lv i:KKAT/C1tU.(ovTa ICOtV{JVeLV lmaf
p.~ rrpbovC1LV i:vtm:ipe-ro.
CiptC1Tat.
2 He received for the first time the Xetpof See below, under the history of worship.
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he says, and suppose - what was quite in character with his religious
notions - that he entertained the design to receive baptism in the J or
dan, whose water Christ had first consecrated by his own baptism.!
This does not suffice, however, to explain his long delay. It is most
probable that, carrying his heathen superstition into Christianity, he
looked upon baptism as a sort of rite for the magical removal of sin,
and so delayed it, in the confidence that, although he had not lived an
exemplary life, he might yet in the end be enabled to enter into bliss,
purified from all his sins. He was doubtless sincere, therefore, when,
on receiving baptism, be said, as Eusebius reports, that from thence
forth, if God spared him his life, he would devote himself to God's
worthy laws of life.2 This remark leads us to notice a report, which
circulated among the Heathen of this period, respecting the cause of
Constantine's conversion; for the mode of thinking which betrays itself
in his notion of baptism, furnishes us also with a key to the right inter
pretation of:' this story.
Constantine, instigated by the calumnious representations of his
second wife Fausta, had, in a paroxysm of anger, caused his son, the
Cresar Crispus, step-son of Fausta, to be put to death. Reproached
for this act by his mother Helena, and convinced afterwards himself that
he had been falsely informed, he had added another crime to this by a
cruel revenge on Fausta, whom he caused to be thrown into the glow
ing furnace of a bath. Suspicious jealousy had misled him to order
the execution of his nephew, a hopeful prince, the son of the unfortu
nate Licinius; and several others, connected with the court, are said
to have fallen victims to his anger or his suspicion. 'Vhen at length he
began to feel the reproaches of conscience, he inquired of the Platonic
philosopher Sopatros, or, according to others, of heathen priests, what
he could do to atone for these crimes. It was replied to him, that
there was no lustration for such atrocious conduct. At that time an
Egyptian bishop from Spain (probably Hosius of Cordova is meant)
became known at the palace, through the ladies of the court. He said
to the emperor, that in the Christian faith he could find a remedy for
e.very sin; and this promise, which soothed the conscience of Constan
tine, first led him to declare decidedly in favor of Christianity.3 Cer
tain it is, that any true herald of the gospel, if he found the emperor
s~ffering under these .misgivings of conscience, would not have begun
wIth calming his fears; but he would have endeavored first of all to
bring him to the full conviction of the corruption within, of which these
gross and striking outbreaks of sin were but individual manifestations;
he would also have discovered to him the vanity of those seeming vir
t~es by which he had often sought to gloss over this inward corrup
bon; he would have shown him, that in general no opus operatum by
outward lustrations could have anv effect to cleanse the inner man from
sin; - and then, after having cle"'ared the wounded conscience of all
those deceitful and soothing hopes which serve only as a prop for sin,
Euseb. v. C. IV. 62.
ef:(JfloV~ nOT] {3lOV fJrfiJ ':rrbovTa~ tp.aVTfiJ OLaTtTa~ofLlU.
8 Zosim. II. 29. Sozom. I. 5.
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and shown him what true repentance is, he would have presented be
fore him Christ, as the Redeemer of the truly penitent and believing
sinner; constantly warning him against the seeming faith which leads
men to seek in Christ only a deliverer from that outward suffering which
a violated conscience holds up to their fears, and a stay for the sinful
ness of their nature. But we may well suppose that, among the
bishops of the court, there was none who would have spoken to the em
peror in this manner. As it would be quite in character for Constan
tine, when suffering under the reproaches of conscience, to seek after
some magical expiation, so we may easily suppose that a bishop who
possessed little of the simple temper of the gospel and of pure Chris
tian knowledge, and who was moreover blinded by the splendor of
the court, might point the emperor to such a means of expiation in the
rite of baptism, or in an empty profession of faith, and thus poison for
him the very fountain of salvation. But the testimony of Pagans, in
imical to Christianity and the emperor, furnishes no sufficient evidence
for the truth of a story which they could have so easily invented;
while, on the other hand, the silence of Christian historians, whose
prejudices were all on one side, furnishes no evidence against its truth.
That this account cannot, however, be literally true, appears, as Bozo
menus has justly remarked, from the gross anachronism which it con
tains; for, long before Constantine had committed these crimes,! he had
taken his decided stand in favor of Christianity. The whole story,
therefore, may have no other foundation than the fact, that Constantine
strove· to quiet his sins by relying on the opus operatum of outward
means of justification, especially upon the justi(ying power of outward
baptism, which he reserved against the time of his death, and upon the
merit of what he had done to promote the outward splendor of the
church; and it may be that the bishops of the court, instead of teach
ing him better, confirmed him in this destructive error.2 This doubt
less wo~ld be observed by the Pagans, who would not be slow in taking
advantage of it to misrepresent Christianity.3
1 The execution of Crispus took place at
the same time with the vicennalia of Con
stantine, or the celebration of the twentieth
anniversary of his assuming the dignity of
Augustus, that is, in 326; and it was in the
precedinO' year that Constantine displayed,
at the co~ncil of Nice, so decided a zeal in
favor of the Christian faith.
2 Eusebius of Crosarea was a man con
versant with still higher things than mere
worldly interests, and cannot be reckoned
among the number of the ordinary court
bishops of this period; yet mark how he
describes a banquet which the emperor gave
to the bishops at the breaking up of the
Nicene council, in celebration of the vicen
nalia of his entrance upon the dignity of
Cresar: "When the emperor held a ban
quet with the bishops, among wh?m he had
established peace, he presented It, through
them as it were an offering worthy of
God.' No one of the bishops was excluded

from the imperial table. The proceedings
on this o(:casion were sublime beyond de
scription. The soldiers of the emperor's
body-guard were drawn up before the door
of the palace with their bare swords. The
men of God (the bishops) passed along un
daunted between their files into the interior
of the palace. Some sat at the same table
with the emperor himself; the others, at
side-tables. One might easily imagine that
one beheld the type of Christ's kingdom."
Euseb. vito Constant. 1. III. C. 15. :Making
due allowance for the corrupt rhetorical
taste of those times, in passing our judg
ment on these expressions, still we must feel
certain, that a man who was capable of
using such language was in no condition
to speak to the emperor in the spirit of the
gospel, as one charged with the care of
souls.
B Thus Julian, in his satirical perform
ance entitled" the Cresars," makes Constan
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If the reign of Constantine bears 'Witness that the state which seek8
to advance GYJLristianity by the worldly means at its command, may be
the occasion of more injury to this holy cause than the earthly power
which opposes it with whatever virulence, this truth is still more clearly
demonstrated by the reign of his successor Constantius.
Constantius, in the outset, shared the government with his two brothers,
Constantine the younger and Constans, to whose portion fell the domin
ion of the West. The younger Constantine having, in the war against
his brother Constans, lost his life, Constans made himself master of the
whole Western, as Constantius was already of the whole Eastern
empire; and when Constans perished, in the year 350, in the revolt of
Magnentius, Constantius was left sole master of the entire Roman
empire. Now, although the measures adopted for the suppression of
Paganism proceeded diregtly from Constantius, although they were
executed in .his empire with the greatest severity and rigor, - despot;.
ism in the East being, as a general thing, the most oppressive;
yet, on· the whole, the principles upon which he proceeded, were
those which prevailed throughout the entire empire. Constantius,
in reenacting, in the year 341, the law of the previous reign against
sacrifices, gave the following peremptory command: "Let superstition
cease; let the folly of sacrifices be abolished. l Whoever, after the
publication of this law, continues to sacrifice, shall be punished accord
ing to his deserts;" yet the ,nature of the punishment is not clearly
defined.
Although this law might properly refer only to the Eastern empire,
yet in a law of the year 346, enacted in common by the emperor Con
stantius and Cons tans , and therefore valid for the whole Western and
Eastern empire, it is presupposed that the extirpation of the entire
pagan superstition had already been commanded; 2 and in the same
year the two emperors again conjointly directed, that the temples should
everywhere be closed, that access to them should be forbidden to all,
and thus liberty for crime taken away from abandoned men.a Sac
rifices were forbidden on pain of death and the confiscation of goods.
When at a still later period, under the usurper Magnentius, who him
self4 professed to be a Christian, the pagan cultus in the tVest had recov
ered a certain degree of freedom - whether it was that the usurper,
from political reasons or want of interest in religious matters, made show
tine in the lower world proclaim to all:
"Whoever is a voluptuary, a murderer,
'~hoever is a vicious man, a profligate, let
h~m boldly come hither. Having washed
h!m with this water, I will instantly make
hIm pure. And should he fall into the
same crimes again, let him only beat on his
breast and on his head, and I will bestow
on him. power to become pure." ·OUTtr

the cruclty of Constantine towards his own
family, a punishment inflicted on him for
his plundcring of the temples: Tlr; oVTW
flryuA1}V Ti:JV rrep'l Ta [epa xri1flam dCOWKt
diK1/V ill (lev aVTor; aVTov fleTiwv j Pro tern
plis, p. 184, yol. 11

1 Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI. Tit. 10, c. 2.
Ccsset superstitio, sacrificiornm aboleatur
insania.
¢~opwr;, ounr; fUaLcpovor;, QUTtr lvar'Jr; KaL
2 Omnis superstitio pcnitus eruenda.
f3de~vpor; LTw {)appi:Jv. arro¢avi:J yap aVTov
8 Liccntiam delinquendi perditis abne
T':VTcpt TCiJ voan MV(1a{, aVTiKa Ka{)apov, KaL gari.
rru3lV l~'oxor; Tolr; aVTolr yiV1}TaL, M.)(1W TO
4 As the ensigns of the cross on his coins
UT~or; rrA~~aVTl KaL ryv Kf("a~~V rraTa~avTl, prove. See Eckhel, VIII. 122.
"Qitap~ YfllCC1&aL. And Libanius sees in
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of greater toleration; or whether it was that, without any interference
of his own, the laws which had been passed against the pagan worship
had, in the turmoils of this revolution, lost their power- yet for this
cause Constantius thought it necessary, after he had suppressed the
insurrection in the year 353, and became the sole ruler, to issue a new
law against sacrifices by night, which had been again introduced.
Three years later, in 356, he passed a law, in the name also of the
Cresar Julian, who was even then secretly inclined to Paganism,
by which law he made it once more capital to sacrifice and worship
the images of the gods. The relation of things had become reversed.
As in former times the observance of the pagan ceremonies, the reli
gion of the state, had appeared in the light of a civil duty, and the pro
fession of Christianity in that of a crime against the state; so now it
was the case, not indeed that the outward profession of Christianity was
commanded as a universal civil duty, for against this the spirit of Chris
tianity too earnestly remonstrated; but that the exercise of the pagan
religion was made politically dangerous. There was an inclination
to regard the Heathens, as unsatisfied with the present order of things;
and the suspicious despot Constantius feared, whenever he heard about
the celebration of pagan rites, especially about augurs, haruspices, con
sultation of oracles and sacrifices, that conspiracies were brooding
against his government and his life. It was especially the notary Pau
lus, widely known under his well-deserved soubriquet, the Chain,
(catena,) who, in the later times of this reign, working upon the suspi
cious temper of Constantius, and using him as the instrument of his own
designs, ravaged the land as a cruel persecutor. It thus happened
that a heathen philosopher, Demetrius Chytas of Alexandria, was con
victed of having repeatedly sacrificed. Not so much for religious as
for political reasons, this trangression of the laws was interpreted as a
grievous crime; his judges pretending to look upon it as a magical
ceremony, undertaken in a hostile spirit against the emperor.! No
credit was given to his assurances, that from his early youth he had
been accustomed to sacrifice, simply to propitiate the favor of the gods.
But when he steadfastly persisted in the same assertion under the
rack, he was dismissed to his home; although, if the imperial law had
been strictly carried into execution, he must have suffered the penalty
of death, as a Heathen who, by his own confession, had offered sacrifices.
To wear heathen amulets for keeping off diseases, to consult an astrolo
ger on any private aff3.ir whatever, might easily involve one in a crimen
majestatis, leading to tortures and death.2
To the great vexation of the Pagans, Constantius caused several
celebrated temples to be destroyed. Some he plundered, and
presented others or their treasures to Christian churches, or to his
favorites among the courtiers; and sometimes, therefore, to the most
unworthy of men. The property of the temples, which might have
1 See Ammian. Marcellin. 1. XIX. c. 12.
2 Ammian. Marcellin. 1. c. Liban. pro Aris
tophane, vol. I. p. 430. The words of Am
uuanns Marcellinus are particularly worthy

of notice: "Prorsus ita res agebatur, quasi
Clarium, Dodonreas arbores et effata Del
phornm, olim solennia in imperatoris exi
tium sollicitaverint multi."
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been employed to a better purpose in the cause of religion, often be
came a prey to cupidity and rapine;1 and when many, who had become
rich by the plundering of temples, abandoned themselves to every lust,
and finally brought ruin upon themselves by their own wickedness, the
Pagans looked upon this as the punishment sent by their gods for rob
bing the temples; and they predicted that similar punishments would
follow every instance in which the temples were desecrated, as appears
from the asseverations of Libanius and Julian.
The emperor, however, thought it advisable to keep under some
restraint the fury for destroying temples, in order to preserve certain
national antiquities which were dear to the people; By a law of the
year 346, he ordained that all temples, existing without the walls of the
city, should be preserved uninjured, since with many of them were
connected national festivities, and certain of the public games and con
tests had derived their origen from them.2 'Vhen Constantius, after
his victory over Magnentius, resided in Rome and there saw the heathen
temples in their full splendor, he took no measures against them; and
Heathenism, as the old religion of the Roman state, still retained so
much consequence, that much that belonged to the heathen forms of
worship was left unaltered in the ",Vestern empire. Thus it was with
the privileges of the vestals and the priestly dignities, which were given
to Romans belonging to the noblest heathen families,3 although we must
allow that these dignities had lost much of their ancient impor
tance. Subsequently to the establishment of the law which made the
offering of sacrifice a capital crime, Tertullus, the prefect of the city,
did not hesitate, when a storm at sea hindered the provision fleet from
arriving at Rome and threatened a famine, to offer public sacrifices in
the temple of Castor, near the mouth of the Tiber, that the gods might
calm the fury of the storm.!
Whilst faisely flattering pagan rhetoricians, such as Libanius and
Themistius, publicly spoke in praise of the emperor, whom at heart they
detested as the enemy of the gods; there were still among the teachers
of the Christian church many bold and fearless voices, which plainly
told him that he rather injured than aided Christianity, when he sought
to advance its interests by outward power, -voices "which now presented
before a professedly Christian emperor, who confounded the Christian
with the political standing-ground, the principles of liberty of conscience
and belief brought to light by Christianity, just as they had been'pre
sented before the pagan emperors by its first defenders. Very perti
nently says Hilary to the emperor Constantius: ""\Vith the gold of the
state you burdened the sanctuary of God; and what has been torn from
the temples, or gained by the confiscation of goods, or extorted by pun
1 Liban. de accusatorib. Ill. 436. Kare
a~at"e roV~ vaoV!: Kal 7ravTa lepov Ua?.eli/Ja!:
v~fiov, EO(')KEV avrov (aVrov!:,) ol!: lafiev.

Llban. Epitaph. Julian. 529: Tov riJv lepiJv
'lrAov70Vet!: TOV!: u(J[.AyeaTurov!: fiCfiePl(JI'.EVOV.

Ammian. Marcellin. 1. XXII. c. 4. Pasti
qUidam templorum spoliis.
2 Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI. Tit. X. c. 3. Nam

cum ex nonnullis vel ludorum vcl circensi
um vel agonum origo fuerit exorta, non
convenit ea corivelli, ex quibus populo Ro
mano prrebentur priscarum sollcnnitas vo
lu~tatum.

See Symmach. relat. ad V alentinian.l. X.
cp.61.
i Ammian. .Marcellin. 1. XIX. c. 10.
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ishments, that you force upon God." 1 Concerning the resort to vio
lent measures for the advancement of religion, Athanasius finely
remarks: 2 "It is an evidence that they want confidence in their own
faith, when they use force, and constrain men against their wills. So
Satan, because there is no truth in him, wherever he gains admittance,
pays away with hatchet and sword. But the Saviour is so gentle that
he teache.s it is true: ' Will anyone come after me, and who will be
my disciple?' while he forces none to whom he comes, but only knocks
at the door of the soul, and says: 'Open to me, my sister;' and if the
door is opened, he goes in. But if anyone is unwilling to open, he
withdraws; for the truth is not preached by sword and javelin, nor by
armies, but by persuasion and admonition. 3 How can there be any
thing like persuasion, where the fear of the emperor rules? How can
'there be anything like admonition, where he who contradicts has to
expect banishment and death?" Says the same writer, in another
place: 4 "It is the character of true piety, not to force, but to convince;
since our Lord himself forced no man, but left free the choice of each
individual, saying to all: 'If any man 'Will, let him come after me;'
but to his disciples: ' Will ye also go away?'" The men who ex
pressed such truths with Christian boldness, were thinking indeed, in
this case, not so much of the conduct of the emperor towards the Pa
gans, as of his conduct towards the contending parties of the Christian
church; their own interest (for they belonged to a party which lay
under the constraint of outward power) coincided in this case with what
the spirit of Christianity requires; and hence they might the more
readily perceive this, and be led to make it a prominent point in oppo
sition to the prevailing sentiments of their time. It is plain, that the
same could have been said also concerning the emperor's conduct
towards the Pagans; but it may be justly questioned, whether they
would have been equally free to recognize and proclaim the same truths
in this wider applicati~m. It is certain at least, that many of the
fathers were actuated by another spirit than this Christian one: they
were concerned only for the outward suppression of Paganism, without
considering whether the means employed for this purpose agreed with
the spirit of the gospel, and were suited to destroy Paganism in the
hearts of men. Julius Firmicus ltfaternus 5 thus addresses the empe
rors Constantius and Constans : " Take off without scruple the decora
tions of the temples; use all their consecrated gifts for your own profit,
and that of the Lord. After destroying the temples, ye are, by the
power of God, exalted higher." He paid homage to the error, so ruin
ous to the emperors, which led them to imagine that, by merely destroy
ing the outward monuments of Paganism, they proved themselves to be
Christians, and secured the divine favor. He also describes the politi
cal success of the emperors in the usual style of exaggerated flattery,
C. Constant. imperator. lib. c. 10.
4 Rist. Arian. § 67.
Rist. Arian. ; 3.
6 Concerning whom we shall speak fur
'Ov yap ;iq,el1lv 1J (3fM:(1lV oMe elia (11'pa
ther in another place, under the head of the
Tlim>Jv ~ UA1j{}eia KaTayyeAeTat, aM..a rret{}ol Apologists.
1
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peculiar to the panegyrists of the age, and says nothing of their misfor
tunes. He next invites them to punish idolatry, and assures them
that the divine law required them to suppress all Paganism by force. l
Forgetting the spirit which it became Christians to cherish, and by
what means the Christian church had overcome all earthly powers that
had opposed her and finally rendered them subservient to her own
interests, he employs those passages of the Old Testament which threat..
ened with the punishment of death those who became idolaters from
among the people of God, to show how Christian emperors should deal
with the same class of men. Worldly-minded bishops, who by their
proceedings caused the name of the Lord to be blasphemed among the
Gentiles, such as Georgius of Alexandria, raged against Paganism,
and stood ready to reward with everything which their powerful influ
ence at court enabled them to procure, with the favor of the prince,
and titles, and stations of honor, the hypocrisy of those who accounted
earthly things of more value than divine.2
If we consider more closely the relation, as it now stood, of Christi
anity to Paganism in the Roman empire, we cannot fail to see that a
reaction of the latter, to recover itself from its depression, ·was already
prepared. As nothing can be more hurtful to the cause of truth, than
attempting to support and further it by some other power than its own,
thus converting truth itself into a falsehood; so nothing, on the other
hand, can contribute more to promote the cause of error, than raising
up martyrs for it, and thus lending it the appearance of truth. It cer
tainly had been possible for Paganism, under the existing circumstan
ces, to gain vastly more, if this religious system, which consisted of the
old popular superstition, coming out in a new dress from the school of
pompous, mystical sophists and conceited rhetoricians, had not been in
itself so utterly unsubstantial and powerless; an idle gewgaw, hardly
capable of imparting to any soul, enthusiasm enough to become a
martyr.
Many had hypocriticallyassmped the profession of Christianity, while
at heart they were still inclined tQ Paganism, or were ready to adopt
any religion which happened to be in favor at court; others had framed
a system for themselves, mixed up of Paganism and Christianity, in
which often there was nothing more than merely an exchange of pagan
I

1 C. 30. Ut severitas vestra idololatrire ofar;; 1l"apa Timv aUK UV tVv6vxOlr; TOV ci.v19-pc,)
1l"OV (hricp1)vev laxvp6v; 7J1l"TE:r' (LV tV ta19-t,
facinus omnifariam persequatur.
Kat T~r; K(JVGTaVTiov Ke9al.nr; el riJv iavroV
2 Libanius doubtless expresses what he
had seized from the life of the times, when KHpal'~V 1l"pOr; TetJpywv 1;pw3ev." Pro Aristo
he says, speaking of a certain Aristophanes, phane, vol. J. 448. This agrees with the
Who, even under the reign of Constantius, description which Athanasius gives of those
had continued steadfast in the profession of who became Christians for the sake of
Heathenism: "'Yhat rewards mio-ht he not spiritual offices, to obtain exemption from
h~vc obtained from Georgius, if h; had been the burdens of the state, and to secure
Wll1!ng to make in the church a public pro powerful connections, - men who were sat
feSSIOn of Christianity, and to insult the isfied with any creed, provided only they
gods? What prefecture of Egypt, what could be released from state burdens, and
P~wer with the eunuchs of the court, and maintain their connections with those in
~lth the emperor himself, would not Geor power: ·E(Jr; povov elGLV uAetTOVpy~TOt ,ca~
~IUS have procured for him?
TIotav oil" 1l"poaraaiav uv19-p(J1l"iv1jv hoval. Athanas.
uv -;rpoilTC"lEV Ai yV1l"TOV UVTl TavT1U: 1f;r; "(JPl:1 hist. Arianor. ad monachos, § 78.
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for Christian names, - in which only Christian forms and ceremonies
were substituted in place of the Pagan, and from which, under a change
of circumstances, it would not be difficult to retreat back to Paganism.
The passions which in controversial disputes excited the Christians to
rail at each other; the impure motives which crept in on these occa
sions, especially through the influence of the court; the zeal for a for
mal orthodoxy and church ceremonial among so many who in their
lives manifested a spirit so different from that of the gospel, - all this
must have served to give support to the false accusations against Chris
tianity current among the Pagans; as in the earlier times the effects of
the gospel on the lives of its followers had tended to further its pro
gress. Thus a heathen party had kept itself alive, which, in its fanati
cism, rising under the pressure of distress, and taking advantage of all
"that was bad in the Christian church, flattered itself with the hope of one
day seeing the worship of its gods victoriously restored.
The spirit which for the most part animated this party, was by no
means a purely religious fanaticism. It was a blind love for the old an
tiquities of Greece and Rome; for Grecian art and science, which, to
these Pagans, seemed, not without reason, to be closely connected with
the old religion. It was their enthusiastic attachment to everything
connected with the old Greek and Roman manners, which fille~ them
with hatred to Christianity, - a religion which introduced anew, spirit
ual, and to them unintelligible, creation. Hence it was that Paganism
found its most zealous promoters among the rhetoricians, philosophers,
and men of learning; and that the attachment to it lingered especially
in many of the ancient and noble families of Greece and Rome. The
rhetoricians who made an open profession of Paganism, or who, although
they professed Christianity, were Pagans at heart, had opportunities
enough, although they did not venture publicly to attack the latter in
their lectures, yet, in expounding the ancient authors, to communicate
imperceptibly to the minds of the youth a direction hostile to Christi
anity. What we have already remarked with reference t<J the preced
ing period, still continued to be true; - that the religious symbolism,
derived from the Neo-Platonic philosophy, was the most important
means resorted to for dressing out Paganism as a rival of Christianity,
and for imparting an artificial life to that which was already effete.
Speculative ideas and mystical intuitions were to infuse into the old
insipid superstition a higher meaning. Theurgy, and the low traffic in
boastful mysteries, contributed greatly also to attract and enchain, by
their deceptive arts, many minds, influenced more by a vain curiosity,
which would penetrate into what lies beyond the province of the human
mind, than by any true religious need. Yet in art and science there
was nothing truly creative, which could spring any longer out of the
withered trunk of Paganism. All the creative power dwelt in Christi
anity. This alone could impart the spirit of a new life into the forms
borrowed from the Grecian art and science. Those who, instead of
yielding to the new creation by which everything was to be restored to
the freshness of youth, mourned over the grave of the ancient world,
which had long since perished, could do nothing more than form an
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idle patch-work out of the old fragments of rhetoric, philosophy, and
literature.
From what has now been said, it is easy to see that, should a pagan
emperor once more ascend the throne, this Paganism would make
another attempt to gain the supremacy; since for the moment every
thing in fact depended upon the will of the emperor, although indeed
no human will had the power of actually calling back to life what was
already dead. And to this very end, that a pagan emperor should
once more be established on the throne, Constantius was to prove the
instrument, - Constantius, who had ever been the chief cause of mis
chief to the Christian church, for which he displayed so much zeal.
The new emperor was Julian, the nephew of Constantius, whose de
sertion to Paganism admits of an easy explanation, both from t~e
peculiarity of his character, and from his course of life and education.
In fact, a very slight turn seemed all that was necessary to change the
peculiar bent, manifested by the whole family of Constantines, for the
outward show and form of religion, from Christianity to Paganism; and
this turn Julian took from his earliest youth. Having lost, as it is said,
early in life his nearest relatives, through the jealousy of his uncle,who
discarded the natural feelings of kindred, this circumstance would leave
on the mind of Julian no very favorable impression of the religion
which prevailed at the imperial court, and for which Constantiua mani
fested such excessive zeal; although, at the time this took place, he was
too young to be conscious of any such impression. Every pains was
taken to keep him away, while a boy and a young man, from the infec
tion of Paganism; and to fasten him to Christianity. This was done
as well from political as from religious motives; since any connection
of the prince with the pagan party might prove dangerous to the state.
But the right means were not chosen to secure this end. ·What was
thus forced upon him could not easily take root in a mind which natu
rally hated constraint. This careful surveillance would only have the
natural effect to excite his longing after that which they were so anx
ious to keep from him. And the men, too, whom the court employed
as its instruments, were not such as would be likely to scatter in the
mind of Julian the seeds of a thorough Christianity, and to leave impres
sions on his heart calculated to give a decided Christian direction to
his inner life. It was in a diligent attention to those outward religious
forms which busy the imagination, that he and his brother Gallus were
chiefly exercised, while pursuing their education under vigilant mas
ters, in the solitude of :Macellum, a country-seat in Cappadocia. Their
very sports were made to wear the color of devotional exercises; as
when they were taught to emulate each other in erecting a chapel over
the tomb of Mamas, a pretended martyr, held in special veneration
throughout this district. The boys might easily become accustomed to
all this; and, unless some mightier reaction took place in the inmost
recesses of the mind, the habits thus formed might become fixed, as
~hey actually were in the case of Gallus; but not so, where a mightier
l~uence than religious mechanism began to work in an opposite direc
tion, as in the case of Julian.
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Both are said to have been educated as ecclesiastics; they were con
secrated as pre-lectors in the church, little as the disposition of either
one of them was suited for the clerical profession. This office, which
had been given to Julian when young, must have made him quite famil
iar with the scriptures; and the writings of Julian do actually show,
that he possessed a ready acquaintance with the letter of the scrip
tures: but of what avail could that be, when his mind had taken a
direction which unfitted him altogether for entering into their inward
meaning, and his heart was ever wholly disinclined from submitting to
the doctrines which they taught? Homer, on the other hand, was ex
pounded to him by a man much more skilful in imparting to the imagi
nation of the young student an enthusiasm for his author, than the
clergy had proved to be in implanting a love of the divine word in his
heart. This was Nicocles, a civilian, enthusiastically devoted to the
Grecian literature, who, after the fashion of the Platonists of that pe
riod, contemplated Homer, through the medium of an allegorical inter
pretation, as the guide to a higher wisdom.1 Probably, in his own con
victions, he was a Pagan,2 although he might not openly avow this to be
the case; and we may well conceive, that such a person was far more
fitted to disseminate imperceptibly in the mind of the young student
something hostile to Christianity, than to cherish in him the Christian
tendency. Besides, the light in which such an instructor must have
taught him to contemplate Homer, would not be likely to harmonize with
Christianity. Two heterogeneous and hostile elements were here
brought at once into his soul; the one penetrated deeply, the other
only touched lightly upon the surface. These two elements might, it
is true, rest peaceably side by side; and the more so, the less deeply
Christianity took hold of the life: but a conflict between them might
afterwards easily be excited by outward causes, and a religion after
wards find its way to his soul, the medium of entrance for which had
been prepared by that fundamental element of his education. Thus he
contracted a great fondness for the study of the ancient Greek poets
and orators generally; and this love for ancient literature next formed a
point of transition to the love of ancient Paganism, as the living spring
of this literature, the two things being in fact intimately connected in
the view of the pagan party among the learned. It was said, indeed,
that the ancient literature had sunk with the ancient religion, and
that the disgrace of that literature had followed close after the degra
dation of the temples in the time of Constantine; - a complaint which
in one respect was wholly groundless, inasmuch as this literature, with
out inward life, had long carried within it the germ of its own decay,
and nothing but Christianity remained to infuse new life into the dead
bones of antiquity.3
1 Liban.
rrpE(1,{3EVTlKb~ rrpo~ 'Iovil..wvov.
Vol. I. p. 459. 'Etow~ tirrEp rt~, riJ~ 'O(l~pov

8 Libanius, not without reason, says to
Julian: ·On Kat rrpo~ rtf1~v rwv {JEWV 1J1c'

['VQf1Tlr Til urrop!>TJra.

avrwv tKtV~{JTl~ rwv MyCJV. npo~ OCJVTlTtK.
Vol. I. p. 405, olKda Kat avYYCVV1] rdvTa ufL
tpOTcpa, lEpa. Kat AoYOt. Vol. III. p. 437.

Otherwise Libanius ,vould hardly have
bestowCll on him so much praise in the pas
s~ge just referred to.
2
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After six years' residence at the country-seat in Cappadocia, Julian
was called, in the year 350, to Constantinople, where he occupied him
self exclusively with literary pursuits. Here he was not allowed to
avail himself of the instructions of the rhetorician Libanius, who open
ly acknowledged himself a Pagan; but the rhetorician Ecebolius, a
man of less elevated mind, who accommodated his religion to the air
of the court, and who, under Constantius, was a zealous Christian and
a violent antagonist of Paganism, while under Julian he became an
equally zealous Pagan and antagonist of Christianity, obtained, as the
reward of his hypocrisy, the charge of the prince's education.1 How
could such an instructor imbue the youthful mind of his pupil with the
love of Christianitv !
The foolish Cori'stantius, who must be so often deceived and led to
act contrary to his own interests where he thought that he was doing
the utmost to promote them, was afraid to leave a young prince, that
already began to attract a good deal of attention, behind him at Con
stantinople, while he himself went to the 'Vest on his expedition against
Magnentius. He gave him leave, therefore, to visit Nicomedia, in
Bithynia, for the purpose of prosecuting his literary pursuits at a
flourishing seat of learning, where several distinguished rhetoricians
were teachers. Yet there he was exposed much more to the infec
tion of Paganism than at Constantinople, where fear and worldly
interest induced even those who were Pagans at heart to wear the mask
of Christianity. He was obliged to promise, on departing from Con
stantinople, that he would not attend the lectures of the pagan Liba
nius, who also then taught at Nicomedia. But the prohibition, as might
be expected, served only to stimulate his curiosity; and he contrived
to procure copies of the lectures of Libanius, which indeed, if we may
judge from his writings that remain, barren as they were of ideas and
sentiments, dry in their contents, and rich only in the ornaments of
rhetoric, could have attractions only for a very disordered mind, unac
customed to healthy nourishment, weaned from simplicity, and easily
pleased with the glare of superficial ornament. The gratification which
he found in the lectures of Libanius, doubtless brought him gradually
into connection with the whole pagan party. At its head, stood at that
time, along with the rhetoricians, the Platonists, who had schools in
Asia Minor, particularly at Pergamos. The most renowned among these
Platonists were the old lEdesius, Chrysanthius, Eusebius, Maximus.
The last-mentioned was also an adroit juggler, ,yho boasted of his power
to do great things by means of supernatural 'agents. These Platonists
maintained a close correspondence with the Pagans at Nicomedia. To
gain over a young man who was destined to hold so important a posi.
1 Liban. epitaph. Julian. vol. I. p. 526.
IOl/llm7l!: rtr; 7rO'VTJpOr; ToV KaKi:J~ ayopdJ€Lv
TOVr; -{hoUr; pun'}ov elXe TOv vtov. Socrates
(I. .III. c. 1) mentions his name. The same
'\Vriter also relates the rest which is noticed
in the text, and moreover adds, that after
Julian's death he was for once more playing
the Christian, and proposed to snbject him

self to the penance of the church, that he
might be again admitted to its communion j
that he prostrated himself on the earth
before the door of the church, and called
out to the people, - " Tread me u!1der
foot j I am the senseless salt, 1raT1juaTe pe,
TO w.ar; TO avaicn91}Tov. Socrat. 1. Ill. e. 13.
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tion in the state, was naturally regarded by them as a great object,
worthy of the most skilful finesse. It may easily be conceived that
the mind of Julian, already perverted and made vain by his rhetorical
education, and eagerly catching at the glitter and pomp of words,
would be more strongly attracted by the dainty philosophico-mystical
Paganism which these people set forth - by their high-sounding phrases
about the heavenly derivation of the soul, its debasement to matter, its
bondage, and its freedom, and by their pretended clearing up of the
doctrine concerning gods and demons-than by the simple gospel, even
if this had been preached to him. But the Christianity which he actu
ally possessed, a Christianity that turned wholly on externals, could
easily make the transition to Paganism. They now gave him proofs
of the pagan art of divination, which surprised and deceived him.
They showed him predictions 1 of an approaching triumph of the gods;
and, indeed, flattered him with the hope that he himself was the destined
instrument to achieve it. The greatest influence over him was pos
sessed by the braggard l\faximus, who had come over from Ephesus;
for he was precisely the man to entrap a youth like Julian. He took
him along with him to Ionia; and there, in the society of N eo-Platonic
philosophers and hierophants, the work begun at Nicomedia was fin
ished. Julian was converted, from being an outward Christian, with a
secret leaning to Paganism, of which perhaps he was himself uncon
scious, into a decided and zealous Pagan.2
1 To this Libanins alludes in ep. 701,
when, under Julian's reign, he writes: Nvv
Ti;r U),.7J{1eiar TO KparOr. Tel. fLev MyiufLOlr,

both him and Julian to great danger, if Juli
au's conversion to Paganism had been dis
covered). What Eunapius relates, particu
TU. oe f-lavn:ialr e-vPlUK0f-lEV17r.
larly in the life of Maxim us, (ed. Boissonade,
2 Here especially the narratives of Liba vol. I. p. 49, if.) cannot, indeed, be received as
nius, who was then a rhetorician at Nico literally true; and besides, it is too inexact to
media, and in part an eye-witness of the be used in deciding about the time when
factg, are of weight. llpo(](pCJV7JrLK. 7rpOr events occurred in this portion of Julian's his
'IovMavov, vol. I. p. 408. Respecting Julian's tory: yet these accounts contain a good deal
residence in Nicomedia, he says: 'Hv yu.p nr which serves to illustrate the characters of
Gmv{Jnp ltavTlKi;r aVTWt Krvrrr0f-ltVOr;, f-lOMr; both Julian and Maximus. When Chrvsan
&wt/JVywv rar xeipar; TWV Dvuut,Bwv (the severe thius first tells the young man about the
persecutions, by the Christian emperors, of magical arts of Maximus, (how, by his forms
the pagan art of divination, see above) vrp' of incantation, he had caused the statue of
~ 01] 7rpWTOr TUcpaVer; uVlXveVCJV TO uc?OOpOV Hecate to laugh, and the torches in her
pluor; KaTa rwv {ftwV hriuxer (perhaps hopes, hands to kindle of themselves,) as it is said,
which were entertained bv himself with re for the purpose of warning him against these
gard to what he should one day become;) things, so forci b'1l from the pure spiritual phi
then he mentions his journey to Ionia, where, losophy, Julian exclaims :-" Keep to your
by the OOKoVVTa Ka~ Dvm uocpov, that is, by books; you have shown me the man whom
Maximus, he was led to the full knowledge I seek;" and he hastens from Pergamos to
of the truth_ Epitaph. Julian. 1. c. 528, he meet him at Ephesus. Something like this
mentions less distinctly how Julian, during may perhaps have happened, though the
his residence in Nicomedin, having once time, place and circumstances are here not
fallen into company with Platonicians, and correctly stated. The warning letter which
heard them discourse on divine things, sud Gallus \\70Ie to Julian, during the residence
denly changed his opinions. Elr IovMavov of the latter in Ionia, because the reports
AvroKpaTop. vrraTov, 1. c. 376, lKelVT]V lytJ r7Jv that Julian had gone over to Paganism had
~p1pav apxi1v lAt:vfJepiar TV yfj Kaw, Ka~ f-la excited his alarm, agrees with the abo,-e
lcapi(CJ Torrov Tt or T7;V fLtTa{3oMv Mi~aTO Kat account; as also the remark of Julian in his
TOV Ti;r YVtJf-l7Jr larpov, or; KlVOVVOV TOV ,,<lAM proclamation to the Athenians, that he was
aTOV auror rt KtVQVVeVuar, Kat Tovne 7reluar, a zealous and decided Christian until his
perU. rou pa-&1/TOU Tar KIJaviar t5tirrMvrrev- (the one and twentieth year; for this would coin
voyage to Ionia in company with Maximus, cide with the time of his residence in Nico
which beyond question would have exposed media, with the year 351: though it ought
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Although Julian had special reasons for concealing his conversion ro
Paganism, which, if it became known to Constantiu~, might have cost
him his life; yet he could not avoid exciting suspicions with regard to
his connections in Ionia. His brother Gallus, who happened to be at
that time in the neighborhood, heard reports which troubled him. But
1Etius, an ecclesiastic of Antioch, who was on friendly terms with
Julian, quieted his suspicions by informing him, that Julian frequented
the churches, and especially the- chapels of the martyrs; 1 and since it
can hardly be supposed that fEtius invented this story merely to soothe
Gallus, it may hence be gathered ro what arts of dissimulation Julian
descended. The assassination of Gallus (in 354;) the danger in
which he was himself for a long time involved through the jealousy of
Constantius; the imprisonment in which he was held; - all this could
only serve to render the Byzantine court, and the Christianity which
was here worn for a show, still more hateful to him. The ever-deluded
Constantius finally gave him permission ro reside for some time at
Athens, the ancient flourishing seat of literary studies and Hellenism)!
Pagan priests, hierophants, and rhetoricians, here combined their eifortd
to stimulate his zeal in the cause of Paganism; pagan youth were his
companions; and he became the secret hope of the whole pagan party.
While Julian, already elevated to the dignity of Cresar, was carrying
on the war in Gaul, his fear of the jealous temper of Constantius led
him to adopt every possible expedient. for keeping his pagan way of
thinking concealed; and so, on the feast of Epiphany of the year 361,
he assisted at the celebration of the Christian worship at Vienna.3 He
was attended by only three men, who agreed with him in their religious
views, and joined with him in his secret observance of the pagan cultus,
- a slave who was his librarian; his physician Oribasius,4 an enter
prising man, whose pretended knowledge of magic, divination and the
interpretation of dreams, gave him great influence with Julian; and
Sallustius, a learned civilian, whom the emperor had sent with him for
the purpose of watching his proceedings, but who, by his friendly inti
macy with Julian, soon excited suspicion, and was removed.
Thus the religious convictions of Julian had been rendered doubly
dear ro him by these measures of constraint, when, in the year 361, he
was placed himself on the imperial throne, and found it in his power
not only freely ro express his true principles, but also to aim at remod
elling after them the whole state of religion in the Roman empire.
to be taken into consideration, that this can
Jot
well be understood literally, and that
~li.an himself perhaps would not be able
dIstinctly to recall that which had taken
P.lace in his mind by gradual and progres
SIVe changes.
1 See the letter of Gallus to Julian. Ju
Iian, opp. 454 .
• 2 Gregory of Nazianzen, who just at that
1I~e was also studying at Athens, writes in
, lS .orat. 90, p. 331: BI.a{3ipa "ol~ uMol~
A-81Jvat TU. Ei~ o/UXT/V Tol~ W(1f{3E(1Tipo~ Kat

Yap 1rMvTOVO"t TOV IWKOV
pii),MV
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Toi~ ToVTC.JV l:7ratvf:Ta~ /Cat
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Ammian. Marcellin. 1. L"\..l. c. 2.
Compo Julian, ep. ad Atheniens. Eunap.
vit. Oribas. Eunapius says. indeed, that he
made Julian emperor, which probably has
reference to those higher arts in which Ori
basius was supposed to be a proficient. See
the letter of Julian to Oribasius in his criti
cal situation, where he also communicates
to him a dream. Ep. 17. Respecting Sal
lust, Zosim. 1. III. c. 9. Julian's consola
tory address at taking leave of Sallust, orat.
8, and ep. ad Athenienses.
3
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JULIAN.

Perhaps beyond anyone of his predecessors among the Roman em
perors, he made account of the office of supreme pontiff. He took
special delight in offering multitudes of sacrifices and in slaughtering
the victims with his own hand, and, by the great zeal which he mani
fested on these occasions, often exposed himself to the ridicule of the
Christians. He labored to found a mystical hierarchy, fashioned after
his own N eo-Platonic ideas, leaving ample room, however, for the admis
sion of the old superstitions of Paganism; a phenomenon of which history
furnishes many examples, where it is attempted, by means of some arbi
trary speculative system, to infuse artificial life into the dead form of an
antiquated superstition. In his letter to a high priest, Julian declares
himself an enemy to all innovation, especially in whatever pertains to
the gods: "The traditional laws of the country ought invariably to be
observed from the beginning; for these were manifestly given by the
gods, otherwise they could not have been so excellent." 1 We may
learn from a set of instructions, which he probably drew up for the use
of his priests, how he would attempt to restore the whole worship of
images, and defend himself against the objections of the Christians.
"Out of the supreme unity emanated first the pure world of intelli
gence,2 embracing the gods, who are exalted above all contact with
sensible things, and who live only in pure spiritual intuition: the inter
mediate link between these and the partly spiritual, partly sensual race
of mankind, is formed by the eternal living images of those invisible
gods in the heavens, viz. the divine souls veiled under the resplendent
heavenly orbs, which visibly represent the former, and by which their
influence is diffused down to the earth. But since these great heavenly
beings are still too far removed from the sensual race of man, and since,
moreover, no sensual worship, such as is adapted to man's sensual
nature, can be paid to these, images of the gods have been invented on
earth, in order that, by paying homage to them through these, we might
thereby obtain their favor; just as those who pay homage to the em
peror's images, obtain thereby the favor of the emperors, not because
the emperors stand in need of such homage, but because, by showing
our willingness in whatever it is possible for us to do, we evince the
true piety of our dispositions. But whoever, neglecting that which lies
in his power, pretends to strive after what transcends his powers, only
neglects the former, without really being in earnest about the latter.
If we are to offer God no sensible worship, because he is the self-suffi
cient Being, it would also follow that we must not praise him by words,
nor honor him by our actions. Accuse us not of holding the gods to
be wood, stone, and brass. 'Vhen we look at the imaCTes of the gods,
we ought not to see in them stone and wood; but neither ought we to
suppose that we see the gods themselves. 'Ve should not think of
calling the images of the emperors, stone, wood, and brass, nor the em
perors themselves, but we should call them images of the emperors.
Now, whoever loves the emperor, is pleased at beholding ~ image
1

Ep. 63 ad Theodos. c1JeVyCol T1Jv KatlioTo,uav t;V umiat pEv, cj~ l7ro~ el7reLV, l&,~ ~e iv 'ToZr
'TOUr {teoV~.
2 The K.o(JpOr VofJTO~.
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whoever loves his child, is pleased at beholding the image of his child.
So whoever loves the gods, looks with pleasure on their images, pene
trated with awe towards those invisible beings that look down upon
him." 1 :But what good could that man's heart whose necessities im
pelled him to seek after the fountain of salvation, and to whom religion
was something more than a mere play of idle speculations or an enter
tainment of rhetoric or poetry, derive from all these fine-spun explana
tions? How great the difference between tltis religion, which, flattering
man's sensual nature, offers him the most beautiful forms, only that he
may never come to the consciousness of what he is, and of what he
needs - and the religion which deprives man of every sensual prop
to which he would fain cling in order to evade this sacrifice and self
renunciation, so that he may rise through faith in the only Redeemer,
who has come down to him in order to raise him up to himself, to
heaven, to that life which is hid in God, to the worship of "God in spirit
and in truth! And of what advantage were Julian's explanations to
the rude populace, who did not understand them? They, at least, saw
their gods, in the images of wood, stone, and brass. The emperor,
therefore, is right indeed, when, from his own point of view, he says
that the Christians could not derive from the destruction of the idols
and of the temples under the former reigns any evidence against them,
since everything that is transient and temporal must share the fate of
the temporal. "Let no one," says he, "refuse to believe in the gods,
because he has seen or heard that some have committed sacrilege on
the images of the gods and on the temples." But against the popular
8uperstition, this evidence was after all by no means so feeble. And of
this Julian himself seems to be aware - hence he is so indignant on the
subject.2 He proceeds next to deduce the whole sensual pagan worship
out of those general ideas: "Weare bound," he says, "to pay reli
gious worship, not only to the images of the gods, but also to the tem
ples, - to the sacred groves and the altars. It is right, moreover,
to honor the priests, as ministers of the gods, the mediators between us
and the gods, who help to procure for us those blessings which flow to
us from the gods, since it is they who sacrifice and pray for all."
Here indeed Julian needed only to transfer the ideas of the priesthood
which he might have derived from his Christian education, back again
to the pagan soil which was most congenial to them. Very consistently,
he required that even in unworthy priests, the objective dignity of the
priesthood should be honored: "So long as he sacrifices for us, and
stands before the gods as our representative, we are bound' to look
upon him with reverence and awe, as an organ of the gods most worthy
I

See opp. Julian. fol. 293, seq.
He appeals to the fact, that at this time
all the insults on the sanctuaries had met
with due punishment. An argument which,
we must aHow, was often employed in like
Inanner by the Christians; and which in no
case proves anything, since .God's judg
Inents are unsearchable to men. In many
cases, without doubt, the divine judgmentS,
so far as they had their ground in the uni1

2

form law of moral order in the world, could
be very justly pointed out; and Julian was
mistaken only in his interpretation of them.
The depraved men who, under the reign of
Constantine, had enriched themselves at the
expense of the temples, met with the pun
ishment of their wickedness; and sometimes
Julian himself did his own part to bring
about these pretended punishments of the
gods.
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of all honor. If the priest were only spirit, not soul and body together,
he might uniformly maintain the same tenor of life. But since this is
not so, the life which he devotes to his sacred functions must be distin
guished from the rest. During the whole of that time, he must live
like a super-earthly being, be constantly in the temple, occupied with
holy contemplations; he may not go into any private house, visit any
public place, nor even see a public magistrate e~sewhere than in the
temple. In performing the functions of his office, he should also wear
the most costly apparel." The divine, therefore, was to be repre
sented by earthly pomp - quite in accordance with the pagan way of
thinking.
The species of intellectual and moral culture which Julian would
give to his priests had been, until ,now, foreibl'Il from the mechanical
ritual of Paganism. The priest was to live a life worthy of the gods,
- he was never to hear or to use any unbecoming language, nor to
read any improper poet. It behoved him especially to occupy himself
wholly with philosophy, and particularly with that which begins from
the gods, as the philosophy of Pythagoras, of Plato, and 'Aristotle, of
Chrysippus and Zeno. The priest should restrict himself to those doc
trines of philosophy which lead to piety; and these, we must allow,
make up a very meagre list: "First, that the gods exist; next" that
they take an interest in the affairs of this world; and next, that they
bring no evil on men, that they are free from jealousy, not the enemies
of mankind." The last, he says, ought to have been taught by
the Grecian poets, and by the prophets whom the Galileans admire.
Thus to Julian, who had very superficial notions respecting the nature
of God's holiness, and of sin which is opposed to it, everything said in
the Old Testament of God's vindictive justice seemed jealousy and
enmity to mankind. "Of Epicurus, of Pyrrho, the priest should read
nothing; indeed, it had been so ordered by the gods for the general
good, that of the writings of these men, the greatest part had already
perished." 1
'
.
Julian was obliged to borrow much from the Christian church, in
order to bring about, by means of his spiritualized Paganism, a reaction
against Christianity; - a thing which could not last, however, but which
must eventually turn to the advantage of Christianity. He wished to
introduce the didactic element from the Christian church into his pagan
forms of worship. Garlanded priests appeared upon the tribune, clothed
in a purple mantle; it being the wish of Julian, that, in performing the
functions of their office, they should wear sumptuous vestments, and
thereby command respect. 2 Here, in pompous language, they gave
1 In like manner as when Christian eccle
siastics were forbidden to read the writings
of pagan authors or of the heretics.
!Z Gregory of Nazianzen pertinently re
marks on the conduct of these Pagans in
this particular: "I. have often observed,
that they study after what is dignified aud
imposing, what surpasses the ordinary ex
perience j as if the common things of every

day were easily despised, while the pompoUs
and seemingly sublime inspired faith." ITo;;"·
t..axoV TO ueflvov ryv{Jv aVTolr l17rovOa'op.evoV,
Kat TO V7rfpaV{J TOV LOUJTOV, cJr TOV fl~V Koivov
Kat 7rt,ov TO £VKamtpp0v1Jrov lx6vTOr, ToV De
V7rfpOYKOV Kat cWuatptKTOV T/} a;t07rtGTOV.

Gregor. Nazianz. orat. steliteut. I. vel orat.
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allegorical expositions of the pagan fables, expositions which the popu
lace did not understand, or which at least could not affect their hearts.
Julian would not admit that there was anything of divine power in
Christianity: he sought, therefore, to explain, and to account for, its
spread by outward causes; and he ende~vored to make these available
for the promotion of his own new pagan hierarchy, without duly consid
ering that these outward means were closely connected with the pecu
liar spirit of Christianity. In his letter to Arsacius,l supreme pontiff
of Galatia, he says, what has especially contributed to the spread of
Atheism is philanthropy towards strangers, care for the burial of the
dead, and an affected dignity oflife (things, evidently, which had sprung
of their own accord out of the peculiar influence of Christianity on the
minds of men;) Christian brotherly love, that tenderness of feeling
which showed itself in honoring the memory of the dead, and the moral
sobriety which was so opposed to pagan licentiousness.2 "All these
things the Pagans should make matters of earnest study. And let it not
be thought enough if Arsacius himself leads a worthy life; 3 he must
prevail upon tne prie~ts generally in Galatia to pursue the same course,
or depose them from the priestly office, if they would not, with their
wives, children, and slaves, devote themselves to the honor of the gods;
if they would suffer their wives, servants, or sons, to unite themselves
with the Galileans. Their priests were not to visit the theatre nor the
shops; they were not to engage in any unsuitable occupation. 4 In
every city, houses were to be established for the reception of strangers,
UevoooXeia,)5 where not only Pagans, but all others who needed assistance,
might find entertainment. 6 To meet the expense of these establish
ments, he caused to be distributed among the priests thirty thousand
measures of grain; and whatey'er was left, after they had provided for
their own support, was to be distributed among the strangers and pau
pers; since it was shameful, he said, that no Jew ever begged, and
that the gods had respect only to the dispo
sition of the heart. But there was a similar
contradiction also between Constantine's
proclamations and his conduct.
8 That howe\-er no great stress was laid
on the moral character of those who were
thought to assist towards restoring the pagan
worship, and that sometimes the moral prin~
ciples of these persons were extremely lax,
may be shown from a pas5age in Libanius.
He applauds it as a proof of the chastity of
his Ari~tophancs, that he had never been
cziITolr ciya1T'1lr Kat tmoooxiJr Kal. Ot.aKov[a.r gUilty of adultery, - at).' tv rnir act>et(dvatr
Tpa-rre(iJv, - alludinO' to the oldest institu dr ' A9Podi1"1Jr t~ovaiav ra~ r~r tpVC1f(.Jr tIWV
tions and arranO'eme~ts of the church. From !p~ev uvuyKar. And yet he says: 'Eye) pev
this point should begin the cure. In other yap ovo' lepa TiJV KUpiV(')V avollwdofldv VTr3
\Vords, then, Julian was in hopes to bring over Tnir TOV& tfPOJlTL(Il, tpa11/V flv TrA1/flfleUr, opiJ
tnany to Paganism by the, distribution of yeLp OVK bAiy(,)v Ti:iV vvv l7r' lKtLVC:J reray
mOney; and doubtless, where there were so (dv(,)v rov& a(')9poviarepov" vol. I. p. 446.
4 Imitation of the laws of the church re
~a~y Whose highest object was the satis
hactlOn of their earthly wants, he may not specting the clergy.
6 Imitation of the Christian EEVoOoXeia
. ave calculated wrong. Constantine had
~ fact pursued a similar course (see above.) and 1r'T(,)XOTp0!pfla.
6 It is easy to see J ullan's design in this.
o be sure, this method of conversion ac
COrds badly with Julian's declamation,
1

Ep. 49.

• 2 So also in the fragment of the Instruc
bon for a high priest, opp. 305. The Gali
leans, having observed that the poor were
neglected by the priests, had taken care to
pay special attention to these acts of philan
thropy, and had thns enticcd men to their
min. In the same manner as men coax
children with cakes, so they had commenced
Ilt once with the agapre, with the liberal reo
deption of strangers, and with the office of
eac~>ns, - ap;afleliot Olu Ti;r AeyO(dV1/r Trap'
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that the godless Galileans, besides their own poor, supported those of
the Pagans; while the pagan poor obtained no assistance from their
own people. He should also accustom the Pagans themselves to such
acts of kindness, and the pagan villagers to offer their first-fruits to the
gods.! The governors he should seldom see in his house; for the most
part he should only write to them. Whenever they made their en
trance into the city, no priest should go out to meet them; but if they
came to the temple, the priest might go out to meet them as far as the
court. In that case, no guard should accompany them; for as soon as
he crossed the threshold of the sanctuary, the magistrate became a pri
vate man; the priest was supreme in the interior of the temple."
This last principle, Julian applied to his own person, and not without
reason, at that time; since he could not fail to remark, that in the
temples many paid more attention to the emperor than to the gods.
Thus he was not pleased with the general salutation, "Long live the
emperor!" which broke forth, when on a certain occasion he unexpect
edly (as he supposed, although, perhaps, the assembled crowd had been
long waiting only for him) appeared in the temple of Fortune at Con
stantinople; and he therefore issued the following rescript to the peo
ple of that city: "'Vhenever I appear unexpectedly in the theatre,
you are permitted to salute me with acclamations. But when I come
unexpectedly into the temple, pre~erve quiet, and transfer your praises
to the gods, or rather the gods require no praise." 2
The objective dignity of the priesthood, Julian sought zealously to
maintain. For example, an officer, whose duties were in some way or
another connected with the administration of the pagan cultus, had
caused a pagan priest to be beaten, and on this ground was accused
before the emperor by the high priest of his province. Julian severely
reprimanded him for not respecting the priesthood, even in its unwor
thy representative, if such he were; and for having dared to expose
to such violent treatment the priest, before whom he was bound to rise
even from his chair of office. Having observed, probably, that many,
to please him, represented themselves as cherishing different opinions
from what they really entertained, he added: "Perhaps the bishops
and presbyters of the Galileans sit with you, if not publicly out of re
gard to me, yet secretly in your house." The individual here
dressed was punished by being excluded for three months from all
business which stood connected with the functions of the pagan priest
hood. a

aa

1 Imitation of the church collects and of
the oblations among the Christians. To
this imitation of the ecclesiastical regulations
of the Christians in the founding of schools,
in the institutions of charity, in the cpistolis
formatis for trflVellcrs, and in the system of
penance, Gregory of Nazianzen very justly
refers in omt. III. p. 102.
2 Published by Muratori, anecdota Grreca.
Patav. 1709, p. 332. El plv cit; TO fJiaTpov
Aa&CJv clU1/A&ov, clJt;iTl[lCtTf, d 15£ ci(; TU Upa,

TWV dJr/>TJ[ltCJV aU XP1J~oVutv. Muraton was
of the opinion, that the OV, which the manu

script has here, originated in a misconcer
tion; hut the negation is required by the £,
by the whole construction of the passage,
and by the sense. It is moreover altogct~er
in Julian's manner, to conclude with a dlf
nified philosophical sentence of this sort,.I~
whatever contradiction it might stand WIt
his superi>tition.
3 Julian. cp. 62. It is difficult to deter·
~V 1Jcrvxtav uyfTC KClt p.cTEviYKaTC .V[lWV TU(; mine to whom this letter was addresse~.
tV~Tl/1.;'a~ cl~ TOV~ &iov(;, P.ii.Mov at ol &COt From the condemning sentence, TWv ct~
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As Constantine caused the churches which had been destroyed in
the Dioclesian persecution, to be rebuilt, and restored to them the
estates of which they had been deprived; so Julian undertook to pur
sue a similar course in regard to the temples which had been destroyed
and plundered in the preceding reign. :Many of the governors prose
cutcd this business with great zeal; some, led on by their own interest
in the cause; others, because they knew that by so doing they would
in the surest and easiest way gain favor with the emperor. The images
of the gods, which had been rescued from the hands of the Christians,
were conveyed back to the temples in the midst of festive processions.l
But, in rebuilding the temples, Julian did not proceed in the same
upright and honorable manner as Constantine had done in restoring
the churches. The latter, as we have remarked, had caused these to
be rebuilt at his own expense; and he had indemnified those who had
legally come into possession of the buildings belonging to the .churches,
or of the grounds upon which they stood. But Julian compelled the
Christians who had taken any share in the destruction of the temples
during the preceding reign, or who perhaps were only accused of tIllS
by popular rumor, to be at the expense of rebuilding them. To those
who were required to give up property of this sort, he allowed no indem
nification; thus giving occasion to many acts of oppi'es'Sion. and vio
lence, resorted to against individual Christians undcr the pretence of
restoring the temples 2 - which oppressions sometimes fell on those
who in the former reign had been distinguished for their gentleness
and forbearance, and the moderate use of the power which was in their
hands. The letters of Libanius, the rhetorician, to Antioch, in which
he interced~s with the pagan governors and priests in behalf of those
'~ho a,re said to have suffered under such acts of injustice, furnish indu
~ltable evidence of this; while they redound to the honor of the man,
1Il spite of his many foibles, who, zealous Pagan as he was, so earnestly
. remonstrated against the injustice done to the Christians.s
lepta ,aTJoev EvoXAeiv, it might be conjectured,
that the matter related to a priest; yet the
Whole contents of the letter contrmlict this
suPposition. The language, moreover, does
not l~ad.us to suppose, that a mere excom
InUnI~atI.on from the pugan ceremonies
(sarris) IS here meant. Hence I have repre
sentc(l the matter as it Istands in the text.
t 1 ~ee respecting the festivities at the res
OratIon of an image of Artemis, which had
l)ccll torn down by the Christians, Liban.
cpo 622, etc. The emperor himself was in
~orrncd hy the governor of the province,
fI o,~ great expense had been made at this
~tl\'al, and how many sacrifices had been
~. ,cred. ep. 624. Libanius writes to a eer
,,~ Scleucus, who probably held civil office:
t present we behold altars, temples,
harrcd groves, and images of the gods, which
~\'e heen decorated by you, but which will
abo decorate you and your po~terity. Since
You have so great allies count the arrowS
Of ~he ~odle~s race to be pointless (he should
gH e himself no concern about the enmity

of t11e Christians.) Make them to weep,
who have long time made merry with the
better cause. You are bound to give thanks
to the gods, that they have caused you to
become a father; which thanks you must
render to them, by helping to erect their
prostrate temples," ep. 680.
2 See Sozomen, Hist. V. 5. The ediet was
made known at Alexandria on the X. Me
chir, (4th of February,) 362:-"Reddi idolis
et neocoris et publicre rationi, qure preteritis
temporibus ilIis 5ublata." See the anony
mous biography of Athanasius, p. 69.
3 Thus to Hesychius, a priest at Antioch
(ep. 636:)' " That I am no less desirous than
vou priests, that the temples should be pre
served in their beauty, you arc aware of
more than others. Yet I should be unwill
ing to have that done by the destruction of
houses, which might he done if they re
mained standing; since I prefer that what
already exists should remain, and what has
been prostrated should be restored,.- and
not that we should beautify the cities in one
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It was a topic on which Julian often declaimed, that the gods regard
only the disposition of their worshippers. He declared, that no god
less person ought to take part in the holy sacrifices, until he had puri
fied his soul by prayer to the gods, and his body by the prescribed lus
trations. 1 Yet he was quite satisfied, if he could but induce goodly
numbers to sacrifice, without troubling himself any further about their dis
position; and to promote this object, he spared neither money nor places
of honor: though we must admit, that the Christian emperors had done
the same thing, and in a manner still less becoming, with regard to
respect, while we deform them in another.
True it is easy to bring a complaint against
the house of Theodulus; but it deserves to
be spared, since it is beautiful and spacious,
and makes our city more beautiful than
other cities. In the next place for this
reason,-because Theodulus did not plunder
the temple with arrogance and impiety, but
purchased it from the sellers, paying the
price for it, which was a privilege allowed
to all those who could buy." In like manner
he intercedes with Bacchius, one of those
who had it in charge to restore the temple
worship, as he was about to re-erect a de
molished temple of the Graces, and intepded
to collect the necessary money in ready cash
from a certain Christian, named Basiliscus,
who had perhaps had a hand in the destruc
tion of the temple, or had in some way come
into possession of its treasures, thus throw
ing the lattor into great embarrassment.
Libanius petitions for this individual, that
he might be required to pay only half the
sum at once, and permitted to discharge the
remainder of the demand at a future time.
He entreats Baechius to have some regard
to JEmylianus, the father or relative of this
Christian, who, although the power was in
his hands, yet under the former reign had
conducted towards the Pagans with so much
moderation: Ov yap ltv rc:iv v{3ptt;OVTC.JV,
Kat Tavm lJ!ov, elrrep l(3ovMTO. This noble
feeling deserved to be rewarded. "Show
your care for the sanctuaries, by increasing
the multitude of sacrifices, by seeing that
the sacred rites arc accurately performed,
and by restoring the prostrate temples; for
you must be devout to the gods, must show
yourself compliant to the will of the emperor,
(7c:i (3amMt xapit;ea&at,) and embellish your
native city." Ep. 669. Thus he intercedes
with a certain Bebms, who, from a rhetori
cian, had become a judge at Antioeh, in be
half of a cert:lin Orion, who in the prered
ing reign had distinguished himself in a
public office by his moderation, but who
now was charged with having robbed the
temples of their treasures, and, although he
was quite poor, was called upon to pay
large sums of money, and, as he found
himself unable to do this, was to be com
pelled to it by bodily punishment. In his
first letter to Belreus, ep. 673, he says:
" Orion proved himself, under the preceding

reign, to be a mild and generous man; he
did not imitate those who made a bad use
of their power, but, on the contrary, blamed
them. But I have also heard from the citi
zens of Bostra, that he neither made war
against our worship, nor persecuted priests j
and that he saved many from misery by the
mild administration of his office. This
man I have now seen cast down and full of
distress. And shedding a flood of tears be
fore he could give utterance to his words,
he said, ' I have but just escaped from the
hands of those to whom I have shown
kindness. Though I have done evil to no
man, when I had the power to do so, I have
notwithstanding been almost torn in pieces.'
And he added to this, the flight of his
brother, the breaking up and scattering of
his whole family, and the plundering of his
furniture; all which, as I know, is not ac
cording to the will of the emperor. But
the emperor says, that if he has any of the
property which belongs to the temples, let
him be called upon to give it up; but if he
has not, then let him neither be insulted nor
abused. Yet it is manifest, that those men
are coveting the goods of others, while they prt
tend to be desirous of helping the gods." In

the second letter, he writes: "Althouo-h he
differs from us in his religious persuasion, it
redounds to his own injury, that he has de
ceiyed himself; but he ought not, in justice,
to be persecuted by his acquaintance. I
could wish that those very persons who noW
oppress him, would only recollect the cases
in which he has so often assisted them, and
would prefer mther to show him their grat
itude, than seek to bury their benefactor
alive. Having long since persecuted and
plundered his relations, they seized at lnst
upon the person of this man, as if they
would thereby fulfil the wishes of the godS,
while in truth they are very far from honor
ing the gods by any such conduct as this.
But it can be no matter of surprise, that
the multitude allow themselves to be hur
ried along without reflection, and follow
their impulses, instead of that which is
right. He says, he made no rohbery. But
granting that he did, how is it that you noW
hope, when the whole has been consumed,
to find mines of gold in his skin 1" Ep. 731.
1 Ep. 52 ad Bostrenos.
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Christianity.1 In this way, as a matter of course, many would be
gained over, who, in the preceding reign, had been induced, by similar
motives, to profess Christianity; men, who, as a father of this period
(Asterius of Amasea, in Pontus,) remarks, changed their religion as
easily as their dress. 2 In a discourse preached in the reign of one of
the next succeeding emperors, the same contemporaneous writer
describes this class of people as follows: "How many abandoned the
church, and ran to the altars? How many allowed themselves to be
enticed to apostasy by the bait of honorable offices? Branded with
disgrace, and despised, they wander about the cities, and are pointed at
by the finger of scorn, as those who also have betrayed Christ for a few
pieces of silver." 3 As Julian at~ached a superstitious value to sacrifi
ces, he labored, for. nine months, to prevail upon the soldiers of the
army which he was preparing against the Persians, to offer to the gods.
When the arts of persuasion had been tried in vain, he employed gold
and silver, for the purpose of buying over the soldiers to his views. 4
His hatred of Christianity, and of the Christians, might of itself, it
is true, have rendered Julian more favorably disposed towards J udar
ism and the Jews; but, as in everything he was glad to take the con
trary course from that which had been pursued in the previous reign,
it was agreeable, both to his inclination and his principles of govern
ment, to patronize the Jews, who had been oppressed under Constan
tius. It must be added, however, that he was more favorable to Judar
ism than to Christianity, for the same reasons that had influenced the
Pagans before him. He saw in that religion, at least, a national ritual,
addressed to the senses, from which he conceived it possible to prove an
affinity between Judaism and Paganism. Said he to the Chris
tians: "I am a true worshipper of the God of Abraham, who is a
great and mighty God; but you have no concern with him. For I
worship him as Abraham worshipped him; but you do not follow
Abraham. You erect no altars to God, nor do you worship him, as
Abraham did, with sacrifices." 5 In his opinion, the worship of the
God of Abraham might blend harmoniously with the worship of the Gre
cian gods; he blamed only the exclusive, intolerant character of J uda
ism. So very imperfectly did he understand the nature of pure Theism,
which, wherever it exists, will have absolute supremacy, and mnst strive
to destroy, as an ungodly element, everything which claims authority
along with it, that the jealous God of the Old Testament, who, to all
1

Gregor. Nazianz. orat. funeb. in Cresar.

though Libanius writes to him: IIpor niv

orat. 10, fo1. 167. ToVf,reV XPT,ttafJl, ToVf De

fhi:rv, ovr 7t'ul.<U -&avflG.(Jv VVV i1floAoy1tGar:.

7t'UV

Ep.714.
4 This Libanius narrates in praise of the
emperor, Epitaph. in Julian. vol. I. p. 578.
He says on this occasion: "By means of a.
small gain, the soldier obtained a greater
one; by gold, the friendsllip of the gods, on
whom depends the fortune of war." Such
was the religion of these persons, who, in
contrast with the Christians, assumed the
air of enlightened men!
5 Julian. ap. Cyrill. e. Julian. I. X. p. 354.

a~tWttaat, Tovf dE: i!1rDOx(aEat, nn)~
Toiat~ Ttttair VrpEAKO,reVOf.

oe

2 Adv. Avaritiam, cd. Rulben. Antverp.
1615, p. 43. 'U177rfp lttu:rwv TaXi(Jf T7jv

'I9pllaKelaV flETCflrpteauvTO.
3 See 1. c. Modcstus, an officer of state,
who had for a long time supported the
p.a~ty of the emperor Constantine in 0Pl?o81110n to Julian, probably in order to acqmre
!be favor of the latter, embraced Pft~an
Ism, and obtained for this not only pardon,
but the prrefecture of Constantinople, aIVOL. II.
5
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the ungodly, is a consuming fire, appeared to him as an envious God, sub
ject to human passions. He supposed there could be only two possible
cases; either that the God whom the Jews worshipped was the univer
sal Architect of the world, the cYqptovpy6~, to whom the other particular
divinities were subordinated; in which case it was only his prophets
who had been unworthy of him; men, who, because their minds had
not been purified by scientific culture, had transferred to him their
own false notions, and represented him as so selfish and intolerant; or
else, that they had in reality had only a limited national God, whom
they regarded, however, as that Supreme Being; just as the Gnostics
maintained, that the Jews had confounded their Demiurge with the Su
preme Deity.1 He seems to have inclined, for the most part, to the
former view, - that the God of the Old Testament was, in truth, the
great Architect and Ruler of the whole visible world, whom the Pagans
also worship under other names. 2
Since, then, he entertained a high respect for the Jewish worship, as
an ancient national institution, he conceived the wish to restore the
Temple at Jerusalem, as a splendid memorial of his reign; in doing
which he perhaps hoped, also, that he should be able to defeat the
prophecy of Jesus, although this had already been fully accomplished.
He expended vast sums upon this o~ject ; but the work which had been
undertaken with so much labor, did not succeed. Volumes of fire,
bursting forth from the subterranean vaults which had been opened,
destroyed the unfinished labors, and frightened the workmen.3 Although
this may have proceeded from natural causes, yet might it be a warn
ing rebuke to the emperor, that no human will could rebuild what had
once been destroyed by a divine judgment.4 But he did not, on this
account, as yet relinquish his plan. 5 Having relieved the Jews from
the heavy impositions by which they hitherto had been oppressed, he
invited them now, with minds free from anxiety, to implore their great
God, who could turn everything to the advantage of his government,
that, after having brought the Persian war to a successful termination,
1 L c.l. IV. f.48, 155, where he calls the
doctrine of a fJto~ '7")'WT1J~ a (3").aaC/J1J

p'a.

Ep. 63, p. 454, fral?ment. epist. ad sa
cerdot. p. 295. Tov pev -&{;ov elvat peyav,
oV pr]V cl1rovoalCJv 1l"poC/J~TCJV ovoe l~T/yi}rCJv
'TVXelv, alrovv oe OTt rTjv eavri}v ..pvXT/V ov
2

1l"apeaxDV a1l"O/w{)apat Toi~ tyKVKMot~ pafJi}
pal1tv. f. 306, Cyrill. c. Julian. 1. IX.
8 The historian Ammianns Marcellinus,
who was not a Christian, gives the simplest
and most impartial account of this evcnt,
1. XXIII. c. 1 : Metl1endi globi flammorum
prope fundamenta crebris assultibus erum
pentes, fecere locum deustis uliqnoties ope
rantibus inaccess11m : hocque modo elemen
to destinatius repellente ccssavit inccptum.
The exaggerating legend added a great
deal more about fire falling from heaven,
fiery shapes of the cross on the clothes of
the workmen, &C.
4 It is noticeable how lightly he himself

touches on the subject. Fragm. epist. p. 295:

Ti 1l"epl ToV vt6J <fYrlaovat, ToV 1l"Up' aVTOil,; Tpt
TOV ciVaTpa1reVTO~, lyetpopivov
oVoe viJv.

oe

Pagi places the command for the rebuild
ing of the temple in the year 363, in which
fcll the celebration of the Decennalia in
honor of Julian's accession to the Cresarean
dignity; and the position which Ammianus
Marcellinn~ gil'es to this event might seem
to favor this view. But as the above-cited
lctter of Julian must have becn writtcn af
ter the frustration of the plan for rebuild
ing of the tcmple, and that letter cannot be
placed in so late a period, this circumstance
would stand opposed to such a determina
tion of the chronological date.
6 That is, in case the letter mentioned in
what follows in the text was written after
the frustrated attempt to rebuild the tem
ple, which is indeed possible, although the
contrary is generally assumed to be the
fact.
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he might be enabled, with them, to dwell and worship the Almighty in
the holy city Jerusalem, rebuilt by his labors.1
As it respects Julian's conduct towards the Christians, he was not
inclined by nature to cruel and violent measures. Besides, he was fond
of assuming an air of philosophical toleration, and, in this particular
respect, wished to present a direct contrast to the character of Constan
tius, who had occasioned so much evil by his fanatical and despotic
spirit of persecution. Moreover, the Christian party was already so
powerful, that violent measures might easily prove dangerous to the
public peace, which he sought to preserve. And Julian was wise
enough to learn, from the oft-repeated trials, that persecution would but
tend to increase the spread of Christianity. There were, moreover,
examples, under his own reign, of individual Christians, who, after hav
ing been exposed to ill-treatment, on account of their faith, from a
fanatical pagan populace or cruel governors, and exhibited constancy
under all their sufferings, became objects of universal reverence among
the Christian population, and obtained the greatest influence; as was
remarkably shown in the case of :Marcus, bishop of Arethusa in Syria.
When, therefore, Libanius, in the letter which we have just cited,
would restrain a governor from indulging in the cruel persecution of a
Christian who had been accused of robbing the temples, he warned him
thus: "If he is to die, then, in his chains, look well before you, and
consider what will be the result. Take heed lest you bring upon us
many others like Marcus. This Marcus was hung up, scourged,
plucked in the beard, and bore all with constancy. He is now honored
as a god, and, wherever he appears, everybody is eager to take him by
the hand. As the emperor is aware of this, he has not allowed the man,
to be executed, much as he is grieved at the destruction of the temple.
Let the preservation of Marcus be a law for us." 2
It may, indeed, be questioned, whether rational grounds, wise pur
poses, and humane feelings, would have availed anything against a
fanaticism made up of such heterogeneous elements, - a fanaticism
which is ever the most easily inclined to persecution, - whether they
could have checked his natural disposition, which impelled him to vio
lence wherever he met with opposition. Yet deep within his soul there
existed another principle, which prompted him to bring back the erring
to their own good, to the way of truth, though at first it might be
against their will. This he undesignedly illustrates in a rescript, issued
by him in a state of mind very much excited by opposition, where he
See ep. 25, f. 397.
See Liban. ep. 731. The same Libani
us says, in his Epitaph. in Julian. p. 562,
that the Christians, in the beginning of Juan's reign, expected to suffer similar per
secutions as they did under the earlier pa
gan emperors. But Julian, he observes,
censured those measures, by which, after
all, they could not attain their end. " For
Inen may indeed bind the bodily sick in
order to heal them, but a false opinion re
specting the gods cannot be expelled by the
1

2

knife and cantery. Though the hand may
offer incense, the soul is still dissatisfied
with it, and there is only a seeming change.
Some afterwards obtained pardon (those
who, yielding to force, had offered, and
were afterwards restored to the fello,,,ship
of the church.) But those who died for
their convictions, were honored as gods."
Yet it is very evident, that these truths
were rather worn for a show, than consis
tently carried out.
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says: " It were right, that these persons, like madmen, should be cured
in spite of theinselves. Yet to all who are suffering under this sort of
disease, indulgence must be shown; for I am of the opinion, that we
ought to instruct, and not punish, the unreasonable." 1 How easily
might it happen, under some particular outward excitement, that the
principle to which the voice of reason and the feelings of humanity were
still opposed, should finally become the ruling one!
At first, however, Julian was best pleased, when, by covert attacks,
in which indeed .he often forgot what honesty and justice required even
in an opponent, and what became the dibrnityof an emperor, he could
injure the church, and.undermine its interests, by means which betrayed
no hostile design. To this class of measures belongs that edict, well
conceived for this purpose, by which, at the very beginning of his reign,
he recalled all the bishops and clergy who had been banished in the
reign of Oonstantius, and granted equal freedom to all parties of the
Ohristian cltnrch. He might have found sufficient inducement for
enacting such a law, in the relation he stood in to the Christian church;
for it was impossible for him to take the same interest in the controver
sies of the Christians which Constantius had done. Although some
among the Christian sects may have come nearer to his own views, in
the character of their doctrinal opinions, than others, - as indeed he
himself allowed,2 - yet all the Christian parties were exposed to his
hatred, on account of their opposition to Paganism. 3 He was desirous
also, at the same time, to place the mildness of his own government, in
this respect, in direct contrast with the severity of Constantius. " I
believed," he says in a letter to the inhabitants of Bostra,4 "the lead
ing men of the Galileans would feel themselves more indebted to me
than to my predecessors in the government; for it happened under the
latter, that many of them were banished, persecuted, deprived of their
property; and, indeed, whole masses of heretics, as they are called,
were swept off at a stroke ; so that, in Samosata, Cyzicus, Paphlagonia,
Bithynia, Galatia, and among many other races of people, entire villa
ges were made utterly desolate. But under my government the fact
has been the very reverse; for the banished have been permitted to
return, and their property is restured back by our laws to those whose
estates had been confiscated." But Julian certainly entertained the
hope, - a fact respecting which both Christian and pagan historians
are generally agreed, - that the different parties of the Christians, who
persecuted each other with so much fury, would in this way each
destroy the other. In this hope he was doomed to be disappointed; and
from the very nature of the case it could not be otherwise. Party pas
Ep. 42.
Thus, for instance, he praises Photinus,
because his representation of Christ's per
son was more rational than the prevailing
doctrine of the church. See the fragment
of Julian's letter to Photinus, in }'acund.
Hermian. defensio trium capitulor. I: IV.
p. 379. Sirmond. opp. T. II. f. 376, ed.
Veneto 1728. The special honor which he
showed to the Arian lEtius was owing, not
1
2

so much to his doctrinal opinions, as to his
earlier personal connection with the empe
ror. See ep. 31, Julian.
a Thus, in another passage, to be found
in Cyrill. C. Julian. VII. f. 262, he places
Photinus in one and the same class with the
other Christian dogmatists, and says he did
not concern himself with their doctrinal
disputes, uPlllfU- dijra rqv pux.llV vpZv.
4 Ep. 52.

RECALL OF THE EXILED CLERGY.

sion among the Christians would, undoubtedly, never have risen to so
high a pitch, had it not been for the interference of the state. As this
disturbing and circumscribing influence of a foreign power now fell
away of itself, and the church was left to follow. out naturally its own
development from within itself, the right relations were everywhere more
easily restored. No patronage of the Christian church by the civil power
could have been so advantageous to it, under the then circumstances,
as this indifference of the state towards all that transpired within its
pale.
.
The edict by which Julian recalled the bishops from their banish
ment, may, without doubt, have been very indistinctly expressed; 1 so
that it could be understood to refer merely to their return into their
country, or also to their return to their posts. As Julian allowed to all
religious parties the free exercise of their religion, it was understood,
as a matter of course, that the bishops of all Christian parties could
enter freely into the administration of their offices. But the emperor
might have expressed himself indistinctly on purpose; or he might
sometime afterwards have given the law this construction of indistinct
ness, in order to provide himself with liberty to act against those bish.,
ops whose influence seemed to him too powerful a counterpoise to his
OWll designs.
To this class belonged the zealous and energetic bishop
Athanasius of Alexandria.
After this bishop had again administered his office for eight months,2
earnestly laboring for the interests of the Christian church, there
appeared an edict of the emperor, addressed to the Alexandrians, in
which it was charged upon him as a grievous crime, that, after having
been banished by many rescripts of many emperors,3 that is, of Con
stantine and Constantius, he had not waited for a single imperial edict
authorizing him to return back again to his church; 4 for the emperor
had given permission to those who had been banished by Constantins to
return home, not to their churches, but only to their country. Yet
Athanasius, it was alleged, hurried on by his usual pride, had arro
gated to himself what among them was called the episcopal throne.
But this was not a little displeasing to that God-fearing people, the
Alexandrians. By this God-fearing people, Julian meant, of course,
only the Pagans, to whom, indeed, it could be no otherwise than in the
highest degree unpleasant, that Athanasius should be bishop. As soon
as this letter 5 arrived at Alexandria~ Athanasius was commanded to
leave the city, under the threat of far severer punishments. Sorely

m.

vazioni lettcrarie. Verona, 1738. Tom.
pal!. 69.
2' See the above-cited Life.
a Where Julian might take advantage of
\Vas published on the day following: " Epis
copos omnes factionibus antehac eireumven the fact, that various charges were brought
to8 et exiliatos reverti ad snns civitates et arrainst Athannsius, which did not relate
provincias." Thus it is stated in the life of b~rely to doctrine, passion at that time
Athanasius, which was composed by an mixing everything np together.
i Yet Gerontius, the prefect of Egypt,
an~nymous contemporary writer, and of
had thought himself authorized to recall
f~ICh a fragment in an ancient Latin trans
atlOn has been published by Maffei, Osser- Athanasius to his bisbopric. (See 1. c.)
I) See ep. 26.

The edict arrived at Alexandria on the
:nV.
Machir, (the 8th of February, accord
Ing to Ideler's tables,) of .the year 362, and
1
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vexed must have been Julian, when he found that the diseased portion,
as he expressed it, of the Alexandrians, (the Christians,) showed no
disposition to follow the healthy portion, (the Pagans ;) but the diseased
par~, who in fact constituted by far the majority, ventured to call
themselves th~ city, and, in the name of the whole city of Alexandria,
to send him a petition, in which the community besought him, that their
bishop might be spared to them. In a declamatory letter,1 he not only
rejected their request, but immediately banished Athanasius from the
whole province of Egypt. His remarks to the Alexandrians, on this
occasion, show how little he knew what the heart of man, thirsting after
righteousness, requires, and what religion is designed to bestow on
man, - how accustomed he was to confound worldly and spiritual
things. " Tell me," says he to them, " what good have they ever done
to your city, who have now introduced among you this new proclama
tion? Your founder was Alexander, the Macedonian, who, indeed,
ought not to be brought into comparison with any of these; nay, not
even with the Hebrews, who were far superior to these." He then
goes on to rebuke them severely for refusing to worship the god visible
to all, the Sun, whose powerful and benign influence they must all expe
rience; and for thinking themselves bound to receive Jesus, whom
neither they nor their fathers had seen, as the God-Logos. He
descends to rude and vulgar language, equally unbecoming a philoso
pher and an emperor, in speaking of the great man whom he ridi
culed,2 without a sense to appreciate the spirit which actuated him;
and yet the anger he shows towards him, proves how much he dreaded
his influence. In this letter, he assigns, it is true, political reasons as
his motives for banishing Athanasius: "It was a dangerous thing for
so cunning and restless a man to be at the head of the people." Yet,
in his letter to the prefect of Egypt, he betrays the true cause of his
displeasure against the man, expressing his vexation, that, through the
influence of Athanasius, all the gods should be despised; and declar
ing that nothing would give him greater joy than to hear that Atha
nasins, the godless wretch who had dared under his reign to baptize
noble Grecian women, was banished from every district of Egypt.3
Julian descended to many an unworthy trick, for the purpose of
bringing men, without a resort to forcible measures, to join against
their "ill in the ceremonies of the pagan religion. He caused his
statues, which were set up in the public places, to be surrounded with
emblems taken from the pagan religion. A Jupiter over his head
reached down to him the purple mantle and the crown; while Mercury
and :Mars looked on with an approving smile. Whoever now paid obei
sance, as was customary at that time, to the emperor's image, must at
the same time testify respect to the gods; and whoever declined to do
so, was liable to be accused as a violator of the imperial authority.4 ~t
might here be said that Julian, according to his own religious prinel
Ep. 51.
He stvles him a man who deserved not
to be called a man, a miserable little roan 1
2

uvfJpc,nrlCJlcor: eim:Anr: - alluding probably to

his bodily stature.
3 Ep. 6.
f Sozom. V. 17.
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pIes, was compelled to regard all the affairs of state as standing in this
connection with religion; and was without any design, in this case, of
injuring the conscience of the Christians. But, judging from the spirit
which he evinces on other occasions, we may well believe him capable
of such banter; and, at all events, if he understood the rights of con- •
science, he ought to have been more indulgent to the religious convic
tions of a majority of his' subjects. In like manner, when he distribu
ted from the imperial throne a donative among the soldiers, he had
placed beside him a censer, with a dish of incense. He who would
receive the donative from his hands, must first cast some of the incense
into the censer. This was to signify, that he offered incense to the
gods, whose images, perhaps, were standing somewhere near by. If Ju
lian looked upon it as so important a thing, when, by the distribution
of money, he could prevail upon his soldiers to sacrifice, it would doubt
less gratify him, even when he could do no more than bring them to the
mechanical act of scattering incense; and he might hope, by accustom
ing them to such a mechanism, and by the golden bait, to carry them a
step farther. 'Vhen they had once become aware that by such con
duct they had violated the obligations of the Christian faith, and that
the love of earthly gain had overpowered the voice of conscience, one
step in sin would easily lead them to another. But many were really
not aware of what they had done; and when they afterwards learned
that they had been betrayed into an act of idolatrous worship, they be
came despondent, publicly declared before the emperor that they were
Christians, and begged him to take back the money, if it was to be the
price of their denial of the faith. A particular case of this sort is re
lated, in which a number of soldiers were first made aware of what
they had done at a festival which followed the distribution of the dona
tive, when, drinking to their comrades, as was customary on such occa
sions, in the name of Christ, they were reminded, that they had just
denied him whose name they now invoked.!
Among the artifices by which Julian hoped to undermine the Chris
tian church without resorting to sanguinary persecutions, was also his
forbidding the Christians to set up schools of rhetoric and grammar,
and to explain the ancient authors. He supposed that Christianity
could not dispense with these foreign supports; that, unless it had ap
propriated to its own purposes the scientific culture of the Greeks, it
\Vould not have spread so far; and that the scriptures, which the Chris
tians called divine, did not afford a sufficient fountain in itself of human
cultivation, but that this must be derived by them from the creations of
the gods whom they denied, from the literature of the Greeks. In his
\Vork against Christianity, says Julian to the Christians: "'Why waste
your energies on the literature of the Heathens, if the reading of your
own scriptures contents you? Certainly you ought to be more solici
tous t<) keep men from the former, than from eating the meat of the
1 See Sozom. V. 17. Gregor. Naz. orat.
steliteut. I. fol. 85. According to the
latter's description, it took place when, at
the conclusion of the meal, the cup of cold

III.

water was handed round, and each, before
he drank, made over it the sign of the cross
in the name of Christ.
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sacrifices; for, according to Paul himself, the latter can harm no one;
but, by those sciences, every noble spirit that nature has produced
among you, has been led to renounce your godless doctrine.'~ A very
bold assertion, directly in the face of plain facts; such, for example,
as that the most zealous students of the ancient writers were precisely
those who had become the most distinguished teachers of the church.
BJlt, if Julian really believed his own assertion, he must have vastly
preferred that the Christians should teach the ancient classics, than
than that they should explain the Bible to their youth. "Let them,"
said he, " try the experiment of instructing a boy from the first in noth
ing but the Bible, and see if he would turn out anything better than a
slave." 1
The truth is, however, that it was not the design of these scriptures
to serve as a means of human cultivation, but rather to impart the ele
ment of a divine life, without which no human cultivation can truly
thrive, - an element whereby the human education becomes ennobled
to a divine one. And what the spirit of these scriptures, wherever re
ceived in its purity, can accomplish, independent of any means of human
culture, is taught by the hist<>ry of the effects of Christianity among
the laity at all times; effects of which even Julian might have found
examples, if he had only inquired into what took place in the retire-,
ment of private life. Christianity, indeed, as Julian understood it,
a Christianity which consisted merely in a certain mechanical routine
of outward actions, or in a system of formal and lifeless notions, -was
incapable of producing such effects.
Ancient art and literature appeared to Julian, as we have already
remarked, closely connected with the worship of the gods; but it was
unjust, and a manifest tyranny over conscience, to force these, his own
subjective opinions, on all his subjects.. It was a policy which unpreju
diced Pagans themselves-as, for example, Ammianus Marcellinus 2 
openly condemned. We see to what result this system of religion, at
once sophistic and fanatical, could lead. " How scandalous," he de
clares in his law relating to this matter, " that they should expressly
teach that which they hold to be most detestable; that they should en
tice away by their flatteries those to whom they would inculcate their
own bad opinions! All teachers, in whatever department they teach,
should be honest men, and cherish in their 80ul no opinions at variance
with those which are publicly recognized. 3 But they, beyond all others,
should be such who, as expounders of the ancient authors, exert an influ
ence upon the education of the youth, whether they be rhetoricians, or
grammarians, or, above all, sophists; 4 for they will be teachers, not of
words only, but also of morals." They might either avoid teaching

vn.

1 C. Christian.!'
p. 229.
2 L. L~V. c. 4.
8 Kat fl." fl.axofdva Tol~ 01'/fl.oaiq. Ta lv

Tij

"",vX1) rfJipetv Oo;u.aflam, - a principle which,
avowed with . some consistency on the
ground assumed by Julian, who was for es
tablishing a pagan state-religion, was often
very inconsistently expressed by Christian

magistrates, on the ground of Christianity,
which should ?eve~ be a stat~-religion. f
4 The sophISts, In the stricter sense 0
the word, who were to diffuse an influ
ence into the whole literary and intellectual
culture, were then distinguished from tb
rhetoricians in the more restricted sense 0
the word.
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what they themselves considered not good; or else, by their own act,
first convince their pupils that none of the authors whom they explained,
erred and blasphemed in religion, as they had hitherto been accus
tomed to say. But in attempting to gain their subsistence in so dishon
orable a manner, by means of the writings of those authors, they must.
confess themselves the most covetous of men, and ready to commit any
meanness for a few drachms.
Julian would have had good cause for this accusation, if Christians
had consented to become pagan priests, and, under this outward appear
ance, made sport of the pagan religion. But the case was different, when
they gave instruction in such matters as, in their own opinion, stood in no
connection whatever with religion, and at the same time openly avowed
their Christianity; so that it was ,at the pleasure of heathen parents, if
they feared the influence of these teachers upon their children, to keep
them away from such schools. ' 'Ve see here a most unjustifiable in
stance of arguing consequences, which all others must be obliged to
adopt, because they seemed just as regarded from the empero,r's own
religious point of view; but m this we must allow that Julian was by •
no means alone. He goes on to say: "If they believe those men to
be in error on the most important subjects, then let them go into the
churches of the Galileans, and expound :Matthew and Luke." At the
same time, however, he permitted the Christian youth to attend the
schools of pagan teachers,l- a permission of which he would of course
be gratified to have them avail themselves, as he might hope they would
be gained over by pagan teachers to embrace their religion.2
Two celebrated men of that age are known to us, who relinquished
their stations as rhetorical teachers for the sake of their faith; Prore
resius, a distinguished rhetorician at Athens,3 and Fabius Marius Vic
torinus at Rome. The latter had shortly before embraced Christianity
in his old age. He had been a diligent student of the Greek philoso
phy, and had translated several of the works of Plato into Latin. He
was probably attached to the Neo-Platonic Hellenism, and was es
teemed one of the most important pillars of the old religion. But in
his old age, he became conscious of a craving after some more certain
and stable ground of faith. He went to the study of the Bible, and
examined it carefully. He was convinced of the truth of the divine
doctrine; and in confidence informed the presbyter, Simplicianus of
Milan, that he was at heart a Christian. The latter replied to him,
that he would not believe it until he saw him within a Christian church.
"-What! then," rejoined Victorinus, "do walls make Christians?" The
truth was, however, that his heart still clung too strongly to the world,
- he was not willing to sacrifice everything to the Lord; and it was
this which prevented him from making a public profession. He was
• 1 Without troubling ourselves about man
ifestlyexaggerated and inaccurate accounts,
~e ~onfine ourselves simply to the words of
,uhan, and to the narrative of the impar
b~ Ammianus.
Ii I suppose that in the passage above re
erred to, ep. 42, the l"eading should be:

oVoe 96(31:' Kat • •• Otherwise the second
oVoe required here would be wanting, and
the appropriate reference would be wanting
to the following antithesis. Besides in Ju
lian, Tel 7rarpla is always used to designate
the national pagan sacra.
a See Eunap. vito Proreres. T. J. psg. 92.
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afraid of those zealous Pagans, the noble Romans who were his disci
ples, and with whom he stood in the highest consideration. But as the
word entered more deeply into his heart, his own conscience forced him
to a public profession; and he demanded that it should be made in the
. most public manner, when, to spare his feelings, the presbyters of the
church proposed to omit some part of the usual ceremony. After this,
it cost him no struggle to lay aside his rhetorical office.1
The two learned Christians from Syria, Apollinaris, father and son,
as a compensation to the Christian youth for that which they had been
deprived of, were in the habit of writing historical and doctrinal p<?r
tions of scripture in all the forms of Greek verse. This, however,
would prove but a sorry substitute for that which the study of classical
antiquity was designed to furnish, in order to that natural development
of the human mind which Christianity presupposes. As the church
historian, Socrates, very justly remarks in stating this fact: "Divine
Providence was mightier than the pains-taking of these two men, and
than tl}e will of the emperor." 2
Julian hated especially the bishops, who were so ac,live in propagat
ing the faith; and these would most easily have become the objects of
persecution, if his fanaticism had but once proved too strong for his
feelings of humanity and principles of civil polity. Like the pagan
emperors before him, he saw in those who presided over the instruction
and government of the Christian communities, the chief supports of
Atheism (aatOT1l~.) He imagined that by a crafty policy he could
easily gain over the misguided people, if he was not counteracted by
the bishops. And, for the reasons just mentioned, hated above all
others by him were those bishops who had been zealous students of the
Greek literature, and who applied this literature itself to the service of
Christianity and the subversion of Paganism; for instance, those men
with whom, when a youth, he had studied at Athens, the two friends,
Basilius, bishop of Cesarea, and Gregory of N azianzen; and those who,
under his reign, dared to employ Grecian science in combating Pagan
ism and in defending Christianity, such as Apollinaris of Laodicea, and
Diodorus, bishop of Tarsus in Cilicia. 3
Augustin. Confession. 1. VIII. c. 2, et of wrinkles, and his emaciated body, weI""
not, as those whom he deceived would have
The remarks of Socrates on this occa it appear, the effects of his rigidly ascetic
sion, respecting the necessity of the study life, (of his 1rOAtTela r/JtMuocpud],) but the just
of ancient literature in order to the pro punishment of the gods. Quod non est phi
gressive culture of the Christian church, losophicre conversationis judicio, sieut vide
are very correct. L. III. c. 16.
ri vult 11 se deceptis; sed justitire pro cerlO
s Well worthy of notice are the fierce deorumque prenre, qua percutitur compe
deelnmations of Julian against this latter, in tenti ratione usque ad novissimum vitre sure
his letter to Photinus, of which Facundus finem asperam et amaram vitam vivens et
of Hermiane has preserved to us the frag f.'lciem pallore confectam. Assuredly ,!e
ment already mentioned, in a bad Latin can more easily pardon snch judgments In
translation, Defens. trium capitulor. 1. IV. Pagans, than, in Christian teachers ;'ln~
379. He reproaches him with having at writers of this period, the altogether sunl
tended the school at Athens; there studied lar way, .in which, unmindful of the ?ook
philosophy, music, and rhetoric; and thereby of Job, and of the words of our SaVIOur,
armed his tongue to fight against the gods. John 9: 3, they interpret attacks of disease
Hence he was punished by the gods with and other calamities which befell heretiCS.
consumption j for his sunken features, full
1
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In a very unworthy manner did he conduct himself towards Titus,
bishop of Bostra, in Arabia. When he had made him responsible
for the preservation of the public peace and order in that city, where,
on account of the excited state of feeling between Pagans and Chris
tians, the slightest cause might lead to scenes of violence, the bishop,
in a memorial, drawn up in the name of the whole body of the clergy,
and intended for their defence, declared to him: "Although the Chris
tians, on account of their numbers, might bid defiance to the Pagans,
yet they were restrained from disorders by the admonitions of the
clergy." Upon this, Julian despatched a letter to the inhabitants of
Bosh'a, in which he exhorted both parties, Christians and Pagans, to
maintain quiet and use forbearance towards each other; and then pro
ceeds to describe the clergy (whose conduct, indeed, in many cOlmtries,
had, under former reigns, well deserved this reproach) as being the
authors of all the disturbances. " It is," says he, "because they look
back with longing to their former authority, because they are not per
mitted to hold tribunals, to dictate wills,! to seize upon the possessions
of others, and appropriate the whole to their own uses, that they throw
everything into confusion." He next quotes to the Christian commu
nities, the above-cited declaration from the bishop'S letter, wrested out
of its proper connection, for the purpose of representing him as their
accuser, and of holding him up to their detestation. They ought, he
said, to rise of their own accord against such an accusing bishop, and
drive him from the city; and the masses should be united together.
This latter hint, certainly, did not agree well with his general exhorta
tion to quiet; but it is easy to see that Julian hoped, if he could get
them into a quarrel with their bishop, to make them unite more easily
with the Pagans. 2
Sometimes the bishops forgot the duties which, according to the
Christian doctrine, they owed to the supreme magistrate, even though
~ Pagan, and gave the emperor just cause for persecuting them; yet,
In such cases, he did not do everything which in strict justice he might
have done. ·In general, he was more apt to be excited where anything
Was attempted in his reign against the gods and their worship, than
where the honor due to his person was attacked. Gregory, bishop of
~azianzus, the old father of the celebrated Gregory, had allowed pub
hc prayers to be offered in the church against..:-the emperor, as a god
less man. The occasion of this, without much doubt, was, that the
governor of the province had sent soldiers to tear down the church;
but opposed by the firmness of the old man, who failed, indeed, to unite
to this quality the gentleness becoming the Christian and his own spirit
ual office, they did not venture to make the attempt.3 The bishop
Maris, of Chalcedon, an old man almost blind, who had to be led about
by the hand, seeinO' the emperor offering a sacrifice in the temple of
~ortune at Consta~tinople, went in, and, hurried on by his over-pas
SIonate zeal, publicly called him a renegade and an infidel. Julian
1

See below, in the section concerning the

CO~stitution of the church.

JuHan, ep. 52. It should be remarked,

however, that Julian wrote this letter to
Antioch in an excited state of mind.
8 Gregor. Nazianz. orat. XIX. f. 308.
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forbore, it is true, from punishing such a violation of the duty of a sub
ject, as he might justly have done: but he forgot, too, his own dignity,
by indulging in vulgar sarcasms after his usual way; and, bantering the
old man on his blindness, said: "Will not thy Galilean God, then, heal
thee too?" 1
It could not fail to be the case, however, that, even without any insti
gation from Julian, in those cities where there still existed a considerable
pagan party, and this party had not, till now, given loose to its pent-up
fury, and where they had been exasperated by the violent proceedings
of the bishops under the previous government, sanguinary tumults
would sometimes arise. Thus it happened at Alexandria, soon after
Julian's accession to the throne. The bishop Georgius, a worldly man,
of a violent and headstrong temper, who had been thrust by an armed
force upon the community devoted to the bishop Athanasius, had ad
ministered his office after the same manner with its commencement;
and by his persecuting spirit towards all who thought differently from
himself, by acting as a spy and an informer to the emperor Constan
tius, by misusing his influence at court for the gratification of his own
passions, had made himself hateful to all parties except his own.2 He
had drawn upon himself the anger of the Pagans, by destroying splen
did temples, by exposing the sanctuary of the Mithras worship to uni
versal derision, and finally, because he had been heard to say to his
attendants, when passing by a temple at Tychre: "How much longer
shall this tomb stand? " Scarcely had Julian's accession to the throne
become known at Alexandria, when the pagan populace seized upon
Georgius; upon the knight Dracontius, director of the mint; and upon
a third, who had also rendered himself hateful to the Pagans; and threw
them into prison. After they had been kept in prison twenty-four days,
the multitude poured together again. All three were murdered; the
body of Georgius was carried through the city upon a camel, and, after
being exposed to every indignity, was towards evening burnt.8 Prob~
bly it was not Pagans alone who engaged in this riot: at all events,
the affair could never have been carried to such an extreme, if GeorgiUS
had not made himself so universally hated. In consequence of these
riotous proceedings, Julian addressed to the Alexandrians one of his
declamatory rescripts, censuring their conduct in most emphatic lan
guage; but he punish~d no one. So, too, in other similar cases, the
emperor went no farther than words, which, however, were of little use,
especially as men were aware how much the emperor was pleased by
any manifestation of zeal for the gods. He seems, in fact, in many
cases, to have approved rather than rebuked the outbreaks of popular
fury against those who had been guilty of destroying the temples, or
who were unwilling to rebuild the temples which had been destroyed.
1 This, Sozomen (Y. 4) cites as a flying
story i but many a bishop at that time might
venture to do this, and Julian's conduct on
the occasion is not unlike him i so that the
story may perhaps be true.
2 Ammianus .Marcellinus says of him,
(1. XXII. c. 11 :) Professionis sure oblitus,

qure nihil nisi jus tum suadet et lene, ad
delatorum ausa fcralia desciscebat. ~
8 Sozom. V. 7. Ammian. Marcellin. ~ .....
I I, and the most accnrate account in .the
above-cited anonymous life of Athanas U1S ,
p.68.
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Marcus, a· bishop of Arethusa, on Mount Lebanon, had in the pre
ceding reign drawn upon himself the hatred of the pagan inhabitants,
by causing the destruction of a magnificent temple, and by resorting
to forcible measures to make converts. According to the law which
Julian everywhere published,l he was, under these circumstances, bound
to make good the value of the temple in money, or else to cause it to be
rebuilt. Being in no condition to do the former, and thinking he could
not conscientiously do the latter; fearing, at the same time, for his life,
amidst a ferocious populace, he betook himself to flight. .Ai; others,
however, were involved in danger on his account, he returned back,
and voluntarily offered himself to his enemies. The fanatical multitude
now fell upon him; he was dragged through the streets, treated 'with
every sort of abuse, anq at last given up to be made sport of by un
governed school-boys. When the old man 11ad almost done breathing,
they besmeared him with honey and other liquids, laid him in a basket,
in which he was swung up in the air, and left to be preyed upon by
bees and wasps. lYiarcus shamed his cruel enemies by the cool indif.
ference which he exhibited under all his sufferings; an indifference,
however, which seemed more that of the cynic than of the Christian.
The governor, himself a pagan, is said to have represented to Julian
what scandal it must occasion, if they allowed themselves to be outdone
by the constancy of a weak old man - and the emperor finally com
manded him to be set free; for it was not his wish to give the Chris
.
tians any martyrs. 2
As Julian was in the habit of appointing zealous pagans to the high
sacerdotal and civil offices, and as the latter were aware that nothing
would serve better to ingratiate them with the emperor than zeal for
the spread of Paganism; as they were incited by the double stimulus
of their own fanaticism, and of their wish to please the emperor; so it
Was a matter of course that individual instances of the oppression and
persecution of Christians would easily happen, which might proceed
even to cruelty.
Julian became still more embittered against the Christians, in the
Summer of 362, during his stay at Antioch. In this city, Christianity
had for a long time been the prevailing religion; insomuch that Liba
nius remarked on the spot, that only a few old men remained who
were still familiar with the ancient pagan festivals, when Julian came
to the government.3 In this great capital of Asia, which, while main
taining the form of Christianity, had become the seat of mingled orien
tal and Roman splendor, licentiousness and corruption of manners,
Julian, the emperor, was resolved to affect the ancient simplicity, which
was wholly abhorrent to the prevailing manners, and in such a place
co~d only expose him to the jeers and sarcasms of the disaffected.
IllS zeal in the pagan worship, in which he would fain set an example
See above.
See, above, the letter of Libanius, who
Confirms the asseverations of the Christian
authors, Sozomen. Socrates, Theodoretus,
and Gregory of Nazianzen.
1
2

VOL. II.

6

8 Liban. de vita sua, vol. I. p. 81. Liba
nius plays the rhetorician here perhaps only
in this respect, that he represents what
might be said of Antioch, as universally
the case.
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to his subj ects, only made him ridiculous to the higher classes and
hated by the people, in this ancient Christian city. Frugal in his ex
penses for the maintenance of his court, he spared no cost in offering
sacrifices of all kinds. He often slaughtered a hecatomb of cattle;
and it was his delight to bring the victims to the priests with his own
hands, followed by a train of old women, who still clung to Paganism.
Wherever an ancient temple was to be found on the mountains around
'Antioch, Julian clambered to the spot, however steep and rugged the
path, for the purpose of presenting an offering. 1
He was seen standing at the altar, under an open sky, though the
rain poured down in torrents, and all the others present sought pro
tection under the roof of the temple, and although his attendants be
sought him to pay some regard to his health.2 The greater his zeal
for the pagan worship, the more confidently he had hoped that when
the heathen sanctuaries, which had so long been closed, were re-opened,
he should witness the same enthusiasm among th~ people at Antiocp,
by which he was inspired himself; and the more painful it must have
been to him to find his expectations so completely disappointed. True,
multitudes of the people and of the higher classes assembled in the
temples and groves which he visited; not, however, for the sake of the
gods, but for the purpose of seeing the emperor, and being seen by
him, as he himself must have known. He was saluted on these occa
sions with the loud shout of "Long live the emperor!" just as if he
had made his appearance in the theatre. Hence he was led to address
to the people of Antioch an admonitory discourse, complaining that
they converted the temple into a theatre, to which they r~sorted rather
for his own sake than on account of the gods. 3 Yet soon the voice of
praise, with which he had been received out of respect for his person,
was exchanged for that of mockery and di~dain; for an injudicious
regulation, the object of which was to force a reduction of the
price of provisions to a degree disproportionate to the produce of the
year, and the result of which was directly the reverse of what had been
intended, made him hated both among the higher classes and the pop
ulace, and his attempts to injure Christian sanctuaries alienated the
popular feeling; and he was obliged to hear men express their longing
for the return of the Kappa and the Chi, that is, of the reign of Con
stantius and Christianity. 4
One incident which made him extremely unpopular with the zealous
Christians, was this: In the grove of Daphne, about five -miles from
Antioch, but still reckoned as belonging to the suburbs of the city, stood
a famous temple of Apollo; and the ·fountain which flowed near by was
said w possess virtues which communicated the gift of divination.5
1 Ammian. Marcellin. 1. XXII. c. 12, if.
Angebantur crerimoniarum ritus immo
dice, cum impensarum amplitudine antehac
inusitata et gravi. The same writer relates,
that, oMng to the vast multitude of saCl'ifi
cial banquets, rioting and drunkenness
were spread among the soldiers. Ovoev
oVT(J XaA.e1TOV, oiJoe ova{3aTov, 0 PI Mlov

lc50Kft vewv exov 7J 1Tponpov ye laX1J,,6r.
Liban. Monodia in Julian. vol. I. p. 513.
2 Liban. presbeut. Julian. vol. I. p. 476.
8 Julian in MisopoO'on. p. 344. Liban. de
vita sua, p. 82.
.,
4 Misopogon. 357.
.
6 To which legend perhaps in this and I?
similar casesJ the exhilarating and intoltl
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Hence an oracle of Apollo had sprung ,up on this spot. But, ever since
the times of the emperor Hadrian, this fountain had been neglected
and had gone to decay. With a view to suppress the old pagan cultus,
a.<; well as to check the dissipat.ion which the amenity of this spot, fa
mous as the seat of vicious pleasures, invited, Gallus, when governor of
the province, had caused to be buried here the bones of the martyr
Babylas, and had erected a church for the use of those who wished to
perform their devotions at the tomb of the martyr. Julian caused the
long-closed temple of Apollo to be re-opened, and surrounded it with a
new and magnificent peristyle. Setting great value upon soothsaying
of all kinds, he wished to restore also the ancient oracle, and directed
the fountain to be cleared out. The priests now declared that the
oracle could not go into operation. The god would give no response,
on account of the vicinity of the dead; besides, according to the pagan
notions, no dead body could be suffered to remain in contact with
the holy place: Julian construed this, as referring particularly to the
neighbouring bones of Babylas; for the Christian worship among the
tombs, as he called it, was his special abomination, and above all,
in the present case, so near to the shrine of his own Apollo. He
~aused the bones to be exhumated. Multitudes of Christians, young
and old, men. and women, now assembled to bear away the bones of
the martyr, in solemn procession, to a place about forty stadia (five
miles) distant; and, through the whole of the way, they chanted choral
psalms, which alluded to the vanity of idolatry. The whole throng
joined with one voice in the words: "Confounded be all they that
serve graven images, and boast themselves in idols t "1 Julian, who
saw himself and his gods insulted at the same time, did not manifest
on this occasion -the philosophical calmness which he was so fond of
exhibiting in other cases of a like nature. He commanded the prefect
Salustius to search out the guiltiest of those engaged in the tumult,
a;nd punish them severely. Salust, although a Pagan, yet from mo
tives of humanity and prudence, reluctantly executed the command.
lIe caused a number of individuals to be seized, but subjected only
one, Theodorus, a young man, to torture. IThe latter continued firm
and unmoved, and in the midst of his sufferings sung the psalms which
the day before he had sung with the others in the procession.2 Salust,
now reminded the emperor how much the cause of the Christians gained
by such constancy in their suffering companions. This led to the re
lease of the young man and of all the rest. 3
'Vhen Julian, for the first time after so long a period, restored the
ancient feast of Apollo Daphnicus, he hoped that it would be cele
brated by the inhabitants of Antioch with great display. But as he
says in a sarcastic defence of himself against the reproaches of the
ca?ng inflnence of the exhalations of some
tnmeral spring had given occasion.
1 Ammian. Marcellin. 1. XXII. Co 12, 13.
Sozom. v. 19.
2 'I'he presbyter Rutinus, who knew him
when an old man at Antioch, relates that

he told him, that during all his sufferings
he imagined he saw a young man standing
by him, who "iped away his sweat, and
poured over him cold water. Rufin. vers.
Euseb. X. 36.
.
8 Sozom. V. 20.
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people of Antioch: 1 "Not an individual brought oil to kindle a lamp
to the god;· not one brought incense; not one, a libation or a sacrifice." ~
But one solitary priest appeared, bringing a goose for an offering.
The emperor was greatly astonished and excited at this result; he se
verely reprimanded the noble inhabitants of Antioch, who knew no bet
ter how to appreciate the restoration of an ancient national festival;
just as ·if his religion must necessarily be theirs. He complains of
them in this writing, that they allowed their wives to carry away every
thing from the house for the support of the Galileans, or to bestow it
upon the poor; while they themselves were unwilling to expend the
smallest trifle to sustain the 1yorship of the gods. 3
It happened afterwards, that a fire broke out in this temple; as it
was said, through the carelessness of Asclepiades, a pagan philosopher,
who had come on a visit to the pious, philosophical emperor. Asclep
iades had left standing, with lighted tapers, before the statue of A polIo,
a small silver image of the Dea crelestis, (Venus Urania,) which he
carried about. with him to perform his devotions by, wherever he trav
elled. But Julian attributed it to the revengeful spirit of the Chris
tians; and they were accused as the authors of the conflagration. He
directed torture to be employed, for the purpose of finding out the
guilty, and ordered the great church of Antioch to be closed, to show
his displeasure against the whole body of Christians. 4 Although judi
cial investigation could elicit no evidence against the Christians, yet
Julian did not give up his suspicions. He complained, that the senate
of Antioch had not done all in their power to detect the guilty.5 The
people of Antioch feared the worst; - as we see from the discourses
delivered or written in their defence by Libanius. Julian exhibited,
on several occasions, his excited state of feeling again~t the Christians.
He said himself, that, at a signal given by his own hand, the tombs of
the martyrs in the neighboring towns, together with the churches
erected over them, had been destroyed; and that the people had even
gone farther against the enemies of the gods, than he himself designed. 6
Before leaving Antioch, he placed at the head of the judicial depart
ment in Syria, a man of a passionate and naturally cruel disposition,
named Alexander. He is reported to have said, that Alexander was
not worthy of the office; but that the covetous and slanderous Antio
chians deserved no better judge.7 It is evident from. particular
instances of his conduct, that the administration of justice by this
Alexander corresponded entirely with the natural character of the man.
He took great pains to prevail on Christians to deny their faith. Many,
indeed, suffered themselves to be induced by promises, persuasions, and
threats, to sacrifice; but the reproaches and tears of their wives,
1 The Misopogon, in allusion to the jokes of religion j and that he considered the fe
males as the chief supporters of Christianity
on the. long beard of the emperor.
2 Misopogon. p. 363.
in the families of such persons. See, beloW,
a like assertion of Libanius.
8 Misopogon. p. 363. This passage de
4 Ammian. Marcellin. l. XXII. c. 13.
serves notice, inasmuch as we may see from
6 See Misopogon. p. 361.
it, that Julian was well aware of the indif
6 Misopogon. p. 361.
ference entertained by many of the higher
7 Ammian. Marcellin. 1. xxm. c. 2.
class of the Antiochians towards the affairs
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among whom, at Antioch, there seems to have been more true piety
than among the men, - and the silence of night, suited to lead men to
the recesses of their own hearts, roused their conscience, and they re
turned again to Christianity. This excited Alexander even to furv:
he not only persecuted these individuals, but asserted that they cotild
not have gone so far of themselves. He thought he could trace the
frustration of all his efforts to propagate the worship of the gods, to the
secret plots of a Christian. He Wa.5 persuaded, by the enemies of a
certain Eusebius, to believe that the whole mischief proceeded from
him. This man was about to be thrown into prison and confined in
chains; but he succeeded in effecting his escape, and took refuge with
the pagan rhetorician Libanius, whose friendship he had gained by the
moderation and mildness of his conduct towards the Pagans under the
preceding reign. Libanius behaved in the same noble manner as he
was ever accustomed to do in like cases. He boldly rebuked Alexan
der for his conduct, and assured him that he would not give up Euse
bius. l
But, although Libanius did not wish to see men persecuted for the
sake of religion, yet he was gratified, when any, even though it might
be at first by mere external considerations, were brought back to the
worship of the gods. This is evident, from the manner in which he en
deavors to take advantage of the dread of Julian's anger, as a means
of persuading the noble Antiochians, that they had better restore the
worship of the gods, whiclt, he said, was the only effectual and certain
means of appeasing the emperor.2 In this, doubtless, he was right;
1 In his letter to Alexander, (ep.1057,) he
thus expresses himself: "It was my wish
that you might be z.ealous indeed for the
gods, and gain oyer many to their law; but
!hat you should not be surprised, however,
If many a one of those who have just offered,
should consider what he has done as a verv
wicked thing, and praise again the refusing
to offer. For, away from home, they follow
you when you advise them what is best, and
go to the altars. At horne they are turned
a~out, and withdrawn from the altars by the
WIfe, by tears, and by the night. But as to
Eu~ebius, who is accused of having undone
hga~n what was accomplished by your pains,
e lS manifestly calumniated, and far from
that which has been laid to his charge; for he
well understands the times, Itnd acts uni
orroly with reflection rather than with fool
ardiness : and, as he knows your wrath, he
would not, were he ever. so foolish, thus
~hr?w himself upon a sheaf of swords. But
e IS not one of those ordinarv men who easi
ly Change with the changes of the times; but,
as one who has busied himself with science,
n.nd cultivated his mind, he was, even in the
tUne when he had the power, oppressive to
no one, and arrogant to no one. One might
hay he foresaw the future, so moderate was
e. It was this indeed which made the man
dear to me nnd to Nicocles (see above; I sup
POse that, instead of L Ka~ 'frtJ..i>v l7rO£naa~,
YOLo I I . '
6'"

h

we should read 0 Kat (jltMV C7rOLl1aev) j for,
while he honored /tis own religion, he yet did
not annoy those who swore by the name of
Jupiter." In like manner, Libanius warned
this Alexander, in ep. 1375, to take care lest,
by the way in which he proposed to help the
insulted gods, he might rather do them
injury. Probably letter 1346 also has a
similar reference.
2 In the disconrse, 7rEpl T~~ ToV {3a(1iM:i:J~
opy1J~, which pcrhaps was only written and
not delivered (vol. I. p. 502:) "Ye will ap
pease the anger of the emperor," says he to
the nobles of Antioch, " by no petitions, no
clamor, no ambassadors, (even though you
sent your most talented orators,) unless
you desist from these tricks, and give up
your city to Jupiter and the other gods,
about whom, long before the emperor, even
from your childhood, Hesiod and Homer
have tauO'ht vou. Bnt you seck after the
honor o{being cultivated, and call an ac
quaintance with those poets, cnltivation.
In respect to man's highest interests, how
ever, you follow other teachers (see above;)
and von fly from the temples, whieh are once
more thrown open, when you ought to sigh
that they were ever closed. In the next
place, when the authority of a Plato and a
PythaO'oras is appealed to in your presence,
YOll hdd out on the other hand that of your
'mothers and wires, of your butlers ancI cooks,
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for when the town of Pessinusin Galatia, celebrated in earlier times
on account of the worship of' Cybele, petitioned the emperor for assist
ance, on some occasion or other, he replied that, if they wished to
enjoy his favor, they must first, by a general procession of penitence,
propitiate the mother of the gods, from whose worship they had fallen.!
Wherever, in his march against the Persians, Julian passed through
any of the Christian cities of Syria, he took this opportunity of exhort
ing the senators who welcomed him to restore the worship of the gods.
Thus it was, for. example, when, after two days' journey, he came to Be
roa in Syria. But he complained, that the senators all applauded his
speeches, though only a few followed his advice; indeed, none but
those who seemed already to have cherished sound views in religion,
but, .until now,had been ashamed to express their convictions openly.
His pleasure was the greater, when, on the third day's journey, he came
to a place 2 where the odor of incense breathed upon him from all
sides, and he everywhere beheld sacrifices publicly offered; although he
could not avoid suspecting that these public exhibitions were intended
more for himself than for the gods.3 "
As the feelings of Julian against the Christians and against Christi
anity were continually more and more exasperated by the opposition
which he experienced, it may be readily conjectured that, if he had
returned back successfully from his Persian- campaign, he would have
become a violent persecutor of the church. But in this war he per
ished, in the year 363; and at a single blow, the frail fabric erected
by mere human will, was dissolved; although Julian, deceived by his
apparent success in making proselytes, had boasted of having produced,
in a short time, a wonderful change: for in a letter, in which, indeed,
he complained that the cause of Hellenism, through the fault of its
professors, did not yet progress according to his wishes, he had asserted
that the friends of the gods ought to be satisfied; for who, a short time
before, would have ventured to predict that so great and so important
a change could be produced in so brief a period? 4
Had the Christians searched after the real cause of this transient vic

of

and the tenacity
your early convictions;
thus allowing yourselves to be led by those
whom you ought to lead." A great deal in
this description of nominal Christians among
the fashionable people of the higher ranks,
who were held to Christianity by the force
of custom and the influence of their domestic
associations, is doubtless taken from the real
life. He concludes. thus: "Shall we not
hasten to the temples, persuading some, and
forcing the rest to follow us ~ "
1 Julian. ep. 49.
2 BaTVat.
3 See Julian's letter to Libanius, describ
ing his journey (ep. 27.) Sozomen (VI. 1)
reports, that Julian, in a menacing letter,
summoned Arsaces, king of Armenia, who
was a Christian, to arm himself for the war
against the Persians j that he announced to
him, the God whom he worshipped would
Dot be able to help him j that this letter cou

tained blasphemies against Christ. :Mura
tori has published this letter in the anecdot.
Grrec. Patav. (see above,) p: 334. All the
boastful language, perhaps in imitation of
the oriental taste, which Sozomen refers to,
is found in it; nothing, howe\'er, which would
seem expressly pointed agaiust Christ. Yet,
when Julian says to the king, " You seek to
keep concealed with vou au euemv of the
public weal," Sozomcn, perhaps with reas~n,
may have supposed this referred to Chnst.
At all events, in the threat expressed against
the city Nisibis, which should share that
misfortune of king Arsaces the gods bad
long since predicted against him, we pc:"
ceive the hatred he entertained against thiS
city, which for many years had been
zealously Christian.
\
• Ep. 49. Tir yap tv oAiYItJ TO(JavT1(V K(lI.
TT(J..lIWVT11V p.traf3oA"v OAtYI:> 7rporepov tTo~ i
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wry of the heathen party, they might have derived from it many im
portant lessons for the future~ In the beginning of Julian's reign, the
wise Gregory of Nazianzen, contemplating those .evils within the church,
without which even this transient ascendency of Paganism could hardly
have been gained, had expressed the great truth, that the Christian
church had still more to fear from its enemies within than from those
without.! The same f~ther exhorted the Christians, after the death of
Julian, now to show, by their actions, that they had profited by the
divine discipline; to show that God had not given them up as evil-doers
into the hands of the Pagans, but that he had chastised them as his
children; to be careful that they did not forget the storm in the time
of calm, after the deliverance from Egypt. "It ought not to appear,"
he said, " as if. the time of suffering was better for them than the time
of rest; for so it would appear, if then they were humble and moderate,
and pointed all their hopes to heaven; but now proud and haughty,
ready to fall back again into the same sins which brought them into all
their misfortunes." He then gave the Christians the advice to which
he was conscious that he should find the most difficulty in making them
listen.· He advised them to take no advantage of the power which
they obtained through the c}tange of the times, in retaliating upon the
Pagans the inJuries which they had received. "Let us show," says he,
" what a difference there i,s between what these men learn from their
gods, and the lessons which Christ teaches us, - Christ, who, glorified
through sufferings, obtained the victory by forbearing to use his power.
Let us pay God our united thanks; let us, by long suffering, promote
the spread of the gospel; for this, let us take advantage of the times.
Let us by gentleness subdue our oppressors." 2
The Pagans now sawall their brilliant hopes destroyed; and in their
faith they found nothing to console them. Libanius says he supposed
that the emperor, who had rebuilt the temples and altars; who had for
gotten no god and no goddess, and sacrificed upon the altars whole
herds of oxen and lambs; who had called forth troops of priests from
their hiding places, would need no mighty armed force, but must con
quer through the power of the gods.s Now he quarrelled with his
gods, because they had permitted Constantius to reign forty years, but
Julian only for so short a period, and then, with him, suffered his whole
work to fall to the ground. 4
Julian was immediately succeeded by Jovianus, an emperor who pro
fessed Christianity. He had learned from the preceding times the lesson,
that religion could not be helped by outward force. Hence, although
~or his own part a zealous Christian, yet he left to all his subjects the
lIberty of exercising the religion which they preferred, - a principle
which he expressed in one of the laws published on his accession to the
Gregor. Nazianz. orat. J. p. 35.
Gregor. Nazianz. My. UT1JALTCVT. II. orat.
IV. f. 130, 131.
8 Monod in Julinn. T. I. 508.
He had
actually prophesied that the gods themselves
'Would smite. the Persians. Ep. 649.
• L. C. p. 510. How strongly contrasted
1
2

with this is tllC spirit of Angustin, when he
says, " that no emperor should be a. Chris
tian in order to procure i'or himself the
fortnne of Constantine, - as each should be
a Christian for the sake of eternal life. God
took away Joyian sooner than he did
Julian." be civitate Dei, L V. c. 25.
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throne. He permitted the temple-worship and the sacrifices to go on
unmolested; and expressly prohibited nothing, except employing the
pagan rites for the purposes of magic. 1
Golden words were those which the moderate Pagan Themistius ad
dressed to Jovian, on his entrance upon the consular office, with a view
to confirm him in those principles recognizing man's universal rights,
and the toleration in matters of religion connected therewith, which he
had expressed immediately after coming to the throne. Having con
gratulated the emperor, that the first law of his reign related to reli
gion, he says: "You alone seem to be aware, that the monarch cannot
force everything from his subjects; that there are things which are
superior to all constraint, threatenings, and laws; as. for instance,
1 That Jovian enacted a law of this import
can hardly be doubted, - judging from what
Themistiu~ said to him at the consular cele
bration. 'Ve must admit that the accounts
of persecutions against the Pagans, and of
measures for the suppression of Paganism,
under the reign of this emperor, seem to con
flict with this supposition j as, for example!
when Libanius, in his epitaph, in Julian, p.
619, says, that after Julian's death, those
who spoke qpenly against the gods, once
more stood in authority, but the priests wcre
unjustifiably called to an account. An in
demnification was demanded for the money
expended in sacrifices. The rich anticipated
a judicial investigation, and paid the money
down; the poor were thrown in chains.
(We may conjecture that the writer is here
speaking of those who were accused of hav
ing expended money which did not belong
to them, - whether taken from the public
coffer or from elsewhere, -for the offering
of sacrifices.) The ternpIes, he continues,
,vere in part demolished, and in part stood
unfinished, - objects of mockery and sport
to the Christians. The philosophers (i. e.
all those who, in the time of Julian, had
appeared in the philosopher's cloak, and
thereby acquired specially great influence
with him) were ahused. All who had re
ceived presents from the emperor Julian,
were accused of theft, and subjected to every
sort of torment, in order to extort from them
the money they were supposed to have re
ceived. In respect to this report of Liba
Dius, what he says as a passionate opponent
of the emperor, and with rhetorical exag
geration, cannot be received as altogether
credible. It may have been the case that
many Pagans, believing that the end sanc
tioned the means,stimuiated by zeal for their
religion, or making this a mere pretence
and out of sheer cupidity, had allowed them
selves, under the preceding reign, in practi
ces which might in some measure give just
occasion for judicial investigations against
the Heathens. But it also mav have been
the case, that indemnification -was unjust!.,!
required for that which had been done in a

perfectly legal manner, and in compliance
with supreme imperial authority, - just as
Julian had proceeded in respect to what had
been done under his predeeessor. And finally,
it would he wrong to suppose that every
thing which Christian governors, or those
that used Christianity as a pretext, under
an emperor who appeared zealous for Chris
tianity thought themselves entitled to do,
withollt being authorized by his laws, ought
to be laid to his charge. Joyian himself
showed r~peet to Maximus and Priscus, 
the two philosophers who possessed the
highest influence under the emperor Julian,
and the former of whom had labored ear
nestly for the support of Paganism. See
Eunap. vita Maximi, p. 58. But yet, with
out some occasion given by the emperor, it
could not happen that pagan philosophers
should be persecuted. This, in fact, is inti
mated by Themistius, although he absolves
the emperor from the charge of having him
self had any hand in it, - ad Valentem, de
bello victis. cd. Harduin, f. 99, c. Socrates
(1. III. c. 24) says that, under Jovian, all the
temples were immediately closed j that the
Pagans concealed themselves; that the phi
losophers laid aside their cloaks j that the
public sacrifices ceased. All this, although
not taken in so general a sense, may have
been tme, - as a natural consequence of
the fears entertained by the Pagans, or
of their lukewarmness entering of its oWll
accord, whcn the atmosphere of the court
ceased to be fayorable to Paganism. Soc
rates himself seems to be aware that Jovian
was not disposed to oppress any party.
L. III. c. 25, etc. What Sozomen says,
(1. VI. c. 3,) respecting a letter of the em
peror addrcssed to all the governors, may
be understood - supposing it to be correet
as only meaning that Jovian expressed a
wish to have all his subjects come to the
knowledge of the tnlth in Christianity, and
distinguished the Christian church once
more by peculiar privileges. Libanius him
self (orat. pro templis, vol. II. p. 163) says
that, after Julian's death down to the time of
Valens, fdVEt Ttva TO 'I%ecv lepela Xp6vov.
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virtue generally, and, in particular, piety towards God. And you have
very wisely considered, that in all these matters, unless there is hypoc
risy, the unconstrained and absolutely free will of the soul must move
first. For if it is not possible, emperor, by any new edicts to make a
man well disposed towards you, if he is not so at heart; now much less
is it possible, by the fear of human edicts, by transient constraint, and
those weak images of terror which the times have often produced, and
as often annihilated, to make men truly pious, and lovers of God? We
play, in such cases often, the ridiculous part of serving, not God, but the
purple; and change our religion more easily than the sea is moved by
the storm. There used to be but one Theramenes; but now all are
fickle-minded. 1 He who but yesterday was one of the ten (deputies of
the Athenians to the Lacedemonians) is to-day one of the thirty
(tyrants.) The man who yesterday stood by the altars, the sacrifices;
and the images, stands to-day by the holy tables of the Christians. Yet
this, 0 emperor! is not what you desire. 'Vhile you would now and
ever be sovereign as to everything else, you command that religion
should be left to the free choice of each individual. -And in this, you
follow the example of the Deity, who has implanted the capacity for
religion in the whole human nature, but has left the particular kind of
worship to the will of each man. But whoever employs force here,
takes away the freedom which God has bestowed on every man. For
this reason, the laws of a Cheops and ,of a Cambyses hardly lasted as
long as their authors' lives. But the law of God, and your law, re
mains for ever unchangeable, - the law, that every man's soul is free in
reference to its own peculiar mode of worship. This law, no pillage
of goods, no death on the cross or at the stake, has ever been able to
extinguish. You may, indeed, force and kill the body; but, though the
tongue may be forced to silence, the soul will rise, and carry along with
it its own will, free from the constraint of authority."
The same principles, in regard to matters of religion, were followed
by Valentinian, who succeeded Jovian in the year 364. As Valenti
nian, by his steadfast profession of Christianity, had incurred the dis
pleasure of the emperor Julian ; 2 as he hated Julian and his friends;
as he was, in other respects, inclined to despotism; it is the more re
markable that he still recognized on this point the limits of human
power, and perceived the foBy and ruinous consequences of attempting
to overstep them.s By laws which he issued at the very commencement
o~ his reign, he allowed each of his subjects unlimited freedom of exer
clSing the religion which he conceived to be true. 4 By another, law
of the year of 371, he expressly dec~ares that neither the practice of
1

Nvv a:TravTE~

/Caf)opVOl.

The thing itself admits of no doubt,
SInce pagan and Christian historians here
agree. The only question relates to the
particulars, which are stated in many vari
ous ways.
S Ammianus Marcellinus, who frankly
describes the despotic acts of this emperor,
says of him, I. XXX. c. 9: - " Postremo
boc moderamine principatns inclaruit, quod
•2

inter religionnm diversitates medius stetit,
nec quemquam inquietavit, neque ut hoc
coleretur imperavit aut illud, nec interdictis
minacibus subjcctorum cervicem ad id quod
ipse coluit inclinabat, sed intemeratas re
liquit has partes, ut reperit."
4 Unicuique, quod animo imbibisset, co
lendi libera facultas. This law is cited in a
law of the emperor belonging to the year
871. Cod. Theod.l. IX. ~it. 161 1. 9.
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the haruspices, nor any other form of worship permitted by the fathers,
should be forbidden. 1
This toleration of Valentinian was rather helpful, than injurious, to
the spread of Christianity. This appears from the fact, that under the
reign of this 'emperor, Heathenism began first to be called by the name
of the peasants' religion (Paganismus ;2) just as, in the primitive times,
Christianity was considered as the religion of shoemakers, weavers, and
slaves. To be sure, we are not to conclude, because Heathenism was
called distinctively the religion of the ignorant countrymen, that it had
lost all its followers among the educated and higher classes.
In the East, the political suspicions of the emperor Valens brought
many a persecution upon those Pagans who practised divination and
sorcery,3 although the same tolerant laws were recognized also in the
East. The pagan rhetorician, Themistius, addressed the emperor
Valens in terms very similar to those which he had used before
Jovian, extolling these principles of tolerati6n. 4 According to the
testimony of Libanius, Valentinian and Valens were finally moved, by
the political jealousies growing out of the frequent conspiracies, to for
bid entirely all bloody sacrifices~' though the other kinds of heathen
worship continued to be permitted; 5 yet no such law of these empe
rors has come down to us. 6
The emperor Gratian, who succeeded his father in the year 375,
had not, like the latter, adopted it as an absolute principle, to alter
nothing pertaining to the religious condition of his empire; but still he
adhered to the rule of allowing a free exercise of the pagan rites. So
accustomed were men to consider the pagan religion as the religion of
the state, and the emperors as its chiefs, that even the Christian empe
1 He gave this direction, perhaps, expressly
because a law which he had enacted against
the nocturna sacrificia and pagan magic,
might be misinterpreted j and even that first
law, in consequence of the remonstrances
of an influential pagan statesman, did not
go into general execution, - if Zosimus
(IV. 3) speaks the truth.
2 The name religio Paganomm, applied
to Heathenism, first occurs in a law of the
emperor Valentiniun, of the year 368. Cod.
Theodos.1. XVI. Tit. 11.1. 18. The above
derivation of the name is, however, the only
tenable one, and is moreover confirmed by
the testimony of Paulus Orosius. This
writer, in the preface to his short history of
the world, says, - Qui ex locomm agres
tium compitis et pagis Pagani vocantur.
To this derivation the Christian poet Pru
dentius also alludes, when (contra Sym
machum,1. r. v. 620) he calls the Heathens
" pago implicitos."
3 Liban. de vitn sua, p. 113, vol. I. Chrys
ostom. hom. 38, in act. apost. fin.
4 Orat. VI. de religionibus, which hitherto
bas been known to us only in a Latin transla
tion. Socrates (IV. 32) and Sozomen (VI.
36) cite a discourse of similarimport, which
Themistius is s~id to have delivered before

Valens, dissuading him from the persecu,
tion of Christians entertainin.q other opinions
in the time of the Arian controversies. If
we must suppose that this refers to the dis'
course above cited, it could not be correct;
for that discourse manifestlv treats of tolera·
tion cmly to Paganism. But both those
authors, however, quote distinct expressio?S
of Themistius, which are not to be found In
that discourse. Although they quote ma~Y
other thoughts which do actually occur ,."
it, yet this is no proof that they have in vi~'f
the same performance j since, in the diS'
course also which was delivered before Jo
vian, a good deal is expressed in precisely the
same way as in the oration before Valens.
It is therefore more probable that TheIDi~'
tius actually delivered a discourse of thiS
sort, of which, however, nothing has corne
down to our times.
6 Orat. pro templis, p. 163.
6 It may be possible that Libanius did not
in this case duly separate the affairs of the
East and of the West j yet he was doubtless
interested in that discourse to bring together
everything which could be found, in the
ordinances of the earlier emperors, jaVCfl'
able to Paganism.
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rors still retained the title of supreme pontiffs, and, on ascending the
throne, received along with the other badges of the imperial dignity,
the robe of the supreme pontiff; but it had now become a mere
formality.
Gratian is said to have been the first who declined wreceive this
robe, because he could not conscientiously do it as a Christian; 1 yet
he still retainer1 the title. 2 Moreover, in the place where the Roman
senate met, there stood an altar dedicated to Victory, at which the pa
gan senators were accustomed to take their oaths, and upon which they
scattered incense and made offerings. It had been first removed by
Constantius, and afterwards replaced by Julian. Jovian and Valentinian
had made no alteration, allowing things to remain as they were; but
Gratian caused the altar to be removed again. He confiscated estates
belonging to the temples. He deprived the priests and vestals of the
support they had received from the public treasury, and of all their
other privileges.3 He took away also from the college of priests the
right of receiving legacies of real estate. All this took place in the
year 382. As a considerable number of Pagans were then still to be
found in the Roman senate, it being generally the case that the first
and oldest families in Rome adhered to the old Roman religion, along
with all the other old Roman customs; they chose a man out of their
number, distinguished for his personal merits, Quintus Aurelius Sym
machus, as their delegate, to procure from the emperor, in the name of
the senate, the abrogation of these laws. But the Christian party
of the senate, who claimed to be the majority,4 transmitted, through the
Roman bishop Damasus, a memorial to the emperor, complaining of this
proceeding on the part of the Heathens. Ambrose, bishop of IVfilan,
who possessed great influence with Gratian, presented him with this
petition; and Gratian was so indignant at the demands of the pagan
party, as to refuse even to grant· an audience to their delegate.5 As
Rome was visited, in the following year, 383, by a great famine, the
zealous Pagans looked upon this as a punishment sent by the gods, on
account of the wrong done to their religion. 6
Zosim. 1. IV. c. 36.
Thus, for example, Ausomus gives it to
him, in his gratiarum actio pro consl1latu,
"Where he styles him "pontifex religionej "
a.nd he bears it in inscriptions. See Inscrip
gonum latinarum amplissima collectio, cd.
relli, vol. I. p. 245.
3 ~ee the reports of Symmaehus and Am
broslllS to Valentinian II. directly to be
qUoted, and the edict of Honorius, of the
lear 415. Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI. Tit. X.
. 20. Omnia loco, qure sacris error ve
te~m deputavit, secundum D. Gratiani con
.tltuta nostrre rei jubcmus sociari.
4 ~aving here nothing but the reports of
parties, we cannot determine with certainty
as to that which was formally right in the
case.
• I) Evil-m!nded men, says Symmachus in
hIS IllemorIal to the successors of this em
1

.2

peror, had brought this about; because they
well knew that, if the emperor heard the
deputies, he would not refuse them justice.
Denegata cst ab improbis andientia, quia non
erat justitia defutura.
6 Symmachus writes, in his great ex
tremity, to his brother, with a certain simple
piety, which, with all his superstition, yet
renders him far more worthy of respect, than
those were who embraced Christianity to
honor the emperor: Dii patrii! facite
gratiam ncglcctorum sacrorum I Miseram
famem pellite. Quamprimum revocct urbs
nostra, quos invita dimisit (this is ambig
uous, and may refer either to the strangers
banished from Rome, with a view to spare
the means of subsistence, or to the gods.)
Quicquid humana ope majus est, Diis per
mitte curandum. Symmach. epistolre, 1. IL

cp.7.
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When the young Valentinian II. succeeded his brother Gratian in the
government, the pagan party of the senate attempted once more, (in
the year 384,) through the instrumentality of Symmachus, at that time
prefect of the city, to obtain from the emperor a compliance with their
demands. He asks of the emperor, that he would distinguish his own
private religion from the religio urbis. Taking his stand at the position
of Paganism, he explains that men would do better, inasmuch as they
are excluded from the knowledge of divine things,l to abide by, and
to follow, the authority of antiquity; in doing which, their fathers, for
so many centuries, had experienced so much prosperity. Rome is per
sonified, and made to address the emperor in the following language:
"I wish, as I am free, to live after my own manner. These rites of
worship have subjected the whole world to my laws." The famine of
the preceding year, he represented as following in consequence of the
wrong done to the pagan rites. "What was there," he says," like
this, which our fathers were ever compelled to suffer, when the minis
ters of religion enjoyed the honor of a public maintenance?" As
Symmachus was well aware that the Christians would have the em
peror make it a matter of conscience to refuse all support to the idol
atrous worship, he endeavored to quiet his scruples on this point, by
the distinction, already alluded to, between the religio urbis and the
religio imperatoris. If he did. but suffer that to remain which the city
(uros) could demand by ancient right, he would, by so doing, concede
no privilege to a religion which was not his own. 2
But Ambrose, bishop of Milan, on hearing of this, sent to the young
emperor Valentinian, a letter written with dignified earnestness. He
represented, that this compliance on the part of the emperor would be
a sanction of Paganism, and a tacit denial of his own Christian convic
tions. The emperor ought to allow liberty of conscience to everyone
of his subjects; but he must also maintain the freedom of his own con
science. "Wrong is done no man," he writes, "when the Almighty
God is preferred before him. To him belong your convictions. You
force no one yourself to worship God against his own will; let the same
right be conceded also to yourself. But if some nominal Christians
advise you to such a decision, do not suffer yourself to be deceived ,by
mere names. 3 He who advises this, and he who decrees this, sacrt
fices. We, bishops, could not quietly tolerate this. You might come
to the church, but you would find there no priest; or a priest who
would forbid your approach. 'That would you have to reply to the
priest, when he says, the church wants not your gifts, since you have
honored with presents the temples of the Heathen? The altar of
Christ disdains your offerings, since you have erected 3,n altar to idols;
for your word, your hand, your signature, are your works. The Lord
wishes not for your service, since you have become the servant of idols;
Cum ratio omnis in operto sit.
political interest might be of greater ncw
Symmach.l. X. ep. 61.
count than the religious. There were sevefj
Ambrosius was afraid, as it seems, of al members of the emperor's privy coune ,
several of the members of the emperor's also, who were Pagans. See Ambros. ep.
privy council, of the consistory, to whom the 57, ad Engen. § 3.
1
2
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for he has said ,to yOU: 'Ye cannot serve two masters.' " 1 The strong
representations of Ambrose had their effect, and Valentinian rejected
the petition.
In the beginning of the reign of the emperor Theodosius, Chrysos
tom composed at Antioch his noble' discourse on the martyr Babylas,2
in which he described the divine power wherewith Christianity had
penetrated into the life of humanity, and obtained the victory over
Heathenism. He rightly maintained, that Christianity disdained in
this warfare all weapons which were not her own; and he predicted
the entire destruction of Paganism, which was crumbling in ruins
through its own nothingness. He says: "It is not permitted the
Ohristians to destroy error by violence and constraint: they are allowed
to labor for the salvation of men only by persuasion, by rational instruc
tion and by acts of love. 3 " He affirms that zeal for Paganism was
still to be seen only in a few cities; and that in these the pagan wor
ship was promoted by the respectable and wealthy citizens, who allowed
the poor to join them in their heathen and sensual festivities, and thus
chained them to their interests. Chrysostom was assuredly right in
this, that men might rely upon the divine power of the gospel, which
would carry the work, hitherto so successful, completely to its end:
but so thought not the emperors.
The6dosius, the reigning emperor in the East, but whose influence
extended also to the West, went in his proceedings against Paganism
gradually farther in the way struck out by Gratian. At first he was
content to abide by those measures against the sacrifices which had
already been adopted by him in common with Gratian. Properly
speaking, indeed, the employment of sacrifices for the purposes of
magic and soothsaying, alone had been forbidden; and even by the
new law which Theodosius ga\Te, in the year 385, to the prretorian pre
fect Cynegius, a man extremely zealous for the extinction of Paganism,
soothsaying from the sacrifices only was prohibited; yet these laws
were, in their execution, certainly applied, for the most part, to all the
forms of sacrificial worship; as appears from the plea of Libanius in
defence of the temples - a discourse shortly after to be more particu
larly noticed, in which the writer, however, drew arguments from every
quarter, to limit, as far as possible, the meaning of the existing laws
against Paganism. Undoubtedly an exception was made in favor of
those capital towns where Paganism still had a considerable party,
and in favor of the more noble families; since Libanius could appeal
to. the fact, before the emperor Theodosius, that the sacrificial worship
still existed at Rome and Alexandria. 4
,1

For the rest, the question whether the

e~pcror was obligated to grant this, and

'W. ether he could grant it with a good con
~hICnce, admits not of being answered from
. e pu~ely religious point of view: the con
IHderntlon of civil riO'hts also enters in here,
'Which Symmachus doubtless alluded to. bllt
~ the s.ame time confounded too much with
e religious question, and which, as the
VOL. II.
7.

matter then stood, would certainly make
the decision more favorable to Ambrosius
than to Symmachus.
2 Eh" rov flupropa Ba;3vAav /,6yo{, &VTfPO~.
3 oMe yap {}ifll{' xpll1Tlavol{' UVUYK'!] /Cal
;3tl!- Ka1'al1Tp i 9fLV 'ri}v 'rrAUVT/V, uMJI. Kal7rU{}OL
Kat /,oyltl Kat 7rpol1T/vdq. 1",V 1'(;)11 u.v{}pt:J7rCJv
Ipyu(Ea&al l1(,)T1/ptav.
i

Orati() pro templis, '\'01. II. p. 180 et seq.
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Now, these laws might easily furnish a pretext for the destruction of
the temples. The Pagans were found assembled in the temples, for
the purpose of sacrificing, or they were accused of having sacrificed.
Blind zealots, or those whose avarice prompted them to wish for the
plunder of the temples, immediately seized upon this circumstance as a
lawful reason for destroying them, pretending that they had caused the
imperial laws to be broken. The wild troops of monks, to whom any
object which, under the name of religion, excited their passions, was
welcome, undertook, especially in the country, these campaigns for the
destruction of temples in which sacrifices were alleged to have been
performed. 1 As the synagogues of the Jews, whose worship was pro
tected by the laws of the state,2 were not secure against the fanatical
fury of blind zealots and the avarice of men who used religion as a
pretext; so the temples of the Pagans, against which they might act
under some show of legal authority, must have been much more exposed
to danger. In countries where the Pagans still constituted the major
ity, they returned the Christians like for like, and burnt the churches,
as at Gaza and Askelon in Palestine, and at Berytus in Phoonicia.3
The emperor himself declared at first against those who were for turn
ing the laws which forbade sacrificial worship into a means for wholly
suppressing the worship of the temples. 4
'Vhen the temple-destroying fury was now increasing and spreading
on all sides, the Pagans could not but fear that the emperor would
gradually go further. Libanius addressed to him his remarkable plea
in defence of the temples. The immediate occasion of it seems to
have been the destruction of a very magnificent ancient temple, on the
borders of the Roman empire, towards Persia.5 In this discourse he
1 What Libanius (p. 164) says of this de
struction of the temples by the monks (the
fJeAavalflovoVVTtr;) may, compared with what
we otherwise know respecting the way of a
part of these people, doubtless he received
as true. Godofredus, meanwhile, has as
suredly misconceived this passage, (p. I iO,)
when, by (J(')9povulrair;, he understands here
those whose dutv it was to see to the execu
tion of the imperial laws on this point. Li
banius evidently means to say that the
monks harl, upon their own authority, thrust
.
themselves in as (!(')I/Jpovt(Jrair;.
2 Secta nulla lege prohibita; see the law
of the emperor Theodosius, in the year 393,
cited below.
8 See Ambros. ep. ad TheoJos 1. V. ep.
29.
4 Bya law of the year 382, he ordered th:\t
the temple at Edessa, in which statues were
to be found, deserving of estimation more
on account of their artistic than of their re
ligious worth, (artis pretio quam divinitate
metienda,) should always stand open. The
emperor was no doubt indined, in cases
where such yiolences were committed, to
exercise justice, when his purpose was not
counteracted by the powerful influence of
the bishops. Thus, upon the report of the

Comes orient is, in the year 388, he was in
fact on the point of punishing the monks,
who had destroyed a temple of the Valcn
tinians near the castle of Callinicum in
Mesopotamia, and to oblige the bishop, who
by his discourses had stirred up the peopla
there to demolish a Jewish synagogue, to
cause it to be rebuilt; but the declamations
of Ambrose, bishop of Milan, led him to
change his mind. See Ambros. ep. 40 ad
Theodos. ep. 42 ad sororem. Paulin. vito
Ambros. Still, in the year 393, he issued to
this part of Asia a law, that those, qui sub
Christianre rcligionis nomine illicita qureque
prmsumllllt, et destruere synagogas atqt1a
exspoliare conantur, should be punished
('on~rn:\ severitate. Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI.
Tit. VIII. I. 9.
I) Comparing- the above-cited law ofTh~o
dosius with the des('l'iption which Libam us
gives of the magnificence of this temple, "a
might suppose that the temple at EdesS!l
was here meant. The connection of eyents
may be conceivcd to be as follows: - that
Theodosius at some earlier period had beef
persuadcd to approve of the shutting-up ~
the temple, but had been afterwards indue
by the representations of the heathen partY
to pallS the ordinances already eited in faro r
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calls to his aid all the political and all the religious reasons which he
could possibly find, in defence of the temples. Together with much
that is sophistical and declamatory, he made also many excellent re
marks. Among these belongs what he says to refute the argument
for the destruction of the temples, that Paganism, by being deprived of
these, would lose the chief means of its support among the people; that
the people would now visit the churches instead of the temples, and
thus by degrees be led to embrace Christianity. "That is," says he,
" they would not embrace another kind of worship, but hypocritically
pretend to embrace it. They would join, it is true, in the assemblies
with the rest, and do everything like the others; but when they as
sumed the posture of prayer, it would be either to invoke no one, or
else the gods." In the next place, he very justly appeals to the
Christian doctrine itself: 1 "Force is said not to be permitted, even ac
cording to the laws of your own religion; persuasion is said to be
praised, but force condemned by them. 'Vhy, then, do you reek your
fury against the temples, when this surely is not to persuade,2 but to
use force? Thus, then, it is plain you would transgress even the laws
of your own religion."3
Many Pagans being still to be found in high civil offices, a fact
which Libanius refers to in the above-mentioned discourse as showing
the favorable disposition of the emperor towards this party; 4 the im
perial commands, of course, were still very far from being carried into
rigid execution; and this experience led again to new authoritative
measures.
'Ve are by no means to suppose, however, that in these matters
Theodosius always acted after the same consistent plan. On the con
trary, he might at one and the same time publish ordinances of an op
posite character, according as he allowed himself to be influenced,
either by those members of his privy council, (the consistorium imperar
toris,) who, if they were not themselves Pagans, yet were governed far
more by the political than the religious interest, or by the exhortations
of the bishops. In the year 384 or 386,6 he directed the prretorian
2 Instead of d TO, the reading, as it seems
of the temple. But it having been reported
to him by a governor in these districts, to me, should be el TOVTO.
3 'Vhat Libanius elsewhere says in this
(the Dux Osrhoenre,) who (if Libanius does
not misrepresent) was led on by his wife, as discourse, so recklessly to the advantage of
she was bv the monks, - that the devotional Paganism and in praise of Julian, is of a
d~ercises -in the neighboring cloisters were sort which he could hardly have ventured
f lsturbed hv the fumes of the sacrifices dif to utter before the emperor. 'Ve may con
used abroad from the temple, the emperor jecture that this disconrse was delivered or
finally was prevailed upon to allow it to be written only as a specimen of rhetorical art.
4 L. c. p. 293.
~.stroyed. (The supposition, however, that
5 The question comes np, whether Cyne
~ IS governor was the Prrefectus Prretorio
J:legills, as well as the fixing of the chrono gius received this commission when he was
)?glcal date by Godofredus on the assnmp appointed Prrefeetus Prretorio, or not till
tIon of this fact, is one which has not been afterwards. The accurate determination of
~ulJ: proved.) Meanwhile this hypothesis the chronological date is attended in this
ShU not altogether certain; for there may case with many difficulties. See Tillemont,
~ve been many magnificent temples on the hist. des empereurs Romains, Theodose,
rders of Syria, as, for example, at Pal N. 15. We must either suppose that the
tnyra.
historians have given too wide an extension
1 Page 179.
to the commission entrusted to Cynegius,

h
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prefect Cynegius, well known on account of his zeal for the spread of
Christianity, to shut up all the temples, and make an end of the entire
temple worship in the East (that is, in the eastern part of the Roman
empire and in Egypt. 1) And yet a law of the emperor, published
about the middle of June, 386, presupposes the toleration of the tem
ple worship, and the recognisance of the college of priests.2
After the suppression of the public pagan worship, by th') commis
sion given to Cynegius, had been effected, so far as that was p(5)sible,
certain events occurred, which led to the adoption of still more decisive
measures. The first occasion was given to these events by Theophilus,
bishop of Alexandria, a man of an altogether worldly spirit, who had
little or no hearty interest in the cause of Christ, and whose manner
of administering the episcopal office was least of all cal~ulated to exert
a good influence in building up the temple of the Lord in the hearts of
men. This bishop, who was much more interested in erecting large
and splendid edifices than in the spiritual welfare of his flock, had, in
the year 389, obtained from the emperor the gift of a temple of Bac
chus, and was busily employed in converting it into a Christian church.
The symbols of the worship of Bacchus which were found here, and
many of which were offensive to the sense of decency and good morals,3
he ordered to be carried in a procession through the streets, and pub
licly exposed, so as to bring the Grecian mysteries into universal con
tempt. Since Alexandria was considered as a central point of the
Hellenic religion, a principal seat of the mystical N eo-Platonic Heath
enism, where its votaries poured together from all countries of the
Roman empire,4 and since the Alexandrian Pagans were from the
most ancient times extremely fanatical; such a transaction could not
fail to occasion the most violent excitement. The exasperated Pagans
assembled in crowds; they made a furious onset upon the Christians,
wounded and killed many of them, and then retired to the colossal and
splendid temple of Serapis, situated upon a hill, which was ranked
among the greatest pagan sanctuaries in these times.5 Here, under
the direction of a certain Olympius, a fanatical Pagan, who went clad
in the philosopher's cloak, they formed a regular camp. This man
exhorted them to sacrifice even their lives for the sanctuaries of their
fathers. From their strong-hold, they sallied out upon the Christians:
those who were dragged away by them as prison~rs, they endeavored
and that it concerned only Egypt, where the
influence of a certain 'l'heophilus had oc
cAsioned it; or that Theodosius, in the same
period of time, acted in absolute contradic
tion to himself, or that this commission was
first given to Cynegius after the passage of
the above-cited law of June, 386.
1 See Zosimus, 1. IV. c. 37, and Jdatii
Chronicon, at the death of Cynegius in 388.
2 In conscquenda achierosyna ilIe sit po
tior, qui patrire plura prrestiterit, nee tam en
a templontm cultlt observatione Christianitatis
abscesserit. Cod. Theodos. 1. 12. Tit. I.
1.112.

8 As the Phallus, Lingam, the symbol of
the productive power of life in nature.
4 Eunap. vita JEdesii, p.. 43. 'H 'Al..e;av

opeia Otu 10 TOU ~apa1rtoov lepov [epa 11~
~v olKovpivrJ, ol -.ravTaXoSev !f0t1(;)V1t:~ f~
aVTTjv -.r1..1JSof: naav

10 oiJfLctJ -.raptaovp.ivot.

6 In what high veneration this temple
stood among the Heathens, we may gather
from the words of Libanius, who already ex
pressed his alarm for its fate, when, in speak
ing of the temple at Edessa, (orat. pro tempI.
194,) he said: "HKovaa De Kat lpt(OVT£J~

TtVi:Jv I:v o-.rOTip~ TO iJavfLa fLeZ(ov, lepiiJ 'ft,J
fL'T/Kir' OVTt TOVTftJ 1J 0 fL1JrrOT£ -.raSo, rav'fOv,
tv?>mp 0 ~apa1rt~.
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to force 1; J tortures to sacrifice; and such as remained steadfast were
often put to death in the most cruel manner. After these acts of vio
having the worst to fear, desperation united with fanaticism
drove them onward, and all the efforts of the civil and military author
ities to restore order were to no purpose. The emperor Theodosius
endeavored to profit by this favorable conjuncture, to effect the sup
pression of Paganism in Egypt. Upon the report of these distur
bances, there appeared from Constantinople, probably in the year 391,
a rescript ordering that all the Pagans who had shared in this tumult
should be pardoned; and that, as an acknowledgment of the mercy
which they had experienced, they might the more easily be converted
to Christianity, all the heathen temples at Alexandria should, as the
cause of this tumult, be destroyed.
'
Whilst the Heathen were rejoicing at the prospect of saving their
lives, and had but just recovered from their alarm, it was a favorable
jUncture for carrying into execution a stroke of policy, which, under
the state of feeling that existed at Alexandria, might at all times be
attended with great hazard. Large bodies of men assembled around
the temple of Serapis, upon which the imperial command was now about
to be executed. l But there prevailed among the Heathen a reveren
tial awe before the colossal statue of Serapis; and from ancient times
the report had been propagated, that, when this statue was demolished,
heaven and earth wopld fall in one common ruin. This report had
Some influence even upon the multitude of nominal Christians, who were
still inclined to the ancient superstition. Noone ventured to attack
the image; until at last a believing soldier seized an axe, and, exerting
all his strength, clove asunder the vast jaw-bone of the image, amidst
the universal shouts of the pagan and Christian multitude. After the
first stroke had confuted the superstition, the whole image was easily
demolished and consumed to ashes. And, upon this, all the temples
at Alexandria, and in the neighboring district, taking its name from the
9anopian branch of the Nile, (0 Kuv{jj3 or,) which particularly abounded
In Egyptian sanctuaries, were in part levelled with the ground, and in
part converted into churches and cloisters.2
The same course was followed in other countries: sometimes not
without bloody conflicts, which might have been avoid~d if the bishops
had been more governed by the spirit of love and of wisdom. !\far
cellus, bishop of Apamea in Syria, proceeded with great zeal to destroy
aU the temples in the city and in the country, because he supposed
that by these ancient monuments of their worship, so venerated by the
people, Paganism would always continue to preserve itself alive. With
a train' of followers little becoming the Christian bishop, an armed
force of soldiers and gladiators, he advanced to destroy the largest
temple. It was necessary, that the temple should be forcibly wrested
out of the hands of its pagan defenders. While the conflict was going

len~e,

. 1 The cnse was somewhat similar here, as

c. 23. Sozom. VII. 15. Socrates, V. 16.
in later times with the thunder-oak MarceIlini (',omitis Chronicon ad A. 3891 ff.
()f Boniface.
in Sinnond. opp. T. II.
2 Eunapii vito 1Edes.
Rufin. hist. eccles.
VOL. II.
7'"
It Was
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on, some Pagans seized upon the old bishop, who had been left behind
alone, and hurried him to the stake. The sons of the bishop were de
sirous of punishing his murderers; but the provincial synod dissuaded
them from this, calling upon them rather to thank God that their father
had been deemed worthy of martyrdom. l From the present year, 391,
and onward, followed many laws, forbidding every description of pagan
worship, under penalty of a pecuniary mulct, and still severer punish
ments. As the pagan magistrates themselves encouraged the violation
of these imperial laws, pecuniary fines were established against these
and against all their attendants in such cases. By a law of the year
392, the offering of sacrifice was in fact placed upon the same level
with the crime of high treason, (crimen majestatis;) and accordingly
the offerer incurred the penalty of death. 2
'Yhilst these events were transpiring in the East, everything in the
western part of the empire continued to remain as it was; and men
belonging to ancient and noble families in Rome, still ventured to raise
their voice in behalf of the religion of the eternal city. 'Vhen Thea
dosius, after the defeat of the usurper Maximus, was, in the year 388,
holding his residence in the 'Vest, the heathen party of the Roman
senate proposed to him once more, perhaps through Symmachus, their
former agent, that the revenues and privileges should be restored to
the temples and colleges of priests of which they had been deprived.
Theodosius seems to have been very near granting them their petition;
but the pointed representations which Ambrosius, bishop of .Milan,
made against this measure, restrained him. 3 The heathen party suc
ceeded, on the other hand, under more favorable circumstances, in ob
taining from the emperor Eugenius, who, after the murder of the
young Valentinian II., had, in the year 392, been raised to the imp~
rial throne by the pagan commander Arbogast, everything which had
been refused them by Gratian, Valentinian, and Theodosius. The
voice of those influential Pagans, upon whom Eugenius felt himself to
be dependent, availed more with him than what Ambrosius, with incon·
siderate boldness, wrote to him in the name of religion.4
But when rrheodosius marched into Rome, after the defeat of Eug&
nius, in the year 394, he made a speech before the assembled senate,
in which he called upon the Pagans, who, under the short reign of Eu
genius, had once more enjoyed the free exercise of their religion, to
desist from their idolatry, and to embrace the religion in which alone
they could find forgiveness of all their sins. In spite of all their reP:'
resentations, he took back from the Pagans what Eugenius had accorded
to them. 5
says about the disgraceful' banishment of
See Sozom. VII. 15.
Cod. Theodos.l. 16. Tit. X.I. 12. Quod Symmachus, may perhaps be a fable.
4 See Ambros. ep. 57.
si quispiam immolare hostiam sacrificatnrus
6 Zosimus, a zealous Pagan, is in this case
audebit, ad exemplnm majestatis reus ac·
a suspicious witness. It cannot therefore be
cipiat sentcntiam competentcm.
3 Insinuationi mere talldem adsensionem certainly determined how far what he re
dctulit, says Ambrosius, ep. 57 ad Eugen. ports respecting the constancy and boldneSS
§ 4. What the pretended Prosper (de Pro of the pagan senators is true or false.
miss. et Prredict. Dei, ptlts III. Promiss. 38)
1

2
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The successors of the emperor Theodosius, Arcadius in the East, and
Honorius in the West, from the year 395 and onwards, confirmed, it is
true, soon after their accession to the throne, the laws of their father
against the pagan worship, with new sa~ctions; but the weakness of
their government, the various political disturbances, especially in the
'West, the corruption or pagan views of individual governors, would all
favor the preservation of Paganism in many districts; and hence it was
necessary that those laws should be continually re-enacted.
Whilst in Rome the public monuments of the pagan worship had
already vanished, the images of the old Tyrian Hercules could still be
worshipped and decorated by the Pagans in Carthage. As in earlier
times the popular cry in that city had demanded the destruction of the
Christian churches, so now resounded there the cry of the Christian
populace, demanding that all idols should be destroyed at Carthage, as
they had been at Rome. The people were excited by the folly of a
heathen magistrate, who had ventured to order the beard of Hercules
to be gilded. l The prudent bishops were obliged to take special meas
ures for moderating the ferocious zeal, so as to prevent acts of vio
lence. 2
Pagan landlords endeavored to maintain the heathen worship on their
estates, and, by means of sacrificial feasts and other means which their
power over the peasants gave them in spite of the existing laws, to bind
them to Heathenism. Pious and prudent bishops like Augustin were
obliged, in such cases, to exhort the Christian country people to obey_
God rather than men; 3 but they were also obliged to restrain the blind
zeal of the Christian populace, which was for destroying, in an illegal
manner, the idols upon the estates of other men. On this point, Au
gustin speaks thus: "Many of the Heathen have those abominations
upon their estates. Shall we go about to destroy them ? No; let us
make it our first business to extirpate the idols in their hearts. When
they shall have become Christians, they will either invite us to so good
a work, or they will anticipate us in it. At present, we must pray for
them, not exasperate them." 4
But it was not pagan landholders alone that promoted the worship to
which they themselves were attached: even Christian proprietors were
willing to ignore it, when their peasants brought offerings into the tem
ples, because the imposts which were laid upon the temples were a
source of profit to them. 5 No doubt they could effect more by instruc
1 Quomodo Roma, sic et Carthago! ex
claimed the populace.
2 Augustini Sermo 24, T. V. ed. Ben.
8 On this point he says (p. 62): "The
Inartvrs endured the laceration oftheirmem
bers,· and Christians stood in fear of the
'Wrong whieh might be done them in Chris
tian times. 'Vhoever at present docs you
'Wrong, does it in fear. He docs not openly
say, 'Come to the idols:' he does not
openly say, ' Come to my altars, and feast
yOurself.' And if he said it, and you would
not do it, he might, in presenting his
complaint against you, testify this: - ' He

would not come to my altars - to the
templcs which I venerate.' Let him even
say this. Hc dares not say it. But in a
fraudulent manner he ('.aBs you to answer
for something else. He will rob you of
your superfluity."
i L. c. § 17.
6 Zeno, bishop of Verona, (1. I. Tract. XV.
§ 6,) complains on this subject. In prre
diis ,"cstris fumantia undique fana tunc non
nostis, qUa! (si yera dicenda sunt) dissimu
lando subtiliter custoditis. Probatio longe
non est. Jus templorum ne quis vobis eri
piat, quotidie litigatis.
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tion and zeal for the spiritual welfare of their tenants in the spirit of
love, than by any forcible measures. The bishop Chrysostom, in a dis
course delivered at Constantinople about the year 400, justly rebukes
them, because they did not procure the erection of churches and the
settlement of ministers who could preach the gospel upon their estates.
" Is it not the duty," he says, "of the Christian proprietor first to see
to it that all his tenants are Christians? Tell me, how is the country
man to become a Christian, when he sees the welfare of his soul is so
much a matter of indifference to you? You can perform no miracles
to convert men. Well, then, convert them by those means which lie in
your power; by charity, by your care for men, by a gentle disposition,
by a kind address, and by whatever other means you possess. Many
erect baths and forums; but none, churches, or everything else sooner
than these. Therefore," said this zealous preacher, whose heart glowed
so warmly for the welfare of men, " I exhort you, I beseech you, I re
quire it of you as a favor 'to be shown me, or rather I lay it down a8
the law, that no man alloUJ his estate to be without a church." 1
It being now represented to the government, that the idolatrous tem
ples and images on the country estates contributed much to the promo
tion of Paganism among the peasantry, the emperor Honorius passed a
law, in the year 399, directing that all temples in the country should be
destroyed without tumult, so that all occasion of superstition might
everywhere be removed. 2 This law was expressly confined to the tem
plesin the country, which could not reasonably be considered as monu
ments of art contributing to the ornament of the country; 3 for the
latter were protected by new laws against the fury of destruction.4
Yet, on the one hand, it is certain that in those cities in which only a
comparatively small number of Pagans were .still to be found, and where
this small number were kept together by the temples which were still
remaining, the zeal of the Christian population would easily bring about
the destruction also of these ; 5 but, on the other hand, however, there
can be no doubt, that this law was never universally executed according
to the letter.
Among the Pagans in many countries, an impression prevailed, in
consequence of one of those predictions by which they were so often
deluded, that Christianity would last for only three hundred and sixty
.five years; and this prediction, by a loose reckoning from the time of
Christ's passion, seemed now to be near the time for its accomplishment.
Hence the destruction of the temples, which took place this year,
made the greater impression upon many of the Pagans. 6 Yet they
were still powerful enough on many of the country estates of North
Romi1. 18, act. ap.
Si qua in agris templa sunt, sine turba
ac tumultu diruantur. His enirn dejectis
atqne snblatis, omnis snperstitionis materia
consumetnr.
8 Thus in the Codex canonum eccles.
Africanre, (c. 58,) it is said: Oure in agris
1

2

vel in locis abditis constituta nullo orna
mento sunt.
4 Cod. Theodos.l. 16. Tit. 10,1. 18.
6 Augustin (de civitate Dei, 1. 18, c. 54)
says that in this year all the idolatrous tem
ples and images at Carthage were destroyed
by the two comites, Gaudentins and Joving.
6 See Angustin. 1. c.
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Africa, to commit acts of violence on the Christians, while engaged in
the exercises of worship.l
After the death of the powerful Stilicho, by whom Honorius had
been governed, the latter, probably through the influence of some of
the great who were favorably disposed to Paganism, enacted a law
which contradicted the laws hitherto issued. For, between the years
409 and 410, there appeared in the western empire a law which or·
dained universal religious freedom. 2 Yet this law remained in force
certainly but a very short time; and the old ones soon went once more
into operation. By an edict of the year 416,3 Pagans were excluded
from all civil and military places of trust; yet the necessities of the
time and the weakness of the empire hardly allowed of its being carried
into strict execution. 4
The consequences which followed the emigrations of tribes in the
western· empire; the political disturbances which threw everything
into confusion; the irruptions of savage and pagan hordes, might
sometimes light up a ray of hope in the small pagan party: but it
Soon dwindled away again to nothing.
In many districts of the East, Paganism maintained itself for a
longer time; and the party of pagan Platonists, which coptinued down
into the sixth century, was its principal support. The emperors were
moved by their political interests to avoid destroying everything at
once in those cities where Paganism predominated, lest they might
detroy those interests also. They chose rather to proceed gradually.
This principle may be detected in the remarkable answer which the
emperor Arcadius gave Porphyry, bishop of Gaza, in Palestine, when
the latter, in the year 4Q1, prayed for the destruction of the idolatrous
temples in this city, inhabited for the most part by fanatical Pagans.5
1 Thus sixty Christians were murdered
at Suffetum in Numidia, probably in conse
quence of an attack on the statue of Her
cules, Augustin. ep. 50. At Calame in Nu
midia, A.D. 408, the Pagans ventured, in
defiance of the laws enacted shortly before
by the emperor Honorius against all pagan
festivities, to march in an indecent heathen
procession before the Christian churches;
and, when the clergy remonstrated, a wild
Uproar arose. The church was attacked
'!lth stones, finally set fire to, arid a Chris
tIan murdered. The bishop, who was hunted
a.fter, was obliged to conceal himself. Augus~
tID. ep. 90, 91, 104.
• 2 Ut libera voluntate quis cultum Chris
tla~itatis exciperet, cod. eccles. Afric. c. 107.
It IS true, this law, as it here reads, can be
understood, according to its letter, to mean
only that no one should be forced to em
brace Christianity. And this was in fact a
thing which, properly speaking, had as yet
never been done. But it is clear that it
\V~ so interpreted, as if the legal penalties
whIch had been in force against those who
exercised any other form of worship than
that of the catholic Christians, should be
done away.

8 As late as the year 403, the Spanish
Christian poet, Prudentius, had asserted
that difference in respect to religion had no
influence in the bestowment of posts of
honor, and declared this to be right. L. 1, c.
Symmachum, Y. 617.

Denique, pro meritis terrestribus !eqU& rependena
Munern, sacricolis summos impertit honores
Dux bonus, et certare sivit cum laude suorum,
Nee pago implicitos per debita. culmina mundi
Ire viros prohibet: quoniam crelestia nunquam
Terrenis soli tum per iter gradientibus obstant.
4 If the account of Zosimus (1. V. c. 46)
is true, the feeble Honorius, unable to dis
pense with the services of one of his pagan
generals, Generid, who would serve only on
this condition, was obliged immediately to
repeal this law.
6 The life of Porphyry, bishop of Gaza,
from which this story is taken, and which
was composed by his disciple, the deacon
Marcus,-8. work which is important as fur
nishing many facts illustrative of the histo
ry of the church and of manners in this
period, - has as yet been published only in a
Latiu translation, whose author seems not
even to have given himself the pains of
accurately decyphering the Greek text; see
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"I am aware," says he, "that your city is given to idolatry; but it
faithfully pays its tributes, and brings a great deal into the public trea
sury. If we proceed now to disturb it thus suddenly, the inhabitants
will flyaway in fear, (namely, that the attempt would finally be made
to bring them over to Christianity by force,) and we should lose so
much in our revenue. But we will rather oppress them by degrees,
depriving the idolaters of their dignities and places of trust, and issu
ing our commands that the temples shall be closed and oracles no
longer be delivered; for when they are oppressed on all sides, they
will come to the knowledge of the truth," - a fine mode of conversion,
to be sure! - " for all sudden and too authoritative measures are hard
for the subjects." Yet finally the cunning of the empress Eudoxia
prevailed - a woman who perfectly understood how Arcadius was to
be managed, by taking advantage of his weaknesses; and who was led
to think that her zeal for the destruction of idolatrous temples, and her
many gifts to the clergy and the monks, would make atonement for
her sins. By her influence, the reasonable hesitation of the weak
Arcadius was finally overcome.
It is true, in a law of the year 423, it is expressed as doubtful
whether any Pagans still remained: 1 but as it was considered ne
cessary, in confirming the ancient laws against them, to change the
punishment of death, which had hitherto been established against those
who sacrificed, into the confiscation of goods and banishment; as it
was considered necessary to protect the still remaining Pagans, who
attempted nothing contrary to the laws, against being abused and
plundered by nominal Christians, who used religion as a pretext; 2 it
follows from all this, that there still continued to be Pagans, which is
proved moreover by the laws issued under this reign against those who
apostatized from Christianity to Paganism. . Had there been good rea
son to doubt whether there were any more Pagans, there certainly
would have been no occasion for a law of this sort. But undoubtedly
the fact, that few remained who openly declared themselves Pagans,
Acta. Sanctorum, at the 26th of February,
and the Bibliotheca Patrum, Galland, T. IX.
From a promising young Danish scholar,
Dr. Clausen, we are led to expect the pub
lication of the Greek original work, which
is still extant among the treasures of the
imperial library at Vienna. Meantime I
shall insert here the passage relating to the
present subject, as it reads in the original.
The words of Arcndius arc: Oloa, (ht ;,
m5M~ lKeivT/ IWTtlOWM~ [Mev, UAI: evyvw!:.wv
[mt 7n:pt rijv Elaq)(Jpav nJV OT/pOalWV, 7rOAAa
O'VvTeAoiiaa. 'Eav oVv ci.qJVW Otaao(3W{lEV avo
TaiJ~, TCiJ ¢o(3~.J tpvyr; XPT/aovml, Kal u7roAoiiFe1!
ToaoiiTov Kuvova, UAA' el dOKet, tWTa fl.epo~
t9U{3~)flEV avTO{'~' neptatpoiivTe~ Tar; ci;lar;
TWV ElOWMp€vwv Kat Ta UAAU nOMTLKa orprfu
,,[a, Kat KeAeviJpEV Ta !epa aVTCW KAelat9r,vCLt
"at p1/K€Tl XPT/puTi'elV. 'E7rav yap t9U{3walv
eir; 7rUVTa aTevavp.evot, lmywwaKoVat rijv
dA1/t9dav, TO yap vnep{3ol.1/v [XOV alr/lV[OlOV
(3apv TOtr; V1r1JKOOlf.

1 L. 16, Tit. 10, 1. 22. Paganos qui su
pcrsunt, quanquam jam DulIos esse credn
mus.
2 L. c. 1. 23 et 24. Hoc Christianis, qui
vel vere sunt, vel esse diculltltr, specialite,
demandamus, ut .Tudreis ac Paganis, in qui·
ete degentibus, nihilque tentantibus turbu·
lentum lcgibusque contrarium, non audean.t
manibus inferre, religionis auctoritate ahus).
Against those who, under the pretext of
religion, rohbed the Pagans, Augustin alsO
felt himself called upon to preach: It Per·
haps in order that Christ mav not say to
you, I was clothed, and thou ·hast robbed
me, thou alterest the custom, and thinkes t
to rob a Pagan and to clothe a Christian.
Here also Christ will answer thee; nay, he
answers thee even now by his servant, whO
ever he may be: Here too do me no barro ;
when, being a Christian, thou robbest the
Heathen, thou hinderest him from becoJll'
ing a Christian." Sermo 179, § 5.
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may be reconciled with the other, that it was necessary to devise laws
of this sort, if the matter is presented in the following point of light;
namely, that many were called apostates from Christianity, who had
never seriously passed over to the Christian church - individuals who
had submitted to baptism only as an outward form, but had ever con
tinued to practise the pagan rites in secret. Whenever they were dis
covered, they were called apostates. 1
The Heathens, then, were compelled, from the present time in the
fifth century, to practise and propagate their religion in secret, for the
purpose of avoiding persecutions; and by this means their religion was
rendered the dearer to them. The holding of the knowledge of divine
~hings as a secret, which could be the property only of the philosoph
ICally educated; the engrafting of it upon the mythical representations,
beyond which the people knew nothing; this belonged necessarily to
the system of the N eo-Platonists, and these principles made it possible
for them, with all their e~thusiasm for Hellenism, yet to adapt them
selves to the character of the times.2 A remarkable example of this is
presented in the life of the pagan philosopher Proclus,3 which his dis
ciple Marinus has written. 4
The emperor Justinian, (from the year 527 and onwards,) whose
despotism even in spiritual things was the source of so many disorders to
the Eastern church, endeavored, soon after the commencement of his
reign, to suppress the last remains of Paganism by force, so far as this
1 Qui nomen Christian ita tis induti, sacri
ficia fecerint. Cod. Theodos. l. 16. Tit.
VIII. I. 7.
2 The art represented in the symbol of
Proteus: ~VVt:lVal TOlt; (w{1pwrrott; oil {}eC.wt;,
u))..cl rroAlTlKWt;. See Syncs. ep. 137 ad
Herculian. Of the l:>ngans who were ar
rested in the exercise of the cultus forbid
~cn by the laws, Augustin says, (Enarrat.
in 1fJ. 140, § 20:) Quis corum comprehen
sus est in sacrificio, cum his lcgihus ista
prohiberentur, ct non negavit? Quis corum
('omprehcnsus est adorare idolum. ct non
clamuvit: non feci; et timuit ne convincerc
tur?
8 Born A.D. 412, died 487.
4 As a proof of the confidencc which
Rcron the mathematician had in the young
ProcIus, it is mention ell here, that he com
municated to him tlw lchole method of his
U"orship of God. When hc first visitcd the
heathen l'latonic philosopher Syrianns at
Athens, the moon having begun to shine,
the latter sought to get him out of the way,
So that he might perform his devotions unob
served with another Pagan, c. XI. W c see
from this biographical narrative, that the
\~orship of Isis still prevailed at Philre in
I~F-Yrt, (p. 47); that in Athens thcworship
01 Escu\apius wns secretly practised in the
temple, which, howevcr, was soon after
War(\" destroyed; and that the Pagans
}):ayed there for their sick. Proclus thought
hImself happy in that he occupied a dwell

ing near the temple, so as to be able to
perform his devotions there without bcing
observed, and invoke the aid of Esculapius
in behalf of the sick, p. 73. Kat TOWVTOV
epyov &errpu;aTo Ot!!' UI..ACJt;
KjiV TavtTa

n

ToV!: rroAI..oVt; Aav{1uv(Jv, Kat oV&fLiav rrpolfJa
GlV Tolt; hrt{3ov"}.nmv i{1fNrVol 1rapaoxfiv.

Marinns extols it as a proof of the Hercu
lean courage and spirit of Proclus, that
under all the storms of this Titanic period,
he steadfastly and without oncc wavering,
though not without danger, maintaincd
himself to the end, TO oe Tr;t; 7rO).lTIK1Jt; uv

opelat; doot; npaKM:lov O'VTWt; irrt:ofi;aTo, tv
(uAY yup rrapeAtTWV Kat TplKVfLifl rrpaYfLaTC.JV
TVtpWVelWV uVT2 1rVfOVTc.JV '0 fvvofLo~w1J, (the
ancient national cultus,) i(i(3pdJi:Jt; OVTO!:
UV1JP Kat aOTffL9Wt;, d Kat 1rapaKivovVtvTlKWt;,
TOV {3iov OtfV~;aTO . . Once, probably by his

over-zealous ooservance of the pagan rites,
he drcw on him~lf a persecution from the
Christians, and took refuge for some length
of time in Asia Minor, p. 35. At Adrota
in Lydia, there was sti11 practised among
the Heathens, in an ancient temple, a wor
ship respecting the name of which they
were not agreed. According to some, the
temple belonged to Eseulapius; according
to others, to the Dioscurre. Remedies for
the cure of diseases were said to be here
suggested by supernatural inspiration, and
miraculous cures effected. Many legends
were circulated respecting it, c. 32.
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could be done in such a way. The persecutions were aimed particu
larly at men in the civil service. They were deprived of their prop
erty, tortured, executed. Many hypocritically assumed the profession
of Christianity to escape the persecutions: of course, in such cases
they soon took off the mask, and were once more seen attending the
performance of sacrifices.! The emperor, doubtless having heard that
Athens 2 still continued to be a seat of Paganism, and that this religion
was propagated by the pagan Platonists who still taught there, forbade
the holding of philosophical lectures in that place. 3 These persecutions
induced the pagan philosophers, among whom were Damascius and
Isidorus and the renowned Simplicius,4 to take refuge with the Persian
king Chosroes, respecting whose love for philosophy they had heard
exaggerated accounts. This prince, it is true, received them in a
friendly manner; but their expectations were by no means realized.
Parsism was as little agreeable to them as Christianity; and they had
many a longing wish after the Grecian customs. Chosroes, in the
treaty of peace, prevailed upon the emperor Justinian, to allow them
the free exercise of their religion in the Roman empire. 5
o

B.

Of the Polemical Writing8 of the Pagans again8t Ohristianity;
of the Oharge8 which they brought against it generally; and of the
manner in whiclt these Oharge8 were answered by the Teacher8 of the
Ohri8tian Ohurch.
In respect to the attacks on Christianity by pagan writers, it may
be observed, that it was a necessary consequence of the altered circum
stances of the times, that few would venture to combat Christianity in
works devoted expressly to that object. Julian, who endeavored to sup
plant Christianity as an emperor, appeared against it also as an author;
and his work, of which considerable fragments have been preserved to
our times, in the refutation of it by Cyril, bishop of Alexandria, is the
most important one, in this respect, belonging to the present period.6
Although, as we have remarked before, much that was bad, and which
had been presented to Julian under the Christian name, had, from the
1 Theophanes Chronograph. ad. A. 522,
i. e. according to our reckoning, 531 from
the birth of Christ. See Ideler's Manual
of Chronology, II. 458. Procop. hist. ar
cana, p. 90, c. XI. ed. Orelli. The same
author (c. 19) relates, that Justinian em
ployed the accusation of Heathenism as a
pretext to get into possession of the estates
which his cupidity thirsted after. Compo
the chronicle of Johannes Malala, pars II.
p. 184, ed. Oxon.
2 The Athenian schools had sunk so low
in the beginning of the fifth century, that
Synesius could write: Athens is now fa
mous only for her Hymettian honey, and
that he could compare the then Athens in
her relation to the ancient, with the hide of
a slaughtered victim j so completely was
philosophy banished from the place, while
only those dead and silent spots, the Acad

emy, the Stoa, the Lyceum. were shown to
and wondered at by strangers. See the
136th letter of Synesius to his brother j bn~
after this time, Athens was somewhat re
stored to its bloom by the Neo-Platonic
philosophy.
8 Joh. Malala, 1. C. p. 187.
4 Simplicius (in Epictet. Enchiridion, c.13,
cd. Lngd. Batav. 1640, p. 79) probably al
ludes to the fact, that the Pagans were to
be forced to renounce their convictionS:
Tvpavvilwr f3iar, WXpt Kal. TOU ltmf3eiv avaj"
ICa(ovrrar.
5 See Agathias de rebus Justiniani, I.
C. 30, p. 69, ed. Paris. L. II. c. 30, p. 131,
ed. Niebuhr.
6 Julian wrote this work in the winter,
during his residence at Antioch. Liban.
epitaph. Julian. vol. I. p. 581.
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first, exerted its influence in giving his mind an impression unfavorable
to Christianity, yet it is also true that his hatred was not confined to
the corrupt and distorted representations of Christianity prevailing at
that period,· but was turned against Christianity itself; that Christian
ity, though presented in all the purity of its essential character, could
not have appeared to him, in the temper of mind which he actually
cherished, otherwise than hateful. It may, indeed, be said, that many
of the foreign elements which had engrafted themselveE? on Christian
ity, came nearer to Julian's pagan mode of thinking than the purely
Christian doctrine. lIe was sufficiently well acquainted with the
written records of Christianity, to discern the difference between many
of the notions which prevailed among Christians at this time and the
doctrines of the New Testament; between the life of the Christians of
this period and the requisitions of the original doctrine of Christ.
Thus, in reference to the honor paid to martyrs, concerning which
nothing indeed is to be found in the New Testament, he reproached
the Christians with departing from the words of Christ. Y et Julian
knew too little of· the spirit of Christianity, which, with all his knowl
edge of the letter of the New Testament, yet could not be understood
by him while he cherished such inward opposition to the essence of the
gospel, - he knew too little of that spirit to see wherein the honor paid
to the martyrs conflicted with the primitive religion. To him, looking
at the matter from his own pagan position, the Christian element,
which lay at the root even of this superstition, was precisely the thing
which appeared hateful. It was the importance which the Christian
feeling attached to the remains of a body that had once been the tem
ple of the Holy Ghost, and was destined to be so again; the new views
of death and of the sanctification and transfiguration of the earthly, of
all that is peculiar to humanity which Christianity brought with it.
To him, the Pagan, whatever was dead was impure and defiling: hence
he tauntingly remarked against the Christians, that they had filled
every thing with graves and monuments, and that they rolled them
selves upon graves. l He accused them of practising magic in this
way, and of seeking prophetic dreams by sleeping upon the graves,
(incubationes.) The apostles, he said, had from the first instructed
the faithful in these things; and among the Jews the art had long
been known, for they often had been reproached with it by the
prophets (Isaiah 65th.) 2 So again, he rightly perceived that the
persecutions against heretics and Pagans, which had hitherto been re
sorted to, were contrary to the doctrine of Christ and of the apostles.
1 He also employs arguments wholly ir
relevant and out of place, for the purpose
o.f showing them that this was an unchris
tian thing; as for example, from Matth.
Chap. 23: "How, then, do you call upon the
same God, when Jesus says that the sepul
chres are full of all uncleanness?" Again,
Christ had said, "Let the dead bury their
dead." Though the truth was, those who
calJed on the martyrs looked upon them,
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not as the dead, but as those wno were liv
ing with God.
:l Cyrill. c. Julian. 1. X. 335 -40. Perhaps
the Christians may have themselves given
occasion for this charge, by their stories
about appearances of the martyrs in visions
by night in the chapels of the martyrs,
about cures of diseases, which had been
wrought by them; and by their custom of
transferring a great deal from the pagan
superstition of incubations to the martyrs.
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"You destroy temples and altars," sayshe,l "and you have not
only murdered those among U8 who persevere in the religion of our
fathers, but also those among the heretics who are in the same error
with yourselves, but who do not mourn the dead man (so he sarcasti
cally calls the worship of Christ) in the same way that you do. But
this is something which must be ascribed to your own invention; for
neither Jesus nor Paul invited you to do it." Instead of acknowledg
ing, however, that this was contrary to the spirit of the gospel, or at
least to the character of Christ and the apostles, Julian maliciously
gives it the following explanation. He says that Christ -which, how
ever, is refuted by Christ's own language -and the apostles did not
expect their party would ever acquire such power; and here again he
repeats the old objection to Christianity, which in truth redounds to its
honor, that it did not first spread among the wise and mighty of the
world. "But the reason is," says he, "they never looked forward
to such mighty things; for they were satisfied if they could deceive
maids and slaves, and through these the women and their husbands,
such as Cornelius and Sergius. You may put me down for a liar, if a
single author of that period (for these events happened under Tiberius
or Claudius) ever mentioned these men." How could he possibly
have possessed the least sense for the godlike in the life of Christ,
when he was capable of bringing up such a question as the one which
follows, where, comparing Christ with great kings,2 he says: "But
Jesus, who ha~ persuaded a few of the worst among you, has been
named these three hundred years; yet what remarkable thing had he
done, unless you suppose that healing the lame and the blind and ex
orcising demoniacs in the villages of Bethsaida and Bethany are to be
ranked among the greatest works;" - when he alleges against the sov
ereignty of Christ, that he was one of the subjects of the emperor;
that he who commanded the spirits, wlLO walked upon the sea, and
ejected evil spirits, could not change the will of his friends and kinsmen
so as to secure their own salvation; could not bring them to believe in
him? How little did he who could say this, understand the nature of
a moral change!
No less characteristic of the man, was the credulity with which, after
ridiculing the well-authenticated faith of the Christians, he received one
of the absurd tales of Heathenism, objecting to the Christians that they
had forsaken the ancilia which had fallen from heaven, and which se
cured eternal protection to the city of Rome, and the Roman empire;
and, instead of these, worshipped the wood of the cross.3 And equally
characteristic is his objection to Christianity, - an objection which con
tains some truth, but truth which redounds to the honor of Christianity,
- when he says that the Christians had let the best things of J udaisOl
and Paganism go, and blended together the worst out of both. They
had, for instance, thrown away from Judaism the sacred rites, the
various legal prescriptions, which required the holiest life, and froOl
Paganism the devout feeling towards all higher natures; while, on the
1 L.

c. 1. VI. p. 206.

2

VI. 491.

8

L. c. VI. 194.
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contrary, they had taken from the Jews their intolerant Monotheism,
and from the Pagans their freedom and indifference of living; 1 or, as
Julian expressed it, their custom of eating everything, like the green
herb. The truth here is, that Christianity delivered men from the'
yoke of the ceremonial law, and from a religion which cleaved to the
elements of the world; and that, on other grounds, it gave a freedom
of outward life, which; in outward appearance, might seem like the
pagan freedom, although it came from an entirely different spirit.
The relation here is precisely the same as that between the freedom of
the man who has never felt the power and the burden of sin, and the
freedom of him who has been actually redeemed from its bondage.
He says the Christians had given to the pagan freedom a still wider
scope; - correctly, we must admit, so far as it concerned outward
things; - and this they had been compelled to do as a matter of course,
"because their religion was to suit all nations, all forms of human life;
the innkeeper, the publican, the dancer, &c." 2 Bating the circum
stance that Julian carries the case out to the extreme of caricature,
there is, undoubtedly, a foundation of truth under-lying even this accu
sation, conformably to what has just been remarked. It was precisely
because Christianity started with this freedom, because it was bound
to no particular outward and earthly forms of life, because its trans
forming influence operated from within, that it was capable of ap
proaching, in like manner, people of all nations, ranks, and relations,
so as to diffuse its sanctifying influence over them all. So, too, he
glorifies the gospel, which was given to make returning sinners holy
and happy, when he reckons it as a reproach to Christianity that it
came first of all to sinners; and when, to give the satire more point, he
cites the testimony of the apostle Paul himself, 1st Corinthians 6: 11.
In this case, however, instead of dreaming of the justifying and sancti
fying power of faith in Christ, to which Paul alludes, he perverts the
sense of the apostle's language, as if he referred to some magical power
of baptism to destroy sin. " Dost thou see," he says, " that these were
also such? But they have been sanctified and cleansed, because they
have received a water that penetrates to the soul, by which they could
be purified. Baptism cannot remove leprosy, gout, warts, and other
l~ss or greater bodily defects; but it was able to purge away all the
sms of the soul." 3
As Julian did not recognize the one image of one only God in all
humanity, - but imagined that he saw in the different races of men
only the impress of the different individualities of their presiding deities;
or rather, as he carried out the principle of the deification of nature,
and his gods were merely the different human individualities of charac
ter, abstracted and deified; - a national character once in existence
. 1 T1J V
618 9 : 3.
2

GeneRom. 14 : 2.
VII. 238.
8 VII. f. 245. And so indeed it must ap
pear to a man who reads these words with
SUch a temper and habit of mind; because
ltotat/>optav Kat ;rvOalor1Jra.

such a temper of mind clings only to the
outward. The Christians, moreover, pro
moted this misapprehension by their own
representations of the magical effects of
baptism.
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appeared to him to be incapable of change. He adduces the Western
nations as a proof of this, who, although they had been for so long a
time under the Roman dominion, yet continued to remain for the most
part uncultivated: 1 but history, to whose testimony he appealed, has con
futed what he says; for Christianity has been able, without destroying
the more essential national peculiarities, to develope and bring out the
spiritual and moral elements which lie at the foundation of the human
nature in all.
Julian labors to show, that Christianity generally had taken its shape
only by degrees, through the cooperation of various outward causes;
as the fact would easily seem to be to the superficial observer, and in
general to every man who does not look at it from the very centre of
Christian intuition; since he will not know how to distinguish in Chris
tianity itself, the unchangeable essence from the changeable form, nor
that which springs out of the essence of Christianity from the foreign ele
ments which have mixed in with it. Now, although Julian undoubtedly
perceived the difference between the Christian life and the church doc
trines of his time, and that which was contained in the letter of the
sacred scriptures; yet he could not separate what was really foreign
in the prevailing church doctrines of the Christians of his time, and had
been added to the original doctrines of the New Testament, from what
was merely the drapery of a particular age in which the essential Chris
tian truth had clothed itself; and thus he might easily be led to sup
pose that he found contradictions in the doctrines of the New Testa
ment, because he was incapable of recognizing the unity of the essence
in the variety of its forms of representation.
Thus, for instance, he imagined that he perceived a contradiction of
this sort in the case of the doctrine of Christ's divinity; and in his re
marks on this point, he does not even agree with himself. In one pas
sage, he says of Christ to the Christians of his time: 2 "A8 you would
have it, he has created heaven and earth; for none of his disciples has
said this of him, except John alone, and even he not clearly and ex
plicitly." And in another place, he says,3 that neither Paul nor any
one of the evangelists ventured to call Jesus, God; but that John, on
hearing that in the cities of Greece and Italy many had already be
come infected with this contagion, and that the graves of Peter and
Paul were secretly worshipped,4 had first endeavored, by stealth and
artifice, to foist in the doctrine of Christ's divinity.5 And yet, in
another place,6 where he wishes to point out contradictions between the
Old and New Testaments,7 he finds in the formula of baptism,
which he nowhere attempts to explain away as a foreign addition to the
1
2
3

IV. 131.
VI. 213.
L. X. f.317.

4 We see with what assurance Julian here
created facts after his own imagination.
6 L. X. f. 327.
6

\

L. IX. f. 291.

7 In

respect to the relation of the OldTestament idea of the Messiah to that of

the New Test.'lment, the Christian teachers
hero laid themselves open to his attacks, in
a way which he well knew how to take ad
vantage of, when they professed to find the
whole doctrine concerning Christ, as it was
first clearly unfolded in the New Testament,
or even as with all the later church defini
tions, contained already in the Old Testa
ment.
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gospels, - a direction to invoke Christ, and the doctrine of three divine
essences. 1 He accuses the apostle Paul of self-contradiction,- of a
wavering between, universalism and particularism in the doctrine
concerning God; simply because, while looking himself upon the
outside of the matter, and everywhere hunting up contradictions,
he was incapable of perceiving the inner connection of the Pauline sys
tem. "Paul," says he,2 " changes his doctrine concerning God, as a
polypus changes color on the rocks. At one time he calls the Jews
God's only inheritance; at another, he persuades the Gentiles that
God is not the God of the Jews only, but also of the Gentiles. We
might rightly ask Paul, if God was not the God of the Jews only, but
also of the Gentiles, why did he send :Moses, the prophets, and the
miracles of the fabulous legends, to the Jews alone?" 3 Yet this ques
tion might have been easily answered, by simply unfolding the Pauline
doctrines concerning the law of God which is within man; concerning
the divine descent of humanity; concerning the God in whom we live,
move, and have our being, and who has nowhere left himself without a
witness; concerning the revelation of God in the works of creation, and
in the conscience; concerning the reaction between moral corruption
and spiritual blindness; concerning the object of the Old-Testament
theocracy, as a preparatory system to the spread of God's kingdom
among all mankind; concerning the fixed time of God's grace to all,
after all had been brought to the consciousness of guilt. In like man
ncr, he accuses the apostle Paul, and the Christians of that period, of
contradicting the doctrines of Christ himself, when they held that it
~as not 'necessary to observe the :Mosaic ceremonial law, notwithstand
mg that Christ, in his sennon on the Mount, had said that he had not
Come to destroy the law, but to fulfil, and had declared even the least
of the commandments to be binding 4 - a difficulty which admitted of
being easily resolved, by rightly determining' the meaning and the
references of our Saviour's remarks.
In the reign of Julian, some one, probably a pagan rhetorician, wrote
the dialogue, in imitation of Lucian, called Philopafris. This contains
a satirical account of the church doctrine of the Trinity, and of the
monks, who, as they were the emperor's most violent enemies, predicted
nothing but failure of his enterprises. They are represented as men
who took pleasure in the public misfortunes, as the enrmies of their
Count.ry; and hence the title of the dialogue.5 In order to understand
1 L. VIII. f. 262, he says, that in the Old
Testament no such designation of a higher
nature belon~ing to the MesRiah, as in the
Words 7rP(')TOTOIW~ 1ra(jTJ~ KTi(jE(,)~, is to be
found i and yet this expression belongs to
?aul, whom Julian had placed, on this subJeet, in such direct opposition to John.
21... III. f. 106.
.
a Thus he speaks who cited the fable of
the Aneilia above mentioned as an undoubted fact.
• L. X. 351.
Ii The very way in which the doctrine of
the Trinity is ridiculed in this dialogue,
VOL. II.
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(~12,) favors the supposition that it was
composed at some period subsequent to the
Nicene council. and this is confirmed hy the
description of the persons (§ 20 and 26)
who are represented altogether after the
same manner as the monk~ wer~ usually
depicted by the Pagans of thIS perIOd. The
. expression, 01 KfKap,.uvot TiJV yvwP7JV, mani
festly alludes to the monkish tonsure. The
monks say, that when they have fasted ten
days, and watched ten nights, singing
spiritual songs, they received mvelations of
future event~ in ~reams. Prophetic dreams
often occur In thIS age, both among Pagans
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the nature of the charges which the Pagans brought against Christian
ity and the Christian church, we must not only look into their polemi
cal works, which, for the reasons already alleged, could in this period
be but few in number; but we must also endeavor to find out the cu~
rent objections brought against Christianity by the Pagans in the ordi
nary intercourse of life. The sources from which such knowledge may
be obtained, are partly such writings of the Pagans in which they occa
sionally allude to Christianity or the Christians; and partly the apolo
getical writings of the fathers, and the homilies of Chrysostom and
Augustin.
Although many of the objections of the Pagans to Christianity,
springing out of the natural relation of Paganism, or of man in his cor
rupt state of nature, to Christianity, must ever be recurring; yet there
are many also which were called forth by the particular condition of the
Christian church in this period. This is the case with all such objec
tions as arose from the confounding together of church and state, and
from the mass of corruption which, under the garb of Ohristianity, had
attached itself to the church. If, in the former period, the extension
of the church, in· spite of all persecution, witnessed of that which tlte
divine power of the gospel alone was able to effect; now, on the other
hand, the Pagans, looking, as men are wont to do, at the present mo
ment, and forgetting the experience of the preceding centuries, could
object against the divine character of the religion, that. Ohristia-nity
depended for its spread on the favor of princes.1 To refute this objec
tion, Theodoretus must appeal to the experience of the past, and W
what was transpiring in Persia 2 when he wrote, in the beginning of the
fifth century.
In the preceding period, the Christians had been accused of irrever
ence towards the Oresars, (irreligiositas in Oresares,) because they re
fused to join in those demonstrations of respect which idolatrous pagan
flattery paid to the emperors. But when the Christians now reproached
and Christians. Not only what the friend
of the emperor says respecting the entire
victory over the Persians, but also what he
remarks concerning the cessation of the
inroads of the Scythians, (lKopofLaL TWv
l:"v&wv.) is in keeping with this period.
And this latter passage has been wrongly
adduc(ld by Kelle, who attributes the pro
duction to Lucian, (see his dissertation on
this dialogue in the commentationes theo!.
of Rosenmueller, Fuldner, and Maurer,
Lips. 1826, T. I. P. II. p. 246.) against
Gessner's hypothesis, with which we agree;
for by the authors of the fourth century,
the Goths were assuredly sometimes desig
nated by the general appellation of Scyth
inns, (see for example, Eunapii excerpta,
c. 26, in Mnjus scriptorum veterum nova
collectio, Tom. II. p. 272.) But there is
one point in which Kelle is unquestionably
right, viz. in saying that what is affirmed con
cerning the subjection of Egypt, a country
which had then' been so long time already a

Roman province, cannot without force be
interpreted· of this period. Yet it may be
questioned, whether all the particular marks
denoting the time in this dialogue are to
be uuderstood as historically true; whether
the author did not purposely intend to
transpose the age, and therefore purposely
introduce many things which belonged in
no respect to the existing period. In Giese
ler's Kirchengeschichte, I. Bd. 2te Aufiage,
S. 131, I see that the Herr Staatsrath
Niebuhr makes this dialogue to have been
written at Constantinople, under the em
peror Nicephorus Phocas, in the year 968.
But, as I am ignorant of the reasons which
are supposed to recommend this hypothesis
above that of Gessner, I can only mention
the fact.
I

'E" parnM."TJf: 1Jv~iJG8at ovvaf-LEfJf:. The

odoret. Grrec. Affect. curat. Disputat. IX·
p. 935, T. IV. ed. Schultz.
2 See below, persecutions in Persia.
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the Pagans with prostrating themselves before the images of the gods;
the reply they sometimes received was, that they did not scruple them
selves to fall down before the images of the emperor; which was the
less excusable in tltem, since, according to their own doctrine, it was
an honor due to God alone. 1 The Christian, indeed, had an answer;
that this was an abuse which had sprung from Paganism, and, having
become deeply rooted by the length of time, could not be extirpated
by Christianity; though the church did not cease to condemn it.2
N ext, while in the earlier times the conduct of the Christians had
been the most expressive and convincing proof of the divine power of
their faith; now, on the other hand, the enormous corruption which,
under the show of Christianity, manifested itself in the public relations
and among the great mass of nominal Christians, was seized upon by
the Pagans as a testimony against Christianity, and against the Chris
tian period which had led to such results. They did not reflect that
the evils which float on the surface are ever easily detected, but that
it requires more penetration to discern the truly good, which loves con
cealment and is less obtrusive. They saw, as Augustin justly expresses
himself with regard to such characters, the scum only, which swims
above, but did not remark the good oil, which had its secret channels,
and, silently passing through them, made increase without notice.8
Thus it was urged as an objection to Christianity, which the
bishop Augustin was required to answer,4 how it was that such great
and manifest evils had befallen the church under Christian princes, who
for the most part were diligent observers of the Ohristian religion.5
Augustin, it is true, in his answer does not undertake (as would have
been best) to dispute the position that such princes had been diligent
observers of Christianity; but what he says tacitly supposes that he
did not himself concede this position, and in some measure touches the
merits of the case, although he does not enter deeply into it. "It
were to be wished," he says, " that something, at least, had been said
of the conduct of the earlier emperors: thus examples would have been
adduced of a similar or even worse character under emperors who were
not Christians; and it might be seen that this is the fault of the men,
and not of the doctrine; or else, not of the emperors themselves, but
1 The Pagan ApolloniuB, in the Consul vestrre, et cretera, qure vanitas, non veritas
tationes Zachrei Christiani et Apollonii phi tradit, atque exsecrabilia sunt.
S Augustin. Sermo XV, § 9.
Amurca
losophi, 1. I. c. 28: Cur imagines hominum,
"el ceris pictas, yel metallis dcpictas, sub re per publicum currit, oleum autem ad sedem
suam
oecultos
transitus
habet:
et
cum
oe
gum reverentia, etiam publica. adoratione
veneramini, et, ut ipsi prredicatis, Deo tan culte transeat, in magnitudine 'apparet.
4 See Augustin, cp. 136 ad Marcellin.
tum honorem debitum etiam hominibus
6 Christianam religionem maxima de parte
datis 1 D'Achery, spicilcg. T. I.
sen'antes. This was just the evil of it, that
2 L. c. and cons. the work De promiss.
e~ prredict. Dei, Pars V. De dimidio tempo the Pagans hcard such princes extolled as
ns, where, in c. VlI., this transfer of pagan zealous Christians, that such incorrect, such
adulation is rebuked : jEtema cum dicitur, meagre notions were entertained of what
qure temporalis est, utique nomen est blas belonged to the observance of Christianity;
P~emire: cum mortales Hcet reges, in ea. that zeal for fonns of belief, for the exter
di~ntur Divi, eisque supplices dica.nt: nu nal interests of the church, for outward
nllni vestro altaribus vestris, perennitati matters of the church, were· confounded
with vital Christianity.
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of others, without whom the emperors could, have done nothing." 1 The
position itself he disputes in his excellent apologetical work, " The city
of God," where he says: "If all the kings of the earth, all thE)
nations, all the great, and all judges; if young and old together would
hear and obey the doctrines of Christ, such a people would at once par
ticipate of all civil prosperity in this present life, and of eternal bless
edness in the next. But," he adds, " because one man listens to these
doctrines, and another despises them; and because the great mass are
more attached to the vices which flatter their corruption, than to the
salutary rigor of the virtues; the servants of Christ, whether, they be
kings or subjects, rich or poor, freemen or slaves, endure, if need be,
even the worst of governments; and, by that patient endurance, con
tribute to prepare for themselves a place in that holiest and most ex
alted community of angels, in that heavenly city where the will of God
is law." 2 Augustin, moreover, very justly remarks, that the fountain
of tho§.e evils which were improperly charged on Christianity, was to
be traced to a far earlier' time, - to the corruption of the Roman state,
which had been introduced by earthly prosperity, and which had been
checked by no earthly counterpoise. He justly appeals here to the
testimony of the older Roman authors themselves; and, convinced that
the Christian religion furnished the only thorough remedy for the evil,
he thanks God that he had bestowed the means of a radical cure pre
cisely at the time of the greatest corruption, whence mankind would
have ever sunk lower in ruin. "Thanks be to the Lord our God,"
he exclaims," who sent us his own special assistance against those
evils." 3
Another objection was urged against Christianity on political grounds,
whicn sprung, however, not from any confounding of the precepts of
Christianity with the behavior of those who called themselves Chris
tians; but partly from a misapprehension of these precepts themselves,
and partly from the necessary opposition between the more political way
of thinking peculiar to antiquity and the theocratical and moral spirit
of Christianity. The Pagans, for instance, supposed that the Chris':
tian doctrine was irreconcilable with the fundamental principles of a.
state, and that no state could subsist in connection with it; since the
precepts of the sermon on the Mount forbade war even on the justest
occasions, and thus the state must be exposed to every kind of insult
and wrong from the barbarians. 4 To this Augustin replies, that these
precepts had reference to the disposition of heart, which, in Christians,
should always be the same, rather than to the outward actions. They
required that the heart should constantly cherish the same disposition
of patience and good will, while the outward actions must differ accord
Ep. 138 ad Marcellin.
De civitate Dei, l. II. c. 19.
Augustin, in the letter above cited,
(§ 171,) comparing the effects of Christi
anity with the civic virtues of the ancient
Roman republic, finely remarks: "Thus
God showed, in the example of that flour
ishing empire of the Romans, how much
1
:1
S

the civil virtues could effect even witho~t
the true religion, that it might appear eYl'
dent that men, when this is also added,
become the citizens of another state, whoSO
king is the truth, whose laws are love, and
whose duration is eternity."
4 Augustin. ep. 136.
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ing as the best interests of those towards whom we are thus disposed
require.l To those who maintained that Christianity necessarily con
flicted with the welfare of states, he· says: "Let them give us such
warriors as the Christian doctrine requires they should be; such sub
jects ; such husbands and wives; such fathers, sons, masters, and serv
ants; such kings and judges; 'such payers and receivers of tribute as
they ought to be according to the precepts of the Christian doctrine;
and would they still venture to assert, that this doctrine is opposed to
the state ? Nay, would they not rather confess without hesitation, that,
if it were followed, it would prove the salvation of the state?" .
The Pagans also labored to show in the historical way, that it was by
forsaking the national gods, to whom the Roman empire owed its in
crease and prosperity, and by the spread of Christianity, the state had
been ruined. Such was the aim of Eunapius and of Zosimus in their
historical works, written in the fifth century. The Spanish presbyter,
Paulus Orosius of Tarraco, in Spain, at the request of Augustin, wrote,
in the year 417,2 his historical compend, for the purpose of refuting
this charge by facts of history; and for the same reason Augustin him
self was led to write his profound work concerning the origin, char
acter, progress, and ultimate aim, of the city of God.

C. Various Obstacles which hindered the Progress of Christianity
among the Heathen; various Mean8 and Methods by which it was
promoted; and the different Kind8 of Oonversion.
The obstacles which, in this particular period, hindered the progress
of Christianity among the Heathen, varied among the different classes
of the Heathen, according to their different tendencies of mind and
feeling. Some to heathen superstition united the consciousness of
great crime, and sought in the former an antidote against the stings of
the latter. They were unwilling to abandon the superstition in which
they had been used to find so convenient a prop; and a religion pre
senting moral claims had no attractions for them, unless when unwor
thy priests, who made Christianity itself to be only another Paganism,
had either lowered, or concealed from them, these moral claims, for the
purpose of converting avowed Pagans into nominal Christians. Others,
who, to the eyes of men or in their own superficial view, had led blame
less lives, imagined they possessed all they needed in their own reli
gion, and especially that they needed not a Redeemer. In this
delusion they were more confirmed, when, instead of examining their
hearts by the demands of the holy law in their conscience, or of com
paring themselves with real and living Christians, of whom perhaps
they never saw an example within the circle of their acquaintance,
they contrasted themselves with the vastly greater number of nominal
Christians. It is of such Augustin speaks: 4 "You will find," he says,
1 Augustin. ep. 138. Ista prrecepta magis quod eis videatur prodesse posse, quibus
ad prreparationem cordis, qure intus est, bene velIe debemus.
2 Adversus Paganos historiarum libri
pertinere, quam ad opus, quod in aperto fit,
t teneatur in secreto animi patientia cum VII.
S De civitate Dei, libri xxn.
enevo}entia, in manifesto autem id fiat,
~ In Ps. 21. Enarrat. II. § 2.
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"many Pagans refusing to embrace Christianity, because they are satis
fied with their own good lives. One should live, say they, uprightly.
What further precept can Christ give us? We lead good lives al
ready: what need have we of Christ? We commit no murder, ~heft,
nor robbery; we covet no man's possessions, we are guilty of no breach
of the matrimonial bond. Let something worthy of censure be fo~nd
in our lives, and whoever can point it out may make us Christians."
Comparing himself with the nominal Christians: "Why would you
persuade me to become a Christian? I have been defrauded by a
Christian; I never defrauded any man; a Christian has broken
his oath to me, and I never broke my word to any man." 1 Others,
men of profounder feelings, men who were animated by a loftier moral
idea, and who perceived the contrast between this and their own life,
sought for peace in doctrines which no doubt had sprung from the
universal religious sense ofmankind,-those doctrines which formed the
system of the Neo-Platonists concerning a God who would purify from
the stains that adhered to them, and free from their chains, the strug
gling and suffering souls which, derived from himself, were fettered in
the bonds of a sensual nature, and sighed after their original source.1I
With this they united a theory which taught various mysterious out
ward methods of expiation and cleansing, whereby men could draW'
down upon themselves the redeeming and sanctifying powers of the
deity to purify and preserve both body and soul; where, however, it
was doubtless at the same time assumed, that the right disposition
existed within.3 To many this presentiment of a redeeming God be
came afterwards, when they perceived the insufficiency of those out
ward means of expiation, a point of transition to Christianity.
Again, from the rude and uncultivated mass who were wholly sunk
in blind superstition, we should distinguish the men of education. In
particular, there were then among the Pagans in the large cities, mul
titudes of half-educated men, from the rhetorical schools, with whom
certain rhetorical flourishes, a certain round of fine set phrases, which
they had learned to repeat, passed for a genuine culture of mind and
heart; men whose taste, trained to effeminacy from their youth up
wards in those showy and superficial schools, had contracted a disrel
ish for all vigorous and sound nourishment, both of mind and heart
The difficulty of approaching such persons increased in the same pro
In Psalm. 25. Enarrat. II.

+14.

rant. Also Simplicius holds that, along
See with the inner spiritual purification of the
the Hymns of Synesius.
soul by the rational knowledO"e of God and
8 E. g. Longinianus, a Pagan of North a life in harmony with natur~, the external
Africa, writes to Augustin, who had ques means of purification handed down from
tioned him with regard to his own opinion the gods, by which the body is sanctified as
on the right way which leads to God, (ep. the organ of the soul, are also necessary
234:) Via est in Deum melior, qua vir in order that the whole )nan may partake
bonns pHs, justis, veris, castis dictis factis of the 8ela l/.:;\,{LfLt/Jl~. Simplicii in Epictet.
qne probatus, et Deorum comi~tn vallatus, enchiridion, p. 218. It must be confessed,
in Deum intentione animi mentisque ire that a great deal may be found here which
{estinat. Via est, qure purgati antiquorum is analogous to the church doctrine of that
sacrorum piis prreceptis, expiationibusque period respecting the magical sanctifying
purissimis, et abstemiis observationibns de effects of the sacraments.
cocti, anima et corpore constantes deprope
1
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portion with their shallow and superficial way of thinking, and their
dulness of sense to all the deeper moral and religious wants of their
nature. Such men could put up with nothing but that which came
recommended to them in beautiful phrases. The plainness and sim
plicity of the sacred word was to them'reason enough for despising it.
And, although they knew very little about philosophy themselves, yet
they wanted a philosophical religion, and reproached the Christians
on account of their blind credulity. Of such, Theodoretus says:
" Some who have read the poets and orators, some who have also had
a taste of Plato's eloquence, despise the sacred scriptures, because they
are not set out with beautiful phrases; and they are ashamed to learn
the truth from fishermen. And this pride is found in-men who pos
sess but a superficial knowledge of the Greek philosophy,-who have
only scraped together, from one quarter and another, a sort of literary
medley.! Of such, Augustin, in his beautiful tract, entitled, " A guide
to the instruction of the different classes of Pagan catechumens," says
that their teachers must accustom them to hear scripture read, with
out despising it because its language is so simple and free from all
rhetorical embellishments.2 It is to such, Theodoretus says: 3 "It was
God's will that all men, Greeks and barbarians, learned and unlearned,
shoemakers, weM'ers, and other mechanics, moreover slaves, beggars,
Women, both such as live in the abundance of all things, and such as
depend on the work of their own hands, should draw from the same
fountain of salvation: for this reason he employed fishermen, and one
who was a shoemaker, (he should have said a tenirmaker, Paul,) as his
instruments; and Ite let their language remain a8 it 'Was in the begin
ning, but poured through the same the clear streams of heavenly wis
dom."
Chrysostom once heard a Christian, in disputing with a rhetorically
educated Pagan of this class, contend that, in the elegant and proper
use of the Greek language, Paul was superior to Plato. He censured
the Christian who so badly understood how to defend his own cause;
since the very point he was chiefly concerned to make out, was that
the apostles were men destitute of human learning and art, in order to
show that it was not human power, but the power of God, which oper
ated through them. 4
Among the cultivated Pagans, the following view of religion exten
Sively prevailed; that with the diversity of nations. and .the varie~i~s of
the human race was necessarily connected the dIversIty of relIgIOns.
There was, indeed, but one original divine Essence; but the union
between this hiahest one and the endlessly diversified forms of hu
Inanity, could ocly be mediated through certain higher natures which
had emanated from that original Essence, viz. the gods, under whose
dominion the several portions of the earth were distributed. Or again,
1 Theodoret. Grme. affect. curat. Dispu illos doctissimos. Docendi sint scripturas
audire divinas, ne sordcat cis solidum ela.
tat. 1. p. 696, T. IV.
quium, quia. non est inflatum.
2 De catechizand. rudib, c. IX. Sunt qui
3 Disputat. VIII. pag. 899.
dam de scholis usitatissirnis grammatico
4 Chrysostom. ep. ad Corinth. I. H.
:urn oratorumque venicntes, quos neqne
Inter idiotas numerare audeas neque inter

m.
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they conceived all the different religions to be only different forms of
the revelation of one and the same divine substance - to be one es
sence in manifold forms; and it was precisely by this manifoldness, as
they supposed, that God was most highly honored. There could not
be one single way alone which conducted, exclusive of all others, to
the supreme, hidden, original Essence: it was only by different ways
that men could attain to the most hidden mystery of the divine Being.
Accordingly says Simplicius,I God is everywhere present, with all his
divine powers; but limited men, who are confined to their several de
terminate spots of the earth, could not grasp the immense whole. The
divine powers, like natural gifts, must be variously distributed. Ac
cordingly the N eo-Platonic Pagan philosopher Proclus worshipped
Greek and Oriental divinities, according to the peculiar Greek and
Oriental modes of worship; it being his wont to say, that the philoso
pher ought not to bind himself to the observance of this or that nar
tional form of worship, but, as the common hierophant for the whole
world, be familiar with every form of religion.2 "The rivalship of the
different religions," says Themistius to the emperor J ovian,3 "directly
contributes to stir up zeal in worship. There are different ways
some more difficult, others easier; some rougher, others more plain and
even - which lead to the same goal. If you allow but one way to be
good, and hedge up the others, emulation is at an end. God desires
no such agreement among men. As Heraclitus says, Nature loves to
hide herself, and still more than nature, the Creator of it, - whom we
reverence particularly on this account, because the knowledge of him
does not lie on the surface, and is not to be acquired without toil. As
you have various ranks and conditions among your subjects, who all in
like manner depend on you, and look up to you - so, be assured, the
Lord of the universe also takes pleasure in variety and in the diversi
ties of condition. It is his will, that the Syrians should worship him
in one way, the Greeks in another, and the Egyptians in still another.
And, again, the Syrians are not agreed among themselves, but are
subdivided into different minor sects. None have precisely the same
notions with the others. Why, then, should we try to force that which
is impossible in the nature of things ?" In like manner writes Symmar
chus, in the above-cited Relatio ad Valentinianum: "It is reason
able that we should hold that Being whom all worship, t{) be one and
the same. We all see the same stars; there is a common cope of
heaven; the same universe contains us. What matters it in what
way each finds the truth? By one way it is impossible to reach so hid
den a matter." If no regard were paid to the essential opposition be
tween Christian Theism and Paganism, it might seem as if Christianity
too easily admitted of being taken up into this eclecticism, and might
find its place along with the others as one of the manifold forms of re
ligion. But the peculiar essence of Christianity strugaled against
everything like this; and on this account it was exposel'the more to
1 In Epictet. enchiridion, p. 219,220.
2 See Marini vita Prooli, p. 74.
8 See the above-cited discourse, p. 67 and 68.
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the reproach of a stiff and uncompromising intolerance. It substituted
an objective, firm, and steadfast word of God in place of the impure
and barely subjective presentiment, feeling, and opinion of man, which
confounded godlike and ungodlike; and it made that divine word a
judge of the thoughts and feelings. Ambrosius says rightly to 8ym
machus, "Come and learn on the earth the walk in heaven. Here
we live, and there is our walk. Let God, my Creator, teach me himself
the mysteries of heaven. Let not man teach me, who knows not even
himself."
It is true, the religious way of thinking we have just described, pos
sessed some truth at bottom; which truth, however, Christianity alone
teaches us how to separate from the falsehood with which it is associated.
That free development of the individualities of human character in
religion is to be found in Christianity, as it had nowhere been seen be
fore: but it is here subordinated to a higher, all-transforming princi
pIe; and by this it was to be gradually purged from all intermixture
of the ungodlike element. To that equalization of all forms of religion
which sprung out of the principle of the deification of nature, an error
of the contrary kind did, indeed, oppose itself at that time in the
Christian church. This error had its ground, however, not in Chris
tianity itself, but in human inventions, confounded with Christianity
-in a narrow dogmatism, which would adhere to one fixed and
determinate form of the human apprehension of Christianity, which
form could, no more than any thing else human, be exempt from error
and adapted to all human minds and all stages of the development of
Christian faith and Christian knowledge. Yet this form was to be
maintained as complete, eternally valid, the only true way of appre
hending Christianity; and all minds forced into this one yoke. As
opposed to this other extreme, the erroneous, pagan way of thinking
might the more easily seem to present a semblance of truth.
As the relation of the different classes of Pagans to Christianity
varied, so also the ways were various by which they were led to em
brace the gospel; and in the great variety of these leadings was shown
the manifold wisdom of God. But we must first distinguish in this
period between conversion in the proper and Christian sense - an in
ward change of disposition wrought by Christianity, and the mere out
ward adoption of Christianity; that is, of its name and ceremonial
observances, - or an exchange of open, undisguised Paganism, for a
nominal Christianity covering a pagan way of thinking. It mlJSt be
evident, from what has already been observed respecting the spread of
Christianity under the Christian emperors, that in this period the num
ber of conversions of the latter kind far exceeded those of the former.
And this is confirmed by the testimony of those church-teachers who
were right earnest in bringing about conversions of the genuine stamp.
Thus Augustin, for instance, in remarking on John 6: 26, complains:
" Bow many seek J esllS only that he may benefit them in earthly mat
ters ! One man has a lawsuit, - so he seeks the intercession of the
clergy; another is oppressed by his superior, - so he takes refuge in
the church. Others are seeking, one in this way, and another in that,
VOL. II.
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to be interceded for in some quarter where they have but little influ
ence themselves. The church is daily full of such persons. Seldom
is Jesus sought for Jesus' sake." 1
Doubtless it might happen, that many, whose sole intention was
hypocritically to put on the profession of Christianity, would be led
farther than they meant to be, by some bishop or catechist, who under
stood his calling and its duties. Such an one first took pains to inform
himself, in the way prescribed by Augustin in his excellent guide to the
catechist, (the tract de catechizandis rudibus,) of the reasons which in
duced the Pagan to seek baptism. If he showed that he was actuated
by impure motives, such an enlightened teacher would gently repel
him. Or if, which was most often the case, he answered the inquiries
of the catechist in conformity with his own hypocritical disposition, still
the catechist endeavored to give his conversation such a turn as to
reach the heart of the heathen man. "Often," says the bishop Au
gustin, - speaking here from the experience which must belong to all
men of the like spirit, - "often the mercy of God so comes to the
help of the catechist's ministry, that the Pagan, moved by his discourse,
resolves to become that which he meant to feign." 2 But if Pagans of
this character came to one of the great majority of those ecclesiastics,
men wholly without experience in the trial of spirits, or who were only
interested to multiply the number of nominal Christians, they were re
ceived at once into the same" number without farther question. Yet
even these, after being incorporated with the visible church, might be
led by what was there presented to them; by the impressions which
they involuntarily received; by the society of Christians; by partici
pating in the acts of worship; by some word of the sermon to which
they might be listening with others on some great festival, - by such
or· other means, - to find in the church a good of a higher kind than
any which they had sought for in it. Hence, Augustin remarks:
"Many, who presented themselves to the church with such impure ma
tives, were, notwithstanding, reformed after they had once come into
it." 3 But, assuredly, no one was warranted for this reason to counte
nance such hypocrisy, to approve the evil, that good might come out of
it. And beyond all doubt, the number was far greater of those who
grew hardened in that worldly sense by which, from the first, they had
profaned a holy profession, and who were thus the means of introducing
into the church a great mass of corruption. Among the fruits of such
mere outward conversions were those who were found, soon afterwards,
at the altars of the false gods. 'Ve have proof of this in the laws
t

1 In John. Tract. 25, c. 10.
Augustin sis, § 4, remarks: "A man may present
also notices as outward reasons which led himself for baptism· to please his wife, a
many to adopt Christianity, (p. 47,) Ut wife to please her husband, a servant t.o
majorem amicum conciliet, ut ad concupi please Ins master, a friend to please hls
tam uxorem perveniat, ut aliquam pressu friend. And now it is incumbent on the
ram hujus secnli evadat.
catechist, through whatever motives the in
2 De catechiz. rudib. ~. 5.
Srepe adest dividual may have come, to lead him to find
misericordia Dei. per ministerium catechi in the church something higher and better
zan tis, ut sermone commotus jam fieri velit, than he was seeking for."
.
8 Augustin. S. 47.
Multi etiam sic ill
quod decreverat fingere. So also Cyril of
Jerusalem, in the prologue to his Cateche- trantes corriguntur ingressi.
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enacted against apostates in the reign of the emperor Theodosius (see
above.)!
Yet these gros8 worldly motive8 were not the only ones which "led t{)
hypocritical conversions; as, indeed, there were many different stages
of hypocrisy in these conversions, according as the consciousness of
deception was more or less present; according as intentional fraud or
unconscious self-deception more or less predominated. Many were first
awakened by outward impressions, which might lead them to a super
stition which had simply changed its color, as well as from superstition
to the faith. Many supposed they had seen miraculous effects pro
duced by the sign of the cross, similar to what had been witnessed,
though under different circumstances, by Constantine; others, who had
heard of the divine power of Christ, driven in some strait to seek for
assistance from the unknown God, believed they had seen him visi
bly manifested, and that they were thus delivered.2 To others,
some occurrence of the day, which was afterwards forgotten, but
which had made an impression on their souls, of which, however,
they were but vaguely conscious, would re-appear in the form of a
dream, where they imagined they saw Christ, or some martyr, threat
ening, warning, admonishing them. In all such cases, however, it
might be, that the individual was seeking in Christianity only for some
earthly good, although he was not hoping to obtain it from man, like
the class of hypocritical professors first mentioned, but from God. Not
love, but fear, which easily creates idols, or not the love which is bent
on heavenly things, but a material craving after miraculous revelations
to the senses, which he hoped to find in Christianity, led him to the
church. Much depended also on the circumstance whether he found
a teacher who could point him away from sensuous to spiritual things.
According to Augustin's directions to the catechist, it was the duty of
the latter to take advantage of such communications to impress it on
the Heathen's heart, how great was God's care for men; but then he
should also aim to divert his mind from such wonders and dreams, and
lead it in the more certain way, and to the surer testimonies of holy
scripture; - he should inform him, that God would not awaken him by
such signs and dreams, if a safer way had not been already prepared for
him in holy scripture, where he was not to seek for visible miracles,
but accustom himself to wait for invisible ones; - where he would be
taught of God not in the visions of sleep, but while awake.3 But when
such teachers in Christianity were wanting, individuals of this class
might easily be so misled, as merely to substitute in place of the pagan
superstition, another under the Christian dress.
It so happened, that many had their fears excited by particular out
ward impressions, or by the inner excitements of conscience. 4 They
felt the need of pardon; but they had no right conception of the for
i Augustin. de catechizand. rudib. C. V.
1 See the entire Titulus VII. of the 1. 16,
C.od. Theodos. Compo the decrees of Siri Rarissime quippe accidit, immo vero nun
quam, ut quisquam veniat volens fieri Chris
C1US ad Himerium, of the year 385, § 4.
tianus, qui non sit aUquo Dei timore per
2. See e. g. Paulin. Nolan. ep. 36 ad Ma
canum.
culsus.
a De catechiz. rudib. c. VI.
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giveness of sins, or of what must be· done on man's part in order to
obtain it. They dreamed of obtaining at once, by the opus operatum of
baptism, the magical extinction of their sins, although they still con
tinued in the practice of them. Now, in case such individuals came to
a bishop or catechist, of the character required in the above-cited work
of Augustin, such a teacher would avail himself of the disturbed con
science, which had brought them to him, as a favorable opportunity for
preaching to them repentance, and of leading them from the way of a
hypocritical to an honest conversion. But unhappily, there were bish
ops whose only wish was to make the conversion to Christianity a right
easy thing for the Pagans; and whose instructions, therefore, served
much rather to confirm them in this wrong state of mind, than to draw
them away from it. They merely told them what they would have to
believe in order to be Christians; but they were silent as to the obliga
tions to a holy life which flowed out of this faith, lest they might thus
be deterred from baptism. Hence they baptised even those who lived
in open sin, and who plainly enough manifested that it was not their
purpose to forsake it. They imagined, that when these were once bap
tised and introduced into the fellowship of the church, it was then time
enough to admonish them against sin. These corrupt modes of pro
cedure originated partly in the erroneous notions of worth attached
to a barely outward baptism and outward church fellowship; and
partly in the false notions of what constituted faith, and of the relation
of the doctrines of faith and of morals in Christianity to each other.l
Against this mode of procedure, and the errors out of which it
sprang, Augustin wrote his excellent work de fide et operibus. He
says here, ~ 9: "What more befitting time can be found for one to
hear about the faith which he ought to cherish, and how he ought to
live, than that time when, with a soul full of longing desire, he pants
after the sacrament of faith that conducts to salvation? What other
season can be a more appropriate one, for learning what manner of walk
is suited to so great a sacrament, which they are longing to receive?
'Vill it be after they have received it; even though after baptism they
should be in the practice of great sins, - even though they have
never as yet become new men, but remain in their former guilt? Then,
by a strange perversion of language, it would first be said to them:
, Put on the new man; ' - and then, after they have done so, - ' Put
off the old man;' whereas the apostle, 'observing the proper order of
1 They imagined that such persons, by
means of that outward baptism and the
outward fellowship of the church, by means
of that which they called faith, had at least
a hope of salvation beyond that of the Pagans, although, ere they could attain to it,
it would be necessary for them to pass
through a refining fire, ignis purgatorius.
Against such bishops, animated with this
false zeal for multiplying the numbers of the
Christians, Chrysostom takes ground in his
tract 'lTpO~ TOV il1/f/.1/Tpiov m:p2 "aTavvEew~,
T. VI. cd. Savil. f. 145. " Our Lord utters

it os a precept, Give not that which is holy
unto the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls
before swine. But through foolish vanity
and ambition we have subverted this com
mand too, by admitting those corrupt, un
believing men,who are. full of evil, before
thcy have givcn us any satisfactory evi
dence of a change of mind, to partake of
the sacraments. It is on this account many
of those who were thus baptized, have fal
len awa.y, and have occasioned much scan'
dal."
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things,.says: 'Put off the old man, and put on the new,' Ooloss. 3:

9, 10; and the Lord himself exclaims: 'No man putteth a piece of
new cloth unto an old garment; neither do men put new wine into old
bottles,' Matth. 9 : 16, 17."
The advocates of these measures alleged in their defence, that in the
letters of the apostles the doctrines of faith preceded those of morals.
To this Augustin replied: "This might have some weight, if it were
the fact, that there are particular writings of the apostles addressed to
the catechumens, and other particular epistles addressed to the baptised;
and in the former nothing but the doctrines of faith were presented;
in the latter nothing but the doctrine of morals. But the truth is, all
the epistles are addressed to Ohristians already baptised. Why, then,
do we find the two things combined? We must grant, both belong to
t]1e complete sum of Christian doctrine; but that they have commonly
placed the doctrines of faith before the precepts of living, because a
holy life presupposes the faith out of which it springs." Next, they
defended their mode of proceeding by appealing to the example of the
apostle Peter, who preached nothing but faith to the three thousand
who were baptized aft~r his first discourse, and who, when they asked
him what they should do, simply replied: "Repent and be baptized,
everyone of you, in the name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of
sins." Acts 2: 38. To this Augustin replied, that in the requisi
tion of repentance, was in fact implied already the requisition to put
off the old man and to put on the new; and the remark in verse 40, that
Peter with many other words testified and exhorted, saying: "Save
yourselves from this untoward generation," certainly supposes that
they were required to renounce every sinful practice which belonged to
the character of that sinful generation.
In opposition to the practice of citing exclusively those passages of
scripture which speak solely of the preaching of faith in Christ, or of
9hrist crucified,. as Acts 8: 37, and 2 Cor. 2: 2; 3: 10, Augustin very
Justly remarks: "One important part of preaching faith in Christ is,
to teach how the members must be constituted, which he seeks in or
der to be their head; which he forms, loves, redeems, and conducts to
eternal life. An important part of preaching Christ crucified is, to
teach how we ought to be crucified with him to the world,- conse
quently, eyery thing that relates to the duty of self-denial. By that
faith in Christ which Paul makes the foundation of the whole Christian
life, he does not understand such faith as wicked spirits also might
possess, but that faith by which Christ dwells in the heart, - that liv
lllg faith which works by love, and comprehends in itself every other
grace." .
Many educated Pagans were conducted to the faith, not at once, by
~eans of some sudden excitement, but after they had been led by par
tICular providences, by the great multitude of Christians around them,
tQ entertain doubts of the Pagan religion they had received from their
ancestors, and to enter upon a serious examination of the several sys
tems of religion within their reach. They read the holy scriptures
and the writings of the Christian fathers; they proposed their doubts,
VOL. II.
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their difficulties to Christian friends,! and finally made up their minds
to go to the bishop. Many came, by slow degrees, through many
intervening steps, to Christianity; and the Neo-Platonic, religious idea
lism formed one stage in particular by which they were brought
nearer to Christian ideas, as is seen in the examples of a Synesius and
an Augustin. This system made them familiar with the doctrine of a
Triad. Although this doctrine, in its speculative matter and its specula
tive tendency, was altogether different from the Christian doctrine,
which is in its essence practical throughout; yet they were thereby
made attentive to Christian ideas. They were conducted still nearer to
practical Christianity by the doctrine that man needed to be redeemed
and purified from the might of the VAn, which not only fettered and
clogged, but corrupted that element of his soul which stands related to
God. It is true, they believed only in a general redeeming power of
God, which was imparted to individuals in proportion to their worth;
or the communication of which was connected with various religious in
stitutions under different forms. But, notwithstanding, all this was
calculated gradually to pave the way both for the speculative mind and
for the heart to embrace Christianity; even though Christianity might
be regarded at first only as one of the manifold forms of the revelation
of the divine, as we see illustrated in the case of Synesius.
In the idea of a divine Logos or Nus, the eternal revealer of God,
these Platonicians would perhaps find themselves at home; not so
with regard to the faith in the historical Christ crucified. They would
have been pleased to place Christ on a level with those enlightened
sages by whom the divine Logos had revealed himself under different
forms, and who, by the fleshly multitude, too prone to cleave to the per
sonal being, had been misunderstood. But to abide by this historical
Christ alone, to seek in him their salvation, this was requiring too much
from their speculative idealism. 2 Augustin, in his confessions, (1. vii.
§ 13,) after having described this state of mind from his own expe
rience, since it was from a position of this sort that he himself passed
over to the simple gospel, says: "Thou hast hid these things from the
wise and prudent, and revealed them unto babes, that so they who feel
themselves weary and heavy laden might come unto him, and he might
give them rest, because he is meek and lowly of spirit. But those
who are inflated with the pride of a doctrine that styles itself sublime,
hear not the call of him who says, 'Learn of me, for I am meek and
lowly of spirit, and ye shall find rest to your souls.' Matth. 11: 29."
Yet when those to whom Christiani.ty appeared at first as one pecu
liar revelation of the divine, coordinate to other forms of manifest1V
tion, and not as the absolute religion of humanity, were induced to
1 Augustin. de catechizand. rudib. § 12.
Tales non eadem hora, qua Christi ani fient,
sed antea solent omnia diligenter inquirere.
et motus animi sui cum quibus possunt
communieare atque discutere.
2 Many of these, had they been as clear to
themselves, as honest and humble, as was
Jacobi, might have said what that devout

and noble spirit, so f'.Ill of earnest longing
after the truth, said in a letter to Lavater,
that Christianity met their wants, so far as
it was mysticism, but that on that very aC
count it was the more difficult for them to
get along with the historical faith. See Ja
cobi's Auserleseuen Briefwechsel, II. :6.
S.55.
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read the holy scnptures, and to attend divine worship in Christian
churches, so far as this stood free and open to the unbaptized, (i. e.
the reading of the scriptures and the sermon,) they might, by theil
own study of the scriptures, and through numberless immediate im
pressions derived from the church life, be let more deeply into the
Christian truth than they had divined of it, until at last they found
the redeeming God only in Christ; and the ideal Christ, by means of
their own inward experience, became to them the real one. Thus Sy
nesius, for example, came from the position above described still nearer
to Christianity, when, in the year 399, having been sent to Constanti
nople, as a delegate from his native city Cyrene, driven to a great
strait, where he was abandoned of all human help, he visited the·
church, spent much time in prayer, and in this place felt the near
presence of God. Thus he was first led to desire baptism; - and he
was doubtless brought to a still more profound acquaintance with the
deep things of Christianity by the experiences of the episcopal office,
which he had reluctantly been induced to assume. Thus it happened
to Augustin, who from this position came to the study of the apostle
Paul, in the expectation of finding here the same things that he had
found in Platonism, only in a different form; instead of which, he
found 8ucl~ a 8pirit as brought about the great ferment and crisis in his
inner life.

n.

SPREAD OF CHRISTIANITY BEYOND THE LIMITS OF THE ROMAN
EMPffiE.

Among the means which contributed to further the progress of
Christianity in nations not subjected to the Roman dominion, may be
mentioned first, the commercial intercourse of nations. Along with the
goods of the earth, the highest blessings of the Spirit also were thus
often transmitted to distant lands. In the next place, many of those
monks who lived in the Lybian and the Syrian deserts, on the borders
of barbarian tribes, acquired, by the godly character which shone forth
in their lives, and which exercised a mighty power even over those
rude minds, the respect and confidence of the wandering nomadic
hordes; and they would doubtless avail themselves of the opportunity
thus afforded, of bringing home the gospel to their hearts. Even that
which seemed to threaten destruction to the church, must contribute
to its extension. Many Christians who had been driven by the perse
cution of Dioclesian out of Egypt, Lybia, and Syria, took refuge with
the neighboring barbarian tribes,l and there enjoyed that freedom in
the worship of God which they could not find in the Roman empire.
The PaaallS murmured, when they saw the idolatrous homage they
~ad bee~ used to pay to the "etern~l city:' exhibited by hisrory in
Its nothingness and the colossal creation WhICh had sprung forth from
Rome crumbli~g daily to ruin. But through Christianity, to which
they ascribed all the public misfortunes, a new and more glorious
creation was to be called forth out of the ruins of the old one. Both
1

Euseb. vito Constant. 1. n. c. 53.
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the hostile and the peaceful relations of the Romans with the rude
tribes, particularly those of German origin, which were the first, after
the general migration of races, to take an important part in the grand
historical events of the world, contributed to bring these tribes to their
first acquaintance with the gospel. A man who lived in the early part
of the fifth century, and was an eye-witness of these events, - the au
thor of the work "de vocatione gentium, (probably Leo the Great, af
terwards bishop of Rome, but then a deacon,)! remarks finely on this
point: "The very weapons by which the world is upturned, must
serve to promote the ends of Christian grace. Many sons of the
church, who had been taken captive by the enemy, made their masters
the servants of the gospel of Christ, and were teachers of the faith to
those whose slaves they had become by the fortune of war. But other
barbarians, who aided the Romans in war, learned among our people
what they could not have learned at their own homes, and returned to
their native land carrying with them the instruction they had received
in Christianity.".
.
We turn first to Asia. In the former period, it was remarked that
Christianity had already made progress in Persia. The number of
Christians had gone on increasing among all ranks until the beginning
of the present period. At the head of the Christian church in Persia,
stood the bishop of the royal residence and chief city of the ancient
Parthian kingdom, namely, Seleucia Ctesiphon. But the Magians,
the Persian sacerdotal caste, applied every means to counteract the
spread of Christianity; and the Jews, who were thickly scattered over
the Persian empire, joined also in these hostile machinations.
The emperor Constantine recommended the Christians to the pro
tection of the Persian emperor, Shapur (Sapor) II., taking occasion of
an embassy which the latter prince sent to him. 2 His letter contains
nothing which alludes to the existence as yet of any persecution against
the Christians in the Persian empire. At all events, it is certain, ac
cording to the more accurate chronology of the oriental accounts,
that the beginning of the most violent and harassing persecution m\1st
not be placed, as the Greek writers on church history assert, under
the reign of Constantine, but under that of his successor. But, if some
oriental notices 3 are entitled to credit, this persecution was preceded
by two others of shorter duration, in which many Christians suffered
martyrdom-one in the year 330,4 the other in the year 342.5 Sti1l
it may be a question, whether those documents are worthy of entire
confidence, and whether their narratives are chronologically accurate.
lL.

n. c. 32.

Euseb. IV. 9.
See the two Chaldee documents ex
tracted from the history of the Persian
martyrs, in Stephan. Euod. Assemani acta
martyrum orientalium et occidentalium ap
pendix. p. 215.
<i In the 18th year of the reign of Shapur,
the beginning of which should be placed,
according to !deler's chronology, (see B. II.
S. 558,) in the year 312.
. 2
8

6 In the 30th year of his reign. The pas
sage in the Acts of the second persecution,
(Assemani,1. c. 227,) where Sapor, address
ing the Christians, says: (, What God is
better than Hormu<;d, or mightier than
the terrible Ahriman," is ha.rdly in agree
ment with the Persian religious ideas; for,
according to these, Ahriman, the object ~f
abhorrence, would scarcely be mentioned In
such connection with Ormuzd.
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The credible records' of the principal persecution above mentioned, con
tain not a hint that others had preceded it. Moreover, the Greek
church historians, notwithstanding the anachronism just mentioned,
speak of but one persecution, and make no mention of any before this.
They state, that at the time of the commencement of that principal
persecution the Christian church was in a flourishing condition.
Now, with regard to the main persecution, which broke out in the
year 343,1 it is manifest that the hostile relations existing between the
Roman and the Persian empires were the immediate occasion of it. It
was attempted to excite the suspicions of the emperor against the Chris
tians on political grounds, because of the correspond~nce which they
maintained with their brethren of the same faith in the Roman empire.
For this purpose, advantage was taken of the respect usually paid by
the emperors at Constantinople to the chief of the Persian bishops.
Thus, for example, the Persian Jews represented to the emperor Sapor,
that, when the Roman emperor received from him magnificent epistles
and costly presents, they were scarcely noticed, in comparison with a
miserable note from the bishop of Seleucia Ctesiphon, to which the em
peror paid every mark of respect. 2 So also Christian ecclesiastics were
accused of harboring in their houses Roman spies; of betraying to
them the secrets of the empire; of writing letters themselves to the
Roman emperor, informing him of everything that transpired in the
East. 3
The objections brought against Christianity by the Persian civil
authorities, mark the peculiar relation in which Parsism stood, both to
Christianity generally, and to that prevailing tendency of the religious
and moral spirit which obtained particularly among the Persian Chris
tians. To those who held to the principles of the Parsic Dualism, in
which the opposition between Ormuzd and Ahriman, and their respec
tive creations, a pure and an impure one, was uniformly adhered to,
the Christian monotheistic view of the universe must have appeared as
a confounding of good and evil, of the godlike and the ungodlike, as a
profanation of the holy essence of God; since God was made to be the
creator of that which could proceed only from the evil principle. Ac
cordingly, in the proclamation issued bythe Persian commander and
governor, Mihr-Nerseh, to the Christians in Armenia, about the middle
of the fifth century, it is said: 4 "All that is good in heaven, Ormuzd
created, and all that is evil was produced by Ahriman. Hatred, calami
ty, unhappy wars, all these things are the working of the evil princi
pIe; but, on the other hand, good fortune, dominion, glory, health of
body, beauty of person, truthfulness in language, length of years, all
these things proceed from the good principle. Evil, however, is mixed
1 The most important records of its his
tory, of which we shall say more hereafter,
tnay be found iu the collection of the acta
lll~rtyrum, made under the direction of the
BIShop Marathas, (see Assimani bibliothe
ca oriental. T. III. P. I. p. 73,) from which
\Vere derived also those narrativeR already
Illade use of by the Greek historians of the

church. These acta were published by
Stephan. Euod. Assemani, in the work al
ready cited.
2 Acta martyrnm, 1. c. p. 20.
3 L. c. f. 152.
4 In the French version, in the Memoires
bistoriques et geographiques sur l'Am}(?nie
par St. Martin. T. II. Paris, 1819, p. 472.
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with all. They who affirm that God created death, and that evil and
good proceed from him, are in error: for instance, the Christians, who
say that God, being angry with his servant because he had eaten a
fig,! created death, and thereby punished men." In like manner, it
was objected to the Christians, that they taught that insects, serpents,
scorpions, were created by God, and not by the devi1.2 Although the
Parsic religion acknowledged the being of one primal Essence, under
the name of Zervan, (Kp6v~r = the alcJv, (3vff6r of the Gnostics,) from
whom all existence flowed; yet this idea of the one hidden, primal Es
sence, from the very nature of the case, retreated into the obscure;
and the idea constantly predominant was that of Ormuzd, the revealer
of this hidden, divine, primal Essence; the creator, the victorious an
tagonist of Ahriman; and, although he was the object of all prayer
and adoration, yet various genii and powers of a pure, holy nature,
which were supposed to have emanated from Ormuzd, received also a
certain share of worship, so far as they represented him. The sun,
fire, water, earth, as elements of a pure nature, working with the energy
of Ormuzd, were objects of worship with the Persians; and hence it
was objected to the Christians, that they worshipped only one God, but
did not pay due honor to the sun, the fire, the water; especially, that
they profaned the water by using it for improper lustrations. In the
ritual of the Parsic religion, however, lustrations by water were fre
quently used. In the case last cited, either Christian baptism itself is
represented as a profanation of the holy element, or else it is meant
that the Christians paid no regard to the sacredness of water in their
daily use of it.3 As to the holy earth, the Persians believed, doubtless,
that they saw it profaned by the burial of the dead; for this practice,
too, was urged as an objection against the Christians. 4 It constituted,
again, a part of the nature-worship of the Persians, that they looked
upon many of the brute animals as being specially consecrated to Or
muzd, and sacred; while others were consecrated to Ahriman ; - and
hence the Christians were censured for slaughtering brute animals indis
criminately. Necessarily connected with the nature-worship of the
Persians, with the idea, pervading the whole life of the Persians, that
every man should be a servant of Ormuzd in the struggle to defend his
holy creation against the destructive powers of Ahriman, was the pre-.
cept of their religion, which required a life of activity and industry,
1 The reason why the fig in particular
comes to be mentioned here is, that many
of the fathers of the oriental church, as for
instance, Theodorns of Mopsuestia, (see
his observations on the first chapters of
Genesis, in the catena of Nicephorus, on
the Octoteuch. Lips. 1770,) supposed it
might be inferred from Genesis 3: 7, that
this was the forbidden fruit.
2 Assemani, 1. c. fo1. 181.
3 See Herodot. 1. I. c. 138.
f The custom of burying the dead con
trasted strongly with the usage of the Per
sians at that period. The dead body was
cast into the open field, as a prey for dogs

and ravenous birds. They regarded it as a
bad token, a sign that the deceased was an
abandoned wretch and his soul belonged to
the Dews, if the body was left untouched
by the beasts of prey. The bones that were
left, were allowed to moulder away on the
ground. See Agathias, II. 22 and 23,
pag. 113, ed. Niebuhr. This historian sa~s
expressly of the Persians: f)~/(1) Tlvt lfL,Ba~
AftV 1] NzPVuKt 'ToVr 'TdtvEW'Ta{" 1] KaL TY Y'I
KaTaXCJvvVvat 1JKU1Ta -{}€,.ur aV'Toi{,.
The
fonner practice is noticed already by Hero
dotus, I. 140. He says, however, that the
hones left hehind were besmeared with wax,
sDd buried.
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devoted to the culture of nature. All employments, even that of war
against the enemies of the servants of Ormuzd, were reckoned as be
longing alike to the contest for Ormuzd against Ahriman. The· gifts
of nature were to be e~joyed as holy gifts of Ormuzd; every fortunate
event was thus made holy; riches, and especially a numerous progeny,l
were considered as blessings conferred by Ormuzd. :But at this time
an ascetic spirit had become diffused among the Christians of the East;
and it is easy to imagine what a contrast this must have presented to
the Persian view of life. Hence it was affirmed of the Christians, that
they forbade men to marry and beget children; to do military service
for the king; to strike any one. 2 And, in the above-cited proclamation
of ~iihr-N erseh, it is said: ":Believe not your leaders, whom you call
Nazarenes ; 3 they are deceitful knaves, t€aching one thing and doing
the contrary. They say, it is no sin to eat flesh; and yet they eat
none. 'rhey say, it is right and befitting to take a wife; and yet they
refuse even to look upon a woman. According to them, whoever accu
mulates riches is guilty of a great sin. They place poverty far above
wealth; they praise poverty, and they defame the rich. They scorn
the name of good fortune, and ridicule those who stand on the pinnacle
of glory. They affect coarse garments, and they prefer common
things to the costly. They praise death, and they have a contempt for
life. They hold it an unworthy thing to beget men, and they praise
barrenness. Follow their example, and the world would soon come to
an end."
A Persian governor asks the Christians, Which is the true religion,
that which was professed by the kings, the lords of the world, the
nobles of the empire, the men of rank and of wealth; or that which
they, poor people, had preferred to it? He reproached them as a peo
ple too indolent to apply themselves to those useful occupations by which
men obtain wealth, and therefore so fond of praising poverty. 4 The
doctrine, too, of the crucified Redeemer of mankind, appeared to the
persians preeminently foolish. Thus, in the proclamation above cited,
It is said: "But what they have written, still more detestable than
anything mentioned as yet, is this: that God was crucified for men;
that he died, was buried, rose again, and finally ascended to heaven.
Do such detestable opinions really deserve an answer? Even the ])ews,
(the demons of the Persians, the creatures of Ahriman,) who are bad,
cannot be imprisoned and tortured by men; and it is pretended that
this could be done to God, the Creator of all things ! "
See Herod. I. 136.
Assemani, 1. c. 181. Thus it was re
quired of a Christian priest, if he would
save his life, to worship the sun, to partake
of blood, (the oriental Christians holding
the ~rdinance mcntioned in Acts 15: 29, to
be stIll binding,) and to marry. Ass.l.c. 188.
• 3 St. Martin is of opinion, that this name
l1~cd here as a general appellation of the
h~lstians: but this will not do; for the
Subject of discourse here is the heads and
teachers of the communities j and, more1

2

C

over, the other remarks here cannot be re
ferred to all Christians. 'Ve aro to con
ceive rather, that this name (the monks
being compared with the Nazarenes of tho
Old Testament) was in the East a common
designation of the monks; and the clergy
in these districts were then chosen, for the
most part, from among the monks. Compo
e. g. Gregor. Nazianz. orat. p. 527, concern
ing the monks: Na(apulc.Jv xopoaiaalal, and
ol Kal'7' nfl-iii; Na(apalOL, orat. 19, p. 310.
ol Assemani, 1. C. 186.
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The first ordinance of the emperor probably ran as follows: - The
Ohristians, unless they would consent to worship the Persian deities,
should be required to pay an inordinate tax, levied on each individual.
This law may have been directed, perhaps, to the bishop of Seleucia,
who was expected to collect the required sum from all the Christians,
and pay it over. Simeon,! the venerable old man who then held this
office, gave ~ high-hearted answer, which stood out in bold and striking
contrast with the servile spirit of the Orientals; though it is wanting
in the temper of Christian humility, and fails to mark the distinction
between spiritual and political freedom. Yet it should be borne in mind,
that the emperor probably demanded of the Christians an amount of
money which they could not possibly raise, thinking to compel them in
this manner ·to abjure their religion. The Christians, Simeon declares,
whom their Saviour had emancipated by his blood from the most shameful
yoke, and whom he had delivered from the most oppressive of burthens,
could not submit to have such a yoke imposed on them. Far was it from
them to be so foolish and sinful as to exchange the liberty which Christ
had bestowed on them for slavery to men. "The Lord, whom we are
resolved to obey, is the upholder and director of your government. 'Ve
cannot subject ourselves to an unrighteous command of our fellow
servant." - " As God is the Creator of your divinity, (the sun,) so
they held it to be a reckless thing to place God's creature on a level
with himself. They had neither gold nor silver, as the Lord had for
bidden them to heap up such treasures; and Paul had said to them,
, Ye are bought with a price; be no man's servants.' " 2 The emperor
interpreted this letter, as if Simeon invited the Christians to insurrec
tion, and commanded that he and his people should be threatened with
severe punishment. To this Simeon replied, that it was far from any
thought of his to betray his flock for the purpose of saving his life and
purchasing peace. He was ready, following the example of his Saviour,
to give up his life for his flock. Sapor then declared: "Whereas
Simeon scorns my authority, and obeys the Roman emperor, whose God
alone he worships, but utterly despises my God, he must present him
self before me and be executed." And he immediately issued another
decree against the Christians: - The clergy of the three first grades
were to be immediately executed,. the churches of the Ohristians demol
ished,. their church utensils devoted to profane uses.
Simeon, with two presbyters of his church, was conveyed in chains
to Ledan, a city in the province of Huzitis, where the emperor then
resided. Before this, he had never hesitated to prostrate himself, after
the oriental manner, in the king's presence, - this being a custom of
the country, which, in itself, contained nothing idolatrous. But noW,
when he was called upon to renounce the sole wor~hip of his God, he
declined doing this; since it behooved him at present to avoid every
act which could be interpreted as if he gave to a creature the honor
due to God alone. The emperor then required him to do homage ~
the sun, - assuring him that he might thus deliver himself and hiS
1 Barsaboe,
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people. To this Simeon replied, that he could still less pay to the snn,
a lifeless being, that homage which he had declined showing to the
king, who was a rational being, and therefore far more than the sun.
As neither promises nor threats had any power to move him, the em
peror ordered him to be thrown in prison till the next day, to see if he
would not come to his senses.
To the Christians belonged at that time the head of the imperial
household, and most considerable of the eunuchs, to whose care Sapor
had been entrusted when a child, - the venerable Guhsciatazades.
This person had been prevailed upon to do homage to the sun. When
Simeon was conducted by him in chains, he fell on his knee, after the
oriental manner, and saluted him. But Simeon turned away his head;
for he had denied the faith. His conscience was awakened by this
silent reproof: he witnessed a bold confession before the emperor, and
was sentenced to lose his head. When brought already to the place of
execution, he begged of the emperor, as a reward for the services he
had rendered to his whole family, that it might be publicly made known
how Guhsciatazades died, not because he had betrayed the secrets of
the enpire, or committed any other crime; but simply because, as a
Christian, he refused to deny the God whom he professed to worship.
He hoped that the example of his death in behalf of the faith which he
had once denied, would have the more powerful effect on others. Sa
por consented; not knowing the power of faith, and expecting that the
terrible example would prove a warning to many: but he soon learned
the contrary.
The aged Simeon, in his dungeon, had thanked God for the repen~
ance and martyrdom of this brother in the faith. He rejoiced to learn
that his own death would probably take place on the very day which
the Persian Christians had consecrated to the memory of Christ's pas
sion. So it happened. The next day after his arrest, and after the
martyrdom of Guhsciatazades, he appeared before the emperor; and,
showing that he was firm in his confession, he likewise was condemned
to die. A hundred others of the clerical order, who had been con
demned at the same time, were led out with him to the place of execu
tion. Simeon and his two companions were to be reserved till the last.
The whole design of the emperor was to shake his constancy, so that,
through his example, he might work on the great mass of the Chris
tians; and he hoped that the blood of so many shed before his eyes
would make him waver; but he was mistaken. Simeon confirmed the
band of confessors by his exhortations, and at last died himself 1yith
his two companions. It happened that one of these latter, Ananias,
when it wae his turn to strip himself and be bound, in order to receive
the stroke of the axe, suddenly seized by the natural fear of death,
trembled through his whole frame; the flesh only being weak, while the
spirit was strong as before. "\Vhen this was observed by Phusik, an
officer of some rank, superintendent of all the workmen in the palace,
who was himself a Christian, said he to him: "Never mind; shut your
eyes but a moment, and partake of the light of Christ." This was im
mediately communicated to the king. Sapor was the more incensed at
VOL. II.
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the disobedience of Phusik, because but a short time had elapsed since
he had conferred on him his new honors. Phusik declared that he
would gladly exchange these poor honors for the crown of martyrdom.
His tongue was torn out in the most cruel manner, and thus he died. 1
Still more violent was the persecution in the following year, 344.
An edict appeared, which commanded that all Christians should be
thrown into chains, and executed. Many, belonging to every rank,
died as martyrs. Among these was a eunuch of the palace, named
Azades, a man greatly prized by the king. So much was the latter
affected by his death, that he commanded the punishment of death
should be inflicted from thenceforth only on the leaders of the Chris
tian sect; that is, only on persons of the clerical order. Of these, a
great number suffered martyrdom. Yet, within the space of. the forty
years during which this persecution lasted, it became occasionally
more general and violent again, - which was especially the case towards
its close.
The treaty of peace which terminated the unfortunate war of the
Romans with the Persians under the emperor Jovian, was unfavorable
to the interests of the Christians; the ancient Christian city Nisibis, on
the border of Mesopotamia, being given up to the Persians. Yet the
Christian inhabitants had permission to leave the country.
In the early part of the fifth century, by the wise and prudent con
duct of a man zealously engaged in promoting the spread of the gospel,
a very favorable change was brought about in the situation of the Chris
tians, which might have been attended with important consequences for
a long time in the future, if his labors had not been defeated by the
imprudent zeal of another bishop. . The bishop Maruthas, of Tagrit in
Mesopotamia,2 consented to serve as an agent in the negotiations be
tween the emperors Arcadius and Theodosius II., and the·Persian em
peror J ezdegerdes II. ; and, in these negotiations, he gained the esteem
and confidence of the Persian emperor. The intrigues of the Magians
to effect his downfall, he was enabled to defeat by his sagacity, and his
reputation only rose higher. He obtained permission for the Christians
to rebuild their churches, and to hold their meetings for divine worship;
but the whole was made naught by the imprudent behavior of Abdas,
bishop of Susa. The latter caused one of the Persian temples, (a
mpelov,) in which fire, the symbol of Ormuzd, was worshipped, to be
demolished. Owing, perhaps, to the still remaining influence of the bishop
Maruthas, J ezdegerdes at first showed a moderation seldom witnessed
among oriental princes under the like circumstances. He summoned Ab
das into his presence, mildly upbraided him for this act of violence, and
simply required him to rebuild the temple. As the latter thought, how
ever, that he could not conscientiously do this, and reEjolutely declined to
do it, the king was greatly exasperated. He ordered the Christian
churches to be destroyed, and Abdas to be executed (about the
year 418. 3) This was the commencement of a thirty years' perse
-cution of the Christians in Persia, which, under the reign of Varanes,
1
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the successor of J ezdegerdes, from the year 421 and onward, became
far more violent. Oriental cruelty invented against the Christians the
most painful modes of death; and men of all ranks, even the highest,
suffered m~rtyrdom. Jacobus, a man belonging to one of the most dis
tinguished families, had already been moved by his benefactor, the
king J ezdegerdes, to deny the faith. But through the remonstrances
of his mother and his wife, filled with remorse, he repented, and after
this remained stedfast under protracted tortures, one limb being sev
ered from his body after another. Once only, when his thigh was dis.
membered, a cry of anguish was heard from him: "Lord J eaus, help
and deliver me, for the bands of death are about me." 1 Another noble
Persian, Hormisdas, who w~s ordered by the king to deny his faith,
answered: "You bid me do what is in itself a sin, and what you your
self cannot approve; for he who can consent to deny the Almighty
God, will still more easily deny his king, who is a mortal man." The
king thereupon deprived him of all his honors, confiscated his estate,
and condemned him, naked, with only a girdle about his loins, to drive
the camels in the rear of the army. But some days after, observing
him, from his palace windows, in this pitiable condition, scorched by
the sun, and covered with dust, he was seized with compunction. Sum
moning him to his presence, he ordered him to be clothed in a linen
robe, and called on him anew to renounce his faith. But Hormisdas
rent the linen robe in twain, saying: "If you suppose I shall renounce
my faith for this, keep the gift by which you would bribe me to deny
God. Of another Christian, by the name of Suenes, the master of a
thousand slaves, Jezdegerdes demanded, after he had refused to deny
his faith, which was the worst of his slaves, and immediately made the
latter lord over the whole, including his old master.
Among other incidents, it so happened that a certain deacon, named
Benjamin, was cast into prison. He pined away two years in his dun
geon, until the arrival of an ambassador sent on other business from
the Roman empire. The latter petitioned the king for the release of
Benjamin; and it was accorded to him, on condition that he would
never preach Christianity to any adherent of the Persian system of
religion. The ambassador assented to this condition, without consulting
with Benjamin. But, on communicating it to the latter, he declined it
altogether, saying: "It is impossible for me not to impart to others
the light that I have received myself; for the gospel history teaches
us to what sorer punishment he justly exposes himself, who hides his
talent." Notwithstanding, he obtained his freedom, under the presump
tion that after all he would comply with the condition. He continued
to preach the gospel; and, having labored a year in this way, he was
retus, who relates this, passes on the bish and showed them the truth. But that the
op's conduct, is worthy of notice, (h. eccles. bishop preferred rather to die than to re
1. V. c. 39:) "I affirm, indeed, that the build the temple, commands my admiration;
Wrong time was chosen for the destruction for to me it seems the same thing to wor
o!, the fire-temple; for the apostle Paul ship fire, and to rebuild the temple for such
hImself, when he came to Athens and found worship."
1 See Assemani acta Martyrum, 1. c. p.
the whole city given to idolatry, destroyed
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accused before the king, who required him to deny the faith. Upon
this, he asked the king to what punishment he would sentence the
man who deserted his government, and swore allegiance to another.
The king replied that he should sentence him to death. "Then," said
Benjamin, " what punishment might not that person justly suifer, who
should disown his Creator, and give the honor due to God alone to one
of his fellow-servants? " He was executed with cruel torments. 1 The
bishop Theodoretus of Cyros, on the Euphrates, wrote on this occasion
to Eusebius, bishop of Persian Armenia, a letter of exhortation, breath
ing the genuine Christian spirit, in which he admonishes him to be not
only steadfast in maintaining his own conflict, but forbearing and kindly
provident towards the weak, - an exhortation which perhaps was not
unnecessary to the Persian Christians, who were somewhat inclined, as
it would seem, to a fanatical pride. " Let us be watchful," he writes,2
"and fight for the sheep of our Lord. Their Master is at hand; he
will surely appear, will scatter the wolves, and bestow honor on the
shepherds. ' For the Lord is good unto them that wait for him, to the
soul that seeketh him.' Lament. 3: 25. Let us not murmur at
this storm which has arisen; for the Lord knows what is best. On
this account, he did not grant the request even of his apostle, who
besought him to deliver him from his trials; but said to him: ':My
grace is sufficient for thee, for my strength is made perfect in weakness.'
But I beseech you, let not our only care be for ourselves; but let us
bestow still greater care on the others; for the :precept has come down
to us from the apostles, to 'comfort the feeble-minded, and support the
weak.' 1 Thess. 5: 14. Let us reach forth our hand also to the fallen;
let us heal their wounds, that we may put them also in battle-array
against the wicked spirit. The Lord loves men; he receives the sin
ner's repentance; -let us hear his own words: 'As I live, saith the
Lord God, I have no pleasure in the death of the wicked, but that the
wicked turn from his way and live.' Ezek. 33: 11. For this reason,
he has even confirmed his words by an oath, although he forbids the
oath to others, in order to convince us that he longs after our repent
ance and our salvation. But the God of peace will shortly cause Satan
to be trodden under your feet, and rejoice your ears with the tidings
of your peace, when he shall say to the raging sea, 'Peace, be still.' "3
As many were inclined to save themselves by fleeing from the Per
sian dominion into the Roman empire, command was given to all the
garrisons on the frontiers, and to the chiefs of the nomadic hordes in
the Persian service who kept watch over the boundaries of the empire,
to arrest all Christians who might attempt to leave the kingdom. 4 Many,
nevertheless, succeeded in effecting their escape; and sought aid ~hrough
Atticus, bishop of Constantinople, from the Roman emperor. On the
\
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other hand, the Persian king demanded the surrender of the fugitives.
This being refused, led, in conjunction with various other difficulties, to
the war between the two empires, which again operated unfavorably on
the situation of the Persian Christians. But with the restoration of
peace their prospects once more grew better. In particular, the chari
table and Christian conduct of a pious bishop could not fail to make a
favorable impression on the Persians. The Roman soldiers had carried
off seven thousand Persian prisoners, whom nothing would prev~il upon
them to release, and who, deprived of all the necessary means of sub:
sistence, were in the most pitiable condition. Then Acacius, bishop of
Amida in Mesopotamia, called together his clergy, and said to them:
" Our,God needs neither dishes nor drinking-vessels, since he is all
sufficient in himself. Now as the church, through the love of its chil
dren, possesses many utensils of gold and silver, we must dispose of
these to ransom and to refresh the prisoners." .No sooner said than
done: the prisoners were not only redeemed, but, after being provided
with the means of subsistence, and with money to defray their travelling
expenses, were sent back to their homes. This work of charity is said
to have affected so deeply the heart of the .emperor, embittered as it
was against the Christians, that he desired an interview with the
bishop.1
, 
As doctrinal controversies in the Roman church, in the course of the
fifth century, led to a schism between the Christian church of the Per
sian and that of the Roman empire, (concerning which we shall speak
in the fourth section,) the political cause of the persecutions in Persia
would thus be removed, and this circumstance would operate favorably
on the situation of the Persian Christians.
By means of Persia, Syria, and other bordering provinces of the
Roman empire, many seeds of Christianity would early find their way
to Armenia; but the fanatical spirit of the Persico-Parthian religion
was here for a long time an insurmountable obstacle to the spread of the
gospel. The Armenian Gregory, who, on account of his apostolical ac
tivity, obtained the cognomen of "the Enlightener," (0 'P(')TUrrfl~,) first
led the way, by his active zeal, to a more general diffusion of Christi
anity in his native country, from the commencement of the fourth cen
tury and onwards; and it was by his means also that the Armenian
.king Tiridates was converted. 2 The old religion, notwithstanding this
~vent, still continued to maintain itself in many of the Armenian prov
Inces. In the beginning of the fifth century, ~Iiesrob, who had once
been the royal secretary, having devoted himself wholly t~ the service
of religion, disseminated Christianity still more widely in countries to
which it had not yet penetrated, by taking up his abode in those regions
as a hermit. Up to this time, the Syrian version of the Bible, the
authority of which was recognized in the Persian church, had been
used in Armenia; and hence an interpreter was always needed to trans
late into the vernacular tongue the portions of scripture read at the
public worship. Miesrob first gave his people an alphabet, and trans
Sozom. 1. VII. c. 21, 22.
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lated the Bible into their language.1 Thus was the preservation of
Christianity among this people made sure, even while the country was
subjected to such dynasties as were devoted to the Zoroastrian or W
the Mohammedan religion, and sought to supplant Christianity; - and
a Christian literature proceeded from this time forward to form itself in
Armenia. Miesrob was a successful and well-deserving laborer also
among the neighboring kindred populations.
A party devoted to the ancient cultus, who continued to· maintain
themselves in some districts of Armenia, were encouraged and sup
ported by those who held the same faith in Persia. The Persian kings
were striving continually to extend their dominion over Armenia.
'Vhere they were victorious, they persecuted Christianity, and sought
to restore the old religion. The Persian commander and governor,
:Mihr-Nerseh, about the middle of the fifth century, addressed a procla
mation to all the Armenians, in which he affirmed that all who did not
adopt the religion of Mazdejesnan (the Zoroastrian faith) must be men
tally blind, and deceived by the wicked spirits, (the ])ews.)2 The
Armenian governors and chiefs are said either to have answered in a
written document the objections here made to Christianity, or to have
appeared before a great tribunal, which was to decide the question on
the affairs of religion. On this occasion, the Armenian nobles, whom
the patriarch Joseph had assembled, A.D. 450, in the city of Ardas
chad, declared that they preferred to die as martyJ's rather than to
deny their faith. After the Persian king, however, had summoned
them to his court, and threatened them with a cruel death, they were
prevailed upon to give in their denial. But the attempt of the Per
sians to extirpate Christianity by force, and to introduce the Zorastrian
religion, brought about a universal popular movement, and a religious
war, a thing of frequent occurrence in those regions. 3 It was amidst
the distractions in which the Persian church, as well as the whole coun
try, was then involved, that the Armenian ]}Ioses of C}wrene wrote the
history of his native land, which he concludes with sorrow and com
plaint.
The conversion of the race of Iberians, bordering on the North,
(within the present Georgia and Grusinia,) proceeded from a very
remarkable, insignificant beginning.4
Under the reign of the emperor Constantine, a Christian female, per
haps a nun, was carried off captive by the Iberians, and became the
slave of one of the natives of the country. Here her rigidly ascetic
and devotional life attracted the attention of the people, and she tW
quired their confidence and respect. It happened that a child who
had fallen sick, was, after the manner of the tribe, conveyed from house
to house, that any person who knew of a remedy against the disease
Moses Chorenens.1. III. c. 47 and 52.
4 Among this people, too, the prevailing
Sec the proclamation, which has been religion was probably some modification of
alrea4y cited, in the Memoires historiques the Persian cultus, adapted to their rude
et gCographiques sur l' Armenie par St. manners. They worshipped an image of
Martin. Paris, 1819. T. II. p. 472.
Ormuzd,. notwi~hstanding that the genuine
3 Sec the Memoires sur l'Armenie, cited Zoroastnan relIgion allowed of no images.
above. T. J. p. 323.
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might prescribe for it. The child, whom no one could help, having
been brought to the Christian woman, she said that she knew of no
remedy; but that Christ, her God, could help even where human help
was found to be unavailing. She prayed for the child, and it recovered.
~he recovery was ascribed to the prayer: this made a great impres
SlOn, and the matter finally reached the ear of the queen. The latter
afterwards fell severely sick, and sent for this Christian female. Hav
ing no wish to be considered a worker of miracles, she declined the
call. Upon this, the queen caused herself to be conveyed to her; and
she also recovered from her sickness through prayers of this female.
The king, on hearing of the fact, was about to send her a rich present;
but his wife informed him that the Christian woman despised all earthly
goods, and that the only thing she would consider as her reward was
when others joined her in worshipping her God. This, at the mo
ment, made no farther impression on him. But sometime afterwards,
being overtaken, while hunting, with gloomy weather, by which he was
separated from his companions, and finally lost his way, he called to
mind what hl\d been told him concerning the almighty power of the
God of the Christians, and addressed him with avow, that, if he found
his way out of the desert, he would devote himself entirely to his wor
ship. Soon after, the sky cleared up, and the king safely found his
way back. His mind was now well disposed to be affected by the
preaching of the Christian female. Afterwards he himself engaged in
instructing the men, while his queen instructed the women of his peo
ple. N ext they sent in quest of teachers of the gospel and clergy
men from the Roman empire; and this was the beginning of Christi
anity among a people 1 where it has been preserved, though mixed with
Buperstition, down to the present times.2
From this tribe, the knowledge of Christianity may have been ex
tended also to the neighboring populations. About the year 520,3
Tzathus, prince of the Lazians, one of the tribes of this country, came
on a visit to the emperor Justin. He received baptism, and Justin
Btood as his godfather. He returned back to his people, with a noble
Betwixt the years 320 and 330.
One of the original sources of this
story is Rufinus, from whom the Greek
church-historians have borrowed it. Rufi
nus had it from the mouth of the Iberian
chieftain Bacurius. who had risen to the
dignity of a Come's Domesticorum in the
Roman empire, and, at the time Rufinus
knew him, had become Dux over the bor
ders of Palestine, (see Rufin. h. e. c. 1O.)
The simple tale bears within itself the
tnarks of truth; and, indeed, the spread
of Christianitv has often received an im
pulse from srmi1ar occurrences. The sec
O~d, perhaps independent, channel is the
ills tory of Moses of Chorene, (\. II. c. 83.)
I~ is possible, indeed, that this historian took
hIS account indirectly from the Greek writers,
who were indebted for it to Rufinus. But,
considering the vicinity of the country, it
may be conceived, too, ·that he derived his
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Greek lady, whom he had married, richly loaded with presents from the
emperor, who acknowledged him as a king. In the time of the emperor
Justinian, the assassination of a prince of this tribe, by a Roman gene
ral, produced among them a great excitement; and some individuals
took advantage of this state of feeling to persuade them to drop theu
connection with the Roman people, and attach themselves to the Per
sian empire. But the fear lest a connection with the Persians would
endanger their Christian faith, is said to have contributed especially to
deter them from following this advice.! Another tribe also, belonging
to this district, bordering on Mount Caucasus, namely, the Abasgians,
were converted under the reign of the emperor Justinian. Until this
time, groves and lofty trees (after the manner of the ancient Germans)
had been the objects of their worship. The emperor Justinian sent
them ecclesiastics; and founded among them a churcn. He produced
a favorable disposition towards Christianity among the people, by for
bidding their rulers to engage in the scandalous traffic in castrated
slaves, to which many of the male children of the people were sacri
ficed. 2
What we had to say respecting the vagueness of the accounts relative
to the spread of Christianity in the earliest times in India, applies also
to many of the accounts belonging to the earlier times of this period.
The same cause of the obscurity still continued to exist; namely, the
unsettled use of the name India, by which was understood sometimes
Ethiopia, sometimes Arabia, and sometimes East India proper. At the
same time, however, it should be borne in mind, that there was at this
time a constant intercourse between all these. countries by. commercial
connections and colonies, which also might serve as a channel for com
municating Christianity from one ~f' these districts to the other. The
various passages, therefore, in which Chrysostom names the Indian
among the different languages into which the holy scriptures had been
translated, can settle nothing definitely; and even if it could be made
probable, by the accompanying descriptions, that Chrysostom had really
East India proper before his mind, still such rhetorical representations
could not properly be considered as evidence to be relied upon, especi
ally as he himself might possibly have been deceived by the vague
meaning of the name. Of more importance, on this point, is what the
Arian historian Philostorgius relates concerning the missionary The
ophilus, who bore the cognomen of Indicus, (0 'Ivoo!:.) This TheophilUS
had been sent by his countrymen, the inhabitants of the island Diu,S in
the reign of the emperor Constantine, as a hostage to Constantinople.
He was there educated, and trained for the spiritual office; afterwards
consecrated as deacon, and still later made a bishop, that he might be
prepared to preach the gospel to his countrymen, and to the Arabians.
According to the representation of Philostorgius, in the extracts made
by Photius~ we should conceive, it is true, no other country to be meant
here than Arabia. But the name Diu reminds us rather of East India
proper, and, in particular, of the place by this name near the entrance of
1
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the Persian Gulf; the situation of which harmonizes, moreover, with The
ophilus' journey from Arabia. Theophilus, it is said, went from Arabia
to Diu, his native land; and from thence visited the other countries of
India. Here he found still existing the Christianity which had been
already planted in that region at an earlier period. 1 Perfectly certain
and distinct accounts of the diffusion of Christianity in India we meet
with first in Cosmas, who, on account of his travels in India, received the
name Indicopleustes. 2 He found Christians in three different places in
India; first, on the island Taprobane, called by the inhabitants Siele
dibu, (the present Ceylon.) Here he found a church, which had been
p}anted by Persian merchants residing on the spot, and which was pre
~lded over by a presbyter who had been ordained in Persia. This
ISland carried on a brisk commerce with Persia and Ethiopia. :Mari
time commerce was the channel by ,yhich Christianity had reached this
spot from Persia. Again, he met with Christians, and an ordained
clergy, at Male, "where the pepper grows," (perhaps the present l\ial
abar;) next, at Calliana, (perhaps Calcutta,) where there was a Per
sian bishop.3 From the accounts of Cosmas, it is by no means to be
gathered that Christianity had spread among the native population of
these countries: it is only clear that commercial colonies of the Per
sians here practised the rites of Christian worship. These P~rsian
Christians are the progenitors of the Christian colonies still existing on
the coast of Malabar.4
.
We observed, it is true, that, perhaps already in the previous period,
isolated attempts had been made to disseminate Christianity even in
those parts of Arabia which were not subject to the Roman dominion;
but concerning the success and issue of those attempts we have no
accurate information. The nomadic life which prevailed over the
largest portion of Arabia, ever presented a powerful hinarance to the
~pread of Christianity. For it is certain, that Christianity could strike
Its root deeply and firmly, only where it entered as a forming power into
the whole life of the people. The extensive commercial intercourse be
tween a part of Arabia and the Roman empire, induced the emperor
Constantine to send an embassy, with numerous presents, to one of the
powerful Arabian chiefs, the king of the ancient and mighty nation of
the Hamyares, (Homerites,) or Sabreans, in Yemen, Arabia Felix.
lIe was at pains to select for this mission the above-mentioned Theophi
1 When the Arian Philostorgius says:
the inhabitants of this country needed no
correction of their doctrine, i:e. their doc
trine did not at all coincide with the Nicene
creed, - they had preserved the htpOOvUlOV
Unaltered from the beginning, this can on
ly be understood to mean, that they had the
ol~er, more simple form of church doc
tnne, the subordination system, before it
h~d undergone any further change by the
~lalectic process, - that form which would
ave satisfied the Arians. See Philostorg.
I. 14.
2 He had made these jonrneys first as a
lllerchant, and afterwards communicated

n

the geographical and ethnographical facts
which he had collected in the Torroypa¢ia
XPlUTtaVlK~, which he wrote when a monk,
in the year 585, published by Montfaucon
in the collectio nova patrum et striptorum
Grree. Tom. II.
8 See Cosmas. 1. III. p. 178, in Montfau
C011, and 1. XI. pag. 336.
4 The decyphering of the ancient doen.
ments of these Christians will perhaps
throw more light on the subject of the
spread of Christianity in India. See Tych
sen's Dissertation de inscriptionibus Indieis
in the Commentationes Soc. Reg. Gotting.
recentiores Tom. V.
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Ius of Diu, who, by reason of the old commercial connections between
his country and Arabia, and perhaps of his descent from some ancient
Arabian colony,! might claim affinity with the race with whose language
he was acquainted. This Theophilus, it is said, obtained permission
from the Arabian chieftain to found a church, at the emperor's expense,
in which Christian worship might be held for the benefit of the Roman
merchants. The labors of Theophilus were attended with the happiest
effects. He converted the prince of the country, who founded, at his
own cost, three ,-churches; one in the principal town of the nation,
which was called Zaphar,. another at the Roman port and commercial
depot, Aden,. and the third at Hormuz, the Persian place of trade on
the Persian Gulf.2 Theophilus, from the first, encountered the fiercest
opposition from the Jews, whose influence in this country was great.
The same party succeeded afterwards to supplant the Christian commu
nities which had been able to maintain themselves here. See below.
Monks who lived in the deserts bordering on Arabia, and who came
in contact with the wandering hordes of nomadic Arabians, acquired
the respect and confidence of these rude men, and could take advan
tage of it to preach the gospel to them. Eusebius of Cresarea relates
that, in his time, Christian churches were planted in the deserts of the
Saracens.3 Bands of Saracens came, with their wives and children,
to the monk Hilarion, and· besought his blessing. He availed himself
of these opportunities of exhorting them to the worship of the true
God, and to faith in Christ.4 Still later, about the year 372, it hap
pened, that a Saracenian queen, Mavia or Mauvia, who was at war
with the Romans, heard much of a Saracenian monk in the neighbor
ing desert, by the name of Moses. She made it one of the conditions
of peace, that this Moses should be given to her people as their bishop,
which was granted.5
In the first half of the fifth century, Simeon the Syrian monk, (and
Stylite,) who spent several years standing on a pillar thirty-six ells in
height, by this extraordinary spectacle, and the complete subjection
which he seemed to exercise over his body, drew upon himself, as might
have been expected, the attention of the nomadic Saracens. They
looked upon him as a super-earthly being, and placed great confidence in
blessings which they obtained from him, as well as in his prayers
Hundreds and thousands came to him, and were moved by his exho~
tions to receive baptism. Theodoretus relates this as an eye-witness. 6
Among the examples of conversion most deserving of notice, belongs
the following: - The chief of a Saracenic tribe, whose name, accord
ing to the Greeks, was Aspebetlws, was, at the beginning of the fifth
8 Commentar. in Jesaiam, in Montfau
1 See Arabia in Ritter's Geography j and
in particular, B. II. p. 292 j and Hartmann's con's collectio nova patrum, Tom. II. f. 52!.
'EKKA1}utc.w
Xpumrii /Ca2 lv Talr lplljrotr T{./V
Aufkliirungen tiber Asien, B. II. S. 125,
l:.apaK~v(')v, /Ca!J' 1,/lUr aVTOVr toPVtav(,)v.
n.d.f.
i See Hieronymi vita Hilarionis, T. I\"·
2 See Philostorg. II. § 6 jIll. § 4.
As
Theophilus was an Arian, we cannot think ed. Martianay, p. II. f. 82.
6 Socrat. IV. 36. Sozom. VI. 38. Rutin
it strange that the other Greek writers of
VI. Theodoret. IV. 23.
church history, who belong to the orthodox
6 Hist. religios. c. 26, T.
p. 1274.
party, make no mention of these meritori
ous labors of an Arian.
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century, attached to the service of the Persian empire; and the business
assigned him was to watch over the boundaries. Now, the Christians in
the Persian empire were at this time suffering persecution, and the
Saracenic· commander was ordered to seize and confine every Christian
fugitive who attempted to pass the limits. But he was touched with
pity towards them, and allowed them to pass free. Thus having brought
persecution on himself, he fled to the Romans. He became head of an
Arabian tribe in alliance with the latter. Sometime afterwards, believ
ing himself indebted for the cure of his son, Terebon, to the prayer of
the venerable monk Euthymius, he caused himself and his son to be
baptized by the latter; and many of his tribe followed his example. He
encamped in the neighborhood of Euthymius, and many other Saracens
also pitched their tents near by. Euthymius had great influence over
their minds. Finally, Terebon, having now arrived at mature age, be
came the chief of his tribe, and Ashebethos, who had taken the baptis
mal name of Peter, was made bishop of the several Saracenic bands.
He was called the first Saracenio camp-bishop 1 in Palestine. 2 Some
what later, in the beginning of the sixth century, occurred the conver
sion of a Saracenic sheikh, (9v').ap;ror,) A.lmundar j perhaps not without
some connection with the facts above related. 3
'Ve pass from Asia to Africa. The most important event in the
present period, connected with the conversion of this quarter of the
~vorld, was the founding of the Christian church among the Abyssin
lans, in a population among whom it has preserved itself, down to the
present time, as the dominant religion, amidst surrounding pagan and
~Iohammedan tribes, and which is perhaps destined to be an instrument,
In the hands of Providence, for the benefit of this entire quarter of the
world. In this case, also, the great work proceeded from an inconsid
erable beginning. A learned Greek of Tyre, named l\Ieropius, had, in
t~e reign of the emperor Constantine, undertaken a voyage of scientific
dIScovery. Already on the point of returning, hc landed on the coast
of Ethiopia or Abyssinia, to procure fresh water, where he was at
tacked, robbed, and himself and crew murdered, by the warlike natives,
who were at that time in a state of hostility with the Roman empire.
Two young men, his companions, Frumentius and JEdesius, alone were
~pared, out of pity for their tender age. These two youths were taken
Into the service of the prince of the tribe, and made themselves be
loved. JEdesius became his cup-bearer; Frumentius, who was distin
guished for intelligence and sagacity, was appointed his secretary and
accountant. After the death of the prince, the education of AiJizanes,
~he young heir, was entrusted to them; and Frumentius obtained great
~nfluence as administrator of the government. He made us.e of this
Influence already in behalf of Christianity. He sought the acquaintance
of the Roman merchants visiting those parts, who were Christians;
~sisted them in founding a church, and united with them in the Chris
han worship of God. Finally, they obtained liberty to return home to
1 'E1l"iO'J(01l"or ri:Jv rrapefl{3o').i:JV.
2 See Vita Euthymii in Cotelerii monuIllenta ecc1esire Grrecre, T. II. c.18, 19,38,39.

8 See Theodoret. lector. 1. n. fol. 564, ed.
Mogunt. 1679.
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their country. lEdesius repaired to Tyre, where he was made a pres
byteI'. Here Rufinus became acquainted with him, and learned all the
particulars of the story from his own mouth.! But Frumentius felt
himself called to a higher work. He felt bound to see to it that the
people with whom he had spent the greater part of his youth, and from
whom he had received so many favors, should be made to share in the
highest blessing of mankind. He· travelled, therefore, to Alexandria,
where the great Athanasius had recently been made bishop, (A.D.
326.) Athanasius entered at once, with ready sympathy, into the plan
of Frumentius. But he found, very justly, that no one could be a
more suitable agent for the prosecution of this work than Frumentius
himself; and he consecrated him bishop of Auxuma, (Axum,) the chief
city of the Ahyssinians, and a famous commercial town. Frumentius
returned back to this place, and labored there with great success. Sub
sequently, Theophilus of Arabia, who has already been mentioned, vis
ited the same country, and repaired to the principal town, Auxuma,
(Axum.) Theophilus being an Arian, and Frumentius, the friend of
Athanasius, professing in all probability the doctrines of the council of
Nice, it is possible a dispute may have arisen in their announcement
here of their respective doctrines, which would necessarily be attended
with unfavorable effects on the nascent church; but perhaps, too, Fru
mentius, who had not received a theological education, did not enter so
deeply into theological questions. Still the emperor Constantius con
sidered it necessary to persecute the disciples of the hated Athanasius,
even in these remote regions. After AthanasiuB had been banished
from Alexandria, in the year 356, Constantius required the princes of
the Abyssinian people to send Frumentius to Alexandria, in order that
the Arian bishop Georgius, who had been set up in place of Athana
sius, might inquire into his orthodoxy, and into the regularity of his
ordination.2
The fate of the Christian church among the Homerites, in Arabia
Felix, afforded an opportunity for the Abyssinians, under the reign of
the emperor Justin and Justinian, to show their zeal in behalf of the
cause of the Christians. The prince of that Arabian population, Duna
an, or Dsunovas, was a zealous adherent of Judaism; and, under pre
text of avenging the oppressions which his fellow-believers were obliged
to suffer in the Roman empire, he caused the Christian merchants who
came from that quarter and visited Arabia for the purposes of trade,
or passed through the country to Abyssinia, to be murdered. Eles
Rufin. hist. eccles. 1. c. 9.
See the letter of Constantius, in the
Apologia Athanasii ad Constantium, § 31.
The princes of the Abyssinians are here
called At(avUf; and l:a~mlar. A Greek in
scription, which proceeded from the former
of these while he was still a Pagan, (he is
here called •At:t~avar,) has recently been dis
covered by the English in Abyssinia, and is
given in Salt's Voyage to Abvssinia, p. 411.
In this inscription, •Aet~avar alone is called
king. l;ata(avar, on the other hand, togeth
1
2

er with ti.1]9ar, is named his brother. But
fact may have been, that, whcn Cons tan
tms wrote his letter, the first of these had
become co· regent. It is singular, howc\"c.r,
that Constantius expresses himself as if
Frumentius had then visited Auxuma for
the first time. This mirrht lead us to infer
that there is some chron~locrical inaccun1CY
in the narrative of Rufim~; as he pla~e6
the ordination of Frumentius in the begin·
~ing of the episcopal presidency of Athan at~e
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baan,l the Christian king of Abyssinia, made this a cause for declaring
war on the Arabian prince. He conquered Dsunovas, deprived him of
the government, and set up a Christian, by the name of Abraham, as
king in his stead. But at the death of the latter, which happened soon
after, Dsunovas again made himself master of the throne; and it was a
natural consequence of what he had suffered, that he now became
a fiercer and more cruel persecutor than he was before. Against the
native Christians he raged with fire and sword. Many died as martyrs,
especially in a town called N egran, inhabited for the most part by
Christians. Upon this, Elesbaan interfered once more, under the reign
of the emperor Justinian, who stimulated him to the undertaking. He
made a second expedition to Arabia Felix, and was again victorious.
Dsunovas lost his life in this war; the Abyssinian prince put an end to
the ancient, independent empire of the Homerites, and established a
new government favorable to the Christians. 2
The Cosmas already mentioned, who composed his description of the
earth in the time of the emperor Justinian, was aware that Christian
churches, bishops, and monks, were then existing in Homeria, and the
Country of the Auxumites, or Ethiopia. 3 We learn also from him that
many Christians, and persons of the clerical order, resided in the island
of Socotora (v~(10r ALO(1KOplOOVr.) The latter had been ordained in Persia,
and it seems that Christianity had been conveyed there by means of
the commercial connections with Persia. 4
. 'Ve now return to Europe. But we shall reserve many of the most'
Important facts of this section, - the greatest part of that which relates
to the diffusion of Christianity and the planting of the Christian church
among the populations of German descent, who established themselves,
after the migration of the nations, on the ruins of the Roman empire,
- to the following period, so as not to separate what strictly belongs
together, and that we may be enabled to survey at a single glance the
Whole missionary work among these populations. We shall notice here,
therefore, only those matters which may be separately considered, and
which may most easily be connected with the history of the church in
the Roman empire.
1 Theophanes is certainly mistaken, when, Christian church, which led to this false re
at the year 524, he relates that these events port; as it was moreover ignorance respect
first led the Jewish king of Ethiopia to em ing the precise time of the Abyssinian con
brace Christianity, and to obtain a bishop versions, which led to the natural effort at
from the emperor Justinian. Nor have we explaining what was unknown by the me
~ny good reason to presume, on the author thod of combination. Procopius, a contem
Of. t~is historian, that .Christia!lity in porary, calls the Ethiopian king, whose
bysSInIa had become extInct agmn, and name with him is 'EilJ.un9eator, a zealous
Mas restored in consequence of these eycnts. Christian, de bello Pers. 1. I. e. 20.
2 :F. Walch has undertaken to collect and
uch rather, the zcal of the Abyssinian
lIJ.onarch in the cause of the Christians, compare all the conflicting oriental and
together with his own commercial interests Grecian notices of these events, - respecting
and his connection with the Roman empire, which every particular fact cannot be cer
Was a sufficient reason why he should es tainly determined - in the two dissertations
~ouse the cause of the persecuted Chris on this subject, in the IV. vol. of the novi
tians in the neighboring country. Nor commentarii soc. reg. Gotting. 1774.
8 L. III. f. 179,1. c.
,,"ould it be difficult to show, that it was the
:{[ort to ascribe great effects to the zeal of
• See 1. c.
e emperor Justinian in behalf of the
VOL. II.
11
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Christianity had long since extended itself, as we remarked already
in the previous period, among the Britons, the ancient inhabitants of
England; while as yet the natives of Scotland and Ireland, the Picts
and Scots, had heard nothing of the gospel. The incursions of these
tribes into the province of the Britons often spread terror and devasta
tion; and in these forages they frequently carried away with them, as
slaves, large numbers of prisoners.
It was by an altogether peculiar combination of circumstances that,
in the first half of the fifth century, the man was trained and prepared
for his work who was the means of first planting the Christian church
in Ireland. This was Patricius (or, as he was called in his native coun~
try, Succath.) The place of his birth was Bonnaven, which lay be
tween the Scottish towns Dumbarton and Glasgow, and was then
reckoned to the province of Britain. This village, in memory of Patri·
cius, received the name of Kil-Patrick or Kirk-Patrick.! His father,
a deacon in the village church, gave him a careful education. He was
instructed, indeed, in the doctrines of Christianity; but he did not come
to know what he possessed in this knowledge, until the experience of
great trials brought him to the consciousness of it. At the age of six·
teen, he, with many others of his countrymen, was carried off by Scot
tish pirates to the northern part of the island Hibernia (Ireland.) He
was sold to a chieftain of the people. who made him the overseer of his
flocks. This employment compelled him to spend much time in the
open air; and solitude became. pleasant to him. Abandoned of all
human aid, he found protection, help, and solace in God, and found
his chief delight in prayer and pious meditation. He speaks of all this
himself, in his confessions: 2 "I was sixteen years old, and I knew not
the true God; but, in a strange land, the Lord brought me to the sense of
my unbelief, so that, although late, I minded me of my sins, and turned
with my whole heart to the Lord my God; who looked down on my
lowliness, had. pity on my youth and my ignorance, who preserved me
ere I knew him, and who protected and comforted me as a father does
his son, ere I knew how to distinguish between good and e,il."
He had spent six years in this bondage, when twice in dreams he
thought he heard a voice bidding him fly in a certain direction to the
sea-coast, where he would find a ship ready to take him, and convey him
back to his country. He obeyed; and, after various remarkable expe
riences of a guiding Providence, he found his way back to his friends.
Ten years afterwards, he was a second time taken captive by Scot
tish freebooters, and conveyed to Gaul, where, by means of Christia.n
merchants, he obtained his freedom. He then returned back to his
country, and his friends were greatly rejoiced to have him once more
among them. He might now have lived quietly with his friends; but
he felt within him an irrepressible desire to carry the blessing of the
1 The collection of old traditions· in Us
ser. Britannicarum ecclesiarnm antiqui
tates, f. 429.
2 This work bears in its simple, rude
style, an impress that corresponds entirely
to Patricius' stage of cultnre. There are

to be found in it none of the tradition!
which perhaps proceeded only from English
monks, - nothing wonderful, except what
may be very easily explained on psychO
logical principles. All this vouches for the
authenticity of the piece.
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gospel to those Pagans with whom he had spent a great part of his
youth. He thought he was called upon, by nightly visions, to visit
Ireland, and there consecrate his life to Him who had given his own
life for his ransom. The remonstrances and entreaties of kindred and
friends could not prevent him from obeying this call. " It was not in
my own power," says Patricius, "but it was God who conquered in
me, and withstood them all." It seems that he now betook himself
first to France,l for the purpose of fitting himself still better for his
work, in the society of pious monks and clergymen.
As the old legends relate, he next made a journey to Rome, in
order to receive full powers and consecration to his office from the
Roman bishop. The news of the death of the archdeacon Palladius,2
who had been sent from Rome as a missionary to Ireland, but had
accomplished very little on account of his ignorance of the language,
having just arrived there, (in the year 432,) the Roman bishop, Sixtus
!II., did not hesitate to appoint Patrick in his place. We cannot, it
IS true, pronounce this tradition at once to be false; yet we shall be
struck with many difficulties upon examining it. If Patrick came to
Ireland as a deputy from Rome, it might naturallj" be expected that in
the Irish church a certain sense of dependence would always have been
preserved towards the mother church at Rome. But we find, on the
contrary, in the Irish church afterwards, a spirit of church freedom
similar to that shown by the ancient British church, which struggled
against the yoke of Roman ordinances. We find subsequently among
the Irish a much greater agreement with the ancient British than with
Roman ecclesiastical usages. This goes to prove that the origin of this
church was independent of Rome, and must be traced solely to the
people of Britain. :Moreover, Patrick could not have held it so neces
sary as this tradition supposes he did, either as a Briton or according
t? the principles of the Gallic church, to obtain first from the Roman
~lShop full powers and consecration for such a work. Again, no indica
tion of his connection with the Roman church is to be found in his con
fession; rather everything seems to favor the supposition, that he was
ordained bishop in Britain itself, and in his forty-fifth year. 3 And it
1 Bis biographer, Jocelin, a writer in the
12th century, makes his journey to France
follow after his return to Ireland j and this
hannonizes, moreover. with the confessions
?f Patrick; although it is possible that,
Immediately after his release, since this
~ok place in France itself, he entered on
hiS travels to visit the more celebrated elois
tc~ of this country. That he maintained
an Intimate correspondence with the pious
lIlen of southern France, may be gathered
from his confessions, where he says that he
h,OUld be glad to visit once more, not only
IS native country, but also Gaul: Eram
r:s que Gallias, visitare fmtres, et ut viderem
~Iem sanctorum Domini mei.
~rom the notices of Prosper Aquitani
~s, It appears that the bishop Coolestinus
o Rome had ordained Palladius as a. bish
op for the Scots, by whom perhaps may

have been inteuded the Irish j and, accord
ing to these accounts, he must have accom
plished a good deal. But Prosper may
perhaps have receh'ed, at his distance from
Rome, exaggerated stories, He says in his
Chronicle, under the year 431: Ad Scotos
in C hristum credentes ordinatus a Papa Cooles
tino Palladius, et primus episcopus mitti
tur; and in the liber contra Collatorem,
c, 21, § 2: Ordinato Scotis episcopo, fecit
etiam barbaram (insulam) Christianam.
The tradition of the mission of Palladius
to Ireland seems, according to the citations
of Jocelin, to have' been preserved in that
country for a long period j but also the tra
dition that the conversion of the nation
was not due to his labors, but was reserved
for those of Patrick.
3 Patrick
intimates in his confession,
c. 3, that some respectable clergymen in
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may be easily explained, how the tendency of later monks, to trace the
founding of new churches to Rome, might, among so many other fabu
lous legends, give rise also to this.
Arrived in Ireland, he possessed a great advantage in prosecuting
his work, from his knowledge of the customs and the language of the
country. He assembled around him in the open fields, at the beat of
a drum, a concourse of people; where he related to them the story
of Christ, which relation manifested its divine power on their rude
minds. It is true, the people were excited against them by those power
fuI priests, the Druids; but he did not allow himself to be frightened
on this account. As the chief men had it in their power to do him the
most injury, while they remained under the dominion of these Druids,
he labored especially to gain access to them. Perhaps numbers were
already prepared for the faith in the gospel, like that Cormac, an Irish
prince, belonging·to the last times of the fourth century, who, after hav
ing abdicated his government and given himself up to silent reflection
and religious contemplation in solitude, is said to have come to the con
viction of the vanity of the Druidical doctrines concerning the gods.1
A proof of the power exercised by Patrick over the youthful mind
is seen in the way in which he is said to have drawn to him those who
were to be his successors in the guidance of the Irish church. He came
into the house of a person of rank, taught there, and baptized the
family. The young son of the house was so attracted by the impression
of the looks and words of Patrick, that he could never afterwards be
separated from him. He followed him and kept close to him amid all
his dangers and sufferings. Patrick is said to have named him Benig
nus, on account of his kindly nature. He is said also to have converted
one of the chief bards, called Dubrach IHacValubair; and the minstrel
who had been used to rehearse the Druidical doctrine of the gods, noW
composed songs in praise of Christianity 2 - a circumstance which would
have no inconsiderable influence on a people naturally inclined to
poetry and music.
The lands which he received as presents from converted chieftains,
Patrick applied to the founding of cloisters, having contracted in France
a predilection for the monastic life. The cloisters were designed to
serve as nursing schools for teachers of the people, and from them was
to proceed the civilization of the country. Although Patrick was quali
fied himself to impart but little scientific instruction to his monks, yet
Britain opposed his· consecration to the
episcopal office. He intimates that his ene
mies turned against him the confession of
a sin, committed thirty years before, which
confession he had made before he was cho
sen deacon. And from what follows, it is
quite evident that this has reference to
something he had done when a boy of
fifteen. It would follow from this, then,
that he was ordained bishop in his forty
fifth year, and so probably commenced his
labors in Ireland in the same year of his
life. Now if we could also determine with

accuracy the year of his birth, we might fix
precisely the year of his episcopal ordin~'
tion and his missionary journey. But thiS
is a point with regard to which nothing can
be considered as settled; the chronologi~l
data of the traditions, both in Usher and in
Jocelin, being, to say the least, extremely
uncertain.
1 See the History of Ireland, by F. War
ner, vol. I. p. 247.
2 Jocelin. c. V. § 3S. Mensis Mart. d.
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he infused into them the love of learning, which impelled them subse
quently to seek for more information, and for books, in Britain and
France. Yet he gave them the first means of all culture, in inventing
an alphabet for the Irish language.! He had much to bear continually
from the opposition of the pagan chiefs. He was once, with his attend
ants, fallen upon by one of these chiefs, robbed, and detained fourteen
days in captivity.2 Often he sought to purchase quiet for himself and
his friends by presents. And it was not with Irish Pagans alone that
he had to contend. A piratical British chieftain, named Corotic, from
the district of Wallia, (Wales,) fell upon a number who had been re
cently baptized by Patrick, carried off a part of them captives, and sold
them as slaves to heathen Picts and Scots. To this man, who professed
outwardly to be a Christian, Patrick wrote an emphatically threatening
letter, which has been preserved, and excommunicated him from the
church. Glad as he would have been to visit his old friends in Britain
and in France, yet he could not think it right to leave the new church.
" I pray God," he said, after a long residence among this people, "that
he would grant me perseverance to enable me to approve myself a faith
ful witness, for the sake of my God, to the end. And if I have ever
labored to accomplish anything good for the sake of my God, whom I
love, may he grant that, with those converts and captives of mine,
I may pour out my blood' for his name! "
The Goths belonging to the stocks of Germanic descent, first had
opportunity of coming to the knowledge of Christianity by means of
their wars with the Roman empire, probably as early as the second
half of the preceding period. During those incursions which, in the
time of the emperor Valerian, they made into Cappadocia and the bor
dering countries, they are said to have carried away captive many
Christians, and, among the rest, persons of the clerical order. These
remained with the Goths, propagated themselves among them, and
labored for the diffusion of Christianity.3 Accordingly we find already
among the bishops who subscribed their names to the decisions of the
Nicene council, a certain Tlwophillls, who is called bishop of the Goths.!
From one of these Christian families of Roman origin, which had thus
continued to propagate itself among the Goths, lIlphilas, who is entitled
to the credit of having done most for the spread of Christianity and
Christian culture among the Goths, is said to have sprung.5 Ulphilas
did the Goths important service in their negotiations with the Roman
emperors, a business for which he was eminently fitted on account of his
relationship with both nations. He thus won their love and confidence,
1 Of the zeal for the monastic life which
he inspired, Patrick spcaks himself in his
confessions: Filii Scotorum et filire regulo
rum monachi et virgines Christi esse vi
dentur. Opusculn Patricii, ed. J. Warroi,
paf 16.
L. c. 'Varrons, p. 20.
8 Philostorg. II. 5.
I Socrat. hist. eccles. 1. II. c. 41.
• 6 As Philostorgins, himself a Cappado
Clan, distinctly mentions the village to which
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the family of mphilas originally belonged,
we have the less right to call in question
his statcment. The manifestly German
name 'Volf, 'Volfel, furnishes no proof to
the contrary; for their residence among the
Goths might unqnestionably have induced
the members of this family to give them
selves German names. Moreover, Basil of
Crosarea (ep. 165) says that the Goths re
ceived the first seeds of Christianity from
Cappadocia.
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of which he could avail himself to promote the spread of Christianity.
He was consecrated bishop of the Goths, and secured the means for a
permanent propagation of Christianity among them, particularly by in
venting an alphabet for them, and by translating the holy scriptures
into their language. He is said, however, to have omitted in this
translation the books of the Kings, to which the books of Samuel, also,
were then reckoned, that nothing might be presented which was calcu
lated to foster the warlike spirit of the Goths.!
Certain as these facts are in general, yet it is difficult to fix with
precision the time when Ulphilas first made his appearance as a teacher
amongst his people, and when he was employed in the negotiations with
the Roman empire;' for on these points there are many contradictory
statements in the historians of the church.2 These, however, admit of
Philostorg. II. 5.
According to Philostorgius, Ulphilas was
employed in negotiations with the emperor
Constantine, who had a high respect for him,
and was used to call him the fiIoses of his
time. Constantine permitted the Goths to
settle down in the district of Mresia. At
this time Ulphilas was consecratcd bishop
of the Goths by Eusebius of Nicomedia.
According to Socrates, II. 41, Ulphilas sub
scribed, in the first place, the Arian creed,
drawn up at Constantinople, in the year
360, under the emperor Constantius. Be
fore this, he was an adherent of the Nicene
doctrine; for he followed the teaching of
the Gothic bishop Thcophilus, who had been
one of the signers of the Nicene creed.
Next, the same church-historian relates, IV.
33 that the aSiiistance and support which
the emperor Valens afforded to that portion
of the Goths to which Ulphilas belonged,
induced many of them at that time to em
brace Christianity, but at the same time
also to espouse the Arian doctrine then pre
vailing in the Roman empire. He places
the oriO'in of Ulphilas' version of the scrip
tures ;:; late as the time just referred to.
Sozomcn (IV. 24 and VI. 37) agrees in
the main with Socrates, and only adds that
Ulphilas was at first a follower of the doc
trines of the Nicene council; that, in the
time of the emperor Constantius, he had,
indeed, imprudently become intimate with
certain bishops of the Roman empire who
professed Arianism, yet continued to main
tain his fellowship with the orthodox bish
ops according to the Nicene council. But,
having come to Constantinople on occasion
of certain negotiations with the emperor
Valens, he was moved by the persuasions
of the dominant Arian bishops, and hy
their promises to give him their support
with the emperor, to embrace Arianism.
Theodoretus, IV. 37, reports that the Goths
were devoted to the true faith until the time
of the emperor Valens; but that, under this
emperor, the Arian dominant hishop at
court, Eudoxius, represented to them tbat
1

2

agreement in religious doctrine would ren
der the union between them and the Ro
mans more secure. But he was able tQ
effect nothing with them until he applied
himself to their influential bishop, UIphilas.
and succeeded, by persuasive speeches and
by money, to win him over. He so repre
sented the matter as if the dispute between
the two parties related only to unimportant
differences, and was made so important
merely through their obstinacy and love of
dispute.
If we compare together these accounts,
we find that Philostorgius departs from all
the other church-historians in placing the
whole perioli of Ulphilas' labors within the
rei~n of the emperor Constantine, and
making no mention whatever of the nego
tiations in the time of Valens, which were
the most important. But as the accounts
of the others presuppose also that the GothS
had long been Christians; as Socrates and
Sozomen assume that Ulphilas was already
bishop in the reign of Constantius, the aC
count of Philostorgius may certainly be
brought into agreement with these reportS.
If it may only be supposed - aO'ainst which
supposition there is no reason~ble ground
of objection - that Ulphilas lil'ed to a very
old age, it may be assumed, that he began
his labors as a bishop amonO' the Goths as
early as the time of Consb~ntine; for it is
very possible, certainly, that he may haye
exercised the functions of the episcopal
offire through a period of fifty years.
In the next place, it must be remarked,
that Philostorgius, beinrr an Arian, had an
interest in making it appear that UlphiJas
was an Ari:m from the first; while, on the
other hand, the other church· historians, as
opponents of Arianism, were interested to
represent the fart as if Ulphilas was in the
first place orthodox, and to trace his defec
tion from the orthodox doctrines to outward
influences and causes, and hence to fix the
time of this defection under the reign of an
emperor who was zealously devoted t~
Arianism. It is very possible that U1phi
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being reconciled with each other by supposing that ffiphilas fir~t began
his labors, as a bishop among the Goths, in the time of Constantine;
and that he continued to prosecute them until near the close of the
reign of the emperor Valens; that he repeatedly conducted the nego
tiations between the Goths and the Roman empire, and in this way
ever rose higher in the confidence of the former.
Athanasius, in a work which he 'wrote while a deacon, previous to the
time of the Nicene council, speaks of the diffusion of Christianity among
the Goths, and alludes to the fact that the ameliorating influence of
this religion had already begun to manifest itself on that people.! He
says, with regard to the effects of Christianity among these rude
tribes: "'\Vho is it that has wrought this; that has united in the bonds
of peace those who once hated one another; - who else than the be
loved Son of the Father, the common Saviour of all,Jesus Christ, who,
through love to us, suffered everything for our salvation? For already
of old the peace that should go out from him had been the subject of
prophecy, since the holy scriptures say, lsa. 2: 4: 'Then they shall
beat their swords into plough-shares, and their spears into pruning
hooks; nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they
learn war any more.' And this is nothing incredible; since even now
the barbarians, to whom savagery of manners is a nature so long as
they worship dumb idols, rage against each other, and cannot remain
one moment without the sword; but, when they hear the doctrine of
Christ, immediately they turn away from war to agriculture; -instead
of arming their hands with the sword, they lift them up in prayer; and,
in a word, from henceforth, instead of carrying on war with each other,
arm themselves against Satan, striving to conquer him by the bravery
of the soul. And the wonder is, that even they despise death, and be
Come martyrs, for the sake of Christ."
The division of the Goths among whom IDphilas appeared, were the
Thervingians, under king Fritiger - the West-Goths; and these were
at war with the Greuthingians, whose king was Athanarich-the East
Goths.2 When, therefore, Ulphilas labored to diffuse Christianity also
among the Greuthingians, his efforts met with opposition; Christianity
'Was persecuted by them, and many died as martyrs.3 The martyrs
certainly contributed greatly among the Goths also to the spread of the
gospel. 4
The historian Eunapius relates that the Goths, in the time of the
las had received the simple fonn of the IV. 33, recognized even among the Goths,
doctrine of Christ's divinity from the older although they were Ariana, the genuine
Roman church; that in the beginning he spirit of mart)Tdom. For he says, although
~eld simply w this, without taking any part the harbarians erred through their simplici
l!l the dialectic doctrinal controversies, un ty, yet they de~pised the earthly life for the
tl11 by coming in contact, in various ways, sake of the faith in Christ: 'A1rI..Q1'177'L TO'll
With the Arian bishops, he was led to em xplanaVlapOv &;UfU:VOl, i!1rrp T~r; elr; XplGTOv
1rtaTWr; Ti;r; lviui:t'Ja ((,)~r; KurctppOVT/aav.
brace the Arian system.
• Compo Basil. Cresarccns. ep. 155, 164,
1 Athanas. de incarnatione verbi, § 51 et 52.
165, in which letters of about the year 374,
2 See the passages above cited, from Soc
rates and Sozomen,and Ammian. Marcellin. mention is made of the martyrs among the
31,4, etc.
Goths. Dasil procured relics of the mar
tyrs who died there.
8 It is interesting to observe that Socrates,
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emperor Valens, while they contrived to maintain in great secrecy the
ancient rites of their national religion, often assumed the outward show
of Christianity, and carried about with them pretended bishops in their
wagons, for the purpose of gaining thereby the favor and confidence of
the Byzantine court; which they could the more easily deceive, as they
had among them people who wore the monkish dress, and whom they
pretended to call monks, because they understood in what high esteem
this class of men stood among the Christians.! It is true, the mere as
sertion of this violent enemy of the Christians is no sufficient authority
for a fact of this sort. At all events, he expresses himself in too gen
eral terms. Yet very possibly the Goths were shrewd enough to dis
cern that, in this way, they could most easily deceive the Byzantine
court; and it may be that, in some particular cases, they resorted to
this means of deception; although, in the main, there can be no ques
tion with regard to the reality of the conversion of the Goths to Chris
tianity.
The great Chrysostom, while patriarch of Constantinople, and during
his exile after he was expelled from Constantinople, labored earnestly
for the establishment of missions among the Goths. He set apart a par
ticular church at Constantinople for the religious worship of the Goths;
where the Bible was read in the Gothic translation, and discourses were
preached by Gothic clergymen in the language of their country.· He
adopted the wise plan of here training up missionaries for the people
from among the people themselves. On a certain Sunday, in the year
398 or 399, after causing divine worship to be celebrated, the Bible to
be read, and a discourse to be preached, by Gothic ecclesiastics in the
Gothic tongue, to the great surprise no doubt of the refined Byzantians
in the assembly, who looked down upon the Goths as barbarians, he
took advantage of this remarkable scene, to point out to them, in the
example before their own eyes, the transforming and plastic power of
Christianity over the entire human nature, and to enlist their sympa
thies in the cause of the mission. He delivered a discourse, which has
come down to us, full of a divine eloquence, on the might of the gospel,
and the plan of God in the education of mankind.2 Amon!' other
things he remarks, quoting the passage in Isa. 65: 25: '" The ';olf and
the lamb shall feed together, and the lion shall eat straw like the bul
lock.' The prophet is not speaking here of lions and lambs, but pre
dicting to us that, subdued by the power of the divine doctrine, the
brutal sense of rude men should be transformed to such gentleness of
spirit, that they should unite together in one and the same community
with the mildest. And this have you witnessed to-day - the most sav
age race of men standing together with the lambs of the church - one
pasture, one fold for all- one table set before all." Which may refer

mm veterum nova collectio, Tom. II.

t1VpoV(Jt XtTeJVta, 1rovf,pOl~ Te e'ivat Kat '1!'LT£1I
£(J{}ru., which the fierce enemy of Christian

lCaNYvtdv(,)V p.ovaX(,)v 'Trap' aVTo'i~, yivo~ KaTa
P.tfiJrrtV Ti:JV 'Trapa Tol~ 'TrOMp.lOl~ t1rlTtT1Jdev
!UV(,)V, ovoev txovaii~ rij~ P.tP.1J(JE(,)~ 'Trpayp.a
Ti:J&r Kat dV(JKOi\.oV, UAA.' t;1/pKe'i I/Jata Ip.aTta

monasticism could not deny himself the
gratification of adding.
2 The VIII. Homily, among those first
published by MontfaucoD, Tom. XU. opp
Chrysostom.

See Eunapii Excerpta, in l\laii scripto
Ro
mre, 1827, p. 277 and 78. 'Hv cJE Kat Ti:w
1
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either to the common participation in the sacred word, which had been
presented first in the Gothic and then in the Greek language, or to
the common participation in the communion.
The Gothic clergy began already to busy themselves with the study
of the Bible. The learned Jerome was surprised, while residing at
Bethlehem, (in 403,) by receiving a letter from two Goths, Sunnia and
Fretela, making inquiries about several discrepancies which they had
observed between the vulgar Latin and the Alexandrian version of the
Psalms; and Jerome begins his answer 1 in the following words: "Who
would have believed, that the barbarian tongue of the Goths would in
quire respecting the pure sense of the Hebrew original; and that,
while the Greeks were sleeping, or rather disputing with each other,"
(according to another reading - " despising it,") "Germany itself
would be investigating the divine word?" 2 Jerome could say, that the
red and yellow-haired Goths carried the church about with them in
tents; and perhaps, for this reason, battled with equal fortune against
the Romans, because they trusted in the same religion. s
The influence of Christianity was, perhaps, seen also in those who as
yet made no profession of it, when Alaric, the leader of the West
Gothic army, captured Rome, and spread consternation all around.
The churches of St. Peter and St. Paul, and the chapels of the mar
tyrs, became the universal places of refuge; and they remained, with
all their treasures, and all the men who had fled to them, respected and
spared amid all the havoc of devastation. Not a man of the barbarians
touched these spots; nay, they conveyed thither themselves many un
happy individuals who had excited their pity, as to a place of safety.
Pagans, who had ascribed to Christianity all the calamities of the period,
and Christians, united here in giving thanks to God. "He who does
not see," exclaims Augustin, speaking of this fact,4 " that the thanks
for this are due to the name of Christ, to the Christia~ period, must be
blind; he who does see it, and praises not God, is an ingrate; he who
~ould hinder them that praise God, is a madman. Far be it from any
mtelligent man to ascribe this to the rudeness of barbarians. He
bridled and tempered the savage nature of the barbarians in a miracu
lous manner who had said long before: 'Then will I visit their trans
gression with the rod, and their iniquity with stripes. Nevertheless,
my loving-kindness will I not utterly take from them.'" Ps. 89 : 32,33.
1 Ep. 106, in the edition ofVallarsi;-in
other editions, ep. 98.
• 2 Quis hoc crederet, ut barbara Getarum
hngu~ Hebraicam qurereret veritatem; et
donmtantibus, immo contcndentibus (or

contemnentibus) Grreds, ipsa Germania
Spiritus Sancti cloquia scrutaretur 1
8 Ep. 107 ad Letam, § 2. Getarum ruti
Jus et fiavus exercitus ecclesiarum circum
fert tentoria.

• De civitate De~ 1. I. c. 7.

SECTION SECOND.
mSTORY OF THE CHURCH CONSTITUTION. CHURCH DISCIPLINE.
SCHISMS OF THE CHURCH.

I.

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH CONSTITUTION.

1. Relation of Church to State.
In the relation of the church to the state, there occurred, with the
commencement of this period, a most important change, the consequen
ces of which extended to all parts of the church constitution, and which
had an influence, in various ways, on the whole course and shaping of
the church development. In the preceding period, the church stood to
the state in the relation of an independent, self-included whole, and
was to the state, for the most part, an object of hostility. At all events,
the utmost which she could expect from the state was bare toleration.
The important consequence of this was, that the church was left free to
develope itself outwardly from its own inward principle; - that no for
eign might could introduce its disturbing influence ; and that the church
itself could not be exposed to the temptation of employing an alien
power for the prosecution of its ends, and of thus entering into a prov
ince that did not belong to it. But, on the other hand, the church had
no immediate influence on civil society and its different relations. In
this there was much which stood in contradiction with the spirit that
animated the church; the transforming influence which Christianity
necessarily exercises on all with which it comes in contact, could not as
yet here manifest itself. Only in an indirect manner - and, in this
respect, we must allow, although in a very slow, yet in the safest and
purest way- could the church exert an influence on the state, by ever
drawing over more of its members into itself, and communicating to
them the spirit by whose influence everything must be made better.
Yet this, however, could not take place in all the members of tb~
church at once; but only in those who; while they belonged to ·the vi~l'
ble church, belonged at the same time also, by the disposition of theU'
minds, to the invisible church. From such only could proceed the neW
creation which the spirit of Christianity produces, as they alone had ex
perienced this creation in their own hearts. But, with· the commence
ment of this period, the church entered into an entirely different rela
tion to the state. It did not merely become a whole, recognized as
legal, and tolerated by the state, - which it had been already from the
reign of Gallien down to the Dioclesian persecution, - but the state
itself declared its principles to be those to which everything must be
subordinated. Christianity became, by degrees, the dominant state
religion, though not entirely in the same sense as Paganism had been
before. Church and state constituted, henceforth, two wholes, one
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interpenetrating the other, and standing in a relation of mutual action and
reaction. The advantageous influence of this was, that the church
could now exert its transforming power also on the relations of the
state; but the measure and the character of this power depended on
the state of the inner life in the church itself. The healthful influence
of the church is indeed to be perceived in many particular cases;
though it was very far from being so mighty as it must have been, had
everything proceeded from the spirit of genuine Christianity, and had
the state actually subordinated itself to this spirit. But, on the other
hand, the church had now to struggle under a great disadvantage; for,
instead of being left free, as it was before, to pursue its own course of
development, it was subjected to the influence of a foreign, secular pow
er, which, in various ways, would operate to check and disturb it; and
the danger, in this case, increased in the same proportion as the politi
cal life with which the church came in contact was corrupt, and a law
less, despotic will ruled supreme, - a will which acknowledged no re
straints, and which, therefore, whenever it intermeddled with the
church development, was prone to act after the same arbitrary manner
as it did elsewhere. So it actually happened in the East Roman em
pire. Without doubt, it belongs to the essential character of Christi
anity, that it can propagate itself even under the most depressing of
earthly relations, and, by the surpassing energy of its spirit, break
through every species of temporal bondage. This was seen under the
empire of Pagan Rome, and in the Persian empire. Despotism, ar
rayed in open hostility to Christianity, only served to call forth, in still
greater strength, the Christian sense of freedom rising superior to all
earthly constraint. . But despotism in outward alliance with the church,
proved a more dangerous enemy. It was now necessary that one of
two things should happen; - either the spirit of Christianity, as it be
came more widely diffused, must- not by a sudden and glaring revo
lution, but by its power in the heart, which is far mightier than any arm
of flesh ~ gradually introduce the order of law in the place of arbi
~rary despotism; .01' the corruption of the state wow.d introduce itself
Into the church, as it actually did in the Byzantine empire. Further
more, the church was now exposed to the temptation of appropriating a
foreign might for the prosecution of its ends; a temptation ever ready
to assail man, the moment the spirit is no longer sovereign alone, but
the flesh intermeddles with its proper work. Looking only at the holy
~nd which he fancies himself in pursuit of, any means that can subserve
It seem good to him. He does not consider that the truth itself, forced
on man otherwise than by its own inward power, becomes falsehood.
Bow easily might the bishops, in their zeal, - more .or .less unwise,
more or less directed by selfish views, - be tempted to mVlte those em..
perors who professed to belong to the Catholic church, to assist in secur
Ing the victory for that which they deemed the pure doctrine, and in
crushing its adversaries; - when, in fact, the Syrian bishops, in the
previous period, had already sought after the aid. of a pagan emperor,
Aurelian, in a similar case! 1 And in cases of thIS sort, how invariably
1

See above, vol. I. sect.W. p. 1014.
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did the wrong proceeding bring along its own punishment! In forget
ting and denying its own essential character, on the simple preservation
of which its true power depends, - in consenting to make use of a for
eign might for the furtherance of its ends, the church succumbed to
that might. Such is the lesson taught by the history of the church
of the Roman empire in the East.
The great change of which we speak, in the relation of the church
to the state, must be ascribed to the transition of the Roman emperors
to the idde of Ohristianity. The supreme magistrates now considered
themselves as members of the church, and took a personal share in its
concerns; but it was no easy matter for them to fix the proper limits
to this participation, and, by so doing, to give up their relation as em
perors to subjects. They would be strongly inclined to transfer the
relation they had stood in as Pagans to the pagan state-religion, over
to their relation to the Christian church. Yet they were here met by
that independent spirit of the church, which, in the course of three
centuries, had been developing itself, and acquiring a determinate
shape; and which would make them see that Christianity could not,
like Paganism, be subordinated to the political interest. There had in
fact arisen in the church, as we observed in the previous period, a false,
theocratical theory, originating, not in the essence of the gospel, but in
the confusion of the religious constitutions of the Old and New Testa
ment, which, grounding itself on the idea of a visible priesthood belong
ing to the essence of the church and governing the church, brought
along with it an unchristian opposition of the spiritual to the secular
power, and which might easily result in the formation of a sacerdotal
state, subordinating the secular to itself in a false and outward way.
The emperors did in fact entertain precisely that view of the church
which was presented to them by tradition; or rather, since -if we eX
cept Valentinian II., who seems to have consistently carried through
one determinate theory - they had no judgment of their own, they were
involuntarily borne along by the dominant spirit. The entire church
constitution, as it then stood, appeared to them, equally with Christi
anity, a divine institution, built on the foundation of Christ and the
apostles, in which 'nothing could be altered by arbitrary human will.
Add to this, that the same church constitution had acquired its form in
a time when the church was an indepenaent society by itself, under the
government of the bishops.
This theocratical theory was already the prevailing one in the time
of Constantine; and, had not the bishops voluntarily made themselves
dependent on him by their disputes, and by their determination to make
use of the power of the state for the furtherance of their aims, it lay
in their power, by consistently and uniformly availing themselves of this
theory, to obtain a great deal from him. Thus, for example, in a re
script of the year 314, when an appeal was made from an episcopal
tribunal to the imperial decision, he declared: "The sentence of the
bishops must be regarded as the sentence of Christ himself." 1 But, on
1 Sacerdotum judicium ita. debet haberi,
Optav. Milev. de schismate DonatisW·
ut si ipse Dominus residens judicet. See f. 184.
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the other hand, it flattered Constantine so to regard the matter, as if
God had made him master of the whole Roman empire, to the end that,
through his instrumentality, the worship of the true God might be eve
rywhere extended and promoted. When, in a jesting tone, he once
observed to the bishops, at a banquet, that he too. was a bishop in his
own way,-namely, a bishop over whatever lay without the church,
he meant by this, that God had made him overseer of that which was
without the church, i.e., the political relations, for the purpose of Of
dering these according to the will of God; of giving the whole such a
direction, as that his subjects might be led to pious living.1 The dis
putes among the bishops on doctrinal matters led him, on the matter
of his relation to the church, to derive from this, his supposed vocation,
many consequences which, at the beginning, had never entered into his
thoughts. He exhorted them to unanimity; and, when his exhortations
were unheeded, he resorted to such means for uniting the opposite par
ties, as his sovereignty over the whole Roman state put into his hands.
He convoked an assembly of bishops from all parts of the empire, in
order to give a decision for all the Christians under his government.2
The decrees of these synods were published under the imperial author
ity, and thus obtained a political importance. Those only who adopted
them could enjoy all the privileges of catholic Christians favored by
the state; and, in the end, civil penalties were threatened against those
who refused to acknowledge them .
. The cooperation of the emperors having once become so necessary,
ill order to the assembling of these councils and the carrying-out of
their decisions, it could, of course, no longer remain a matter of indn:
ference to them which of the contending parties they should sustain
with their power. However emphatically they might declare in theory
that the bi3hops alone were entitled to decide in matters of doctrine,
still human passions proved mightier than theoreticalfoNns. Although
t~ese councils were to serve as organs to express the decision ·of the
(~lVine Spirit, yet the Byzantine court had already prejudged the ques
hon, as to which party ought to be considered pious and which impious,
wherever it could be contrived to gain over the court in favor of any
1 This remark of Constantine, which Eu
sebius quotes, (de vita Constantini, IV. 24,)
~s he heard it at table from the emperor's
lips, .has not so great importance in itself
ConSidered j for in truth it was a mere pun,
from which no theory about church rights
could be drawn, - a sportive allusion to the
am?iguity of the Greek word i7ri(1K07rO~,
,!hlch may be used to denote either a par
tIcular eccle~iastical officer, or an overseer

~~nerally: 'Q~ (ipa elT/ Kat aVTO~ l7riC1K07rO~,

U~A'_Vflfl~ flev TWV flC1W TiJ~ lKKI'T/C1ia~, tyw
de Twv tKTO( V7rO {leov Ka{l£C1TaflelJO~ E7riC1KO
:ro~ av eiT/v. Eusebius, who could best know
In what sense Constantine meant this to be
t~kcn, understands by lKTO~ TiJ~ tKKA1Jaia~,
SlIl~ply the state, so far as Constantine ex
erCised su('h oversight over his subjects as
~ lead them, to the best of his ability, in
e way of pious living: 'AKoI..Ql){la 0' oVV

VOL. II.
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TIfJ I.oyct' cJcavoovflcvo~, ToV~ apxoflCvovr amzv
Tar E7rEC1K07rCl, 7rpaVTper.i Tt: O(JT/ 7rep uv
o{;1Jaflt~ TOV EiJC1Ef3iJ flt:TaOtwKClV f3iov. And,

in fact, he expresses himself in precisely
the same way in other public declarations
respecting the office entrusted to him by
God. See the first section.
2 Eusebius of Cresarea, the court hishop,
-whose views of the case cannot be con
sidered, however, as the prevailing one at
that time, - derives this authority from the
fact, that God had entrusted the general
oversight of the whole church to the empe
ror, just as the oversight of their particular
dioceses belonged to the bi~hops, - a sort
of universal episcopate in relation to the
se\:cral individual bishoprics: Oia Tt~ Koi
vo~ lrri(JK07rO~ lK {lioL' KafJE(JTupcvot;, (j1JVOOOV~
TWv TaU {liov I.ELTOVPYWV t1VVfKpOTt:t.

vita Constantini, I. I. c. 44.

De
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particular doctrinal interest; 1 _ or in case the court persecuted one of
the contending doctrinal parties merely out of dislike to the man who
stood at the head of it, then the doctrinal question must be turned into
a means of gratifying personal grudges. 2 The emperors were under no
necessity of employing force against the bishops: by indirect means,
they could sufficiently influence the minds of all those with whom
worldly interests stood for more than the cause of truth, or who were
not yet superior to the fear of man. It was nothing but the influence
of the emperor Constantine which induced the Eastern bishops, at the
council of Nice, to suffer the imposition of a doctrinal formula which
they detested, and from which, indeed, they sought immediately to rid
themselves. The emperor Theodosius II. declared to the first council
of Ephesus, that no person who was not a bishop should interfere with
the ecclesiastical proceedings; 3 and in this declaration he himself may
have been in earnest: but he was borne along by the current of a
powerful court party, which itself had combined with a party of the
bishops, and to this party he must serve as the instrument. The pious
and free-hearted abbot, Isidore of Pelusium, wrote to the emperor, that
no remedy existed for the evil in the church, unless he placed some
check on the dogmatizing spirit of ltis courtiers,. 4 - and the sequel
proved how entirely he was in the right.
It is true, powerful voices were heard simply protesting against this
confusion of political and spiritual interests; 5 as, for example, Hilary
of Poitiers, who remarked well and beautifully to the emperor Constan
tius: "It is for this purpose you govern and watch, that all may enjoy
sweet liberty. The peace of the church can no otherwise be restored,
its distractions can in no other way be healed, than by permitting every
man to live wholly according to his own convictions, free from all
slavery of opinion. Even though such force should be employed for
the support of the true faith, yet the bishops would come before yOU
and say: God is the Lord of the universe; he requires not an obedi
ence which is constrained, a profession which is forced. He does not
want hypocrisy, but sincere worship." 6 But these isolated voices could
accomplish nothing in opposition to the great mass; and they proceeded
mainly from those who were themselves made sore by oppression. Now,
as so much depended on the fact whether a party had the emperor's
vote on its side, consequently every art was employed to secure this;
all that was corrupt in the Byzantine court found its way into the bosoIIl
of the church, - court parties became doctrinal parties, and the re-
1 As it had been contrived, before the as
sembling of the council of Nice, to persuade
the emperor Constantine that the Arian
doctrine contained 3. blasphemy against the
divinity of Christ, and that the opooi'awv
was absolutely required in order to main
tain the dignity of Christ's person.
2 As at the first council of Ephesus, where
the re\'enge of Pulcheria, who governed the
imperial court, turned the doctrinal contro
versy into a means of removing the pa
triarch Nestorius from Constantinople.

p"

3 ' A{1ipLrm', rov
Toil KanlAoyov TWV
uyuJrarwv e,:LaKor.wv TVy;ral'ovra Tol~ l",,')·T/
aLaaTiKOl~ GKil1l1aaLv hlI1Lyvva{)aL. See the

Sacra Tlwodos. II. in the acts of this coun
cil.
4 Isidor. Pelusiot. 1. I. ep. 311. ITapt;riar
TOVTOl~ {1fpa"eLrzv, d rravatia~ TWv voYlla
Tlapwv Toil~ aov~ OtaKOI!OVr.

o Compo the examples cited in the first
scction, p. 33, 34.
6 Ad Constantium, 1. I.
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verse. Imperial chamberlains, (cubicularii,) eunuchs, directors of the
princes' kitchen,! disputed on formulas of faith, and affected to set
themselves up as judges in theological disputes. That which must pass
current for sound doctrine in the church was subjected to the same fluc
tuations with the parties at court. At length, in 476, the usurper
Basiliscus, who enjoyed a brief authority, set an example wholly in ac
cordance with the spirit of the Byzantine court, of effecting changes in
the ruling doctrines of the church by imperial decrees, and of settling
dogmatic controversies by a resort to the same expedient; - arid this
example was soon after but too eagerly followed by other emperors, such
~s Zeno and Justinian. These attempts to rule over the conscience by
~mperial mandates, opened a new source of disturbances and disorders
In the Greek church.
It is true, that which had been obtruded upon it
from without, and which was alien from the whole course of the devel
opment of the church at that time, could gain no substantial existence
within it; but then a violent crisis was always necessary to throw it off
again. The proof of what has been asserted will be furnished in the
history of the disputes' on doctrine. The Greek church presents here
a warning example for all ages. The church of the West developed
itself, in the main, with more independence; because the theocratic
principle, of which we have spoken, obtained more power in it; because
the predominant authority of the Roman bishops formed a certain coun
terpoise to the interference of the state; and because the more rigid
and less versatile spirit of the 'Vestern church gave less frequent occa
sion for the interposition of a foreign power.
We shall now proceed to consider the relations of the church to the
state more in detail.
The state at present took some part in p'roviding jo'r the support oj
the churches. ~fore was effected in this respect by one law of Constan
tine, than by all other means put together. This was a law which ex
pressly secured to the churches a right which, perhaps, they had already
now and then tacitly exercised,2 namely, the right of receiving legacies;
which, in the Roman empire, no corporation whatever was entitled to
exercise, unless it had been expressly authorized to do so by the state.
Such a law Constantine enacted in 321, assigning as the reason for it,
not the interests of the church, but the inviolable sacredness of the last
will. 3
In part, zeal for the cause of the church, but partly also the delusive
notion that such gifts, as meritorious works, were particularly accepta
ble in the sight of God, and that it was possible thereby to atone for a
~ultitude of sins, or both together, procured for the churches! especially
In large towns,4 very considerable and very numerous donatIOns.
But
1

As for example, that chief cook who estates, which evidently they conld ha.ve

come in possession of in no other way.
emperor Val ens to persuade Basil of Cresa Consult the edict of Gallien. And Alex
rea not to show any opposition to doctrines pnder Severns had already conceded to the
~f the Court. See Gregor. Naz. orat. JLX. Christians a public place as legally belong
in§ to them. See .lElii Lampridii vita, c. 49.
. 348. Theodorct. hist. eccles. IV. c. 19.
Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI. Tit. II. § 4.
2 For, during the perseclltions in the third
• Ammianus l\Iarcellinus (1. XXVII. c. 3)
century, we find it intimated that attempts
speaks
of the great wealth which the Ro
were made to deprive the churches of their
Was sent as a deputy from the court of the
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it was undoubtedly the case, too, that the wealth of the church often
led the bishops of the large towns to forget the nature of their calling;
and dishonorable means were not seldom employed by worldly-minded
ecclesiastics, to increase the bequests in favor of the churches. It was
on this account the emperor Valentinian 1. restricted this right by vari
ous limitations; and distinguished church-teachers complained, not so
much of these limitations, as of the fact that the clergy had rendered
them necessary.1
But in this case, too, as in all the appearances of the church at this
period, the lights and shades should be compared' together. We see,
on the other hand, pious bishops giving up, from Christian motives,
their title to bequests which, according to the civil law, they might
have received. A citizen of Carthage made over all his property, in
the expectation that he should have no children, to the church, reserv
ing to himself only the use of it while he lived. But afterwards, when
he had children, Aurelius, contrary to the legator's expectations, gave
back the whole: "For according to the civil law," says Augustin, who
relates the case,2 "he might have retained it, but not according to the
law of heaven." And Augustin himself, who, indeed, was found fault with
by many because he had done so little to enrich the church, declared:
" That he who would disinherit his son to make the church his legatee,
might look for some other one to receive the inheritance besides Au·
gustin; nay, he hoped and prayed that he might look in vain for any
one." 3
man bishops owed to the donations of the
matrons. His description shows to what
an extent the bishops of the great capital
of the world had, amidst the wealth and in
the splendor of their church, forgotten or
forfeited their spiritual character. He says,
it ought not to be wondered at, that the
canrlidates for the Roman episcopate were
ready to sacrifice everything to obtain it:
Cum, id adepti, fUluri sint ita securi. ut di·
tcntur oblationibus matronarum procedant
que vehicnlis insidentes, circumspecte ves
titi, epulns curuntes profusas, adeo ut eorum
convivia regales superent mensas. He says,
it had been happy for them, if they had foI
lowed the example of many of the provin.
cial bishops, who, by their frugal and simple
mode of life, commended themselves in the
sight of God and all his true worshippers
as pure men. So speaks the Pagan. In
like manner Gregorl of Nazianzen des.cribes
the state which the bIShops of Constantlllople
were used to affect, - how, at their tahles and
in the pomp and train of their attendants
with which they appeared in public, they
vied with the first men of the state, (orat.
x..~XII. f. 526.) Hence it was too, that
men who were disposed to live as it became
bishops, such for example as Gregory of
Nazinnzen and Chrysostom, were f.lr from'
being agreeable to the taste of many in
Constantinople.
1 See Hieronym. in the celebmted letter

to Nepotianus, cp. 52, in which he places the
corruption of the clergy in contrast with the
end of their calling: Nee de lege conqueror;
sed doleo cur meruerimns hane legem. Je
rome doubtless had floating before his mind,
when he spoke of the corruption of the cler
gy, what he had seen particularly at Rome,
(see ep. 22 ad Eustochium, § 28,) where he
presents a sad picture of the clergy, running
about to the houses of the rich matrons,
and seeking only to press donations out of
them. Si pulvillum "iderit, si mantilc ele
gans, si ali quid domesticre suppellectiliS,
laudat, miratur. aUrectat, et se his indigcre
conquerens, non tam impctrat quam extor
quet, quia singnlm metuunt veredarimll
urhis offendere.
2 SemlO 356, § 5.
3 So a certain Bonifacius, belonging to
the guild of the nayicularii, whose employ·
ment was to convey grain in their vessels
to Rome, Constantinople, or Alexandria,
made the ('hurch at Hippo his legatee; but
Augustin declined the bequest, because, in
case of shi}mTcck, the church would either
be obliged, hy a judicial process and the fiP
plication of torture against the crew, to
prove that the mishap was unavoidable, or to
make good the loss to the state exchequer.
In respect to the first alternative, it did l!0t
befit t~e churc~, in the opinion of AugnstJ~
to subject manners who had been rescae
from the waves, to the pains of tortare. AS
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And if it was often the case, especially in the larger towns, that
bishops might be found who applied the great incomes of their churches
to diffuse around them an air of state and splendor, there were, on the
other hand, shining examples of other bishops, who, living frugally
themselves, applied all they had to spare for the support of charitable
institutions. Beyond question, it lay in the power of the bishop.q 1:<>
make use of the largest revenues for good and benevolent purposes;
for they not only had to provide for the expense of preserving the
churches, of maintaining divine service, of supporting the clergy, of
supplying the means of subsistence for the poor, who, in the great cities,
such as Constantinople, were very numerous and but too often suffered
to live in indolence; but also, as a general thing, the establishments for
the reception of strangers, UEVi:rve~,I) the alms-houses, (7ITGJxorpo<pela,2) the
institutions for the support of helpless aged persons, (Y1JPOICOflGla,) the
~ospitals 'and orphan-houses, (the voaoKopela and 0P'PavorpOi/Jela,) originated
In the churches, and the churches had 1:<> provide the means for their
support. A celebrated establishment of this kind was the one founded
by Basil, bishop of Cresarea, and which existed in the third and fourth
century-the Basilias,-an institution designed for the reception of
strangers, and to provide medical attendance and nursing for the sick
of whatever disease. Here everything was brought together that could
contribute to the welfare and comfort of the patients. The physicians
of the establishment resided within its walls, and workshops were pro
vided for all the artizans and laborers whose services were needed; S
so that Gregory of Nazianzen, in his funeral discourse at the death of
Basil,4 could call this institution a city in miniature. Basil had also
caused similar alms-houses to be established in the country; one in each
provincial diocese, ((fVflflOpl.a,) placed under the care of a country bishop,
who had the supervision of its concerns.5 Theodoret, bishop of Cyros,
Who had a diocese which was poor on account of its location, was, not
,,:ithstanding, able to save enough to erect porticos for the use of the
CIty, to build two large bridges, to construct a canal from the Euphrates
to the town, which had before suffered for the want of water, and to re
pair and improve the public bath, which was so important a means of
health to the inhabitants of those hot districts. 6
to the second, the church might not be pos
~~ss~d

of the means. "For," says Augustin,
It IS not befitting the bishop to be amassing
money, and to push back the hand of the
beggar." Possidius states, in the life of
Augnstin, c. 24, that the latter would never
receive a bequest which injured in any way
t~e relations of the individual hy whom the
gl~t Was made. A respectable citizen of
IIIPPo had made over to the church an es
!a.te, ~ercly reserving- to himsclf the use of
It whlle he lived. Afterwards he repented
of what he had done, and rcquested that
~he papers might be returned to him, send
Ing in lieu of them a sum of money. But
~ugustin sent back both, declaring that the
C urch would not receive forced ~ifts, but
those only which were made with a free will.
VOL. II.
12""

1 With regard to the ~cvwv: "EaTL ICOLVOV
OiIC1/pa, vr.o r~~ lICK')..1J(]ia~ a9wpiaflEVov.
Chrvsostom, in act. ape hom. 45, near the
end~ Of this institution, as an ancient one
in the church, though the name was new,
see Augustin. Tractat. 97, in Joh. ~ 4.
Xenodochia postea sunt appellata noyis no
minibus, res tamen ipsre et ante nomina sua
erant, et religionis veritate firmantur.
2 These institutions for the poor were
under the supervision of clergymen, also of
monks, 01 K').~plKOl rwv r.rO;relGJv. Cone.
Chalco canon. 8.
a See Basil. Cresareens. ep. 94, and. Sowmen. VI. 34.
4 See his orate 30 and 27.
5 Basil. ep. 142, 143.
6 See Theodoret. cp. 81.
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Among the favors bestowed by the state to further the ends of the
church, belonged the exemption of the clerical order from certain pub
lic services (munera publica, k£Tovp),la£.) Such pertained partly to cer
tain classes of citizens, and in part they were attached to the possession
of a certain amount of property. Now, with these state burdens stood
connected, for the most part, the undertaking of certain kinds of busi
ness and employments which were incompatible with the nature of the
spiritual calling. For this reason, in the previous period, when no cal
culation could bet made on the disposition of the state to accommodate
the clerical order, a law had been passed that no person who was liable
to any civil imposition (seculo obstrictus) should be ordained to the
spiritualoffice.1 But the church having now been freed by Constan
tine from these restrictions, it might be hoped that the like privileges
would be accorded to the clergy as were allowed to pagan priests, phy
sicians, and rhetoricians. In fact, Constantine ordered by a law of the
year 319, after having already conceded to the clergy previous to 313
a certain degree of exemption, that they should be freed from alllJUr
dens of the state.2 This unconditional exemption of the clergy from
those civil "duties was destined to prove~ however, the source of many
evils both to church and to state; since it was the natural consequence
that numbers, without any inward call to the spiritual office, and with·
out any fitness for it whatever, now got themselves ordained as ecclesi
astics for the sake of enjoying this exemption; - whereby many of the
worst class came to the administration of the roost sacred calling,3
while, at the same time, the state was deprived of much useful senice.
The emperor Constantine, in this collision of interests, sought to secure
only thOde of the state. That the true interests of the church could
not have been foremost in his thoughts is the more evident, since he
shows, by this law itself, how imperfectly he understood them. By a
law of the year 320, which presupposes the existence of a still earlier
one, he ordered that for the future no person belong to the families of
lJecurions, no one provided with sufficient means of living, no one who
was fitted for the performance of those civil duties, should take refuge
in the spiritual order; that, as a general thing, new clergymen should
be chosen only to supply the places of those who had deceased,4 and
these should be persons of small means, and such as were not bound to
1 When for instance, Tertullian alleges
against the heretics, (prrescript. c. 41,) that
they ordained seculo obstrictos, it may be
gathered. from this, that the practice was
forbidden in the dominant church.
2 Cod. Theodos. I. 16, Tit. II. I. 2.
3 Compo what Athanasius (hist. Ariano
rum ad :Monachos, ~ 78) says of the Pa
gans, who passed over from the senatorial
families to Christianity, for the purpose of
obtaining as ecclesiastics the TaAalrrc.Jpo~
W,.HTOVP'Il1rJia. Basil. Cresar. ep. 54, respect
ing such as got themselves ordained to the
inferior ecclesiastical offices in the country,
merely for the sake of eluding the obliga
tion to do military service: Tcjv rrMl(jTc.Jv
~6f31:1 rij~ (jTpaToAo)'la~ e[(jrroLoVvTc.JV iavToi~

TY vrrl1pe(jlr;z. Compo also the acts of the
process against the bishop Antoninus of
Ephesus, in Palladius' life of ChrysostoIIl,
opp. ed. Montfauc. T. XIII., where it comes
out that that metropolitan bishop sold epis·
copal dignities to such as were merely seek
ing by episcopal ordination to be released
from the burdensome curial duties.
4 But what had promoted this certainly
excessive multiplication of ecclesiastics wllS
partly the number and magnitude of the
external advantages, whereby the spiritual
order now became attrar.tive to so many
who were not spiritually minded, and in
part the existence of so many church offi
ces which required for their discharge
merely outward liturgical services.
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take upon them any of those burdens of the state. They who were ob~
ligated to any of those duties, if they had crept into the clerical order,
were to be forcibly thrust back to their former condition, - for which
regulation Constantine gave this singular reason: "The rich must bear
the burdens of the world, the poor must be maintained by the wealth
of the church; "1 as if this were the object of church property and
of the church offices! But this restriction was not less unjust, than
the reason alleged for it was false; for it well might be that the very
men who felt the inward call, and possessed the best qualifications for
the spiritual office, were to be found among the higher ranks· in the
provinces; while by such a law these were excluded. Yet with the
powerful influence of the spiritual order at court, under the Christian
emperors, it must often happen, as a matter of course, that· such laws
would be evaded, and not unfrequently to the injury of the church.
Some wavering and uncertainty, too, soon began to show itself in the
execution of the law; expedients were devised to avoid injuring the
interests either of the state or of the church; and, finally, the law was
enacted that those who were under obligation to render such civil ser
vices should, upon entering the ecclesiastical order, give up their prop
erty to others who could discharge those services in their stead. It
was very justly given as a reason for this regulation, that, if they were
reaUy in earnest in what they proposed, they must despise earthly
things. But it was certainly far from being the case that this law
could be strictly kept.2
The state allowed to the church a particular jurisdiction, when it
recognized, in a legal form, what had already obtained in the church
before. It was the rule, from the first, in the Christian communities,
that disputes between their members should not be brought before
heathen tribunals, but settled within their own body. This was be
~tting the mutual brotherly relation subsisting between Christians; and
It had been the course adopted already in the Jewish synagogues.
Paul had, in fact, expressly required this method of procedure, while
he regretted that such differences should exist at all among Christians.
When the episcopal form of church government became matured, it was
made a part of the function of the episcopal office to decide these dis
putes. Yet, hitherto, the sentence of the bishop stood valid only so
far as both parties had voluntarily agreed to submit to it. Constantine
made the sentence of the bishops legally binding, whenever the two
parties had once agreed to repair to their tribunal, so that no farther
appeal could be made from it. 3 Thus a great deal of business of a for
e~gn nature came upon the episcopal office. Bishops more spiritually
dIsposed made it a matter of complaint, that so much of the time which
they were prompted, by the inclination of their hearts, to bestow on the
things of God, must be employed for the purpose of immersing them·
selves in the investigation of secular affairs. 4 At the same time they
1 See Cod. Theodos. 1. 16, Tit. II. I. 6.
Opulentos enim sreculi subire necessitates
~.rtet, pauperes ecclesiarum divitiis susten-

2 See the laws of the year 383, in the
Titulus de Decurionibus.
8 Sozomen. 1. I. c. 9.
f When certain theological labors had
been committed by two .African councils to
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had to suffer no little vexation; for, however impartially they might
decide, they still exposed themselves to many an accusation on the part
of those who were looking .merely at their own advantage, and who,
when the decision of the bishop was adverse to their interests, could
not pardon it in them that they must submit without any right of ap
peal from an unfavorable sentence} Yet, from love to their communi
ties, they bore this burthen attached to their calling, grievous as it was
to them, with the self-denial which an Augustin evinces, when from a
full heart he exclaims in the language of the 119th Psalm, ver. 115, (a9
it is found in the Alexandrian version,) "Depart from me, ye evil-doers,
for I would study the commandments of my God;" and when he pro
ceeds to say: "'Vicked men exercise us in observing the command
ments of God~· but they call us away from exploring them, (from the
study of holy scripture,) not only when they would persecute us or
contend with us, but even when they obey us and honor us, and yet
compel us to busy ourselves in lending support to their sinful and con
tentious desires; and when they require of us that we should sacrifice
our time to them; or when, at least, they oppress the weak, and force
them to bring their affairs before us. To these we dare not say, :Man,
who has made me a judge or a divider of inheritance over you? For the
apostle has instituted ecclesiastical jnn.ges for such affairs, in forbidding
Christians to bring suits before the civil tribunals." Such bishops
might undoubtedly avail themselves also of this opportunity of becoming
better acquainted with the members of their flock, of diffusing among
them the spirit of unanimity, and of opportunely dropping many a prac
tical admonition. But to worldly-minded bishops, it furnished a wel
come occasion for devoting themselves to any foreign and secular affairs,
rather ihan to the appropriate business of their spiritual caHina'; and
the same class might also allow themselves to be governed by impure
motives in the settlement of these disputes.
In many cases, it was apparent that the gradually forming hierarchy
furnished a salutary counterpoise against political despotism. The
bishops acquired a great deal of influence in this respect, owing to the
point of view in which the external church and its representatives ap'
the care of the bishop Augustin, who was
now advanced in years, he ogreed with his
community, that, for the purpose of execut
ing these, he should be spared from attend
ing to their business during fh'e days in the
week. A formal protocol or bill (gesta ec
clesiastico) was drawn up, specifying what
the church had conceded to him j but he
,vas soon besieged again, so that he was
compelled to say: Ante meridiem ct post
meridiem occupationibus hominnm impli
cor, (See the gcsta e('clesiustica Augusti.
cp. 213.) In the Greek church, the case
may have been, however, that bishops,
whether for the purpose of devoting them
"elves with greater blessing to other kinds
of labor, or whether it was simply out of
indolence, turned over these matters of busi
ness to certain members of their clergy,

whom they invested with full powers. f~r
transacting them. At least, Socrates InCI
dentally relates this of a certain Silvanu~,
bishop of Troas, a man inclined to ascetiC
retirement, belonging to the first times of
the fifth century, without remarking that ~t
was anything unusual. But when thIS
good bishop observed that the clergy 10
whom he had entrnsted this business wcre
endeavoring to make gain of it without rc
gard to right, he committed the investiga
tion to a justice-loving layman. Socrat.
VII. 37.
1 Sec Augustin. in ..p, 25, ; 13, T.
f. 115. Etsi jam effringi non potest, qUIll
tenetur jure forte uon ecc\esiastico, scd
principum seculi, qui tantum detulerllnt c~·
c\esire, ut quidquid in ell. judicatum fuent,
dissolvi non possit.
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peared to the men of this period, and gradually also through the habits
and customs of the people; since the prevailing ideas passed over into
life, before anything came to be determined by the laws.
To this kind of influence belongs that which the bishops obtained
by their intercessions (intercessiones.) It was then not unusual for
persons who enjoyed some reputation as men of learning, as rhetori
cians, to avail themselves of this for the purpose of interceding with the
great, who affected to patronize science, in behalf of the unfortunate~
But that this custom should pass over especially to the bishops, was a
natural consequence of the new direction which Christianity gave to the
mode of contemplating the forms of social life. New ideas of the
equality of all men in the sight of God; of the equal accountableness
of all; of mercy, love, and compassion, were diffused abroad by Chris
tianity. Christian judges and magistrates were uncertain how they
should unite the discharge of their official duties with what was required
of them by the precepts of Christ. In the previous period, one party
of Christians, in fact, held the administration of such offices to be incom
patible with the nature of the Christian calling. The council of El
vira (in 305) directed that the supreme magistrates in the municipal
towns, the IJuumviri, (though these were not called upon to pronounce
sentence of death,) should not enter the church during the year of their
office'! The council of ArIes, in 314, directed indeed that the presi
dents in the provinces, and others who were incumbents of any civil
office, should continue to remain in the communion of the church,2 yet
charged the bishops in the places where they exercised their civil func
~ions, with a special oversight of them; and, when they began to act
lIlconsistently with their Christian duties,S they were then to be cut off
f:om the church fellowship. Thus, then, it came about that conscien
hous Christians who occupied official stations, whenever they were
beset with doubts from the above-mentioned causes, had recourse to the
bishops for instruction and for the quieting of their scruples. For
example, a certain functionary, by the name of Studius, betook him
self, in a case of this sort, to Ambrosius, bishop of :Milan. The latter
told him that according to Romans 13, he was authorized to employ the
sword for the punishment of crime, yet proposed for his imitation the
pattern of Christ in his conduct towards the woman taken in adultery
(John, c. 8.)4 If the transgressor had never been baptized, he might
still be converted, and obtain the forgiveness of sin: if he had been
already baptized, he could yet repent and reform. Ambrosius says on
this occasion that those who pass sentence of death would not, indeed,
be excluded from the communion of the church, since they are justified,
by the above-cited declaration of the apostle, to pass such a sentence;
1 c. 56. Magistratum uno anno, quo agit
dbUIDYiratum, prohibendum placuit, ut se
a ecclcsia cohibeat .
• 2 Litteras accipiant ecclesiasticas commu
nlc.atorias, c. 7.
8 Cum creperint contra disciplinam agere.

i An example, indeed, which did not
wholly apply in the present case; for it was
one where the question was not a juridical,
but a religious and moral one. But Am
brose was for ennobling the juridical posi
tion by that of morality and religion.
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but that the majority, however, did abstain from the communion, and
that their conduct in this respect was to be approved. 1
In .this way it came about that the bishops gradually obtained the
right of exercising a sort of moral superintendence over the discharge
of their official duties by the governors, the judges, the proprietors, who
belonged to their communities ;2 - an authority which was not always,
indeed, alike respected; - that they were empowered, in the name of
religion, to intercede with governors, with the nobles of the empire, and
even with the emperors, in behalf of the unfortunate, the persecuted,
the oppressed; in behalf of individuals, entire cities and provinces, who
sighed under grievous burdens, laid on them by reckless, arbitrary Cll-'
price, or who trembled in fear of heavy punishments amidst civil dis
turbances. vVhere the fear of man made all others mute, it was not sel
dom they alone who spoke out in the name of religion and of the church,
who ventured to utter themselves with freedom; and their voice might
sometimes penetrate to the consciences of those who were intoxicated
by the feeling of their absolute power, and surrounded by servile fla~
terers.
Some examples will render this clear. When the separation of the
province of Cappadocia into two provinces, (Cappadocia prima et se
cunda,) under the emperor Valens, in the year 371, had reduced the
inhabitants, who thus lost much of their gain and were oppressed by a
double weight of civil burdens, to great distress, it was the bishop
Basil of Cresarea who interceded - to no purpose indeed - with the
great, and, through them, with the emperor, in behalf of the whole
. province. Among other things, he thus wrote to one of the nobles: 3
"He could boldly tell the court that they were not to Imagine they
should have two provinces instead, of one; for they would not have se'
cured another province from some other world, but have done just the
same as if the owner of a horse or of an ox should cut him in halves,
and suppose that by so doing he obtained two instead of one." 'Vhen,
in the year 387, a popular movement at Antioch, which had been
brought about by the oppression of excessive taxes, gave reason to fear
a severe retribution from the emperor Theodosius, who micrht easily be
hurried, in a momentary paroxysm of passion, to the ext~emest meas
ures, and all was in a state of the utmost confusion, the aged and sic\
bishop Flavianus proceeded himself to Constantinople. Said he to the
emperor: "I am come, as the deputy of our common l\iaster, to ad·
1 According to the old editions, ep. ad
Studium, 1. VII. ep. 58.
2 By a law of the year 409, which di
rected the judges on all Sundays to interro
gate prisoners, whether they had expericnccd
humane treatment, it was at the same time
presupposed, that the bishops felt it incum
bent on them to exhort the judges to hu
mane treatment of their prisoners: Nee
decrit antistitum Christianre religion is cura
laudabilis, qure ad observationem constituti
judicis hane ingerat monitionem. Cod.
Theodos. I. XI. Tit. III. I. 7. Bya law of
the emperor Justinian, of the year 529, it

was devolved on the bishop, on Thursday
and Friday, (probably on these days in p:U'
ticular on account of the mcmOIT of Christ'S
passion,) to visit the prisons, to "inquire into
the crimes for which each penion was ~n'
fined, and accurately inform himself Wlt~
regard to the treatment he met with, an
point out to the higher authorities e.ery
thing that was done contrary to good order.
They were also to see to it, that no onC
should be held in confinement elsewhere
than in the public prisons. See Codex Jus'
tinian. 1. I. Tit. IV. 1. 22 and 23.
8 Ep. 74 ad Martinian.
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dress this word to your heart: 'If ye forgive men their trespasses,
then will your heavenly Father also forgive you your trespasses.'"
These words, to which he gave a still more pointed emphasis by allud
ing to the import of the approaching festival of Easter, so profoundly
affected the heart of an emperor easily susceptible of religious impres
sions, that he exclaimed: "How could it be a great thing for me, who
am but a man, to remit my anger towards men, when the Lord of the
world himself, who for our sakes took the form of a servant, and was
crucified by those to whom he was doing good, interceded with his
Father in behalf of his crucifiers, saying: 'Forgive them, since they
know not what they do'?" All that had been done, he promised should
be forgotten, and Flavian should hasten back to convey the glad tidings
to his community before the commencement of the Easter.1
It cannot be denied, indeed, that while pious and prudent bishops
effected much good by a discreet resort to these intercessions; others,
by a haughty abuse of them, by hierarchical arrogance, by a confusion
of the Christian and the juridical point of view, to which they obsti·
nately clung, might seriously interfere with the civil order.2 Yet the
injury which thence resulted in the case of particular individuals, is
certainly not to be compared with the benefits which accrued, in vari
ous ways, from the intercessions of the bishops in behalf of the innocent
who were oppressed, and of the weak who were abandoned to the car
prices of passion and arbitrary power.3 The bishops were considered
particularly as the protectors of widows and orphans. The dying, who
left orphan children behind them, commended them, in that period of
despotic authority, to the protection of the bishops. The property of
widows and orphans, which there was cause to fear might fall a prey to
the rapacity of the powerful, was placed under the guardianship of the
1 See Chrysostom. orat. 20, de statuis,
near the end. In the same manner Theo
doret interceded with great men and with
the imperial princess Pulcheria, in behalf
of the inhabitants of his poor church dio
cese, who were calumniated at the court,
and oppressed by heavy tributes. (See ep.
42, and the following.) So Augustin used
:he most earnest remonstrances with a rich
and~older, by the name of Romulus, who
Was III the practice of unjustly oppressing
the poor people of the country, and who
had avoided speakinrr with Aurrustin him
self; and he closed with these w;rds: "Fear
fOd, un~ess you wish to deceive yourself:
c:all hIm to witness on your soul, that,
~'hIle saying this, I fear more for you than
.or those in behalf of whom I may seem to
Intercede. If yon believe, let God be
thanked. If yon do not believe I comfort
Ill} yself in what the Lord says, 'Matth. 10:
3~' Augustin. ep. 247.
Respecting such haughtiness of the bish
~ps,. a certain judge, by the name of Mace
(( on IUS, complains in a letter to Augustin,
ep. 152,) to whom he states his doubts
gbOut the reasonableness of intercessions.
e denounces those who complained of

wrong, when their intercessions, however
unreasonahle, met with no hearing j from
whom, however, he altogether distinguishes
such men as Augustin. The latter, in re
ply, explains at large his deliberate judg
ment respecting the end, the right and the
wrong use of the episcopal interctssionrs, ep.
153. To guard against such abuses, it was
ordered by a law of the year 398, that the
monks and the clergy should not be per
mitted to snatch condemned malefactors
from their merited punishment; yet they
were allowed, even by this law, to resort to
a leg-al intercession, as a sort of reparation
for this infring-ment on their rights. Cod.
Theodos. 1. IX. Tit. 40, 1. 16.
3 How common it was for those whose
life or freedom was suddenly endangered
by powerful enemies, or for their relatives
and friends, to enter the church and apply
to the bishop for his speedy assistance, is
seen from Augustin. p. 161, § 4, p. 368, § 3.
Videtis, si cujus vita prresentis seeuli peri
c1itetur, quomodo amici ejus eurrunt pro
eo, quomodo curritur ad ecc1esiam, rogatur
episcopus, ut intermittat, si quas habet ac
tiones, cUrTat, festinet.
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churches and the bishops.! Ambrosius, bishop of Milan, reminds his
clergy of the fact, how often he had withstood the attacks of the impe
rial power in defending the property of the widow; nay, of all ;-and
he says to those clergy that they would thereby magnify their office, if
the attacks of the powerful, under which the widow. and the orphan
must succumb, were warded off by the protection of the church; if
they showed that the precept of the Lord had more weight with them
than the favor of the rich. 2
It was the same with another right which the churches gradually
obtained by traditional usage. As the pagan temples had been already
considered asylums for such as Hed to them for refuge, and as the imar
ges of ·the emperor served the same purpose, so now this use passed
over to the Christian churches. It is evident, from what has been said,
how salutary a thing this might prove under the circumstances of those
times; since taking refuge in the asylum of the church, particularly at
the altar, afforded time for the bishops to intercede for the unfortunate,
before any injury could be done them. They who were persecuted by
a victorious party, in times of civil disturbance, could, in the first in
stance, here find protection against the sword; and the bishops, mean
while, gain time to apply to the powerful for their pardon. ~Iany ex
amples of this kind are furnished in the labors of Ambrose, during the
'Vestern revolutions of his period. Slaves could here find protection,
for the first moment, against the cruel rage of their masters, and sub
sequently, by the interposition of the bishops, appease their anger.
Such as were by misfortune involved in debt, and persecuted by their
creditors, could here gain shelter for the first moment; and pious bish
ops could, in the mean time, find means, either by a collection in their
communities, or by an advance of money from the church funds, of
cancelling their debt, or of effecting a compromise between them and
their creditors.3 It is true, thi" right of the churches, which, under the
circumstances of those times, could be applied to such salutary pur
poses, might also be abused by the hierarchical arrogance of some bish
OpS.4 This right was at first not conceded to the churches by a law,
but had its ground simply in the universal belief; and hence it hap
pened, too, that it was often violated by rude, tyrannical men. Pious
bishops here had an opportunity of evincing their steadfast courage in
protecting the unfortunate who had taken refuge with them, against the
rage of powerful enemies who would not suffer themselves to be re
1 See Augustin. ep. 252; according to
other editions, 217. Scnno 176, 9 2.
2 Ambrosius de officiis, 1. II. c. 29.
3 See Augustin. cpo 268 ad plebem; ac
cording to other editions, 215.
4 An example in AUfTustin. ep. 250. Cer
tain individuals guilty'" of perjury having
t.'lken refuge in the church, the Comes Clas
sicianus, accompanied by a few men, went
to Auxilius the bishop, for the purpose of
making such representations to him as
would prevent him from receiving them.
But though the guilty persons voluntarily

left the church, the haughty bishop, notwith
standing, pronounced excommunication on
the entire family of the Comes. Augustin,o.n
the other hand, received the Comes into hl3
own communion, telling him that he ha~
nothing to fear from an unjust excommuni
cation j and he wrote to the bishop: "Be
lieye not that we may not be hurried on by
an unjust anger, because we are bishOps j
but let us rather think, that we live in the
greatest danger of being caught in th~
snares of temptation, because we are men.
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strained by any respect for the asylum.1 The first imperial law which
a.ppeared with reference to the asylum, was in fact directed against it.
The case happened thus: - Chrysostom, the venerable bishop of Con
stantinople, had defended a number of uhfortunate individuals against
the arbitrary violence of the unprincipled, but for a time powerful, Eu
tropius; in consequence of which, the latter procured the enactment
of an express law, in 398, restricting this right of the church, which
had grown out of common usage and custom. 2 So much the stronger,
therefore, must have been the impression made on the popular mind,
when, in the following year, Eutropius himself, having fallen from the
summit of earthly fortune to the lowest infamy, was obliged to seek
shelter, at the altar of the church, from the fury of the exasperated
Gothic troops to which the weak Arcadius was willing to abandon him;
and it was Chrysostom who defended him there. A great effect was
also produced by an incident which occurred in Constantinople itself,
under the reign of Theodosius II. Certain slaves of one of the chief
men of the city took refuge, from the harsh treatment of their cruel master,
in the sanctuary of the principal church. There, for several days in
Succession, they disturbed the divine service; and when at length re
sort was had to force against them, they killed one of the ecclesiastics,
wounded another, and then put an end to their own lives. 3 This and
similar occurrences led finally to the enactment of the fir8t law for the
asylum of the church, in the year 431. It was here settled that not
only the altar, but whatever formed any part of the church buildings,
should be an inviolable place of refuge. 4 It was forbidden, on pain of
death, forcibly to remove those who had fled thither unarmed. Resort
1 Here follow two examples. A man of
could afford shelter against such a man.
Some consequence and influence, owing to The only course that was left for Synesius
his connection with the vicar-general of was to pronounce on him the sentence of
Pontus. with whom he acted as assessor excommunication, cpo 58. Yet Andronicus,
jud~e, wished to compel a noble widow to who fell into disgrace with the court, and
marry him. She fled to the asylum of the was plunged in misfortune, was forced him
church at Cresarea. That governor, who self to seek protection from the church, and
Was besides an enemy of the hishop Basil, Syncsius receiyed him. Ep. 90 ad The
gladly availed himself of this opportunity ophilum.
to make him feel his power. But Basil re
2 See Cod. Theodos. 1. 9, Tit. 45, 1. 3 j
fused to deliver up the widow. The vicar which law, to be sure, is not expressed in
caused him to be arraigned before his tri general/tenus, but is properly directed only
bunal; but the people were excited, by this against those who were bound under some
c.ourse of proceeding, to such violent agita obligation to the state or to private persons,
tlOn, that the governor, struck with fear, which they were ,\;shing to eyade. Yet
finally himself implored Basil to use his in- . the law, in the fonu in which it stood, might
fluence in soothing them. See Gregor. Naz. easily be farther made use of also against
Orate 20, p. 353. In like manner, the bishop the asylum.
Synesius of Ptolemais, in the early part of
3 Socrates, VII. 33.
4 The reason alleged probably had some
the fifth century, had to contend with a
g?vernor, Andronicus, who dealt in an ar reference to the fact that those cases in
bItrary manner with the lives and property which the violators of the asylum were sub
of t~e citizens, sacrificing everything to his sequently visited hy some great calamity,
aVarICe and his passions. He caused an which was gcnerally regarded as a dh·ine
ediet to be posted up on the doors of the punishment, particularly contributed to pro
C~urch, in which he threatened everY eccle- mote the feeling of reverence for the asy
Slastic who should give protection' to his lum: Ne in clctrahendos cos conetur qufs
unhappy victims. He declared that not quam sacrilegas manus immittere; ne, qui
one should escape his hand, even though he hoc ausus sit, cum discrimen suum videat,
clasped the feet of Christ. No asylum ad expetendam opem ipse quoque eonfugiat.
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might be had to force only against such as took refuge to those places
with weapons in their hands, and who refused to give them up at the
repeated solicitations of the clergy.1 In a law, passed in the following
year, it was ordered that whenever a servant fled unarmed to the
church, the clergy should delay giving information of it to the master,
or to the person whose vengeance he was endeavoring to escape, no
longer than a day; and that the latter, out of regard to him to whom
the fugitive had fled for refuge, should grant him full forgiveness, and
receive him b~ck without the infliction of any further punishment.

2. Internal Organization of the Ohurch.
Two things had a special influence in modifying the development of
the church constitution in this period; first, that confounding of the
Old and the New-Testament view of the theocracy which had prevailed
and proved so influential in the previous period; secondly, - what be
came accessory to this in the period before us, - the union of the
church with the state; which union, although really in conflict with the
theocratic principle above mentioned, was, notwithstanding, indirectly
promoted by it. For the more the church strove after outward domin
ion, the more was she liable to go astray, and to forget, in this outward
power, her own intrinsic essence as a church of the spirit, and the more
easy it became for outward power to obtain dominion over her; as it
was true, on the other hand, that the more clearly she retained the con
sciousness of her own intrinsic essence as a church of the spirit, and
the less she was tempted to strive after dominion otherwise than through
the spirit, through the power of the gospel, the purer she was en
abled to maintain herself from all corrupt intermixture of the worldly
principle.
The central point of the theocratic church system was the idea of a
visible, outward priesthood, serving as the medium of connection be
tween Christ and the church; of a sacerdotal caste distinctively conse
crated to God, and requisite for the life of the church, - through
which order alone the influences of the Holy Spirit could be diffused
among the laity. This idea had, in the previous period, become already
a dominant idea in the church, and had exerted the greatest influence
in changing and modifying all ecclesiastical relations. Though this idea
was employed by such church-teachers as Chrysostom and Augustin
only for the purpose of setting in its true light the religious and moral
dignity of the spiritual order, and of bringing it home to the hearts of
such as were intending to form themselves for this order; and though
such men meant by no means to disparage thereby the dignity of the
universal Christian calling, yet thus the genu of many other errors came
to be once introduced. Hence the false antithesis now set up between
spiritual and secular, which had so injurious an influence on the who}e
Christian life, and by which the lofty character of the universal ChrI5
tian calling was so much lowered. Hence the delusive notion that the
clergy, as super-earthly beings, must withdraw themselves from all conI

Cod. Theodos. 1. 9. Tit. 45, 1. 4.
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tact with the things of sense; and hence the erroneous notion that the
priestly dignity was desecrated, was too much drawn down to the earth,
by the married life. It would be doing wrong to this period to assert
that such an opinion was purposely invented, or set afloat, with a view
to enhance thereby the dignity of the spiritual order. Ideas of this
sort, which reign supreme over an age, are, in general, not the contri
vance of a few; and what has been thus purposely contrived can never
acquire such vast influence in shaping human relations. As that idea
of the priesthood had originated, as we have seen, in a declension from
the primitive Christian mode of thinking; the same was true also of
this opinion, which naturally grew out of the idea of the priesthood,
the opinion that the clergy, as mediators between God and men, as the
channels through whom alone the influences of the Holy Spirit must
flow to the rest of mankind, enchained to the world of sense, must
hence, in their whole life, be elevated above that world, - must keep
~hemselves free from all earthly ties and family relations. It is plain,
mdeed, that in many nations not Christian, the idea of such a priest
hood led to the same conclusion of the necessity of celibacy in the
priests; and already, in the previous period, we observed a tendency
of the same kind among the Montanists.
This idea could not penetrate at once everywhere alike; the primi
tive Christian spirit still offered considerable resistance to it. The coun
cil of Elvira in Spain, which met in the year 305, and was governed by
the ascetic and hierarchical spirit that prevailed particularly in the
Spanish and North-African churches, was the first to announce the law,
that the clergy of the three first grades should abstain from all mar
riage intercourse, or be deposed.! :Men of the same bent of spirit
were for making this a general law of the church at the council of Nice;
but a bishop, whose opinion may have had the more weight because it
was unbiased, as he had himself led a strictly ascetic life from his youth
upward, - the bishop and confessor Paphnutius, - opposed this motion,
declaring that wedlock was also a holy estate, as Paul affirmed; and
that the clergy who held that relation might lead, notwithstanding, a
holy life. No yoke ought to be imposed on men which the weakness
of human nature could not bear; and it would be well to use caution,
lest the church might be injured by excessive severity.2 Yet even
Paphnutius, plainly as he saw the mischief which must accrue from
such an ordinance universally imposed, was too much governed by the
BP~~t of his time to speak generally against the practi~e of bindi~g the
BPIntual order to celibacy. The old order of thmgs was SImply
retained, that ecclesiastics of the three first grades, when once or
dained, should no longer be permitted to marry; and the rest was left
to the free choice of each individual. And this was not a thing alto
gether new: the council of Neoc~sarea, in the year 314,3 had already
decreed that the presbyter who married should forfeit his standing; and
1 Placnit in totum prohiberi episcopis,
P;esbyteris et diaconibus, vel omnibus cleri~lS .positis in ministt:rio, abstinere l\ conJugtbus suis.

2
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Socrat. I. TI.
Canon 1.
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the council of Ancyra, in the same year,l that the deacons who, at the
time of their ordination, 'should declare that they could not tolerate the
life of celibacy, might subsequently be allowed to marry; while those
who said nothing on this point at their ordination, yet afterwards mar
ried, should be deposed from their office. How much the ascetic spirit
of the moral system which prevailed in many portions of the Eastern
church, first giving rise to monasticism, and then receiving support from
the same system, contributed to spread the erroneous notion of the ne
cessity of celibacy to the sacred character of the priesthood, is made
evident by the decisions of the council of Gangra in Paphlagonia, some
where about the middle of the fourth century; which council, at the
same time, deserves notice, as being opposed to this spiritual tendency
and to this delusion. Its fourth canon pronounces sentence of condem
nation on those 'ZvlLO would not hold communion with married ecclesias
tics. The practice became continually more prevalent, it is true, in the
Eastern church, for the bishops at least, if they were married, to aban
don the marriage relation: yet we still find exceptions, even in the fifth
century; as in the case of Synesius, who, when about to be made
bishop of Ptolemais in Pentapolis, signified to Theophilus, patriarch of
Alexandria, his intention of living in the same relations with the wife to
whom he himself had joined him; and yet he was ordained bishop.2 It
was different with the Western church, where the law which Paphnu
tius had turned aside, at the council of Nice, succeeded, nevertheless,
to establish itself. It had hitherto been nothing more than a fuudar
mental principle in ihe usages of the church, when the Roman bishop
Siricius decreed the first ecclesiastical law on the subject. Theoccasion
of it was this: - Spanish presbyters and deacons resisted the unmarried
life; and, as the whole idea of the church priests and sacrifices was
derived from the Old Testament, they appealed in their defence to the
fact that the Old-Testament priests lived in the state of wedlock. Hi
merius, bishop of Taraco, in a letter to the Roman bishop Damasus,
which treated of various other ecclesiastical affairs, had also mentioned
this circumstance, and asked for advice. Siricius, who in the mean
time had succeeded Damasus in the episcopal office, replied in a letter
of the year 385, in which, by a singular perversion of holy writ, he
endeavored to prove the necessity of celibacy in priests; and in which
letter, moreover, the connection of this error with the unevangelical
idea of the priesthood, and the unevangelical idea of what constitutes
holiness, is very clearly brought to view. The requisition to be holy
(Levit. 20: 7) is here confined solely to the priests, and referred
simply to abstinence from marriage intercourse; and the bishop appeals
for proof to the fact that the priests of the Old Testament, during the
period of their service in the temple, were obliged to dwell there, and
to abstain from all marriage intercourse; - that Paul (Rom. 8 : 8, 9)
says, they that are in the flesh cannot please God. And he adds:
Canon 10.
Jerome may perhaps have expressed
himself, in his zeal, too generally, when he
says, in the beginning of his book against
1
2

Vigilnntins ~ Quid Cacient orientis ecc1esire,
quid JEgypti et sedis apostolicre, qure aut
virgines Clericos accipiunt, aut continente..'I,
aut si uxores habuerint, mariti esse desistunt.
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"Could the Spirit of God dwell, indeed, in any other than holy
bodies?" as though true holiness accordingly were incompatible with
the marriage estate, and the clergy were the only ones in whom the
Spirit of God resided. It was indeed true, that a considerable time
elapsed before the principle, established in theory, could be generally
adopted also in practice. There arose, even in the last times of the
fourth century, many men, superior to the prejudices of their age, such
as J ovin.ian, and perhaps also Vigilantius, who combated the doctrine
of celibacy in the spiritual order. J ovinian rightly appeals to the fact
that the apostle Paul allowed one to be chosen a bishop who had a wife
and children. And Jerome names bishops among the friends of Vigi
lantius, who, because they feared the pernicious consequences to morals
of a constrained celibacy, wou[d ordain no others as deacons but tho8e
who were married. 1
This idea of the priesthood was bad, also, in its influence on the pre
vailing notions with regard to the training necessary for those who were
preparing for the spiritual order. As many placed implicit confidence
ill the magical effects of the priestly ordination, whereby the supernatu
ral powers, of which the priest was to be the channel, were communi
cated at once; as they held the outward acts of the church, by which
the priest was supposed to set in motion the higher energies communi
cated to him, to be the principal thing in the administration of his office;
they were, for this very reason, led to suppose that no special previous
culture was necessary for this office.2 It is true, the more eminent
teachers of the church-such men as Gregory of Nazianzus, Chrysos
tom,3 and Augustin 4 - combated this delusion, and laid down many
wholesome and judicious rules for the education of the spiritual order;
yet these injunctions, proceeding from individuals, could produce no
adequate effects, as they were not sufficiently sanctioned and upheld by
the. decrees of councils. 6 There was, moreover, a great want of insti
tutIOns for the theological education of the spiritual order. The school
at Alexandria was at first the only one. This became distinguished
under the superintendence of the learned Didymus, who, although blind
f~om his youth, was one of the most accomplished church-teachers of
hls time. Then arose, at the end of the fourth century, the theologi
cal school of Antioch, the formation of which had been already pre
pared, a century earlier, by the learned presbyters of that church.
1.Se~ lIieronym. adv. Vigilant. at the
begmnmg. Thc frcqnent complaints about
the O"VVclGalCTotofthe c1er(Pv.-RCTainst whom
non 3 of the Nicene ~oitneir is directed,
~·o.1. 1. ~ 2, p. 46i,) - prove the bad efi'c('ts
"'~Ich the mlc" of cclibacy had on 1lIf!T'a/s.
Gregory of Nazianz sarcastically de
nounccs this erroneous notion in his satirical
~~c~ ag,ain;t the,hishops,_y. 503:, 'Eir.ot ,~x'

vT/GU"'°Tl o7r&ev rrtlrop.aTl (as if the Holy Ghost
at the ordination wrought with irresistible
power) I KpiGa OtKaiwv KaL G09CJV lmGK07rWV.
8 In his work, 7rfp'i lepwGvv1Jr.
4 In his work, de doctrina Christiana.
5 In an old collcction of ecclesiastical
laws, bclong-ing to the fifth ccntury, falsely
called the decisions of the fourth synod at
Carthage, c. 1, we find the only decrce of
• 'tr (Jr e1rUJK01rWV Xflper I 10,' lv f1eG~ this sort, which is its.elf, ~oweyer, very gene
/(TJP~),f1a (the public proclamation of the rallv expressed: Qm eplsropus ordinandus
c~olce made in the church i) '.Ot"pov ,i!;, est,"antea examinetur, si sit literatus, si in
~1lr (the ordination, a second baptism) ur leCTe Domini instrnctus, si in scripturarnm
1£ K~OWf1tv, ,iJr
ci~iot fLiGar I 9W1JU!;', OtOOV- se~siblls cautns: si in dogmatibus ecclesiasti
r T'Tjv Kal'JapGtv ,y "MGfl (prayer over the cis excrcitatlls. See Mansi Concil. III. 949
candldate who was kneeling) I Kat ,i;J ropav°
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This school rendered itself particularly distinguished by diffusing a
taste among the clergy for the thorough study of the scriptures. From
this, as the mother, several others sprung up in the Syrian church,
whose salutary influence on that church continued long to be felt.! In
the Greek church, it was the practice, as we may see in the examples
of Basil of Cresarea and Gregory of N azianzus, for such young men
as were destined, by the wish Qf their families, to consecrate themselves
to the service of the church, to visit the schools of general education,
then flourishing at Athens, Alexandria, Constantinople, Cresarca in Cap
padocia, and Cresarea in Palestine. Next, they passed some time in
pursuing the study of the ancient literature, either with particular
reference to their own improvement, or as rhetorical teachers in their
native towns; until, by the course of their own meditations, or by some
impression from without, a new direction, of more decided Christian
seriousness, was given to their life. In this case, it now became their
settled plan to consecrate their entire life to the service of the faith,
and of the church; whether it was that they entered immediately into
some one of the subordinate grades of the spiritual order, or that they
preferred, in the first place, in silent retirement, by sober collection of
thought, by the study of the holy scriptures, and of the older church
fathers, either in solitude or in some society of monks, to prepare them
selves for the spiritual office. That previous discipline in general litc
rature had, in one respect, a bepeficial influence; inasmuch as it gave
a scientific direction to their minds in theology, and thus fitted them
also for more eminent usefulness as church-teachers; as becomes evi·
dent when we compare the bishops so educated with others_ But, on
the other hand, the habits of style thus contracted, the vanity and fond
ness for display which were nourished in those rhetorical schools, had
on many an influence unfavorable to the simplicity of the gospel, as may
be seen, for example, after a manner not to be mistaken, in the case of
Gregory of N azianzus.
The cloisters, moreover, are to be reckoned, in the Greek church,
among the seminaries for educating the clergy; and, indeed, among
those of a healthful influence; in so far as a practical Christian bent,
a rich fund of Christian experience, and an intimate acquaintance wit~
holy scripture, was to be acquired in them: but, on the other hand, It
is true, also, that a certain narrowness of theological spirit was engen
dered in the cloisters, injurious in its influence on the education of
1 Hence the Nestorian seminaries for the
clergy were at the beginning particularly
distinguished i as, for example, their school
at Nisihis in Mesopotamia, which had a
settled course of studies, and was divided
The teachers and
into se\"eral classes.
students enjoyed special privileges in the
Ne~torian churches (see Assemani Rib!.
Vat.T.IILP. 2,f. 927.) The North-African
bishop Juniiius, about the middle of the
5ixlh ccntury, describes this school, in the
prefilce to his work de partibus di\·inre legis,
us one "where the holy scriptures were
expounded by teachers publicly appointed,

in the same manner as grammar and rllet·
oric were among the Romans." The weU
known East-Gothic statesman and scholar
Cassiodorus, who was troubled to find that
in the 'Yest there were no public tea~~ers
of the right method of scriptural expo51UOn,
as there were of the riO"ht method of under·
standing the ancient ~uthors, entered intO
an understanding with the Roman bishoP
Agapetus, that such a school shoul~ be
founded at Rome; but the stormy tHn eS
prevented the execution of that plan. See
prrefat.1. I. de institutione div. Script.
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church-teachers, as may be perceived in the case of an Epiphanius;
and those that received their education there were often at a loss how
to adapt themselves t{) wider spheres of spiritual activity, especially
when they were transferred at once to the great capital towns, as the
example of N estorius shows. The awkwardness of their movements,
amid the intricate relations into which they were thrown, operated not
seldom to hinder and disturb them in their labors.
An excellent seminary for the ecclesiastics, not merely of a single
church, but of an entire province, was often the clerus of a pious and
well-informed bishop. Young men, in this case, were first admitted
into the body as church readers or copyists (lectores or excerptores ;)
they were trained up under his eye, formed after his example, his
counsels, his guidance; they availed themselves of his experience, and
were thus introduced, under the most favorable auspices, into the field
of practical labor. Many pious bishops, such as Augustin and Euse
bius of Vercelli, endeavored, by drawing still closer the bond of union
among their clergy, and inducing them to live together in common, to
carry still farther this disciplinary influence of theirs on the younger
members of their order - the first germ of the canonical life, afterwards
80 called.
We have already observed that, by the temporal advantages connected
with the spiritual profession, many who had neither the inward call nor
any other qualifications for this order, were led to aspire after church
offices; so that, in fact, numbers became Christians solely with a view
of .obtaining some post in the church, and enjoying the emoluments
therewith connected. Several synods of these times endeavored to
Suppress this abuse. . Already the Nicene council, in its second canon,
ordered that no one, after being instructed for a short time, and then
baptized, should for the future, as had been done before, be ordained a
presbyter or a bishop; for some time was neeessary for the probation
of a catechumen, and a still longer trial was requisite after baptism;
and the council of Sardica, in its tenth canon, directed that if a person
of wealth, or from the arena of the forum, wished t{) become a bishop,
~e should not attain to that office until he had gone through the func
tions of a reader, deacon and presbyter, and spent sufficient time in
each of these offices to make proof of his faith and temper. Yet these
and similar laws availed but little to diminish the evil; as it ever proves
true that abuses, grounded in the wrong character of general relations,
are not to be fundamentally cured by single prohibitory laws, but only
by the improvement of these general relations themselves. The con
founding of spiritual and worldly things was the source of these abuses.
lIenee it happened that the spiritual offices presented so many attrac
tions to those who would have been the last men to be drawn by the
essential character of the spiritual calling itself; and hence, in the
choice of candidates to spiritual offices, especially the most elevated,
more attention was paid to everyone of the others than to the spiritual
qualifications. :Men considered what they had to expect, not so much
from the spiritual qualifications of the candidate to care for the good of
Souls, as from his political influence to promote the external splendor
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of the church, the temporal well-being of the community.l As the
source of these abuses continued ever to remain the same, these eccle
siastical laws were often enough violated; and, in the Eastern church,
the evil was increased by the disorders growing out of disputes on mat
ters of doctrine. Greater strictness on this point· prevailed, in the
main, with individual exceptions, in the church of the West, where the
Roman bishops took ground decidedly against the practice by which
laymen were elevated at once from worldly professions of an alto
gether different character to the highest stations in the church. 2
This method of appointment to spiritual offices was not only attended
with the mischievous consequence that, by these means, when such
offices came thus to be filled by men altogether unworthy of them,
every sort of corruption was introduced into the church; but also, in
the most favorable cases, when men having the inward call for the spirit
ual standing were chosen at once, from some entirely foreign circle of
action, to spiritual offices, without any preparatory training, it was nat
ural that such persons, owing to their want of an independent theologi
cal education, instead of guiding, by a clear theological consciousness,
the existing ecclesiastical spirit of their time, instead of separating the
true from the false in the existing church tradition, rather suffered
themselves to be unconsciously borne along by the spirit of the church
for the time being; and thus contributed, by their instruction and by
their course of procedure, to confirm and give wider spread to those
errors which had been transmitted from earlier times.
As regards the participation of the laity in the election to cQ.urch
offices, traces are still to be found in this period of the share which the
communities had once taken in this proceeding. It continued to be
the prevailing form, that the bishop in the first place named to the
community the persons whom he proposed as candidates to fill the
vacant offices, and demanded if anyone had aught to object to the
choice; and, the acquiescence of the church being publicly expressed,
an official instrument (gesta ecclesiastica) was drawn up accordingly.
Through the preponderating influence of the bishops, this, it is true,
might often be no more than a mere formality; but it was precisely in the
case of appointments to the highest offices of the church that this influence
still often proved to be greatest. Before the provincial bishops could
introduce a regular choice according to the ecclesiastical laws, it some
times happened that by the voice of the whole community, or of a power
1 The abuses in the appointment to epis at Constantinople, in the year 381 (orat. 32,
copal offices, the methods by which men of f. 526:) "People at present are on the
the most alien occupations and modes of life look-out, not for priests, but for rhetoricians j
found their way into them, are set forth by not for those who understand the cure of
Gregory of Nazianzus in the caricature de souls. but for those who are skilled in the
scription of his carmen de episcopis, v. 150. manllgement of funds j not for those who
He names collectors ~r the tribute, seamen, offer with a pure heart, but for powerful
people who came from the plough and from intercessors."
2 Thus the Roman bishop Siricius, in hig
the army. Although it is his object in this
poem to expose the faults of the Eastern letter ad GaUos episcopos, declares himself
church in the most vivid light, yet his pic very emphatically against the practice of
tnre is assuredly not without truth. And elevating to episcopal offices, by the fa~or
the same writer says, in his remarkable fare popularis, those qui, secularem adepti potes
well discourse before the church assembly tatem, jus seculi exercuemnt.
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ful party in it, some individual, standing high in their confidence, was
proclaimed bishop. But as, in the then existing state of the church,
the most pious, and they who had a right conception of the essence of
the spiritual office, and who had at heart the spiritual interests of the
community, did not constitute the majority and the most powerful party;
but rather, particularly in the more considerable towns, it was often
those very persons with whom impure motives and a worldly interest
mainly predominated, who, as the most reputable of the citizens, pos
sessed the greatest influence; the elections, accordingly, which were
made after this manner, were not always the best; and cases are to be
!Det with in which bishops and ecclesiastics, who had at heart the true
mterests of the church, were brought into conflict with the boisterous
demands of some popular party, governed by a bad influence'! This
abuse of the influence of the communities in the choice of church offi
cers furnished some good reason for restricting it.
.
'Vorldly interest, ambition, and the love of rule, frequently led bish
ops of the provincial towns, in the Eastern church, to aspire after the
vacant bishoprics of the chief cities. :Mischievous quarrels and dis
putes must often have arisen from this source, and the erroneous notion
obtained, which was justly denounced by the emperor Constantine, that
the large cities had greater claims than others to a bishop who was
solicitous for the cure of souls. 2 Soon after the church in the East had
become the dominant church of the state, it was deemed necessary to
find some preventive against these abuses; but whatever measures
'Were adopted, these, for the reasons already mentioned, like all similar
precautionary legal measures against abuses springing out of the circum
stances of the times, proved of little avail. The council of Nice, in its
fifteenth canon, forbade the transfer, not only of bishops, but of presby
t~rs and deacons, from one church to another, on account of the many
diSorders and schisms resulting from this practice, which, contrary to
the laws of the church, prevailed" in some districts. But although this
law, which, in reference to the bishops, was sanctioned an~w by the
1

Thus in the year 361, the popular pmty

at C.:esarea in Cappadocia, supported hy the

gar!lson of the place, insisted on having for
theIr bishop one of the ch·il ma~istrutes,
Eu~ebius, who had as yet not becn haptizcll;
and the provincial bishops, many of whom
perhaps had a better man in mind. nllowed
themselvcs to be forced to ordain "him. A
similar schism arol'e :vrnin on the demise of
Eusebius, in choosing his successor. Baf'ilius
POssessed without doubt, so far as spiritual
qualifications wcre concerned. the hest
claims to the officc; but hc was opposed hy
Q,Party to whom his spiritual strictncss and
hIS pnrely spiritual modc of thinkin)! w~rc
not aeceptahle. As Gregory of ~azianzus
affirms, (orat. 20, f. 342,) the most consider
ahle persons of the province were a)!ain~t him.
~~ th~se had the worst mell of thc city on
~Ir SIde. Gregorv says (orat. 19, f. 310) on
thIS occasion, that. 'the ·election ought to pro
Ceed particularly from the clergy and from

the monks; but not from the most wealthy
ami powerful, or the blind impetuosity of tho
populace. In the negatiyc part of his re
m:lrk, 'Ie is undoubtedly in the right; but,
with rcg-:1rd to thc positive part, it may he
que~tioJlerl whcther, if the whole choice was
malic to depend on the classes mentioned,
other impure motives mil!ht not equally
enter in. I n the letter which Gregorv of
Nazi:mzus wrote. in the name of his father,
to the collective inhabitants of Cresnrea, he
spokc ag-ainst thMe elcctions which were
dccided by combinations and clanships
(Ka,(, 9pa,pdar; Kat. (1vyyivaar;.) As the ill
health of Basil had been made use of as
an objcction to his appointment, he wrote
to them that it became them to consider
they were not choosing an athlete, but a
spiritual teacher. See Gregor. Naz. ep. 18
et 19.
2 See yit. Constant. III. 60.
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twentieth canOll of the Antiochian council, A.D. 341, was adhered to
in all cases where there was a particular interest that it should be;
yet it was often enough violated in the Eastern church, and treated in
the same way, in fact, as if it had no existence; as, indeed, we find
that Gregory of N azianzus, about the year 382, could reckon it among
the laws which had long been defunct.l In the same period, on the
other hand, the Roman bishop Damasus declared it.........., and, on the
principles held by the 'Vestern church, very justly - a law of the
fathers which had always been in force, that no officer ought to be trans
ferred from one church to another, because it gave occasion for dis
putes and divisions. 2 True, it was for the most part ambition that led
to the violation of this law of the church; but there were cases, too,
where this measure might conduce to the best interests of the church;
as, for example, when the peculiar gifts of an eminent individual, whose
place of labor in some smaller town might be easily made good, were
peculiarly needed in some wider field of action.
We remarked above, that the bishops were often under the necessity
of interceding at the court in behalf of oppressed cities or individuals;
but this description of labor would often furnish a pretext for worldly
minded men, who preferred residing at court. rather than with their
flocks, and who more willingly busied themselves with secular than with
spiritual matters, to absent themselves from their communities. This
restless and meddlesome activity of the bishops beyond the limits of
their calling, proved the source of many disorders in the Eastern
church. To counteract the evil, the council of Antioch, in the year
341, (canon 11,) ordained that every bishop, or ecclesiastic generally,
who, without permission and a recommendatory letter on the part of the
provincial bishops, and particularly of his metropolitan, presumed to
visit the emperor, should be excommunicated from the church, and de
posed from his office. Hosius, bishop of Cordova, complained at the
council of Sardica, because the bishops repaired to the court so fre
quentlyand often so unseasonably with demands having no connection
with their calling; leaving their dioceses, not, as it became them, to
plead the cause of the poor and the widows, but for the purpose of
securing places of honor and profit for this or that individual, and to
manage for them their worldly concerns; - a practice which injureJ
not a little the good name of the bishops, and which hindered thern
from speaking out with the same boldness where necessity called for it.
Upon his motion it was resolved that in future, no bishop, unless he had
been specially summoned by the emperor, should visit the court; but,
as it was the case that persons deserving compassion, who had been
condemneu for some offence to exile, to transportation, or to some other
punishment, often took refuge in the church, and the latter must not
refuse its aid to such individuals; it was 011 his motion resolved that
the bishops, in such cases, should transmit the petition of such offenders
by the hands of a deacon, and that the metropolitan should assist hirn
by letters of recommendation.
2

1 IIaMl Te{}V1/KOTar v6povr.
See Damasi epistola IX. ad Acholium Thessalonicensium episcopum.
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The foundation having been already laid in the preceding period for
distinguishing the bishops above the presbyters, and for gradually ma
turing the monarchical power of the episcopacy, this relation was carried
out still farther, according to the same principles in the present period.
Men were accustomed, indeed, already, to consider the bishops as the
Successors of the apostles, as the necessary intermediate links of con
nection between the church and the original apostolic foundation,
through whom the influences of the Holy Spirit were to be transmitted
to all the other grades of the clerus, the latter being organs for their
wider diffusion. It followed as a natural consequence from this idea,
~hat the bishops alone could impart spiritual ordination. Again, it was
ill the "'tVestern church considered as the distinctive mark of the bish
ops, that they alone were empowered to administer the rite of confirma
tion ((11>par;~, signaculum)- (see vol. I., section II., p. 316.) Hence
at certain periods they visited the different parts of their dioceses, for
the purpose of imparting this seal to those who had been baptized by
their presbyters.1 It was held that they alone could consecrate the
holy oil, used in the rite of baptism; and that the presbyters could not,
unless empowered by them, even bestow absolution.2 Yet a Chrysos
tom and a Jerome still asserted the primitive equal dignity of the pres
byters and the bishops; very justly believing that they found authority
for this in the New Testament.3
As, from the idea of the bishops considered as the successors of the
apostles, everything else pertaining to the primacy of these over
the presbyters followed as a matter of course; so from the idea of
the priesthood necessarily proceeded the distinction of the presbyters
above the deacons. The deacons continued, in the main, to be the
same as they were in the preceding period; they attended on the bish
ops and the presbyters, while performing their official functions, and they
had various liturgical services of their own. It devolved on them to
recite the church prayers, and to give the signal for the commencement
of the different portions of divine service. In the "'tVestern churches,
the gospels, as containing our Lord's discourses, were distinguished from
the other selections of scripture, in that they were read, not by the
prelectors, but by the deacons, at the public worship.4 The office of
deacons having been rightly derived from those seven deacons ap
~ointed by the apostles at Jerusalem, it was held, through a ~upersti
hous notion of the unchan a'eableness of the form, that even III large
churches there should be but seven deacons; and hence, in large cities,
I See Hieronym. adv. Lucif. T. IV. f. 295,
e.d. ~Iartianay. Qui in castellis aut in remo
tlOrJ?llS locis per presbytcl'os et Diuconos
?'l~tlzati ante dormierunt, quam ab episcopis
tnt'lserentur.
2 Ut, sine chrism ate et episcopi jussione,
~eq~e Presbyterneque Diaconusjus habeant
nPtlzandi. Compo Innocentii epistola ad
N~entium, § 6, codex canonum ecclesire
ncanm, canon, VI. et VII. Chrismatis
ronfectio et puellarum consecratio a presby-

teris non fiat, vel rcconciliare quernquam in
publica missa prcsbytero non licere.
3 See Chrvsostom. Hom. XI. on Timoth.
at the begin~ing. Jerome in his commen
tary on the Epistle of Titus, and ep. 101 ad
Evangclum. Quid facit, exccpta ol'dinatione,
episcopU5, quod Presbyter non faciat: where
perhaps he only had in mind the usage of
the East.
4 See Hieronym. ep. 93 ad Sabinian.
vol. IV. f. 758. Concil. ll. Vasense (at
Vaison) 529, canon II.
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the great number of presbyters singularly contrasted with the small
number of deacons.1 Later, it came about in large cities that the
original number was greatly exceeded, so that in the sixth century, in
the time of the emperor Justinian, the principal church in Constanti
nople could count a hundred deacons,. 2 and it was now attempted to
obviate the objection that this was a deviation from the apostolic usage,
by maintaining that the deacons of this period ought not to be com
pared with those of the apostolic institution. The latter were only a
temporary order, designed for the dispensation of alms to the poor;
and, in support of this view, an argument, on an insufficient basis, was
drawn from the changes which, since those times, had taken place in
the busine6s of the deacons, and in the management of the church
funds. a
Although the deacons, according to the original institution, were to
occupy a position far below that of the presbyters, yet it so happened
in many districts that they sought to exalt themselves above the latter,4
and it became necessary for the synods to make laws by which they
. should be once more confined within the appropriate bounds of their
order. 5 The reason of this, in the opinion of J erome,6 was not that the
deacons, being fewer in number, were, like other rare things, more
highly esteemed, but rather because, owing to their closer connection
with the bishops, they enjoyed special regard as the confidential
agents of the latter. Hence, this was particularly the case with the
archdeacons, who stood at the head of the order, just as the arch-pres
byters stood at the head of the presbyters; for, as the former were
often employed by the bishops as their deputies and plenipotentiaries,
they thus obtained a predominant influence, which, doubtless, under
weak bishops, they sometimes abused. 7
The institution of deacmesses had, as we remarked in speaking of
the origin of this office in the preceding period, its special reason in
the circumstances of those times. 'Vhen these circumstances changed,
the office would also lose its significance. Originally the deaconesses
were looked upon as the female part of the Clerus; and ordination was
given them for. the purpose of consecrating them tQ their office, in th~
same sense as It was given to the other clergy.8 The Nicene council

o

1 See Euseb. VI. 43. Hieronymus, ep. who hlindly folIowed him, (rov 7rEd)optt'oV
146 or 101 ad Evangelum: Diaconos pauci GOL UKpLTc.Jr; lrriGKOrrov,) in the dark; that he
tas honorabiles facit. The order of the made traffic of ordination. He calls here
council of Neocresarea, c. 15, that even in the deacons, o¢-&a'./loVr; lrriGKOrrOV; the arsh·
large towns not more than seven deacons deacon should therefore OMr o¢-&aA-flo!: v;rap
should be appointed.
XfLV.
Isidor. Pelusiot. 1. IV. ep. 188.
2 See Justinian. Novell. 1. I. N. III
Il We see this from Tertullian. ad uxorem,
3 Sce Chrysostom, H. 14, net. ap. and 1. I. c. VII. vieluam allegi in ordinem. Also
Concil. Trull:m. II. can. 16.
the apostolic constitutions still know of no
4 Jerome, for instance, complains of this,
difference between the ordination of deacon·
particularly in reference to the Roman eSSC5 and other derical ordinations. The
church, ep. 145 ad Evangelum.
ordi~ary prayer of the bishop should, a::
5 ConcH. Nic. C. 18, and Concil. Lnodicen. cordmg to the same authority, run tbn;;·
"Eternal God, Father of our Lord Jesus
c.25.
6L. C.
Christ, Creator of man and of woman; thOU
7 Thus Isidorus of Pelusium objects to a who didst fill with thy Spirit Miriam, p~.
certain Lucius of Pelusium, an archdeacon, borah, Hannah, and Huldah ; thou who dld~t
that, by his wicked arts, he kept the bishop, vouchsafe to a woman the birth of thy only
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seems still to have recognized this also to be right.! But now, when
exaggerated notions about the magical effects of ordination and the
dignity of.~the clerical order became continually more predominant, men
began to conceive something offensive in the practice of ordaining dea
conesses, and associating them with the clerU8 - which practice was,
perhaps, already forbidden by the council of Laodicea in their eleventh
canon. 2 The Western church, in particular, declared very strongly
against this custom. 3 Western synods of the fifth and sixth centuries
forbade generally the appointment of deaconesses. Where ordained
deaconesses were still to be found, it was ordered that they should in
future receive the blessing of the bishop along with the laity;
another proof that before this they were reckoned as belonging to the
clergy.4 Those prohibitions came, however, only from French synods;
and it cannot be inferred from them that the appointment of deaconesses
begotten Son; thou who didst, in the taber
nacle and in the temple, place female keepers
of thy holy gates; -look down now also
Upon this thy handmaid, and bestow on her
the Holy Ghost, that she may worthily per
form the work committed to her, to thy
honor, and to the glory of Christ."
1 Connected with this matter is the· ob
Scure passage in the 19th canon, where,
lIIoreover, the reading is disputed. The
subject of discourse in this canon relates to
the Samosatenean clergy, who, if they joined
the Catholic church, and were found quali
fied and able, were to be permitted to retain
their places; and it is then added, according
to the common reading, "The same rule
shall hold good with regard to the deacon
esses ;" and it is accordingly presupposed
that the latter belonged to the spiritual
order. Shortly afterwards, from the proper
deaconesses are distinguished the (abusive)
So-called widows, who, as tltey !tad not re
ceived tlte XflpOl'h(jia, bdonged generally to
tlte laity. According to thilt, the proper
deaconesses received clerical ordination.
Following the other reading, it would in the
first place run as follows: "The same rule
shall hold good with respect to the dearon.s."
And in this case, what comes after would
relate to the proper deaconesses; and it
w~uld follow from this, that they had re
ceived no ordination whatever, and were
reckoned with the laity. The whole con
nection, however, seems chiefly to favor the
first reading; for it is difficult to see any
reason why, after the whole body of the
cl~rgy had been mentioned in general, any
thIng should now be said with regard to the
deacons in particular.
2 This canon is likewise of doubtful inter
pretation: M~ Oeiv Ta~ /..ryol1lva~ 7rpe(j{3vTl
dar nrol 7rPol(U-&T/fltva~ tv tKK/..e(jiq, Ka-&laTu(j
-&al. It may be, that the canon had no
~ferencewhatever to deaconesses generally,
. nt only to the oldest of them, who, accord
l~g to Epiphanius, (hreres. 79,) were styled
dIstinctively, 7rpe(j{3vTldt~. The phrase, I:v
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tKK/..T/(1lq" might then be connected either
with the preceding or with the following
word, and the passage explained thus: "As
the oldest of the deaconesses have arrogated
to themselves a special authority over the
female portion of the church, the synod
forbids the appointment of such." But
since it was required generally, according
to the ancient rule, that the deaconesses
should be sixty years old, and since they
were the prcsiding officers over the female
part of the community, nothing forbids
us to suppose that the name stands for
the deaconesses generall.1J. Now, if we sup
pose, what to be snre is not impossible,
that the synod forbade the appointment of
deaconesses generally, then this would con
flict with the usage of the Greek church
during this whole period. Or we might
lay a particular emphasis on the phrase tv
lKK/..T/(jiq" and, connecting it with the word
that follows, understand the sense to be,
that ecclesiastical consecration or ordination
only was forbidden to the deaconesses. The
article in the passage would favor this last
explanation.
Hilarius (called the Ambrosiast) says
of the Montanists: Etiam ipsas diaconas
ordinari debere vana prresumptione defen
dunt. But the Montanists adhered in this
case simply to the ancient usage of the
church; for, as to the rest, they too followed
the general rule which excluded women
from speaking publicly before the church.
4 The first council of Orange, (Arnusica
num, in the year 441,) c. 26. Diaconre
omnimodis non ordinandre: si qure jam
sunt, benedictioni, qure populo impenc1itur,
capita suhmittant. So, too, the council of
Epaon, in the year 517, c. 27; the second
council of Orleans, in the year 583, c. IS.
Yet this council attrihuted to such an or
dination a certain validity; since, in its 17th
canon, it directed that the ordaincd dcacon
esses who had remarried, shoulU be ex
cluded from the fellowship of the church.
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in the Western church ceased at once, and in all the districts alike.
In the East, the deaconesses maintained a certain kind of au~hority for
a longer period. We find among them widows possessed of' property,
who devoted their substance to pious works and institutions; like Olym
pias, known on account of her connection with Chrysostom. They
there had it in charge also, by private instruction, to prepare the women
in the country for baptism, and to be present at their baptism. l It was
considered the privilege of the wives of bishops, who, by common under
standing, separated from their husbands after the latter had bound
themselves to a life of celibacy, that, if found worthy, they might be
consecrated as deaconesses; 2 and thus the female church-office con
tinued to be preserved in the East down into the twelfth century.
Without any change in the grades of the clerical order hitherto ex
isting to the church-offices alroady established, many new ones, of
greater or less importance, were added, which had been rendered neces
sary in part by the great increase of ecclesiastical business in large
towns. As the chief wealth of the churches consisted in landed estates,
and the care of improving and farming these estates required much
labor and attention, the management of these matters was specially
entrusted to one of the clergy, under the name of "steward,"
(ol"ov6",o~,)3 and this officer obtained by degrees the supervision gene
rally over the income and expenditures of the church. This method
of procedure was not, however, everywhere followed alike; and, for
this reason, the council of Chalcedon directed, in its 25th canon, that
all bishops should appoint such" stewards," who, entrusted under their
authority with the management of the church revenues, could be wit
nesses of the manner in which they were administered. Thus the mal
appropriation of the property of the churches by the bishops, as well
as the suspicion of any such thing, was to be provided against. But,
inasmuch as the management of property and the protection of the
poor who were supported by the church might sometimes lead to law
suits; and inasmuch as the conducting of such suits did not seem com
patible. with the st~n.ding of the clergy, and they were wanting, more
over, III the reqUISIte legal knowledge; the expedient was finally
adopted that the church, like other corporations, should have, for the
management of its affairs, a person skilled in the law, who should
always stand prepared to defend its rights. This individual was called
the eKOtKO~, dcfensor. 4
1 See Pelagius on Romans 16: 1. This
2 Concil. Trull. ll. 691, canon 48.
custom must have existed also in other
3 Vid. Basil. Cresar. ep. 285 and 237.
4 The council of Carthage, of the year
places besides the East j for in a collection
of lVcstern, perhaps North-African church 401, resolved to petition the emperor, that
ordinances, which are wrongly quoted as persons might be assigned to the churches,
coming from a fourth council of Carthage, a with the approbation of the bishops, whO
canon (e. 12) occurs: Vidure vel sanctimo should be prepared to defend the poor
niales, qure ad ministerium baptizandarum against the oppressions of the rich. See
mulierum eliguntur, tam instmctre sint ad canon 10, in the Cod. canon. eccles. Afr.
officium, ut possint et sano sermone doccre C. 75; the council of Carthage, in the year
imperitas et rusticas mulieres, tempore, quo 407, C. 3, Cod. Afr. C. 97, ut dent fitClllts
baptizandre sunt, qualiter baptizatQli in tem defensores constituendi scholasticos
terrogatre respondeant et qualiter accepto (advocates.) Which was granted: sce C~~.
baptism ate vivant.
.
Theodos. 1. 16, Tit. II. I. 38, compo POSSI •
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Again, the drawing-up of the protocols, or reports of the public acts of
the church, (the gesta ecclesiastica,) which were prepared with great ex
actness, rendered necessary the appointment of trustworthy secretaries,
familiar with short-hand writing, out of the body of the clergy, (the notarii,
exceptores.) The choice in this case, as in that of the prelectors, was
made, by many of the churches, out of the class of young men who
were to be trained up for the service of the church. l
As we observed in the preceding period, the spirit of Christian char
ity and tenderness was shown, from the first, in the care of providing
for the sick, and in the attention bestowed on the burial of the dead.
Yet perhaps no particular church-offices were, till now, instituted with
reference to these objects: it had been a voluntary work of Christian
love.2 But, as in this period general hospitals had been established
under the direction of the churches, it became necessary that particu
lar individuals should be appointed in the churches to take care of the
sick. They were called Parabolani. 3 At Alexandria they formed, in
the fifth century, a distinct order or guild, which might legally consist
of 8ix hundred members. But it must be admitted, the same abuse
seems to have crept in here which infected so many of the institutions
of the churches in the principal cities. 'Vealthy citizens, who of course
kept aloof from actual attendance on the sick, obtained admittance into
this guild, merely for the sake of enjoying the exemptions to which it
was entitled; and the ambitious prelates of Alexandria sought, by the
multitude of these ParalJolani, to form around them a body of men de
voted to their interests, whom they could employ for purposes which
Were not always the purest. Hence it became necessary to provide
by civil statutes against the abuses to which this institution was liable.4:
The burial of the dead was also committed to the care of a particu
lar class of men, retained in the service of the church, (the Komaral, co
piatre, fossores. 5)
,
In respect to the constitution of the episcopal dioceses, the country
bishops, (Xc.JprnierK01fOl, ) (see vol. I.,) who probably had their origin in
very early times, first appear in conflict with the city bishops in the
fourth century. The former name was borne by such as presided over
the church of a principal village, and to whom a certain number of vil
lage churches, which had their own presbyters or pastors, were sub
jected.6 As the episcopal system connected 'with the city churches
tit. Augustin. c. 12., Different from these behavior during the pestilence, vol. I. sect. I.
3 IIapa{3oAavol, from the Greek 1fapu{3uA
defensores were the stewards and agents of
!he bishops, occurring under the same name Aier~at. ri}v {irqv, 1J!vX1JV, since these people,
In the Roman church. These latter the in cases of contagious disease, exposed
bishops chose from their clergy j and they their lives to danger.
4 Cod. Thcodos. I. 16. Tit. II. 1. 42 et 43.
are frequentlv mentioned in the letters of
Gregory the Great.
5 Vid. Hieronymi ep. 17 ad Innocent.
Clerici, quibus id officii erat, cruentum lin
1 Epiphanius, afterwards bishop of Tici
nurn, (Pavia,) in the fifth century, after teo cadaver ohvolvunt, (of one who had
haVing been prelector when eight years of been executed,) etc. Cod. Theodos.I. 13.
age, was admitted, as soon as he had made Tit. I. I. 1, and I. 16. Tit. II. 1. 15.
6 Such a circle of village churches under
60~~ proficiency in the art of short· hand
~tmg, among the exceptores of the church. a chor-bishop, was called a (JV~'lop[a. '0,
1fpOGTT/erapivol Ti;t; (JV~~op[at;. Basil. ep.
ee his life by Eunodius.
290, and ep. 142. The several places sub
2 In respect to burial, compo Cyprian's
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had at so early a period become already matured, this system would now,
as a matter of course, be extended also to the relation of the churches
subordinated to the rural or chor-bishops; and these latter themselves
provoked the restriction of their power by the abuse which they made
of it. l By synods of the fourth century it was settled that the chor
bishops should only have power to nominate and ordain, without consult
ing the city bishop, ecclesiastics of the lower grade.2
The council of Sardica, and the council of Laodicea, at length for
bade wholly the appointment of chor-bishops. The former, indeed, pro
hibited the appointment of bishops in those smaller towns where one
presbyter would suffice as presiding officer over the church. The rea
son given for this ordinance was one which grew out of a perverted
hierarchical pride; namely, "that the name and the authority of the
bishop should wt be degraded." 3 The council of Laodicea ordained
moreover, that in place of the country bishops, visitors (rrepwoevTat)
should be appointed; that is, probably, that the bishops should nomi
nate certain presbyters of their own clergy to make visitations of the
country churches in their name; and thus, in respect to general over
sight and other business, to supply the place of the chor-bishops.4 Yet
chor-bishops are still to be met with, at later periods, in the churches
of Syria, and in the 'Vest.
'
But the practice became continually more general of substituting, in
the place of the chor-bishops, presbyters placed by the city bishops over
the country churches, which presbyters stood in a relation of more im·
mediate dependence on the latter.5
ordinate to the episcopal main village were
denominated u.ypo~ vrroKeifLEvOt or vrrou
MiiVTt:!: Ti;J • •• Basil. ep. 138, or canonica
I. canon 10.
1 Basil of Cresarea learned that his chor
bishops had received into the'service of the
church many unworthy men, who were
onlv seeking to escape the military service
by procuring themselves to be ordained as
ecclesiastics. :For this reason he required
them to send him an accurate list of all the
ecclesiastics in their dioceses, and directed
them to ordain no one for the future with
out informing and consulting him. He as
serted, howeyer, that this had been the an
cient usage. Basil. ep. 54.
.
2 See the 13th Canon of the council of
Ancyra. ConcH. Antiochen. canon. 9. The
council of Laodicea directed, indeed, in its
5ith canou, that they should have power
to do nothing without consulting the city
bishop.
3 Coneil. Laodicen. c. 5;. CoucH. Sardic.

ops empowered, in their stead, to make
such tours of visitation in particular por
tions of their dioceses, would be designated
with the name rrepwOeVTal. Accordingly,
such occur in the times of the Dioclcsian
persecution, who, during the absence of the
captured Egyptian bishops, were invest~d
with full powers to make the visitations l~
their dioceses. The bishops say: M~I~1
euntes et redeuntes ad nos, qui poterant V151
tare. Sce the letter of the Egyptian bish
ops to Milctius, in Maffei Osservazioni lctte
rarie, T. III. p. 15. At the same time, the
notion of a person travelling about as a
visitor, is by no means necessarily implied
in the term rrfpLOOevT1]~. It mjrrht also sig
nify simply an inspector, wh;' the name
only being changed, was the same as the
chor-bishop before him; for rrepwOevEtv,
rrepwod'T1]!:, are terms which sometimes 0c
cur in the sense, to attend upon, to heal,
physician. See the Homily, erroneously as
cribed to Athanasius, in C<Ecum, § 9 and
§ 12. The former signification is, howe'rer,
Co 6.
the more probahle one. The predicate
f The word rreplOOeVEtV is employed to de
note those tours of visitation which the rrfplO&vT11~ is given to a presbyter: "I.fpyllX
bishops, accompanied by a number of cler rrpeC1{3vTepo!: K.a~ rrepwOevT1]!:, in the actS of
gy and laity, made through the several parts the council under the Patriarch Mennas, at
of their dioceses. Athanas. Apolog. c. Ari Constantinople, in the year 536, actio I.
6 The term rrapolKla denoted originally
snos, § 74, according to cd. Patav. T. 1. P.
I. f. 151, s. We might accordingly sup each church: 'EKKAllC1ta it rrapOtKOvC1a, Enseb.
pose that those presbyters whom the bish III. 28, subsequently the greater divisions
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In respect to the city churches, it was absolutely necessary, it is true,

in this period, that, besides the old episcopal and principal church, other
churches should be founded; in which, since all could not be conveni
ently accommodated with room in the principal church, the portions of
the community dwelling at a distance might hold their assemblies on
Sundays and feast-days. Still it was by no means as yet a general regu
lation that in the cities, as in the country, separate filial communities
arose under the supervision of the episcopal head-church. EpiphaniuB
cites it as a peculiarity o( the Alexandrian church, that there, on 'ac
coun~of the wants of the inhabitants, different churches under particu
lar presbyters, as parish clergymen, were founded, to which the resi
dents in adjacent streets belonged.! At Constantinople, each church
had also its own particular clergy. The founders of churches deter
mined, at the same time, the number of clergy for them, and the pro
portional amount of revenue. The three filial churches of the mother
church at Constantinople formed here the only exception: these had no
separate body of clergy; but a certain number, taken interchangeably,
according to a certain routine, from the clerus of the ·principal church,
Were sent on Sundays and feast-days to conduct the public worship in
these churches. Weare not warranted, however, from this fact, to de
termine anything as to the regulations of the other churches in this
great capita1. 2 At Rome the relation of all the other churches to the
episcopal head-church seems to have been very nearly like the relation
of those three filial churches to the head church at Constantinople;
but perhaps with this difference, that though all the clergy were incor
porated with the clerus of the episcopal head church, yet they did not
conduct the public worship in the other churches by turns; but its own
particular presbyter was constantly assigned to each one of these
churches (tituli.)3 The Roman presbyters who conducted the public
~orship in the filial churches had not, however, the right of consecrat
Ing the holy supper; but bread which had been consecrated by the
of the church, which in the political phraseo
logy were denominated oWlIcqaur;, Basil. ep.
66 j so also a smaller ecclesiastical whole,
the city church, with its filial country com
~unities j and finally the country communi
¥is in particular, Basil. ep. 206 and 240.
ence the Latin Parrecia, Parochia, Pres
yter regens parochiam, SuI pic. Sever. dial:
. I. c. 8. And hence Parochus.
1 Breres. 29, Arian. 'OaaL lKKATj(JtaL T1jr;

8 That the presbyters of the filial churches
at Rome did not quit their connection with
the clerus of the principal church, seems to
follow from the words of the Roman bishop
Innocent in his letter to the bishop De
centius, of the ycar 416, , 8: Quarum (ec
c1csiarum) prcsbyteri, quia die ipSQ, propter
plebcm sibi creditam, nobis cum convenire
non possunt, (where seems to be understood
the words, - sicuti calteris diebus nobis
~arMiKTjr; lKKATjatar; tv 'AAc;aVOpeLt;z infO lva cum convcniunt,) as also in the words,
ut
se a nostra communione, maxime illo
apXLe7rta/w7rov ouaaL, Kat KaT' lcIiav TaVTatr;
die, non judicent separatos. But that the
htTF;ruYfl!vot tiat 1fpca{3vTEpol Ota Tar; lKK"),Tj
aU;I1TiKar; xptiar; TWv olKTjrip(')v, 1iATjai(,)v presbyters were usually appointed, in the
case of thcse filial churches, to minister for
iIC uI1)Tjr; aVrwv Kat uflrpoo(,)v nrol "J..a(3p(,)v l1it
some considerable length of time, seems
:twftwr; Ka"Aovpiv(,)v.
Justinian. I. T. III. Novell. III. O{J/, evident from the designation of a church of
Ml~OVTat KATjptKOVr;, OVOt elr; rovrwv lXtl TWV this sort at Rome: 'E~a 9tT(,)V 0 1ipca{3v..
TPt~v oiK(')v, KOtVOl &: fial r1jt; r£ aytoraT1jt; TEpOr; avvqyEV (the church where he was ac
~~aATjt;. tKKATjatar; Kat aVTWV, Kat TOVTOVr; customed to conduct the worship.) Athanas.
ltavrer; m:ptvOaToVvTEt; Kara TtVa 1itPWOOV apolog. c. Arian. § 20.

f

IC?2 KVKAoV, Tat; A.uravpytat;
OlIvrat.

VOL. li.
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bishop was sent to them from the principal church: this they simply
distributed,! - the holy symbol serving at the same time to denote the
unbroken ecclesiastical bond between them and the bishop of the prin
cipal church.
.
The metropolitan constitution which we saw growing up in the pre
ceding period, became in this more generally diffused and more per
fectly matured and consolidated. On the one hand, to the metro
politans was conceded the. superint~ndence over all ecclesiastical
affairs of the province to which their metropolis belonged; it was de
cided that they should convoke the assemblies of provincial bishops,
and preside over their deliberations; but, on the other hand, their rela
tion to the entire collegium of the provincial bishops, and to the indi
viduals composing it, were also more strictly defined, so as to prevent
any arbitrary extension of their power, and to establish on a se
cure footing the independence of all the other bishops in the exercise
of their functions. For this reason, the provincial synods, which were
bound to assemble twice in each year, as the highest ecclesiastical
tribunal for the whole province, were to assist the metropolitans in de
termining all questions relating to the general affairs of the church;
and without their participation, the former were to be held incompetent
to undertake any business relating to these matters of general concern.
Each bishop was to be independent in the administration of his own par
ticular diocese, although he could be arraigned before the tribunal of
the provincial synods for ecclesiastical or moral delinquencies. No
choice of a bishop could possess validity without the concurrence of the
metropolitan: he was to conduct the ordination; yet not alone, but
with the assistance of at least two other bishops; and all the bishops of
the province were to be present at the ordination of the metropolitan.
We noticed already, in the preceding period, that the churches in
some of the larger capital towns of entire great divisions of the Roman
empire, from which towns also Christianity had extended itself in wider
circles, had attained to a certain preeminence and peculiar dignity in
the estimation of Christians. This, by force of custom, passed over also
into the present period; yet without any distinct expression at first of
the views of the church on that point. The council of Nice, in its
sixth canon, which, by its vague, indeterminate languaO"e, gave occasion
for many disputes, was the first to attempt to settle s~me definite rule
on this point, particularly with reference to the Alexandrian church;
having been led to do this, perhaps, by occasion of the Meletian
controversies in Egypt. It is here said: "Let the ancient custom
which has prevailed in Egypt, Libya, and Pentapolis, that the bishop
of Alexandria should have authority over all these places, be still main
tained; since this is the custom also with the Roman bishop. In like
manner, at Antioch, and in the other provinces, the churches shall
retain their ancient prerogatives." 2 Afterwards, this canon goes on
1 In the above-cited passages from the
letter of Innocence: Fermentum a nobis
confectum per acolytho9 accipiunt.

2 Til upxaia l&~ KpaTtin') Til. tv' ALy1nrTftJ
/Cat AL{3V1) Kat ilevTarroAU, i:JaTt TOV tv 'AM~'

aVopel{l hriaKorrov 1rCLVT(.JV TOVrov lxftV ;11"
t;ovaiav, trrdo1/ KaL Tt;J tv ry P{.}fL1) i:irlaK01ffr
TOVTO UVVT,{}Ct; errrw OfLOlWr;
/Cat /Cara 11]V
'Av1'loXtiav Kat tv mi!: UAA.alt; trrapxi~, TIl

oe

1rpea{3da a('),iwaL Tair; lJucArjGiaLr;.
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to speak of the rights of the metropolitans generally; from which, how
ever, we are not to infer that the bishops first named were placed in
the same class with all the other metropolitans: on the contrary, they
are cited as metropolitans of higher rank, though nothing was definitely
said respecting their precise relation to the other metropolitans. As
in the provinces here named, which were to be subordinate to the Alex
andrian church, there were also particular metropolitans, it is plainly
evident that some higher rank must have been intended, in this case,
than that which'was attributed to the ordinary metropolitan. The whole
relation having been in the first place of political origin, it was desig
nated at first by a name "borrowed from the political administration of
the empire. As the magistrates that presided over the political admin
istration in these main divisions of the Roman empire were denominated
Exarchs, (l;apxot ,) this appellation was transferred also to those who
presided over the ecclesiastical government. l Subsequently, choice
was made of the more ecclesiastical name of Patriarchs. 2 Originally,
it was the churches of the three great capital cities of the Roman em
pire, Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch, which held this prominent
rank. In these churches, which were regarded, moreover, as ecclesire
apostolicre, ecclesiastical and political considerations were conjoined.
But to these there was now added another church, which had in its
favor neither antiquity of political nor of ecclesiastical dignity; while
many churches which were subordinated to it, as for instance the
church of Ephesus, had precedence over it, as by ecclesiastical charac
ter, so by its political relation in the ancient constitution of the Roman
empire. When the city of Byzantium, which in earlier times was itself
subordinate to the metropolis at Heraclea in Thrace, became, under
the name of Constantinople, the seat of government for the whole of
the Roman empire in the East, and the second capital of the entire
Roman world, it was necessary that its church also should be distin
guished as the church of the second imperial residence, and should re
ceive the rank of a patriarchate. Accordingly the second ecumenical
council of Constantinople directed already in 381, in its second canon,
that the bishop of Constantinople should take rank next after the Ro
See Concil. Chalco canon 8: '0 l;Cr.pxo~,
dWlJC1]ae(')r, and canon 16. Doubtless
many eminent bishops were then still
reckon cd among the exarchs, 1"ho subsequently were not recognized as J}atriarchs.
2 This name occurs first at the council of
Co~stantinople, in the year 381, in an apI;>li?tlOn somewhat different from that whIch
It afterwards receivcd.
'Vhen, in consequence of th~ preceding controversies conceming doctrines, many schisms arose in
the Eastcrn church, and it became necessary
to. correct various disorders, it was determmcd, for the sake of restoring unanimity
and order in the church, to appoint - besides
the bishops of Alexandria, Antioch, and
Co?stantinople, who were already, through
th Clr churches, possessed of a peculiar precedence of rank -certain indhidual bishops
1

Ti7r

that had acquired this distinction by virtue
of their personal character; and these were
entrusted with a supervisory power over the
several dioceses and provinces of the Roman
empire, - as Asia Minor, Pontus, and Cap
padocia, - under the name of Patriarchs.
In particular, it was decided that none but
such as stood on tenns of church fellowship
with these individuals should share in the
common rights of the Catholic church (see
Cod. Thcodos. 1. 16. Tit. II. 1. 3. Soc rat.
hist. V. 8.) To this arrangement, and the
quarrel among the bishops which sprung
out of it, Gregory of Nazianzus alludes in
his canncn de episcopis, v. 798, where he
says to the bishops: epovov!' p.ev lxoire ICa2
TVpavvida!: I i'fE:i~, lrm ICaL r.pWTa Taii~' vp.'iv
dOICeL' I XalPOlTe, v(3pU;oire, r.arptapxiar
IC')"TJPof;a{)e' ICoapDr vfJlv tilCtr(') p£}'ar.

I
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man bishop, since Constantinople was New Rome; 1 and the council
of Chalcedon, (A.D. 451,) in its last canon but one, confirmed this
decree with the following noticeable comparison between the church of
the ancient and that of the new Rome: " The fathers rightly conceded
that rank to the episcopate of ancient Rome, because Rome was the
mistress city;" and following out the same principle, the fathers of
this council of Constantinople attributed equal rank to the episcopate
of the new Rome, because they rightly judged that the city which was
the seat of the imperial government and of the senate, enjoyed equal
dignity with ancient Rome, had the same precedence in ecclesiastical
affairs, and must take the second place after the latter; so that the
bishop of Constantinople ought to ordain the metropolitans of the dio
ceses of Pontus, Asia Minor, and Thrace, and also the collective bishops
of the barbarian tribes within those dioceses. Finally, after many dis
putes with the church of Antioch, there was added still the fifth patri
archate, of a church distinguished simply in a spiritual respect, enjoy
ing originally not even the rank of a metropolis, the patriarchate of
J erusalem.2
This division of the whole Roman church jurisdiction into four or five
patriarchates, intimately connected as it was, in part, with the political
cOlIStitution of the Roman empire, would naturally have respect, in the
first place, to tho~e churches only which lay within the bounds of the
Roman empire; although it naturally'exerted some indirect influence
also on those churches without the empire, which had been planted by
the churches within it. But it did not apply in the same sense, and in
the same way, even to all those parts which belonged to the empire.
A peculiar spirit of freedom distinguished, from the earliest times, the
church of North Africa. The church at Carthage had, it is true, en
joyed by custom particular consideration as the church of the principal
city of North Africa; her bishop presided in all the general assemblies
of the North-African church; 3 yet he by no means stood in the same
relation to the bishops of the other five North-African churches, as the
patriarchs did to the bishops of their greater..church dioceses; and even
the bishop of Rome did not properly possess the authority of a patri
arch in the North-African church. This church, in a council at HiP:'
poregius, (now Bona in the district of Algiers,) A.D. 393, protested
expressly against such a title as the patriarchs bore in other countries,
and would recognize the validity of no other title than that of bishop of
the first church. 4
Since the patriarchal constitution formed a still more universal bond
of unity for the church than that of the metropolitan bishops, and
since the patriarchs stood related to the metropolitans in the same man
ner as the latter tp the bishops, it is possible that, by this means, greater
unity and order were introduced into the management of all the eecle
I

1 "EXElV Tet TrpcG{Nia

ri7r Tip.1Jr fCTU, TOV

T7j( 'PiJp.1Jr tTriG/corrov, OU£ TO Elvat aV11JV viav

·PcJp.TJV.
~ Concil. Chalco act. VII.
Concilia plcnaria Africre.

4, Canon 39, in Cod. Canon. eccles. Afr.
Ut primre sedis episcopus Don appelletnt
princeps sacerdotum, aut summus sacerdo~~
(t~G.pxor TC;W UpCJv,) aut aliquid hujusmodil
sed tantum primre sedis episcopus.
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siastical affairs of the Roman church; but it may be questioned, if the
outward unity which was brought about by this system of constraint,
proved salutary in its influence on the church development. The bond
of. outward constraint could never rightly adjust itself to the spirit of
Christianity, which requires a free outward development of the indi
viduality of character from within. The history of the church in the
fifth century, in particular, teaches how oppressive the despotism of the
patriarchs at Alexandria and at Antioch sometimes became. And if,
on the one hand, four principal portions of the Roman church were in
this manner brought into closer unity; yet, on the other, oppositions so
much the more violent were thereby engendered between the patriar
chal churches of the East,...!.... the sources of numberless schisms and
disorders. The history of the church in these centuries shows how
much of impure, worldly interest became diffused in the church,
through the eager thirst and strife of the bishops for precedence of
rank; what mischievous disputes sprang out of the mutual jealousies of
the patriarchs, - particularly the jealousies of the patriarchs of Alex
andria towards the patriarchs of Constantinople, - and how this state
of things contributed to check the oppositions of the different tenden
cies of the dogmatic spirit in their free evolution, and to intermingle
with them worldly and party passions; so that, by the impure motives
which made use of the doctrinal interest as a pretext, this interest it
self was smothered. Very justly could Gregory of Nanzianzus say,
as he did at Constantinople in 380, when lamenting over the evils of
the church, which he haq learned from his own experience: " Would
to Heaven there were no primacy, no eminence of place, and no tyran
~cal precedence of rank; that we might be known by eminence of
Vlrtue alone! But, as the case now stands, the distinction of a seat at
the right hand or the left, or in the middle; at a higher or a lower
p!ace; of going before or aside of each other, has given rise to many
~lSorders among us to no salutary purpose whatever, and plunged mul
titudes in ruin." 1
In proceeding to speak, then, of the Roman bishop in particular,
regard must be had to two different points of view: the Roman bishop,
considered as one of thosefour patriarchs, in his relation to the more ex
~ended church jurisdiction which was subordinate to the Roman church
1Il especial; and the BIJman bishop in his relation to the entire clmrch,
or particularly to that of the West. As it respects the first; - it is
to this, the above-cited sixth canon of the Nicene council has reference;
and probably Rufinus 2 gives, in this case, the most correct explanation
of the matter, when he expounds this canon as implying that the dio
cese of the Roman bishop embraced the whole circle or district which
b~longed to the administration of the vicarius urbis Romre, (the provin
Cl.~ suburbicarias, i.e., the major part of middle Italy; all lower Italy,
Slcily, Sardinia, and Corsica. 3) Add to this, that the Roman church
Orat. 28, f. 484.
Rufin. I. 5, ut suburbicariarum ecclesi
arum solIicitudinem gerat.
3 ~cc Notitia Dignitatum imperii Romani,
sectio 45, and the letter of the council of
1

2

Sardica to the Roman bishop Julius, ~ 5. Ut
per tua scripta qui in Sicilia, qui in Sardinia,
et in ltalia, sunt fratres nostri, qUal acta sunt
cognoscant.
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had become possessed, by donations and legacies, of many landed
estates lying without these limits, which gave her opportuJlity of knit
ting firmly to her interests many influential connections. Again, as the
whole constitution of the church in the Roman empire hung closely
connected with the political constitution, the Roman church necessarily
possessed this advantage over all the patriarchal churches, that it was
the church of the ancient capital of the Roman empire. This politico
ecclesiastical point of view was always made of prominent importance
by the Orientals, as is shown in the above-cited decrees of the Con
stantinopolitan and of the Chalcedonian councils. Theodoretus, bishop
of Cyprus, says~ in a letter in which he solicited the aid of the Roman
bishop, Leo the Great,l that everything conspired to give the church
of Rome the primacy: those advantages which, in other cases, were
found distributed among different churches, and whatever distinguishes
a city, either in a political or in a spiritual respect, were here con
joined; -and he then proceeds to notice first the political superiority.
Rome was the largest, the most splendid, the most populous city: from
her proceeded the existing magisterial power; from her the whole em
pire took its name. Finally, the great distinction of the Roman church,
in respect to religion, was, that she had been honored by the martyrdom
of the apostles Peter and Paul, and possessed their tombs, which were
objects of reverence also to the East.2 All this taken together might
create even among the Orientals a peculiar veneration for the Roman
church.
With the people of the 'Vest, all this was made to rest on such dog
matic grounds as converted it into something entirely different. We
observed already, in the preceding period, how, from confounding the
ideas of the visible and the invisible church, from the notion of a neces
sary outward unity of the church, the idea had there sprung up of an
uninterrupted outward representation of this unity, necessarily existing
at all times; and how this idea had been transferred to the cathedra.
Petri in the Roman church. This idea, handed down, in its yet vague
and unsettled shape, to the present period, in connection with its root,
the false and grossly conceived Old.rrestament view of the Theocracy,
contains within it the entire germ of the papacy, which needed nothing
more than to unfold itself, under favorable circumstances, in the con
genial soil of the spirit of an age in which the confusion of the outward
form with the inner essence became continually more inveterate.
'Ve saw this idea carried out to some extent in the preceding period,
particularly in the North-African church: - not that this tendency of
the Christian mind prevailed more than elsewhere in the North-African
church; but rather, because here was the dogmatic spirit which appr~
hended this tendency with the clearest consciousness, - and in tw.s
church it appears again, during the present period, with peculiar proDll'
nence. Optatus of Mileve, who wrote in the last half of the fourth
Ep. 113.
Theodorctus, in the letter above referred
to, expresses himself on this subject as follows: "Exu /Cal TWV KULVCJV 1raTtpCJv /Cal
1
2

dtoaO'KaAc.Jv 7fJr UArr&eiar, llETpav Kal lla~~OII,
Tar {j~Kar, TWV ntO'TC.JV Tar 1Jlvxar tpCJr~ovaa~

So an illuminating influence, which issue
from their proximity.
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century, represents thl'! apostle Peter as the head of the apostles, - as
the representative of the unity of the church and of the apostolic
power, who had received the keys of the kingdom of heaven for the
purpose of giving them to the others. He finds it worthy of remark,
that Peter, notwithstanding that he had denied Christ, yet continued to
hold this relation to the rest of the apostles, so that the objective side
of the unity of the church, which was thus incapable of being invali
dated by any human fault, appears in its unchangeable constancy. In
the Roman church he perceives the indestructible cathedra Petri. This
stands in the same relation to the other episcopal churches as the apos
tle Peter stood to the rest of the apostles. The Roman church repre
sents the one visible church, the one episcopate) There was one apos
~olic power in Peter, from which the apostolic powers of the others
lSsued forth, as it were, like so many different streams; and, in like man
ner, there is one episcopal power in the Roman church, from which the
other episcopal powers are but so many different streams. How much
might be derived out of this idea, so apprehended? Far more than
the individual who thus expressed himself was aware of. Augustin
would be led by his thoroughly Christian character; by the prevailing
tendency in his inner life and in his system of faith to the objectively
godlike; by that spirit of protestation against all deification of man
~hich actuated him, - and by which no inconsiderable opposition was,
In the next succeeding centuries, actually excited against the Catholic
element, although, in the case of Augustin himself, this religious ele·
!llent had become completely fused with the Catholic, - by all these
Inward causes, Augustin would be led to more correct views of the
words of our Lord in their reference to Peter. He rightly perceived,
that not Peter, but Christ himself, is the Rock on which the church has
been founded; that this word of our Lord, therefore, has reference only
t{) that faith in Christ in the person of Peter, through which he was the
m~n of rock; and that consequently the whole church, which rests on
th~s faith, is represented by Peter. "He was," says Augustin, " in
thIS case, the image of the whole church, which in the present world is
shaken by divers trials, as by floods and storms; and yet does not fall,
because it is founded on the rock from which Peter received his name.
For the rock is not so called after Peter, but Peter is so called after
the rock; just as Christ is not so denominated after the Christian, but
the Christian after Christ; for it is on this account our Lord declares,
On this rock I will found my church, because Peter had said: Thou art
the Christ, the Son of the living God. On this rock, which thou hast
1 See Optatus Milevitan. 1. VIT. c. 3. very circumstance of Peter's denial, that his
Bono }lnitatis Petms satis erat, si post quod person could, as little as that of any other
negav1t! solam 'veniam consequeretur, et man. fumish the rock on which the kingdom
Jlr~f~rn apostolis omnibus memit, et clayes of Christ was to be built. And 1. II. c. 2:
rcgm c(£lomm eommunicandas creteris, solus In urbe Homa a Petro primo cathedram
accepit. Thus men confounded the faith episcopalem esse collatam, in qua sederit
bh~ch Peter expressed in the spirit of all omnium apostolorum caput Petms, in qua
ehe\"crs, and to which alone Christ's words una cathedm unitas ab omnibus sen'sretur,
~eferred, with the person of Peter as a man; ne creteri apostoli singulas sibi quisque de
InStead of drawing the conclusion from this fenderent.
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confessed, he declares, I will build my church; 1 for Christ was the Rock
on whose foundation Peter himself was built; for other foundation
hath no man laid than that which is laid, which is Christ Jesus:' 2
Had Augustin made himself clearly conscious of what he here expressed,
and prosecuted it to the end, he would have arrived at the conception
of the church as the community of the believers in Ch~st, and so
as this faith is an inward invisible fact - to the conception of the invisi·
ble church; and consequently this passage would no longer have reo
tained with him the sense which men would fain give it in reference to
the visible church, to the episcopal power, and to the relation of the
Roman church in particular to the church universal. Having once
been led, however, by the whole course of his religious and theological
training, into the habit of confounding together the visible and the invisi·
ble church, and having allowed this error to become firmly rooted in his
doctrinal system, his views became thereby narrowed; and, instead of
holding fast by the purely spiritual conception of the church which
must have here presented itself to him, he involuntarily substituted for
it the conception of the visible church, which had already been firmly
established in his system; and so it may have happened that even in
his mind too, with the notion of Peter as a representative of the church,
there came to be associated the idea of a permanent representation in
the Roman church. 3 But, without question, the spirit of ecclesiastical
freedom among the North Africans was the farthest possible removed,
as we shall see hereafter, from any inclination to concede all the conse
quences which there was a disposition already in the Roman church to
derive from these notions.
In the minds of the Roman bishops we perceive the idea beginning
1 This exposition is certainly correct as
to its spirit, but not exactly according to
the letter; as these words refer literally not
to Christ himself, but to Peter personally,
but at the same time only in so far as he
had borne witness of tbis faith.
2 Ecclesia non cadit, quoniam fundam est
super petram, unde Petrus nomen accepit.
Non enim a Petro petra, sed Petrus a petra;
sicut non Christus a Christiano, sed Christi·
anus a Christo ,"ocatur. Ideo quippe ait
Dominus, Super hanc petram mdificabo ec
c1esiam meam, quia dixerat Petrus: Tu es
Christus, Filius Dei vi,"i. Super hanc ergo
petram, quam confessus, mdificabo ecclesiam
meam. Petra enim erat Christus, super
quod fundamentum etiam ipse mdificatus est
Petrus, I Cor. 3: 11. Ecclesia ergo, qum
fundatur in Christo. In Johann. Evang.
Tractat. 124, § 5. The other exposition of
this passage, by which it is refen'ed only to
the person of Peter, Augustin himself had
presented in his work contra epistolam Do
nati, which has not come down to us.
a In the book de utilitate crcdendi, § 35,
he traces the development of the church as
a divine institution, endowed with divine
authority, ab apostoliea sede per successiones
episcoporum. This book he wrote, to be

sure, before he had come to deviate, as he
did afterwards, from the ordinary exposition
of this passage, as it was understood ~t
Rome and in North Africa; but the fact is
explll;ined in the way above described, t~at,
by thIS change of views as to the exegetIcal
meaning, nothing was changed in Augustin's
doctrinal system. He distinguishes, in !he
place above referred to, a threefold relatIOn
of Peter j - the same person being con·
sidered in respect to his individual n~t~re
as a man, in respect to his nature by dn:ne
grace as a Christian, and at the same tIlne
as abundantiore gratia primus aposto!oruIll•
Those words, it is true, ought properl,Y to
refer to the second relation of Peter, Inasi
much as he represented the person of ~
Chris.tia~s; but it is easy to see, th~t, In
substItutmg the notion of the church III the
plaee of Christians, he might be led to con
found the second and the third together,
Thus Peter was distinO'uished as the first of
the apostles by the ,"eOry circumstance. th~t
he was to represent the visible church In hiS
own person, and that its development \Vas
to proceed forth from him. And what \Vas
considered true of Peter, was transferred to
the church of Rome.
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already to develope itself more clearly and distinctly, that to them, as
the successors and representatives of the apostle Peter, belonged the
sovereign guidance of the whole church. Although it may be observed,
doubtless, here and there, in occasional instances, that the idea of uni
versal dominion, associated with Rome, was transferred from its politi
cal meaning, and clothed in a spiritual dress;l yet nothing was to them
more offensive than that confusion of the political and spiritual provin
ces which they believed they discovered, whenever their higher dignity
and authority, instead of being suffered to rest on the foundation of the
divine institution, was attempted to be derived from the political superi
ority of Rome. The delegates of the Roman bishop, Leo the Great,
protested emphatically against the above-mentioned decree of the coun
cil of Chalcedon, which on this ground attributed to the bishopric of
Constantinople the same rights as to the episcopate of Rome. When
this decree came to be made known to Leo, he despatched various letters
to the emperor, to Anatolius the patriarch of Constantinople, and to the
whole council, in which he strongly declared his disapprobation of
what he pronounced to be a usurpation. In the letter to the emperor he
says: 2 "The case is quite different with worldly relations, and with
those that concern the things of God; and without that rock which our
Lord has wonderfully laid as the foundation, no structure can stand firm.
Let it satisfy Anatolius that, by your assistance, and by my ready
assent,S he has attained to the bishopric of so great a city. Let not
the imperial city be too small for him, which yet he cannot convert into
an apostolic see," (sedes apostolica.) Leo appealed to the inviolable
a~thority of the Nicene council: he alluded very probably to the above
clted sixth canon of that council, which really stood in necessary con
t~adiction with this new arrangement, only on the principle that the dig
ruty of the church stood wholly independent of political relations. He
contended for the rights of the Alexandrian and of the Antiochian
c.hurches, which would be impaired in case that the church at Constan
tmople claimed to itself the primacy over the entire. East; he con
tended for the rights of the metropolitan bishops, which would be jeop
ardized by the patriarchate which Anatolius assumed over Asia Minor,
Pontus and Thrace. And he contrived, in the end, to trace back the
higher inviolable dignity of the Alexandrian and Antiochian churches
also to the apostle Peter; of the former, namely, to Mark, the disciple
Of the apostle Peter; and of the second, immediately to Peter himself,
smce he was the first to preach the gospel in that place. Anatolius
ha~ing appealed to the authority of the second ecumeni~al council,
which had adjudged this rank to the church of Constantmople, Leo
2 Ep. is.
1 ~n the remarkable work, de vocatione
3 Which refers to Leo's approval of the
gentIUm, which was probably written by
choice
of Anatolius, which had heen sought
Ko the Great, while he was still a deacon,
after
in consequence of certain disputes as
. 1. c. 6, it is said: Roma, qure tamcn per
~postolici saccrdotii principatum amplior to matters of doctrine. The Roman bishops
~c.ta est arce rcligionis quam solio potes well understood, however, how to take ad
ta~!S; and Leo 1.[, p. so: Civitas sacerdo- vantage of every occasion which could be
interpreted into the recognition of a right
IS et regia, per sacram h. Petri sedem
~~p.ut orbis eff'ccta, latius prresidens religione conceded to them.
IVlna, quam dominatione terrena.
VOL. II.
15
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replied, that no assembly of bishops, whether large or small, could
decide anything against the authority of the Nicene council. He
speaks on this occasion with singular contempt of a council which was
afterwards generally reckoned, both in the Western and in the Eastern
church, among the number of ecumenical councils. The canon drawn
up by that body he declared to be null and void; and would allow it
no validity, if for no other reason, because it had never been communi
cated to the Roman church.1
It is impossible to doubt as to what the popes, even as early as the
fifth century, believed themselves to be, or would fain be, in relation to
the rest of the church, after having once listened to the language which
they themselves hold on this subject. When a North-African council
at Carthage had sent a report of their conclusions, in the decision of a
controverted point of doctrine, to the Roman bishop Innocent, and de
manded his assent to these conclusions; in his answer of the year 417,
he first praised them because they had considered themselves bound to
submit the matter to his judgment, since they were aware what was
due to the apostolical chair; since all who occupied this seat strove to
follow in the steps of that apostle from whom the episcopal dignity it
self, and the entire authority of this name, had emanated. 'Vith good
right had they held sacred the institutions of the fathers, who had de
cided, not according to human, but according to the divine counsels,
that whatever was transacted in provinces, let them be ever so remote,
should not be considered as ratified, until it had come to the knowledge
of the apostolic chair; so that, by its entire authority, every just deci
sion might be confirmed, and the other churches (as the pure streams
should be distributed from the original, undisturbed source, through the
different countries of the whole world 2) might learn from this church
what they had to ordain, whom they had to pronounce innocent, and
whom to reject as irreclaimably wrong. Leo the Great declares, in a
letter to the Dlyrian bishops, in which, after the example of the Roman
bishop Siricius, he names the bishop of Thessalonica the representative
of the apostolic power, (vicariu.c; apostolicus,) "that on him, as the
successor of the apostle Peter, on whom, as the reward of his faith, the
Lord had conferred the primacy of apostolic rank, and on whom he had
firmly grounded the universal church, was devolved the care of all the
churches, to participate in which he invited his colleagues, the other
bishops." 3
1 Ep. 80, c. 5. Persuasioni ture in nullo pe natural sense of the passage, simply to this
nitus sufl'rngatur quorumdam episcoporum single ran on of the council.
2 The thought is plainly implied, that all
ante sexaginta (utjactas) ann05 facta con·
scriptio, nunquamque a prredecessoribus the churches could hold fast to the pu~c
doctrin~
only hy remaining steadfast in theIr
tuis ad apostolicre sedis trnnsmissa notitiam,
cui ab initio sui caducre dudumqlle collapsre connectIOn with the Roman, us the mot~cr
sera nunc et inutilia subjicere fundamenta church, - the original, invincible fountalU
voluisti. It hardly answers the purpose to head of the transmitted, divine doctrine, as
attempt, as has been done, to make out that well as of all spiritual power.
3 Quia per omnes ecclesias cura no~tra
the authority of this council was recognized
by Leo, and thus to bring the latter into distendilur, exigente hoe a nobis Dom JOo ,
RO'reement with the opinion of the later qui apostolicre dignitatis beatissimo apos.wlo
Roman church, by referring this disparaging Petro primatum fidei sure rcmuneratJOne
judgment of Leo, without any regard to the commisit, univcrsalem ecclesiam in funda
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The favorable situation of the Roman church in its relation to the
Eastern churches, brought along with it many circumstances which
might be turned in support of this assumption of the Roman bishops.
As we have already had occasion to observe, the Eastern church stood
in far greater dependence on political influences than the Western; and
what, in some respects, stood connected with this fact, there was in the
former no church possessed of such decided external preponderance as
the Roman church enj oyed in relation to the 'Vest. On the contrary,
the oppositi?ns and jealousies among the patriarchal churche~, as
we have saId, were the source of many disputes; and the hIgher
authority of the recently promoted Byzantine church, in particular,
was, at all times, a thing extremely offensive to the ancient patriarchal
church of Alexandria. Again, the Western church, by reason of its
predominant Roman spirit, so unbending and practical, and by reason of
Its characteristic life, which was not so restlessly scientific, preserved
greater tranquillity in the course of its doctrinal development. On the
other hand, the more excitable and actively scientific spirit of the Greeks,
the speculative bent of mind, the manifold spiritual elements which here
came in contact with each other, - all this was a source of manifold
disputes in the Greek church, which, through the disturbing interference
of the state, were stilI further promoted, and at the same time rendered
more intricate and perplexing. Now, while in the Western church the
greatest tranquillity prevailed, contrasted with this agitated condition
of the Greek church, it came about that the contending parties of the
latter, and especially those who had against them the dominant power,
sought to obtain on their side the voice of the Western church, and
especially of the Roman as the most influential and the one which gave
the tone to all the rest; and that those who were persecuted by the
~ominant party, took refuge at Rome. Now, as it was of the utmost
lmportance to such persons to gain in their favor the voice of the Ro
man church, so this interest influenced them in the choice of their ex
pressions; and, to show their respect for the Roman church, they made
~e of such expressions as they would not have employed under other
Clrcumstances. But the Roman bishops, who were already in the habit
of passing judgment on aU the relations of the church from that once
established and settled point of view which we have just described,
found accordinrrly in such expressions, looking as they did at nothing
but the letter,Oan acknowledgment of that point of view, without con
c;rning themselves to inquire what the persons who used these expres
SlOns really had in their minds. Protestations undoubtedly sometimes
followed from the dominant party of the East, when the decisions
of the Roman bishops ran contrary to their interests. Thus, for exam
ple, when the Roman bishop Julius, instead of concurring with the domi
n~nt party of the Eastern church, which had deposed from his office the
bIShop Athanasius of Alexandria, had invited both parties to present
the matter, by their delegates, before an assembly of the Western
tnento ipsins solidi tate constituens, necessi~tem sollicitudinis, quam habemus, cnm
hIS, qui nobis coUegii caritate juncti sunt,

sociamns.

lllyr.

Leo. ep. V. ad Metropolitanos
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church; the Eastern bishops, convened at Antioch, declared that it did
not belong to him,a foreign bishop, to set himself up as a judge in the
affairs of the Eastern church; that every synod was independent in its
decisions; that he, as bishop of a larger city, was no more than the
other bishops; that it had, in truth, just as little entered into the minds
of his predecessors to interfere in the interior affairs of the Eastern
church, to set themselves up as judges over the decisions of the East
ern synods in the Samosatenian disputes, as it had occurred to the older
bishops of the East to constitute themselves judges in the controversies
of the 'Vcst; as, for example, the N ovatian.l But the party in whose
favor the Roman bishops had decided, finally obtained the victory; and
they could accordingly, taking advantage of this fact, declare that pro
testation to be nun, and maintain the validity of their own judicial sen
tence. Under such favorable circumstances they received many pub
lic testimonials of their supreme juridical authority, which in the sequel
became of importance to them. To this class belong the three follow
ing decrees of the council of Sardica: 2 "I. When a bishop is con
demned in a matter, and he believes that injustice has been done him,
the synod which judged him shall write to the Roman bishop Julius; so
that, if necessary, the investigation may be renewed by the bishops of
the neighboring province, and he himself name the judges. II. That,
in such a case, no other person shan be nominated to fill the place of
the deposed bishop, until the Roman bishop shall have received notice
of it, and decided on the point. III. If, in such a case, the deposed
bishop appeal to the bishop of Rome, and the latter considers a new
investigation to be advisable, he may commit such investigation to the
bishops of the neighboring province, and may also send to it presbyters,
out of the body of his clergy, to assist in the inquiry." Thus this
synod, no doubt, assigned to the Roman bishop a certain supreme
power of jurisdiction, a right of revision in the affairs of the bishops.
But it admits also of being easily explained how they came to do this.
Besides the 'Yestern bishops, those only from the East were present at
this council who had been condemned and deposed there by the party
hostile to them. It was the interest of the dominant party in this
council, that the judgment of the Eastern synods with recrard to Atha
nasius should be reversed, and the latter restored to h~ place again.
The council of Sardica was intended, it is true, in its first arrangement,
to be an ecumenical one. But as the Orientals had in a great measure
separated from it, it could lay no just claims to this character; and it
seems that its canons, in the next succeeding times, stood in no very
high authority even in the 'Yestern church itself. But, very natural
ly, these canons must have been highly acceptable to the Roman
church; and in this church, therefore, they could not be forgotten. So
much the more easily might it here happen that these canons, to which
a peculiar importance must have been attached, would be unconsciously
confounded and given out for the same with those of the Nicene counI Vid. Julii epist. I. adv. Eusebianos, § 4 et 5. Socrat. 1. II. c. 15. Hilarii opus histo
ricum Fragmentum, m. ~ 26.
2 Canon. Ill. IV. et V.
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cil. A second declaration, by which, in the year 378 or 381, a cer
tain supreme authority of jurisdiction in ecclesiastical affairs was con
ceded to the Roman bishop Damasus, proceeded, however, only from an
emperor, Gratian; and had reference simply to a schism which had
arisen in Rome in which the Roman bishop was particularly interested.
(See, below, History of Schisms.)
A third case was this: The bishop Hilarius of ArIes, whose zeal in
discharging the duties of his spiritual office, whose life of strict piety
and active benevolence commanded universal respect, had proceeded, on
a certain occasion, while visiting the churches as metropolitan bishop of
this part of Gaul (Gallia Narbonnensis) -which authority the bishops
of ArIes had exercised for a long time, though not without its being dis
puted, - to depose from his office, with the consent of a synod, a cer
tain bishop by the name of Celidonius. 1 The latter, however, applied
to Rome, and succeeded in persuading Leo that injustice had been done
him. Hilarius himself hastened to Rome, and openly defended his
c~use. But when he perceived that Leo was already committed on the
slde of Celidonius and determined to take his part, he judged it advisa
ble to leave Rome again. At this proceeding, Leo was still more exas
perated: it appeared to him a very punishable act of disobedience, that
Rilarius ventured to withdraw himself from his ecclesiastical jurisdic
tion. He, without further ado, reinstated Celidonius in his office;
though, even according to the decrees of Sardica, it simply belonged
to him to direct that a new investigation of the matter should be insti
t~ted in the province itself, by the neighboring bishops, in which he
hunself might participate by means of his delegates. He went so
far as to declare that, as the metropolitan authority had been conferred
by: his predecessors on the bishop of ArIes only by a special grant,
Hllarius had forfeited this power by his abuse of it, and that it should
again be transferred to the bishop of Vienna. His unspiritual mode of
apprehending the idea of the church, and the hierarchical arrogance so
easily combined therewith, carried him to such an extreme that he could
say: "He who thinks himself called upon to dispute the primacy of
the apostle Peter, will find himself in nowise able to lessen that dignity;
but, puffed up by the spirit of his own pride, will plunge himself into
hell." 2 Thus whoever refused to subject himself t<> the usurped spirit
ual domination of a man, was to be excluded from the kingdom of
heaven. It had been well for Leo, if he had applied to himself what
he addressed to the Gallic bishops: "That the fellowship of the church
Was not to be forbidden to any Christian by the arbitrary will of an
angry pries t; that a soul for which Christ has shed his blood, must not
~e excluded from the privilege of church communion on account of some
Insignificant word." The young emperor, Valentinian III., who was
at the beck of the Roman bishop, issued thereupon a law in the year
445, in which he says: "The primacy of the apost<>lic seat having been
1 It is disputed, whether thi~ bishop be
l?nged to the metropolitan diocese of Hila
tIns, or whether zeal for church discipline,
Or passion, led him to the wrong stey of
VOL. n.
15'"

stretching his power beyond the limits of
that diocese, and thus to violate ecclesiasti
cal forms.
2 Vid. ep. 9, lO.
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established by the merit of the apostle Peter, by the dignity of the city
of Rome, and by the authority of a holy synod,! no pretended power
shall arrogate to itself anything against the authority of that seat. For
peace can be universally preserved only when the whole church acknowl
edges its ruler." Resistance to the authority of the Roman bishop is
declared to be an offence against the Roman state. It is established as
a settled ordinance for all times, that as well the Gallic bishops, as the
bishops of all the other provinces, could not properly undertake any
thing without authority from the Pope of the eternal city (Papa urbis
reternre. ) What the authority of the apostolic seat ordained, should be
law for all, so that every bishop who, when summoned before the tribu
nal of the Roman bishop, declined to appear, should be forced to do so
by the governor of the province.
The emperor, by whom the spiritual and the political points of view
were here confounded together, willed that the church of his empire,
just as the latter itself, should have one acknowledged principal head;
but the whole previous constitution of the church could not possibly be
overthrown by an imperial edict. Hilarius seems, notwithstanding, to
have remained in possession of his metropolitan dignity; he maintained
the rights of his church, although he sought by a respectful deportment
to become reconciled with the Roman bishop.2
The North-African church, which most distinctly expressed the prin
ciple from which these consequences were derived, was, however, the
farthest removed from conceding these latter. That spirit of ecclesias
tical freedom which had already, in the time of Cyprian, opposed itself
to the Roman assumptions, was here ever predominant_ As cases
were frequently occurring in which members of the clerical body that
had been deposed on account of their offences, took refuge with the
Roman church, and were there received; the councils of Carthage, in
the years 407 and 418, ordained 3 that whoever thereafter, instead of
appealing to the jurisdiction of the North-African church itself, ap
pealed to one beyond the sea, should be excluded from the fellowship
of the church. Yet it subsequently happened that a deposed presbyter,
Apiarius, appealed to the Roman bishop Zosimus. The latter was dis
posed to bring the matter before his tribunal; and when this met with
some resistance, he fell back for support on the cited canons of the
council of Sardica; which, however, he caused to be presented by his
delegates at the council of Carthage in the year 419, as Nicene canoUS.
To the Africans it appeared extremely strange that these cano~,
which were wholly unknown to them, were nowhere to be found in thetr
collection of the doings of the Nicene council. They resolved that they
would assume them for the present to be valid; yet cause inquiry to
be made by consulting the genuine ancient manuscripts of the doings
The council of Nice or of Sardica.
I~ i~ to be regretted, that there are no
remammg records of these transactions be
tween Hilary and Leo. The words which
th~ city praefect, (prrefectus urbis,) Auxili
ans, who sought to make himself mediator
addressed to Hilary, are worthy of notice;
1

:1

Impatienter ferunt homines, si sic loqua
mur, quomodo nobis conscii sum us. Au:e S
prreterea Romanorum quadam teneritudinc
plus trahuntnr, in quam si se Sanctitss tull
demittat, plurimum tu nihil perditurus ac
quiris.
8 Cod. Afr. c. 28.
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of the Nicene council, preserved in the Eastern churches at Constanti
nople, Alexandria, and Antioch, for the purpose of ascertaining whether
they really belonged to them. This they gave notice of to the Roman
bishop Bonifacius, who had meanwhile succeeded Zosimus. They in
vited him also to make inquiries of the like nature; but at the same
time they declared that, even according to these laws, the affairs of
other ecclesiastics besides bishops must be settled only within their own
provinces. " Now although these laws were observed in Italy, yet they
should not be comp~lled to submit to such intolerable encroachments.
Yet they hoped that under his ecclesiastical rule they would not have
to suffer from such arrogance." 1 Amid the doctrinal disputes of the
fifth and sixth centuries, the Pelagian controversy and that concerning
the edict de tribu8 capitulis, we see often the Africans maintaining
their doctrinal principles even when in contradiction with the Roman;
and we see, in fact, the Roman bishop Zosimus finally yielding to the
decisions of the Africans.
We must accordingly hold fast to this as the result of the church
development of this period, - that the idea of an external church
theocracy under one sovereign head was already present in the minds
of the Roman bishops; and although a spirit of ecclesiastical indepen
dence,which flowed from the earliest Christian antiquity, still presented
many obstacles to the realization of this idea, and the Eastern church
ever remained disinclined to acknowledge it, yet important germs of such
a realization were already existing in the Western churches, which,
under favorable circumstances, in later times, would doubtless be taken
advantage of.
. To represent the outward unity of the church, another important
~nstitution came in during this period, which, it is true, originated also
~n that general, fundamental idea of the external, visible church; yet,
If the Christian doctrine had not first evolved itself into precisely this
form of a universal monarchy, could not so easily have shaped itself in
t~~ way it did; - we mean the general assemblies of the church, con
clha universalia, ovv60ot olICovpevZICaL (by olICovpLV1J was understood, originally,
the Roman empire.) :Men being accustomed already to regard the
provincial synods as the highest legislative and judicial tribunals for the
churches of the several provinces, it was natural, when disputes arose
'Which occupied the largest portion of the Christendom of the Roman
empire, that the thought should occur of forming, after some analogous
manner, a like tribunal for the Christendom of the whole Roman em
pire; and this was soon transferred, generally, to the entire church
universal. The provincial synods then being customarily regarded· as
o:gans of the Holy Spirit for the guidance of the churches of a certain
district, so now this was applied to the relation'of universal councils to the
Whole church. These universal councils had a two-fold aim, to decide dis
putes concerning doctrines, and to determine the constitution, the forms
of worship, and the discipline of the church; to which latter, the canons
of these assemblies had reference.
1

Non sumus jam istum typhum passuri.
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It was not possible, at these councils, to arrive at a calm understand·
ing of disputed points of doctrine. Each party was fettered to its sys
tem already made out, and judged everything by it without entering at
all into the examination of the notions entertained by others. It was
a strife of party passions; and the result of the proceedings was already
predetermined by the relation of the contending. parties to the dominant
power. Gregory of Nazianzus, who expressed the result of a large
and various experience, gives the following remarkable account of the
mode of proceeding at such assemblies: 1 "I am so constituted," he
writes, "that, to speak the truth, I dread every assembly of bishops;
for I have never yet seen a good end of anyone, - never been at a
synod which did more for the suppression, than it did for the increase,
of evils; for an indescribable thirst for contention and for rule prevails
in them, and a man will be far more likely to draw upon himself the
reproach of wishing to set himself up as a judge of other men's wicked
ness, than he will be to succeed in any attempts of his to remove it."
Yet, despite of the many impure human motives which intruded
themselves into these councils, men regarded them as the organs by
which the Holy Ghost guided the progressive movement of the church,
- as the voice by which the Holy Ghost determined what had before
been doubtful, and to which every man was bound, therefore, to sub
mit his own fallible, subjective judgment. The theory of Augustin on
this su~ject was, that "the decision of controverted questions does not
proceed in the first instance and directly from the transactions of these
councils; but that these transactions, rather, are prepared by the theo
logical investigations which have preceded them. The decisions of
councils simply give the expression of public authority to the result at
which the church, in its development thus far, has arrived. Hence it
may happen that a controverted matter, at a particular time, cannot as
yet be decided, even by a general council; because the previous inves
tigations have not as yet sufficiently prepared the way for a definitive, a
settled result." According to this theory, general councils should express
and settle firmly the universal Christian consciousness, up to that point of
its development which, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, who is
the actuating principle of the whole life of the church, it has reache.d
at a certain period of time. The universal Christian consciousnesS IS
thus merely fixed in a determinate expression, - the sum and contents
of Christian truth more clearly and distinctly evolved in opposition to
t~e latest errors. Hence an enlightened church-teacher may, at a par
tICular period, be in error on some one important point, without there
fore falling into heresy; since, in respect to this one point, there may
as yet have been no general decision of the Christian consciousne~s.
But when, by continual investigation, the evolution of the universal ChI'ls
"tian co~sciousness has reached this point, and expressed itself on 'the
matt.e: In question through the voice of a general council, a proper
humilIty requires it of the individual, that he should submit his own sub
jective judgment to that general decision guided by the Holy Ghost.
1

Ep. ad Procop. 55.
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It is only the pride of self-will that revolts against lawful authority; it
is, in truth, a principle grounded in nature, that the part should subor
dinate itself to the whole. According to the theory of Augustin, how
ever, the earlier councils might be corrected and improved by later
ones; since each council gives only that decision which answers to the
stage of development which the church has arrived at in each several
period. Yet it may be a question whether Augustin really supposed
that a council could express positive errors; or whether his opinion was
simply like that soon afterwards expressed by Vincentius of Sirinllm,
in his Commonirorium, a work written somewhere about the year 434 ;
namely, that a later council should correct the decisions of the earlier,
only so far as to define what the other had left undetermined, just as
the more advanced development of the church might require in its op
position to new forms of error) Thus the freedom of the spiritual evo
lution of Christianity among mankind was to find an impassable barrier
in the decisive authority of general councils.2 We see here, fully de
veloped already, the germs of that system of restriction which grew
out of the habit of confounding together the visible and the invisible
church, and which reigned supreme, until, by the work of God in the
Reformation, was produced that free life of the spirit, which has its
. ground in the essence of the gospel, and uniformly accompanies it where
it is preached in its purity.
The essence of Christianity struggles against the demand of a blind
submission to human authority; it requires no other obedience than
that which answers to the true nature and dignity of man's spirit; and
it stands in no 80rt of contradiction with true freedom, but rather is the
only thing that can produce it. All that it requires is, that man's
spirit, having become conscious of its true wants, should submit to the
teachings of God's eternal Spirit, who alone can communicate that
which will satisfy all its longings. This Spirit speaks, through the divine
word, to each individual, in the inner recesses of his heart, according to
the measure of his recipiency; and it is only what each one knows from
this Source and through this revelation, in the inner recesses of his
heart, that he can vitally believe, and from his inmost consciousness ac
knowledge to be true. Facundus of Hermiane says: 3 "To his priests,
assembled in his name, Christ can never be wanting; because he, being
almighty truth, can in no way prove false to his promise." But the
condition here presupposed, without which the fulfilment of that promise
could not be realized, was in fact precisely the thing so often wanting
1 Augustin. de baptismo contra Donntis2 Thus the excellent bishop Facundns of
~, 1. II. c. 3. Ipsa plenaria con cilia srepe Hermisne - a man who shows great free
pnora posterioribus emendari, cum aliquo dom within ccrtnin limits - says, abont
experimcnto rerum aperitur quod clausum the middle of the sixth century, (defens.
erat et cognoscitur quod latebat,8ine nllo trinm capitulomm, 1. V. c. 5:) Neqne enim
typh.o sacrilcgre superbire, sine ulla inflata . est alia conciliomm faciendomm ntilitas,
~r:vlce arrogantire, sine uUa contentione quam ut quod intcllectu non capimus, ex
hVldre invidire, cum sancta humilitate, cnm auctoritate credllmus.
.
pace catholics, cum cantate Christiana.
3 In the VIII. vol. of his work, Defens.
But where did ever such a spirit prevail in trinm capitulorum, c. 7.
R. COuncil? . Compare with this the aboveCited words of Gregory of Nazianz.
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in these assemblies. Almost anything else might, in many cases, be
affirmed of them, than that they were assembled in the name of Christ.
What warrant had men to believe that they who had not brought with
them the temper which was required in order to hear the voice of the
Divine Spirit, ought to be considered as its organs for the rest of the
church? In things spiritual and divine, it cannot hold good that
the individual must subordinate himself to the whole;, for the individual
spirit may, in truth, by its freedom and by the purity of its will, out.
run, in its own course of development, the whole multitude chained to
that spirit of the age which is not the spirit of truth. The individual
may have fought his way to freedom, where the multitude are in bond
age. Errors are often propagated without design, when they have made
good their dominion over the consciousness of men. Individuals who
surrender themselves to the spirit of truth, which speaks not barely to
the masses, but also to each individual according to the recipient tem
per of his mind, attain by clear consciousness to the separation of the
true from the false; and how could they possibly be under any obliga
tion to subject themselves to the dominant spirit of untruth? But even
in case the spirit of truth had been spoken by a general council, still
this expression could be binding only on him who, by the same spirit
of truth, had recognized the same as true from the divine word. Thus
there was substituted here a cringing to human authority and consequent
servility of spirit, in place of that true humility which gives all the honor
to God, the Spirit of absolute truth alone; and which, therefore, in
freeing men from bondage to human opinions, makes them free indeed.
As the decisions of general councils had respect not only to matters
of doctrine, but also to matters connected with the outward life of the
church, to the church constitution, and to church usages, another evil
ensued; namely, that by means of them the forms of training, which,
by their own nature, are multiform and variable, were subjected to an
unchangeable law of dead uniformity.
Again, since the general councils constituted a legislative tribunal
for the entire church, the material was now at hand for a universal
ecclesiastical legislation. The Roman abbot, Dionysius Exiguus, pre
sented to the 'Vestern church, in the early times of the sixth century, a.
book of ecclesiastical laws ; consisting of a collection which he had made
from the written decisions (decretales) of the Roman bishops - in
answer to ecclesiastical questions addressed to them - from the time of
Siricius, or from the year 385 and onward, and from decrees (canones)
of the general, and of the more important provincial councils. ' ThIS
work soon obtained paramount authority; and it had an important
influence in shaping out the papal monarchy in the Western churcb,
that he had assigned so prominent a place to the papal decrees.

II.

THE DISCIPLINE OF THE CHURCH.

The principle was transmitted from the preceding to the present
times, that those who had by gross transgressions violated their bap
tismal vows, should be excluded from the fellowship of the church at;ld
from participating in the communion; and not till they had given satiS
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factory proofs of repentance were they to receive absolution from the
bishop, and to be admitted again to church fellowship. During the
Novatian controversies of the preceding period, men had agreed on
certain common principles respecting the nature of penitence. It was
agreed that to no one, of whatever offence he might have been guilty,
provided that by his conduct thus far he had shown the marks of sincere
repentance, should be refused the communion in the hour of death.!
Gradually the penitents came to be distributed into different classes,
after the same manner as the catechumens, according to their different
degrees of fitness for being restored back to the fellowship of the church.
The first class was formed of those who were not yet allowed to enter
the church.2 They were bound to stand without the doors of the church,
and to implore with weeping the intercession of the members of the
community as they entered; at the same time prostrating themselves
to the earth, - hence they were called rrpofJKAalOVTer;.
Next followed
those who were permitted to listen with all the unbaptized in the outer
area of the church (the vup-8l]g, the ferula) to the sermon and to the
reading of the scriptures. Then followed those in whose behalf a
special prayer of the church was offered; on which occasion they fell
on their knees, and hence were called inr07rLrrTOVTer;, substrati. Finally,
those who were allowed to be present at all the prayers and transactions
of the church, but yet could not themselves bring a gift to the altar,
or participate in the communion (x{.)plr; rr(lO(J(?opar; /cOlVc.JVot'Vnr; 7'Wv rrpofJWxwv.)4
Entering under obligations to do penance for particular sins within a
determinate time, was a practice which had no existence in this period.
The only cases which could occur were, either that the bishop excluded
from chutch fellowship those whose transgressions had become suffi
ciently notorious, and granted to them the privilege of readmission only
on condition of -subjecting themselves to a church penance fixed upon
by himself in some proportion to their crime; or else that they volun
tarily made confession of their sins to the bishop, which act was consid
~red in itself a token of repentance, and therefore had some influence
In mitigating the penance of the church.5
Still, in carrying out the principles which had been established on
t?e subject of admission to the communion and of penance, the church,
SlDce it no longer constituted, as in the preceding period, a body sub
sisting by itself and independent of all others, found many difficulties
1 See ConciI. Nic. canon 13. If such a
person subsequently recovered, he was to
be placed back once more in the fourth
class of pamilentes.
2 'ArretpyofLivOl 7'1;r; tKKAl]fJiar; they are
c.'lllcd. in Gregory Nyssen. epistola canoni
ca an Letojum. •
p 3 Basil. ep. canonica, III. Ambros. de
<l!nitcntia, l. II. c. 10.
4 It is uncertain what is meant in the 17th
ranon of the council of Ancyra by elr; 7'oVr;
XEtfLa~ofLtvovr; eVXifJ-8at, - whether it de
notes those among the first class of cate
chumens without the doors of the church,
"'here they were exposed to all weathers,
or whether it stands for those in the class

vexed by evil spirits, in the same place with
Energumens. The first is the more proba
ble.
6 Chrysostom says of those who came to
the communion as impenitent sinners:
ToVr; fLEv ofMvr; ",.uv aV7'OL rrav7'{.)r; um:ipgo
Uyvc.JfJTOVr; ",liv 7'rfJ -8[;~1 lCaTaAupev, ToVr;
1fc.JfLev, 7'rfJ 7'U urroppTjra .1;r; EKUfJTOV olavoia~
dOOTl. See the Homily on the feast of

oe

Epiphany, Savil. T. V. fol. 528. The same
holds the deacons acrountable if they should
admit to the communion a person whom
they knew to be guilty of any sin which
was punishable with exclusion from the
fellowship of the church. Hom. 82, Matth.
near the end.
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which could not exist in the foregoing period, at least in the same de
gree. Cases occurred in which the bishop, by rigidly carrying out
these principles, must necessarily fear that a schism would be produced
in the church. The Donatists, of whom we shall presently speak, main
tained that in such cases, in order to keep the church pure, no regard
should be paid to consequences; although even their own bishops, it was
alleged, could not always proceed in exact accordance with this principle.
Others, on the contrary,-as, for instance, Augustin,-maintained that
men should be content simply to rebuke many of the evils which were
widely spread. Much, they said, must be reserved to the judgment of
God. At the same time it was necessary to proceed with wisdom and
patience, so as to avoid a worse evil, and not to root up the good fruit
with the tares.1 The second difficulty was, to carry out these principles
in their application to the great men of this world, who, even in the
church, could not be forgetful of their worldly rank. It was every
where an acknowledged principle that here, before the tribunal of God's
word, no respect of persons ought to be admitted. Chrysostom, in re
quiring the deacons to debar the unworthy from participating in the
Lord's supper, says: "Though the commander of an army or the gov
ernor of a province, though one decked with the imperial crown, should
approach, yet, if he is unworthy, refuse him." 2 But there must also
have been men, like Chrysostom, who spoke thus and acted accordingly;
who did not fear to sacrifice everything temporal, in rigidly carrying
out what they owned to be their duty as shepherds of the flock. In
the Western church the example of an Ambrose of Milan, who declared
to several emperors, that if they proceeded to execute a purpose which
appeared to him in violation of the duty of a Christian emperor, be
could not admit them to the communion, showed how much could be
effected in these times of despotism by the firmness of a bishop deeply
penetrated with a sense of the elevation and responsibleness of his call
ing. The emperor Theodosius I., incensed at a seditious tumult which
broke out in the year 390 at Thessalonica, abandoned thousands, the
innocent with the guilty, to the blind fury of his soldiers_ When the
emperor came afterwards to Milan, Ambrose, who had taken advantage
of a sickness to retire into the country, at first avoided an interview
with him, supposing that passion left in his soul no room as yet for the
lessons of religion. He thought that a letter which th~ emperor mi~ht
find time to peruse silently by himself, might make a more salutary nn
pression on him. He placed before him the example of the penitent
king David, and wrote: "Sin can be removed only by tears and .re
pentance. No angel or archangel can forgive sin; and the Lord hun
self, who only was able to say to us, I am with you, when we sin, for
gives the sins of those only who come to him with repentance. Add
not to the sin already committed still another - that of presuming ~o
partake of the holy supper unworthily, which has redounded to the ruUl
of many. I have no occasion to be obstinate with you; but I have
cause to fear for you. I dare not distribute the holy elements, if yoU
1

See Augustin. c. Parmenian.l. III. c. 13, et seqq.

2

Hom. 82. Matth. near the end.
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mean to be present and receive them. Shall I venture to do that
which I should not presume to do if the blood of one innocent individual
had been shed, where the blood of so many innocent persons has been
shed ? " 1 These words of Ambrose made such an impression on the
heart of Theodosius, that, penetrated with the deepest anguish, he sub
jected himself to the public penance of the church, having first laid
aside his imperial robes; and, as Ambrose says, not a day of his life
passed afterwards in which he did not remember with pain that cruel
transaction.2 Ambrose, it is said, did not give him absolution until, to
prevent the like effects of his irascible disposition for the future, he had
renewed a law of the emperor Gratian, which forbade any sentence of
death pronounced by the emperor to be executed short of an interval
of thirty days; so that the sentence might be recalled, if, after the sub
siding of passion, he found occasion to repent of it. The excellent
bishop Facundus of Hermiane observed subsequently to the emperor
Justinian, who was distracting the church by his despotic conduct:
"'Vould God but raise up another Ambrose, there would be no want of
another Theodosius." 3
'Vhen powerful individuals bade defiance to all the tribunals of the
church, one' means still remained in the hands of the bishops; that of
solemnly excluding them from the church by the anathema, and making
this, together with the crimes committed by such individual, known to
all their colleagues in a circular letter. This means was employed by
Synesius against Andronicus, the worthless governor of Pentapolis, who
had oppressed the poor in the most cruel manner; and the means were
attended with a happy result.
In the large cities, especially within the Greek church, a special
presbyter was appointed for the purpose of attending to the duty of
confession, and of determining for the penitents their due proportion
of church penance. But when the patriarch N ectarius of Constanti
nople was led, by the scandal created by the crime of an ecclesiastic
thus made publicly known, to rescind this office, (about the year 390 ;)
the consequence of this was, that the whole system of confession and
penance, as it had till now existed in the Greek church, came to an end;
and it was left free to each individual, according to his conscience, to
partake in the communion.4 Still bishops - even the Greek church, as
1 Paulinus, in his life of Ambrose. The
odoretus and Rufinus speak, it is true, of a
personal interview of Ambrose with the
~rnperor, whom he met at the threshold of
e church. In this case we must suppose
that the emperor, notwithstanding the writ
ten represent~tions in this letter, still Yen
tured to come to the communion; which is
not probable. And as those writers make
no mention at all of Ambrose's letter, but
rnake Ambrose say orally to the emperor
~earl'y the same things which are written
In thiS letter, it is quite probable, that what
"as contained in the letter came to be trans
ferred to an oral interview which never took
place. How is it conceivable, that the em
peror, as Paulinus states, should have adVOL. II.
16

duced, in his defence on this occasion, that
very example of king David which Am
brose, in the letter, had already used against
him!
2 Ambrose, in his funeral discourse over
this emperor: Stravit omne, quo utebatur,
insigne regium, deflevit in ecclesia publice
peccatum suum, neque uHus postea dies
fuit, quo non illum dolerct errorem.
S Quia si nunc Deus aliquem Ambrosi
urn suscitaret, etiam Theodosius non deesset.
Pro defens. trium capitulorum, 1. XII. c. V.
4 Socrates, V. 19. Sozom. VII. 16. Compo
Morin. de Prenitentia, 1. VI. 22. The hom
ilies of Chrysostom, which still presuppose
the ancient usage, were preached by him at
Antioch.
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examples of the next succeeding times teach us - ever reserved to
themselves the right of refusing the communion to vicious men. That
abolition, however, of the ancient system of church penance had, if we
may believe the church historian Sozomene, an injurious influence on the
general state of morals.

III.

HISTORY OF THE SCHISMS OF THE CHURCH.

As in the preceding period, so also in this, we have concluded to
separate the history of church schisms from that of the disputes con
cerning doctrine; the former standing closely connected with the his
tory of the development of the idea of the church, and the history of
the church constitution, and hence finding here its most natural place.

1. The ])onatist Schism.
The most important and influential church division which we have to
mention in this period is the Donatist, which had its seat in North
Africa. This schism may be compared in many respects with that of
N ovatian in the preceding period. In this, too, we see the conflict, for
example, of Separatism with Catholicism; and it is therefore important,
in so far as it tended to settle and establish the notion of -the visible,
outward unity of the church, and of the objective element in the things
of religion and of the church. That which distinguishes the present
case is, the reaction, proceeding out of the essence of the Christian
church, and called forth, in this instance, by a peculiar occasion, against
the confounding of the ecclesiastical and political elements; on which
occasion, for the first time, the ideas which Christi.anity, as opposed to
the pagan religion of the state, had first made men distinctly conscious
of, became an object of contention within the Christian church itself,
the ideas concerning universal, inalienable human rights; concerning
liberty of conscience; concerning the rights of free religious conviction.
The more immediate and local occasion of these disputes lay in a cer
tain spirit of fanaticism, which, ever since the spread of l\iontanism, had
prevailed in North Africa, and also in various circumstances superin"
duced by the Dioclesian persecution.
'Ve observed already, in our account of the persecution under Dio
clesian, that as there were many at that time who had been induced, by
force or by fear, to deliver up the sacred writings in their possession,
(the traditores;) so too there were many accused of this, against
whom the accusation could by no means be proved. Such a charge
might easily be converted into a weapon for the gratification of pc:
sonal malice: the propensity to mistake inferences for facts rendered It
no difficult matter to proye the accusations. \Vhen, for example, an
individual who had been arrested by the pagan magistrates, found
means, through some favorable circumstances or other, to deliver him"
self without denying; yet men were prone to draw the conclusion that
if he had remained true to the faith, he would assuredly, like other
true confessors, have suffered martyrdom,-he could have escaped only
by denying. Again, as we have also remarked already in the history
of that persecution, the same principles were not held by all with reo
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gard to the proper mode of conduct on these occasions. Two parties
stood opposed to each other; a prudent and a fanatical one. At the
head of the prudent party was the bishop Mensurius of Carthage; and
as it was common, especially in the Western church, for the archdea
cons to be the confidants of the bishops, and to take pains that the regu
lations ordained by them should be carried .into effect, and that the dis
cipline of the church should be maintained; so it happened that his
archdeacon Crecilianus stood in this relation to Mensurius. The two
seem to have been united in a mutual understanding to oppose supersti
tion and fanaticism.
There were many who, with broken credit, having become weary of
life and anxious to get rid of it, hoped in martyrdom to find a death
honorable among the Christians and meritorious in the sight of God;
or who, persecuted by the consciousness of guilt, hoped in this way to
free themselves at once from all their sins; or who were eager to be
thrown into prison as confessors, that they might there be loaded with
honor, kind treatment, and presents of all kinds, by their fellow Chris
tians. Mensurius could not endure" that such persons should be con
finned in their knavery or their delusion, and that other Christians
should be deceived and abused by them. He was desirous also of pre
venting the scandal which would thus be given to the Pagans. He
therefore endeavored to put a stop to the expressions of honor and re
spect which were paid to such men in their prisons, as well as to the
reverence shown them as martyrs after their death. In general, this
prudent man was unwilling to allow that fanatics who, without being
accused or called for, surrendered themselves to the pagan authorities,
and though unasked, yet publicly declared they had Bibles in their
houses, but that they would not deliver them up, - that such enthusiasts
s~ould be reverenced as martyrs. Since the Christians, moreover,
WIthout reflection or prudence, thronged in crowds to their dungeons,
and uneasiness and alarm might in this way be easily excited among
the Pagans, he directed his archdeacon to take precautions against
Such results. As Mensurius disapproved of everything like fanati
cal imprudence, so he considered it his duty to do everything for
the preservation of his own life, and for the external quiet of his com
lll~nity, which could be done without directly or indirectly denying the
faIth. 'Vhen he heard that a church at Carthage was to be searched
by the PaO'ans, he caused all the manuscripts of the Bible to be removed
fro~ it to ~ place of safety, and writings of heretics to be substituted in
theIr stead, which the inquisitors were satisfied to find there, and asked
n? farther questions. 1 ~Iensurius, as a natural consequence, ~ade all
":Ith whose superstition and fanaticism, or with whose selfish mterests,
hIS own prudence and firmness came in conflict, his fiercest enemies;
a~d these persons took pains to propagate the most i.n[amous Boories of
~IS conduct. Whether in this matter he and Crecilianus were wholly
Innocent, or whether, misled by a well-meant but over-earnest zeal
rul Vid. Augustin. breviculus collationis
tb Tn Donatistis (liei III. c. 13, N. 25, and
e monumenta vetera ad Donatistarum

bistoriam pertinentia in Optat. Milevitan.
de schism ate Donatistarum, p. 174.
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against fanaticism, they allowed themselves to be drawn into various acts
of'violence which might furnish grounds for just crimination, cannot,
for the want of impartial sources of information, be certainly known.
Suffice it to say, that the antagonists of Mensurius accused him of con·
cealing the truth, and of asserting that none but writings of heretics
were surrendered to the Pagans, for the purpose of clearing himself
from the charge of giving up the sacred scriptures. And even if the
pretence were well grounded, yet, declared they, it was not allowable for
a Christian to use such deception. Again, they accused him of having
caused the most harsh and violent measures to be adopted by Crecilian
for the purpose of hindering the Christians generally from testifying
their love and their sympathy for the imprisoned confessors.1
. The fanatical party was patronized by the then primate of Numidia,
Secundus, bishop of Tigisis. In a letter to Mensurius, he disapproved
the manner in which that bishop had censured the fapatical confessors;
and declared that all those who had suffered martyrdom rather than
deliver up their Bibles, deserved to be honored as martyrs. Following
the prevailing style of allegorical exposition peculiar to that age and
country, he appealed to the example of Rahab, who refused to sur·
render up the two spies; for these were a symbol of the Old and New
Testaments. "'Vhen the soldiers of the police," as he reported,
"came also to him, and demanded copies of the Bible, he said to them:
I am a Christian and a bishop; I am no traditor. And when they
asked only for a few useless pieces as a show, (such as writings of here
tics,) he refused to give them even these; - imitating the example of
the Maccabee Eleazar, who would not consent even to appear as if he
partook of the swine's flesh, lest he might set an example of apostacy
to others." 2
It is certain that the opinion was still prevailing with many in the
North-African church, which had maintained its ground from the time
of Cyprian,3 that the validity of all sacerdotal acts depended on the
subjective character of the persons who performed them, and that
therefore they were valid only in case they were performed by mem
bers of the true Catholic church; - that consequently a sacerdotal act ex
ecuted by an excommunicated person was wholly without force. When,
therefore, in the year 305, the N umidian provincial bishops, under the
presidency of the above-named Secundus, assembled at Cirta in N~
midia for the purpose of ordaining a new bishop for this city, the presl
1 See the representation of this matter by
a Donatist, in the collection of Du Pin,
above referred to, f. 155 et 156. The fanat
ical, fact-perverting hatred of the Dona
tists, the language of unbridled passion,
which is not to be mistaken even in this
representation itself, inspire the reader with
but little hope of finding here any historical
truth. Thus among other things it is said:
Et credebantur a Creciliano passim, qui ad
alendos mnrtyres veniebaut, sitientibus in
tus in vinculis confessoribus, pocula fran
gebantur ante carceris limina.; cibi passim
lacerandi canibus spargebantur, jacebant

ante carceris fores martyrum patres matfCS
que 8anctissimre, et ab extremo conspectn
liberorum excussi, graves nocte dieque
vigilias ad ostium carceris exercebant. £r:1t
fletus horribilis, et acerba omnium, qui nd
eront. lamentatio. prohibere pios mnrtyrn.!ll
complexus et divel\i a pietatis officio Chns
tianos, Creciliano sre'\"iente tyranno et ('ro.
deli carnifice.
2 Augustin. breviculus collat. cum Don~
tistis. d. III. c. 13, § 25. Monumenta iI1
Du Pin I. C. f. 174.
8 See above, the disputes concerning bap"
tism by heretics, voL L sect. 2.
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dent opened the meeting by declaring that they ought first to examine
themselves, and make sure that there was no traditor among them,
(since a person of this description, excluded by the fact itself from the
communion of the church, was unfit for the performance of any sacra...
mental act.) Several among the existing bishops were accused by
rumor; several could excuse themselves on the ground of having given
up other writings (e.g. on medicine) instead of the Bible; one, who
plainly had no such excuse to offer, but, though he had surrendered a
copy of the Bible, yet remained steadfast in the confession of the faith,
said to the bishop Secundus: "You know how long Florus (the police
officer) persecuted me, to induce me to scatter incense, and God deliv
ered me from his hands, my brother; but since God has forgiven me,
do you also leave me to the judgment of God." Hereupon Secundlls,
in a way characteristic -of his fanatic, spiritual pride, exclaimed: "What
are we to do, then, with the martyrs.~ Because they did not give up
their Bibles, was the very reason for which they have been crowned."
The accused said: "Leave me till I appear before the judgment-seat
of God; there I will render my account." A certain bishop, Purpu
rius, of irascible temperament, - against whom a far weightier charge
was pending, which doubtless required to be more carefully looked
into, - instead of speaking in his own defence, cast suspicion on Se
cundus himself: "How could it be believed that when he had
been seized, and had declared that he possessed copies of the Bible,
and yet did not deliver them up, the officers of police would quietly
receive such a declaration, and allow him to go free, while so many
others who had declined to surrender their Bibles, were compelled to
suffer severe tortures and death?" Since, however, the conduct of ihe
pagan authorities varied so much according to their different tempers;
and since so many particular circumstances might procure for one a
better lot than fell to the others, this conclusion, which was intended to
bring suspicion on Secundus, was at least a very unsafe one. Another
Secundus among the assembled bishops, nephew of the one first men
tioned, begged the latter to consider what danger threatened the peace
of the church, if men should be disposed to push the matter further.
All the accused would in the end unite against him; and consequently
a schism was inevitable. Therefore it was finally resolved, for "the pres
ervation of the quiet of the church, to leave all that was past to the judg
ment of God.!
1 See the transactions of thIS assembly in
Augustin. contra Cresconium, 1. III. c. 17,
§ 30, and the monumenta in Du Pin, f. 175.
The Donatists declared, it is true, at the
religious conference in Carthage, A.D. 411,
th~t these documents were interpolated,
(vld. Augustin. brevicul. coUat. d. III. c.17,
,:nd l. c. Du Pin, fol. 321 j) but their asser
bons can be regarded no otherwise than as
l'cry suspicious, as they were inclined to
deny everything that conflicted with the in
. tlerests of their party j and the reasons al
cged by them against the genuineness of
these writinO's have no decisive weight what-
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ever. One reason was the definite state
ment of the date and of the consuls, which
common practice in ci'iil transactions was
contrarv to the ecclesiastical custom. \Vith
out doubt this was censured too by Athana
sius, as an unchurchlike thing, in the Sir
mian formulas of faith; yet it was in the
instance where he censured it, an entirely
different affair, - it related there to a de
termination of doctrines, which could not
be so bound to a particular time j but here,
on the other hand, it related to a judicial
investigation, and an external act of the
church, where dates were of more impor
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We have brought together these characteristic traits out of the times
that preceded the Donatist schism, because it is in the excitement of
teIPper which here betrays itself, and in the hostile relations betwixt
the prudent party of Mensurius of Carthage, and the opposite fanatical
party of the N umidian bishops, we must look for the original causes of
this schism.
The bishop Mensurius died soon after the Dioclesian persecution was
ended, in the year 311, by the edict of Galerius. Having been called
on some special business to appear before the emperor lVlaxentius at
Rome, he died on the way when he was returning home. It was fre·
quently the case, on the demise of a bishop, that his archdeacon was
chosen to fill the vacancy; because, having possessed the confidenco
and been often vested with the full powers of the bishop, he had already
acquired the greatest influence in the church." But inasmuch as the
archdeacon was inferior in rank to the presbyters, this practice would
easily become an occasion of jealousies and divisions. Crecilian had
particularly against him that party in the Carthaginian community and
in the Numidian church who disputed the principles of :Mensurius. At
the head of his enemies in Carthage stood a bigoted widow by the
name of Lucilla, a person of wealth, and, by means of her wealth, of
power. This individual attached great importance to certain fragments
of human bones which she had obtained from some quarter or other,
and which she gave out to be relics. These pretended relics she was
in the habit of kissing every mornin{! previously to partaking, as was
customary in this country,1 of the consecrated bread.2 She usually
took them along with her also to the early morning service, and here too
kissed her relics previously to partaking of the communion. The arch
deacon, whose duty it was to look after the order of the church, repri
manded her for this superstitious custom, and threatened her, in case
she did not desist from it, with ecclesiastical censures. It was undoubt
edly necessary that some check should be given to the spreading super
tance. At all events, enough has not been
left us of the older synodal transactions to
render it possible to decide, whether this
was really so unprecedented. The other
partv could, however, adduce an example
of tile contrary. To the Donatists, who
pushed their opposition to the confounding
of ecclesiastical and political matters to the
extreme of fanaticism, such a determinate
date was in itself a hateful thing, because it
looked like such confusion. It is worthy of
remark, that they even required ali exam
ple of such an ecclesiastical determination
of date from the Holy Scriptures, - a proof
of the verv narrow character of their criti
cism. The second reason was, that at the
time of the persecution no such nssemhl,.
could have been held. This reason, Mar
ceBinus, the president of the religious con
ference, who rejected the first as amounting
to nothing, declared to be more weighty.
But the bishops· of the other party could
easily cite examples out of the history of
thepcrsectltions, by which the possibility

of such an assemblv, even under these cir
cumstances, might be proved.
.
1 See vol. I. sect. 2, respecting the druly
communion in the church of North Africa.
2 See Optatus Milevit. de schismate D?n
atistar. 1. I. c. 16. In this place it is sl1!d:
ante spiritalem cibum et potum j wb~ch
cannot refer to the domestic commumon
alone, for in this the second had no placC•
Probably Lucil\a observed the same cUS
tom in the church communion which she
had been in the practice of at home, and
thus her superstitious observances became
known to Crecilian. The opinion of Au
bespin, (Albaspineu~,) that she had beer
led by the custom of the mutual kiss 0
brotherly love preceding the communion, to
transfer this form to her relics, for the pur
pose of maintaining thereby the co~mu
nion with her patron saint, is not suffic!e~tl!
well-grounded, since the practice of klssln o
relics, especially with females, existed else
where also.
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stition with regard to relies, and perhaps Crecilian found it particularly
offensive that she seemed to attribute a higher sanctifying power to her
relics than to the sacrament of the supper.! Many indications go to
show that the N umidian bishops anticipated the choice of Crecilian, and
immediately after Nlensurius' death endeavored to secure for themselves
a party in the community, and to oppose this party to Crecilian. Do
natus, bishop of Casre Nigrre in Numidia, is said to have been busy even
at this early stage.2 Secundus of Tigisis, primate of Numidia, the
zealous antagonist of the Crecilian party, sent certain ecclesiastics to
Carthage, who held separate assemblies in the house of Lucilla, and
placed a provisionary superintendent, under the customary title of.
visitor, (m:pWOe1Jr1;r,) over the entire affairs of the church. 3 The
more resistance .the party of Crecilian had to fear against his choice,
the more urgent reason had they for hastening the whole thing to a con
clusion. But, without doubt, it was difficult here to hit upon the right
course for preserving unanimity and quiet; for if they waited until the
arrival of the N umidian provincial bishops, who were in the practice of
assisting at the ordination of the bishop of Carthilge, it was to be fore
seen that these would oppose the election. Should the ordination be
completed before their arrival, new cause would be given them for dis
satisfaction and complaint; but still they could not pronounce the epis
copal consecration, after it had once been solemnized, null and void;
since, although the N umidian provincial bishops might often be invited
to assist on these occasions, yet nothing had been expressly settled on
this point in the ecclesiasticallaws.4 The election and ordination were
therefore hastened to a completion, and the latter office· was performed
by a neighboring bishop, Felix of Aptungis.5 Against the new bishop,
the powerful Lueilla, with her party, now took her stand; and to this
party belonged the elders of the Carthaginian church. 6
1 Optatus: cum prreponeret calici salutari
os, etc. - although· the praponeret may be
referred also simply to time.
2 Bv the investigations of the tribunal
Which" sat subsequently at Rome, under the
Roman bishop Melchiades, it is said to have
be. en proved: Donatum a Casia Nigris adhuc
d1acono Creciliano schisrna fecisse Cartha
gnine.· See Augustin. breviculus, 1. c. apud
U Pin, f. 319.
3 Thus says Augustin, Senno 46, § 39,
'1'. V. ed. Benedict. Paris, f. 146, D. The
assertion of Augustin, a violent opponent
of .the Donatists, is testimony, indeed,
w~lch cannot he wholly relied on. Yet the
thmg is, in itself, not improbable; ond all
th~s~ preceding circumstances place the
°1.rl gID of the Donatist schism in a clearer
19ht.
~ The opponents of the Donatist :party,
at the religious conference in Cartha~e,
affirmed that it was by no means a common
cus~m for the bishop of Cartha~c to be
o!,damed hy a Nllmidian Metropolitan
bishop, cum aliud habeat ccclesire Catholicre
CO~suetudo, ut non Numidire, sed propin
qUlores episcopi episcopum ecclesire Cartha

ginis ordinent, sicut nec Romanre ecclesire
ordinat aliquis episcopus metropolitanus;
sed de proximo Ostiensis episcopus. Aug
ustin, breviculus d. III. in Du Pin monu
menta, f. 321. According to Optatus, I. 18,
there were two individuals, Botrus and
Celestina, probably presbyters in the Car
thaginian church, who hastened the election
in hopes that the choice might fall on one
of themselves. The fact that so many
reasons were hunted up from one quarter
and another to invalidate that ohjection of
the Donatist party, renders it probable, that
the ordination of the bishop of Carthage
was, according to the more commo.n practice,
solemnized in the presence and WIth the co-·
operation of the Numidian bishops. Optatus,
however, introduces that remark of his only
as a report (dicitur.) Perhaps the truth at
bottom was simply this, that those two pres·
byters aspired after the episcopal dignity,
and, having been disappointed, were for this
reason led to foster the division.
6 The name of this town is written various
ly: Aptugnensis, .Aptungi~nus, Autumni
tanus.
6 The seniores plebis, according to the
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The primate of Numidia came afterwards, with his bishops, to Car
thage, either without being sent for, or, as the other party alleged, at
the invitation of Lucilla and those connected with her. They met from
the latter with a very friendly reception; and they manifested, from the
first, hostile feelings towards Crecilian, whom they refused to acknowl
edge as a bishop. Crecilian now challenged his adversaries to produce
their charges, if they had any against him: but they began by accus
ing as a traditor the bishop who had ordained him; and, in conformity
with that old principle of the North-African church, they refused to
recognize as valid an ordination which had been performed by a tradi
tor. Crecilian went still farther: he offered to resign his office, and
return to his former post as a deacon, so that he could be ordained anew
by the Numidian bishops.l But the latter were too far committed
against him to enter into any such compromise. They now proceeded
to accuse Crecilian himself; and, as they did not acknowledge him to be
a regular bishop, they chose in his stead the reader :Majorianus, a favo
rite of Lucilla. An assembly of seventy N umidian bishops at Carthage
excommunicated Crecilian, because he had allowed himself to be
ordained by a traditor.2 The fa~aticism which prevailed already at
this assembly is characteristically shown by the following expression of
one of its members: "As unfruitful weeds are mown down and cast
away, so the thurificati and traditores,3 and those who are schismatical
ly ordained by traditors, cannot remain in the church of God, except
they acknowledge their error, and become reconciled with the church
by the tears of repentance." 4
Thus was laid the foundation of the schism in the North-African
church. According to the usual mode of proceeding in such cases,
each of the two parties now endeavored to secure for itself the recogni
tion of other churches; and thus the breach would necessarily be ex
tended. The emperor Constantine, who just at the present juncture
had obtained the sovereignty over this part of the Roman empire, must
have been prejudiced from the beginning against the party of Majori
nus; for, in the very first laws by which he bestowed various privileges
on the Catholic church in this quarter of the world, he expressly exsystem of organization which prevailed in
the North-African church (see vol. I. ~ 1).
The adversaries of the Donatists explain
this as follows: 'Vhen the bishop Men
surius, uncertain as to the issue of his busi
ness, left Carthage, he entrusted the precious
movables of the church to the care of these
elders, with the charge to deliver them over,
in ('.ase he died before his return, to his suc
But, as these
cessor in the bishopric.
seniores wished to retain the whole in their
own possession, it grieved them to be obliged
to deliver them over into the hands of Cre
cilian, and this was the cause of thcir enmity
to him. Optntus, I. 19: Qui faucihus avnr
itire commendatam ebiherant prredam. Cum
reddere cogerentur, subduxerunt communio
ni pedem. But how was this known to be the
fact? For these persons ce.rtaiuly could not

decline giving up what had been entrusted
to them j and, at all events, must have been
obliged to give up the whole to the naD
bishop, whoever he miO'ht be. It is quite
evident that, a;; often "happens in simi}ar
cases, such motives, the existence of WhICh
~ould not possibly be proved, were falsely
Imputed to these persons,- after they be
came hated as the promoters of Donatism.
1 Optat. I. 19.
Crecilian would hardly
have been induced to consent to this, had he
not at ~hat. time conceded the principle, tha~
an ordmatIOn performed by a traditor W8.'
invalid.
2 Augustin. breviculus d. III. c. 14, +26.
8 See vol. I. ~ 1.
4 Liber c. Fulgentium Donatistam, c. 26.
Du Pin monuments, p. 176.
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eluded the other party from all share in them, and declared himself de
cidedly opposed to it; although this proceeding was in direct contradic
tion to those principles of universal toleration which Constantine had
avowed in the laws enacted about the same time. The fanaticism which
we find prevailing in this party at its very origin, may doubtless have
furnished occasion enough for representing it to the emperor as com
posed of dangerous men, without his knowing anything more about the
character of these disputes.! The party of Majorinus, which saw itself
condemned without a hearing, presented to the emperor, then residing
in Gaul, a petition, entreating him, by his love of justice, to name
judges in that country itself for the purpose of inquiring into the na
ture of the controversy which had arisen in the North-African church. 2
They probably chose to have their judges from Gaul, because these
would be least liable to suspicion; inasmuch as this cou;ntry had escaped
the last persecutions of the Christian church, and therefore no traditors
were to be found there as in the other churches. The emperor there
upon directed that ~Ielchiades, (Miltiades,) bishop of Rome, with five
other Gallic bishops, should inquire into the affair; that Crecilian should
appear before them, with ten bishops who were to present the charges
against him, and ten other bishops who were to defend him. The trial
was holden in the year 313; and ~Ielchiades came attended with
fifteen other Italian bishops. The bishop Donatus of Casre Nigrre in
Numidia, with whom, as we remarked above, the germ of the schism
began, now also stood at the head of Crecilian's accusers; as indeed
he seems generally to have been at that time the soul of the whole
party. His charges against the latter were found to be unsustained;
but he himself was declared guilty of various acts contrary to the laws
of the church. The party of lVIajorinus having declared, as was to be
e,xpected, that injustice had been done them by this decision, Constan
tine directed, in the year 314, that the charges against the ordainer of
Crecilian, the above-named bishop Felix, should be examined according
to the usual judicial form at Carthage, where access could be had to
all the records and witnesses that might be needed in the trial; and
that an ecclesiastical convention at ArIes should hear delegates from
the two parties, and so enter into a new investigation of the whole mat
ter. The result of the first inquiry was, that Felix was declared inno
cent. The council of ArIes decided likewise against the party of Ma
jOrinus, and established at the same time three canons which in part
were opposed to the conduct of this party, and partly were designed to
prevent the occurrence of similar divisions for the future. As the ,charge
of denying the faith in the Dioclesian persecution had been one of the
principal ·occasions which led to this schism, and such accusations, re
peated over merely on the ground of vague report, might often result
In similar consequences, it was decided in the thirteenth canon that
those only who could be convicted by public documents of having deliv
ered up copies of the holy scriptures or property of the church,
1 In a rescript, issued in the beginning of
the year 313, addressed to Crecilianus, bishop
f
°h Carthage, and cited in Eusebius, X. 6,
t e adherents of the other party are styled

p.1J ,ca-8EC1Twa1K dtavola, uv-8pc.nfot; mention
is made of their pavla,
2 The petition is to be found in OptatllS, L
§ 22,
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or of having informed against other Christians before the tribunals,
should be deposed from their spiritual offices. No other accusation
but those which could be thus substantiated, should be received. As,
moreover, the party of Majorinus held fast to the ancient prin
ciple of the North-African church, that the validity of -a sacramental
act depended on the fact that the performer of it was a mem
ber of the Catholic church, it was established as a rule, in reference
to ordination, that, although this ceremony had been performed by a
person who could be legally convicted of those transgressions, it should
still remain valid in case nothing else was to be objected against it. The
same principle of the o~jectivity of sacramental acts was, moreover, in
the eighth canon, so defined - probably with reference to the proceed
ings of the North-African schismatics - that baptism was always to be
considered valid if it had been performed in the name of the Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost. 1 For the rest, it may well be inferred from the
passionate tone of the report drawn up by this council and sent to the
Roman bishop Silvester, that the spirit which prevailed in it was not
calculated to dispose the other party for peace. The party of Majori
nus appealed from this decision to the judgment of the emperor him
self. 'Ve have observed before, how very strange it then appeared to
Constantine, that an appeal should be made from an episcopal decision
on ecclesiastical matters to his own tribunal. In his reply to the bish
ops, he manifests his displeasure against the party of :Majorinus by
the most violent expressions. 2 Yet he accepted the appeal, and lis
tened himself to the delegates of the two parties at Milan, in the year
316; his decision also went in favor of Crecilian. From this time tho
whole matter too~ ~nother turn; laws of .the state now appeared against
the party of MaJormus; they were deprIved of their churches, and the
places where they assembled were confiscated.s They were treated as
transgressors of the imperial laws. The force by which it was sought
to destroy them, proved, as usually happens, only the means of giving
them a new impulse, and pushed the spirit of enthusiasm, already ex
isting among them in the bud, into full development. Majorinus, in
deed, died in the year 315 ; but with him the schism, which had struck
deeper root, by no means ceased. Besides, he had rather served to
give an outward name to the party, than really constituted the head
and soul of it. The latter had till now been Donatus, bishop of Casre
Nigrre in Numidia, who stood in the same relation to ~Iajorinus as,
under similar circumstances, N ovatus had done to N ovatian at the be
ginning of the N ovatian schism. But Donatus, the successor of ~Iajo
rinus, was himself the head and soul of the sect. And he was well
suited to stand at the head of a party, being a man of fiery, untutored
eloquence, of great firmness of principle, and of great energy of ac
tion. The excessive admiration of his party converted him into a
1 According to one reading, this canon for the expression of any such opposition to
would be pointed, not against these North the Arinns 1
Aflicans, but against the .l\rians. But the
2 See this letter in Du Pin acta, f. 184. .
8 Aug. ep. 88, ~ 3.
Contra lit. Petilianl,
other is most probably the original reading.
What possible occasion could there be, at c. 92, § 205.
that time, especially in the Western church,
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worker of miracles, and gave him the title of the Great.1 From him,
too, they received their name, the ])onatists; and by this name we shall
henceforth call them. 2
The Donatists, in their public declarations, must, of course, apply to
themselves some appropriate title in order to distinguish their own sect
from the party of their opponents, and from the dominant church in
North Africa. They therefore called themselves by a name wholly
inoffensive in itself, the "pars Donati," as the most convenient way of
making themselves known in their relation to another determinate hu
man party. This other party, it is true, following the unjustifiable
practice of imputing inferences of their own as facts against their adver
saries, argued from this party name that they were for being some
thing else than the church of Christ and the Catholic church; that they
thus set themselves off as a mere human party; just as in after times a
similar license of imputation was often indulged m by the church domi
nant against church parties which had seceded from it. The Donatists
by no means admitted the thing which was assumed in these accusa
tions; they declared that they called themselves after the name of Do
natus, not as the founder of a new church, but as one of the bishops of
the ancient church derived from Christ. 3 And not without reason
could they say that they might rightly call their adversaries, precisely
after the same manner, Mensurists and Crecilianists. 4 The name Dona
1 It went to such a pass that they were in
the habit of swearing per canos Donati.
August. Enarrat. in Ps. X. § 5.
2 One might be doubtful, whether the
names pars Donati, Donatistro, Donatiani,
Were derived originally from Donatus a Casis
Nigris, or from Donatus Magnus. The ex
planation given by Donatists themselves
points, it is true, quite distinctly, to the lat
t~r derivation (see the words of Petiliallus,
bIshop of Cirta in Numidia, which will pre
sently be quoted, collat. e. Donatist. fo!' 296,
§ 32). But it may be that although this
name was taken originally from Donatus a
Casis Nigris, yet this person was aftenvards
forgotten among his party, in consequence
of the far greater influence of the second
Donatus. The title pars Donati actually
~ccurs already in the petition of the Dona
t!st party addressed to the emperor Con
stantine, in the year 313, (in Optatu5,1. I.
~ 22;) and, if this citation is perfectly correct,
no further doubt could exist about the cor
rectness of the derivation of the name from
Donatus a Casis Nigris. But it is certain
t~at Optatus docs not give us the original
tItle of this petition, but has modified it by
the name which the Donatist party then
bore. The original title we find rather in
~h~ relatio Anulini proconsulis Africre, where
It IS said, libellus traditur a parte Majorini.
'.rhus the party was styled, till the time when
the. name of Majorinus became wholly
eClIpse.d by that of Donatus Magnus. Yet
t~ere IS one other possible supposition,
1 at Donatus a Casis Nigris and Donatus

Magnus were one and the same individual;
that the formrr, on account of huving so
greatly distinguished himself by his activity
in behalf of the interests of his party, had.
after the death of Majorinus, obtained the
first bishopric of his party. In favor of this
would be the fact, that Optatus of Mileve
seems to have knowledge of only one Do
natus j but against it is the fact; that the
Donatists expressly distinguished one of
these two Donatuses from the other, (see
Augustin. breviculus collat. c. Donatistis
d. III. Du Pin, f. 323, c. 20;) and, more
over, the Catholic bishops recognized, at the
religious conference in Carthage, this dis
tinction as a con·ect one j and Augustin
who at an earlier period, as he says in his
Retractions, had confounded together the
two Donati - expressly distinguishes them,
c. Cresconium Donatistam, 1. II. § 2. Again:
the translation of bishops: forbidden by the
laws of the church, was by no means so
common in the W" estern church as it was in
the Eastern; and, had Donatus M. incurred
the charge of an act so contrary to the laws
of the church, his adversaries could hardly
have failed to make use of such an admn
bwe against him.
'3 The words of the Donatist Cresconius
are: Quod Donatus non auctor et institutor
ecclesire, qure antes non fuerat, sed a Christo
dcductre et antiquro unus ex episcopis fnerit.
In Augnstin. c. Cresconius Donatistam,
1. IV. § 7.
4 The words of the Donatist bishop Peti
Hanus at the conference in Carthage: Ego
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THE CIRCUMCELLIONES.

tists, which was applied to them by their opponents, may, in its intended
meaning, perhaps, have implied, from the beginning, something that was
offensive: they themselves would never acknowledge it.!
Ursacius, a count of the empire, had been directed to carry the laws
against the Donatists into effect; and a person of this description, ac
customed to military despotism, was certainly not calculated to proceed
in· an affair of this kind with that spirit of kindness and forbearance,
without which the enthusiastic spirit, already in existence, might easily
be fanned into a fiercer flame. The forcible measures to which Ursa
cius resorted,2 for the purpose of compelling the Donatists to unite with
the dominant church, produced the most violent ferment of spirits.
There existed in North Africa a band of fanatical ascetics, who, despis
ing all labor, wandered about the country among the huts of the peas
ants, (whence they were called by their adversaries circumcelliones,)
and supported themselves by begging. They styled themselves the
Christian champions, agonistici. These people could easily be excited
to any species of fanaticism: while the Pagans were still in power, par
ties of these circumcelliones had often, to no useful purpose, demolished
the idols on their estates, and thus exposed themselves - which was in
fact their object - to martyrdom. 3 It is no more than natural that
these persons, stimulated perhaps by the discourses of their bishops,
and roused by the persecutions against the Donatist party, should be
easily hurried on to every species of fanaticism and violence.
The emperor Constantine was perhaps cool and prudent enough to
have learned, from what had fallen under his own sad experience, the
disastrous consequences of persecutions; or he may have been guided
by the counsels of some one of the wiser bishops. For, as early as the
year 317, he sent a rescript to the North-African bishops and commu
nities, in which he exhorted them to forbear retaliating with wrong the
wrong which they suffered from the Circumcellions. They ought not,
with foolish hands, to intermeddle with the vengeance which God had
reserved to himself; especially in a case where what they suffered
from the rage of such men would, in the sight of God, be equivalent t{)
martyrdom. If they adhered to this principle, they would soon see th~
fanaticism perish of its own accord. 4 When now the Donatists, in addi
eos dicere possum, immo palum aperteque
8 That it was by their opponents alo?e
designo Mensuristas et Crecilianistas, 1. c. these people were called circumcelliones, wh~l~
they gave themselves the name of agonistlCl ,
f. 296, N. 30.
1 The Donatist grammarian Cresconius
is clear from Augustin. enarrat. in 1/J. I~2,
affirmed that, according to the Latin gram § 6. They sprang from the ancient ascetIC'l,
matical use, they ought at least to be called, and hence were opposed to the more recent
not Donatistre, but Donatiani,l. II. c. I, § 2. monasticism. Au"ustin describes them as
:I The Donatists were persuaded that the
follows: Genus ho~inum, ab lltilibll.s ope:i~1S
death of this man. who was killed sometime otiosum, crudclissimum in mortibus ahem,
afterwards in an affray with the barbarians, vilissimum in suis (fanatical contempt 0
was a divine judgment in punishment for life). maxim,e in agris territans, ab agris ~·acans,
his crimes. But the logic of fanaticism, as et t'letlls sm causa cellas circllmiells rustu;o71J11l,
usual, argued from one or two cases to all, unde et circumrclliones Domen accepit. Co
and hence the Donatist bishop Petilianus Gaudentillm Donatistam, 1. I. § 32.
4 See Constantine's rescript in the monu'
said: Periit l\Iacarius, pcriit Ursaeius, cune
tique comites vestri Dei pariter vindicta menta. Du Pin, f. 138.
perierunt. Augustin. c. literas Petiliani,
L II. ~ 208.
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tion to what they had done already, transmitted to the emperor, in the
year 321, a petition, in which they declared that nothing would induce
them to enter into church fellowship with that scoundrel, his bishop ;1 that
they would rather suffer everything he might choose to inflict on them; 2
Constantine became convinced, doubtless, still more than ever, by the
tone of this document; of the dangerous consequences which must follow,
if violent measures for the restoration of the peace of the church were
pursued any farther. Experience led him to act according to the prin
ciples which, in obedience to the voice of reason and the spirit of Chris
tianity, he ought to have pursued from the beginning. In a rescript
addressed to the Vicar Verinus in North Africa,3 he granted to the
Donatists full liberty to act according to their own convictions, declar
ing that this was a matter which belonged to the judgment of God. 4
To these principles Constantine remained finn to the end. When
the Circumcellions, with force of arms, demolished a church which he
had caused to be erected for the Catholics in the town of Constantina,
the emperor ordered it to be rebuilt at his own expense, and demanded
no indemnification of the Donatists. 5 If men had only remained true
to these doctrines of toleration, and simply punished the acts of violence
committed on both sides, according to the laws; had the emperor al
ways spoken and acted on this principle of the Christian politician,
(which consists precisely in acknowledging the just limits of all civil
power,) a principle which is capable of exhibiting itself in the province
of relicion only on the negative side; the North-African church doubt
less w~uld not have been exposed to any of those disorders which subse
quently ensued, although the Donatists might have long subsisted as a
distinct party in the church. But disastrous was the result whenever
an emperor was disposed to pursue any other than a negative course in
relation to religious disputes.
The Western emperor, Constans, to whom North Africa fell after the
death of his father, was not at first inclined to resort to any forcible
measures for uniting the Donatists once more to the dominant church.
He simply employed those means which were then frequently resorted
to on' the part of the court for the purpose of making proselytes. 6 He
directed his two commissaries, U rsacius and Leontius, in the year 340,
to endeavor, by the distribution of money under the name of alms, to
win over the Donatist churches. 7 As the emperor Constans issued at
1 Nullo modo se communicaturos antistiti
ipsius nebuloni.
2 In Augustin. breviculus collation is diei
III. c. 21, n. 39.
3 Epistola Constantini, qua libertatem
agendi tribuit Donatistis. Index Collationis
111. cap. 549.
i In expressions, it must he allowed, which
Were wounding to the Donatists, since he
does not avoid such terms as eorum furor.
• 6 The rescript in Du Pin, 189, composed,
It must be admitted, in too theological a
style for an emperor.
6 See above, in the cases of Constantine
and Julian.
17
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7 Optatus represents this as haying been
done first by l\Iacarius. He mentions, in
deed, the preceding persecutions by Leon
tius, Ursacius, and Gregorius. But, fis be
gi"es no precise dates, it is nevertheless quite
possible that the whole ought to be referred
to the first persecution under the emperor
Constantine; and consequently the persecu
tion under the emperor Constans would
haye first commenced after the death of the
bishop Crecilian of Carthage, anil under
the new bishop Gratns. But the discourse
(sermo) in memory of the two martyrs,
Donatu!> et Advocatus, first published by
Du Pin in the colleetion of monumenta, (1. c.
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the same time an edict whereby he called upon the North-African
Christians to return back to the unity of the church which Christ loyed,!
it was the less possible that the object of these measures should remain
concealed from the Donatist bishops. This. covert attack served only
to exasperate them: they excited their communities to the most deter
mined resistance. More forcible measures soon succeeded; -the Dcr
. natists were to be deprived of their churches; - they were fallen upon
by armed troops while assembled for the worship of God. Such acts
could not be committed without the effusion of blood; those that fell
victims to the persecution were honored by their party as martyrs; 2
and the annual celebration of the days of their death furnished new
means for enkindling the enthusiasm of the Donatist party.
The second attempt was made by a count of the empire, named Gregorius .
.The bishop Donatus wrote to him in a wild, insurrectionary spirit,3 with
abusive language little becoming the character of a bishop. But the most
furious persecution began in the year 347. The imperial commissaries,
, Paul and Macarius, traversed, in the first place, the whole of Northern
Africa, distributed money to the poor in the name of the emperor, prtr
sented costly church utensils t() individual communities, and, at the same
fol. 190,) represents the persecution as hav
ing begun already, under Leontius and Ur
sacius, in the attempt to win over the
Donatist churches bv means of the distri
bution of money. it is here said (c. 3:)
"Mittit (viz. diabolus, salutis inimicus) pe
cunias, quibus vel fidem caperet, vel pro
fessione legis occasionem faceret avaritire
(foster avarice under the pretext, that no
thing more was intended than a profession
of divine truth, - the projessio being in this
case nothing more nor less than a means of
receiving money from the emperor)." Dut
this hardly agrees with the first beginning
of the persecution under the emperor Con
st:mtine; for then the Donatists were at
tacked at once with severe mea!'nrcs as vio
lators of the imperial decree. The question
now arises, whether we ought rather to fol
low the representation of the case in the
sermo, or that of Optatus; or whether we
should seck to unite them both togethcr.
In the first case, it might be assumed that
everything said by Optatlls, relative to the
distribution of money and the mcasures
taken by Donatus against it, should be
transferrcd to an earlier time thnn that
which he assigns, - namely to the first part
of the reign of Cons tuns ; that wh:lt he
relates of Mac.'\rius should be as('ribed to
Leontius and Ursacius; and that in place
of the bishop GratlLS of Carthage should be
substituted his predecessor Creciiian. Thus
Optatus must have wholly confoundcd the
times, - as indeed he is not remarkably
exact in such matters. At the same time,
however, we cannot be certain that we are
justified in attributing to the unknown
nuthor of the "Discourse,>' although it is
highly probable that he did not live at a

period far remote from the time of these
events, so much· higher authority as an
historical witness. It may furthermore be
supposed, on the other side, that the author
of the "Discourse" might himself haye
confounded timcs and numes; and that thus
the persecution under the emperor Constans
began first with Macarius, in the year 347.
But still it is not probable that the bishops
of the Catholic party would have qui~t1y
observed, for so 10nO' a time, the toleratIOn
with which the Don~tists were treated, with
out making any attempt to draw from the
emperor Cons tans some new measures for
the suppression of the schism. The reports
of the "Discourse" and of Optatus may
perhaps be reconcilcd by supposing that
th~ee separate attempts were made in ~he
reIgn of Cons tans, - the first bv LcontlUS
and Ursacius, the second by Gregorius, and
the last by :Macari us. In the case of the
first and of the second of these attempts,
the beginning may have been made by the
distribution of money. It cannot assured
ly be affinncd to be improbable, that Con
stans would have resorted twice in succes
sion to the same mcans with such unhappy
results; since we are hut too well aware,
110w slow the Byzantine emperors were to
grow wisc by experience.
. .
1 Christus amator ullitatis est, unitas IgI:
tur fiat. 1. c. Passio Donati et AdvoC.'1U,
§ 3.
2 Thus it was with Honoratus, bishop of
Siciliba, whose life is related in the tracC
above rcferrcd to.
a Gregori, macula senatus et dedecus pn£
fectornm j words quoted by Optatus, 1. IU.

c.3.
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time, exhorted all to offer no resistance to the unity of the chur~h. In
this connection, the object of these presents was perfectly clear to every
one. The bishop Donatus of Carthage repelled the advances of the
imperial officer with the remark: "What has the emperor to do with
the church ?"1 He sent admonitions to all the Donatist churches,
charging them to receive none of the money. Judging from the char
acter of Donatus, it may well be presumed that he betrayed a great
want of Christian reflection and prudence - qualities most needful at
this time to prevent the worst excesses of fanaticism, when parties of
enthusiastic Circumcellions were wantlering about through the country.
The principle expressed in those words of Donatus, that church and
state should be kept wholly distinct from each other, had at that time,
through the reaction which began to manifest itself against the domi
nant church party, become universally recognized among the Donatists.
In their sermons, the Donatist bishops spoke of the corruption of the
church, which had originated in the confusion of the church and the
state. "The evil spirit, before openly combated in the church," said
they, " was now a still more dangerous enemy in its covert attacks,
since it made a pretext of religion itself, and strove to insinuate itself
into men's heart by flattery.2 Those whom it seduced to apostacy,
(the traditors,) and who, by humbling themselves, might have been able
to regain the divine favor, it now endeavored to make secure, by flatter
ing them that they could still be Christians, and, in truth, bishops, and
by tempting their ambition and their avarice with the favor of princes
and worldly gifts." What impression must these and the like discourses
have produced on the minds of the Circumcellions, inclined already to
every fanatical extravagance! Accustomed to trace all corruption
among the Christians to the influence of earthly power and grandeur,
and to the abundance of worldly goods, this ruling idea mounted with
them to a fanatical spirit, that breathed hatred against all who possessed
power, rank, or weaith. They roved about the country, pretending to
be the protectors of the oppressed and suffering - a sacred band who
were fighting for the rights of God. Perhaps they rightly perceived
that there was a great deal in the relation between the proprietors and
their oftentimes heavily oppressed boors,3 between masters and slaves, that
Was at variance with the spirit and doctrines of Christianity. But in the
way in which they were disposed to better the matter, all civil order
must be turned into confusion. They took the part of all debtors
against their creditors: their chiefs, Fasir and Axid, who styled them
selves the leaders of the sons of the Holy One,4 sent threatening letters
to all creditors, in which they were ordered to give up the obligations
of their debtors. Whoever refused to obey was attacked on his own
estate by the furious company, and might congratulate himself if he
Could purchase back his life by the remission of the debt. 'Yhenever
8 Of which oppressions the bishops by
their interccssiones, and Libanius, frcquently
:~ In the Donatist sennon, quoted in Du testify.
Pin, f. 191: Blandre deceptionis insidire,
, The phrase: Deo laudes! constituted
sub obtextu religionis animas fraudu- the watch·word of their fanaticism. Vid.
enta circumventione subvertunt.
. Augustin. Co Petilian. 1. ll. § 146.
l

Quid est imperatori cum ecclesia 1 Op-

ta t. 1. III. c. 3.

fum
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they met a master with his slave, they obliged the former to take the
place of the latter. They compelled venerable heads of families to
perform the most menial services. All slaves who complained of their
masters, whether justly or unjustly, were sure of finding with them
assistance and the means of revenge.1 Several of the Donatist bishops,
desirous of clearing their party from the reproach of being the abettors
or advocates of such atrocities, when they found themselves unable to
produce any effect by their representations on the fanatics, are said to
have besought themselves the interposition of the civil power against
men who refused to be governed and set right by the church;2 and this
gave the first occasion for resorting to force for the purpose of checking
the outrages of the Circumcellions. Now came in those exhortations of
Donatus, and other like-minded bishops, to excite the Circumcellions to
revolt. Their ferocious deeds furnished a welcome pretext for resort
ing to other persecuting measures. It was determined that the unity
of the church should be forcibly restored; the Donatists were to be
deprived of their churches, and compelled to worship with the> Catho
lics. It cannot be exactly determined, how much, in all that was done,
proceeded from imperial edicts, and how much from the despotism, the
passion, or the cruelty, of individual commanders. Force continually
excited the fanatic spirit still more; the report spread that the eDl
peror's image was set up after the pagan manner in the churches, and
the worship paid to it which is due only to God. Many Donatist bish
ops and clergymen, many Circumcellions, fell victims to the persecution.
It is natural to suppose that the reporters of the facts on the Catholic
side would seek to curtail, and those on the other side to exaggerate, the
truth: hence an accurate statement is out ·of the question. Certain it
is, that many Circumcellions sought only the glory of martyrdom. Fi
nally it came to that pass, that they threw themselves from precipices,
cast themselves into the fire, and hired others to kill them.3 The most
eminent bishops of the Donatist party, such as Donatus of Carthage,
were exiled; and thus it was imagined a final check had been given to
the resistance of the Donatists. So much the more violent was the re
action when a change of political relations took place, and the part1
hitherto oppressed thereby recovered once more its freedom. ThIS
came about under the reign of the emperor Julian, in the ye>ar 3~1.
The Donatists, in conformity with their peculiar principles, were qUIte
satisfied that Christianity should cease, under the pagan ruler, to be the
dominant religion of the state. Their bishops transmitted to him a pe
tition, in which they besought a ruler who regarded only justice, to re
scind the unjust decrees that had been issued against them. There
could be no difficulty in obtaining a favorable answer, since the petition
perfectly agreed with the principles of this emperor, (~ee Section 1. p.
52.) He therefore issued an edict by which everything which under
the preceding reign had been unlawfully undertaken against them, was
to be annulled. As they were now reinstated in possession of the
1 See. among others. Augustin. ep.185,
ad. Bonifac. § 18.
2 According to Optatus, m., 4, this ap-

pears to have taken place before the atteIIlpt
of Mar.arius to restore union.
8 Vid. Optat. III. 4 and 12.
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churches which had been taken from them, their separatist fanaticism
displayed itself in the wildest freaks. They regarded those churches,
and the church furniture, as having been stained and polluted by the
use which the profane had made of them while they were in their pos
session; they dashed the utensils of the church to pieces; they painted
over the walls of the churches; they polished down the altars, or re
moved them entirely from the churches.!
.
Under the succeeding emperors, the situation of the Donatists again
became worse; and they themselves did the most injury to their cause
by their wild fanaticism. The passionate temper of their bishops natu
rally led to new divisions among themselves. A Donatist deacon in
Carthage, by the name of Maximian, who had fallen into a quarrel with
Primianus, the Donatist bishop of that city, and who had been excom
municated by the latter, finding followers, set up a separate party,
which stood in precisely the same relation to the main body of the Do
natists as the Donatists themselves did to the Catholic church. In this
controversy, the Donatists were driven into many inconsistencies, of which
their adversaries were not slow to take advantage.
The deplorable effects of this long-continued schism on the peace
and prosperity of the African church,2 and also, as it must be allowed,
the prevailing conviction that there was no,.,way of salvation out of the
Catholic church, fired the zeal of the North-African bishops to use every
effort in order to heal the division. Particularly deserving of mention
here, as a distinguished theological polemic, is Augustin, a presbyter,
~nd subsequently a bishop, of Hipporegius in Numidia. His confidence
In the validity of his logical and dogmatic principles made him feel
perfectly sure, that, if the Donatist bishops could only be induced to en
ter into a calm investigation of arguments, they might easily be led to
an acknowledgment of their errors. 3 But, not to mention that a funda
mental error in the notion entertained on both sides concerning the
~hurch, presented a great difficulty in the way of a mutual understand
Ing between the two parties, the chief obstacle of all, which prevented
any hearty and permanent union, the prejudices of party spirit and
passion did not admit of being banished from the dispositions of men
by any power of logic; but, on the contrary, it was far more natural
that disputation would serve only to excite the passions to a fiercer
flame, and to cause the differences to appear still greater on both sides.
It was an excellent plan which Augustin proposed to the aged bishop

! The
See oPt..'lt. Milevit. II. 25, and I. VI.
fanatical intolerance went so far,
that when the Donatists were the dominant
party at Hippo, none of them would ven
ture to hake bread for the Catholics, who
per~.in .the minority. See Augustin. c. lit.
etIliant, 1. II. § 184.
3 The Donatist Cresconius was not so
mUch out of the way, when he censured the
COnfidence of Augustin, who professed to
be able to dispose so easilv of a con trover8hi on which, for so long" a time, so many
t ngs had been said on both sides: Hoc
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velle finire post tot ann os, post judices atque
arbitros, quod apud principes tot disceptan
tibus litteratis ab utriusque partis episcopis
finiri non potuit. See Augustin. c. Cresco
nium Donatistam, 1. I. § 4. He ought in
deed to have learned something from so
long experience; bu~ the only difficulty on
the part of Augustm was not surely, as
Cresconius complains, an intoleranda arro
gantia, hut the natural confidence of one
who was firmly rooted, with all his habits
of thinking, in a dogmatic system.
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Fortunius, - both of them men distinguished, in their respective par
ties, for Christian love and moderation, - that each of them, with ten
others, lovers of peace, and agreeing with them in doctrine, should come
together in some villa, where there was no church of either party, and
where members of both parties dwelt; that each should prepare himself,
by silent prayer to the God of peace, for the common investigation ;1
and that they should agree not to separate till they had come to the
wished-for union. But where would it have been possible to find ten
such men of both parties, who would be able constantly to maintain,
even in the heat of dispute, that tone of mind which Augustin required?
Since the Donatists contended as the oppressed party with the dominant
one, they had reasons, not without some foundation, for mistrust with
regard to any proposal coming from that quarter; and, besides this,
they feared and hated the superior logic of Augustin.2
At the general African council held at Carthage A.D. 403, a form
was drawn up, whereby all the Donatist bishops were to be invited to
choose delegates out of their own body, prepared to discuss the con
tested points with chosen men from the Catholic party. The forms of
this invitation were conceived, it is true, in the spirit of love; yet it
contained a good deal which was calculated to irritate the minds of
the Donatists. The Catholic bishops could not consent' to forget that
they spoke, in the secure possession of the truth, with men who were in
error, and whose errors it was their business to correct. 3 It was to be
expected that the Donatists would refuse to comply with any such pro
posal. And when now, in addition to this, Augustin, in the name of
the church, wrote a letter to the Donatist churches,4 in which he ex
posed the inconsistencies of their party, and interpreted the· conduct of
their bishops in declining the invitation held out to them, as a token of
distrust in the goodness of their cause, the effect could only be to in
crease their indignation. Hence it happened that the Circumcellions
were stirred up to new fury, and that those ecclesiastics who had taken
a zealous part in the disputation with the Donatists became the special
objects of it. Such occurrences would furnish occasion for new penal
statutes against the Donatist party; though influential voices already
protested against the practice of applying to the emperors for the pas
sage of such laws.
In respect to Augustin, he, at least, who through so many devioUS
ways and severe struggles had come to the knowledO'e of the truth in
which he found rest, must doubtless have been, on this very ~ccount,
See Augustin. ep. 44, A.D. 398.
a disputation with the dialectic Stoics; that
The Donatist Cresconius objects to Au Christ repelled the entrapping questions of
gustin, that dialectics" non congruat Chris the Pharisees, l\Iatth. 22: 17, ,,;th a syJl
tianre yeritati," and that the Donatist teachers gism: and he says of these latter, " They ha
would therefore much sooner avoid than not learned from you to reyile; else per
refute him, as a homo dialecticns, ( c. Cres haps they would have chosen, with more
conium. 1. I. §. 16.) In reply to this, Au bitterness, to call him a dialectician, rnther
gustin says: Hanc artem, quam dialecticam than a ,Samaritan."
3 De vestra correctione gaud ere cnpien
vocant, qnro nihil quam conseqllentia de
m:)ll~trare, SCll '"era yeris seu fals:l. falsis,
tcs. Cod. canon. eccles. afro c. 92.
f Ep. 76.
nunquam doctrina Christiano fonnidat.
He refers to the fact that Paul did not avoid
1
2

d
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more mildly disposed towards those who, in his opmion, were in error.
He may have learned from his own experience, that errors were not to
be expelled by force; that it required something else besides human
wisdom to guide the development and purification of a human soul.
The more deeply penetrated he was with the truth that grace alone
could truly enlighten and sanctify men, the less would he be inclined to
attempt producing religious conviction by outward means. In fact, Au
gustin, before his habits of thinking became fixed, and particularly be
fore they had attained to a systematic harmony around a single point,
was far from indulging any wish to subject to outward constraint, that
which only can proceed, under the guidance of the Divine Spirit, out
of the free development of the inner man.
. In the meeting above alluded to with the Donatist bishop Fortunius,
It came about that the latter, as the Donatists were frequently in the
habit of doing, urged against the Catholic church the violent measures
of which it had been the occasion. Augustin, feeling compelled to say
something in vindication of his party, was so far misled as to appeal to
the example of EI~jah, who slew with his own hand the prophets of
Baal. But when Fortunius replied that a distinction was to be made
in such matters between the times of the Old and of the New Testament,
~ugustin acknowledged that he was right.! Somewhat later, he pub
lished a work against the party of Donatus, in the first book of which
he decidedly condemns all the measures which llad been employed to
force back the Donatists to the ruling church. 2 And when, at the
council of the North-African church, held at Carthage A.D. 404,
the question was agitated about requiring -the emperor to pass new
penal laws against the Donatists, by which numbers might be the more
easily brought back to the Catholic church, Augustin, with several
others ,of the younger bishops, declared against it. He said men must
go forward simply with the word of truth, must seek to conquer by ar
guments, unless, instead of open and avowed heretics, they would have
hypocritical Catholic Christians. Hence the council ought not to be
~atisfied with merely providing for the safety of those who, by defend
Ing the cause of the Catholic church, exposed themselves to the fury
of the Circumcellions.3 This opinion was adopted in part by the coun
cil. It was proposed to the emperor Honorius by the deputies of the'
North-African church, that the fixed pecuniary mulct of ten pounds of
gold, which had been laid by his father Theodosius against the clergy
of the heretics, or the owners of those places where they held their
a:'semblies for worship, should be assessed only against those Donatist
bIshops and clergy, within whose dioceses acts of violence against the
1 Ep. 44. Hic revera. vidit, quod viden not as yet learned by experience how
dU!ll erat, talia. tum licuisse justis. Hrec much sin the Donatists were bold enough
e?lm prophetico spiritu auctoritate Dei fa to commit, while they went unpunished,

cleb~nt, qui procul dubio novit, cui etiam
proslt occidi
2 This w~rk, contra partem Donati, has
not come down to us; but its tendency has
be~n thus described hy Augustin, in Retrac
~t!on. 1. II. c. 5 He says in this place, he
uau then so eoncei ved it, because he had

or how much a severe conrse of conduct
would contribute to their improvement.
But olle wrong can never justify another,
nor the end sanctify the means.
s Ep. 93. Augustini ad Vincentium, § 17,
and epist. 185, ad BOnifacium, § 25.
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Catholic clergy should be perpetrated. Yet the attempt is said to have
been made, at the same time, to procure that the law whereby heretics
were excluded from the right of receiving donations and legacies, and
of leaving legacies in their wills, should be expressly extended to the
Donatists, who would not consent to be reckoned among the heretics. l
When, moreover, to the proposal of the North-African council were ad
ded the complaints of individuals who had been abused by the Circum
cellions, there were enacted, in the year 405, against the entire Dona
tist party, as a heretical one, various laws which were still more severe
than the council itself had required.
The North-African bishops, of whom Augustin was the soul, labored
incessantly to bring about a religious conference with the Donatists,
where they might be brought over to the true faith by the force of argu
ments. The Donatists, generally, sought every means of avoiding so
useless an experiment. But it so happened, in the year 410, that cer
tain Donatist bishops who had been summoned before the higher civil
authorities were, by some means or other, perhaps by some objection
which was brought against them, led to assert for the first time that
they would doubtless be able to prove the truth of their cause, were
they but allowed a patient hearing.2 They were immediately taken at
their word; and the Catholic bishops, urgently renewing their request
that a religious conference might be appointed, appealed to the fact
that the Donatists themselves were ready to acquiesce in that movement.
And the emperor Honorius ordered a religious conference to be held
between the two parties at Carthage, A.D. 411. If the Donatist bish
ops, after being three times invited, still declined taking any share in
the religious conference, their conduct should be interpreted to signify
a consciousness of being unable to defend their cause, and their com·
munities should therefore be compelled to unite with the Catholic
church. On the other hand, any who might comply with the invitation,
should at some future time receive again the churches of which they
were deprived. The imperial tribune and notary, Flavius :Marcellinus,
Augustin's friend, was appointed to preside over this religious confer·
ence as the emperor's commissioner, and to act as judge .
. The Catholic bishops made such overtures to the Donatists as were
calculated to give them confidence. They declared themselves ready
1 Cod. Afr. canon 93. If we compare
these minutes of the proceedings of the
council with the report of them drawn up
by Augustin, in the letter already referred
to, addressed to Boniface, we shall doubtless
see, that this report is not strictly correct;
perhaps because the whole matter was no
longer present to Augustin's memory j for
this council certainly required, as is evident
from the appendix, a penal law against the
Donatists generally, as such, but one by no
means so severe; and such a spirit of mild
ness and liberality as is described by Au
gustin in the two letters above referred to,
as peculiar to his earlier mode of thinking,
by no means expresses itself in those

minutes. Moreover, it may be gathered
from many of the works against the Dona
tists which Augustin had at that time al
ready written, and which we shall hereafter
cite, that he had then actually made the
transition from his earlier liberal principles,
to more strict and rigid ones.
2 In the letters missive of this conference,
the fact was appealed to, that the Donatists
themselves had demanded it, (sic ante bre
vissimum tempus Donatistarum episcopOs
in judicio illustrium potestatum collationetn
postulasse non dubium est. Gesta colla
tionis in Du Pin, f. 247,) although the Ddn.
atists denied all knowledge of having e
manded any such thing.
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to resign their bishoprics, and to surrender them into the hands of the
Donatist bishops alone, in case the latter gained the victory in the con
ference. Such a proposition, it may be granted, required but little
self-denial, since, beyond all doubt, they were well convinced that the
case supposed could never happen. There was more in the other pro
posal, that if the cause of the Donatists was lost, and if their bishops
would come over to the Catholic church, they should be recognized in
their episcopal character, and stand on the same level with the Catholic
bishops in the exercise of their functions. But if the communities were
not satisfied with this, both should resign their dignities, and the Dona
tists and Catholics, now united, choose a new bishop. "Be brothers
with us in the Lord's inheritance," said Augustin; "let us not, for the
sake of preserving our own stations, hinder the peace of Christ." 1
Augustin preached in Carthage before the commencement of the con
ference, two discourses, in which he endeavored to inspire the Catholics
there with love and gentleness towards the Donatists, and called on
them sedulously to avoid everything which might be calculated to give
offence to their excitable feelings, or to arouse their passions. "Their
eyes are inflamed," said he: "they must be treated prudently and with
forbearance. Let no one enter into controversy with the other -let
no one at this moment even defend his faith by disputation, lest some
spark from the controversy kindle into a great fire, lest occasion of of
fence be given to those who seek occasion for it. Do you hear reviling
language, endure it; be willing not to have heard it; be silent. Do
you say, he brings charges against my bishop, and shall I be silent 1
Yes; be silent at those charges; not that you are to allow them, but
to bear them. You best subserve the interests of your bishop at the
present moment, when you forbear meddling with his cause. Repay
not revilings with revilings, but pray for him." 2
. There met together at .Carthage, A.D. 411, two hundred and eighty
s~ bishops of the Catholic, ,and two hundred seventy-nine of the Dona
tIst party. The Donatists had evidently come to the conference with
reluctance, and full of distrust: this was shown on all occasions. The
tribune Marcellinus, in conformity with the imperial edict, made known
to them the proposal, that, in case they wanted confidence in him, they
Were at liberty to choose another person of equal or of superior rank to
preside along with him. The Donatist bishop Petilianus thereupon de
clared: "It is none of our concern to ask for another judge, since in
fact we did not ask for the first. The business belongs to those who
have been the contrivers of this whole affair." 3
Amid such vast numbers on both sides, the transactions could hardly
?e conducted in a quiet and orderly' manner. 1\Iarcellinus demanded,
In compliance with the imperial letters missive, that, according to the
common mode of judicial proceedings, deputies should be chosen from
each of the two parties, seven in number, to advocate the cause of their
respective sides in the name of the rest. But the distrustful Donatists,
prejudiced against the whole business, at first positively refused to enter
1 Augustin.

ep. 128, Sermo 358, f.4.

2

P. 357,; 4.

3

Gesta collat. £ 248.
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into suchan arrangement. They declared that the judicial mode of
proceeding was not applicable to this spiritual concern. Amid weari
some, fruitless disputes about this and other matters relating to the
form of transacting business, the time of the meeting, during the greater
part of the first day, was spent. At length the Donatists were obliged
to yield, and to choose seven bishops. Augustin was the ablest speaker
on the one side, Petilianus on the other.
When, on the second day of the assembly, the seven deputies of
each party entered the hall, the imperial commissioner invited them to
take their seats as he took his own. The Catholic bishops followed the
invitation; but Petilianus said, in the name of the Donatists: " We do
not sit in the absence of our fathers, (the other bishops, who could not
assist at the conference,) especially as the divine law, Ps. 26: 4, for
bids us to sit down with such adversaries." Marcellinus thereupon de
clared, that respect for the character of the bishops forbade that he
should remain seated, if they chose to stand; and he ordered his chair
to be removed.
The matters brought forward at this religious conference related to
two disputed questions; the one, as to the fact whether Felix of Ap
tunga, and Crecilian, were traditors; the other was a question of doc
trine, viz. what belonged to the essence of the Catholic church,
whether the church, by communion with unworthy members, lost the pre
dicate of the genuine Christian, Catholic church. The controversy on
the first point can have no farther interest for us: in respect to the
controversy on the second point, we shall treat upon it connectedly,
when we come to survey the whole matter of dispute between the two
parties.
.
The imperial commissioner decided, as was to be expected, in favor
of the Catholic church. The decision was followed by severer laws,
by which all the Donatist clergy were banished from their country, an~
the laity of the party were condemned to pecuniary fines. The fanati
cism of the oppressed party was thereby excited to new and more vio
lent outbreaks. 'Vhen, in the year 420, the imperial tribune Dulcitius
signified his intention to carry the laws against the Donatists into exe
cution, Gaudentius, bishop of Thamugade, who had been one of the
seven speakers on the side of the Donatists at the conference of
Carthage, declared that, if force were used to take away his church,
he would burn himself up in it, together with his community. ~e
tribune having written to him, that such a proceeding would not be Ul
conformity with the doctrine of Christ; that, according to this, he mus,t
rather seek safety in flight; Gaudentius defended his premeditated s~
cido, and appealed, among other arguments, to the example of RazIS,
2 ~Iaccab. 14. This was the occasion of Augustin's writing his work
against Gaudentius; a treatise important on account of its bearing on
the question of suicide, and on other points connected with the history
of Christian morals, (see the fourth Section.) When the Vandals, In
the fifth century, made themselves masters of this country, the Dona
tists, as such, had to suffer no persecutions from them, It was only as
adherents of the Nicene creed that they were persecuted, in comIDon
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with other confessors of the same system. They continued to survive,
as a distinct party, down to the sixth century, as may be seen from the
letters of the Roman bishop Gregory the Great.
"'-tVe now pass to consider the theological points of dispute between
the two parties. The first point related to the doctrine concerning the
~hurch, The same remarks which we made on this subject, in speak
mg of the N ovatian controversies in the preceding period, apply also to
th,e Donatist disputes, Both parties were involved in the same grand
mIStake with regard to the conception of the church, by their habit of
confounding the notions of the invisible and of the visible church with
each other. Proceeding on this fundamental error, the Catholic fathers
~aintained -that, separate from the communion of the one visible Catho
lic church, derived, through the succession of the bishops, from the apoB
tle~, there is no way of participating in the influences of the Holy
SpIrit and of obtaining salvation; and hence it could not seem other
'Wlse than a matter of the highest importance to those of them who were
actuated by a pure zeal of Christian charity, to bring the Donatists to
acknowledge this universal visible church, although they were not sep~
rated from them by any difference of creed. On the other hand, the
Donatists, owing to this same confusion of notions, held that every
church which tolerated unworthy members in its bosom was itself pol
l~ted by the communion with them: it thus ceased to deserve the pre
dICates of purity and holiness, and consequently ceased to be a true
Christian church, since such a church could not subsist without these
predicates.
, ,As it concerns Augustin, the principal manager of this controversy,
It IS easy to explain, from the course of his religious and theological de
velopment, how this notion of the church came to be considered by him
of so much importance; and the foundation on which this notion was
established, by his logical, systematizing mind, exerted a great influence
o~ all succeeding times. Augustin had been carefully educated, by
hIS pious mother, Monica, in the faith, early implanted in his soul, that
the way to heaven was to be found only in the Catholic church, From
the years of his youth and upward, he had fallen into many errors of
theory and practice, and into a series of violent conflicts. He passed,
finally, from ~Ianicheism, which had disappointed the expcctatio.n~ of
many years, to Skepticism. "'-tVhilst he was in this state of skeptiCISm,
a~d whilst an inward impulse of his intellect and his heart compel!ed
hIm still to believe in some objective truth, the thought took possesslOn
?f his soul: ~Iust not God have instituted an authority, capable of be
In~ .known by sure and certain marks, to conduct the restless? ~Ollbting
Spmt of man, to the truth which he needs? From skeptiCism, the
transition was here formed in his case, - which was a case often re
peated in history, - to th~ faith in the authority of ~ visible chur~h,
proved to be of divine ori!rin by evidences not to be mIstaken. Agam,
although the belief in theOtruth and divinity of the doctrines of Christ,
Which had attended him from his childhood, and never forsaken him,
even when he embraced ~lanicheism, asserted its power in his soul more
strongly as he grew older; yet he was in doubt as to the question where
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these doctrines of Christ were to be found, since each one of the sects
claimed to be itself in possession of them. He wanted that knowledge
of the right hermeneutical, exegetical, and critical principles, which
would have enabled him to answer this question, as to what were the
true doctrines of Christ, out of the sacred scriptures alone. The her
meneutical and critical principles of the Manicheans had completely un
settled him: he wanted a stable authority, which could show him where
the pure doctrines of Christ, the unfalsified collection of religious
records, and the correct doctrinal exposition of them, were already
present_ This authority he believed he found in the tradition of the
universal church. When Augustin considered that this church had
come forth victorious out of all her conflicts with the powers that had
assailed her from without, and with the manifold corruptions of Chris
tianity in erroneous forms of doctrine; when he perceived what a rero
lution in the whole mode of human thought, and in the entire life of
man, had been effected by means of this church, how the loftiest truths
of religion had passed into the common consciousness of humanity
where this church had become dominant; he confounded in this case
what the church had effected through Christianity, and what Christi
anity had effected through the church, as the instrument and vessel for
its diffusion and propagation, with what the church had done in and of
itself as a visible, outward institution, in this determinate earthly form.
'Vhat he might justly regard as a witness for the divine, world-tra~
forming power of the gospel, appeared to him as a witness for the dI
vine authority of the visible, universal church; and he did not consider
that the gospel truth would have been able to bring about effects equally
great, by its inherent divine power, in some other vessel in which it
could have been diffused among mankind; nay, that it would have been
able to produce still purer and mightier effects, had it not been in many
ways disturbed and checked in its operation by the impure and confin
ing vehicle of its transmission. l
As Augustin, at the time of his controversy with the Donatists, had
already incorporated into his life, and woven into the very texture of
his thoughts, this confused mixture of conceptions necessarily distinct;
as this error, then universally prevailing in the Western, and particu
larly in the North-African church, had thus passed over into his inmost
habits of thinking, it is easy t<> see of what weight this point must have
seemed to him in the present dispute. Hence he could say: 2 "~o
one attains to salvation, and to eternal life, who has not Christ for his
Head. But no one can have Christ for a Head, who does not belong
to his Body, which is the church." 3 Hence the error, growing out.of
this confounding and mixing together of distinct notions, that the ~Ul0.n
of believers with Christ was brought about through the union with thi3
1 The authorities for this delineation are tholicre et moribus Mnnichreorum, de ",era
furnished by Augustin's confessions, by the religione, and de utili tate credendi.
works which he composed during the great
2 De unitate ecclesire, c. 49.
.
8 Habere caput Christum nemo potent,
crisis of his inner life until the first years
of his spiritual office, and especially the nisi qui in cjus corpore fuerit, quod est ec
works de ordine, de moribus ecclesire ca- clesia.
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visible church. And hence, in following out this principle, he asserts:
"The entire Christ is the Head and the Body; - the Head is the only
begotten Son of God, and the Body is the church. He who agrees not
with scripture in the doctrine concerning the Head, although he· may
stand in external communion with the church, notwithstanding belongs
not to her. But, moreover, he who holds fast to all that scripture
teaches respecting the Head, and yet cleaves not to the unity of the
church, belongs not to her." 1
It is a fact particularly worthy of notice in the polemical writings of
Augustin, that, whenever the Donatists made appeal to miracles, an
Swers to prayer, visions, and to the holy lives of their bishops, as evi
dences that the true church was with them, he, on the other hand, will
allow the validity of no other evidence than the objective testimony of
the divine word. "Let them not try to prove the genuineness of their
church," says he,2 " by the councils of their bishops, by deceitful miracu
lous signs, since we have been warned and put on our guard against
such proofs by the word of the Lord, (Matth. 24: 25,) but let them
do it by the law and prophets, and by the word of the only Shepherd.8
Neither do we ourselves affirm that men ought to believe us in main
taining that we are in the Catholic church, because this church is re
commended by an Optatus of :Mileve, or by an Ambrose of Milan, or
other numberless bishops of our communion; or because it has been
approved by the assemblies of our colleagues; or because such wonder
ful instances of answers to prayer, or of the healing of the sick, have
been witnessed on sacred spots in the whole world, which have been
visited by the members of our communion; or because this person 'has
bad a vision, and that other has heard in a trance, that he should not
unite himself with the Donatist party, or that he should forsake it." It
must be admitted, however, that Augustin is inconsistent with himself,
and moves round in a circle, when, in disputing with the Donatists, he
allows validity to no evidence but that of the scriptures, in favor of the
Catholic church; while, in his controversy with the Manicheans, he makes
the authority of the holy scriptures themselves to depend on that of the
church which referred to them, and from which we have received the
sacred canon'.4
The Donatists maintained that the church should cast out from its
body those who were known, by open and manifest sins, to be unworthy
members. To prove this, they adduced the fifth chapter of ~aul's
first epistle to the Corinthians, where the apostle has given certain
rules for the practice of church discipline. "When the church did
not act in accordance with these rules," said they, "but tolerated
such unworthy members in her communion, she lost the predicates
De unitate ecclesire, § 7.
L. c. § 47.
a L. c. § 50.
i The well-known and remarkable words,
contra epistolam Maniehrei, § 6: Ego vero
evangelio non crederem, nisi me catholicre
ehcclesire commoveret auctoritasj while, on
t e other hand, what he says against the
DOnatists would admit, perhaps, of being
YOLo II.
18
1
2

expressed by reversing the proposition: Ego
vero cathoIicre ecclesire non crederem, nisi
me evangelii commoyeret auctoritas. But if
tradition conducts, through the church, to the
scriptures, it by no means follows, that they
are believcd on the ground of its authority.
"\Ye see here that confusion of ideas, the
cause of which is so easily accounted for by
what has been said above.
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of purity and holiness." All those passages of holy writ which bid us
avoid the company of the wicked, they referred - confounding inward
disposition with outward conduct - to the avoiding of external compan
ionship with them. Augustin, taking the position of the Catholic
church, replied that, it was true, church discipline should, by all means,
be vigorously maintained; but that still such a complete separation from
the rest, even of manifest transgressors, was, in the existing state of
the church, impracticable; that the evil must be patiently endured, to
avoid a still greater one, and to give opportunity for reformation to such
as could be reformed, especially in those cases where the wickedness
which was to be corrected by church discipline, was shared by too
many. The apostle Paul, he attempts to show, by what we must allow
to be a rather forced interpretation,l was speaking only of individuals,
whose vices were not common to many, and whose vices were univer
sally known; so that the sentence of excommunication pronounced
against such persons must ha \Te been acknowledged as just by all. But
when the same disease had infected many, nothing was left to the good
but pain and grief, that so by the mark revealed to Ezekiel, (Ezek. 9:
4,) they might be preserved from the destruction with which all were
threatened. Where the infection of sin had seized on the many, the
severity of a divine chastisement was required ;. for the counsels of hu
man separation were vain and mischievous; they proceeded from pride;
they rather disturbed the weak among the good, than exerted any
power of reformation on the boldly wicked. Let man then punish, what
he may punish, in the spirit of love. 'Vhere he may not, let him suffer
patiently, sigh and mourn with love, until either chastisement and refor
mation come from above, or, at the general harvest, the tares be rooted
out, and the chaff sifted away. Thus the good and faithful Christians,
certain of their own salvation, may persevere to dwell in unity among
the corrupt, whom it is beyond their power to punish, seeking to extir
pate the sin which is in their own heart. 2 The Catholic party appealed
to those parables of our Lord whi~h treat of the separation of the good
and bad, reserved unto the final judgment; the parables of the tares,
of the good fruit, of the draught of fishes. The Donatists replied,
either that these passages referred simply to the mixing together of the
good and the bad in the 'World, and not within the church; that by the
field, the net, was to be understood, not the church, but the world; or
they maintained that those passages referred simply to the mixing in of
secret sinners with the saints; since even they allowed, that a complete
separation was in this life impossible, and demanded only the exclusion
of those who were manifestly vicious. 3 As it respects the first of these
1 In the phrase, "si quis," he maintained,
was implied one among many differently
disposed; and in the words, "fratres nomi
nantur," that his offence was generally

known.

~ Augustin. c. epist. Parmenian, 1. III.
§ 12, et seqq.
3 As it respects the second position, the
Donatists explained: Hoc de reis latentibus
dictum, quoniam reticulum in marl positum

quid hahcat a piscatoribus, id est a sllc~rdo·
tibus, ignoratur, donec extractum ad httU9
ad purgationem boni seu mali prod~ntur.
Ita et latentes et in ecclesia constitutt et .Il
sacerdotibus ~qnorati. in divino judicio prod l '
ti. tnnquam pisces mali a sanctorum coni~I
tio separantur. See Coli at. Carthag. d.
ed. Du Pin, fo1. 314, and the breviculu.~ 0
Augustin concerning this day.

i
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positions, we may remark here a noticeable dispute between the Dona
tists and their antagonists, relative to the use of the term, " world," in
the sacred scriptures; where it becomes evident, how the same funda
mental error in confounding the notions of the invisible and of the visi
ble church, in which both parties were involved, prevented their coming
to a mutual understanding. The Donatists appealed to the fact, that
Christ himself, in explaining this parable, taught that the field is the
world. Augustin, on the other hand, replied, that in this passage
Christ used the term," world," in place of the church.1 This was
perhaps correct; but the question comes up, In what particular point
of view was this notion of the church employed? That portion of the
visible church which belongs at the same time to the invisible, could,
however, only form an antithesis to that portion which the New Testa
ment calls, in a peculiar sense, the world. . But of the external, visible
church, in so far as it is not one with the invisible, it may with proprie
ty be said, that it belongs to· the world in the sense of the Bible. Pre
cisely because the Donatist bishop Emeritus failed to mark this distinc
tion of ideas, he uttered - as Augustin expressed it - that petulant
exclamation. He then proceeded directly to quote those passages from
John, where the world expresses that which is opposed to the kingdom
of God; and demanded, whether that could be said of the church ? 
for example, the world knows not God, therefore the church knows not
God. But of one portion of the visible church all this may with pro
priety be said; and the Donatist himself could have no hesitation in
applying all this to the secret unworthy members who yet belonged to
the visible church. Pity that he had not made himself distinctly con
scious of this! Augustin answered, that the holy scriptures used the
term, " world," sometimes in a good, and sometimes in a bad sense. In
~he former, for example, when it is said, the world believes in Christ,
IS redeemed by him; but he ought to have considered, that the invisi
ble church receives its members out of the world; that they who once
belonged to the world, in that biblical sense, do, by becoming incorpo
rated, by faith and participation in the redemption, into the invisible
church, cease belonging to it any longer. Augustin says, one need
only distinguish the different senses of the term "world," and one
'Would no longer find any contradiction here in the scriptures. But he
~ould have advanced farther, and been still more free from prejudice,
l~ his interpretatiqn of the Bible, if he had duly distinguished the
dIfferent significations of the word" church." He says: "Behold the
'World in the bad sense, all who cleave to earthly things among all the
nations; - behold, on the other hand, the world in the good sense, all
'Who believe and have hope of eternal life among all nation:." 2 But
are not the last mentioned precisely the members of .the genume church
of Christ, of the invisible church, among all the nations where the gos
pel has found its way, - among all the different earthly forms of appear
ance of the visible church ?
It is remarkable, but also very natural, that the Donatists, to show
1 Mundum

ipsum nppellatum esse pro ecc1csire nomine.

2

L. c. f. 317.
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the necessity of a severe sifting in the church, and to prove that the
church was corrupt where such a sifting had not been made, drew their
arguments, for the most part, from the Old Testament, and from such
passages of the Old Testament as treat of the external purity of the
people of God. 1 They ought, however, in this case, to have paid Borne
regard to that necessary distinction between the positions of the Old
and of the New Testament, which they were not slow to insist on, in
other cases, against their opponents.
According to the OathoUc point of view, to the essence of the genuine
Catholic church belonged its general spread through the medium of tlw
episcopal succession down from the apostles. From the conception of
the Catholic church in this sense was then first derived the predicates
of purity and holiness. On the other hand, according to the Donatist
point of view, the predicate of Catholic ought to be subordinate to those
of purity and holiness. 'Vhen the church, however widely extended,
they inferred, - became corrupted by intercourse with unworthy mem
bers, then that church, in whatever nook or corner of the earth it might
be, which had no manifestly vicious members within its pale, is the
genuinely Catholic one. 2 They appealed, not without reason, from the
prejudgment grounded on numbers and universality, to the passages
of scripture where the little band of genuine confessors were distin
guished from the great mass of apostates, or of those belonging to the
kingdom of God merely in outward appearance; as, for example, the
seven thousand that had not bowed the knee to Baal, - where the few,
who went in the strait way towards heaven, were opposed to the multi
tude of those who went in the broad way to destruction. They main
tained that when Christ represented it as so doubtful, (Luke 18: 8,)
whether at his reappearance he should find faith on the earth, this indi
cated that the faithful, in the true sense, would not be thus diffused in
one mass over the whole earth.s But although they were right here, in
distinguishing those who in the visible church constituted the church
proper, the invisible one, from the great mass of those who made up
the appearance of the visible church; yet they were wrong in this
respect, that, confounding once more, on another side, notions distinct
in themselves, they persisted in forming this genuine church only ac
cording to the dictates of a separatist pride. They imagined the saying
was here confirmed, that the last should be first; the holy, pure church
was at present in Africa; while the East, where Christianity com
menced its progress, had fallen from purity; - and although in Afri~a
(i.e. N orth Africa) no church was to be found which was of apostoliC
origin. They protested here, therefore~ against the claims of the sedes
apostolicre, and against those who were for uniformly attaching to the
outward fellowship with these the predicate of a Catholic church. 4
Collat. 1. c. foJ. 313, 314.
The Donatist bishop Emeritus says, iu
opposing the assumption of the other party,
who always proceeded on the supposition
that they were the Catholic church accord
in"' to the principle of universality: Qui
cu~que justis legitimisqne ex causis Chris
tianus fuerit approbatus, ille meus est Ca1

2

tholicus. And the bishop Gaudentins:
Catholicum nomen non ad provincias vel
gentes referendum; cum hoc sit quod
cramcntis plenum, qnod perfectum, qu
immaculatnm. CoUat. d. III. f. 301 et 2'3
8 Augustin. de unitate ecclesire, § 3 ,
et seqq.
t De nnitate ecclesire, § 37.
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Midway between both parties stood the Donatist grammarian, Ticho
nius, approving neither of the intolerant, proud spirit of separatism, nor
of Catholicism, which was for forcing men into an external unity. He
allowed that his party was wrong in holding themselves to be the alone
pure church; and in making the fulfilment of the divine promise, as to
the blessing which should be dispensed through the posterity of Abra
ham to all mankind, - the blessing of a preached gospel which should
reach the whole world, - to depend on a subjective human purity which
nowhere existed. He could not agree that, by communion with un
worthy members which it did not expel from itself, the church could
lose its character, which rested on an objective, divine foundation.!
He doubtless made his own party mark their inconsistency in the fact,
that the Donatists might perceive a great deal of the same impurity in
their own communities which they so sharply reproved in the Catholic
church as a profanation of its character. What was holy or not holy
must be determined by their own caprice. 2 Augustin, however, ac
cused Tichonius himself of inconsistency,3 because he did not, in accord
ance with these principles, abandon his party, and acknowledge those
who stood in church fellowship with the Christendom extending through
out the entire world, as the Catholic church. This inconsistency, how
ever, he could find in Tichonius, only by supposing in his mind the same
confusion of the invisible with the visible church in which he himself
was involved, and the same principles of a necessary visible unity of
the church. But on this very point he was mistaken. Tichonius dis
~inguished two parts of the body of Christ, (corpus Domini bipartitum,)
1. e. of that which exhibits itself in manifestation as the body of Christ,
as the church; -one part, the individuals scattered through the whole
world, who, by faith and temper of mind, really belong to Christ's spirit
~al body, who are truly one with him as the Head of the spiritual body;
In whom he is daily born and grows up into the holy temple of God; 4
~ whom the description applies which Paul gives in Ephesians 5: 21,
Inasmuch as they are purified in the faith by the blood of Christ
therefore the true community of the saints; - another part, those scat
tered throughout the world, who belong indeed, as to visible appearance,
~o the same body of Christ, and draw nigh to God with their lips, but
In heart are far from him.5 Accordingly, Tichonius could say that the
two portions of the manifested body of Christ remained connected with
each other throughout the whole world; and the important question
was, to which of these two portions did each individual belong, by the
See Augustin. c. epistolam Parmeniani,
Compo also the
henneneutie rules of Tichonius, reg. I.,
here, prohably in opposition to the other
onatist", he remarks: Non enim sicut qui
dam dicunt, in contllmeliam Te!lni Dei invic
ta>que h{fTroitafis Christi, quod non sine
dol ore dico, Dominns totum mundum po
test~te et non sui corporis plenitudine occn
pa;It. Bibl. patr. Ludg. T. VI. f. 50.
uod ·volumus sanctum est. Augustin.
e. eplst. Parmeniani, 1. II. § 31.
VOL. II.
18·
1

I. I. c. 1 et 2 j 1. III. ~ 17.

n

9

a C. epist. Parmeniani, 1. I. C. 1.
4 Reg. I. God as the fountain of divine
life in human nature through Christ. Deus
in corpore suo filius est hominis, qui quo
tidie nascendo, (the spiritual becoming of the
divine life.) venit et crescit in templum
sanctum Dei.
5 Reg. II.
Qui ejusdem corporis sunt
visibiliter, et Deo labiis quidem adpropin
quant, corde tamen separati sunt.
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temper of his mind. Owing to this intermediate relation to both par
ties, he could of course make his cause good to neither; in addition to
which it must be remarked that he seems to have been somewhat ob
scure in his mode of expressing himself.!
That separatist pride of the Donatists, which attributed so much weight
to the subjectively human element, as their principle compelled them
to do, often expressed itself, in the heat of controversy, in an extremely
harsh and unchristian manner. On the other hand, Augustin not
unfrequently explains his own views in a very beautiful style, and in the
genuinely Christian sense, respecting the might and validity of the
objectively divine element; respecting the relation of the human ele
ment to the same, as a mere organ; and respecting the vanity and emp
tiness of the human element, whenever it aspires to be anything more
than this.
.
When the Donatist bishop Petilian pressed Augustin to declare ex
plicitly whether he acknowledged Crecilian as his father, in which case
the cause of the Catholic church would be made to depend wholly on
the guilt or innocence of this' latter individual, Augustin at length de
clared: "I have one Head, but this is Christ; whose apostle I hear
saying: 'All is yours, but ye are Christ's, and Christ is God's.' For
even in the case where the apostle called himself a father, he added,
that we might beware of attributing to his paternity any weak human
foundation, 'I have begotten you through the gospel.' To the gospel,
then, I trace my parentage. It is one thing, when, from motives of
respect, we call the more aged or the more deserving, our fathers; and
it is quite another, when the question is put us, whom have we for our
father as it respects eternal salvation, as it respects the communion of
the church, and the participation in the divine promises. As it con
cerns eternal salvation, - I beg pardon of the apostle, or rather it is he
that bids me so speak, - the apostle is not my father in respect to that;
- he who tells me: 'I have planted, and Apollos watered, but God
gave the increase. So, then, neither is he that planteth anything,
neither he that watereth; but God that giveth the increase.' In re
,spect to my salvation, I acknowledge no other father than God; of
whom our Lord says: 'Ye shall call no man father on the earth, for
one is your Father, who is in heaven,' and to whom we daily say:
, Our Father which art in heaven.' " 2 When Petilian made use of the
strongest expressions to show that all religious acts possessed their true
significance only in their (the Donatists') alone pure and holy church,
that none but a clergyman without spot or blame could duly administer
the sacraments; when Petilian expressed himself to this purport, that
everything depended on the conscience of him who imparted baptism,
since it was through him the conscience of the recipient was to be
clea~sed; Augustin replied! "Often the conscience of man is unknown
1 Augustin doubtless perceived much that reticus loquitur: he could not, however,
was anti-catholic in the hermeneutical rules exactly specify what they were. De dOC
of Tichonius relative to the significations trina Christiana, 1. III. ; 43.
of the body of Christ. These he calls
2 Collat. c. Donatist. 1. c. f. 312.
Donatist views: Quro sicut Donatista hro
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to me, but J am certain of the mercy of Christ. When Petilian said:
" Whoever receives the faith from an unbeliever, receiveR not faith, but
guilt," 1 Augustin answered: "But Christ is faithful, from whom I re
ceive faith, and not guilt." When Petilian said: "The character of
everything depends strictly on its origin and its root (consequently
here on the character of the person administering the sacraments) - a
genuine new. birth can proceed only from good seed, Augustin replied:
" My origin is Christ, my root is Christ, my Head is Christ. The seed,
from which I am regenerated, is the word of God, which my Lord exhorts
me obediently to follow, although he through whom I hear it, may not
himself practise what he teaches." To the remark of Petilian: "How
absurd to suppose that he who is guilty through his own transgressions,
can absolve others from guilt!" he replied: "He alone makes me free
from guilt, who died for our sins, and rose again for our justification;
for I believe not in the minister by whom I am baptized; but in Him
who justifies the sinner, so that my faith is accounted unto me for
righteousness." 2
As Petilian, in his pastoral letters against the Catholic church, had
brought many charges against Augustin himself, the latter replied to
these charges in his third book against Petilian, confining himself
wholly to the interests of the cause. "Let no man," he says, " glory
in man. If you see anything praiseworthy in us, let Him be praised
from whom cometh down every good and perfect gift. And in all
which you acknowledge to be good in us, be followers of us, if we
also are followers of Christ. But if ye surmise, .believe, or seek after,
~hings that are bad in us, hold fast to the word of the Lord, and, throw
Ing yourselves on that, forsake not his church on account of the wicked
ness of men, Matth. 23: 3. Observe, do what we bid you; but, where
ye believe or know that we do wrong, do not after our works; for at
present it is not the time for me to justify myself before you, since I
have undert.aken to recommend to you the cause of truth and salvation
without regard to my own personal concerns, that none may glory in a
man. For cursed is he that putteth his trust in man. If this word of
the Lord is kept and observed, even though I may fall, so far as it con
cerns my own personal interests, yet the cause I serve will come off
victorious." 3
Since the Catholics, in their controversy with the Donatists, distin
guished the church on earth, in which genuine and spurious members
are mixed together, from the church of heaven, purified from its spuri
O?s members, they might easily have been led, by pursuing this distinc
hon still further, to distinguish the conceptions of the visible and of the
invisible church. In this way they furnished occasion to the Donatists
of charging them with supposing the existen~e of two churches; but they
were extremely uneasy under this accusation, a.n~ would allow of no
other distinction than that of two different condltIons of one and the
same church, inasmuch as it was at present a mortal church, but would
1 Qui fidem ll. perfido sumserit, non fidem
percipit, sed reatum.

:2

3

Augustin. c. Petilian. 1. I. ~ 8.
Contra Petilian. L i l l 44.
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hereafter be an immortal one. 1 And Augustin, in his book, " de uni·
tate ecclesire," says: "Many stand, in the communion of the sacra
ments, with the church, and are still not in the church." 2 But what
means this: They are not in the church, and they yet stand in com·
munion with the church? In the outward, apparent church they are
certainly; but in the inner, invisible church, to which none can belong
otherwise than by the temper of the heart, they are not. And with
.what church can they stand in communion by a bare outward participa.
tion of the sacraments alone? Certainly with no other but with that
which is itself merely an outward and visible one; from which, inas
much as it is the bare form of manifestation, destitute of the inner life,
no true life can proceed. Augustin would, therefore, if he had made
himself distinctly conscious of what was implied in his own conceptions,
have properly said: ., ~Iany stand in outward communion with the visi·
ble church, who are yet, by the temper of their hearts, by no meanS
members of the invisible church." And he himself does in fact inti
mate, in another place, that there is a church, which is the body of
Christ, something other than the bare appearance of the church, or the
bare visible church - a church with which they who did not belong
to it by the temper of their hearts, stood in no sort of connection, 
when he says of such: "'Ve ought not to believe that they are in the
body of Christ, which is the church, because, in a bodily manner, they
T>articipate in its sacraments. But they are not in that communion of
the church, which, in the members of Christ by mutual tmion, makes in
crease to that measure of its growth which God has appointed; for that
church is founded on a rock, as the Lord says: On this rock will I
build my church. But such persons build on the sand." 8 To what
results would Augustin have arrived, if he had made clear to himself the
distinction of ideas which lies at the bottom of these words?
Another more important point of dispute related to the employment
of force in matters of religion. The Donatists bore their testimony on
this point with emphasis in favor of that course which the example of
Christ and the apostles, which the spirit of the gospel, and the sense of
man's universal rights, called forth by the latter, required. The point
of view first set forth in a clear light by Christianity, when it made
religion the common good of all mankind and raised it above all narrow
political restrictions, was by the Donatists manfully asserted, in oppo
sition to a theory of ecclesiastical rights at variance with the spirit of
the gospel, and which had sprung up out of a new mixture of ecclesias
tical with political interests. They could not succeed so well in unfold
ing the relation of the church to the state, for here they easily passed
from one extreme over to the other. If their opponents erred on the
side of confounding too much the church with the state, they, on the
other hand, were too much inclined to represent the opposition between
8 C. Petilian. II. § 247, and de doctrins
1 CoUat. fo1. 318. Eandem ipsam nnam
et sanctam ecclesiam nunc esse aliter, tunc Christiana, 1. III. § 45. He himself, in ce~
snring the expression of Tichonius, bipam"
autem aliter futuram.
2 § 74. Multi sunt in sacramentorum tum corpus Domini, distinguishes the corpus
communione cum ecclesia, et tamen jam Christi verum atque simulatum.
non sunt in ecclesia.
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the two, which was grounded in the early relation of the church to a
pagan state, as a relation that must ever continue to exist.
The Donatist bishop Petilian says: "Did the apostles ever persecute
anyone, or did Christ ever deliver anyone over to the secular power?
Christ commands us to flee persecutors, J\Jatth. 10: 23. Thou who
callest thyself a disciple of Christ oughtest not to imitate the evil deeds
of the heathens. Think you thus to serve God, - by destroying us
with your own hand? Ye err, ye err, poor mortals, if ye believe this;
for God has not executioners for his priests. Christ persecutes no one;
for he was for inviting, not forcing, men to the faith; and when the
apostles complained to him of the founders of separate parties, Luke 9:
50, he said to them: 'He who is not against us, is for us;' and so too
Paul, in Philippians 1: 18.1 Our Lord Christ says: 'No man can
come unto me, unless the Father, who hath sent me, draw him.' But
why do you not permit every man to follow his own free will, since
God, the Lord himself, has bestowed this free will on man? He has
simply pointed out to man the way to righteousness, that none might
be lost through ignorance. Christ, in dying for men, has given Chris
tians the example to die, but not to kill. Christ teaches us to suffer
wrong, not to requite it. The apostle tells us of what he had endured,
not of what he had done to others. But what have you to do with the
princes of this world, in whom the Christian cause has ever found only
its enemies?" He cites examples from the Old and the New Testament;
he supposes he finds mention made of princes hostile to the church in
1 Corinth. 2: 6. Yet he adds: "This may have been said, however,
of the ancient pagan princes; but you suffer not the emperors of this
world, who would be Christians, to be such, since you mislead them, by
your false representations, to tUnl the weapons prepared against the
enemies of the state, against Christians." The Donatist bishop Gau
dentius says: "God created man free, after his own image. How am
I to be deprived of that by human lordship, which God has bestowed on
me ? What sacrilege, that human arrogance should take away what
God has bestowed, and idly boast of doing this in God's behalf! It is
a great offence against God, when he is defended by men. What must
he think of God, who would defend him with outward force? Is it that
God is unable to punish offences against himself? Hear what the Lord
says: 'Peace' I leave with you, my peace I give unto you; not as the
world giveth, cive I unto you.' The peace of the world must be intro
duced among ~ontending nations by arms. The peace of Christ invites
t~e willing with wholesome mildness; it never forces men against their
Wills. The almighty God employed prophets to. convert the people of
Israel; he enjoined it not on princes; the SaVIOur of souls, the Lord
Christ, sent fishermen, and not soldiers, to preach his faith."
Petilian would say, that to Christians

nothing as genuinely Christian beyond the

nstj but this the Catholics could not
see, since to them the faith in Christ was
n,A0thing without faith in the visible church.
nd even the Donatists, in recognizing

act consistently according to this principle;
with which inconsistency Augustin took
care to reproach them. Vid. Augustin.
contraliterns Petiliani , I, ll, 4 178 et 180.

1

evChcry one should be welcome who preached pale of their own spotless church, did not
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Augustin, in attacking these arguments of the Donatists, now ap
peared as the advocate of a theory of ecclesiastical rights, of which he
himself, as we have already remarked, was at an earlier period the op
ponent. He was, in this case, carried along by the spirit of the times;
and this spirit had found a point of union for such errors in his habit
of confounding the visible and the invisible church. He who possesses
at all times a clear consciousness that the true and real church of
Christ is an invisible one, is also constantly aware that it cannot be
built up and advanced by any outward human mechanism, but only by
that which penetrates into the inmost recesses of the mind, and begets a
free conviction. But he who overvalues the vehicle of the outward
church, will also deem it a matter of high importance that men should,
in the first place, be introduced into this- and that indeed can be
effected by a great variety of outward, human means.
As early as the year 400, Augustin had changed his principles on
this subject; for already he defended against the Donatist bishop Par
menianus, the resort to force against the Donatists, though, in his advice
given at the same time before a council in Carthage, (see above,) he
did not yet allow himself to be determined by these principles. But,
even at a still subsequent period, we find examples to show that he suf
fered himself to be guided in his mode of action by a milder Christian
spirit than that was which could give birth to such principles.1 Pity it
was that errors which grew first out of practice should, by the applica
tion of Augustin's logic, - so adroit in combining things true, half true,
and false, into a plausible whole, - be wrought into a systematic theory,
and thereby become the more firmly rooted in the ecclesiastical polity.
Augustin did indeed know too well what constituted the essence of in
ward Christianity, the Christianity of faith and of temper, to be capable
of entertaining the opinion that faith could be brought into the heart by
outward arrangements; - penetrated as he was with the conviction
that man's conversion can only be a work of divine grace operating on
the soul. l\ioreover, he never lost sight of the truth, that mere
external communion with the church, which alone was capable of
being forcibly brought about by means of fear and punishment,
can make no one a member of the kingdom of God. But he main
tain~d that man may nevertheless be prepared in variou~ ways, by ou~
ward means, by suffering, for faith and conversion. He appealed to
the highest example, that of God, who by suffering educates men, brings
them to a consciousness of themselves, and conducts them to faith; - to
the example of the parent who corrects the son for his profit. " 'Vho
doubts but what it is better to be led to God by instruction, than by
fear of punishment or affliction? But because the former, who will be
guided only by instruction, are better, the others are still not to be
neglected. Show me the man who, in real faith and true consciousneSS,
says with the whole strength of his soul: ':My soul thirsteth after God ;'
1 He demanded that even deeds of violence, which had been committed by furious
Circumcellions on the clergy, should be
punished, not according to the strictness of
the laws, but according to the spirit of

Christian gentleness j and if he could nO
complish his end in no other way, ~c "as
determined himself to make application td
the emperors. See Augustin. ep. 139 a
Marcellinum.
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and I will allow that for such a person, not only the fear of temporal
punishments or imperial laws, but even the fear of hell, is unnecessary:
whatever separates him from his highest good, is .punishment enough
for him. But many, like bad servants, must often be reclaimed to their
master by the rod of temporal suffering, ere they can attain to this
highest stage of religious development." 1 We are shown here how
seductive may be a comparison of two relations altogether differing in
kind. Augustin forgot to inquire into the natural limits of the civil
power, and of all outward human might, in conformity with what the
sacredness of man's universal rights, grounded in God's creation, re·
quires. He failed to consider that, owing to the natural limits fixed
and determined by these universal rights of man, the government of a
state can be compared, neither with the divine government of the world,
nor even with the course of training to which the parent subjects his
son in the years of his pupilage. 'What, according to this principle set
up by Augustin, might not despotism hold to be allowable, for the sake
of the pretended holy end, the general good; as soon as the question,
which is the only one here, What is right? came once to be subordi·
nated to the question, )Vhat is expedient and salutary?
Very justly Augustin observes: "The state is as far from being
able, by punishment, to exert an influence on the moral disposition, as
On inward piety. Goodness, too, comes only from free 'will." 2 But
he wrongly infers from this, that, as the state is authorized and bound
to restrain the outward sallies of wickedness by punishment, the same
holds good also of the outward sallies of heresy or schism. Here again
h~ compares things wholly differing in kind. Not everything that ex·
hlbits itself outwardly, becomes subject thereby to the jurisdiction of
the state. Much evil reveals itself outwardly in actions, and neverthe·
less cannot on that account be brought under the jurisdiction of the
st~te. This latter extends only to that evil which can be judged on
pnnciples of political law and equity, and which violates the outward
order of the civil community. But with this, the individual or common
e.xpression and the individual or common profession of religious convic·
tl?nS, of whatever sort they may be, do not of themselves come in con·
fbct. It might be agreeable to the spirit of Paganism, but it was in
contradiction with the spirit of the gospel, to subject the individual or
common expressions of religious faith to maxims of civil jurisprudence.
On these false premises Augustin goes on to affirm, from the princi.
pIe that the state' has no concern with the piety of its subjects, because
this must spring solely out of free convic~ion., ~' that the state. mu~t ~ere
!eave everything to the freedom of each mdIvldual; from thIS prmClple
It would follow that the state must also leave full freedom to its subjects
for every crime. Or ought murder, adultery, and all other crimes, to
be punished, and sacrilege alone be left to go unpunished?" 3 He
descended to the sophistic reasoning: "Divisions and sects are derived
1. See c. Petilian. 1. II. ep. 185 ad Boni
f:aClUm.
2 C. lit. Petiliani, 1. II. 184.
3 C. Gaudent. Donatist. 1. I. § 20. Puni-

antur homicidia, punianturadultcria, punian·
tur cretera quantalibct sceleris sive libidinis
facinora seu flagitia, sola sacrilcgia volumus
a regnantium legihus impunita.
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by Paul, Gal. 5: 19, like all other transgressions, from one and the
same fountain of inward corruption, the flesh - hence classed in the
same category. If,. then, the state is not authorized to employ punish
ment against some fruits of the flesh, neither can it be authorized to
employ it against others; " - where he makes no account whatever of
the consideration that the religious-moral point of view, from which
Paul here regards the matter, is altogether different from the civil and
judicial, from which alone the state can regard it.!
With good right, it is true, Augustin asserts, in opposition to the Do
natists, that even kings are bound as Christians to serve their particu
lar vocation in a Christian spirit; that as each must serve God in his
mrn peculiar way, according to his particular vocation, so they, too,
must serve God in a peculiar way in the fulfilment of the duties of
their office. 2 But he erred only in deriving, from this correct position,
consequences which he was in no way authorized to derive from it.
The question arose, in the first place, in what does a government in the
Christian sense consist; and how far does the province of kingly power,
or of civil power generally, in human affairs, reach? To make use of
their power against heretics, cost the emperors no sacrifice of self-denial.
On the contrary, it flattered the consciousness of the sovereign'S rights;
and he might believe that in this way, which was so easy for him, he
could atone for many transgressions. But if he allowed himself to be
actuated, in his whole conduct as emperor, by the spirit of Christian
self-denial, he would assuredly have far better subserved the cause of
Christianity than he could have served it by the demolition of every
idol, which work Augustin so highly extols as the prerogative of impe
rial power.3
But we may allow that Augustin was perhaps authorized to avail
himself, in defending the church, of a principle which at this time had
already become universally predominant in church practice, and of
which this theory of church rights already lay at the foundation.
" Who," says Augustin, "will not give his approbation to the laws by
which the emperors forbid sacrifices even on penalty of death? 'V~l
not the Donatists themselves agree with us here? ,," If they did so, It
must be allowed that they were defeated by their own inconsistency.4
It was the case with Augustin here, as in many other instances, that,
owing to his ignorance of the rules of a right interpretati~n of scripture,
1 Augustin against the Donatists: Cum
in veneficos vigorem legum exerceri juste
fateantur j in hrereticos autem atque impias
dissensiones nolint fateri, cum in iisdem
iniquitatis fructibus auctoritate apostolica
numerentur ~ C. epist. Panneniani, 1 1.

be laid to the charge of all the Donatists.
In the passage referred to above against
Parmenian, Augustin speaks doubtful~y on
this point: Quid istis videatur, ut cn~en
idololatrire putent juste ab imperatonbuJ
vindicari aut si nec hoc volunt, etc. j an
tl~
.
he says here, that many Donatists w?~ld,
2 C. lit. Petiliani, 1. n. § 210. Habent in general, allow only of a vindicta Splfl~'
reges excepta humani generis socictate, co lis by excommunication in religious mad
ipso quo rcges sunt, unde sic Domino ser ters. On the other hand, ep. 93, dircctC .
viant, quomodo non possunt, qui reges non to the Donatist Vincentius, he says, § 10.
Quis vestrum non laud at leges ab impers
6unt.
.8 Non enim nuferenda idola de terra pos toribus datas adversus sacrificia Pagano
set qnisqunm juberc privatus. Augustin. I. c. rum~
• This inconsistency could not, perhaps,
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he imagined he had found, in some detached and misapprehended pas
sages of the Bible, a false theory, which, in his systematizin.g mind,
he had framed to himself independently of holy writ; and thus by his
means the wrong apprehension of such a passage of scripture was estab
lished as the classical foundation of an error that prevailed for centu
ries. Thus, in his exposition of the parable of the supper, Luke 14,
paying no regard to the rule which requires that the point of compari
Son should be ascertained and held fast, and affixing too literal a sense
to the word avaYKu(etv, v. 23, he supposed he found the theory expressed
here that men were authorized and bound to employ force, and compel
men to participate in the supper; -that is, to enter into communion
with the universal visible church, out of whose pale salvation was not
to be obtained. Thus he laid the foundation of the theory, H Coge,"
or " compelle intrare in ecclesia~." 1
True, Augustin continually explains, that everything must flow from
the temper of love; but of what use was this principle, in a theory
which gave full sway to arbitrary will? How often was not the holy
name of love abused by fanaticism and the love of power? It was by
Augustin, then, that a theory was proposed and founded, which, tem
pered though it was, in its practical application, by his own pious, phi
lanthropic spirit, nevertheless contained the germ of that whole system
of spiritual despot.ism, of intolerance and persecution, which ended in
the tribunals of the inquisition.

II. The Meletian Schism in Egypt.
The second schism which deserves notice in this period was the Me
letian, which originated in Egypt. The causes which led to it were in
many respects similar to those that gave occasion to the N ovatian and
to the Donatist schisms. In the very place where the spirit of peace
a~d of love should have most prevailed, in the prison cells, where many
blshops, companions of the same sufferings, were together, arose a dis
pute about the different principles of proceeding with those who had
fallen away during the Dioclesian persecution. There existed among
the prisoners a more rigid party, who maintained, on the same principle
which Cyprian had once advocated under the persecution of Decius,
that all who should have violated, in any way, their fidelity to the Chris
tian faith, ou;ht to be excluded from the fellowship of the church until
the perfect r~toration of peace; and that if, up to that time, they had
manifested a spirit of sincere contrition, they should then first obtain
forgiveness, according to the measure of their guilt. At the head of this
more rigid party stood Meletius, bishop of Lycopolis in the Thebaid.
The bishop of this city, being a metropolitan, possessed the highest rank
next after the bishop of Alexandria, and frequently stood on the same
level with him in administering the general concerns of the church.2
1

Yid. cp. 93 ad Vincent. cp. 185 ad

in isris autem qui coguntur, inobedientia

BO~lfacium. Hi qui inveniuntur in viis et coercetur.

2 Epiphan. hreres. Meletian. 68.
Tc:iv
seplbus, id est, in hrercsibus et schismatibus,
cogllntllr intrare. In illis qui Ienitcr primo KaTa riJv ' AiyvrrTov rrporyK(,JV Kat oetJTepeVCJV
adducti Runt, completa est prior obedientia : Trf> niTPft' KaTU r7JV apXUrrLaKorrTjv c:" &,'
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Peter, bishop of Alexandria, on the other hand, who,. as it seems,
had, like Cyprian in the Decian persecution, for special reasons, with
drawn himself awhile from his community, agreed in his principles with
the milder party. The pastoral letter on church penance, which, in
the year 306, this bishop addressed to the Egyptian church, breathes
a spirit of Christian love and wisdom.! He displayed in it a more cor
rect appreciation of penitence as a moral duty, than generally pre
vailed; attaching more importance to the temper than to the external
conduct, and judging with less severity those who, yielding solely to
physical weakness, had been forced, by the anguish of torture, to a mo
mentary denial of the faith, whi~h they afterwards deeply regretted.2
Many Christians had been mean enough to force their Christian slaves
to offer, instead of themselves, under the delusive notion th~t God's
tribunal could be deceived like a human one. The· bishop Peter
showed in this case his correct moral judgment, in treating the slaves
with more lenity than the IllJ1sters. Inasmuch as the former had been
in a sense constrained by force and fear, their church penance was
therefore to last only a year; and they were thus to learn, for the future,
to do the will of Christ, and to fear only him. But the masters were to
be subjected to three years of penance, as hypocrites, and because they
had forced their fellow-servants to offer, not having learned from the
apostle Paul that servants and masters have one Lord in heaven. "But
if we all have one Lord, with whom there is no respect of persons, as
Christ is all in all among Barbarians, Scythians, bond, and free, the.y
should consider what they had done, when they would fain deliver theIr
own souls, but compelled their fellow-servants to the worship of idols."
His correct judgment was seen again in the severity which he showed
to those of the clergy who, instead of caring solely for the salvation of
the communities entrusted to them, and waiting, in their appointed
sphere of labor, the will of the Lord, had, in the pride of fanaticism,
abandoned their communities,S and voluntarily given themselves up t?
martyrdom, and then - what was frequently the punishment of fanati
cal presumption - shrunk back and denied in the immediate prospect
of death.
IvIeletius,· at a subsequent period, obtained his freedom; while those
bishops who held other and milder principles of penitence, remaine~
still in the prison. He exercised his authority as the sec'ond metropoli
tan in Egypt, during the absence of the bishop Peter, whom, being a
confessor, he thought himself entitled, perhaps, to despise, on account of
aVTtl..f!1/Jf:C')~ aVTOV XapLV. It is also highly
probable, that the sixth canon of the Nicene
council had its origin in this relation; and
its object was to secure as inconte~tible, to
the bishop of Alexandria, his general pri
macy over the entire Egyptian church,
which was not to be encroached upon by
the rank of the church of Lycopolis.
1 This letter was received by the Greek
church into the number of the letters incor
porated into the ecclesiastical code of laws,
under the title of brtUTOMU ICavovlKai.

2 TIPOOWO,uevOl il1ro TiJ~ ciai)evelar TiJr aap
ICO~.

3 Touching this point he says, c. 10: ,; So
did no one of the apostles; for the apostle
Paul, who had gone through many conflicts,
and who knew that it was better to depart
and be with Christ, added, 'Nevertheless, t~
abide in the flesh is more needful for you.
Since he did not seek his own profit, but
what. would be for the good of many, that
they should be saved, he held it to be m~~
necessary than his own rest, to abide Wl
the brethren and eare for them."
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his flight; he travelled through the whole diocese of the Alexandrian
patriarch, within which, relying on the authority just described, he un
dertook to ordain, and to excommunicate, accordiI)g to his own pleasure.
He did not recognize the official power of those to whose charge, as
Periodeuta!, or visitors, the bishop Peter of Alexandria had committed
the destitute communities. Their different views respecting the proper
mode of treating those who had fallen, or who had become suspected of
denying God in some way or other, was here, too, probably made a sub
ject of discussion, or at least used as a pretext; since the Meletians
boasted of representing the pure church of the martyrs. Four Egyp
tian bishops, among the imprisoned confessors, declared themselves
firmly against the arbitrary proceedings of Meletius, who, however,
took no notice of this protestation. The bishop Peter of Alexandria
issued a writing to the Alexandrian ch1ll'ch, wherein he bade all to
avoid fellowship with him, until the matter could be more closely inves
tigated in connection with other bishops; and at length he excluded
him - probably after his own return - from the functions of the epis
copal office, and from the fellowship of his church, as a disturber of the
peace of the communities.1 Also, subsequently to the martyrdom of
1 Among the sources which treat of the
origin of the Melerian schism, there is found
a good deal of contradiction. The first
place among these sources is certainly due
to the documents published by Maffei, from
a manuscript of the chapter of the cathe
dralof Verona. (in the osservazioni lettera
rie, T. III. Verona, 1738,) which, therefore,
~e must make the point of departure in
mquiring into these contradictions. First,
a letter of four imprisoned confessors from
Egypt, the bishops Hesychius, Pachomius,
~heodorus, and Phileas, who subsequently
dIed as martyrs, (according to Euseb. h. e.
VIII. 13,) addressed to the bishop Melctius.
In this letter it is ur!!cd against Meletius,
~hom still they call dilectus et comminister
lU Domino, that, in violation of the rights
of foreign bishops, and particularly of Peter
of Alexandria, he is reported to have under
taken to ordain in foreign dioceses; which,
nevertheless, was altogether at variance with
the ancient laws of the church. It is wor
thy of remark, that among the grounds of
excuse here mentioned, to which Meletius
migh~ perhaps appeal, that borrowed from
!he dIfference in the principles of penitence
IS not cited at all, as if no dispute had as
yet arisen on that point. Next follows the
~, that, when Meletius had received this
let~er, he did not answer it, did not even re
pRlr to the bishops in prison, nor seek for
t~e bishop Peter; but, after those bishops had
a ready perished by martyrdom, that. he
came to Alexandria, and there entered mto
a eombination with two restless men, who
\Vere anxious to obtrude themselves on the
communities as teachers, of whom Arius
VV:i one, (see the section relating to doctri
n COntroversies.) These discovered to

him two presbyters, nominated by Peter as
church visitors, who had concealed them
selves. The text now reads: Commendans
eis occasionem Meletius separavit cos, (in
the Greek probably c'L(P(')pL~ev.) The sense
of the obscure passage is probably this:
Meletius accused these presbyters of having
shown inconstancy to the faith, or cowardice
under the persecutions; he excluded them for
a season from the fellowship of the church,
or suspended them from their offices, recom
mending to them to improve the opportuni
ty furnished them by the persecution, of
rcstoring themselves to their good standing,
by showing steadfastness in confessing the
faith. He himself ordained two as presby:
ters, one of whom was in prison, and the
other had been condemned to work in the
mines, as a reward of their constancy.
From this narrative it is apparent, that
the disputes which Meletius excited were,
beyond all doubt, connected with his severe
principles as to the proper mode of conduct
during the persecutions; although no men
tion is made of this in the preceding letters.
The third document is the letter of the
bishop Peter to the Alexandrian communi
ty, in which he bids them, on account of
the difficulties with Meletius, to hold no
communion with him. With the account
of the origin of the Meletian controversies
which is to be gathered from these docu
ments, the report of Epiphanius for the
most part agrees. He represents the sepa
ration, which had its ground in the differ
ence of views as to the principles of penance,
to have taken place already in the prison.
Of this the letters above cited do, indeed,
say nothing. The zealous Meletian author
whom Epiphanius makes use of, may per
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the bishop Peter, A.D. 311, and in the time of the bishop Alexander,
under whom the Arian controversies broke out, this schism still contin
ued to exist.
The council of Nice endeavored to get rid of this schism by milder
.regulations. The council directed that Melctius, since no confidence
could be placed in his restless character, should reside, simply as a
titular bishop, without active jurisdiction, at Lycopolis; and for the fu
ture refrain altogether from bestowing ordination, whether in the city
or in the country. Yet the clergy who had been already ordained by
him, should remain in possession of their offices, only taking rank after
the others who had received ordination from the bishop of Alexandria.
But if these should be removed by death, before them, then they might
take their places, in case they should, by the vote of the communities,
be found worthy; and this was confirmed by the bishop of Alexandria.1
But the Meletian schism, which, moreover, found fresh sources of nour
haps also have represented the affair in an
exaggerated light; still it is quite possible
that a dispute of this sort may have already
occurred, although it had as yet led to no
open rupture. The narrative, which is the
second of those documents of Maffei, inti
mates this. According to Epiphanius, Me
letius, when he left the common prison, had
been condemned to labor in the mines. On
his journey to the place of his punishment,
he is represented as haviug undertaken to
ordain according to his own pleasure. This
story is perhaps false - perhaps it is a ru
mor which gradually arose and spread
among the Meletian party in order to shield
him against some evil suspicion. The doc
nments of Maffei seem to presuppose, that
Meletius had then obtained his entire free
dom. What Epiphanius relates is, on the
other hand, in accordance with the narrative
of Maffei, that as the party of Peter had
styled themselves the catholic church, so
the party of Meletius styled itself the church
of the martyrs; for it is clear, in fact, from
that narrative, that Meletius was fond of
making confessors ecclesiastics. In the
church history of Socrates, I. 24, one ac
connt is especially deserving of notice, that
while the bishop Peter, who afterwards died
as a martyr, had tnken refu~e in flight,
(tpeVYOVTO~ OUt TOV TOTe OU.JYP.OV,) Meletius
usurped the right of ordaining in his dio
cese. If this account were correct, the ori
gin of the schism would be still more clear.
Meletius had, perhaps, remonstrated against
his flight with Peter himself; and imagined
himself to be the more warranted, on that
acc~)Unt, to interfere with his authority.
The narrative of Epiphanius does indeed
conflict with this view; but anachronisms
are no uncommon thing in this author.
, From the documents edited bv Maffei, the
absence of Peter from Alexandria at this
time is clearly made out indeed, but not his
imprisonment. The bishops who style them
selves pri~oners say nothing, however, of

the imprisonment of Peter; neither does he
mention it himself in his letter. Moreover,
Eusebius, IX. 6, reports that under the per·
secution renewed by Maximinus, in 411,
the bishop Peter was suddenly seized and
beheaded, withou~ making mention of any
earlier imprisonment of his. On the con·
trary, from the last words of Peter, whi~h,
to be sure, in the Latin translation, in which
they are preserved to us, sound somewhat
obscure, it might be inferred, that he was
in a state of freedom, and was intendi~
soon to appoint an ecclesiastical trial m
Alexandria itself: Ne ei communicetis, do·
Dec occurram illi cum sapientibus viris et
videam qure sunt, qure cogitavit.
With these narratives, however, the story
of Athanasius, Apolog. c. Arianos, § 59,
(which Socrates follows,) in part conflic~~ ;
that the bishop Petrus (MeAeTiov) err, 'froi.·
MJl~ EAeYXt\}evTa 7rapaVopalf: Ka2 rrvO'l(l lv
Koiry O'VVOOC:-' Ti:Jv emO'lCo7r£Jv KarJe£Aev. . As
it concerns the 7rapavop.ial, this coinCides
with the reports above cited; for by them
would of course be understood these very
arbitrary ordinations. In respect to the
second matter, however, the passionate op
ponents of the Meletians are not to be
wholly believed. It might perhaps be, th~t
this charge was conjured up at a later pend
od, by enemies of Meletius. They inferre
from the fact that Meletius had been relc~h
ed from the same imprisonment in whlc
the others had experienced martyrdom, aCi
cording to the same licentious mode 0
drawing conclusions we have alre.'\dy na
ticed, that he must have procured his fret
dom by consenting to offer. For the res
this story of Athanasius, too, seems to. go
in favor of the supposition that the blsh·
op Peter was still in a state of freedom,
that he subsequently returned to Ale~an~
drill., and there convoked a' synod agaiIlS
Meletius.
.
1 See the letter of the Nicene council, 1ll
Socrates I. 9.
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ishment amid the Arian disputes, continued to propagate itself till into
the fifth century.

ill. Schism between ])amasus and Ursinus, at Rome.
In this schism, we observe the corrupting influence of worldly pros
perity and abundance, and of the confusion of spiritual things with secu
lar, on the spirit of the Roman church.1 We see what a mighty in
terest of profane passions was already existing there. The particular
occasion which led to the breaking-out of this schism, lay in the imme
diate circumstances of the times. The Roman bishop Liberius had, in
356, been deposed from his place, and sent into exile, by the emperor
Constantius, because he would not consent to the condemnation of Athar
nasius. 2 The archdeacon Felix, who acceded to the emperor's wishes,
was elevated to the place of Liberius. But, when the latter subse
quently consented to subscribe a creed drawn up at Sirmium by the
Arian party, Constantius permitted him, in the year 358, to return to
Rome; and he was again at liberty to resume his bishopric. Meanwhile
a distinct party had been formed in the church by a certain presbyter,
named Eusebius; which party held their conventicle in a private house,
and avoided all fellowship with those who were favored by the party at
Court. 3 Now this party refused to recognize Liberius as bishop, on
account of his recantation, and hence continued to hold their separate
assemblies. Felix was banished; and he is reported, at least by the
enemies of Liberius,4 to have subsequently repented of his transition to
Arianism, and, for this reason, to have led a life of penance at the villa
to which he had withdrawn himself. The meetings of the Eusebian
party were forcibly broken up; Eusebius was kept confined in a room
of his own house, where the meetings had been held.
In this ferment of the Roman communities, schisms might easily be
occasioned by the new election of a bishop in the place of Liberius,
after his death, in 366. The real course which matters took, 38 we
have two opposite reports, which proceed from the opposite parties,
cannot be certainly traced. According to the account of one party,
Damasuswas, in the first place, regularly chosen and ordained bishop;
but, afterwards, a deacon, Ursinus or Ursicinus, who had aspired to the
episcopal dignity, with his party, took possession of the church, which
w~ called after its builder, or the presbyter who conducted divine wor
shlp in it, the church of Sicininus /' and caused himself here to be
ordained bishop.6 Accor~ing to the other report,: the pa.rty ~yhic? had
a~ways continued to be faithfully devoted to the blShop Llberms, Imme
dlately after his death made choice of U rsicinus. But Damasus, who
1 As Ammianus Marcellinus very jnstly
r}emarks on occasion of this controversY,
.27, c. 3.
•
2 See below, under the head of doctrinal
controversies.
8 See the history of the sufferings of this
Eusebius, which, it must be allowed, as it
co~es from an enthusiastic admirer, is not
~~:Itled to full belief. Published by Baluz,
~scel1an. 1. II. page 141.
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Sec vita Eusebii, 1. c.
:; Basilica Sicinini.
6 Sec the accounts in the chronicle of
Jerome, in Socrates and Sozomen.
7 The introduction to the petition of Mar
cellinus and of Faustinus, two presbyters
belonging to the party of Ursicinus, and of
Lucifer of Calaris, to the emperors Theo
dosius and Arcadius. Published by Sir
mond. opp. T. I.
4
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belonged to those who, during the banishment of Liberius, had attached
themselves to Felix, and who had ever aspired after the episcopate,
was nominated bishop by the party of Felix. Thus it cannot be deter
mined which, one of the two competitors had the principal share in the
disturbances and deeds of violence. Although the truth is, that, when
ever any matter became an object of zealous contention among the low
er classes of the passionate and restless Roman people, many things
might be done which the heads of both parties would gladly have aroid
ed; yet it is most probable that neither of the two, in this case, could
be wholly exempted from blame. Damasus appears, moreover, on other
occasions, to have been a proud man. I Bishops, who should be minis
ters of peace, and surrender up everything, sooner than allow any strife
to go on for their own honor, suffered the matter to take such a course,
that a bloody struggle must decide the question, which of the two was
the regular bishop. On one day there were found, in the church
occupied by Ursicinus, which was stormed by the party of Damasus,
the dead bodies of a hundred and thirty-seven men. 2 Damasus at last
conquered, and Ursicinus was banished. But the division continued
to exist longer; and, moreover, other foreign bishops were drawn into
it. To suppress this schism, and the quarrels that grew out of it, the
emperor Gratian issued, in the year 378 or 381, the law which we
have noticed already in a cursory manner, and to which he was moved
by the petition of a Roman council. By this law, he conferred on the
Roman bishop the right of deciding, in the last instance, on the affairs
of the bishops who were implicated in this schism;3 providing, however,
that they should not encroach, by so doing, on the authority of the me
tropolitans in the provinces.
RE:\IARK. - The schisms of Lucifer of Calaris and of Meletius of
Antioch, on account of the intimate connection in which they stand
with the history of doctrinal controversies, are reserved for the fourth
section.
1
~

See Basil. Cresar, cpo 239, 4 2.
Ammian. Marcellin. 1. 27, c. 3.

3 By this schism, occasion was given for
the law, although its expressious are gene
ral.

SECTION THIRD.
CHRISTIAN I.IFE AND CHRISTIAN WORSHIP.

I.

CHRISTIAN LIFE.

1. Its General Character in thi8 Period.
From the changes which, in the preceding sections, we saw taking
place in the relations and circumstances of the church, it would be
easy to form some probable conjecture as to what would be the new
shaping of the whole Christian life in the present period. The vast
numbers who, from external considerations, without any inward call,
joined themselves to the Christian communities, served to introduce
into the church all the corruptions of the heathen world. Pagan vices,
pagan delusions, pagan superstition, took the garb and name of Chris
tianity, and were thus enabled to exert a more corrupting influence on
the Christian life. Such were those who, without any real interest
Whatever in the concerns of religion, living half in Paganism and half
in an outward show of Christianity, composed the crowds that thronged
the churches on the festivals of the Christians, and the theatres on the
festivals of the Pagans. l Such were those who accounted themselves
C~ristians, if they but attended church once or twice in a year;2 while,
WIthout a thought of any higher life, they abandoned themselves to every
Species of worldly pursuit and pleasure. There were multitudes,
especially in, the large towns of the East, who, although no longer Par
gans, and although they were denominated, in the most general sense of
the wotd, believers, yet kept back, during the greatest part, or even the
Whole of their lives, from the communion of the church; and only when
admonished by the actual or apprehended approach of death, in sudden
attacks of sickness, in earthquakes, or the unforeseen calamities of war,
took refuge in baptism. ~thers, who had received baptism, thought
themselves religious enough, if they attended church on all the festivals
- a practice denounced, therefore, by Chrysostom, as a mere form,
Wholly without influence on the inner life; - custom, but not piety.3
The greater'the number of these nominal Christians, the more mis
chievous became the errors which made them feel secure in this out
ward Christianity, which confirmed them in the delusive notion that
they could live in sin, and yet obtain salvation. Of this kind were
those many corruptions of /purely Christian ideas which we have already
had occasion to notice in the preceding period; - false notions of what
1 Augustin. de catechizandis rndib. ~ 48.
nC1m. t~rbm implent ecclesias per dies festos
hnstlanorum, qure implent theatra. per dies
solennes Paganorum.
2 • A7r~ f; ee1m:pov pONr roV 'lravror tv,av

Chrvsostom. in baptism. Christi T.
V. f. 523. ·Sayil.
8 !.VV;raHa~ fr1TLV, olJ/e tVMl{3EU1~.
In An
nam, H. V. T. V. f. 73.
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constitutes faith; the confounding of the inward thing with the outward
sign; that reliance on externals in religion, which grew out of this very
habit of overlooking what belongs to faith and tq the life of faith, and
of confounding the divine realities which faith· apprehends, with the
outward, earthly forms which were designed merely to symbolize them.
To sum up the whole here at once, - which it will be our object after
wards to explain more fully in detail, - the mischief presents itself in
the delusive persuasion that any man; no matter what his life, could
make sure of being delivered from divine punishment, and introduced
into the community of the blessed, by the charm of outward baptism;
which mistaken confidence in the magical cleansing and atoning efficacy
of baptism encouraged numbers to persevere to the last in the indul
gence of their lusts, hoping to avail themselves of this as a final reme
dy. It presents itself again in the delusive persuasion respecting the
sanctifying effects of the communion, even when received without suit·
able preparation, and only on the principal festivals; in the delusive
persuasion respecting the merit of an outward attendance on church,
of pilgrimages to certain spots consecrated by religious remembrances,
of donations to churches, of alms-giving, especially to ecclesiastics and
monks, - no respect being paid to the manner in which what was thus
bestowed had been acquired, nor to the disposition with which it was
given. Instead of bearing the cross in their hearts, men relied on the
magical power of the outward sign. Instead of soberly carrying out
the doctrines of the gospel in their lives, they folded up the scroll on
which it was written, to wear about the neck as an amulet!
Mischievous was the influence resulting. from the doctrinal controver
sies, inasmuch as they were conducted with an inconsiderate zeal; in
asmuch as the leaders of the contending parties sacrified everything
else to the one interest of a formal, orthodox theory; inasmuch as the
attention of men was directed away from the true essence and from the
demands of practical Christianity. :Mischievous was the influence,
also, of the unevangelical notion, which continually gained ground, of a
distinct outward priesthood, confined to a single class of men,-whereby
the original idea of the priestly character belonging in common to all
Christians, ever became more completely obscured and suppressed.
That which should be the concern of all Christians, and which should
be required of them all, as spiritually-minded men, was supposed to be
long exclusively to the spiritual order and to monks; and whoever waS
exhorted to lead a more sober and holy life, was ever ready to reply:
" I am of the world; and secular men, if they are believers, if they
abide in the communion of the church, and do not lead an extremely
vicious life, will doubtless reach heaven; though they may not attain to
those higher seats which are reserved for the saints. I have not left
1 Jerome, after having spoken of the
Pharisees: Hrec in corde portandasunt,
non in corpore. Hoc apud nos superstitio8re mulierculre in parvulis evangeliis et in
crucis ligno et istiusmodi rebus usque hodie
factitant. In c. 23, Matth. 1. IV. ed. Marti

anay, IV. fo1. 109. Chrysostom, adnra~
Antiochen. H. 19, § 4, T. II. ed. ~~o aWia
con, f. 197. Al yvval/Ctf leaL Tel fWCpa rr • ii'
aVTt tpVAaKijf fl£YaA1Jf wayyO.ta i~apTlJ
Toii Tpax~Mv.
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the world. I am no clergyman, no monk. Of such alone these loftier
virtues can be required."
At the same time, however, it would be wrong to judge, from the
great mass of nominal Christians, the character of the whole church.
The many examples of individual church-teachers, who were truly pene·
trated with the gospel spirit, and earnestly labored to promote it] may
rightly be considered as testifying to what was within the church Itself;
for, without the Christian spirit under which they had been trained and
educated, they assuredly never could have become what they were.
So, too, in many of the appearances of Monasticism, notwithstanding
all its aberrations, there was still expressed a warm Christian spirit,
which must have come originally from the church.
.
It was natural, however, that the bad element, which 'tad outwardly
assumed the Ohristian garb, should push itself more prominently to
notice in public life. Hence it was more sure to attract the com
mon gaze, while the genuinely Christian temper loved retirement, and
created less sensation; except in those cases, which were not unfre
quent in this period, where opposition elicited the hidden Christian life,
and made it appear brighter in the conflict. " 'N atch the oil-press,"
said Augustin to those who saw nothing but the evil swimming on the
surface; "watch it a little more narrowly, and do not look at the scum
alone that floats on the top. Only seek, and you will find something."l
At the present time, the relation of vital Ohristianity to the Ohristi
?nity of mere form resembled that which, in the preceding period, ex
ISted between the Christianity of those to whom religion was a serious
concern, and Paganism, which constituted the prevailing rule of life.
As, in the earlier times, the life of genuine Christians had stood out in
strong contrast with the life of the pagan world; so now the life of such
as were Christians not merely by outward profession, but also in the
temper of their hearts, presented a strong contrast with the careless
and abandoned life of the ordinary nominal Christians. By these lat
ter, the others, to whom Christianity was a serious concern, and who
placed it neither in a formal orthodoxy, nor in a round of outward cere
monies, were regarded in the same light as, in the earlier times, the
Christians had been regarded by the Pagans. They also were re
proached by these nominal Christians, just as the Christians generally
had been taunted before by the Pagans, with seeking to be righteous
~vermuch. Such is the picture which Augustin has dra,,:n. from the
life of these times. " As the Paaan who would be a ChrIstIan, hears
z:ude words from the Pagans; so he, among the Christians, who would
lIve a better and more conscientious life, hears himself abused by the
Christians themselves. He who would be sober among the intemperate,
chaste among the incontinent; he who would honestly serve God among
those who consult astrologers; he who would go nowhere but to church
among those who flock to the silly shows, must hear rude language from
~hristians themselves, who will say: 'You are really a very great and
l'Ighteous man, a second Elijah or Peter; - you must have descended
1

Enarrnt...p. 80, § 1.
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from heaven.' " 1 In another place, he says:2 "As soon as a man be·
gins to live for God, to despise the world, to abstain from revenging in
juries, from seeking after riches, or any earthly goods; to look down
upon all these things, and to think of nothing but God, and to walk
faithfully in the way of Christ, - not only the Pagans say of him, ' He
is mad;' but what should give us greater concern, because it shows
that, even in the church, many sleep and will not be awakened, he
must expect to hear Christians themselves remark: 'What is the man
about? What can have entered into his head? ' "3 Such individuals of
the laity as were distinguished by their piety from the great mass
of nominal Christians, and from the worldly-minded members of the
clergy, often excited the jealousy of these latter, and had to suffer
their persecutions. 4 Such examples were too troublesome; -they
were too severe censors of morals.
We have already observed, in describing the spread of Christianity,
where we adduced the testimony of Pagans themselves, as unimpeach
able evidence of the fact, that pious Christian females, presenting pat,.
terns of genuine wives and mothers, often furnished a beautiful contrast
to the prevailing depravation of manners and reckless pursuit of earth
ly things, to be found in the families of Pagans, or of mere nominal
Christians. From such wives and mothers, the true religious instruc
tion of the husband, or at least the pious education of the children,
often proceeded. By them, the first seeds of Christianity were planted
in the souls of those who afterwards produced great effects as teachers
of the church. The pious N onna, by her prayers and the silent influ
ence of the religion which shone through her life, gradually won over
to the gospel her husband Gregory, who had belonged to an unchristian
sect, and he became a devoted bishop. Their first-born son, whom
they had long yearned after, was carried, soon after his birth, to t~e
altar of the church, where they placed a volume of the gospels in Ius
hands, and dedicated him to the service of the Lord. The example 0.£
a pious education, and this early consecration, first received from hIS
mother, of which he was often reminded, made a deep impression on
the son; and he compares his mother with Anna, who consecrated
Samuel to God. This impression abode upon him, while exposed, d.ur
ing the years of his youth, which he spent at Athens, to the contagIOn
of the Paganism which there prevailed. This son, the distinguished
church-teacher Gregory of N azianzum, says of his mother, that ~er
emotions, when dwelling on the historical facts connected with her fruth,
overcame all sense of pain from her own sufferings: hence, on festival
days, she was never known to be sorrowful, and death surprised .her
while praying before the altar.o The pious Anthusa of Antioch retIred
In "".90, T. I. ; 4.
In "". 48, T. II. ; 4;
8 In "". 48, T. II. § 4.
f So says Jerome: Vere nnnc est cern ere, in
plerisque urbibus episcopos sive presbyteros,
si laicosviderint hospitales, amatores bono
rnm, invidere, fremere, quasi non liceat fa
cere quod episcopus non faciat, et tales esse
laicos damnatio sacerdotum sit. Graves
1
2

itaque eos habent, et quasi cervicibus s~~
impositos; ut a bono abducant opere, "n 1S
persecutionibus inquietant. In ep. ad It.

T.

c.l. T. IV. f.417.

6
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Gregor. Nazianz. orat. 19, f. 292,
the epigrams of Gregory
Nazianzen'~d9
Muratori anecdota Grrecn. Patav. 11 ,
pag.92.
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from the· bustle of the great world, to which she belonged by her con
dition, into the still retreat of domestic life. Having lost her husband
at the age of twenty, from regard to his memory, and a desire to devote
herself wholly to the education of her son, she chose to remain a
widow; and it was owing in part to this early, pious, and careful edu
cation, that the boy became afterwards so well known as the great
church-teacher, John Chrysostom. Similar was the influence exerted
on the education of her son, by the mother of Theodoret. In like man
ner, Monica, by her submissive, amiable, and gentle spirit, softened the
temper of a violently passionate husband; and, while she had much to
suffer from him, scattered the seeds of Christianity in the young soul
of her son Augustin, which, after many stormy passages of life, brought
forth their fruit in him abundantly. To make their children early ac
quainted with the holy scriptures, was considered, by such mo~hers, as
a task which belonged peculiarly to them.!

2. Ascetic Tendency, and the Monastic Life which proceeded from it.
In the preceding period, we saw that the tendency to ascetism was
promoted, in the more earnest Christian minds, by the opposition to the
pagan depravation of manners. Now, as it was the case in the present
period, that, owing to the great multitude who outwardly professed
Christianity, especially in the large cities, this depravation obtruded it
0:1£ on these more earnest souls, even under the external forms of Chris
tIanity; and as within the outward church itself so marked a contrast
had arisen between those who were Christians in spirit and disposition,
a?d those whose Christianity consisted only in profession and ceremo
rual performances, the necessary consequence was, that, by pushing this
o~position, apprehended in too outward a manner, to an undue extreme,
thIs ascetic separation from the world was carried to a still greater ex
tent; as indeed it is quite evident that the first appearances of this sort
manifested themselves in the vicinity of large cities, which were seats
of corruption.
In the preceding period, the ascetics were accustomed to live singly,
e~ch according to his own inclination, without any specific form of union,
WIthin the precincts of the church to which he belonged. In Egypt it
Was customary for the ascetics to settle down singly in the country, at
no great distance from some village, where they supported themselves
by the labor of their own hands, and devoted the surplus to charitable
purposes. 2 It was first in this present period, when the previously ex
1 ~aughters also were early made famil
Iar With such portions of the holy scriptures
~ Were deemed to he especially suited to
t e rapacity of childhood.
They were
alight to commit Psalms to memory. See
pre;:or. Nvsseni vita l\1acrillre opp. tom. II.
II~. What was generally supposed to
Constitute the pattern of a Christian woman,
~~Y ~ seen from the description which
tb l1lls gIVes of Peristera: constant study of
e holy scriptures, (fU'}.1T1J TWV {hiwv Myi
foIV dt1JV£IC~r,) fervent prayer proceeding from
o

o

a broken heart, liberal support of the poor;
care for the burial of the dead, who were
poor or strangers; active pity for all in
distress, reverence for the pious, care for the
monks, providing for their support to the
satisfaction of all their bodily wants, so that
they might devote themselves to their caU
ing without disturbance. Vid. Nil. Pcrister.
c. III.
2 Athanas. vita S. Anton. "E"aaTOr TWv
(3°VMflivwv lavTl~ rrpoaiX£lv,oU fLCZ"pav
LOltlf KtJflTJf KaTa piwtlf ~a,,£'iTo.
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isting germs of all tendencies of life attained to a more settled and de·
finite mode of growth, that the freer form of the ascetic life shaped it
self into Monasticism-a phenomenon of great importance, as well on
account of the influence which it had already, in this period, on the evo
lution of Christianity, and of the Christian and church life in the East j
as on account of the vast influence which it had in later times on the
culture of the 'Vestern nations.
As it is true of this whole ascetic tendency, that, although it might
find some foothold in a partial and one-sided apprehension of Christian·
ity, yet it cannot be regarded as a phenomenon peculiarly Christian;
so is it also true that this particular product of the ascetic tendency
cannot, in itself considered, be regarded as a phenomenon peculiar to
Christianity, and springing simply out of the spirit of this religion.
Something like it is in fact to be found in other religions, (as for exam·
pIe in Buddhaism;) and particulatly in those countries of the East
where Monasticism first developed itself, the way was already prepar~d
for it in the circumstances of the climate, and in the prevailing habIts
of feeling, which were, in some measure, due to these circumstances.
In Egypt, the birth place of Monasticism, something like it had, in
fact, already appeared among the Jews, in the sect of the Therapeutre;
and in Palestine, where :Monasticism early found its way, the Essene~,
with many other societies of a similar kind, had preceded it. ~fonas~'
cism, on the contrary, was at variance with the pure spirit of Chns
tianity; inasmuch as it impelled men, instead of remaining as a salt .to
the corrupt world in which they lived, outwardly to withdraw from It,
and to bury the talent which otherwise they might have used for the
benefit of many. But though :Monasticism was not a form of life that
sprang originally and purely out of Christianity, yet there can be.no
doubt that by Christianity a new spirit was infused into this foreIgn
mode of life, whereby with many it became ennobled, and converted
into an instrument of effecting much which could not otherwise have
been effected by any such mode of living.
In the fourth century, men were not agreed on the question, as to
who was to be considered the founder of Monasticism, whether Paul or
Anthony. If by this was to be understood the individual from whom
the spread of this mode of life proceeded, the name was unquestionably
due to the latter; for if Paul was the first Christian hermit, yet he
must have remained unknown to the rest of the Christian world, and,
without the influence of Anthony, would have found no followers. 1 Be
fore Anthony, there may have been many who, by inclination or. b~
peculiar outward circumstances, were led to adopt this mode of bfe,
but they remained, at least, unknown. The first whom tradition
which, in this case, it must be confessed, is entitled to little confid~nceJ
and much distorted by fable - cites by name, is the above-menhO?C
Paul. 2 He is said to have been moved by the Decian persecution, which,
1 Jerome, in his acconnt of the life of
Paul, says very justly of Anthony: Non tam
ipse ante omnes fuit, quam ab eo omnium
incitata sunt studia.
2 Jerome himself speaks of the absurd

fables which were circulated ab?ut .rt1n~i
but even his own biography of ~1~ IS
free from them, and it gives no disunct P
ture of the man.
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no doubt, raged with peculiar violence in his native land, the Thehaid
in Upper Egypt, to withdraw himself, when a young man, to a grotto
in a remote mountain. By degrees he became attached to the mode
of life he had adopted at first out of necessity. Nourishment and
clothing were supplied him by a palm tree that had sprung up near the
grotto. Whether everything in this legend, or, if not everything, what
part of it, is historically true, it is impossible to determine. According
to the tradition, Anthony, of whom we shall presently give a more de
tailed account, having heard of Paul, visited him, and made him known
to others. But as Athanasius, in his life of Anthony, is wholly silent
~ to this matter, which he certainly would have deemed an important
CIrcumstance, -though he states that Anthony visited all ascetics who
were experienced in the spiritual life, - the story must be dismissed as
unworthy of credit .
. Anthony, whom we ma3'regard, therefore, as the father of ~Ionasti
clsm, sprang from a respectable and wealthy family in the village of
Coma, in the province of Heracleopolis (magna) a city of the Hepta
nome, bordering on the Thebaid. 1 He was born about the year 251.
He received a simple, pious education, but no literary training; - a
~hing, indeed, hardly known in the old Coptic families, into which the
Influence of the Alexandrian Hellenism had not penetrated. The Oop
tic language was his vernacular tongue; he would have been obliged to
learn the Greek in order to make himself master of the Greek culture;
and as often happens with such men, in whom the contemplative bent
of mind predominates, he had no disposition to learn a foreign lan
guage. He would have been under the necessity, moreover, of resorting
to the school in which instruction in the Greek language was given; but,
o~'ing to the more serious, retiring disposition for which he was early
dlStinguished, he avoided the society of noisy boys.2 From the first,
too., he took little interest in matters of worldly learning; but a deep
religious feeling, and a craving after the intuition of divine things, were
Sozom. 1. I. c. 13.
Athnnasius says of him, in the account
o~ his life, § 1: rpaflp.am fla&eLv olnc i]vea
otero. 'Ve might take this to mean that
Anthony did not learn how to read at all.
Thus Augustin understood it, who, in the
prologue to his work, de doctrina Christia
§ 4, says of Anthony, that without
~Owing how to read, he committed the
Bible to memory by merely hearing it read.
~ut this is inconsistent with what Athana
Sl~ says of him in the same paragraph.
TOI!: ~vayv(.)(Jfa(1l 7rPOGfXWV, riJv t; aVTi:Jv
(,)~eMLav tv eavrt,:J c5teri}pu. This might,
perhaps, still be understood as referring
bOlely to those portions of scripture which
e heard read in the church. But after
Wards too, where he is speaking of Antho
ny's aseetic life, he savs of him: Ka~ yap
7rpo~eix~v. DilTW{' Ty cLvaYvcJGu. It would be
Pos~lble, mdeed, still to understand Atha
asIUS , not as speaking in this passage of
n~h~my's private exercises, but only ex
plmnmg why it was that to him the invita
1

2

ia,

1
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tion of scripture, to pray without ceasing,
was so constantly present; namely, because
he had every thing which he had heard read
from the scriptures, so deeply imprinted on
his memory. If the passage is so explain
ed, it might be understood here also as
speaking simply of the public reading at
church, and it would be unnecessary to sup
pose that Anthony knew how to read.
This interpretation, however, is at any rate
not the most simple. But even supposing
that Anthony had first read the Bible him
self in the Coptic translation, yet it follows,
from the narrative of Athanasius, that at a.
later period he could dispense entirely with
the written scripture, because its words were
so deeply impressed on his memory as to
be constantly present to him: Kat Ml7rVV
aVTtiJ riJv flVT,fl1/V aVTL {3l{3M(JV yi.VEcn'1at.
Thus the statement of Augustin, and what
we shall afterwards cite from a conversation
between Anthony and a man of learning,
may be reconciled with the above account.
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,the predominant characteristics of the youth as he grew up to maturity.
He was a constant attendant at church, and what he read hi~elf in
the Bible, as well as what he heard read in the scripture lessons at
church, became deeply imprinted on his soul: it was to him matter for
spiritual nourishment, which he constantly carried with him, so that in
his subsequent years he could wholly dispense with the written scrip
tures. Between his eighteenth and twentieth years he lost his parents;
and on him alone devolved the care of a young sister, left with himself
an orphan, and of all the affairs of the family. These cares may, per
haps, have proved irksome to him, unsuited to his peculiar tempera
ment. Once, as he was walking in the church, - which, for the purpose
of elevating his heart to God in silent devotion, he frequently visited,
even at seasons when there was no service, - his imagination set vividly
before him the contrast between a man perplexed with the care of
earthly matters, and the primitive apostolical community, in which, as it
was usually conceived, no one possessed any earthly property of his
own. Occupied with such thoughts, he once attended a meeting of
the church; and it so happened that the gospel concerning the rich young
man was read before the assembly. Anthony considered those words
of the Saviour to the rich young man, which he heard in this particular
state of mind, as words particularly addressed from heaven to himself.
And as the language was understood by him, in common with many of
his time, in a sense which Clement of Alexandria had already shown to
be incorrect (see Vol. I., Sect. II., p. 279,) as if it had reference, not
to the inward disposition alone, but to the outward deed; he persuaded
himself that he was thus called to make an outward renunciation of all
his earthly goods and possessions. The considerable landed estates
which belonged to him, he gave to the inhabitants of his village, under
the condition that, for the future, they would trouble neither him nor
his sister with demands for the payment of the public taxes and other
claims of that kind. l He sold everything that was moveable, and di~
\ tributed the avails to the poor, reserving only the smallest portion of It
for his sister. \Vhile listening a second time, durin!l' divine service, to
those words of our Lord which bid us take no car~ for the morrow,
taking the language once more in too literal and outward a sense, and
not according to the spirit and connection of the whole, he now gave
away to the poor the small remainder of his property which he had re
served particularly for the maintenance of his sister, that he might free
himself entirely from all cares about earthly things. He placed his sist~r
to be educated with a society of pious virgins,2 and, settling down near Ing
paternal mansion, began a life of rigid asceticism. He heard of a ven
erable old man, who was living as an ascetic on the border of a neigh
boring village. He sought him out, and made him his pattern, fixing
his own residence in the vicinity of the village; and, whenever he
chanced to hear of approved ascetics living anywhere in those districts,
he visited them, abode with them for a season, and then returned to
his former place. He supported himself by the labor of his own hands,
and distributed what he did not need for himself to the poor.
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Anthony wanted a right conception of the Christian renunciation of
property. He failed of the right conception of supreme love to God,
which, instead of destroying man's natural feelings, would include them
in itself, would refine, sanctify, and ennoble them. Starting with these
wrong views, he struggled forcibly to suppress the thoughts and feel
ings of love which drew him to his sister and other members of his
family. He wanted to forget everything that bound him to the earth;
but nature claimed her rights: these feelings and thoughts would intrude
upon him, in spite of himself, and disturb him in his meditations. In
feelings which God himself planted in man's heart, he imagined that
he saw a temptation of the adversary, when he should rather have per
ceived in his own self-will and presumption, which aspired to rise above
the natural feelings of humanity, a perversion of the pure divine im
pulse, and a temptation of the ungodly spirit, which vitiated and dis
~urbed in him the pure longing after holiness. Moreover, the lower
Impulses and energies of nature were excited to greater activity, the Jess
they were employed. Hence, in his solitude, he had to endure many
conflicts with sense, which in some active vocation, demanding the exer
tion of all his powers, might perhaps have been avoided. The tempta
tions he had to battle with were so much the more numerous and pow
erful, as he was given to idle self-meditation, as he busied himself in
fighting down the impure images that were constantly rising up from
the abyss of corruption within his heart, instead of despising them, and
forgetting himself in worthier employments, or in looking away to the ever
lasting source of purity and holiness. At a later period, Anthony, with
a conviction grounded on long years of experience, acknowledged this,
and said to his monks: "Let us not busy our imaginations in painting
spectres of evil spirits; let us not trouble our minds as if we were lost.
Let us rather be cheerful and comforted at all times, as those who have
been redeemed; and let us be mindful, that the Lord is w~th us, who
has conquered them and made them nothing.\ Let us ever remember
that, if the Lord is with us, the enemy can do us no harm. The spirits
?f evil appear different to us, according to the different moods of mind
ill which they find us.
If they find that we are weak-hearted and cow
ardly, they increase our fears by the frightful images they excite in us,
and then the unhappy soul torments itself with these. But if they find
us joyful in the Lord, occupied in the contemplation of future blessed
ness and of the things of the Lord, reflecting that everything is in the
Lord's hand, and that no evil spirit can do any harm to the Christian,
they turn away in confusion from the soul which they see preserved by
Such good thoughts." 1
•
•••.
At that time he was for overcommg the evIl splnts, ill whom he be
held the enemies of his holy endeavors, by still stricter regimen of life.
lIe betook himself to a certain grotto in the rock at some distance from
the village, which served the purpose of a tomb. (calle~ in the East a
mausoleum.) Here, as it is probable, by exceSSIve fastmg, and by ex
haustion from his inward conflicts in this unnatural place of abode, he
1

Athanas. vito Anton. § 42.
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brought himself into states of an over-excited imagination and nervous
derangement, in which he fancied he had received bodily harm from
the spirits of darkness. He fell at.last into a.swoon, and was conveyed
back to the village in a state of unconsciousness. At a later period,
he retired to a still more distant mountain, where he passed twenty
years amidst the ruins of a dilapidated castle. After this, he yielded
to the entreaties of those who desired to have him for their guide in
the spiritual life. He gave himself up to the men who sought him out.
Many joined themselves to him, and, under his guidance, trained them
selves to the abstemious life of hermits. The deserts of Egypt became
filled with the cells of these eremites. ~1:any flocked to him, from dif
ferent countries, partly to see the wonderful man, partly for advice and
consolation, and to obtain the cure of diseases (particularly of those
fits which men were in the custom of tracing to the influence of malig
nant spirits) by the virtue of his prayers. Parties in strife submitted
their matters of dispute to his arbitration. He exhorted all to sacrifice
everything to the love of Christ; striving to make them feel the love
of God, who spared not his only-begotten Son, but gave him up for all.
To escape the wonder of the multitude, and deliver himself from the
throng of men, of all conditions, that disturbed him in his prayers and
meditations, Anthony betook himself to a more distant solitude amon.g
the mountains. Certain Nomadic Saracens, who wandered over thIS
district, were seized with reverence at the impression of his appear
ance, and brought him bread. This, together with the fruit of some
date trees which he found on the spot, sufficed for his nourishment.
But as soon as the monks whom he had left behind him, discovered the
place of his retreat, they provided him with bread. Yet Anthony waS
resolved to save them this labor. He procured some implements of
agriculture, sought out a spot, near the mountain, capable of tillage,
and well 'Tatered, and sowed it with grain, from which he harvested
what sufficed for his support. As he was afterwards visited here, too,
by strangers, he raised a supply of vegetables, that he might have
wherewith to refresh those who had made the long and wearisome jour
ney to find him. He wove baskets, and exchanged these for such artie
cles of nourishment as were brought to him.
He could easily acquire the fame of being: a worker of miracles;
since many, particularly of those who were thought to be possessed of
evil spirits, were indebted to his prayers, and to the impression of tran
quillity and peace which went forth from him, for the soothing of the
tumultuous powers which had agitated their inner being. But?e
pointed those who applied to him for help, or had been indebted to hun
for it, away from himself to God and Christ. Thus, to a military offi
cer who applied to him for the healing of his daughter, he said: "I
also am a man, like thyself. If thou believest in the Christ whom I
serve, only depart, and pray to God in thy faith, and it shall be done.,'l
Usually, he exhorted the suffering to patience. They were to knoW
that the power of healing belonged neither to him, nor to any other
man, but was the work of God alone, who wrought it when and for
1
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whom he pleased. Thus those who left him without having obtained
the bodily relief they expected, learned from him a lesson more valu
able than any deliverance from bodily ills, - submission to the divine
will. I He exhorted his monks norto attribute too great worth to mi
raculous gifts and wonderful cures; and not to estimate, by these, the
degree of progress in- the Christian life, but to esteem holiness of liv
ing still higher. "To do wonders," he told them," is not our work,
but the Saviour's. Hence he said to his disciples: 'Rejoice not that
the spirits are subject to you, but rather rejoice that your names are
written in heaven:' for that our names are written in heaven is a wit
ness of our virtue, and of our life; but to expel evil spirits is the grace
of the Saviour, which he has bestowed on us." 2
It was only on extraordinary occasions, that Anthony made his ap
pearance at Alexandria; and then.his appearance always produced a
great effect. Thus it was, when, in the year 311, the emperor l\faxi
~in renewed the persecution in Egypt. True, Anthony did not think
It proper to give himself up as a victim; but neither did he fear dan
~cr, in firing the courage of other Christians to unwavering confession,
In manifesting love to the confessors in the prisons and the mines. His
example and his words did so much, that, to hinder them, the gover
nor issued a command for all monks to leave the city. Other monks,
who, on this occasion, had also come into the city, concealed them
s~lves; but Anthony appeared in public, yet no one dared to touch
hIm.
A second time, in the year 352, when he was a hundred years old,
he made his appearance in Alexandria, to counteract the spread of Ari
anism, which was then supported there by the power of the state. His
appearance made, at that time, so great a sensation, that Pagans them
~elves, and even their priests, came to church, for the purpose of see
~ng the man of God, as they themselves called him. 3 People belong
Ing to the pagan ranks pressed forward with the rest, to 'touch the
garments of Anthony, in hopes of being healed, if they could only do
that. It is said more Pagans were converted to Christianity during
t?e few days of his residence in Alexandria, than during a year at other
times.
Many sayings of this remarkable m~n, which have come down
~hrough the oral tradition of his disciples, lead us, indeed, to recognize
In him a great soul. The favor of princes, by which so many, in other
respects distinguished men of the church, have still allowed them
selves to be corrupted, could not touch the mind of Anthony. 'Vhen
the emperor Constantine and his sons wrote to him as their spiritual
father,. and begged of him an answer, it made no impressi~n on him.
lIe sald to his monks: "'Vonder not that the emperor wntes to us,
for he is a man; but wonder much rather at this, that God has writ
L. c. § 56.
L. c. ~ 3S.
3 What Athanasius relates, § 70, is con
ti~ed by the reverence which a Synesius,
h1le yet a Pagan, shows towards Anthony.
e names him among the rarer men, who,
1
2
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by virtue of their greatness of mind, could
dispense with scholastic culture; whose flash
es of spirit might serve instead of syllo
gisms; and places him by the side of Her
mes and Zoroaster. In his Dion. cd. Petllv.
f.51.
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ten his law for men, and spoken to them by his own Son." At first it
was with some difficulty he could be prevailed on to receive the letter,
since he knew not how to answer a letter of that sort. But when tho
other monks represented to him that they were Christian princes, and
that they might look upon his neglect as a mark of contempt, and
thereby take oifence, he allowed the letter to be read. In his answer,
he first congratulated them that they were Christians, and next told
them what he considered would be most conducive to their welfare;
that they ought not to look upon their earthly power and glory as a
great thing, but rather to think of the future judgment; that they
ought to know that Christ is the only true and eternal King. He ex
horted them to philanthropy, to justice, and to care for the poor.!
Once there came to him a learned man of the Pagans, and made
merry with him, because he could not read. He asked him how he
could endure to live without books. Anthony thereupon asked him which
was first, "spirit or letter." The learned man replied: "Spirit is the
first." "Well," said Anthony, "the healthy spirit, then, needs not
letters. My book is the whole creation: this book lies open there be
fore me, and I can read in it when I please, - the word of God."2 'Then
others were ridiculing the faith of the Christians, Anthony asked them
which, from the very nature of the case, went first in the knowledge of
all things, and especially in the knowledge of God, and which gave
the more assured conviction, "the conclusions of reason, or the faith
which comes from immediate contact." 3 When they said, the last, he
rejoined: "You are right; for faith proceeds from a state of the soul,
(a certain determination, of the whole inner life.)4 What we know by
faith, that you seek to prove by argument; and oftentimes you cannot
even express that which we behold in the spirit."
Anthony, who, in the early years of his monastic life, had tormented
himself so much with temptations, and been able to find no rest in con
stant self-contemplation, observed afterwards, from his own experience:
" This is man's great work, to take his guilt upon himself before God,
and expect temptations till his latest breath. Without temptation 110
one can enter into the kingdom of heaven." To an abbot, who asked
him what he ought to do, he replied: "Trust not in your own righte
ousness, and regret not what is already past." 5
Severe to himself, Anthony was mild to all others. A monk, for
some oifence, had been expelled from his cloister, and his brethren we~e
unwilling to receive him back. Anthony, sent him' back again to h15
cloister, with these words to the monks: "A ship stranded, lost her
cargo, and was with difficulty drawn to the shore; but ye are for sink·
1

L. c. § 31.

Vito Anton. § 73. Socrates hist. eccles.
IV. 23. Perhaps this story was floating
before the mind of Synesius, and he merely
confounded Ammun with Anthony, when
he said of the former: OiJlc l;evpev, aI,,,'
2

lKpive xpei.av ypappu.n.JV, ToaouTov aVTr';J TOU
voV rreplT/V, f. 48.
3 'H of. lVEpyd.a~ rriaTlf.

4 'H plv
yiveTflt.

yap

rriaTlf arro &af)iau.J~ vn-'X~~

6 He would probably say, men should n~t
spend so much time in reflecting on theU'
sins, instead of getting free from themsehJ:'
and striving continually forward in
e
work of holiness. (See Apophthegm. patr.
§ IV. Coteler. mODument. eccles. GrreC. T.I.'
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ing again at sea what has been safely brought into harbor."l To Didy
mus, the learned superintendent of the catechetical school at Alexan
dria, who, from his youth up, was blind, he said, on meeting with him
during his last residence in Alexandria: "Let it not trouble you that
you are in want of eyes, with which even flies and gnats can see; but
rejoice that you have the eyes with which angels see, by which, too,
God is beheld, and his light received." 2 At the age of a hundred
and five years, feeling the approach of death, and, with entire con
sciousness, calmly and cheerfully awaiting the end of his earthly car
r~er, he was solicitous that the exaggerated reverence of the Egyp
bans towards him should not convert his remains into an object of su
perstition. It was their custom, after the ancient manner, to embalm
the bodies, especially of those who were venerated as saints, as mum
mies, take them into their houses, and place them there on small
couches. The superstitious veneration of reliques might here easily
find a foothold. To guard against this, Anthony urgently recommended
to his monks to keep the place of his burial concealed, lest his body
might be dug up by others, and preserved in the manner above de
scribed; for he wished not to be more highly honored than the patri
archs, and Christ himself, who had all been buried.
Anthony gave to his age a pattern, which was seized with love and
enthusiasm by many hearts that longed after Christian perfection, and
which excited many to emulate it. Disciples of Anthony, belonging to
Greek and to old Egyptian families, spread :Monachism throughout
every part of Egypt; and the deserts of this country, to the borders
of Lybia, were sprinkled with numerous monkish societies and monkish
cells. From hence Monachism spread to Palestine and Syria, where
the climate was most favorable to such a mode of life, and where, too,
even at an earlier period, - among the J ews,3 - much that was ana
logous had already existed. Anthony, indeed, was visited, not only by
monks belonging to Egypt, but also by monks from J erusalem.4 The
~erson who most contributed to the promotion of :Monachism in Pales
bne was Hilarion. Born in the village of Thabatha, or Thanatha, in
Palestine, four miles south of Gaza, he resided, while a youth, for the
purpose of study, at Alexandria, when the fame of Anthony moved
him to seek out the great anachoret; and, after having spent several
months in Anthony's society, he returned to his native country, with
the intention of pursuing there the same mode of life.5 Anthony,
witlwut any conscio~ design of his own, had become the founder of a
new mode of living in common; for it had, in truth, happened, of its
1
2

L. c. 4 21.
Soc rat. 1. c.

h 3 We might refer here to the example of
t e Essenes, of a Banus. Joseph. de "ita
~na, ~ 2. At this time Nilus speaks of Jew

Ish monks, in the Tractatus ad Magnam,
c. ?9, opuscula, Romro, 1673, f. 279. 'Iav
Oalwv rtve~ (117 {L1raLTOv(1f:Z,Ol UI\Tt7fl0uVVl1V
lapa. TOU vO(1ov, iKovcriw~ TaVT7}V ncr7ruaavTo,
v. (j1C~vat~ lCaTolK~cravu:~. It may be, as
NUus seems to suppose, that this was at that

time a new appearancc among thcm, and
perhaps had arisen from an emulation of
the Christian monks; but may also have
been a mode of life which had come down
from ancient times, and which was incor
rectly thought to be something new.
4 See Palladii Lausiac3, c. 26, biblioth.
patrum parisiensis, T. XIII. f. 939.
Ii Hicronymi "ita Hilarionis. Sozomen.
III. 14.
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accord, without any special efforts of his, that persons of similar dis
position had attached themselves to him, and, building their cells
around his, made him their spiritual guide and governor. Thus arose
the first societies of Anachorets, who lived scattered, in single cells or
huts, united together under one superior. But, independent of Antho
ny, an individual made his appearance in Egypt, who brought together
the monks in one large connected building, and gave to the entire
monastic life a more regular and systematic shaping. This was Pacho
mius, the founder of the cloister life. The societies of the Anachorets,
who lived in a certain union with each other in single cells, were called
Aavpat, (Iaurm ;) a term which, derived from the ancient Greek adjec
tive AavpOr, d~noted properly a large open place, a street; the connect
ed buildings, in which monks dwelt together, under a common superior,
'were called Kotvof3ta, (coonobia ,) flovaaj~pta, (monasteria,) if>povTLarftpta. 1 Pa
chomius, at the beginning of the fourth century, when a young man,
after having obtained his release from the military service, into which
he had been forced, attached himself to an aged hermit, with whom he
passed twelve years of his life. Here he felt the impulse of Christian
love, which taught him that he ought not to live merely so as to pro
mote his own growth to perfection, but to seek also the salvation of his
brethren. He supposed -:- unless this is a decoration of the legend
that, in a vision, he heard the voice of an angel giving utterance to the
call in his own breast, - it was the divine will that he should be an in
strument for the good of his brethren, by reconciling them to God. 2 On
Tabennre, an island of the Nile, in Upper Egypt, betwixt the Nomes
of Tenthyra and Thebes, he founded a society of monks, which, during
the lifetime of Pachomius himself, numbered three thousand, and after
wards seven thousand members; and thus went on increasing, until, in
the first half of the fifth century, it could reckon within its rules fifty
thousand monks.3 This whole association was called a Kotv6j3wv, creno
bium, - a term which, originally designating the entire whole. of a
monkish society, although distributed through several buildings, was
afterwards transferred to single cloisters; of which, too, it was usually
the case that each one embr~ced a distinct society. The entire bod!
of monks stood under the gUIdance of Pachomius; and afterwards hIS
successors, the abbots of the cloister in which the institution had its
origin, continued to be the heads of the whole order.4 He was regard
ed as the superior of the whole coonobium, the abbot or abbas-general,
1 Thus Evagrius, hist. eccles. 1. I. c. 21,
distinguishes 'PpOVTLaTi]pLa KaL rUr KaJ.ovp.e
var "Aavpar: and in the life of thc abbot
Sabas, which Cyril of Scythopolis compos
ed, we find a distinction made between
Mvpat and KOtvo,Bw, § 58, in Coteler. eccle
sire Grrecre monuments, T. III. The name
flovacrr1IPLa appears here as uniting the
meaning of both. Anthony himself, in the
ancient life of Pachomius, § 77, names the
latter as the founder of the more closely
connected societies of monks: KaTu T~V
apX1]V, oTe fWvax'or yiyova, OVK
Kotv6/3lOV,
Q;U' tlCaaTo~ TWv apx,ai(Jv fLovaX,Wv fleTU rov

nv

oti.JyflOV KaTu flovEu; halCeiTo, Ka2 fLeTa Tavra 0
1'(UT1lP iJflwv i7iOL~ae ToUTO TO a)'u~ov 7iapu
Kvpiov. Even before Pachomius, a person

by the name of Aotas ('AcJTIlr) made an at
tempt, but without success, to found some
similar institution. Acta Sanctorum mens.
Maj. T. III. in the Appendix, § 77.
2 Vito Pachom. § 15.
S Pallad. Lausiaca, c. VI. 1. c. 909, also
e. 38, f. 957. Hieronymi prrefat. in regulalll
Pachomii, § 7.
.
4 The first example of a like rule, w~lch
was introduced into the later congregatloJl3
and orders of monks.
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(the Hebrew and Syriac word for father;) or, as he was styled in
Greek, the archimandrite; 1 and, at certain seasons, he made visita
tions to the several cloisters. The entire monkish society was distribu
ted, according to the various degrees of progress which its members
had attained in the spiritual life, into several classes, twenty-four in all,
aftcr the number of letters in the alphabet; and each of these classes
had its own presiding officer, as to each also was assigned its particu
lar labors. They employed themselves in the ordinary monkish avoca
tions; such as weaving baskets, for which they made use of the rushes
of the Nile, fabricating mats or coverings, (1/Jta1'fot,) not neglecting, how
ever, other kinds of business, such as agriculture, and ship-building. At
the end of the fourth century, each cloister possessed a vessel of its
own, built by the monks themselves. Palladius, who visited the Egyp
tian cloisters about this time, found, in the cloister of Panopolis,
~'hich also belonged to this association of monks, and contained within
it three hundred members, - fifteen tailors, seven smiths, four carpen
ters, twelve-camel drivers, and fifteen tanners.2 Each cloister had its
steward, (O;'wvoflor,) who proviaed for the bodily wants of all, and with
Whom the fabrics, when finished, were deposited; and all these stew
ards were placed under a general steward of the whole association,
(the f1,tra~ OlKovopor,) who was stationed at the principal cloister. The
lattcr had the oversight of the. income and expenditure of the entire
ccenobium; to him were given over all the products of monkish labor.
Re shipped them to Alexandria, where they were sold, to provide
means for purchasing such stores as the cloisters needed; and whatever
remained, after these wants were supplied, was distributed among the
poor, the sick, and the decrepit, of this populous, though impoverished
country. A part also was sent to the prisons.3 Twice in the year,
on the feast of Easter, and in the month Mesori, (about the season of
our August,) all the superiors of the single cloisters met together in
the principal cloister. At the last meeting, they brought in reports of
the administration of their office. It was at this time, the reconcilia
tion of all with God and with each other was celebrated.4
No person who wished to be taken into the society of the monks was
admitted at once; but he was first asked, whether he had not commit
ted a crime, and was not seeking refuge, among the monks, from civil
penalties; whether he was his own master, and therefore warranted to
decide on his mode of life; whether he deemed himself capable of re
~Ouncing his property, and everything he called his own. He must,
In the next place, submit to a period of probation, before he could be
received into the number of regular monks.l> He was adopted, on
pledging himself to live according to the monastic rules. 6 Pachomius
also founded, at this early period, cloisters of nuns, which received the
means of support from the cloisters of the monks. 7
.1 From the word pu,vopa, the fold. flock.
Vld. Nilus, 1. II. ep. 52, povaan,ptov = p.uvopa.
2 Lausiac. c. 39.
3 Vito Pachom. 1. C. § 19, § 73, § 85. Hie
ronymi prrefat. in regul. Pachom. Lausia
ca, f. 957.

4

Vito Pachom. ~ 52.

Hieronym. 1. c. ~ 8.

:; A ilOvitilltc, according to the earlier
practice of the Essencs.
6 The Of-Wl.6YTJG£r, called afterwards the
votum, vow, § 66. Hieronym. prrefat. § 49.
7 Lausiaca, f. 300.
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The enthusiasm for the monastic life· having spread with such vio
lence; and vast numbers of men, possessing different dispositions, and
utterly without the inward strength and tranquillity necessary to en·
dure the solitary, contemplative habits of the cloister, having withdrawn
into the deserts; it could not be otherwise, than that. the sudden and
uncalled·for adoption of the anachoret mode of life, the extravagances
of asceticism, and its accompanying pride, should give birth to many
wild sallies of the fanatical spirit, and many mental disorders. We find
examples of anachorets, who were so persecuted by their tormenting
thoughts, as to end their lives by suicide.! We hear of many who,
after having pushed their abstinence and self-castigation to the utmost
extreme, imagined they had reached the summit of Christian perfection,
and might now soon dispense altogether with those means of grace
which other weak Christians needed. They despised assembling "ith
others for devotional purposes, and even for the commtmion. Finally,
they imagined that they were honored with special visions and reyela·
tions. The end of it all was, that they fell into a state of complete in·
sanity; or else what had hitherto inspired them appeared at once to
be self-delusion. From the temptation to seek an entire estrangement
from the ordinary feelings of huma~ity, into which they had forcibly
wrought themselves, they sunk back to entire abandonment and vul·
garity. The sensual impulses, which, in the intoxication of pride, th.ey
had succeeded, for a short time, wholly to suppress, broke forth wIth
still greater violence.2 They not only rushed back to their ordinary
earthly pursuits, but now went to the opposite extreme of giving them
selves up to every sensual enjoyment. Sometimes, ~fter having been
1 Examples of temptation to suicide, MapTvper UTpeKl1J!"' 1rOI.EfLOV d' alTO Kal (jj()o
among the monks, amid their inward con·
voevTO!"
flicts, occurred frequently. See that of XalpovUlv {3loTOV ToV&' u,1ravunUp£VOl.
(They n>joice to be n>deemed from this inward
Stagirius, to whom Chrysostom addressed his
beautiful letter of consolation; - a young conflict anu this melancholy life.)
For the purpose of warning them against
man of a noble family, who, feeling the
emptiness of life in the high world, was so such dangers from the inward conflicts ~f
much the more strongly attraeted by the the soul, the abbot Pachomius said to hiS
ideal of the monastiC' order; hut through the monks: "If suggestions to blaspheme God
sudden change of life, which his mind was present thcm"elves to one who wants a tf!1.
not mature enough to bear, was thrown into Iy prudent and collected spirit, they wIll
violent fits of mental disease, and so led to soon plunge him to destruction. Hence
imagine himself tempted of Satan to com many have destroyed themselves; some, be
mit suicide. Nilus, 1. II. ep. 140, f. 182, reft of their senses, have cast themseh' es
says that many monks who could find no from precipices, others laid open their bow
escape from the inward temptations which els, others killed themselves in different
assailed them in their solitude, filled with ways: for it is something very bad, if. one
desperation, plunged the knife into their who understands the evil does not pOIOt I.~
bodies, or threw themselves headlong from out to such persons ere it becomes rooted.
precipiC'es. Many fancied that in this way Vito Pnchom. § 61.
~ Hence Nilus, who was 8. man of lar)!'~
they should die martyrs. See Gregor. Na
zianz. Carmen 47, ad Helleninm opp.,T. II. inward experience, gave to one who as~~
him why many of the monks had so ~a.
f. 107:
fallen, the following answer: " PndiO,.
OV7}(]I(OV(]LV 1rOAI..ol!" 1rP09poVCCJ!" ~avaToL!",
themselves
on their ascetie perfectio~, thef
AVTO~ ~1rO (]rj>eTCp1J!" 1raAup,1J!" Kat yU,UTPO!"
lost, by their presumption, the protectIO~ 0.
avaYK!J,
good spirits, and the evil ones bec.'lme tiel!
(They died by voluntary starvation.)
masters."
Kara(3a')).ovuL TOV 1ret(va~fw
01
KaTa aKOlTCMJV {Jcv{}eal T' ~e {Jp6XOL!"
vov rl!" 1ropveiav i; KM1r1JV ~ 9OVOICTOVtaV tJ
fWLXeiav. Nil. 1. I. ep. 326.
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tossed to and fro, from one extreme to the other, they at length arrived,
out of these hard trials, to the knowledge of themselves, and to a dis
creet piety.1 1Ve see a mark of true wisdom, in the practice of en
deavoring to heal those who, through the pride of asceticism, had fal
len, or were in danger of falling, into insanity, by forbidding them to
engage in such efforts any longer, and obliging them to live after the
manner of ordinary men.
The history of incipient :Monachism is rich in remarkable phenome
na, conveying the most important instruction on the subject of the de
velopment of religious morality, and on the manifold states of the inner
life. We will here introduce a few examples, to illustrate the remarks
which have just been made.
A monk, by the name of Valens, belonging to a monastic order in
Palestine, had become proud of his great ascetic efforts. Some friends,
perhaps according to a usual custom, having made a present of certain
articles of food to the monks, the presbyter :rtlacarius, who presided
over the society, sent a portion to each in his cell. But Valens, with
scornful language, bade the bearer carry it back to :Macarius. The
latter perceived the danger which threatened the sanity of Valens's
mind. The next day he went to him, endeavored to bring him to a
sense of his dangerous self-delusion, and entreated him to pray God
that he might be healed. As he refused to listen to all advice, his case
continually grew worse. He had visions, and imagined the Saviour
~imself had appeared to him, in a form of light, testifying his approba
hon of so holy a life. 1Yhen, on the next day, the monks assembled
to. unite in participating of the holy supper, Valens refused to unite
WIth them. " I need not the supper," said he, "for I Ilave this day
seen the Lord Christ himself." The monks found it necessary to bind
the insane man. For the space of a year, they had recourse to prayer,
and to a tranquil mode of life, directly opposed to his previous ascetic
habits, for his recovery; proceeding on the principle, that one extreme
Inust be cured by resorting to the other.!!
Another, by the name of Heron, belonging to Alexandria, who was
a member of the monastic society in the desert of Nitria, had carried
the mortification of his senses to such extent, that he could travel thirty
miles into the desert, under the scorching rays of the sun, without food
or drink, repeatinfl' constantly, as he went, certain passages of the Bible
from memory; and that he often lived, for three months, on nothing but
the bread of the eucharist, and wild herbs. This man became so proud
as to fancy himself superior to all others. He would be advised by no
one; affirming that, as Christ had said, "Let no man on earth be
c.aIled your master," it was men's duty to acknowledge no earthly supe
l1or. He also came, at length, to consider it beneath his dignity to
take any part in the communion. Finally, he felt within him such a
fire, such a restless fever, that he could no longer endure to remain in
l.Which, in spiritual therapeutics, was,
2 "Ev.taL~ Krz27l'Oll(it"~ aota¢op~(m Ka2cl7l'pa
~c~lg~atcrl by the name OtClKptat~, (di,scretio:) YWrfP(:J (3iitJ TO ol~{la aimyu "a&e,,6v1t~, /Ca
;u T/JV 7l'ftpua{lwv oO/Ct{laa{}d~, epxeTat 7l'pO~ &cJ~ kyirat· Til lvaVTta Toi~ baVTioLr lafLam.
tr]v rraawv TWV CtpeTwv tJlPr/MTepav c5taKpic]tv. Laus. c. 31.
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his cell. 1 He fled from the desert to Alexandria, and there plunged
into a directly opposite mode of life. He was a frequent visitor at the
theatre, the circus, and the houses of entertainment; he ran into all
sorts of extravagance: these threw him into a severe sickness, in which
he came to his senses, and was seized once more with the craving after
the higher life he had lost. Afterwards he found a calm and cheerful
death. 2
Another, by the name of Ptolemy, settled down by himself on a spot
lying beyond the Scetic desert in Egypt, known under the name of the
"Ladder," (K')J,fLa~,) where no man had ever dared to dwell, because the
only spring which could provide water for this spot in the parched wil·
derness, lay fourteen miles distant. There he persevered to dwell
alone, for fifteen years, collecting, in earthen vessels, during the months
of December and January, the dew, which at this season plentifully
covered the rocks in this country, and, with the moisture thus preserved,
"quenching his thirst. "This unnatural mode of life was too much for
his nature. The attempt at a proud estrangement from all human p~'
sions was the means of its own punishment. In striving to deny hi.s
human nature, he lost all firm hold of real existence; he grew scepti·
cal about his own, about the existence of God, and of all things else ;.
everything appeared to him like a phantasm. The thought seized hIm,
that the world had sprung into existence of itself, without any Creator;
that it moved in a constant show, without any substantial ground of ex'
isting things. In desperate insanity, he forsook the desert, wander~d
about dumb from one city to another, frequented the places of publIc
resort, and gave himself up to all manner of gluttony.3
.
Besides these individual examples of monks, whose spiritual pn.de
led them into such self-delusion that they imagined themselves supenor
to the ordinary means of grace, and, by virtue of the extraordin~ry
revelations and visions which they received, enabled to dispense Wlt~
all human instruction and help from others, we see this spirit of fan~ti·
cal pride carried to the pitch of self·deification, extending itself wIth
Monachism in a widening circle, like a contagious disease, through
Mesopotamia, Syria, and as far as to Pamphylia. Thus arose a s:~t,
which, according to the expressed reports of the ancients, had its 011g111
in the Syrian :Nlonachism, and which, moreover, wears on its front the
undeniable marks of its origin. This sect propagated itself from the
second half of the fourth century down into the sixth, and, in its aft~r
effects, reached perhaps still further; that is, if we may suppose t!l1S
sect stood in any outward connection with later appearances "hleh
bear, in many respects, a strong affinity to it.4 They were called, soDle·
1 This, too, was no unfrequent occurrence,
that the monks, to escape their inward temp·
tations, forsook their cells, and ran about
from one place to another. Nilus says of a
person of this description: "He will change
his place, but not the anguish of his heart.
He will rather nourish and illl.Tease his
temptations. L. I. ep. 295.
2 L. c. c. 39.

3 Lausic. l. c. c. 33. Similar cases mU5t
have often occurred, as we may see frolll
Laus. c. 95.
"
4 In case the Euchites of the fourth c~n'
tury stood in any immediate connectIOn
with the Eurhites of the eleventh centUh'
and the so·called Bogomiles of the twC ~
"Without question, the affinity may n~o <1l'
accounted for from an inward an °CJ'
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times, after the name of those who at different times were their leaders,
Lampetians, Adelphians, Eustathians, and Marcianists; sometimes
after various peculiarities supposed to he observed in them; Euchites,
(eVxtrat) Messalians,1 on account of their theory about constant inward
prayer; also Choreutes, (;ropevrai,) from their mystic dances;2 Enthu
siasts, (ev-8ovataaTat,) on account of the pretended communications which
they received from the Holy Spirit.3
Most probably, it was in the first place a practical error, without
any tendency to theoretical heresies. They were monks who fancied
themselves to have reached the summit of ascetic perfection; and, as
they now enjoyed such intimate communion with the Holy Spirit, such
complete dominion over sense, as to be no longer under the necessity
of making the same efforts as before, supposed that, delivered from the
yoke of law, they needed only to follow the impulse of the Spirit, with
out rule or discipline. They would allow nothing to disturb them in the
purely contemplative repose, the state of inward prayer, which they
represented as being the highest of attainments. They discarded all
the occupations of common life,-all manual labor, by which the monks
Were used to provide for their own support and for the relief of others,
but which they regarded as a degradation of the higher 1ife of the spirit.
They were for living by alms alone, and were the first4 mendicant
friars. From this practical error proceeded, by degrees, all the prin
ciples and doctrines peculiar to the Euchitcs.
which is found to exist between mystic sects
of this sort. It is to be observed, howeyer,
that Theodoretus already describes the
tvxira~ lv poVa;rtKi;J 7rpoax},pan ril pavtX,ai.
(JV voaoVvrar.
Hist. religios. c. III. ed.
lIalens. T. III. p. 1146. To be sure, The
doretus may also have held, on no good
~ounds, analogous doctrines of this monk
Ish mysticism to be Manichcan or Gnostic;
or he may have, through mistake, confound
ed Manicheans who concealed themselves
under the monkish garb, with the ordinary
~uchites. The fact that the monks had their
Imaginations constantly busied with the im
ages of evil spirits persecuting them, may
have furnished ground for the introduction of
the l\1anichean, as it did reany give rise to
the Euchitian doctrines. See, respecting the
~:ead of Manicheism among the monks,
lta Euthvmii, § 33. Coteler. monumen
1:1 ecclesioo"Groocoo, T. II. p. 227.
1 Signifying the same, according to the
Chaldee l'7~~.
2 C
.
a omp. vol. I. the Therapeutoo.
. All these different names are found in
61motheus de receptione hooreticorum, in
oteler. monumenta ecclesioo Grrecre. T.
I~I. The name /lapKtaviarat is from :Mar
elan! an exchanger, nnder the emperors
~Usttn and Justinian. The name Eustathians
IS Worthy of notice. It miO'ht lead us to
!hink of i~ustathius of Sebaste, from whom,
lJl.r~ct, a fanatical monkish bent derived its
OnglU; and the more, as Photius, Cod. 52,
YOLo II.
21

who had old synodal acts for his authority,
calls this Eustathius, from whom they bore
the name, alot(Jtpo~.
4 Epiphanius says distinctly, h. 86, that it
was the monkish spirit carried to excess, a
misconception of what the gospel means by
renunciation of the world, in fact the false
notion lying at the bottom of the whole sys
tem of Monachism, pushed to the utmost
extreme, which led to this error of the
Euchites. 'Eaxov oe ro (3'Aa{3£pov ToVro 9po
vil/la am) TTj~ a/lF;rpia~ rwv Ttt'i)v aotitljlCJv
ad>ckia~. This direction of the monkish
spirit is attacked also by Nilus, in the Trae
tatus ad Magnam, ~ 21 and 22. He there
very justly remarks that the faculties of
sense, in men in the full vigor of age, being
employed on nothing. they mnst operate so
much the more powerfully to disturb and
confuse the higher life; that consequently
the prayer, which they used as a pretext,
must in their case suffer the greatest inter
ruption. He derives this false tendency
from Adelphiu!! of Mesopotamia, (the Eu
chite who has already been mentioned,) and
from Alexander, who had been the author
of disturbances for some time in Constan
tinople, (perhaps that Alexander who was
the founder of a monkish order in which
prayer and singing were kept up without
intermission, day and night, the members
of the order continually relieving each oth
er. They were called Acremetes, (O"c0Ifl1J

Tlu.)
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Their fundamental principle was this, that every man, by virtue of
his origin from the first fallen man, brings with him into this world an
evil spirit, under whose dominion he lives. Here we recognize again
the monkish theory about evil spirits that awaken in men the sensual
desires. All ascetic discipline, all the means of grace in the church,
are without power to deliver the soul from the tyranny of this evil
spirit. These can only avail to check the single outbreaks of sin, whilo
the man stillremains under its dominion. He is, therefore, under the
necessity of a continual struggle with sin; and stands trembling before
it, under the discipline of the law. They combated the prevailing
notions about a magical transformation by virtue of baptism, adhering,
however, to the ordinary view in another respect. "Baptism," said
they, "like shears, may, indeed, clip away the earlier sins, (procure
the forgiveness of past transgressions,) but the root of the evil still re
mains behind, from which, therefore, new sins will continually germi
nate; for the evil spirit still retains, in fact, his dominion over the
soul." 1 But what could not be brought about by any outward means,
or by any ascetio discipline, might be effected, however, by the true
inward prayer. "\Yhoever attained to this, would thereby be' delivered
from the power of the evil spirit that had governed him from his birth,
whose departure would be sensibly perceived; and he would enter, in ~
way sensibly manifest to his own feelings, into communion with the dI
vine Spirit. He would put on the divine raiment, and at once become
inaccessible to all temptations of sin. That freedom from the affections
of sense, to the attainment of which others sought to fight their way
through a course of severe ascetic discipline, he would immediately
reach by this inward prayer. Hence, too, such a man was no longer
under the necessity of fasting or of self-mortification. Freed from the
law, he might abandon himself, with confidence, to all those exposures
which others must avoid through the fear of temptation. Owing to the
immediate divine revelation which he would now enjoy, such a person
stood exempted from all further need of instruction from others, all
further need of human guidance. 2 By this doctrine, the essence of the
monastic life of that period, which was founded upon obedience and
subordination, would necessarily be destroyed. For, of course, to the
Euchites, their prayer supplied the place of all other modes of dero
tion and means of grace; and they looked upon themselves as exalted
far above other Christians, who were still in bondage to sense, and
under the yoke of the law. They were persuaded that the true
spiritual sacrament of the supper was only among themselves; t?C
outward ordinance of the church they represented to be a matter of In
difference. Although they believed that they could derive no benefit
from it, yet they joined in the celebration of it, in order that they
1 Timoth. 1. c. 2. ·On TO aYlov {3a7rilap.a
oVocv (]1Jfl{JaAAeTat El~
TOU oaipovo~ TOV
ToV OlcJ;LV, ovoi: yap lanv IKavQv, Ta~ pi'a~
Ti:Jv aflaprlwv Tck avvov(]li:Jfleva~ apxn{)ev
1'Oi~ (hr{jpinrOL~ EKTiflftv. Theodoret. hreret.
fab. IV. 11. AVpOV OlK1]V atpatpe'l7al Ti:Jv
aflapTT/flCrrwlJ TU TrpoTipa, -n,v Of: pi~alJ oVIC

rr,v

tKKfnrm TiJ~ aflapTia~.

By this we must
supply what is wanting in the less accurl1~
account of Theodoretns, hist. eccles. IV. Id'
2 Theodoret. IV. 10, h. e.
Timoth. e
reeeptione hrereticor. ~ 9. Joh. Dnmas cen .
hreres. § 6.
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might still be considered members of the Catholic church. They also
discarded, in particular, sacred music; as their mystic tendency would
naturally lead them to do.1 That they sought after' revelations in
dreams, we may easily believe, according to the unanimous testimony
of their opponents; since many indications of the tendency to that en
thusiasm which looked for divine suggestions in dreams, is elsewhere
to be found also in this period. Their adversaries, moreover, report of
them, that they were, for this reason, much given to sleep; which is
possibly an exaggeration, but it may also be true; 2 for it is easy to sec,
that such a monotonous direction of the soul, so much at variance with
~he essential constitution of human nature, must have often passed off
mto sleep and dreams.
The mystical bent of this sect led to various other errors, which are
often found connected with similar appearances. In various ways, we
see, connected with such appearances, the habit of confounding sensual
with spiritual feelings, particularly sensual with spiritual love, - a habit
which has often been attended with the most pernicious consequences.
~hus, too, the Euchites compared the spiritual marriage of the soul to
Its heavenly bridegroom, in a grossly sensual manner, with an earthly
union. s
The pride of the mystical sects, and the tendency of idealism to re
duce everything to a subjective form, led frequently to a pantheistic
self-deification. This seems to have been the case also with the Euchi
tes. They asserted, that they had become partakers of the divine na
ture. The Deity was able to assume all possible forms, and did actu
a~ly assume all fo.rms, particularly for the· purpose of communicating
hImself to such souls as were fitted to receive him. "The three hy
postases of the Triad," they taught, " are nothing but different forms
?f revelation of the one divine Essence, - the Trinity resolves again
Into Unity."4 Thus they were led to look upon the appearances of the
angels in the Old Testament, upon the patriarchs and prophets, and
upon Christ himself, as only different forms of the manifestation and
revelation of the one divine Essence; and they were persuaded that,
,by virtue of their own spiritual perfection, all was concentrated in them.
1 This is seen from a fragment of the
tract of the monophysite Sevcrus, written
against the work of the Euchite Lampetios,
Which was entitled the Testament. 'Ye gath
er from the opposite position taken by the
former, that the Euchites approved only of
a VfLVflV lv Kapoit;z. See ,voIr. anecdota
Grreca, T. III. p. 182; and this inference is
COnfirmed by the acts of a synod held in
~Ppositi(\n to the Euchites, cited by Pho
ti~s, c. 52. Of this Lampetios, it is here
said: 'Orl ToV!: TU!: Cipat; l/-,u/).ovra!: l;f/J.v
/(~7JPt'e /Cal dti(jtJp£v, cj!: tnro vOfLoV iTL roYXa

/cOlVCJVtat; ytvof1.iv1/t; aVTfl -rrapii. rou ovpavlOll
VV/-l<jJlOV, oia( ala{}uvtTat & yVV1J lv T~ al'vov
ala Toil uvOpo!:.
4 Timoth. § 6. Aeyal.'atv 1m TPtlt; vrro
UTu.aett; cit; piav imOUTal1LlI uVcMvovrui KtU
f1.fra{3al.l.ovral, /Cal I'm 1] -&da cpvatt; rpim:rat
Kat f1.eTu{3aMeTat El!: om:p UV l{}tA1), Iva
(jtJYKpiI.{}1) Tai( lavT~t; ~iaLt; ..pvXalt;, c. XI.
'H 1/lvX7J TOU 1iVt:Vf1.ariKov f1.Era{3uiJ..ewt cit;
rljv -&e£av I/>valv. The Euchites having

propagated themselYcs for a .long period,
and mysticism being in its own nature an
inconstant thing, it is quite possible that dif
Vovra!:.
ferent parties may have arisen among them;
2 Cases at least occur elsewhere, of monks
and thus the party which asserted these thin""s
Who, in despair from not being able to es of the Trinitv, may not have been the sa~e
cape temptations in singing and prayer, with the one which taught that those who
sNo.ught relief in immoderate sleep. See were enlightened by their prayer had a sen
II. Ill. ep. 224.
suous intuition of the Trinity.
8 Timoth. IV. TOtavT~!: alcr&tivErat r, 1JrVX"I
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If angel, patriarch, prophet, Christ himself, were named to such a per
son, his reply, in each case, was, "That am I myself." 1 Perhaps they
were, likewise, by their mystical idealism, led to deny the reality of
Christ's miracles, to explain them as only symbolical; since such facts
in the sensible world seem to have been regarded by them as wholly
unimportant to the religion of the spirit. 2
.. It should be mentioned also, as among their peculiar opinions, that
they considered fire as the creative principle of the universe,-an opin
ion of which we find many traces also in other theosophic sects.
It was sometimes objected to the Euchites, that they pushed their
Antinomianism, and their mistaken freedom, to such an excess, as even
to permit those who were called perfect to abandon themselves to every
vice. True, we ought not to give too much credit here to the report
of adversaries; yet it must be allowed, that this practical error did not,
at least, lie so very remote from their principles and their spirit. Their
presumptuous self-confidence, their defiance of the frailties of human
nature, might thus, perhaps, meet with its own punishment; and we
have, in fact, noticed above, in the case of the monks, many examples
of transition from the extreme of ascetic severity to an unbridled licen
tiousness of morals.
As it was a principle held by the Euchites, in common with many
similar sects, that the end sanctifies the means, and that it was right to
conceal from common men, who were enslaved to their senses, the
higher truths, which they were not yet prepared to receive, and to affect
an assent to their opinions; it was, on this account, difficult to discover
the members of this sect, and to seize upon any clue to their doctrines.
Flavianus, bishop of Antioch, (after the year 381,) condescended to
act according to the same principle, with a view to find them out, pu~
ish, and expel them. He managed to enter into a conference with thelr
superior, Adelphius, as if he were entirely of the same opinion with
him, and thus enticed him to a confession, which he then made use of
against Adelphius himself, and his whole sect. 3
A similar spirit of ascetic fanaticism threatened to spread far and
wide, when, after the middle of the fourth century, the zeal for the
monastic life was diffused by Eustathius, afterwards bishop of Sebaste
in Armenia, through Paphlagonia, and the districts of Pontus; and
there are, indeed, many indications which serve to show that some out
ward connection existed between the Euchites and the Eustathians,-a
fact which the name Eustathians, given also to the Euchites, seems to
confirm. The synodal writings, and the canons of the council of Gan
gra, the metropolis of Paphlagonia,4 which was assembled for the pur
Epiphan. 1. c.
Yet this cannot be certainly inferred
from the opposite position of, Severus.
Wolf. anecdota, T. III. p. 17.
3 Theodoret. h. e. IV. 12.
i There are, in relation to this matter, two
disputed points, viz. the question whether
the Eustathians, (al m:p'i EVIJTa&iav,) against
whom this council was directed, really sprung
from Eustathius of Sebaste, and to what
1

:l

time the meeting of this council is to be
assigned. The first question admits of be
ing more easily settled than the last. All
the facts are in favor of an affirmative an
swer to this question. Not only is the teS
timony of Socrates, II. 43, and of Soz0!De~,
III. 14, to this effect, but the whole IS In
perfect accordance with the character o~
Eustathius, who was a zealous ascetic, ~
the first preacher of the ascetic life in t e
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pose of opposing these errors, furnish us the best means of informing
ourselves with regard to their character; while they present, at the
same time, a remarkable memorial of the healthful spirit of Christian
morals, which set itself to oppose this one-sided tendency of asceticism.
Wives forsook their husbands and children, husbands their wives, serv
ants their masters, to devote themselves to the ascetic life.] Several,
who had placed too great confidence in themselves, fell into immoral
practices. They despised marriage and the domestic life. Those who
wore the ascetic garb, fancied that at once they had become perfect
Christians, and looked down with contempt on others who went about in
their ordinary apparel. They refused to take any part in the sacrar
ment of the supper, where married priests had consecrated the elements.
'Yhere, in the country, no churches had as yet been erected, and di
VIlle worship was held in private houses, they refused to join either in
prayer or in the communion, because they held that no dwelling was
holy enough for such purposes, the owners of which lived in wedlock.
They celebrated their private worship in separat~ assemblies, ascribing
to that worship a sacredness which was wanting to the church assem
blies.2
As these fanatical tendencies, which grew out of the ascetic enthu
siasm, threatened to be the cause of so much disturbance to the church
life, it became necessary to devise some means of protecting it against
this danger, and of guiding the ascetic life, which was highly prized, in
a Course of development which would be salutary to the church, and
consistent with good order. For this purpose, in the first place, particu
I~r encouragement was given to the regular institution of the cenobitic
li~e; and next, it was attempted to bring this into closer connection
WIth the whole body of the church, and into a condition of great~r de
pendence on the episcopal supervision in each diocese. 3 In the cenoCOuntries around the Pontus, and had form
ed a whole school. See Basilii Cresareens.
ep.223, (Here we find mentioned, in fact,
the ascetic dress, to which the Eustathians,
according to the report of the council of
fangra, ascribed a peculiar sanctity - the
1tva uP¢l(zaflaTa, that is, according to the
~tter of Basilius, TO 7!'axv IpaTlov, leaL ;,
QV
(
1J KaL TTl!: UQel/JiJTov (3vp(Jll~ nL v7!'oM7paTa,)
nnd ~p. 119. Epiphanius, hrures. i5. We
perceIve also in the letters of Basilius, a
t~c~ of opposition to the new monastic
Spmt in the district.~ of the Pontus. At
least at Neocresarea. where the attachment
old US8l!es prevajled, the spreading of
t e ascetic life among men and virgins was
b~ought up as an ohjection against Basilius
~ Cresarca. See cpo 207 ad Ncocresareens.

th
y
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But the second question belongs among
the most difficult of decision. If we sup
se , with Pagi, who follows Socrates and
ozomen, the council to hlwe been held
;A.D. 360, then there is Romething strange
In the manner in which the council name
Eustathius, since he was then bishop j unless
We suppose that the council did not consider

r
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Eustathius, who by a party had been de
posed, as really a bishop, and thought them
selves justified to treat him contemptuously.
But, if we assume that the council was held
at some earlier date, it is singular again,
that no allm:ion to it is to be found in the
letters of Basil. Still the case may have
been, that Basil, on account of the relation
in which he stood with the party by whom
this council was held, did not recognize it as
a legal one.
1 The same was the case among the Eu
chites. Joh. Damase. p. 997.
2 The same was true among the Euchites.
Joh. Damasc. pag. 37.
3 The examples of such men as Basil of
ClBsarea, and Chrysostom, teach this. The
life of Basil of Cresarca, of Gregory of
Nazianzum, and the doctrinal controversies
of the fourth and fifth centuries, show what
divisions in the churches could gTow out of
the influence of the monks. The council
of Cha1cedon decreed, in its fourth canon,
that no person should be allowed to found
a cloister without permission of the bishop,
and that the monks in town and conn try
should be obedient to the bishop.
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bitic life, everything was subjected to one guidance, after a regular
plan; to each individual was assigned his particular place, and sphere
of action; obedience and humility, the unconditional submission of the
will of the individual to that of the superior, who should be obeyed,
even to the utter sacrifice of one's own inclinations, - these stood in
the highest rank of monkish virtues. Every extravagance was to be
immediately checked, and reduced within proper limits, by the guidance
of the superior. Whoever felt himself, in any way, restless and un
. easy, was not only required not to conceal it from his leaders, but to dis
close to them his whole heart, that, through their experience and wis
dom, he might receive advice and consolation; lest the evil, concealed
in his own breast, should spread wider, and at last become incurable.
It must be admitted, that, in the monastic life, the essence of true hu
mility, which has its foundation within, in a temper proceeding from the
sense of dependence on God, was often misconceived, and outward hu
miliation before men substituted in the place of inward humiliation be
fore God. A servile spirit grew out of this confusion of ideas. B~t
it is not to be denied that order, strict discipline, subjection of the indio
viduals to the laws of the whole, and wise guidance, were absolutely
necessary to keep in the right course a multitude of men, of different
humors, and often rude and uncultivated. Good and pertinent are the
remarks of Basil of Cresarea, respecting the advantages of the common
life of the Cenobites over the solitary life of the Anachorets; while, at
the same time, they furnish one example of a truly evangelical ju~g·
ment on the subject of Monachism: - " The eremitical life conflicts Wl~h
the essential character of Christian love, since here each individual l.S
concerned only for what pertains to his own good; while the essence of
Christian love prompts each to seek, not alone what serves for his own
advantage, but also the good of others. Neither will such a person
find it easy to come to the knowledge of his failings and deficiencies,;
since he has no one to correct him with love and gentleness. 'Vhat l.S
. written in Ecclesiastes 4: 10, applies to the case of such a person:
, 'Voe to him that is alone when he falleth; for he hath not another to
help him up.' In a society, many can work together, so as to fulfil the
divine commands on different sides. But he who lives alone is ever
confined to one single work; and, while this is being done, other works
must be neglected. N ext, if all Christians constitute together one
body, under one Head, and stand related to each other as the members
of one body; how can any such relation subsist, when they live thus
separated from one another, each striving to be enough for himself 1
But if they do not find themselves standing in the right relation to each
other as members of the same body, neither can they stand in the
right relation to their common Head. In one society, the influence of
the Holy Spirit in each individual passes over to all; the gifts of g~ace
imparted to each become a common possession of all, and the gracIOUS
gifts of all redound to the advantage of each individual. But he w~o
lives for himself alone, has, perhaps, a gracious gift; but he makes ~t
unprofitable, since he buries it in his own bosom; - and whoever IS
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acquainted with the parable of the talents, must know how great are·
sponsibility is thus incurred." 1
A struggle now arose between the Ccnobities and the ascetics who
traced their origin back to an earlier period; inasmuch as the latter
were unwilling to submit to the new rules of the monks, but wished to
~aintain their ancient independence. They were in the habit of liv
mg two or three together; and they built their cells, for the most part,
in cities, or in the larger villages. They supported themselves, like
other monks, by the labor of their own hands; and their very opponents,
the adherents of the new order of the Cenobites, were constrained to
acknowledge that they were diligent and industrious. The latter, who
~lone have left behind any accounts of these classes of ascetics, (known
In Egypt under the name of Sarabaites,in Syria under that of Remo
both,) give, it is true, a very unfavorable description of them; and,
as they could be no otherwise than hostilely disposed towards these ad·
versaries of the new form of the monastic life,2 what they have to say
on this subject is, of itself, liable to suspicion; and many of their ob
jections show at once that they originated in hatred, and were without
any just foundation. Cassian, for example, accuses them of misappro
priating to purposes of sensual indulgence, or covetously hoarding up,
the surplus of their earnings. 3 Or even supposing this v;as managed
by them in the best possible manner, still it was impossible for them to
attain to the virtue of the monks. For the monks practised daily the
same self-denial; but to the ascetics their very bounty to the poor Wag
an occasion of pride, which daily received nourishment. Now we see
here at once, what Cassian himself was unable to conceal, that the first
of these charges could not, in so sweeping a manner, be laid against
~he Sarabaites; and, as it concerns the second, it is evidently a mere
lU.ference in the writer's own mind, from the false assumption that,
WIthout the outward and unconditional submission to another's will, with·
out the servile obedience of the monks, there is no true humility. Bad
qualities and good were, no doubt, to be found among these people, as
among the Cenobites; but their enemies, of course, held up to notice
the worst side. Jerome charges them with hypocrisy; 4 of which there
Was no lack, indeed, among many of the monks. He says of them,
that they availed themselves of the outward show of sanctity, which
they affected, to dispose of their wares at a higher rate than others; 
w~ich might be no less true of the monks. 5 He accuses them of speak
1 See Basil. regula fus. VII. II. 346. It is ticularly accused of a spirit of freedom un
finely remarked also by Nilus, ag-ainst the becoming in monks, (sine pastore et lege
exaggerated estimate of the hennit-life, III. viYcrc,) and to this same spirit every thing
bad in them was attributed. In this \'ery
73: "'VllOever savs, I become an anneho
ret, that I may have no one to excite my plnce, it is conceded that they were of t\
~nger, is not essentially different from an far better kind than the degenerate monks
1Trational bntte; fur we see such also quiet that strolled about through the country,
when a man does not excite them to anger." (the Gyroyagi)
3 Collat. 18, c. VII.
he quotes, as opposed to the anachoret
4 Ep. 22 :u1 Eustochinm.
Ire, the texts in Ephes. 5: 21, Pet. 4 : 10,
5 Nilus himself objects to a class of the
Pet. 2: 13, Philipp. 2: 4.
• 2 In the rule of the Benedictines, c. I. it monks, that ...ilC1av 7rOptC1TI.ICT/V p.tT€pxta&~
18 also plainly evident, that they were par- T£XV1jV. Ad l\1agnam, c. 30.
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ing against the clergy. It may well be, that,as laymen, they were in·
clined to boast of their superiority to the clergy, on the score of their
ascetic mode of life. It may be, that they opposed the pride of asceti
cism to that of the hierarchy; but it may also be, that, among these
people, many pious laymen were led, by their zeal for the cause of re
ligion, to attack the vices of a worldly-minded clergy. There may
have been some grounds for the opinion, that most of the objections
brought against them, as well as the quarrels of which they were the
occasion, would have ceased, or never existed, had they subjected them
selves to the same strict oversight which prevailed among the Cenobites.
We shall now proceed to contemplate l\1onachism in its various rela
tions, during this period, to the Eastern church. As it commonly hap
pens with historical phenomena of this kind, deeply grounded in the
life of an age and pervading all its manifestations, that the' best and
worst qualities, springing from the Christian and the unchristian spirit,
meet together, and are found in closest contact; so it happened in the
case of Monachism. Some care, therefore, must be exercised here, in
separating the opposite elements, if we would neither unjustly conde~,
nor, through the influence of party feelings, without regard to his ton
cal facts, approve the phenomenon here presented; as, in truth, we
may find abundant examples, in this very period, of both these equally
partial and erroneous ways of passing judgment on Monachism.
And here, in the first place, it is necessary to distinguish the An~
chorets from the Cenobites. To the former, it was objected, in thIS
period itself, that they lived solely for themselves; were wanting in a.c
tive charity ;1 - in defending them against which objection, Augustm
observes that those who brought against them such complaints, did not
reflect how useful those might be in a spiritual sense, who were not
personally visible, by means of their prayers, and the example of their
life. 2 Chrysostom, however, says that it were certainly better, if t~e
Anachorets also could live together in a society, so as to manifest, Ul
an outward manner, the bond of charity. Yet, in either case, he ot:
served, the essential requisite of love might be present in the dispoSI·
tion; for love, assuredly, is not restricted to the limits of space. They
had, in truth, many admirers ; and these would cease to admire, if they
did not love them: and, on the other hand, they prayed for the ~I)lwle
world, which is the greatest evidence of love. 3 Even those among the
Anachorets who lived entirely secluded and separate from the world,
were not therefore, by any means, excluded from all exercise of infl~
ence upon others. The greater the reverence they inspired by their
strict eremetic life, the more they were sought out, in their grottos or
cells, on their rocks or in their deserts, by men of every rank, frolD the
emperor's palace to the lowest hovel, who visited them for counsel ~nd
consolation. 4 l\Ien who, in the crowd of earthly affairs, in the dazzhng
1 Videntur nonnullis res humanas plus sit et vita ad exemplnm, quorum corpors
quam oportet deseruisse. Angustin. de videre non sinimur.
8 Chrysostom. H. 78, in Joannem, ; 4,
moribus ecclesire catholicre, 1. I. § 66.
2 Augustin. 1. c. non intelligentibus, quan opr. ed. Montf. T. VIII. f. 464.
See the II. book of Chrysostom contl1S
tum nobjs eorum animus in orationibus prooppugnatores vitro monasticre.
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glitter of the world, were not easily brought to think of any higher con
cerns, would approach one of these recluses in a state of mind which
rendered them at once susceptible for higher impressions. A word
spoken to them in that state of feeling, sustained by the whole venera,
ble aspect of the recluse, might produce greater effects than long dis
Courses under other circumstances. I Oftentimes these hermits, after
having remained for years hidden from the eye of the world, appeared
publicly, on the occurrence of great and general calamities, or as pro
tectors of entire cities and provinces, who were dreading the heavy
vengeance of some exasperated emperor. A spirit which, living by
faith, was conscious of being free from the bondage of the world and
independent of earthly things, gave them courage and power to speak
boldly, where no other man dared to do so: their independence and
their reverence for a higher power, which even the mightiest of the
~arth acknowledged, procured for them a hearing. When, after the
InSurrection at Antioch, A.D. 387, the emperor Theodosius, under
the impulse of violent anger, threatened the whole city with destruc
tion, the monk ~lacedonius, who for many years had not suffered him
self to be seen in the world, came forth from his seclusion, hurried to
Antioch, and put himself in the way of the two imperial commissioners,
who had been sent for the purpose of holding the judicial trials. They
dismounted respectfully from their horses, and embraced his hands and
knees. He bid them tell the emperor, that he ought to remember he
was a man, and possessed of the same nature with those who had done
the wrong. "The emperor is thus angry," said he, "because the im
perial images have been destroyed, which, however, may easily be re
stored; and he was intending, for this reason, to destroy men, who are
t~e living images of God, and one hair of whose head it was beyond
hIS power to restore."2 The monks were frequently visited by the sick,
Who, when they failed of relief from medical skill, hoped to obtain a
Cure through the intercessions of these pious men. Those, especially,
who were suffering under mental disorders, and supposed to be pos
sessed of evil spirits, frequently applied to them; and it may be easily
~onceived that, in such states of mind, the immediate impression of a
li~e so exalted above the world might produce extraordinary effects.
PIOUS monks, rich in inward experience, might avail themselves of such
opportunities, even where it was beyond their power to bestow what the
Unfortunate patients came in quest of, to leaye on their minds, and on
those of the attendants or friends who bro1l6ht them, some salutary les
son. 'Vornen came to them to ask for their intercessions with God,
that he would send them children. ~Mothers brought their children,
that th~y might bestow on them their blessing,. a~d, at the sam~ time,
scatter ll1 their youthful minds some seed of relIgIOus. truth;. as III t~e
case of Theodoret, who often recurs to a salutary ImpressIOn of this
sort, which he had received in his childhood.3 Monks were also called
to pray in families, and could avail themselves of this opportunity of
1 To such experiences Nilus refers, 1. II.
ep.310.
2 Theodoret. religios. hist. c. 13.
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Theodoret. bist. relig. page 1188 et 1214,
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doing good.! Especially did the societies of monks form a striking con
trast in the more or less remote neighborhood of such large cities as
Antioch, which were seats of wealth, splendor, and luxury, and of dis
solute manners. What an impression must it have produced, when,
either from curiosity, or for the purpose of receiving the counsel and
consolation or obtaining the intercession of these men, the citizens vis
ited them from the midst of their busy pursuits, and, in a mode of life
destitute of every sensual enjoyment and comfort, witnessed, amidst all
these deprivations, a tranquillity of soul of which they had not even
formed a conception! Easily may it be explained, why so many of the
youth, of both sexes, should feel themselves constrained to exchange
their affluence for this poverty! To the monks, those persons, in the
Greek empire, often betook themselves, who, after an agitated and rest
less public life, through many political storms and reverses, either dis
gusted at the vain pursuits of the world and craving for repose, or
driven by necessity to escape from some threatening danger, sought
here a still retreat, where they might end their days; as in the case
of that venerable monk Nilus, who, having retired from a station of
trust and dignity in Constantinople to Mount Sinai, in the beginning
of the fifth century, could write as follows: 2 "So great grace has God
bestowed on the monks, even in anticipation of the future world, that
they wish for no honors from men, and feel no longing after the great
ness of this world; but, on the contrary, often seek rather to remain
concealed from men: while, on the other hand, many of the great, who
possess all the glory of the world, either of their own accord, or com
pelled by misfortune, take refuge with the lowly monks, and, delivered
from fatal dangers, obtain at once a temporal and an eternal salvation."
And in the monastic profession, might they now find a new inner life,
and turn the treasure of experience they had acquired, to their own
benefit, and that of others.
As to the difference between the solitary life of the Anachorets and
the common life of the Cenobites, it is to be observed, that the same
objection cannot be made against the ascetic mode of living in common,
which might be brought against the insulated life of the Anachorets,
viz. that the spirit of active charity was here wanting; for, as we hare
already remarked, judged on the principle of Christian love, the Ce~o
bitic mode of life had the advantage over the other. The CMW~laJ
formed, in fact, little communities, in which every kind of ChristIan
activity and virtue found room for exercise, with the exception only of
such as are strictly connected with the ties of family. Chrysostom
says of this class, that they had fled from amidst the bickerings of th~
world, for the purpose of cultivating charity with less disturbance.
People of all ranks might here associate together, and find a suitable
occupation, sanctified by the spirit of Christian fellowship. Every
kind of employment not interfering with tranquillity and the other re
lations of the monastic life, was here pursued, and prosecuted with the
1
2
8

Nil. I. II. ep. 46.
1I'6Ua~ 1I'0££t 7'U~ lp£o~ ow ToVTO be pf601J
Lib. I. ep. I.
YEVofLEVOt, T7}v ayarr1Jv y£t.JpyovC1t ,JH aK~"
'ErreLoT/ yap fJ 7'cjv rrpaYflaTt.Jv tpiMv£ucia f3eia~ 1I'6M1J~. H. 78, in Evangel. Joh.; .
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feelings which ought to animate every Christian calling. Prayer, read
ing of the scriptures, sacred music, here alternated with, and accom
pained, bodily labor.1 The bond of Christian fellowship here united to
gether what was separated by the relations of the world. Slaves, on
whom their masters had bestowed freedom that they might enter a
cloister, here joined in brotherly fellowship with those who had sprung
from the noblest families; and here they were trained for a higher life.
It was the spirit of Monachism which gave special prominence to that
Christian point of view, from which all men were regarded as originally
~qual in the sight of God; which opposed the consciousness of God's
lmage in human nature, to the grades and distinctions flowing out of
the relations of the state. Hence this spirit, where it was pure, not
recognizing the distance which the earthly relations had fixed between
slaves and freemen, plebeians and nobles, invited and admitted all,
without distinction, to the fellowship of that higher life, which had re
spect only to the universal interests of humanity. The spirit of con·
~empt for earthly show, the spirit of universal philanthropy, revealed
ltself in the pure appearances of ~Ionachism, and in much that pro
ceeded from it. Nilus says: "In raising recnlits for the military
service of this world, slaves are rejected; but into the ranks of the
~oldiers for piety, slaves enter with joy and confidence." 2 The same
writer, citing the example of Job, chap. 31, gives special prominence
to compassion for the race of slaves, whom a mastership of violence,
destroying the fellowship of nature, had converted into tools. 3 Among
the works of Christian piety, he names the redeeming of slaves from
bondage to cruel masters. 4 Slaves, who were oppressed, fled for pro
tection to pious monks; and the latter interceded for those in trouble
with their masters. The abbot Isodore of Pelusium, writing in behalf
of one of these to his master, observes: "I did not suppose that a man
who loves Christ, who knows the grace which has made all men free,
c.ould still hold a slave ;"5 and to another he said: "The noble dispo
SItion frees those whom violeq,ce has made slaves; wherever this blame
1 In the greater monastic rule of Basilius, ing as the barely contemplative or the prac
those occupations are permitted and recom tical point of view in the monastic life pre
tnended to the monks, which did not compel dominated. Nilus, who proceeded on the
them to be too much separated from one former, is against the employment of monks
another, as well in the labors themselves, in agriculture. See Nil. de monastka ex
as in the sale of the products of their indus crcitatione, c. 21.
2 Nil. IV. 4.
;
try; such occupations as subserved the
3 Nil. Perister. sect. 10, c. VI. f. 165.
necessary purposes of life, and not unseem
ly or hurtful passions i as, for example, the Ti}v 7rCpl 7"0 olKerill.ov r§vo~ aVfl7ra{)ciav,
occupation of the weaver, of the shoe Or.fP KanOOVMJUaTO reflovua T7;v 9V(]lV iJ
m~~er, so far as these trades did not ad owaer-nta.
f The question to the rich man who came
mlnlSt\!r to luxury. Architecture, the car
pcnter:s trade, the smith, the cultivator of to mcet death without having used his
the soil, were not to be rejected on their property in acconiance with the impulses of
~~n account, provided only they created 110 Christianity. Tiva &ur.{m.Jv DOvpOflfVOV
?turhance, and did not mterrupt the life CJfl0r7;ra Ti;r (j/'A~par OOVAci/lf u7f7JA/.a;ar;
o t~e community. In this case, such occu L. c. sect. IX. c. 1. f. 134.
6 Oil yelp olflat OiKiT'1Jv [Xuv TOV 1/XJ..,oXPLU
patIOns, agriculture especially, were to be
J)~eferrcd to many other employments. The TOV, elDora T7;v XaptV T7;v 7raVTa~ lM:vacpcJ.
'\'Ie,,:s on this subject were not everywhere aauav. Epp.l. I. cp. 142.
preCIsely the same. They ditfered accord
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less disposition was found, Paul knew no difference between bond and
free." 1
The cloisters, moreover, were institutions of education, and as such
,were the more distinguished on account of the care they bestowed on
religious and moral culture, because education generally, in this period,
as may be gathered from the complaints of Libanius and Chrysostom,
had fallen into neglect. Vanity and the love of display were among
the first lessons learned in the schools of the sophists; and, in the large
cities, corruptions of all sorts threatened the tender age. Basil of
Coosarea, in his rules for the education of the cloister, gives the follow·
ing directions: "Inasmuch as our Lord has said, ' Suffer little children
to come unto me,' and the apostle praises those who from their youth
had been taught the holy scriptures, and exhorts men to bring up their
children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord, let it be understood
that the earliest age is particularly well suited for being received into
the cloisters. Orphan children should be received gratuitously; and
those who have parents should be admitted, when brought by them in
the presence of many witnesses. They should receive a pious educa·
tion, as children belonging in common to the whole society of brethren.
Separate buildings should be specially appropriated to their use; - a
particular diet and mode of living, carefully adapted to their age,
should be appointed for them; - the superintendence of their educa
tion should be entrusted to a person of years, experience, and well·tried
patience, who understood how to manage them with parental tender·
ness. Every fault should be so punished, that the punishment might
prove at the same time an exercise of discipline over the temper which
had led to its commission. For example, if one indulged angry pas
sions towards another, the fault should be punished by causing him to
serve the other, according to the nature of the offence: greedine?s
should be punished by fasting. From the beginning, they should obtam
a familiar acquaintance with the holy scriptures; instead of the fables
of the poets, they should commit to memory the narratives of the mira·
cle~; instead of the Gnomes, passages from the Proverbs of Solomon.
Only at the stated hours of social prayer should the grown people and
the children come together. As many handicrafts must be learn,ed
.early, the boys should, in such cases, be allowed to spend the day wlth
the master-workmen, but should sleep and eat with the others. They
should not be permitted to take the monastic vow until grown up, and
then only when they showed an inclination and aptitude for the monas
tic life: in the opposite case, they should not be bound to do so." 2
The cloisters were distinguished for their hospitality and benevolenc~
to the poor. The cloisters of Egypt, for example, provided means 0
subsistence for the unfruitful districts of Lybia: they sent ships, laden
with grain and articles of clothing, to Alexandria, for distribution among
the poor. 3
I. 306.
Basil. reg. fus. ~ 15.
See Cassian. institut. crenob. 1. 10, c. 22.
Hist. Laus. c. 76. In this last place, it is
1
2
8

also nalTated, that a certain abbot Ilndl~:
byter, named Serapion, under whose Ir d
tion stood many cloisters and ten thous an
monks, obtained and could distribute annu'
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In the cloisters on the mountain of Nitria, there were seven bake
houses, which provided the Anachorets of the bordering Lybian desert
with bread. Travellers who, after a weary pilgrimage, arrived here
from the wilderness, were suddenly surprised by the sight of a large
body of men at labor amidst prayer and spiritual songs; and they found
among them a brotherly, hospitable reception: they were refreshed in
body and mind. These monks were not prevented, by any ascetic scru
ples, from providing themselves with wine, for the refreshment of their
guests. Every stranger might tarry with them as long as he pleased;
but, if he remained longer than a week, they did not allow him to be
idle, but required him either to join in the manual labors, or to occupy
himself with a book.! 
But, on the other hand, it cannot be denied that many evils resulted
from the monastic institution; which is to be attributed partly to its
having degenerated, a necessary consequence of the excessive multipli
cation of the monks; partly to the tendency itself, so alien from the
pure spirit of the gospel, which had first led to this form of Christian
life, and which was then still more promoted by it. In respect to the
first of these causes, the same thing happened here which so frequently
occurs in connection with phenomena entering deeply into the life of a
period, that numbers, without any special inner call, were hurried into the
Current by the general enthusiasm or the love of imitation; or, by some
tnomentary shock which served to deceive them as to their own char
acter, were impelled to withdraw from the world, without being in the
least degree fitted for the tranquil, uniform life of Monachism. Others
chose this mode of life on account of the imposing show of holiness with
which it was invested, induced by the opportunity, which it promised
them, of indolently gratifying their desires and passions under the mask
of religion. People of the lower classes renounced no earthly enjoy
tnent by entering upon the monastic life, but, under the appearance of
renouncing the world, secured earthly goods, on which they never could
have reckoned. 2 What must have been the result, when rude people
of the lowest class set themselves up all at once as leaders of monkish
societies? Yet Nilus complains, that a man who was but yesterday a
water-carrier at an inn, might to-day make himself pass as an abbot;
and Isodore of Pelusium, that shepherds and runaway slaves founded
cloisters,3 - for all which, indeed, the bishops were answerable, since it
showed a want of oversight over the whole diocese of the church; unless
the truth was, that the swarms of monks had now become too powerful
even for the bishops. Uneducated men, of rude and savage character,4
who brought their restless spirit with them into the seats of quiet, were
eager to seize on every occasion which gave employment to their pas
~ny at the harvest, in the Nomos of Arsenoe Ohi: /CaTaM7T'ovTf~ ,I. Ka2 a f11J cixov K'T1/UU
Egypt, such a quantity of grain, that f1ivOL, WU7ffP ff17fOpEiar; oil !PLI,OUo!piur; {mo{)i
not only no poor person in the whole coun ULV TOV f1oviu3uwv {3iov 7ff1roLnf1fVOL.
8 Nilus de monastit'a exercitat. c. 22. Is
try suffered want, but he found it in his
POw~r also to support the poor in Alex idor. Pel us. 1. I. ep. 262.
andna.
4 As Isidorus of Pelusium writes: l'.Ti9Ti
Kal !pizAayyfr; ob f1ovax.wv, clMU llaMoV IlU
~ lIist. Laus. c. VI.
Nil. Tractat. ad Magnam, pag. 297. X1l1WV.
VOL. II.
22
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sions. Hence the troops of wild zealots, who raved against pagans and
heretics, demolished and plundered temples; who often took so mis
chievous a part in doctrinal controversies; who were eager to be em
ployed as tools of fanaticism, and of the ambition of those who stood
leaders of the church party. Add to this, that to such men, who con
stantly moved in one narrow circle of intuitions and feelings, and who
were in no sense in a condition to step beyond this narrow range, that
to such, every deviation from their own accustomed modes of thought
and expression easily appeared as a departure from the essentials of
Christianity itself. It was persons of this class who led the· Heathens,
men like Libanius and Rutilius,l to draw up such unfavorable pictures
of the monastic institution, about which they formed their judgment
from such spurious off-shoots. Distinguished, on the other hand, for
moderation and love of truth, is the judgment which Synesius, while
yet a Pagan, pronounces on :Monachism, when he says: "Such men as
Amus of Egypt, with whom intellectual intuition supplied the place of
scientific culture, might be allowed to discourse of divine things, with·
out scientific preparation; but the case was different with the great
crowd of those who wished to pass judgment on spiritual matters with·
out the spiritual sense, especially with such as had not been led to
adopt this mode of life by any original inclination of nature, but, sprung
from different classes of society, had seized upon it merely on acco~t
of the peculiar consideration in which it was held, - people whom thell"
necessities alone had brought together." 2
Out of Monachism sprang the most heterogeneous tendencies of the
religious spirit. It was the case with many, that the incessant struggles
with their own nature, and the large and various inward experience thus
acquired, opened to them a profound knowledge of themselves, as well
as of the remedy which alone can secure to man the healing of his
moral evil, and give him inward peace and repose. They became sat
isfied, from their own experience, of the vanity of the righteousness
which is founded on works; while, in reliance on the grace of re
demption, in child·like submission to God, they found a spring of com·
fort, of peace and power, which they could never have found in all the
discipline of asceticism. Thus there occasionally sprung up out of nIon·
achism, a warm and living Christianity, having its seat in the heart, and
exerting its influence there; - a Christianity directly opposed to the
opus operatum of asceticism. We see this in the example of Chrysostom,
who was trained up under the influence of the monastic life; in that
of Nilus, who, in his letters on trusting in works which cannot stand,
often points away from this, to trllst in the Redeemer alone; 3 and in the
ment, if our own ('Oil science condemns us·
What other defence or help shall,we th~!1
find, in that state of anxiety, besIdes r~d"
ance on our most compassionate Lo ,
Christ alone ~ Like a benevolent, peace·
bringing, friendly angel, the remembrance
of Christ, onr dearly beloved Master, pre
KaTa ~odav tKaUTot avvtUTaflE1JOt.
3 For instance, in his beautiful exposition sents itself to us in the midst of our desE~ili
of Rom. 2: 15, 1. III. ep. 284. "'Ve shall uency, and the deep-rooted, unshaken III
be our own accusers in the day of judge in him has banished trembling and shame,

1 See his poetical description of his
travels.
2 SJnesii Dion.
Ov~ ovx 1] 7rPWT1J ¢VUt~
t7rt TOVQe TOV {3iov i~wPfl1Juev' WU';';fP O€ clAM
Tt TWv eVOoKtfloVlinJV, T1JV 'Y'evvaiav alpeutv
t'1JAWl\aut 7ruvTodurrot T£ lWTE~ Tl.l yev1J Kat
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example or their contemporary, Marcus. 1 Nor were all those who ex
ercised themselves in subduing the power of sense by the severest absti
nence, therefore governed by the delusive notion that the essence of
Christian perfection consisted in such works of renunciation and morti
fication of self, and that it was possible, in this way, to obtain especial
merit in the sight of God. The monk Marcianus, who lived towards
the close of the fourth century, in a desert of Syria, and was famed for
the rigid austerity of his life, furnishes a remarkable example to the
contrary. Attracted by his universal renown, ,Avitus, an aged monk,
came from another desert to visit him. Marcian, out of his scanty
means, had provided himself with the best meal which could be procur
ed. Having conversed awhile with each other, and united in prayer
about the third hour after noon, the hermit served up his meal in a dish,
and invited A vitus to partake of it. But the latter declined, saying,
that it was not his custom to eat before evening, and that he often fasted
two and even three days together. " Well, then," said Marcian, " to
oblige me, deviate a little to-day from your usual habits; for I am ill,
and cannot wait till evening." As this representation of the case, how
ever, made no difference with his guest, who was determined not to
relax in the. least from his austere rule, Marcian said: "I am very
sorry you have come so far in the expectation of seeing a man of strict
self-control, and that you must be disappointed of your hopes, since, in
stead of that, you have found in me a person who indulges himself."
At hearing this, A vitus was troubled, and declared he would prefer
rather to eat flesh, than allow any such thing to be said. Then said
Marcian: "I also lead the same life as you do, and am accustomed to
eat only when night approaches. But we know that love is better than
~asting; for the former is a divine law, while the latter, on the contrary,
IS a rule which we impose on ourselves of free choice." 2
But, on the other hand, there also sprang up, out of Monachism, the
spirit of self-righteousness on the ground of works; a legal morality sep
arated from all connection with the inward essence of the gospel, and
~nding especially to keep back the consciousness of the need of re
demption; the spirit of a slavish self-mortification, at war with the
essence of Christian liberty; the spirit of a pharisaical, ascetic pride.
Many, who felt the ungodly impulses in human nature, were persecuted
!he more by impure thoughts, the more they gave heed to them,
Ins~ad of employing their minds on other subjects capable of tasking
their utmost powers. Many, who would violently suppress the purely
human impulses of their nature, as if they were a hindrance to the
filled the heart with jov, and brought back
the V'anderer from God to union and fel
lowship with him."
• 1 See, e. g. in his smaller tracts, the see
b?n 7rE:p'l rwv olopivI.Jv l~ cPYI.Jv OtKatoVat9at.
Bib!. patr. Galland. T. VIII. f. 13. He
says, for example: "Some suppose they
POssess true faith, without keeping the com
mandmentsj but others, who keep them,
expect the kingdom of God as a reward,

which God is bound to bestow on them: both
are far from the kingdom of heaven. If
Christ died for us according to the scrip
tures, and we live not to ourselves, but to
him who died for us and rose again, we are
assuredly pledged to serve him, even till
death. How can we, then, look upon our
adoption by God as a reward which he is
bound to confer on us ~ "
2 Theodoret. religios. hist. c. 3.
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striving after moral perfection,l and yet could not wholly stifle the voice
of nature, as we saw above in the example of Anthony, - many of
these tormented themselves in vain; they devised the strangest
expedients for the crucifixion of self and the mortification of their
nature; yet without advancing a step in true inward holiness. The
legal, slavish spirit of Pharisaism; fear of malignant fiends and of
the evil one; fear of the dreadful images of divine wrath, came in place
of the child-like, free, cheerful, God-trusting spirit of Christian love.
We are here presented with appearances which remind us rather of
the spirit of the self-torturing Saniahs of India striving to unman them·
selves, than of the temper of child-like love, resignation and cheerful·
ness, which the gospel brings with it. A few examples will illustrate
this.
Eusebius, a monk in Syria, employed another, by the name of Am·
mianus, to read to him from the gospels. But certain countrymen, who
happened to be ploughing in a neighboring field, drew off his attention,
so that a portion, which he had not distinctly understood, must be read
over a second time. To punish himself for this, he took a vow, that he
would never go in any other way or direction, than one narrow path
that led to the church. And, to compel himself always to look to the
earth, he fastened about his loins an iron girdle, riveted to his neck a
heavy iron collar, and by a chain connected this collar to his girdle;
thus bringing himself into such a bending posture, that he must always
look to the earth. Being asked for what useful purpose he was sub
mitting to so painful a constraint, which allowed him neither to look up
to heaven nor around on the fields, he replied: it was a stratagem he was
employing against Satan; thus confining his conflict with Satan to such
trifling matters, where he had but little to lose nor Satan much to gain,
and where if the latter was overcome, still the victory would appear to
be not worth the contest. This, to be sure, was reducing the struggle
against sin, and the work of sanctification, from the interior of the heart
to a mere outward play with mechanics! Another, who had invented a
refined species of torture for the castigation of' himself, assigned as a
reason for it, that, conscious of his sins and the punishment they de
served, he was seeking, by means of these self-inflicted pains, to lessen
the severer punishment which threatened him in hell. 2 Here, in the
obscuration of the Christian consciousness of redemption, we find the
germ of the whole unevangelical theory respecting penance, as a vol un
1 Even those who were influenced more
by the spirit of pure Christianity, yet suf
fered themselves to be so far misled, by the
false notions of the monks respecting es
tmngement from the world, by seeking af
ter likeness to God in the rennnl'iation of
their own human natnre, as to mistake alto·
gether, on this point, the essential character
of Christianity, which would adopt into it·
self all the pure feelings of humanity, aim·
ing simply to inspire into them a new life,
to sanctify and ennoble them. Thus Nilus
himself requires of the monk, that he should
suppress within him all remembrance of

pf

earthly relationships, reckoning this a
of the duty of becoming dead to the worl ,
so entirely did he misapprehend the nat\i~
of Christian renunciation of the wor t
which has rcference to the world only as
opposed to God and his kingdom; to that
whil'h is ungodly. In like manner, he reo
quires of the monk, that he should ~how
acts of kindness to his necessitous relatn'es,
in precisely the same way as to the pm
who are entirely strangers. See Nil. I. .
ep.290.
2 Hist. religios. c. 28.
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tary satisfaction paid to divine justice; out of which grew the doctrine
of indulgences, and many other superstitious notions.
.
In this way arose the class, called the Stylites, who spent whole years
standing on lofty pillars. Thus Simeon, for example, who was the first
of this order, and lived about the beginning of the fifth century, finally
established himself on a column which measured six and thirty ells, or
sixty feet from the ground. 'Ve have already spoken of the impression
produced by this extraordinary spectacle, and of its effects in leading
to the conversion of rude pagan tribes.I Simeon is said to have been
the instrument of much good, also, by the exhortations to repentance
which he gave from his pillar, and by settling disputes and restoring
peace between enemies. To these benevolent labors of the man, Theo
doret appeals, in endeavoring to defend him from the reproach with
which he might, not without reason, be charged, for expending the ener
gies of his will upon so frivolous a thing. Divine grace - so he sup
poses - had thus operated through him, in order to arrest, by such an
extraordinary phenomenon, the attention of men who were not to be in
structed except through their senses, and to bring them, by this means,
to the divine doctrine itself. His language deserves notice: "As
princes, after certain periods, change the emblems on their coins, choos
ing sometimes the lion, at others, stars or angels, for the die, and en
deavoring t() give a higher value to the gold by the striking character
of the impression; so God has made piety assume these novel and varied
forms of life, like so many new characters, t() awaken the admiration,
not only of the disciples of the faith, but also of the unbelieving
world." 2 Doubtless he was right in supposing, that the spirit of Chris
~an piety, although ever one and the same, is yet capable of exhibiting
Itself in manifold forms of life, as these vary with the changing forms
of culture; yet this spirit, nevertheless, cannot take such forms as con
t~dict, and threaten to suppress or to render indistinct, its own essen
hal character. Christian piety needed not to be stamped with a form
So foreign from its own nature, and adapted to excite the wonder of
rude men, in order to prepare the way for exerting its appropriate influ
ence. The divine power within it operates by its own energy, though
not always in so sudden and surprising a manner, yet the more deeply
~nd thoroughly, just because it operates, not on the senses and the
It~agination, but on that which affines to God in human nature. Had
SImeon planted himself down among those rude men, and labored
~mong them, by preaching the gospel in words and works, by a
hfe animated by the spirit of self-sacrificing love! he WOUld. not per
haps have so speedily induced thousands to submIt to baptIsm; but,
what is far more, he would have gradually introduced the power of the
gospel into their hearts, and, by its means, brought about a new crea
tion. On the other hand, after so sudden an impression, which was, in
all respects a!ITeeable to the taste of the natural man, who looks after
the god!ike'in~utward appearanc~s, men were ~a:ily led. to fonn their
conceptIon of Christianity accordingly ~ as a relIglOn deSIgned t() com
1
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municate to their previous modes of feeling and thinking - as we so
often find it in the case of conversions produced after this manner - a.
different form, much rather than a different spirit. The natural man,
under which scriptural name we include alike the rude and the wrongly
educated, is, beyond question, more easily impressed by that which
strikes the eye as something superhuman, than by the appearance of
the truly godlike which lies concealed under the cover of the purely
human form; but that impression, too, will be far more likely to lead
men to deify that which has produced such an effect on the senses, than
to worship Him who alone is to be worshipped. And of this we have
an example in the present case; for the images of this Simeon were
regarded with a sort of superstitious veneration, and the figure of him,
as Theodoret informs us, presented under the form of a protecting spirit,
was set up, as a species of amulet, at the entrance of the shops in Rome.
:Many a person might, doubtless, be prompted by ambition to subdue
and bring under his sensuous nature, even to as great an extent as this
Simeon did; and still be very far from presenting the vastly more diffi
cult offering of inward self-denial, which was not to be done by such
artificial modes of discipline. 1 That truly devout and pious monk, Nilus,
rightly directs the attention of one of these Stylites to the very point
where he failed, to the radical evil within, which, in this partial victory
itself over the flesh, found such means of nourishment: ""\Vhoever ex
alts himself," he writes to him, "shall be abased. You have done
nothing worthy of praise, in having stationed yourself on a lofty pillar;
and yet you wish to obtain the greatest praise. But look to it, lest for
the moment you be extravagantly praised here by mortals, but be
obliged hereafter, contrary to your hopes, to appear wretched before
the eternal God; because you were intoxicated here by the undeserved
praise of men." 2
There were, in fact, monks who carried dehumanization to such an
extreme, as to divest themselves 6f every attribute which gives dignity to
humanity, and to become mere brutes. As if without consciousness,
and as if deprived of their senses in broad day, they wandered about,
like '~ild animals, in deserts. and o? mountains, supporting their wretch
ed eXIStence on the herbs WIth whIch nature supplied them.
1 The storv perhaps may be true, although
there was n'othing supernatural in it, but
only what mav be very naturally explained,
that Simeon l;ad a vision, which at first he
was tempted to consider as real, - a vision
which pre~ented before the much-admired
man the reflected effervescence of his own
spiritual prirle, and whieh he sub?equently
rcco~nizerl as an ontward temptatIon of the
devil, hut which he might, in a more salutary
way, have recognized as a temptation aris
ing out of inward corruption. He once
imagined he saw an angel appear before
him with a chariot of fire, who wanted
to transport him to hea\"en like Elijah, be
cause the angels and blessed spirits were
longing after him j and he was already on
the point of mounting into the chariot with

his right foot, which was therefore sprained,
when, as he made the sign of the cross, the
phantom of Satan vanished. See act
sanetorum mens. Janunr. T. I. f.2i1. I
this is not n true story, yet the inner truth
at least reflected itself in this legend.
2 L. II. 114. The same writer warns onc
of these Stylites, 1. c. ep. 115, to take heed
lest, while he mised his body aloft, his ~o.ul
should grovel on the earth, and with Its
thoughts be far removed from hea"cnly
things. Before, he had conversed with ~en,
whom admiration had drawn around hIm j
now he addressed himself particularly to
women.
3 According to an apt simi1itude~ the
monks that grazed like animals, the {30G/(ot.
See Sozomen, VI. 33.
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'Vhile Monachism must be regarded as an institution which properly
originated in the Eastern church, and which corresponded particularly
to the climate, no less than to the spirit of the East; it was, on the
other hand, an institution which found little to favor it in the ruder and
more variable climate, and in the more active spirit, of the West.
Hence, too, it was a longer time before this product of the East could
find its way from that quarter into the 'Vestern districts; and, in the
first instance, it met here with a more strenuous resistance than in the
East. Athanasius was the first, who, during his residence at different
times when banished from the East, among the 'Vestern people, introduc~
ed among them a better knowledge of the Orientall\lonachism. His bi~
graphical account of the monk Anthony, which was early translated into
the Latin, had a great influence in this matter. Besides, respectable
bishops of the 1Nest, who had been banished to the East during the
Arian controversies, brought back with them, on their return, the en~
thusiasm for the monastic life; as for instance, Eusebius o( Vercelli.
Men possessing such great influence as Ambrose of l\1ilan, l\Iartin of
Tours, the Presbyter Jerome, contributed subsequently, in the course
of the fourth century, still further to awaken and diffuse this tendency
of the Christian spirit in Italy and in Gaul. Men and women of the
highest rank in Rome were impelled by the ascetic spirit which was
spread by Jerome during his residence in that city, to retire from the
great world, in which they had shone, and devote themselves, in Pales·
tine or elsewhere, to the monastic life. But Jerome created for him~
self, by this very influence, a multitude of enemies at Rome, whose at
tacks induced him to leave that city; and we need not doubt, that the
extravagances into which this man was so easily hurned with regard to
everything which he undertook to advocate, contributed rather to in
jure than advance the cause of l\lonachism which he espoused. Augus.
tin, who softened the exaggerations of Jerome, endeavored to diffuse
l\Ionachism in North Africa. He opposed it to the licentious spirit of the
strolling, wildly fanatical, Donatist ascetics (the Circumcelliones;) and,
beyond question, it had here become quite evident that the ascetic
spirit, which had continued to prevail in these districts ever since the
Spread of ~Iontanism by Tertullian, needed a more rigid discipline and
:estraint, to keep it from breaking out in those sallies of wild fanaticism,
mto which it was so apt to be betrayed when left to itself. In the
mind of Augustin, ~Ionachism was associated with the ideal, which even
before his conversion had floated before a soul so smitten with the crav
ing after the divine; and first, in a form which adapted itself to the
Platonism to which he was then devoted. 'While living, during that
tnernorable period of his life in whieh the great-crisis with him was pre~
paring, in high intellectual society with his friends at Milan, he was
seized with the idea of an association of like-minded men, who, united
by one spirit, renouncing the cares of the world, and th.r~wing up all
Worldly property, should live together in the common stnnng after the
Contemplation and knowledge of divine things, (in the atJP9U.I)(Jo9 tLV ; ) all
the means of the individuals being thrown into a common fund, out of
which the common wants should be supplied. In his then existing state
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of mind, this idea-I, with which the passions and desires that still govern
ed him were in conflict, could serve no other purpose than to bring him to
the consciousness of his own moral impotency. But when afterwards he
obtained through the gospel the power of bri~ging his ideal nearer to a
realization, the image of that Platonic association was supplanted in
his mind by the idea of that primitive apostolical community at Jerusa
lem, which he strove after, and which, when he became acquainted
with Monachism, he supposed he found there once more restored. :From
this starting point was unfolded in his mind the idea of a spiritual semi
nary, which he founded. After this model, he planned, when he after
wards became bishop, the canonical community of his clergy.
But he was aware, also, of the corruptions which grew out of the
monastic life, and sought to counteract them, and to purify :Monachism
from the bad influences which were connected with it. To this end, he
wrote his work on the obligation of the monks to labor, (de opere mo
nacho rum,) which he dedicated to Aurelius, bishop of Carthage; hoping,
through his authority and influence, to effect a change for the better.
Augustin observes that, in these countries, the majority of the monks
consisted of persons from the lower ranks of society; - slaves, to whom
their masters had for this object either given, or been willing to give,
their freedom,! or persons who came from the cultivation of the soil, or
from the workshops.2 It would be a grievous sin, in his opinion, not
to admit such persons; for from the ranks of such many truly gr~at
men had proceeded; since it is by that which is inconsiderable and vile
in the estimation of the world, that God is used to produce the greatest
effects, 1 Corinth. 1 : 27. But he rightly feared the danger of idle
ness and too great freedom, in the case of men who had been accustom
ed to severe corporeal labor and to rigid restraint. Many were there,
who would be right well disposed to exchange a needy, sorrowful, and
laborious life, for one free from all care, exempt from labor, and, at the
same time, looked up to with universal respect. They who discarded
the obligation to manual labor, ventured, in defending their principles,
to pervert many passages of the New Testament. When that precept
of the apostle Paul, in 2 Thessal. 3: 12, was objected to them, theyap
pealed, on the other hand, to those misconceived passaO'es in the sermon
on the mount, in which all care for the wants of th~ morrow, hence
all labor to acquire the means of sustenance for the morrow, were for
bidden. Christian perfection was made to consist in this, - that men
should expect, without laboring for their support, to be provided for .by
the hand of God, like the fowls of the air. This precept of Chnst,
they contended, Paul could not mean to contradict; the laboring, ac
cordingly, as well as the eating, in those words of Paul, must be under
stood, not in the literal, but in a spiritual sense, - as referring to ~he
obligation of communicating the nourishment of the divine word, which
men had themselves received, to others also, - an example of the per
version of scripture, worthy to be noticed.
See above.
Nunc autem veniunt plerumque ad hane
professionem et ex conditione servili, vel
1
2

etiam liberti, vel propter hoc a. dominis tibe
rati sive liberandi, et ex vita rusticanll ct e='
opificum exercitatione et plebeio lahore.
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Augustin, in this work, also describes the mischievous consequences
which had arisen from the abuse of their liberty, and from idle habits
among the monks in the West. In the monkish garb, which made them
respected, they were accustomed to stroll about in the provinces trad
ing in reliques, which were something trumped up for the occasion, or
pretending that they had parents or relatives in this or that country,
whom they were going to visit: they everywhere took advantage of the
outward impression of their sanctity to extort money, and oftentimes
their hypocrisy was exposed by the vices in the indulgence of which they
were surprised. 1
In the early times of the fifth century, John Cassianus, who became
president of a cloister in :Massillia, (l\Iarseil1es,) introduced the monas
tic institutions of the East into the South of France, where he made
them known by his works on the rules of the cloisters, (institutiones cre
nobiales,) and his sketches of the spiritual conversations of the Oriental
monks. 2 The cloisters of Southern France became the seats of a prac
tical, Christian spirit, which, amid the distractions -and devastations
which came over this country during the marauding incursions of bar
barous tribes, proved a great blessing to the people; as for instance the
cloister on the island of Lerina, (Lerins,) in Provence, in particular.
These cloisters became also spiritual seminaries, which sent forth the
bishops most distinguished for their self-sacrificing and pious labors;
such as Faustus of Riez, (Rhegium, Rheji,) and Cmsarius of ArIes.
Yet Monachism would perhaps have been unable to withstand the des
tructive influences which, in this and the next following times, were
spreading far and wide, and the irregularities prevailing in the spirit
ual order would have become more widely diffused in 1Ionachism, which
had a still laxer constitution, had not a remarkable man introduced into
the IDvnastic life a more settled order and a more rigid discipline, and giv
en it that shaping and direction by which it became so influential an
instrument particularly for the conversion and the culture of rude nations
by Christianity. This remarkable man was Benedict. And since he
contributed so much, by the spirit and form which he gave ~Ionachism,
to the Christian education of the western nations, we must endeavor to
become better acquainted with the history of the formation of his char
a~ter, and with the work which proceeded from him, in its earliest de
velopment.
It is to be lamented, however, that we possess so little that is trustr
~orthy and precise relative to the education, the life and labors of this
Individual; the oldest source of information-namely, the narrative of
the Roman bishop, Gregory the Great, though derived, according to
his account, from disciples of Benedict - being so distorted by exag
gerations, and the effort to give the whole story a miraculous air, that
the facts at bottom do not, in many cases, admit of being any longer
ascertained ; and in the general type of the wonder-working saint, as
seized and delineawd in the colors of that age, it is the less possible to
find out what in fact were the peculiar characteristics of the man.
1 § 36.

2
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Benedict, born A.D. 480, sprang from a respectable family in the
Italian province of Nursia. His parents sent him to Rome, for the pur
pose of obtaining a literary education. But well might the ingenuous
disposition of the young man be only shocked at the dissolute morals by
which, at that time, he must have found himself surrounded at Rome.
Re had probably heard and read about the lives of the Anachorets of
the East; and these holy examples possessed so much the more attrac
tion for him, as they were contrasted with the impure exhibitions of
character which he saw everywhere around him. He longed for soli
tude, and left Rome, accompanied, for the first twenty-four miles from
that city, by the nurse whom his parents had sent with him as an at
tendant to Rome, and who, from affection, was unwilling to leave him.
But Benedict, following his ascetic bent, deserted her also; and pro
ceeding eight miles further, finally came to a deserted country lying on a
lake, which hence bore the name of Sublac us, (Subiaco.) Here he fell in
with a monk, named Romanus, to whom he made known his purpose.
Struck with admiration at the glowing zeal of the young man, Romanus
promised him his assistance and protection. To this person alone, Ben
edict discovered the grotto in which he had taken up his residence.
The cloister of Romanus was near by, and he could therefore provide
the young hermit, who was here destitute of all means of subsistence,
with bread, by sparing what he brought him from his own daily allow
ance. A steep rock lying between the cloister and the grotto of Bene
diet, he had agreed with the latter, that he should let down the bread
from the top of the rock, by means of a long rope. To the rope was
attached a bell, by the sound of which, Benedict might be directed to
the spot where the rope was let down.
After having spent three years in this grotto, he was discovered by
some shepherds who were pasturing their flocks in this region; and the
story soon spread abroad about the hermit who had here been found.
He was shortly held in great veneration through the whole country
around, and numbers eagerly pressed forward to supply him with the
Dleans of support. His fame became at once so great, that, the place
of abbot having fallen vacant in a neighboring convent, the monks con
ferred the office on him. He told them, it is true, beforehand, that he
would not be able to endure their savage manners. Yet he suffcre J
himself to be over-persuaded. The degenerate monks, displeased with
his severity, sought to take his life: he told them they might choose
themselves an abbot that suited their own disposition, and retired
again to his former solitude. But he continually became an object.of
more general attention, both. on account of his contests with the WIld
monks, and on account of his deliverance from the dangers which threat
ened him, which tradition afterwards magnified into a miracle. The
disturbance of all existing earthly relations, which followed as one of the
consequences resulting from the migration of the nations, would at that
period impel men t<> seek the more, and cling firmly to, that which was
independent of and superior to all earthly vicissitudes, and could secur~
them peace and shelter amid the storms of the world. Hence mul~
tudes thronged to him, for the purpose of training themselves under hiS
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guidance to the way of life which promised such a refuge; which taught
men how to adopt from choice and to love these deprivations, to which
many were driven by the necessity of the times. Men of consideration
at Rome placed their sons with him, that he might educate and train
them for the spiritual life. He was enabled to found twelve cloisters;
and to each he distributed twelve monks under a superior. Some he
retained under his own guida,nce. Even GOtll8 of the lower ranks came
to him: he employed them in such labors as were adapted to their
physical powers and stage of culture, as agriculture, and the removal of
the wild vegetable growth where gardens were to be planted.!
To get rid of the disputes with Florentius, a neighboring priest,
Benedict left this district also, after he had distributed his monks into
different cloisters under suitable superiors. He himself, accompanied
by a few of his followers, retired to the ruins of an ancient castle, which
lay on a high mountain, called Castrum Cassinum, where he laid the
foundation of one of the most famous of monastic establishments, out of
which sprang afterwards the rich abbey of :Monte Cassino. Amid the
~evolutions of these times, Paganism had still been able to maintain
Itself here among the country people, or to spring up and extend itself
anew. He found standing here a grove and temple dedicated to
Apollo, in which the peasants made their offcrings. He conducted tho
people, by his preaching, to the faith of the gospel, and induced them
to cut down the grovc and demolish the temple. In place of the latter,
he erected a chapel, consecrated to St. Martin. Even Totila, the king
of the Ostro-Goths, evinced his respect for Benedict; and the lattcr
spoke to him with freedom. The labors of this man were a fore-type of
the labors of his successors, who, like himself, were occupied mainly in
~reaching the faith, destroying Paganism, educating the youth, and cul
tIvating the land, and by these means were enabled to accomplish so
much. But the monastic rules of which he was the author, are partie,.
ularly worthy of notice, as an enduring monument of his own spirit, and
of the new shaping which, through his instrumentality, was given to the
Monachism of the 'Vest.
Benedict aimed to counteract the licentious life of the irregular
monks,-wbo roamed about the country, and spread a corrupting influ
ence both on manners and on religion,- by the introduction of a severer
discipline and spirit of order. The abbot should appear to the monks
as the representative of Christ; to his will, eyery other will should be
Su~jected; all were to follow his direction and guidance unconditionally,
and with entire resignation. No one was recei,·cd into the number of
the monks, until after a year's novitiate, during whi~h he had often
been reminded of the strict obligations of the monastIc rule, and had
withstood many trial~. Then he was obliged to 'place ~imse~f. under a
solemn vow which moreover was recorded by hImself ill wntmg, that
~e would r~main constantly in the cloister,2 live in all respects accord
Ing to the rules and obey the abbot. But the rules admonished the
abbot to tempe~ the severity necessary for discipline, by the spirit of
1

Vita Benedicti, c. VI.

:.I

The votum stabilitatis as opposed to the Gyrovagi.
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love: He was to let mercy prevail over rigid justice, that he might him
self find mercy. He should love the brethren, while he hated their
faults. Where he was obliged to punish, he should do it with prudence,
and beware of going to excess. His own fallibility should be ever pres
ent to his mind, and he should remember that the bruised reed ought
not to be broken. Not that he should give countenance and encourage
ment to vice, but that he should endeavor to extirpate it with prudence
and love, just as he should see it would be salutary for each individual;
and he should strive rather to be loved than to be feared. He should
not be restless and over-anxious. In no affair whatever should he be
inclined to extremes and obstinate. He should not be jealous, nor too
suspicious; since otherwise he never could find peace. In his com
mands, even where they related to worldly employments and labors, he
should proceed with foresight and reflection. He should discriminate
and moderate the labors which he imposed on each individual. He
should take for his pattern the example of prudence presented in the
words of the patriarch Jacob, Gen. 33 : 13: "If men should over
drive them one day, all the flock will die." With that discretion which
is the mother of the virtues, he should so order all things as to give full
employment to the enterprise of the strong, without discouraging the weak.
True, humility was too much confounded with slavish fear, and too much
importance was attached to the outward demeanor. The monk was to let
his humility be seen in the postures of his body; his head should be con
stantly bowed down with his eyes directed to the earth, and he should
hourly accuse himself for his sins; he should ever be in the same state
of mind as if he were momently to appear before the dread judgment
seat of God. But all this, however, Benedict represented to be only a
means of culture, whereby the monks were to attain to the highest end
of love, that makes men free; respecting the nature of which, he thus
beautifully expresses himself: "'Vhen the monk has passed through all
these stages of humility, he will soon attain to that love of God, which,
being perfect, casteth out fear, and through which he ",-ill begin to practise
naturally and from custom, without anxiety or pains, all those rules
which he before observed not without fear. He will no longer act from
any fear of hell, but from love to Christ, from the energy of riaht habits,
and joy in that which is good."
0
Benedict was doubtless aware, that the ascetic severity of many
of the monastic orders in the East was unsuited to the rude men
of the 'Vest, and also to the more unfriendly climate. Hence he did
not require of his monks many of the mortifications which were so~e
times imposed upon those of the East, and allowed them in several In
dulgences, which were there sometimes forbidden; as, for example, the
use of wine in a prescribed quantity) As the monks, in addition to
their devotional exercises and spiritual studies, were also to be employ
ed at hard labor in the field or in their different trades, and in soDle
1 C. 40. Liret legamus, vinum omnino
monachorum non esse, sed quia nostris temporibus id monachis pcrsuaderi non potest;
and c. 73, he explains himself that his rule

was to lead only ad honestatem mo~m et
initium con\'ersationis, not ad pcrfcctJOoeIIl
conycrsationis - that the latter must be
learned from the rules of the fathers.
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seasons of the year, particularly seed-time and harvest, might be ex~
posed to severe toil, the prudent Benedict 1 was careful not to prescribe
any particular measure of food or drink, which was never to be exceed
ed. The abbot was at liberty to deviate from the general rule, ac
cording to the labors which devolved on the monks, and according to
the season of the year. In like manner, it was strictly enjoined on the
abbot, that he should have respect to the necessities of the sick and
the feeble, of old men and of children, in the regulation of their diet,
and of their occupations. Be doubtless foresaw that the monks might
settle down in rough and savage countries, as they afterwards often
did, where they would not find even that measure of food and drink
which he had allowed them. Reckoning on this, he exhorted them to
submission: even then they should praise God, and not murmur.2
Worthy of notice, too, is the pains he took to avoid aU appearance of
the love of gain; laying it down as a rule, that the monks should always
sell the products of their industry at a somewhat lower price than was
given for other worldly fabrics, so that in aU things God might be
praised. 3
The same circumstances of the times by which so many were induced
to apply to Benedict for the purpose of being formed and disciplined
under his guidance for the spiritual life, tended also to promote the en
thusiasm for the monastic life which proceeded from Benedict's disci
ples, and to further the rapid spread of this form of it by means of his
disciples, such as Placidus and l\Iaurus, in Sicily and in Gaul.

3. The dffferent Tendencies of the Religiou8 Spirit in their relation to
the Monastic Life and to Asceticism.
'Ve will now once more cast a glance at the relation of Monachism
to the different tendencies of the religious spirit in this period. There
Was a very narrow and bigoted enthusiasm for the monastic life, pr~
ceeding from the same narrow ascetic tendency which first gave birth
to Monachism, and which was greatly promoted by it; - a tendency
which, while aiming to exhibit Christian perfection in the monastic life,
caused the dignity and elevation of the universal Christian calling to be mis
apprehended, and contributed very much to lower the standard of piety
i~ the subordinate positions of the ordinary Christian life. This disti~c
t~on betwixt Christian perfection in l\Ionachism,4 and the ordinary Chns
tianity of the world and of social life, was taken advantage of by many
worldly men, particularly in large towns, who excused their want of
Christian earnestness and zeal and the many stains of their lives, with
the plea that they were no mo~ks, but persons living in the midst of the
World.
But, along with the fanatical enthusia~m in fa~~r of l\~onachism,. the~e
arose also a blind zeal of another kind m Oppo8ztwn to It. Certamly It
cannot be denied that the many worthless individuals, who only abused
I Who seems to have possessed himself
the donnm discrctionis.
2 C. 40. Benedicant Denm et Don mur
murent.
YOLo ll.
23

C. 5i.
The 9t1.oao9ia, as it was commonly de
nominated.
3

4
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Monasticism to cover up their own wickedness under the show of sanc
tity, and, under this deceptive veil, to gratify their own worldly passions,
mainly contributed to bring the monastic life into hatred and contempt.
True, Salvianus, who lived about the middle of the fifth century, brings
as a proof of the rude and trifling worldly taste which prevailed at that
time in Carthage, that, when monks visited that place from the cloisters
of Egypt or Jerusalem, they were received in the streets with jeers and
curses; 1 _ and there may have been some ground for his complaint.
But Nilus, the monk and the zealous friend of Monachism, himself ac
cuses the worthless monks, who roamed about in the cities, pestered
families by their impudent mendicancy, and, hiding all wickedness
under the mask of their seeming holiness, often robbed their hospitable
entertainers. It was owing to such men, that the once universally re
spected mode of life had become an abomination, and even the true
virtue of the monk looked upon as no better than, hypocrisy; 2 - that
those who were once regarded as the censors of manners, were expelled
from the cities as introducers of corruption; 3 - that the monks - which
doubtless is an exaggeration - were objects of universal ridicule.4:
Yet there were many who, instead of detesting this degenerate species
of Monachism, rather took advantage of the monstrous births in which
this degeneracy was seen, to bring into disrepute this whole mode ~f
life; and who hated, in lVlonachisLU, not those excesses which ran III
the direction alien from the spirit of" Christianity, but precisely those
qualities which were most truly and profoundly Christian in this mode ?f
life; - who, with no friendly feelings, felt themselves rebuked and dl~
turbed in their frivolous pursuit after pleasure by such Christian serl
~usness and strictness of Christian life. The blind zeal of this party for
their convenient, worldly Christianity flamed out with the most violence
on those occasions when the view of the monastic life, or the influence
of pious monks in noble families themselves, had served to awaken there
a more earnest and elevated sense of religion; when they witnessed
in these cases a change of life extending itself which was entirelyop
posed to their inclinations. 5 Especially when young men of noble birth
were induced by sudden impressions, exciting them to a more serious
turn of life, or through the influence of pious mothers, to pass over to
the monks, not only was the opposition between worldly-minded husbands
and their Christian wives, on such occasions, often more stronglyex
pressed, but kinsmen and friends took a lively interest in the matter:
they considered it a disgace to the noble family, that young men who
1 Salvian. de gubematione Dei, 1. 8, pag.
]94, ed. Baluz. Si quando aliquis Dei ser
vus aut de JEO'vptiorum crenohiis ant de
sacris Hierusale~i locis aut de sallctis cremi
venerandisque secretis ad urhem iIlam offi
cio divini operis acces~it, simul ut populo
apparuit, contumelias, sacrilegia et maledic
tiones accipit.
2 Nilus de monastica ex:crritatione, c. 9.
'0 7rEPL7rO{J~TOt; piot; lYEVETO {3r5E').t'KTOt; Kat
~ TWv u)\:r/{)i:Jt; KaT' apCrrrv {3WVVTc.JV Kr7}rJtt;,
(it should read perhaps aUK~uLt;,) arruT7l ve

vofUcmu.

3 L. c. 'nt; l>vprwvEt; rirrEAat'VO'VTal :"wV
rroMc.JV ol rrOTe Uc.J9pOVUJ7al.
4 C. 22.
naPCL ;;-UVTc.JV xAevu~m';"al. .

1cu
I) Thus, in the times of cardinal Richel
and Louis the Fourteenth in France, it "a5
assuredly not the free spirit of [he 1!o~r~!,
hut the frivolous, worldly temper, the C:h~~
tinnity of politics, the ('eremonial reh~IOn
of Jesuitism. which is doubtless reconcllea'
hIe with them both, which set itself to
pose the effects which flowed from t c
glowing, ascetic zeal of an abbe St. Cyran
and his followers.
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might one day rise to the most splendid posts, should betalte themselves

to the mountains and the deserts, go about in the squalid dress of the
monks, weave baskets, cultivate the soil, water gardens, and employ
themselves in other such menial occupations.!
The whole party
who detested Monachism, but with it also every other form of earnest
Christian life, was roused to activity on such occasions. When the
emperor Valens, in 365, promulgated a law which, perhaps not without
g?od grounds, was aimed against. those who, under the pretext of reli
gIOn, but really for the sake of indulging their indolent propensities and
ridding themselves of the burdens of the state, had withdrawn them
selves into the monkish fraternities; 2 the party above mentioned availed
themselves of this opportunity to institute persecutions against the
monks. Chrysostom, who was at that time himself a zealous monk, felt
himself called upon, on this occasion, to write his three books on Mo
nachism.
But between these two extremes there was a more moderate party,
which, while they recognized all that was truly of worth in Monachism,
opposed on evangelical grounds the one-sided over-valuation of this, and
the under-valuation of every other form of life which should equally
be pervaded with the Christian spirit. This tendency is apparent in
the council of Gangra, already mentioned. Here the ascetic and un
married life was admitted to be, in itself considered, and so far as it
~roceeded from a pious disposition, a good thing; but the married
hfe also, and life in the ordinary civil and social relations, together with
the use of earthly goods, were represented as capable of being sancti
fied by a right temper; and sentence of condemnation was pronounced
on the proud ascetic spirit that despised the common relations of life.
This tendency particularly characterizes Chrysostom. Although him
self greatly indebted to :Monachism for the character of his inner life;
although everywhere inclined to place a very high value on the victori
ous power of the will over the sensuous nature, where it was enlivened
by the spirit of love; although enthusiastically alive to the ideal of holy
temper and holy living in Monachism; yet he was too deeply penetrated
by the essence of the gospel, not to be aware that the latter should per
~ade all the relations of life. And his large experience, gained at An
tIoch and at Constantinople, had led him to see how mischievous the
delusive notion that men could not strive after the ideal of the Christian
life amid ordinary earthly relations, must be, and had actually. been, to
practical Christianity. This delusion, therefore, he sought ill every
way to counteract. After having described, in one of his discourses,
the various means of grace which Christianity ~urnishcs, he supposes
the (lbjection to be raised: "'Vhy say you thIS to us, who are no
1 See Chrysostomus adversus oppugnato
res ,"itre monasticre, I. I. § 2. 'Av{fpw7rov~
1k;Vr1E:pov~ Kill £by£vei~ Kat dvvafiivov~ tv
T~V¢TJ C;-~v, bri. TOV GKA1]pOV TOVTOV a>'opivov~

peov.

2 Cod. Theodos. 1. 12, Tit. I. 1. 63.
Qui
dam ignaYire sectatores desertis civitatum
muneribus ~ptant solitudines ac secreta, et

specie religion is cum cretibus monazonton
congrcgantur, - they should be drawn forth
from their lurking-places, and compelled to
take on them the burdens of the state j or
they should, like the clergy, (see vol. lL
sect. 1, p. 139,) give up their property to
others.
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monks?" And he answers, " Do you put this question to me? Ask
Paul, when he says, ' "'tVatch with all perseverance and supplication,'
Ephes. 6: 18, and' Put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ,' Rom. 13: 14;
for surely he wrote these words, not for monks only, but for all inhabi
tants of cities. Except in relation to marriage, there ought to be no
distinction between the secular and the monk; everything else the
former is bound to do equally with the latter. And Christ, in the ser
mon on the mount, confines not his. benediction to the monk. Enjoy
the marriage estate with due moderation, and you shall be first in the
kingdom of heaven, and entitled to all its blessings."l And in another
place, where he is speaking of the prophetic visions of Isaiah: 2 .~ ould
you know how the prophet saw God? Be yourself, too, a prophet.
And how is this possible, do you ask, since I have a wife, and must
provide for the bringing up of my children? It is possible, if you do
but will it; for the prophet also had a wife, and was the father of two
children; but none of these things was a hindran~e to him." In ex
pounding the first words of salutation in the epistle to the Ephesians, he
lays particular stress on the circumstance that to men who had wives,
children, and servants, Paul nevertheless applies the appellation of
saints. Although Chrysostom - which may easily be accounted for
in a man of such predominant and lively feelings - did not always ex
press himself after the same manner; yet when he had become ac
quainted, from his own experience, with the corruption of the churC~l,
he often declared himself with great energy against the want of ChrI.5
tian love among the better disposed, who in solitude lived only for thClr
own improvement, instead of employing the gifts bestowed on them f?r
the good of others. "Behold what perverseness now reigns," says he In
one passage. " They who possess some of the joy of a good conscience
dwell on the tops of mountains, and have torn themselves from the body
of the church, as if it were inimical and alien to them; something not
their own."3 Thus, too, he complains, in his sixth homily on the first
epistle to the Corinthians,4 that they in whom there were still some re
mains of the old Christian wisdom, had forsaken the cities, the market,
and the intercourse of life, and, instead of forming others, took posses
sion of the mountains. " How shall we conquer the enemy," he ex
claims, " when some have no care for virtue, and those who are inter
ested for it, retreat to a distance from the order of battle?" And in
another discourse he very justly refers to the parable of the talents, as a
proof that there can be nothing truly good, the advantage of which docs
not extend also to others; and he goes on to say: "Though you fast,
though you sleep on the ground, though you eat ashes and mourn ~er
petually, but without benefiting any other individual, you will not brmg
much to pass. Though you exercise the highest perfection of the
monk, but give yourself no concern that others are going to ruin, yoU
cannot maintain a good conscience in the sight of God. 5 Neither vol·

"r

1
2

Hom. VIT. Hebr. ~ 4.
Homilia. in Seraphim, ~ 1. ltIontfancon,

VI. f. 138.
S

Hom. VII. Ephes.

+4~

4 Hom. VI. ep. I. ad Corinth. 9 4.
~
Ii Kciv rf7v ciKpav ¢tM(Jocpia'll ci(JK~~, T~V,
Mi1rwV a1roUvpivwv aflEl.~{, ovc5£fUav ,,"rT/(J?
1rapa {hifJ 1rappT/(Jiav.
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untary poverty, nor martyrdom, nor anything else we may do, can tes
tify in our favor, if we have not attained to the crowning virtue of
love." 1
As we here perceive, Chrysostom attacked the exaggerated opinion
of Monachism, by assuming for his position the consciousness of the
universal Christian calling, the sense of the principle of holy living,
which he recognized as belonging in common to all true believers; but
he was still too much influenced by the prevailing views of his time to
be able always to carry out and apply that position with logical consist
ency. It is apparent here, as it often is in his case, that on one side
he was confined by the prevailing spirit of his age; while, on the other,
by his profound insight into the essence of the gospel, he rose above it,
and was thus betrayed into self-contradiction. On the other hand,
there arose in the Western church, at Rome, another man, who had
the courage and freedom of spirit to express and apply that fundament
al principle, in direct opposition to the prevailing views of the time, and,
from this main position, to attack the whole ascetic way of estimating
moral worth. This was the monk J ovinian, who flourished near the
end of the fourth century. It may appear singular, that this reaction
against ~Ionachism should proceed from l\lonachism itself; but this was
a natural reaction springing from the inner Christian life, which in many
was roused into action by Monachism - a phenomenon which often oc
curred. 'rhus we saw already the indications of such a reaction in the
case of a Nilus and of a Marcus.
J ovinian, the protestant of his time, went on the principle, " that
there is but one divine element of life, which all believers share in
c?mmon; but one fellowship with Christ, which proceeds from faith in
hIm; but one new birth. All who possess this in common with each
other - all, therefore, who are Christians in the true sense, not barely in
outward profession - have the same calling, the same dignity, the same
h:uvenly blessings; the diversity of outward circumstances creating no
dIfference in this respect." Accordingly he supposes an opposition
altogether universal, admitting of no intermediate link, no grade of dif
ference, between those who find themselves in this state of grace, and
those who are shut out from it. Hence he derives the conclusion, that the
life of celibacy or that of marriage, eating or fasting, the using or forbear
ing to use earthly goods, all this can make no difference between
Christians, where the same one ground of the Christian life is present.
Everythincr depends on the inward Christian life, on the temper of the
heart, not ~n the outward forms of life and on outward works by them
selves considered, in which forms and works the temper which makes
the Christian only reveals itself. Of course, the whole theory respecting
a loftier, ascetic stage of Christian perfection, respecting the difference
between the counsels which Christ gave to those only who strove aft~r
~hat stage of perfection, and the ordinary duties incumbent on all Christ
lans, respectincr
o the merit of certain outward works, fell to the ground.
"V··
. d women," ·sal
d he, " wh0 h ave been
lrgms, WI·dOWS, an d marne
1

VOL. II.

Epist. J. ad Corinth. H. 25.
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once baptized into Christ, have the same merit, if, in respect

to works,
there is otherwise no difference between them.! The apostle Paul says,
, Know ye not, that your body is a temple of the Holy Ghost?' He
speaks of one temple,. not in the plural number, to denote that God
dwells after the same manner in all. And as the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost are one God, so should there be also but one people in
them, John 17 : 21, that is, his dear children, who are partakers of the
divine nature.2 The apostle John makes no other distinction than one,
between those who are born of God and sin not, and those who are
not born of God. Christ makes no other separation than that between
those who stand on the right and those who stand on the left hand, the
sheep and the goats."
,
J ovinian did not allow himself to be hurried on by an inconsiderate
zeal unconditionally to condemn fasting, the life of celibacy, ~Ionachism,
considered purely by themselves, though, in other respects, he seems to
have been inclined to extremes in polemical matters. Estimating th.e
power and worth of Christianity only by its influence on the temper, It
was therefore the temper only which he attacked in the present case;
the presumption and arrogance which attributed to the unmarried and
ascetic life, a peculiar merit beyond the other tendencies of the Christ
ian life generally. Hence he continued to live as a monk himself, and so
refuted the charge that he had devised such doctrines merely for the
sake of liberating himself from a yoke which was irksome to him. " It
amounts to the same thing," said he, " whether a person abstain from
this or that food, or partakes of it with thanksgiving. I do thee no
injustice," he remarked, addressing those who lived in celibacy; "if
thou hast chosen the unmarried life on the ground of a present necessi
ty, be careful only not to exalt thyself. Thou art a member of the
same 'church to which the married also belong." He merely soug~t
to show, that men were wrong in recommending so highly and indIS
criminately the life of celibacy and fasting, though he was ready to
admit, that both, under certain circumstances, might be good and bene
ficial.
In respect to marriage, he appealed in its defence to the fact, that
so great worth was ascribed to it immediately at the creation; and that
it might not be said that this had reference to the Old Testament alone,
the same testimony had been confirmed by Christ, Gen. 2: 24; Matth.
19: 5. He adduced the example of the married saints, from the OI.d
Testament, to defend himself against the common objection, that thlS
applied only to the early infancy of mankind, when the multiplication of
the race was particularly necessary; and added such proof passages
from the New 1'estament as 1 Timoth. 5 : 14; Heb.13 : 4; 1 Corinth.
7 : 39; 1 Timoth. 2 : 14.3 He pointed to the fact, that Paul required
1 Virj!ines, viduas, et maritatas, qure se
mel in Christo lotre sunt, si non discrepant
creteris operibus, ejusdem esse meriti.
2 Et quomodo Pater et Filius et Spiritus
Sanctus unus Deus; sic et unus populus in
ipsis sit, hoc est quasi filii caris simi, divinre
consortes naturre.

3

It is worthy of notice, that Jerome (I. I.

~ 30, contra Jovinian) cited the whole book

of Solomon's Song as an evidence in ~avor
of marriage. From this we might mfer,
that he rejected the mystical interpretatlO
of that book, which ,vas then common; an
in this case we should have here another
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of the bishop and deacon only that each should be the husband of one
wife, that he accordingly sanctioned the marriage of the clergy. In
respect of fasts, he cited Rom. 14: 20; 1 Timoth. 4: 3; that, ,ac
cording to the declaration of Paul, to the pure all things are pure ;
that Christ was pronounced by the Pharisees a man gluttonous and a.
wine-bibber, a friend of publicans and sinners; that he did not disdain
the banquet of Zaccheus, and that he attended the marriage-feast at
C~na.l Christ chose the wine for the sacrament of the supper, the
WIlle as a holy symbo1. 2 He says, justly, that those mortifications
could not be possessed of any peculiar Christian character, since they
were practised also among the Pagans in the worship of Cybele and
of Isis. 3 But it must ha\Te been an extremely contracted notion
of final ends, which led him to understand the proposition, that all
other creatures are made for the use of man, in the sense that they
were intended only to 8ubserve man's sensual/wants. A.ccordingly he
reckoned up a number of animals, which, if they were not to serve as
food for man, were created by God to no purpose, and he inferred
that therefore it must have been the Creator's design that man should
eat flesh; 4 a conclusion which Jerome found it quite easy to refute .
. Not merely in reference to the outward works of asceticism, but also
In other respects, J ovinian took a decided stand against that false di
rection of the moral spirit of his age, which looked to external works
alone, instead of looking only at the temper of the heart; as was seen,
for example, in the exaggerated opinion entertained of martyrdom, solely
on the ground of the outward suffering. He expressed himself as fol
lows: "A person may be burnt, strangled, beheaded, in a time of per
secution, or he may flee or die in the prison. These are indeed differ
ent kinds of conflict; but there is only one crown of victory."
The false direction of morals against which J ovinian took his stand,
~aving its ground in the fact that men did not apprehend the Christian
h~e on the side of its inward connection with faith, it came about for
thIS very reason, that to outward works was ascribed a meritoriousness
of various degrees; and the fear of future punishment, the aspiration
after the higher stages of blessedness, were employed as incentives to
moral and ascetic exertions. J o\rinian, on the other hand, went on the
principle that the true Christian, who by faith has become partaker of
Proof of the more liberal, inquiring spirit
of the man. But the language which he
~mploys respecting the church, (Jerome,
. n. , 19,) sola novit canticum Christi,
s~em~, notwithstandinjr, to point to a mys
tlcallntcrpretation of Solomon's Song. In
the present case, we can understand the ar
gumentation of Jovinian only as follows:
T~e holiest of thinjrs, the union of Christ
\Vuh his church, would not have been rep
resen!ed here under such images, so carried
out, If the union betwixt tbe two sexes
Were not a s:u:rcd thing.
1 Jovinian's manner is characteristically
presented in the words: Porro aliud est, si
~nlm. ~?ntentione dieitis, cum isse ad pran
wn JeJunaturum, et impostorum more dix

i55e: hoc comedo, ilIud non comedo, nolo
vinum biberc, quod ex aquis creavi.
2 In typo sanguinis !'ui non obtulit aquam,
sed ,·inum. From the fact that the word
" tvpus" is here employed, it cannot be di
reeth' inferred, that he a~crihed to the sacra
ment of the supper only a symbolical sig
nificancy; for this name is gi\'(m to the ex
tcmal svmhols, as such, even by those who
attached other notions to them j for exam
ple, by Cyril of Jerusalem.
8 Quasi non et superstitio gentilium cas
tum mntris Deum obscn'et et Isidis.
'" Quis usus porcorum ahsque esu earni
urn ~ Quid caprere, cermli, etc. Cur in
domibus gallina diseurrit 1 Si non come
duntur, hrec omnia frustra a Deo creata sunt.
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a divine life, is already certain of his salvation. He has nothing higher
to aspire after, than that which is already secured to him by faith: he
needs only to preserve what he has received, to seek to persevere in
the state of -grace in which he has once been placed ;-and this can be
done only in the progressive life of holiness. "If you ask me," said
he, "wherefore the just man should be actively exerting himself,
whether in times of peace or of persecution, when there is no progress,
when there are no greater rewards; I answer, he does this, not that
he may deserve something more, but that he may not lose what he has
already received." 1
Wherever there is a living faith, there, according to Jovinian, is fel
lowship with the Redeemer; there is divine life; and wherever this is,
there it comes off victorious, by its own intrinsic power over all evil;
there sin can find no entrance. The good tree can bring forth only
good fruit ; the evil'tree must bring forth evil fruit. He who is born
of God, doth not commit sin. Hence it also. followed, that whoever had,
by regeneration, receiyed the divine life, could not any longer live in
that slavish fear of sin to which the monastic asceticism had linked itself,
together ,vith its preventive remedies and cunningly devised tricks for
foiling Satan. See above. In opposing this painful asceticism, J ovin
ian remarked, " He who is baptized, cannot be tempted of the devil:"
As he proceeded on the principle of referring the inward life to Chnst
as its source, he must have understood here by baptism, not so mu.eh
an outward baptism operating with the power of a charm, as the m
ward baptism growing out of faith, the baptism of the Spirit. "In those
who are tempted," says he, "it is seen, that, like Simon :Magus, they
have received only the water, not the spiritual baptism. The spiritual
baptism they only have received, who have been baptized with the
genuine faith by which regeneration is obtained." 2 The first of the
above-cited passages might be so understood, as if Jovinian considered
the state of the regenerate to be one beyond the reach of all temptations j
in which view he might justly be charged with teaching a practically
mischievous error. But this assuredly.could not be his meaning; for
otherwise he could not have spoken of the moral efforts of the just man.
See above. And moreover, he himself clearly explains how he understands
the phrase "to be tempted," in that proposition, when he says, that
such a person cannot be overcome by Satan in temptations, cannot be
plunged into guilt. 3
'Vithout doubt, however, J ovinian must have supposed, according to
this assertion, that he who had been once really regenerat{!d, could not
1 As we haye remarked alreadv, that the
views of Jovinian are not to be considered
as wholly insulated from all other phenom
ena of the age, but as connected with a
more general reaction of the Christian
spirit excited by Monarhism itself; so we
may observe in the present case a remarka
ble analogy between Jovinian's expressions
and those of the monk Marcus; for also
Marcus says: "'Ve who haye been deemed
worthy of the layer of regeneration, offer

good works, not for the sake of a reW!lrd,
but to preserve the purity which has bce.n
imparted to us." 'Oem Taii t..ovrpov f1i~
7raAtyy evtaiar ~~ur&~p.ev, Ta aya&a lpya. au
Ot' UVTa7rOOOCrtv rrpotJ9€p0P.fV, U!.).!, &c' 9t·~N·
K~V TiJr cJo&titJTJr ~piv Ka&apo11lTO(. BI .
patr. Galland. T. VIn. f. ]4, ~ 22.
2 Plena fide in baptismate renati..
.
II Enm a diabolo non posse subvertl. .A~
cording to Jerome, in the beginning of big
first book against Jovinian.
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again fall from the state of grace; - that whenever one who appeared

to have been baptized, to believe, was surprised into sin, this was evi

dence that he did not as yet poss~ss living faith, had not as yet been
really renewed.
_
As it is extremely easy for a man, in combating one error, to fall into
another of an opposite kind, so it seems to have happened with J ovi
nian. We noticed how, in opposition to the over-valuation of a certain
species of outward works, and to the theory of a certain loftier, ascetic
9hristian perfection, he gave prominence to the unity of the divine
life in all believers. Again, J ovinian attacked the arbitrary theory,
~ounded on a misconception of the passage in 1 John, 5: 17, accord
~ng to which sins were classified, by reference solely to the outward act,
~to mortal (peccata mortalia) and venial sins, (peccata venialia,) a divi
SIOn by which the number of sins excluding from eternal life was often
extremely limited. In opposition to such a t.heory, he maintained that
the gospel required, and brought along with it, a new, holy disposition,
with which every sin, of whatever kind it might be, stood directly op
posed; that the new man, the new life from God, excluded everything
sinful; that as all goodness springs out of the same disposition of love
to God, so, too, all sin, however different it might be in outward appear
~nce, proceeded from the same fountain, manifested the same ungodly
life. Christ says: "Whoso eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood,
dwelleth in me, and I in him." As Christ then dwells in us without any
grade of distinction whatever, 80 we also dwell in Christ without any
degree of difference. " If a man love me," saith the Lord," he will
k;ep my words; and my Father will love him, and we will come unto
hIm and make our abode with him." ,\Vhoever is righteous, loves, and
whoever loves, to him come the Father and Son, and they dwell in his
tabernacle. :But where such an inhabitant is, there I think nothing
C~n be wanting to the owner of the dwelling. The gospel presents five
,;rgins that were foolish, and five that were wise: the five who had no
011, remained without; the other five, who had prepared themselves with
the light of good works, entered with the bridegroom into the bride:
chamber. The righteous were saved with Noah, the sinners were de
stroyed together. In Sodom and Gomorrah, no other distinction was
~ade account of than that between the righteous and the wicked. The
Just were delivered, all the sinners were consumed by the same fire.
One salvation for those that were saved, one destruction for those that
remained behind. Lot's wife is a witness, how no allowance can be
made for swerving from righteousness, even in the least respect. 'Vho
eVer says to his brother, "~rhou fool, and Raea," is in danger of hell-fire.
And whoever is a murderer or an adulterer, is in like manner cast into
hell-tire. So, too, he maintained that it was the same thing whether a
m~n ~ecame converted early or late. The moment men entered through
faIth mto fellowship with the Redeemer, there was no longer any differ
ence between them; they all possessed the same. "Between the
brother who was always with the father, and him who was received
~fterwards because he had repented, there was no difference. The la
orers of the first, the third, the sixth, the ninth, and the eleventh hour,
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received each alike one penny; and that you may wonder the more, the
payment begins with those who had labored the shortest time in the vine
yard." But J ovinian did not here consider that although the divine
life, as a common property of all who believe, is one and the same, yet
different stages are to be found in its development, and in the degree
in which man's nature is assimilated and pervaded by it; that, along
with the divine life, the principle of sin still continues to linger in be
lievers, which may more or less prevail, or be overcome and suppressed
by the divine principle of life; and that in this respect it is assuredly
right to speak of a more or less, of a distinction of degrees, as well
with regard to goodness as to sin. 1 This error lies at the root also of
J ovinian's mode of expression, whereby he represents sanctification as a
mere preserving of that which had been once received,2 but not as a
progressive development of it. 3
If, then, in connection with this doctrine, he maintained that a person
once regenerated could not be drawn into sin, and if he allowed of no
distinction between the outward manifestations of sin; the consequence
necessarily follows, that the regenerate individual might indeed be
tempted to sin, but could never be so overcome by temptation as to be
led into actual sin. Thus his theory would unquestionably conduc~ to
a result contradictory to the universal experience of Christians, whIch
could only be adhered to by a system of self-deception. How far he
was really involved .in this his one-sided theory, plainly appears from
the extremely tortuous methods of explanation by which he seeks to
1 Excellent are the remarks which LUcke
takes occasion to introduce respecting Jo
vinian, in his beautiful commentary on the
epistles of John, for which, certainly, many
will join me in thanking him. P. 166. "Jo
vinian stood at the same i.leal position with
John j and his ethico-critical efforts, in the
spirit of 1\ reformer, were aimed especially
in oppogition to the mock holiness, the ex
ternalitv, and half-wav l'h:mwter of the
Christian life of his tilile, to rciis~ert, in its
full c1carne:-'s, prcei:;ion al111 truth. the fun
damental moral eOllccption and icleal of the
gospel." I could only wish to say in addi
tion, that Jovillinn, in oppo~illg the ideal
standl\rd of Chri~ti:\I1ity to that which, hay
ing regard hardy to the mani~('''tati~n, and
hence overlooking it:; connectlon with the
idea, respected the mcre nppearance, failed
to distinguish sufficiently hetween the ideal
position, and that of the manife,;tation; - a
distinction which J ol1n was careful to obsen·e.
Thus he was led in a certain scnse to con
found the two positions with each other.
2 Undoubtedly this expression, in itself
considered, may admit also of being under
stood in an altogether faultless sense, so far
as all pure development may be regarded
as a preserving, securing, and maintaining
in its purity of the original principle i and
so, too, all progressive sanctification may be
considered as the preserving of the divine
life imparted by regeneration j as the pre

serving of the state of innocence into whlc11
man has cntered through justification. 1 et,
at the same time, it seems to me to follow'
neccssarily from the whole connection of
ideas to be found in the rest of Jovinian's
writings. that he gave such undue promi·
nence to the notion of constancy, as was
inconsistcnt with the notion of progrcs sh'e
development in the Christian life.
. .
3 In the case above dtcd, where JO\'mHll1
remarks that there is 110 difference between
,·irgins, widow.~, and married women, pro
vided only they do not differ in respect to
their other works, the pagsage might, to be
sure, he so understood as if he meant tC'
n~scrt 1\ possihle difference in respect t?
~ood works, and accordingly would 3?mlt
the existence of distinctions in the estima
tion of moral character. But according to
the conne('tion of his ideas as elsewhere
exhihited. with which this assertion would
otherwise clash, we must cOllecive, l~nJe~S
we are willing to suppo~e him inco~~I~tcnt
with himself, that he understood hiS ?'\"11
position in the folIowing sense: pro ndcd
onl" they did not so differ in respect to
therr other works, M that some of them
manifested by their conduct the true ba~
tism of the Spirit, while the others sho:""~
by their condnct that they had not rec~
anv snch baptism, but only the out
baptism of appearance.
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bring the passages of scripture, adduced againSt him by the other party',
into harmony with that theory.t
'Ve must notice too, by the way, a point which belongs strictly to
the evolution of the idea. of the church, but which we bring in here on
account of the connection in which this point stands also with Jovinian's
whole mode of thinking. As he begins and proceeds, in his entire the
ory, by immediately referring the inner life of each individual, through
f~ith, to Christ, without. presupposing any external medium of commu
llIeation; as, in his way of thinking, the notion of fellowship with Christ
had precedence of the notion of the church; so this latter notion, too,
must, in his system, take an altogether different position. The notion
of the invisible church, as a community of believers and redeemed sin
ne~, spiritually united, was by him made far more prominent than the
nobon of the visible church, derived from outward tradition. " The
church, founded on hope, faith, and charity, is exalted above every at
tack. No unripe member is within it- all its members are taught of
~od. No person can break within its enclosure by violence, nor creep
In by fraud." 2 It is plainly evident that Jovinian could only have un
~erstood by the church, here, the invisible church. So, too, in the follow
mg predicates which he applies to the church: "The titles bride, sister,
mother - and whatever other names you may think of-refer to the
c~mmunity of the one church, which is never without her bridegroom,
WIthout her brother, without her son. She has one faith, and within
her there arise no schisms by means of erroneous doctrines. She ever
remains a virgin to whom the Lamb goes; him she follows, and she
alone knows the song of Christ." Of course he can understand by the
church, here, only the community of true believers .
.J ovinian's reasons against the worth of the unmarried life found ad
mIttance among the laity, monks and nuns, in Rome. 3 But it was natu·
ral that the Roman bishop Siricius, with whom we have already become
acquainted, as a zealous opponent of married priests, should declare
strongly against the doctrines of J ovinian. At a Roman synod, held
1 Thus when, in objection to his views,
the parable was cited of the different meas
ure of increase from the scattered seed,
according to the different quality of the soil
hn which it fell, ~1atth. 13, Luke 8, Mark 4,
e maintained that the only point to be
held fast here was the difference between
the good and the bad ground. All the rest
belonged not to the matter of comparison, but
~? the de~oration of the figure; nnd in faor of thiS explanation he urged the absurd
argulT'ent, that the difference of numbers
~Oll!d be of no importance here, hccause
• lark pursued the reverse order in his enu
~eration. Numerum non facere prrejudi
(,Ium, prresertim qllum et evangelista Mar
CUS rctrorsum numeret. To defend himself
jl:ui nst the application of the words in
ohn 14: 2, "In my Father's house are
Inany mansions," which in fact could be
employed by his adversaries in favor of their

own side only in a way running directly
counter to the connection in which they are
found, he opposed it by another interPreta
tion no less contradictory to the connection
of the p!ls~age, maintaining that hy the dif
ferent mansions were to be understood sim
ply the d~ffercnt church communities on
earth, which still constituted, however, but
one church of God. Non in regno crelo
rum divcrsas significat mansiones; sed ee
clesiarum in toto orbe numerum, qUal con
stat una per sept em (h. e. in septcm ecc1esiis
apocalypseos nonnisi una c('desia.,
2 Scimns ecdcsiam spc, fide, cnritate, in
acccssibilcm, inexpugnabilcmj non cst in
ea immaturus, omnis docibilis, (sci!. a Deo,
as the Vulgate translates the term t9wdu5iuc
.o!,",) impetu irrumpere yel arte eludere, (it
should read perhaps, illudere, enter in by
trick, by deception,) potest nUnU!!.
8 Augustin. Hreres. 82, Retract. II. 22.
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in 390, he pronounced, in the harshest and most unjustifiable 1anguage,l
sentence of condemnation on J ovinian and eight of his adherents.2
J ovinian betook himself to Milan, and there perhaps sought to shelter
himself under the protection of the emperor then residing in that place.
But here he was opposed by the mighty influence of the bishop Am
brose, who had already been made acquainted with the affair by the
synodial letter of Siricius, and who, as a zealous promoter of the ascetic
tendency and of Monachism, could be no otherwise than a zealous op
ponent of J ovinian. In his reply to Siricius, written in the name of a
synod held at Milan, he declared his agreement with the judgment pro
nounced by the latter. Jovinian and his friends were banished from
Milan. But perhaps the silent working of his influence continued to be
felt there, if it were not the case that, independent of him, a similar reac
tion proceeding out of Monachism itself called forth there an opposition
to the spirit of monkish morality.
Ambrose must also witness the influence of these principles among
his own monks at :Milan. Two persons of this order, Sarmatio and Bar
batianus, attracted notice, who, like J ovinian, disputed the peculiar
merit of the unmarried life. 3 Not being allowed freely to express
their principles in the cloister, they released themselves from that
yoke. 4 Next they repaired to the church at Vercelli, where perhaps,
as the church happened at that time to be without a bishop, they hoped. to
find a better reception, and to be able to propagate their principles mth
less danger of disturbance. But the bishop Ambrose immediately sent
warning of them in a letter, which he addressed to the church. 5 He
accused them of spreading such doctrines, as that the baptized needed
not concern themselves about striving after virtue; that excess in eating
and drinking could do them no harm; that it was foolish in them to ab
stain from the enjoyments of life; that virgins and widows ought to
marry. But, in a statement of this sort, it is easy to see the distort
ing influence of passion. Taking these charges in connection with the
doctrine of J ovinian and the other positions held by these men, it be
comes probable, that with Jovinian they intended merely to affirm:
"Whoever received the baptism of the Spirit, possessed me~
enough for overcoming sin, and needed not to have recourse to a pam
ful asceticism."
As to the rest, Jerome, the warm opponent of J ovinian, by the e~
aggerated statements into which he continually fell in conducting his
attacks, served rather to place the cause which he defended in an un
" Ambrose intimates himself, that nothing
He calls Jovinian luxurire magister.
Incentores novre hreresis et hlasphemire could be objected to them as long as they
divina sententia et nostro judicio in perpe were at MIlan. He points to the rca50n
tuum damnati. For the rest, even Siricius which chiefly induced them to lell\"~ t~C
witnesses of the spread of these doctrines, cloister, when he says: interdicta Iuihhno
when he says: Sermo hrereticomm intra sre disputationi licentia. But it was. an
ungrounded inference of his own makmg,
ecclesia cancri more serpebat.
when he accuses them of having left the
8 'Vhen Ambrose accuses them besides
of asserting: Delirare eos, qui jejuniis cas doister, because they could not indulge, ~
tigent camem suam, ut menti subditam fa they wished, in riotous living, nu1IIlS e~
ciant, - this may perhaps be a consequence luxuriro locus.
6 Lib. 10, ep. 82, ed. Basil.
of his own drawing.
1

2
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favorable light, and to further that of his opponent; for it seemed,
according to the statements of the former, that his opponent was right
in asserting th,at men could not extol the life of celibacy without depre
ciating the state of marriage, which Christ has sanctioned, and thereby
outraging the common sense and feeling of Christian men. Augustin,
perceiving this, was led to write his book de bono con}ugali, in which
he sought to to do away the above-mentioned objection, by acknowledg
ing the worth of marriage, and yet ascribing a still higher stage of
Christian life to the state of celibacy, when ch{)sen out of a right temper
of heart. In this tract he distinguishes himself, not only for his greater
~oderation, but also for a more correct judgment of the ascetic life in
Its connection with the whole Christian temper; as it is in fact the
great merit generally of his mode of apprehending the Christian sys
tem of morals, that, like J ovinian, he opposed the tendency to set a value
upon the outward conduct, outward works, as an opus operatum, without
regard to their relation to the disposition of the heart. By giving
prominence to the latter, Augustin approached Jovinian; and he would
have come still nearer to him, had he not been on so many sides fet
t~red to the church spirit of his times.!
Among the opponents of the ascetic spirit and of 1Ionachism, should
be noticed, also, a person respecting whom we shall have occasion to
speak again, as an antagonist of the prevailing tendencies of the church
spirit, - the presbyter Vigilantius. He probably believed that the
'Words of our Lord to the rich young man were misapprehended, (see
above,) when taken, as they were by many, in the sense of an invitation
to give all they possessed, at once, to the poor, and to retire among the
~onks. They, he maintained, who managed their own property, and
distributed its income gradually among the poor, did better than those
~ho gave away the whole at once. It be~oved eac~ individual to pro
VIde rather for the wants of the poor of h18 own neIghborhood, instead
of sending his money to Jerusalem, for the support of the poor who
~ere there, (the monks.) " Should all retire from the world, and live
In deserts," said he, "who would remain to support the public worship
of God? Who would exhort sinners to virtue? This would be not to
fight, but to fly."
But such individual voices could effect nothing of importance against
a tendency of the church which was so decided, nor could they coun
teract a form of church life which had already become so prevalent.
Monachism, in fact, was to be preserved; furnishing, as it did, so impor
~nt a means for the diffusion of Christianity and of Christian culture
In the succeeding centuries.
1

Thus Augustin, as well as Joyinian,

8~ys, that true martyrdom consists in the

disposition of the mind; and that a man
'\tho had no ontw:1rd call to become a martyr, yet, in the temper ou which all moral
Worth depends, might be quite equal to the
Illa~yrs. Thus it was also with regard to
~bstmence. So Abraham, although he lived
In marriage because this was agreeable to
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the then stage of the development of God's
kingdom, might, in the Christian virtue of
abstinence and self-denial, be fully equal to
the Christians who led a life of celibacy in
a holy temper. Continentire ,-irtutem in
habitu animi semper esse debere, in opere
autem pro rerum et temporum opportuni
tate manifestari-
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1. Relation of Ohristian Worship to the whole spltere of the Ohris
tian Life.
.
As the consciousness of the universal Christian priesthood was gradu
ally supplanted by the idea of a class of men particularly consecrated
to God, whose peculiar business it was to devote their time and thoughts
to divine things; so, too, the original relation, grounded in the essence
of Christianity, of the common worship of Christians to the whole circle
of Christian life, respecting which we spoke in the preceding period,
was continually becoming obliterated. :M:en forgot that Christian 'Wor
ship is not confined to any particular place, times, or actions, but was
meant to embrace the entire life, consecrated to God. Yet the more
distinguished church-teachers, such as Chrysostom and Augustin, well
understood, that living Christianity could proceed only out of that orig
inal Christian consciousness, to which the whole Christian life presented
itself as a worship of God in spirit and in truth; and they labored to
revive this consciousness, - to counteract, in every way, that delusire
notion, which placed the essence of Christianity in the opus operatum of
joining in outward acts of worship, and to introduce the point of view
into practical life, that instruction in divine truth, reading of the Holy
Scriptures, and prayer, were not to be confined solely to the church as
semblies, but should be diffused through the whole of the Christian life.
Accordingly Chrysostom, in his sixth discourse against the confounding of
Christianity and Judaism,l observes, that "God permitted the single
temple at Jerusalem to be destroyed, and erected in its stead a thou
sand others of far higher dignity than that; for the apostle declares, ' Ye
are the temple of the living God.' Adorn tltis house of God, drive from
it all wicked thoughts, so that you may be a temple of the Spirit, and
make others do so too." "Christians," he remarks in another dis
course, "should not merely celebrate one sincrle day as a feast; for
the apostle says, 1 Corinth. 5 : 8: 'Let us keep the feast, not with old
leaven,' &c. Weare not to stand by the ark of the covenant and by
the golden altar,-we, whom the Lord of all existence himself has made
his own dwelling, and who continually hold converse with him by
prayer, by the celebration of the holy supper, by the sacred scriptures,
by alms, and by the fact that we bear him in our hearts. 'Vhat need
therefore of the sabbath, to him who celebrates a continual feast, who
has his conversation in hc[wen? Let us, then, celebrate a continual
feast, and let us do no sin; for this is the keeping of the feast." 2 In
opposition to those who thought themselves righteous because they
regularly attended church, he says: "If a child daily goes to scho~l
and yet learns nothing, would that be any excuse for him? - would It
not rather serve to aggravate his fault? Just so it is with us; for we
go to the church, not merely for the sake of spending a few mo~ents
there, but that we may go away with some great gain in spiritual tl~mgs.
If we depart empty, our very zeal in attending the sanctuary will re
1

Adv. Judreos, VI.; 7, T. J. 661.

2

H. 39, in Matth. ; 3, ed. Moutf. T. VU. f. 435.
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dound to our condemnation. But that this may not be the result, let
us, on leaving this place, friends with friends, fathers with their children,
masters with their servants, exercise ourselves in reducing to practice
the lessons we have here learned. This momentary exhortation cannot
extirpate every evil ; the husband should hear it again at home from
his wife, the wife from her husband." 1 And in another discourse: 2
" 'Yhen you have sung together two or three Psalms, and superficially
gone through the ordinary prayers, and then return home, you suppose
this suffices for your salvation. Have you not heard what the prophet,
or rather what God, through the mouth of the prophet, says: 'This peo.
pIe honor me with their lips, but their heart is far from me.' ? " He was
ever pressing this point, that every house should be a church; every
father of a family, a shepherd for his household; that he was equally
responsible for the welfare of all its members, even for that of the do
mestics, whom the .gospel placed on a level ''lith all other men in their
relation to God.3 He complains that, whilst in the early Christian times
the house was by the love of heavenly things converted into a church, the
church itself was now, through the earthly direction of thought in those
that visited it, convertcd into an ordinary house.'! Augustin, likewise,
says to the members of his community: "It is your business to make
the most of your talcnt: each man should be a bishop in his own house;
he must see to it, that his wife, his son, his daughter, his servant, (since
he is bought with so great a price,) persevere in the true faith. The
apostolical teaching placed the master above the servant, and bound the
servant to obedience towards his master; but Ohrist has paid one 'ran
80m for both." I)
In respect particularly to prayer, Chrysostom often took ground
against the delusive notion, which grew out of that Jewish tendency,
that unevangelical distinction of secular and spiritual things, which we
must so often allude to, as though this duty might not and ought not
t? be performed in every place, and during the ordinary business of
life, which indeed should be sanctified thereby, as well as in the church.
"'Yhen Christ came," says he, "he purified the whole world; every
place became a house of prayer. For this reason, Paul exhorts us
to pray everywhere with boldness, and moreover, without doubting.
1 Timoth. 2: 8. ~fark you, how the world has been purified? As it
regards the place, we may everywhere lift up holy hands; for the whole
earth has become consecrated, more consecrated than the holy of
holies." 6 After havinO' remarked that all the works of the frail earthly
~fe should flow from pr~yer, and find support in the same, he supposes
It objected by a worldly man of those times: "How can a man of busi
ness, a man tied to the courts of justice, pray and resort to the church
thrice in a day?" And he replies: "It is possible and very easy; for, if
you cannot easily repair to the church, you may at least pray before

! R.Hom.V. XI.
de statuis, 4 7, T. II. f. 71.
in Matth. ~ 7.
3

,Hom. VI. in Genesin, 4 2. 'EKKA,llcriav
r.Ol1] Oov crou rrw alKiav, Kat yap Kat inu(;{}v
liOr cl Mal ritr TWv r.awiCJv /\at riJr TWv o"drCJv
f11.Jrr;p iar.

• In Matth. H. 32, i 7. TOTe al olKiat
ae ~ li'KA7}aia olJcia yi

lKI(}.llaiaL /jaav, vvv
yOVfV.

6 S. 94.
6 Homil. J. de croce et latrone, § 1, T. II.
r.404.
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the door, and that even though you may be tied to the courts of justice:
for it needs not 80 much the voice, as the disposition of the heart; not
so much the outstretched hands, as the devotional soul; not so much this
or the other posture, as the mind." He then goes on to say: "It is
not here as in the Old Testament. 'Vherever you may be, you still
have the altar, the sacrificial knife, and the offering by you; for you
yourself are priest, altar, and sacrifice. 'Vherever you are, you may
raise an altar, by simply cherishing a devout and serious temper. Place
and time are no hindrance. Though you bow not the knee, though you
beat not the breast, though you stretch not your hands to heaven, but
only manifest a warm heart, you have all that belongs to prayer. The
wife, while she holds in her lap the spindle and spins, can with her soul
look up to heaven, and call with fervency on the name of the Lord. It
is possible for this man to offer a fervent prayer, while he is on his way
alone to the market; for that other to lift up his soul to God, who sits
in his shop and sews leather; and the servant who makes purchas
es, goes errands, or sits in the kitchen, has nothing to hinder him from
doing the same thing." 1
To this period also was transmitted from the primitive Christian
times the right, closely connected with the consciousness of the univer
sal Christian priesthood, and belonging to all Christians, of instructing
and edifying themselves by going directly to the fountain of the divine
word. Hence manuscripts of the Bible were multiplied, and exposed
for sale.2 It was regarded as the chief part of a pious Christian edu
cation, both in men and women, to become early familiar with the holy
scriptures. Thus J arome notices it of Lreta, a noble Roman lady, that
she taught her daughter, from early childhood, to cultivate a love for the
sacred scriptures instead of jewelry and silks; 3 that she learned par
tience from the example of Job; that she never suffered the gospel to
be out of her reach. 4 Among both women and men, of whatever rank
in society, it was regarded as the characteristic mark of those with
whom Christianity was a serious concern of the heart, that they were
much occupied with the study of the Bible; - as the examples of
:Monica and Nonna show. The rhetorical preacher who pronounced the
funeral discourse on the younger Constantine, mentions it to his praise
that he constantly nourished his soul out of the sacred writings, and
formed his life by their precepts.5 This, perhaps, may be regarded as
nothing more than empty eulogy; but it enables us nevertheless to see
what was reckoned in this age as belonging to the qualities of a pi?uS
prince. 'Vhen Pagans who were inquiring after the truth, found dlffi
culties in the Christian doctrines, they did not repair at once, as a
matter of course, to the clergy, but oftentimes to their friends among
the Christian laity. These sought for a solution of the questions pro
1 De Anna S. IV. ; 6, T. IV. f. 738.
~ Scriptum vcnnlis fcrtur per publicnm.
Augustin. in Ps. 36, S. I. § 2.
8 Ep. 107, ; 12. Pro rremmis et serico, divinos codices amet.
0
• In Job virtutis ct palientire cxempla
sectetur, ad eyangelia transeat, nunquam ea

positurn de mnnibus. Compo above, the
examples from the role of Basil, nnd what
Gregory of Nyssa says respecting the edU
cation of Macrinn.
6 Anonymi monod. in Constantin. j~n.
p. 7, cd. Morcll. 'EVTeVirtli /CaL fJiov £1(01]·
fLEt "at ;,&or lpp(:irfU'E.
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posed to them in the holy scriptures; and when they met with difficul
ties there too hard for them to solve, Augustin invites them not so
much to seek instruction from their spiritual guides, as to pray for light
from above} For those who were awakened by the public worship of
God to more serious reflection on divine truth, or who were desirous
of studying the scriptures in a more quiet way, rooms were provided
and furnished with Bibles in the galleries of the church, (9povrlarIJpta,)
to which they could retire for the purpose of reading and meditation.2
Jerome complains of it as an evil that men and women aU thought them
selves competent to discourse, however deficient their knowledge, on the
right interpretation of the sacred volume. 3
The clergy were not the first to derive from the un evangelical theory
respecting a distinct priestly caste the inference which lay not very re
mote, that the fountain of the divine word was to be approached only by
themselves; that the laity must depcnd for all their instruction in divine
things simply on the clergy, without being entitled to go to the original
source itself: but it was the altogethcrworldly-minded laity, who, as they
had taken advantage of the distinction bctwecn a spiritual and a secular
class, to set up for themselves a convenient Christianity, subservient
to their pleasures, so made use of the same pretext as a reason for
~voiding all intercourse with the divine word, and an excuse for their
mdiffcrence to higher interests, alleging that the study of the Bible
Was a business properly belonging to ecclesiastics and monks. But
distinguished church-teachers, such as Chrysostom and Augustin, con
tended. strenuously against this way of thinking. The former denomi
nates the excuses: "I am a man of business; I am no monk; I have
a wife and children t<> provide for," 4 cold and exceedingly censurable
words; and maintained, on the contrary, that just those persons who
were in the midst of the storms of the world and exposed t<> its many
temptations, stood most of all in need of those means of preservation
and safety which the holy scriptures furnish - more even than those
Who led a life of silent retirement, far from all strife with the outward
world.5 Frequently, both in private conyersation and in his public dis
courses, he exhorted his hearers not to rest satisfien with that which
they heard read from the scriptures in the church, but t<> read them
also with their families at home; 6 for what food was for the body, such
the holy scriptures were for the soul, - the source whence it derived
substantial strength. 7 To induce his hearers to study the scriptures,
he was often accustomed - when there was as yet no set lesson of the
Ad ipsum Dominum pulsa orando, pete, a fcminis quod yiros doccnnt. Ep. 53 ad
Paulinnm, +5.
Senno 105, ~ 3.
4 "Al'llP clfU PU,JTlICO(;, oi)/e rt1TlV l:flov~ ypa..
Paulinus of Nola, cpo 321, T. I. p. 209.
~i.qnem l'.'lncta tenet me<lit.'lnda in le~ Yoluntas, ¢or chaYll'cJO'Kctlt, ill' iKtLV(JV TWV arrom;a

• 1

In~ta.

Dc poterit re~i<len8 sa.cris intendere }ibm.

piv(Jv.

:; H. III. de J..azaro, T. I.
Sola scriptum ars cst, quam sibi om
6 Kat lrr'l oiKLar arrovda{cJflf:V ~ avayvcJac£
nes passim Yindicant, hane g-arruIa anus,
~ane dclirus sencx, hane sophista \,crhosus, -rWv ,'1ti.(Jv 1rpoaiXtlv 'Ypa¢wv. Hom. 29, in
nne uniycrsi prresumunt, laccrant, docent, Genes. \ 2.
7 ·01rEp 1] t1(JflaT'lf(T, Tp0911 1rpo!; ~v ailara
nnteq~am discant. Alii adducto supercilio
~ndla verba trutinantcs, inter mulicrculas C1lV riJr lJflcdpar iaxvo!;. TOVTO " uvaYV(Jal{
c sacris literis philosophantur, alii discunt ~ tpv,ry ),tViiCU. L. c. T. IV. f. 281.
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sacred word prescribed for every Sunday - to give out for sometime
beforehand the text which he designed to make a su~iect of discourse
on some particular occasion, and to exhort them, in order that they might
be better prepared for his remarks, in the meantime to reflect upon it
themselves. l In like manner, Augustin says: "Do not allow your
selves to be so immersed in present, earthly things, as to be obliged to
say, I have no time to read or to hear God's word."2 Among the charac
ters of the zealous Christian, whom he describes under the figure of the
ant, as one that treasures up from the divine word that which he may
have occasion to use in the time of need, he places the following: "He
goes to church and listens to God's word; he returns home, finds a
Bible there, and opens and reads it."3 Often does Chrysostom trace
the corruptions of the church as well in doctrine as in life, - the spread
of error and of vice, - to the prevailing ignorance of the scriptures. 4
Two hindrances to the general reading of the Bible might then for
the first time unquestionably have been removed, had Christianity been
directed also to multiply and diffuse the means of general mental culti
vation, and by associations formed in the spirit of love, to supply what
individuals could not obtain for themselves. , These two hindrances
were, first, the fact that but few knew how to read, and second, the high
price of manuscripts.s
In respect to this second hindrance, of poverty, which forbade the
purchase of a Bible, Chrysostom reckoned it among those pretexts
which would certainly give way to real earnestness and zeal about
Christianity. " As many of the poorer class," said he, "are constantly
making this excuse, that they have no Bibles, I would like to ask
them, can poverty, however great it may be, hinder a man when he
,does not possess, complete, all the tools of his trade? 'Yhat, then! is it
not singular that in this case he never thinks of laying the blame to his
poverty, but does his best that it may not hinder him; while, on the
other hand, in a case where he is to be so great a gainer, he complains
of his poverty? "6
As to those who were prevented from studying the scriptures them
selves, the reading of the scriptures in the church, as Chrysostom ex
plains in the passage last referred to, and in other places, was to serve
as a remedy for. this w~nt; for on these occasions not single passag~s
merely, but enbre sectlOns and whole books of the Bible, were read m
1 This he describes as his method in the
discourse on Lazarus, rcferred to in the pre
ccding note. T. I. f. 737.
2 Non mihi yaeat legere. In Psalm. 66,

l(1:;rocSi(a. Cateches. V. § 7. Augustin
makes a distinction between the book of
creation and the book of the sacred writings:
In istis codidbns non ea lcgunt, nisi qUl
§ 10.
litterns noverunt, in toto mundo legat et
a Audire sermonem, audire lectionem, in idiota. In Psalm. 45, § 7. Augustin was
'ycnire librum, aperire et legere. In Psalm. in want of a Bible, when the desire fir~'
66, ~ 3.
arose in his mind at Milan to become more
4 E. g. Promm. in epist. ad Rom. T. L"\:.
accurately acquainted with the diyine ~oJ
f.426.
trines: Ubi ips os codices qurerimus 1
£> CHill of Jerusalem adduces as a rea
aut quando com paramus 1 Confess. I. Id
son why all could not rcad the Bible, "ig § 18. A difficulty which, to be surc, he COll
nomnce and the pressure of business," ou easily surmount, when he was in right ear
'r.u.vnr oU~'avTa' T(k ypacpar uvaYLv<JaKttv, nest about the matter.
UI.Aa TOV~ plv lchmia, TOUr OE uaxol.ia nr
6 Hom. XI. in Johan. § 1.
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connection. Hence many who could not read had still been able, by a
constant attendance at church, and by carefully listening W the portions
read in each year, w treasure up in their memories a familiar knowledge
of the sacred scriptures. 1

2. Relation of Puhlic Worship wArt. Ohurch Buildings,.. their
Embellishments; Images.
'Ve remarked in the preceding period, that the primitive Christian
way of thinlring was averse to the employment of art, as being a heathen
practice. This stern opposition to art would naturally cease as the op
position to the now constantly declining Paganism relaxed. Christian
Ity might, and indeed by its very nature should, appropriate to its own
use, purify, ennoble, and sanctify even art: but the danger now threat
ened, that the artistic element would become too predominant for the
healthful development of religious morals; that external splendor and
ornament would supplant the simple devotion of the heart; that sense
and the imagination would be called into exercise more than the mind
and the affections. Yet it is evident, nevertheless, that the primitive
evangelical temper, directed to the worship of God in spirit and in truth,
maintained the struggle with this new tendency which threatened W
turn devotion away from the inner essence of religion.
As, in the preceding period, the whole outward form of the church
~nd of church life betokened a community propagating itself in opposi
~on to the dominant power, a community persecuted and oppressed; so,
~n ~he present, the altered situation of this community manifested itself
m.lts whole external appearance. The churches destroyed under the
Dloclesian persecution were again rebuilt in greater magnificence; the
Christian emperors emulated each other in erecting splendid structures,
and in embellishing and enriching them in every way. 'Vealthyand
noble laymen followed their example; and the <\elusive notion insinu
ated itself, that, in so doing, men perfonned a work of peculiar merit
and of the highest service to religion. :Many believed that by thus
contributing to adorn the churches, by presenting them with costly ves
sels, mounted with gold, silver, and precious soones, they could atone for
their sins. Hence Chrysostom felt himself constrained to say: "God
forbid that we should believe it is enough for our salvation, if we rob
widows and orphans. and present to the altar a golden chalice, set with
precious stones! 'Vouldst thou honor the offering of Christ? Then
present him thy own soul as an offering, for which he himself has offered
up his life. Let this become a golden one; for the church is not a
stQrehouse of gold and silver manufactures, but it is the community of
angels; hence we ask for souls; for eyen this (donation m&de to the
Church) God accepts only for the sake of souls.2 The pious and en
1 As was done by Parthenius, after
~~rds bishop in Lampsncus, in whose youth,

related, literarum imperitus, sanct.'lrum
autem scripturamm vel mnxime valens
memoria. See his life, which seems to be
~ lcast not without a !!cnuine foundation.
eta Sanctorum mens. Febr. T. II. f.3S.

It IS

2 Chry~ost. in MaUh. h. 50, ~ 3. So also
he says in his 80th h.omily on Matthew, ~ 2:
" Instead of presenting to the church splen
did vessels, and expending large sums in
ornamenting the walls and the grounds of
the church, it would he bctter to provide
first for the support of the poor." There
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lightened abbot, Isidorus of Pelusium, in a beautifully written letter,
complains of his bishop, that he superfluously decorated, with costly
marbles, the outward structure of the church; whilst be persecuted the
pious, and thus destroyed the true church consisting of the community
of believers. He admonishes him to be careful, and distinguish between
the church building and the church itself; the latter being composed
of pure souls, the former of wood and stone.! In the time of the apos
tles, said he, church buildings did not as yet exist; but the church
consisting of the communities was rich in the gifts of the Spirit. Now,
the church structures were resplendent with marbles; but the church
itself was barren of those gifts of the Spirit.2
Magnificent public buildings, already erected, and pagan temples,
were also occasionally presented as gifts to the churches, and were conse
crated and altered for the purposes of Christian worship. Yet it might
well be that, in the provincial towns, the more simple places of assem
bly, which bore the impress of Christian antiquity, continued for a long
time to form a striking contrast with the splendid church edifices in
the large cities. Zeno, bishop of Verona, (who lived after the middle
of the fourth century,) labors to show, in one of his discourses, that
the distinguishing mark of Christianity, as compared with Judaism a~d
Paganism, could not consist in the beauty of its outward buildings, III
which it was excelled by both those religions; but what constituted
the peculiarity of Christianity, what it had in preference to both these
religions, was the spiritual being of the church, the community of be
lievers, God's true temple. The living God would have living temples.
In this discourse he remarks, that no Christian churches were to be
found, 01' at least but very few, which could be compared with the
ruins of the neglected heathen temples. 3 Doubtless this language is not
to be taken as literally true. 'Ve must make allowance for what should
be attributed to rhetorical exaggeration, or explained as too general a
conclusion from individual examples.
The Christian churches were planned after the pattern of the temple
at Jerusalem; and this threefold division was closely connected with
the whole peculiar form of worship, as it had sprung out of the
idea of a Christian priesthood, corresponding to the Jewish, and of a
New Testament sacrificial service corresponding to that of the Old Tes
tament. The three parts were, first, the front court,4 whete all the
unbaptized, Pagans, Jews, and Catechumens, could stand and hear the
sermon and the reading of the scriptures; the place assigned to all the
uninitiated: next, the proper temple, the place assigned to the eom
munity of laymen, believers and baptized persons: 5 finally, the sanetu·
were, on the other hand, to be sure, bishops
like Theophilus of Alexandria, (who hence
bore the surname of I..dJo/luVT/r,) that were
very willing to deprive the poor of what
was their due, and expend it on the erection
of splendid buildings.

1 ·OTt cim lGnv bCKI..1[Gia Kat am lICKI..TJ
CTtaGT1ipLOv, '" plv yap l~ CtpIJP(,)V 1fvXi:rv, Tb
0' cirri) l..iihJV /Ca2 ~i,j.(,)v olKoaofleirat.
2 See lib. II. ep. 246.

8 Lib. I. Tract. XIV. Quod aut nnll oIll
aut perrarum est per omnem ecc1esiaT?
Dei oration is loci membrum, quod POS~lt
quavis ruina in se mergentibus idolo1atn.re
redibus nunc usque aliquatenus comparan.
t TIpOvaor, vap&TJ;, ferula, so called froII1
its oblong form.
.
6 The va~, the icpov in the more restnct·
ed sense of the term j called from its shape
7J vaiir or navis ecclesire, (the nave,) where
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ary,l-the place appropriated to the offering of the New Testament
sacrifices, and to the priests who presented them, and therefore separat
ed by a veil 2 and railing 3 from the other parts of the church. Here
stood the altar: here stood the -&pfwor, the chair ( cathedra) of the bishop;
and in a semicircle around it were seats for the clergy. The clergy
alone had the privilege of receiving the holy supper within the limits
which separated the altar from the other parts of the church.4
The consecration of new churches was celebrated with great solem
nity. It was a popular festival, which such bishops as Theodoret court
eously invited even Pagans to attend; and the day of the year in
which this consecration had been made, was likewise solemnized. The un
evangelical notion which, like so many other errors of church life, grew
out of the confusion of outward things with spiritual, was already be
~oming fixed, that by this consecration the churches acquired a pecu
lIar sanctity of their own; although, as may be gathered from what has
already been said, an evangelical tendency of spirit which placed the
essence of the church rather in the communion of hearts, and derived
all true consecration and holiness solely from the direction of the spirit,
opposed itself to this error. 5 Chrysostom represents the benefit of
prayer in the church to consist, not in tIle 1L0liness of tIle place, but in
the elevation of the feelings by Ohristian communion, by tile bond of
love; 6 although the very men who, on the one hand, under the impulse
?f their purely Christian consciousness, uttered so many noble thoughts
m opposition to the sensuous and Judaizing tendency of the spirit of
those times, were nevertheless urged on by that spirit, unconsciously, to
warrant and confirm many a practice which was at war with that purely
Christian consciousness. Thus Chrysostom, for example, who, as is evi,
dent from the proofs already given, understood so well how to distin,
guish and hold apart the New Testament point of view from that of the
Old, yet, for the purpose of showing the superiority of the church to the
t:mple of the Old Testament, mentioned, among other things, the higher
';rtue of the sacred lamp in the church, compar~d to that in the temple;
smce, by the oil of the former, miraculous cures had been wrought by
also was the chancel, from which the holy
sCriptures were read, and occasionally the
sermon was delivered, (upi3l.JV, pulpitum,
Su~gestus.) Usage was not always alike in
thiS respect. Sometimes the sermon was
~reached from the steps of the altar, some
times from the tribune, {311p.a, or exedra of
the bishop.
1 Tu ayta TWV aytl.JV, Tel MVTa, sanctuari
urn, {Jijfla metonymice.

limits of the sanctuary. Ambrose is re
ported to have been the first to make a
change in this respect in favor of the empe
ror Theodo~ius: he assigned the latter a
place at the head of the church, immediate
ly in front of the limits. (..po rCiv 0pv9uKrCoW.)
Sozom. hist. eccles. VII. 25.
5 The tenn "church," says Chrysostom,
is a designation of fellowship, -lKK/'1Jaia
avcrri]fULTO{ Ka~ GVvOoov (aTlV lwofla.

In

Psalm. 149. T. V. f. 498. The church is
not wall and roof, but faith and life - iJ Etc
3 KiYKl..a\er. cancelli.
KI.1]aia ov roixor Ka~ oro(/JOr, ciV.a ..ianr /CcU
4 ~s in this distinction of the clergy is
Q.hlbited the false notion of the priesthood, (3ior. Senno in Eutrop. T. III. f. 386.
6 'Evravaa {cm rl 7rtlov, oZov .q oflovoia,
~o the Byzantine spirit, which tended to drag
mto the church even the distinctions of /Cd ;, GVp9l.Jvia, Kat rij(; aya"1](; 0 aVvOC(1Uor.
Worldly rank, is betrayed in the circum It is true, he adds, on the false principle of
stance that an exception was made in this the priesthood, by which he too was fettered:
~e with regard to the emperors, who were Kat al rwv icpil.JV CUXat. De incomprchensi
AII:IO permitted to take their place within the bili, T. I. f. 469, i 6.
2

Afl9 l19Vpa.
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SIGN OF THE CROSS.

those wno used it in the exercise of true faith. 1 It was charged as a
high misdemeanor on Athanasius, that on the Easter festival he had ag.
sembled the community, whom the other churches had not room enough
to accommodate, in a large edifice recently founded by the emperor Con·
stantine, before it had been consecrated according to the usual form.
Prayer and worship, it was alleged, ought never to be offered on any
unconsecrated spot. Athanasius met his accusers with the words of
our Lord, that he who would pray should shut himself in his chamber:
no place therefore was, in itself considered, too profane for prayer.2
As it regards the decoration of churches with representations of rlr
ligious objects, it is necessary first to distinguish here, from other images,
the symbol of the cross, the sign of the victory of Christ over the king·
dom of evil, the token of redemption. From the actions of daily life,
in which this sign was everywhere customarily employed, and which
were thus to be consecrated and sanctified, the sign probably passed
over, at an early period, to the places where the Christian communities
assembled for worship,3 although other symbols were _still kept away
from them as savoring of Paganism. A true and genuine Christian
feeling lay at the basis of the practice, when this symbol was employed
not only in the consecration of all ecclesiastical transactions, as in bap
tism, clerical ordination, the ordinance of the supper, the religious cel~
bration of marriage, but also in other transactions of life, whether
of a more sorrowful or joyful kind; the feeling, that the Christian'S
whole life, in sorrow and in joy, should be passed with one constant
reference to the redemption, and sanctified thereby. But with most,
this resort to the sign of the cross had become a mere mechanical act,
in performing which they either were not conscious themselves of the
ideas thus symbolized, or else transferred to the outward sign what
should have been ascribed to faith and to the temper of the heart alone,
and thus fell into a superstitious veneration of the symbol itself. The
cross, hitherto simple and destitute of all ornaments, was now gorgeously
decorated, as the altered condition of the church was thought to re·
quire, with gold, pearls, and precious stones. The universal use of this
symbol is thus described by Chrysostom: "The sign of universal exe
cration, the sign of extremest punishment, has now become the object of
1

Hom. 32, Matth.

1f'C1Ti(.)~ KaL £haLp~

~

6. 'IO'uO'lv oam PeTa

tI.ait,) XPLcrUp.evOL

voa~.

p(lTa D.vO'av.
2 Athenas. apologia ad Const:mtium, ~ 17.
To what profanation of holy things that su·
perstitious reverence for the external signs
of the holy was capable of leading, this ex·
ample may show. Two bishops !n Lybia,
about the year 420, were engnged In a quar·
rel about the possession of a plnce, which
may have been of some importance as a
fortified place of refuO'e from the incursions
of the barbarians. T"'o secure this spot for
his church, one of them resorted to the fol
lowing stratagem. He pressed his way in
by force, caused an altar to be brought, and
consecrated upon it the sacrament of the
supper. Now in the opinion of the super·

stitious multitnde, the whole place was con
secrated. and could no longer be used for
any ordinary purpose of social life. Very
justly was it remarked by the bishop Sync
sius, complaining of this transaction to
Thcophilus, patriarch of Constantinople,
that in this way the holiest ordinances could
be abused for the accomplishment of the
vilest purposes. He said it was not th.e
manner of Christianity, to exhibit the ~~
vine as a thing which could be channed WIt
magical necessity by certain fonnulas o~
consecration j but ns something that bn
its dwelling in the pure and godlike tempeJ
of mind: "nC1T£ 7raptlval ral~ G7ra8erJL /C
Tal~ olKclaLf rI;J flti;J dr.aiJ£O'tO'LV. Synes. cp.
67 ad Theophilum.
8 See vol. J. sect. 2, p. 509.
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universal longing and love. We see it everywhere triumphant: we
find it in houses, on the roofs and the walls; in cities and villages; on
the market place, the great roads and in deserts; on mountains and
in valleys ; 1 on the sea, on ships; on books and on weapons; on
wearing apparel, in the marriage chamber, at banquets, on vessels of
gold and of silver, in pearls, in pictures on the walls, on beds; on the
bodies of brute animals that are diseased; 2 on the bodies of those pos
~essed by evil spirits; 3 in the dances of those going to pleasure, and
l~ the associations of those that mortify their bodies." 4 :Men like Augus
tin denounced the mere mechanical practice of making the sign of the
c.ross, and, on the other hand, gave prominence to that which it was de
slgned to indicate, the inward bent of the affections, to that which
should have a living existence in the temper of the heart. The sign of
the cross was to remind believers of the nature of the Christian calling,
of their destination to suffer for the cause of God, and through sufferings
to follow· Chril:St to glory. God wanted not such as described this sign
on their foreheads, but such as practised what this sign denoted in their
daily lives, such as bore the imitation of Christ's humility in their
hearts. 5
It was a somewhat different case, where representations of the human
form were employed with religious allusions. That tendency of the
Christian spirit, of which we spoke in the preceding period, still ex
pressed, at the beginning, its opposition to such representations. But
as Christianity gradually pressed its way into popular and domestic life,
the cases must continually become more frequent, where, in place of
the objects of pagan worship, those would be substituted which were
dear to the faith and feelings of Christians. Besides this, a change
had now taken place in the views and in the taste of the Christians.
Those who, at an earlier period, had shrunk from the outward splendor
of religion as savoring of Paganism, as opposed to the idea so often
mentioned of Christ's appearance in the form of a servant, were, by the
altered condition of the church, led rather to wish to see Christianity
em?lazoned by external pomp; and the conversion of many was of such
a kInd, that in truth their tendency to materialism in religion merely
took another shape and turn. They would fain have, in Christianity
too, a religion presented under images of sense. This tendency, the
, 1

Also on windows, -

54 in Matth. § 4.

~1rL Tc:Jv 19vPIOt.JV; po.Yements too 'were laid

,":Ith si~ns of the cross; a practice for
bIdden by the second council of Trulla, 691,
c. 73.
• :.! S<>e above, the account of the rhetori
cIan Severns.
b 3 It being the intention to expel evil spirits
y the power of the crosil.
T ~ISec the homily on Christ's divinity, § 9,
1" • f. 571. 'Ve frequently find it men
tho ned also, that Christians wore the s~qn of
. e cross on thfir foreheads, effingere crncem
~ front~, EKnnrovv tv Ti;J JltTiJrr~, portare
ucem In fronte; - and in several places,
:~ re to understand by it, or at least may
it out hazard understand by it, that they

h

frequently made the sign of the cross with
the finger on their foreheads. But there are
also severnl places where this explanation
docs not suffice, and which perhaps can be
understood in no other sense, than that
Christians actually imprinted in some way
or other, or hung the sign of the cross on
their foreheads. Augustin. in Psalm. 73,
§ 6. Jam in frontibus regum pretiosius est
signum crucis, quam gemma diadematis.
In Ps. 32, Enarrat. III. § 13, compared with
what Chrysostom says, Exposit. in Ps. 109,
p. 6, T. V. f. 259. navTf:~ im TOV Jl£TiJrrov
TOV UTat'pOv rrcpLlpiporfll, ou fLEv lOuJTa' piJ
vov, alJ.d leat aUTO' 0 Tel dUlo~f-taTa 7rcpLled
JlfllOL vr.t:p Til OUlO~Jlara aVTOV {3acrrU{ovC1l.
Ii Augustin. p. 3U2, ; 3, p. 32, , 13.
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imperial family of the Constantines certainly had to a remarkable de
gree, and in many things they gave the tone to others. As a substitute
for the remains of old pagan art, Constantine lavished on the public monu
ments with which he embellished the new imperial city, the representations
of religious objects taken from the circle of the Old and New Testaments ;
as, for example, Daniel in the lion's den, Christ under the image of the
Good Shepherd.! The sister of this emperor, Constantia, the widow of
Licinius, petitioned the bishop Eusebius of Cresarea for a figure of
Christ.
It was not the church-teachers, then, nor the leaders and heads of
the communities, but the great mass of the Christians, with whom we
reckon also the lofty ones of the earth, that introduced the use of re
ligious images. At Rome, the names of the apostles Peter and Paul
being often coupled together as martyrs, and the memory of both cele
brated on the same day, it came about, that the figure of Christ, at
tended by these two apostles, was painted on the walls; a fact by which
many of the heathen were misled to suppose that Paul had been chosen
among the apostles by Christ during his earthly lifetime. 2 Images of
martyrs, venerated monks,3 and bishops, were dispersed far and wide.
The Antiochians had the likeness of their deceased bishop ~feletius en
graven on their signets, and painted on cups, goblets, and on the walls
of their chambers.4 The figure of Abraham offering up Isaac was a
favorite subject of Christian art.s Among the rich and noble men and
women in the large cities of the Byzantine empire, Christianity was af
fected even in the mode of dress; and, as often happens, it was supposed
the corrupt inclinations which remained essentially the same, were
sanctified by the seemly show of a Christian outside. When it was the
fashion for men and women of rank to wear garments on which
the whole representation of a chase was embroidered in gold and silver
threads, they who made pretensions to piety, on the other hand, chose
the representation of the marriage feast at Cana; of the man sick of
the palsy, who took up his bed and walked; of the blind man re
stored to sight; of the woman with the issue of blood; of the Magda·
lene who embraced the feet of Jesus; of the resurrection of LazaruS.
Bedizened with such figures, they supposed - as Asterius, bishop of
Amasia, in Pontus, in the last half of the fourth century, asserts - that
their dress must be well approved in the sight of God. 6 This excellent
church-teacher advises them rather to dispose of such garments for as
much as they would bring, and use the avails to honor the living i~
ages of God: instead of carrying about the sick of the palsy on their
• garments, rather to look up the actually sick and relieve them; instead
of wearing on their bodies a kneeling penitent in embroidery, rather to
mourn over their own sins with a penitent spirit. 7
Eusch. dc v. G. III. 4n.
Christus simul cum Petro ct Paulo in
pictis parictibus. Augustin. de consensu
Emngelistarum,1. I. § 16.
S As for example, Simeon the Sty lite.
See above.
• Chrysostom. Hamil. in Meletium, T.
1

2

f. 519.

n.

6 Sce Gregor. Nvss. orat. in Abruh. T.
III. opp. Paris. 1638, f. 476. Compo ~ugus·
tin. C. ~'austum. 1. 22, c. 73, tot locis plct~rn.
6 Asterius de divite et Lazaro: Tat'~£%
'lfotoiivjf~ EVGi{3£LV VOfLL(avGLV, 11:<12 IfLa.££%
IctXaptGfLiva rfJ ,'tcfJ o.fL9uwVa{Jat.
7 See above.
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At the same time, we should take pains to distinguish the different
points of view in which images were regarded by individual church
teachers. If they opposed the use of images in the church, because
they feared it would degenerate into an idolatrous veneration; if they
strove to elevate the religion of the senses to that of the spirit; if they
especially rejected the images of Christ on the score of some particular
principle of doctrine, yet we are not warranted for these reasons to
conclude that they condemned, in general, all representations of reli
gious objects.
Against images of Christ in particular, there might be the more decid
ed opposition, inasmuch as the whole tradition of the church witnessed
that no genuine likeness of Christ existed: in fact, the very reason why
men resorted so much to symbolical and parabolical representations, in
reference to the Saviour and his work, was, that they were conscious of
possessing no genuine image of his person.
The strongest to declare himself against images, was Eusebius of
Cmsarea, in his letter in reply to Constantia's request for an image of
Christ. Dn the one hand, we observe, still manifesting itself in Eusebi
us, that aversion to images which was closely connected with the more
ancient Christian view of Christ's appearance, and with that sterner oJr
position to every thing bordering on Paganism; not less, too, the by no
means ungrounded anxiety, lest the devotion of the princess, taking too
sensuous a direction, might be turned wholly aside from the essence of
~hristianity : on the other hand, along with these common traits of Christ
Ianity, we see a great deal besides, derived from the peculiar notions in
Origen's system of faith, which Eusebius was inclined to favor. ,,'What
d? you understand, may I ask, by an image of Christ? " - says Euse
blUS.
"You can surely mean nothing else but a representation of the
earthly form of a servant, which, for man's sake, he for a short time
assumed. Even when, in this, his divine majesty beamed forth at the
transfiguration, his disciples were unable to bear the sight of such
glory; but now the figure of Christ is become wholly deified and spirit
ualized, - transfigured into a form analogous to his divine nature. 1
'Vho, then, has power to draw the image of such a glory, exalted above
every earthly form? "110, to represent in lifeless colors the splendor
which radiates from such transcendent majesty? 2 Or could you be
satisfied with such an image as the Pagans made of their gods and
heroes, which bore no resemblance to the thing represented? But if
you are not seeking for an image of the transfigured godlike form;
but for one of the earthly, mortal body, so as it was constituted before
this change, you must have forgotten those passages in the Old Testa
ment, which forbid us t<> make any image of that which is in the heav
ellS above or on the earth beneath.
'Vhere have you ever seen any
such in the church, or heard of their being there from others? Have

oe

, n~
Tiir oi'm.J {JavflarrriJr Kal w.~7iTOV
/lop9'lt;, eiYE XPr, floPrp'lV lot Ka1.£Lv rr,v lv{}c
ov leal l'oepuv o{orriav, etKOVa Tit; ~(,lypa9~
(1ELe1J i \Ve recognize the Origl'nist. Compo
1

\'01.

I. sect. 3, p. 1069. T~r

VOL. II.

TOU

dOVMV pop-

25

91]t; TO (idor elt; ~v Ota.. oTov KaL "8eov do;av
pcrEaICCVatn't1].
2 Tit; 0' oi'v Tiir ToaaVTi;r a;iar Tt Kal
dO;TJr nlr ri. ..olTrt'.{3avaar Kat cir.aarparrTOt'aar
IlUPflflpt')ut; OrOt; Te uv £in Kamxapa;aL VEKpois:
KaL (l1pi'XOLr xpwpaC1L Kal aKwypa9i~.
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not such things (images, therefore, of religious objects) been banished
far from the churches over the world? "1 He said he once saw in a woman's
possession, two figures of men in the garb of philosophers, which she
pretended were Christ and Paul. But he made her give them up, lest
some scandal might result from them either to herself or to others; lest
it might seem that the Christians, like idolaters, carried about their
God in an image. 2 Paul, he observed, exhorts all Christians to cleave
no longer to the things of sense,3 saying: "Though we have known
Christ after the flesh, yet now henceforth know we him thus no longer."
The godless sect of the Simonians had an image of Simon :Magus; and
he himself had seen among the Manicheans a figure of Mani. " But
we," he concludes, "who confess that our Lord is God,we must let the
whole longing of our hearts be directed to the intuition of him in his
divine character; we must therefore cleanse our hearts with all earnest
ness, since none but the pure in heart can see God. Still, should any
one be anxious to see an image of the Saviour, instead of peholding him
face to face, what better could he have, than that which he himself has
drawn in the sacred writings ?" 4 Thus, a truer image of Christ could
be found in the exhibition of his life, as recorded in the gospel hiswry,
than in the representation of his bodily form. The manner in which
Eusebius speaks, in his church history, concerning the busts of Christ,
which it was said the woman cured of the issue of blood at Cresarea
Philippi had made, as a memorial of her gratitude to Christ; and the
manner in which he there speaks of other ancient images of Christ and
of Paul, perfectly accord with the views expressed by him in the pres
ent letter: for in this latter passage also, he considers it as a pagan
way of expressing reverence to the benefactors of mankind.5
In respect to Asterius, his polemical attacks were directed, as may
be gathered from the passages already cited, not so much against the
use of religious images generally, as against that pomp and display,
which, to the injury of active Christian charity, followed in its train.
Yet even he expressed his disapprobation on the same grounds with Eu
sebius, particularly of images to represent Christ; and maintained t~at
men ought not to renew and multiply the servant-form whicil Christ
once, during the days of his flesh, voluntarily assumed for the salvation
of mankind. "Bear," said he, "the Logos, who is a spirit, in a spiri~ual
manner, within your souls." 6 In these views of Eusebius and Astenus,
there was manifestly, however, something of a one-sided charact~ro
1 OVXL de Ka{)' (/).~t; T~t; OlKOV,U.&T/t; l;W[li/j
Tal Kal 1rOppW rwv lKKAT//jtwV m;~vyatjdJrat
TotaVTaj
2 'Iva p,q OOKi:Jp,rv OiKT/V tlow/..ot.a'POVVTWV
TOV {)iov ~p,i:.Jv lv fiKOVL 1rrpt9ipt:tV.
3 lla_{'MV T~ aKOVW~,/l(~F 1raulft'oVTOt;, p,~_
KCTt TOtt; /ja[lKtKOlf 1rpo/javrXtLv.

" A fragment of this letter is preserved
among the transactions of the council of
Iconoclasts at Constantinople, .A.D. 754;
and from these it has been adopted into the
sixth action of the seventh recumenical
conncil, or of the second council of Nice,
A.D. 787. More of it has been published

hy Boivin in the remarks on the second vol
ume of l'\icephorns Gre::)oras, f. 795. ,
5 °nt; tl"ot; Ti:.Jv 1ra}.alc.lV urrapf19vi.ax.cJj
oia /jw.ijpar WVIK? C1VVT/t7fiq. "ap' iav'Ol (
TOVjOV Tt,W;'V clC,)l'1OTwv TOV Tp01rOV. Busch.

VII. c. 18.

,

6 "APKtL yap abri;J ~ p,La T~t; l:v(fwp,ar~(J[~
mrruvo9po/jVII1l, ~V aMJatperwt; OL' ']flUt;, ~a
TfOi;aTO. 'E1rL oe Tilt; t/JvX~t; (fOV j3a(fTU;,(')ll
VOT/jwt; TVV u/jwp,aTov i..Oyov irtp£¢f(lt:. ~e

specting the connection of these viewS ,,:Ith
the peculiar form of his system of faith,
sec below, in the fourth section.
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They betray, in part, the restricted notions, peculiar to the earlier Christ
ian period, of Christ's servant-form; and in part they show a certain
Nco-Platonic contempt of the body. The earthly human nature of
Christ was not recognized here in the profound meaning which it must
and should have for the Christian feelings: for to these, everything that
pertains to the purely human nature, even now, in its present earthly
form, has been sanctified and ennobled by Christ; and on this side, the
universal Christian feeling would naturally plead in favor of the images of
Christ against their opponents: although, on the other side, the truly
evangelical direction of these latter, which points away from the sensi
ble to the spiritual Christ, communicating himself in spiritual fellow
ship, is not to be mistaken. ,\Vith this tendency, Asterius could never
theless approve of the pictures of suffering martyrs, and speak with
lively interest of the impression which a picture of this sort had made
on himself.1
In the same sense in which Asterius spoke against those who were in the
habit of displaying on their dress the representation of sacred stories as a
mark of piety, in this same sense another church-teacher, near the close
of the fourth century, Amphilochius, bishop of Iconium in Phrygia, re
buked those whose piety consisted in multiplying dead images of the
saints, instead of copying their example in the practice of Christian vir
tues. 2 Thus, too, Chrysostom agrees with Eusebius in disclaiming all
knowledge of a sensuous image of Christ, but ever speaking of Christ's
moral image alone in the copying of his holy walk, or pointing away to
the intuition of Christ glorified in the eternal life. In respect to the
former, he remarks: "Teach the soul to form a mouth which is like the
mouth of Christ; for she can form such a one if she wi11. And how is
this to be done? By what colors? By what materials? By no colors,
no materials; but only by virtue, by meekness, and humility. How
many are there amongst us who wish to see his form? Behold, we can
not only see him, but also be like him, if we are really in earnest."3
And with regard to the latter he says, after having spoken of the
majesty of Christ's appearance: "Perhaps you are now seized with
the desire of beholding that image. But if we will, we may see a
far better one." 4 The same spirit is manifest also in Augustin, as
When he says: "Let us hear the gospel with such a mind, as if we saw
the Lord present before us; and let us not say to ourselves, ' Blessed
are they who could see him;' since many among those who saw him
h~ve perished; but many among us who ~aye not seen. him, bclie:,e on
him. The Lord is above; but here, too, In the very midst of us, IS the
Lord of truth."5 .
In the course of the fourth century, men began, by degrees, to deco
l"4te the churches also with images - a practice, however, which did not
become general until near the close of this century.6 :Men of wealth
1 See his discourse on the martyrdom of fragment in the VI. act. of the second Ni
E uphemia.
cene council.
a In Matth. H. 78, vel 79, ~ 4.
_2 Oil yap Tair 'ltLVa;L 'Ta auplCLJC.a 'ltpoC1lJrra
4 In Matth. H. 27, vel 28, ~ 2.
T~ llyiCJv ata XPCJpizTCJV brlfLtA£~ r,piv tvro
6 In Eysng. Joh. Tract. 30, ~ 4.
'7!'O}JV, 01'2 oi, XpiXoflEV TOVTWv, u}.Aa ,",V rooM
6 In the sermons deliyercd by Cbrysos
TtCQV ahWv cc' UpiT1]~ llCfUflda&ru.. See this
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and rank who founded churches, wished them to be set out with all the
embellishments of art, and so, too, with the rich ornament of pictures;
and, in particular, the churches dedicated to the memory of martyrs
were adorned with the representations of their sufferings, and with pic
tures from the historical·parts of the Old and New Testaments. \Yhen,
on the festivals of the martyrs, great multitudes of the people flocked
to these churches, these paintings were to serve the purpose of enter
taining, touching, edifying, and instructing the rude and ignorant, who
could not be instructed and edified by means of books.! Still, many
influential 'voices were heard objecting to the superfluity of picture orna
ments; and others, against the use of them at all in the churches. A
respectable man at Constantinople, who wished to erect a church in mem
ory of the martyrs, conceived the plan of ornamenting it with various pic
tures from nature, which perhaps were to have some symbolical mean
ing, and also with many signs of the cross. But the pious monk Nilus,
a worthy disciple of Chrysostom, to whom he communica,ted his design,
advised him to be sparing of picture ornaments: it was a childish thing,
said he, to dissipate the eyes and attention of the faithful by such ob
jects.2 Instead of this, he should erect in the sanctuary, and in each
compartment of the nave of the church, a single cross, and decorate
the church with paintings of stories from the Old and New Testaments;
so that those who could not read the sacred scriptures themselves might
be reminded, by looking at the paintings, of those examples of piety,
and thus excited to imitate them. He ought to abstain from all super
fluities, and seek rather, by fervent prayer, by steadfast faith, by invin
cible hope in God, by alms, humility, study of the holy scriptures, com
passion towards his fellow-men, kindness to servants, and observance of
all the commandments of the Lord, to adorn and to preserve himself
and all his family.3 \Vhen the aged bishop, Epiphanius of Salamis, or
Constantia, in the isle of Cyprus, in making a visit to Jerusalem, came
to a church in one of the neighboring villages, and there found on a
curtain a human image, whether it was of some representation of Christ or
of a saint, he immediately rent the cloth, expressing great indignation. It
was contrary, saicl he, to the authority of holy scripture, that the image
of a man should be hung up in a Christian church.4 The cloth would
be in better use to shroud the body of some poor man. This arbitrary
proceeding having excited dissatisfaction, after his return he sent to the
parish priedt of the church another curtain, to replace the one he had
tom at Constantinople, as well as at Anti find an allusion here to images in t::
och, there is not to be found - though he churches, but with the palace of a 10
frequently alludes in his figures, metaphors, which is ornamented with columns an
and comparisons, to the manners and cus statnes.
1 See Paulinus of Nola, carmen LX:. et x..
toms of his time-any reference to images
in the churches. Montfaucon, indeed, sup de S. Felicis natali.
2 NTj1rLi:K5cr Kat .Bp c9orrplrrer, 1'3 roir r.~
pose? that he found such an allusion. in t~e
H. X. Erhes. § 2, but wron~ly j for, m thiS '.qt'hicILV rrcpl,,')..at·TjcrUi. TOV 6~{J~OV riJV
place, Chrysostom is speaking, not of the "icrrwv.
3 Nil. I. IV. ep. 61.
yisible, but of the in visible church, - of the
.. Detestatus in ecclesia Christi, contra
pillars in this according to a spiritual sense j
and in truth he there compares the invisible auctoritatem scripturarum, hominis pendere
church, not with a splendid church edifice, imaginem.
in which case unquestionably we should

J
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torn down, and called upon the bishop John of Jerusalem to see to it
that for the future no such church-hangings, so contradictory to the
Christian religion, should be used.1 We see in this the pious, indeed,
but impatient'and narrow zeal which characterized this man generally.
Had he better understood the spirit of the Old-Testament command,
and been capable of duly distinguishing from each other the Old and
the New-Testament economies, he would not have been so greatlyex
cited by what he saw. Still, however, it was the way of thinking of the
ancient church, which he followed out in this case; and at all events it
is to be remarked that it was not the principle, as it seems, on which he
proceeded here, but simply his arbitrary mode of proceeding, which ex
cited opposition. 2 But, without much question, this zeal of pious men is
justified, when we reflect how easily the prevailing spirit of piety, which
was directed on sensible and outward things, might betray the rude
multitude, who were to be gradually weaned from Paganism, to the su
perstitious veneration of images; especially, as the excessive reverence
paid to saints would soon be tr~sferred also to their pictures, and as
reports of the marvellous effects produced by the images which men
'Were accustomed to regard with peculiar veneration, as also by the
reliques of the saints, soon became widely spread.
Augustin, as early as the last times of the fourth century, was forced
to complain of the fact that many worshippers of images were to be
found among the rude Christian multitude 3 _ which worship of images
the Manicheans laid as a reproach against the whole church; but he
reckoned those image-worshippers as belonging to the great mass of
nominal Christians to whom the essence of Christianity was unknown. 4
In the 'Vestern church this moderate tendency, between unconditional
opposition to images and image-worship, maintained itself till late into
1 Qure

eontra Teligioncm nostrum Teni

phanius to the emperor

Theorlo~ilts,

f..191,

unto See ep. 51, Hieronym. ejusd. opera in which he writes to him, that he had often
ed. Vallarsi, T. I. f. 252.

called on his colleagues to abolish the ima
2 The council of the Iconoclasts at Con ges, but they would not listen a moment to
Etant~nople cited ~eV'cral wl"itin:;s of Bpi hi~ representation!l. It i!'! hardly prohable,
P~anJus against images, in which he main however, thitt at this early period Epipha
1lled that they ought to be used neither in nius would havc found any occasion for re
t c church, nor at the cemeteries of the sorting to the authority of an emperor
Jnatt!r~, nor in private dwellings; hut the against thc images i and thif; very incident
~enUtneness of these piece~ is extremely with John, hishop of Jerusalem, renders it
Ihbl c .to suspicion. As well the enemies us improbable that Epiphanius, in his declam
! e fne!1 ds of images indulged themselves tions against the ima~es, could have found
In fabncating writings under ancient ven at that time 1'0 violent a resistance. It
e~tc~ names, in favor of their respective should rather seem that the enemies of im
pnnelples, The friends of imnges appenled ages in the ci~hth century fabricated, in this
to ~he fact that these writing~, ascrihed to case aho, orrurrenres of nn earlier perioo,
EPlphanius. hnd remained hitherto unknown corresponding to what was done in their
to ,\\:ery body, And though this rannot he own time. Prohably that single incident in
consl~lered a de{'i!'il'e proof llg-ninst their the life of Epiph:mins which has heen TC
gh~Utnene"s, yet th(,5e fragments bear on Inted, was the occasion of such writings be
I, elr face many marks of having been fah ing forged in his name.
S Novi muItos esse pictnrnrnm nrloratorcs.
Tt;ated. The first rited words -of Epipha
~ts (~onriI. Nir. II. actio VI. Conci!. eri. De morihns ecdesire cRtholicm, 1. I. ~ 75.
..
Professores nominis Christiani nee pro
ardllln. T. IV. f. 390) correspond in fact
too n~arly with the ordinary modes of ex fessionis sure vim aut scientes aut exhi
Jlte!lSIO~ among the enemies of im~es in bentes.
the perIOd. Next occurs a letter of BpiYOLo II.
25
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the following period; as we see, for example, in the case of the Roman
bishop, Gregory the Great, with whom we shall begin the next follow
ing period .
. But this moderate tendency did not so maintain itself in the Eastern
church. Here the progress was rapid from one step to another. The
spirit of the East, prone to excess in the expression of feelings; its more
lively, warm imagination; its confounding of the sign with the thing
represented; its predominant artistic sense; all this brought it about
at an early period in the Oriental church, that not only tlte multitude
passed from the use of images to the worship of them, but even the
church-teachers suffered themselves to be carried along by the prevail
ing spirit, and sought to defend their course on scientific grounds. In
the course of the sixth century, it was already a ruling custom in the
Greek church for persons to prostrate themselves before images as a
token of reverence to those represented by them (the rrpO(1Kvv1}C1Lr.) Al
ready did the Jews lay hold of this prevailing worship of images to ac
cuse the Christians of apostacy from the divine law, which forbade the
use of images in religion, and of idolatry. Leontius, bishop of Neapo
lis, in the isle of Cyprus, who, near the end of the sixth century, wrote
an apology for Christianity and for the Christian church, against the accu
sations of the Jews, was forced already to pay particular attention to
these charges. 'That remains to us of this writing 1 is of importance, as
giving us information respecting the character of the veneration paid. to
images in this period, and respecting the light in which this prac~lce
was regarded by those who expressed with consciousness the prevailing
spirit of the times.
He maintains, against the Jews, that the :Mosaic law was not directed
unconditionally against all devotional use of images, but only against
the idolatrous use of them; since, in fact, the tabernacle and the tem
ple both had their images. But from the idolatrous adoration ~f
images, the Christians were assuredly far removed. They showed, m
the sign of the crOS3, their love and reverence towards Christ, who was
represented by it, in accordance 'with a principle grounded in human
nature. As affectionate children, whose father is on a journey, if they
do but see his coat, his chair, or his mantle in the house, embrace every
such article and kiss it with tears, so, too, we believers, out of our tran
scendent love to Christ, reverence everything which he did but touch;
and for this reason we represent the symbol of his passion in churc!leS,
in houses and shops, in the market place, on the articles of clothmg;
so that we may have it constantly before our eyes, and may be re
minded of it, and not forget it, as the Jews have forgotten their God.
lIe argues that in the Old Testament the ceremony of prostration some
times occurs as a mark of respect even to men, and therefore could n?J
by any means imply the notion of idolatry. He refers to the cures S~l
to have been wrought on energnmens by means of images; - a~d ~
deed, it may easily be conceived that the impression made on the Ima~
nation and feelings by the sight of such objects might, in the case 0
1

The fragments in the fourth action of the second Nicene council. Harduin. Coneil.

IV. f. 194.
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diseases of this sort, arising from the peculiar nervous system and dis
position of the individual, produce extraordinary effects. In the same
'manner may be explained also what he says about the sudden conver
sions wrought by the sight of images, as evidence of the virtue residing
in them; - that, in almost every part of the world, abandoned men,
murderers, robbers, profligates, idolaters, were every day, by the sight
of the cross, awakened to conviction, and not only so, but, led to re
nounce the world and practise every virtue. All which, though rheto
rically over-wrought, yet cannot be pure fabrication, but was probably
drawn from some few individual examples in which rude minds, by the
sight of the cross or of other images, were suddenly overpowered, and
~uit a life wholly abandoned to sin for penitence in Monachism. But
It may indeed be a question whether the crisis to which men were
brought by sudden impressions of this sort had not been prepared long
beforehand, and whether the effect produced was of a permanent char
acter. To that which really oc'curred, the ready imagination of the East
now added a great deal that never happened. Thus arose the storie,S
about miraculous images, from which blood had been seen to trickle.
Such facts also Leontius adduces in defending the worship of images. l
Summing all together, he says: H The images are not our gods; but
they are the images of Christ and his saints, which exist and are vene
rated in remembrance and in honor of these, and as ornaments of the
churches."2 We see here how closely the veneration paid to images was
connected with the whole Oriental mode of intuition; how this expres
sion of reverence by no means amounted to so much, at the beginning,
among the Orientals, as the same ceremony would have done among the
p~ople of the West, whose colder temperament was less inclined to any
VIolent expression of the feelings. So much the more dangerous, how
ever, would thi'3 tendency of the Oriental spirit to sensualize every
t?ing threaten to become to Christianity, if the prevailing spirit of Chris
tianity had not opposed to it, as it did at the beginning, a sufficient
counterpoise. Yet even in this century there are still to be found the
vestiges of an opposition, growing out of the purely Christian spirit,
against the spreading superstition. The respectable lrIonophysite
church-teacher, Xenayas, or Philoxenos, bishop of Hierapolis, in Syria, in
t?e early times of the sixth century, decidedly opposed. the representa
tions of anrrels in the human form, and the representation of the Holy
Ghost in th~ shape of a dove; doubtless led to it by the rude sensuous
notions which were attached to these symbols. lIe said men should not
think they honored Christ through the images of Christ; no worship
~vaspleasing to him but the worship in spirit and in truth.
Such
Images, with which a superstitious reverence had probably become con
nected, he removed from the churches. 3
, 1 no}J,a,u~

John the Schismatic, 'ICJavv1]~ 0 dtaxptvopEl'O(, in his church history, from which n
2 npQ~ uVflflv"atV Kat. Tlfl~V Kat. evr.prr.dfragment has been preserved in the fifth
av llClCA1}aiCJv rrpOKt:lllfVa Kal rrpoaKvlJOvpa. action of the second Nicene council. Har
a So relates the monophysitc historian, duin. Co neil. IV. f. 306.

YOVaat.
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We now proceed to consider the seasons for divine worship and the
festivals.

3. Seasons for holding Divine Worship and Festivals.
Although the habit of confounding the Old and New Testament
points of view had already, in various ways, as we have seen in the
earlier sections, struck deeply into the church life, yet the most dis
tinguished church-teachers of this period continued still to express the
purely Christian idea of the relation of the festivals to the whole Christ
ian life, which, as we remarked in the preceding period, had first grown
out of Christianity in its opposition to Judaism. Thus Jerome asserts,!
that, considered from the purely Christian point of view, all days are
alike: every day is for the Christian a Friday, to be consecrated by
the remembrance of Christ crucified; every day a Sunday, since on
every day he could solemnize in the communion the fellowship with
Christ though risen. But festivals and meetings for divine worship, at
stated seasons, were instituted for the good of those who were not yet
capable of rising to this position, who were not yet so minded or so dis
ciplined as, every day of their life, before engaging in the business of
the world, to offer God the sacrifice of prayer. Chrysostom delivered
a discourse at Antioch, in which he showed that those who never attend
ed church, except on the principal festivals, adopted the Jewish point
of view ; that, on the other hand, the Christian celebration of festivals
was not necessarily restricted to certain times, but embraced the whole
life grounded in faith; and that this was so, he endeavored to demon
strate from the nature and design of the principal Christian festivals.
" Our first feast," said he, "is the feast of Christ's appearance, (the
Epiph~ny, TU lrrufravta.) What, then, is the object of this feast? To shoW
that God appeared on earth and dwelt with men; that the only-begot
ten Son of God was with us. But he is ever with us. We may, then,
every day, celebrate the feast of Christ's appearance. What is the
meaning of the feast of the passover? 'Ve then announce the Lord's
death. But this, too, we do not signify merely at one stated season;
for, when Paul would free us from being confined to stated times, he
showed that it was possible continually to celebrate the passover, and
said, ' As often as ye eat this bread and drink this cup, ye do show forth
the Lord's death.' And what is the import of the feast of Pentecost?
That the Spirit has visited us. Now as Ohrist is ever with us, so the
Holy Spirit, too, is ever with us: we may, then, continually celebrate
also the feast of Pentecost." 2 In like manner, the church historian
Socrates remarks, that Christ and the apostles, conformably to Christ
ian freedom, gave no law respecting feasts, but left everything open
here to the free expression of the feelings. The diversity that existed
in the celebration of festivals among the Christian churches of different
countries, he traces to this very fact - that every thing here had, from
the beginning, with perfect freedom and by slow degrees, spontaneou;;lJ
shaped itself after diff~rent ways.3 In the principle lying at the basIS
I

L. II. cpo ad Galat. c. IV. ed. Martianay,

T. IV. f. 272.
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In Pentecost. h. I. § I, T. f.458.
Socrat. V. 22.
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of the state laws on this point, and from which many of the arrange
ments of the Roman church proceeded, we do, indeed, perceive already
the predominance of Jewish notions, which had repressed the original
Christian consciousness.
The reference to Christ crucified, arisen, and glorified, continued to
be, as in the preceding period, the central point of the weekly and of
the yearly festivals and fast-days. The celebration of the dies stationum,
of'Vednesdayand of Friday, respecting the origin of which we have
spoken in the preceding period, passed over into this, but was observed
only in several of the churches, and in these not after the same manner.
Socrates mentions it as a peculiarity of the Alexandrian church, that,
on 'Yednesday and on Friday,l the holy scriptures were there read in
the church and expounded by homilies; and in general the whole ser
vice conducted as on Sunday, the celebration of the communion except
ed. This custom probably vanished by degrees in most of the church
es; 2 only Friday continued to be consecrated to the memory of Christ's
passion. The emperor Constantine, as Sozomen relates,3 enacted a
law, that on Friday as on Sunday, there should be a suspension of busi
ness at the courts, and in other civil offices, so that the day might be de
voted with less interruption to the purposes of devotion. 4 At Antioch,
the communion was celebrated on Friday, as well as on Sunday.5 Also
at Constantinople, Friday was observed by the more serious Christians,
as a day of penitence and fasting, consecrated to the memory of Christ's
passion; 6 and the sacrament of the supper was distributed. It is true,
the great mass of the citizens took no concern in it; as we learn from a
discourse of Chrysostom's,7 complaining of the people, because, while he,
with a few who had met with him, were rendering thanks to God, on a
Friday, for deliverance from threatening famine, most of them had
flocked to the public games of the circus.
'Ye noticed, in the preceding period, the origin of the difference
,!hich prevailed as to the celebration of the Sabbath. The custom, de
nved from the Jews, of paying a certain respect to the Sabbath, still
continued to be handed down in the Oriental communities.s In several
1 On the Thpa~ and on the rrapaGKEt'll.
Respecting the service which ,vas held at
Alexandria on Friday morning, see Atha
n~. hist. Arianor. ad monachos, § 81. Iv

has not been preserved to our times, by
which Constantine ordered this in respect to
Sunday already before the year 321. See
cod. Thcodos. 1. II. Tit. 8, 1. I.
6 See Chrysostom. Hom. V. in epist. I.
'IIizfl! ry 7rnpaGKEV1).
~ Yet Epiphanius, in his exposit. fid. ca ad Timoth. § 3.
6 Chrysostom. H. in the sermon first pnb
t~ol. c. 22, still mentions fasting on the
TtTPfl~ and on the rrpocrUj3[3aTov as a univer lished bl l\[ontfaucon, T. VI. f. 272, § 1.
sal custom of the churcb. Also in the '1ipfpa, £11 V'j.'llGTcVfLV Ka? 0flOl.oyCLv lOa.
7 The one just referred to.
churches of Milan, it seems to have been
g In the apostolic constitutions, II. 59,
the custom to assemble on these days about
noon, sing together, and partake of the the Sabbath is particularly mentioned
~mmunion, and with this terminated the along with Sunday as 1\ day for the assem
•!lSt. Ambros. expositio in Psalm. 118, § 48, bling together of the church: VIII. c. 33•
I~ rase we are to understand the plerique that on the Sabbath and on Sunday the
dIes in this passage, as we probably should, slaves should rest from their labors, and
to refer to the dies stationum. Ac('ording attend church with the rest to hear the ser
toboEpiphanius, these assemblies convened mon. L. V. 15, that, the Easter Sabbath
excepted, there should be no fasting on the
a ut three o'clock in the afternoon.
3 I, 8.
Sabbath, when God rested from the work
• This may have stood in the law, which of creation. The 66, among the apostolic
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of the Eastern churches, the Sabbath was celebrated nearly after the
same manner as Sunday. Church assemblies were held, sermons de
livered, and the communion celebrated on this day.! The direction
given by the council of Laodicea deserves to be noticed,2 viz.: that on
the Sabbath, the gospels should be read along with the other parts of
the holy scriptures. It may be, that the new arrangement which this
council designed to introduce by the above-cited canon, was simply
that the scriptures generally should be read in church on the Sabbath
in the same manner as on Sunday. And in this case, we must suppose,
the council wished to restore the custom, formerly observed, of assem
bling for worship on the Sabbath as well as on Sunday, which had now
become obsolete in many of the Eastern churches. Or this ordinance
may be understood as simply indicating the design of the council, that,
in the meetings for divine worship on the Sabbath, the gospels should
be read together with other parts of the holy scriptures; whence we might
infer, that, as the celebration of the Sabbath had been taken from the
Jews, it had been the custom also to make use of the Old Testament
only on this day, in the church lessons. 3 In many districts, a punctual
Jewish observance of the Sabbath must doubtless have become common:
hence the council of Laodicea considered it necessary to ordain, that
Christians should not celebrate this day after the Jewish manner, nor
consider themselves bound to abstain from labor.4 It was a general
rule in the Eastern church, that there should be no fasting on the Sab
bath: hence the Sabbath also, as well as Sunday, was excepted from
the period of fasting before Easter.5 But in many of the 1Vestern
churches, particularly in the Roman and the Spanish, opposition to the
Jews and J udaists 6 had led to the custom of observing the Sabbath
rather as a day of fasting. 7 They who were truly enlightened by the
gospel spirit, and knew how to distinguish essentials from non-essentials
in religion, such men as Ambrose of :Milan, Jerome, and Augustin,
sought to avoid all controversy on matters of this sort, which had not
been decided by divine authority, and which had no particular connec
tion with the essence of faith and of sanctification. They held it as a prin
ciple, that, in such matters, each individual should follow the custom of
his own church, or of the country in which he resided, and strive that
I

canons, excludes from the fellowship of the
church those who fasted on the Sabbath
and on Sunday.
1 A.s it coucerns the last at Antioch, see
the passage referred to above respecting
Friday.
1I C. 16. ITepL ToV lv ca{3,3aTC:J tVaYYEAla
!leTa hip£JV ypacp£Jv avaYLv£Julcir:r&cu.
8 It is an objection to the last interpreta
tion, that both EvaYYEAla and hip£JV ypa9£JV
stand without the article; accordingly, do
not express here any antithesis; but the
whole of the sacred writings, according to
their different parts, seems to be indicated
here generally. Moreover, if snch nn an
tithesis had been intended, instead of l:7ipc.w
ypa9£JV, the phrase 1I"aMUa~ dta{);J1cTJ~ would
doubtless have been used. But the difficu1-

ty with the first interpretation is, that ~e
customary celebration of the Sabbath ~
every where presupposed by this councl~
and they considered themselves bound rath·
er to moderate the Judaizing tendcncy to
carry this cc1ebrntion to an extreme. •
• C. 29. 'OrL oV dEl xpturt.avoi::~ lovoat;fLV
Kat tv Ti;J ua{3{3aTC:J UXOI.a(UV.
.
6 Hence, by the decrees of the council. of
Laodicea, c. 49 and 51, the communion
and the commemoration of the m:lrtyrs
might be celebrated, during the period of
fasting, on the Sabbath as well as on Sundal"
See vol. 1. p. 296.
'j See Cassinn. instilut. camobilli. J.
•
c. 9 et 10. Hieronym. ep. 71 ad Lucinium,

m
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the bond of charity might not be broken by differences in such unim
portant matters, and that occasion of offence might not be given w any
man. Ambrose, when questioned on this point, replied that at Rome
he was accustomed to fast on the Sabbath, but in :Milan he did not.
Augustin rightly applies the rules given by Paul, in the fourteenth
chapter of the epistle w the Romans, to this diversity of practice. He
complains, that weak minds were disturbed by the controversial obsti
nacy or the superstitious scruples of many, who would insist on t,hat
practice as being the only right one, for which they supposed they had
found certain reasons, no matter how weak, or which they had brought
with them as the ecclesiastical usage of their own country, or which they
had seen in foreign lands; although neither the holy scriptures, nor
the universal tradition of the church, decided any thing as to the point,
and although it was a matter of perfect indifference as to any practical
advantage'! But that rigid hierarchical spirit of the Roman church,
which, from a very early period, required uniformity in things unessen
tial, would, in this case also, put a rest~aint on religious freedom. In
the Roman church, it was affirmed that this custom came down from
Peter, the first of the apostles, and hence ought to be universally ob
served. The idle tale was there set afloat, when the origin of that cus
tom from the old opposition between the originally pagan and tho origin
~lly Jewish communities was no longer known, that the apostle Peter
Instituted a fast on the Sabbath in preparing for the dispute with Simon
Magus. 2 The Roman bishop Innocent decided, in his dccretuls addres
sed to the Spanish bishop Deeentius, (at the very time that men like
Augustin expressed themselves with so much liberality on this differ
ence,) that the Sabbath, like Friday, must be observed as a fast day.3
In defence of this rule, he offered a better reason at least than those
monks; viz.: that, in its historical import, the Sabbath necessarily be
longed to the period of sorrow l'ihich preceded Sunday, the joyful day
of the feast of the resurrection; since on both the former days the
apostles were plunged in grief, and on the Sabbath had hid them
selves for fear.
. As to the celebration of Sunday, the custom, which had long prevailed
In the church, of consecrating this day in a special manner to relig
2 That Roman spirit expresses itself after
1 Ep. 54 ad Januarium, ~ 3. Sensi srope
dolens et gemclls multas infirmorum per 11 characteristic manner in the following
turbationcs fieri per quorundam fratrum language of a treatise which was probably
COntentiosam obstinationem ye\ superstitio composed hy some mcmber of the Homan
sam timiditatem, qui~in rebus hujusmodi, clergy, and was intcndeu to procure the
qUa! neque scripturro sanctro Iluctoritate, g-cneral rcco~nition of thc Roman custom:
n~que unh"crsalis ecclcsiro traditione, neque Petrus, apostolorum caput, C<l!1i janitor et
Y\tm ,<'orri~cndro utili tate, ad certum possunt ecclfsire fnnrlamcntnm. extincto Simone,
term.mum pervenire, (tantum quia subest qui diaboli fncrat, nonnisi jejunis vincendi
9uahscunquc ratiocinatio cogitantis, aut quia figura, (that Simon ~[agus could be mn
I~ ~l1a patria sic ipse consllcyit, aut quia ibi quished by Pcter only throng-h fasting, was
':l(lIt, ubi pcregrinationcm suam, quo remo re-prescnted as a typical allusion to the fact,
liorem a suis, co doctiorem factam putat,) that Satan also, whom Simon Magus rcp
tam litigiosas excitant qurestiones, ut, nisi resented, could be conquered only by fast
quod .ipsi faciunt, nihil rectum existiment. ing,) id ipsum Romanos edocuit, quorum
tIllS point of dispute. the two beautiful fides annuntiatur uni"crso orbi terraTUm.
8 § 7. Sabbato jejunandum esse ratio evi
~tterll of Augustin relatc, the one just
dentissima demonstrat.
CIted, and ep. 36 ad Casulanum.
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ious employments, and of abstaining from all worldly business, was
established by a synodal law, the twenty-ninth canon of the council of
Laodicea, yet with this restriction, that all Christians should abstain
from their worldly business if they were able.! A collision betwixt this
ecclesiastical ordinance and the relations to the state, which must have
arisen in the earlier situation of the church, could now be easily remov
ed, when the state itself recognized the church as such, and endeavored
to uphold her in the prosecution of her principles and the attainment
of her ends. 'Ve have already said, that the emperor Constantine,
in a law enacted previous to the year 321, commanded the suspension
of all suits and courts of justice on Sunday. It was a beautiful excep
tion, wholly in accordance with the spirit of Christianity, by which he
provided that the emancipation of slaves, after the usual forms, should
be permitted to take place on Sunday.2 As Eusebius, in his life of
Constantine, relates, he also forbade all military exercises on tIns day.3
By a law of the year 386, those older changes effected by the emp~'
ror Constantine were more rigorously enforced, and, in general, civil
transactions of every kind on Sunday were strictly forbidden. Who
ever transgressed was to be considered, in fact, as guilty of sacrilege,
(as a sacrilegus.) 4
Owing to the prevailing passion at that time, especially in the large
cities, to run after the various public shows, it so happened that when
these spectacles fell on the same days which had been consecrated by
the church to some religious festival, they proved a great hindrance to
the devotion of Christians, though chiefly, it must be allowed, to those
whose Christianity was the least an affair of the life and of the heart.
Church-teachers, such as Chrysostom, (see above,) were, in truth, often
forced to complain, that in such competitions the theatre was vastly
more frequented than the church. And among those who gave up the
church for the theatre, many might be found not wholly unsusceptible
of right feelings, who, if they had not been hurried along by the pre
vailing corruption, would have employed Sunday in a way more se~ous
and more healthful for their inner life. ~Ioreover, by the civil relatIOnS
of those times, many were obliged, on account of their particular place
among the citizens, to take part in the arrangements necessary for. the
support of the public shows, and so to be interrupted in their devotIons
even against their will. Hence, the North-African church resolved, at
an ecclesiastical convention held at Carthage in 401, to petition ~he
emperor, that the public shows might be transferred from the Christ!an
Sunday and from feast days to some other days of the week.5 OWlllg
to the prevailing passion for the shows, this petition could not be gran~t
ed, perhaps, without considerable difficulty. First, in the year 4:!<>,
1

oporterc qnemqnam Christianornm rog- i ad

2

hale spectacula, maxime, quia in hig

Eire IlVValVTO 17XOAa'eLV.
L. II. Tit. VIII. 1. I.
8 Euseb. ,·it. Constantin. IV. 18, 19, 20.
• Cod. Theodos. lib. VIII. Tit. VIII. 1. 3.
Ii It is adduced as a reason: Populi ad
circum magis quam ad ccc1csiam conveni
nnt, - and on the score of those obligations
devolving on many classes of citizens: Nee

exer

cendis, qure contra prrecepta Dei .sunt, nu.:
11\ perseclltionis necessitas 1\ qnopl~m 1~~~
benda est; sed, uti oportet, homo III I
voluntate subsistat sibi divinitus conces 5a.
Cod. can. eccles. Afr. c. 61.
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the exhibition of spectacles on Sunday, and on the principal feast days
of the Christians, was forbidden, in order that the devotion of the faith
ful might be free from all disturbance.! In this way, the church re
ceived help from the state for the furtherance of her ends, which could
not be obtained in the preceding period. But had it not been for that
confusion of spiritual and secular interests, had it not been for the vast
number of mere outward conversions thus brought about, she would
have needed no such help. The spirit of church fellowship could effect
more in those ancient times than all which the outward force of politi
cal law and a stricter church discipline could now do, towards restrain
ing or expelling such as had never been brought to feel the inward
power of that spirit; and the church of those times could well dispense,
therefore, with the outward support. .
In respect to the yearly festivals, those still continued, at first, to be
universally observed, which answered to the weekly feast-days; for, as
we observed in the preceding period, the circle of yearly feasts had
sprung out of that of the weekly feasts, and both had arisen from the
same fundamental idea, around which the whole Christian life revolved. 2
Hence, Augustin, about the year 400, still mentions, as the celebra
tions recognized in the whole church, only those of Christ's passion
and resurrection, of his ascension, and of the outpouring of the Holy
Ghost. 3
The difference of views with regard to the feast of the passover, which
we had occasion to notice in the preceding period, continued to exist
~lso in this; but men were wise enough not to allow the bond of Christ
Ian fellowship to be ruptured by this difference} Yet the spirit of
church uniformity which sprung up in the 'Vest, sought to insinuate it
self also here. The council of ArIes, in 314, already decreed that the
paschal feast should be celebrated on the same day throughout the
world; 5 but this ecclesiastical assembly, to which the people of the
East paid little attention, had no such great and general influence as to
be able to triumph over the old Asiatic custom. Now to the emperor
Constantine it seemed scandalous, that the commemoration of the fact
which laid the foundation for the recovery of mankind should not be
celebrated by all Christians on the same day; and that, while some were
fasting, others should be feasting. To him, such a difference would
perhaps appear more grave, and less compatible with the unity of t?e
Catholic church, than an important dogmatical difference, known by him
to exjst about this time, in respect to the doctrine of Christ's divinity.
He attempted, first through the negotiations of Hosius, bishop of Cor
I

1 Tot.re Christianornm ae fidclium mentes
rei cu1t~bus occupentur. Cod. Thcodos.
. xv. TIt. VII. 1. 5,
2 This was acknowledged eycn by the
Roman bishop Innocentius; and from this
very .ract hc inferrcd, that as fasting was
practised not merely on Good Friday, but
o,n the Friday of each week, thc samc'prac
tice should be obscrvcd also in respect to
the Sabbath. (L. c.
Quod si putant
Bemel atque uno sabbato jejunandum j ergo

,7.

VOL. II.

26

et Dominica et sexta feria semel in Pascho
erit utiquc cclebranda.)
8 Qure toto tcrrarnm orbe servantur,
quod Domini passio et resurrectio et ad
scensio in crelum et advcntus de cre10 Spiri
tus Sancti anninrsaria solennitate celebran
tnr, ep. 54 ad Januar. and the passage
above referrcd to from Hieronym. comment.
ep. ad Galat. 1. n. Co 4.
• Sozom. J. 16.
o C.L
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dova, to bring the churches together in one usage. In this, however,
he did not succeed; he therefore convoked, partly for this object, the
general council of Nice, in 325. As the reason which, in earlier times,
had led to the Oriental custom, and which especially contributed to pre
serve it, viz. the adherence to Judaism, no longer existed, - but, on the
contrary, a polemical tendency in opposition to the Jewish spirit rather
predominated, - this change in the way of thinking would naturally lead
to the laying aside of the ancient custom. l Accordingly an agreement
was entered into, at this council, to abandon the old Jewish custom, and
to celebrate the remembrance of Christ's passion always on Friday, the
remembrance of Christ's resurrection on Sunday. It was acknowledged
that, by the sacrifice of Christ for mankind, the feast of the passover had
lost its significance; that the thanksgiving for the sacrifice of Christ in
the sacrament of the supper had taken the place of the passover, and that
the former was restricted to no particular time. 2 But, as it usually
happens, there were still many communities and individuals in the East,
who refused to depart from the old traditional custom, on account of its
very antiquity, without assigning any further reason for their refusal.
Instead of winning them over by love, the church excluded them from her
communion. 3 Persecution made the old custom still dearer to them;
they accused the Nicene council of having altered it out of flattery to
Constantine.
The council of Nice, it is true, had decreed 4 that the feast of the
passover should, for the future, be celebrated on one and the same day;
but they had suggested no means for securing uniformity in the reckoning
of the time; and the purpose of the council, therefore, was still far from be
ing attained. In the Alexandrian churches, where astronomical and math
ematical knowledge was very generally diffused, the most accurate cal
culations were instituted, which the whole Eastern church followed.
The bishop of Alexandria made known every year, at the feast of
Epiphany, by a circular letter 5 to his whole diocese, the day on which
the next Easter festival would fall. But, as the Roman church was not
so exact, differences arose as to the time of Easter, between the Eastern
churches and those of the 'Vest, which amounted sometimes to a week,
occasionally even to a month; until at length, particularly by means of
the Roman abbot Dionysius Exiguus in the sixth century, the Alexan
drian mode of reckoning was introduced also into the Roman church. 6
1 This reason, that it was so disgraceful a
thing for the Christian church to gO\-ern
itself by the pattern of the unbelieving
Jews, who had crncified the Lord, is made
particularl; prominent therefore by the em
peror, fl1/Otv f(JTc.J iW1v KOI.VOV /u:n't Toii lX!9i
(JTOV TWv '!ovoalc.Jv 0XlmJ. See Euseb. de
vita Const!lntini, 1. III. c. 18.
2 This is now 'i0 7iclO"xa l7ilTfMLV, says
Chrtsostom against the adYocntes of the
JeWIsh custom. Orat. c. Judreos. III. § 4,
T. I. f. 611.
a They were denominated as a separate
sect, (after that fourteenth day of the month
Nisan,) Quartodecimani, TEO"aapE,,,cuoEKaTi-

T.aL, TeTpaolTaL, (probably by no nbbreyia

tlOn,) 7ipCJTO"aO"XlTCU.
4 It is remarkable that this decree occurs
only in the letter in which the emperor
Constantine (see above) made known aT~d
recommended the decisions of this councll,
and that amon~ its O\\-n canons no one is ~o
be found which has any reference to It.
Perhaps it was omitted out of indulgence
to the adherents of the ancient custom,
who, it was hoped, would be induced to
yield by degrees.
,
6 Libellus pllSchalis, ypaflflara 7iaO"xal.l a.
6 The more accurate and detailed devel
opment of this point is to be found in a
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It became, by degrees, as we have observed already in the preceding
period, a more universally prevailing custom to prepare for the jubilee
of the feast of the resurrection by a season of penitence and fasting.
This fast was compared with the forty days' fast of Christ; (see
vol. I. p. 300;) hence it received the name of TEaaapaKoC1'Tii, quadri
gesima; although the whole time of forty days was by no means ob
served so generally as the name was applied,! It was sought by de
grees, however, to make the period of fasting, in its whole extent, actu
ally correspond to the ancient name (quadrigesima.) In determining,
then, the number of weeks before Easter, that difference of usage be
tween the Eastern and the Western church by which the Sabbath was
excepted from the fast-days in the former,and not in the latter church,
must have had its influence.
This period of fasting was designed to furnish the Christians an op
portunityof preparing themselves, by a more moderate indulgence of
the sensual appetites, by abstinence from the pleasures of the world,
and by the diligent reading of God's word, to enter more worthily upon
the celebration of the days consecrated to higher spiritual enjoyments,
- to commemorate the new creation in humanity which came from the
resurrection and glorification of Christ, - to engage, by means of self
examination and repentance, in a worthy celebration of the holy supper,
in which so many participated at the time of the Easter festiva1. 2
A portion of the year so consecrated might also send a healthful in
fluence through the rest of it. An occasion was oifer€:d to those who
divided their whole time between worldly business and sensual pleasures,
for collecting their thoughts from this dissipation and for self-examina
tion. The holy scriptures, which at least they heard read in the church,
and sermons pointedly exhorting to repentance, would lead them to this.
Their minds, less absorbed in the things of sense, would be more open
to spiritual impressions. The solemn, earnest stillness following at once
Upon tumult and dissipation in the large cities, the sudden change in
the aspect of public life, was calculated to arouse the trifling mind out
of its sleep of security, and render it susceptible of higher influences.
In truth, the commencement of the fasts must have produced a striking
dissertation of F. Walch, in the novis com
menta.riis Soc. Reg. Gottingensis, T. I.
Idelers Chronology, T. II. p. 202, etc.
V 1 About this difference Socrates treats,
. 22. At Antioch the number of forty
days was accurately observed as early as
the fourth century; for Chrysostom says,
0!'Bt. III. c. Judreos, § 4, T:I. f. 611, in a
discourse deliyered during the fast: NT]aTeVo
U<:v Tar uauapaKOVTa TaVTClf ilpipar. where
~e only question that arises is, whether the
undays and Sabbaths, in which no fasts
'here ohserved, were also reckoned among
t ese forty days. The difference related
not alone to the number of days, but also
to the extending of the fast to each day,
and to the kind of abstinence which was
practised at meals during this period. Not
only among the communities of different

countries, but also among individuals, a
different custom existed in this respect.
Some, who would be eminently pious, pass
ed two entire days without food. Others
not only refrained: like the rest, from wine,
flesh and oil nt tllCir meals, but supported
themseh'es whollY on bread and water.
H. IV. de statu is, .~ 6.
2 This aim is assigned to the institution
by Chn'sostom, orat. adv. Judreos, III. § 4.
T. 1, 611. '0, ;raTiprr lruTrwaav iJ,epar

f:

TEC1uapaKovra VTJrrTdClf, tVxwv, mpouat'wr,
atJl'OOWV, iv' i-v TaIr iJuipal! TGVTaIr Ka~ap
{)1:t'Ttf (lET' af(pL(3 cia r U7fUVTEr KcU
£txwv
KcU 0,' lI.c'lfWvtIV'l' /Cal alii. V'lUTelar KcU oro
7faVVVxiOwll Kat Ow oaKpvwv Kat d,' l{OfWM
r1la£wr /cUL ow TtJv UIJ..wv cbraVTwv, oiJT(..J
KaTa dVVU.JllV rilv ~p.iTEpav JUTa Ka~apov
/1tIVELOoror 7fpoaiwf'EV.
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FASTING.

change in the hirge towns. "Quiet, ro-day, is nowhere disturbed," says
Chrysostom in a fast sermon preached at Antioch,! "nowhere do we
hear cries; nowhere the noise of the shambles, the bustle of cooks. All
this is past; and our city presents to-day the appearance of a sedate
and modest matron. To-day, there is no difference between the table
of the emperor and that of the poor man." And in another sermon = 2
"Then, no songs are heard in the evening, no revels of the drunkard
in the day; the voice of clamor and contention is hushed, and profound
quiet everywhere reigns." Still, as it usually happens with such sud
den revolutions of life, this change was more often transient than en
during, more apparent than real. If there was a horse-race at the
circus during the fast, all was over; the city rapidly assumed another
look. The same persons who had been momentarily aroused by the
earnest, impressive words of a Chrysostom, who had beaten their breasts
and sighed over their sins, now filled the circus, and took a passionate
interest in the contending sides.3 True, men soon returned back again
to the previous quiet and repose of the fast; but, if this could be so
easily disturbed by other impressions from abroad, it is plain how super
ficial must have been the change produced on these occasions. As is
usually the case with such changes, prescribed by law and enforced by
constraint, the end often failed of being attained because confounded
with the means. l\ien looked for justification and increase in holiness,
in outward fasting, and entirely forgot in this the essential things, true
repentance and sanctification, which the period of fasting was only de
signed to remind them of. Or the end was missed because men sub
mitted to the laws of the church from constraint and in opposition to
their inward feelings, partly influenced by the sense of shame, and
partly by dread of the divine punishment. Hence many sought to in
demnify themselves beforehand for the forced abstinence imposed on
them by the fasts, by indulging in the more riotous excess on the days
immediately preceding them.4 l\fany only complied with the laws of
fasting in their literal sense; refraining from meat, but taking care to
provide themselves with the daintier fare out of what was permitted by
the fast laws literally interpreted. 5
The more eminent church-teachers of this period, Chrysostom, Au
gustin, l\Iaximus of Turin, Cresarius of ArIes, Leo the Great, often
warned against this hypocritical tendency of the fasts. They showed
that fasting was without force or meaning, except as accompanied with
the hearty forsaking of sin and sincere penitence. They exhorted
Christians to use fasting as a means of learning how to subdue sinful
passi~ns and desires, propensities and habits. They gave example~,
espeCIally Chrysostom, to show how this must be done. They took tins
occasion to rebuke the corrupt tendencies particularly prevailing in
H. II. in Genesin, § I, T. IV. f. 8.
T. II. f. 315. TIapruvlJ WaTt p1J ~ tIC ~~
In Annam IL I. + 1, T. IV. f. 700.
VTJt1TEiar lt10pivrrv ~tM,av 1rpoaViMLV i.al
S See the admonitory discourse of Chry papyi{L Kat pi-&1;.
Bostom, preached after an incident of this
6 Augustin. p. 209, § 3, et 108, § 1. Pre
sort at Antioch. H. VI. in Genesin, T. tiosiores sine carnibus animalium escas.
IV.opp.
On the other hand: Restringendre sunt de
• Chrysost. de Pamitcntia, H. V. § 5, licire, non mutandre.
1
:l
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their own times and under their own eyes, and warned men against
them. They called upon Christians to unite charity and benevolence
with fasting; to appropriate to these purposes what they saved byab
stinence; to forgh-e each other's offences; to lay aside contentions; as,
in fact, the bishops made it a point, at this particular season of fasting,
to close all disputes in the communities, and bring about a reconciliation
between the contending parties; using, as a means for this end, the con
viction of universal sinfulness and need of redemption awakened by the
season, and the approaching celebration of the remembrance of Christ's
sufferings for the sins of mankind: they moreover called on masters in
particular to treat their servants with kindness.
The season of fasting ended with the week which, on account of the
great events connected with the salvation of mankind, and commemo
r~ted in it, was called the great week (l{3oofla~ TJ p}tZAl1.)l It began
wIth Palm-Sunday, (~JLipa 'twv (3aic.JV,) and closed with the great Sabbath,
as it was called. The approach of the Easter festival reminded all,
high and low, of their individual sins, and of the grace to which they
owed their forgiveness. Hence the emperors made laws 2 to release
those who had been arrested for minor offences; and on Palm-Sunday
special decrees of mercy were frequently issued by them. " As on this
day," says Chrysostom in one of his discourses, "our Lord delivered men
from the chains of sin, so his servants will do all in their power to imi
ta~ his love to mankind, and, as they cannot deli\'er men from spiritual
fet~rs, will release those who are bodily bound."
In this week of solemnities, some days were particularly distinguished;
Thursday, for example, in which was commemorated the last supper of
Christ with his disciples, and the institution of the Eucharist.3 On this
occasion great numbers were accustomed to participate in the sacrament
of the supper.4 'Vhile, on other occasions, the holy supper was only to
be. received with fasting, it was dispensed on this day in memory of the
onginal institution, in the afternoon, and could be received after a meal,l>
Next, came the day commemorative of Christ's passion. 6 At Antioch,
perhaps also in other churches of the East. it was customary for the
church on this day to hold its assemblies in the grave-yard, to commem
orate the crucifixion of Christ without the gates of Jerusalem. 7 The
week was closed by the great Sabbatll, (TO ptya au{J{JaTOV,) on which
many were baptized, and put on their white robes; and in the evening
the cities were illuminated, and appeared like streams of fire. The
Whole population poured along with torches to church, and vigils were
kept till the dawn of the morning of universal jubilee, the feast of the
resurrection. The small number of Pagans who still dwelt amongst
I; Thus it was at least in the North-Afri
1 See the Homily of Chrysostom re
can church, by the decree of the council of
specting the meaning of this name.
Hippo, A.D. 393, in the cod. canon. eccles.
2 See in the codex Theodos. the titulus
Mr. c. 41. Augustin. cpo 54 ad Januar. § 9•
de indulO'cntiis
«5 The il/dpa TOV Gmt-pew, also called in a
• 8 'n ciyca r.iv~a!", quinta feria Paschre,
dl(~s anniYersarius, quo crena Dominica cel more restrictcd sense, Pascha.
'1 See the discourse of Chrysostom on
ebratur.
this day, V. II.
i See Chrysostom's discourse delivered
on this day. T. II. f. 386.
VOL. II.
26
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the Christians must also, in one way or another, have been affected, in
spite of themselves, by what so moved the whole multitude on this occa
,
sion of general Easter vigils. l
rrhe custom having been borrowed from the Jews, of holding a last
festival on the eighth day after the commencement of the series, the cele
bration of the passover was concluded with the following Sunday as the
eighth day of the feast. Throughout the whole of this week, from the
Easter Sabbath and onward, the persons then baptized had worn their
white garments, and, as new Christians, the new-born,2 had formed a
separate division of the community, easily distinguishe,d by their dress.
This sacred time of the celebration of their new birth being now over,
they laid aside their white robes: the bishop exhorted them to a faith
ful observance of their baptismal vow, and they joined the rest of the
community. This important transaction gave its name to this Sunday.
So it was at least in the 1Yestern church. 3 Thus, then, the whole period
of fourteen days, reckoning from Palm-Sunday, was a festival. As
such, it was recognized also by the civil authority, and in it no court
of justice could be held.4 Moreover the fifty days after Easter were
specially distinguished, although the feast of Ascension, and the fe.ast
of Pentecost, in the more restricted sense - the feast of the out-pounng
of the Holy Ghost, were selected from the rest for particular cele
bration. In the Eastern church, the Acts of the Apostles were read
during this time, in the public worship, as recording what the risen and
glorified Christ had wrought through the apostles; and in the year 425,
it was decreed, that during this whole period the devotion of Christians
should not be disturbed by any public sports.5
To these were added two principal festivals, which, as we observed
in the preceding period, most probably existed in their germ in very
early times, but which first began to be more generally observed dur
ing the course of the fourth century, and that in an opposite order,
the one coming from the East to the 1Yest, a~d the other from the
'Yest to the East; the festival of Ohrist' 8 baptism, and the festival of
his nativity.
As to the first, we find it mentioned by Chrysostom, as an ancient
1 Respecting this Sabbath: Aafl7rporpopla dealbatns intra octavas snas. Ep. 34, +3.
/Cal 9CJraYCJyia, ~v LOi{l 1'i: !Cal dT/flOOl{l CTVV£t1 It may perhaps have been otherwise in the
T7/t1afle{ia· 7rUV rivo~ av{ipwrrCJv fllKPOV KaL Eastern church, where, as it seems, the
~ia rrat1a datpO.el 1'ifJ 7r{;pt r7jv vVK1'a Kara newly baptized wore their white garrnc?ts
tpCJri(ovTf~.
Gregor. Nazianz. orat. II. in until the end of the feast of Pentecost. See
Pnscha v. orat. 42, at the beginning. Au the passage presently to he referred to from
gustin: Clara vigilire hujus celebritas toto the Cod. Theodos.
orbe terrarum. Respecting the PaO'ans:
• Dies feriarum, sancti quoque paschre
Ist.'\ nocte multi dolore, multi pudore7 non dies, qui septcno yel prooccdllnt nllmcro yel
nl/ili etiam, qui fielei propinquant, Dei jam sc~uuntur. Cod. Theodos. J. II. T. VIII. I. ;.
timore non dormiunt. P.219.
Cod. Thcodos. 1. XV. Tit. VII. I. ..
2 Novi, inf.'lntes.
Quamdiu crelcstis lumcn la,·acn imitsnua
8 Oct..'lva infantium, dies novorum do noyam sanrti baptismatis lucero yestimen~
min ira in alb is, !CVplWcT/ lv I.cVKOLr. A~O'us test:mlur, (which is probably said only In
tin. p. 376. Hodie octavre dicuntur infall conformity with the use of the E:lStc~
tium; miscentur hodie fidelihus infantes church,) quo tempore et coml!lc.mo.rllU.o
nostri. P. 260. Bodie eompletis sacramen apostolicre passionis, totius Cbnstla01~~
tum octavarum vestrarum. Compo ep. 55 mngistrre, a cunctis jure celebmtur. Whie
t 35. Respecting the newly baptized: Vest~ refers to the reading of the Acts.
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principal feast of the church in Eastern Asia, under the name of the
feast of the appearance or manifestation of Christ, who had till then been
hidden from the world; ~ tmcpfLvEta or TU i7T'UpUVEla according to Tit. 2: 11.1
But if, in the region where this feast originated, another festival having
reference to the first appearance of the Logos in human nature, a feast
of Christ's nativity, was already ex.isting, the latter would hardly have
become so entirely lost sight of, and a name which-belonged to it trans
ferred to the feast of Christ's baptism. :More probably, this was the
only festival which in that district had reference to the first appearance
of Christ. Accordingly Chrysostom actually denominates it, in the dis
Course already cited, which he pronounced at the feast of Pentecost in
Antioch, the festival of Epiphany, the first among the principal feasts,
and the only one which had reference to the appearance of Christ
among men. 2 He speaks here according to the views of Christian an
tiquity which prevailed in those countries, where a Christmas festival
was as yet wholly unknown. In a certain sense, men doubtless had
some reason for placing this festival in special connection with the bap
tism of Christians, - inasmuch as the divine life, which was to proceed
forth from Christ to all the faithful, here first began to reveal itself in
a visible way to the greater portion of men. But as the age, confound
ing the outward sign with the inward grace, ascribed to the water in
baptism a supernatural power to sanctify, so it supposed that Christ
first imparted to the water its power to sanctify, by his own baptism.s
The first indication of the celebration of this feast having spread to the
Western church we find about the year 360; for the historian Ammi
anus Marcellinus relates,4 that the emperor Julian, then residing at
Vienna in the month of January, celebrated the feast of Epiphany in
the Christian church. By means of the union of the Greek colonial
and mercantile towns in the south of France with the East, this feast
may have been adopted, perhaps, in these districts, at an earlier period
than in the other countries of the West. It was because this festival
was originally unknown to the Western church, that the Donatists, who
had separated themselves from the dominant church at a time when as
yet no knowledge of any such feast existed among the people of the
'Vest, rejected it as an innovation; as they did other regulations that
arose after their secession./} And as this festival was originally un
known to the Western church, so it happened that its meaning also was
changed, though in such a way as to be easily connected with the fun
damental idea of the festival. The general conception of a manifestar
wonderful property of remaining fresh sev
eral years. Enn Chrysostom partook of
1'?TE 71'aatv tyi:vETO IUlTadfJ..or, u})} are ipa.. thi" ~nper~tition, h. de haptismo Christi, ~ 2.
1'l(11).TO.
Bein~ the fcast of Christ's haptism, and of
H. I. in Pentecost. ~ I, T. II. f. 458. haptism I!encrullv, it was also called in the
• up' .Tniiv lOp1TJ r.piJT7] Til t7T'l9Uvla' Ti(, ~ }:astern church, rOpT~ TWV 9iJTCJV, or Ta 9iJTa.
lI::o~t:alr T~r ioprT,(,; i ..el<l1f fJio(' l71't rT,(, So in Gregory of Nazianzcn.
4 L. 21, c. 2.
Y1J~ (.)~~1J K_fIt ~oif (LV~p,cJ-r;Olr ~avEC1Tpa971.
6 Augustin. p. 202, § 2. l\ferito istum
T71v TWV vdujCJv 7lytaaE 9t'GlV. Chry
Sostomus. Out of this fnlse notion also diem nunquam nohiscum Donntistre cele
sprung the custom Ilt Antioch, of verY zeal brare Yoluenmt, quia nec unitatem amant,
Us1y drawing water about midnight of this nec Orientali ecdesire communicant.
east, to which water was attributed the
1 Chrysostom in his Homily on this feast,
~ ,2. T. II. f. 369. 'E71'E£<l7] obx' aTe LTtxfh},
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tion of Christ in his divine dignity, or in his divine calling as a Redeemer,
was applied. in a way which must have been more agreeable to the
point of view taken by the communities of the West, which were formed
of pagan Christians, than the view of it which had first sprung out of the
peculiar conceptions of Jewish Christians; (see vol. I., sect. 3, p. 302;)
and, at the same time, this festival was brought into closer connection
with Christmas, which had been established here for a long time already.
While, in the oountries where the feast of Christ's baptism had its dis
tinct traditional meaning as the feast of Epiphany, and where it was
adhered to, therefore, without any change, everything which had refe
rence to Christ's infancy was connected with the festival of Christmas;
in the Eastern church, on the other hand, the idea of the manifestation
of Christ was applied in a preeminent sense to his manifestation to the
heathen world, as the Redeemer of all mankind. The festival was re
ferred to the coming of the three wise men from the East, who were
supposed to be Heathens ; and so this feast became the feast of the first
announcement of salvation to the heathen world, of the first conversion
of some Heathens, as the precursors of the approaching general con~er
sion of the pagan nations. 1 When these two points of view became uruted
in one, the general conception of the Epiphany was referred to the first
manifestation of the miraculous power of Jesus after his baptism, in the
first miracle at Cana, the dies natalis virtu tum Domini. 2
The case was directly the reverse with the festival of Christ's nativitl'
which in its origin belonged to the 'Yestern church. .As it was partIC
ularly from the church of the 'Vest the dogmatic tendency procecde?,
by which the doctrine of original sin cleaving to all men from theIr
birth, and of the necessity of their being renewed and sanctified in order
to deliverance from this corrupt nature, was clearly unfolded; as it wa.'3
in the church of the 'Yest that the practice of infant baptism first be
came generally spread; so too in the 'Yestern church originated the
festival which refers to the sanctification of man's nature from its first
germ by participation in a divine life. This feast first makes its ap
pearance, as one generally celebrated in the Roman church, under the
Roman bishop Liberius, after the middle of the fourth century. 3 The
general participation in the celebration of this feast leads to the inf~r
ence, that it was not at that time a festival wholly new. It was not till
later, however, that it spread from the Roman church to Eastern Asia.
From what we have previously observed respecting the celebration of
the feast of Epiphany in this part of the church, it would already secm
1 Augustin. p. 203. Hodiemo die mnni
fesUltus redcmptor omnium gcntium, fecit
sollennitntcm omnibus gcntibus. Thc mys
tic interpretation of Psalm i2, v. 10, led to
the converting of the thrcc Magi into three
kings. Scc Tcrtllllian. ad,-. Judreos, c. 9.
!l l\Iaximus of Turin, in thc beginning of
the fifth ccnturv, says, after having cited all
the three modes of explaining the feast:
Sed quid potissimum hoc factum die, novit
ipse, qui fecit. H. VI. He calls it a cer
tain tradition, that the three facts collectively
occurred on the same day, the sixth of Jan

nary j but in H. VII. he says, that although
the tradition rcspccting what occuJ!Cd ~n
that day, and respecting that to which t e
feast alluded, was different, yet therc was
but one faith and one devotion.
.
8 Ambrose relates, that when his sister
Marcella was consecrated as a nun on the
dies natalis Salvatoris, in St. Peter's ch.~ch,
by thc bishop Libcrius, the lattcr Sal. t~
her: Vides quantus ad natalem spo.nsi. t.~
0pulus convenerit. Ambros. de v1fg101
. III. c. 1.

f.
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clear, that the Christmas feast could not be one which originated there;
but Chrysostom says expressly, in a discourse pronounced at Antioch
in celebration of this festival, on the 25th of December of the year 386,
that it had first become known there less than ten year8 before. 1 In a
sermon which Chrysostom pronounced on the 20th of December in the
same year, on the feast of a martyr,2 he digresses from the proper sub
ject of his discourse for the purpose of inviting his hearers to participate
in the approaching festival of Christmas,3 The way in which he speaks
of it, shows how desirous he was of making the interest more general,
which he himself felt in a festival still new to this portion of the church.4
In the next following discourse, on the 25th of December, he says, in
deed, that this feast, although still new in that part of the world, yet
Soon acquired equal authority with the more ancient high festivals: of
this, the crowded assemblies, which the' churches could scarcely contain,
bore witness. But still, it is evident from his own remarks, that, as
usually happens with new church regulations, all were not satisfied with
the celebration of this new festival. A controversy arose about it.
While some denounced the festival as an innovation, others affirmed in
its defence that it had been known of old from Thrace to Cadiz,5 This
difference of opinion led him into a detailed argument in support of the
festival. Its object would of course be acknowledged by every Christ
ian of the orthodox church at that time, as worthy of commemoration.
The grounds of opposition, therefore, could relate only to the arbitrary
1 Rom. in diem natal. Christi, \ I, T. II.
f. 855. OvrrCJ OElWTUV lc1Ttv lro~, t~ ou 01]')'11
KrU YVcJPlflo~ 1J,uv aVTl1 iJ iltdpa yeyCIJ~Tat.
True, he is speaking in that plaee particu
larly of the celebration of this feast on the
twenty-jifth of December; yet the course and
mode of his argument shows that it was
only on the assumption of the twenty-fifth
of December as the birth-day of Christ, a
d~stinct feast for the celebration of this
blrth.day had there been founded. If it had
already been the custom there at an earlier
period to celebrate some festival of this sort,
but on a different day, he would \\;thout
doubt have separatcd' the celehration of
such a feast rreneral1v from the as!'umption
of the twent~-fifth of December for its cel
ebration. He would have endellyored to
show the want of foundation for reckoning
of the time previously fixed upon, before
he adduced the reasons for the new calcula
tion. Moreover it would assuredIv have
been ,Yet more difficult to introduce. the de
te~mn~e time adopted at Rome mto the
AntlOchlan church if another time had
there already hee~ fixed upon. The an
thorityof the Roman ehur<'h would hardly
ha\'e heen such as to induce the whole
~0!llmunitv to transfer a feast alreadv ex
lstmg, to another day. It may be <,O'njee
tured, that, previous to this time, people
\Vere as far from thinking to con!'ecrate a.
~east to the birth-day of Christ, as they were
rom the thought of chronologically deter

mining when this birth-day occnrrcd; for
we find the bishop of Edessa still declaring
in the seventh century, that nobody knew
on what day Christ was born. See Asse
mani bibl. oriental. T. II. f. 1636. It was not
until men believed that there was some ae
count which could be relied on respecting
this last-mentioned fact, that they were led
. to connect with it the celebration of a par
tieular feast. At the same time it may be
said perhaps with truth, that the interest in
behalf of a festh-al whieh must h:we com
mended itself to the feelings of Christians,
contributed to create the belief and admis
sion that the time had been truly deter
mined.
2 Philogcmius.
T. I. f. 492.
3 L. c. ; 3.
4 'Yhich he here styles "the mother of
all other feasts, flT/rpo"o').J.~ 7rarrWv rwv top~
TWV," as indeed all the others presuppose
the birth of Christ; Bnd he names on this

o~C!l.<;ion t~e princi~al f~asts, a"o .yUp ra~r~r

ru, ~fo~aVta, Ka~ ~CL ~u(jxa Ka~ "', CLV?A~1Jltr
Kat '7 7rCIJTf/COUTll TT/V UPXT/V Ka~ T7JV vrrol'h;·

a/v lI.a/30v.
li "AvCJ&rv r.am roi~
Opq.Kllf tdxpt
tJrfpCJv olKoVat KaTM~/~ /(a~ b/a~flor

ar.o

ra
"crove.

Though this assertion cannot pass for a
credible historical testimony, yet it is some
thing in fa\'or of the supposition, that the
festival existed from early times in many
countries of the West.
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determination of the time: hence, Chrysostom labored only to show that
the true time was determined.
He appeals, in the first place, to the rapid and general reception of
the festival, to its authority increasing every year, as evidence that the
time had been rightly assumed; applying here the well-known remark
of Gamaliel. But it is plain that in the settling of a date this argu
ment can decide nothing; although there is certainly good reason for
supposing that the natural propriety of such a festival, its entire accord
ance with the feelings which glowed in every Christian breast, pro
moted its reception on its own account, and created a general belief
that the true time for it had been rightly determined. Next, he ap
peals to the precise time, preserved in the Roman archives, of the cen
sus of the Procurator Quirinus. On this point it is possible he may
have been deceived by false reports; or perhaps, at Rome itself, cer
tain apocryphal records had been allowed to pass as genuine. In other
homilies, also, written towards the close of the fourth century, by Greek
fathers, who notice this festival as one which Christians very gcnera~ly
observed, there are nevertheless marks of its comparatively recent m
troduction.1
On account of this more recent introduction of the Christmas festival
from the 'Vest into the East, the Christians in many countries of t~e
East preferred, instead of adopting a festival altogether new, to umte
the commemoration of Christ's nativity with the ancient feast of the
Epiphany. Thus it was at Jerusalem, and in the Alexandrian church.
And it was attempted to justify this simultaneous celebration on the
authority of Luke 3: 23, from which passage it was inferred that tho
baptism of Christ took place on the very day of his nativity.2 Hence
again it was, that, in many of the Greek churches where, from the ear
1 It seems to be the wish of Gregory of name would hardly have been transferred to
Nyssa to defend the authority of this fest i- . the new feast of Christ's nativity.
.
2 Sec Cosmas Indicopleust. topographll\
val against those who were not disposed to
place it on the same level with the ancient Christiana in Montfaucon, collectio no,"a
principal feasts, which commemorated the patrum, T. II. 1. V. f. 194 j Cassian. Coliat.
passion.. the resurrection, and th~ ascension 10, c. II. re8pecting the simultaneous ~ele
of Christ, when he sn~·s, (Hom. In natalem hration of these festivals bv the Eg-yptlans.
Christi, T. II. cd. Paris, 1638, f. 352:) This custom of the Alexandrian church
MTj&i!:' Ti;J KaTa TO 7iuO'X a flVO'T1/pl.ftJ fLot 1JV must have been altered, it is true, at a later
T1Jv TOUlVTTjV Evxapu1Tiav 1iphrElv irTrOVOEiTCJ, period j for in a homily delivered at J~le;(
and therefore cndenvors to sh?w, like Chry andria, in the year 432, by Paulus, blShOf
sostom, that that which constituted the ob of Emisa in Phrenicia, we find the fe!lst 0
ject of this fcstiml was presupposed by Christ's nativity described as an inde~en
everything else Christ had wroug-ht for the dent feast by itself. According to the wit.',
salvation of mankind. So in a homily, as this festiyal was held on the 29th of the
cribed incorrectly to Basil of Cresarea, (T. Egyptian month Chovac, which answers .t~
II. opp. ed. Gamier, f. 602, § 6,) it is said: the 25th of Dec-ember. See nctn conellI'
OvoEi!:, ciavvriA.Tj!:', (let there be no one but Ephesini pars IV. Harduini Concil. T. .
what contributes something to the general f. 1694. It might be, that the intima~e con
Joy,) ovoei!: ciXPLO'TO!:" 919EY~wflr19a TLva Kat nection of the Alexandrian church "nth the
TJflEi!: 9wV1JV ciyaMiuO'c CJ!:. ovopa 19wflEt9a Tij Roman in the time of Cyril i the posture
topri) nfl&v t9EOl/'avta, - from which passage of opposition in which the former stood. a~
we may infer, perhaps, that in the country that time to the churches of Eastern A5~a,
where this was said, not even the old Epiph the dogmatical interest in the pole~ICS
any festival of the S)Tian church was as waged against the Antiochian type of : ;
yet introduced; since, were it otherwise, its trine, - all this contribnted to bring a u
the change.
o
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liest times, neither of the two feasts had been observed, and where the
feast of Christ's nativity was now introduced because it appeared the
more important of the two, the name Epiphany or Theophany was trans
ferred to the latter.1
But to explain how the Christmas festival came to be observed first
in the Roman church, and to pass from this to the other churches; and
how the time for its observance came to be transferred to this particular
date of the 25th December; certain antagonistic tendencies were re
ferred to, growing out of the peculiar circumstances of the Roman
church, of which mention is already made in older writings. 2
.
Precisely in this season of the year, a series of heathen festivals oc
curred, the celebration of which among the Romans was, in many ways,
closely interwoven with the whole civil and social life. The Christians,
on this very account, were often exposed to be led astray into many of
the customs and solemnities peculiar to these festivals. Besides; these
festivals had an import which easily admitted of being spiritualized, and
with some slight change transformed into a Christian sense. First came
the saturnalia, which represented the peaceful times of the golden age,
and abolished for a while the distinction of ranks, the distance between
servants and free men. ~rhis admitted of being easily transferred to
Christianity, which, through the reconciliation of man with God, through
the restoration of the fellowship between God and man, had intro
~uced the true golden age, representing the equality of all men in the
sIght of God, and brought the like true liberty as well to the freeman
as to the slave. Then came the custom, peculiar to this season, of
making presents, (the strenre,)!3 which afterwards passed over to the
Christmas festival; next, the festival of infants, with which the satur
n~lia concluded, - the sigillaria, where the children were presented
'nth images; 4 just as Christmas was the true festival of the children.
Next came a festival still more analogous to the Christmas, that of the
shortest day, the winter solstice; the birth-day of the new sun about
to return once more towards the earth (dies natalis iuvicti solis.)5 In
4 Macrob. Saturnal. 1. I. c. XI. qure Iusum
1 So in the passage above cited from the
sermon extant under the name of Basil. reptanti adhuc infantire oscillis fictilibus
~nd, ill the cxpositio fidei of Epiphanius : pr:cbent.
:; The Manichean Faustus actually brings
, J/U:r:z rWv hr£<?aviCJv, OiE: lyf:VV~{)T/ til (JUpK£
°h~VPlOr. .Jerome disputed the propriety of it as a charge against the Christians of the
t I~ use of the term lc-'piphania, in his Com Catholic church, that they celebrated the
~!'ntllry on Ezekiel, c. I: Epiphaniorum solstitia with the Pa~ans : Solennes gentium
dIes no~, ut quidam putant, natalis in ca~ne, dies cum ipsis ce1ehratis, ut kalendas et
solstitia. See Augustin. 1. 20, c..Faustum.
tilT eOlrn absconditus est et non apparUIt.
•. The account of JO}lannes, bishop of The Roman bishop. Leo the Great, com
~Iee, in Comhefis. auctarium hihliothec:c plains that many Chri~tians had retained
P~trum novissimum, Paris, 1648, T.1I., and the paj!an custom of paying oheisance from
\\~th supplementnrJ additions in the edition some lofty eminence to the rising sun; so
~ th.e patres apostolici, hy Coteler. T. L too, when in the morning they were ascend
13,15 from too late a period, and too fabu in'" the steps of St. Peter's church. Leo,
p. "'26, c. 4. The second council of TroHa,
lOllS, to possess any historical importance
\\"hatc\,er.
•
or quinisextum, 691, were still under the
neces!'ity of forhidding the Christians to
3 The partidpation in the customs of tbis
pa~an festival, as wen as the mutual send take any rart in the celebration of the Bm
Jn~ of presents, were practices for which malia. Now if it was the case that the re
tl~c Christians were already reprimanded by mains of heathen customs still existed
crtuUian.
•
among the Greeks, at a time when Fa
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the case of. this last-named feast, a transition to the Christian point of
view naturally presented itself, when Christ, the sun of the spiritual
world, was compared with that of the material. But the comparison
was carried still further; for, as in the material world, it is after the
darkness has reached its highest point that the end of its dominion is
already near, and the light begins to acquire fresh power; so, too, in the
spiritual world, after the darkness had reached its utmost height, Christ,
the spiritual sun, must appear, to make an end of the kingdom of dark
ness. In fact, many allusions of this kind are to be found in the dis
courses of the church fathers on the festival of Christmas.!
That Christian festival which could be so easily connected with the feel
ings and presentiments lying at the ground of the whole series of pagan
festivals belonging to this season, was now, therefore, to be opposed to
these latter; and hence the celebration of Christmas was transferred
to the 25th of December, for the purpose of drawing away the Christ
ian people from all participation in the heathen festivals, and of gradu
ally drawing over the Pagans themselves from their heathen custom~ to
the Christian celebration. This view of the matter seems to be particu
larly favored in a New Year's discourse by Maximius, bishop of ~uri~,
near the close of the fourth century, where he recognizes a speCIal dI
vine providence in appointing the birth of Christ to take place in th(',
mid8t of the pagan festivals,. so that men might be led to feel ashamed
of pagan superstition and pagan excesses. 2
•
But these allusions to the series of heathen festivals happening ill
this season of the year, furnish, however, no decisive evidence that the
Christian festival was instituted on this account generally, or that it was
transferred to this particular time for the purpose of being opposed to
the pagan celebrations. In fact, the resorting to this means for draw
ing away men from the pagan superstitions, was a very hazardous ~x
periment, which might easily lead men to confound Christianity w.Ith
Heathenism, and to lose out of sight the true import of the Christ~an
festival. Of this, indeed, Leo the Great found it necessary to gIve
warning. S Yet we must allow, that, from the unsuitableness of the
ganism had already almost wholly vanished, (p. 25, § 1,) says, that this day, more than
much more must this haye hecn the case any other, presents, by the new light beam
among the Roman Christians in the earlier ing forth eyen in the elements, an image of
centuries.
this wonderful birth.
2 Maximus Taurinens. H. V. in :Ka}. .Jan.
1 Thus says Gregory of Nyssa, in his
sennon on this festival, T. III. f. 340. - It bibl. patr. Galland. T. IX. f. 353. ~en6
was not a matter of chance that Christ's quodammodo Deo providente di5p05ltu~,
nativity took place at this season, iv ~ p.et ut inter medias C?entilium festi"itatc5 Chn:,
oiit:nJaL TO aKorOr upXeTat Kat TU rilr VVKT~ tus Dominus or~etur et inter ipsas tcnc~n:
pirpa rtfJ 1l'~..Eova(ovTl riJr u.rcrlt'O{ avvw8elTCU sas superstitiones errorum veri lumlU1.3
1f'pO!:, hAe/1ftv' p.var~pLOv Tl OU) T(jV 9UW()p.e splendor elfulgeret, ut perspicicntcs hom~
vwv Toir OWpaTlKWTipOLr Oll7rfiraL " le,iaLr. nes in vanis superstitionihus suis ~urre ~!
Augustin. p. 190, 4 1. "Since the infidelity vinitatis emieuisse justitiam, prretenta 0 l'
which coyered the whole world like a night, yiscerentur sacrileg-ia, futum non cotc~n\
3 P. 21, e. 6. Diabolns illudens ~l~P I
was to diminish, while faith increased; for
this reason, on the nativity of the Lord Jcsus ciorihllS animis de quorundam p~l'5~as!One
Christ, the night begins to grow less, and pestifera, quibllS hrec dies sollen'.lltatlS n~
the day to increase. Let us, then, celebrate trre non tam de nativitate Christl, qllaf!l e
this festiml, not like the unbelievers, on ac noyi, ut dicuot, solis ortu hooorabilis Videa
count of this sun, but on ac('ount of the tur.
Creator of this sun." So, too, Leo the Great,
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means, it in nowise follows that such a means was not then resorted
to. Easily might it happen, that, with their eyes intently fixed on the
single object proposed, men might overlook the evil naturally connected
with it. In a later period, such a mode of proceeding would be no
matter of surprise. But it may be questioned whether we could
rightly presume it of the' period to which, according to what has been
said, the origin of the Christmas festival must be referred. We can hardly
separate the origin of this festival, considered by itself, from the particular
designation of its time; for it can hardly be conceived, that,. after a
tradition had once obtained credit respecting the day of Christ's nativity,
a?d after the festival of Christmas had been fixed on this day, the spe
cIfic time '\vould be altered out of regard to the festivals of the Pagans.
et it should be remarked, in general, that the accommodation of Christ
lan to pagan institutions proceeded, in most cases, from the side of the
people; the church-teachers resisted, at first, the intermingling of pa
gan customs with Christian; afterwards they gave way, or were them
~elves carried along by the spirit of the times. Individual exceptions,
It, is true, are to be met with; yet in no point which could be compared
WIth the institution of such a principal festival, and which reached back
to so early a period as the origin of Christmas. Originally, the prevailing
mode of procedure, in the '\Yestern church, was by no means to con
nect the celebration of Christian festivals with pagan; but rather to
set over against the pagan festiYals, days of fasting and penitence. 1 The
passage of Faustus, in which Christians of the Catholic church are ac
~used of taking part in the festivities of Paganism, (see above,) seems,
It is true, at first glance, to confirm the conjecture above mentioned;
but, on closer examination, it will be found rather opposed to it. Faus
tus accuses the Christians, first, of merely changing the heathen into a
Christian superstition; for example, substituting the worship of the mar
tyrs in place of the worship of idols; 2 and secondly, of imitating, with
out any change, heathen festivities, as heathen; - and here he names
the kalendm and the solstitia. Now, with regard to the first of these
charges, we know certainly - a fact presently to be mentioned - that
the church never had anything to do with those pagan festivities, but
constantly expressed the warmest opposition tQ all participation in them.
~he same would be true, therefore, of the celebration of the solstitia,
SInce this belonged in the same category with the rest. But if Faustus
had had any ground whatever for accusing the Christians of altering
t~e pagan celebration of the solstitia into a seeming Christian celebra
tIon of the nativity,2 it is the less to be supposed that he would have
omitted to brina such an accusation against them, as the feast of Christ's
nativity must h~ve been particularly disagreeable to him as a :Manichro
~'. who looked upon the birth of Christ in the flesh as a sorry super
stition.

!-

1 Leo the Grcat cites it, in his VU. Ser
Illo, as an old tradition, ut quoties crecitas
~ag!\norum in superstitionibus csset inten
tIor, tunc prrecipue populus Dei orationibus
ct operibus pictatis (under which he com-
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prised alms and fasts, which wcre not al
lowable on the principal fcstinlls) instarct.
~ Idola corum "crtistis in 1\Iartvfl~s, to
which passage we shall again rc,"crt on a
future occasion.
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And what necessity is there, in truth, of searching for outward causes
to account for a fact which, as we have already remarked, explains itself;
as growing out of the inner development of the Christian life? As it
respects, however, the specific time of the 25th of December, designated
for the festival of Christmas, it should not be forgotten, that, in the
earlier ages, there were several different determinations of the day of
Christ's nativity ; and we might, with the same good reason, repeat
the question with regard to each one of these, - How was this ascer
tained ?, It is very probable that, in the Roman church, this point was
settled by the authority of some historical tradition, founded on apocry
phal records. Now it is very possible, we may admit, that, al~owing the
existence of such an apocryphal tradition, it might have been helped
along - not indeed by any desif,'1l of imitating or rivaling the pagan
ceremonies, but quite independently of these - by the mystical inter
pretation given to that season of the year. l
We find that it was originally a principle with teachers and govern·
ors of the church to resist the tendency, among the multitude, to con
found pagan rites with Christian. We see this particularly illustrated
in the case of the N ew-Year's festival, the Kalendre J anuarire. The
celebration of this grandest of the Roman festivals, which began with
the end of December and lasted several days, was, more than that of
any other, interwoven with the whole public and private life of the Ro
mans; with all civil, social, and domestic arrangements, manners, and cus
toms. It was, in fact, the commencement of the civil year, according to
which all sorts of business had to be adjusted and arranged. It was the
time when the magistrates entered upon their several offices. It was there
fore the ordinary season of congratulations, when presents were mutually
given and received. Tertullian already found reason to complain that
Christians participated in all these customs. In defence of this participa
tion it could ever be alleged, as it was still alleged by many in the begin
ning of the fifth century, that this whole festival was in truth of a purely
civil nature, having no necessary connection with religion, and that it
might be joined in, therefore, without the least danger to the faith. 2 But
with this celebration were united customs standing directly at variance
with the principles of the Christian faith and the rules of Christian con
duct-riotous e~cesses, abandoned revelry, and various kinds of heathen
superstition, which sought, by means of omens and the arts of divina
tion, to unveil the destinies of the whole year. The first day was
spent by many of the Pagans in an unrestrained indulgence of sensual
enjoyments, under the persuasion that such a berrinnin rr would be fol
lowed by a corresponding year of pleasure. 3 It is ~anifest what a
corrupting influence this contagious example of pagan immorality and
1 How easily the determination of chro
nological questions of this sort might pro·
ceed from mystical interpretations of scrip
ture texts, may be seen, e. g. by consulting
Hieronym. in Ezechiel. c. I. V. I,'where, on
the principle that the first month of the
civil year of the Jews must nearly corres·
pond to the month of Oc.tober, the fourth

month tllercfore to Jlmuary, the author co~·
eludes that the baptism of Jesus, on t e
fifth of Januarv, is here typified.
2 Petrus Chry~ologus, 'p. 155. Esse no
vitatis lretitiam. non vetnstatis erroreIJl,
anni prinripium, non gentiliw.tis offensam.
3 See Liban. lKrppUUlt; Kal.ivOlJv. Chry'
sost. Homil. Kalend.
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superstition would exert on the Christian life: indeed, the Christian
teachers were often forced to complain of it in their homilies. l Yet
even inthis case, the pagan festival could have been converted into a
Christian one, having no connection with the pagan in religion, by simply
giving to the commencement of the civil year a Christian import, on
the principle that every change and new beginning in earthly things
should be sanctified by religion. Thus the commencement of the year,
as it was to be regarded from the Christian point of view, would be
most appropriately opposed to the pagan celebration of the day. Such
considerations are to be met with; for instance, in Chrysostom's di.l:I
course on the commencement of the new year. But to no one does
the obvious thought seem to have occurred, of converting the civil ob
servance wholly into an ecclesiastical one: for this thought lay too
remote from the original Christian point of view, conformably to which
all festivals were referred exclusively to the momentous facts connected
with man's salvation, and had their origin in a purely religious interest;
while, at the same time, there was a strong reluctance to fall in with
the pagan custom of celebrating the commencement of the year with
religious observances. It would have been nearer the Christian point
of view, to separate the ecclesiastical year from the civil, and to make
the year begin either with Easter or the Christmas festiva1. 2 It was
only to oppose a counter influence to the pagan celebration, that Christ
ian assemblies were finally held on the first day of January; and they
Were designed to protect Christians against the contagious influence
of pagan debauchery and superstition. Thus when Augustin had as
sembled his church, on one of these occasions, he first caused to be sung
the words, " Save us, 0 Lord our God! and gather us from among the
heathen 1" Ps. 106 : 47; and hence he took occasion to remind his
flock of their duty, especially on this day, to show,that as they had, in
truth, been gathered from among the Heathen ; to exhibit in their life
the contrast between the Christian and the heathen temper; to substitute
alms for New-Year's gifts, (the Strenre,) edification from scripture for
merry songs, and fasts for riotous feasting. This principle was gradually
adopted in the practice of the 'Vestern church, and three days of peni
tence and fasting opposed to the pagan celebration of January,S until,
the time being designated, the festival of Christ's circumcision was
transferred to this season; when a Jewish rite was opposed to the
pagan observances, and its reference to the circumcision of the heart by
repentance, to heathen revelry.
1 See the homilies of Asterins of Ama
sea, of Maximus of Turin, of Chrysostom,
A'lgustin, Leo the Great.
2 With the Easter festival, since the res
urrection of Christ was the beginning of a
creation, and the spiritual spring might
. associated with the spring of nature.
~~th the Christmas festival, since the na
t~Vlty of Christ was the beginning of his
life, which laid the foundation for man's sal
vation, and the festival was the one from
Which all the others proceeded.

b:"

3 See Isidor. 1. J. c. 40, de officiis and
ConcH. Turonense II. A.D. 567, c. 17. Tri
duum illud, quo, ad ca1candum gentilium
consuetudinem, patres nostri statuerunt pri
vatas in Kalendis Janunriis fieri litanias, at
in ecclesiis psallatur, et hom oelava in ipsis
Kalendis circumcisionis missa Deo propitio
celebretur. It may be a qnestion, whether
the latter refers to the circumcisio cordis, or
already to the memoria circumcisionis
Christi.
'
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Besides these festivals, should be mentioned also the days consecrat
ed to the memory of holy men, who had endeared themselves to the
church as teachers, or as martyrs to the faith. Of these we shall speak
more particularly hereafter. 'Ve now pass to consider the particular
acts of Christian worship.

,4. Particular Acts of Ohristian Worship.
The principal acts of Christian worship, respecting the origin of which
we spoke in the preceding period, continued to be observed also in the
present. To this class belongs first the reading of tlte holy scriptures.
'tVe have already spoken of the important influence which the reading
of large portions of the sacred scriptures had on the church life of this
period. At the beginning, it was left for each bishop to appoint such
portions of the Bible as he chose, to be read at each meeting of the
church. The historical and practical allusions to the above-mentioned
parts in the cycle of Christian festivals, first led to the practice of
selecting certain portions of scripture with reference to the principal
feasts; and this practice was gradually converted, by tradition, into a
standing rule}
As to the relation of the sermon to the whole office of worship, this is
a point on which we meet with the most opposite errors of judgment.
Some, who looked upon the clergy as only offering priests, and who con
sidered the main part of Christian worship to consist in the mat,rical effects
of the priestly services, were hence inclined greatly to overvalue the
liturgical, and wholly to overlook the necessity of the didactic element
of worship. The -gift of teaching they regarded as something foreign
from the spiritual office, as they supposed the Holy Ghost, imparted ~o
the priest by ordination, could be transmitted to others only by his
sensible mediation. Others, however, and on account of the rhetorical
style of culture which prevailed among the higher classes in the large
cities of the East,- this was especially the case in the Greek church.
gave undue importance to the didactic and rhetorical part of worshIp;
and did not attach importance enough to the essentials of Christian fel
lowship, and of common edification and devotion. Hence the church
would be thronged when some famous speaker was t{) be heard; but
only a few remained behind when the sermon was ended and the church
1 'Vhnt Augustin says in the prologue to
his homilies on the first epistle of John,
may serve as a proof: Solennitas sanctorum
dierum, quibus certas ex enmgelio lectioncs
oportet recitari, qure ita sunt annum, ut
aliro esse non possint. Thus, in Easter
week, the historv of Chri"t's resurrection
was read in tum from all the gospels. See
Augustin, p. 231 and 39. Chrysostom, in
Hom. IV. in principia nctornm, T. III. f. 85,
says, the fathers had introduced such apportionments of scripture to particular
times, not for the sake of abridging Christian liherty, (oiJIC iva vrro u.vayICl]~ Kaip(')V
T7;V c'M:vl'hpiav r,plv vrropal.£oJC1Lv.) but out of
condescension to the necessities of the
weak. But the natural propensity of men

to bind themselves to fonns once sanctioned
by use, was shown also in the present esse.
In the African church it was customary to
read, on Good Friday, the history of
passion from Matthew. 'Vhen AugustJO.
to give his church a more varied and ull
knowledge of the history of the paSSIOn,
proposed to read the different gospels y,car
ly, in turn, and on a certain Good Fnday
caused the portion to be read from another
gospel, disturbances arose j for many wc:d
disappointcd not to hear what they h
been accustomed to: Yolueram aliqunndo ,
ut per singulos annas secundum omnes
evangclistas etiam passio legeretur. FactuIll
est, non audicrunt homines quod consuere
rant, et perturbati sunt. P. 2321 § 1.
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prayers followed. "The sermons," said they, "we can hear no
where but at church; but we can pray just as well at home." 1 Against
this abuse Chrysostom had frequent occasion to speak, in his discourses
preached at Antioch and Constantinople. Hence, too, without regard
to the essential character of the church, a style borrowed from the
theatre or the lecture-rooms of declaimers was introduced into the
church assemblies; as these were frequented for the purpose of hearing
Borne orator, celebrated for his elegant language, or his power of pro
ducing a momentary effect on the imagination or the feelings. Hence
the custom of interrupting such speakers, at their morc striking or im
pressive passages, with noisy testimonials of approbation (KpoTor.) Vain
ecclesiastics, men whose hearts were not full of the holy cause they
professed, made it the chief or only aim of their discourses to secure
the applause of such hearers; and hence labored solely to display their
brilliant eloquence or wit, to say something with point and effect. But
many of the better class too, such men as Gregory of N azianzen, could
not wholly overcome the vanity which this custom tended to foster, and
thus fell into the mistake of being too rhetorical in their sermons.2 ~Ien
of holy seriousness, like Chrysostom, strongly rebuked this declamatory
and theatrical style,3 and said that, through such vanity, the whole
Christian cause would come to be suspected by the Heathens.
Many shorb-hand writers eagerly employed themselves in taking down,
on the spot, the discourses of famous speakers, in order to give them a.
wider circulation.4 The sermons were sometimes-though rarely- read
off entirely from notes, or committed to memory; sometimes they were
freely delivered, after a plan prepared beforehand; and sometimes
they were altogether extemporary. The last we learn incidentally,
from being informed, that Augustin was occasionally directed to the
choice of a subject by the passage which the" prrelector " had selected for
r~ading; when, he tells .us, he was sometimes urged by some impres
SlOn of the moment, to give his sennon a different turn from what he had
Originally proposed.s Weare also informed by Chrysostorn, that his
8~bject was frequently suggested to him by something he met with on
his way to church, or which suddenly occurred during divine service. 6
Church music was cultivated, in this period, more according to rule.
1 ~ec Ch rysos tom. H. m. de Incompre
he~slb. § 6, T. J. 469.
. Gregory of Nazianzen says himself, in
hIS farewell discourse at Constantinople:
~porilaaTE x£ipa~, o;v /3oqaaTE, apurE tlr
i'or T01' Pf;TOpa i'flWv•
• 3 Thus on one occasion he !'avs: "This
IS no theatre; you are no~ sitting here as
Spectators of comedians." Oi,& yup -eea
1J laiL TU -:rapOl'Ta, oil rpayl..loaVr Ka~a&E
f~/Ln'Ol vuv. In Matth. H. 17, § 7.
lIenee Gregorv of Nazianzcn, in his
fjr eweU disconr"e, j,reuched at Constantino
p e, says: Xa/peTE )'p[Llpule~ r;>avipcu Kal
1.al!\9al'ovaat.
Hence the complaint of
Gaudentius of Brescia, that his scrmons
had been inaccurately transcribed bv note·
takers, who sat out o( sight. See the Prre-

;r.
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fat. to his Sermones. Hence the different
recensions we have of so many of the an
cient homilies.
Ii Augustin. in Psalm. 138, § 1. Malni
mus nos in errore lectoris sequi voluntatem
Dei, quam nostram in nostro proposito.
6 See the sermon of Chrysostom, of
which the theme was chosen on his way to
church, when he mw, in the winter time,
lying in the vicinity of the church, many
sick persons and beggars, and, touched with
pitv. felt constmined to exhort his hearers
to ,vorks of brotherly kindness and charity.
T. III. opp. cd. Montf. f. 248. Compare
also the turn which he gave to his discourse
in a certain sermon, when the lighting of
tbe lamps drew away the attention of his
hearers. See T. IV. f. 662.
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In connection with the" prrelectors," 1 were appointed church-choristers,
who sung sometimes alone, sometimes interchangeably with the choirs of
the congregation. It was considered very important that the whole
church should take part in the psalmody.2
Besides the Psalms, which had been used from the earliest times, and
the short doxologies and hymns consisting of verses from the holy
scriptures, spiritual SOIfgs composed by distinguished church-teachers,
such as Ambrose of Milan and Hilary of Poictiers, were also introduced
among the pieces used for public worship in the Western church. To
the last-named practice, much opposition, it is true, was expressed. It
was demanded that, in conformity with the ancient usage, nothing should
be used in the music of public worship, but what was taken from the
sacred scriptures. And as sectaries and heretical parties often had
recourse to church psalmody, as a means for giving spread to their own
peculiar religious opinions, all those songs which had not been for a
long time in use in the church, were particularly liable to suspicion. 3
· It must already have become a matter of complaint, however, as w~ll
in the "\Vestern as in the Greek church, that the ecclesiastical mW:1c
had taken too artificial and theatrical a direction, and departed from lts
ancient simplicity; for we find the Egyptian abbot Pambo, in the fourth
century, inveighing against the introduction of heathen melodies i?to
church psalmody,4 and the abbot Isidore of Pelusium complai~mg
of the theatrical style of singing, particularly among the women, whi~h,
instead of exciting emotions of penitence, served rather to awaken sm
ful passions; 5 and Jerome, in remarking on the words of the apostle
Paul, in Ephes. 5 : 19,6 says, " Let our youth hear this; let those hear
1 i'£lATal, cantores, who, like the Lectores,
were taken from the younger clergy.
2 In the fifteenth canon of the council of
Laodicea, it was ordered, that no others be
sides the regularly appointed church can
tors should sing in divine service, (1n:p~ TOV

fL~ driv rrMov TiJV KavoviKCJV tjJuA.TCJV TWV
hr~ TOV UfL.l3wva ul1a,GalVOVTCJV Ka~ urro Ol<jll9t
pa~, (the church song-books,) 1/Ja}..AOvTCJV
iTipoll~ Tiva~ 'l/Jut..Anv tv CKKAT/ata.) But this

is hardly to be understood as meaning that
the participation of the congregation in the
church music was to be wholly excluded.
At least, if this were the case, "it must be
regarded as a temporary llnd provincial
regulation; and it would be in direct con
tradiction to the usage of the Eastern
chureh, in which the distinguished church
teachers, such as Basil of Cresarea and
Chrysostom, expended much labor in im
proving the stylo of church musie. J\Iost
probably this canou is to be understood in
the sense, that none but persons of the cler
ical order should hold the post of professed
church·singers, so that the singing of the
congregation was to be regarded as a wholly
illllepclluent thing.
S See Concil. Laodicen. c. 59. 'OTt OU

&£

ltIlCJTiKOV~ 1jJUJ...fLOvr ')J;YEf7l9at
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The first council of Braga, in the
year 561, c. 12, against the Priscillianisrs,

ailf.

directed, ut extra psalmos vel scri~turas
canonicas nihil poctice comp05itum III ee·
clesia psallatur. On the othcr hand, the
fourth council of Toledo, A.D. 633, c. 13,
defended the use of such sacred hymns as
were composed by Hilary and .Ambr~se.
EYen. the ancient hymns and doxologI~S,
taken from scripture, were not, they saId,
wholly free from human additions. As
prayers and liturgical forms of human com·
position were nsed in divine sen'ice, th~
same nse miO'ht be made also of sacre
hymns indited by men.
• See the conference of the abbot rambo
with his disciples, on the too artificial church
music of Alexandria, in imitation of the
heathen melodies, (Kavove~ Kal Tp'orr~w.)
" The monks," says he, c, ha \'0 not ret1~d !Uto
the desert, to sing beautiful melodICS, and
move hands and feet:" .Me}~oojjalv ~a.uar~
Kat pvl9p-i.(ovalv nxoll~ Kat aEtalla, XEipa~ K:
f.lETapatvoVGl (put.Aovat ,?) rrooar. Sc~ t e
Scriptores ecclcsiastici de ~Iusica, publIshed
by the abbot Gerbert, T. I. 1784, p. 3., ,
I) Isidor. Peluso l. I. ep. 90.
Kara~"V~'~
fLEV lK TiJv {jeiCJv i'flvCJV oUx' {Jiro/lEvo vat, ry
& TaU flENWr i]ovrijit el~ lpdJiGp.ov ~aa1J!l~
TCJV XpwflEVOt, ovoev aVT17l' l;retV 1I'MOV TIJ'V
lrr' aKi]V1J~ {IGfl£lTCJV Myi(ovrat.
6

See his Commentar. in ep. Ephes.l IlL

c. V. T.IV. f. 387, ed. Martianay.
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it whose office it is to sing in the church. Not with the voice, but
with the heart, must we make melody to the Lord. We are not like
comedians, to smoothe the throat with sweet drinks, in order that we
may hear theatrical songs and melpdies in the church: but the fear of
God, piety, and the knowledge of the scriptures, should inspire our songs;
so that not the voice of the singer, but the divine matter expressed, may
be the point of attraction; so thatJhe evil spirit, which entered into the
heart of a Saul, may be expelled from those who are in like manner
possessed by him, rather than invited by those who would turn the
house of God into a heathen theatre."
'We now proceed to consider the administration of the sacraments.
And first, as it respects baptism: it may be remarked that infant
baptism- as we have observed that the fact was already towards the
close of the preceding period - was now generally recognized as an
apostolical institution; but from the theory on this point, we can draw
no inference with regard to the practice. It was still very far from
being the case, especially in the Greek church, that infant baptism,
although acknowledged to be necessary, was generally introduced into
practice. Partly, the same mistaken notions which arose from con
founding the thing represented by baptism with the outward rite, and
which afterwards led to the over-valuation of infant baptism, and partly,
the frivolous tone of thinking, the indifference to all higher concerns,
which characterized so many who had only exchanged the pagan for a
Christian outside, - all this together contributed to bring it about, that
among the Christians of the East, infant baptism, though in theory ac
knowledged to be necessary, yet entered so rarely and with so much
difficulty into the church life during the first half of this period.
Accustomed to confound regeneration and baptism, believing that they
Were bound to connect the grace of baptism with the outward ordinance,
with the performance of the external act; failing to perceive that it
8~lOUld be something going along with, and operating through, the entire
life; many pious but mistaken parents dreaded entrusting the baptis
mal grace to the weak, unstable age of their children, which grace,
once lost by sin, could never be regained. They wished rather to re
serve it against the more decided and mature age of manhood, as a
refuge from the temptations and storms of an uncertain life.
To a mother who acted on this principle, says Gregory of Nazian
zen: "Let sin gain no advantage ill thy child; let it be sanctified from
the swaddling clothes, consecrated to the Holy Ghost. You fear for
the divine seal, because of the weakness of nature. 'Yhat a feeble and
faint-hearted mother must you be! Anna consecrated her Samuel to
God, even before he was born; immediately after his birth, she made
Mm a priest and she trained him up in the priestly vesture. Instead
of,fearing tl;e frailty of the man, she trusted in God! "1 Ot~ers, unlike
thIS mother, were induced, not by an error of the ~nderstandmg, but by
a ~elusion springing from an altogether ungodh~e tempe:, to defer
theIr baptism to a future time. They had formed the11' conceptIon of God,
1

Orat. 40, f. 648.
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of whom they would gladly have been relieved from the necessity of
thinking, only as an almighty judge, whose avenging arm appeared to
their unappeased conscience ready to strike them; and they sought in
baptism a means of evading the stroke, without being willing, however,
to renounce their sinful pleasures. They were disposed to enter into a
sort of compact or bargain with God and Christ,! to be pennitted to
enjoy, as long as possible, their sinful pleasures, and yet in the end, by
the ordinance of baptism, which lilte a charm was to wipe away their
sins, to be purified from all their stains, and attain to blessedness in a
moment.2 Hence many put off baptism, until they were reminded by
mortal sickness, or some other sudden danger, of approaching death. 3
Hence it was, that in times of public calamity, in earthquakes, in the
dangers of war, multitudes hurried to baptism, and the number of the
existing clergy scarcely sufficed for the wants of all. 4
In the case of many, who first received baptism in the later period
of life, this proceeding was no doubt attended with one advantage,
that the true import of the baptismal rite might then be more truly ex
pressed. It was not until after they had been led, by some dispensa·
tion affecting the outward or the inner life, to resolve on becoming
Christians with the whole soul, that they applied for baptism; and the
ordinance, in this case, was not a mere opus operatum; but really con
stituted to them the commencement of a new era of life, truly conse
crated, in the temper of the heart, to God. Thus it was, that many
made it a point, from the time of their baptism, to enter upon the literal
observance of Christ's precepts; they would no longer take an oath;
and not a few outwardly renounced the world and became monk~,
which, at all events, shows what importance they attached to this or.dl
nance. But, on the other hand, the cause of ,delaying baptism, "?th
numbers, was their want of any true interest in religion, their belllg
bred and living along in a medley of pagan and Christian superstitions;
nor can it be denied, that the neglect of infant baptism contributed to
prolong this sad state of things. By means of baptism, children would
have been immediately introduced into a certain connection with the
church, and at least brought more directly under its influence; instead
of being exposed, as they now were, from their birth, to pagan super
stition, and often kept at a distance, in their first training, from all con
tact with Christianity. To commend their children to God and to t~e
Saviour in prayer, was not the custom of parents; but rather to call ill
proved to many a warning example. A
young man of a respectable family in the
town of Comana in Pontus, was fatally
KaZ xpLC1Tip.rropov~.
wounded by the Goths - who had already
2 Gregory of Nyssa, de baptismo, T. II.
f. 221, aptly calls it: Kaiv1l Kal rrapaoo;or taken the suburb,- as' he was going out t~
ip.rropLa, oil XpVGOV Kat. tG{}~TO~, aMa rr/.ll reconnoitre. As he fell dying, he h~~e t
{}OV~ civop.Lc.JV, KarrfMLa rrfpifpyO~ Tij~ KaTa with a cry of despair, for baptism, which a
the moment no one was at hand to hesto\V
1/lvX1lV Ka{}UPGf(,)~.
on him. To be sure, if he had been m07
8 ITpor 'Uf t(fXizTa~ ciVa7rVOrlf ri}v ollcdav
ava{3riMop.evOL GCJr1lpiav. Chrysostom. h. correctly taught respecting the natu.re ~
baptism, and of the forgiveness of
e
18, in Joh. § 1.
would not have been reduced to sue a
f Gregory of Nyssa, in the sennon above
cited, mentions a case, which is said to have strait.
1 They are verv justly styled by Gregory
of Nazianzen, 1. ·c. f. 643: XpL(fTOKarri"Mv~
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old women, who were supposed to possess the power of protecting the
life of infants by amulets and other devices of heathen superstition.!
We observed, in the preceding period, that the catechumens were dis·
tributed into two classes. To these, at the beginning of the fourth cen·
tury, was added a third. At first a distinction was made, generally,
between those who professed Christianity, though they had not, as yet,
attained to a complete knowledge of the Christian doctrines, nor received
baptism - the catechumens, who were, in the common meaning of the
word, called also Christians,2 though in a vaguer sense, -and the fully in·
structed baptized Christians. 3 The lowest class among these constituted
the uKpowp.evot, UKpOaTal, or auditores, audientes, who took this name from
the circumstance that they were admitted to hear only the reading of the
scriptures and the sermon, and then were immediately dismissed. 4
The second class consisted of those who had already received more
full and accurate instruction in Christianity. In behalf of these a special
prayer of the church was offered, and they received, kneeling, the bleg..
sing of the bishop: whence their name V7r07rl7rTDVTEr, )'OVVKMVDVTfr, Genu·
fiectentes, Prostrati; also Catechumens in the stricter sense of the
term. This prayer of the church was so composed and arranged, as to
bring directly before the consciousness of these individuals their need
of being enlightened by the Holy Spirit, without which the divine doc·
trines could not be vitally apprehended, and the necessary connection
between faith and practice; as well as to assure them of the sympathy
of the whole community in all their concerns./)
1 Chrysostom contrasts the Christian con
secration which the child ought to recciYe
from the first, with the pagan superstition
to which it was immediately exposed: Ttl
Trcpirtrrra Kal ToVr K(JoiJva~ ToV~ T~~ XtlpO~
l~1'/PT1'/p.ivovr Kat TOV KOKKtVOV arltfl.Ova Kat
ia aiJ..a Ta 7ro'U~r uvola~ ),ifOVTa. oiov p.~
~cv lnpov T9 7raiOt 7rfpml'JeVat alX fJ r7jv
U1I"O 1'oV aTat'paV ¢vAaK~v. Hom. 12, in ep.
I. ad Corinth. § 7.
2 Hence the act of the bishop or presby
ter, Who received those who were not Chris
!ians, as candidates for the Christian church,
!nto the first class of catechumens, by mak
In~ over them the sign of the cross: llOLtiv
¥,aTLavovr. Coneil. recum. Comtantinop.
. c. 7. llOLfiv xptaTtavov.
3 The distinction Christiani ae fideles,
and Christiani et catechumeni. Cod. The
odos. de apostat I. 2.
4 Some have suJtPosed, that there was a
Sti1ll?wer class, those who ,,·ere not as yet
)"Iermltted to attend the meetings of the
ch'lrch, the l;CJl'Jovp.evot. But as this attend
~n.ce was allowed even to Pagans and Jews,
It IS scarcely possible to suppose that a class
of catechumens were particularly designa
ted by a name which signified their p,resent
eXclusion. Neither would the term e;c,)l'Jov
ILtVOt, denoting, as it does, not the fact that
~rsons have not yet been received, but that
?se once received have been excluded, be
ElUted to the case in question. The V.

canon of the council of Neocresarea (in
which it was simply ordered that those
uKpoarn[ who had fallen into any sin ren
dering them unworthy of the Cl.histian
name, inasmuch a~ they could not be trans
ferred to a lower class of catechumens,
should be wholly excluded from the list,)
furnishes no warrant for the hypothesis of a.
particular elass of excluded persons among
the catechumens: on the contrary, the
canon here speaks of such as were no longer
to be considered as belonging to the cate
chumens in anv sense.
Ii As an exarrple of the manner in which
the Christian feeling expressed itself in
these prayers, we will insert here the form
of this praver according to the liturgy of
the ancientchurch of Antioch: "That the
all-merciful God would hear their prayer,
that he would open the ears of their heart8,
so that thev might perceive what eye hath
not seen nor ear heard; that he would in
struct them in the word of truth; that he
would plant the fear of the Lord in their
hearts, and confirm the faith in his truth in
their souls i that he would re\·eal to them
the gospel of righteousness; that he would
bestow on them a godly temper of mind, a
prudent understanding. and an upright and
yirtuous walk. so that they might at all
times meditate and practise what is of God,
might dwell in the law of the Lord day and
night; that he would deliver them from all
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On leaving this class, they next took their place among those who
proposed themselves for baptism, the baptismal candidates,l the Compe
tentes,2 I/JCJTt~OP.evOt. They learned by heart the confession of faith, since
this was to be orally transmitted, as written on the living tablets of the
heart, and not in a dead, outward letter (see vol. I. sect. 3, p. 308;)
and this confession, as containing the sum and essence of Christian doc
trine, was explained to them by the lectures of the bishop or the pres
byter. To the symbolical usages connected with the preparation for
baptism, of which we have spoken in the preceding period, new ones
were added, yet not the same in all the churches. It seems to have
been a custom which very generally prevailed, for the candidates, until
the time they were incorporated, on the octave of the festival of Easter,
by the complete rite of baptism, (in the Western church, see above,)
with the rest of the church, to wear a veil on the head and over the
face, which perhaps was meant, in the first place, as it is explained by
Cyrill of Jerusalem, to serve as a symbol, expressing that the attention
should not be diverted by foreign objects; afterwards, on the ground
of St. Paul's declaration in the first epistle to the Corinthians, the ad
ditional meaning was given to it, that, as the act of veiling was a sign
of dependence and of tutelage, so the removing of the veil was a sign
of freedom and of maturity conceded to them as regenerated persons:3
To exorcism was now added insufflation, or breathing on the candI
date, (fp.tpvoq.v, insufflare,) to denote the communication of the Holy Ghost,
as the former had denoted deliverance from unclean spirits. The
bishop next touched the ear of the candidate, saying, in the words of
Mark 7: 34, "Ephphatha, Be opened, and may God send thee an
open understanding, that thou mayst be apt to learn and to answer." 4
In the North-African church, the _bishop gave to those whom he reevil, from all deyilish sins, and from all
temptations of the e\"il one i that he would
vouchsafe to them, in his own time. the
new birth, the forgiveness of sins, the in
vestiture of the new, imperishable, divine
life, (ivovp.a ri;t; a¢{1apGWr. See sect. 3,
and below, the doctrine concerning bap
tism;) that he would bless their coming in
and their going out, their families, their do
mestics; that he would multiply their chil
dren, bless them, preserve them to the
ripeness of age, and make them wise; that
he would cause nil things that awaited them
to work together for their good." The dea
con then bade the catechumens, who had
remained kneeling during this prayer, to
arise, and invited them to pray themselves,
" for the angel of peace, for peace upon all
that awaited them, peace on the present
days, and on all the days of their life; and
for a Christian end." He concluded by
saying: "Commend yourselves to the liv
ing God and to his Christ." They then
received the blessing from the bishop, in
which the whole community joined by say
ing, Amen. Sec Chrysostom, in epist. II.
ad Corinth. Hom. n. ~ 5.

1 Their names were inscribed for this
purpose in the church books, the diptycha,
the matricula ecclesire; which was: nomen
dare baptismo. The 6vop.aToypa9ia is men·
tioned in Cyrill's prologue to his Cat~~heses,
§ 1 i and to this the mystical exposltJ~n of
Gregorl of Nyssa alludes, de baptIsmo,
T. II. . 216, where he says, ., that, as he
imcribed the names with ink in the earthly
roll, so might the finger of God write t,hem
down in his imperishable book:" aOT~ pOl
Tel In:of,ara, lva eyCJ p.£v aura rait; alaf11/rrut;
fyxap~c.1 (3i(3t..ou;. In the fifth act of the
council under Mennas, A.D. 536, a deac?n
occurs, '0 TClr 7rpOGTlYOPL~ Ti:Jv tl~ TO f3ar.r tC1•
p.a 7rPOGWVTCJV fnpatpElv T£1"ayp.ivot;.
2 Simul petentes regnum crelorum. Au
gustin. p. 216.
_
8 Cyrill. Prolog. C. V. 'EaKc:ra(11"lU C1~
TO 7rpoGimov, Iva GXOMlG!1 I..oLrrOV iJ o~roLll.
Augu~tin. p. 376, § 2. Hodie oct8vre dlcun
tur infantium, revelanda sunt capita corum,
quod est indicium lihertatis.
s
4, The sacmmentum apertionis. Ambro .
de iis qui mysteriis initiantur, c. I. ~ee
work ascribed to him, de sacmmenUS, .
c. 1.
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ceived as competentes, while signing the cross over them as a symbol
of consecration, a portion of salt, over which a blessing had been pro
.nounced. This was to signify the divine word imparted to the candi
dates as the true salt for human nature. l When the baptism was to be
performed, the candidate was led to the entrance of the baptistery,
where he first stood with his face towards' the West, as a symbol of the
darkness which he was now to renounce, and pronounced, addressing
Satan as present, the formula of renunciation, the origin and meaning
of which were explained under the preceding period: "I renounce thee,
Satan; all thy works, all thy pomp, and all thy service." 2 N ext he
turned to the East, as a symbol of the light into which he would now
enter from the darkness, and said: "To thee, 0 Christ! I devote my
self." 3
\Ve noticed as existing already in the preceding period the custom
of anointing at baptism.4 In this period, when there was an inclination
to multiply symbols, the custom arose of a double unction; one as a
~reliminary rite, denoting the consecration to be imparted to the be
hever by his fellowship with Christ, whereby he was to be delivered
from the sins of the old man, the putting away of whom had just been
symbolized by the laying aside of the garments. 5 The second unction,
with the consecrated oil, (the :tpiGfla,) the same symbolical act which we
found existing already in the preceding period, denoted the completion
of baptism by a perfect communion of divine life with the Redeemer,
the communication of the Holy Spirit consecrating the individual to the
spiritual Christian priesthood. 6 At the first anointing, the head only
Was marked; - at the second, the forehead, ears, nose, and breast,
to show how this consecration by the divine life should pervade and
ennoble the entire human nature .
noticed in the preceding period, how, in the 'Vestern church, a
dIStInct sacrament had arisen out of confirmation, or the laying on the
ha~~s of the bishop as a symbol of the communication of the Holy
SPIrIt, (see above,) which originally made a part of the rite of baptism.
The ideas which men associated with the administration of that chrism,
and with the imposition of hands by the bishop, were originally so kin
dred that they might easily be led to comprehend them both under one
and the same conception, and to unite them in one transaction. Yet
on this point the usage was still unsettled. 7

.'Ye

c:

Augustin. de catechizandis rudib. c. 26.
nfession. 1. I. c. II.
rraG~ Ttl
"O'l7r? O'o~, Kat mLt19 T9 I.aTptlfiZ aoii•
• ~VllTuO'(]o,uai GaL, XpiGTe.
6 See ."01. 1. sect. 3, p. 315.
~
t ' C~·nll. Myst:lgog. II. c. 3. KOlvwvaL
_ ,2 'A7roTa(] Gofl ai OOl, GaTaVa, Kat

tVfl1~e Tii!;

KaAl.tf/..aiov 'I~(]ov XpiGTov.

onstltut. apostol. VII. 22.
II TOVTOV TOV kyiov :tpi.G/JaTO!; Kara;Lw8€v
"Tfr, I(fll..ctmge xpLGTtavoi says Cvrill of Jeru
~lem., Catcches. Mysiagog. IiI. c. 4, conf.
~n('11. IJ!lodic. c. 48.
•Jerome reckons among the thin!!S re
!erved to the bishop the manus imPositio

and invocatio Spiritus Sancti, as constitut
ing together only one act. AdL'ersus Luci
~ 8. Moreover, Augusrin, in his
work de baptismo contra Donatistas, 1. V.
~ 33, considers the manus impositio to be
the only thing neces3ary in the C:lse of those
who had already received haptism in a he
retical church, (and EO, too, Siricius ep. ad
Rimerium, ~ 2;) so thaI, according to this,
confirmation would consist simply in the
laying-on of the hands of the bishop. But
the se\'enth canon of the council of L.'lOdi
cea ordains, that the Fideles from se\'eral
sects whose baptism was recognized as
valid, should not be admitted to the com

feria nos,
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The baptized now arrayed themselves in white robes, as a sign of
regeneration to a new divine life, of infantile purity, as in fact the lay·
ing aside of the old garments had been a symbol of the putting away
of the old man. Next followed a custom, in the 'Vestern churches,
also han4ed down from the foregoing period, of giving them a mixture
of milk and honey, as a symbol of childlike innocence (a foretype of the
communion which was to be received by them.)1
To the times of administering this rite more particularly observed in
the preceding period, among which, however, the Easter Sabbath ever
continued to be the principal one, was now added, in the Greek church,
the feast of Epiphany, - a favorite season for the administration of
this ordinance, on account of its reference to the baptism of Christ;
while, by the same church, the feast of Pentecost was not reckoned
among the other cllst<>mary seasons for administering baptism. 2 The
free evangelical spirit of Chrysostom declared strongly against those
who would confine baptism to particular seasons, and who imagined that
a genuine baptism could not be administered at any other: he brings
against this opinion the examples in the Acts of· the Apostles.3 T~e
narrow spirit of the Roman church, on the other hand, was here ag~l~
the first to lay a restraint on Christian liberty. The Roman bishop S~n.
cius, in his decretal addressed to Himerius, bishop of Tarraco in Spam.
A.D. 385, styled it arrogant presumption in the Spanish priests that
they should baptize multitudes of people at Christmas, at the feast of
Epiphany, and at the festivals of the apostles and martyrs, as well as ~t
the other regular times; and decreed, on the other hand, that, except m
the case of new·born infants, and other cases of necessity, baptisms
should only be administered at the festivals of Easter and Pentecost.'
'Vith reference to these two constituent portions of the chUl:ch
assemblies, the catechumens 5 and baptized believers, the whole serVICe
munion till they had received the chrism.
3 H. I. in act. ap. § 8.
The Homan bishop, Innocent, finally deci·
4 See the Decretals, § 3.
ded, in his Decretals to the bishop Decen·
S In respect to what took place between
tius, A.D. 416, § 6, that the anointing of the two portions of time, the arrangements
the forehead belonJred to the act of con· seem not to have been everywhere alike j
siJrnation, (in the middle age calII'd confirm· and this is true especially so "far as it coni
ation,) which was specially appropriated to cerns the number of the single prayers 0
the bishop. Hoc tlutem pontificium solis the church, appointed for the. dIfferent
deberi episcopis, ut vel consignent vel para· classes of Christians. In the muctccnth
cletum Spiritum tradant. Presbyteris chris· canon of the council of Laodicea, the
mate b!iptizatos unguere licet, sed quod ab prayer for the catechumens is mcnt.ion~~
episcopo fuerit consecratum, non tamen first after the sermon; then, after thelf ~I~·
frontem ex eodem oleo signare, quod solis mission, the praycr for the pcnitell~'" (1 re
dehetllr episcopis, cum tradunt Spiritum nitentes.) In the Apostolic ConstItUtions,
paracletum.
there oecurs also a special prayer for th~
1 Hieronym. ad\". Lucif. § 8, Cod. canon.
haptismal candidates, (Competentes;) b~
eccles. Afr. canon. 37. Mel et lac et quod the author of these Constitutions seeks I~
uno die solennissimo,- probably Easter Sab· every way to multiply the liturJrical scr'h
bath or Easter Sunday- (more probably ces, and it may be questioned whether sUC
the former, because on Easter Sunday they a church-praver was ever in actual use.
already united together in the communion) We find no indication of it in c~ryso5t~~:
-in infantum mvsterio solet otferri.
There certainly occurs, however, In t~e B6
2 Chrysost. H. i:. in act. ap. ~ 6.
He here ter writer, (H. III. de in('omprc~cnslb. ~ h~
intimates as the reason, that fasts belonged, T. I. f. 469,) the notice of a specIal churc e
with other things, to the preparation for prayer for the Encrgumens, whil~ the sam
baptism, and that no fasts were held during is not mentioned in the abovc-clted cant:
the season of Pentecost.
of the Laodiecan council. But it lIlay C
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was divided into two portions: one in which the catechumens were al
lowed to join, embracing the reading of the scriptures and the sermon,
the prevailingly didactic portion; and the other, in which the baptized
alone could take part, embracing whatever was designed to represent
the fellowship of believers, - the communion, and all the prayers of
the church which preceded it. These were called the missa catechumen
orum and the missa fidelium; (AftTOVpyta TWv KOT1J:t'ovp.evwv and TcjV 1rtcm.Jv ;)1
which division must of course have fallen into disuse after the general
introduction of infant baptism.
'
We now leave the Missa Catechumenorum to speak of the Missa
Fidelium; and first of the preparations for the celebration of the com
munion.
The separation of the sacrament of the supper from the agapre had,
as we have observed, (see vol. 1. sect. 3, p. 325,) been made long be
fore, in the preceding period. The original celebration of the latter
was a thing so remote from the views and feelings of this present pe
riod, that the homeletic writers find it difficult even to form a just con
ception of it.2 The Agapre had lost their original meaning. They
were at present banquets with which the wealthier members of the com
munity sometimes entertained the poorer Christians, and at which the
latter enjoyed a somewhat better fare than ordinarily fell to their lot. s
The more gloomy and morose spirit, whose opposition to the Agapre we
have already noticed in the preceding period, continued to show the same
dislike to them in this. The above-mentioned council of Gangra, which
manifested some resistance to this one-sided ascetic tendency, took the
Agapre under its protection; pronouncing sentence of condemnation,
in its eleventh canon, on those who treated these festivals with con
tempt when they were made from Christian motives, and discourteously
refused to attend them when the brethren were invited in honor of the
Lord. Other councils did not object to the Agapre, in themselves con
sidered, but only forbade them to be held in the churches.4
,!ell supposed, that persons of this descrip
tion would be found only in the larger
towns, and under particular circumstances
of climate, in sufficient numbers to consti
tUle a class by themselves in the public
worship, for whom a particular prayer would
be otfered. All these church-prayers, how
ever, nrc known to us only from Eastern
sonrces. The question comes up, whether
these special church-prayers were in use
also in the Western church, in addition to
t~e universal prayer of the church for the
different classes of Christians. Augustin,
Senno 49, § 8, represents the dismission of
t~c. catechumens, and next the Paternoster,
,!h1ch was designed only for baptized be
!Ievers, the tUxn TcjV 7ri(1TWV, as following
lmmediately after the sermon.
I.The term missa, in the Latinityof this
P~nod, is a substantive, nnd synonymous
With missio. The dismission of any as
sembly was called missn. A "itus of Vienna.
ep. I. In ecc1esia palntioque missa fieri
pronnntiatur, cum populus ab observantia
28
VOL. II.

dimittitur. In this sense Augustin used
the word, p. 49, § 8. Post sermonem fit
missa catcchumenorum. As the term then
properly denoted the dismission of the cat
echumens, so it was next applied metonym
icany to the different portions of divine
service which preceded or followed this dis
mission i and finally, in an altogether pe,
cuJiar sense, to the communion which came
aftenvards, and by synecdoche to the whole
of a complete service. Thus the word
missa, 11WSS, in its ordinary acceptatioD,
C3me gradually into use.
2 As, for examplc, Chrysostom,. in the
twenty-seventh homily on the firs\- epistle
to the Corinthians.
3 Augustin. c. Faustum. 1. 20, c. 20. Aga
pes nostrre pauperes pascunt, sh~e frugibus
s.ivc camibus. Plerumque in agapihus ctiam
carnes pauperibw'I erogantur.
4 Concil. Laodiccn. C. 28. Coneil. Hippon.
393, or Cod. canon. eccles. Afr..42. Later.
CODcil. Trullan. II. C. 74.
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In respect to the liturgical service connected with the sacrament of
the supper in this period,l it is to be observed that it was based on the
genuinely Christian view of the holy supper as representing the fellow
ship of divine life subsisting between believers, their Redeemer and
one another. The whole design, therefore, was to bring up to lively
exercise in the minds of Christians the thought that they were now en
tering into communion with the ascended Christ, and should, in spirit,
ascend up to where he is in heaven; that though the whole was a free
gift of divine grace, yet they should be prepared to receive it by the
direction of their affections to the Redeemer and by faith in him; that,
without mutual love towards each other, they could not enter into com·
munion with the Saviour. The deacon invited all present to bestow
the mutual kiss of charity, as a sign of the fraternal communion of
hearts, without which no true celebration of the sacred supper could be
observed. 2 Next the deacon called upon the assembled church to ex·
amine themselves and one another, to see that no unworthy person was
among them; 3 meaning by this, that they should see, not merely that
no catechumens, unbelievers, or heretics were pre~nt, but also that there
was no one who harbored wrong feelings against his brother, no on~
playing the part of a hypocrite.4 "Let us all stand up; our eyes dI·
rected to the Lord, with fear and trembling (in the sense of our ow,n
unworthiness and weakness, and the exalted character of him who IS
willing to commune with us.") 6 Then, for the purpose of making it
still more distinctly felt, that none but the heart whose affections were
bent on heavenly things could take any part in communion with the
Saviour, the deacon once more said: "Lift up your hearts;" 6_to
which the church responded, " Yes, to the Lord we have lifted them
up." 7 N ext, in conformity with the original meaning and celebration
of the ordinance, followed the invitation of the bishop, calling on the
church to unite in giving thanks for all the blessings of creation and
redemption; 8 and the church replied to the bishop's invitation in the
words, "Yes, it is meet and right to give thanks unto the Lord." 9
Before the elements were distributed, the bishop, to signify that only a.
holy temper was prepared to participate in a holy ordinance, exclaimed,
"The holy, to the holy." 10 But the church expressed the consciousness,
1 As we learn from the Apostolic Consti rifice; yet in this connection the term may
tutions, from the V. amon~ the ~.oY0l!' /lvara. still -have reference to the notion of ~a~
l(JyiKOlt; of eyriU, and fmm the scattered rifice, taken in the spiritunl, symbo~IC•.
fragments in the homilies of Chrysostom; sense. See vol. I. sect. 3, p. 330; and. It.1S
also f!"Om single hints in the sermons of singular to obscrve, that here the sncnfi:lal
Augustin and of others.
act is sct forth according to the original t'It'W,
2 'AGirarrfa8e a;U~Mvt; I:v ¢i).~/lart G.ylCP
which held the clergy to be only the ~eprei
or in Cyrill, (i;U~}.ovt; arroM,i1m: Kat aM.~: sentatives of the church in the exerCIse
Mvt; aarra~tJ/let9a: which last formula doubt the uniyorsal Christian priesthood, as t\
less was to show, thnt the clergy should commou tmnsaction of the priest and the
consider this as addressed not only to the flock, not as a spedal act of the priest ~lone.
flock, but also to themselves.
6°AV(J Tilt; /Capoia~, or aV{j TOV v,OVV, _or
8 'E1rtytVtJGKETE W.J.~Aovt;, accordin!J' to both together, uV(J TUr /CapcJiar Kal TOV vow,
0
Chrysostom.
sursnm corda.
4 l\I~ Tit; Karil TlVOt;. /l~ Tlt; lv V1rOlcpiGft.
7 °EXOfUV rrpor TOV KVptOV.
Ii ·opaO{ rrpOt; "VPiOV /lETil. 9oj3°v "at rpO
8 See vol. I. sect. 3, p. 829.
UOV f(l1-i)Tfr t;,PEV rrpomptpuv. In the word
9 °A~lOV /Cal &iKatov.
'lrPOl19iptLV lies, it is true, the Dotion of sac10 Til. aria roir ayWlf.
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that no man is holy out of his own nature, that only one is holy, and the
sinful could be made holy only through faith in him, by exclaiming,
" One is holy, one Lord, Jesus Christ, blessed for ever to the glory of
God the Father."l During the celebration of the supper, the 34th
Psalm, particularly the 9th verse, was sung, as an invitation to the
communicants.
In the consecration of the elements, it was considered to be essen
tially important, that the words of the institution, according to the gos
pel, and according to the apostle Paul, should be pronounced without
alteration; for it was the general persuasion, that when the priest uttered
~he words of Christ: "This is my body, my blood," bY'virtue of the mag
Ical power of these words, the bread and wine were, in some miraculous
way, united with the body and blood of Christ.2 Concerning the par
ticular notions on this point, see section IV. These words of institu
tion were, however, introduced into a prayer,3 in which God was invoked
graciously to accept this offering. 4 When the bishop or presbyter was
about to finish the consecration, the curtain which hung before the
altar was drawn up,s and the consecrating minister now showed to the
church the outward elements of the supper, which till now had been con
cealed from their eyes, lifting them up, as the body and blood of
Christ. 6 That the church then fell on their knees, or that they pros
trated themselves on the ground, cannot indeed be proved by the au
thority of any ecclesiastical writer of this period. \Ve know it was not
until' a much later period, that this usage was introduced into the \Yes
~ern church; but the custom, to say the least, fell in with the prevail
Ing views and language of the Greek church; 7 and this outward sign
of reverence was, in fact, more frequently used by the latter, and in a
less rigid sense, than among the people of the \Yest.
The confounding of the inward thing with the outward sign, in the
sacrament of the supper, gave rise to many expressions of a super
stitious reverence for the external symbols of the ordinance; 8 while
1 Elr aYlOr, elf IcvplOr. Elr 'I1,'O'oiir XplO'TOr,
tlr do~av ,'jew 1rUTpOr eVM/,T/rOr eir rovr
alWvar, u-f11,v.

J

2

See Chrvsostom. Hom. I. de proditione

udm, § 6, T. II. f. 384. TOVTO ro p~fla fle
Tappv{}flt(et ril. 7rPoKelflEva· '" 9(,)1-"" aVTT/ tL7ra~
AeX{}t:lO'a Ka{}' £KaaT1]V rpu7re'av tv rair
l~K"):'lal.atr t; tKelVOV fliXpt aiJflepov Kat flCxpt
Trjr aVTojj 7ra(>OVa[ar Ti]v ttvO'iav cmepTLO'pi
'l!7JV tpyu't:rat. De sacramentis, lib. IV.

c. IV. Ubi venitur, ut confieiatur sacra
mentum, jam non suis scrmonibus saccrdos,
sed ~t~tur sermonibus Christi; ergo sermo
Chnstl hoc confecit sacramentum.
• 3 Basilius, de Sp. S. c. 27, says, that be
SIdes the words taken from the gospels and
from Paul. many others were here used
from tradition. npo").iYOflEV Ka2 £m).iyo
/lev hEpa.
• SUch a. form of prayer has heen pre
served to us in the work de sacramentis,
1. ~. j ~!1d it is remarkable, that here. too, the
pnm.lhve way of thinking and feeling still
manifest.\l its presence, since it was not

Christ, but the bread and wine, the symbols
of his body, which were reprcs('nted as the
object of the sacrificial act. Hane oblatio
nem - it runs - quod est figura corporis et
sanguinis domini nostri, otfcrimus tibi hune
pancm sanctum.
6 Chrysostom. Hom. III. in epist. ad
Ephes. § 5. 'Avel.Kofleva Tel ufl91.t%pa.
6 Basil. de Sp. S. c. 27: 'Avaot:i~tf TOV
ti.prov Kal roj) 7rOT1]plOV. Dionys. Areopagit.,
hierarch. 3. Of the consccrating officer it
is said: 'Y7r' O1plV ")'et avaKaA1J1far.
7 See Theodoret. Dial. II. in confus, re
specting the outward elements in the sup
per: llp0t1KVVeirat wr tKt:i.va oVTa urrep 7rtf
rt:1Jt:rat.
8 Thus Cyrill of Jerusalem, Mystagog.
V. 17, recommends that, as long as any
moisture remained in the month, Chris
tians should apply it to the hand, and with
the hand so moistened, touch the forehead,
the eyes, and the other organs of sense, and
thus sanctify them.
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this superstitious reverence had no tendency whatever to promote the
worthy use of it as a means of grace. On the contrary, the more men
were accustomed to look upon the holy supper as possessing a power to
sanctify by some magical operation from without, the less they thought
of what was requisite on the part of the inner man, in order to a right use
of this means of grace in its religious and moral purport; a fact made
sufficiently evident by the censures and admonitions which the Greek
fathers found it necessary so frequentl.Y to introduce in their homilies.
We already noticed, in the preceding period, the origin of the di
versity of custom which prevailed in respect to the less frequent or the
daily participation in the communion. This difference' of practice con·
tinued to prevail also in the present period. In the Roman, the Spanr
ish, and the Alexandrian churches,! daily communion was still practis
ed, at least in the fourth century. In other churches, the custom was
to observe the communion less frequently; each individual, in fact, join
ing in it according as his own inward necessities required. This diversity
of practice, also, grew out of the different views which prevailed res
pecting the use of this means of grace. Some, who were in favor of
the less frequent participation of the sacrament, said, certain seasons
ought to be chosen in which Christians might prepare themselves, by a
life of severity and abstinence, by collecting the thoughts, and by self
examination, for a worthy participation, so as not to join in the holy Of
dinance to their own condemnation. Others maintained that Christ
ians ought never to keep away from the ordinance, except when, on
account of some great transgression, they were, by the sentence of the
bishop, suspended from the. communion and condemned to church pen
ance; on all other occasions they ought to look upon the Lord's body
as a daily means of salvation.2 Augustin and Jerome reckoned these
differences also among the ones where each individual, without preju
dice to Christian fellowship, was bound to proceed according to the
usage of his own church and according to his own subjective point of
view. "Each of them," says Augustin, " honors the Lord's body, in his
Olpn way; just as there was no difference between Zaccheus and that
centurion, when one of them received the Lord joyfully into his house,
Luke 19 : 6, and the other said, 'Lord, I am not worthy that thou
shouldst come under my roof,' (Matt. 8 : 8,)- both honoring the Sar
viour in different, and, so to speak, opposite ways, both felt themselves
wretched in their sins, both obtained grace." Chrysostom inclines. to
the opinion that, as the celebration of the communion of believers WIth
the Lord and with one another, in the sacred supper, ,belonged to the
essential being of every church assembly, therefore, whenever the com
munion was celebrated in the church, all should participate in it: but
here assuredly everything depends on its being done in the right te~
per of heart; else it must only redound to the condemnation of him
who unworthily participates in the ordinance. " Many," says he, in a
discourse preached at Antioch,S "partake of the sacrament once in the
1

Respecting the two first, see Hierony

mus, cp. 71 ad Lucinium, § 6; -respecting
the latter, BasHius of Cresarea, ep. 93.

2 See Augustin. ep. 54 ad Januar.
D H. 17, in ep. ad Bebr. 4.
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year, others twice. The anachorets in the deserts oftentimes can par
take of it only once in two years. Neither of these cases can be ap
proved, in itself considered. We can give our unqualified approbation
only to those who come to the communion with a pure heart, a con
science void of offence, and a blameless life. Such may continually re
pair to the sacrament of the supper; but those who are not so disposed
eat and drink condemnation to themselves, even though they partake
of it but once." He was obliged to complain that many, who, on
or~inary occasions, felt themselves unworthy to participate in the com
munion, still had no scruples to communicate once a year, after the
fasts, at the festival of Easter, or of the Epiphany; just as if they did
not incur the same condemnation, whether they received the holy sup
per at these or at any other times, in an unholy temper of mind.l He
complains 2 that of those who, on other days when the church assem
bled, attended the entire missa fidelium, very few participated in the
communion, to which the whole liturgy had reference; so that the whole
act in this case was a mere formality. "They either belong to the
class of the unworthy, who are notified (see above) to depart from the
assembly, or they remain behind as belonging with the worthy, in which
case they ought to partake of the communion. \Vhat a contradiction,
that, while they join in all those confessions and songs, they yet cannot
participate of the Lord's body! "
In those cases, however, where the custom of daily communion still
prevailed, but divine service was held and the sacramental supper con
secrated only once or twice on Sunday and Friday, or at most but four
times a week, on Sunday, Saturday, \Vednesday, and Friday, no other
course remained for those who were desirous of having the body of the
Lord for their daily nourishment, except to take home with them a por
tion of the consecrated bread, - for a superstitious dread prevented
them from taking with them the wine, which might be so easily spilled,
-and to reserve it for future use, so that now they might every day, be
fore engaging in any worldly employment, participate of the sacrament,
and consecrate and strengthen themselves by communion with the Lord. 3
In voyages by 8e&, also, Christians were in the habit of taking with
them a portion of the consecrated bread, so as to have it in their power
to partake of the sacrament by the way.4
This abuse, so contradictory to the original design of the holy supper,
1 H. V. in cp. I. ad Timoth. ~ 3. In cp.
ad Ephes. Homil. III. ~ 4.
2 The last-cited place, ~ 5.
a This is said by Jerome, in ep. 48 nd
Pammachium, ; 16, concerning Home:
Rcmre hane esse consuetudinem, ut tidc1es
semper Christi corpus nccipiant; and subse
~ent1y, in reference to those who, although
t ey were afraid to come to church, ~·et had
no fear of participating in the Lord s body
~t home, he says: An ali us in publico, alius
~omo, Christus est 1 In like manner,
asil of Cresarea says of Alexandria, ep.
93, that in that place, each one communi
cated, whenever he pleased, at home.
VOL. II.
28

B

4 See Ambro~. oratio funebris de obitu
fratris Satyri. This notion of a magical
virtue residing in the bread, is illustrated
by an example which Ambrose here relates
in the case of his own brother. The latter,
at some period before he had receiyed bap
tism, being on board a !(hip which ran ashore
and was wrecked, obtained from some of
his fellow yoyagers who had been baptized,
a portion of the consecrated bread, which
thev carried with them. This he bound
rou'nll his neck, nnd then confidently threw
himself into the sea. He was the first to
get to the land, and of course ascribed his
deliyerance to the power of this charm.
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whereby it was converted into a sort of amulet,! was the occasion, too, of
bringing about the first deviation from the original form of institution;
for Christians were now satisfied when they partook of the consecrated
bread without the cup. In other respects, the full participation of the
sacrament in both kinds was uniformly held to be necessary. The
contrary practice was condemned as savoring of Manichreism; since
the Manicheans, conformably to their ascetic principles, avoided partak
ing of the wine in the sacrament of the supper. 2
The preceding period shows us how, by a change of the idea of the
Christian priesthood, another shape and direction was given also to the
original idea of a sacrificial act in the sacrament of the supper. In the
present period we may still trace, by various marks, the separate exist
ence of these very different elements, out of which the notion of a sacri
fice in the Lord's supper gradually arose. On the one hand, was the
older form of intuition and the older phraseology, according to which
the name sacrifice was referred to the outward elements, so far as these
represented the gifts of nature, all to be consecrated to God in the tem
per of grateful, childlike love: on the other, was the later form of intu
ition, which referred the sacrifice to the body of Christ himself.
Again, considerable prominence was given, it is true, on one side, to
the assertion that, if the sacrament of the supper must, in the last refer
ence, be called a sacrifice, yet by this was to be understood simply the
celebration of the memory of Christ's sacrifice once for all; but still the
notion here crept in, of effects and influences similar to those of a priestly
sacrifice.
At this point came in many traditional usages from the preceding
period, which, though they sprung originally out of a purely Christian
feeling, yet, on account of their connection with the false notion of a
sacrifice, received an unevangelical meaning. ,\Vith the prayer of thanks
at the celebration of the Lord's supper, were united intercessions for all
the different classes of Christendom, and also intercessions for the repose
of the souls of the dead. In the uniting together of these objects, the
idea lying at bottom was, that all the prayers of Christians, both thank~
givings and intercessions, derived their Christian significancy from theU"
reference to the Redeemer and to the redemption; that the spirit of
love which actuated the community of believers longed to have the bles
sed effects of the redemption experienced by all the individual membe.I'S
of Christ's body, and also by those who did not as yet belong to It,
who must first be incorporated into it by divine grace; that nothing could
be alien from this love, which concerned the individual members of the
body of Christ; that the fellowship between those who had died in the
faith of the Lord, and the living members of the same community of the
Lord, still endured, and could not be interrupted by death; that the
celebration of the remembrance of Christ's sufferings for the redemp
1 Meanwhile we find, in the third canon
of the council of.Cresarnllgusta, (Sarn~ossa,)
A.D. 380, and 10 the fourteenth canon of
the fil'st council of Toledo, A.D. 400, a
8trin~cnt decree against those who did not
partake of the sacramcnt of the supper at

church; but this decree may perhaps ha~e
been directed, not so much against t e
abuse of treasuring up the consecra:cd ele·
ment, by itself considered, as aJ:;·tlI?s.t the
hypocritical catholicism of the Pnscillians.
:l Sec Leo the Great, Senno 41.
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tion of mankind was especially suited to call forth all these feelings.
It is this combination of ideas, too, though not so distinctly apprehended,
which lies at the basis of those rhetorico-poetical representations in the
Greek homilists, concerning the connection of these church-prayers
with the celebration of the Lord's supper.l Petitions were offered
for those who had fallen asleep in Christ, and for those who celebrated
their memory.2 On this occasion, too, the individuals were particularly
mentioned by name, who had made donations to the church; a practice
certainly calculated to inspire the more wealthy with a false confidence,
by leading them to imagine that by such gifts they could purchase the
~emission of their sins, or to flatter their vanity, since they considered
It a special honor to have their names thus publicly proclaimed. 3 Par
rents, children, husbands, and wives, celebrated the memory of their de
parted friends, by laying a gift on the altar at their death and on each
returning anniversary of it, thus causing them to be particularly re
membered in the prayers of the church. 4
But now, when the idea of a commemorative celebration of the sacri
fice of Christ for mankind passed insensibly into the idea of an efficar
cious sacrificial act of the priest standing as a mediator between God
and men, it was just from the connection of these intercessions and
offerings with this sacrificial act, that a special efficacy was attributed to
them. 5 The expressions, more rhetorical than dogmatically precise,
which were employed by the Greek homilists, for the purpose of repre
senting to the imagination the efficacy of these intercessions,6 likewise
contributed to promote the tendency, already existing in the popular
1 E.

g. Chrysostom. H. 21, in act. apos

tot \ 4. KarayytlJ.cTaL

Tore TO flvtrri]pwv
Tc} ~P"'TOV, on tl1ri:p T~r o;',ovpiVTJr ldiu,E:V
lavTov /) l'Jior, fUT" TOU l'JavflaTor lICeivov
dJICa'PWr il1r0fLLflv~aICet aVTov TWv ~flapTTJIC6tCJV.

f ChIIsost. h. 29, in act. ap. § 3. "El'Jor
/) ddva exet 1rOLetV riJv avaflv~(ftv T~r fl~TPor
1; T~r YVVaiICor 1; TOV ·1ratOiov. Epiphanius
cites among other ancient usages of the
church, expos. fid. cathol. 'E7rl tWv UMv
TTJaavTC.JV l; ov6fLaTo~ rc4" flv~flUr 7rOWiiVTat,
1rpoatilxar uMiivur ICaL AaTpeiar ICaL olICovo
fliar. Chrysostom distinguishes expressly
the presentation of the Lord's supper, in
reference to the departed, from the prayer
and the alms connected therewith. OilIC
£lIC17 rr,p6afOfat i'7rE:p, TWv, a1tfA!?ovTWV ,rLVOV

:I '0 c5lliKovor {3oij.: inrep TWv lv XpLaTc,J
ICtlCoLflTJ,.uvwv ICaL tWv Tc4" flvdar ll1rEp ailTwv
l7rm"Anvpivwv.
8 See Hieronymus, lib. II. in Jeremiam
opp. ed. l\[artianav, T. III. f.584. Nunc
pnhlice rccitantur - otfcrentium nomina, et
redemptio peceatorum miltatur in laudem, Tat, OUK CLKTJ lKeTTJPlat, OM elKTJ lI.£TJflOuvvat.
- also the 29th canon of the council of In act. np. H. 21, \ 4.
6 Thus the words of Innocent, in the
~lvirn, nomen nlicujus ab altare cum obla
tl?ne I"Ccitare. The Roman bishop Innocent above-cited passage from his Decretals, re
directed, that an the gifts presented should fer to this connection: Ut ipsis mysteriis
first be commended to God, as consecrated viam futuris precibus aperiamus.
6 See Chrnostom. 11.21, in act. np. \ 4.
to his service bv the 10"e of the Christians;
the individuals should be " As, on the Celehration of an imperial vic
and that then
tncntioned by name in the prayers of the ton', the impri~oned ohtain their liherty, but
church at the celebmtion of the ('ommn he 'who lets this opportunity slip ohtains no
nien. Prins oblationes sunt commendandre further g-race, so it is here." And Cyrill of
ac tunc corum nomina, qnorum sunt, ecli Jermalem, Cateches. ~lystagog". V. ; 7.
cenda, nt infer sarra mysteria nominentur, "Just as when the emperor condemns one
cp. 25 ad Decentium, § 5. The patrons of to hani"hment, hut, if his kin~men present a
the church were also specially mentioned chaplet in his hehalf, the emperor is induced
?n this occasion; for Chrysostom represents to show him {a"or; so we present to God,
It as a special privile:;e of the propriet~r in behalf of those who are asleep, though
'Who allows 1\ church to he built on hiS they were sinners, the Christ who was of·
land, To Lv tair ayiaLr uva96pa~ Utt TO OVO fered {or our sins."
JUl aoii lYKeia-8at. H. 28, in act. ap. \ 5.

all
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belief, to regard this ordinance in the light of a charm, just as in other
cases we may often observe a similar action and reaction between the
dogmatical and the liturgical departments.
Still, however, tlie opposite purely evangelical way of regarding the
relation of the sacramental supper to Christ's sacrifice is expressly
adopted by Chrysostom, when he says: "Do we not offer every day?
We do offer, it is true; but only in this sense, that we celebrate the
memory of Ohrist'8 death.! We ever present the same offering; or
rather we celebrate the remembrance of that one o.ffering." 2 This
purely Christian way of regarding the ordinance is presented also by
Augustin, when he says that Christians, by the presentation and par
ticipation of the body and blood of Christ, celebrate the memory ofihe
offering made once for all; a when he styles the Lord's supper au offer
ing in tltis sense, that it is the sacrament which celebrates the remem
brance of the sacrifice of Christ. 4 His mode of apprehending the idea
of sacrifice seems to proceed from a genuinely Christian spirit. The
true sacrifice consists, according to him, in this: that the soul, consumed
by the fire of divine love, consecrates itself wholly to God. All ac
tions which flow from such a temper are, in this sense, sacrifices. The
whole redeemed city of God, the community of saints, is the universal
offering presented to God by the High Priest, who has offered himself
for us, that we, following his example, might become the body of so
great a head. This, the celebration of Christ's sacrifice in the sacra
ment of the holy supper represents; in the sacrifice of Christ, t~e
church at the same time presents itself as a sacrifice to God. That 15,
the living celebration of the memory of Christ's sacrifice, in Christian
communion, necessarily includes in it, that they who are united together,
by faith in the Redeemer, in one community of God, should in spirit
follow the Saviour, and, as they have been redeemed, in order wholly
to belong to him and to serve him, give themselves unreservedly to
God. 5 But had Augustin conceived and expressed this in a way so
entirely clear, and introduced into the sacramentum memorire nothing
besides, no room would have been left for the notion of a sacrificial act
working on for the salvation of others. He did connect with it, hoW
ever, the idea already implied in the practice of the church, of an offer
ing for the repose of departed sou1s.6 It was thus, then, that the gen;n
of the false idea of sacrifice still continued to be propagated; and so It
passed over, by means of Gregory the Great, (with whom we shall com
mence .the next period,) in its fully developed form, to the succeeding
centuries.
To that which, in itself considered, had sprung out of a purely
Christian root, but had received a different turn by becoming diverted
and estranged from the original Christian spirit, belonged also the cele
1

(ltV

H. 17, in ep.nd Hcbr.~ 3. 'AM'
7rOLOVfltVOL

avaflvi}

Toi! l?avaTov aUToi!.

2 MulJ.ov & avaflv~(JlV lpya(ofldJa rroaiar.
8 Peracti ejusdem sacrificii memoriam
celebrant. c. Faust. 1. 20, c. 18.
• L. c. c. 21. Sacrificium Christi per sa
cramentum memorire celebratur.

Ci De civitate Dei, 1. X. c. 6. Quod etiam
sacramento altaris fidclibns non frcquenta'
ecclesia, ubi ci demonstratur, quod in ell re,
quam offert, ipsa offemlur.
.
6 Ep. 32 ad Aurelium, ~ 6. OblntJOnt;s
pro spiritibus dormientium, quas yere ali
quid ndjuvare credendum est.
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bration of the memory of the great teachers of the universal church,
divinely enlightened by the Holy Spirit, or of distinguished individual
confessors of the faith. By itself considered, a purely Christian feeling
and interest manifested themselves in this fact, that men not only look
ed for, and acknowledged, the working of the Holy Spirit in the great
whole of the church, but had their attention particularly directed also
to the special forms of this activity in the sanctified and enlightened
human minds which had specially served as the organs of that Spirit;
that in these, and the labors of these, men specially honored the power
and grace of God, the Redeemer and Sanctifier, and gave this particu
lar direction to the views of their contemporaries and of the following
generations, which should go on to develope themselves under the influ
ence of Christian remembrances. The commemorative days of holy
men passed over from the preceding period into this; many such days
Were celebrated in those particular portions of the church where these
men were born, or where they had labored; and some of them through
out the whole church, with more than usual pomp and circumstance.
The latter was the case with festivals in commemoration of the martyr
dom of Peter and Paul, which were among the principal festivals at
Rome, and with the feast in honor of St. Stephen. l
The Christian mode of judgment was shown also in this, that men no
longer shrunk from the contact of a dead body, as if it were unclean
and defiling; but looked upon the body as the organ of a purified soul,
destined to be transfigured to a higher form of existence. Hence it
was, that the repose of such bodies was watched with the faithful mem
ory of reverence and love; that they were gladly received and de
posited in newly erected churches, so as to connect these places, as it
were, by an outward historical bond, with the Christian deeds of the
church achieved in more ancient times. But we observed already, in
the preceding period, how the multitude began to incline towards a
deification of human instruments. The church-teachers, who in one
respect resisted this popular bent,2 yet in another were hurried along
themselves by the same spirit; and they certainly fostered in the germ
that tendency, the extravagancies and manifestly pagan-like offshoots
of which they were contending against. The churches now erected
Over the tombs of the martyrs tended to promote the veneration for them.
1 The fact that this last-mentioned festi
Tal was transferred bv the 'Yestern church
to the day after Christmas is not to be as
cribed to any exaggerated reverence for
Stephen, that ventured to compare him, in
~o~e sense, with Christ; but the reASon of
It IS to be found rather in the right appre
hension of Stephen's relation to his Sayiour
and Master, to whom he bore witness hy his
~onfession and death. In this way it was
In.tended to represent Stephen as the first
lVitness of Christ, who was born on the day
hefo':C; it was intended by this to make it
~anJfest, that without the Saviour's birth,
tephen could not have suffered this mar
tyrdom j that his martyrdom was a standing

memorial of what human nature had at
tained bv Christ's nativitv. The 'Yestem
homiJist~, especially Augustin, understood
very well how to unfold and tum to good
account this connection of ideas.
2 At the death of a venerated monk, con·
tentions mi~ht arise between the people of
the city and the country nhout the posses
sion of his body. See Theodoret. hist. re
ligios. c. 21, T. III. p. 1239. But pious
monks, as has been already seen in the case
of Anthonv, took c.'ue beforehand, to have
the place of their burial concealed, and to
prevent their bodies from becoming objects
of worship. See hist. religios. p. 1148 and
1221, in the vol. just cited.
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The feelings and remembrances here awakened by the place itself,
might, in many cases, lead to extraordinary effects on the mind. Thus
it may be explained how the conscience of many a guilty individual
might here be aroused, and impel him to the confession of his crime; 1
how many kinds of diseases, where a particular bent of the imagination
or state of the nervous system had special sway, might here be relieved,
- especially mental diseases, as indeed many of the churches of the mar
tyrs were celebrated for the cure of demoniacs. The same effects were
attributed to the reliques of saints and martyrs, the sight and touch of
which often produced great effects, by virtue of what they were for the
mind of the beholder. The fact was triumphantly appealed to, that the
divine grace revealed itself in so manifold ways, through these conse
crated organs, that the body of each martyr was not preserved in a
single burial place, but cities and villages shared it between them; and
that although the martyr's body was thus distributed in fragments, y;t
the gracious virtue of the remains continued to be undivided.2 But In
this way it came about, that the people, on whom what was immediately
present and made a direct impression on their own senses exerted. the
greatest influence, instead of adhering steadfastly to the one SaVIour
and mediator for sinful humanity, forgot him in their admiration of men
standing in equal need of redemption with themselves, and made the
latter their mediators; and that much which was essentially heathen
became incorporated, under a Christian form, with Christian modes of
feeling and thinking. There were to be found in the churches of the
martyrs, as formerly in the temples of pagan gods, representations
in gold or silver, of limbs supposed to have been healed by help of tho
martyrs, and which were suspended there as consecrated gifts. 3 Trang.
ferring to these churches the old practice of incubation in the temples
of .iEsculapius, sick persons laid themselves down in them, and sought
for the cure of their complaints by such remedies as it was supposed the
martyrs would reveal, in dreams, during the night; and many were the
legends told of their appearances on these occasions. If a man was about
to start on a journey, he besought some martyr to accompany and protect
him; and, on his safe return, he repaired again to the church to return
thanks. As, under Paganism, every province and city had its tutelary
deity, so now the martyrs were converted into these tutelary beings.'
Sometimes pagan myths were mixed up with Christian legends, martyrs
converted into mythical personages, and others invented, who never
lived. Thus the fable of Castor and Pollux was transferred to Phocas,
1 Augustin tells the story of a thief, who
was about to perjure himself in the church
of a martyr, but was so wrought upon
as to confess his theft. and restore the stolen
property. Noyimus Mediolani apud memo
riam sanctorum, ubi mirabiliter et terribili
ter dremones confitentur, furem quendam,
qui ad cum locum venerat, ut falsum juran
do deciperet, compulsum fuisse confiteri
furtum et quod abstulerat reddere. Augus
tin, cp. 78, +3.
~ Theodoret. 'EU7]Vuc. 'I~hpa7rtVTt"'fJ ?'I"a
~f.l4T'. disputat. 8, p. 902. n6M:~ KaL ICcJl""

TaVT:' OU!V£lfLafcv,w: p.epl~{Hvror TaU (Jf.Jpa
TOr UWPUITO!; 1] :rapt!: fL cfLfV1JI(C.
8 Theodoret. 1. c. T. IV. f. 922.
• As Theodoretus says himself, I. Co 90~:
};(.)17Jpar I(a, tpvX(.)V Kat. (1(.)fLaTCJV Kalla:pot;r
ol'ofLa(oV(1l Kat
1rOAlOVXOVr TtfLW(1l Kat ~
l..wear and Svnesius says of the Thrl\Clsn
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a martyr, said to have been a gardener at Sinope, in Pontus, -whether
~ny such a person ever lived, or the whole was but a mythical inven
bon, - and he was converted into a patron saint of sailors, whose oppor
tune appearance and friendly interposition formed the subject of many
a legend.! The pagan celebrations in memory of the dead, (the paren
talia,) offerings and sacrificial banquets in honor of the manes, were
transferred to martyrs and other deceased persons, at whose graves the
people prepared feasts, which they were invited to attend as guests.
~Vell-meaning bishops had overlooked these things in the untutored mul
tItude, hoping that, by the triumph of Christianity over sensual rude
ness, these abuses would disappear of thcmsclves. 2 But it was by
means of this unwise connivance, springing from an anxiety to promote
Conversion by masses, that encouragement was given to the habit of
confounding pagan and Christian customs, and the pervading influence
of the Christian spirit greatly retarded. The abuse, which might have
been more easily suppressed at the beginning, was now upheld by the
authority of the older bishops, and, by length of time, became so invete
rate, that a North-African council could only decree that these ban
quets should be discontinued as far as possible,3 and that it required all
the firmness and pastoral prudence of an Augustin, which few possessed
in the same eminent degree, to get the better here over the rudeness
and superstition of the multitude. 4
Pagans and ~Ianichreans already frequently reproached the catholic
church with deifying the saints. As it regards the Pagans, it was in
d:ed oftentimes the very circumstance which most completely accorded
wlth the Ohristian feelings, that ,ras most repugnant to their own.
The church fathers defended themselves against this reproach, by
affirming that it was far from being the design of the church to deify the
~artyrs; that they were only honored and loved as instruments of the
dlvine working. Thus, Augustin says: I) "The Christian people cele
brate the memory of the martyrs, as well that we may be excited to
emulate their virtues, as that we may share in their merits and be sup
ported by their prayers. Yet it is not to the martyrs, but only to the
God of the martyrs, even in churches consecrated to their memory, that
We erect altars. 'Vhat bishop has ever stood at the altar near the
1 Connected with this was the following
beautiful. though not purely Christian cus
t~tn. During a voyage at sea, in preparing
t . e common table for the whole crew, a
dish was set for }}hocas, who was supposed
t~ ~e an invisible guest. The different in
~IVHll\als of the crew purchased this dish
In turn. The amount of all the days of
the voyage was reckoned uPi and, the Yes
sci haVing prosperously terminated her
'fhynge, the crew distributed all the money
t lis collected among the poor, as a testimo
Of. gr~tituc1e for the successful journey.
~lenus m Phocam.
8 Sec yo1. I. sect. 3, p. 1231.
. Concil. Hippon. A.D. 393, quantum fie
n potest.
~ See the report on this matter in Angus-

rg'

tin. cpo 29 ad Alypium. This pn,l!nn cele
bration was transferred particularly to the
festiml which was held originally in re
membrance of the power to bind and to
loose, conferred on Peter, the natalitia ce
desire et episcopatns. As this festiml fell
on the 22d of :February, the usa~es connected
with various kinds of sin-offerin~s, the
paTentalia, fl"Tuatiolles, which happened in
the month of February, came to be mixed
in with it. Perhaps, too, the idea of the
keys to the kingdom of heaven being given
to 'Peter, gave occasion for the introdurtion
of Yariolls pabnn ideas nnd customs of this
sort. See concil. Turon. II. A.D. 567, c.
22, against those qui in festivitatc cathedral
Petri cibos mortuis offerunt.
6 C. Faust-I. 21, C. 21.
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grave of a martyr, and said, ' We offer to thee, Peter,Paul, or Cy
prian !' Whatever is offered, we offer to the God who crowned the mar
tyrs, and we present it on the holy spots consecrated to the memory of
those whom he has crowned; so that, by the very recollections of the
place, our feelings may rise upward, and our love be enkindled as well
towards those whose example we would imitate, as towards Him by
whose help we may be enabled to do so. We honor the martyrs, then,
with that reverence of love and communion, which even in this life we
pay to the holy men of God, who, in the temper of their hearts, appear
to us to be prepared to suffer such things for the gospel truth. But the
former we reverence with the greater devotion, as the confidence is
greater with which it can be done, after the conflict is over,- as the
assurance with which we praise the conquerors is more complete than
we can have with regard to those who are still engaged in the conflict."
So Theodoret: "We honor them as witnesses and well-disposed ser
vants of the most High." 1 The church-teachers, as well as the rest,
shared in that wide-spread faith in the operations of divine grace through
the remains which had once served as the sanctified bodily organs of
these men. They looked upon these as an evidence of the importance
which a sanctified man, in whatever state or condition, had in the sight
of God; they spoke on this subject with enthusiasm: but at the same
time they constantly referred back from these sanctified men to God
the author of all, and represented them as only living monuments of the
Redeemer's grace. Teachers like Chrysostom and Augustin exhorted
their hearers not to place their dependence on the intercession of the
martyrs, without any holiness of their own; not to use them as a crutch
for their own inactivity; representing the martyrs and saints as being,
after all, but men, in their sinful nature the same with all others; an.d
calling upon their hearers to reverence them truly by imitating theU'
virtues. In a word, we find here various conflicting elements of a
Christian estimation of true worth, and an unevangelical over-valuation
of human instruments.
So also the liturgy of the Eastern church, where it makes mention of
the martyrs, contains something at variance with the exaggerated reye
renee bestowed on them. For as the original custom of oblationes pro
martyribus arose from the fact that they were placed on the same lercl
with other redeemed sinful men, so this view of the case passed ovcr
into the liturgical forms, and the martyrs were mentioned, in like m~n
ner with others, in the intercessions. 2 'Ve must endeavor to reconc!Ie
this element, originating in the primitive Christian way of thinking, ,,!th
the prevailing notions concerning the martyrs, by some such explanatIon
as the following: that although the martyrs were mentioned in the sa~e
rank and series, yet this was done with a different reference and 10
another sense; the martyrs being considered as a standing witne~ of
the redeeming power of Christ's sufferings, the remembrance. of ~·hich
was celebrated in the sacrament of the supper, and a1,;0 of hIS VIctOry
1 L. c. 908. 'Dr
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over death; 1 just as, in the celebration of a triumph of the emperor,
all those partook of the honor who had borne any share in obtaining
the victory.
Much, however, as the more distinguished teachers of the church
labored to reconcile with the essence of· the pure· Christian worship of
God, and so to spiritualize, the worship of the saints,still the. extrava
gant encomiums which they bestowed on them, in their rhetorico-poetical
style of writing. and speaking, could not fail to result in promoting the
popular superstition. And by the same principle on which they here
proceeded to spiritualize the worship of the saints, the New-Platonic
philosophers could sublimate and spiritualize polytheism itself.
But here, too, as in the case of the overstrained ascetic tendency, re
specting which we have already spoken, an opposition manifested itself,
which grew out of the original Christian spirit still remaining in the
church. The extravagant veneration paid to the martyrs, which among
the people bordered on idolatry, moved the presbyter Vigilantius of Bar
celona, a native of Gaul- whom we have mentioned in another connec
tion as an opponent of the one-sided ascetic tendency and of Monachism
- to call the whole thing in question. He seems to have been a man
possessed, indeed, of too headstrong a temper, yet actuated by an honest
and pious zeal for preserving the purity of the Christian faith. 2 Had
he used greater moderation in attacking aberrations of the religious
spirit which still had some foundation in the feelings, although misinter
preted, of the Christian heart, he might have accomplished more. In
a tract written against the abuses of the church in his time, he calls
the venerators of martyrs and reliques, "ashes-worshippers and idola
ters." 3 He represents it as supremely ridiculous to manifest such ven
eration, nay, adoration of a miserable heap of ashes and wretched
bones; to cover them under costly drapery, and kiss them. 4
In answer to this reproach of worshipping the martyrs, Jerome re
plies, that Christians were far from intending to pay creatures the
honor which is due to the Creator alone; they so honored the reliques
of the martyrs as to worship Him only of whom the martyrs had borne
testimony. The honor they showed to the servants had reference to
the ~Iaster himself, who says, :Matth. 10: 40, "He that receiveth you,
receiveth me." But 1.vas the thought which Jerome here makes so
prominent actually present to the consciousnes8 of the people in their
veneration of reliques and martyrs?
'Vhen Vigilantius spoke of wretched bone8, Jerome could very justly
reply, that the devotion of believers saw and felt somewhat more than
this in them; that, to the eye of faith, there was nothing here which
nescio quid, quod in modieo vRsrulo trans
ferendo eolis ~ ubicunque pulvisculum nes
cio quod in modico vaseulo pretioso lintea
2 lienee may hayc proceeded the some
What ignorant zeal which he manifested in mine cireumdatum osculantes adorant. I1i
eronym. c. Vigilant. ~ 4. The nescio quod
the Origenistic controvcrsies. See below.
a Cincrarios ct idololatras. Hieronym. cpo intimates, perhaps, that the bones of some
unknown person were often given out for
109 ad Riparium.
t Quid neccsse cst, te tanto honore non rcliques.
solum bonorare, sed etiam adorare illud
VOL. II.
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was dead; but that, through these, believers looked up to the saints
living with God; that God is, in truth, not the God of the dead, but of
the living.
Vigilantius complained that the heathen practice of placing lighted
lamps before the images of their gods had been transferred to the mar
tyrs; that wax tapers were burned during the day-light in the churches
of the martyrs; 1 - how could they think of honoring those martyrs by
the light of miserable wax candles, on whom the Lamb in the midst of
God's throne reflected all the brightness of his majesty? To this J a
rome replip.s: "Even though some of the laity or pious women might,
in their simplicity, suppose the martyrs were so honored; yet we are
bound to recognize and to respect the pious feelings evinced, though
they may err in the mode of their expression. Thus Christ approved
the pious feelings of the woman who anointed him, and reproved the
disciples who found fault with her." Such considerations ought, in
deed, to teach indulgence towards errors of religious feeling; yet not
the less on this account ought those errors to be censured which might
prove so dangerous to pure Christianity. True, the charity which
seeks out and indulgently embraces whatever of truth may be lying at
the ground of the error, ought not to fail; and it is only in connection
with this charity that zeal for truth can work rightly; but neither
should the corrective zeal for truth be wanting, if the error must not be
suffered 'at length wholly to supplant the fundamental truth, and Chris-
tianity to be completely subverted by the unchristian element. Zeal
for truth, actuated by the spirit of love, must operate constantly as a cor
rective and refining energy in the life of the church, if its divine founda
tion is to be preserved pure and entire ..
Vigilantius inveighed, also, against the nocturnal assemblies (the
vigils) held in the churches of the martyrs; asserting, what his antag
onist Jerome could not deny, that these assemblies, in which both the
sexes participated, frequently served as a pretext and as an occasion
for gross immoralities. He seems also to have thought it unbefitting
that the vigils- which, according to ancient usaO'e, were a distinctire
feature of the Easter festival- should be transfe;cd to the festival of
the martyrs. He inveighed next against the 'reliance placed on the in
tercessions of the martyrs. "According to the holy scriptures," sa~s
he, "the living only should mutually pray for each other." To thIS
Jerome replies, that, if the apostles and martyrs in this earthly life, be
fore they had yet come safely out of the conflict, were able to pray for
others, how much more could they do so after they had obtained the
victory. 'But what word of scripture bids the faithful call upon such
departed saints to be their intercessors, as it invites the living to mu
tual intercession for each other, in the fellowship oflove ?
As an argument against such imrocations, Vigilantius affirms that t~e
martyrs could not be present wherever they were invoked, to hear men s
petitions, and to be ready to succor them. .Here he may have con
ceived of the habitation of the blessed spirits after a manner somewhat
1 Propc vitium gentilium vidcmus sub prretcxtu rcligionis introductum in ccclesiis, sole
adhuc folgente moles cereoram acccndi.
.
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confined and local, and possibly may have taken various figurative ex
pressions of the New Testament in too material and literal a sense.l
On the other hand, Jerome asserts of the glorified saints, that they fol
low the Lamb whithersoever he goes, Rev. 14: 4. If, then, the Lamb
is everywhere present, so must we believe that they also who are with
the Lamb are everywhere present; thus the faithful are, in spirit, every
where present with Christ. Both Vigilantius and Jerome, although in
opposite ways, were for knowing too much respecting those things of a
higher world which are hidden from the eye of man, and of which he
cannot judge by the forms of his earthly perception.
When the miracles said to have been wrought at the graves of martyrs,
and by their reliques, were alleged in defence of the propriety and great
importance of honoring them, we do not find that Vigilantius took much
pains to examine into the credibility of these reports, but he simply op
posed to this prevailing passion for the miraculous, the Christian princi
ple of judgment respecting miracles. "The Christian who is certain
of his faith," says he, " neither seeks nor asks for miracles; nor does
he need them. Miracles were wrought, not for the believing, but for
the unbelieving." Perhaps Vigilant ius intended, by so saying, to have
it understood, on the one hand, that those who were seeking miracles
from the martyrs showed, by this very circumstance, how far removed
they were from the genuine Christian spirit, and on the other, that, in
the main, these pretended miracles were nothing but a delusion; for, as
the end for which all miracles were performed no longer existed in the
minds of believers, miracles ought, among Christians, no longer to be
admitted.
This extravagant, superstitious tendency manifested itself also partic
ularly in the 'lVorship of the virgin Mary. The ascetic spirit venerated
in Mary the ideal of the unmarried life; the name, " mother of God,"
(,Jeor6ICo~,) which it had become the custom to apply to her ever since
the last times of the fourth century, and which afterwards became the
occasion of so many controversies, - this name itself might, by a natu
ral misconstruction of the people, contribute some share towards the
deification of :Mary. Among a small sect of women, who came from
Thrace and settled down in Arabia, the superstition had already ad
vanced to an idolatrous worship of the virgin :Mary; a practice univer
sally condemned, it is true, by the church. They looked upon them
selves as the priestesses of Mary. On a set day, consecrated to her as
a festival, they conveyed about in chariots, (~l9POl,) similar to those used
by the Pagans in religious proces~ions, cakes or ~afers cons.e~ra~ed to
Mary, ("O').).VproE~, ICoMVPW, hence their name f(OI)..vprotaVWe~, Collyndlamans,)
which they presented as offerings to her, and th.en ate themselv~8. It
Would seem that this was a transfer of the oblatIOns at the Lord B su~
per to the worship of Mary the whole taking the shape of a pagan cer
emony. The truth, perhap~, was,2 that a corruption was here introduced
1 We perceive here the advocate of the
grossly literal interpretation of the Bible,
~e opponent of Origen, when he says: Vel
in sinn Abrahre vel in Joco refrigerii vel

subter amm Dei animas apostolomm et
martymm consedisse.
2 A conjecture of bishop Miinter of
See1a.nd.
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from the pagan worship of Ceres, that the customary bread-offerings at
the heathen feast of the harvest, (Thesmophoria,) in honor of Ceres,
had been changed for such offerings in honor of Mary. The excessive
veneration of Mary had, as a further consequence, however, to call
forth still more violent opponents; and these seem to have been antag
onists, at the same time, of the one-sided ascetic tendency which chose
Mary as its ideal.· This controversy grew more particularly out of a.
disputed question of history and exegesis. Many teachers of the
church had, in the preceding period, maintained that by the brethren of
Jesus, mentioned in the New Testament, were to be understood the later
born sons of Mary. But the ascetic spirit, and the excessive venera.
tion of Mary, were now shocked at the renewal of this opinion. Thus it
came about that, at the close of the fourth century, a layman of Rome,
by the name of Helvidius, destitute, as it would seem, of a regular theo
logical education, supposed that in the New Testament he found reasons
for this opinion, while at the same time he appealed to the authority of
Tertullian and Victorinus of Petavio. He affirmed, also, that by this
opinion he in nowise inflinged on the honor of Mary; and he was thus
led to attack also the exaggerated opinion of the unmarried life. He
quoted the examples of the patriarchs, who had maintained a pious life
in wedlock; while, on the other hand, he referred to the examples of
such virgins as had by no means lived up to their calling. These opin
ions of Helvidius might lead us to conclude, that the combating of a one
sided ascetic spirit was a matter of still more weight with him than the
defence of his views with regard to Mary. Perhaps, also, he may have
been led into these views simply by exegetical inquiries and observa
tions, and so had been drawn into this opposition to the over-valuation
of celibacy, merely for the purpose of defending his opinion against an
objection on the score of propriety.
But when we consider, that at the very time when Helvidius appear
ed at Rome, the presbyter Jerome, by his extravagant encomiums on the
unmarried and his depreciation of the married life, was creating there
a great sensation, and, by his extreme statements, giving every provO
cation which, according to the common course of things, would be likely
to call forth opposition from the other side; it scems more probable,
that both Helvidius and J ovinian were excited by this very counter-ac
tion of their own polemical efforts, although, in the case of the latter, the
opposition doubtless was based on a deeper inward ground, in the who!e,
connected system of his Christian faith. Jerome wrote against Helnd
ius, to whom, in scientific culture and erudition, he was confessedly
superior, with all the violence and heat which characterized him.
Among these opponents of the reigning opinion belongs also ano~her
contemporary, Bonosus, a bishop, probably of Sardica, in lliyria, ag~lIlBt
whose views several synods, as well as the bishops, Ambrose of MIlan,
and Siricius of Rome, protested.!
1 See the letter to Anysius, bishop of
Tbessalonica, probably written by the Roman bishop, Siriciu9. Both Siricius and
Ambrose held this opinion to be an essen-

tinny false doctrine. The latter says: Hoc
mntum sacrilegium - and we see It ~
nothing but the ascetic spirit which I1tmb
uted so much importance to this dispute
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The idolatrous veneration of the virgin Mary, in Arabia, of which we
have just spoken, was probably the occasion also of the same views be
ing advanced by many, whom the blind zealot Epiphanius denominates
enemies of Mary, (ci.VTLOUCOfUlptaviTat.)
In the preceding ueriod, we already noticed the devotion with which
places in Palestine consecrated by religious remembrances were regard
ed and sought out by the Christians. The tendency towards the out
~ard, in the religious spirit of these times, must have contributed to
mcrease the veneration for these monuments of sacred history. Espe
cially since the empress Helena and other members of the Constantine
fa.mily had been so eager to visit these spots, and had decorated them
WIth magnificent churches, the number of pilgrims began greatly to
multiply. Chrysostom says, that from all quarters of the earth men
flock to see the places where Christ was born, where he suffered and
was buried.1 Emperors made pilgrimages to the tomb of the apostle
Peter in Rome, and before they visited it, laid aside all their imperial
insignia, in memory of this hero of the faith. Even the memory of Job
drew many pilgrims to Arabia, to see the dung-heap and to kiss the
earth on which the man of God had suffered with such resignation.2
Very justly did it appear a great thing to Chrysostom, that, while the
monuments of earthly glory were overlooked, the places, in themselves
~nconsiderable, consecrated by nothing but the remembrances of relig
Ion, should be searched out, after hundreds and thousands of years, by
the common devotion; and very properly might he say, that great
profit could be derived from visiting those spots, from the recollections
and thoughts which they suggested, while the sight of imperial magnifi
cence left but a transient impression. It was in consonance with a,
deep-seated feeling of human nature, that these places should possess a
peculiar worth for the Christian heart. The only mischief was when
!X>0 great stress was laid on these sensible and outward means of excit
Ing devotion, since they usually made a momentarily all-absorbing and
transitory, rather than a deep and lasting impression; although certainly
Some allowance should he made here for the different temperaments of
southern and northern races of men. The effect was especially disas
trous, when men began to attribute to these visits to holy places, in
themselves considered, a sanctifying and justifying power. And it must
he allowed that this would very soon happen, since men so easily in
clined to overlook the inward grace in the 'outward form, t4e end in the
means. Yet even here, a remarkable opposition of the pure evangeli
cal spirit manifested itself afJ'ainst the sensual tendency. Thus Jerome
declared 3 that " the places ~f the crucifixion and of the resurrection of
Christ profited those only who bore their own cross, and rose each day
cum omncs ad cultum virginitatis s. Marire
~,:occntur excmplo. De institutione virgtms, c. V. ~ 35.
.
, 1 Exposit. in Psalm. 109, ~ 6, T. V. 259.
M oltwvpiVTJ avVTpiXCl• In :Matth. H. VII.
'2; 'Arro TWv rrcpuTC.w rTJ' )'TJr; lpxoVTat,

Cn/;0p.t:vOL rilv tpUTVTJV /(cU Tilr; /(aA.v{3TJr;
T01fOV.
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Chrysostom. Homil. V. de stutnis, ~ 11

T. II. p. 59. TIolJ.ol

vVv paKpav Tlva Kal
!5umovTwv a:;roOT/,uav urflJ.oVTat cirro Ti.Jv
rrfpUTC.W TTJr; )'TJr; tlr; Ti}v 'Apa{3iav TpixoVTEr;,
iva Tilv K(n.pmv lKCiv1'jV i&:Jc1L lCal i1eaaufI£vo,
lCaTa9L'),i]acJcn Tilv yiJv.
8 Ep. 49 ad Paulin.
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with Christ; but those who said·' The temple of the Lord, the temple of
the Lord,' should hearken to the apostle, 'Ye are the temple of the
Lord, the Holy Spirit dwells within you.' Heaven stands open to us
in Britain, as well as in Jerusalem; the kingdom of God should be
within ourselves." He relates, that the venerable monk Hilarion, in
Palestine, had visited the holy places but once in his life, although he
lived in their vicinity, so that he might not give countenance to the ex
aggerated veneration of. them. And Gregory of Nyssa said (ep. ad
Ambrosium et Basilissam :) "Change of place brings God no nearer.
Wherever thou art, God will visit thee, if the mansion of thy soul is
found to be such that he can dwell and rule in thee. But if thou hast
thy inner man· full of wicked thoughts, then, whether thou art on Gol
gotha, on the Mount of Olives, or at the monument of the crucifixion,
thou art still as far from having received Christ into thy heart, as if
thou hadst never confessed him." The moral corruption which pre
vailed in these very regions, beyond what was the case in any other
country, he very justly cites as a proof of the little influence which
those impressions on the senses could of themselves have on the sancti
fication of the heart..
Thus, throughout this entire section, we perceive still going on, the
conflict between the original, free and purely Christian spirit, directed
to the worship of God in spirit and in truth, and the encroaching,
sensuous, half-J ewish and half-pagan spirit, which would rob the inner
man of the liberty achieved for him by Christ, and make him a slave
to outward, earthly things, and to the maxims of this world.
In concluding this section, we may bring forward another witness of
this struggle, who appeared as an opponent of various novel tendencies
of the church life, even of such as had their origin in the preceding
period. This was iErius, a youthful friend of that Eustathius, bishop
of Sebaste, in Arminia, whom we have already mentioned. 'Vhen Eus
tathius was made bishop, he placed his friend, as presbyter, over a
house of paupers. But subsequently to this, iErius fell into a quarrel
With the bishop. He accused him of not remaining true to the ascetio
life, which had originally brought them together, and of being too much
interested in the acquisition of earthly property: -Whether the fact
was that Eustathius deserved this reproach, or that iErius, owing to the
strength of his prejudices, did him injustice, and would make no allow
ance for the change of conduct to which he was impelled by his office
and the wants of the church placed under his care. Probably also he had
been drawn into disputes with his bishop respecting the proper adminis
tration of ecclesiastical affairs; against whom he advocated the equality
of bishops and presbyters, according to the original system of church
polity. As evidence of this he brought the fact, that presbyters as
well as bishops baptized and consecrated the elements of the holy sup
per. Finally, he became the author of a schism, and attacked various
usages of the dominant church. He inveighed against the practice of
attaching value to intercessions and to the celebration of the eucharist
as an offering for the dead. If such an ordinance could help the de
parted to bliss, there would be no need of moral efforts in the present
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life; it would only be necessary for each to make or purchase for him
self friends, who could be induced to pray and offer the oblation of the
supper in his behalf. (See above.) It is worthy of notice, that, although
an ascetic, he was opposed to the laws regulating fasts, and to the con
fining of fasts to set times, as Wednesday, Friday, the Quadrigesima,
and Good-Friday. All this, he maintained, ought to be done according
to the spirit of the gospel, with freedom, according to the inclinations
and necessities of each individual. He found fault with the ordinances
of the church on this point, because they had substituted the yoke of a
Jewish bondage to the law, in place of the gospel liberty . He disputed,
moreover, the custom of celebrating the passover, which, handed down
from more ancient times, was still observed in these parts of Asia.1
By the sufferings of Christ, that which this type foreshadowed was ful
filled once for all. Such a celebration was, in his opinion, a confounding
of Jewish rites with Christian. ' It is easy to see, that the spiritual bent
of 1Erius required a total separation of Christian ordinances and doc
trines from Jewish.
The hierarchical sentiment occasioned violent persecutions against
lErius and his party. Driven from all quarters, they were often oblig
ed to hold their assemblies in the open fields, in groves and on the
mountains.2
1 See voL L sect. 2, p. 522.

2

The principal authority, halres. 75.

SECTION FOURTH.
mSTORY OF CHRISTIANITY APPREHENDED AND DEVELOPED AS A
SYSTEM OF DOCTRINES.

r.

GENERAL INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

This period introduced important changes as well in the evolution
of the conceptions of Christian doctrine as in other branches of Christ
ian development. The change proceeding from outward relations, which
formed the groundwork of this new period, was not, it is true, so i~
mediately connected with that which, by its very nature, must take its
outward shape from a power residing within. But, in tracing the course
of development of human nature, no single branch can be contemplated
without some reference to the others; much rather do all stand in a
relation of mutual action and counteraction. Changes having their be
ginning from without extend their influence also to the inner world;
and seldom does an important revolution take place in outward relations,
until the way for its transforming influence has been prepared in the
more inward development. This was particularly true with reference
to the influence on the inward development of doctrines, produced by
the great change which had taken place in the outward relations of the
church since the time of Constantine. For the effects which actually
resulted from this influence, the way had long since been prepared by the
course of development within the church itself. It was not all at once
and through the influence of an external force, that the Christian doctrine
was first delivered from the struggle with Judaism and Paganism; but
the development of the Christian doctrine in intelligent consciousnesS
had, of itself, so far pushed on its way triumphantly, through the oppo
sitions of Judaism and Paganism, that these were forced to retire, when
now the peculiar essence of Christianity, as a whole, and as it appeared
in its several great doctrines, had come to be more clearly and distinctly
apprehended by means of the conflict with these antagonists.
The agreement in the essentials of Christianity, expressed in the
struggle against those heresies which sprung up out of impure c~m
mixtures of Judaism or Gentilism, continued from the preceding penod
into the present. In the mean time, however, notwithstanding the
agreement in essentials, various germs of opposition in respect to the
mode of apprehending particular Christian doctrines had sprung up;
as indeed we observed to be the case in the preceding period. These
might, at first, subsist peacefully side by side, while fellowship ~ t?
the essentials of Christianity still overbalanced the individual pecuhan
ties arising out of different modes of apprehension, and the common
opposition to those tendencies of spirit which appeared in the strug?le
against the peculiar doctrines of Christianity, diverted men's attentIOn
from these subordinate differences. But it lay in the very essence
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of human nature, that the germs of these oppositions shoullo. ever pro
ceed to unfold and shape themselves into a more distinct form of sub
sistence. But the common opposition to the Jewish and Judaizing, to
the pagan and paganizing spirit, having begun to relax; the church,.
delivered from the hostile tendencies which assailed her from without,
being left more entirely to herself; it now happened, that those differ
ences in the mode of conceiving individual doctrines, unfolded to down
right opposition, came into conflict with each other. According to the
regular course of the development of human nature, it could not well
happen otherwise. The process of development, once begun, could not
stand still: as human nature is constituted, the harmonious apprehen
sion of Christianity in all its parts, could only proceed out of these op
posite views of doctrine. If the entire substance of humanity, in
thought as well as in life, was to be thoroughly pervaded by Christian
ity, it must necessarily enter also into these oppositions. But the mel
ancholy fact was, indeed, the same here as often recurs in the history
of the church; - that, amid these oppositions, the unity of Christian
consciousness, which embraced and included them all, could be wholly
forgotten; that each party apprehended and judged the opposite views
of the other, only from its own particular position; and, contemplating
them from without, instead of entering into their principles and exam
ining them according to their internal coherence and connection, charg
ed them with consequences \vhich lay utterly remote from them. Thus
to each of the contending doctrinal parties, the struggle for their own
peculiar modes of apprehension seemed identical with the struggle for
Christianity itself. Had men but clearly seized, and fixed in their own
consciousness, the exact relation of the speculative system of faith to
the life offaith, and the relation of the single Christian doctrines to
that which constitutes the peculiar and essential foundation of the gos
pel, to the doctrine concerning Christ as the Redeemer of mankind, the
Whole would have turned out otherwise. The oppositions, which often
existed only in the speculative mode of apprehending doctrines, would
not have been able to disturb and break up the fellowship and unity of
the Christian consciousness; and a peaceful mutual understanding
would have soon taken the place of oppositions rigidly set over against,
and mutually excluding each other.
But - as men were not prepared to acknowledge that different specu
lative modes of apprehendinO' doctrines might subsist side by side, pro
vided only that the unity ~ the fundamental essence of Christianity
was also held fast in the speculative conception - it was attempted to
bind the unity of Christian consciousness to a unity of speculative ap
prehension, excluding all differences; and hence the effor~ after a nar
row and narrowing uniformity, which would force ~ll the different bents
and tendencies of mind under one yoke, and WhICh must necessarily
check the free and natural evolution of the Christian system of faith,
and thereby, in the end, of the Christian life of faith itself.
Still more hurtful was the course taken by these doctrinal controver
sies when disturbed by th!} interference, especially in the East Roman
empire, of a foreign power,-namely, that of the state,-which hindered
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the free development and the free expression of the different opposite
opinions. Owing to this, the purely dogmatic interest of the controver
sies was oftentimes extremely vitiated by the intermixture of a foreign
secular interest and foreign secular passions. Not unfrequently did it
happen, that the opposite views of doctrine, which, after being develop
ed outwardly from within, had already proceeded to such extent, indeed,
as to be prepared for collision with each other, were first called forth
into actual collision by outward, foreign occasions, arising out of the
confusion of ecclesiastical with political matters. And the consequence
of this was, that, from the very first, a foreign interest was superinduced,
which increased the difficulty of arriving at a mutual understanding, and
disturbed the pure course of development. In remarking this, however,
many too superficial observers have been led falsely to suppose, that
these disputes were due solely to their outward occasions, and to the con
flict of passions; when the truth is, that the outward occasions could
only call forth what had long since been prepared in the course of de
velopment within the church itself; as in fact we saw, when we traced
the incipient germs of these oppositions in the preceding period, and as
will be still more clearly shown in detail, when we come to consider
their progressive movement in the period before us. The interference of
that foreign power might, moreover, for certain transient periods of time,
bring about some other result of the controversies, than that which cor
responded to the natural relation of the conflicting elements to ea~h
other; but such results, forced on from without, could not, as the his
tory of their doctrinal controversies shows, be anything permanent.
The theological spirit of that portion of the church on which such re
sults were forced, was mo';ed to resist them, and the foreign element
was spurned away again, though not without a violent struggle.
The different dogmatic tendencies of spirit, which in the preceding
period could unfold and express themselves with some degree of univer
sality and completeness, now presented themselves, for the most part,
in a more precise and definite shape, in controversies about single doc
trines, - and, as a general thing, did not proceed to unfold themselves
in wider compass and with more logical consistency. For this reason,
the controversies about single doctrines also furnish us with the m?st
important help towards understanding the different general tendenCIes
of the dogmatic spirit. 'Vhile, in the preceding period, the conflict of
universal spiritual tendencies fully carried out, in the oppositions of Ju
daism, of Gnosticism, of the Roman church tendency, of .Montani.sm,
and of the Alexandrian tendency, predominated; in the present penod,
on the other hand, the oppositions manifested themselves rather in ~h.e
history of single doctrines, than in the tendencies of the dogmatic spmt
generally. Had the universal ground-tendencies which lay at the
foundation of the controversies respecting single doctrines, been allowed
to express themselves in their entire compass, this circumstance would
have been attended with very important consequences, affecting the en
tire development of Christianity.
. .
Amidst the doctrinal controversies of this period, the charactcnstiC
difference between the tendency of the dogmatic spirit in the Eastern
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and in the Western church became apparent, while, at the same time, it
went on to shape itself into a more precise and determinate form. In
the Eastern church, the Greek mobility of intellect and speculative
direction of thought predominated. In the Western church, the more
rigid and calm, the less mobile but more practical tendency of the Ro
man spirit prevailed.1 Hence it happened, that while, in the Eastern
church, the development of doctrines had to pass through the most
various forms of opposition before they could come to any quiet adjust
ment, the result to which the Eastern church first arrived, after mani
fold storms and conflicts, was, in a certain sense, anticipated by the
church of the West; and she subsequently appropriated to herself the
accurate definitions of doctrine which had been devised in the Eastern
church from the conflict of opposite parties.
In the next place, the doctrinal controversies of the Eastern church
sprung out of the speculative theology, although at the same time there
wac; also an interest for practical Christianity at bottom. But the only
~octrinal controversy belonging properly to the JVestern church took
l~ beginning from that which constitutes the central point of all prac
bcal Christianity, anthropology in its connection with the doctrine of
redemption.
All the doctrinal controversies of the Eastern church stand closely
connected, as the following exhibition of them will show, with the con
troversy about the speculative mode of apprehending and defining the
doctrine of the Trinity. This was fraught with very important conse
quences on the peculiar direction of the system of faith in both churches.
A~ it had already happened, in the preceding period, that, in the doc
t~ne of the Trinity, the form of speculative apprehension and the essen
bal, practically Christian, object-matter, hnd been too much confounded;
as the custom had been to apprehend this. doctrine in too isolated a
~'ay , - not enough in its vital connection with the doctrine of redemp
b.on, in the right connection with which it can alone have its true sig
mficancy; so the course taken by the doctrinal controversies in the
Greek church contributed still more to establish and confirm this method
?f treating the doctrine of the Trinity. And hence it came about, that,
In the Greek church, the whole system of faith .'was built on a founda
1 This difference hetween the two churches
was ril;htly perceived by Greek theologians,
as early as the twelfth century, and made
Use of as an argument in defending the
~reck church against the reproach, that all
t e heresies had sprung out of her bosom.
~~e the remarks of Nicetas, arch bishop of
.l lcomedia, in Anselm. Hlwelbergem. Din
IOI!J.;'. I. III. c. XI. D'Acllcry spidleg. T. I.
f.197. Quoniam nonl. et pluribus inaudita
fi.d~8 subito publice prredicabatllr, et in hac
elVltate studia liberalium artium vigebant,
e.t multi sapientes in logica et in arte dialec
~ca 8ubtiles in ratione disserendi prrevale
ant, cccperunt fidem Christianam disseren
~o examinare et examinando ot ratiocinando
c~cere. Next, to the vana sapientia, by
'Which the Greek false teachers had suffered

them~el\'es to be misled, is opposed the
simplicitns minus docta of the Romans,
which is derived \'el ex nimia negligentia
in\'cstigandre fidei, vel ex grassa tarditate
hehetis ingenii, vel ex occupatione ac mole
secularis impedimenti. So far as the intel
lectual phenomena of different times admit
of being compared, we might find some
analogy in the relation existing between
the thcolOflical derelopment among the Germans
and th£ English; but with t1iis difference,
so important in its bearing on the result,
that in Gennany, the more active intellec
tuallife has not been checked and hampered
in the development of its oppositions by
anything which resembles Byzantine despa.
tism.
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tion too entirely speculative; that matters of philosophy and matters
pertaining to the system of faith were too frequently jumbled together;
that speculative definitions with regard to the divine essence were held
to be just the most important; and that so much the less interest was
taken, therefore, in that which is the most important thing for practical
Christianity in the true sense, namely, with Christian anthropology, in
its connection with the doctrine of redemption; and the doctrines bearing
on this subject were held to be of inferior importance.!
Since, then, the systematic theology of the Greeks placed at the cen
tre of its system a certain speculative form of apprehending Christian
truth, a certain speculative definition of the Christian idea of God,
rather than that which constitutes the natural centre of the whole Chris
tian life; the consequence was, that doctrines of faith and doctrines of
practice could not be evolved from a common centre, and hence the
vital organic connection between the two could not be fairly presented
to the conscious apprehension, and so a system of legal morality grew
up by tho side of an excessively metaphysical, cold, and lifeless system
of faith. Thus the adoption of a wrong method irl treating the doc
trines of faith must exert an influential reaction also on Christian life
itself.
It was otherwise in the church of the West. The only doctrinal
controversy which properly had its origin in this church, related to
Christian anthropology in its connection with the doctrine of redemp
tion. Owing to this circumstance, systematic theology here received
at once its peculiar practical direction, and the inner connection be
tween doctrines of faith and of practice was clearly presented to con
sciousness ; - and the honor of bringing about this result belongs pre
eminently to Augustin, the man who bore the most distinguished part
in the controversy above mentioned.
The most significant phenomenon in the general history of the system
of faith, and one whose influence reached from the preceding period
1 Thus Gregory of Nazianzen names,
among the suhjects discussed in the public
teaching of those times, the question wheth
er there was but one world or whether there
were many worlds; the questions, what is
matter, what is soul and spirit j questions
about the different kinds of higher spirits,

(oua rrfpl KfJ(fflwV iJ KO(Jl101J rrt:(;JL')..oU09~iaL,
'!rfp2 VA.1Jr, '!rEpl ..pVX1Jr, 7rEP' vov leal voipC.Jv
!/lvu£(,)v,) and having spoken next of the ap

pearance and sufferings of Christ, he names
as the principal thing', (TO Kf9aA.aiov,) the
doctrine of the Trinity, (see his orat. I.
f. 16,) although this doctrine surely derives
its Christian importance only from its con
nection with that doctrine which Gregory
reprcsents as a subordinate one; although
entire Christianity starts not from a specu
lath·e doctrine concerning the Divine Being,
but from the actual revelation of God, as a
fact in history. In another plnce, he speaks,
it is true, as he frequently does elsewhere,
against those who made the investigation
of Christian truth to consist merely in spec

ulating on the doctrine of the Trinity j and
warns against the tendency which seeks to
determine too much concerning the essence
of the Godhead, - a subject, the full knoW
ledge of which is reserved for the futuro
life j but then he names in connection, ~
subjects on which mcn might employ theIr
thoughts more profitably, and in which also
there was no dangcr of going 3.-'ltray, (T~
ola/-lapTu.vflV UKivovvov,) the ~l}.ouo¢dv ::rp?
KOUp011 1} KOfJfl(Jv, 7rfP' VI.1Jr! '!rEP' ~IVX1}r" -;rEp?
i.oylKC.JV 9vui:(JV pf/.TlOvWV T& /Cal X[l~(J1.'tJV,
7rfP' aVaOTu.UCWr, ICplOfWr, uvrarroOO<1ftJ{,
XpiaT01J '!ra,'hIflurwv. Orat. 33, f. 536. .A!1
CITor in respect to the relation of Ch,"!st s
sufferin<Ts to the work of redemptIOn,
seemed "'to him, then, less dangerouS, than
an error in respect to the relation to. ?nc
another of the hypostases in the Tnn!ty.
It is worthy of notice, also, that notlllng
occurs hcre which has anv bearing what~V
er on the distinrruishinO' character of Cbns
tian anthropology.
<>
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over into the present, was the struggle betwixt the speculative spirit of
Origen's school, and the opposite tendency of practical realism. True,
at Alexandria itself, the spirit of this school did not maintain itself as
one vigorously working onward in its wide embracing compass, and with
its whole vital energy. The catechetical school at Alexandria was no
longer such as it had been under Clement and Origen. Didymus, the
last and the only distinguished teacher of this period, wanted the origi
nal and profound intellect of Origen, wonderful as was the erudition
which this person, blind from his earthly youth, had found means to
store up in his mind. Only one thing peculiar to the spiritual ten
dency of Origen passed over to the Alexandrian church as a. whole.
The contemplative, mystical, and, in part, speculative element continued
to be cherished there; and out of this the peculiar dogmatic character
of that church gradually formed itself; but Origen's free and enlarged
spirit of inquiry vanished away from it. Origen's greatest influence, on
the other hand, proceeded from his writings, which had no small share
in forming the minds of some of the most eminent church-teachers of
the East, who were distinguished in· the doctrinal controversies for their
free spirit and their theological moderation. Such were Eusebius of
Cresarea, and the great church-teachers of Cappadocia, Gregory of
N azianzen, Basil of Cresarea, and his brother Gregory of Nyssa, on
whose strong mind the speculative spirit of Origen had a very hrreat
influence.
In general, though the realism of the church spirit offered a counter
poise to the speculative spirit of Origen's school, and though many of
Origen's peculiar ideas were universally rejected; partly such as the
development of the theological spirit in these times was not ripe enough
to receive, and partly such as had grown out of a combination of Pla
tonism with Christianity, and which were really foreign from the essence
?f the gospel; yet the school of Origen had served, in this struggle, to
lntroduce, throughout the entire church, a more spiritual mode of ap
prehending the system of faith, and to purge it everywhere of a. crude
anthropomorphism and anthropopathism, and of the sensuous notions of
Chiliasm. And in the treatment of the most weighty single doctrines
We may discern the after-working of the influence of that great church
teacher on the development of antagonisms which made their appear
a?ce in the fourth century, as will be more particularly shown in the
history of those controversies.
. As Platonism had been chiefly employed by the Alexandrian school
m giving shape to Christian theology, and. as the philosoplzic.al characf~
of this school had been formed under the mfluence of Platomsm, 80 thIS
reculi~r form of the scientific spirit continued ~o be. the ~revai~ing
One WIth all those in the Greek church who made It theIr speCIal object
to obtain a scientific understanding of the system of faith. It was only
the narrow dO!!lIlatism of the understanding which sprung from Euna
m~us, that sought wholly to suppress the element of PI.atonism. Had
this latter succeeded in its struggle, a complete revolution would have
been brought about in the system of faith. Bu~ the three great ch~rch
~achers of Cappadocia, who had been formed ill the school of Ongen~
VOL. II.
30
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took strong· and decided ground against this whole new tendency. We
shall treat more particularly of this struggle hereafter, in relating the
history of doctrinal controversies.
A new mixture of Platonism with Christianity, independent of Origen,
in which, moreover, the Platonic predominated in a far greater measure
over the Christian element, is seen in the case of Synesius of Cyrene,
afterwards bishop of Ptolemais, the metropolitan town of Pentapolis,
in the early times of the fifth century. We have here a remarkable
exemplification of the manner in which a transition might be gradually
made from fundamental ideas of the religious consciousness, conceived
under the form of Platonism, to Christianity. But we see, also, how a
transformation of Christian doctrines into mere symbols of Platonic ideas
might be brought about in the same way. Precisely as, in earlier times,
(see vol. I. sect. 1, p. 34,) this Platonism had attached itself to the
pagan cultus, and to the hierarchical system of Paganism, out of which
combination arose a mystico-theurgical system of religion; so a similar
phenomenon, under the Christian form, might arise out of a combination
of Platonism with the dominant religion of the church. The false no
tion of the priesthood, by which it was represented as a mediatory
organ between heaven and earth, between God and man, as a vehicle for
the conveyance of heavenly powers to the earth, as man's representative
before God; the false notion, connected with this other, of the sacrar
ments, as the bearers of those heavenly powers - all this might easily
be laid hold of as a basis for theurgical mysteries. A theurgical sys
tem, or mystical symbolism of this sort, formed out a mixture of Chris
tianity and Platonism, we find completely elaborated in the writings
forged under the name of Dionysius the Areopagite, which might have
been composed some time in the course of the fifth ·century.
The influence of Origen had been very great, also, in giving form and
direction to a thorough exegetical study of the scriptures with all the
helps of learning. This method, in truth, was first called into exist
ence by him, in opposition to a crass, literal interpretation of the Bible.
The exegetical bent of a Eusebius of Cresarea and of a Jerome, the
latter of whom was the first to create an interest in the more thorough
method of studying the scriptures in the Western church, had been
first awakened by Origen. But by the introduction of his speculative
principles, and by his allegorizing tendency, which was in part owing to
this fondness for speculation, the free development of that exegetical
method, and the unbiassed application of it to the exposition of the sys
te?l ~f faith, had, iIi Origen's own case, been greatly hindered. Up ~o
thIS tIme there had existed only the opposite extremes of that crass .ht
eral method of biblical interpretation, and this arbitrary allegorizmg
tendency. But already, at the close of the preceding period, \leo ob
served how a grammatical and lorrical method of interpretin rr the BIble,
holding the medium between thes:two extremes, had begun be formed
under the direction of the Antiochian church-teachers. The beginnin~
of this tendency were still further developed bv distinguished men m
the fourth century and in the commencement of the fifth; - by Eus~3r
thius, bishop of Antioch; Eusebius, bishop of Emisa, in Phrenicia; DIO'
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dorus, bishop of Tarsus, in Cilicia; and above all by the sagacious and
original Theodore, bishop of Mopsuestia, in the same country. Now as
the Alexandrian church had continued to preserve the allegorizing ten
dency, it could scarcely fail to happen, as a matter of course, owing to
the great influence which different hermeneutical and exegetical ten
dencies naturally have on the treatment of the system of faith, that op
posite tendencies of doctrine would also spring up between the theologi
cal schools of the two churches. The allegorizing tendency could,
without much difficulty, accommodate itself wholly to the form of the
tradition in the dominant church, and explain the Bible in conformity
. therewith. The more unprejudiced, grammatical, and logical interpre
tation of the Bible would tend, on the other hand, to purge the existing
.system of church doctrine of the various foreign elements which had
found entrance through the church tradition, guided as that tradition
had been by no clear consciousness of the truth. The allegorizing in
terpretation of the Bible was closely connected with that extreme the
ory of inspiration which made no distinction whatever between essence
and form in the communication of divine things, but regarded every
thing alike as having come from divine suggestion. The followers of
this mode of interpretation looked upon every word as equally divine;
they sought mysteries on all sides; they would not admit that there
was any human element to be taken account of; they would not con·
strue this element according to its human individuality of character,
and human origin - would explain nothing by reference to human
modes of apprehension and development. Under the idea of showing
particular respect to the Bible, they undesignedly detracted from its
authority; because, instead of understanding its human form from the
history of its human-becoming, and of perceiving the divine Spirit re
vealing itself therein, they explained the whole as a single production
after a system, foreign indeed from the sacred word, but pre-conceived
and pre-established as a divine one by themselves, thus foisting or im
plying in the Bible what really was not there. Moreover, according to
the above mode of interpretation, no insurmountable difficulties, forcing
men to perceive that such notions of inspiration were untenable, could
Occur; for by resort to the mystical sense, (the avayc.l)'fi tlr TO V01]TOV,)
all difficulties could be easily set aside, all striking discrepancies in the
representation of scriptural facts explained away. On the other hand,
the grammatico-logical interpretation of the Bible must take notice of
the human as well as of the divine element in the sacred scriptures; in
this case, difficulties would necessarily present themselves, not to be
reconciled with the adoption of those extreme notions of inspiration;
men must be led to perceive the diversity of human individualities of
. character in the style of the inspired writers, - the discrepancies be
tween historical accounts in particular matters; and the clear percep
tion of these facts must lead to a different way of apprehending the idea
of inspiration. True, men generally proceeded in this period, as in the
preceding, upon the idea of a divine inspiration of the holy scriptures,
without accurately investigating or defining the idea itself; but still
these differences would, of themselves, ever and anon, distinctly come
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up to view, although few or none proceeded at once to unfold them in
their whole extent; and although sometimes, even unconsciously, con
flicting elements of different modes of apprehending the idea of inspira
tion might practically be united by the same person. The fact is, ac
cordingly, that we meet with no instances of .the more free mode of
apprehending the idea of inspiration in this period, except in those per
sons who had been led to it by an unprejudiced, grammatico-logical
interpretation of the Bible, as was the case, for instance, with Jerome,
Theodore of Mopsuestia, and Chrysostom. 1 The applying of such a
different notion of inspiration to the investigation of the scriptures, with
a view to educe from them the system of faith, would also, of itself, lead
to many differences in matters of doctrine. In connection with this
different mode of conceiving the idea of inspiration, there would come
to be fixed also a different point of view, from which to consider the
divine and the human elements in the life of the apostles, and in the
life of Christ himself; since the Antiochian school was lcd, by the exe
getical tendency above described, to take up the human along with the
divine, while the Alexandrian school, taking a more partial view of the
matter, gave prominence to the divine element alone. To this we must
add the general difference of intellectual bent in the two schools; which
difference, again, lay at the root of the other difference between their re
spective tendencies in exegesis and interpretation. In the Alexandrian
school, an intuitive mode of apprehension, inclining to the mys~ical; in the
Antiochian, a logical reflective bent of the understanding, predomi
nated; although that hearty and sincere Christianity which may con
sist with every variety of intellectual bent, was not wanting to either.
The first of these tendencies inclined to give prominence to the tran
scendent, the ineffable, the incomprehensible side of the divine matter
revealed in Christianity;2 to place by itself the incomprehensible as not
to be comprehended, as an object of faith, and of religious intuition; ro
oppose all attempts at explanation; and, in order to express this in the
strongest possible manner, it sought after expressions whereby to push
the matter to the utmost extreme, and which were certainly liable ro
misconstruction. On the other hand, the Antiochian intelligential bent,
while it was for allowing faith its just due, and would not attempt ro
explain the incomprehensible, strove to unfold the matter of revelatiQ~
by the understanding, to present it in the clearest form in which It
could be apprehended, and to provide against all possible misapprehen
sions, (particularly such as might arise from confounding together and
interchanging the divine and the human elements,) by means of precise
1 As, for example, when Chrysostom says,
Hom. I. in Matth. that differences in the
gospels on matters not essential constituted
no objection to their credibility, but rather
served to place their agreement in essen
ti:lls in the light of a stron~er evidence for
their truth j since thus it ~ould not be al
leged that their agreement and harmony
was the effect of design. So when Jerome,
commenting on the passage in Gal. 5: 12,
finds no difficulty in supposing, that St. Paul,

in the choice of an expression, is gov~~ed
by the vehemence of an emotion, nnsmg,
however, out of a. pure temper of heart.
Nec mirum esse, si apostolus, ut homo, et
adhuc vasculo clausus infirmo, vidensque
aliam le~em in corpore suo captivnntem s.e
et ducentem in lege peccati, semel fuent
hoc loquutus, in quod frequenter sancto!l
viros cadere perspicimus.
2 To apPT/TOV, TO atppal1TOV, TO u:rreplvOrrrOV
ToV fLVarTJpiov.
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conceptions. Thus arose out of the relation of these two schools to each
other, the most important theological antagonism in the Eastern church,
the effects of which were most decidedly manifested in the doctrinal
controversies. This 'antagonism would have been attended with still
more important consequences on the theological development, had it
been permitted to go on and express itself in its fullest extent. The
tendency of the Antiochian school is seen in its more moderate form,
and deeply pervaded by the Christianity of the heart, in the case of two
individuals, both of whom present models of biblical interpretation for
the period in which they lived, while one of them furnishes the best pat
tern of a fruitful homiletic application of the sacred scriptures: these
were Theodoret and Chrysostom. The example of the latter shows par
ticularly the great advantage of this exegetical tendency, when accom
panied by a deep and hearty Christian feeling, and a life enriched by
inward Christian experience, to anyone who would cultivate a talent
for homiletic exposition, and indeed for the whole office of the preacher.
The same important part which Origen had borne in directing the
theological development of the Eastern church, was sustained by Au
gustin with reference to that of the Western church. His influence
was, in many respects, still more general and long-continued than the
influence of that great father of the church. To remarkable acuteness
and depth of intellect he united a heart filled and thoroughly penetrated
with Christianity, and a life of the most manifold Christian experience.
In system and method, he was doubtless superior to Origen; but he
wanted the erudite historical culture, for which the latter was distin
guished. If to his great qualities of mind and heart, he had united
this advantage, he would thereby have been preserved from many a
partially conceived dogma, from many a stiff abstraction pushed to the
utmost extreme, into which he was hurried by his speculative turn of
mind, his rigid systematic consistency, combined with the peculiar di
rection of his religious feelings.
'
We noticed, in the case of the Alexandrian Gnosis, a two fold element;
the Platonic view of the reciprocal relation between the esoteric, philoso
phic knowledge of religion and of the symbolical faith of the people, (of
tTrtI1T1JflTJ and of d6~a;) and on the other side, the view derived from the
Christian consciousness of the relation of doctrinal knowledge to faith.
Augustin was the first who clearly separated, in his own consciousness,
these two forms of knowing, and placed the latter above the former.
~ugustin's scientific discipline, as well as O?gen's, came froI? Platon
L"m; but with this difference, however, that m the case of Ongen, the
Platonic element was sometimes confounded with the Christian, and
Christianity subordinated to Platonism.. In the case of ~ugustin, on
the other hand, his theology disentangled Itself from Plat~m8m,. and the
forms of Christian intuition and thought were expressed ill an mdepen
d~nt manner, and even jn opposition. to the Platonis~ from w~ich .the
SCIentific discipline of AuO'ustin's mmd had taken Its first dIrectIOn.
And in connection with this, while in Origen's case the philosophical
and the dogmatic interest were often confoUll?ed, in ~h~t of Au~s~in,
on the other hand with whom the central pomt of his llmer ChnstIan
VOL. I.
3
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life constituted also the central point of his system of faith, the dogmatic
element unfolded itself, in the main, with more purity and independence.
But even in his case, the philosophical interest and element of his spec
ulative intellect unconsciously mixed in with the Christian and· theolo
gical ; and it was from him that this mixture of elements was transmit
ted to the scholastic theology of the middle age, which stood in immedi
ate connection with his own. We see, in Augustin, the faith for which
the anti-gnostic party had contended, reconciled with the Gnosis which
came from the Alexandrian school. The· peculiar training of his life
enables us to .understand how he came to· occupy this important place
in the development of the system of faith. The transition, in Augus
tin's case, from the Platonic philosophy of religion to the peculiar gno
sis of Christianity, was not a mere speculative change, but a process in
his own life. The development. of doctrinal ideas proceeded, in his
case, conformably to the natural order of things, out of his own internal
experience. . .
Let us recur here, in the first place, to a fact stated in an earlier part of
this history, that a truly pious mother had seasonably scattered the seeds
of Christianity in Augustin's heart while yet a child.· The incipient germs
of his spiritual life were unfolded in the unconscious piety of childhood.
Whatever treasures of virtue and worth, the life of faith, even of a soul
not trained by· scientific .culture can bestow, was set before him in the
example of his pious mother. The period of- childlike, unconscious piety
was followed, in his case, by the period of self-disunion, inward strife
and conflict.· . For at the age of nineteen, while living at Carthage, he
was turned from the course which a pious education had given him, by
the dissipations and corruptions of that great city. The fire of his im
petuous nature needed to be purified and ennobled by the power of
religion ~ his great but wild and ungoverned energies, after having in
volved him in many a stormy conflict, must first be tamed and regulatr
ed by a higher, heavenly might, must be sanctified by a higher spirit,
before he could find peace., As it often happens that a human word,
of the present or the past, becomes invested with important meaning
for the life of an individual, by its coincidence with slumbering feelings
or ideas, which are thus called forth at once into clear consciousness, so
it was with Augustin. A passage which he suddenly came acrosS in
the Hortensius of Cicero, treating of the worth and dignity of philosophy,
made a strong impression on his mind. The higher wants of his spirit~
ual and moral nature were in this way at once brought clearly before
him. The true and the good at once filled his heart with an indescrib
able longing; he had presented to the inmost centre of his soul a
supreme good, which appeared to him the only worthy object of human
pursuit; while, on the other hand, whatever had, until now, occupied
and pleased him, appeared but as vanity. But the ungodly impulses
were still too strong in his fiery nature, to allow him to surren~er
himself wholly to the longing which from this moment took posseSSIOn
of his heart, and to· withstand the charm of the vain objects which he
would fain despise and shun. The conflict now began in his soul, which
lasted through eleven years of his life.
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As the simplicity of the sacred scriptures possessed no attractions for

his taste - a taste formed by rhetorical studies and the artificial disci
pline· of·the declamatory schools; - especially since his mind was' now

in the same tone and direction with that of the emperor Julian; when
the latter WaS conducted to the Platonic theosophy; as, moreover, he
found so many things in the doctrines of the church which, from want
of inward experience; could not be otherwise than unintelligible to him,
while he attempted to grasp by the understanding from without, what
can be understood only from the inner life, from the feeling of in
ward wants, and one's own inward experiences; - so, under these cir
~umstances, the delusive pretensions of the Manichean sect, which,
mstead of a blind belief on authority, held out the promise of clear
knowledge and a satisfactory solution of all questions relating to things
human and divine, presented the stronger attractions to his inexperi
enced youth. He became a member of that sect, and entered first into
the class of auditors. It was the sum of his wishes, to be received into
the class of the elect, so as to become acquainted with the mysteries of
the sect,- which were the more alluring to his eager thirst for knowl
edge, by reason of their enigmatical character,-and thus finally at
tain to the clear light he was so earnestly in pursuit of. But his inter
views with Faustus, one of the most eminent teachers of this sect, so
entirely baulked his expectations, that, after having spent ten years as
a member of the sect, he was thrown into complete bewilderment. At
length he was fully convinced, that Manicheism was a delusion; but
from this he was in danger of falling into absolute scepticism, from
which nothing saved him but that faith in God and truth which remain
ed planted in the deepest recesses of his soul. During this inward
struggle, the acquaintance which he had gained, by means· of Latin
translations, with works relating to the Platonic and New-Platonic
philosophy, proved of great service to him. He says himself, that they
enkindled in his mind an incredible ardor.I They addressed them
selves to his religious consciousness. Nothing but a philosophy which
addressed the heart,- a philosophy which coincided with the inward
witness of a nature in man akin to the divine, - a philosophy which, at
~he same time, in its later form, contained so much that really or seem
mgly harmonized with the Christian truths implanted in his soul at an
early age ; - nothing but such a philosophy could have possessed such
attractions for him in the then tone of his mind. Of great importance
to him did the study of this philosophy prove, as a transition-point from
~cepticism to the clearly developed consciousness of an undeniable ob
Jective truth ;-as a transition-point to the spiritualization of his thoughts,
~vhich had, by means of Manicheism, ~eco~e h.abituated ~o sensible
Images ; - as a transition-point ~rom an unagznatwe, to an mtellectual
~irection ; - as a transition-point from J)uali~ln: to a .cons~stent lJIona?,ch
'l,Sm.
He arrived, in this way, first to a relIgIOUS IdealIsm, that sClzed
and appropriated to itself Christian elements; and was thus prepared
1 ~. II. c. acadcmicos,
concltarunt.

4 5. Etiam mihi ipsi de me ipso incredibile incendiumin me
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to be led over to the simple faith of the gospel. At first, this Platonic
philosophy was his all; and he sought nothing further. It was nothing
but the power of that religion implanted during the season of child·
hood in the deepest recesses of his soul, which, as he himself avowed,
drew him to the study of those writings which. witnessed of it. He
argue~ that, as truth is but one, this religion could not be at variance
with that highest wisdom ; that a Paul could not have led such a glori·
ous life as he was said to have led, had he been wholly wanting in that
highest wisdom. Accordingly, in the outset, he sought in Christianity
only for those truths which he had already made himself acquainted
with from the Platonic philosophy, but presented in a different form.
He conceived of Christ as a prophet, in illumination of mind and holi
ness of character exalted, beyond all comparison, above all others; one
who had been sent by God into the world for the purpose of transplant
ing what, by philosophical investigation, could be known only to a few,
into the general consciousness of mankind, by means of an authoritative
faith. From this point of view, he contrived to explain all the Christ
ian doctrines on the principles of his Platonic idealism. He imagined
that he understood them, and spoke of them as a master who was
certain of his matter. As he afterwards said himself, he wanted that
which can alone give the right understanding of Christianity; and
without which, any man will have only the shell of Christianity without
its kernel- the love which is rooted in humility)
But this theory, as it frequently happens with theories, and especially
theories on religious matters erected on some other basis than living ex
perience, was demolished, in his case, by the energy of life; for the
Platonic philosophy presented before him, it is true, ideals which rav
ished the intellectual vision, but could give him no power of obtaining
victory over the flesh. The ideals retreated from him, whenever he
attempted to grasp them: he was continually borne down again by the
ungodly impulses which he thought he had already subdued. As he
was conducted, therefore, by his living experience to an acquaintance
with the want which Christianity alone can satisfy, and without the
feeling of which it cannot be vitally understood, to a knowledge of t~e
want of redemption from the sense of inward schism; so he found In
Christianity more than he was seeking for in it, having in fact been led to
it chiefly in the way of speculation. The study of St. Paul's epistles
in particular, which he began in this epoch of his life, made the more
powerful impression on his soul, because so much in the fundamental
idea of these epistles respecting that which is law, spirit, and that
which is flesh, and respecting the conflict between both, connected itself
with his own inner experiences and conflicts, and became c1ea~l'y
evident to him from them. :Much that had been unintelligible to him
before he had made these experiences, he could now understand; and,
in general, he became better acquainted with Christianity, the more he
found himself at home in it by means of his own inner life, and the
1 As he says himself, in his confessions,
speaking of this period of his life: Garriebam plane quasi peritus, jam enim cceperam

velIe videri sapiens; ubi emt. !lla. carilJ1S.
redificans a fundamento humlhtaUs, quod
est Christus Jesus.
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more he experienced the sanctifying power of the divine doctrines on
his own soul. Thus, then, by degrees, the relation was completely
reversed: it ,was no longer the Platonic philosophy which was most
certain to him; and it was no longer barely the prejudice in favor of
the religion of his childhood, which made what had been imparted to
him by that philosophy appear to him under a more familiar and
popular form. But as he had found in Christ his Saviour, so all that
Christ taught him was infallible truth, which required no other confirma
tion. It was the highest criterion of all truth. He himself had experienced
the power of this doctrine in his inmost soul; and this was to him a
subjective testimony ofits divinity and truth. His religious and moral
consciousness was now satisfied; his desire of knowledge alone still
sought satisfaction. He longed to see that what was certain to him by
faith in divine authority and by inward experience, was also true and
necessary on internal grounds; and the means to this were' to be fur
nished him by the Platonic philosophy.1
Now the fact was, that, at this stage of his development, the same thing
happened to him which is so liable to occur in similar cases. He deprived
biblical ideas of their full, peculiar significance, by translating thern into
the language of the Platonic philosophy. Thus, for example, he called
the wisdom of this world simply a wisdom which is still entangled in
the forms of sense, which does not elevate itself to ideas; and the
kingdom of Christ, as not being a kingdom of this world, he styled one
which has its foundation in the world of ideas.2 Nor was this merely a
change of expression, in which nothing was lost to the matter; but the
form of expression was intimately connected with the ethical point of
yiew peculiar to this school. Augustin was, at this time, particularly
mclined to dwell in his thoughts exclusively upon the opposition between
the spiritual world and the world of sense; - to contemplate the divine
rather as simply opposed to the things of sense and to sensuous appear
ance, than as opposed to the self-seeking tendency of the spirit; - to
derive moral evil expressly from man's propensity to the things of sense
and sensual appearances. Yet by degrees, in proportion as Christianity
penetrated from the inner life through his whole mode of thinking, he
~ Thus he said on entering upon his
t~lrty-third year, in this very epoeh of his
!tfe: Mihi autem certum est, nusquam pror

a Christi auctoritate discedere, non enim
valentiorem. Quod autem subti
!lSsima ratione persequendum est - ita. enim
Jam sum affcctus, ut quid sit verum, non
credendo solum, sed etiam intelligendo ap
~rehendere, impatienter desiderem,-apud
latonicos me intcrim, quod saeris nostris
Con repugnet - reperturum esse confido.
·2Rcademicos.1. III. § 43.
In his critical examination of his own
"'ritings, his retractationes, 1. I. c. III. Au
r~tin himself passes censure on this trans
atton of the notions of faith into the philo
sOP.hical language of the Platonic school, in
"'h.l~h he had indulged himself in those
lVrltlDgS which belonged to the epoch of bis
SUS

~perio

life just mentioned, as also in his work de
ordine, 1. I. c. XI. When Christ says, " My
kingdom is not of this world," he does not
mean bv this the ideal world. (the KoajlOr
v01lTOr,) •as opposed to the world of sense,
(the Koa/lOf ala8T/To!: j) but rather the world
in which there should be a new heaven and
a new earth, when that came to pass which
we pray for in the words, "Thy kingdom
come." At the same time we may notice
the freedom from prejudice with which he
acknowledges that the idea of a mundus in
telligibilis. in the Platonic sense, hy no means
contained in it, absolutely considered, any
unchristian view, but, rightly understood,
wns a truth altogether undeniable; the mun
dus intelligibilis being nothing other than
the eternal, invariable order of the world as
it lies grounded in the divine reason.
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came to perceive the difference between Platonic and Christian ideas,
and unshackled his system of faith from the fetters of Platonism.
Augustin had learned from his own experience, that, in reference to
the knowledge of divine things, the life must precede the conception;
that the latter could only come out of the former; for, in truth, the
reason why the simple doctrines of the gospel had, at the beginning,
appeared so foolish to him, and the delusive pretensions of that boastful
mock-wisdom of the Manicheans had so easily drawn him into its current,
was, that those truths had as yet found no point of union whatever in his
inner life. It was from the .life within that he had learned to believe
in these truths, and to understand them. By love for the godlike, by
the power of the religious, moral temper of heart, he had conquered the
scepticism with which he had for a while been threatened. Thus - as
his system of faith was throughout the copy and expression of the
development of his internal life, and hence possessed so much vitality
it became with him a fundamental idea, that divine things must be
incorporated with the life and the affections, before we can be capable
of an intellectual knowledge of them. While a Manichean, he had
entertained the opinion, that perfection was to be attained by speculative
illumination, by the wisdom of the perfect man. At present, this way
to the knowledge of divine things appeared to him as one which, since
it reversed the natural order of things, must necessarily fail of its end; 1
for it was clear to him, that the perfect knowledge of divine things
presupposed the perfection of the inner man. At present he was con
vinced, that man must first humbly receive, from a divine authority, the
truth which is to sanctify him, ere he could be sanctified and so fitted
with an enlightened reason for the knowledge of divine things. Althou~h
that could only be revealed to men by divine authority which in Its
intrinsic nature was truth, hence also cognizable as true on grounds of
reason,- yet, in the order of time, implicit faith, the faith of authorit~,
must have the precedence,2 as a means of preparation and culture, 10
order to a capacity for this knowledge, the process of which is outward
from within. Yet he was still, in some sense, bound up in that view of
Platonism respecting the relation of oo;a to £7rluTiJfl7J in religion; and as
he perceived, that, without the scientific culture to which but compara
tively few Christians could attain, that rational knowledge was n?t
possible, but as without it there seemed to him to be something stIll
wanting to Christianity; so he was of the opinion, therefore, that those few
only attained to the real blessedness of this life by Christianity, who com
bined with it scientific culture. But in proportion as his views beca~e
more clearly unfolded with the progress of his Christian life; as the life
of faith appeared to him possessed of a loftier nature, from the experience
of his own heart; 3 and as he became acquainted with this life among all
1 So be says, in the work de moribus ec nisi ut eum ipsum, quem cognoscere vol u
clesire Catholirre, 1. I. ~ 47, in opposition to mus, prius plena caritate diligamus 1 T
2 Augustin. de ordine, 1. II. c. 9.
em
the Manicheans: Quamobrem videte, quam
sint perversi atque prreposteri, qui sese ar pore auctoritas, re autem ratio prior e~t. .
bitrantur Dei cognitionem tradere, ut per
8 This is an important point, also, 1U.l~
recti simas, cum perfectorum ipsa sit prre bearing on the development of Au~ust!n s
mium. Quid ergo agendum est, quid qureso, yjews respecting grace and predestmaUOn,
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conditions and forms of culture, in the same proportion he became
convinced, that reason (ratio) did but unfold the essential contents of
what was given by faith, into the form of rational knowledge, but could
impart to it no higher character. He distinctly set forth this relation
of reason proceeding out of faith, and the life of faith, to faith itself;
especially in his disputes with the Manicheans, who reversed this
relation. l
Thus it was first by him, that the great principle out of which the
subsequent doctrinal system developed itself in its independent self
subsistence - " fides prrecedit intellectum" - was established in a
logically consistent manner. We find, therefore, in Augustin two ten
dencies, by which he exerted a special influence on the development of
Christian knowledge in this century, and in the following ones: a tendency
to assert the dignity and independence of faith, as opposed to a proud,
speculative spirit which rent itself from all connection with the Christian
hfe ; and to point out, in opposition to the advocates of a blind faith,
the agreement of faith with reason, the development offaith from within
itself by means of reason. 2 But it is necessary to add here, what we
have before remarked, that Augustin assumed as that on which faith must
fix, and from which'it must take its departure, everything given in the
tradition of the chll1'ch: hence he was led to admit into his ratio many
foreign elements, as though they were given by fides,. and his well
exercised speculative and dialectic intellect made it easy for him to find
reasons for everything, - to construe, as necessary, everything which
had once become fused, although originally composed of heterogeneous
elements, with his life of faith. His system of faith wanted that his
torical and critical direction, whereby alone, returning back, at all
periods of time, to the pure and original fountain of Christianity, it
could make and pre.3crve itself free from the foreign elements which
continually threaten to mix in with the current of impure temporal
tradition.
which we shall hereafter examine more
closely when we approach the history of
these doctrines. In the outset, when his
fait~ was still more purcJy the faith of au
thonty, the latter appeared to him as the
human element, to which alone the divine
could attach itself. 'Yhen he had penetrat
ed .more deeply into the essence of that
whl~h is the life of faith, faith itself seemed
to ~lIm already to presuppose the communi
catIon of the divine element to the man: it
hcemed to him, that in faith the divine and
llffiun elements were already conjoined.
~ As in the tract de utilitate eredendi.
On this point, the letter of Augustin to
Con'e.ntius, ep. 120, is particularly worthy
of notIce. He here proposes the problem, ut
e~, qna! fidei tinnitate jam tenes, etiam ratio
~IS lll~'e conspicias. "Even faith," says he,
. has Its eyes, with which, in a certain sense,
It sees that to be true whieh still it does not
sec, and with which it sees with the utmost
COnfidence that it does not yet see what it

believes." In faith lies also the yearning
after more perfect knowledge; for faith
cannot exist without the longing after, and
without the hope of, that which one believes.
Against an absolute unmgonism of fides
and ratio, he says: "Far be it from us to
suppose, that God should hate in us that by
means of which he has made us superior to
all other creature!:. Far be it from us to
suppose, that we are to believe in order that
we may he under no ncccs~ity of receiving
or of seeking rational knowledge; since we
could not even believe, unless we were pos
sessed of rational souls. Even this, too, is
beyond all question in conformity with rea
son, that in some things pertaining to the
doctrines of salvation, which we are as
yet not able to renetrate hy our reason,
faith precedes ratIOnal knowledge, that so
the disposition may be purified by faith, in
order to be in a condition, at some future
period, to receiYe the light of so great
truth."
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We now pass to consider the history of the principal doctrines of
Christianity singly considered, and of the prominent antagonisms in the
modes of apprehending and treating these doctrines; and, in so doing,
we shall see still more clearly presented, in their peculiar features, the
different and opposite main tendencies of the theological spirit.

2.

OPPOSITE WAYS OF ApPREHENDING AND TREATING THE SINGLE
GREAT DOCTRINES OF CHRISTIANITY.

a. Theology in the more limited sense of the term, or the Christian ])Oc
trine concerning God.
We shall notice first the controversy which, in its result, had the
greatest influence on the whole development of the doctrine concern~ng
God; viz. the controversy on the doctrine of the Trinity, from whICh
all the others may be most conveniently derived.
This controversy was a natural consequence of the opposite concep
tions of the doctrine of the Trinity, which had been formed in the course
of the preceding period; and its origin can be rightly understood an~
judged, only by a previous consideration of the latter. Considering 1t
in this connection, we can be under no temptation of ascribing too much
importance here to external circumstances and occasions, or to the in~u.
ence of any individual man, as, for instance, Arius. Neglecting this,
we might easily be misled to pass an unjust judgment on Arius, after
having unjustifiably removed him out of his connection with the dog
matic development of his times, so as to consider his system merely as
his own work, and not as, in a certain sense, a product of the epoch of
dogmatic development in which his life was destined to fall.
We observed, near the close of the precedinrr period, two main sys
tems on the doctrine of the Trinity, and more tJparticularly on the doc
trine concerning the relation of the Son of God to the Father: the
system, for the most part peculiar to the Western church, in which th?
Christian theistic interest was most distinctly expressed; and the On
ental system o( emanation and subordination, which obtained a settled
form through the labors of Origen. By the former, the unity of esse?ce
(the 0flOOV(]t()V) in the Triad was made specially prominent, with a VIeW
to distinguish precisely the Son of God from all created beings, and to
retain firmly the principle of Monarchy,. while, on the other hand, the
latter system had grown from the establishing, under more precise con
ceptions, of the older emanation theory, - its aim being simply to r~
move from the latter all temporal and sensuous representations. Tlus
system, it is true, in one respect coincided with the other; namely,
that it affirmed the difference not merely in degree, but in essence, be
twixt the Son of God and all created beinrrs: but the doctrine of the
unity of essence was combated by this syst~m as an annihilation of the
distinction of persons; and this constitutes that opposition between ~he
two systems which we remarked already at the close of the preced~n~
period. But when now the opposition to the former system was carn.e
to a still further extreme, a third system was formed, which, alo~g WIth
the unity of essence, rejected also the eternal generation; and, m gen
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eraI, would not admit any essential difference between the conception,
Son of God, and the conception of a created being, - between the
notion of a generation from God, and the notion of a creation. This
~ystem stood connected with the older subordination theory, and was,
In so far, nothing new,l but only an attempt to fix and hold fast, in this
doctrine, an earlier step of development, in opposition to any further
progressive movement. The novelty consisted in the form in which the
doctrine, so fixed and held fast, was understood, and in which it must
assume a more rigidly distinctive and exclusive character. In the
leiter of Dionysius, bishop of Rome, to Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria,
we find already the indications of such a mode of apprehension (see
vol. I., sect. 3, p. 1037.) Now it was this which, being fully ex
pressed, in the beginning of the fourth century, by the presbyter Arius,
eyoked the disputes, of the rise and progress of which we are about to
gtve an account.
As to Arius, it should be remarked, with regard to his peculiar theo
logical education, that he was a scholar of the presbyter Lucian of An
tioch. 2 From this school he took that direction which led him to place
the free, grammatical interpretation of the Bible at the basis of his
doctrinal system. But in cases where this direction was not accom
panied with a general intuition of biblical ideas vitalized by Christian
experience, and this general intuition had not made plain the true
relation of the particular to the general in the expressions of holy writ,
it might tend, by laying too great stress on particulars, and giving them
an undue prominence, to promote narrow vie'. . s of the truths of faith.
This was the case with Arius, in whom a tendency to narrow concep
tions of the understanding, exclusive of the intuitive faculty, predomi
nated. In the Antiochian school, too, he probably took a direction in
opposition to the doctrines of Paul of Samosata, which led him to give
particular prominence to the distinction of hypostases, and, what was
connected therewith, to assume at the same time a polemical attitude
against the Homoousion. 3 But' even in the system of Origen's school
a~ Alexandria, he might afterwards find many points of concurrence
WIth his own views, as well in the polemics against the doctrine of the
unity of essence and in the subordination theory, as also in the way in
which the doctrine of the freedom and self-determination of all rational
beings was here apprehended. Arius cert~inl! did not believe t~at.he
Was preaching a new doctrine, but only b:mgmg o.ut ~nd estabhshi~g
the old church subordination system; - wIthout WhICh It seemed to hIm
neither the monarchical principle of ~he .Triad, nor the self-~ubsistent
.perso~ality of the Logos, could b~ ~amtamed. ".We must.Clt~er sup
pose, ' says Arius "two divine ongmal essences mthout begmnmg, and
independent of e~ch other; we must substitute a IJyarchy in place of
the :Monarchy; or we must not shrink from asserting that the Logos had
1 As, in fact, although the Logos was
t!1btless distinguished from other created
logs, yet no scruplcs were felt at the
sam~ time to apply to him the phrase (Knae
/It, 10 Proverbs 8: 22; consequently, in so
far, of applying to him the uame of a KTLafLa.
VOL. II.
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2 'Vhich may be gathered from the cir
cumstance, that hc addresses the bishop
Eusebius of Nicomedill, in his lctter pre
served to us bJ Theodoret and Epiphanius,
as (1tJ')J.J)VKUlVll1T1J~.
8 See vol. I. sect. III. p. 1036.
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a. beginning of his existence, that there was a moment when he did not

as yet exist" (hv 6u: Ollie 1Jv•Y The idea of a becoming without a begin
ning, a derivation in essence and not in time, was, to the feebly specula
tive and feebly intuitive mind of Arius, something too subtle and refined,
- something incomprehensible, self contradictory. "We perceive here
how little suited Origen's method of intuition was to the mind of Arius.
So, too, he supposed that, by a generation from God, - inasmuch as par
ticular stress was laid on this notion of a generation from God, as distin
guished from creation, - nothing at all could be distinctly conceived,
unless men were disposed to fall in with the sensuous Gnostic represen
tations of a partition of the divine essence. 2 But if men chose to lay
particular stress on the notion Son of God, and to employ this designa
tion for the purpose of distinguishing the Logos from all created beings,
they would in this way also fall into sensuous, anthropopathic notions.
Between God the Creator, and the creature, nothing else could be con
ceived as intervening. Either Christ was a divine, original essence,
like the Father, and then it would be necessary to suppose two Gods,
or else there should be no fear or hesitation in distinctly avowing that
he was, like all other creatures of God, created, formed, begotten, - or
however else it might be expressed; for, however it was expressed, !he
matter itself remained the same, - by his own will, as it pleased hi~,
from nothing (l; oVlCi'nmAJV.) Those passages of the New Testament III
which he believed he found the expression 1rolEiv employed with refer
ence to Christ,3 in which he found him styled the First-born,4 conse
quently a beginning of existence, as he thought, ascribed to him, he
could cite in favor of his theory. By all this, he intended by no means
to lower the dignity of Christ; but would ascribe to him· the greatest
dignity which a being could have after God, without entirely annulling
the distinction between that being and God. God created him, or
begat him, with the intent through him to produce all things else; the
distance betwixt God and all other beings is too great to allow of the
supposition that God could have produced them immediately. .In
the first place, therefore, when he determined to produce the entire
creation, he begat a being who is as like to him in perfections as a?y
creature can be, for the purpose of producing, by the instrumentahty
of this Being, the whole creation.s The names Son of God, and Logos,
were given to him in order to distinguish him from other created beings,
inasmuch as, although, like all created beings, he owed everything to
1

He intentionally avoided saying,

nv

xpovor;, alCJv oTe, for he unquestionably sup ..

posed that the Logos was produced by the
~ather before all time; the conceptions of
time and of creation heinO', accordinO' to
.,
his opinion, inseparably con~ected.
2 Here he might take sides with the
school of Origen against a yt:Vv~(Jlr; tIC TTjr;
oVai~r; Toil tteoV, little as he could agree, ac ..
cordmg to the above remarks, with the spirit..
ual way of apprehendino- the doctrine of
emanation in the same school.
8 Act. ap. 2, 36. Heb. 3 : 2.
4 Col. 1: 15.

l) "nr; u.pa &O.CJv () &eor; r1;V yevrrr7;V Kr[(1~l
!/Ivalv, hreiolJ tilpa fl~ ovvafltvlJv avrTjv t;F;1'~'
axtlv T7;r; Toil 7rUTpOr; uxpurov Xelf>~ Kat 17!~
Tiap' aVToV OlJflwupyiar;, 7rOlei lCal ICTl(a ,:p~'
TCJr; p.Ovov iva Kat Kal.d TOVTOV vtOV Ka: IJ}'
yov, iva mUTOU fltaov yt:Vofltvov, OL'TW{ i.Ol-;:'O~
Kat Ta Tiuvra Ot' aVToV yivfa8Cll dVl'1j't'1!l'

Athanas. orat. II. c. Arian. § 24. AlthOI1.g~
Athanasius is here stating that in wh~r
Eusehius of Nicomedia, Asterius and Anfs
1l0'reed and these very words consequent y
o~(J'ht ~ot to be ascribed to Arius, yet th.e
ar: certainly altogether in accordance mt
his way of ihinking.

h
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the will and favor of the Creator, he yet enjoyed the nearest relation
ship to Him, inasmuch as the divine reason, wisdom, power, all which
titles could only be transferred to Christ in an improper, metonymical
sense, were· yet manifested by him in the most perfect degree. As an
example of the rude style of conception and expression in which Arius
indulged, we may take the following remark of his: "Having deter
mined to create us, God created a certain being whom he named Logos,
Wisdom, and Son, in order to create us by him." 1 Arius quoted
many examples of scripture phraseology, to show that the expressions
Logos, power of God, are by no means always used in the holy scrip
tures in the same sense; so that it was in nowise necessary to under
stand by these terms a power and a reason of God inseparable from the
Divine Essence; but they were ofttimes transferred and applied in
an improper sense to other objects; as, for example, when even the
locusts, Joel 2: 25, (according to the Alexandrian version,) were
called the great power of God. 2 Such explanations as these might,
indeed, easily furnish occasion for representing Arius as a man whose
main bent was to contend against the divine dignity of the Saviour, and
to misrepresent him. But in reality this was meant by Arius only as a
grammatical vindication of his own way of apprehending a biblical idea,
where certainly it did not occur to him to suppose that from these
examples, adduced to establish the scriptural use of language, anything
should or could be inferred tending to the disparagement of our Saviour.
But this grammatical interpretation must doubtless have appeared offen
sive to the prevailing doctrinal interest, which flowed out of a hearty
Christian feeling. Arius perceived, beyond all question, that, from the
very conception of a creature, an infinite distance must be inferred
betwixt him and the Creator; nor did he shrink from expressing this.
~his, in fact, Origen had already expressed in affirming that as God is,
m essence, infinitely exalted above all created beings, so, too, in es
sence he was infiuitely exalted above the highest of created beings, the
Son; and the latter, in essence, could not at all be compared with him.3
. He reckoned as belonging to the essence of the rational creature
m this particular, falling in as well with the school of Origen, as with that
of Antioch - the self-determining, mutable, free will; the foundation
of all the superiority enjoyed by rational beings. This principle he
applied also, without concealment or evasion, to Christ. By his nature,
as a created being, Christ possessed a will subject to change; but he
had constantly directed it to that only which is good, and by this means
he had become morally unchangeable. Thus the Son of God, too, had
obtained the glory which he possessed above all other creatures, not
without the desert of his own will; for as God by his foreknowledge
~aw, from the beginning, what a holy life Christ would lead, as a man,
In passing triumphantly through all his conflic!S, he bestowed on h~
that glory, foreseeing that he would deserve It as the reward of hIS
1 Athanas. c. Arinn. I. § 5. Agreeing
prec!sely with the passage above cited:
eE~O'a, ~fliu; OTIfu.QVp..,~C1at, 7rer.Ol1]KEV {va
TLlJU Kat wl'OfLCU1EV ailTov MYOV KcU O'ociJLav
"aL vlov, Iva llfliu; Ot' aimw OTJfUOVPriJU'l.

2

See in Athanasius..

8 'AI:;..orptO~ Kal avoflolo, KaTa mzvra Ti;,
Kat lOLOTirrO~ - avoflOLO,
l7r' u7'mpov ry Tt ovaLii' Kat ooi~. Athanas.

'Taij 7raTpO~ oVC1ia~

Arian.l § 6.
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vlrtue. 1 Nor did he believe it possible to conceive of the Christ whom
he found revealed in the New Testament in any other way than this.
How conceive of his S3truggles and conflicts in the view of death, and
of his prayer in these conflicts, without a changeableness of will? Had
he been the almighty power of God himself, he would have had no fears
for himself, but rather would have imparted strength to others. And, in
the 2d of Philippians, Paul does in fact represent his exaltation, as
being the reward of the obedience manifested in his life. 2 By simply
distinguishing here between the human and the divine natures in Christ,
Arius might, indeed, have been easily refuted; but this refutation
could not have touched him according to the coherence of his own sys
tem; for here, too, he held fast to the as yet rude, undeveloped doctrine
of the first centuries, and trenched himself in what he supposed he found
literally taught in the New Testament. Hence, following the older
mode of apprehension, he considered the incarnation of the Logos to
consist simply in his union with a human body; 3 and hence, too, all the
actions and expressions of Christ denoting dependence on God, or limi
tation of any kind, as, for example, prayer and every manifestation of
ignorance, could only appear to him as a proof of the correctness of his
theory concerning the essence of the Son of God as a created being.
If Christ was in essence the true and indwelling wisdom of the Father,
how then could it be written, that he grew in wisdom? Luke 2 : 52.
How could he ask where Lazarus had been laid, etc. ? 4
Now although such a conception of Christ did, indeed, contradict
what is truly contained in the faith of Christ's divinity, still he did not
hesitate to ascribe to him the name of God, which he believed he found
clearly ascribed to him in the New Testament,S and in the older con
fessions of faith. He was not conscious to himself of deviating fro~
the older doctrines of the Eastern church; since in iruth so much ill
the older church-teachers seemed to speak in favor of his opinion.
Probably he appealed to those passages of scripture, where the name
of God seems to be applied in an improper sense to created beings, and
thence argued that it was applied after an analogous manner, but ~
the highest sense, to the Logos. Arius could not, consistently with hIS
system, express himself otherwise than to say, that as Christ was all
that which he was only by the grace of God, so by the communication

Tv

1
,av 4>vaet tJarrep 1raVTe" OVTCJ Kat
aVTO~ 0 A6yo~ ean TpErrTo~, Ti;J
idi!r> aim;

ne

ovatctJ, fCJr; /3ovAeTat, pbEL KaAOr;, OTe piVTOL
{JeMt, ovvaTcu Tperrea{}UL Ka? aVTOr; iJarrep
Kat 1JPEl', Tpe1rTiJr; tJv ~VaECJ'. (Arius was

aVTi;J TavT1jV T1iv oo;av deoCJIa:v, ~v uv{}pfJo
nor; KaL be Tilr; uphTJr; laxe pera Tavra' ~(1rt
U lpyCJv aVToV, wv rrpoiyvw 0 19£o~, TOtOVrov
aVTav viiv ytyovivaL, rre1rotTtKE.

2 Athanas. orat. III. 26, I. 43.
8 \Ve perceive here also the agrecI,llcnt
led to push the matter thus far, on account
of the notions he entertained of the crea and opposition between Arius and On~en.
ture and of free will; for he set the change He coincided with the latter in considenng
ableness of the free will over against a the glorification of Christ the reward of. h!s
blind necessity of nature. The Arians pro merit j but Origen referred this to Chnst s
posed the dilemma: "Either the Son of human soul,-see vol. I. sect. 3, p.1066,
God has a changeable free will, by virtue Arius to the Logos himself.
of which he may incline to moral evil or to
<! Athanas. orat. III. 26.
.
5 Since, at all events, he referred to hlm
moral good, or he is without will, like a
block of wood or a stone." Athanas. orat. at least the passage concerning the LogoS
e. Arian. I. ~ 35.) Ata TOVTO Kal 1rpOyLVw.. in the beginning of John's gospel.

I1ICCJV 0 {Jear, laecn'Tcu

KaAOll

aVTOv, 1rpoA.a{3wv
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'of that grace he had obtained the divine titles and divine dignity,
although in his essence he was not the true God.! He affirmed, with
the other church-teachers, the incomprehensibleness of the divine
essence to all created beings; and, from his own point of view, he con
sistently applied this likewise to the Son of God, since, in placing him
with created beings, he could not do otherwise. . To Jesus, too, the
essence of God was incomprehensible; and Christ knew him in a man
ner differing from the knowledge of other created beings only in
degree, and according to the proportion of the higher powers bestowed
on him by the Father.2
All that we know about Arius would by no means persuade us to
acknowledge in him a man fitted, by his superiority of intellect, to pro
duce a new epoch in the evolution of doctrine. He himself was assur
edly far from entertaining any such design. He was intending simply
to defend the old doctrine of the church concerning the Trinity against
Sabellian and Gnostic opinions, and to exhibit it in a consistent manner.
He was in nowise conscious to himself of the result to which his ten
dency and his principles really led. It may justly be inferred, however,
from the character of this system, and from the onward step of human
nature, that, if Arianism had been able to gain the victory, men would
not have rested content with the results which satisfied Arius, with such
a half-way form of doctrinal opinions as could satisfy neither the
demands of the understanding, which aims to comprehend everything,
nor those of Christian consciousness and feeling. This contracted,
sober tendency of the understanding would have gone on to express
itself still further, and would have drawn down the transcendent doc
trines of the gospel to another and an alien province.3
From what has been said, it may well be conceived that to him who
had seized the doctrine of Christ's divinity in its true import and in its
coherence with the entire system of Christian faith, the Arian doctrine
must have appeared repugnant to the essence of Christianity, when he
contemplated it from his own point of view ; and hence there can be no
mistaking the fact, that this controversy related to a matter of the
greatest moment, both in a doctrinal and in a more general Christian
point of view.
The Arius with whom these disputes began, was a presbyter of the
Alexandrian church, and, according to the Alexand.rian arrangemen.ts,
(see vol. II. sect. 1, p. 343,) presided over an lll~ependent pansh
church of this citv which went by the name of Baucahs. He had been
placed here sho;tiy before the presbyter Alexander had been made
bishop of this city. Being a rigid ascetic,4 he had probably great influ..
1 E~ de Kat M)'tTaL {Jto~, a!J.' OVK UATr&t
~3r [GitV, uM.a fltTOXT) XUpLTO~, C)(17rep Kat oE
~J.oL 1T'avTt~, orm..) Kat aVTO~ U)'tTaL ovofLan
~·~V {Jio~: L. c. I. § 6. ,
"
•

" 0 )'tll(.JGKtt Kat /) {3M1T'ft ava?"o)'(.J~ TOt~
t,dLOU; fliTpotr, oide leat (3M7rfL. WG1T'tP Kal

TJ/Lfir YLVC:)(1KOfLtv KaTil T~V idtav dvvafLLv.

1. c. Arian. i 6. The same is stated as Il.
do~trine of Arius, by the Arian historian,
Phllostorgius, II. 3. According to the pasVOL. II.
31

sarre in Athanasius, Arius says, moreover:
AtTor /) VLOr TiJv caVTOV ovaiav oV/C olde.

Pcrhaps he taught that no created being
could comprehend its own essence; and,
remaining true to his principle, applied this
also to the Son of God.
S In the Arian doctrine concerning free
dom may be found, in fact, already the
germ of Pelagian ism.
.. In the old account of the Meletian
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ence with his community, as this waH a mode of life which there easily
procured the highest respect.
Respecting the first outbreak of the controversy, there are differeut
reports, which admit perhaps of b~ing reconciled, if we consider that
the first beginnings of such schisms, cherished as they may be in
secret long before any public outbreak, are capable of being stated
and described in different ways according to different points of view.
It is possible that Arius may have displayed his zeal, as a teacher of
the faith, before he became a presbyter, and, in seeking to diffuse his
own peculiar principles, have made himself friends and enemies.1 'Vhcn
he proceeded to. spread his opinions, under the new bishop Alexander
of Alexandria, in his own parish church, he became involved in a con
troversy with other members of the clergy. Alexander, in the outset,
took no part in it: he showed himself at the beginning undecided in his
judgment, until finally, on the occasion of a theological conference,
which the bishop of Alexandria was accustomed to hold at certain
times with his clergy, he declared distinctly against Arius. 2
The bishop Alexander, at an assembly of the clergy in Alexandria,
and then at a more numerous synod of Egyptian and Lybian bishops,
composed of a hundred members, in the year 321, deposed Arius from
his office, and excluded him from the communion of the church.
After Arius had been excommunicated, he wrote, in defence and for
the propagation of his doctrines, a book called Thalia, probably a mis
cellany composed of pieces in poetry and prose, from which we have
already cited a few important fragments as illustrating the character of
his system. He wrote also a collection of songs for sailors, millers, and
pilgrim8 - an old expedient for spreading religious opinions among
the people. For the rest, it is quite probable, if we may judge from
the fragments preserved, from the comparatively prosaic spirit of Arius,
and the prosaic character of his doctrines, that in the apologetical work,
and in the songs above mentioned, there was nothing poetical besid6S
the mere form.
Alexander, moreover, sent circular letters to the more eminent bishops,
schism, it is said of Arias: Habitum portans pietatis. See Osservazioni letterarie
Verona, III. 1738, p. 16, i. e. he wore the
pallium of the ascetics. With this agrees
also the description of Epiphnnius, when he
says of him: 'Hv KarfJrpo, TO cloD"~ ~f.ll90PtOV·
evOWt)(IKOpfVO,.
1 In the record above referred to, pub
lished by Maffei, it is said of Arius: Et
ipse do(~toris desiderium habens. His rup
ture with Peter, bishop of Alexandria, and
his union with the McIetinn party. had some
connection perhaps already with doctrinal
differences.
2 Sozomen and Epiphanius relate, that
the controversy arose in the first place in
dependently of the bishop Alexander. Ac
cording to the latter's account, several dif
ferent parties had already been formed
among the clergy and the laity, according as

the latter attached themselves to one or the
other of the parish presbyters; but. many
of these parties were lost again. while ~be
more important antagonism betwixt AnuS
and the defenders of the Homoousion be
came continually more distinctly pro~inent,
and extended more ,videly. Accordmg to
both the reports, the bishop Alexander had
his attention first directed to the danger
which threatened from other quarters:
cording to SOlomen. he at first appeare
undecided. Socrates mentions the theolog
kal conference. There is also an allusion
to this in the letter oC the emperor Con
stantine to Alexander and Arias, cited by
Eusebius, de vita Constantini, 1. II. c. 69,
when he says, that the bishop Alexander
had asked all his presbyters, ho~ they un'
derstood a certain passage of scnpture.
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in which he represented the doctrines of Arius as being altogether
unchristian; and although he described these ,doctrines as they must have
appeared to him from his own point of view, yet it cannot be said that
he indulged himself in charging against them his own inferences. But
Arius also sought, on his own part, to gain over to his side the suffrages
of the more eminent bishops of the Eastern church; and this he could
not have felt to be a very difficult task: for the majority of them, though
not friendly to his own doctrines, were yet not any more favorably
disposed to the doctrine of the Homoousion, which Alexander maintained.
They were inclined rather, for the most part, to the Origenistic system,
which occupied the middle place between the two schisms; - that sys
tem from which afterwards sprang the so-called Semi-Arianism: and in
the opposition to' the system of Alexander, Arius could find many a
point of concurrence with his own doctrines, of which he would not be
slow to avail himself. He affirmed that he took ground only against
those heretical doctrines which attributed to the Son of God the same
want of beginning as to the Father,! and which taught a sensuous
emanation, a partition of the divine essence. 2 His doctrine, that the
Son of God was produced t~ ol'" OVTCJV, he explained in the sense in which
it was, in fact, customary to understand this expression with reference
to the doctrine of the creation out of nothing, viz., that by it, was simply
excluded the supposition of a preexisting matter, or of an efflux out of
the divine essence. The Son was produced by the will of the
Father, before all time, as perfect God, only-begotten, unchangeable.a
These explanations, of which, it is true, it cannot be said that they
contradicted the real doctrines of Arius, in which, however, it is impos
sible not to recognize the moderating influence of a respect to the
ruling doctrine of the Eastern church,-these explanations were unques
tionably suited to gain over the dominant party in his favor. Men of
great influence in the Eastern church exerted themselves to bring about
a compromise between Arius and his bishop - a compromise of this
sort, that the bishop Alexander should allow Arius to retain his parochial
office, without requiring that his views of the faith should agree in all
respects with his own. Two individuals, in particular, sought, by their
negotiations, to bring this about: Eusebius of Nicomedia, who as bishop
of that city which, under the government of Dioclesian, had become the
imperial residence for a main division of the East-Roman empire, pos
sessed considerable influence, who was, moreover, an old friend of Arius,
and, still more than many others, agreed with him in doctrine; and
Eusebius, bishop of Cresarea in Palestine, who had acquired great repu
tation in the Eastern church as a learned and accomplished theologian. 4
Christ the predicate of immutability; but
St,Yled him t1VVaYEVvf!T~.
Ol TO~ vlov M}'ovnr, ol plv lpvyqv, ol here also the whole depended on the ques
tion, - how this was to be understood. He
de ...pof3u;'.1/V.
must have understood it as meaning, that
8 Consistentlv, indeed, Anus could not
apply to Christ such an expression as TrJ,.~ Christ was immutable, not in his essence,
prJ!; 1geu!; i but he miO'ht doubtlesR say this, but by virtue of the bent of his will as fore
aCCOrding- to the vl\(:'ue and indefinite man known by God.
4 The system of Eusebius as it had al
ner in which he apPlied the name of God.
The greatest difficulty he mllst have found, .ready been matured previous to the com
mencement
of
the
Arian
controversies,
and
from his own point of view, in attributing to
1

, 2
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The latter was, from the first, disinclined to public dialectical disputes
on divine things: he was anxious to avoid and suppress them; resem
bling in this respect another great church-teacher from the school of
Origen, Dionysius of Alexandria. He dreaded, and not without good
reason, the intrusion of profane passions into investigations on such
matters, which, beyond all others, required, in order to any right under
standing, the purity, calmness, and quiet of a soul consecrated to God.
Holding the generation of the Son of God from the Father to be a
subject which transcended the limited powers of all created minds, to
say nothing of the human, the more unwise and mischievous did he
consider disputes on such matters as these. Convinced that only a
mind the most practised in thinking, and freed from the sphere of sen
suous and temporal relations, could approximate to any worthy repre
sentation of a matter in its very essence incomprehensible, it seemed to
him the more absurd and perverse to make such things a subject of dispute
among men whose minds had not been trained to speculation, and even
to introduce this controversy among uneducated laymen, who could
understand nothing at all about such matters. He was more distinctly
conscious than others', of the limits fixed to the human knowledge of
divine things, and of the distinction between speculative, dogmatic
explanations, and the practical doctrines of faith. "'Vhat are we men{
he argued, "who are unable to understand a thousand things that he
immediately at our feet! Who knows how the soul became united with
as he exhibits it in his work written before
this time, the demonstratio evangelica 
coincides entirely with that of Origen; and,
from this circumstance, we may form a
judgment of its relation to the Arian system.
He was, with Ori~en, inclined to favor the
theorv of subordination, - the notion of an
unavyucr/,Il Toii npwTov I/>CJTOI:, of a </,wr npw.
TOV, and a 9wr; OeVit:POV, - ovuLa 1rpwT7] and
J6vTtpCl; to consider the Son as the perfect
reflection of the original li~ht. in the most
perfect manner, like in all things to the
Father. his most perfect image, revealing
himself, ci.lt>ofLotw/'tVor; T~ rrurpL IWTa truVTa;
moreover, o/,oior; Kar ovuiav, as he is in fact
the eZKCJV rijr; uyevv"rov Kat npWTTJr; ovutar;.
See, for example, lib. IV. prroparat. evangel.
c. 3. Eusebius was of the opinion, that the
Son of (jQd could not be called absolutely
eternal (urrACJr; citclwr;), like the Father; that
it was neces~ary to ascrihe to him an origin
of existence from the Father, - since thus
only was it possible to hold fast the doctrine
of the monarchy; and that it was impossible
~ express the truth after the manner of men:
In any other way than by saying the ex
istence of the Father precedes the existence
and the origin of the Son (0 trariJp rrpov
truPXeL TOO viov Kal r~r; yevE(JfCJr; avrov 1rpov,
fiaTTJleev) j but yet it was necessary here to
remove away all relations of time. In a
word, the idea of the origin of the Son of
God was one which transcended the concep
tions of all created beings, and of which

none but the most acute intellect, abstracting
from the relations of time and sense, could
form any adequate representation (b;vraT1/

ou

dtavoia </lavTu(tTat vlov yevV1/TOV,
XpO~o~
plv nUlv
DVTa, vurepov de '1roTt reyovo;a,
if alwvor flfiAMv Of: trpo nUVTC.IV alwvc.Jv, at>
/rTJTWr Kat uVt1rlAOYlUTCJr ~p.lv. In that work,

ou"

written before the time of the Arian eontro·
versies, he does not hesitate, it is true, to
eall the Son of God the TeMLOv t51JflWvp)77pa
TOO TtAt:lOV, and so consequently he could
name him also the KTL(J/,a TiMWV; but,~·
fore the Arian controversies, men did not, m
fact, as a general thing, distinguish so ~real
fully, in the Eastern church, the docton
expressions employed on this point. Bot
it may be gathered from the whole connee•
tion and tmin of ideas in Eusebius, that he
made an essential distinction between ~e
Son of (jQd and created beings; an~ In
the work de ecclesiastica theologia, wntte~
after the Arian controversies, he declare
himself expressly as being against those
who reckoned the Son of God among the
KTLUfUlTa; he taught that God was the Father
of the Christ alone,-the God and Creator 0 d
all other beings; that the Son of God. ba
come into existence in a way wholly di~er'
ent from that of all other beings (oVX ofLO'c.Jf
Toir; ML1roir; yt:W1JToit; vrro(JTUVTa), - conse'
quently that there was an essential dijferen~
between the notion of a Son of God anL
that of a created being. Ecclesiast. thco
1. L c. 8.
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the body, and how it leaves it? What is the essence of the angels,
and the essence of our own soul? And why, then, do we presume, when
we see ourselves, even here, already surrounded, on all sides, by so
many difficulties, to search after the perfect knowledge of the essence
of the eternal Godhead? Why do we not rest satisfied with the testi
mony of the Father respecting his beloved Son: 'This is my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased - hear ye him'? But the latter tells
us himself, what we should know concerning him: 'God so loved the
world, as to send his only-begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in
him might not perish, but have everlasting life.' We must believe on
him, then, in order to be partakers of everlasting life. For whosoever
believes on him, he says, hath eternal life ; not whosoever knows how he
was begotten of the Father. Were the latter the condition, none could
obtain the promise; for the same Lord also declares, ' No man knoweth
the Father except the Son, and no man knoweth the Son, but the
Father only.' Sufficient therefore for us, in order to salvation, is the
faith which enables us to know the Almighty God as our :Father, and
to receive his only-begotten Son as our Saviour." 1
But as it often happons with those who would wish to be moderate,
that they forget their character whenever an immoderate zeal, however
honestly meant, comes to oppose them in another; as it often happens
in such cases even to them, that, instead of placing themselves in their
opponent's point of view, they judge him entirely from their own, and
thus treat him with unfairness; so it turned out with Eusebius. It
sometimes happened with him, that he could not appreciate the weight
which a doctrinal difference must Have had when regarded from some
other point of view than his own; and that hence he allowed himself in the
great error of passing unjust and censorious judgments on a zeal which,
though inordinate, still proceeded from the deep consciousness of such
importance. Doubtless he was right in maintaining that faith in Jesus
as a Redeemer, and God as a Father, constitutes the Christian; but he
could not transport himself to another man's point of view, to whom an
error, which he accounted unessential, seemed to stand in entire contra
diction with this faith. Hence he could be so far misled as to trace
everything to passion, in cases where a purely Christian interest at
bottom was not to be mistaken.
Eusebius of Cresarea wrote a letter to the bishop Alexander, in which
he sought to convince him that he was doing Arius injustice; and that, if
he would but rightly conceive him, he would find no difficulty in coming
to an agreement with him. 2 Now Arius might well be inclined to
theol. 1. I. c. 12.
A fragment of this letter is to be found
In the 6th Act of the second Nicene council,
lIarduin. T. IV. f. 407. Arius, in his letter
drawn up in common with certain other
P~sbyters, which is to be found in Epipha
nlUS, had called the Son of God Il. KTUlfltZ
-i1roij TeAEiov, ill' OVX c:,~ tv TC:IV KTUlflclTC.JV.
Now, with this explanation, the complaint
Eged by the bishop Alexander seemed to
usebius to stand in contradiction j viz. that,
1 Ecclesiast.

• 2

according to Arius' doctrine, the Son of God
had come into existence, c:,~ lv Ti:JV KTU1fla
Tc.JV. But Alexander might rightly deem
himself jnstified - regarding the matter
from his own doctrinal point of view, and in
the coherence of those eXplanations with the
whole Arian scheme - in saying that he
could find in tho~e words nothing but the
statement of a difference in degree between
the Son of God and other created beings.
He could conceive of nothing that could
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accept of the proposed conditions of agreement, since, being a subordi
nate pastor opposed to the bishop, he could not but gain by any such
compromise. Besides, from the very nature of the case, he who, in
any doctrinal dispute, is chiefly contending as Arius was for a negative
interest, can afford to be more tolerant than he can who is defending a
positive interest. The negative and the positive, however, were in this
case intimately connected; for Arius, in contending, as he supposed he
was, against the deification of a creature, was defending, in his own
opinion, the interests of pure Theism - though in a way, to be sure, that
savored rather of a narrow Jewish spirit than of genuine Christianity;
since, indeed, the idea of a God not self-included, but self-revealing,
and - without which the full revelation of God cannot be - communi
cating himself, is the fundamental idea of Christianity, and moreover
the basis of all vital Theism. It is often seen, too, that the negative
interest, where it acquires dominion, is not less intolerant and inclined
to persecution, but, on the contrary, even more so than the positive.
Arius said respecting the definitions of his opponents: " We could not
even listen to these blasphemies, if the heretics threatened us with a
thousand deaths."l After such asseverations, we may well conceive
that Arius, in case his doctrines could have gained the ascendancy,
would not have been the most tolerant of men. But neither can we
greatly censure the bishop Alexander - to whom the doctrines of Arius,
regarded from his own point of view, must have appeared to undermine
the very essence of Christianity - if he believed it incompatible with a
conscientious discharge of his office, as a shepherd over the flock, to
suffer that Arius who certainly, to judge from the above-cited avowal,
and from his songs before alluded to, could not keep his peculiar system
to himself in discharging his public duties as a teacher, and who was
assuredly not wanting in a zeal for making proselytes - to suffer such
a man to remain as pastor over his community.
'Then Constantine, in the year 324, after his victory over Liciniu:"
had obtained the sovereignty over the entire Roman empire, and It
became his favorite plan to unite all his subjects together in one worship
of God; he must have been greatly annoyed to see so important a
schism, which found many to take an active share in it, even among the
laity, germinating within the church it:.c3elf. He considered it incum
possibly intervene betwixt the conception
and the conception ICTLC1p.aj and, if the
fonner of these predicates was not attributed
to the Son of God in its strict sense, accord
ing to the idea of the unity of the divine
essence, then nothing was, in his opinion,
gained for Christian truth. Again, Alex
ander had objected to Arius that be taught,
o(JV TOV OVIC OVTa ty£VV1;C1£ j for Alexander
considered in fact the being of the Son as
gronnded from eternity in the being of the
Father, and derived from it according to
the conception, not according to time. The
attaining tirst from non-existence to exist
ence belonged, according to his view, to the
essential and distinctive mark of the lCiLap.a.
But, according to the Origenistic mode of
~£O~

apprehension on which Eusebius proceeded,
God the Father was the lw absolutely (the
OV of Plato.)
In so far as the existen~ of
the Son was derived from the Father, It was
necessary to conceive of him - although n?t
in respect to his beginning in time, yet. In
reference to the absolute causality which
wa.., to be ascribed to the Father alone - as
in the conception once not existing, oiJlc ~v,
-as bln-ing come into being by .the ~an~.ahtY
of the· Father, who alone is arr~ atot«,
or we must suppose two absolute causalities,
two absolutely eternal beings, two Wit".};
all which are identical expressions Wit
Ensebius.
1 Theodoret. I. 5.
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bent on him, therefore, at the very outset, to take every possible
measure for removing it. To this end, in the year 324, he despatched
the bishop Hosius of Cordova, who then stood high in his confidence
and favor, to the bishop Alexander and to the presbyter Arius with a
letter,! expressing his displeasure at the outbreak of this whole contro
versy, and calling upon them mutually to recognize each other as
Christian brethren, without insisting, either of them, upon tho other's
adopting his own peculiar convictions. The party of Eusebius of
Cresarea must have succeeded, at that time, in bringing the emperor
wholly over to their own views of this dispute; and to an emperor who
looked upon the matter in its outward aspects, and to whom the preser
vation of quiet was the most important consideration, such views would
be likely to appear the most plausible. Constantine represented the
questions in dispute as being nothing but rash, speculative questions,
standing in no connection whatever with the essence of Christianity.
lie found fault alike with those who had propounded, and with those
who had busied themselves in answering, such questions. He expressed
his special displeasure that such matters, which so few were capable of
understanding, should be brought publicly before the people. He held
up to them the example of the philosophers, who, even while differing
on particular points of doctrine, could nevertheless reckon themselves
as belonging to one and the same school. The doctrinal impartiality,
or rather indifference, of the emperor, or the individual who wrote in
his name, went, however, still further than even the moderation of a
Eusebius would have approved, had he allowed himself to make clear
to his own mind what was implied in the emperor's language; for the
latter then made the essentials of Christianity, in which all should agree,
to consist simply in the faith on a Providence.2 Considered from this
point of light, the matters to which this controversy related must indeed
have appeared as in the highest degree insignificant. 3 But as a matter
?f course, a letter of this description could have no influence in bring
mg the contending parties any nearer together.
The attempt of the emperor Constantine in this way to restore the
peace of the church having failed, and the two controversies which
broke out in Egypt at the same time, the Arian and the ~leletian, (see
vol. II. sect. 1, p. 219,) having produced violent movements even
among the laity, which threatened serious consequences of a political
nature,4 the emperor was forced to look round for some radical means
of restorinO' quiet. As the bishops appeared to him to be the repre
sentatives ~f God and Christ, the organs of the divine Spirit that
enlightened and guided the church; as he had before him the estab
lished custom of deciding controversies in the single provinces by
assemblies composed of all the provincialb~s,hops, it would, according to
this analogy, appear to him to be the most natur~l mea~s of disposing
of the present controversy, which had become so WIdely dIffused, to con
1 To he found in Euseh. II. de vita Constantini, c. 64.

!v 2, ~fP~ f-UV o~v ~f iM~ 1r(JOVoiar ,ua Tlf
vfUv

fGTCJ

'IrlaTq'.

8
4

'EI.axiGTaL (llriJ rwr.
See Euseb. vito Constantin.

m. 4.
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yoke a council composed of all the bishops of his empire; and the
employment of such a means seemed, in fact, to be required for the
decision of another important matter connected with the religious inter
est in the mind of the emperor, viz., the bringing about of a general
agreement as to the time of holding the Easter festival (see vol. II.,
sect. 2, p. 302.) He summoned, A.D. 325, a general council to meet
at Nice, in Bithynia. It is stated, that thr.ee hundred and eighteen
bishops here came together, of whom by far the greater part were Ori
entals; and the emperor himself took an active part in the transaction~
on this occasion.1
To form a correct notion of the order of business at this council, we
must, in the first place, present clearly before our minds the relation of
the parties who were present; - those who agreed entirely with the
doctrine of Arius, which was but a small party; 2 - then the advocates
1 As no complete collection of the trans
actions of this council has come down to
us, the only means left for obtaining a.
knowledge of the true course of its pro
ceedings is to take the accounts given by
those reporters of the different parties who
were present at the deliberations, and form
our conclmions from a comparison of them
all. These were more particularly Athana
sius and Eusebius of Cresarea. Even if
we could suppose, that Athanasius, who
only accompanied his bishop in the capaci
ty of archdeacon, was in a situation to ob
tain as accurate a knowledge of the intrigues
which influenced the course of the council,
as the bishop Eusebius, who stood in such
close connection with the court j yet it is
important to remark, that, in the case of
Athanasius, there were many things which
would render it difficult for him to take an
nnbiassed view of the proceedings. Re
garding the council as the organ by which
the divine truth expressed in the OfLoovl1tOV
had obtained the victory over the Arian
error, disposed to look upon the determina
tions of this council as simply expressing
the consciousness of Christian truth, which
then inspired the majority of the bishops,
everything would naturally be suppressed
by him which might cause the matter to
be considered in an altogether different
light, and exhibit the Nicene creed as an
instrument forced upon the majority of the
council by the influence of a court-party,
which governed the emperor. This holds
good especially of the tract written by Ath
anus ius in defence of the Nicene council.
In the next place, as to his Epistola ad
Afros, it is to be remarked, that although
Athanasius reports in this letter many im
portant circumstances relating to the inter
nal history of the council, yet he distorts
the tn~e form of the facts, by persisting to
recogmze only two parties at the council,
avowed Arians, and adherents of the doc
trine of the unity of essence. But that
these two parties were not the only ones at
the council, but, on the contrary, the party

which held the middle ground between these
two must have been the dominant party
there, may be easily gathered from looking
at the situation of the Eastern church in
this period, as well as from its whole course
of development up to this time. But it was
natural that Athanasius, looking at the
matter from his own doctrinal position,
would be inclined to take cognizance of but
two parties, Arians and advocates of the
Homoousion. Between these there was f(JT
him no nentral !,'Tound j and hence, indeed,
we may account for the fact, that he coul~
reckon Eusebius of Cresarea with the An
ans. He comprised them all under one
name, that of Ot TiEp"l 'EvaEj3iov, (Eusebius
of Nicomedia.) Hence he could attribute
what he ought to have transferred to twO
different parties, to one and the same
party, and- inasmuch as he confounded the
mterests of two different parties - so repre
sent the matter, as if every opposition to
the Arian opinions proceeded from those
who favored the Homoousion. In respect
to Eusebius, on the other hand, he speaks,
in the pastoral letter which he sent from the
council of Nice to his own community, of
the influence of the emperor without con
cealment and without shame j - a fact
which reflects no honor on himself, or on
those friends of his who allowed themselves
to he, for the most part, governed by such
influence. But he ,,.as too much of a court
theologian, though belonging to the better
class of this party. to be conscious of th.i
dishonor. If the majority at the c.oun~1
did in fact declare for the HomoouslOn, In
a way so entirely independent of forci~n
influence as Athanasius represents, the
next follo\\;ng cvents in the Eastern church
would be incapable of explanation. These
testify more decidedly in fav.or of .the cor
rcctness of the representatIOn gIven. by
Eusebius, than of that given by AthanasJUS.
2 So Athanasius, in the epistola ad Afro.~,
~ 5, justly calls the Arians at the connCI ,
ToVr oOlcoiivrar ol1yovr.
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of the Homoousion, who likewise in the Eastern church composed but a
comparatively small party; 1 -and finally those who occupied the mid
dle ground between the two parties, and entertained similar views with
those of Eusebius of Cresarea, of whose system we have spoken above.
From these last sprang up afterwards the party called Semi-Arians.
It was the wish of these last, that the doctrine of Christ's divinity should
be settled only in such general expressions as had hitherto satisfied the
Christian want, so that, with regard to the difference which divided
the two contending parties, nothing was to be defined, and each of the
parties might be allowed to interpret the language according to its own
meaning. Many orthe decided expressions ofArius concerning the nature
of the Son of God must, beyond question, have appeared offensive even
to the dominant middle party at the council; and such expressions could
easily be laid hold of, to represent him to the Orientals as an opponent
of the old church doctrine of the Triad. 2 A condemnation of these
Arian propositions might doubtless have been easily carried th~ough, if,
on the other side, the party defending the Homoousion had not also
raised an opposition to the dominant church doctrine of the East, and.
if certain individuals had not come out as mediators between the con
tending parties. Several bishops who belonged to that second (after
wards denominated the Semi-Arian) party, zealously exerted themselves
to establish peace, and to reduce to silence those who were earnestly
opposed to the doctrines of Arius. 3 They endeavored to show, that the
expressions of Arius did not, at least, have any such offensive sense, as
they appeared to have on the first glance; and they proposed certain
general formulas of agreement, with which both parties might be satisfied.
The leaders of the Arian party, entering into these forms of agreement,
declared themselves ready to retract the offensive expressions, and to
adopt the doctrinal technology hitherto in use in the Eastern church,
which in truth they could very well explain according to their own
s~nse. A prominent part was taken among the authors of peace, espe
Clally by the learned bishop Eusebius of Cresarea. He laid before the
council a confession of faith, containing the doctrine which, as he said,
had been held forth from the first by the bishops in his church, - the
confession which he had received in his earliest religious instruction
and at his baptism, and which as a presbyter and a bishop he had con
stantly preached. This creed distinctly expressed the doctrine of
Christ's divinity, but in such expressions as, although, according to the
f~n i~port of the conceptions thereby denoted, they stood i? contradic
tIOn WIth the Arian tenets consistently understood, yet mIght be very
. ~ Which Athanasius, to be sure, nowhere received, as well as what he says also in
lDhmB:tes, since he makes all the opponents the epistola ad Afros, § 5, with regard to
of stnct Arianism advocates of the Ho the agreement in the condemnation of the
llloonsion, and wholly overlooks the middle Arian dogmas, except that, owing to the
party.
•
.
confusion of parties already alluded to, he
inferred too much from this circumstance.
2. Accordingly that may be perfectly true,
S Eustathius of Antioch, as cited by The
whwh Athanasius, in the cpistola ad episco
pos JE~ypti et Libyre, § 13, says with regard odoret. 1. 8. 'OfLoV TLVEr if( (JVGKEV1lr TOV
to. the l?eneral murmur of disapprobation vOfla -:rpo(3a/.MflEvoL TiJr dpf7v1lr KaT£Giyaaav
with which the explanations of Arius were fLtV ct;-raVTaf ToVf apLaTa AiyELV dCJ19oTar.
VOL. II.
32
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well united with those tenets by Arius, without giving up his own point
of view. 1
This confession had the advantage of being composed, for the most
part, of scriptural phraseology, which was considered by the party of
Eusebius as being a peculiar merit. In the creed of Arius, as in the
formula of the Homoousion, they especially censured the use of expres
sions not conformed to the language of scripture, but certainly not on
altogether good grounds; for as the forms of expression employed by
the scriptures have quite another purpose in view than the close defini
tion of doctrinal conceptions, and as, moreover, new forms· of error
require to be met by new forms of doctrinal expression, so the scrip
tural phraseology cannot always be exactly the best adapted for the
antithetic determination of a dogmatic conception, and the fact that the
expressions employed are not to be met with in scripture cannot be
considered· as exactly a valid objection to their employment. The
advocates of the Homoousion might very properly reply, on their own
part, that the only important thing was to determine that if not the
language, yet the conception which it designated, was derived substan
tially from the Bible~2
But although this symbol appeared satisfactory to the doctrinal in
terest of the ruling party in the Eastern church, yet the advocates of
the Anti-Arian system of unity had still this very circumstance tQ
object to in it, that it still left a foot-hold for the whole Arian doc
trine.3
be !'jEOV,

Nicene creed itself manifestly grew out of

That Christ was a
Divine Being, the Creator of all other ex
istence, that he came into existence prior
to tbe whole temporal system, Arius also
certainly supposed i and between a yEVv1Jl1tr
tIC !'jEOV and /CTial!,', there was, in fact, aecord
in~ to bis view, no difference.
'OTt El /Cat Jlij OVTCJ!,' tv Tal!,' )'Pfl9ai!,' cialv
al U~Elr, uMa rilv lK TWV ),pa?wv &avoiav

of the Homoousion. Besides, the aceount
of Athanasius evinces that the conncil was
in the first place satisfied with those gene
ral definitions which alone Eusebius meant
to express. In bis epistola ad Afros, § 5,
he says, that the bishops originally would
have established, instead of the Arian defi
nitions, the expressions more ge~erally
recognized, which were ('ontaincd 10 the
scriptures themselves, (nk TWV ypa¢i:Jv b,uo
Myovflivar Ai;£t!,',~ as, for example, the eX
pression llC !'jwu £tvat ry ¢VI1£t, the ~xpres:
sion that the Son was the (jilvapt!,' r;o'?ta IJot'1/
TOV rraTpOr, {feor a').ll!'jLt'o!,', and this in f~ct
ag-rees entirely with that which ~u5chIl13
designed. In the book de decret15 s. n.,
Athan!1sius ~ays. the intention at first w~
simply to establish, that the, S~n of G 1
was the eiKiJv TOU rra.po!,', oflocO!,' r:.E lea,

1

Christ "

TOU !'jeou MY0!," !'jEi)!,'

fi:Jr l/C fCJTO!,', (wiJ lK (CJ~!,', rrpCJTOTO/CO!,' rral1ll!,' this Eusebian formula, with the simple ad
-rqr ICTlI1ECJ!,', rrpo rraVTCJV TWv a[wvCJv t/C TQU ditio09 of the antitheses to Arianism, and
1raTpOr yeyEVv1JflEVO!,'.

Ixovl1L /Cal Tavri!v l/C9CJvoi'flfl'al l171flait'ovl1t.

Athanas. de decretis synodi Nicenre, § 21.
8 Eusehius obseryes, in his pastoral letter,
that nobody could bring any ohjection
against this confe~sion of faith. But Eus
tnthius of Antioch says, that this creed was
received with marks of universal disappro
bation, and demolished before the eyes of
all. Eustathius, however, the warm" oppo
nent of Eusebius, is liable to suspicion in
what he here says. :l\Ioreovcr, hi~ report urrapaU.aKTo!,' /Ca.el rravm Ti;J ,ra.~" Ka;
stands in contradiction with all we know UTpf70TOr Kat all Kat lv aki;J £iliaL U&~i
regpecting the predominant tendeney of TCJ!,'. Th('~e definitions, too. agree 'fer)' we
the Eastern church in this and the next with the J~uscbian sYstem of doctrine, and
succeeding times. It is impo!'sible to see with the objects whieh he wished to ae~om
what could give offence to the Eastern bish plish at the conncil. Had these Ilrtlc\es
ops in this symbol of faith. The fourth only been established, then, for the presrl17
Antiochian creed, which nftenvards obtain thc internal contro\'ersies in the bo"om 0
ed especial authority with the major por the Oriental church would have been hushed.
tion of the Eastern church, coincided in It is also possihle to reconcile the ncro~n~
the main with this creed of Eusebius. The of Eustathius with the other accounts "hie
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The party of the bishop Alexander was satisfied, it is true, with these
articles of faith ; but at the same time they declared, that, as the
expressions of this creed could still be explained by the Arians after
their own sense, it was absolutely necessary to add such other proposi
tions as would effectually exclude the blasphemous doctrines of Arius ;
and this party had on its side the powerful suffrage of the emperor him
self. I Constantine had, without doubt, been brought to a decision, by
the influence of those bishops who happened last to possess the most
authority with him, namely, Hosins and his associates; and he decided
in favor of the addition of the Homoousion. If we may credit the report
of Eusebius, the emperor himself even dogmatized on the question, how
the Homoousion ought to be understood; how it was not to be conceived
under any image of sense, as if the one divine essence had been separ
ated into several homogeneous parts. This might have been a point
We have cited, if we suppose that he is
speaking, not of a creed proposed by Ense
bius of Cresarea. but of one proposed by
Eusebius of Nicomedia, in whieh this latter,
to judge by the fragment quotcd in Am
brose, l. III. de fide, c. 7, had endeavored to
defend the Arian conception of the Son of
God. Compo Theodoret. 1.7. Everything
goes, then, to confirm the fact of the prepon
derance which originally existed of the Euse
bian, or, as it was afterwards styled, Semi
Arian party. In accordance with the truth,
and agreeing with Eusebius, Athanasius
also reports, that the council was not satis
fied with these articles, for the very reason
that it was remarked that the Arians under
stood and interpreted them in their own
~ay. But when now he proceeds to de
tIve the additions inserted in opposition to
Arianism, and with a view to preclude the
P?ssibility of its introduction, from the same
blS~OpS who had at first proposed these other
artIcles, he must, without any doubt, have
here confounded the two parties together.
1'.1 truth, it is, abstractly comidered, in the
h!ghest degree improbable, that those who
aImed at a marked opposition to Arianism,
would, in the first placl', propo~e articles
respecting which they knew beforehand,
thn.t the Arians would be willin~ to sub
scnbe to them. Besides it might not he so
easy, in considcring the transactions of so
numerous an assembly, where everything
pe~haps did not proceed according to the
stnctest order, accurately to discriminate
wh~t belonged to the different parties, es
~ec)ally for one who himself contemplated
tne whole under the hias of a party inter
h~t. So, in fact, Eustathius of Antioch savs
.Imself: To uatper ow TOV Tijr 7ro").,vavop[ar
O,tAov oilx' ol~ T£ tifl' ypacJltLv.
1 Athanasius represents everything as
proceeding solely from the bishops them
selves. and makes no mention whatever of
h~e influence of the emperor;-which, at
S particular point of view, was natum!'
ut Ensebins represents everything as

n

proceeding in the first place solelv from the
emperor. The lattcr calls upon the bishops
to adopt the creed of Eusebius, and simply
to add to it the word lIomoousion, the light
way of undcrstanding which he explains.
From these additional clauses, recommend
ed by the emperor himself, the bishops were
led to make several other antithetic addi
tions; and thus arose the Nirene creed.
Athannsius and Eusebius mav both be
right, find both be wrong, - both, according
to their different party-interest, giving prom
inence to one thing, and suppressin~ anoth
er. The proposal concerning the Homoou
sion may first have come from the part of
the bishops. But as it met with opposition,
the l'mperor, whom the bishop Hosius of
Cordova and others had made familiar with
the part which, in pursuance of their ob
jects, he was to play at the council, took np
the word, recommended the Homoousion,
and deelared himself to be satisfied of the
inoffensiveness of this expression. There
may he some trnth at bottom in the account
of Philostorgius, I. 7, that Alexander, pre
viously to thc opening of the Nicene coun
cil, had comhincd with the party of the
his hop Hosins of Cordol":J, that is, with the
court-party in Nicomedia, at a synod to es
t.'lhli... h the Homoousion. The voice of the
emperor had, with many bishops, more
wci~ht than it ought to have had aecording
to tflc principles of the go~pe1. The party
of Alexander now yentureci with the more
boldness to press the other antithetic defi
nitions, which followed, as a matter of
course, the Homoousion. But Eusebius
preferred rather to hayc it appear that he
yiclded to the authority of the emperor,
than to thnt of the other hishops; and he
imarrined also that he could best justifv his
conduct to his community, if he adluced
the authority of the emperor, - if he de
clared that -he had yielded to a formula.
proposed and recommended by the emperor
himself.

•
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often discussed in his presence; since it was well known, that the occa
sion which it gave for sensuous representations was the common objection
of the Orientals to the Homoousion. The party of Alexander, who now
had on their side the weight of the imperial authority, proceeded to
require in addition to the Homoousion, still other antithetic clauses,
which had the same object in view. Perhaps it had been agreed on
by the heads of the dogmatical court-party at that time, that the decla
ration of the emperor in favor of the Homoousion should be made the
watch-word for proposing a still more complete antithesis to Arianism.
In this way, by the union of the antithetic clauses with the articles of
faith proposed by Eusebius, was produced the famous Nicene creed.]
:Moreover, the condemnation, b.y name, of the main characteristic pro
positions of Arius was adopted int-o this creed; and the condemnatory
sentence was passed not merely upon tlte doctrines, but, according to the
previous custom, doctrines and persons were put together, and the
individuals condemned also, who had proposed such offensive things.
Now although the majority of the council might perhaps agree in the
articles against that part of the Arian creed which placed the Son of
God on a level with creatures,2 yet the definitions of the 0flool)(Jlovand of
the ytvvi]I1Lr; if( .iir; ovatar; were at variance with the prevailing Orient~
type of doctrine. Hence there arose much opposition to these dcfim
tions: on the first day after they were presented, Eusebius of Coosarca
absolutely refused his assent to them. 3 But after many explanation~,
he yielded for the sake of peace, as he says in the pastoral letter to hls
church, which he sent from Nice,4-interpreting the new articles of the
creed according to the sense of his own doctrinal system, not without
some degree of disingenuous sophistry.5 The principal article respecting
the Homoousion, which, in fact, had already been approved, even by
the peace-loving Dionysius of Alexandria, in another sense than that in
which it, was intended to establish it at Nice, Eusebius, by taking a~·
vantage of the unsettled use of philosophical and doctrinal terms III
. 1 To the phrase fleDr; Cf( {Juw was added,
in opposition to the Arinn mode of under
stanrlin~ the idea of the Godhead in reference
to Christ (see above) the word aAqatVDr; ; 
to ytvv"aivTa, with a view to guard against
tbe Arian practice of identifving it with
lCTiC11getr;, was added ou rrolqaivra,
2 The opposition between {JeDr; and ".ia
flfJ- yevv(Zv and 1roulv.
8 Athanas. decret. S. n. 4 3,
TIpo [U.a~

tributed to God the Father alone. It was

a dubious matter. then, for him to join .in

this anathema. He got along by a so~hls
tical interpretation, referring the y£vv71"lT/I/at,
in the condemned proposition, to the human
birth; and so he found no ditlkulty, as he
himself declared, in receiving this also: as
in truth the doctrine of Christ's di"ine ex
istence before his birth was one universally
acknowledged. By this last remark, hoW
ever, he in fact refuted his own interpreta
apvojjflevo~, 0flCJr; Vl1rcpov il1roypa1fa~.
• Tou riJ~ clpirv1J~ (1f(DrrOV 1rpO 69t~aA.Pi:Jv tion ; for how could it have occurred to any
hflWv KCLflEVOV.
one to set up R counter proposition to fln
erroneous doctrine which nobodY mam
6 This properly betrays itself only in the
case of one article, if Eusebius could ap tained 1 Athanllsius was not slow- to t.'l~O
proy~ the condemnation of the Arian pro admntage of the weak spot which ,EusebI
p'o5ltlOn, that the Son of God rrpo TOU )'fvvq us here exposed; and objected to hIm that,
~~va~ obI{ ~v. This proposition of Arius by such an interpretation, he threw the sus
does to fact perfectly agree with Ensebius's picion of entertaininO' such an erroneo~
system of faith, (sec above;) and at least doctrine on his friendArius himself, against
some similar proposition seemed to himself whom this condemnatory article bad been
necessary, in order to hold fast the notion framed.
of absolute causality, which was to be_t
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those times,· could easily explain in accordance With his own views.
This proposition, according to his interpretation, denoted nothing else
than the exaltation of the Son of God above all comparison with cre
ated beings, and his perfect likeness to the Father.! It perhaps may
be the case, that Eusebius, as he avowed in his pastoral letter, explained
himself before the council of Nice itself, with regard to the sense in
which he received the Homoousion. The important point with the em
peror Constantine was, that the proposition regarding the Homoousion,
of the importance of which he had been persuaded, should be received
by all: what the properly orthodox and what the heterodox sense might
be, in the interpretation of this article, it is hardly probable that he could
80 nicely distinguish. 2 With perfect honesty, Eusebius might condemn the
Arian formulas, especially since they contained distinctions not to be
met with in scripture; and since all the strife and confusion in the
church had grown out of the employment of such distinctions, the use
of which, therefore, he himself had always carefully avoided.
There were many others who adopted the Nicene creed in the same
sense with Eusebius, interpreting it in accordance with their own doc
trinal system; so that the OflooVt11.QV was for them nothing more than
a designation of the OflOtOi1lr; KaT' OVt1LaV (likeness in respect to essence.)
At first, seventeen bishops, who probably belonged to the strictly Arian
party, declined to go with the majority. But as the creed was to be
made· known under the imperial authority, and threatened all who
would not adopt it with the loss of their places and condemnation, as
refractory subjects,3 the greater part of these yielded through fear; and
there remained, finally, but two bishops, besides Arius, namely Theonas
of Marmarica in Libya, and Secundus of Ptolemais, who declared with
out reserve against the Nieene creed. The two zealous personal friends
of Arius themselves, Eusebius of Nicomedia, and Theognis of Nice, sub
scribed the creed; declaring with Eusebius of Cresarea, that they
yielded for the sake of peace, after having expressed their views as to
the way in which it ought to be understood, so as to be free from all
objection. 4 Still they refused to subscribe, with the rest, the condem
natory clauses against the Arian doctrines, not, as they avowed, because
they did not agree with the others as to the doctrinal matter, but
because, according to the way in which they had learned to understand
1 napaf1mTlICOV

TO fl1jOEp.iav

Ifl9EpEialJ

'I':~o!: Ta YOJVTjTU KTLt1flam TOV viov TOV {hov
9f(l~lV. fl{J1!~ eli: T9 1'taiPI. Kaia 7r<lVm Tpo;rov
Of.tOLOV

dvm.

When Athanasius, then, (de

dhec~et. synod. nic. ~ 3,) accu~cs Eusehius of

.avmg, by his approbation of the lJomoouSlon, in his pastorulletter. revoked his earlier
dOctrine as being incorrect, the charge is
altog:cther untrue; for, as Eusebius express
es. hImself, it is clear that he interpreted
thIS distindion only in accordance with the
doctrinal system which he had constantly
taught.
2 If it is trne, as Eusebius reports, that
thfc emperor interpreted the condemnation
~ t!Ie proposition, rrpo ToV ycvv1jfJ"vat ob"
I in the sense that the Son of God, before
VOL. II.
32'"

he came into existence in tVE(lYEI{l, already
existed, like all things else in the :Father, in
dvvuflfl, - it would, we must admit, be ex
ceedingl)' plain, how little familiar Constan
tine was with the system he would defend,
and how easily he could be satisfied with
any interpretations, provided only the forms
were adhered to.
3 Contra divina statuta Yenientes, i. e.
statuta imperatoris, according to the diplo
matic language of those times. So Rufinns
expresses it, I. 5, in the sense of the empe
ror.
4 For they were afterwards able to ap
peal to the fact that they had done this, in
their memorial sent to the bishops, cited in
Socmtes, I. 14.
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the doctrines of Arius from his written and oral communications, they
could not believe that he had actually taught the doctrines he was
accused of teaching. At that time the thing was overlooked; but Arius
and his two faithful friends were excommunicated, as teachers of error,
from the church, deposed from their spiritual office, and by the emperor
Constantine condemned to banishment. The latter was at this time
overflowing with a fanatical hatred of the doctrines of Arius, which now
appeared to him as blasphemous, and subversive of all Christianity; and
this fanaticism impelled him already to apply all the expedients of the
Byzantine despotism to suppress these doctrines entirely. In an edict
issued at this time, he places Arius in the same class with Porphyry,
the antagonist of Christianity ; and directed that all the writings of
Arius, as those of Porphyry, should be burned, - the penalty of death
even being threatened against those who should be detected in any
clandestine attempt to preserve these writings. While Constantine
Wa3 in this state of feeling, Eusebius and Theognis, who had already ren
dered themselves suspected by the emperor in refusing to subscribe
the condemnatory clause, could not long remain protected against his
displeasure; but it turned out, as Theonas and Secundus had foretold
them, that they soon shared the same fate with the latter. Three
months after the close of the council,l they also were deposed from their
places and banished.
In fact, however, the manner in which the controversies had been
decided by the council of Nice could only contain the seeds for new diY
putes; for there was here no cordial union springing freely, by a natural
course of development, out of inward conviction; but a forced and
artificial union of men, still widely separated by their different modes of
thinking, on a creed which had been imposed on them, and which was
differently expounded according to the different doctrinal interests of
the several parties. Thus it happened, that while for the present nO
party ventured as yet to come out decidedly against the Homoousion,
still those who had received it, explaining it to mean Homoiousion,
accused the others, who interpreted it and held it fast in its proper and
original signification, of Sabellianism; while the latter accused the
former of Tritheism. 'Ve have an illustration of this in the disputes
between the bishop Eustathius of Antioch, and the bishop Eusebius ~f
Cresarea, - two men radically opposed to each other before, in theIr
whole theological bent; the former being a zealous opponent, the other
a no less zealous adherent, of the school of Origen.
Yet the major part of the Eastern church would naturally strive to
rid themselves of the imposed articles of the Nicene creed; and as
Constantine, without an independent judgment of his own and a well
grounded insight into these doctrinal controversies, was governed .by
the changing influence of the different parties at court, so that wInch
had procured for the Homoousion a momentary victory in the Eastern
church might soon take a tum in the very opposite direction. Con
stantine's sister Constantia, the widow of Licinius, who possessed great
1

Philostorg. I. 9.
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influence with her brother, maintained the best understanding with
Eusebius of Cresarea; and she had taken as her spiritual guide a pres
byter who had attached himself to the Arian party, and who found
means of convincing her that Arius had been unjustly condemned. 1
On her death, in the year 327, Constantia very earnestly recom
mended the presbyter above mentioned to her brother. He acquired
the confidence of the emperor, and succeeded in persuading him also,
that injustice had been done to Arius, and that personal passions had
had much more to do in these disputes, than any interest in behalf of
sound doctrine. Constantine had already once invited Arius to visit
the court; but the latter, it seems, could not feel confidence enough in
the emperor's intentions. He now sent a second express message,
assuring Arius that it was the emperor's purpose to show him favor,
and send him back to Alexandria. Arius presented to the emperor
a confession of faith, in which, without entering into the points of differ
ence, he expressed in very general language his belief in the doctrine
of the Father, Son,2 and Holy Ghost, taught by scripture and by the
common tradition of the church. He besought the emperor to put a
stop to these idle controversies on mere speculative questions,S so that
schisms might be healed, and all, united in one, might pray for the peace
able reign of the emperor and for his whole family. Constantine was satis
fied with this confession. Arius was again received to favor, (between the
years 328 and 329 ;) and his two friends, Theognis and Eusebins of
Nicomedia, were now easily enabled to obtain their recall. 4 \Ve per
ceive from the confession of Arius, and from the satisfaction with which
Constantine received it, what were the prevailing views of the latter
respecting these matters at the present time. After having been
enlisted but for a short period in favor of the Homoousion, he had been
drawn back again to those earlier "'views, which would so much more
~eadily present themselves to a layman contemplating the matter simply
In its outward aspects, that personal passions and a self-willed, disputa
tious spirit had given to these questions, which did Jlot pertain in the
. 1 Might we place any reliance on the tes
ti.mony of the Arian historian, Philostor
glUs, h. e. I. 8, the advice of Constantia
had had some influcnce on the issue of the
Nicene coundl itself. As she must ha'-e
been well acquainted with her brother's
habits, she adviscd her fricnds at the Nicene
council to receive for the pre!'ent the Ho·
tnoousion, which her brother was now firm
ly resolved to hold fast, and give it their
own intcrpretation; - means would very
soon be found to draw him off from it
8.l;ain.
2 On this point tIle 'identity Of the ICTim!,
and yn'v~r1l!, was prcsupposed, entirely in
accordance with his doctrine: Tov h TOU

1ra-rpo!; 7rpO 7rC1VTCJV aliJv(,)v yryCVV7JflEVOV
1'1eov ?.6yov. 0,' au n£ 1rclVm lyeveTo.
• ZTJT~!UZm lCa.t 7rfPU'f(JOM)'laL.

4.The arguments which have been urged
jgamst the gcnuinenc~s of the ahove-cited
etter of these two bishops, bv which they
sought to be restored to favor, are not de

cisive; many of them being simply grounded
on the view which must be taken of the
Nicene council in the Catholic church.
This letter pos5es~es, on the contrary, every
mark of genuineness. But, according to
this letter, we must nccessarily place the
rccall of Arius before the rctum of these
two hi!'hops. as the letter cxprc~5ly prcsup
poses it. The f(·!\.~ons which induced Walch
to pi arc the rec~lJl of Arius at a later pcriod,
e,'cn 1'0latc as A.D. 330, are not important;
for allhou~h f'orratcs says that Arius had
heen ('fillcd by the emperor to Constantino
pic, yet it by no !TIean!' follows from this,
thnt the romee-ratlOn of the new residcnce,
A.D. 330, had prereded; for first, as it re
spect" the plnrc, Socratcs might easily be
in an error. Ilnd hv an anachronism substi
tute Constantinople for Nicomediaj or it
may even be, that Constantine happened at
the very time that he sent for Arius, to be at
Byzantium, before that city had as yet been
converted into the imperial residence.
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least to the essentials of Christianity, an undue importance. The em
peror entertaining this view of the matter, all who agreed in represent
ing the doctrinal differences as unimportant would especially recommend
themselves to his favor; while all who were unwilling, for the sake of
gratifying the emperor, to moderate their zeal in behalf of a truth which
they found to be intimately connected with the essence of Christianity,
would easily become suspected and hated by him, as uneasy, conten
tious, and disorderly men.
Hence may be explained the contests which, first and preemi
nently, the remarkable person had to pass through who had now
become the head of the Homoousion party in the Eastern church. For
soon after the conclusion of the council of Nice, the bishop Alexander
had died, and was succeeded by the archdeacon Athanasius, a man far
his superior in intellect and resolute energy. Athanasius had probably
been already, up to this very time, the soul of the party in favor of the
Homoousion; and it was by his influence that the bishop Alexander had
been led to decide that nothing should be yielded in order to the
restoration of Arius.1 Moreover, he had already distinguished himself
at the Nicene council, by the zeal and acuteness with which he de
fended the doctrine of the unity of essence, and combated Arianism.
By pursuing, with strict consistency and unwavering firmness, during an
active life of nearly half a century, and amid every variety of fortune
and many persecutions and sufferings, the same object, in opposition to
those parties whose doctrinal views were either unsettled in themselves,
or liable to veer about with every change of the air at court, he contribu~
ed in a great measure to promote the victory of the Homoousion in the
Eastern church. If we consider the connection of thoughts and ideas
in the doctrinal system of this father, we shall doubtless be led to see,
that, in contending for the Homoousion, he by no means contended for
a mere speculative formula, standing in no manner of connection with
what constitutes the essence of Christianity; that, in this controversy,
it was by no means a barely dialectic or speculative interest, but
in reality an esse-ntially Christian interest, which actuated him. On
the holding fast to the Homoousion depended, in his view, the whole
unity of the Christian consciousness of God, the completeness of the
reyelation of God in Christ, the reality of the redemption which
Christ wrought, and of the communion with God restored by him
to man. " If Christ," so argued Athanasius against the Arian doc
trine, "differed from other creatures simply as being the only creature
immediately produced by God, his essence being wholly distinct from
the essence of God, then he could not bring the creature into fel
lowship with God, since we must be constrained to conceive of some
thing still, intermediate between him, as a creature, and the divi~e
essence which differed from him, something whereby he might stand 10
communion with God; - and this intermediate being would be precisely
the Son of God in the proper sense. In analyzing the conception of
God communicated to the creature, it would be necessary to arrive at
one of the charges brought against him by his opponents, see Athanas. apolog.
Arianos, § 6.

1 For
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last at the conception of that which requires nothing intermediate in
order to communion with God; - which does not participate in God's
essence as something foreign from itself, but which is itself the self
communicating essence of God.! This is the only Son of God, the
being who can be so called in the proper sense. The expressions Son
of God, and divine generation, are of a symbolical nature, and denote
simply the communication of the divine essence. It is only on the
supposition that Christ is, in this sense alone, the proper Son of God,
that he can make rational creatures children of God. It is the Logos
'~'ho imparts himself to them, dwells within them, through whom they
live in God - the Son of God within them, through the fellowship with
whom they-become themselves children of God." It is here seen how
to Athanasius the idea of the Homoousion presented itself in connection
'Y ith what constitutes the root and groundwork of the entire Christian
life. While the Arians maintained, that it was impossible to distinguish
the conceptions Son of God and a generation from God, from the con
ceptions created being and a creation, without falling into sensuous,
anthropomorphic representations, Athanasius, on the contrary, taught
that all human expressions of God were of a symbolic nature, taken
from temporal things, and therefore liable to be misconceived, unless
the idea lying at the bottom were freed from the elements of time and
sense, and the same attribute, predicated of God, understood in a different
manner from what it would be when predicated of creatures. Even God's
act of creation, in order not to be misconceived, must be distinguished
from the human mode of producing and forming. As the Arians admit
ted that, according toJohn 5 : 23, divine worship belonged to Christ, Atha
nasius accused them of showing that honor to a creature, according to
~heir notions of Christ, which was due to God alone; consequently, of fall
lllg into idolatry. .From this coherence of the doctrines which Athanasius
here defended with his whole Christian consciousness, it may be well
Conceived that he must have considered himself bound by his duty, as a
pastor, not to admit into his church a teacher who held forth a system
which appeared to him to be so thoroughly unchristian.
After the patrons of Arius had resorted in vain to friendly repre
sentations, petitions, and threats, for the purpose of inducing Athanasius
to receive back the former into the church, the emperor commanded
him to receive Arius, and all his friends who were willing to connect
themselves once more with his church; and, unless he did so, informed
him that he should be deposed from his station, and sent into exile.2
Athanasius, however, was not to be intimidated by such threats, but
firmly declared to the emperor, that his duty as a pastor did not permit
him to receive the teachers of false doctrines into the fellowship of the
church ; and this steadfast refusal of a man acting under the conscious
ness of his vocation, and in the feeling of his duty, produced so much
2 A fragment of the letter is preserved in
1 See e. g. Athanas. orat. I. c. Arianos,
\ 16. To O/"(")!,'" flETEXta{)CU TOV 1'rtOV, laov Athanasius, apolog. Co Arian. ~ 59. The
l~TL I..€rm. ch2 Kat rt:Vv~. - AVTo!,'" plv 0 vio!,'" threatening words of the emperor are:
OVOtvo!,'" flETiXtL, TO oe iK Tail 1raTpOr; fLETtxo. 'k:rO(ITE:IJ.w 7rapaVTLKa TOV /Cal. Ka{)cupf;aovTa.
/UVOV,. TOVT6 iaTLv 0 vio!,'", aVTov yilp Tail vioii C1t i; if'i" KtM:VC1t<J!,'" Kai. TWv T07r<JV flETaLTTi}

/-UTqovnr;, Tail {)tail fW'iXtLV 'M:yof't-&a.

C1OVTa.
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effect as this, that Constantine did not urge him farther, nor carry his
threat into execution. But still this incident could not have left an
altogether favorable impression on the emperor's mind, since Athar
nasius appeared to him in the light of an obstinate recusant; and hence
his enemies would be more easily listened to in bringing their new
accusations against him. The most weighty charge was, that Athanasius
had sent to a person in Egypt - otherwise unknown to us, but who was re
ported to have harbored a design of conspiracy against the emperor - a
sum of money to aid him in the prosecution of his purpose. Constantine
ordered him, A.D. 332, to present himself personally, at Psammathia,
a suburb of Nicomedia, where the emperor was residing at that time.
The personal appearance of Athanasius, a man of remarkable power
over the minds of others, seems for the moment to have over-awed the
soul of Constantine. He not only acknowledged the above-mentioned
accusation to be groundless ; but such was the effect left on him by tho
presence of Athanasius, that, in his letter to the church at Alexandria,
he styles him a man of God. 1 In this letter, he lamented the existing
divisions, and recommended charity and concord. It is easy to see,
that the preservation of peace and unity in the church was of far more
importance, in the estimation of Constantine, than all matters pertaining
to doctrine. For the moment, the enemies of Athanasius now appeared
to him to be the authors of the disturbances and divisions; but this im
pression was of no long duration, and he continued to be governed by the
influence sometimes of this and sometimes of the other party. Occasions
were not wanting for bringing new accusations against Athanasius ; for
in the circumstances by which he was immediately surrounded, there
existed abundant materials for agitation, which was sometimes rather
excited than quelled by his zeal not unmixed with passion. It happened,
for instance, that the Arian and the ~feletian schisms, though originating
in widely different interests, yct broke out there at one and the same time.
The efforts of Athanasius to bring back the Meletians to the dominant
church might, besides, especially amidst so excitable and passionate a
people as the Alexandrians, easily lead to scenes of disturbance, pro
ceeding to a greater length than those who were the occasion of them,
intended. But he was sometimes induced to resort even to forcible
measures for suppressing divisions in his archepiscopal diocese.2 The
frequent tours of visitation, which as a conscientious bishop he made to
the various parts of his diocese, and in which he was usually accom
panied by individuals belonging both to the clergy and laity of the
churches which he visited, gave frequent occasion for such disputes
b.etween the two heated parties, which led to scenes of violence. ~as
SlOnate party hatred would, of course, take advantage of these occaSIOns
to collect against him a mass of extravaO'ant
charfl'es.
Although
the
o
0
~hi
emperor could not give credence to the various and strange t ngs
whICh were brought against him, yet he believed, doubtless, that
Athanasius, by his passionate and violent proceedings, might have
1 Apolog. c. Arian. +62.
Sl Epiphn.nius: who assuredly would say
nothing tending to the disparagement of

Athanasins, says of him in this respect,
hmres. 68, Meletian. frpu:yICa{ev, lfJ£u{£1'O.
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given some occasion for these charges. l IHe at first, in the year 335,
appointed a synod to be held under the presidency ofEusebius ofCresarea,
with full powers to inquire into the charges laid against Athanasius, and to
restore things to quiet. Athanasius might, not without good reason,
protest against the decision of a spiritual tribunal, at which his declared
antagonist presided as judge. But as it had been determined by the
emperor to celebrate the trieennalian festival of his reign by dedicat
ing, on that occasion, the magnificent church which he had erected over
the holy sepulchre at Jerusalem, and many bishops had been invited to
participate in this celebration, Constantine directed, in order that they
might be prepared to engage in these solemn rites with quiet minds, that
they should first take earnest measures for putting an end to the
divisions in the church. For this purpose, the bishops were to assemble,
first, at Tyre, in the year 335, and there inquire into the charges brought
against Athanasius. The latter might, indeed, very justly, for the
same reasons as in the case of the first synod above mentioned, protest
also against this spiritual tribunal, whose members belonged, for the
most part, to the opposite party; but Constantine threatened to enforce
his obedience by compulsion, if he presumed again to treat with con
tempt the imperial command. 2 Athanasius succeeded, before this tribunal,
to refute a part of the charges which were laid against him. \Vith regard
to the rest, a committee was nominated, who should repair to Egypt,
and investigate everything on the spot. But it was unfairly decreed,
that no one belonging to the party of the accused should be allowed to
accompany this commission, so that he was curtailed of the means of
proving his innocence, and wholly abandoned to the party proceedings
of his antagonists. This investigation, conducted in so partial a man
ner, would of course turn out unfavorably for Athanasius. He therefore
appealed to the emperor himself, and proceeded to Constantinople. On
h1s entrance into the city, he rode straightway to meet the emperor,
accompanied by a few attendants. Constantine at first refused to allow
1 In the letter to the "ynod at Tyre, he
speaks only of some, who, through the rage
of n morbid disputatious spirit, embroiled
everything. OuX iryiov~ Ii'LI.lJVtLKtu{ oil1TpctJ

'T'Vf~ O.avVOflF:VO' 1l'UVTa aVYXEtLV ir.LXE:t.pof;

ow. Euseh. ,"it. Constantin. I. IV. c. 42.
Eyen Eusebius of Cresarea, whose delicacy
~f'~er\'es respectful notice in touching so
I~.l!'htly npon the Arian controversies in his
life of Constantine, cven he sees, in this in
~tanee, only the taunting insinuations of an
unmoderate disputatious spirit L. c. c. 41.
2 'V c mav here introduce a characteristic
ancedote from the history of this tribunal.
Among the witnesses who appeared in fa
}~r of Athanasius, was an old confessor of
·1!Y~t. by the name of PotamoD, who, in
the tlmc of the Dioclesian persecution, had
('en thrown into prison at the same time
'\\ilh Eusebius, and who had had one of his
eyes bored out. This person, full of zeal
for Athanasius, said to Eusebius: "'Vho
can tolerate this 1 Thou sittest there to

judge Athanasius, who stnnds before thee
an innocent person! Dost thou recollect,
that we were in the dungeon together, and
that I was deprived of an eye? But thou
didst not become 0. martyr, and hast all thy
members still unharmed. How couldst
thou have so escaped from the prison, un
Jess thou didst either do what was not per
mitted, or else profess thy willingness to do
it 1" This was unquestionably an infer
ence on very slender grounds; for many
circumstances might operate to cause favor
to be shown to one which was denied to
another. Eusebius thought it not proper
to vindicate himself against this charge, but
simply said, losing for a moment the equa
nimity, indeed, which it behooved him to
possess as 0. judge: "Shall we not now be
lieve your accusers 1 If you venture to
exercise snch tyranny here, how much more
will you do it in your own country! " See
Epiphan. 1. c.
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him a hearing; yet, as he received accounts from other quarters of the
party proceedings of the synod at Tyre, he saw no way in which he could
decline a revision of the previous investigation. But a few members of
that synod, the most violent enemies of Athanasius, appeared at Constanti
nople, to take part in this new investigation. On the present occasion
they let the earlier accusations drop, and brought against him a new
one, which was altogether suited to exasperate the feelings of Constan
tine against Athanasius. 1 He was reported to have said, that it lay in
his power to hinder the arrival of the convoy of grain necessary to be
sent semi-annually from Alexandria to supply provisions for the city of
the imperial residence. 2 'Vhether the truth really was that Constan·
tine in some sort believed this charge, or whether he only deemed it
necessary to affect that he believed it, in order to get rid of a man who
was a constant mark and butt of contention, and thus restore quiet, it is
enough that he banished him, A.D. 336, to Triers.3
As nothing now stood in the way of the restoration of Arius to the
Alexandrian church, he was, after having been solemnly received back
into the communion of the church by the synod convened at Jerusalem
for the purpose of consecrating the new edifice, sent back to Alexandria.
But in the community, which was devoted with an enthusiastic attach·
ment to their bishop Athanasius, new disturbances arose. Constantine,
to whom the preservation of peace was the main thing, sent, A.D. 336,
for Arius to come to Constantinople, in order that it might be examined
how far he had been concerned in these disturbances. He was obliged
to present to the emperor a confession of faith; and drew up one in
simple language, couched in scriptural expressions, without doubt similar
to the former one already mentioned. He needed not to deny his con
victions in order to satisfy the emperor; for although the latter was
unwilling absolutely to relinquish the Homoousion, since it had been
once published under the imperial sanction, yet, notwithstanding all
this, he was far from being inclined to the views of Athanasius. But
the sincerity of Arius in his confession had been suspected by him. He
required of him an oath to testify his sincerity; and, as the confession
Arius had laid down contained nothing, judged from his own point of
view, which was at variance with his doctrines, he would take such an
oath with a clear conscience. 4
1 For, according to Eunapius, (see above,)
he is Eaid to have caused the pagan philos
opher, Sopatros, to be executed on a similar
charg'e.
~ 'Vhether this had reference to the po·
litical influence of Athanasius, or to the
magical arts ascribed to him, is uncertain.
3 The observation of Cons tans, in the
letter written after his father's death, re
specting the disposition of the latter towards
Athanasius. and the vacancy of the episco·
pate at Alexandria, may render it rather
prob~bl~ t~an o~herwise, that it was Con
stantme s mtentJon to remove Athanasius
only for a short season, with a view to the
restoration of quiet.

4 In comparing the different accounts of
these events, we perceive how the truth
here became continuallv more and more
distorted by the prejudices of party hatre~
Socrates, I. 38, following Sozomen an
Theodorct, relates that Constantine aske1
Arius, whether he abode by the articles 0
the Nicene council. Arius immediately de·
clared himself readv to subscribe the Nice ne
creed. The emperor, snrprised at this, ~
quired of him an oath, and Arius ~a"e.lt;
but, in so doing, resorted to the follOWIng
artifice. lie had a confession, drawn up ~Y
himself, which truly expressed his ('onn;
tions, concealed under his shoulders; and ;:
giving the oath, that he so believed as e
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Constantine being now perfectly convinced of the orthodoxy of Arius,
the latter was to be solemnly received back to the fellowship of the
church at the celebration of public worship in Constantinople. It hap
pened to be a Sabbath, (Saturday;) on which day, as well as Sunday,
public worship was held at Constantinople (see above.) Alexander,
bishop of Constantinople, a zealous advocate of the Homoousion, reso
lutely refused to admit him. But the patrons of Arius, among the
ecclesiastical court party, threatened to bring it about forcibly, by an
imperial command, on the following day. Alexander was thus thrown
had written, he sophistically understood by
this, not the Nicene creed subscribed by him
at the requisition of the emperor, but that
whieh he carried concealed about his per
son. This story will appear, on closer ex
amination, to be wanting in the internal
marks of probability. How should Con
stantine, who before this had been so easily
satisfied with the confession of faith laid
down by Ariu);, and had required of him
no declaration whatever respecting the :Ki
cene creed, have now made on him so much
higher demands 1 How could he propose
to him the qucstion, whether he honestly
followed the Nicene council, whcn Arius
had given no occasion whatcvcr for pre
Suming anv such thing 1 Nothillf!. more·
over, coula" at that time certainly lie more
remote from the intentions of Constantine,
who at this vcrv moment stood in the
closest relations'with those bishops thnt
Were decidedly opposed to the Nicene crced,
than such a zeal for its articles. Every
thing went right with him, providcd only
the Nicene creed as to its form was not
publicly attacked i-provided only it was
Ignored. It may be conceived, therefore,
th.at Constantine might be easily satisfied
With a confession of faith from Arius simi
lar to that which he had handed over to
~im on the former occasion. Besides, how
tnsufficient is the voucher which Socrntes
gives for the truth of this story I That
~rius had at that time drawn up a confes
SIOn of fnith and given his oath to it, this
S?crates knew from letters of the emperor
hImself; and this, therefore, was an unde
niable fact. But the rest he had derived
from the most impure of all sources, from
m~re hearsay, - UKOrJ. If, then, we had only
thlSaccountofthe matter, we mighte\'en then
hE: enabled to infer, that the confession of
f~!th subscribed by Arius was in no sense the
Nlcene creed, but that, merely in flattery
to the reputation of Constantine for ortho
doxy, it was converted into the Nicene
creed, and that on this was fastened the
charge o.f deception against the h,;retic.
ThIS conjecture respecting the true hIstory
of the malter, to which the analysis of
~ocrates' account would itself conduct us,
18 confirmed by consulting the report of
Athanasius. In his epistoJa ad episcopos
JEgypti et Libyre, § 18, he says, Arius,
VOL. II.
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when called upon by the emperor to present
a confession of his faith, concealed hypo
critically his godless way of thinking under
simple expressions bOlTowcd from the scrij?
tures: 'E)'p(L~'cv 11 oOAWr, Kpvrrfwv pfV Tar
[aiar T;;r uGf/3eiar ji;etf, iJ7fOJ;plVOllfVOr <Ie
K({" aUror, wr 0 Ml/3oMr, Tel TWV ypurpi;'v Pfl
IJam /t70I.<i. Ka, wr ean yeypappiva. And
when the emperor thereupon required him
to take an oath ~hat he had nothing else in
his mind, he swore that he had never other
wise taught or conceived. In the same
mnnncr he ~peaks in the epistola ad Sera
pioncm, § 2, with this difference only, that
he reprcscnt~ him here as swearing that he
had not really taught those doctrines, of
which the hishop Alexander had acc1lsed
him. At all events, it is evident that Ath
anasius brings against Arius the charb'"C of
deception and hypocrisy in a way altogcther
unjustifiablc, when he proceeds on the false
assumption, that Arius was obliged to un
derstand the words of scripture in which he
expressed his ('onfession, precisely after the
same manner as he himself (Athanasins)
understood them; and that, in swearing to
the doctrines therein expressed, he there
fore incurred the guilt of hypocrisy and
perjury. The fact having now been once
assumed, that Arius, in this case, desc'ended
to trkkery, and the confession of faith then
drawn np by him having been lost, the
Nieene creed was easily substituted in its
place, and the way in which the heretic had
managed to deceh'e was eyer liable to re
ceive new decorations. 'Ve might even be
tempted to venture a step farther. The
confcssion of faith drawn up the first time
by Arius, agrees so perfcctly wirh all the
characters which Athanasius in tbe passage
above cited ascrihes to the second, that we
might believe that there had been but this
one confession of faith j and that either
Athanasius, failing to express himself in
those passages with ebronologiCllI accuracy,
had transposed the confession of faith which
.i\rius presented immedilUely after his re
turn from exile, on his first residence at
Constantinople, to his second residence in
the same city; or Socrates committed nn
anachronism in making Arius present such
a confession of faith directly on his first
residence at Constantinople.
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into great perplexity and embarrassment. He prostrated himself, as it
is related, on the pavement before the altar, and·prayed God either to
remove him from this life, that he might not be compelled to act con
trary to his conscience, or else to remove Arius; which, it must be
confessed, was not a very Christian prayer. On the evening of this
same day, Arius suddenly died.! Well might this turn of events, which
no human sagacity could have foreseen, be regarded as demonstrating
the vanity of all human machinations, since all that which was to be
enforced by imperial power was thus frustrated at a blow. But it
showed a sad want of Christian charity, when men were seen triumph
ing over the sudden death of the supposed blasphemer, as a divine
judgment. It argued narrow-minded presumption,. that they should
think of measuring the unsearchable ways of holy, all-wise, and eternal
love, according to visible appearances and by the standard of human
passions and prejudices; should be disposed to see, in this event, a
declarative sentence from on high, deciding between truth and error,
a divine judgment on perjury and impiety; when the truth was, that
Arius erred from honest conviction; that he had sworn to nothing but
what he sincerely believed; and that he may possibly have had, at
least in his internal life, more of the Christian temper, than exhibited
itself in the defective exposition of his belief. Even Athanasius was, in
this instance, borne along with the prevailing current of opinion in his
age; yet we remark with pleasure, that when he was about to describe
the death of Arius, as connected with this controversy, his Christian
feelings recoiled. Thmuis, the bishop of Serapion, having made several
inquiries of him respecting the Arian controversy, and also respecting
the death of Arius, he declared that to the first he had cheerlully
replied, but to the last not without a struggle; for he feared lest it
might seem as if he triumphed over the death of the man. And in
another place, he introduces this account with a remark which surely
ought to have led him to suppress it altogether: 2_" Death is the com
mon lot of all men. 'Ye should never triumph over the death of any
man, even though he be our enemy; since no one can know but that
before evening the same lot may be his own." The adherents of
Arius, on the other hand, sought to account for his sudden demise by a
supernatural cause of another kind, which implicated their opponents.
They spread it abroad that Arius had been cut off by the sorceries of
his enemies. 3 This accusation is of some importance, as it shows there

'Was no posmble ground for suspecting that he was poisoned.
'Yith the death of Arius, this contest could not cease; for the per
sonal character of the man had little to do with it. It was, in truth, a
contest between different doctrinal tendencies springing up out of the
1 Here, too, we have an instance of the
exaggeration of rumor. According- to Soc
rates' report, the death occurred while Arius
was proceeding in triumph from the impe
rial palace. On his way to the church, he
was suddenly seized with extreme pain, ac
companied with relaxation of the bowels:
in discharging from them, he expired. The

last-mentioned fact hud some foundation;
but the order of time has been altered to
favor the miraculous aspect of the occur
renee; for, according to the report of Athn
Dusius, the death of Arius took place on
the evening of this Sabbath.
2 Ad episcopos JEgypti et Libyre, ; 19.
8 Sozom. rust. eccles. 1. II. c. 29.
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development of Christian doctrine, to the outbreak of which Arius had
only given the first impulse ; and it was not until tlds contest itself had
been decided, that peace could be restored again to the church. Add
to this, that the contest between proper Arianism and the doctrine of
the Homoousion gradually passed over into the contest between the
major part of the Eastern church, and the minority who adhered firmly
to the Homoousion creed. The death of Arius made a difference in
but one respect, that, while before several important men of the middle
party above described had been deterred, by their personal interest
ill favor of Arius, from distinctly condemning his peculiar doctrines,
they now hesitated no longer to renounce all manner of connection with
him, so as to be able simply to declare - what to them seemed the
only important thing - their opposition to the Homoousion. In addi
tion to this, another event, connected with consequences of more
universal moment, soon ensued,- the death of Constantine, iIi 337.
~is son Constantius, who succeeded him in the empirn-orthe East, 'was
mclined, even much more than his father had been, to intermeddle with
the internal affairs of the church. The emperor Constantine had not,
at least, in the theologian forgotten the emperor, - had not lost sight of
the political interest, in his concern for matters of doctrine. :But this
easily came to be the case with Constantius. If Constantine had, for a
moment, suffered himself to be drawn into too warm a participation in
theological controversies, yet, after he was made aware of the mischiev
ous consequences of such a course, he soon reverted to the principle of
holding fast simply to the interests ofpeace and quiet. It was not so with
Constantius. The latter engaged in doctrinal controversies in the same
w~y as if he were a bishop, only clothed with the power of an emperor.
HIS mistake with regard to the limits of his princely authority-which
he extended to things lying beyond its rightful province - brought its
o~n punishment along with it; for, while he imagined everything was
directed by his own will, he was only the servant of others, who knew
how to govern him,l and particularly of the eunuchs, who, in their
capacity of chamberlains,2 possessed unbounded power at his court.3
Now it was precisely in this quarter that the Anti-Nicene party acquired
the greatest influence. That very Arian presbyter, for instance, who
stood so high in the confidence of the emperor Constantine, had banded
OVer his will to his son Constantiua, and thus opened for himself a way
of access to the latter. He was attached to the court, and succeeded
in gaining over to the interests of his own system of faith the first cham
berlain Eusebius, and by his means the other eunuchs, the empress,
and finally the emperor himself.4 Thus the doctrinal controversies of
~he day became the fashionable topic of conversation at court. Hence,
It spread to the people of high rank, and then still lower down; so
that, as Socrates expresses it, a war of dialectics was carried on in
every family; or, as Gregory of Nyssa relates, the Homoousion came to
i

1 Athanas. hist. Arianor., ad monachos.
y 70. _MeT' E:Aro8ipov aX7JlluTOf I(<U OVOp.a

Tor OOVAof T(jV lMOV1'CJV aVTOV.
2

Prrepositi sacri cubiculi.

3

Athanas. 1. c. TIo'Jjn oe, fluiJ.ov Ot Ta
tVVOV-!OL rrapil. KCJvaraVTi<:, Kal

O~V d~LV

rraVia OVVaV7aL rrup'

• Socrat. II. 2.

avrifJ.
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be discussed in the baker's shops, at the tables of the money-changers,
and .even in the market for old clothes. These effects, howe\Ter, did not
develope themselves in their whole extent, till at a somewhat later
period. l
The immediate consequence of the change of government was, that
Constantine the younger, who had obtained the government over a part
of the West, sent back Athanasius once more to Alexandria, with a
letter to his community, in which he declared, that his father had
already entertained the same purpose, and had been prevented from exe
cuting it only by his death. Athanasius was received by his com
munity with enthusiastic expressions of love, and entered once more,
with his wonted zeal, into his former field of labor. He could not fail,
however, to come into frequent collision with the small remaining party
of the Arians and th,e l\leletians. The enemies of Athanasius, who at
the synod of Tyre had pronounced upon him the sentence of deposition,
and who still refused to acknowledge him as a regular bishop, strove to
kindle the fires of discord into a fiercer flame. They had given to the
Arian party, as their bishop, a presbyter named Pistus, who never suc
ceeded, however, in establishing his own authority. They afterwards
accused Athanasius of resorting to violence at his restoration, - of
procuring executions and the infliction of civil penalties, and of employ
ing for this purpose the provincial magistrates as his instruments. But
the friends of Athanasius 2 were enabled to show, that what was imputed
to him had been done by the provincial magistrates, independently of
Athanasius, while he was still on his journey, and without any connee·
tion whatever with the doctrinal controversies; and, beyond question,
the passion and rancor of a portion of his antagonists prepared them ~o
believe anything. Meantime, the last-mentioned party, assured of theIr
power over the emperor Constantius, took advantage of a festival at the
dedication of a church recently erected by him at Antioch, to open
there, in the year 341, a new ecclesiastical assembly. Here the sen
tence of deposition, previously passed upon Athanasius, was confirmed,
partly under the pretext that he had allowed himself, after having been
removed by a spiritual tribunal, to be rest<>red to his place, without any
new ecclesiastical inquiry and barely by the secular power ,3 - alth~ugh
Athanasius had not recognized that former council as a regular spintual
tribunal, and although his opponents did not scruple, in other matters,
to carry out many of their measures by the hand of regular power,-:
and in part by bringing up several new charges against him. As It
was known how confidently Athanasius' might rely on having the coUll
1 A remarkably vivid picture of this rage to, he gives you a specimen of dog:matizing
for doctrinal dispute amonO' all ranks of on generated and ungenerated be mg. In
people in Constantinople, "is drawn by quire the price of bread, you are answere~,
Gregory of Nyssa, in his Oratio de Deitate , The Father is greater than the Son, a~d the
Filii ct Spiritus Sancti, T.III. f.466: "Every Son subordinate to the Father.' Ask 1f t 6
comer and nook of the city is full of men bath is ready, and you are answer~d,', 'F,he
who discuss incomprehensible subjects j the Son of God was created from nothlOg.
2 See the Alexandrian synodal letter,
streets, the markets, the people who sell old
._
clothes, those who sit at the tables of the apolog. contra Arian. ~ 3.
8 To this the twelfth canon of this coun
money·changers, those who deal in proyis
ions. Ask a man how many oboli it comes cil refers.
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tenance of the Western church, in which the doctrine of the Homoousion
predominated; how much sympathy he met with during his first resi
dence there, inasmuch as the power of Constantius did not extend into
the West; it must have been feared, that what was undertaken to be
done against Athanasius would occasion a breach between the two
churches of the East and of the West. This it was desired, if possible,
to avoid. Delegates therefore were sent to the 'Vestern emperor Con
stans, and to the bishop Julius, of Rome. These delegates set forth the
charges which had been laid against Athanasius, and sought to gain
the assent of the Roman bishop, and, through him, of the more impor
tant bishops of the 'Vest. 13ut Athanasius also sent some presbyters
of his own clergy to Rome, to defend him against these charges. They
succeeded in refuting the accusations; and the deputies of the other
party, in their embarrassment, let faU certain expressions which the
Roman bishop 1 could, at least, so interpret as if they had appealed to
the decision of a new and larger synod. He at once accepted this
~ppeal; for very welcome to him was such an opportunity of establish
mg his own supreme judicial authority. He invited both parties, by
their delegates, to present their cause before a synod to be assembled
under his own presidency. 13ut it had never entered the thoughts of
the dominant party among the Orientals to concede to him any such
Supreme judicial authority. They looked upon it as a very strange
affair, that he should so have misunderstood them., As their prede
cessors had not obtruded themselves, in the N ovatian disputes, as
judges over the 'Vestern church, so neither did it become him to
obtrude himself as a judge in these controversies of the Eastern church:
h.e was not to suppose, that, because he presided as bishop over a larger
CIty, that he was on that account of any more consequence than other
bishops.2
Meanwhile, as the above-mentioned Pistus found it impossible to
acquire any authority at Alexandria, having been perhaps from the
first jostled along to that office by the intrigues of a few, the bishops
who were now assembled at Antioch named as bishop of Alexandria, in
place of Athanasius, a certain Cappadocian of a violent and headstrong
temper, by the name of Gregorius. In the name of the emperor, he
'Was installed as bishop of Alexandria. by an armed force; and those
1 We have in this case, to be sure, only
the report of one party; ,·iz. the Roman
Athanasian.
2. To this ohjection the Roman bishop,
Jul.lUs, gave a )"ery adroit nnd keen reply,
which doubtless must haye been felt hv
manl of these bishops, whose unclerical
ambition intere~ted them so much in the
business of exchanging their bishoprics in
small towns for those in the principal cities
n~d cnpitals; as, for example, Euseuius uf
~lcoTnedia, who contriyed to get hi!> bishop
~c of Berytus in Phccnicia exchanged for
t at of Nicomedin, once the imperial ~eat
the East Roman empire, and then this
bishopric for that of Constantinople. "If

o!
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you really consider," he writes to them, ; 6,
.. the di!.!Tlitv of the bishop~ to be eflualj
nnd if,;;s you write, you do not estimate
hishops by "the grentncl's of the cities where
they preside, then he to whom a s'!lnll town
has been entrusted should remam in the
place to which he was appointed, and nei
ther despise the flock committed to his cnrc,
nor pass over to those which haye not been
entrusted to him; thus despising the honor
which God confers on him, (I suppose that
in this place the word OO~1/r must haye fal
len out after OothiC11/r,) and betrayinfJ' ft.
thirst for the yain honor that comes f:'om
man."
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who refused to acknowledge him were treated as rebels against the
imperial authority. The greatest part of the community being strongly
attached to Athanasius, whom they regarded as their spiritual father,
while the civil and military authorities, who made no distinction be
tween this business and any other which they are called upon to perform
in the name of the emperor, proceeded to enforce obedience to the
bishop who had been thrust upon the people, various acts of insurrec
tionary violence would naturally be the result. The places which had
been consecrated to the service of the God of peace were profaned by
tho rudest passions. Amid these scenes of -disorder, the persecuted
Athanasius had still time to escape. He repaired, at first, to a place
of concealment in the neighborhood of Alexandria. From this spot, he
issued a circular letter to all the bishops, in which he described in
strong colors the illegality and injustice of all the proceedings against
him. N ext, in compliance with an invitation of the bishop Julius, he
repaired to Rome. There, by a synod convened near the close of the
year 342, he was recognized as a regular bishop, having resided for the
space of a year and a half in Rome; and no delegates from the part
of the Orientals, who did not acknowledge the tribunal erected by the
Roman bishop, having appeared to prove the charges laid against him.
The Roman bishop announced to them this decision in a letter, which
was written with the feeling of superiority that springs from the con·
sciousness of right in opposition to illegal, arbitrary will.
All the opponents of Athanasius being looked upon by the "Western
church as Arians, they were now solicitous to vindicate themselves
from this reproach; and many of them, without doubt, as plainly
appears indeed from their own avowal, were in no wise devoted to the
strictly Arian doctrines; though, at the same time, they were not in
favor of the Nicene creed. The hierarchical spirit was expressed in a
very remarkable manner, in the introduction to the first confession
drawn up at Antioch, where the bishops allege the following as a rea
son why they could not be called Arians: "How possibly could we,
who are bishops, follow the leading of a presbyter?" 1 V ery justly,
however, could the majority of them say, that from Arius they ha~
received no new doctrines of faith; but rather, after a previous eXaIIll'
nation of his faith, had admitted him to church fellowship. At assem
blies convened at Antioch in the years 341 and 345, five creeds were
drawn up, one after the other. It was agreed to condemn the peculia.r
Arian formulas, whereby the Son of God was placed in the class of
created beings, and whereby a beginning of existence was ascribed to
him; and to assert, in the strongest terms, a similarity of esse?ce
between the Son and the Father. There still remained but two pomts
of difference betwixt the doctrines here expressed by the Eastern bish0P:i'
and the doctrines of the Nicene council, understood according to th~U'
logical connection; - the recognition of the unity of essence, or iden~ty
of essence, in contradistinction to resemblance of essence, - agamst
which latter conception, Athan:lsius remarked, with great logical acute
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ness, that it was not applicable to the relation to God at all, but applied
only to the relation of temporal and earthly things to each other -and
the doctrine of a generation of the Logos having its ground in the
divine essence, not conditioned on any single act of the divine will, but
rather preceding all individual acts of the divine will.1 The Western
bishops did not proceed to discuss and compare these confessions of
faith, but simply stood fast by the council of Nice. Indeed, they were
Inclined to consider all the opponents of Athanasius in the East as
Arians, and to suspect an Arian element in all their confessions of faith.
The difference of languages, moreover, stood in the way of their coming
to any mutual understanding; the Greek language not being, at the
present time, so generally understood among the people of the West
as it had been in former days.
Through the influence of the Roman church, the two emperors, Con
stantius and Constans, were induced to unite in calling a general
council to meet at the city of Sardica in Illyria, in the year 347, for
the purpose of deciding these disputed questions, and of healing the
breach which now existed between the Eastern and the Western churches.
Of the Orientals, comparatively but a few attended; partly, because they
took no special interest in the disputes; partly, because they had no
desire of joining in common deliberation with clergy of the West;
and in part because the distance was inconvenient for them. There were
present but seventy-six of the Eastern, and more than three hundred of
the Western bishops. Where party interests were so opposite, and the
excitement of feelings was so great on both sides, it was impossible to
effect a union: the meeting served rather to make the breach still more
marked and decided, than it was before. The bishops of the 'Vest
having demanded that Athanasius and his friends should be allowed to
attend the assembly as regular bishops, and those of the East having
refused to grant this, a total rupture took place between the two parties.
The 'Vestern bishops continued to hold their session at Sardica; the
Orientals drew off to Philippopolis in Thrace. The latter there renewed
their sentence of deposition against Athanasius and his friends, and
extended it also to the Roman bishop Julius; and again composed a
new symbol of faith. 2
1 According to the Athanasian system.
!he fOllowing dilemma. necessarily presents
Itself: either the Logos is placed on an
equ~lity with the crcatures produced by a.
particular fiat of the divine will out of
n?thing, or he is acknowledged to be one
WIth the divine essence, his generation pro
ceeding from the essen('e of God, and being
as inseparable from it as his holiness, wis
~om, etc. All that God wills and decrees,
e Wills and decrees in the LofTos as !'nch.
'This distinction Athanasius co~sidered ne
cessary, not for the popular exposition of
doctrine. but for the systematic exhibition
of it. But to the mnjor portion of tho
Eastern church-teachers these propositions
appeared otfensive ; for, from misconception
and want of the gift for speewath'c appre

hension, they were led to suppose that God
was thereby subjected to constraint or nat
ural necessity. In the flaKpo(jTiXo~ l,oScatr
at Antioch, those therefore were expressly
condemned who taught: ·On ob {3ovi.i;au
OiodE thl.~(jf£ l-iiv~"1jUE TOV VlOV 11 rraT"ijp.
2 Acconling to the report of Socrates,
they cxprcF!'ed therein the doctrine of the
Un).uoLO~ ImT' oi'aiav, therefore the proper
Arianism. In this CflSC, we must suppose,
that not the Semi-Arians, as in the ecclesi
astical assemblies at Antioch, but the proper
Arinns, here had the preponderance; and
that it was not the endeavor here, as it had
been there, to lcssen the doctrinal differen
ces between the churches of the East and
of the West, but rather to express them in
the most marked manner. The fact, how
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The council of Sardica, on the other hand, confirmed the decisions
which had been already made by the Roman synod. A few among
the assembled bishops had, moreover, proposed a new confession of faith
in opposition to Arianism,! extending not solely to the doctrine of
Christ's divinity, but also to the doctrine of his becoming man, and to
the relation of the divine and human natures in Christ to each other.
But, by the wisdom of such men as Athanasius, who did not wish to
furnish occasion for new controversies, but only to hold fast the essen
tial thing in the doctrine of Christ's divinity, just as it had been ex
pressed in the Nicene creed, it was so managed that this confession was
rejected, and it was declared, that the custom of the Arians to multiply
and alter confessions of faith should not be followed. 2 The only conse
quence, for the present, which resulted from this issue of the council of
Sardica, was, that the bond of fellowship between the two churches was
completely severed. But subsequently, the council sent delegates for
the purpose of recommending to the emperor Constantius the cause of
the exiled bishops of the East. :Meanwhile, the 'Vestern emperor Con
stans endeavored to conciliate his brother to the party of Athanasius.
The Oriental court-party ruined their own cause by exposing the mean
intrigues of some of their leaders, of whom Constantius himself began to
be ashamed; and the ferments among the ever-turbulent people of
Alexandria, who were longing after their beloved Athanasius, and who
had become still more irritated-by the atrocious acts of Gregory,-these
ferments, which finally, in 349, led to the assassination of Gregory,
doubtless aroused the political anxieties of the emperor. All these
things cooperated to prepare the way for a change in the Eastern
church.3 Constanlius wrote to Athanasius, who perhaps could not be
ever, appears otherwise according to the
report of Sozomen, (3, 11,) who, notwith
standing it was his usual practice to follow
Socrates, yet in the present case appeals to
the synodal letter appended to the confes
sion of faith. By his account this latter
seems to have borne a considerable resem
blance to the Antiochian symbol, and to
have sprung out of the same doctrinal in
terests: for the Homoousion is not men
tioned; the anathema is pronounced on
those who supposed three gods, or identified
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit j and also on
those who taught that there had been a
time when the Son of God did not yet ex.
ist. Here then, also, we find nothing, it is
true, which the proper Arians might not
have subscribed; and perhaps it may hll.Ye
been, that -the proper Arian party had in
the present case possessed greater influence
than they did in the drawing up of the
several Antiochian creeds.
1 This may be found in Theodoret. L 8.
II Athanasii tomus ad Antiochen. § 5.
"Iva I'" 7'iPU9al1l !: d6~!1 Toi!: U10.ovI1L 7l'o/J.a
IU!: ypu9HV Kat opi.(av 7-Cpt rri.I1Tf{.)!:.
8 Socrates, Sozomen, and Philostorgius,
represent the matter as if the emperor
Constans had procured the recall of Atha-

nasius, by threatening to bring about his
restoration to Alex.andria by force of arms.
Unquestionably this account is continned
by certain indications belonging to the time
of the council of Sardica, which presuppose
such a connection of events. Lucifer of
Calaris (Cagliari) says, in his 1. I. pro Atha
sio, c. 35, that, if Athanasius were reaJly a
heretic, it would be no sufficient excuse for
Constantius, that he had been mo,'ed ~ re
call him through the fear of being jm'ol\'~d
in a war with his brother Constans. AglllD,
Athanasius was, at an early period, accused
by his enemies of attempting to create en
mity between the emperor Cons tans and
his brother Constantius. Apolog. ad Con
stant. § 3. Theodoret, it is trne, mcntio~S
also the threats of Constans against hiS
brother, but attributes the change of feel·
ings in that emperor towards the Ath an.a
sian party, to the fact that Constantine; diS
covered the base intriO'ues of the ,vorthless
Arian bishop, Stephan~s of Antioch, against
Euphrates, hishop of Cologne. Athana
sius, in his hist. Arianor. ad monachOg,
~ 20, 21, simply remarks, that Constans bad
given to the two bishops who had beeD
sent from the council of Sardica to Con·
stantius, a letter of recommendation i bu'
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so easily induced to place confidence in the emperor's promises, three
letters, in which he invited him to return back to his bishopric; and, in
349, Athanasius actually returned, and was received by his flock with
great demonstrations of joy. But in the same year in which Athanasius
came back to Alexandria, a political change occurred which was un
favorable to him. He lost his patron, the emperor Constans, who was
assassinated by the usurper Magnentius. Now, inasmuch as it was only
a combination of circumstances that had cooperated to produce a mo
mentary change, without much foundation for it, in thc disposition of
Constantius towards Athanasius ; - as the flatterers of the Arian court
party, favored by the eunuchs and chamberlains of the palace, ever
found it more easy to gain the emperor's ear, than Athanasius, whose
obstinacy made him an object of suspicion; 1 - it followed, as a matter
of course, that the attacks upon him were soon renewed. Ecclesiastical
and political charges were laid against him at oncc. It was asserted,
that, for the purpose of deposing bishops who had been accused of
some Anti-Nicene doct.rine, he had stretched his ecclesiastical power
beyond all lawful bounds; - that he had held divine service on
the Easter festival in a large church at Alexandria,2. before its con
secration had been finished by the emperor's command; and espe
cially that he had intermeddled with political affairs in which he had no
concern, and endeavored to involve the emperor in a quarrel with his
brother Constans.3 Various precautionary steps, however, were taken
he looks upon it as a consequence of that
~iscovery made at Antioch, that Constan
~IUS was brought to his senses. Hence he,
In the first place, forbade the persecutions
going on against the Athanasians at Alex
andria; and then, ten months later, after
the assassination of Gregory at Alexandria,
recalled Athanasius to that city. Still,
however, the silence of Athanasills would
prove nothing against the truth of the
above-mentioned account; for he would
naturally be unwilling to acknowledge a
fa~t which might haye served as a confirm
a~lOn of the suspicion set afloat against
himself, that he fomented enmity between
~e two brothers. It is true, Constantius
himself seems to testify, in his first letter
to ~thanasius, that he had resolved on re
calling him at his own motion; and he
sa~s, indeed, that it was his intention to
Wnte to Constans, with a "iew to obtain his
con.sent to the proposed recall. But it is
plalD of itself, that this public dcclarotion
of a Supreme magistrate meant but little;
and since, at all events, even according to the
report of Athannsius, it is not to be denied,
that Constans had backed the demand of
th.e council for the recall of Athanasius,
With. his letter of recommendation, the
application of Constantius to his brother
for the recall of Athanasius, could be nothing
n,tore than a mere formal proceeding. Be
Sides, Constantius, although compelled to
take this step, would naturally be unwilling

to have it appear that he acted by compnl
sion. Constantius himself declared, in a
document addressed to the Alexandrians,
after the Slssassination of Constans, that he
had recalled Athanasius to Alexandria out
of respect to his deceased brother. Rist.
Arian. ad monachos, § 50. But it is not
probable that Constans was actually on the
point of engaging in a war for this purpose,
or that Constantius should have felt so
much apprehension from a mere threat of
his unwarlike brother; unless we are will
ing to suppose, that the former had to fear
the landing of troops by his brother in
Alexandria, on account of the exasperated
sUlte of feeling which then existed among
the people. But it is easy to sec, also, that
the enelllie!l of Ath:masills would take pains
to spread the rumor that he had persuaded
Constam; to threaten war against his broth
er i and that others would repeat it after them,
for the purpose of giving a more brilliant
coloring to the zeal of Constans for pure
doctrine. The most probable snpposition
of all is, that different canses were here
combined together.
1 Amminnns Marcellinus says, hist. 1. 15,
c. 7. Constantio semper infestus.
2 See !lbove.
sEven Amm. Marcellinns was aware,
that political charges chiefly were brought
against Athanasius. Athanasium ultro pro
fcssionem altius se offcrentem sciscitariqae
conarnm cxterna.
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before they ventured to attack directly this important man himself.
The first attack was directed against two church-teachers, ]\farcellus,
bishop of Ancyra in Galatia, and Photinus, bishop of Sirmium in Lower
Pannonia, of whom the former had, from the beginning, been intimately
connected with the Athanasian party. It was easy to fix suspicion on
the latter, on account of his intimacy with the first, and thus accuse
them both as false teachers.
Marcellus, bishop of Ancyra in Galatia, had from the first been one
of- the most zealous defenders of the Nicene Homoousion. Being a
decided opponent to the theology of Origen's school, he would of course
oppose also that system of the Triad derived particularly from the
Origenistic scheme of faith, which prevailed in the Eastern church. All
subordination, which was opposed to the Homoousion, appeared to him
to be Arianism; and he traced the whole of this to the confusion of
Platonic, Hermetic, and Gnostic ideas with Christianity. He declared
Origen to be the author of this confusion. But Marcellus, by pushing
to the extreme his opposition to Arianism, in a work against the rhetori
cian Asterius, became suspected himself, as usually happens where oppo
sition is carried to excess, of the contrary error, and of denying, as a
Monarchian - which he came very near doing - the personal distinc
tions in the Triad. While the Arians distinguished the Logos dwelling
in God from the Logos so called in an improper sense, he maintained,
on the other hand, that this very name Logos was the only onc which
belonged to Christ according to his divine essence. This Logos was w
be conceived, either as remaining quiescent and hidden within the
divine essence, as the thinking reason of God, or as that reason pro
ceeding forth into manifestation by means of outward acts,1 as in the
creation generally, so in the different revelations; particularly and pre
eminently in the highest of all revelations by the Redeemer, when the
Logos, by virtue of a certain ivtpyda ~parrruc~, assumed a human body 38
a ministerial organ in accomplishing the redemption of mankind. While
the Arians asserted, that the titles applied to the Logos,- such as the
'1rPCJTOTOKOf Tii~ KTtf]eCJ~, the Son of God, the image of God,- signified a
relation of dependence and a beginning of existence; ~farcellus ad
mitt<!d they were right in this last particular, but denied the conse
quence which they believed themselves warranted to draw from this
premise in reference to the essence of the Logos himself. All these
predicates he would refer, not to the Logos per 8e,- respecting whom,
considered alone, the evangelist John predicates only the being in and
with God, - but to the particular active efficiency by whieh the Logos
proceeded forth from God, communicated himself outwardly, and in a
special manner to his radiation in human nature.2 Christ had called him
self distinctively the Son of man, in order to show thereby that he trans
ferred to himself the name Son of God only in reference to the men who,
through his irradiation in human nature, were to be made sons of God.3
1

The 1jO'VXii(ELV Ilnd the [veprEtV c5parrruc'ii

I:vtPyei~, resembling the earlier distinction
between a A6ro~ lVOLa{J£1"O~ nnd 7fpOc?OPLl(O~.
2 The ril1V1J(jt~ ToV A6rov has reference only

to the opaC1TucT; lvtpyrE{I 7fpolpxeG'8at. ~e
was the first who referred the passage In
Coloss. 1: 15, to Jesus considered l1S man.
s ·1va dta Til, TOtav17l~ opoi.tJyiar 8bm TaV
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Marcellus at first had stood in high authority with the adherents of
the Nicene council, at which he had zealously contended in behalf of
the Homoousion. The Arians and Semi-Arians, on the other hand,
eagerly took advantage of the weak spots which his exhibition of the
Triad exposed to them, for the purpose of accusing him of Sabellianism.
At an assembly held by this party at Constantinople in 336, the sen
tence of deposition was pronounced against him. The business of re
futing him was entrusted to Eusebius of Cresarea, who, as an Origenist,
would be a decided opponent of :Marcellus. Hence arose the two works
of Eusebius against him,! which, containing important fragments from
~he writings of' l\larcellus, have become the principal sources of our
mformation respecting his doctrines. He found, however, as did also
h~s friends, an affectionate reception in the 'Vestern church: the Roman
bIshop Julius was satisfied with the confession of faith which he presented
~ him. He probably, as Athanasius, was, in consequence of the decis
IOns of the council of Sardica, restored to his bishopric.
It was assuredly altogether contrary to his knowledge or his will, that
Marcellus had approached to the Sabellian or Samosatenian theory, in
pushing to the utmost length his favorite doctrine of the Homoousion ;
but his disciple Photinus, (cI>lJTelVOr,) who had received from him the
first impulse in his own theological career, did not shrink from plainly ex
pressing the Samosatenian or Sabellian doctrine of the Trinity. Thus,
from this quarter, an unfavorable light was reflected on the source whence
his doctrines had sprung, the system of :Marcellus himself,- a circum
stance of which his opponents were not slow to avail themselves.
The renewed attack upon these two men at the synod of Sirmium in
351, where both were deposed from their places, was the first thing to
seal the union of the Anti-Athanasian party,2 and to show their power.
In the next place, as there was reason to fear the union of the
Western church with Athanasius, advantage was taken of the residence
of Constantius in the 'Vest, occasioned by the war with blagnentius, to
prevail upon the Occidentals, by deceitful representations, and by exciting
their fears of the despotic power of Constantius, to whom the Western
empire was now subjected, to join with the East in the condemnation
of Atbanasius. The court-party pretended that the present question
did not relate at all to any interest of doctrine, but only to the person
of Athanasius. By this statement of the case, many bishops who had
not reflected much upon the matter, might suffer themselves t~ be per
slladed that they could yield what was required without compromising
their orthodoxy; that they needed not to s~crifi~e the quiet of their
church to an individual man, who perhaps mIght III many respects De
~ilty, whom, at any rate, they could not prot~ct by their single and
feeble voices. To the emperor the . matt~r mIght be so represented,
that the bishops who refused to acqUlesce m the condemnatIon, would
lll'{J(llJ';7"OV, dea T~~ -:r~ aVTOV KOlVlJVlar viov

2 Here owns drn.'WIl up the first Sirmian
Etiseb. de ec- creed, as it wns called,- analogous to the
c1csiastica Theol. 1. I. c. 20, p. 87, cd. Colon. fourth Antiochian.
1 C. Mnrcellum and de ccc1esiastica the
1
oog.

l1 Cot'

)ivea{)al 7rapa(JICt:Vum).
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appear to have acted, in an affair having no connection whatever with
the system of faith, in disobedience to the imperial commands; to have
shown a disposition, in spite of the emperor, to defend his declared
enemy; hence, to be deserving of punishment as refractory and dig.
obedient subjects. Thus was it contrived, at the church assemblies held
in ArIes and in Milan, to attain, by force or by fraud, a great number of
signatures. Some did not, in truth, really know what was required of
them; the others were bribed by princely favor; and others were un
manned by their fears, and excused themselves to their consciences by
the plea of ignorance.
At such a time, when all that is most sacred was given up and aban
doned to the arbitrary will of despotism, it is the more gratifying to
observe a few, who, raised by the power of faith above all that human
power could offer or threaten, constantly opposed themselves to that
arbitrary will; who, doubtless, with clear and calm discernment, saw
through the arts of the court-party, which assuredly were aimed, not
barely against the person but also against the doctrines of Athanasiu~;
and were prepared to devote and to sacrifice everything they had, III
the defence of truth, of innocence, and of the freedom of a churc?
threatened with the most humiliating slavery. It was not the state, It
was only the church, which, in these times of despotism and servility,
had such men to show - men inspired with the genuine spirit of freedom,
and who never consented to do homage to mere power.
Among these men may be named particularly, Eusebius, bishop of
Vereelli, distinguished for the zeal with which he administered his pas
toral offiee; also Lucifer of Cagliari, and Hilary of Poictiers. The
latter, who was distinguished among the doctrinal writers of the "\Vestem
church for a profoundness of intellect and a freedom of spirit peculiarly
his own, had for many years lived quietly and undisturbed in the ad
ministration of his episcopal office, to which he had come about the year
350, without concerning himself about the doctrinal controversies of
the East, until the arrival of the emperor in the West, in 355, introduced
disquiet also into the Gallic church. Now, for the first time, he heard
of the Nicene creed, and fOlmd in it the doctrine of the unity of essence
in the Father and Son, which he had before this ascertained to be the
true doctrine from the study of the New Testament, and had recei~ed
into his Christian experience, without being aware that the faith whIch
he bore in his heart had been laid down in the form of a creed.1 He
now held it to be his duty to sacrifice all else to the confession of the
truth. " I might," says he, "ha.ve enjoyed aU earthly advantages to
overflowing, might have boasted of familiar intercourse with the empe
ror, and like others, abusing the episcopal name, have exercised a
dominion in the church intolerable to the community and to individu~ls,
had I only been disposed to falsify the gospel truth, to shield my guIlty
conscience under the pretext of ignorance, and to excuse a bribed judg
1 He says of himself, lib. de Synodis,
§ 19: Regeneratus pridern, et in episcopatn
aliquantisper manens, fidem Nicrenam num-

quam nisi exnlatnrus nndivi; sed mihi b~
rnousii et homreusii intelligentinm evangclia
et apostoli intimaverunt.
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ment with the plea that it was forced by the judgment of another." 1
He presented a memorial to the emperor,2 in which, with the frankness
becoming a Christian and a bishop, yet without overstepping the limits
of a just respect, he told him many truths worthy of grave reflection,
such doubtless as in any other way could not have easily come to his
ears. He assured him, that sedition existed nowhere, as the court
party pretended, in order to excite his alarm; 3 the Arians were the
only ones who disturbed the public peace; there was no other means
of healing the evils of the distracted church, but by putting an end to
constraint in spiritual things, and leaving each one at liberty to live
entirely according to the convictions of his own conscience. It was his
earnest prayer, he said, that the emperor would graciously be pleased
to allow the churches to attend on the preaching of those whom they
preferred, whom they themselves had chosen; to receive from such the
sacraments, to pray with such for the emperor's ,yelfare and salvation."
But, far different from Hilary, Lucifer of Cagliari, a man of stormy
vehemence and fanatical zeal, did not understand how to unite to
Christian frankness and love of truth, that respect for the existing order
of the state, and that fulfilment of the duties of the citizen, which
Christianity prescribes, and the genuine spirit of Christianity superin
duces. True, he spoke in a beautiful and high-minded strain against
the unreasonable expectations of the emperor, that the bishops should,
at his command, condemn unheard an absent, and, in their opinion,
an innocent man; and nobly he calls on the emperor to acknowledge
Athanasius as his Christian brother, and as such to forgive him, eyen
though he supposed him guilty of personal offences against himself.
On this occasion, too, he said many fine things about the universal
Christian brotherhood, which should embrace all without distinction of
earthly rank. " Are you ashamed," says he to the emperor, "to call
Athanasius your brother 'r If you profess to belong to Christ, you are
bound to call all Christians your brethren, not only Athanasius, but
even those whom you see begging an alms of you; for we all, all
I mean who belong t{) the church of the Lord, are one, since with the
Lord there is no respect of persons." 4 But with all this, it must be
allowed, his intemperate passion blinded him to his obligations of respect
to the emperor. He called him an Antichrist, a servant of Satan, and
~ddressed him in a tone which might well be regarded as exciting t{) sedi
tIon, and as tending to confirm the accusations of the Arian court-party.
Besides this, Lucifer contended for the independence and freedom of
the church, not in tlte spirit of the gospel, which keeps spiritual and
worldly things wholly separate from each other, but from another,
ll~evangelical point of view; for, mi.-cing together spiritual and secular
things in another sense, confounding the theocratic forms of the Old
and the New Testaments, he required that the secular power should be
~ opus historicum fragment. I. ~ 3.
LIb. I. ad Constantium.
: Nulla suspicio est seditionis.
Pro Athanasio, I. II. c. 29. Si Cbristio.·
num te profiteris, debes omncs Christinnos
VOL. II.
34

fratres diccre, et quid em non solum Atbano.
sium, sed et cos quos viderig stipem peten
tes. Omnes etenim in ecc1esia. Domini
constituti unum sumus apud quem non sit
acceptatio personarum.
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outwardly subordinated to the spiritual, that the church should possess
the outward sovereignty, and consequently was in favor of setting up a.
priestly despotism in opposition to that of the emperor.! Finally, the
emperor once more used his power to destroy two bishops who stood
in high authority,- the one on account of the seat of his episcopacy,
the other on account of his venerable age, being more than a hundred
years old,--.;.. both of whom he had more cause for sparing than others,
the bishops Liberius of Rome, and H~sius of Cordova. Liberius had
orally declared, in opposition to the emperor's delegates, to his dogm"atiz·
ing chamberlains, and to the emperor himself, that nothing should move
him to condemn an innocent man, and subject the affairs of the church
to the judicial decisions of the emperor. So also Hosius, in a
spirited memorial to the emperor, wherein he represented to him that
he ruled over his equals, and had one and the same judge with them in
heaven. Both, we must admit, acted on the narrow and unevangelical
principle, that as the emperor ruled independently in the secular
province, so the bishops ought to rule independently in the spiritual.
Liberius was banished to Berrea in Thrace, Hosius to Sirmium. Thus
aU who refused to obey were banished to different places, for the most
part in the East; and many of them were very harshly treated.
When the victory was supposed to be already secured over the
Western church, the next step was to attack Athanasius himself, the
preeminent object of hatred to the episcopal court-party and to Constan
tius. But Constantius, purposely, without doubt, sought to lull Atha
nasius into security, partly that he might have him more certainly in his
power, and partly in order t() guard against disturbances among the people
of Alexandria. 'Yhen Athanasius first heard of the plots of his opponents,
the emperor in a brief letter promised him perfect safety, and bade
him not be alarmed, and not to allow himself to be disturbed in the quiet
administration of his office. 'Yhen, therefore, the summons requiring
him to leMre the church was first sent to him by men who professed t()
have full powers from the emperor, he declared, that, as he had been
directed by an imperial writ to remain at Alexandria, he held himself
neither bound nor authorized to abandon the church entrusted to him
by the Lord, except by a written order coming from the emperor bim·
self, or at least in his name. He quietly proceeded, therefore, to ~g.
charge his episcopal duties in the same manner as before. But, whIle
engaged in the church during the night of the ninth of February, A.D.
356, amidst a portion of his flock, who were preparing by prayer and
song for the public worship, which, according to the Alexandrian usage,
was to be celebrated on Friday morning, the DlL,{ Syrianus burst sud
1 When, for example, he says to the emperor, (pro Athanasio, l. I. c. VII.:) "So
far was he from havinO' anv right to rule
over the bishops, that h~ was' rather, accord·
ing to the laws of God, guilty of n crime
worthy of death, if in the spirit of pride he
refused to obey their decisions." Ut si sub·
vertere eorum decreta tcntaveris, si fueris in
superbia comprehensus, morte mori jussus
sis. Quomodo dicere poteris, judicare te

posse de episcopis, quibus nisi obedicris,
jam quantum apud Deum, mortis. pC£l!3
fneris mulctatus. Hence, too, in hiS wnt·
in<Ts, he quotes from the Old Testam~nt,
whence he derh-ed his ideas rc~pectll1g
the church theocracy, more often than he
did from the New .• We percei\'e already
in Lucifer a spirit of altogether the same
cast with that of Hildebrand.
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denIy into the church, with a troop of armed men, regardless of all
reverence for sacred things. Athanasius, amidst the din and tumult
of the brutal soldiery, perfectly retained his presence of mind: he
endeavored first to preserve peace among the assembled members of
his church, and to provide for their safety, before he. thought of his
own. He remained quietly on his episcopal throne, and bade the dea
con proceed in the recitation of the 136th Psalm, where the words
"For His mercy endureth for ever," were continually sung by the choir
of the church. Meanwhile, however, the soldiers pressed forward con
tinually nearer to the sanctuary. 1tionks, clergy, and laity, therefore,
bade Athanasius save himself. But not until the greatest part of his
flock had departed, did he slip out with those that remained, and escape
the hands of the soldiers who were sent tQ arrest him.! Once more,
by an armed force, the Alexandrian church were compelled to submit,
and receive as their bishop an altogether unclerical, rude, and passionate
man, Georgius of Cappadocia. Every sort of atrocity was committed
under the name of religion; while Athanasius, threatened with death,
and pursued as far as Auxuma in Ethiopia, found refuge among the
Egyptian monks.
Thus, then, the Arian party had obtained the victory throughout
the whole Roman empire ; but this vict{)ry was destined to work mis
chief on themselves. The party was, in fact, composed originally of
two constituent portions; those whom we have designated already by
the name Semi-Arians, who constituted the majority of the Oriental
church, and the Arians properly so called, who formed by far the
smaller number. Both parties had been, till now, united by their
common opposition to Athanasius and to the council of Nice, and the
peculiar differences between themselves had therefore no opportunity
for expression. More especially had they whose views were completely
Arian a strong interest in attaching themselves to the dominant party
of the Oriental church. But as the external opposition which had held
both parties together was removed, the opposition within their own
body would now begin more distinctly to manifest itself. In addition
to this, two men appeared on the stage, who gave to strict Arianism, in
contradistinction as well to the Homoiousian as to the Homoousian
scheme, a more precise .and logically consistent expression than had
hitherto been done. These were Actius and his disciple Eunomius.2
Particularly deserving of notice is the latter, as well on account of his
steadfast zeal in defence of his own convictions, and the purely dog
matic interest, untroubled by any secular motives, by which he was emi
nently distinguished from the Arian court-party, as on account of the
complete individuality of his doctrinal bent of mind, which w~s altogether
original and of one piece.
As it respects the doctrine of Eunomius concerning the Son of God,
he coincided entirely on this point with Arius, and here brought forward
nothing that was new; but the peculiarity in his case was the decided
!

See Athanas. apolog. de foga sua, § 24.

ru2st. Arian. ad monachos, § 81.

Concern,ing the early edncation which
ha
sped
the life of Eunomius, we have small

menns of information; for the accounts of
Gregory of Nyssa spring from a too hostile
and party interest to be of any use.
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character of his whole intellectual bent, by which he was led to take
ground against the reigning religious and doctrinal tendencies of his
time, on many sides even where Arius had fallen in with them.1 A
doctrinal tendency which narrowly confined itself within the province
of the understanding; which set itself to oppose the mystical and con
templative element, the element of feeling in theology, and hence also
the predominant influence of the Platonic philosophy on theology; a
tendency to conceive everything in a manner altogether too outward
and mechanical, - this tendency, which we remarked already in Arius,
appeared still more decidedly pronounced in the character of Eunomius.
Arius agreed with his opponents in acknowledging the incomprehen
sibleness of the divine essence and of divine things; but Eunomius
endeavored not only to describe the manner in which the Son of God
came into existence, and his relation to the Father, as matters quite
comprehensible, but he aSserted also the comprehensiblenes8 of the
divine essence generally: he combated the reigning principle, especially
of those doctrinal writers whose views were shaped by the Platonic
philosophy, that there was no possible form of knowing which compre
hended the essence of divine things, but only a symbolical knowledge
of them for the human understanding. With the presumption which
most often accompanies narrowness of mind, he said of those who de
fended the incomprehensibleness of divine things: "If some men's
minds are so obtuse that it is beyond their power to comprehend any
thing, either of that which lies before their feet or of that which is above
their heads, yet it would not follow from this, that the knowledge of
true being is unattainable by all the rest of mankind." 2 In perfect
consistency with his own views, that the Son of God was but the first
of created beings; that there was no manifestation or appearance of
God in Christ, but that Christ was only the most perfect of creatures,
destined to conduct other creatures to the original source of all exist
ence, as a being without himself; in entire consistency with these viewS
and principles, he taught therefore that the minds of believers ought
not to stop with the generation of the Son of God; but, although they
should follow him at first as the guide to the way, they ought to soar
above him, as above all created beings, to that Being who is the original
source of eternal life, as well as the author of all things, as their final
aim. "The minds of those that believe on the Lord," says he, "should
by their very nature, rising as they do above all sensible and spiritual
beings, not stop even with the generation of the Son of God. They
soar above this, in striving, out of an earnest desire for eternal life, to
attain to the Highest." 3
1 Arius wa.~ himself nn ascetic, as we near the beginning: OMe yap el TlV~ 0
have observed before; Eunomius was nn vovr ow KaKovolav tUICOTTJpiVQ(; fl1Joev« fl1J Tf
opponent of the ascetic tendency, as also Ti:JV 7rpOu(.J, flT,Te TQv inrep /Ce¢aAiir t9l.iCVOLTO,
of the worship of martyrs and relics. See Kat eM joVT'O flT,n Toir UMol{' uv{)piJ7rOl!
Hieronym. adv. Vigilantium. There is E9l1C11JV elvcu r7rv Ti:JV OVTCJV eVpeatv. I .set
floating in ~y memory a passage, where he down the passage here with an emendatIOn
t:mnts BaSil of Cresarea on his harrrrard of the text, the correctness of which will be
figure, emaciated by ascetic practices j eb~t I obyions to everv one.
8 '0 rap voiir -TWV e1r Tilv iCVprov 7rE1rlt1T~
cannot at this moment recall it.
KOTCJV, 7raaav al~ ItcU v01J~V OUGLatl
2 Gregor. Nysscn. orat. 10, adv. Eunom.
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From the position., thus assumed, of a supranaturalizing dogmatism

of the understanding, Eunomius was led to misconceive, in a remarka
ble manner, the nature of religion generally, and of Christianity in
particular; - placing it in an illumination of the understanding, in a
theoretical ktwwledge of God and divine things. Thus, in opposition to
those who defended the doctrine of the incomprehensibleness of God,.
he said: "In vain did our Lord call himself the door, if no one enters
through this door to the knowledge and contemplation of the Father:
in vain did he call himself the way, if he has not made it easy for those
~ho would do so, to come to the Father. How could he be the light,
If he did not enlighten men? " 1 But the gospel speaks of the coming
~ God, of the enlightening of the soul, in quite another sense from that
In which Eunomius here conceives it.
A fellowship of life with God,
and an enlightening of the understanding which comes from this, - not
a certain abstract and formal knowledge of divine things, as Eunomius
~upposes, is the true subject of discourse there. To such an extreme,
~n fact, did he go in the heat of his polemical zeal, without distinguish
mg at all the different forms of knowing, as to charge those who denied
the possibility of knowing God and the generation of the Son of God in
the sense in which he conceived it, with denying generally the objective
truth of every possible knQwledge of God. He accused them of preach
ing an unknown God; - and, since without the knowledge of God
there could be no Christianity, he held that, accordingly, they were not
even to be called Christians. 2 The predominant tendency in the church,
which, beyond question, may have proved unfavorable to the purity of
the Christian doctrines, - the tendency which assigned to the liturgical
element a so much higher place than to the didactic and the doctrinal;
which exalted the sacraments above the word, - Eunomius combated;
not, however, on purely evangelical, but on other, partial principles,
placing an over-valuation of the logical development of the doctrinal
conception, in opposition to the exclusiveness of the tendency above
mentioned. The essence of Christianity, in his opinion, did not
depend on certain sacred names or customs, but on the accuracy of
doctrines.8
Gregory of Nyssa maintained, on the contrary, that Christianity
proceeded from, and had its root in, the inner life, inward experience,
the fellowship of life with Christ; but all this, we must add, depend
ing on the mediation of the visible church, of a visible priesthood,
through participation of the sacraments within the church. " 'Ve,"
says he, " have learned from the words of our Lord, that whosoever has
not been born of water and of the Spirit, cannot enter into the kingdom

em

piav oi/CeiCJ~ lXEtv ToV~ ciYVCJaTov arro¢atvo
V7rf:plCinpa~, OVOE
17;1; TOU YEVV~aECJ~ IITr(za
\Jat 7te</lv/CEV. 'Errf/cfiva de TaVTTJ~ lETal rrcJ\J~ fLh.'ovr riJv 1'7riav t;Jl:alV, ciYVCJaTOv Of: /Cat TOv
TiJ~ )'EVv~af:(.J~ Tporrov. Gregor. 1. c. XI.
rij~ alCJviov ;;CJiJ~ CvrvXElV TfiJ 7tpcJTC:J yl..q o
IltVo~. In opposition to this, says Gregory f.704.
3 L. c. 704. Ovre Tij (Jf/-lv{rrTITl TcjV QVo
of Nyssa: "If, then, eternal life is not in
the Son, he spoke falsely who said: I am fLU.TC.JV, OViE l\JC.Jv /Cal. fLvarLKwv uvfLj30Uw
ldw'Tirra KVpOV(ll'Jal TO T~~ d:aff3eia~ fLvari;
the etcrnallife." Orat. 10. 674. 675.
pwv, T~ & TcjV Oor/-laTCJv Iucpt{3rif!.
1 Gregor. 1. c. 671.
.
2 Mnde rrpor riJv Ti:w XPlITrWVCJV. rrpo(1Tryo
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of heaven; and that whosoever eat,s the Lord's body, and drinks his
blood, shall live for ever. Even such men as in their inner life are not
Christians, may nicely argue on the doctrines of the Christian faith; as
in fact we hear of those who are not Christians making the doctrines of
Christianity a su~ject for logical disputations." 1. c. 704. Had Eunomius
and Gregory of Nyssa carried out still further this remarkable differ
ence of views,- which, however, in the vast compass it embraces, was at
that time impracticable, - they would have been led back to the ques
tion, whether the essence of religion consists in a form of knowing, or
in a certain species of inward life and feeling; - which difference in
the mode of conceiving the essence of Christianity, according to the
different peculiarities of men's individual characters, according as the
heart or the understanding has predominant s~ray, or at least according
as they have been conducted to religion more by the one or by the other
of these, is a thing of very frequent occurrence. But when Gregory of
Nyssa says, it is a peculiarity of Paganism ro place religion in doctrinal
knowledge, this certainly is altogether incorrect; for, on the contrary,
the predominant element in Paganism was feeling, - a feeling neither
guided nor accompanied by any clear consciousness, but which con
founded God with nature, things divine with things natural. It was
not until Christianity had made religion an object of clear conscnousnes8,
that the one-sided tendency could also make its appearance, which
placed religion in the doypimJv aKptfM", (accuracy of doctrines.)
Eunomius, however, was in nowise conscious of the new doctrinal
tendency which would have gone forth from him, in case he had been
able to gain preponderance in the church. It was by no means his in
tention to set up a new doctrinal system. He supposed he was teaching
no other doctrines than those contained in the old simple creeds of the
Eastern church; he believed that he was only clearly deyeloping the
included contentR of the doctrine concerning the Son of God transmitted
in them. Had it not been for the starting-up of the errors on another
side, he was of opinion that men would have been perfectly satisfied with
those simple articles which already embraced within them all that was
necessary for right knowledge.1 It is easy to see, too, how, from his
own point of view, he must have so considered it, that his doctrines
,were none other than what necessarily resulted from the development
of thc ancient doctrines of the church, "concerning the faith in one
God, the Almighty Father, from whom proceeded all existence, and
the one only-begotten Son of God, the God Logos, by whom all things
were brought into existence." Is God the Almighty the alone author,
himself without beginning, of all existence? Accordingly, then, every
thing, including the Son of God himself, came into existence from him.
A communication from the essence of God cannot be conceived, with
out transferring to the divine being the representations of sense. A
production, a bringing forth, cannot be conceived without beginning and
end: the generation of the Son of God, which it is impossible to con
ceive different from any other production, any other work, must have
1

See Eunomii apologia Basil. opp. ed. Garnier. T. I. f. 619.
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had its beginning, as it must have been completed, at a definite point
of time.I
The idea of an eternal generation appeared to the understanding of
Eunomius, who could not divest himself of 'he forms of temporal and
sensuous intuition, as a thing altogether absurd, self-contradictory.
This idea of an efficiency flowing out of the essence of God was bor
rowed, as he supposed, from the pagan philosophy; and this idea had
led the philosoplters also int<> the false notion of a creation without
beginning.
Again, it seemed to Eunomius to follow from the relation above
mentioned of the Supreme essence to all things else, that God, who is
without beginning, is, by his essential nature, infinitely exalted above all
other existences, and also above the Son; and that he can be com
pared with nothing else. But, by this supposition, he imagined nothing
further was determined, as yet, respecting the essence of' the Son of
God, except in this relation. The difference of created beings among
one another depended on the divine win, which had fixed for each
being the specific limits of its particular existence; and God had brought
forth the Logos alone, the first and the most perfect of- created beings,
and conferred on him the greatest possible likeness to himself, (but, of
Course, not a likeness of essence,) divine dignity and creative power,
since it was his will to employ him as his instrument in creating all
other existences. This is the ground of the immeasurable difference
between him and all other creatures. God produced him alone immedi
ately, but all other creatures indirectly through him. In this respect, t<>o,
Eunomius believed he could appeal t<> the agreement of his doctrine
with that of the old creed respecting the Logos.
The Arianism which was expressed in this manner would of course
bring out in stronger relief the opposition between the Arian and the
Semi-Arian parties.
The Antiochian church, over which the Arian Eudoxius presided as
bishop, became the gathering place for the adherents of the Arian doc
trine, so distinctly expressed by Aetius and Eunomius. Against these,
a violent opposition was excited on the part of the Semi-Arian party;
and several of the bishops who stood at the head ofit,-such, for example,
as Basil, of Ancyra in Galatia - possessed great influence with the em
peror Constantius, to whom it was easy to represent the Eunomian
doctrines as blasphemous.
At the head of the Arian court-party stood, at that time, two men,
versed in all the intrigues of the court, who had already shown how
,!ell they understood the art of changing their principles ~nd convic
b0ns according to circumstances, and particularly accordmg t<> the
1 L. c. 650. ITuO'llr i'f1JV~O'f:Wr o{n, i7r'
aTieipov l/(iflVopiV llr, IiI).' Elr Tl TiM!' /(am/'llYoVO'llr rivu),Kll 'iruaa KaL TOrr 'irapa&;afi\lovr TOU vlou 11]V yE:VV~GLt' Tt) Tf: (not TOU,
as the editions have it) 1rf:1ruvO'l9at ToVTOV
Ytllv<JPf:1JOV, p~& r.por rilv uPX~v urravO'TWr
IXE:Lv. He conceived the creating act of
God after an altogether anthropopathic,

temporal manner. God had instituted the
Sabbath for the purpose of showing that
his creation, as it had an end, must also
have had a be~inni~g: Ob yrlp ry rrpiJ'r"1)
riir r;vic1E:~r ~f17.PCf: WJ..a ry, t{300~1), ~v ~ /(~Tf:rraVGEV urro TWV qpwv, ic5w/(t: TTJV V1iOjl.V1J
alV riir OTJfUovpyiar.
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prevailing tone of the palace.! These were Ursacius, bishop of Singi
dunum in Mresia, and Valens, bishop of Mursa in Pannonia. These
persons contrived an artifice, by which, for, a time, they hoped to con
ceal the differences between the Eunomian party and the ruling ma
jority of the Oriental church, and perhaps by degrees to get entirely
rid of the articles of doctrine opposed to that party. It could be plaus
ibly represented to the emperor, that all the controversies which, for so
long a time, had distracted the church, had been occasioned by the
wretched term ovcria; it was only needful to remove this unhappy term
from the vocabulary of the church, and peace would be restored; and
the term ovaia, about which there had been so many disputes, did not
even once occur in the sacred scriptures in that metaphysical sense;
the attempts to define what belonged to the essence of God exceeded,
in fact, the limits of the human faculties of knowledge; 2 and it was
possible, indeed, to settle finally, in a manner which all must approve,
everything that was necessary for maintaining the divine dignity of our
Saviour, without keeping alive that unholy strife about the Qvcria, pro
vided only that due prominence was everywhere given to the resem
blance between him and the Father. Such reasons, of course, could
easily be represented in a convincing light to the emperor and the fol
lowers of the court. It was first at an assembly of the court-party,
held at Sirmium in Lower Pannonia, in 357, that a symbol of faith "as
drawn up to this purport: "'Vhereas so many disturbances have
arisen from the distinction of the unity of essence or the likeness of
essence, (concerning the difference of essence, which the Eunomians
maintained, a wise silence was observed,) so from henceforth nothing
shall be taught or preached respecting the essence of the Son of God,
because nothing is to be found on that subject in the holy scriptures,
and because it is one which surpasses the measure of the human facul
ties." 3 The venerable Hosius, who had passed his hundredth year
and now lived in exile, was wrought upon to subscribe this confession,
and was even reported to be its author: thus it was hoped to give it
additional weight. N or was any labor spared to bring over the Roman
1 Thcse two mcn, disciplcs of Arius, who
thus far had becn concerned in all the in
trigues against Athanasius, presented, when,
through the influence of the emperor Con
stans, the Athanasian party began to con
quer, a writing to the Roman bishop, Julius,
in which they declared all the charges
brought against Athanasills to be false, tes
tified their repentance, and pronounced the
anathema on the Arian doctrines. See
Athanas. apolog. c. Alian. ~ 58.
2 It is quite evident, that such explana
tions could not proceed from those who
really ~ad at heart the principles of the
Eunommn system, or who had not been
long since ready to sacrifice them in part to
policy. But the lattcr we are not justified
in supposing; for the doctrine concerning
the comprehensible nature of the ovcri.a was,
in troth, a thing altO[Jetker new, peculiarly

Eunomian, wherein, besides, the Arians,
properly so called, were not entirely agreed.
It may be a question, moreover, whether
this new plan of conciliation was not a con
tinuation of the older one which had come
from Eusebius of Cresarea; whether it did
not perhaps spring from his disciple and
successor, the bishop Acacius of Cresarea.
8 Quod vero quosdam aut m~l!os I?~vc
bat de substantia, qum Grrece ot'O'ta dlCl~ur,
id cst, ut expressius intelligatur, homoo usJO ?
aut quod dicitur homreusion, nullam omm
no fieri oportere mcntionem nec quenqua;i
prredicare; ea de eaussa et ratione, qu
nee in divinis seripturis contineatur, et quod
super hominis scientiam sit, nec quisquaIIl
possit natiyitatem ejus enarrare, ~e quO
scriptum est: Generationem ejus qUlS cnal
rabit 1 Jes. 53: 8. (According to the Alex.
vers.)
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bishop Liberius. His earnest IOQging for perfect freedom, and wish to
return to his bishopric, finally prevailed on the man who had exhibited
so much firmness at first, to abjure his own convictions. He subscribed a
creed drawn up by the court-party at Sirmium, which perhaps was none
other than that second Sirmian confession. 1 In a letter to UrsaciuB
and Valens, and another to the Oriental bishops at large, he testified
his acquiescence in the condemnation of Athanasius; and only begged
most earnestly, that they would prevail on the emperor to let him
speedily return to Rome.
But the leaders of the Semi·Arian party saw in that Sirmian creed a
cunningly·contrived device to effect the suppression of their peculiar
doctrines, and to secure the triumph of the Eunomian. The attempt
~ unite the contending parties by expunging the disputed articles, and
mtroducing general formulas, became, as usually happens, but the seed
o~ new and still more violent schisms. Two of the most respectable
bIshops of the Semi·Arian party, Basil of Ancyra and Georgius of
Laodicea in Phrygia, published, in conjunction with other bishops assem
bled in a synod at Ancyra, A.D. 358, a long and copious document,
of a doctrinal and polemical nature, in which the doctrines of this party
Co?cerning the resemblance of essence, as well in opposition to the
~lCene as to the Eunomian articles, were fully unfolded; at the same
tune that the church was warned against the artifices of those who, by
expunging the term oVuia, were seeking to suppress the doctrine of the
resemblance of essence itself. It was here very clearly shown, that
true resemblance in all other things presupposed resemblance of
e~sence; and that without this the notion of a Son of God, essentially
different from created existences, could not be maintained. The em
peror Constantius heard of these controversies. It was contrived to
prejudice his mind against several of the leaders of the Eunomian
party; so that he who possessed the inclination - no less expensive to
the state, than it was injurious to the church - of convoking synods,2
1 ':£'hat he subscribed a. creed drawn up
R.t Smnium, Liberius himself says in Hila
nus, .fragm. VI. ex opere historico, ; 6; but
the. Signatures of the bishops to this creed,
which Hilary himself notices, do not, it
lllust be admitted, secm to belong to the
Eecond Sirmian creed. Yet the conclusion
~hich some who would fain pass a milder
ludgment on the conduct of Liberius, have
drawn from this circumstance, viz. that he
ly subscrihed the first Sirmian creed, of
~ e year 351, which proceeded from the
~mi-Arian party, and was extremely mod
~"ate, (see above,) - this is in the highest
egree improhable. The then dominant
COurt·party were in fact not lookiner drter
buthorities to support Semi-Arian ~reeds ;
?t, on the contrary, their entire efforts were
directed !O the procuring of influential sig
natures 10 favor of their new conciliatory
creed. Now as Liberius, to judge from his
~ay of speaking against his own conscience
10 the affair of Athanasius, and. from the

°h

illiberal spirit which betrays itself in. his let
ters to the Eastern bishops, UrsaclUs and
Valens, was surely ready, in this state of
feeliner, to suhmit to anything, provided
only he could be released from his con~n~
ment, and be able to return to Rome; It IS
impossible to see, why the court·party
should not have required of him what it
must have been most important for them
to secure. Unless we suppose, then, that
Hilary or his scribe committe~ .an error. in
the title, but one other suppositIOn remams,
_ which, beyond question, has mnch in its
favor - viz. that the third Sirmian creed is
here 'meant. The only difficulty is, that it
does not pcrfertly accord with the testimo
ny of Athannsius, that Liberius speut two
years in exile; which statement, however,
need not be considered as claiming to be
strictlv correct in point of chronology.
2 The moderate Pagan, Ammianus Mar
cellinns, says of him, l. 21, c. 16, that, by
the multitude of synods which he convened
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held it to be necessary once more to convene a general council, at which
the bishops of the East and of the West should assist, for the restora.
tion of unity to the church. Such a reunion the leaders of the Arian
court-party had much reason to dread; for as it was the case before,
that the common opposition to the Nicene Homoousion had united to
gether the Arians and the Semi-Arians, so it might easily happen now,
that the common opposition to strict Arianism would cause the differ
ence between the Semi-Arians of the East and the Homoousians of the
West to retire into the back-ground; and, in that case, the far inferior
strictly Arian party would have to yield to the overwhelming majority
of the Orientals and Occidentals, belonging to the two parties. The
bishops Ursacius and Valens, therefore, employed every art in their
power to prevent the assembling of such a general council from the two
quarters of the world. As various circumstances came to their aid,
they so far actually succeeded as to procure, that two councils should
be assembled instead of one; an Oriental council to meet at Seleucia
in Isauria, and a tVestern council to meet at Ariminum (Rimini) in
Italy.
Next, U rsacius and Valens entered into negotiations with several
bishops of the Semi-Arian party, for instance, Basil and Georgius, whom
they accidentally met at the emperor's court in Sirmium, respecting a
creed which was to be laid before the councils soon to be assembled.
This took place in the evening before Pentecost, A.D. 358.1 Just as
in the case of political compromises, something was sacrified, and som.~
thing was conceded on both sides, for the sake of union. To the Semi·
Arians it was conceded, that the Son of God was before all time, and
before all conceivable existence generated of God, - which conception
was to be apprehended only in a spiritual manner.2 It was conceded
to them, that the Son was ill all respects like to the Father, as the
scriptures taught. Under this "all," the Semi-Arians might under
stand the OVUla to be also included; but the Eunomians, looking at
the article from their own point of view, instead of finding in the clause
" according to the scriptures," or " as the scriptures teach," a confirm
ation of th~t resemblance extending to all respects, might, on the ~o~
trary, conSIder themselves warranted so to interpret the clause, as if It
contained a limitation of what went before, to wit, in all respects, so far
as the holy scriptures extended this all,. and in their opinion, God the
Father, according to the scripture doctrine, was to be compared, so far
as his essence was concerned, with nothing besides himself. To make
out this interpretation, they may also have availed themselves of the
article which the Semi-Arians, making concessions on the other side,
. allowed to pass, - that the term oVC1La, for as much as it only served,
from not being understood by the laity, to create disturbance, and for
for. tl;te purp~s~ of imposing on all his own ad nihilnm perducitur. Frag. m. ex opere
relIgIOUS OpInIOnS, (the bishops travelling historico, ~ 25.
a! the pubb~ expense, and in the public ve
1 Of these transaction3 Epiphanius speaks,
hicles,) he Interrupted the business of the hreres. 73, and moreover gil-es the date. .
2 Yet the Eunomians also might adroit
pnblic conveyances, rei vehicularire succi
disse nervos i and, in accordance with this, this, understood in their own way. (See
Hilary says: Cursus ipse publicus sttritus above.)
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as much as the holy scriptures did not contain this word, should for the
future never be employed in explaining the doctrine concerning God.
As this confession of faith was a production of clerical court-policy, so
too it renounced altogether the ecclesiastical form in its conclusion;
being drawn up in the form of a decree proceeding from the emperor's
privy council; and when it was mentioned that this confession had been
drawn up in the presence of the emperor, the attribute which pagan
fiattery had given to the head of the Roman empire - that of the
Eternal- was applied to Constantius.! The weak spot here exposed
by: this court-party, Athanasius well knew how to take advantage of: he
saI~ of the Arians, that, in affixing with so much precision the date to
theIr confession of faith, a thing that was customary only in political
transactions, they let it be known that this was their faith only for this
particular moment; and they did not hesitate to give to the emperor
Constantius the epithet" Eternal," which they refused to Christ.
The court-party, whose intention was, in the first place, by means of
such a creed, to hush up all differences, now distributed their friends
and organs in both the councils; but their artful plots came near being
overthrown by the firmness .and harmony of the Homoousians of the
Western, and the Homa3ousians of the Eastern church on the other
sid~ .. The majority in the two councils ·which assembled in 359-one at
Arlmmum, the other at Seleucia - was far too great to be overreached
at. once. In both councils, there was an unwillingness to have any
~hlllg to do with the new articles, though they contained nothing heret
Ical, and bore on their front only the lo\'e of peace. Those, especially in
the 'Vestern church, who, owing to their ignorance of the relation of
the church pastors to each other, could not penetrate the designs which
!~e authors of such forms had in view, were still full of mistrust, and
JOI~ed the side of those who understood the real motives. So, by the
majority of the council at Rimini, the Nicene creed, and by the majority
?f the council at Seleucia, the fourth Antiochian creed, were maintained
In opposition to all those proposals. But when the court-bishops found
that with all their arts they were defeated in the councils themseh·es,
they still endeavored to carry out their designs in another way, by
those low artifices in which they were not to be excelled. The two
cou?~ils, by the direction of the emperor, were to lay before him their
deCISIons, each sendinO' ten dele crates chosen from the body of assembled
b'IShops. The bishops0 at Rimini
0
had earnestly petitioned the empero;
f?l' a speedy decision, in order that they might return to the commum
ties where their presence was needed. But the delegates of the West
could not obtain an audience from the emperor, who pretended that ho
~ust ~rst dispose of the political business on his ha.nds, so as to 'hav:e
tus mmd perfectly free to deliberate on sacred thmgs. Under thIS
pretence, they were put off from one time to another, and obliged to
pass .the winter in Adrianople. The bish?ps mean~:~ile .must quietly
remam assembled at Rimini and leave thClr commumtIes In the lurch;
yet there were several who left, without waiting to obtain permission of
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absence from Constantinople. After the ten bishops had become pretty
well weary of journeying from one place to another, and of waiting for
the emperor's pleasure, and when they were longing to get back to
their country and to their churches, Ursacius and Valens began to urge
them with motives, taking advantage of their impatience at any longer
residence in the East, as well as of their ignorance of the relation in
which the church parties of the East stood to each other. They pre
vailed upon them at Nicre in Thrace, to subscribe their names to a
creed, which, according to the plan so often mentioned, forbade all
propositions respecting the ovaia, as being unscriptural, and merely
stated in general thatthe Son of God was like the Father, as the holy
scriptures taught. 1Vith this creed they repaired to Rimini, and there
also, by artful representations and threats, succeeded in carrying
through their design with the majority. The happy issue of these pro
ceedings· was now used as an argument in treating with the deputies
of the Oriental council who were staying at Constantinople. It was
repre.sented to them, that the object was at last attained, which had, for
so long a time, been sought in vain, - to banish the Nicene creed and
the Homoousion from the \Vestern church. Such an opportunity ought
not to be suffered to pass without advantage; and in the article whi~h
set forth a resemblance between the Father and the Son, as the scnp
tures taught it, everything was in fact contained which they could
reasonably require. Besides this, the emperor Constantius, though
busily engaged in making preparations for a great festival,! yet took
an active part in these transactions. He spent an entire day and most
of the night in the council of bishops, sparing no efforts of his own to
persuade the delegates to yield. By his authority and influence, which
perhaps had more weight than his reasons, it was finally brought about,
that the deputies of the Oriental council also subscribed a creed similar
in all respects to that proposed at Rimini. A council which assembled
at Constantinople in 360 re-confirmed this creed. :Moreover, Eudoxius,
the principal mover of the Eunomian party at Antioch, had succeeded
in getting himself made bishop of Constantinople; the bishop :Macedonius,
who belonged to the Semi-Arian party, and who had made himself
unpopular by his violent measures, having been deposed. Eudoxius,
who now, as bishop of Constantinople, enjoyed the greatest influe~ce,
united his efforts with those of Acacius, bishop of Cresarea in PalestIne,
a man whose personal character gave him considerable authorit~, to
bring it about in the first place, that the creed from which the artICles
concerning the ovaia were expunged, should be everywhere adopted.
Thc emperor Constantius detested as blasphemers those who openly
taught and defended the Eunomian doctrines; and as refractory, as the
disturbers of good order, and enemies to the peace of the church, th~se
who advocated the Homoousion and the Homoiousion. Both partteS
must inevitably incur his displeasure, if they ventured on a free and
open expression of their opinions, - if they refused to comply with the
humors of the court. The emperor had resolved to put an end to all
1
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doctrinal disputes by means of the artificial arrangement above des
cribed: deposition and exile, or even a worse fate, threatened the bishops
who refused to acquiesce. Eudoxius himself must consent to desert
his favorite Aetius of Antioch, who had become offensive to the emperor
by too open a display of his Arian logic. Eudoxius had procured for
Eunomius the bishopric of Cyzicus; but he advised him to accommodate
himself to the times. Eunomius, however, neglected to follow this
counsel of a prudent church policy; and, having openly taught his
doctrines, was complained of to the emperor, who manifested the
warmest displeasure. His friend Eudoxius, who told him that he must
a~cribe this misfortune to the neglect of his own good advice, warned
hIm of the persecution which lay in store for him, and he fled. He
~ow became the leader of the party which went by his name, the other
l~portant members of it being governed more by political than by doc-'
trmal motives. If the dominion of that party which procured the
adoption of the creed of Nicre and Rimini could have lasted longer,
still it would have been hardly possible for the two contending parties
to continue holding this undefined and neutral position. The strict Arian
or Eunomian party would doubtless have at length taken advantage of
the expunging of the articles relating to the otJerla, to make their own
openly expressed doctrines the dominant creed of the church; as, in
fact, an attempt of this sort had already been made at Antioch, which
was only suppressed through fear of the emperor. l
This artificial union created in many churches the utmost confusion.
~any, who really agreed with each other in their system of faith, were
m this way separated by misunderstandings; for many, who, out of
weakness or ignorance of the relations of the contending doctrinal
parties to one another, had subscribed the creed which left out the
articles respecting the otJerla, were now regarded by the zealots of their
own party as apostates, as betrayers of the true doctrine, as Arians.
They seemed to stand in church fellowship with those who, in their
system of faith, were not one with them; and by those who should have
?orne with them as brethren weak in the faith, brethren erring through
Ignorance, they were treated with hostility, as false teachers.
But an arrangement which had been carried through by outward force,
and imposed on the church by arbitrary human will, in defiance of her
own natural course of development, could have no substantial basis, but
mu.st dissolve of itself, as soon as the outward force was removed from
WhICh the whole had proceeded. 'Vith the death of the emperor Con
s~ntius, every thing took an entirely different direction; an~ under the
reIgn of the pagan emperor his successor, who gave equal lIberty to all
the Christian parties, the relations of these parties to each other, after
throwing off what had been imposed upon them, could proceed to shape
themselves after a manner conformed to the actual course of church
development. The party attached to the Homoousion were prepared
to derive the greatest advantage from their former oppressions, and
from the period of freedom which now followed; for many had, in fact,
1
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been estranged from it merely by force or by misunderstanding, and these
were now willing to break loose again from their connection with the
Arian party, and unite themselves with those to whom they had always
remained bound by the ties of faith. In the next place, Semi-Arianism
was well suited to form a transition-point to the more consistent system
of the Homoousion; and the collision into which Semi-Arianism had
fallen with Eunomianism would naturally tend to promote this transi
tion. But the persecutions which the zealous professors of the Homoou
sion had been obliged to undergo, might easily engender a repulsive
fanaticism, which would tend to multiply divisions and misunderstand
ings, as we see in the case of Lucifer of Cagliari. The great A tha
nasi us , however, was not less distinguished for his pnldence and mode
ration in the time of peace, than he had been for his firmness and
consistency in the season of conflict; and through his influence, which
was supported by that of others of like temper, such as Eusebius of
Vercelli, this danger was averted from the church.
Several of the bishops, on their way home from their banishment in
different countries, met together under the presidency of Athanasius at
Alexandria. Here it was resolved to do all that was possible in the
way of meeting those who ;were desirous of uniting once more with the
orthodox church. Those who, under the preceding government, had,
through weakness, allowed themselves to be hurried into fellowship with
the Arian party, might without any further steps be acknowledged and
received as members of the Catholic church, and be retained in the
same offices which they had hitherto filled in their respective communi
ties. 1 To those only who had been among the leaders of the Arian
party, this privilege was not conceded; but yet they might be received
as members of the Catholic church, on renouncing their spiritual offices.
This ecclesiastical body expressed its views in a noble spirit of Christian
charity: "We wish aU who still stand aloof from us, and who seem to
have united with the Arians, would give up their delusion, so that all
in every place might say, 'One Lord, one faith;' - for what is so
glorious and lovely as that, in the words of the sweet singer, brethren
should dwell together in unity? Ps. 133 : 1; for so we believe the Lord
also will dwell with us according to his promise, 'I will dwell in them,
and walk with them.' " Divisions also, which had arisen from disputes
about. words, it was attempted to heal by coming to a mutual under
standing respecting the conception denoted by the words. In respect
to one schism alone, which had arisen in the Antiochian church, but
where, in like manner, there was no real difference of doctrinal views
at bottom, this aim was fnlstrated, through the want of impartiality;
and so the germ was nourished of a long-continued and - in its conse
quences - important schism, of which we mnst now speak in brief.
1
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The beginning of this schism is ro be traced back to a much earlier
period. About the year 330, the already mentioned Eustathius, bishop
of Antioch, had been deposed from his office by the Anti-Nicene party;
but a majority of the community remained faithfully attached to him.
They refused to acknowledge as their bishops the Arians who were
thrust upon them, and formed a separate church party under the name
of Eustathians. When, in 360, the Arian bishop Eudoxius resigned
the bishopric of Antioch, ro become bishop of the imperial city of the
East-Roman empire, Meletius, then bishop of Sebaste in Armenia, was,
after a long contest, chosen his successor. 11eletius was attached to the
Nicene doctrine, or at least inclined that way; but he did not belong to
the zealots who made the essence of Christianity to consist in this or that
formula of belief, and who in their sermons treated of no~hing else than
the current doctrinal questions of the day.1 It is probable that, with
out entering into controversies of doctrine, he presented in his discourses
the gospel truths in the way best suited to the wants of his flock. The
Arians, who could not understand the spirit of such a man, interpreted
this moderation as a proof of his agreement with their own doctrines,
or at least supposed they might reckon, that, if he had hitherto appeared
neutral, he would now, out of gratitude for so important a bishopric,
o~enly preach Arianism in his sermons; but they found themselves
mIstaken.
.
Meletius preached an inaugural discourse in 361,2 characterized by
a spirit of Christian moderation entirely free from the fear of man.
His starting point was, that fellowship with Christ 3 is the foundation of
the whole Christian life; that he only who has the Son, can have the
Father also. "But we shall continue," said be, "in fellowship with the
Son and with the Father, when before God and the elect angels, nay,
a~so before kings, we confess him, and are not ashamed of our confes
SIOn." This brought him to lay down his own confession of faith con
cerning the Son in decided opposition to strict Arianism; yet in so
moderate expressions, that even Semi-Arians could have nothing to find
fault with, as he did not touch upon the disputed Homoousion. Per
haps Meletius belonged to the class who, like many of the Orientals,
had gradually gone over from the moderate Semi-Arianism which we
find in a Cyrill of Jerusalem, to the doctrines of the Nicene council.
He purposely took care not ro give way too much to the doctrinal t~n
de.ncy of his hearers, not to venture upon roo nice distinctions; and for
thIS reason, he even rebuked the speculative pride which affected to
know and determine too much concerning these incomprehensible things.
Be reminded them of the apostle's word, that human knowledge was
~ut in part, and that perfect knowledge was to be expected only in the
life ro come.
1 Thus, doubtless, sermons were often
preached, which were entirely barren of
profit to the hearers. An example of bad
~te, carried to a singnlar extreme, is given
the case of 1\ discourse preached by an
Th an a~ Antioch. Hilar. c. Constant. ; 13.
c pomt was, that God, in the proper
sense, could not have a son; for if he had a
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son, he must also have had a wife, with
whom he could live and have intercourse;
and so on after the same absurd and irreve
rent manner, little to the edification of his

flock.
2 Preserved in Epiphan. hreres. 73.
land. T. V.
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When the Arians saw they had been deceived in their expectations
from I\ieletius, they deposed and banished him, after he had been in
the active duties of his office scarcely a month. Now the friends of
Eustathius, who in the mean time had died, instead of attaching them
sehres to Meletius, as they ought to have done, since he agreed with
them in doctrine, had contracted a prejudice against him, and suspected
him because he had been instituted bishop by the Arian party, and
perhaps also because, as he did not belong to the number of blind
zealots, he appeared to them not sufficiently decided. Hence they did
not acknowledge him as bishop, and remained a separate party under the
presbyter Paulinus, who had already for a long time conducted their
public worship. The document of the Alexandrian council was now
sent separately to the flock of Paulinus. This community was invited,
with all love, to receive those of the other party who were willing to
unite with them, dismissing controversies on unessential matters and
verbal disputes, which hindered union; but no mention was made of
Meletius. All this plainly showed, that only the church of Paulinus
was acknowledged to be in the right, and that there was no inclination
to recognize I\ieletius. In addition to this, Lucifer of Cagliari was sent
to hush the disputes, a man the least of all fitted to be a mediator of
peace. It was wholly in character with his ignorant zeal, that ~e
should pronounce Meletius an Arian, and give a head to the OppOSIte
party, by ordaining Paulinus as their bishop. Thus was laid the
foundation of a schism, which was propagated for a long time, and
which, on account of the general sympathy of the other churches, came
to have important consequences: for the )Vestern and the Alexandrian
churches declared in favor of Paulinus; the Oriental church, for the
most part, in favor of Meletius.
The same Lucifer, who gave to the Antiochian schism a duration
which, without his interference, it perhaps never would have had, pro
ceeded, in this same spirit of ignorant zeal, to lay the beginnings of
another important schism. The moderation which reigned in the .de
cisions of the Alexandrian council could not, of course, be very pleasmg
to a man of his character. He was for receiving no one who' had been
connected with the Arian party, so long as he retained his office; and,
as he believed that the catholic church was defiled by the readmission of
unworthy ecclesiastics, he became the founder of a separate party,
the Luciferites, who regarded themselves as constituting the only pure
church.
Under the reign of the emperor Jovian, the relation of the parti~s
to each other continued, in the main, to be the same; for although this
emperor espoused the Nicene doctrine, yet it was his principle. (see
above) never to interfere, by his political power, either in the affaIrs of
religion generally, or in the internal concerns of the church in particular.
The same principle was followed by his successor, the emperor Valen
tinian; but his brother Valens, to whose hands he had entrusted the
government of the East, being a pupil of the bishop Eudoxius, froro
whom he had received baptism, was a zealous Arian; and, as by natural
disposition he was inclined to harsh, cruel, and despotic measures, he
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allowed himself to be used as a tool of the fanaticism and of the am
bitious designs of the Arian clergy. Then followed a period of most
deplorable desolation in many of the Oriental churches. Worthy
bishops were persecuted and driven away; worthless men, who had
their friends and patrons among the imperial eunuchs and chamberlains,
were imposed on the churches as clergymen and bishops. Still, how
ever, this persecution turned out to be rather favorable than prejudicial
to the interest of the Nicene party; for the Semi-Arians were driven
more and more, by the persecutions which they had to suffer from the
dominant Arian party, to the party of the Homoousians. It was only
by uniting with the last party, now dominant in the West, that they
could expect to obtain help in their oppressed situation. Aversion to
!he strictly Arian party, the wish to be united with the party which
In many quarters offered them the hand, and which could afford them
the. most powerful assistance, - all this led many among the Semi
Anans to measure. the difference which separated the two parties by
another standard than that which they had hitherto applied. They
explained to themselves the Homoousion at first in their own sense,just
as many had already done at the Nicene council; but with this differ
ence, that the approximation was then the effect of outward constraint,
while at bottom there was an earnest desire that this compulsory union
might be dissolved; but here, on the contrary, the approximation grew
out of inward inclination. Add to this, that all that was distinguished
on the side of science and intellect inclined to the doctrine of the
H?moousion; and that this party accordingly, which must finally pre-
vall on account of the consistency of their system, obtained also in
cre~ing consequence by the superiority of the character and talents
enhsted on its side.
It was especially the three great church-teachers of Cappadocia,
Basil of Cresarea, his brother Gregory of Nyssa, and his friend Gregory
of N azianzen, who, with the like prudent zeal, guided by freedom of
spirit and moderation of temper, contributed to procure the victory for
the Nicene doctrines in the Oriental church. 1'he labors of Basil fall
more particularly within the period of the reign of Valens. Not only
by his energy and firmness, but also by his high standing in the opinion
of the people, he offered a successful resistance to the tyranny of
Valens; and by his means the entire province of Cappadocia wa~ pre8~rved from those desolations occasioned by the influence of arbItrary
WIll, which befell other provinces of the ~ast.. The em'pero~ Val?ns,
~hen he visited Cresarea, was for compelhng hIm to recelve hIS Anans
mto the fellowship of the church. The prrefect Modestus sent for him,
and, on the principles of the Roman state religion, demanded whether
he alone, when all others obeyed the emperor, dared to wish to have
any other relim.on than that of his master.l Basil replied that he had
nothing to be ~fraid of: possessions, of whi~h men might deprive him,
he. had none, except his few books, and hIS cloak. An exIle was no
enle for him, since he knew that the whole earth is the Lord's. If
YOLo II.
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~rture was threatened, his feeble body would yield to the first blows,
and death would bring him nearer to his God, after whom he longed.
Valens himself was constrained to show respect for Basil. Many times
he was on the point of condemning him to exile,l but he did not ven
ture on that step. In general, the great love and the great consider
ation in which many of the bishops stood with the people was a means
of security to their churches. The ardent desire of the people of
Alexandria for Athanasius, who, for a wise purpose, had for some
months withdrawn himself, induced the emperor Valens, from the
apprehension of a tumult, to recall him; and Athanasius enjoyed, in the
last years of his toilsome and stormy life, until 373, the quiet which had
before been denied him.
By Basil's freedom of spirit and moderation, the union also was pr~
moted between the divided church parties - the union of the 'tV estern
and Eastern churches, which had been thrown into still more violent
hostility to each other in consequence of the Antiochian schism; and
he would have accomplished still more, had he been able to overcome
the pride and obstinacy of the Roman bishops. The alliance between
the East and the West had, however, the effect, at last, of inducing the
emperor Valentinian, in conjunction with hi.s brother, to publish an
edict, in the year 375, in which they protested against those by whom
the name and power of the princes were wrongly made use of in perse
cutions under pretext of religion.
The victory of the party attached to the Nicene council, the way for
which had been prepared by the free development of the church doc
trine out of itself, was fully established externally also under the em
peror Thcodosius the Great. Already, by a law of the year 380, he
directed that only those who agreed with the bishops, Peter of Alex
andria, or Damasus of Rome, in their system of faith, - that is, who
were in favor of the Nicene doctrine concerning the identity of essence,
- should remain in possession of the churches; and this law the emperor
sought gradually to carry into execution. \Vhen, in the month of N~
vember of this year, he made his triumphal entry into Constantinople,
the Anti-Nicene party was there dominant, as it had been for forty
years. There was one individual who had been engaged for two years
in collecting together, and continually making additions to, the bercav~d,
scattered community of those who, in the midst of the reigning Arlsn
party, professed the Nicene doctrine. This was the before-menti~~ed
Gregory of Nazianzus, whose whole life took a character' of instabtl~ty
from oscillating between the contemplative bent and practical actiVIty
in the discharge of official duties. As he had often already withdrawn
from the contemplative life to embark in ecclesiastical affairs; .and
the~, without due regard to propriety, had deserted his post and rebred
agam to the life of seclusion; so now he had finally withdrawn from the
pressure of affairs, from the administration of the bishopric left va.ca~t
by the death of his father at N azianzen, to a retreat near SeleuCl3. III
Isauria. It then came about, that he must be called from this quiet
1
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seclusion to an unquiet public life of conflict and trial. He was sum
moned to preside over that small and forsaken community consisting of
the oppressed adherents to the Nicene doctrine in Constantinople.
Renouncing once more the contemplative life, he undertook this mission,
partly because he deemed himself bound not to let the opportunity pass
unimproved, of effecting so much for the victory of pure doctrine as
might be accomplished at Constantinople; in part also perhaps, because
the prospect of entering upon so wide and splendid a field of labor as
might be opened for him at Constantinople had more attractions for a
man who was not wholly free from vanity, than the narrow field at
Nazianzen. As, in large cities, splendid gifts of oratory were in no
small request, Gregory might, by that means, effect much for the spread
of the Nicene doctrine at Constantinople. Far-famed are the five dis
Courses which he preached there in defence of the Nicene doctrine of the
Trinity against the objections of the Eunomians, and which gained for him
the surname of the theologian. l By the way in which he distinguished
himself from other impatient, violent bishops, who abandoned themselves
to the impulses of a passionate zeal ; by uniting moderation with zeal
for pure doctrine; by shaming his passionate and fanatical enemies
through his own gentleness and forbearance, he might doubtless effect
more than by his eloquence. It is also the merit of Gregory, that he
~id not, like other church-teachers of this period who had been drawn
mto the field of controversy, forget, in his zeal for those views of doctrine
which he had found to be correct, that the essence of Christianity does
n?t consist in speculative notions, but in the life; that he did not suffer
hlmself to be misled by an exclusive zeal for orthodoxy of conceptions,
to neglect practical Christianity .. Much rather did he make it a matter
of special concern to combat that exclusively prevailing tendency to
speculation in religion, which tended to the injury of a living, active
Christianity, - a· tendency which was so very agreeable to the mass
of worldly men, because it made it easy for them to put on the appear
ance of zeal for piety and orthodoxy, and to deceive the judgment of
others, and in part also their own conscience, while they spared them
selves from the contest with sin in their own hearts and in the world
without them. He often declared strongly against the delusive notion,
th~t all manner of frivolity might be united with zeal for sound doctrine,
and often presented before his hearers, with pointed earnestness, the
truth that, without a holy sense of divine things, men could have no
understanding of them; that sacred matters must be treated in a sacred
manner. He often spoke against the perverse manner of tho~e who
loo~ed upon discussions on di\'ine things as any other conversation 2 on
toPlCS of ordinary discourse, and often declared to them, that the full
and perfect knowledge of divine things was not the end of the present
earthly life, but that its end was, "by becoming holy, to become capa
ble of the full intuition in the life eternal." Gregory at first held the
~'O 19wMyor, because 19fO/..oyta, in the
8tnct~r sense, was the tenn applied to the

doctrine of Christ's divinity, as contradis-

tinguished from ouwvo,ua, the doctrine of
his incarnation.
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meetings of his church in the hall of a private house belonging to a
kinsman of his. This being the spot whence the triumph of the Nicene
doctrine at Constantinople began, the private place of assembly was
subsequently converted into a large church, which, in commemoration of
the resurrection of the pure doctrine there commenced, received the
name of A.nastasia.
Thus the emperor Theodosius, on his entering into Constantinople,
found the community whose faith he acknowledged as his own, with its
bishop, Gregory, not even in possession of a church, but assembled in
one comer of the city in a private house; while the Arian bishop
Demophilus was in possession of all the churches. The emperor left it
to the latter's choice, either to subscribe to the Nicene creed, or to give
up the churches. Demophilus was not a man who regarded the favor
of princes and earthly prosperity as of more account than the interests
of religion and of the truth. He chose to do the latter; and the Arians,
from this time onward, were obliged to hold their assemblies at Con
stantinople without the city walls, which they continued to do until into
the sixth century.
Gregory was then conducted by the emperor, surrounded by his
nobles, and the imperial body guard, which was necessary to protect
him from the insults of the fanatical multitude still devoted to Arianism,
into the cathedral. The heavens were overclouded and dark, when
this took place, which was interpreted by the superstition of the bigoted
zealots as a token of the divine anger. But, as the clouds scattered,
and the sun broke through, this delusion was refuted, and a favorable
impression produced. The emperor now resolved to assemble a second
general council in the capital of the East Roman empire, which should
settle the hitherto-disputed questions, seal the triumph of the Nicene
doctrine, and at the same time solemnly inaugurate the new patriarch
of Constantinople, Gregory of N azianzen, according to the original plan.
In the beginning, when for the most part none but Asiatic bishops were
present at the council, ~leletius, bishop of Antioch, venerable on ac·
count of his great age and his opposition to the Arian doctrines, stood
at the head of the assembled body; and by him Gregory of Nazianzen
was consecrated bishop of Constantinople. Meletius soon after died;
and Gregory came in possessio~ of the highest authority, which, more
over, his new position, as patriarch of the second capital of the world,
would give him.
To Gregory had been bequeathed, by his friend Basil, the favorite
plan of bringing about, between the two great portions of the church, So
restoration of the peace which had been disturbed, especially by the
Antiochian schism. The death of ~Ieletius, during the session of the
coun~il, furnished a favorable opportunity for effecting this obj~ct.
Paulmus, too, was very old; and if no successor was chosen to l\Ieletms,
the steps probably might soon be taken for a new choice, in which both
the parties could unite, and the schism would be brought to an end.
Gregory used every possible argument to persuade the other Orien~l
bishops, although, as the friend of l\:leletius, ,he might be more preJu
diced than others on this side. But his arguments were defeated by
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the ambition and obstinacy of many, who would yield none or'their
rights, and who chose the bishop Flavianus as Meletius' successor.
Thus a,. new prop was given to the schism, which continued to propagate
itself till the beginning of the fifth century, although the influence of
the Eustathian party was ever on the wane. The manner in which this
division was at last wholly removed, stood in direct contrast to the
manner in which it had been elicited and maintained; evincing how,
in matters of this sort, the advances of love will accomplish vastly more
than all force and all arguments of persuasion. The venerable bishop,
Alexander of Antioch, on a festival day, conducted his whole flock,
clergy and laity, to the church where the Eustathians held their assem
blies. All united together in prayer and song; even the crowd who,
as the church was insufficient to contain them, st()od assembled in the
streets. Devotion and brotherly love met together; all hearts were
one; a feast of charity was celebrated, and the division was thought of
no longer.1
To return to the point from which we digressed: Gregory, disgusted
at seeing his colleagues sacrifice in this way the good of the church to
t?eir private passions, withdrew himself entirely from public transac
tIons, vitiated by so many impure motives. \Vhen afterwards the Egyp
tian and the Western bishops arrived, who belonged to the Anti
Meletian party, they took no pains to conceal the dissatisfaction which
they felt at the appointment of Gregory as patriarch of Constantinople,
because Gregory was a friend of ~Ieletius, and had been ordained by
him; and for various other reasons. They could bring at least an
apparent argument, on grounds of justice, against the validity of Greg
?ry's appointment, namely, that he had, at all events, been earlier
~~stituted and regarded as bishop over another community (either at
l.'1azianzen or at Sasina;) and therefore, according to the laws of the
c.hul'ch, could not be transferred to another bishoJkic; - an ecclesias
tlCal rule, which, it must be owned, was often enough transgressed in
the East, without any such weighty reasons as might be urged in the
present case, and which assuredly, when appealed to, must have served,
on the part of the Orientals, as a cover for other motives. The bishops
of the Roman church, which was more strict in its observance of this
law, may have been more sincere in appealing to it. But Gregory of
Nazianzus had no desire t() enter into a profane quarrel about a splendid
church office. He requested the emperor and the bishop.s th~t he might
be a~lowed to resign this office, since he would very readl!Y, hke Jonah,
sacrIfice himself for the ship of the church; although thIS request per
ha~s. was not designed in the first place t() be s? seriously tak~n. His
petItion being at once universally accepted,- whICh perhaps, bemg what
.he had not expected chagrined him,- he delivered, before the assembled
council of a hundred and fifty bishops, a farewell discourse, in which he
dealt out many a hard truth against the worldly-minded bishops.
~regory of Nyssa seems now, by the superiority of his well-trained
Intellect, to have acquired special influence over the doctrinal transac
1

Theodoret. V. 35.
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tions of the council. The result of it was precisely what the preceding
struggles had been preparing the way for, that the Nicene creed, which
before had been forced on the Oriental church, and therefore repelled
by it, was now voluntarily adopted by a great majority of that church,
where it found a more general welcome. In the provincial cities, where
the dogmatizing spirit was not so prevalent, the transition from Arian
ism to the Nicene doctrine often took place in a very imperceptible
manner. For when the people heard Christ called from the pulpits,
" God and the Son of God, the begotten before all time," they were led
by their Christian feelings to place in these words more than was meant
by the Arian preachers, according to their own connection of ideas, into
which the people did not enter; and so Hilary remarked, that" the
ears of the audience were more pious than the hearts of the preachers."
Accordingly, when Homoousian preachers took the place of the Ariana,
the people remarked no very great change.l
The Nicene creed, in the new form in which it was here made known,
departed but slightly from the original one. The most important
change was an addition to the doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit,
which was brought about by the farther progress in the development of
the church system; ·which leads us now to throw a glance on the history
of this doctrine, the determination of which belonged with the rest to
the complete and established form of the doctrine of the Trinity.
As it concerns the doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit, a much longer
time transpired before the idea of the unity of essence was consistently
carried out in its application to this part also of the Christian conscious
ness of God. The system of subordination would of course extend itself
also, after the due measure and proportion, to this doctrine; as was
apparent in the church-teachers of the preceding period. The views
of Origen on this point !1lso were the prevailing ones in the system of
the Eastern church; until they were suppressed by the consistent de
velopment and the triumph of the doctrine concerning the Homoousion.
It is remarkable that, at the Nicene council, the doctrine concerning the
Holy Spirit was expressed only in very vague and general terms. Yet
the opposition to Arius ought naturally to have led t() a more exact deter
mination here; for, while Arius regarded the Holy Spirit as being the
first created nature produced by the Son of God, he placed the sam~
distance betwixt the Son and the Holy Spirit which he had supposed
between the Father and the Son. 2 But this point possessed as yet nO
very great interest in doctrinal polemics ;' and many who saw their way
clear to subscribe to the Homoousion as it respected the Son of God,
would have scrupled to extend this same determination also to the Holy
Spirit. The unity of the Christian consciousness of God had here so
little permeated as yet the apprehension of the idea, that Gregor~ of
Nazianzen could still say, in the year 380: "Some of our theologtans
1 Hilarias Pictav. c. Aaxentium liber ~ 6. ante tempora, pntant id ipsum ante tempora
Hoe. putant illi fidei esse, quod vocis est. esse, quod semper est. Sanctiores attre'
~u~JUnt Deu~ Christum, putant esse, quod plebis, qnam corda sunt sacerdotum.
dicltur. Audlunt Filium Dei, putant in Dei
2 See Athanas. orate L c. Arinn. ~ 6.
nativitatc inesse Dei veritatem. Audiant
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consider the Holy Spirit to be a certain mode of the divine agency (as,
for instance, Lactantius had done in the preceding period;) others, a
creature of God; others, God himself. Others say, they do not know
themselves which of the two opinions they ought to adopt, out of reve
rence for the holy scriptures, which have not clearly explained this
point." Hilary of Poictiers held it best to remain fast by the simple
scripture doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit, which, as it seemed to
him, furnished no materials for exact logical definitions of this doctrine.
He believed that he found in the sacred scriptures no such exact defi
nitions concerning the relation of the Holy Spirit to the Father, as he
found concerning the relation of the Son. He supposed that he found
t~e name God nowhere used expressly of the Holy Spirit, and he
dId not venture therefore expressly so to name him; but yet a great
deal seemed to him to be already implied, when the Holy Spirit is
called in scripture the Spirit of God, and it is said of him that he
~ea:ches the deep things of God. He was well aware, as he expresses
It, In his own original way, that nothing could be foreign from God's
essence which penetrates into its depths.! "Should one ask us," says
he, "what is the Holy Spirit, and we knew of nothing further to reply
th~n that he exists by and from Him by whom and from whom are all
thmgs, that he is the Spirit of God, but also God's gift to believers, 
and this answer displeased him, then might the apostles and prophets
also displease him; for they affirm only this of him, tbat he exists." 2
The system of Eunomius discovers itself on this point. also to be a
dead, narrow theory, which had by no means sprung from the depth
?f the inner Christian life. The Holy Spirit, according to Eunomius,
IS the first among the created natures, formed according to the command
of the Father, by the agency of the Son; which Spirit, as being the
first after the Son, has received indeed the power to sanctify and to
teach, but wants the divine and creative power.· But yet how could
the power to sanctify, to enlighten, be rightly conceived, unless it was
referred back to the divine fellowship of life of which the redeemed are
made partakers? And how could this be held fast, if men separated the
power to sanctify and to teach from the essence of God, and from the
POw~r of creating? 'Ve perceive here an arbitrary severance of con
ceptIOns, which- is in contradiction with the unity of the Christian life.
But this unity was, in opposition to Arianism, from the first everywhere
f?remost in the systematically consistent Athanasius. He was led, par
tlCul~rly. and expressly, to unfold this doctrine, becaus? many o~ ~he
~eml-ArIans were on the point of adopting the HomoouSlOn, explammg
It to themselves accordinrr to their own meaning, but without being
~hl.e .to make up their miI~ds to apply this determination to the Holy
~Pl;tt. The latter appeared to them a being created by the Son, as
~n lllstrument for carryinrr into effect the divine purposes; a minister
Ing spirit, like the angels. b In opposition to these, Athanasius sought to
show that Arianism could be consistently renounced, only when men
to IGDc .Trinitate 1. ~2, c. 55. In an address
od. Nulla te, rusi res tun penetrnt; nec
,

i

p~ofundum D!lljc~tatis ture, pe.regrinre atque
ahenre n te vrrtutlS causa. mebtur.

L. II. de Trinitate, +29.
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acknowledged in the Triad, nothing foreign to God's own essence;
when men acknowledged but one essence agreeing with itself, self·
identical. He adduces in proof of the divinity and identity of essence
of the Holy Spirit, to the testimony of the Holy Spirit and to the wit
ness of the universal Christian consciousness, unfolding what is con·
tained in both these testimonies: "How could that which is sanctified
by nothing out of itself, which is itself the source of sanctification for
all created natures, be of the same essence with that which is sanctified
by it ? In the Holy Spirit we receive fellowship with God, participa
tion in one divine life; but this could not be so, if the Holy Spirit were
a creature. As certainly as we are by him made partakers of the
divine nature, so certainly must he himself be one with the divine
essence.! As he who has seen the Son sees the Father, so he who has
the Son has also the Holy Spirit,. and he who has the Holy Spirit has
also the Son, and is a temple of God. As the Son, being in the
Father, and the Father being in him, cannot be a creature, so neither can
the Holy Spirit, being in the Son, and the Son being in him, be a crea
ture. 2 From this time forward, the identity of the essence of the Holy
Spirit with the Father and the Son was maintained by the most emi
nent teachers of the Oriental church, by such men as Basil of Cresarea,
Gregory of Nazianzen, Amphilochius and Didymus; and at length this
doctrine also passed over into the synodal articles. After the Alexan·
drian council, already mentioned, and an Illyrian one of the year 375 3
had set the example in this matter, the extension of the 0IlOOVf1WV to the
doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit was adopted also into the new form
which the Nicene creed received through the second general council at
Constantinople. The Holy Spirit was described by this Nicene-Con
stantinopolitan creed, in the scriptural phraseology, as "the Spirit pro
ceeding from the Father; the governing, quickening Spirit, who is to
be worshipped and honored at the same time with the Father and the
Son." 4
On the first clause of this formula, there arose, in later times, a
difference of views between the two portions of the church, the Eastern
and the Western, the germ of which we discover even in the present
period.
In the Eastern church, it was according to the prevailing view to COD
sider God the Father as being" the sole efficient cause (causa efficien~)
of all existence; the Logos as being the revealing and mediatory pn?
ciple ; and the Holy Ghost as being the completive divine principle m
the creation. God the Father effected all through the Son in the Holy
Spirit." 5 As connected also with this view of the matter, in the Oriental
~ Ep. I. ad Serapion, § 24. El oe 19m·
'from, oine up,9lf3oMv, em " TOIITOV tpVUtr; t9wv
lan
2 See Athanas. ep. I. III. IV. to the bish·
op Serapion of Thmuis.
8 Which was the first to extend the op,oov.
a~ . to the doctrine concerning the Holy
SPlTlt.
i Tj} ICVPLOV, TO {c.>o1!'OtOI1, TO l" TOV 'lraTpOr;

ltmoproov, aVv TfJ rrarp2 Ka2 rfJ V[ftJ UVIl'tr(XJ"
aKvvai,Il£1'OV Kat (11JvrJo~a,6flO'ov.
6 Athanns. c. Serapion. 1. I. c. 24. The
Father creates and renews all through his
Logos in the Holy Spirit. Basil. Cresar.
de Sp. S. c. 16. By the will of the Father
all spirits have received their existence, by
the agency of the Son they were brought
into existence, by the presence of the Boly
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church, the unity of the divine essence rested upon this as its basis,
that God the Father should be acknowledged as "the sole efficient
cause (the {lia apx~) from whom all else was derived, from whom the Son
was generated, and from whom the Holy Spirit proceeded, and who effects
all through the Son and in the Holy Spirit." This formula, so connected
with the views of the Oriental church, that the Holy Spirit proceeds
from the Father, "was made especially prominent and held fast in
opposition to the doctrine of the creation of the Spirit -that the Holy
Spirit is not related, after the same manner as the Son, to the essence
of God, but is a creature of the Son." The opposite to this doctrine
was expressed as follows: "that the Holy Spirit does not derive his
essence from the Son in the way of dependence, but is related after
the like independent manner to the Father, as the common ground;
that as the Son is begotten of the Father, so the Holy Spirit proceeds
from the Father."
As it concerns, on the other hand, the exposition of this doctrine in
the Western church, it was believed, especially ever since the time of
the more precise logical carrying-out of the conception of the unity of
~ssence in the Triad by Augustin, that, in order to hold fast the doctrine
In a consistent manner, the inference must necessarily be drawn, that
as the Son of God was in all respects identical in essence with the
Father, and as the Father had communicated all to the Son, so, too, the
Holy Spirit proceeds as well from the Son as from the Father. There
are not two different Spirits, one belonging to the Father, the other to
the. Son: but there is one Spirit of both ; ~ as he is called in the holy
scnptures sometimes the Spirit of the Father, sometimes the Spirit of
the Son. How, then, could it be otherwise than that he, the Spirit of
?oth, proceed~ from both ? 1 As the Homoousion was made prominent
In opposition to Arianism, so it was believed necessary also, in the same
OPposition, to express this definition, viz., that the Holy Spirit pro
ceeds from the Son and from the Fathe'r, and the contrary appeared
as. being a remnant of the Arian system of subordination. 2 Added to
thIS was Augustin's speculative theory concerning the doctrine of the
1 See e. g. Augustin. Tract. 100, in evan
~~irit they are completed in their existence.
II ere are not Tpeir apXai, but {lLa cipxTi, gel. Joh.;. A quo autem habet Filius, ut
TJ{1/.(1)pyoVaa Ot' vIm Kat TEA.CLOVaa tv 7rVcV sit Deus (est enim de Deo Deus,) ab illo
p.an. Gregory of Nvssa, T. III. de baptis habet utiqne, ut etiam de ilIo procedat
~o , Christi, represents the Father as the Spiritus Sanctus, ac per hoc Spiritus Sanc
apXTJ, the Son as the OT/{lLOVpyOr, the 7rVcV{la tus, ut etiam de Filio procedat, sicut procedit
as the TCActCJTLKOV Ti:Jv 7rUVTCJV. Basil of de Patre, ab ipso habet Patre.
2 Keeping at a distance all notions of
~resarea endeavors, in his 38th letter, to
:. ow how it is necessary, from the opera- time, and everything that bordered on sub
Ions of God in· man, one should mount, ordinationism, Augustin was unwilling to
step by step, to the idea of the Trinity. All let even the representation pass, that the
~d which is wrou~ht in us by the power Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father to
~h ~d, We recognize as the operation of the Son, and then first proceeds from the
. e oly Spirit. From this we pass to the Son, to sanctify the creature. Spiritns
Idea of the author of all the Jrood which is Sanctus non cIe Patrc procedit in Filium et
~OU}~ht in us hy the Holy Spirit, who is de Filio procedit ad sanctificandam cre~tu
e Son of God, Bnt he is not the supreme ram, sed simul de utroql1e procedit, quam
nd .highest ground-cause, (apX;',) but this vis hoc Filio Pater dcderit, ut quemadmo
dum de se, ita de ilIo quoque procedit. L. c.
IS the :Father; thus we ascend from the
n to the Father.
VOL. II.
36
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Trinity, by which this definition was favored; where we must confess that
his confusion of metaphysics with religion led him astray. Although a
profound experience of the Christian life ever lay at bottom, yet, notwith
standing this, he transported the doctrine of the Trinity very much away
from its proper historico-practical ground to a speculative one; and
the confusion of two heterogeneous provinces met its appropriate pun
ishment in leading him to mistake a play of analogies for a demon
stration. God the Father is the divine Being; the Son is knowledge,
as a self-manifestation of this being, - hence the Son is begotten of the
Father; Will, love, as that wherein being and knowing embrace each
other, is the fellowship of both, the exhibition of the divine unity; hence
the Holy Spirit, as the fellowship, is the love in which both embrace
each other, and which proceeds from both. And since the Holy Spirit
denotes the fellowship of both, he is also that whereby we may be made
partakers of the fellowship with the Father and Son. In all nature too,
as a manifestation of God, Augustin believed that he saw a symbol of
this Trinity, there being everywhere to be observed a universal being,
the particular being, and the unity and harmony of the whole}
Moreover, the opposition between the two theories came, even already,
to be publicly expressed; although, on the part of the Western church,
it was not the Oriental church doctrine, but Arianism; and although, on
the part of the Oriental church, it was not the Western church doctrine,
but the doctrine of the creation of the Spirit, which constituted the mat
ters of dispute. Nevertheless, the way was thereby prepared for a strug
gle betwixt the two tendencies. Thus, the great Syrian church-teacher,
Theodore of :Mopsuestia, in his confession of faith, contended agai~st
the representation that the Holy Spirit did not derive his essence 1m·
mediately from God the Father, but had received his existence through
the Son. 2 Cyrill of Alexandria having, in the ninth of his anathemas,
pronounced sentence of condemnation on those who denied that the
Holy Spirit is a property of Christ,3 Theodoret remarks upon this, in
his refutation of these anathemas: "If it is meant to be said here,
that the Holy Spirit is of like essence with the Son of God, and pro
ceeds from the Father, let this be conceded. But if it is meant to b.e
said, that he has his existenae from the Son, or through the Son, let It
be rejected as blasphemous;" and he refers for proof to John 15 : 26;
1 Corinth. 2 : 12. Theodore and Theodoret both evidently intended here
to combat but one and the same doctrine,- that which favored the no
tion of the creation of the Spirit. The same was the case, on the ot~er
hand, in the 'Vestern church. 'Vhen the 'Vest-Gothic church of Spam,
in the time of king Reccared, went over from the Arian doctrine to the
Nicene, that Western theory was first adopted as an· addition to the
• 1 Sermo 71, § 18. In Spiritu Saucto in
Slnuatur Patris Filiique communitas. Quod
ergo commune est Patri et Filio, per hoc nos
habere communioncm et inter nos et sccum.
Senn. 212. Spiritus Sanctus, unitas ambo
rum. De 'Fri.nitat. 1. 15, § 27. Per Spiritum
Sanctum msmuatur caritas, qua invicem se
diligunt Pater et Filius. - Esse, species rei et

ordo. Confessio, 1. 13, c. XI. de vera rcU·
gione, ; 13.
2 Ala vloV rT,'V fnrap~(v d')'1J9Or.
S "!OtoV EivaL ToV XpurroV.
These. words,
accordinO' to their proper connection, ~o
not belo~g here, but arc taken simply !O
the connection which Theodorct g:wc to
them, for the purpose of attacking them.
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Niceno-Constantinopolitan creed. 1 At the third ecclesiastical assembly
of Toledo, A.D. 589, the creed was presented with this addition, and sen
tence of condemnation pronounced on those who did not believe that
the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and Son, where evidently
those were intended who still remained attached to the Arian doctrine
which hitherto prevailed there. 2
As we observed, the Oriental church was the proper theatre for the
controversies on the doctrine of the Trinity, with regard to which the
'Vestern church, in the main, kept itself more tranquil. The Anti
Nicene doctrine had found here but few advocates. The most consid
erable man among these latter was Auxentius, bishop of Milan, who
w::s rather inclined to Semi-Arianism, and who defended the symbol of
f~lth drawn up at Rimini. The major part of his church being satisfied
w~th him, he was protected by the emperor Valentinian, conformably
:Vlth that prince's maxim of toleration. After the death of Auxentius,
ill 374, a violent schism arose at the choice of a new bishop. Ambrose,
who, as consular over the provinces of Liguria and lEmilia, had his head
quarters at Milan, deemed it necessary to go himself into the church,
and exhort the people from the chancel to be quiet. A child - perhaps
so instructed - shouted the name of Ambro8e; and this was considered
to be a voice from God in favor of Ambrose, who already, in his civil
offices, had acquired universal esteem and love. The fact that he was
but a catechumen was not allowed to be any impediment. He was
fi~t baptized, and somewhat later ordained as bishop. The church of
Milan afterwards came into critical situations, in which she was pro
tected by the energy and firmness which Ambrose had acquired and
preserved in other offices, and in other relations. The empress Justina,
th.e mother of the young emperor Valentinian II., took advantage of his
mmority to contrive some method of introducing Arianism, which had
zealous friends among the leaders of the allied troops of the Goths.
~ad Ambrose yielded in a single point, had he given up to them a
~mgle church, they would probably have continually gone on increas
mg their demands. It was said, the emperor had power to determine
all matters within his government, that the churches belonged to him.
Ambrose, on the other hand, affirmed that they were entrusted to him
by God. The plans of Justina were met and defeated by his energy,
firmness, and superior influence.
Semi-Arianism and Arianism continued to predomina~ for some time
am~ng the rude populations, especially of German origin, which were
dUl'lng this period converted to Christianity; because they had been
first instructed by teachers who were attached to those principles; be
~al~se they held fast to the form in which th~y had once rec.eived ~hrist
laruty, and this very form may have ·constItuted a convement pomt of
?I' Spiritus Sanctus, qui procedit a Patre Spiritum Sanctum prindpaliter procedere eo
PIloqUe.
Patre. AU!rUstin de Trinitate, l. 15, c. 17,
2 A conciliatory mean betwixt the two
the?ries was offered by Augustin's expla
~tton, that inasmuch 8S the Son has e'cryIng from the Father, but everything as
shared with the Father, so it might be said,

de civitatc Dei, 1. XI. c. 24 j and with this
intermediate view the theories of an Atha
nasius and a Basil might also agree. See
abo.e.
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transition for these rude nations. This mode of apprehending the doc
trine of the Trinity may have been better suited to them than the more
completely developed Nicene view_ It seems to have been a peculiarity
of the Semi-Arian theologians, whereby perhaps they were better adapted
to be teachers of the rude tribes of people, that, being less practised logi
cians, they adhered more tenaciously to the simple Bible doctrine, and
were not for teaching anything which they could not prove with the
exactness of verbal testimony from the Bible. Hence they frequently
oftered it as an objection to the defenders of the Nicene council, that
they were obliged to have recourse to speculative reasoning, instead of
the Bible, to prove the Homoousion. 1
To the rude popUlations among whom Arianism found admission,
belonged the Vandals. 'Vhen, in 430, this tribe took possession of
North Africa, there arose, under their kings, Geiserich and Hunne
rich, several violent persecutions against the adherents of the Nicene
doctrine. In part, the Vandal princes wished to retaliate the oppres
sions which their companions in the faith had to suffer in the Roman
empire; in part, those of their subjects who agreed in faith with the
Roman Christians were objects of suspicion to them; and in part they
were led on by the rude, fanatical, Arian clergy. Victor, bishop of
Vita, in Numidia, near the close of the fifth century, wrote a history
of this persecution.
But the new Nicene form of the doctrine of the Trinity, which at
length obtained the victory over the older system of subordination, had
an important influence also on the whole system of Christian theology.
The emanation-doctrine in the Triad left still remaining a point of
attachment, a foothold, for the emanation-theory; and accordingly
speCUlative questions of cosmogony might here find scope and encour
agement, as in the case of Origen. But then inasmuch as, by the
consistent Athanasian system, the strong line of demarcation was drawn
between that which is grounded in the essence of God, derived from
that essence, and one and the same with it, and that which had been
produced by a divine act of the will out of nothing,2 - that is, all
which must be comprehended under the notion of a creature, - so the
Christian idea of creation was thus preserved against all confusion with
the emanation-theory.

b. ])octrine concerning the Person of Christ.
Closely connected with the history of the doctrine of Christ's divine
nature, is the history of the doctrine of his human nature, and of the
relation of the human element to the divine in his person; for ~he
opposite tendencies in the mode of apprehending the former doctt;ne
would extend their influence also to the different modes of conceivmg
this latter. They who apprehended the notion of Christ's divinity
with greater exactness, would thereby be led to apprehend with more
1 The Arian Ma..~iminns says to Augustin: Si affinnaveris de divinis scripturis, si
alicnbi seri ptam leetionem protuleris, - nos
divinarum. scripturarum optamus inveniri

discipuli. . Augustin. c. Maximin. Man

1. I. § 26. .

~ Concerning the meaning of this ex
pression, see vol. ill.
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distinctness and precision the ~otion of his human nature, and to draw
a clearer line of separation between the predicates of the divine and
the human nature, in order that they might secure themselves against
the transfer of human finitude to the divine essence of Christ. On the
other hand, those who represented to themselves the Logos as being
the most perfect among all created beings, but still as not being God
in the proper sense, had therefore no occasion for making precise and
accurate distinctions between the divine and human nature of Christ,
since their conception of Christ's divine nature did not exclude the
~upposition of a certain finitude; and the not distinguishing here might
In truth be advantageous to their system, and supply many proofs for
their subordination-system, which would have been taken away from
them by the distinction of two complete natures. And on this point
Arius did actually adopt into his system the older, still undefined
and undeveloped doctrine, in the form which it had previous to the
new stage of development to which it was carried by Tertullian, and
~ore especially by Origen. Arius and Eunomius 1 made the incarn~
tlOn of the Logos to consist simply in his becoming united with a
human body. Thus they could now avail themselves of all those pas
sages of the New Testament in which they found anything expressed
de~oting a finite nature, hinting at a subordinate relation of Christ, as
eVIdence against the doctrine of consubstantiality. But if in such
~assages the defenders of the Homoousion met them with the distinc
bon of the two natures, by which this was to be explained, then they
charged these defenders with denying the true personal unity of the
God-man, with making the one Son of God and the one Christ, two
Sons of God and two Christa; 2 - the same objection which was made
to Origen in the preceding period, when he first gave systematic form
to the doctrine of Christ's complete human nature.
'Yh~st, by Arius and Eunomius, the older church d.oct.rine of
Chnst s humanity was brought up anew, the older Sabelhamsm and
the older Samosatenianism was repeated over again in the doctrines of
Marcellus of Ancyra and of Photinus. As we have already remarked,
Marcellus referred everything which seemed to denote a species of
dependence, subordination, or limitation, not to the Logos by himself
considered, but to his particular active efficiency,3 by virtue of wh~ch
he had taken into union with himself also the human nature of Chnst.
To this particular efficiency, whereby the divine Logos had, as it were,
Come forth from the hidden essence of God, he referred the entire
~uman appearance of Christ, which had for its oqject to manifest God
In the sensible nature of man, to elevate man to God and to a partici
pation in the divine life and to procure for him the victory over sin.
Unti~ this object should be attained, the separate kingdom of Christ,
growmg out of this particular activity of the Logos, was to endure.
I.From Gregor. Nyss. orat. f. 482, it is

Fl~Jn, that the words in the confession of

~bth ,of Eunomius mnst read as follows:
~ Clvakp6v.a lIe 1fvX"~ "a; acJflaT~ av

•0

uP!.nTov.

YOLo II.

36·

2 See Eunomius against Basil.
Gregor.
Nyssen. c. Eunom. orat. IV. f. 578.
8 The lvtp-yria &paaTUtT, Toil iW-yov•
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But as soon as the object was attained, God woUld withdraw back into
himself this efficiency of the- Logos, which had emanated from him;
and the separate kingdom of Christ, therewith connected, would again
resolve itself into the one, universal, eternal kingdom of God the
Father, - all which, as he supposed, could be shown from 1 Cor. 15 : 28.
This active energy (lvepyeia opaaTtKiJ) of the Logos he made to consist,
however, in nothing else than the inspiring with a soul the hum~n
body, which the Logos, by so doing, appropriated to himself. In hIS
opinion, which agrees in this respect with that of BeryU of Bostra, and
of Sabellius, the entire personal existence and consciousness of Christ
was a result of this £vepyda OpaaTUc1J. But here, according to his own
theory, he must have been surprised by the question and the difficulty,
" What then was' to become of the body of Christ, which had thus
been animated with a soul, and transfigured to an imperishable exist
ence, when God should once more withdraw into himself the energy
of the Logos that had emanated from him and had' effected all this?"
Marcellus, who was not a logical systematizer, who was actuate.d .by
only one single interest, that of holding fast the unity of the ChrIStian
consciousness. of God, who ever took the stand of opposition to specu
lative caprice, and to the dogmatism which was for detennining too
many things, and would hold fast on nothing but what he believed he
found expressly determined in scripture, left the difficulty unsolv~d ;
at the same time affirming, that it was not safe to determine anything
on this point, since holy writ had given no definite solution of the
question. l But the more logical Photinus, to whom the doctrine of
the existence of God in Christ seemed less' important, was not to be
satisfied with thus admitting the difficulty without resolving it; and. as
he clearly understood and expressed with precision the Samosateman
theory, to which :Marcellus unconsciously inclined in his doctrine of
the Logos, so he adopted also its peculiar representation of the human
nature of Christ. He made the tvepyei.a opaaTucq of the Logos here ~o
consist, not in the animating of the body of Christ with a soul, but 1D
the enlightening influence of the Logos on the man Jesus, consisting
of body and soul, whereby he stood preeminent over all other prophets
and divine messengers, and became the Son of G?d.2
Euseb. c. Marcell. 1. II. c. n. IV.
This representation of the doctrine of
Photinus seems certainly to be in accord
ance with the majority of the reports of
ancient writers; and it was this false doc
trine whirh men designated with the name
Photinianism, while at the same time they
were accustomed to compare his theory
with that of Paul of Samosata. But still
the question arises, whether these accounts
are perfectly correct. The council of Sir
mium in 351 directs against Photinus,
among others also, the followinO' anethema:
El Ttt;' TO 0 MyOt;' au.p~ lyiveTo'" UKOVWV, TOV
i.orov Elr au.pKa pl~-a(3e(3A;,a8at VOpi(Ol, ;,
rporrTtv {nropCV17Kora aVfti.17~tVat riJv aapKa.
It cannot be conceived how this could be
said in opposition to any Samosatenian
1

II

tenet; but it is altogether apropos, if P~o
tinu", like hig teacher Marce\1us, and l~ke
Sabellius, d~rived the entir.e }.lUm~n .ex 15
ence of Chnst from a certam uradtauon 0C
the J..ogos into the (jup;. Perhnps, h~we\'~r,
he differed from Mllrcellus preCisely m thIS,
that he explained the so-constituted personalitv of Christ as destined indeed to endure
for· et'eT, but held that his kingdom was to
last onlY for 1\ certain definite period. The
ancients do, indeed, sometime~ compare
Photinus with Sabellius; hut It must be
owned, their views of the difference hetw~en
the doctrine of Paul and that of Sabelhus
were not clear and this very circumstance
may also have'led them to a. false represen
tation of Photin's doctrine.
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In opposition to these two tendencies in the mode of conceiving this
doctrine, the Arian and the Photinian, the two others now proceeded
to form themselves in the dogmatico-polemical interest, maintaining, on
the one hand, the completeness of the human nature of Christ, and,
on the other, the true personal union of the two natures. According
as the one or the other of these predominated, differences would now
arise in the mode of apprehending this doctrine. Yet it was sought
at first to hold fast the theory of personal unity along with the com
pleteness of the human nature taken up into union with the Logos, as
the essential thing; in doing which many differences in particular
modes of conception might have existed, without encroaching on the
unity of faith. 1 The most eminent church-teachers, such as Athana
sius, Basil of Cresarea, Gregory of Nazianzen, labored tQ preserve the
unity of faith on this side, and to suppress those schisms which were
now existing in the bud. But the germ of antagonisms was already
formed, which could no longer be suppressed, but must go on to de
velope themselves without stop or hindrance.
Especially important was the influence of the two great church
teachers of Cappadocia, Gregory of N azianzen and Gregory of Nyssa,
on the development of this doctrine. 'Ve find in them the further
prosecution of the tendency which commenced with Origen. They
adopted from Origen the doctrine, that the Logos united himself, by
the mediation ~f a rational human soul, (of a ..pYl~ voepa,) with the sen
suous nature. The essential point of this union, the characteristic
mark of the personal unity, they placed in this, namely, that the divine
Logos took all the parts of human nature into fellowship with himself,
and pervaded them. They affirmed, it is true, that this permeation
took place potentially from the first moment of the human existence;
?ut, with Origen, they taught at the same time that its consequences,
m ~espect to all the parts of human nature, did not unfold themselves
untIl after Christ's resurrection; that, after his ascension tQ glory, his
bOdy also became transfigured to a form analogous with the divine es
sence. See vol. 1. p. 639.
In refutation of the charge brought by Eunomius, that, by the sup
POsition of a complete human nature in Christ, along with the divine
nature, a duality was ascribed to him, Gregory of Nyssa says: "Be
l

As, for example, Hilary of Poictiers

expr~ssed his own peculiar mode of appre

h,e~dIng the doctrine as foHows: Chri.,lum
slbl ~nimam assumsisse ex se et corpus per
5~ j I:~, a soul derived in some way from
hiS dmne essence, to which it WI\.S especial
ly related j and a body miraculously so
~,.ought by the divine informing power,
~ at although in shape it resembled other
uman bodies, it was yet of a more exalted
nat,ure, 50 that to all sensuous affections
which he was not liable to by any necessity
of nature, he voluntarily suhjected himself
~ secure a particular object in view, viz.
~I~I salvation of man, /Car ol"ovo,uav. See
, I ';\r. de Trinitate, 1. IX. et X.
A doctrine
6unilar to that set forth in the preceding

period by Clement of Alexandril\, accord
ing to which, it must bc adm~tted, esp~cial
ly so far as it concerns thc "lew of Hilary,
that the ideal of purely human virtue,
whieh Christ must present, in order to be
the Redeemer of mankind and the author
of a new moral creation in humanity, could
not be rightlv understood. To this theory
of the body; Hilary sutfered himself to be
misled by the false ascetic theory which de
ri\'ed sin particularly from the sensuous
nature. As it respects the other position,
howe,er, the correct notion hovered before
his mind, that the human nature of Christ
cannot be regarded as one that came in the
natural course of the development of sinCul humanity.
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yond question, such a duality would find place, if, along with the divine
nature, there existed in Christ another alien one in its own peculiar
characteristic marks and properties. But as everything had been
transformed after the analogy of the divine nature, into which the hu
man has risen, as wood into the fire, such a distinction no longer holds
good."l From this theory was deri\Ted the argument for a transfer of
the divine predicates to the human nature, and vice versa; for a recip
rocal interchange of attributes.2 As, in the case of Gregory of Nyssa,
the principles of the Origenistic system of faith appear everywhere
more sharply defined than they do in the case of Gregory of N azian
zen ; so he maintained that the glorified body of Christ, by that subli
mation (uvaKparnr) into the essence of the divine nature, laid aside
gravity, shape, color, limitation, all the properties of the sensuous
nature: a proper human nature was to be ascribed to it only during
the period of its earthly appearance. Hence also he taught the doc
trine of the omnipresence of the glorified body of Christ: "After the
same manner as Christ exists in the superterrestrial regions, so also he
exists with us in all parts of the world." a
In opposition to this theory, derived from the Origenistic theology,
came forth another system, which once more exerted a special influence
on the course of development of the doctrine we are considering;
namely, that of the younger Apollinaris, a man thoroughly trained ~n
the study of the ancient Greek literature, and a native of Laodicea l?
Syria, of which city he finally became bishop. The great effort of tlns
teacher was again to suppress the doctrine of a perfect human nature
taken up into indissoluble union with the divine Logos, which had been
first brought into systematic form and obtained authority by means of
Origen; and, instead of it, to establish on a firm footing, by new logical
grounds and trains of argument, the original doctrine of the union of
the Logos solely with the human body. In the case of Apollinaris,
the interest of Christian faith was combined with the interest of scien
tific speculation. He was especially intent, like the older Patripassian
ists, to preserve this point inviolate, and without any curtailment to the
faith,- that God revealed himself to him immediately in the appearance
of Christ, that nothing intervened to shut him out from the immediate
relation to God. This, however, as it seemed to him, was not the case
with the theory introduced by Origen and adopted by the church; f?r
in this it seemed to him that the immediate manifestation of God III
Christ was not recognized, but only a human spirit was represented ~
the organ of the divine manifestation. In the next place, it was. hls
{)pinion, that it belonged to the scientific exposition to bring out mOO
clear consciousness what was contained in the church faith, and to ex
1 We see here much that.is analogous to
the later l\lonophysitism. See Gregor. Nyss.
orat. IV. f. 589, T. III. 265. His ep. ad
Theophilum.
2 The UVTlp.~lara(llr ri:Jv ovop.aTCJv, which
afterwards became the occasion of so much
controversy.
8 Gregory of Nazianzcn expresses him-

self more temperately. He says we shon.ld
not attribute to the glorified body of C~nst
any properly sensuous qualities. bu~ nelth:r
again a spiritunl essence (c?VOlr aG£Jp.ar"F ,)
that it is impossible to determine anythmf
more than this respecting t,he na!ure 0)
his glorified body, (t9cowlcGnpav GCJp.arO(.
Gregor. Naz. orat. 40, f. 641.
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amine, moreover, whether it corresponded to the essence of pure 'Christ
ianity; whether some Jewish or pagan element had not mixed in with
the faith of Christians, as might easily happen, when the faith was pro
ceeding onward in its unconscious development. It was by a credulity
which did not stop to examine, that Eve suffered herself to be betrayed.l
At the basis, then, of this exposition by Apollinaris, lay the principle,
that the end to be sought in a scientific examination of the church sys
tem of faith was to preserve the purely Christian elements of that faith
from the intermixture of foreign Jewish and pagan elements; and,
where such 'Un intermixture had already taken place, to purge away the
dross. How salutary would have been the effect on the Christian life,
how many errors adulterating pure Christianity would have been pre
ve~ted from being propagated by church tradition to the following cen
tunes, if this principle of Apollinaris had been received, appropriated,
and consistently applied!
Apollinaris supposed he was able to demonstrate, with mathematical
certainty,2 how it was necessary for anyone to regard the person
of Christ, if he would consistently recognize hir.1 as the God-man.
"~ither," said he, speaking against the doctrine of the union of the
dC.lty and humanity in Christ conceived after the manner above des
cnbed, "either the man who was taken into union with the divine
Logos, retained his own self-determining free-will; and in this case it
Was impossible that any true personal union could take place. The
man endowed with a free-will is but an organ, through which the Logos
acts! in like manner as he made prophets and holy men serye as organs
~f hIS activity.3 Christ differs only in degree from other divinely en
Ii~~tened messengers of God. He is not the God-man, but only a
dlvme man, just as believers come to be ; - only a man serving as an
organ of the divine will.4 Or we must suppose, that the human nature
suffered the loss of its free-will in this union with the divine Logos. But,
as this belongs to the essence of human nature, the latter, in losing the
free'~ill, ceases to be any longer a human nature; and consequently
nothmg more is now to be said of a union of divinity and humanity.
At the same time, it is not to be conceived that God, the creator of
human nature, would so deprive it of that which constitutes its essence,
and consequently annihilate it." 5
Apollinaris, therefore,- who took the same liberty of drawing his own
conclusions from the positions of his opponents, and arguing against
them, as his opponents took with regard to his, and so of charging
,1 The words of ApolIinaris are: Movav
T7jV .eVC1tf3~ rriCITlv ayal90v ~v VOUi'fm9CU,

TCC1p1VnV elvcu, /1~ rrot! I,iI:I97), Tal, TWv 'EMq
VCJV ~ Tc;lV 'IovoalCJv avvf/17r£C1oVC1a do~a~.

~I\gamst those who were constantlyappeal Gregor. Nyss. Antirrhetic. adv. Apollinar.
Ing ?nl, to faith, and repelling all new dog ~ IV. p. 130.
2 rW/1tTpiKat{ arroofi~eC1' lCaL avciYlCalf.
tnati~ Investigations as hostile to faith.
a I09ia 9CJTL(ovC1a ~'oVV uvl9pinfot!, av,",
~gamst such he would say, that faith, COD
s~dered by itself alone, mere believing, was ,& Kallv 7rCZOLV civl9pW7rOI,. L. c. 215.
, OVX /) lrrovpavior aWfXJ7ro" UIJ..' {rrov
°h no value; but everything depended on
t c examination whether that which was paVLOV I9tov doXEiov. L. c. 255. "AwpCJrrO!
the object of faith, really answered to the i:v{hor.
6 4>l9opa TOii alrrt~ovC1iot! {wot! TO ,,1, elvCll
~~en('e of Christian piety.) ?tInGe yiip T~
• ~ C1VvtViYKflV rirv aVe;tTclcrrov rrLCITlv, avTt~ovC1iOV" oV 919dpmu de ~ cpvatr vrro roii
LlOTe rrpoafJKttv lCal rirv TWv xplCITLavLlv l~errot1JC1avTor avrfJv. L. c. 245.
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them with all the consequences which seemed necessarily to flow
from their principles judged from his own point of view, -laid it as a
charge against his antagonists, that, like Paul of Samosata and Photinus,
they recognized in Christ, not the God-man, but only the divine man; 1
that they made of Christ two persons, two Sons of God, a Son of God
in the proper sense, and a Son of God in the improper sense.2
The doctrine concerning Christ, as the God.man, Apollinaris held to
be the properly characteristic and fundamental doctrine of Christianity.
That Christ was a man united with God, and performed miracles in the
exercise ofa divine power-he supposed-even Jews and Pagans might
concede, M the J ews s~id the same thing in fact of Elijah; but faith in
the God-man was that which constituted the Christian. 3
But how, then, did Apollinaris realize to himself, from his own point
of view, the idea of the God-man, which seemed to him so important?
Two beings persisting in their completeness, he conceived, could
not be united into one whole. Out of the union of the perfect human
nature with the Deity one person never could proceed; 4: and more par
ticularly, the rational soul of the man could not be assumed into union
with the divine Logos so as to form one person. This was the negative
side of the doctrine of Apol1inaris; but, as to its positive side, this was
closely connected with his peculiar views of human nature. He su~
posed, with many others of his time, that human nature consisted of
three parts, - the rational soul, which constitutes the essence of man's
nature; 6 the animal soul, which is the principle of animal life; 6 and
the body, between which and the spirit, that soul is the intermediate
principle. The body, by itself considered, has no faculty of desire;
but this soul, which is united with it, is the source and fountain of the
desires that struggle against reason. This soul Apollinaris believed he
found described also by the apostle Paul, in the passage where he
speaks of the flesh striving against the spirit.; The human, mutable
spirit was too weak to subject to itself this resisting soul; hence the
domination of the sinful desires. In order therefore to the redemption
of mankind from the dominion of sin, it was necessary that an immuta·
ble divine Spirit, the Logos himself, should enter into union with these
two parts of human nature. It does not pertain to the essence of that
lower soul, as it does to the essence of the higher soul, that it should de
termine itself; but, on the contrary, that it should be determined a!ld
mled by a higher principle: but the human spirit was too weak for thIS:
the end and destination of human nature, therefore, is realized when the
1 T~ uv8pc,nf'ov lv8cov T~V XpU1i~V ovofL6..
{'ELV, lvavriov elvat Tair a7rOO'roAlKak OLoa
a"aJ...iat~, CiMOrpwv
TWv O1IVOO(.I1I, IIav.:l.ov
15£ Kal tPc.JrrLvov "al :MaptdAMV Ti]~ To,avrij~
c5laarp01)fl~ lCarap;at. 135,1. c. On his own

oe

principles he understood the words aV19p(Joo
7I"O~ lV19to~ and fJtlO~ as synonymous j since,
according to his theory, a mOan composed
of spirit and body, in whom God dwelt,
conld be none else than a divine man, ape·
cially actuated by the Divine Spirit. It is
deserving of nOtice, also, bow wrongly he

conceived of the doctrine of his contempo
rary, Marcellus of Ancyra. See above.,
2 A son ~vaEL, and l\ son barely {)Eart.
See 1. c. p. 209, p. 185, 232.
8 L. c. p. 184.
,
• A maxim of Apollinaris: El ilv8ptJ TrctJ
TCAt'<t' avvi]~fu] lYC~~ TeAt;~, tWo
~(Jav
vl~. L. c. 223.

av

~ i'vX~ AOrl"~, 7rVtVfLa, voiir·
The 1Jroxfl cUoy~.
'1 L. c. p. 138.
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Logos, as an immutable divine Spirit, rales over this lower soul, and
~hus restores the harmony between the lower and the higher principles
In man's nature. 1
In this way, Apollinaris supposed that he avoided all the difficulties
which attended the other theory, and that he had demonstrated how
the divine and human natures in Christ must be conceived to be united
into personal unity. Christ, like every other man, consisted of three
parts, of spirit, soul, and body; but with this difference, that, in his
~ase, the place of the weak and mutable human spirit was filled by an
Immutable divine Spirit: for this reason, therefore, is Christ also the
God-man; a name which could not otherwise be ascribed to him. This
difference between Christ and other men, Apollinaris believed might
also be clearly pointed out in his life. All human development is pro
gressive; it proceeds from conflict and effort, for the very reason that
~he ~uman spirit is a mutable one, which can only seek to subject the
mfenor soul to itself by degrees. But we find nothing of this kind in
the case of Christ, who from the first ruled the inferior soul by his
transcendent, divine Spirit.2 The union of the divine Logos with a
perfect human nature takes place only in the case of individual believ
e!s, who, by their fellowship with the God-man, are made to partake of
hI~ victory over sin, and his dominion over the inferior sou1. 3 'With
thIS theory, Apollinaris believed he possessed the advantage of being
able, without harm to the unaltered properties of all parts of the human
nature which the divine Logos assumed into union with himself, to affirm
the unity of person, -and, as evidence of this, the interchange of attri
butes.4 He was fond of certain expressions, entirely at variance with
~lC scriptural phraseology, and which began now for the first time to
ecome current, "God died, God was born." 5 He maintained, that
worship was due to the sensuous nature united with the Logos in one
pe~on ; 6 a thing which, on the other hand, they who attributed to
hnst a perfect human nature could not maintain, without adding a
h~urth essence to the Trinity. He now brought it as a charge against
IS opponents, that they. were obliged to suppose a change in Christ's
body, a deification of it contradictory to its own nature, and to repre
sent the true union of the divinity and the humanity as being the result
of Christ's resurrection; 7 of which charge the above-described theory
of .Gregory of Nyssa, and other theologians trained in the school of
OrIgen, especially furnished the occasion. He controverted the theory
of tbe human omnipresence of Christ; teaching that Christ, although

i

vov lVfprOVfd~'1) Gap"l nl.CtTal TO [prov, 0
fa,l l.vaLf uflapriat;, flf:,al.afl/3av f:L
riir
At'aWr 0 lv i}fllv avro"ivTjrot; vovt;, "a{}' 15aov
Ol"tiOL iavrov Xpurri;J. P.220. In the case
of Christ, there was only a 7rpQa')'Tj1/Jtt; Gap
Iwt;, - in that of individual believers, an ava
').~1fLf 15')..ov uWpcJ7rOV.
4 The UVTlfu;{}(aruaLf T~V uvOpiLTWV.

oe

5
6
7

See 1. c. 264.
L. c. 241
See I. c. p. 277, 284.
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in respect to his body he was in heaven, yet, in respect to his divine
essence united with the body, is everywhere with believers.!
According to this connection of ideas, it would seem that in the same
manner as the older Patripassianists conceived of the whole being of
God as constituting the animating soul of the human body in which it
dwelt, so also Apollinaris would conceive of the whole being of the
divine Logos as constituting the animating soul in the human nature of
Jesus. In this case, however, it is difficult to explain how a man of his
sagacity could fail to be struck with the great difficulties attending such
a supposition. Yet, to judge from a single remark of Apollinaris, it
would seem that, in endeavoring to avoid these difficulties and to make
the matter clearly conceivable, he touched, without intending it, upon
the ideas of Beryll of Bostra and of Sabellius, and fell into that view
of the personality of Christ, according to which it was not one commen
surate with the whole being of the Logos, but formed from a certain
,
influx or irradiation of the Logos into the human body.2 .
Apollinaris had no intention to separate himself from the catholIc
church, to set up a particular theory at variance with the old church
doctrine, and found a distinct sect; for he was convinced that the
essence of the church doctrine was expressed in a consistent manner
only in his own theory, and that the scheme which had proceeded from
the Origenistic school was self-contradictory. Accordingly he could
with honesty subscribe, through his delegates, the articles which we:e
established by the aforesaid synod held at Alexandria, A.D. 36~, Ul
opposition to the above-described Arian doctrine concerning Chflst's
human nature. He directed his name to be subscribed to the articles,
by which the hypothesis of a body without soul or spirit (ai:Jpz a1{lvxov /Cal
av~rov) in Christ was condemned; for he also did, in fact, suppos~ ,8.
soul which belonged in connection with the body, and also a spmt
1 'Or, lea2 tv oVpav~ Ovro~ ToV atJp.aro~,
~' 1}p..Wv iait piXPL T~~ avvreA.Eia~ Toli
alcJvo~. C. 59, p. 286.
2 It is a remark of Apollinaris, which is
to be fouud in Gregory of Nyssa, c. 29, and
which appeared to that father himself
somewhat obscure. On the language of
Christ, in the gospel of John, "My Father
works hitherto, and I work," he observes,
that Christ here places his own action on
an equality with that of the Father, accord
ing to the spirit j but that, nccordin~ to the
flesh, he makes a distinction, (OtalPWV p.ev

T1jv tVfpyliav Kara aaPKa, l;tawv oe KaTa
1rvrVfla.) Next he goes on to say, that this

expression denotes, on the one hand, the
equality in respect of power; on the other,
the distinction as to the mode of action, in
respect of the flesh, by virtue of which,
John 5: 21, he did not quicken nIl, but
those whom he willed. ("Orrf[l eXfl T1jv iv

OvVUllft rruAlV iaoT1}Ta KrIt ~v Karll aupKa
Tilr; lVfpyeiar; olaipfaLV, ICaf)' ;'v
rruvrar;
l(worrol~af, UAI.a TlVU~, our; lfJf')..1JafV.) Yet
here Apolliuaris plainlY fixes a distinction

ov

between the unlimited; infinite activity of

the Logos, considered by himself, and h,is
limited activity, affected by the exist~nce
the flesh. So far as Christ is consCiOUS 0
his being one with God, he ascribes t? him
self the power, like the Father, to ~~part
life to all; so far as his being is conditIOned
bv the aap;. he is conscious of being able to
awaken to 'life, (which Apollinaris under
stood without doubt as referring to th.e ~esd
urrection of the body,) only in a limite 1
degree. Thus the Logos does not re~ea
himself here in a way that correspontl~ to
his diyine essence, considered by itself, but
in one that corresponds to his form ?f man
ifestation conditioned Rnd determine? b{
the aap;, animated by him with a ratloUi\
soul. But this point in his system he. p~o~
nblv did not make any clearer to hn~.e .
Ha~l he made clear to his own consCIOUS
ne"3
what lav nt the bottom of this his
theo-j\
•
•
ry, he woulct"haye been f?rced to g~\'e u~1
rrrent deal which he felt It to be extrem. Y'
import!lnt to hold fast. The conflictJUlg
elements in his system here come into co •
lision.
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which directed the soul in Christ. He believed that all this was first
presented and established by his own theory in a tenable form, and in
a way which corresponded to the idea of the God-man.! But when
Apollinaris came out more openly with his doctrine, and supposed that
he had demonstrated in an irrefragable manner what belonged to the
completeness of the conception of the God-man, Athanasius affirmed, in
opposition to him, that the true Christ was incapable of being construed
by human reason. 2
~he controversy which was carried on against the doctrines of Apolli
n~:ls led men to think of the necessary connection between the recog
mtlOn of a perfect, spiritual, and sensuous human nature, and the
~octrine concerning that which constituted a Redeemer and the redemp
bon, in its more exact relations to a systematic body of divinity.
Athanasius, for example, in his work against Apollinaris, alleges, in
opposition to his doctrines, substantially the following reasons: "How
could Christ represent for us the pattern of the holy life after which we
ought to strive, if his nature was not entirely homogeneous with ours?
I!e could not redeem human nature in its completeness, unless he had
hImself assumed all the parts of which it consists?" lIe points to those
affections and actions of Christ, which could be conceived only as be
l~nging to a human soul; as, for example, his sorrow and mortal agony,
~ praying, his descent to Hades for the redemption of the spirits in
pnson.3 If Apollinaris says that Christ could not assume the human
Soul free from sin, without subjecting it to a violence destructive of its
essential nature, such a theory, Athanasius alleged, whereby sin was
supposed to be a. necessary thing in human nature, led to ~Ianicheism.
~ccording to this, sin would be the nature of man, and freedom from
SIn stand in contradiction with his nature. But directly the opposite
Was the case. Freedom from sin was man's original nature; it was
only by reason of the corruption of that original nature, sin had obtained
uch dominion over it. Christ elevated it once more· to its original freeom. There lay here, at the bottom of the controversy between the
two theories, different conceptions with regard to freedom, which some
what later, amidst the Pelagian disputes, were still more clearly brought
out: Apollinaris understood by freedom, the freedom of choice; Atha
nasl?S understood by it, freedom to goodness, to moral development
undlSturbed by anything of a foreign nature. Gregory of N aZIanzen

d
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h. See the explanation of Apo11inaris
Irnself, in his letter to the synod at Diocre·
~!lre~. Leontius Byzantin. c. fraudes Apol
Tn~nstarum, in Canisii lectiones antiqure,
'2 • 608, eel Basnage.
XpLaT~"> oV'"
im~ av-{JoCJr.t
l>ov '0
l u),r/,{JLVOr
'
-i.
•
na . ',(J'YLl1fLOV dta'Ypatfr~l1tra,. Adv. Apolli
stas , 1. I. ~ 13.
w' The opinion, however, is assuredly
tolttout !lny foundation, that the opposition
th ~ polhnarinnism led to the adoption into
. e Apostles' Creed of the article respect
in~ the design of Christ's descensus ad
~a'J0s for this must far rather have been
e a prominent point long before this, in
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opposition to the Gno~tj~s, w.ho wholly de
nied the descensus ChrIStl ad mferos. Apol
linaris did not deny this, although his op
ponents objected to him, that this, as well
as many other doctrines belonging to the
essence of orthodoxy, could not be reconcil
ed with his theory. 'We have his own words,
in which he holds forth this doctrine; if it
be true that it is the same ApoHinaris who is
cited in the Catena Nicephori, Lips. 1772,
T.l.1475. lIe considered this descensus as
constituting a part of the pain and angoish
of Christ's death.
• Ep. ad Cledon. and orat. 51.
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says, in opposition to Apollinaris: "Christ must, in his character of
Redeemer, appear in human nature, not barely because he made use
of human nature as a sensible veil, and must bring down the divine
element to man's apprehension in this sensible veil; for if so, he might
in truth have chosen any other sensible veil as the organ for its mani
festation; but he must assume the hu'man nature, in order to make
make man holy; consequently he must assume the whole man, consisting
of soul and body."
Moreover, through public synodal articles, the opposition to the doc
trine of Apollinaris was expressed by Western councils subsequent to
the year 376, and by the second general council of Constantinople.
Yet no more new articles of doctrine concerning the divine and human
nature in Christ were publicly established in this controversy.
REMARK. - The continuation of the history of the development of
this doctrine follows in the next section.
.

END OF PART FIFTH OF THE ORIGINAL.

CONTINUATION OF THE FOURTH SECTION.
HISTORY OF THE DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE PERSON OF CHRIST.

From the time of the Apollinarian disputes, the different tendencies
already noticed by us as existing at an earlier period, in the mode of
apprehending the doctrine concerning the person of Christ, proceeded
to. unfold themselves to more decided opposition, according as the doc
tnne was set forth either in antithesis to the scheme of Apollinaris, or
to that of Photinus. This difference of doctrinal tendencies was not
~ounded merely, however, in a difference of outward and local rela
tIons: it had its still deeper ground in an essential difference pervading
the whole dogmatic spirit. Those who were predominantly inclined to
the side of feeling and religious contemplation, made it their chief con
cern, in opposition to the Photinian views, - which recognized only a
distinction of degree between the Son of God and other enlightened
and holy men, - to bring out distinctly the difference of kind between
the fact of God's becoming man, and a mere influence of God upon a
man; and to fix the attention upon the incomprehensible and inexpli
~ab~e side of the mystery. Those, on the other hand, who were more
Inclmed to seek after clear and well-defined conceptions for the under
standing, made "it their chief object to distinguish and separate in their
conceptions those elements which, in feeling and the mere intuitions
o.f feeling, were apt to be confounded together; and thus, in opposi
tIo~ t? Gnostic and Apollinarian modes of apprehension, they were led
to InSIst upon the abiding distinction of the divine and human natures,
each retaining its own separate individuality. The first of these ten
dencies we find more particularly represented in the church and school
o~ Alexandria; the other, in the church and school of Antioch. This
~fference may in part be accounted for by what we have already said,
In the introduction to this section, concerning the general character of
these schools .
. The Antiochian school could hardly fail to be led, by its prevailing
hlstorico-grammatical tendency, to give more importance than others
Were wont to do to the human side in the life of Christ. 'Vhere an
al~egorical or otherwise artificial method of interpretation easily con
t:lved means to obscure the plainly manifested human element in the
hfe of Christ the principles of interpretation adopted by that church
naturally produced the contrary effect. 'Vhile other schools adjusted
an~ interpreted all the appearances brought to vi~w in the gospel nar
rative, accordinO' to a doctrinal conception of Chnst already fixed and
esta?lished, thisO school, on the other hand, f?r~ed its conception of
Chnst from the gospel history. On determmmg the sense of those
passa.ges where Christ himself speaks of his knowledge as being, in a
~ertaln respect, limited, they could not be so easily satisfied with the
orced explanations to which others had recourse. The simple con
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templation and exposition of the gospel narrative led men, like Diodo
rus of Tarsus and Theodore of Mopsuestia, to adopt such views of
Christ as did not exclude the idea of a process of development in him
corresponding to the ordinary course of human rtature, and like that,
in a certain sense, progressively advancing and making its way through
trials and difficulties. This mode of representation, however, either
was not, or did not continue to be, in the case of Theodore, a mere
isolated notion, taken up for some immediate purpose; but it formed
a necessary organic member in the well-concocted whole of his dog
matic system, whose central point was the doctrine concerning Christ.
In order to a right understanding of this, it will be necessary here for
us to go back and consider certain points pertaining to his doctrine of
human nature, which cannot be seen in their proper place and relation
without taking into view the latter.
Theodore supposes two portions or states in the entire history of the
creation: the rational nature, left, at all stages of its existence, to
itself; changeable, and exposed to temptations; - and, on the ot~er
hand, the rational nature, raised, by the communication of a divine ~lfe
pervading and transfiguring it, above the limitation of a finite eXIst·
ence, delivered from all temptations and conflicts, and placed in an
unchangeable state of moral purity. The one portion extends to the
general resurrection, the other follows after it. l ~:(an, who is the
representation _of God's image for the whole creation, is the mediu~
of transition from the first of these states to the second. This tranSl
tion could be no otherwise brought about, than by the elevation of the
human nature itself to communion with God, and, by means of this, to
a life exalted above change and temptation. This was the end of
Christ's appearance, by which God's image first became truly realized
in human nature; man first raised to that dominion over aU nature,
for which he was destined at the creation, and made the object of
reverence and worship for all created beings.2 Now, in order to ac·
complish this, God must take upon him human nature in its peculiar
condition of mutability, and, by means of the conflicts and temptatio~s
which belong to this state, form it for that higher condition which IS
the end of all development. Human nature must appear therefore, at
first, even in Christ, as a nature subjected to temptations and conflicts;
and this presupposes a free-will, in which is implied, though without
1 Excerpta Marii Mercatoris cd. Garnier.
p.100. Placuit Deo in duos status dh-idcre
creaturam; unum quidem, qui prresens est,
in quo mutabilia omnia fecit j altcrum au
tern, qui futurus est, cum rcnoyans omnia
ad immutabilitatem transferet.
2 See the fragment of Theodore, in the
book written on purpose to refute him, by
Johannes Philoponus. It contains his com
mentary on the history of the creation, in
Genesis, 1. VI. c. 10. '0 thor; Ta Tilr; EiKOvTJr;
n,uv Ota(Ji:J(jaL {3ov'.0I-'E:VOr;, av&pCJrrov l; iJl-'i:Jv
iva Aa{3CJv, u19avarov rt /Ca~ aTpirrTov 7'iOL~
aar, Elr; ovpavov uvhayev lavri;J crovul/Jar;, Iva
p1J p.Ovov Elr; vl/Jor; 'TV}'XavCJv, rrapa rraU'TJf

rrpO(jKvvqra£ Tqr; ICTtatCJr;, cl'J.il ),clp Ka2 Ka-r..il
7l'avTa 9o(3tpOr; Tt /Cd uvt7!'l,3ovAtv TO r rJ. .olf
l-vavTlOLr;, UTt I-'TJOf.l-'taV rrapaTpo;ri/V ~_ (i}}.OL·
CJ(jlV V7l'Ol-'iV£LV OLOI1Tt wv. Accordmg to

this theory, he could explaiu the 8th psalm,
it is true, as rebting immediatel~' to. human
nature in geneml; but yet Inluntmn that,
in its highest meanin~ and in the whole
extent of its contents it'refers to Christ, ~
the one in wholn all that is said in thIS
Psalm of human nature became first fu111
realized. - See the fragment of his .. com
mentary on the 8th Psalm, in Cordem Ca~
elln in Psnlmos, f. 166. Compo Cone.
oocum. Y. CoUnt. IV. c. 19.
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the presence of sinfulness or of any actual sin, yet the possibility of
sinning} Without such a free, self-determining will, a true human
nature cannot exist. Conflict by means of free-will appeared, more
over, to Theodore, the necessary condition of all progress in the devel
opment of rational creatures. 'Vithout this, the bestowment of that
hIgher state Qf immutability, to which Christ was to attain by the res
urrection, and to which through him mankind and the whole world of
spirits was also destined to attain, could appear no otherwise than as
an act of God's arbitrary will; not, as it is represented in sacred scriJr
ture, the merited reward of a victorious conflict. 2 Now in this way
Theodore might have been led to the. doctrine of a deification of the
human nature in Christ, somewhat like the later Socinian view, and
consequently excluding the notion of a true being of God in Christ.
B?t he was remote from this, so far at least as he expressed himself
With consciousness. He sincerely adopted the doctrine of the church
r~spccting the divine incarnation. He by no means accommodated
h,.msclf, barely in compliance with prevailing authority, to .the expres
SIOns of the church, meaning to explain them in a different and alien
Scnse. But he wished to frame to himself, after the analogy of human
nature and his contemplation of the life of Christ, a definite conception
of that which is to be understood by Christ as God-man in his earthly
appearance. The progressive deification of the human nature in Christ
up to the time of his ascension to glory, he contemplated as a conse
qu~nce and effect of the original and hidden union, - the very end for
whICh God had appropriated the human nature even from its birth.
But this union, existing from the first and presupposed through the
Whole life of Christ, by virtue of his constantly victorious conflict,
revealed itself in a gradually progressive manner in its effects, as the
o:derly process of the development of human nature required.3 By
YIrtue of that union, he developed his human faculties, both moral and
l~t~Uectual, far more rapidly than other men: hence 'in his tempta
tI~ns he was not left to himself, but came off victorious by means !If
~IS union, although not without the cooperation of ,his own ~ree-wil~.
a measure always proportionate to the bent of hIS own wIll mam
fested in the conflict, was revealed through him the divine power of
the Logos constantly united with him, thus· raising him step by step
llIence Theodore supposed, in the his

participem (pnrtakingof human feelings l1?d

tory of the temptation, which he considered affections) prius aeripiens et per resurrectlO

: a tra~saction of the inner sense through nem in immutabiJitatem constituens, sic et
e mcdl~m of 8. visionary appearance and nobis eorumdem istorum per resurrectionem
CO~!"~?lca!ion of the evil spirit, an inward prrebuit communioncm. Post resurreetio
P~-~lblhty In Christ of being tempted, so nem e mortuis et in emlos ascensum impas
at he victoriously withstood the tempta sibilis factus et immutabilis. Before his res
r.,lon by the power of his will. See the urrection Christ was mutabilis in cogitationi
ragTnent from Theodore's work against the bus suis; it was not ti1I after his resurrec
emperor Julian, published by Munter, frag tion he became immutabilis. In this sense
:cnta patrum Grrecorum, fascic. I. "The he explains 1 Tim.: lOumu:J{)1J tv 7rlJ£vp.an,
~~ of, the temptation, Iva "a{)api:J~ uvap.ap: referring- it to the uvap.apnlaia first commu
::!.),Of °9{)1), ou Tt;J Il~ 7r£tpaa{)~vaL, ul')..d'i:J nieated to him in its strict and proper sense
~u_ t.a.;aa{)m 7r£tpua{JcLf _ iJ~ uv{JpCJ'TrOr; UJ.1J bv the Dh·ine Spirit after the resurrection.
wr 7rClpa(op.l:Vor.
-3 Theodore's fundamental principle. Con
ll! 2 L. c. Coneil. V. CoUnt. IV. Ita et ani cil. V. CoUat. IV. c. 49. Gratia data natu
am Christi utpote humanam et sensus ram non immutat.
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to continually higher degrees of glory, till he attained to the highest
and most perfect degree after his resurrection. Thus Theodore could
now apply even to the humanity of Christ, a principle to which he
attached the greatest importance; namely, that there is no such thing
as unconditional predestination, that this is uniformly conditioned by
the fOi>eknowledge of the bent of the human will. I God ordained the
man Jesus to that supreme dignity which he was to receive in part
from the time of his hirth, and to enjoy in its whole extent after the
resurrection, because he foreknew that his will would persevere in its
fidelity through every temptation.
Let us illustrate these statements by citing some of the explanations
of Theodore himself: "Thus we see him," says he, "before the cross,
hungry and athirst; afraid, and of many things ignorant: for out of
himself he brought with him the purpose of virtue. 2 Of this, Isaiah teg..
tifies, when he says, 'Before the child understands and distinguishes
good and evil, he resists the evil to choose the good,' Isaiah 7 : 16.3
That is, before he came to the age at which other men are usually able
to distinguish what ought to be done, he knew how to distinguish good
and evil, because he possessed somewhat beyond that ,yhich belongs to
other men; for if, even among ourselves, we often meet with those who
though children in years yet discover great wisdom, in so much as to
excite the wonder of those that behold them, much more must the man
of whom we speak have surpassed all others at the same period o.f
life." 4 He ascribed, therefore, to our Saviour, at every period of hIS
earthly life, a knowledge transcending the limits of ordinary human
knowledge, and, in general, a knowledge far exceeding the capabilities
of human nature; but still no participation in the divine omniscience.
His theory enabled him to take those passages in which Christ declares
himself to be ignorant of the time of the last judgment, in their proper and
natural sense; - a view afterwards condemned as heretical under the
name of Aglloctism. 5 The words of Luke, that Jesus "grew, and
1 Even the ancients justly observed the
inner connection between the Christology
and the anthropology of the Antiochian
school, and the ailinity grounded on this
circumstance between Pelagian ism and Nes
torianism. Vid. Photo cod. 54, which is an
extra~t from an ancient writing against
Pelagian ism and NestQrianism, belonging to
the early times of the sixth century, where
in it is said: OZ flf:V (the Pelagians) 7r£P'
TWv fli'Awv TOU Xpl.cmJl) u:;roiJpaoVvOVTat, (they
attribute too much to the man. to the free
will in believers,) ol de 7r£p2 aVTi;r; ri;r; TOV
Gil/laoor; /(f9aA~r;, TOU XpiC1TOV rr,v a{m)v Uta
voiav Kat TUA,uav l;rovl1l. On the other side,
as, for instance, in the case of Augustin.
~is opposite views of anthropolo~y stood
10 com~eetion with his opposite christologi
cal notIOns. Thus he adduced the mode of
!Inion .bet~veen the divinity and humanity
10 Chnst, 10 proof of the assertion, that the
operations of divine grace could not be
conditioned on the merit of the human will.

Neque enim et ipse ita Terbo Dei conj~nc
tus, ut ipsa conjunctione unus :Filius Del et
idem ipsc unllS filius hominis fleret, prxce
dentibus sure voluntatis meritis fecit. An
gustin. de pecc.atorum meritis et remiss ione•
L. II. § 27.
ad
2 Hc means. on this account Christ b
to pass through these conflicts.
.
If Namely, according to the AlexandrIan
Tersion. Theodorc did not hesitate, there
fore to recognize this passage as onc tha~
relates to the Messiah.
• Out of thc seventh book of Theodore
on the incarnation cited in LeoDtins of By
zantium. Contra Nrstorium et Entychcm,
1. III. f. 701, T. IX. bibl. patr. Lugd.
5 Antc cruccm, (i. C. before l~e came t?
share, hy his exaltation to ~lory, III the ~ttn
hulC of the divine omniscience,) cum tgno
rare rcperimus. Bib!. patr. Lugd. T. 9,
f. 701. At the same time, it may seem
strnnf7e that, in a fragment of his commen
tary ~~ the gospel according to John, be
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waxed strong in spirit, filled with wisdom, and the grace of God was
upon him," he explained as meaning that with the progress of time Jesus
grew in wisdom, and in corresponding virtue; while both were increased
hy the favor which he had with God. " In all this, h.,. increased both
with God and with men: men saw, indeed, the progress; but God not
?nly saw it, but approved it by his testimony, and cooperated with him
m his actions. It is also manifest, that he practised every virtue in a
more perfect manner and with greater ease than other men; because,
f:om his very conception, God had united him with himself; ever con
tmued to bestow on him that larger measure of cooperating power which
was requisite in order to the great work of salvation; guided all his
~ffort,g, exciting him to strive continually after higher perfection, and
In many cases relieving and lightening his labors, whether of the body
or of the mind." 1
. Regarding the exaltation of Christ, considered as man, to the divine
nnmutability by means of his resurrection and ascension to glory, as a
reward of the holy life which he had maintained through every trial,
Theodore inferred that it was not in the power of Christ to send the
Holy Spirit until after this change had taken place. Hence he ex
plained the·symbolical act of our Saviour, and the accompanying words
addressed to the disciples after his resurrection, (John 20 : 22,) 38
hei.ng simply a prophetical allusion to the communication of the Holy
Splrit, which was not to be actually realized until afterwards.2 He
supposed also, that as the divine majesty of Christ was not revealed
until after his exaltation to heaven and the transfiguration of his human
nature, so it was not known among men until after the effusion of the
Holy Spirit. Here was another point in which he did not allow him
self to be fettered by the common doctrinal and exegetical tradition.
Neither Nathaniel, Peter, nor the :Marthas, did by their confessions
of Christ, in which they called him the Son of the living God, intimate
that they believed in his divinity: this would indeed have been very
remote from that common notion of the :Messiah entertained by the
Jews, which ,yas their point of departure. 3 It was enough for them,
at the outset, to recognize in his appearance something which vastly
transcended what appeared in other men. But, after his resurrection,
they were, by the enli crhtening influence of the Holy Spirit, guided to a
pe:t'ect knowledge; ~o that they recognized what it was. that disti!1
gmshed him above all other men; - what belonged to hIm, not as III
~O~1d say, speaking of the inquiry which really ignorant of the fact respecting which
" hnst made after the graye of Lazarus: he inquired, inasmuch as the question might
Our Saviour did not ask this question be be very well explained, as having been pro
~usc he did not know; for how could it be posed simply with 1\ view of leading to the
~ Us When he had already announced the further de,·elopment of his intentions with
act that Lazarus was dead ~" Vid. Cordcrii regard to Lazarus.
1 L. e. iOl.
fatena in .Joannem, f. 28S. Either this
2 Concil. V. Collat. IV. c. 14.
m~ent did not come from Theodore,
S The testimony of Theodore is impor
('!ho in the Catena is sometimes confounded
With ?ther writers,) or else we must p~ tant here also, as cotning from one who was
e It to have been his meaning, that In at home in those ·countries: J udrei et Sa
particular case there was no sufficient maritre tali;} sperantes plurimum, quantum
reason for supposing Christ to have been Dei "erbi a sci entia longe erant.

:h:
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the case of others, by dignity conferred from without; but by a peculiar
right, and by virtue of his union with the divine Logos, through which
union he came to participate, after his ascension to heaven, in all equal
honor with the lJttter."l Accordingly he explained the exclamation of
Thomas, "My Lord, and my God!" - as an utterance of surprise;
since the resurrection of Christ could be no certain evidence of his
divinity.2
The controversies with the Apollinarians, against whom this school in
Syria had often to contend, led him to unfold this part of his theory
still further. Apollinaris, starting with the position that Christ must be
regarded as perfectly holy from the beginning, that it would be presump
tion to ascribe to· him a progressive development by means of conflict
and trial, inferred that, instead of the changeable human spirit, we must
necessarily suppose him to have been possessed of only an unchangeable
divine spirit. On the other hand, Theodore disputed the position itself,
from which the conclusion of Apollinaris was drawn. He maintained
that it was impossible not to recognize in Christ a progressive develop
ment by means of conflict and trial, without pronouncing the evangelical
record a fable; and that all this was moreover necessarily required, in
order to complete the work of redemption. But all this seemed to him
perfectly inconceivable without the supposition of a human soul ill
Christ. "How could Ohrist," says he, "have experienced fear in the
passion, if Deity took the place in him of the sensitive human soul?
1Yhat need had he, in the approaching anguish, of that fervent prayer
which he addressed to God with a loud voice and many tears? How
came he to be so overwhelmed with fear, that his sweat was as-great
drops falling down to the ground?" He referred to the appearance
of the angel, whom Christ needed to strengthen and comfort him.
The angel, he observes, admonished him to endure with constancy, to
overcome the weakness of human nature, and pointed out to him the
benefits to be gained by his sufferings, and the glory which was to
follow. 3 He affirmed, in opposition to Apollinaris, that Christ, being
free from sensual desires, had to maintain the conflict rather with
emotions rising up in his soul, than with the desires and pains of the
body 4 - which, according to Theodore's views, did by no means neces
sarily imply the existence of a sinful (peecable) nature in Christ, but
only the mutability and capability of being tempted inseparable from
the essence of the human soul in its present condition. It was indeed
particularly the soul which needed to be healed. From the fact that
Ohrist achieved and maintained the victory over avarice and ambition,
the body as such (whose desires, according to Apollinaris,' needed to
1
- :I

L. c. 25.
C. 15, and the explanation of l\Iatth. 8,

touching the cure of the centurion, which
shows his exegetical freedom, where he
says of him: Neque enim tanquam Dei
Filium, et ante omnem crcaturam subsisten
tern, et omnium, qnm snnt, opificem, ndicrnt
centurio. H.me cnim neque discipulorum
erat tunc selfe ante crncem j sed tanquam

hominem per virtutem adeptum majorem
quam est hominis potestatem. See Facund.
Hermian. 1. III. c. IV.
a Extracts from his work against the
Apollinarists. Concil. V. CoHat. IV. c. IV.
i Plus inquietabatur dominus etcertamen
habebat ad animre passiones, quam corpo
ris. L. c. 27.
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h.e subdued by the power of the Holy Spirit) gained absolutely nothing;
smce by such desires in fact the body cannot be subdued. But if it
were not the soul, but only the Deity, which gained this victory, no
advantage could have accrued from all this to us, and the conflict of
Our Lord would have been a mere empty show.1 The words of Christ
to Peter, Matt. 16 : 23, seemed necessarily to presuppose it as possible,
th~t those words of Peter could have produced some effect on his mind.
It IS, says he, as if Christ had said to Peter: 1 shall suffer death with
better courage, for the sake of the many benefits to which I and,
through me, all shall attain. Pain and disturb not my mind, by
exhorting me to shun death as an ignominious thing. 2 "What need,"
says he, " had the divinity of the only-begotten Son, of the anointing
by the Holy Ghost, or the power of the Spirit, in order to work mir
acles? What need had he of the Spirit, in order to learn, in order to
appear without spot or blemish? 8 'Vhen it is said, that he was led of
the Spirit into the wilderness, this surely presupposes in general, that
he .'~as guided, ruled, instructed, strengthened in his thoughts by the
SPlrIt. But if, instead of the soul, the ])eity only dwelt within him, the
str~~gth of that was sufficient for everything, and the aid of the Holy
Spmt would have been superfluous." 4
. Apollinaris, again, went on the principle, that it was absolutely
Inadmissible to compare the essential indwelling of God in Christ with
the mode of the relation in which God stood, in other cases, to enligh~
~ned and holy men. He called that peculiar mode of the being of God
In Christ, a substantial, essential indwelling (KaT' ovuiav, oV(1tiJcJc~.) Thea
do~e) on the contrary, endeavored to illustrate the peculiar mode in
~hlch Christ was united with God, by comparing it with the manner
In which God, in general, was nearer to certain reasonable beings
than to other creatures; and here he adopted the fundamental points
of a. theory already unfolded by Diodore of Tarsus.5 In his work on
the .Incarnation of God, which was directed, as it seems, particularly
agmnst the Apollinarian doctrines, he inquired as to what formulas were
best suited to designate that which was of the like kind in this relation
of God to certain rational beings, and at the same time to exclude in
the most certain manner all false, anthropopathic notions. " Are we
to speak of an indwellincr of God in his essential nature? But, in his
essential nature God ca~ nowhere be either included or excluded: as
the omnipresent'Being, he stands in the like relation to all. Or. sha}l
'We suppose the indwelling presence of God to be a presence, not m h!S
essence, but in his energy , (not KaT ovuiav, but ~aT' lvcpyt:iav)? But ~n
ca~e we maintained that God dwells after a specml manner m certam
b~mgs by his enercry we could not, at the same time, maintain that
hIS providence anl g~vernment, his preserving and di.rectin~ ag~ncy,
extends over all; which, however, we must necessanly affirm if we
1 L. c. 27. Et videntur domini certami·
na2ostentationis cujusdam gratia fnisse.
8 L. c. V.
A.llllsion to Hebrews 9: 14. So too he
explamed 1 Timothy 3: 16.

{ CoUat. IV. c. VI. VII. XIII.
6 See the fragments of Diodorus in the
work of Lcontins of Byzantium,!. c. f. iOO.
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acknowledge God to be the Preserver and Governor of all. We must
accordingly find some such formula as is suited, in general, to desig
nate the peculiar relation of moral fellowship and communion in which
God stands with those rational beings who are fitted for it by the
temper of their minds, in contradistinction from others who by their
sins exclude themselves from such communion. And that formula is
as follows: - God is peculiarly near to such by virtue of his compla
cency in them; by virtue of his disposition towards them; by virtue
of the direction of his will; by his favor, inasmuch as he has adopted
them as his children." 1 Theodore compared also Christ's baptism with
the baptism of believers, as that which was prefigured. by his own;
affirming tnat, from this moment, the effects of that special union with
God became manifest in him; but with this difference, that to him
was imparted the entire fulness of the Divine Spirit, while believers
received· through him only partial influences of the same Spirit.2
Here, as in many other places, Theodore seems to assert, that to the
Saviour, something new, which had not been in him before, was impart
ed to him from without; a view, however, which is at variance with the
opinion he elsewhere expressed respecting an original union of the .
divine Logos with the man Jesus; unless perhaps he meant to say, that
this communication of the fulness of the divine Spirit, seeming to
come to him from without, was but an effect resulting from his hidden
union with the divine Logos.
.
Although Theodore after this manner compared the being of God I!l
Christ with the being of God in sanctified and enlightened men, yet It
was by no means his purpose to establish here a perfect sameness of
kind in all respects, but only to place in a prominent light the sameness
of kind in a certain respect; in so far as the relation of' God to rational
beings standing in spiritual communion with him, must and should be
distinguished from the relation of God to the rest of creation. He
affirmed, at the same time, that along with this generic identity there
still existed, in the same identical relation in this one respect, a great
specific diversity. And here regard should be had to the different
modes and ways in which God stands related to good men generally,
to prophets, to apostles, and last of aUto the Son.3 These accessory
distinctions served to designate the different ways in which God dwells
within whatever is generically like him. "Never," says Theodore,
" shall we have the folly to assert, that the mode in which God dwells
in Christ is no other than that in which he dwells in prophets or apo!r
tIes." After these distinctions, the expression Son of God, in the sense
of Theodore, would denote "such a not merely partial but complete
1 KaT' dioO/clav, in allusion to the divine
voice at the baptism of Christ, Luke 3: 22.
KaTa O/.(t\9€GLV, KaTu {)e"Ai}atv, KaTlI XaptV,
ICa{J' vlo{JeGiav, 1. c. f. 700, which in the
Latin is in general translated adoptio.
Hence the controversy, at a bter period,
about adoptionism. He moreoyer referred
to the mode in which elsewhere the names
God nnd the Son of God are used meta.
nymically. Adoptio in baptismo secundum

comparntionem judaiere adoptionis, where
he referred to Is. J. 2, "". 82, 6.
2 See l. c. fo1. 701, col. 1.
f
8 'Vherc, namely, this expression, " Son 0
God" was taken in the hin-hest sen,c; for
The~dore in tbis respect als~ did admit that
there might be a different application of the
term, where nothing more w~ to lx: dc~
ed by it than simply the nmon wlth
generally. See the preceding note.
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union between the being who is by his nature and his essence the Son
of God, namely, the Logos, and a man, as that, by virtue of this union,
the latter would be made to share in all the honor, glory, and dominion
.
belonging to himself."1 .
~gain, whilst Apollinaris affirmed that two beings, both abiding in
theIr own complete and individual natures, could never be so united as
to constitute one,- one person; it was the great purpose of Theodore to
8h?~ in what way we are to conceive, that deity and humanity, while
abIdmg each in its own peculiar essence in Christ, were still bound
together by a certain relation in one personal fellowship and unity.
Jesus, as the instrument employed by the deity for the purpose of ex
tending abroad his saving influences to all men who are fitted to receive
them, was the temple in which God dwelt, and in so far a divinely human
pe.rson. If we look at the distinction of the deity and the humanity
~aId he - there we must distinguish from each other two natures, abid
mg without disturbance, each in its own purity and completeness, - and
accordingly, since both the conceptions are strictly connected, two per
Sons (lnroaTQ.(1fl{, 7rpouCnra.) But if we look at their union in the above
mentioned relation, we must speak of Christ as a person, in whom, as
o?e., the human nature has been taken up into fellowship with the
divme. 2 This he illustrates by comparing it with the case in which man
and wife are, in a certain relation, called one body, Ephes. 5. Thus,
~eodore contradicted what constituted the prevailing doctrine, not only
!ll the Alexandrian church, but also in other churches.3 It may be said,
mdeed, that the church phraseology relating to the distinction between
the terms v7roaTaGl$', 1rpouCrrrov, and ",vul{, was not as yet duly settled; but
th: reason why Theodore deemed it necessary to suppose that, in a cer
~m respect, two hypostases were united in Christ, lay still deeper than
m this unsettled character of the church phraseology: it was con
nected with the whole peculiarity of his mode of apprehension.
As we already remarked in describing the doctrine of Apollinaris,
the latter employed the interchangeableness of the predicates belonging
to the two natures (the uVTtfLdJiumul{ TcjV OVOfLUTCJV) as a character to de
fine the unity of the God-man. But Theodore contended against this
unconditional transfer itself, as bringing along with it a perfect enta~gle
!Dent and confusion of conceptions. 4 He was himself also for allowmg,
m~eed, of a certain transfer of predicates, to mark the.union of the
~eIty and humanity in Christ; but this only when the dl!ferent rel~
bon of the same predicate was expressly defined, accordmg as they
were employed to denote either the being who, in his essence, is the
Son of God, or the man who, through the divine favor, was exalted to ,
Sonship with God by being taken into union with the essential Son of
God. Accordingly he said, the virgin :Mary might, in different senses, be

! L. c. 700, col. 2.

8

As the Cappndocian chnrch·teachers

natuL. c. Concil. V. Collat. IV. 29. Quando had declared in the Apollinnrian controver
D . ras discemimns, perfectam naturam sv, that, in respect to the difference of the

Cl ve~hi dicimns et perfectam personam, deity snd hnmanity in Christ, we may say
d~c enlm sine persona cst snbsistantiam indeed, WJ.o Kat UMo, but not UMor Kal
~cere perfectam, perfectam sntem et homi- WJ.or.
« Coneil. V. 1. C. 8.
s nattlraJ:n ct personam similiter.
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called flt6TOKO~ and avflpr,J1r6TO~ ; ~ the latter, in accordance with the na
ture of the fact,-the former, in view of a certain relation, and in so far
as God dwelt, after the manner described, in the man who wasbom
of her.l
The opposite tendency as to the mode of apprehending and develop
ing this doctrine, we find in the Alexandrian church. Owing to the
mystical contemplative bent which predominated in that church, the
chief endeavor there was, to set prominently forth the mystery, the in
comprehensible, transcendent, and inexplicable fact of the union of the
deity and humanity, by the very forms of phraseology chosen to express
this doctrine; and to oppose every attempt at explanation. The
lV(':)(Il~ Ti:JV rpvaic.Jv u.cppaaTo~, arrepLvo~ro~, uP/rTJTof;, and {J1rfP ;Wyov - " the ineffable,
incomprehensible, transcendent union of natures,"- such was the watch
word of the Alexandrian church doctrine. Since the church-teachers
of this tendency, of whom we may regard the bishop Cyrill of Alex~n
dria as the representative, sought by their doctrinal formulas to gIve
particular prominence to the mystery of the appearance and existence
of one Christ in the united deity and humanity, they were very re~dy
to transfer the human predicates to the divine essence, and the diVIDe
to the human. They were fond of Buch paradoxical expressions as
" God has suffered for us; - :M:ary is the Mother of God, (iJ f}eoTOICor ;)
Mary bore in the body the 'Yord which was made flesh." Because they
used such expressions, however, they ought by no means to be charged
with holding notions whereby the divine and human natures ,yere con
founded, and transformed into each other. They guarded expressly
against being so misunderstood, by always holding distinctly apart the
divine and the human predicates (Ta avflpw7rlva and Ta flw7rpi7rll;) also by
acknowledging the independence of both in their union, and by explain
ing, that the predicates of both kinds were to be attributed to the one
Word who became man, but in different senses; - the one, with refer
ence to his deity; the other, with reference to the humanity which he
assumed. Only we ought no longer to distinguish, in the actual case, .
two natures, to which these different attributes belonged; but ascribe
both classes of attributes alike, though not in the same sense, to one and
the same Logos who became man. One and the same Son of God
miraculously consists of two natures mysteriously united. 2 Since, more
over, the Egyptian theologians, strangers as they were to all intention~l
Docetism, received all the phenomena which they found presented ill
the gospel history into their conception of Christ; since, accordingly,
they referred to him the expressions of anguish at the approach of
death, and also his asseverations of ignorance with respect to many
things, regarding these as the marks of humanity, they could agre~, on
this side, in individual results, with the other party; but the dlffe;
ence between the two dogmatic tendencies manifest~d itself in theU'
peculiar way of explaining these facts.
.
The Egyptian scheme of doctrine placed in this the incomprehensible
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mystery, - that divine omniscience and human ignorance; human
~uffering, human sensibility, and divine exemption from suffering; and,
10 general, divine and human attributes coexisted in one and the same
Christ. The suprarational, supernatural side (inrep AOYOV, inTep CPVUtv) was
precisely the one which they were for chiefly insisting upon. The
Antiochian theologians, on the other hand, presumed indeed in no wise
t~ derive and explain the existence and appearance of Christ from the or
dmary course of the development of human nature. They acknowledged
here, in common with the Alexandrians, such a communication of God
as could only be an object of faith; but yet they did not confine them
sel:es within the same narrow limits which the latter had set up, in
thmr endeavors to bring these phenomena under distinct and definite con
ceptions of the understanding. Comparing the life of Christ, as it
appeared in its manifestation, with the course of development of human
nature generally, and with the great end of Christ's appearance on
earth, they sought to point out what was in harmony with nature in
the revelation of the supernatural; to trace, in connection with the
hEp A6yov, also the Kar" MyoV.
Along with this difference went another;
namely, that the Antiochian theologians endeavored to find something
analogous to the union of God with man in Christ, in the relation of
God to rational beings generally; to find a point of comparison between
the being of God in Christ, and the being of God in believers; while,
o.n the other hand, the Alexandrian theologians endeavored to give dis
tinctness and prominence to those points alone in which the union of
G~d and humanity in Christ differed entirely from every other kind of
UnI?n into which God enters with man, and looked upon all those com
pansons and analogies as tantamount to a denial of the divine dignity
of the Redeemer; as tending to obscure, or even totally to subvert, the
doctrine of the God-man. He who affirmed that God used the man
Jesus as an instrument, that He dwelt in him as in a temple, seemed
to them to acknowledge no other being of God in Christ, than might be
affirmed in the case of all enlightened and sanctified men, - such, for
example, as :Moses and the prophets; - and so also, he who spoke of
a C11JVa9eia /Car" xUptV, /Car dJ&o/Ctav, etc... They did not consider, that the~e
several expressions might be used in a quite different sense from theIr
own; and so they really were used by the theologians of the oth~r
party. The Alexandrians it is true, had in their favor, so far as It
concerned the last-mention~d formula, the prevailing doctrinal termin
ologJ:. T?e peculiar doctrinal terminology of ~he Antiochian scho?l
was III thIS case closely connected, however,. WIth the whole of the~r
system,_ particularly with its. peculiar do.ctrI.ne of m~n; but for thIS
very reason they could, in faI~ncss a~d JustIce, be Judg~d only b.y
reference to their own connectIon of Ideas, and the relatIon of theIr
doctrinal languaO'e to their doctrinal conceptions. So that theory of a
~a9fia /Caru xaptv~or Kar dJoo"tav, /Car alith:VTlav, Kar ci{iav - all which expres
Slon~, taken in their own (the Alexandrians') sense, could denote
~o~hmg else than a certain spiritual, moral fellowship, at highest a
elfi~ation of human nature, - to this theory the Alexandrians had
nothlng to oppose, but the assertion of a lvr.Jul{ 9vui"71, Kar ovuiav,ovuL£>c51}r,
VOL. D.
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as they would recognize in the Ohrist who appeared, only the one na
ture of the incarnate 'Vord, or the one incarnate nature of the 'Vord,
(,.ua9va~ Toii MYOV a£aapICwFLtvov, or FLia fValr-a£aapICWfLEV1J.) But the Antioch
ians, who likewise proceeded only on the groundwork of their own con
nection of ideas and their own dogmatic terminology, could under these
latter definitions conceive of nothing else than a confusion and trans
formation of the two natures, resulting in a third.
It is manifest, then, from what has been said, how easily the two
positions might be held in direct opposition to each other; - how easily
those at the one might see dangerous heresies in the assertions which
proceeded from those at the other. Had men traced back to its deepest
ground the difference at bottom, in the relation of the two dogmatic
tendencies to each other, they would have come to perceive and to
make themselves conscious, that there existed here a radical difference
in the mode of apprehending the relation between the natural and
the divine - the relation between reason and revelation; as, in fact,
appears evident in the relation of the im:ep Myov to the KaTU MyOV. But
to such clearness of insight, the consciousness of dogmatic oppositions
did not, in this period, easily unfold itself. Men were rather disposed
to remain fast by the accidental expression or utterance of oppositions
in their outward form of manifestation, just where they laid strongest
hold on the church interest, without seeking to make themselves clearly
conscious of the under-lying root of the antagonism. Besides this, the
contest. here between the two opposite types of doctrine sprung out of
the use of a single term, to which, just then, the church interest
attached peculiar importance; and, owing to the manner in which the
controversy arose, it so happened that the dogmatic development was
from the outset disturbed by the intrusion of profane, personal feelings ;
and the evolution of the great points of opposition which lay at the root
of the disputes on particular questions, was hindered by the confound
ing of matters belonging to Christian life, with those belonging to the
development of dogmatic conceptions, as well as by the interference of
outward secular power.
The circumstances which led to the outbreak of the controversy,
were as follows: N estorius, a presbyter of the church at Antio~h,
esteemed and celebrated on account of the rigid austerity of his lIfe
and the impressive fervor of his preaching, had, in the year 428, been
made patriarch of Constantinople. Educated in the convent, he h.ad
brought with him the virtues and the faults usually connected WIth
Monasticism. With an honest and pious zeal he failed to unite pru
dence and moderation: his zeal was readily alloyed with passion: l~e
was apt to see dangerous heresies in anything remote from the dogmatIC
phraseology to which he was accustomed. He did not always know bow
to unite the spirit of love and forbearance with zeal for the truth of
which he was assured. As it was often the case with those who left
the discipline of the cloister to act a part on the great stage of public
life, that, by the constraint and awkwardness of their movements, they
gave frequent occasion of offence; so it happened with N estorius, when
suddenly transferred from a quiet scene of activity into the most per
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plexing relations, near a corrupt court, where every species of intrigue
and passion was busily at work, and into the midst of a clergy who
were governed, many of them, rather by worldly than spiritual motives.
Here he became an object of jealousy to many foreign ecclesiastics who
were residing near the court, and who had aspired after the patriarchal
dignity, as well as to the patriarch of Alexandria, who would fain be
~he primate of the Oriental church. Amidst such relations, N estoriua,
In order to sustain himself, and to exert a healthful influence, needed
to unite to firmness of character, Christian prudence, moderation, and
wisdom; but in these very virtues, he was lamentably deficient.
. He wished to make the first trial of his patriarchal power in suppress
mg the variou!? descriptions of heretics, who, in spite of all the laws
against them, had continued to spread in the capital of the East, and in its
~ubordinate dioceses. l Spiritual pride, no less than a blind persecut
mg zeal, spoke forth in those words of his inaugural discourse addressed
to the emperor: "Give me a country purged of all heretics, and, in ex
change for it, I will give you heaven. Help me to subdue the heretics,
~nd I will help you to conquer the Persians." There was no lack,
Indeed, of those who were delighted with this zeal of their new patri
arch for the purity of the faith; but neither were there wanting men
of more prudent views, to whom a beginning of this sort augured unfa
vorably. Correspondent to this beginning, was the direction which the
~ctive labors of the new patriarch first took, when, without any discrim
Ination of essentials or nonessentials in doctrinal disputes, he pro
ceeded to persecute, with like zeal, Arians, Novatians, and Quarto
decimanians. Much violent excitement of feeling, ending in the effusion
of blood, was thus occasioned by him. But it was not long before his
polemic zeal brought down the charge of heresy upon himself.
Nestorius, if he was not himself a disciple of Theodore of ~lopsuestia,
yet belonged, as his doctrine concerning the person of Christ evinces,
n~ong the disciples of the Antiochian doctrine; and, being devote~ to
this, he might be very quick to discern important heresies in everythmg
t~at conflicted with the leading conceptions of his own scheme. On t~is
BIde, he could not fail to be frequently scandalized under the new CIr
cumstances in which he was placed; for here he encountered many
phrases in the prevailing language of the church which s~emed altogether
l'ep~gnant to the Antiochian system of doctrine..T~ thIS class bel?nged
paz:tlCularly the title 9COTOKOr as applied to the VIrgIn lt~arJ:'; a btle to
whIch the prevailing veneration of :Mary attached peculIar l1~portance ;
and this excessive veneration of ltlary itself, which such a title served
to encouraO'e miO'ht also contribute, with other causes, to make its use
appear da~(p~rou~ to Nestorius, who had received, in the Antiochian
school, a pu~er direction of the Christian spirit. 2
1 The ('hurch.historian, Socrates, who
must be our principal authority in depicting
the Character of Nestorius and who is the
l~ast prejudiced of Rny wh~ have described
him, might indeed be led astray in his jud~
~e~t .of him, through partiality for the
No, atuulS, whom Nestorius persecuted; but,

on the other hand, he I\ppears free, in bis
judgments, from the fanaticism of his times j
as is e.,ident in those remarks which teod
to the disparagement of Nestorius.
2 Socrates is, in one respect, more just
towards Nestorius than the great body of
his contemporaries, aod th~ dominant party
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As it was not customary in those times to separate what belonged to
scholastic dhinity from the topics more appropriate to the sermon, it
was natural that N estorius, whose rhetorical manner, modelled after the
Antiochian taste, was peculiarly grateful to many of the Constantino
politans, and whose sermons were received with loud exclamations of
applause and clapping of hands,! should soon feel impelled to introduce
into them a doctrinal theme which appeared to him so important. It
may perhaps, however, be ascribed to his prudence, that he did not at
once enter the lists against a term which stood in such high veneration;
but contented himself to teach in general the doctrine concerning the
union of the two natures in Christ, according to the system of Theo
dore of Mopsuestia. 2 'Vhen Nestorius expounded the Antiochian sys
tem of doctrine in his discourses, others of less considerate zeal, who
were attached to his person, might feel themselves called upon to com
mence the attack upon the name ~eOTO/COr now commonly applied to the
virgin ~Iary. His presbyter Anastasius, who had come with him from
Antioch, and enjoyed his particular confidence, was, on a certain occa
sion,3 prompted to exclaim in one of his discourses: "Let no man call
1Iary the mother of God; for she was human, and God cannot be born
of man." 4 This onset, though it sprang out of a well-meant pious zeal,
in the church, during several of the follow
ing centuries, in that he defends him against
the charge of Photinianism and of Samosa
tenianism. But in another respect he does
him injustice, adopting the false view of
these controversies which came to be en
tertained at a later period, after Nestorius
had been factiously stigmatized as a here
tic, and charging him with having fostered
the controversy about a mere word, from
want of accurate knowledge of the lan
guage and literature of the ancient church,
from ohstinacyand from vanity. He was
afraid of the word ~e6ToKo~ as of a ghost,
(w~ TeL fLoPfLol..vxia.) From the remarks al
ready made respecting the general dog
matic antagonism out of which this contro
versy arose, it is evident, that although the
dispute here was about a word, yet it was
by no means a mere verbal dispute; but a
far deeper and more general opposition of
views was the real source of the controver
sy. If it had so happened, however, that
this particular term bad not been drawn
into the dispute, the controversy doubtless
would not have proved at once so violent
and acrimonious.
1 As appears evident from various anu
eions in hili sermons. See e. g. Sermo II.
in the works of Marins Mercator, T. II.
near the beginning.
!l That tbis preceded the public outbreak
of the .controversy, is apparent from what
Nestonus himself savs, in a sermon deliv
ered after the controversy had begun:
)!cfLv;j(J~£ de rroo 1!'<lVTOr xrzl Til 1!'OUaK;~
UOl rrpor ufLilr clp'Ifliva, Tar dirrMr 1!'pOr TOV
&a1!'oT1JV Xpitn'ov dla.KpivQVTL P-VGcl.f. L. Co

p. 9, init. The Quartodecimanians in Asi$
Minor, who were induced, by his influence,
to join themselves to the catholic chur~h,
were persuaded by him also to s~bscn.be
the creed which he had brought WIth h1lll
from the Antiochian church, which Theo
dore of M:opsuestia had drawn up for ~he
use of catechumens and converted heretiCS,
and in which his peculiar system of d~·
trines was clearly unfolded. Sce Concll.
Ephes. act. VI. f. 1515, T. I. Harduin.
8 Socrat. 7,32.
" It is nothin~ strange, that the reports
differ as to the Immediate occasion of the
disputes. Various circumstances, following
one after the other, may have cooperate~ to
kindle the flame; and then the questlOn
comes up, which was the first. The report
of Socrates seems on the whole to presen~
the order of events in their most natura
connection. According to the account of
Theophanes, in his Chronogrnphy, Nestorl
us himself first brought on the dispute, by
a sermon composcd by himself, (the s~me)
which Socrates ascribes to Anast!lSIUS,
which he placcd in the hands of his Syncei,
(episcopal sccretary,) directing him to r~ad
it in the church. This secretnrv, nccordlOg
to Theophanes, was not Anastruius. Sup
posing the fact to have been so, we m~Y
conclude that this sermon was the first in
the series of those which have been pr~
sen'ed by Marius Mercator; for in thlS
discourse something resembling the ~xprer
sions quoted in the text is unquestlOnab Y
to be found. But still this amounts to nO
proof; for, in sermons which continually
refer to this subject, many things would
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was still extremely ill-timed and unwise. The term which he attaeked
had on its side the authority of ancient use, not only in the Egyptian
church, but also in other respectable churches: many eminent church
teachers had already employed it, without associating with its use the
~rrors aimed at by Anastasius. But by the way in which he attacked
It, he would necessarily expose himself, according to the then prevailing
m~thod of doctrinal strife, to the reproach of having denied the true
delty of Christ, of having taught that Jesus was born of :Mary as a
mere man, and then, in some after period, visited -like other prophets
~d divine messengers, whom he differed from only in degree - with the
mfluences of the Holy Spirit.
Furthermore, it is said, that a bishop of Marcianopolis in Moosia,l
who was just then on a visit to Constantinople, publicly exclaimed in
t?e church, either while addressing an assembly of bishops in the sacra
rlUm, or more probably in a sermon: "Let him be accursed who calls
~!ary the mother of God." But Cyrill wrongly infers, because N esto
nus did not contradict this declaration, and because he afterwards
admitted this bishop to the communion, that he approved of what he
had said. N estorius might certainly acknowledge the bishop as an
orthodox man, and respect his zeal for pure doctrine, though he may
not have approved the way in which he chose to express it.
After this public declaration, the question whether Mary ought to be
called the mother of God was much agitated, not only among the clergy
at C?nstantinople, but among the laity, who were so addicted to
d?ctrmal discussions ;2 and the disputes were carried on with heat and
YlOle?ce on both sides. Nestorius thought it his duty to take an active
p~rt In these disputes, and to defend the cause of his friend, who was
stigmatized as a heretic. He often brought up this subject in his ser
mons. In the first of these, he began with setting forth the evidences
of a providence consulting for the wants of mankind in the kingdom of
~ature, which evidences he drew from the marks of benevolent adapta
bO.n; but with a very superficial conception of the principle, the whole
bem~ referred merely to the gratification of sensuouS wants. Then, by
a. qUlte disproportionate leap, he proceeded next to consider the greatest
gtft which God has bestowed on mankind, in the appearance of Christ,
Whose end was to restore the fallen image of God. The restoration of
mankind was to be brought about by the instrumentalitJ: of a man, ~
~roof of which he adduced 1 Corinth. 15 : 12. On thls last proposl·
b?n he evidently intended to lay great stress, with a. v~ew to the imme.
dIate application of it against those who were unWIlling to call :Mary
the mother of a man, but who insisted that she was the mother of God.
~tUt;ally he repeated.

Socrates is here

lates may well he supposed to have taken

Thrtalnly a more important authority than place through the blind zeal of a bishop of
1I'CPh.nnes, who wrote four centuries later.
nist ~tl1 ~of A~exnndria, the fierce a?tngo
ther 0 NestorIuS, and whose testimony
th'. ~fore cannot be wholly relied on, reports
6 IS n several public declarations; e. g. ep.
t~. ut the truth of this assertion is conIctcd on no side j and what Cyrill re-
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this party.

2 Ac('~rding to the narrative of Theo
phanes, it was an advocate (axo}ll(,.ruc~) of
Constantinople, who first came out publicly
in the church, against a sermon in which
the epithet {)coroKOr was attacked.
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Unjustly charging such with his own inferences from their doctrine, he
put them in the same class with Pagans, who gave mothers to their
gods. Him who was born of Mary he, on the other hand, calls the
instrument of the Deity, the temple prepared through Mary by the
Holy Spirit, in which the divine Logos dwelt. Everywhere in these
discourses, he adheres strictly to the formulas of the Antiochian school.
He teaches that there were two natures, deity and humanity, united
together after the most intimate manner; but from the first, in connec·
tion with the duality of natures, there was but one dignity; 1_ the
human nature being, in this respect, exalted, by virtue of that intimate
union, to a participation in the dignity of the divine. Hence one
Christ, one Son of God, inasmuch as the humanity had been taken up
into union with the one eternal Son of God. He spoke, as we might
anticipate from the above remarks, with great he-at and injustice against
the antagonists of the Antiochian scheme of doctrine, whom he called
sophistical dogmatists of the new 6choo1.2 He places the doctrine of a
most intimate union between humanity and deity over against the
doctrine of a deification of human nature, of which he accuses his op
ponents. 3
This controversy excited so much interest even among the laity, that,
on a certain occasion, when N estorius was inveighing against the doc
trine which represented Mary as the mother of God, and contrasting
the eternal generation of the Logos with the temporal nativity of
the man whom the Logos assumed as his instrument, an individual of
rank, no longer able to restrain himself, cried out" No; the eternal
Logos himself condescended also to the second birth." Immediately a
violent commotion arose among the assembled multitude, one party
4
taking the side of the patriarch; the other, that of his opponent.
N cstorius did not allow himself to be embarrassed by this incident.
He once more resumed his discourse, praised the zeal of his friends,
and, having refuted the sudden opponent whom he called a poor miser
able trifler,S proceeded on with the discussion after his usual manner.
Already had Nestorius incurred, in the opinion of many, the
charge of Photinianism,6 when a man who, on account of his personal
relations, might well be suspected of being governed by unholy passi.ons
and motives, took advantage of the popular feeling now rising agamst
the patriarch, and labored to excite it still more; - coming out p~lr
licly, though without naming him, as his opponent, and in a way whlch
was well suited to produc.e in the minds of many an unfavorable
impression against N estorius. This person was Proclus, who had
been offered as a bishop to the church at Cyzicus, but had not ~een
received as such. . He had ever since resided in the Eastern capltal,
and, at an earlier period, sought to obtain the vacant patriarchate at
1 ' A;la,
,
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Constantinople, with some hopes of success. On the Christmas festival
of the year 429, or on the festival of the Annunciation (1;fLcpa cvayyCN,C1'
1'-()lJ) on the 25th of .March,l he preached a discourse, full of rhetorical
display and exaggeration, in which, extolling the virgin l\Iary as the
mother of the incarnate Logos, he attacked those who refused to acknow
ledge her as such, without calling their names, and noticed in particular
the objections which had been offered by N estorius in the first sermon
above mentioned. As, by his hints and allusions, he gave it to be
understood that his opponents believed only in a deified man, instead
of believing in a humanized Logos; as he held them up to view as
enemies to the honor of Mary; all this could not fail with many to
operate very unfavorably for the party of Nestorius. The tinkling
chime of high-wrought phrases, and the cause which he defended, the
honor of Mary, procured for the sermon - though, from the peculiar
?haracter of the style, it must have been unintelligible to many
Immense approbation, as was testified by the loud applause with which,
according to the usual practice, it was received. All this having
transpired in the presence of N estorius, and himself understanding
full well all the allusions in the discourse, he felt himself called upon
to defend his doctrine against these reproaches; and hence on the
spot he addressed a short discourse to the church, such as the moment
~uggested to him, and in which therefore the good temper he showed,
In refraining from all personal attack on his opponent, deserves to be
more particularly remarked. He began with great prudence, declaring
that it was perfectly natural that they should receive with so great
approbation what had been said to the honor of :Mary; "but," he
a?-ded, "we must take heed, lest, in doing honor above measure to the
vIrgin Mary, we run the hazard of detracting from the dignity of
the .divine Logos." With allusion to the swollen language of Prochis,
80 ill suited to the understanding of the people, he said he would
endeavor to speak with plainness, so as to be understood by all. He
concluded by exhorting them not to express their approbation at once
by clapping, not to suffer themselves to be carried away by the charm
of oratory, but to examine with care into the doctrine, and refrain from
condemninO' what was true, merely because it was new to them.
ImmediateiY after this, he preached several discourses, in which he
expounded the. questions still further with special reference to the
objections of Proclus. He was aware how much foresight he needed
to use, .so as to give no offence where there wa~ such. an enthu~iastic
v~ne~atlOn of :1\fary. He was ready to respect thIS feeh~g, yet WIthout
Yleldmg anything from the truth. He declared that, m case any of
1 An ~hat Produs says, in this homilr, is
unquestIOnably suited to the second festIval,
chncerning the celebration of which in this
c arch during the present pcriod, we have,
hlwever, n~ other account besides this. As
~ sewhere, In the homilies of the Greek
~l~ers, many things connected with the na
~Ylty and childhood of Christ are taken
ogether, so this discourse might be underBtood also as having reference to the Christ-

mal festival; and possibly Proclus, for the

express purpose of doing honor to Mary,
may haye com-erted this festival itself into
a ;;ap{}cIl,,,;' ;;a~·invPtr. What he says about
the great multitude who had come by land
and by water, to attcnd the celebration of
this festival, would rather lead us to conelude that it was the great Christian festival
of Christmas.
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the simpler minded were disposed to call the virgin Mary the mother
of God, ({}eoTOK.O~,) he had no pal'ticul~r aversion to the term, provided
they did not convert Mary into a goddess.2 Adopting the middle
course between the two extremes, instead of using the phrases Mary
the mother of God, or the mother of the man, ({}coTOIcOr or uv{1pc,nroTo"Of,)
he employed the term mother of Christ, (XPU1TOTOlCor,) inasmuch as the
name Christ belonged to the whole person, uniting the divine and the
human natures. His endeavor to keep close to the holy scriptures
appears worthy of all respect. He very justly offers it as an argument
against the use of that term, that the holy scriptures nowhere teach
that God, but everywhere that Jesu8 Christ, the Son of God, the
Lord, was born of :Mary. "This we all acknowledge; for unhappy is
his case who receives not what the scriptures teach.". His pains-taking
conscientiousness in refusing to yield anything from the truth may be
seen in the following example. He had said, " I do not grudge that
epithet to the mother of Christ. I know that she is worthy of all
honor, whom God assumed into himself, through whom the Lord of the
universe passed, through whom the Sun of righteousness shone." These
words, which favored the worship of the virgin, and seemed coincident
with the prevailing notions, were received with claps of approbation.
This made N estorius fearful lest his language might have been so
understood as to conflict with the scheme of doctrine which he had
ever taught; and therefore he immediately added: "Your applause
makes me suspicious. 2 How have you understood my declaration ~
through whom the Lord of the universe passed? In that I said not
the same as if I had used the words, 'He was born of her.' For I do
not so soon forget my own language," &c. 3
Meanwhile everything at Constantinople was tending towards a
schism of the church. One party of the clergy and monks, affecting to
regard him as a heretic, a follower of the doctrines of Paul of Sarno
sata, would no longer recognize him as their bishop, and renounced all
church fellowship with him.4 • A card was publicly affixed to the walls
of the principal church, containing a detailed comparison of the
doctrines of N estorius with those of Paul of Samosata.5 Several
presbyters preached, in one of the churches of Constantinople, against
the doctrines of N estorius. He forbade their preaching. Some of
the clergy, who were hostile to him, were deposed from their places,
as favorers of ~Ianicheism, by a synod convened under his presidency
at Constantinople. 6 On that principle of charging opponents with .all
imaginable consequences from their doctrines, in which both parti~S
equally indulged, it had probably been inferred from the manner ill
1 'Ep.ol. 1rrhlr T7}V 9tJVllV 9{1ovo~ ollie lUil,
pfwatJ flll 1rol eLT'CJ T7}1i 1rap{1tvov {1€av. S. V.

I. c. 30.

2 Nestorius, to his honor be it said, seems
everywhere to have been averse to these
loud theatrical demonstrations of applause.
He says here: ITuMv imo7rTevCJ TOV Kporov,
-and on another occasion, where doubtless
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which those clergy, in accordance with the Egyptian scheme, had
expressed themselves in speaking of· the human nature of Christ, that
~hey denied the reality of Christ's humanity, and had therefore fallen
lDto the Manicheian Docetism. In view of the remarks already made
respecting the character of N estorius, we must admit there may have
been some ground for the accusations of his opponents, inclined though
they were to indulge everywhere in extravagant statements, that in
the heat of controversy he sometimes forgot himself so far as to resort
to violent measures. But we should remember also how sorely he was
provoked by fanatical and arrogant opponents, who showed not the
least respect for law or order. Once, when Nestorius was about to
enter the church for the purpose of preaching a discourse from the
Bema, a monk boldly placed himself in the way to stop him, because
heretics should not be allowed to teach in public. His adversaries,!
who relate this story themselves, call this disorderly behaviour by no
severer name, indeed, than the zeal of a pious simplicity; but they
really had no reason to cO:Qlplain, when such a disturber of the public
peace was harshly dealt with, and banished from Constantinople. On
another occasion, Nestorius displayed that spirit of moderation which
seeks not to dispute about words, while pure doctrine is seen to be
sa~e. As he had publicly declared in his sermons, that he had no
objection to the term r7E6TOICO~, in itself considered; so, in opposition to
several of the clergy and the monks who had stigmatized him as a
h?retic, he declared himself r~ady to concede, that the person who by
hIS nature is the Son of God was born of the virgin :Mary, the mother
?f God, since there is but one Son of God. The last addition shows
lD what sense he would concede this; namely, since the true and
essential Son of God had appropriated to himself human nature, and
taken it up into union with his own dignity, so that there is but one
S~n of God, the predicates of the human nature might therefore, in
thIS point of view, be attributed to the one Son of God. Had these
P~rsons rightly understood the remark of N estorius, in its connection
With his Own scheme of doctrine, they would not have accused him of
deception.2 The adversaries of Nestorius at Constantinople, at a time
w~en he still possessed full influence at the imperial court and stood
ulllted with the ruling power, would hardly have ventured to come out
So boldly against him, unless they had been sure of another powerful
SUpport, by virtue of their connection with Cyrill, the patriarch of
Alexandria, through whose sympathy and participation it was that
consequences of a still more extensive and general nature flowed from
this controversy.
~o form a correct judgment of the several steps from the beginning,
whlCh Cyrill took in this matter, it will be necessary first to glance at

!
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tIle disposition and character of the man, and at the course of conduct
he had exhibited since his entrance on the episcopal office. A
violent persecuting spirit against Pagans, Jews, and heretics, an un·
bounded ambition, which did not scruple to resort to force and to
political means for the sake of securing its ends,! were the traits of
character which Cyrill had thus far unfolded. 2 A man of his stamp
must have been attracted by an opportunity so inviting, of ex·
tending the dominion which he exercised in the Egyptian church,
over a still wider field. In contemplating by themselves the first steps
taken by Cyrill in this contest, we might be led to conclude that he
was actuated by a zeal for pure doctrine, which, though it grew out of
an exclusive, dogmatical spirit, and was exceedingly narrow, was yet
untainted by personal passions; - that in the outset he did really seek,
by gently pointing out where N estorius was wrong, to convince and
change the mind of his fellow·bishop, who, in his opinion, had given
just cause of offence to many; - and, in so concluding, we should not
attach overmuch importance to his abusive interpretation of his oppo
nent's principles, - a practice which we find to have been no less
common with the other party. But when we compare these steps of
Oyrill with his character as previously exhibited; when we follow them
in their measured and gradual progress to the final results; - it be
comes quite probable that he commenced so gently, only because the
reigning influence of the patriarch of Constantinople was at first too
strong for him; and that he meant to prepare with cunning policy
the more decided steps which were to follow in due time.
Soon after the breaking-out of the disputes at Constantinople, Cyrill
took part in them by publishing two works of his own, in which, how
ever, he refrained wholly from alluding to the name or the person of
N estorius. One of these was a program referring to the approaching
Easter festival,3 which, conformably to the usage of the Alexandrian
bishops, he issued just before the commencement of the fasts. It being
customary on such occasions to treat such topics of faith or morals as
were adapted to the season, Cyrill chose for his topic on this occasion
the peculiar character of Christ, the God-man, as compared with all
other divine messengers and prophets, - the doctrine of the union of
the deity and humanity in Christ.4 Next, he took up the same doc
trinal subject in a long admonitory letter, addressed, after the Easter
festival, to the Egyptian monks. In both these writings, he carried out
the distinction between an essential and natural union, and a barely
relative, moral communion of God with humanity. He represented the
transfer of predicates, and hence also the designation of j\{ary with the
title rh6ToJ(o~, to be a necessary consequence of the former: he labored
to show that, unless the former were adopted with all the consequences
Vid. Socrat. VII. 7.
appear under the name of homilies, (O~'
It WIlS also rumored of Cyrill, that bish Atm.) perhaps because they answered t e
oprics could be obtained of him for money, twofold purpose of being read before the
by persons wholly unworthy of the office. Alexandrian church, and of being sent to
See Isidor. Pelusiot. 1. II. ep. 127.
other Egyptian churches.
i The 17th among his homilire paschales.
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which flowed from it, Christ would be represented as a mere man, whom
God employed, like other men, as an instrument; and that accordingly
Christ could not be the Redeemer of mankind. In his second work,
Cyrill expressly states the reason why he deemed it necessary t{) ad
dress this letter to the monks. Evil reports - he said - had got
among them; 1 and people were abroad, whp sought to disturb their sim
ple faith, by starting such questions as whether :Mary ought to be
~aned {)eOTOKOr or not. lIe observed, in the first place, very justly, that
It were better, if these persons (who had no call whatever to teach, and
who for the 'most part were wholly destitute of any regular education)
would abstain altogether from such questions, and not agitate anew
those matters which even the best cultivated minds could scarcely con
template as seen through a glass darkly. This reason surely ought to
have prevented Cyrill himself from writing his letter ; but he supposed
that, inasmuch as such questions had already begun to be agitated
among them, it was necessary to furnish them with the means of refuting
the sophisms of their opponents, and of securing their own faith against
these assaults. But among the Egyptian monks, who were wholly de
pend~nt on the authority of the Alexandrian patriarchs, and by their
pec~har mode of training were least of all prepared or inclined to
receIVe the Antiochian scheme of doctrine, the danger of being infected
by errors which emanated from Constantinople was hardly so great as
to .call for any extraordinary precautions. Hence it would seem to be
?vIdent that Cyrill was not altogether in earnest in what he here said:
It may rather have been his express design, instead of suppressing, to
foment the dispute, and add to its importance. The Egyptian monks
~ere, . in truth, the willing and ready tools of the Alexandrian bishops
~ theIr controversies; and Cyrill must undoubtedly have been aware
ow.easily the passions of these people could be excited on matters
of thIS sort.
It would seem, moreover, that, from various quarters, Cyrill was
reproached 2 for having made such an attack on Nestorius, on the
gr~und of mere reports, as he himself had avowed; an attack which,
OWIng to the position maintained by the patriarch of Alexandria in the
church, must necessarily create a great sensation. Cyrill now declared
~hat he felt himself called upon to open and expound the pure doctrine,
In order to set at rest the minds of those who had taken offence at the
reported explanations of Nestorius. 3 He defended himself against the
charge of uncharitableness and love of dispute, by alleging what, in
Such cases, hypocrisy abusing the sacred name of love, may easily wear
on the lips, that he ,~as ready to sacrifice everything to charity, but
Could yield nothing in matters of faith; that he could not remain silent,
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when scandal had been given to all the churches of the Roman empire;
that, by remaining silent under such circumstances, he would incur the
charge of a serious dereliction from duty in the sight of God. He also
hints at the reasons which induced him, in that address to the monks, to
abstain as yet from all personal attacks, and to use language which was
still so far from being vehement. He says! that he might justly have pro
nounced the anathema on every person who refused to call Mary the
mother of God; but he had as yet forbore from so doing,2 for the sake
of N estorius ; -lest many might say that the bishop of Alexandria or
the Egyptian synod had condemned him. It is easy to see, that Cyrill
was anxious to avoid the reproach of hunting up heresies under the in
fluence of passion, - a reproach to which events still fresh in the
memories of a11 3 easily exposed him.
Nestorius must, of course, have been greatly excited by this letter,
soon dispersed abroad, in which the doctrine taught by him was repre
sented as conflicting with the very essence of Christianity ; - a letter, the
design and purport of which, no one who was acquainted with the incidents
at Constantinople could be at any loss to understand, and which put a
new weapon into the hands of his antagonists at Constantinople; and
the more so, since, from Cyrill's own declaration afterwards, that his
address was aimed against the reported scriptural expositions of Nest<>
rius, it was apparent that the above-mentioned discourse first held by
N estorius was the real object of his attack.
.
When Cyrill learned how much N estorius had been annoyed by hIS
letter to the monks, he wrote t<> him personally in justification of himself.
It was not his letter assuredly, he thought, which had given rise to
disturbances on account of the faith; but it was what N estorius was
supposed to have said, whether he had said it or not. There were
many, h~ affirmed, who w«:re ready to deny that they could any lon~er
call Chnst God, or anythmg more than an instrument of the De~ty.
How could he (Cyrill) remain silent, when injury was done U> the faIth,
and so many were disturbed? 4 Would he not have made himself. an
swerable for his untimely silence before the judgmen~seat of Chnst?
Indeed, what was he to do now? Cyrill hypocritically represented the
matter, as if he were desirous of consulting with N estorius himself as to
how he should act, since he had been inquired of by the Roman bishop
Coolestin and by a Roman synod, whether the writing dispersed abroad
under the name of N estorius, which had created everywhere great
offence, should be considered as his or not. Cyrill says he did not
himself know how that writing harl been conveyed to Rome; althou~h
doubtless he knew all about it. He affected to doubt whether that dIS
c~urse had really proceeded from Nestorius, although his animadver
SIons on N estorius in this letter showed clearly enough that he had ~o
doubts on the subject; and although, in case he entertained any, hIS
Ep. VI.
Oil 7r£1roL~Ka ToVTO dt' aVTov TttJr.
In the case of Chrysostom, of which
we shall speak hereafter.
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conduct would only have been the more censurable. Thus then Cyrill
concludes, that N estorius was bound rather to find fault with himself,
than with him. It would be his better course to correct what he had
said, so as to put an end to the scandal which the whole world had taken.
If anything had escaped him, even in oral discourse, which he had
occasion to regret, he ought, after mature reflection, to rectify the mis
take, and no longer hesitate to call Mary the mother of God.
This letter of Cyrill was, of course, not calculated to mend or to
mitigate the injury he had done to N estorius; for this very letter,
notwithstanding all its assurances of love, contained, in fact, the severest
charges which could be alleged against a preacher of the gospel as such.
Although N estorius signified as much in his reply to Cyrill, yet he
answered him in a calm and dignified tone. Into the specific matter of
eyrill's letter he forbore to enter at large, but sought only to refute
the charges brought against his doctrine in Cyrill's address to the monks,
a~d to retort the same accusations, under another form, upon Cyrill
~lmself. In so doing, he indulged himself, it must be allowed, though
ill a different way, in the same unwarrantable license, which his oppo
nent had taken, of misrepresentation and false charges. Instead of
entering into Cyrill's train of. thought, in holding fast to the expressions,
" God was born," " God suffered," and the like, which might flow out
?f the theory of the transfer of predicates, he accused him of falling
lnto Pagan, Apollinarian, and Arian errors, and still worse, - of repre
se~ting God as capable of passion. But he was surely right, when he
saId that the sacred scriptures uniformly give such predicates, not to
the Godhead, but to .Christ, which name designates the union of the
two natures. Hence, moreover, it was his opinion, that Mary should
be called rather the mother of Christ, (XPLCTOTOKO!:,) than the mother of
God. After having called upon Cyrill to examine more closely into
t~e doctrine of scripture, so as to perceive this, he ironically thanked
hIm for sympathizing so deeply with those whose peace had been dis
turbed, and for extending his anxieties even to the affairs in Constanti·
~ople. He might rest assured, however, that he had been wrongly
l~fonncd, perhaps by clergymen of Constantinople like minded with
hImself; for everything there was in the most favorable condition;
the Christian knowledO'e of his flock daily improving, and the emperor
rejoicing in the prosp~rity of the church. N esto:ius could not the~e
f~rc, at this time have been aware of any threatemng danger. Cynll
did not leave this 'letter unanswered: he complained, in his reply, of the
calumnies of worthless men, who dared to criminate him, especially in
t~~ councils of the higher officers of state.! He nex~ repeats th~ admo
llltlons of his first letter unfolds anew his doctrme concernmg the
uni.on of natures, and defends it against the consequences which Nes
torlUg had drawn from it in his letter.2
~ Tu!, TWV l'IJ TO.U a1!VOOOV!: KUlPc.>cf!VA.aP.aJ.lC1Ta. These persons would
~atural1y he averse to a hishop who was so
of intenneddling with political affairs.
" passage serves to show, moreover,
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For a mQment it seemed as if the way was opened for a reconcilia·
tion between the two patriarchs, which, could it possibly have been
brought about, would have facilitated the suppression, at least for a
time, of the controversies now in the bud. A presbyter of the Alexan
drian church, by the name of Lampon, came to Constantinople, as a
mediator of peace; an office which he had probably undertaken of his
own accord. Although N estorius had already determined to break off
the correspondence entirely, yet .the spirit of Christian love by which
Lampon seemed to be actuated, exerted an influence over him, which
nothing else could have done. N estorius was persuaded to write one
more short letter to Cyrill ; 1 a letter which everywhere breathes sin·
cerity, and in its few words presents a fair image of the writer's heart.
"Nothing is of more power," he writes, "than Christian gentleness.
By this man's might I have been conquered; for I confess that I am
seized with great fear, when I perceive in any man the spirit of Christ.
ian gentleness; -it is as if God dwelt in him." 2 It may perhaps have
been a consequence of this peaceful disposition, then cherished by Neg.
torius, that the presbyter Anastasius himself, who was the original
author of the dispute, made an attempt towards reconciling those mem
bers of the clergy at Constantinople who had broken off from fel
lowship with their patriarch.3 But the opposition of the two parties to
each other had already gone too far to allow this disposition of Nes
torius to be of any long continuance, or such a negotiation to come to
any favorable issue.
Cyrill constantly kept up the connection with the party opposed to
N estorius amongst the clergy, monks, and laity at Constantinople.· He
covertly directed their steps, which could easily be done, since doubt.
less the Alexandrian patriarchs were always accustomed to maintain
their agents (arwKpLI1LUpWL) near the imperial residence. But, at the
same time, so ambitious and violent a man as Cyrill would necessarily
have many enemies among his own clergy; and these now sought
protection and support from N estoriua. They placed in hi" han~s
many charges against their bishop; charges for which the latter, b;: bIS
arbitrary and violent proceedings, had doubtless given just occasIOn;
and it would seem that these complaints were at first received and
entertained at the imperial court. In a person of Cyrill's character,
this circumstance would probably create an impression, that disappointed
vanity and revenge had now led N estorius to aim at ruining him; b~t
fears for the disposition of the court at Constantinople, which still
seemed favorably inclined to Nestorius, would counsel him t.o prudence.
Deserving of notice in this regard, is particularly Cyrill's answer to a
memorial of the events which had there transpired, sent to him by the
clergy who espoused his cause in Constantinople.4 Laying it to the
lEp.m.
2 <P0{3011 OfLOMyi:J KEKrija{JaL 7I"0"1IV 7I"Ep2

7I"al1av mLvTo~ u.vOpo~ XPll1TlaVlKllV lmUKtlaV,
tJ~ lYKa{HJ!.ltvoll avry 'tov fJiov ICEICT1J[LEV1JV.

See Cyrill. ep. 8.
Ep. 5. This remarkable document bas
come down to us in t.wo different forms,8
4

in the Greek and in a Latin translation by
Marius :Mcr~ator -which last conwins 1\
,
d
c
good deal more than the Greek, an som'
t
times helps to correct the latter, though
must itself also sometimes be ('orrecte
by the Greek. According to the sU P::
scription as given by Marius Mercator, t is
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charge of N estorius that he had instigated worthless men to appear as
eyrill's accusers, he says, "Let him know that I have no fear of the
journey (to Constantinople,) nor of my being able to answer those
persons, when it is the proper time. For in due course the providence
of our Saviour makes use of slight and unimportant things as occasions
for assembling a synod, and through its means his church is purified,
so that it preserves the noble faith untarnished. But let not the
,!,re~che~ man suppose, that, even though the persons who by his
mstIgatlOn would accuse us were more in number and more important
than. they are, he is to be Judge over U8,. for when I come to Constanti
nople, I shall protest against this, and hc himself will have to answer
fo: the bad reports which are abroad concerning him." 'Ve see from
thIs, that the thought of N estorius presiding over a synod, as his judge,
was a thing peculiarly intolerable to Cyrill's vanity. Nestorius had
been the first to propose a synod, to assemble at Constantinople for the
purpose of considering these and other matters; but although this
proposition had come from his adversaries, yet Cyrill was satisfied with
It; - for, as it here appears evident, he conceived the hope that, by
~droit management, he should succeed in converting this synod into an
mstrument for the overthrow of N estoriua and his system. He wrote,
therefore, to the above-mentioned ecclesiastics, that everything from
the sermons of N estorius which could be used to his disadvantage,
must be carefully preserved, until the proper time,! unless a change
took place in him. Those ecclesiastics had transmitted to him a
co~plaint drawn up in very severe language against N estorius, and
deSIgned for the emperor, in making use of which they wished to follow
the judgment of Cyrill. The latter, however, chose to withhold the
document, because he feared an unfavorable impression would be
created by its severity.2 He Bubstituted in place of this another
memorial, craftily prepared by himself, in which he preferred they
should. act first, not on the offensive, but on the ~efensi~e !lg~i~st
Nestonus. In this instrument, they protested agamst hIS Judlclal
authority; and, to justify the step, they endeavored to point out the
cause from which the hostility of Nestorius proceeded, which gave
them ~ convenient opportunity for bringing o,:t on this .occasio~ the
~ompl~mt against his orthodoxy. In case their adversa?es persIste.d
1Il the~ accusations, they were to appeal 1? another tnbun~l.
ThlS
lllemonal, Cyrill wrote to them, was to be delivered only when It s~ould
be found ne~essary. He would hi~self tak~ the first opportumty to
choose certam bishops and monks, Wlse and pIOUS me~, and send ~hem
on to Constantinople; for he should not rest easy, until, as he cantingly

l(~tter o! .c~i1l was directed to his agents dressed to the clergy of another diocese,
hPocnslam) at Constantinople. On the who had entered into combination with
: Cr ~and, according to tbe Greek docu- Cyrill, than to agents taken from his own
Ih-cnt, It Was directed to the schismatic cler- clems. It is probable, therefore, that the
""Ii ~t Constantinople. At aU events, the Greek title is the right one.
a VIce With regard to the petition to the
1 'E1!'rL lCaL aM.a rro/'/,illmovpOVTCU l)'ICA.;,
c~~et;or.' whic~ had been submitted. to flaTa lK Ti:Jv li71)'T,Gcc,JV avTOv, ,?VMzlCirTjGOVTCU
tli' n~l S inspection, is closely connected WIth lCJr lCalpav.
ln IS hetter ; and this advice assuredly seems
2 wIva
lrrtplOLTO nf11l1 JilyCJv: tl.aT'T}
uc more like that which would be ad- 1'0pT,OaTt flOV lrrL ToV {3aGtAiCJr cJr alptTtKoV.

,.u,.
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expressed it, he had fought out the battle for the salvation of all to the
end. Moreover, he was already preparing to write such letters and

to such persons as the case demanded.!
To create an influence against N estorius at the court, Cyrill, in the
year 429, had written two works, in which he expounded his own
views, as above described, and controverted the opinions attributed to
N estorius; but without engaging in any personal attack on N estorius,
or even mentioning his ·name. One of these works he addressed to
the emperor Theodosius II. himself, and to the empress Eudocia; the
other to that all-powerful woman, the Augusta Pulcheria, and to the
rest of the emperor's sisters. A passage in the letter hereafter io be
noticed, which the emperor sent to Cyrill, might lead us to conjecture,
that Cyrill had very good and special reasons for addressing himself to
Pulcheria; that he had been informed, by means of his secret spies at
Constantinople, of a misunderstanding, of which perhaps N estorius
himself had been the occasion, between the emperor and his sister,
who otherwise possessed so much influence with him; and that he
hoped to turn this connection with Pulcheria to the purpose of weaken
ing the court party which favored N estorius: for he is afterwards ac
cused by the emperor of having taken this step, either because he had
contrived, in a way unbefitting his station, to get knowledge of the
breach between the emperor and his sister, or because he had sought
to sow discord between them. And this accusation brought against
eyrill harmonizes with an ancient story, which intimates that Nesto
rius had incurred the displeasure of Pulcheria, by leading her brother
to suspect her of having entered into some illicit connection with one
of the nobles of the court.2 This supposition is rendered probable
likewise by similar examples in the history of the Constantinopolitan
patriarchs.3
It had often been the case before, that the bishops of the contendin.g
church parties in the East endeavored to secure the victory on the~r
side, by forming a connection with the bishops of Rome. To thIs
1 Undoubtedly Cyrill understood very
welt what persons at Constantinople he
should address, and how he could best work
upon them so as to accomplish his designs
at the court. The most instructive expla
nation of all these points is contained in a
letter of his archdeacon and syncell, which
we shall have occasion to quote when we
come to speak of somewhat later events.
11 The obscure passage in Suidas, under
the word Pulcheria. 'H ITovil.Xfpia ToaoVTOV
Ifll.(J££ TOV NeUTOptOV, t:J~ TOV~ cpt.AoiJvra~
!/Ceivov 6ta{7pv~.£tV, {ITt 1ropvdav 1rpO~ TOV
cideAt?ov avTijr 8fOOOUtOV TOv (1auLj.ia oLi(1at.e
nOVAXtpia~ 6 NtUTopio~ /Cal Ota TOVTO oVT(')~
inr' avrij~ ifltutiTO, lil.OlOOpti yap aVT~v tIr
TOll TOU: flayicrTpov llavAlvov Myo/.U:vov.
The sense of this passage might perhaps
also be construed thus, that Nestorius had
accused her before the Paulinus there men
tioned, of forbiddeu intercourse with her
brother j but. this rendering is not so well

snited to the collocation of the words as
that followed in the text. And had th~
been the accusation, Theodosius woul~
havc been as much cxcited against Ncston 
us as Pulcheria was.
S Afterwards too it is always to Pulche
ria that the d1(~rit' is ascribed of having
especially contributed, by her zeal for the
orthodox faith, to bring about the suppres
sion of the Nestorian heresy. The language
of the syncell already mentioned, to a
bishop of Constantinople, during the later
transactions, may serve as an exaf!1ple:
. Festina supplieari dominre ancillre DCl.pul
cherire Augustre, ut iterum ~at. anzma m
suam pro Domino Christo; that IS, 10 bebl1~
of the cause of CyriU. When Pn!chcna
reigned with l\[arcilln, the Egyptian bls~oP{
durinrr the first session of the councIl?
Chalc~don, shouted: 'H AvyvUTa NEUTOPlOJ/
l~i(1aM. See Harduin. Concil. T. II. f. 74, B.
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means Cynll now resorted. He sent to Coolestin, bishop of Rome, a
report of the erroneous doctrines taught by N estorius. It is plain
that, in so doing, he took the liberty of making many untrue statements,
so as to make it appear to the Orientals, that the step had been taken,
not of his own free will, but as a matter of necessity. Earlier than
this he had complained to N estorius, that his sermons had given
great offence at Rome; (see above;) and he had pretended to ask him
what was to be done. But it is evident from. the letter of Cyrill, of
which we are now speaking, that he was the first to write on this
occasion, without being asked, to the Roman bishop; for his letter is
not a reply to one which he had received. Moreover, it seems to have
been Cyrill himself who caused the sermons of N estoriua to be trans
lated, and immediately sent to Rome, where he was the first to make
them known. N ext, in his letter to John, patriarch of Antioch, he
represents the matter as though he had been led first by the report of
Nestorius to the Roman bishop, to write to the latter in his own
defence; but this statement is utterly at variance with the contents
and tone of the letter to the bishop Coolestin; for Cyrill surely would
not have omitted to mention ill his own letter that of N estorius, if his
own had been occasioned by it. This epistle was composed in a style
well fitted to win the favorable verdict of a Roman bishop, anxious to
esta?lish his authority as judge over the whole church; for he wrote
to hIm, that he left it to his decision whether he (Cyrill) ought or
ought not to announce to N estorius the withdrawal from him of the
fell?,:ship of the church. He requested him to make known his
decI~lon by letters to all the bishops of the East; for this would have
for 1!B effect to unite them all together in the defence of the pure
~oct.nne. To the bearer of this letter, a certain deacon Posidonius,
~nn at the same time entrusted, for the use of the Roman bishop, a
bnef statement of the main points in which the erroneous doctrines of
Nestorius consisted, and a skilful exposition of all that was peculiar
nd characteristic in the Antiochian system of doctrine; represented,
f: owev~r, only in that particular light in which it must appear to him
rom h18 Own point of view, and with some unfair conclusions.
As to N estorius, he too had occasion to write to the Roman bishop,
but on another subject, and one, indeed, which was not exactly suited
to procure for him a favorable hearing. Four bishops from Italy,
de~osed in the Pelacian controversies, had some time before taken up
theIr residence in C~nstantinople. They had complained of the injustice
done them, and sourrht help from the patriarch of Constantinople, as
well as from the emperor. Nestorius was too much a friend to justice,
~nd ?~ too independent a spirit, to condemn these m~n at once, without
lUqUlnng into the matter. He wished to hear both SIdes, and therefore
reported the affair to the Roman bishop, requesting from him a more
ex.act statement of the facts. He wrote several letters to Rome on
~IS subj~ct, but received no answer; partly perhaps beca~se the
o.man bIshop, being ignorant of the Greek language, was oblIged to
t till the letters could be translated, and partly because the style
the letters may not have been altogether flattering to the Roman
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pride. In two other letters, which he despatched after these, Nesro
rius drew up a report of the controversy which had now begun. He
spoke here with the same vehemence and injustice of the positions of
his opponent, as the latter had done with respect to his own doctrines.
Yet here too he declared himself ready, though preferring himself to
give Mary the title of XPU1ToTOKOr, to allow that she might be called
ihoTOKOr, provided this title was understood to refer, not to the deity,
but to the humanity united with the deity. Very striking, however,
is the difference of tone between the letters of N estorius and those of
Cyrill to the Roman bishop. Cyrill addresses him in language which
was at least capable of being so understood· as if he did concede to
him a certain supreme judicial authority over the church. Nestorius
speaks to him as one colleague to another, and as a person standing
on the same level with himself. This of itself would be sufficient to
interest Coolestin, the Roman bishop, in favor of Cyrill rather than of
N estorius; and to enlist his prejudices against the latter. In addition
to this, he had first become acquainted with the doctrines of N estorius
from the representations of Cyrill, the. latter having more craftily
accompanied his letters with a Latin translation; and it is easy to see
that the scheme which had thu8 been explained to him would, from the
first, appear to him to detract from the dignity of the God-man. l
Coolestin decided at a Roman synod, that the clergy excommunicated
by N estorius should be received back to the fellowship of the church;
and in case Nestorius himself did not present, within-ten days after the
reception of the sentence pronounced at Rome, a 1vritten recantation,
and testify his agreement with the Roman and Alexandrian church
doctrine respecting the birth of Christ, who is our God, he should be
excommunicated, and no longer recognized as patriarch. In a letter to
Cyrill, full of extravagant praises, he gave to that bishop, by the sove
reign authority of the apostolic see, the power of carrying this sentence
into execution; and, in case N estorius refused to furnish the required
recantation, of providing at once for the appointment of a new patriarch.
This sentence he communicated also to the clergy at Constantinople
who had seceded from N estorius, and to the latter himself with the most
vehement reproaches. The Roman bishop here claimed for himsel! a
supreme judicatory authority, which, according to the then constitution
of the church, in nowise belonged to him; and which Cyrill, unless he
had seen that it might be turned to his own advantage, and could not
possibly prove injurious to it, would assuredly never have conceded.
But, under the present circumstances, this declaration of the Roman
bishop was extremely agreeable to Cyrill, as an important means [or
the attainment of his objects; for he could make use of this declaration
to intimidate the Oriental bishops by the fear of a rupture with .the
whole \Vestern church; with which church, peace had, but a short tune
1 The doctrine of Nestorius appeared to
him to be such, that its author could sometimes consider Christ to be a mere man,
and sometimes, whenever he thou~ht fit,
ascribe to him unity with God. See the
letter of Coolestin to the clergy at Constan

tinople. The Roman narrowness betrare
itself in his letter to Cyrill, ~here,
charO'es it upon Nestorius as a cnme: Or,

i

XPl;;'i;J Ti;J iJci;J r;fLwv l1raycTaL t;1;TTJt1lf 1rrp'
rTjr lOiar ytvViJGcCJr.
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before, been once more restored. . This is made manifest in his letter

to John, patriarch of Antioch.1

The most eminent and influential bishops of the Eastern proyinces of
Roman Asia,2 who were attached partly to the unaltered system of
Theodore, and in part to a very temperate and mild interpretation
of the same, looked with alarm at the outbreak of a new schism, which
threatened once more to sever from one another the Christian East
and 'Vest, after the peace of the church had, but a very short time
before, by the unwearied pains of the centenarian bishop Acacius of
Berrea in Syria, been again restored. Among the bishops of Syria,
several men were at that time to be found, who were distinguished for
profound knowledge, genuine and ardent piety, and freedom from that
worldly spirit by which so many of their colleagues were governed.
~y the relations of former friendship, they were, for the most part, well
~posed to N estorius, as they were, by their moderate way of thinking,
Inclined to take the part of mediators of peace between the two parties.
In this feeling, the person who in rank stood first among these bishops,
John, patriarch of Antioch, wrote to Ncstorius with the common under
standing of six other bishops of this district, who happened just then to
be assembled with him. He transmitted to him the letters which he
h~d received from Alexandria and Rome, accompanied by remarks of
his Own, distinguished for Christian wisdom and moderation. He begged
of him so to read the l~tters which he sent, as not to allow himself to be
h~~ed away by those impulses of pa.c;sion, out of which the hurtful
sp~nt of dispute and self-will were wont to spring; nor yet to despise
tJ:is matter, which might lead to an irremediable evil; - but with
~nends of the same mind with himself, to whom he must allow the
lIberty of impartially telling him the truth, to inquire with calmness
what ought to be done. He presented before him the danger of the
new rupture which threatened to take place. What insolence would
not opponents who had already arrogated so much to themselves,
a.;sume after reading these letters! 3 He regretted that the whole
dispute had arisen about a bare word, which in fact, even according to
the opinion of N estorius himself, might be used in a right sense, and
had already been used in this sense by many church-teachers. The
Roman bishop had indeed, allowed him but a short respite of only ten
days; but he neede'd not even so short a space as this for reflection. He
could in a few hours decide as to the explanation which should be given ;
for he needed not hesitate to approve a term whose fundamental sense,
according to the right understanding of it, he certainly did not.reject.
lIe called upon him to offer this sacrifice for the sake of preservmg the
1 In this letter he says. for example, with
regard to the determinations of the Roman
s~od: 01(; UVUYKTJ rrci-&rrn'tat TeW(; uvrqo
~01.'(; ri;(; rrpIX: urruO'av rqv ovatv KOtVC.JVt(jf.
a The so-called avaroNxoi.
f A remarkable expression in the letter
o. th: patriarch: 'EvvonO'ov yap, cJ(; H rrp3

~1JlJ

1tflJ urroO'raMvTCJv ypafip.arCJv 01 rro').o2
<laXtTot ~aav KaiT' fJpi:w, vvv opa;ap.evot, TiJr

ur.a

rcjv ypappurCJv r01n-CJv rrap/rrJO'ta(; TtVE,
olJle to'OlJTat, Kat 7.0lij OV xp~aOVTal Ka-&' fJfii:1v
rrap/Jr!all!-. Unless we suppose, that the pa

triarch is speaking here simply per anakoi
nosin, - which, however, is not probable, 
we find here a hint of the many attacks which
the bishops of Eastern Asia had already
had to endure.
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peace of the church. What the patriarch John here advised his friend,
agreed, in fact, with the sentiments which he himself had already
expressed, of his own accord, on a previous occasion; and accordingly
Nestorius in his reply, after having explained the origin of the whole
dispute, said that he had nothing to object to the term {Je6To/CO~, provided
only it was guarded against misrepresentation, and understood in a
right sense, as designating the union 1 of the two natures. But with
regard to the habitual arrogance of the Egyptian - he wrote to the
patriarch John - there was no reason why he, in particular, should be
surprised at it; for he had before him many old examples of the same
thing.2 Nestorius was then hoping for a general ecclesiastical assembly,
at which this controversy could easily be disposed of by a general agree
ment. He had no presentiment at that time of the preponderance of the
opposite party at court.
Had this plan of N estorius been adopted, the dispute might still
have been for the present suppressed, although indeed only for "the
moment; since the opposition of the two doctrinal tendencies lying
at the root of this controversy about the term {JeOTOIWr would most
assuredly, sooner or later, openly manifest itself.
But, by the arrogant conduct of Cyrill, the dispute about a word with
which the Syrian church also was satisfied, was converted into a contest
between the doctrinal systems of the two churches. Cyrill determined
to act as the executor of the sentence passed by the Roman synod. In
this year, 430, he sent a letter, in the name of a synod held at Alexan
dria, to N estorius, in which, conformably to the sentence pronounced at
Rome, he was for summoning him, the third and last time, to recant.
He laid before him the system of doctrines which he must confess as
the true system, and unfolded in twelve formulas of condemnation
(ava{JEpaTI.(JpOt) what he had to recant. These explanations, however,
contained nothing else than the Egyptian creed carried out in opposition
to the rigidly Antiochian system, as it had been expressed by Theodore
of :Mopsuestia - a lVldatr ~v(Jt/c~ (natural union) as opposed to the
lV(J(Jt,f /CaT' a;-iav, d'do/Clav (union by worth, favor)- a lV(JUt,f, and not a O1}Va9 da
(union, and not conjunction)- which last formula expressed too little.
One Son of God, one Christ out of two natures; or, as he preferred to
say, formed of two different things into an indissoluble unity.3 In th~
one Logos who had become man, the different divine and human predi
cates were, indeed, still to be distinguished; but not so the two
natures. Both kinds of predicates were to be referred to one and the
same Logos, who became man. One Logos,with his own proper body.!
Hence the unconditional transfer of predicates; - as, for example, that
:Mary had corporeally borne the Logos from God who became flesh; 6
Propter unitionis rationem.
had before existed between the Egyptian
De consueta vero JEgyptii prresum and Syrian churches.
tione maxime tUB reliO'iositas non debet
S 'EK dva /CaL dLal/>0pldv 7rpaypuTCJv cl~ b'o
a.dmirari, dum habes antiqu9. hujus exem T1Jm ri)v uFPurrov (JVVT/'I-'ey,avQ(.
pIa perplurima. Here too, we have a.
• ·El~ !.oyor /-lETa T~r ldiar uUp/Co,.
noticeable indication of the contests which
6 TeyevvT;/ct: aapKlIC(;)r aap/Ca yt:yOV{JT{l 'TOP
1
2

t" -8EoV Myov.
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that the Logos from God had suffered and been crucified according to
the fiesh,l etc.
This step of the bishop Cyrill gave the whole matter a different turn;
for it was thereby necessarily converted from a personal attack on
Ne.storius into an attack on the form of doctrine taught in the Syrico
ASIatic church. So it was considered by the most authoritative teachers
of that church. John, patriarch of Antioch, who stood at their head,
deemed it necessary to enter into a public refutation of these anathe
,mas, and selected Theodoret, bishop of Cyros, a town on the Euphrates,
for this purpose. 2 This man, otherwise distinguished for his Christian
moderation and gentleness, allowed himself, however, in this instance,
to be misled by his dogmatic zeal, though springing no doubt out of a
p~rely Christian interest, into an unfair judgment.
With right he
mIght complain that Cyrill's formulas of condemnation failed in accuracy
of doctrinal expression, and that from this defect a dangerous reaction
Was to be apprehended on Christian knowledge. With good right he
supposed, that the extravagancies of expression, which might perhaps
be tolerated in the composition of Christian hymns, and in the more
rhetorical language of the homilies, would be followed with dangerous
consequences in doctrinal language, and could not be so mildly judged.3
V ~ry justly he felt himself bound to enter the strongest protest against
t~IS thing in particular, that Cyrill was bent on making a form of doc
trmal expression which was so inexact, and so liable to misconstruction,
the prevailing formula in the Oriental church; - and for stigmatizing
as heresy, everything that did not accord with it. But still he ought
to have distinguished the doctrine lying at bottom from the form of the
expression, and not to have attributed to eyrill, doctrines which he
bouid derive from his assertions only by inferences, against which Cyrill
ad expressly enough guarded; as he did, in fact, contrive to find, in
the condemnatory sentences of Cyrill, ApoHinarian, Gnostic, and Mam
chean errors. Now as Cyrill, in defending his anathemas, proceeded in
the same way aO'ainst Theodoret's system of faith, it was a matter of
course that although the more temperate form of the Syrian creed
approximated very nearly to that of Cvrill, yet the opposition between
the ~wo systems became more and more'" apparent; and the difficulty of
Commg to a calm, mutual understanding with regard to differences,
I

1

TOll "hojj MyOli 1ra&ovTa CUp"L /Cat

f1~atJPt.)pivov C1Up"L.

ret. Ep. 150, among the letters of Theodo
tb a In ~is circulaton letter addressed to
e SyrIan monks, fn opposition to the
:nat~ernas of Cyrill, ep. 151. where. he
tr!aks ?f the expression used ,concem!!lg
, ry, rL "al 1raV1rYVpLKWr Ttr }.£YfLV t&EI.£L
" : vf1,t' ov r v¢aiVElV

"

"at lrratv01Jr OLf.~t.iVCU

jJOV').e;aL Toir CEflVOT£POLf ovofLaaLv avay

/(~~r "e:tp?cr&t;L, ou oOYflaTi(wv, a}M 1ra~E
~PI't.)V KaL {J~vfL&l,w,,! wr olovTE ,ioV fLvl11'!'P'D}J

7etJor,

~

cl"la ~Lf

U7!'OAaVETW ToV 1ro{Jov KaL TOt!:
OvofLacL "EXpf,arJw.
This more

asose~y drawn distinction betwixt liturgical,
cetie, and properly dogmatic language,

was, as a general thing, characte.ristic of
the Syrian church. Alexander, bls~op of
Hierapolis, traces the whole eorruptJon. of
dogmatic terminolo~ to the confounding
of the two distinct forms of language. Et
quidcm ut in festi\'itatibus sh'c in prreconiis
at que doctrin,is incircumspe~te Dei gmitri:c
sive Dcum enlxa ab orthodoXls tautummodo
sine adjcctionc diceretur, vel Deicidrei Ju
drei (19/.'OI.:TO'llO£) l'cI quia r:erlJU71l incarnalum
est cret., sane nulla accusatione sunt digna,
eo quod nec dogmatice sunt posita ista.
Epistola Alexnndri Hierapolitani ad Theo
dorctum in Tragredia lrenrei ed. Lupus.
Opp. Tom. VII. c. 94, f. 247; nlso in opp.
Theodoreti, ed. Hnlens. T. V. ep. 78.
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every day increased. A difference between the two systems existed,
it is true, all along; and this had its ground in the fact, that Theodoret
was seeking to unfold the truth under the forms of the understanding;
while Cyrill, avoiding everything of that sort, was for holding fast only
to the transcendent fact, so that those nicer distinctions of the under
standing appeared to him a belittleing or a denial of the mystery. But,
notwithstanding all this, the dispute on many of the formulas was made
of so much weight, because the parties did not mutually understand
each other as to their meaning. Theodorct vehemently controverted
the doctrine of a lVc.Jt1Lr; ,/>Vt1LK~, of a lVc.Jt1Lr; Ka{}' V7rf)(1Tat1LlJ, because he main
tained that God was thereby subjected to a natural necessity, and the
distinction of the conceptions of deity and humanity which had become
united in Christ, was impossible; but Cyrill understood those expres
sions in another sense, and guarded himself sufficiently against all those
interpretations. He opposed that lVc.J(nr; I/IVt1LK~ and Ka{}' V7rOt1rat1LV to a
barely moral union, consisting in the will or in the mode of conduct. He
accused his opponents of holding to the latter only; but Theodoret in
fact taught expressly, that deity and humanity were united in one
person. l
Out of these different doctrinal tendencies, however, arose also a
different mode of apprehending several particulars in the life of Christ.
Theodoret did not hesitate, in following the gospel history, to ascribe t<>
our Saviour, during his life on earth, in reference to his humanity, a
limited knowledge, and to say, "that this humanity, in that point of
time, knew only so much as the indwelling deity revealed to it." 2 But
to Cyrill this assertion appeared scandalous: he affirmed, on the other
hand, that whoever said a revelation, and that a graduated one, was
made by the indwelling God to the servant-form, made of Christ a mere
prophet. As he was not disposed, however, directly to deny the igno
rance predicated of the human nature of Christ, since he recognized the
attributes of the latter in their individuality, he expressed himself, with
a view to mark strongly the incomprehensibleness of the mystery, after
a form to which he could hardly attach any definite meaning: "'Vhe.n
Christ subjected himself tD the general mass of human nature, which IS
limited in its knowledge, he appropriated tltis part of it also by a special
economy,3 although still he had no bounds to his knowledge, but was,
with the Father, omniscient." 4
Thus, then, this arbitrary, illegal conduct of Cyrill tended at first ~o
injure rather than to benefit his course. In the consciousness of hIS
right, and of his independent dignity, N estorius received the episco~al
deputies who brought to him the requisitions of Cyrill and Crelestm,
with merited contempt: he did not allow himself to be interrupted
thereby in the preaching of his doctrine, and he opposed to the anathe
mas of Cyrill, twelve others.
1, 'Ev 7!'pOt1(')7rov. He would not say pta
inrO(JTat1Lr;, because he took this term in
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In the emperor's court at Constantinople also, the conduct of Cyrill
created an impression very imfayorable to the latter. The complaints
of his arrogance and love of power, which had been already received
there before, seemed thereby to be confirmed. All the previous steps
of eyrill in this affair, being placed along with the last, seemed to indi
cate a deeply laid scheme for the arbitrary supplanting of N estorius ;
but men were determined not to tolerate this despotism which individ
ual bishops wished to exercise over the whole church, and not to sacra
fice N estorius to any such arbitrary caprice of an individual. According
to that system of church constitution which alone was recognized at
Constantinople, Cyrill's arbitrary will could gain no legal authority
from the dictatorial conduct of a Roman bishop. Since, then, it had
already been determined upon before, to assemble a general council to
a!tend to other ecclesiastical matters, according to the wish of N estorius
hImself, and according to the proposal of his opponents, - so, by these
~ew events, the prosecution of this purpose was hastened to a comple
hon; for the investigation of the matters in dispute by a general
C?uncil would be set over against the arbitrary decision of individual
bishops and synods. The emperor was resolved to approve nothing but
the decisions of such a council. But as Constantinople had before (see
above) been fixed upon as the place for the meeting of the council, so
now the city of Ephesus was appointed instead of it. This change of
the place was occasioned, beyond all doubt, by some special cause. Prob
ably fears were entertained of the combination of Cyrill with a certain
party of the Byzantine court, and with influential monks. So, on the
19t~ of November, 430, the emperor Theodosius II. issued.a procla
~atlOn to all the metropolitans of his empire, summoning them to meet
In a council to be holden at Ephesus, about Pentecost, in the following
~·ear. But along with the general proclamation addressed to Cyrill, as
It w~s to all the metropolitan bishops, the emperor sent to the former a
SpeCIal one, in which he severely reprimanded him for his conduct thus
~ar, and declared to him that he would suffer it no longer. This letter
IS drawn up with more good sense than we should expect from a
Iheodosius, and we can scarcely be mistaken in supposing that it was
lctated by a wiser head.
It called upon Cyrill to recollect, that pure doctrine was found by
lnvest~gation, rather than by the assumption of authority; for from the
first 1 It had been established, not by the threat of any potentate what
~rer, but by the deliberations of the fathers. Let Cyrill declare then
It proceeded _ why, neglecting the emperor, of whom he knew that the
caUSe of piety lay near his heart, and neglecting all the priests in all
the churches, who ought rather to have been assembled for the purpose
settling the matters in dispute, he has chosen, as much as in him
ha.y, to excite disorders and divisions in the church? And no wonder
e had here overstepped the bounds of propriety, as he had not even
spared the imperial family itself; for why had he written twice; - once
to the emperor and to the empress, and a second time to his sister Pul.
o
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cheria? Doubtless for no other reason than because he either believed
that they were at difference with each other ,- or else hoped to set them
at difference by his letter. But- were the first the case, it betrayed a
censurable curiosity (a prying interference in the concerns of the
court) for a bishop who lived so remote from the court, to know any
thing about such matters; and, if it was not the case, the wish to excite
such discord was nowhere less befitting than in a bishop. But it be
trayed the same disposition to· be stirring up discord in the imperial
family, and to be exciting it among the churches; as if one had no
other means of making one's self famous.
The emperor, at the appointed time, sent to Ephesus the Comes
Candidianus, as his plenipotentiary before the synod, with the express
command that he should not interfere with the doctrinal proceedings
of the council, but only use his authority for the preservation of order. l
Doubtless there were reasons for the anxiety which led to such a pre
cautionary measure; and many other things, indeed, contained in the
letter which the emperor addressed to the synod, confirm this conjec
ture. For he directed, at the same time, that all persons belonging to
the secular order, and all monks who had assembled at Ephesus, or
who should afterwards assemble there, should without exception le~ve
the place; in order that the peaceful and calm investigation of doctfl~c
might not be disturbed by them, and that no passionate feelings or dis
cord might be excited. There may, then, have already existed reasons
for apprehending - an apprehension which indeed afterwards proved
to be but too well founded - that the Cyrillian party would have at
their seryice many instruments quite alien from the spiritual invcstiglV
tion. Furthermore, the bishops were forbidden, during the proceedings,
to leave the synod, and especially to visit the court at Constantinople ;
an order which indicates again that there were many grounds for fear
ing the intrigues of the Cyrillian party with the court. It is clear m~re
over, from all the facts, how far the emperor then was from toleratmg
the forcible supplantation of N estorius. His favorable disposition towards
the patriarch was shown by his allowing him alone to take with him, as
his companion to Ephesus, a friend of noble rank, the Comes Irem-eus.
Cyrill and N estorius arrived at Ephesus at the appointed ti~e.
Cyrill brought with him a great number of Egyptian bishops, whose m
terests were identical with his own, and who were his devoted tools.
The bishop 1\lemnon of Ephesus was his friend, and perhaps,. as
the opponent of the Constantinopolitan patriarch, whose ecclesiastIcal
supremacy these consequential metropolitans reluctantly acknowled~ed,
bound to Cyrill by a common interest. This alliance secured to hIm :1
dominant influence over the bishops of Asia :Minor; and as Memnon, ~e·
ing of like disposition with Cyrill, doubtless exercised a like authonty
at Ephesus, to that which the latter exercised at Alexandria, it more
over gave him a great power in the city where the council was assem
bled. It was probably on account of his fear of this power, that Nes
torius requested and obtained of the imperial commissioner a guard,
1
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who surrounded his dwelling, and allowed no one to enter without
being announced. This, it is true, may be reckoned along with the
many other adventitious circumstances of state which surrounded the
great bishops of the. Roman empire,. as indeed his opponents taunted
him on this military attendance; but a bishop of the party hostilely
disposed to him, Acacius of Melitene, hints perhaps at the true motive,
when he Saysl that Nestorius was induced to this step by fear. It is
true, he explains the fact according to his own views, attributing this
fear to the bad conscience with which the heretic must have been
troubled. But when we consider. what a fanatical spirit had been
breathed into the Cyrillian party, what an. influence this spirit might
exert on the rude popular masses which were devoted to this party,
e.specially if the charges laid against Cyrill in several public declara
tIons - and which appear by no means so improbable, to judge from the
dominion which he exercised at Alexandria, - if these .charges are
true, namely, that he had engaged the peasants of Asia Minor and the
Egyptian sailors to execute his tyrannical behests,2 we may easily find
another cause for the apprehensions of N estorius. The party of Cyrill
affirmed, it is true, in their report to the emperor, that no disturbances
had taken place at Ephesus, which could have given Nestorius any
occasion for such precaution; 3 but the proverb might here be applied,
that he who excuses himself is his own accuser.
.
After the bishops, assembled at Ephesus, had already waited seve
ral weeks beyond the term fixed upon by the emperor, there were
ma~y who should have assisted at the synod, that were still detained by
~afloUS circumstances from being present. The absence of the depu
bes from the Roman bishop, who had been detained by unfavorable winds,
would give Cyrill neither concern nor satisfaction; for he could reckon
upon their approbation of whatever he and his party might carry
through at the council, whether they were present at the proceedings
or not. But he must have rejoiced to find it in his power to open the
council without the assistance of the patriarch John of Antioch, and
the other Syrian bishops; for it was from these alone, who were for
the most part friendly to N estorius, or, at least, all of them thoroughly
oppose.d to the Egyptian doctrines, and altogether ind~pendent of. the
EgyptIan influence, that he had to expect the most decIded opposItIon.
~he patriarch John had, in the first place, been obliged to put of!' his
Journey on account of a famine which was then prevailing at AntIoch,
beyond what was usual in that populous capital of Roman Asia in the
East, and on account of the popular tumults which had thence arisen. 4
Besides, the violent rains in many of the districts through which the
long land.rout from Antioch to Ephesus led, had occasioned inunda
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place. and set the whole city in an uproar.
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tions, by which the journey was rendered more difficult and slow. Six~
teen days had already elapsed beyond the term appointed by the
emperor for the opening of the synod. The Syrian bishops, after having
been thirty days on the road, were still from five to six days' jour~
ney from Ephesus·. The patriarch John informed Cyrill of this in a
respectful letter, which he sent to excuse their delay.! After having
delayed for 80 long a time the opening of the council, the deputies cer~
tainly might have waited for these few days longer. But though forty
one bishops insisted that the arrival of their colleagues, who were now
distant but a few days' journey, ought to be waited for ; and though
they declared that they were resolved not to take part in any earlier
assembling of the council ; though N estorius would receive no message
from a party assembly; though the imperial commissioner issued
several protests against the regularity of such an assembly, which was
counter to the emperor's summons; yet Cyrill, having secured the su~
port of Memnon, bishop of Ephesus, and J uvenalis, bishop of Jerusalem,
and relying upon the vast number of Egyptian bishops and bishops of
Asia Minor, was not to be deterred by any of these things; and on the
22d of June, A.D. 431, he opened the synod with about two hundred
bishops. He endeavored afterwards, it is true, to justify this proceed
ing, on the pretence that the patriarch John had purposely delayed;
that he was unwilling to take any part in the sentence of deposition to
be pronounced on N estorius, which he doubtless foresaw would be the
result of the synod, and of which affair he was heartily ashamed; while
many of the bishops coming from Eastern Asia had mentioned, in the
commission of their patriarch, that the council might do what they
pleased, without waiting for their arriva1. 2 But the above-mentioned
letter of the patriarch John seems more deserving of credit than this
assertion of Cyrill, as the latter would naturally seek after every thing
in the shape of an excuse for a mode of procedure so manifestly illegal;
and it is moreover difficult to conceive, that the patriarch John, who
then assuredly entertained the purpose of sustaining his friend N esto
rius, would have desif,rnedly sacrificed him to the Cyrillian party, whom
he then had no occasion whatever to fear.
This assembly was partly a blind instrument in the hands of CyriIl,
who by various artifices had contrived to gain the entire influence over
it,3 and partly it was governed by the wildest fanaticism. Of course,
a regular and orderly investigation was not to be thought of; the result
to be arrived at, had already been settled and determined; and hence
all the proceedings which were to lead to it, could easily be despatched
in a single day. Cyrill, as the champion of tho pure doctrine, was
1
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loaded with flattering encomiums; his letters to N estorius, which were
read, and his anathemas, were applauded as expressing the pure doc
trine. N estorius having declined two invitations of the council to be
present at their deliberations, and having declared that he should ap
pear only when all the bishops were assembled; a third summons, in
the customary form, which was usually observed even when men were
acting in the very face of the laws, was now sent to him by four bishops,
accompanied by a notary and a church prelector. 1 Nestorius, who,
according to the original purpose of the assembly, was to appear as an
assistant in the investigations, not as a defendant on trial, was called
upon by the most holy synod, as they styled themselves, to vindicat~
hImself; and was threatened, in case he did not appear and answer to
~he written and oral charges laid against him, that the synod would find
It necessary to proceed against him according to the ecclesiastical rules.
The guard, who were stationed in the front court of the house, refused,
according to their orders, to admit the bishops to Nestorius, and- more
over informed them that, if they waited till night, they would receive
no other answer from Nestorius than the one already given. 2
.Although N estorius had every lawful reason to protest against this
tnbunal, yet the council proceeded to consider itself as the regular
bOdy to judge and decide upon his case; and his refusal to appear be
fo: e them was construed as an admission on his own part of his guilt.
HIS letters to Cyrill were read, and received with marks of disapprobation
as universal as the applauses bestowed on the letters of Cyril!. One
proof of the unchristian, fanatical passion which animated this synod
was given in the following sally of the bishop Euoptios of Ptolemais 3
at t~e reading of these letters: "As those," said he, " who counterfeit
the lmperial coin deserve the extremest punishment, so N estorius, who
?as presumed to falsify the doctrines of orthodoxy, deserves every pun
lShment both from God and man." 4 Even familiar remarks of N estorius
an~ his friends, dropped in their conversations with other bishops during
theIr residence at Ephesus, were brought up against him and perverted.
In the vehemence into which a -man of his temperament might easily
be hurried in dispute, he had remarked, when reprobating the crass
Bounding expressions of the other party, that it surely could not be
affirmed, God had been two or three months old. This was so con
Bt:ued as if he meant to deny the deity of Christ. One of N estorius'
ffIends had said, that the Jews could bring suffering on the man indeed,
but not on the deity itself. This was regarded as an unheard-o.f b~as
phemy, as an attempt to justify the J ews, a~d to ex~n~ate their s!-Il.s
The synod accordingly, as they declared mth phansalCal hypocnsy,
~ter many tears, constrained by the laws of the church, and by the
letter of the Roman bishop Crelestin, pronounced the sentence, which
they dared to express in the following form: "Our Lord J eaus Christ,
t 1. For
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by N estorius blasphemed, has ordained, by this most holy synod, that
the N estorius above named should be excluded from the episcopal dig
nity and from the whole college of priests." 1 After the synod had
passed this sentence, the bishop Rheginus of Constantia, on the island of
Cyprus, preached a discourse, which, short as it is, presents a most singu
lar exhibition of extravagant dogmatic formulas, repugnant to all human
and Christian feelings, and even savoring of idolatry, by which it was
imagined to do honor to the living Christ; a picture of fanaticism sacri
ficing as well the spirit of Christ, as that of reason. On the ground of
this dispute about pitiable forms of conception, pitiable in the comparison
with Christianity, which is spirit and life, and the essence of which is
love, the victim now branded as a heretic was pronounced worse than
Cain and the Sodomites. The earth ought, of good rights, to open and
swallow him up; fire ought to rain down on him from heaven, that the
simple might see his transgression punished!· The God Logos, whom
he had ventured to sever, who had come forth in the flesh from Mary
the mother of God, would appoint for him the punishment of eternal
torments in the day of judgment. The bishop concluded his discourse
with an invitation opposed to the Antiochian creed, and consonant with
the whole tenor of his remarks, as follows: "But let us· worship and
adore the God Logos, who has condescended to walk among us in the
flesh, without separating himself from the essence of the Father! "2_
As if this worship of the incarnate God did not exist among the party
of N estorius, because they expressed themselves, respecting the appear
ance of the same incarnate God, in· other dogmatic forms! Thus ~
new slavery to forms of expression in religion was again to be substi
tuted in the place of the worship of God in spirit and in truth!
Cyrill caused the above sentence of deposition pronounced upon Nes
torius to be publicly affixed at Ephesus, and indeed to be proclaimed by
heralds through the whole city.3 The bishops who had constituted that
assembly, or who formed the Cyrillian party, moreover, despatched a
letter worthy of the spirit of this party to the emperor, in which they
informed him of the sentence passed by the synod, which they· affirmed
themselves to be. They offered various· excuses, the emptiness of
which could easily be exposed, for opening the proceedings before the
arrival of the patriarch John and his associates. They resorted to the
most abominable perversions of those familiar remarks of N estorius
already mentioned, in order to present him in the light. of a blasphem~r
of the holiest things. They affirmed he had not ceased to maintam
that He who had for our sakes become man,ought not to be called
God; that he made the human nature which the deity had assumed
from love to man, an objection to that deity; that he ridiculed the
mystery of the divine incarnation. They prayed the emperor to co1&
mand, that the entire doctrine of N estorius should be expunged from
the churches, and that his books, by which he sought to deny the grace
of God, should be committed to the flames wherever they might be
found.
1
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N estorius, and ten bishops united with him, ther~upon sent another
letter to the emperor, in which they described, according to the truth,
the arbitrary and illegal proceedings of Cyrill and Memnon. They
submitted to the emperor the just petition, that he would either secure
for them a residence at Ephesus safe from injury, and order the con
stitution of a regular assembly; so that none of the clergy or monks,
whether belonging to themselves or to the Egyptians, and none of the
bishops who had not been called, might be present to disturb the synod
(only two bishops from each metropolitan diocese, men competent to.
enter into such investigations, were to attend the assembly with their
met~opolitans ;)1 or that the emperor would enable them to return back
free from peril to their churches. This demand clearly places the
p~rty of N estorius in an advantageous light. It is evident that they
WIshed to obtain the victory, not by superiority of numbers, not by vio
lence and clamor, but by calm and rational investigation; whereas, on
the other hand, a suspicion of the opposite kind is thereby cast on the
party of CyrilL
. The imperial commissioner was of the same mind with N estorius; as
mdeed he had at the very outset declared the assembly of eyrill's
party to be illegal, and contrary to the emperor's letters warrant. He
~herefore insisted that their decrees could have no legal validity; and
m conformity with these views, he drew up also on his part a report to
the emperor, and advised those bishops who had not been present at
the. Cyrillian assemblies, not to allow themselves to be forced to sub
scn~e the decrees of that body, but to wait till the arrival of the Syrian
patx:arch. Candidian, on account of his intimate connection with the
SYz:~n church party, might be accused of a partiality unbefitting his
POSItIon: but it appears evident that he did not espouse the party of
a~y doctrinal system; but, conformably to his office, took part, of course,
WIth those who most rigidly observed the forms of law. 'Vhere the
matter related to a conflict between arbitrary will and legal order, it
was the duty of his office not to remain neutral.
B?t his neutrality alone would appear a crime in the eyes of the
ambItious or fanatical bishops of the Cyrillian party. Still less could
t?ey pardon it in him, that he should adopt in earnest the cause of
nght, and send to Constantinople a report of their tyranny which was
ac.cording to the truth. Since, then, these people looked upon every
thmg. with the eye of passion, and ind~ged. themselves in the most
a~ommable perversions of words and actIons, III every sort of exagger
atIOn, and even falsehood; we can give no confidence to what they
report concerning the violent conduct of the man whom credible
te.sti~ony represents to us as a~ti.ng uniformly on the side of order and
'\ilthm the bounds of his commISSIOn.!
The bishop John of Antioch arrived at Ephe?us .with his companions,
as ~e had promised, a few days after the orga~ahon of the assembly
whIch had been formed by Cyrill. Although It may have been true,
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as was reported by Memnon bishop of Ephesus, .that the Cyrillian
council had sent. deputies to meet him to bid him welcome, and to
inform him of what had been done, yet these assuredly 'did not conduct
themselves -in any way suited to make a favorable impression on him;
and an arbitrary act like that which had just been consummated,
admitted, in truth, of no palliation. . John could not be· otherwise than
highly offended at it; and he was compelled, by the laws of the
church and by the doctrinal principles which he advocated, to consider
the proceedings of that council as without force, and to declare them
so. It is true that he himself did not conduct, in this case, in the true
spirit of prudence and moderation. He, with his bishops, - of whom
there were but thirty, - and a few more, proceeded to form a DeW
council, which <:onsidered itself to be the only regular one. The
Cyrillian party found something particularly exceptionable and contrary
to order in the fact, that so inconsiderable a .minority should set
themselves' up as judges over so overwhelming a majority; but the
patriarch John maintained that that majority could have no weight, since
it was composed, for the most part, of bishops from .Egypt and from Asia
Minor, wholly dependent on Cyrill and Memnon. Candidian considered
it his duty to present himself also before this party convention, as he
had done before the previous one. He here made report of the conduct
he had there observed: he read before them the imperial ordinance,
which was addressed to the whole council, and then immediately with
drew. The council now passed sentence of deposition upon Cyrill and
Memnon, and excommunicated the other members who ·took any part
in the proceedings of that party assembly, until they should manifest
penitence and condemn the anathemas of Cyril!. . This sentence
pronounced upon the two bishops they made known by posting it up
publicly; and they drew up a report of it, which was sent to the
emperor. In accordance therewith, they called upon the other bishops
to separate themselves from Cyrill and ~Iemnon, and to unite with
them in forming a general council according to the imperial letters
patent.
But Cyrill governed the collective body of the bishops with whom
he had held the first council. ~feantime the deputies of the Roman
bishop arrived, who had received instructions to proceed in all respects
according to the advice and will of Cyrill, yet at the same time to
insist on the supreme judicial authority of the Roman church. If the
synod fell into disputes, they should be mindful that it did not become
them to take any share as a party in the controversy, but to pass
judgment on the opinions expressed by the others. 1 These deputies,
therefore, stuck closely throughout to the council of Cyrill: th~y
requested the earlier proceedings t<> be read to them at one of It.s
sessions, and sih'llified their approbation of the whole. So this council
1 The words of the commonitorium, which
Crelestin gave to his legates, were as folJows: Ad fratrcm et cocpiscopum nostrum
Cyrillum consilium vestrum omne com'crtite, et quicquid in ejus videritis arbitrio,
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now considered itself warranted to claim for itself the authority of the
Roman bishop. On the presentation of a complaint to this party-council
by Cyrill and Memnon, the patriarch John was in the customary'form
thrice summoned to appear before· it,' and defend his conduct; the
penalties of the church being threatened in case of disobedience. But as
John declined entering into any negociations with this council, - which
he did not recognize as a regular one, but declared that, after he had
made out his report in full to Constantinople, he should merely wait
until he could receive from there leave to return home, - the council
passed sentence on him and his associates, that they should in the first
place be suspended from their episcopal and priestly functions, reserving
the whole severity of the ecclesiastical laws to be employed against
them, in case they did not alter their conduct.
.
Meanwhile the report of Candidian was producing the effect at
Constantinople, which, if the fanaticism and intrigue of a court party
had not stood in the way, must necessarily have resulted from it. On
t~e 29th of June, the emperor sent a letter to the synod drawn up
With impartiality and moderation, of which an imperial officer, the
~agistrianus Palladius, was made the bearer. The emperor censured in
it the illegal conduct of the bishops, which had manifestly proceeded
fr?m passion; yet without designating any persons by name against whom
this censure was particularly directed. He declared that he would
~pprove only of the result of a deliberation on the disputed doctrine,
~tituted by the whole council in common. Another imperial commis
Sl?ner of rank was to observe the course of proceedings in company
WIth Candidian, and prevent any further steps contrary to law. Until
t~en, no one of the bishops could be permitted to return home t{) his
diocese, or to visit the court. 1 The emperor avowed that it was not so
Inuch the person of N est{)rius or of any other individual, as the cause
of truth, which lay near his heart. 2 . The imperial messenger above
~entioned must doubtless have been charged by the emperor - so
t;nportant seemed to him this occasion -to hasten in every way his
Journey to Ephesus and his return to Constantinople; for the answer
of the Cyrillian synod which he brought back, was dated the first of
July. These bishops defended themselves therein against the reproach
of passionate conduct;· they persisted in maintaining, that N estorius
had been riO'htfully deposed on account of his erroneous doctrines;
and they acc~sed the count Candidian of having, out of partiality to
Nestorius, given a false representation of the whole matter. A letter
of this sort however, would produce but little effect. Candidian's
report to th~ emperor, which bore on its very face the impress of truth,
fUrnished a ready key to explain the whole state of the case. Besides,
the count Iremeus, who accompanied N estorius to Ephesus, and had
S?own himself there to be a true friend, and many other persons of con
s~deration at Constantinople, who were also his friends, warmly supported
his cause. Cyrill was therefore obliged to resort to other means, to turn
th It is easy to see, that there were reasons for apprehendin~ the last, particularly from
e members of the Cyrillian party.
2 L. c. Hardwn, f. 1539. :
1
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the balance in his favor. He could reckon upon the ignorant, fanatical
zealots among the monks of that city. Among these was an Archi
mandrite by the name of Dalmatius, who stood in the highest consider
ation. For eight and forty years he had never left the cell in which
he had immured himself! The emperor himself had occasionally
visited him there, to ask for his intercessions. But he had sometimes
besought him in vain - on the occurrence of earthquakes, which
frequently filled Constantinople with alarm - to leave his solitude, and
take part in the public penitential processions.] We may presume
that the new patriarch from the Antiochian school had already from
the first been represented to this monk, by Alexandrian influence, as a.
dangerous teacher of error; for, after the arrival of Nestorius, he was
wont to say to those who visited him in his cell: "Take heed to your
selves, my brethren; for an evil beast has come into this city, and he
may injure many by his doctrines.2 " This person, then, Cyrill contrived
to rouse to action in favor of his own party and aims, by gi\?ing him an
account of the sentence of deposition passed upon N estorius, and of
the sufferings of the defenders of the true faith on that account. This
story Dalmatius received through a letter addressed to the bishops and
monks residing at Constantinople, which a beggar brought to that city,
concealed in a hollow reed; - whether the truth was that Cyrill, as he
pretended, was obliged to resort to this shift, in order to have the letter
safely reach its destination, because the men who sought to frustrate
Cyrill's plots took pains to intercept his communications to the clergy
and monks at Constantinople; - or whether it was that the necessity
of employing such means was a mere pretence, contrived for the
purpose of heating the minds of his partisans by such evidence of the
oppression to which he was subjected. Might we suppose that the
bearer of the letter was no beggar, but a bishop in the disguise of one,
we should then see another motive for resorting to this species of
secret communication; - the bearer who was to visit Constantinople
unperceived, under this disguise, would doubtless be entrusted with
the execution of other oral commissions.
This message, then, set the whole party of zealous monks in commo
tion. Dalmatius imagined himself summoned by a voice from heaven
to come forth from his solitude of eight and forty years, in order to
save the churches from the great threatening danger. All the monks and
abbots forsook their cloisters, and, chanting psalms with alternate choirs,
marched in procession with burning torches, Dalmatius at their head,
to the palace of the emperor. A procession of this sort could not
Harduin.1. c. f. ]587.
by Banduri, in the second volume of hi.s
This Dalmatios was a imperium orientale. 'Vhen the new palO
writer at one of the imperial bureaus, O'XO archs entered upon their office, it was t~e
MZpLO~ ~ n) vwdpg. O'XOAU, and had a wife custom for them first to visit and pay thelI'
anu children, - when, through the influence respects to Dalmatius, in his cell. But
of a venerated monk, Isacios, he was in Nestorius, according to this account, had
duced to become a monk. He obtained not been admitted to him. It is ensy to see
great influence, was frequently called upon what advantage Cyrill might gain by se
to settle quarrels among citizens, as is told curing such an instrument.
in the Greek history of his life, published
1

~ L. c. 1447.
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fail to set the people· all in a ferment, and to spread the alarm far
and wide, that the true faith was in imminent jeopardy; and hence
vast multitudes of the people joined the procession. The abbots were
summoned to an audience in the palace, while the crowds of monks
and of the people remained standing before it, chanting in their choirs.
Dalmatius addressed the emperor before a crowded court, in the same
bold and confident tone in which he was wont to converse with him.
He handed over to him the letter of the synod; and the weak emperor
said, if the case stood thus, the bishops might have leave to come from
Ephesus. But Dalmatius complained, that of the . other party, as
many as pleased were permitted· to come to Constantinople: on the
other hand, whoever of the Cyrillian synod wished to come were
detained in custody. He asked the emperor, in his usual style, to whom
he would give ear, - the six thousand bishops, or one godless man;
and got him to promise that the Cyrillian party should be permitted to
send deputies to Constantinople. 'Vhen Dalmatius announced to the
assembled crowd that a favorable answer had been received from the
emperor, the whole procession, singing songs of praise from the 150th
Psalm, moved forward to a church, where Dalmatius was to read the
letter of the synod, and give an account of his audience. After
the letter had been read, the assembled people shouted with one voice;
"Anathema to Nestorius." Also the address of Dalmatius to them
was followed by an equally loud anathema. 2
Upon this, the Cyrillian party sent three bishops to Constantinople;
and it soon became evident what an ascendant influence the artifices
of these men had succeeded in acquiring. Some who had been till
now the favorers of Nestorius, among the rest the imperial chamberlain
~cholasticus, were so wrought upon as to join the party against him;
It being represented, by the wilful perversion of some of his familiar
remarks in conversation, that he was no longer willing to tolerate the
application of the term t'JeOTOICOf to ?tiary. Nestorius deemed it neces
sary, therefore, to clear himself from these aspersions. He assured
Scholasticus, that his views on that point continued to be precisely the
s~me as those he had constantly professed at Constantinople; that he con
SIdered the union of the two designations of Mary, iJtoroICOf and Iwt'Jpc,nro.
TOKar, in their different references, to be the mark and badge of perfect
orthOdoxy. He commended in him his solicitude for the maintenance
?f the true faith. Were this - he added - but secured, he would
JOlfully resign the episcopal dignity.·. In any such case, his friend
mIght regard the present letter as one in which he took leave of him ;
for glad would he be to return back· to his old cloister-life, since he
knew of nothing higher or more blessed than such tranquillity. And
well might it be that Nestorius, after so much sorrowful experience of
a turbulent, distracted, and care-worn life, sincerely longed after his
former silent and tranquil retirement.
lIThe question arises, how much truth fact that severnl bishops, who had come to
,ay at the bottom of this story; -whether Constantinople for the purpose of exciting
It
only a contrivance to inflame the disluci>ances, had been justly arrested.. ,
zea of Dalmatius, or whether it-was the
2 L. c. f. 1587.
.
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NEW INTRIGUES OF CYRILL.

COUNT JOHN.

The Asiatic bishops who were still assembled at Ephesus had mean
while, with a view to counteract the influence of the Cyrillian party,
prevailed on the comes Iremeus, the old friend of N estorius, to repair
to Constantinople with a letter with which they furnished him. He
arrived there three days after the arrival of the Cyrillian bishops;
and must soon perceive, that the latter had been well received by the
nobles and higher officers of state, and had been successful in their efforts
to weaken the effect of Candidian's report. He labored earnestly to
counteract their influence at court; he prevailed upon the emperor,
with his chief ministers of state, to b'l'ant a common audience to him
and the Egyptian deputies, and listen to the representations of both
parties. He succeeded in convincing the emperor, as he writes in the
journal of his commission, that the party of Cyrill had proceeded in a
way directly contrary to law, so that the emperor was already on the very
point of confirming the judgment of the second assembly held under the
auspices of the patriarch John, and of threatening additional punish
ments to the bishops deposed by that body. But the feeble sovereign
was the mere tool of court-parties, who were themselves in turn ex
posed to manifold influences from without. Soon after, the physician
John, secretary 1 of the patriarch Cyrill, came on a visit to Constanti
nople ; and this person soon found means of giving the whole business
an entirely different turn. Now, the different opinions prevailing at.
court became manifest. Some, whose hearts were solely bent on the
restoration of quiet, desired, in order that this might be obtained in the
simplest way, that no inquiry should be made as to the right or wrong
of either party; but that, to satisfy all parties, all three of the bishops
should b~ deposed. Others proposed that the sentences of both sides
should be annulled, and that deputies should be sent for from Ephesus
for the purpose of discovering through them the real course which
matters had taken, and of learning to which side the charge of illegal
conduct ought to be laid. :Many who favored Cyrill's party endeavored
to procure, that they themselves might be sent to Ephesus, with full
powers to inquire into the whole matter on the spot.2
The party of Cyrill, however, could not as yet obtain the victory:
the influence of the moderate class at court was still, as it would seem,
too powerful for them. For the present, the plan first mentioned was
adopted; and an individual who would have been by no means the choice
of the Cyrillian party, since he had no disposition to serve as the tool
of a church or theological sect, John, the ministerial secretary of state,
(comes sacrarum,) was sent to Ephesus. He arrived in that city with
an imperial letter of commission, (sacra,) in which it was commanded,
that all the three bishops deposed by the synods should remain de
posed; and in which the members of the council were exhorted to lay
by their mutual strifes, that they might be prepared to return in peace
and concord to their several dioceses.
The count John faithfully maintained the position which he w~
bound to maintain as a minister of the state, acting on the same prinCl
1 l:Vyf(t~,. Without doubt an ecclesiastic, as in this period physicians are not rarely
to be met WIth among the clergy.
II The letter of lrenreus. L. Co 154B.
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pIes as Candidian had done, - without whose concurrence, moreover,
he took no step whatever. He first invited all the bishops to a meet
ing in his own apartments, where he wished to read over to them the
imperial commission. But here he became witness of a most vehem
ent contest between the two parties. 1 When the greatest part of the
day had already been spent in these disputes, he unceremoniously inter
fered with the authority of force. N estorius and Cyrill he removed
at once. To the rest he read the imperial letter; and, for the purpose
of carrying it into effect, and preventing disturbances, he committed the
three deposed bishops to a respectable and safe custody. After this,
he labored in every way to restore peace between the two parties.
John of Antioch and his associates manifested at once a ready and
willing disposition for this. They were prepared to submit to the em
peror's decision, which approved the decrees of both the synods; and
t~ey were inclined to come to an agreement with the other party, pro
Vided the latter would but agree to condemn the anathemas of eyrill.
But the party of Cyrill was by no means so compliant. The person of
their leader was to them of much more importance than the person of
Nestorius to their opponents. They would listen to no terms of agree
ment, unless the other party retracted every thing, manifested their
repentance to the synod, which they considered themselves alone to be,
and condemned, in writing, N estorius and his doctrines. These things
the other.party of course could not consent to do. As the count was
extremely anxious to convey the news to Constantinople, that he had
Succeeded in getting the victory over the passions of the bishops, and of
uniting them on terms of peace, he sought now to enter at least into
ne~otiations for the drawing up of a common confession of faith. But
neIther would the Egyptian party be persuaded to engage in anything
of this kind. 2 The Orientals had been accused, in the rumors industri
o~sl.f circulated against them by their opponents at Constantinople, of
Wlshmg to deprive :Mary of the honor of being called {JrOTOKOr. The em
peror had expressly charged the count John to get them to declare
the~selves on this point. Thus they were led to draw up a confession
?f faith, in which, after distinguishing with precision. the two natures
In Christ, they declared that" as confession was made of one Son of
~od, one Lord, and one Christ, in the sense of a union without confu
8Ion of the two natures; so too, in the same sense,3 Mary was. called. the
Olother of God because Christ, from the time of the conceptIOn, umted
with himself th~ temple he had assumed. 4 This confession of faith was
1 lIe says himself, in his letter to the em
~ror: Magna facta est seditio, immo prre
,et pugna.
3 See their own declaration, 1. c. 1594.
t 1I Secundum hunc inconfusre unionis in
ect~m. See epistola Johannis, in the
)~Odl('on published by Lupus, (see abol'e,)
e. I,; Lupus opera, T. VII. f. 56.
There may, indeed, have been some
grounds for the assertion of the Cyrillian
~nod, in. their report to their partisans at
onstantlDople, that, in drawing up this
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confession of faith, there was schism among
the Orientals themseh'es, as all were not
satisfied witft this retention of the word
fJroTOICOr. That this was a correct asser
tion, is evident from a letter addressed to
Theodoret by Alexander, hishop of Hie
rapolis, who WIlS present at Ephesus during
these proceedings, in Lupus, 1. c. 94. Also
to be found in operib. Theodoreti ed. Ba
lens. IV. p. 745. This zealous advocate of
the Syrian church doctrines sees, in the
compliant disposition which was then so
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laid. before the emperor in a letter which the patriarch John wrote him
in the name of the synod.
But as the count John now saw that all his pains to effect the res
toration of peace were defeated by the pride and passion of the Cyril
lian party; as he was accused by them of party proceedings, and of
dispatching. false reports to Constantinople, he finally called upon the
emperor himself. to send for deputies from both parties, and enter per
sonally into an investigation of the whole matter.
This proposal was adopted, and eight bishops from each of the two
parties were summoned as deputies to Constantinople. Soon after their
departure from Ephesus, N estorius received there a letter from the
pretorian prefect, by which he was informed, in answer to his own pre
vious letter, (see above,) that the emperor had given all the orders
necessary for his returning back, in the most convenient and desirable
manner, to his cloister. In this letter there appears no trace of an
unfriendly feeling towards N estorius. The prefect concluded by say
ing, that with his wisdom, and treasure of inward goods, he stood in no
need of condolence. But it is plainly to be seen, that it was believed
impossible to retain him any longer in the patriarchate in opposition to
the hatred and the power of that party, which, by Cyrill's intrigues at
court, had been formed against N estorius among the nobles and among
the monks at Constantinople. 1 Nestorius, weary of these harassinp
cares, gladly availed himself of the conceded permission, and, in his
answer to the prefect, only commended to him the care of maintaining
pure doctrine. But the contest, which was no longer connected barely
with the person of N estorius, could not be hushed by his removal.
On the contrary, the rupture became now more decidedly expresse?,
when, on the removal of N estorius, Memnon and Cyrill were agam
restored to their offices.
It soon became manifest, that the feeble emperor meant to act im
partially, but was ever hurried along from one step to another by the
Cyrillian party, which exerted its influence through the monks, the clergy,
and the courtiers. When the deputies of the two parties arrived at
• Chalcedon, they were directed to remain there, and not come to Con
stantinople, because apprehensions were entertained of a movement
among the monks. At a later period, however, the deputies of the
other party obtained leave to visit Constantinople; while, on the other
hand, this liberty was withheld from the Oriental delegates. The
bishop of Chalcedon stood in alliance with the Cyrillian party; and to
its deputies he gave up all the churches which they desired for the pur
pose of holding worship in them. But the Orientals were excluded
generally manifested, the incipient intrignes
of a party who were ready to give up the
truth j and he reminds his friend Theodo
ret, how strenuously he then resisted these
measures. Memor est sanctitas tua, quod
nec ulio pertulerim eis communicare con
silio, de epistola, qure apud Ephesum facta
est • • .'. vox hrec (theotocos) ad proditio
nem et calumniam illius, qui recum fidem
docebat (Nestorii) inserts est.

1 The well-infonned bishop, Ibas of Edes
sa, writes on· this subject in his letter t~
Maris: Nt:CIT6pLO~ & t7rutJ~ tPLCICiTO 1r u!fv

"ar. Ti:Jv pcyiiM..Jv Ti:Jv OVTWV •
av~, t/Cd irrroCITpilpat OU" f;lwvfr81}. It 19
certain, however, that Nestorius still bad a
large rarty in his favor in the church, as
appears from the later events.
Tl]~ '7r6M~
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from. the churches; yet they managed to procure a suitable room,
where Theodoret preached before a large audience.! The favorable
reception they met with from the people excited to a still higher de
gree the jealousy of the ferocious monks, by whom the Orientals and
~heir attendants were attacked with stones, several of them not escap
mg without wounds.2 The emperor, at an audience which he gave
them at the villa of Rufianus, reproached them with having excited
these disturbances by their church assemblies. They now petitioned
the emperor to allow them the same justice which the count John had
~hown at Ephesus, and to forbid the bishops of both parties from hold
mg divine worship, until they could come to some mutual agreement.
To this the weak emperor replied: "I cannot command the bi8hop8."
" Well, then," rejoined the bishops, " pray do not command us."
They found, as they declared in their letter written from Chalcedon,
the higher magistrates all committed in favor of the creed of Cyrill,
having been corrupted either by his gold or by his flatteries. Pulcheria
also may have succeeded by this time in rendering her brother
thoroughly hostile to the man towards whom he had before been so
favorably disposed; so that, when the subject of his restoration was
pressed at the emperor's privy council, the very suggestion of such a
measure appeared like high treason. 3 The emperor himself said: "Let
no one speak to me of him: I have had enough of him already."4 But
the Oriental synod at Ephesus had the courage to write to the emperor,
that, although N estorius might a thousand times flee from the turmoils
Of. strife, and prefer the life of a private man; yet, in order that the
falth might receive no detriment, it was no whit the less necessary that
the illegal sentence of deposition passed upon him by the party who
would introduce Cyrill's heretical anathemas, should be annulled. As
the Oriental deputies, after five pretended audiences, saw doubtless
tha~ their longer residence near the court would be to no purpose, they
petitioned the emperor, that at least, if an impartial investigation was
not to be had, they might themselves be suffered to depart from
Chalcedon, and the other bishops from Ephesus. This the emperor
granted, but by a decision which, to the Orientals, could not appear
other,,;se than as an act of unjust and arbitrary will. The sentence of
dep?sition pronounced on ~ estorius was suffered to. r~main vali~; but
Cynll_ who in the mean bme had been allowed to vISlt Constantmople,
where his influence was unbounded - and l\Iemnon, were permitted to
re~u:n to their dioceses. "Thus the Egyptian," said the Orientals,
Wl'Ihng from Chalcedon," will have it in his power to corrupt eyery
one ~ith his gifts, so as to returnJ after having done numberless wrongs,
t~ hIS episcopal seat, while that mnocent man can scarcel~ make good
his escape to his cloister." Yet the hatred to Nestonus, and the
power of Cyrill's party, to which the emperor himself succumbed, seems
d 1 S~e the letter of Theodoret to Alexaner, bIshop of Hierapolis. Theodoret. 1. c.
IV. 1568.
2 In the second report to the emperor,
~ey name as their assailants, servo!! mona
e arum habitu indutos ; i. e. perhap!!, not
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slaves disguised as monks, but such as had
once been slaves, but had become monks.
a Defectionis notabamur.
~ De hoc mihi null us loquntur, specimen
enim semel dedit. L. c. 1568.
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to have had far more influence upon him than any preference for the
Egyptian system of doctrines. It continued still to be his wish that
the two parties might be brought to an agreement on the disputed
points of doctrine, and that in this way peace might once more be
restored to the church. In announcing to the Cyrillian party at
Ephesus that they were discharged from the council, he gave them to
understand that if peace had not been restored, it was no fault of his;
but God would know who were to blame. He would never be induced
to condemn the Orientals, for they had been convicted in his hearing
of no guilt; as none had been willing to enter with them into any
theological investigation, - a reproach which must have been meant
for the Cyrillian party, who had avoided all discussion with the others.
The negotiations set on foot by the tribune and notary Aristolaos,
one of the great officers of state, seemed at first to be beset with many
difficulties, as the demands of the two parties were so directly opposed
to each other. The Orientals required from Cyrill a condemnation of
his anathemas; but Cyrill refused to give them up. On the other
hand, he persisted in requiring that the Orientals should approve the
condemnatory sentence pronounced on the person and on the doctrines
of N estorius, and should consent to the ordination of the new patriarch
at Constantinople.
But much as N estorius was disliked at the imperial court, and finnly
as all were resolved that he should not again be allowed to be patriarch,
yet there was little disposition to support Cyrill in his quarrel with the
Syrian doctrines. On the contrary, the dogmatic stiffness of Cyrill
was regarded as the cause of the continued divisions in the church,
and men were well inclined to demand that he should sacrifice his
anathemas in order to preserve the peace of the church. Cyrill waS
obliged to resort to many of his wonted arts, to summon to his aid all the
influence of Pulcheria, of the chamberlains, and court ladies in his alli
ance, as well as of the abbots at Constantinople; he was obliged to cause
large sums of money to be distributed at court, funds which he found
it impossible to colled without burdening his churches with debt, in order
to gain over the hostilely disposed nobles, and to reanimate the zeal
of others for his party; 1 and yet, with all these intrigues, he could not
1 Cyrill's method of proceeding in such
cases is, for the most part, disclosed by the
letter of his archdeacon and syncell, Epi
phanius, of which letter we have spoken
before, and for the preservation of which
we are indebted to the Synodicon, so often
mentioned, c. 203. Theodoret. T. V. ep.
173. This letter is addressed to the patri
arch Maximianus, of Constantinople. It is
here said, Cyrill had written to Pulcheria,
to several cubicularios and cubicularias. Et
directre sunt benedictiones (ci'Aoyia, pres
ents) such as were worthy of them. An
attempt was made to gain over one of the
chie~ cha~berlains, Chrysoretes, who was
hostIlely dIsposed, by sending him magnifi
cent presents, ut tandem desisteret ab op
pugnatione ecclesire. The patriarch of

Constantinople was requ~sted to entreat
Pnlcheria, ut iterum ponat animam suam
pro Domino Christo, puto cnim, quod nun~
non satis curet pro Cyrillo, ut et omnes. qUI
sunt in palatio regis. The patriarch wa9
to give them whatever their avarice d~
manded, (so I would restore the ~en~e ~c·
cording to a probably neccssary emcndatIon
of the Latin text,) although they h~d ~I
ready received presents enough, {et qUlcqUld
avaritire corum deest, prresta iis, q~a~qullm
non desint et ipsis diversre henedlctJOne~,)
that Pulcheria miO'ht be induced to wnte
emphatically to the'" patriarch John, that nO
further mention must be made of that g~
less man (Nestorius.) Various influcn~~
court ladies were to be called upon to coop
crate towards the .same end. The sbOOS
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succeed in inducing an individual to lend him any hand in pressing his
anathemas upon the other party. On the contrary, he felt himself
obliged to adopt towards them a milder language, which could not be
honorably meant on his part. l
On the other hand, the patriarch John of Antioch was not disposed
to defend any longer the cause 'of N estorius against the hatred which
ever continued to be more strongly expressed against him at the court
at Constantinople. To maintain the more moderate Antiochian system
of faith, i.e. the doctrine of the real distinction of the two natures in
?pposition to the Egyptian Monophysitism, was the point of greatest
mterest with him. Cyrill now doubtless understood that it would be
necessary for him to purchase the acquiescence of the Orientals in the
condemnation of N estorius, and their consent to the ordination of the
new patriarch Maximianus at Constantinople, by yielding something
on his own side in articles of doctrine. If the Orientals could once
be brought practically to recognize as valid the judgment pronounced
by.the council of Cyrill, the approbation of the doctrinal principles on
whICh this judgment was based would easily follow, and by degrees
everything at variance with the Egyptian system of doctrine might
b~ declared to be a Nestorian heresy. The negotiations of a certain
blS~Op Paul of Emesa, who came to Alexandria as a deputy of the
Or~entals, contributed in a special manner to bring about an agreement
W~lCh had been prepared in this way; for he himself took particular
pa~ns to further the matter, as he was very solicitous for the honor of
bemg the author of peace, and for this reason promised more than he
Wag warranted to do by his instructors. Thus Cyrill was exempted
from the necessity of expressly recalling his anathemas; and, on the
o!her hand, he was induced to subscribe a confession of faith laid before
hUl!' by the bishop Paulus, which was in no respect different from that
whIch had been set forth by the patriarch John at the council of
Ephesus in the name of the Orientals, to vindicate their orthodoxy, (see
abO ve ,2) by which the title" mother of God" was applied to :Mary in
ptmatius (see aboye) mnst protest earnest

troubles upon the Alexandrian church .

.y fore the emperor and the chamberlains, Neither should he, on his own part, be spar

In th~ name of religion, so as to alarm their
~nsclences. Sanctissimum Dalmatium ab
h' ~em roga, nt et imperatori mandet, terri

ing of the property of his church, to satisfy
the avarice of those who troubled the
church at Alexandria. The patriarch should
without
delay beseech Pulcheria, that Lau
lit. eum conjuratione constringens, ct nt
cubl~ularios omnes constringat, ne illius me sius mi ...ht be made lord chamberlain, so
~ona ulterius fiat. It is worth V of notice, that th; power of Chrysoretes might be
afat even the abbot Entvches, whose name destroved, et sic dogma nostrum roboretur.
terwards became 80 famous, and who, it Such were the artifices of episcopal intrigue.
1 L. c. Quicquid videtur reprehensibile
"'fo UId appear therefore, was one of the tools
~ the Cyrillian party, was here called upon esse, zelo et calore circa Dominum nostrum
I? act. Appended to the letter there was a Jesum Christnm, qui abnegatus sit a Nesto
1St of persons to whom presents had been rio, dictum esse. Or that the anathemas
nt fro~ Alexandria, that the patriarch of contained a doctrine which conld not be
Aonstanti!1ople might see how m~ch ~e comprehended by every one, but only by
h.Iexandnan church had interested Itself III the more practised. See ep. 98, T. V. The
t IS cause, (for it was only in case the sen odoret.
2 Theodoret has been named, withont any
t~nce of deposition against Nestorius con
i Inued valid, that he could retain his office,) sufficient reasons, as the author of this con
~ so mnch that the clergy at Alexandria fession.
Otlrned Over the poverty brought by these

C
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the sense that two natures were united in Christ, while each still
remained pure and unmixed in its individuality. c. On the other hand,
the patriarch John acquiesced in the condemnation of N estorius, and
recognized the ordination which had been consummated by the Cyrillian
party as good and valid.
This compact, struck in the year 432, which was a mere work of
policy, and not the result of any reconciliation of doctrinal antagonisms
in a natural and harmonious manner, experienced the usual fate of
such outward and artificial combinations. In concealing the schism
which still continued to exist within, it me:rely served to call forth new
divisions. The men of both parties who regarded the dogmatic
interest as of greater importance than the political, were dissatisfied
with it. Cyrill was accused by the zealots of his own party of betray
ing those doctrines which he had, till now, opposed to N estorianism.
And not without reason; for N estorius himself would doubtless have
been induced to recognize the predicate {J£OTOKO~ applied to Mary, in
the sense of such a union of the two natures as was denoted in the
confession which lay at the basis of the agreement. Cyrill was
able to defend himself against this accusation, only by alleging, first,
that by severing, as he had already done before, the single positions of
N estorius from their connection with his whole system, he made an
entirely different thing of N estorianism from what it actually was;
next, that he had artfully contrived to introduce into the distinction
theory of the creed which he had subscribed, a sense remote from
that which was intended by its authors. What was said, for example,
concerning the distinction of the two natures, he explained as follows:
that it held good only of the distinction of the divine and human
predicates; both of which, however, were to be referred to the one
incarnate nature of the Logos; so that, in abstracto, two natures would
be, indeed, distinguished from each other; but, in concreto, only one
nature was to be recognized.1 He attributed to the Antiochians, that
he might be able to explain himself in agreement with them, a doctrine
directly at variance with their entire system, that the one Christ
consisted of two natures distinguishable in conception, but not of two
natures distinguishable in reality.2 Cyrill again, in order to defend
himself with those who missed here the exactness of doctrinal exprelr
sion, alluded to the great· difficulty in general of finding suitable
expressions for such matters in human language.8 But this observation
must have prevented him, if other motives and interests had not been
at work at that time, from passing so severe a judgment on the
expressions of N estorius.
c

1

CyriU, cp. ad Acacium. 'Ot"

tv lvVOlcur 1C~2

OQO!'t1JOL, diio !,OJ tpii(1tL~ 1}vwa{icu tpu!'tv,
p.:ra de ye riJv EvwaLv, c!lt" aV1JPT/p.ivT/~ fJdrJ
TTJ~. elc, dvo &taro!,ij~, plal1 7rLarwofL£v riJv Toii

vlov I/JVGLI1.
:: '0, Of: ye ICaTa r1]v 'AVTloX£lav luJD.I/JOL ra

wt" lv 1/JtMlr Kal
pnvcur ,l.VlJOLat! dexO,uevOL, tpiiatwv fLEv dpfj.
/Caat dlil9opav.
8 El 'YUp TtO" &/It" rcjv U;tCJll h avV'&7j1C1J

~v E~ cjv VO,ttTCU /) Xpiarof,

Tirv VOT/!'urwv h 7rp090pa TT;~ ia,tv1J( aytrV
aKpl(Jda~ chrONf,l7rav€attat, {Jav!'aarov oMtV'
dVGtlt1'wv~Ta yilp Tel TOLade Aiav. Wheu he
adduces, in proof of this, the words ?f ~e
prayer, Ephes. 6: 19, he shows agaIn 9
habit of confounding what properly belo~~
to the simple preaching (If the gospel, ~t
what belongs to the development of doctnn·
al conceptions
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The same Oyrill had, at an earlier period, during the negotiations
with Aristolaus for a settlement of the differences, offered in excuse of
his anathemas which were to be censured as heretical, that he had
written what appeared so censurable, only from a glowing zeal for the
~~rist denied by Nestorius (see above.). If this were honestly said,
If It was not a mere subterfuge of theologIcal chicanery, yet the same
could also have been alleged in this reference as an excuse for N es
tori us. What to Oyrill appeared a denial of Christ, proceeded on the
part of N estorius, and on the principles which he maintained, only from
a well-meant zeal for the honor of Christ, believing as he did that the
Cyrillian mode of expression involved a denial of the divine immuta
bility.
A still greater dissatisfaction than this which existed among the ad
vocates of the Egyptian system of faith, was excited by the above
mentioned agreement, among the zealous adherents of the Antiochian
scheme of doctrine. A doctrinal interest which overvalued the im
portance of precise dogmatic conceptions, was not less predominant
among the latter than among the Alexandrians; and the interest in
behalf of the dogmatic notions had vastly more influence with many of
them, than any sympathy which they felt in the case of their friend
Nestorius suffering under the oppression of despotic will. As the
Alexandrians saw everywhere the spectre of Photinianism, so, on the
other hand, the Antiochian dogmatists saw everywhere the spectre
of Apollinarianism, which seemed to them to rise up again in the
system of Cyrill. To receive back eyrill to the fellowship of the
church appeared to them as frightful an enormity, as if they should
re~eive into the same fellowship Apollinaris himself.! Alexander of
Hlerapolis thought it intolerable, that a monk, whose life he himself must
confess was in accordance with the gospel, should be named in the
prayer at the altar as one remaining in the communion of the church;
and he gave himself no rest, as he informs us, until this practice was
abolished. 2
Among those who in the Syrian church disapproved of this coalition,
there was still manifested, however, a difference of judgment, according
as they were disposed generally by natural temperament either to mod
eration or to extravagant zeal; and according as they had seized the
• 1 We

have a graphic illustration of this

In a dream, which the bishop Andreas of Sa
rnOsnta, who also was, in the outset, a zealous
opponent of the Cyrillian treaty of agree
lllent, relates concernin<r himself. He dream
h~ th~t, in an a1'semhly of other bisho~s,
r IS f~end, the bishop Alexander of l:lle
~pohs, told him that the heretic Apolhna
J1s Was still lil·ing. Andreas, in ru;tonis~
~ent, asked him several times whether thIS
has r.eally so, and Alexander assured him
~ at It was. All at once they entered a
onse, where Apollinaris, now extremely
aged, lay upon a bed. And as they were
about taking their seats by the bedside, he
arose and distributed the elements of the
~~a

4r

supper. The patriarch John lay in the bed,
and receh'ed the elements from his hand,
nnd then next Alexander himself. Bnt
Andreas of Samosata said indignantly to
himself: "'Vhat accommodation to circum
stances is this 1 It is a sin against the
Holy Ghost. It is trifling with the incar
nation of our Lord." With these ,vords he
awoke, and gave earncst expression to the
wish that this dream might not after aU
proye true - in other words, that Apollina
ris of Alexandria, who had reappeared, so
to speak, in Cyrill, might not bring over all
to his own views. Ep. 48, 1. c. 706.
2 L. c. ep. 145, p. 823.
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system of doctrine taught by Theodore of Mopsuestia in a more stern
and exclusive, or in a more mild and tolerant manner. The former,
such 3.8 Theodoret and Andreas of Samosata, were, it is true, satisfied,
on the whole, with the doctrinal explanations of Cyrill.· They doubt
less rejoiced, too, and saw in it the governing hand of divine grace,
that 0 yrill had been constrained to distinguish two natures in Christ,
and to acknowledge that his sufferings belonged to the flesh, and that
the deity was exalted above suffering. l Although it may unquestiona
bly be gathered from the whole process of the matter, as we have
described it, that in this case, where everything proceeded solely on
grounds of impure worldly policy, there was no occasion for such joy,
and for such praise of the divine providence; since the supposition last
named, that the deity was capable of suffering, had indeed never once
entered Oyrill's thoughts, and the former distinction was, in fact, merely
an outward accommodation in terms, which Cyrill employed in a different
sense from that which was intended by his opponents.
But neither in the sentence of deposition passed on N estorius, nor in
the condemnation of his doctrines, did they believe they could acquiesce
with a good conscience. "So vaguely to condemn the doctrine of
N estorius," said Theodoret, "was nothing more nor less than to con
demn the doctrine of piety." 2 The patriarch John had, it is true, in
his letter to the emperor, in which he declared his consent to the agree
ment, no doubt purposely expressed himself in such a way as that he
could refer the condemnation, not to the whole doctrine of N estorius,
but only to that which he had taught foreign from the apostolic doc
trine; 3 -in which sense, one might, indeed, unhesitatingly subscribe
the condemnation of every human doctrine. But this yery indefinite
ness in a dogmatic explanation appeared to the more rigid among the
Orientals 3.8 a di~honorable subterfuge; 4 and they could the less be
satisfied with it, because they were well aware in what sense Cyrill in
terpreted what had been left undetermined. On the other hand, Theo
doret offered to subscribe any form of condemnation, by which men
might be distinctly placed on their guard against the charges commonly
brought against the Antiochian system of doctrine - a sentence of con
demnation against those who divided the one Lord Jesus Christ into
two Sons, and those who denied his divinity./}
But the acquiescence in the sentence of deposition on N estorius ap
peared to them to be an unjustifiable wrong. It seemed to them a
contradiction to pardon the man who had been constantly sowing dis·

du

2 Theodoret. ep. 73, 1. c. Naturnnlm
fcrentiam clara. prredica.nt YOCC, et pas~iones
carni coaptantes, impassibilem divinam con
firmant esse naturam.
2 Ep. 50. Quod indeterminate anathe
matizarc Ncstorii doctrinam, idem sit, quod
anathematizare pietatem.
8 Qurecunque ab eo aliene nc peregrinc
dicta sunt contra apostolicam doctrinnm.
His wordg in the letter to the emperor, and
the comm~ntary of Theodoret, ep. 128.
Anathematlsmus non indefinite, sed cnm

qUlldam detcrminatione positus, modicam
quandam prrebct eonsolationem.
f See the letter of the Orientals to the
Roman bishop Sixtus, in the SynodiCO n,
published by Lupus, c. ] 17. They say of
the patriarch John: Sic et accusatione tlC
demonstratione defecit, ut nee diceret, Warn
sive illam annthematizo scntcntiam, sed ait:
quidquid ab eo impie dictum est. Dum
certe aperte dicere debuisset, ut ab eo sensu
quisque cautior redderetur.
6 Ep. 50, p. 708.
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cord, and who had at last with difficulty been brought to assent to the
orthodox confession, but to sacrifice him who from his youth up had
taught the same right doctrine. They declared that they could con
sent to the unjust and wicked sentence ofthe holy bishop, neither with
hand, tongue, nor heart.! These declarations of Theodoret had, how
e.ver, been 80 construed, as if he had proved unfaithful to the convic
tion earlier expressed by him; as though he had yielded through the
fear of man, and to preserve his bishopric, and for this reason had ac
knowledged the formula subscribed by Cyrill to be satisfactory. This
B~spicion against Theodoret having been excited by some persons in the
~md of N estorius himself, the former wrote him a letter in defence of
his. conduct.2 " Very gladly," he said, "would he lay down an office
whIch he found burdened with so many cares, and make his retreat to
the cloister. N estorius, therefore, ought not to allow himself to be
persuaded, that, from love to his bishopric, he had received with his eye
shut the letter of Cyrill as in correspondence with the true faith. He
could not say otherwise; consistently with the truth, than that he had
not found anything in it which was heretical; although he, no less
than others, detested, in the author of that letter, the disturber of the
~eneral peace. And he hoped and trusted, that on this score no pun
Ishment awaited him at the day of judgment, since the just Judge
loo~ed upon the heart. "But to the measures," he added, "which
unrIghteously and wickedly have been set on foot against you, I will
not be induced to give my consent, even though they should cut off
both my hands; for I hope that the divine grace will aid me, and
strengthen the weakness of my soul."
But the zealots of this party, such as Alexander of Hierapolis, and
~~eletius of Mopsuestia, were not satisfied that even so much should be
YIelded as had already been done. They still persisted in demanding
of ~yrill an express revocation of his anathemas. They could see
nothing in Cyrill's letter but his old erroneous doctrine artfully con
C~aled. And when the above-cited letter, in which he had vindicated
h~~elf to his friends against the reproach of denying his previous con
~lCb?ns, came to their knowledge, sufficient proof was unquestionably
urmshed them, to turn to shame the triumph of the patriarch John over
the conversion of Cyrill.3 As they had already, at the council of
E~hesus, declared against the unconditional application of the predicate
"rOTOtr~ to :Mary, so, too, they were dissatisfied with the new application
of the term according to the articles of agreement there dra,m up.
The bishop Alexander, in declaring his dissent, proceeded on the ground
of a distinction between the homoletic and the strictIy dogmatical use
of }a~guage, which we have already noticed as constituting a distin
guIShIng characteristic of the Syrian church-teachers. " 'Ve cannot
Complain," he writes, "of those preachers who in their festival dis
rses may have imprudently called l\Iary the mother of God, or the
eWB, God's murderers, and the like; which may have been said by
orthodox men in an unsuspicious manner; for the very reason that it

Jou

1 Ep.

59.

2Ep.102.

8

See the letters of Meletius, ep. 76 and ep. 121.

. f Ep; 18.
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was' in nowise their intention thereby to define doctrines. But it was
quite otherwise with a strict form of dogmatic expression, and espe
cially after Cyrill, in his anathemas, had expressed the erroneous doctrine
which served to give currency to this predicate, and by the same docu
ment had spread it far and wide." These bishops, for the rea.sons just
stated, not only rejected the agreement concluded upon, and not only
continued therefore to consider eyrill as excluded from the communion
of the church, but they also excommunicated those who had received
that agreement. A whole synod, in Cilicia Secunda, passed a de
cree of this sort; the members declaring they were ready to suffer
anything, rather than enter into fellowship with error or with the teach
ers of error. The patriarch John might doubtless have been able, by
moderate conduct, to gain over the more mildly disposed among the
Orientals, if he had refrained from urging upon them an acquiescence
in the sentence which deposed N estorius, - the course actually pur
sued afterwards; but, by the vehemence with which he conducted
towards all opponents, he alienated from him even this more moderate
class.
The patriarch John took occasion, from these disputes, to indulge
himself in many encroachments on the administration of affairs in foreign
dioceses ; he furthered the promotion 9f unworthy men, disposed to
serve him as his instruments, to episcopal stations which he had no
authority to fill. Thus he made himself hated, and thus it was his own
fault that the party of his opponents augmented, and the worthiest
bishops of Syria withdrew from all fellowship with him. A schism fol
lowed not only in the Antiochian church diocese, but also in other parts
of the Eastern church, which were subject to the patriarch of Constan
tinople. The discontented from all quarters attached themselves to the
opposition party of Eastern Asia; and thus was formed an association
of bishops who stood opposed to the three patriarchs of the East. To
the same circle belonged the bishops of that portion of Syria whi~h
touches on the Euphrates, of the two provinces of Cilicia, of CappadoCla
Secunda, of Bithynia, Thessaly, and :Moosia.1
.
~feanwhile, notwithstanding all the pains of the Cyrillian party, the
memory of N estorius had not been wholly effaced from the min~s of
his devoted community at Constantinople. This became evident after
the death of the patriarch Maximianus in 433. In many parts of the
city, vast multitudes assembled, and with loud shouts demanded Nesro
rius again for their bishop; threatening, unless he were restored ~
them, to set fire to the patriarchal church. 2 Yet such movements m
favor of a man once hated by the dominant court party could do
him no service, but, on the contrary, only tend to excite still more the
rage 6f his enemies, who grudged him such love of the people. In
the manner in which the vacant patriarchate was once more filled,
appeared the influence of the party opposed to N estorius; for that very
Proclus who had first stood forth as his opponent (see above) was
1 See the letter written in the Dame of these schismatic bishops to the Roman bishop,
Sixtus II., in Lupus,!. c. c. 117.
~ Procli Synodica, 1. c. 805.
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named patriarch; and this man leagued himself with Cyrill and John
of Antioch, to enforce everywhere the recognition of the agreement
struck between the church of Eastern Asia and that of Egypt, which
had been made the basis of the peace of the church. The patriarch
John, who by this alliance obtained great power, resorted at first to
means of benevolence, to presents and pecuniary aid, for the purpose
of gaining over the poor churches of Syria, which were burdened with
debts; 1 and next, where he could not accomplish his ends in this way,
h~ tried to intimidate by threats. All being to no purpose, he exerted
hlmself to procure an imperial edict against the obstinate bishops.
Already he had contrived, by bribing the qurestor Domitian, t<> obtain
such a decree; but those bishops whom it was wished to expel, stood
so high in the esteem of their communities, that the execution of such
measures against them might draw after it very disastrous consequences.
~he pretorian prefect Taurus represented to the emperor, that the
clties would be ruined, and that the empire, otherwise (by the bad
management of its resources) growing impoverished every day, would
here also lose one source of its revenues; 2 and the execution of the
imperial ordinance was therefore put off for the present. The qurestor
who had obtained this ordinance for the patriarchs, in the mean time
:esorted to a trick, in order to induce the Syrian bishops to yield. He
mformed them that this ordinance was signed by the emperor, and was
to be published, but that he had for awhile withheld its publication, in
order to see whether they might not be induced to compliance by
arguments, before it should be necessary to resort to extreme measures.3
At length the imperial decree against the disturbers of the peace and
the corrupters of the doctrines of faith, who employed religion as a
pretext, - by whom, however, could be meant no others than those
Syrian bishops who were opposed to the articles of agreement, -was
a~tually published; and men who for a long series of years, without
nungling like others in the impure worldly business of those times, had
consecrated all their labors, without earthly splendor and enjoyment,
Solely to their spiritual office, were now to be forcibly separated fr<>m
the communities in which they were cordially loved and respected,
because the arbitrary will of a few individuals found it possible through
the court to rule over the church. 4
\Then these threatening commands were made known to the bishop
Theodoret, he was at first resolved to forsake all, and retire to the
1 A~ may be gathered from the words of order to the carrying into execution of the
~he bIshop Alexander of Hierapolis, ep. emperor's command, it was said: Necesse

43: Non habemus pecunias et munera
et ?laves plenas oneribus, qure mitt.'1.mus...

lU~s annntur multitudo contra Yeritntem.

Futuras ex hoc eversiones urbium,
qUod qualis est Thracia, talis et Cilicia erit,
qUill prene sola remnnsit ad tributa sol venda,
ePil05, I. c.
f See his letter to the bishop Helladius
o ?arsus, ep. 106.
. In. the letter which the magister militum
onentis sent to. all the bisbops concerned, in

est, ut nut communices Jonnni episcopo
catholicre ecclcsire, ut nblatis contentionibus
snncta ecclesia quiete fruatur ac pace, quam
peperit, (which John introduced by means
of his articles of agreement) aut con ten
dens, formam dh;nitus datum (the penalty
defined in the imperial sacra) subire coga
ris. Pri\'ubcris enim urhe, privaberis at
ecclesia, si meliori sorte obcdire et asscntiri
nolueris.
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cloister in which he had received his spiritual education; but the pious
monks of his community urged him to enter into new negotiations with
the patriarch John, so as to preserve his church without detriment to
his conscience. Theodoret foresaw that, if he declined to obey the
emperor's decree, he would be forced away from the community, where
his labors were blessed, and some unworthy person would be substituted
in his place. He considered it therefore to be his duty, so far as he
could so do without denying his own convictions and without detriment
to his conscience, to yield, in order to subserve a higher interest of the
church; and as the patriarch John released him from giving in his
acquiescence in the judgment pronounced on N estorius, and as he him
self had already testified his satisfaction with the doctrinal part of the
articles of agreement, he could at present with a good conscience
comply with the prescribed conditions.! The patriarch John noW
endeavored, through Theodoret's mediation,2 to gain over also the other
Syrian bishops; and Theodoret himself was moved, by his zeal fo: the
best good of the church, and his friendship for his old colleagues
involved in this controversy, to exert himself to the utmost to bring
about a general reconciliation and union. He urged his old friends
with the most pressing arguments, and among others wrote thus to the
bishop HeUadius of Tarsus: 3 "He assuredly ought not without good
cause to expose the flock entrusted to him to destruction: the purity
of doctrine had certainly been secured: to participate in wrong-doing
was a thing to which they were forced by no one. The righte?us
Judge would not punish them for the injustice of others. It was hIgh
time to put an end to disputes, and to unite the churches once more
together." But in vain were all these representations and entreaties
to the three men, distinguished for their firmness of character, Meletius
of ~Iopsuestia, Alexander of Hierapolis, and HeUadius of Tarsus-:
men whose souls, strong in faith, and superior to all human fear III
resisting the despotic caprice which would subject everything to itself,
deserve respect, notwithstanding their narrow dogmatic zeal. They
were firmly resolved not to grant Cyrill the fellowship of the church,
under any other condition than that he should revoke the system of ..
doctrine expressed in his anathemas, and acknowledge Nestorius as a
catholic bishop. All other yielding was the same in their eyes as to
purchase the peace of the church with the denial of the truth and the
approbation of injustice. They held it to be their duty to remain faithful,
under all trials, to the pastoral calling which had been entrusted ~
them; but they believed themselves justified also to give up theIr
authority to govern, in order to remain true to their convictions. Th~y
were men who had for a long series of years administered their office In
so disinterested a spirit, that, when obliged to relinquish their posts, an.d
1? leave their flocks, they could take nothing with them for ~hetr
Journey and for the means of subsistence, but had to depend entIrel!
on the charity of their friends. 4 The bishop Alexander answered his
.1 See ep. 126. Theodoret. 1. c., together
WIth other letters of his in that collection.
2 See ep. 103.
8 Ep. 138.

4 As the bishop Alexander writes, ~P:
147: Ex his qUal mihi direxerunt alDiel
babeo ad animalium conductionem.
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friend Theodoret after his repeated remonstrances: "I solemnly adjure
you by the most Holy Trinity to press me no longer; for my hope is in
the Crucified. I am already waiting for those who are to drive me
from my place, with so great joy, that, had I any other gold besides
the utensils of the church, I would give them for that a larger present
than for any joyful tidings they could bring me. Give yourself no
further trouble therefore, but only pray for me."
. As Theodoret could effect nothing in this way, he at length betook
hImself to a man, in defence of whose innocence those common friends
,,:ere in truth particularly zealous, the injured N estorius; and besought
hIm, that he would himself represent to the bishop Alexander how
sorely he failed against the law of love, in having respect solely to
what concerned himself, not to what was for the advantage of many
others; that he ought not to hesitate, if it were necessary, even to
commit a trifling sin, in order to save many from sin, and lead them to
salvation. 1 On the one side, we see here, in the man of moderation,
the subjective caprice of his system of morals, justifying the means by
the end, - a thing which we frequently remark among the Orientals;
on the other, we see in the zealot the ethical severity which would not
acknowledge the principle that the end sanctifies the means. 1Vhen
Theodoret failed in this way to accomplish his purpose, he begged the
patriarch John, in the most touching appeal, that he would not allow
force to be employed against the venerable man. "Time," he said,
"would soon make him more pliant; and even if this should not be the
case, yet it could do no harm; for his doctrine accorded with the faith
o~ the church, and he would move on quietly in his own field of labor,
,,:thout seeking to make any disturbance. The patriarch John would make
hImself extremely unpopular, if he undertook to do anything against
~he venerable old man, of whom he himself had once said, that all must
ear him; while, on the contrary, by pardoning him, he would secure
!he esteem and love of all." 2 But these representations made no
Impression whatever on the patriarch, who was determined at all
hazards to enforce ecclesiastical obedience, and to restore unity to the
church. The pious old man was torn from his devoted flock. This
OCcasioned a universal lamentation throughout the city; the churches
Were closed, and it was necessary to open them by force. Loud
complaints and reproaches were heard from all quarters against those
yho had determined to deprive his flock of their old spiritual father.
onng and old, women and men, united in petitioning the imperial
governor of the province of Eastern Asia, the Comes Orientis, and
the patriarch John, to allow their old bishop to end his few remaining
~Ta'ys quietly in the midst of them: without him they could not live. a
he patriarch John, however, was not to be softened by such repre
sentations. He answered the church at Hierapolis in a cold and
l~ughty official tone, assuring them that their ~ishop must attribute all
t at he suffered only to his own stubborn self-wlll; and he represented
to ~~p. 148. Pusillum delinquat, ut a mul1I e Icto creteros liberet.
Ep.150.

8 See the report of the judge of the se·
cunda Euphratesia, ep. 166.
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it as a great crime in him, that he refused to enter into any negotiations
with those men (the bishops) by whose prayers the world is saved. l
Yet he added, that, if Alexander would desist from his wonted pride,
and reform, he would joyfully send him back to them again.
A similar fate befell the bishop Meletius of Mopsuestia. The Comes
Titus had urged him likewise voluntarily to submit to the imperial
ordinance; he opposed to him the common argument of the entire
Christian world, - the usual argument of the party in power. As it
was God's will that all men should be saved, it was not to be thought
of that the judgment of an individual should stand against the common
consent of all. To this ~Ieletius gave him a becoming reply: "He
was right," he wrote to him, " in what he said concerning the divine
will; but it was evident that human will did not always accord with
the divine: for God had allowed men, endowed with a rational soul, to
be masters of their own will. And hence it had often happened, as
the history of the Old and New Testament showed, that a few men,
inspired with the right disposition towards God, had defended the truth
against the multitude. So now, too, God would not reject the few,
who clove to him with all their love, and on this account had to endure
from a multitude sworn against them, disgrace, persecution, and
exile. And pardon me," he continued, "I entreat you, if I do not
find it in my power to deceive my own conscience. As soon as I see
the command signed by the emperor's own hand, I shall leave the
church at once, just as I am, still praising God as before. I am read~,
through God's grace, not only to give up the church, but even to dIe
a thousand deaths, rather than to sin against my conscience, in respe?t
of our Lord Christ." \Yhen now the emperor's command was put III
execution, and another bishop, whom the patriarch John had resolved
to thrust on the church, was installed in the place of ~Ieletius, the
whole community testified their grief and sympathy. All were for
having 1Ieleti~s alone for their. bishop, and would recognize no oth~r.
These commotIOns gave the patrIarch John occasion to accuse l\IeletIllS
at Constantinople as a violater of the imperial laws and a disturber
of the peace, and to propose that he should be expelled from t~e
whole province of Cilicia. He was banished to 1Ielitene in Armenta,
and quietly resigned himself to his lot, which he accepted as one
ordained by a higher wisdom, and inflicted by the hand of God, for
whose cause he believed he was contending.
'Ye will now for a moment turn aside from contemplating the further
development of these events, in order to cast a glance at the final lot
of that pious man, N estorius himself, who undeservedly became an
object of abhorrence to many of his contemporaries and to posterity. A~
may be gathered from what has already been narrated, even the 01
friends of N estorius, though they belonged to the same doctrinal sch~l
with him, had gone over to the side of those who pronounced upon hltn
the sentence of condemnation; and in the end they must persuade
themselves, in order to justify this step to their conscience, that Nes
1

Quorum precibus mundus ipse salvatur.
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torius had preached dangerous errors. But the zeal in behalf of such
a conviction, which had proceeded merely out of self-persuasion, is for
the most part wont to incline but so much the more strongly to heat
and vi~lence. No voice of commanding influence spoke openly and
loudly III behalf of that N estorius who became every day more hated
at .the imperial court, - the man whom the emperor Theodosius, in his
edICts, had compared with an Arius, a Porphyry, a Simon Magus.
Theodoret, and those of like mind with him, must be contented, indeed,
that ~hey had merely been spared the necessity of signing the con·
demnmg sentence pronounced against N esto·rius. But his enemies did
not cease persecuting him; for they grudged the honorable ease which
he e~joyed in the cloister, and the sympathy which, from time to time,
?e s~Ill met with; and they dreaded the influence which he might exert
m hIs narrow circle, and from thence extend over a still wider compass.
The Roman bishop Ccclestinus had already, by a letter to the emperor
Theodosius, A.D. 432, called upon him to remove the man who had
b~en condemned by the judicial sentence of all the priests, and who
Sbl~ persisted in his blasphemous errors,! from all intercourse with
Soc!ety, that it might be put out of his power to lead others astray.2
TIns demand, however, did not as yet produce the intended effect.
Nestorius continued, for four years, to enjoy undisturbed repose and
esteem in the cloister of Euprepius, which lay before the gates of Anti·
och, only two stadia from the city. But when John and Cyrill of
Alexandria had now made it their aim to cause the sentence pro.
nounced against him to be universally recognized, it could not but be
extremely vexatious to them to be aware of his residence on such a
spot, which was so convenient for maintaining a correspondence with the
Whole Syrian church. By their influence, therefore, N estorius, in the
ye~r 435, was torn from the repose of his cloister, and condemned to
eXIle. By the first edict, the town of Petra in Arabia was fixed upon
as the place of his banishment.3 But this edict was not so executed.
P~rhaps it was a mitigation of the punishment, that he was, instead of
thIS, exiled to one of the Oases, probably the great Oasis of Egypt. 4
lIo:des of Libyan barbarians, known under the name of Blemmyans,
fallIng upon this district and laying everything waste with fire and
s:rord, made Nestorius a prisoner. They had compassion on him, set
hIm at liberty with several others, and warned him themselves ~o lea~c
that place of residence, because other hordes would soon follow m thClr
train. N estorius now betook himself to the town of Panapolis in Egypt,
and from thence he wrote to the prefect of Thebais. He informed him
that it was not his intention to escape, that he might furnish no occasion
for calumny: he awaited what might be determilled concerning him
according to the laws. But he begged him, at the same time, not to
leave him a prey to the machinations of wicked men, lest it might be

!

4 When Socrates wrote the seventh book
In prredicatione sncrilcga perdurnntem.
Ut facultatem nliquos perdendi non of his church history, he was still in that
babeat.
place. Vide Socrat. hist. eccles. VII. 34.
8 The imperial edict in Harduin. ConcH.
)
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HIS TRAGEDY.

lamented in all future times, that it was better to be a prisoner to bar
barians than to take refuge at the throne of the Roman emperor. 1 But
these representations availed him nothing. Perhaps the prefect was
the mere tool of Egyptian fanaticism and blind heresy-hatred. The
old man, whose physical powers were already enfeebled by age and by
his many misfortunes, was, at the command of the governor, without
the least show of compassion, dragged about from one place to another,
by a guard of soldiers composed of barbarian allies, to the borders of
Egypt. He therefore wrote to the governor a second letter, which, to
judge from a fragment preserved to us by the church-historian Evagrius,
was composed, like the first, with dignity and composure, although the
heart of an Evagrius was so steeled by the power of dogmatic fanati
cism, that he had no sense to perceive this, but saw in the expressions
of a dignified spirit, which had not been bowed to servility by all its
misfortunes, nothing but expressions of pride and obstinacy.2 Having
demanded of the governor, that after being so dragged about he might
at length be allowed some repose, and that his case might be reported
to the emperor, he concluded in the following words: "Thus I counsel
you, as a father would his son. But if you receive tltese words, as you
did my first, with displeasure; then act according to your own goou
pleasure, if so be that your good pleasure has more weight with you
than arguments of reason." Amidst the sufferings of his exile, N es
torius enjoyed sufficient composure of mind to write a history of his
controversy, and of his fortunes resulting therefrom, especially designed
to vindicate himself against the reproaches made against him by friends
and enemies; which work he seems to have entitled, the representation
of his Tragedy.3 In this work, it would appear, he exposed, with a
vehemence of indignation which might easily be excused, the intrigues of
Cyrill; while he expressed himself with more mildness concerning others,
who, according to his own opinion, had only been deceived by Cyrill.4
1 The words of Nestorius in the frag
ment of his letter preserved by Evagrius in
his church history, I. 7, arc: 'Iva fL~ rra(1al~
tIC TOVTaV yt:viat~ jpay~,)cJ~ral ICPcLTTOV E:tVat

/3ap,Japc.w alXfLawwv 17 rrpoa¢vya
pWf.atKll~•
..!

{3aawia~

'0 fL~cJe t~ wv rrf'rrov{}e aw9pov~aa~.

3 Sec the citations from it in Evagrius,
I. I. c. 7, and in the Synodieon published hy
Lupus, c. VI. Lupi opera, T. VII. f. 26.
That the work hore the title of " Tragedy"
is reported hy Ehedjesu, a Nestorian metro
politan of the fourteenth century, in his list
of SYrian ecclesiastical writers in Assema
ni hihliotheca orientalis, T. III. P. I. f. 36.
This work of Ncstorius has unfortunately
not come down to us, llnless perhaps it may
be somewhere found in a Syrian translation.
But Iren:£us, the friend of Nestorius ulrea
dy mentioned, who accompanied him as a
coun~ of the empire to Ephesus, on account
of Ins friendship for Nestorius, fell into
~isgr~ce wi~h the emperor, li.. . ed for some
tunc III eXIle, and then, after havinO" been
ordained by his friends bishop of Ty~e, was

deposed again by command of the emperor.
This Irenreus composed a work, full of zeal
for the cause of Nestorius, treating of the
persecutions which he suffered. and of ~he
history of the church in his times, which
likewise bore the title of "Tragedy." In
this work he made usc of the history com
piled bv his friend Nestorius, from which he
often q·l1oted. But we have to regret, thllt
this trag-edy of Irenrous has also failed to
corne down to u;;. Dllt an unknown author,
prohably a North African, in the times ~f
the emperor Justinian, or soon after, In
writing on the controYersies respecting the
three article" of which we shall speak here
after, has hrought to;;ether copious extractS
from this work, with other important record1
whieh he hunted up at Constantinople, al
relating to these disputes. These are con
tained in the Synodicon, first pnhti!'hed
I.upns, from n manuscript in the abrn;y ~
Monte Cassino. There is another print.
copy of the manuscript in Mansi Conct!.

bf

T.V.
i

Coolcstin, being an unlearned Roman
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As to the manner, however, in which Nestorius ended his life, no
certain and definite accounts have come down to us. The church his
torians of this period, who represent all the misfortunes which befell the
persecuted man as being a divine judgment on the blasphemer, here
give us rhetorical fustian in place of simple and credible history.1
'Ve now return from the personal history of N estorius, to trace the
consequences which resulted from the N estorian disputes.
Theodoret and his friends had, it is true, a!) we have already
remarked, adopted the Alexandrian articles of agreement, only with
such restrictions as to secure themselves against any violation 'of con
science: but it was easy to foresee, that they would not be suffered
long to enjoy that immunity; that it would soon be declared to be a
mere subterfuge, which they had left open to themselves, so as not to
be under the necessity of renouncing N estorianism. The new severer
measures against all the adherents of N estorius and all so-called N es
torians might easily pave the way for this.'

In the year 435, appeared new laws, by which it was ordained that
the N estorians should for the future be called Simonians; that all the
Writings of Nestorius should be burnt; that those who should copy,
preserve, or read them, should be punished in the severest manner;
and that all bishops who ventured to defend the doctrines of N es
to~us should be deposed. All meetings of N estorians for divine wor
S~lP were strictly forbidden. The tribune Aristolaus was a second
time sent to the Antiochian church diocese, for the purpose of seeing
these laws carried into execution, and of enforcing everywhere the con
demnation of N estorius and of his doctrines.2 Many bishops, who. until
now had acceded to the articles of agreement only under the above
mentioned limitation, submitted to these new ordinances. Others, as
Theodoret, remained firm by their former declarations; and Cyrill
the.refore accused them before the patriarch John and the tribune
Anstolaus, as men who had adopted the articles of peace only in a
deceitful manner, and as being secret Nestorians.3 In general, Cyrill
Was already making preparations, by degrees, to condemn, under the
name of N estorianism, everything which was opposed to his own system
of doctrine; although he did not as yet come out openly with this
hishop, he excused on the grounds that he
~ul~ not possess any exact insight into
.?Ctnnes, (simpliciorem, quam qui posset
\Im dogmatum subtilius penetrare,) and
~hat he had suffered himself to be deceived
Y.the garbled quotations of Cyrill. Nes
tonus moreover acknowledO'ed here, that it
himself who first prop;scd the nssem
)hng of a synod at Ephesus; a step, how
er. for which he was reproached by his
nends. In answer to the charge that he
ade Christ a mere man, he appeals to the
hact, that, immediately after his ordination,
~ got a new law to be passed against those
'\V 0 maintained this, as well as against
h!her heretics. Nestorius, then, here avows
Im.self as the author of the se,'ere law
~lUnst the heretics, which appeared in the

i:;."

r
r

very year in which he entered upon tIle
patriarchnl clignity, in the year 428, find is
to be found in the Codex. Theodosian. I. 16,
Tit. V.1.65.
1 Evagrius cites words of a church-histo
rian, who says that Ncstorius, after his
tongue - no doubt in punishment for his
blasphemies-had been gnawed away hy
wonns, went to the ~eater eternal punish
ment of another world.
2 Cyrill. ep. 166 to Aristo!uus, decretum,
per I}uod prrecipitnr, ut unh'ersi episcopi
orientis anathematizarent impium .1VestoriuTfI
ct omnes ejus contra Christum blasphemins
dicere Simonian am seu Ncstorianam hrere
sin; and ep. I i9 to the same.
8 Cyril!. ep. 180.
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project. Already he denounced those who condemned the doctrines
of Nestorius only in appearance, without actually renouncing them.
N estorianism, he asserted, did not consist alone, as some pretended, in
refusing to call Mary the mother of God. l
In the next place, what men called N estorianism was, in fact, substan
tially nothing else than the doctrines of Diodorus of Tarsus and of Theo
dore of Mopsuestia. The defenders of N estorius and of his doctrines
boasted, not without good reason, of being disciples of the great Theodore.2
'Vhen therefore the Cyrillian party aimed at the total supplanting of Nes
torianism, they believed their object would be completely accomplished
only when the doctrines of Diodorus and Theodore should be condemned
at the same time, as the proper fountain of Nestorianism. To Cyrill it
very rightly appeared like a contradiction to condemn the doctrines of
N estorius, and to defend those of Theodore, who set forth the same, often
in far harsher terms. In the veneration paid to those two Syrian fathers,
he saw only a pretext under which N estorianism, while it was nominally
condemned, might still continue to be defended. 3 But it was a most
difficult undertaking to induce the Syrian clergy, who had been accuS
tomed, from their youth, to name those men with the greatest reverence
as the fathers and teachers of the church, to appove a decree by which
they were publicly condemned. True, the partisans of Cyrill among
·the Syrian monks and clergy, and a certain bishop, Rabulas of Edessa,
who had joined them, made trial of carrying' through such a sentence
of condemnation: but the general and determined resistance which
they experienced, proved how impracticable any project of this kind
still was in the Syrian church at large ; and the opposition called forth
thereby contributed to the formation, from the Syrian church, of an
independent Nestorian church-party in Persia, concerning the rise of
which we shall speak more particularly in a separate section.
A certain abbot, ~Iaximus, who was one of the most violent opponents
of N estorianism, excited in the Syrian church, by a project of thig sort,
the greatest indignation even among the laity, among whom the charac
ter of those men stood in the highest veneration. In the midst of the
assembled communities, the cry was heard, "Long live the faith o!
Theodore! 'Ve believe as Theodore believed," - and in the Anti
ochian church, stones were thrown at that abbot. 4 The Cyrillian party
made one more attempt to enforr.e, by means of the emperor and the
patriarch Proclus, the condemnation of those Syrian church-teache:s ;
as indeed Cyrill himself, when he sent to the emperor his explanatIOn
of the Nicene creed in opposition to N estorianism, had invited him to
attempt this, at least in an indirect manner, having in his accompany
ing letter described Diodorus and Theodore, in the harshest expressions,
Acacins of Melitene, opp. T. V. P. II. f. 19',
1 Sec ep. 179 to Aristolans, and cp. 167
to John.
where he says of the Orientals: 'l';ro;r~ar
TO,UE:VOl yup TIt N UITOptOV f11C1tlV, tdp~ r.cV.LV
.2 Sec, for example, the language of the
blshop Meletins, ep. 152: orp. Theodoret. aVril. C1VYKpOTotJln Tp(nr~, Til 8tooiJpov ,'}av
T. V. p. 832. Fidem apostohcam ct a pa pa(o'Vw;, KalTOl 1'ijv lOT/V, pJi)J.ov &: Xtipol'a
tribus. traditam, quam a magno Theodoro voaOVVTa t5vaC1Ef3eiav.
acccplmns.
i See Cyrill's letter to Acacius, bisbop of
3 See the letter of Cyrill to the bishop Mclitene, p. 197.
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as being the fathers of those blasphemies, and declared that under their
name Nestorianism was revived. 1 But the patriarch Proclus was never
theless too prudent, and too decidedly the friend of peace,2 to be
willing, for the sake of gratifying the passions of zealots and the am
bition of Oyrill, to cast the church into new turmoils, the consequences
of which could not be estimated, and which could be more easily
excited than quelled. He endeavored, while it was yet time, to
check the violent commotions which were already on the point of
breaking out.
The Armenian church having requested him, on occasion of these
disputes, to give his 0"1'11 judgment, he addressed to them a dO b'1llatic
exposition, which acquired great authority in the Greek church. 3
With this, he united certain anathemas on several propositions akin to
~estorianism, which were supposed to have been drawn from the wri~
mgs of Theodore, but in which he had wisely omitted to mention the
author by name. Yet the deputies who were the bearers of this letter
o.f the patriarch .to the Syrian church, one of whom was the above-men
tIoned zealot ~faximus, did not exercise the same prudence. On the
contrary, the opportunity was welcome to them by which they were
enabled, under the authority of the patriarch of the imperial residence,
to demand the condemnation of the propositions of Theodore; and they
took the liberty, therefore, of affixing his name to them. As the pro
POsitions now appeared under the name of Theodore, the proposal to
subscribe these articles of condemnation was received, in the Syrian
church diocese, with the most violent indignation. The patriarch
John of Antioch wrote to Oyrill, that the bishops of this district would
prefer to be burned, rather than to approve the condemnation of Theo
dore. 4 The bishops of the Antiochian patriarchate, assembled at Antioch,
sent the most emphatic letters as well to the emperor as to the patri
archs Proclus and Oyrin. They declared that they could not possibly
consent, for the sake of such isolated propositions, torn out of their
proper connection, - just as, by a like proceeding, propositions which
seemed not a whit less revolting might be extracted from the writings
of the most venerated fathers, - to condemn after his death so great a
ChurCh-teacher, who had so manfully contended for the defence of pure
doctrine against so many errors. But even were it possible for them
to ?e induced to such a step, yet they would meet the most determined
reSIstance from their communities, who eyen now were ready to
reVolt at these proposals. 5 In their letter to the emperor, they express
themselves with just indi!!1lation against the idea of condemning, aft&
~heir death, men who to tile close of their lives had served the church
In the best possible manner. By such a course, no church-teacher
Could be safe; for, as all were men, it was impossible that they should
See thi~ letter of Cnill, orp. Theodo
T. V. p. 854.
•
8 See Socrat. hist. eccles. VII. c. 41.
4 Procli Tomns ad Annenos.
p See the letter of evrill to the patriarch
r~(')U>l, opp. 1. c. f. 200.
See the fm~ent of this document ad·
YOLo II.
42
1

re~

dressed to the patriarch Proclus, in Facund.
Hennianens. defensio trium capitulorum,
1. VIII. at the beginning, opp. Sirmond. T.
n. cd. Veneto f. 460, and all that remains to
us of the transactions of this Antiochian
council, in )lansi. concil. T. V. f. 1182.
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escape the censure of those who took pains to hunt up whatever was
bad in them: indeed the declarations of the holy scriptures them·
selves were in various ways perverted by teachers of error.! Proclus
wrote hereupon to the patriarch John, that it had never entered his
thoughts to condemn any man who had died in the communion of the
church. He. severely upbraided his deputies for overstepping the
powers which had been entrusted to them; and he commanded them
to take no step without the knowledge and approbation of the patriarch
John, and to do all in their power to appease those commotions. The
emperor himself issued an ordinance, (sacra,) addressed to the synod
assembled at Antioch, in which he forbade everything which had been
undertaken to disturb the peace of the church in those districts. 2 Even
Cyrill thought it best at length to yield to the storm. In a letter to
the patriarch Proclus, he declared that, to avoid disturbances, it was
perhaps best to proceed no further, as the object to be accomplished
was, after all, not so important; for, by condemning the blasphemies of
N estorius, the kindred blasphemies of Theodore were in like manner
also condemned. If Theodore were now living, and should per~ist in
defending the blasphemies of N estorius, or the things which he himself
had written, the condemnation would reach also to himself personally.
Dut as he had already gone to God,3 it was sufficient, if nothing further
was done than to condemn the false doctrines which were to be found
in his writings, without mentioning his name. 4
Yet although he must have been sensible, that a public condemnation
of the writings and doctrines of Theodore could, under these circum
stances, in no wise be enforced, yet his polemical zeal was not suffered
to grow cool. He composed a work under the title, " There is but one
Christ," against the doctrine of Theodore, in which work he accused
him of having written a great deal which savored of the most extreme
impiety, -of having denied the true deity of Christ, and of having
made Christians the worshippers of a man. 5 After such attacks upon the
venerated teacher of the Syrian church, the Syrian church·teachers
could not, of course, remain silent. Theodoret felt himself constrained
to defend the memory of his instructor against these attacks; and, as ,!e
may gather from the fragments of this work,6 he indulged himself 111
the same violence, and the same unwarrantable imputation of cons~
quences, as his opponent had done.
Thus this new contention served but to excite afresh the rupture
between the Alexandrian and the Syrian church. If we may trust to
an ancient account, Cyrill was already laying the foundation of new
plots against the Syrian church-party, which he so much hated, and w~
laboring to carry through his designs at the court,7 when by his death, Ul
the year 444, the church was delivered from this threatening danger.
Fae. Herm. 1. c. 1. VIII. c. 3.
The sacra in Facundus, 1. c. 1. VIII. c. 3.
s 'E;rd rt~ u;rcolJ,uljm; "'par Oiov. Arcmarkahle expression in the mouth of Cyrill,
who made no scruple of condemning Nes.
torius to hell.
i Sce 0pp. Cyrill. f. 200.
5 Sec the extracts from that work in the
1
2

5th act of t~e second recumenical c~un¥I
of Constantmople. lIarduin. Concll. .
III. f. 107.
.
6 Which are preserved to us in the L!ltJO
translation, in the Collat. V. of the II.
recum. Conci!. Consw.ntiuop. lIarduin. Con
cil. T. III. f. 107.
7 This may be gathered from the words
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The death of Cyrill, however, served, only for the first moments, to
promote the restoration of tranquillity in the Oriental church. 'Vhat
had been done during the episcopal administration of Cyrill, the manof Theodoret, in his well-known letter to
the patriarch of Antioch, on Cyrill's death j
cp. 180, in opp. Theodoret. Somniavit
enim, sicut dicunt, et reO'iam uroom pertur
bare, et piis iterum doO'~atibus repugnare et
tuam sanctitatem ac;usare, utpote ea co
lentcm. Yet this letter is bv many, since
the time of Tillemont, (note "SO to "his life
o.r Cyrill, Memoires T. 14,) considered spu
nous, but for reasons which to us do not
carry'the force of conviction, and of which
many derive theil' weight merely from the
Catholic point of view at which Tillemont
s~nds. That Theodoret should speak after
thIS manner of Cyrill's character and of his
death, cannot appear HO surprising to those
who witliout prejudice contemplate Cyrill
~nd his relations to Theodoret. The sport
Ive description of CyriU's voyage to the
world below is not to he reckoned a vcr.
~trange thing, eyen in Theodoret; when, for
lllstance, in allusion to Lucian's dialogues
of the dead, he says: La!tificayit quid em
Sup~rstitcs iIIius discessio, contristayit vero
f?rs.ltan mortuos, et timor cst, ne prregrnva
tl eJus conversatione, iterum ad nos remit
~nt, reI ilIos effugiat, qui eum abducunt.
hor thi~ reason, he says, it might be, that
e patnarch had ordered a huge stone to
e placed on his grave. In the world be
low, there was no further occasion to fear
~anger from Cyrill's doctrines: not only
lose who were well informed in such mat
~rs" but even Nimrod and Pharaoh, would
dIsgusted with them. and stone him.
Any person who attempted to fabricate a
Jetter under the name of Theodoret, would
~ardly have represented him as discoursing
In so Sportive and heathenish a style. He
Would rather have put into his mouth ear
~~st denunciations in the language of the
d Testament. An allu~ion of this kind
to LUcian's dialogues of the dcad is much
rather in the character of Theodoret, who
Wa~ doubtless well versed in the study of
t~e an~ients. But as in this sportivc style
t ere IS to be detectcd no mark of bitter
ess or of revenge, so in the conclusion of the
~tter We find expressed the spirit of Chris
tian charitv, by which Theodoret was actu
ated! and' wliich any person who, from
FNI\'es of doctrinal interest, had interpo
.ated a letter of this sort, would have found
It difficult to imitate. For instance, after
fe.marking how troubled hi::; friends were
~~th the t.hought that Cyrill was still to the
~ t plotting evil, he adds: "~Iav it be so
ordered. bv vour prayers that he may ob
tain merry -and forg"iven'ess, and that the
h~me.asured grace of God may prevail over
S
Wlc~edncss." Tillemont suppo~es that
e obJections which Theodoret makes in

t

r

th

this letter to Cyrill's system of faith are
inconsistent with his mode of expressing
himself with regard to Cyrill's doctrinal
explanations in those articles of agreement.
But these observations of Thcodoret refer
simply to the manner in which Cyrill had
expressed himself in tbat confession of
faith. From the later declarations of Cyrill,
in his work against Theodore, Theodoret
must doubtless have known, that no change
had really taken place in the views of Cyrill ;
and in his "Hefutation" he had in fact
repeated the charge of Apollinarianism and
similar complaints against Cvrill. Neither
docs the manner ill which '.rheodoret de
clares himself, in his eighty-third letter to
Dio!'cnrus respecting his relation to Cyril!,
and espccially respecting those writings of
his which do not relatc to the abovc-mention
ed doctrinal ditferpnc('s, ~tand so directly at
variance with the remarks in this letter. It
is only necessary to pay some regard to the
differenee of cireumstnnees, and to remem
ber that the ahove letter was written in con
fidence to a friend, while this was intended
for publication, and exprcssly poin ted against
the hostilely di;;posed offieial adherents of
Cyrill j to which we must add, that the Ori
entals, according to their theory of the
OiKovoflla, allowed themselves in many lib
erties, not to be rcconciled with the strict
laws of veracity.
But, if Theodoret really speaks of Cyrill
in this letter as having died prematurely, it
certainly could not have come from the
hand of a contemporary, who must have
known that Cyrill reached a good old age.
But the reading by which he is made to say
this cannot be correct, if for no other rea
son, bec.'\use what is so expressed stands in
manifest contradiction with the substance
of the commencin~ words of the letter.
The correct reading- is evidently that of the
Codex Paris: llIum vero misemm el ad;
for this sense is required by the commencing
word!'!, while, in what follows, et may also be
substituted in~tead of sed j or sed. which
fitly marks the antithesis, may eYen be re
tained.
J-'inallv, it would indced be an anachro
nism, i( this letter were addressed to the
patriarch .John of Antioch j but the entire
contents of the letter nre best suited to his
sllccessor Domnu~, and we have only to
suppoge that the two names were confound
ed in the Latin translation, the only fom
in which this documrnt has been preserved.
Concil. (Ccumen. V. CoHat. V.
The fragment of a sermon which Theo
doret is said to have preached after the
death of Cyrill at Antioch, 1. c. Harduin.
ilL 139, has external evidence for its genu
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ner in which the disputes had been composed, contained in itself the
seeds of new disorders; and to bring these to a violent outbreak, the
footsteps of Cyrill were followed by his successor Dioscurus, a man of
unbounded ambition, and of an irascible, boisterous temperament, who
was ready to adopt any means to accomplish his purposes; bribery,
court intrigue, and deeds of violence of every sort.l This person once
more resumed the plan which Cyrill, who had only yielded to circum
stances, never lost out of view, to make the system of doctrine involved
in the anathemas, with regard to the one nature of the God-man, domi
nant in the whole Eastern church; and, like Cyrill, he would very
gladly have procured for the Alexandrian church, as a truly apostolical
one, founded by :l\fark, the highest authority in the East, and particu
larly have elevated it above the patriarchate of Constantinople, which
was represented to have grown up merely out of secular privileges. 2
1Vanting the cunning of eyrill, which paid more regard to circum
stances, he was the more inclined, where he stood in alliance 1fith the
dominant power, to resort to violent and unceremonious modes of pro
ceeding, in which all forms and legal order were utterly disregarded.
He needed here, then, for the present, only to go on, according to the
system of his predecessor, and to stigmatize all that answered to t~e
more moderate Antiochian system of faith, all that went on the dIS
tinction of the two natures in concreto, or which had any bearing on
this, as N estorian heresy. Hence, the Syrian churches, in which Theo
doret stood particularly prominent on account of his zeal for the defence
of this doctrinal system, would be the first object of his attac~. And
ineness still more decided; being cited al
ready by ~Iarius Mercator. But the internal
eyidence would seem to bc more strong
against its authenticity than in .the case of
the letter we have just considered; for it
exhibits rather the older and sterner form
of the Antiochian scheme of doctrine, as it
bad been tirst tau~ht by Theodore. than the
more moderate shaping of it by Theodoret,
especially as it was held by him after the
Nestorian controversy. And the exclama
tions of triumph at the final victory of the
pure doctrine, the expressions of joy at the
consequent union of the Syrian and Egyp
tian churches, - oricns et .1Egyptus sub uno
jugo est, - these expressions do not seem in
accordance with the prospects which would
be anticipated hy Theodoret after Cyrill's
death, or with the solicitude which he him
self evinces in the letter above mentioned.
But, on the other hand, it is rertainly not at
all prohable, that one who had before him
the history of the next succeeding years
would attribute to Theodoret such language
as he.is here made to use. And the exag
geratIon of rhetorical polemics requires
many grains of allowance.
1 By the romplaints of several of his
clergy, whom he had persecuted at the coun
cil of Chalcedon, (see ConcH. Chalco act.
DI. Harduin. Ill. f. 322,) a very unfavora

ble light is thrown on the character of Dios
curus, in relation to his avarice, his embez
zlement of moneys designed for the churches
and for the poor, the persecutions which be
practised with the assistance of the mo.st
powerful men of the court, as well as In
relation to other immoralities. Thus, for
example, he is said to have collected togeth
er the grain which the emperor was in tbe
habit of sending to the communities of the
unfruitful districts of Libya, in times. 0
barrenness, which he sold at a high pnco,
and appropriated the money to his own ?se.
True, we ought not to give too much weWht
to such accusations against eminent bIsh
ops, who had mane themsch'es hateful to a
party in these times of yiolent passions;
but, compared with what we otherwise knoW
for certainty respecting the behayior of
Dioscurus, many of these charges would
seem more worthv of credit.
2 Theodoret says of him, ep. 86: •~~'(J
Kat ,(('iTt.> nw paKapiov MapKov TOv -&f>O.t·OV
1'ipO~~(LMnaL. He therefore objects to '1M
odoret, that taking part with a synodal let
ter sent by the patriarch Proclus from Coni
stantinople, he recol!nized the primac~ 0
the Constantinopolitan church in the E~st,
and had thus hetrayed the privileges ahke
of the Antiochian as well as of the Alexan
drian church.
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here he found a foothold in a party of clergy, and particularly of monks,
who constituted a formidable opposition to the prevailing system in the
Syrian system of faith, and who had already stood in intimate connec
tion with Cyrill, and had been used by him as spies and creat<>rs of dis
turbance in the Syrian church. A certain abbot Barsumas st<>od at the
head of this faction.
Next, he had an influential party at Constantinople, composed of those
~bbots. and monks who had already served as the instruments of Cyrill
III pavmg the way for the downfall of N estorius.
They were for the
most part men destitute of scientific culture, who, for that very reason,
would be most likely to fall in "'lith the formulas of the Alexandrian
system, as they proceeded rather from the language of feeling than
f~om that of the understanding; whereas the Antiochian theory of dis
h.nction, on the contrary, presupposed an understanding versed in the
~lscrimination of conceptions, and sensible of the need of it; and noth
Ing of that kind was to be found among them. :Many of these people
perhaps had not even sufficient theological education to be able duly to
aPJ!r~hend the Alexandrian system in its whole coherence and its whole
IOgtcal evolution: hut its main tendency everywhere to give prominence
U> theinefi'able, the inexplicable, the incomprehensible, was also their own;
a~d the forms of expression which were the results of this system coin
Cided also with their favorite expressions. "'V e hold fast to that which
the scriptures declare," so this people were accustomed to talk: "the
scriptures declare, 'The 'Vord became flesh.' This means more than
that he assumed human nature. In bccoming flesh, he assuredly under
Went no change. He is the same; but that is the inexpressible wonder;
and every human attribute is to be ascribed to this God who became
~esh: God was born; God suffered; there is a body of God. The how
wliat no reason can explain. The way in which this took place is
'nO\m to God alone.
'Ve should not desire to know any more than
"'hat scripture reveals. All further inquiries and explanations are dan
gerous to faith." "1Vith God all things are possible: God accomplishes
eyerything according to his own good pleasure, and in a way known to
~llnself alone." Such was the reply, constantly repeated, to all difficul
ties which might be proposed t<> them. 1
At the head of this party, among the monks of Constantinople, stood
the abbot and presbyter Eutyches, - one of those who, for a long series
of years, lived shut up in their cloisters, and had but once left them,
that they might publicly raise their voice in behalf of the Cyrillian
Council at Ephesus and against N esto;ius. Sce above. 2 •
Under these circumstances, the dIsputes could not fall to break out

k

l.This people's way of thinking and rca
~nmg. are graphically described by.Theo1o~et, In the person of Eranistes, particular
Y.m .the first of the three dialogues bearing
~Iiltle; which agrees with the declarations
°1 utyches at the council of Constantino
Pc.
2 When E~tyehes declined to appear per
~onally before the council of Constantinople,

under the pretence that for many years he
had not been wont to leave his cloister, he
was reminded of what he had done during
the Nestorian ('ontroversies: EI yilp TOTe
Ne(rTopiov lvaviwvfLevov T1j /i).r/,&eLf,l, tl1rep
ul.'r/,&eiat; elaijl.&e, rroacp fLul).ov l)(/JeiAet ltVV
vrrep njt; (i).T]t1eiut; Kat V7rfP laVToV elaO.
\9uv ~ Concil. Chalcedoncns. act. I. f. 150.
Harduin. Concil. T. IL
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anew. Those monks at Constantinople had, as we saw already in the
case of the N estorian controversies, great influence with the emperor;
they stood closely connected with those of like disposition among the
Syrian monks; and, by the reports which these latter furnished them,
their zeal was still more inflamed against the revived N estorianism.
Accordingly they complained aloud at the renewed error of those who
divided the one and only Christ into two Sons of God)
Though Theodoret loved peace, and did all that lay in his power to
preserve a good .understanding even with the patriarch Dioscurus,2 still
his zeal for what he knew to be the truth did not allow him here to be
silent; for he saw here the effort to spread abroad doctrines by which
the immutability of the divine essence was infringed on, the true
humanity of Christ denied, and the doors were thrown wide open for
Docetism, Gnosticism, and Apo11inarianism, in the mode of apprehend
ing the doctrine concerning the person of Christ. Beyond question,
it was a rash habit of imputing consequences which led men to imagine
that they could find all these heretical tendencies in the rude and
exaggerated expressions of these untutored zealots of Constantino,Ple;
but there were doubtless good. reasons to fear, that, if such sensuoUS
forms of expression should once supplant the more accurate dogmatic
terminology, those false doctrines and tendencies would easily find in
them a point of attachment. And it might actually be the case that
many among those people were led by their fears to attribute too much
to the human element in the life of Christ, and, from want of mental
cultivation, fell into the undeveloped form of doctrine which, before the
more accurate determinations had been occasioned by means of Ter
tullian and Origen, had prevailed in the church. Theodoret, in the
year 447, believed himself in duty bound, in a work written on purp'oS~,
to controvert the whole Eutychian-Egyptian type of doctrine; and, lU
in opposition to it, to unfold and defend the more mild Antiocbian sys
tem, according to which the one only Christ consists of two natu-:es
ever to be distinguished in respect to their individualities, united "1th
each other in a personal unity, without confilSion and without transform
ation. 3 Theodoret showed here, that he found no difficulty in transport
ing himself into the mode of thinking and the point of view of the
Eutychian,4 whom he introduces speaking under the name of the beg
gar, (tpavu117/r,) and that he understood how to distinguish these viewS
themselves from the consequences flowing from them when consistently
carried out. He purposely cited, in this work against his adversaries,
See c. g. Theodoret, ep. 82 and cp. 101.
:z See his cp. 60 to Dioscums.
8 His work entitled lpnvlorfJr or 7rOAVflOP9Of, the Beggar or the Multiform; because
he accused this new heresy of collecting
t,?gether by begging so many scraps from
dlyerS old erroneous doctrines, that a new
one had grown up which bordered closely
on several of the older heresies. This work
is divided into three dialoO'ues: in the first,
hence denominated urpe:TOf, he treats of
the immutability of the divine essence j in
1

the second, aO'Vyxvror, of the distinctne5 S
without confusion of the two natures; in the
third, lJ.7raf}~r, of the incapability of sulfer
ing pertaining to the divine nature.
• We employ this designation here only
for the sake of brevity, and to express the
thing by a single word, though an honor
is thereby ascribed to Eutyches to which he
is not entitled; namely, that a new and P
culiar doctrinal tendency had proceede
from him as its author.
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such authorities alone as were recognized by themselves; passages, for
instance, from the writings of Cyrill of Alexandria; and he abstained
from quoting. those church-teachers who were suspected by the oppo
site party, however much importance he attached to them himself;
such, for instance, as Diodorus and Theodore. The moderation which
Theodorct here displayed, drew upon him, it is true, many reproaches
from the zealots of his party.1 But by this moderation, however, the
~ntire party of those who were zealous for the doctrine of one nature
ill Christ could in nowise be conciliated: they saw in this mode of repre
sentation, on the contrary, nothing but a revived Nestorianism.
Dioscurus accused Theodoret before the patriarch Domnus of Antioch,
that, as had been reported in Egypt, he had, in sermons preached there,
~aught a doctrine whereby the one Lord, Jesus Christ, was divided
mto two Sons of God; and he afterwards published a rude letter to Theo
doret himself, in which he accused him of teaching false doctrines. Theo
doret replied in a letter to Dioscurus, written with great moderation
and forbearance. He begged of him that he would not listen to the
representations of one side only, but that he would examine the matter
calmly and without prejudice. He endeavored, by clear and accurate
explanations, to ward off the charges with which he had been assailed.
lIe drew up a full confession of faith, in which he adopted the Egyptian
forms of expression, qualified hy certain precautionary remarks, as
c!os?ly as he was able, without doing violence to his own doctrinal con
nctlOns; and concluded with pronouncing sentence of condemnation on
th05.e who refused to call :Mary the {}COTOKO~, and on those who called
C~nst a mere man, or divided the only-begotten into two Sons.2 But
DlOscurus received Theodoret's overtures of peace in bad temper. He
allowed monks to come forth publicly, while he was present in the church,
and pronounce the anathema on Theodoret; and he himself sanctioned
the act.3 He sent deputies to Constantinople, with instructions to
~ccuse before the emperor the whole church of Eastern Asia, as being
Infected with N estorianism. Hence, Domnus was under the necessity
of sending a mission to Constantinople for the purpose of defending his
church. 4 And Theodoret wrote, in defence of himself, to influential
Inen in church and state at the imperial residence. Now it is true
~at no new investigation or new decision followed these controversies.
ut still we see how much could be effected by the influence of Dios
curus; for an imperial decree made its appearance, directing TheoI See his noble letter to the bishop Irenre
~': cp. 16. He says there that the only
t ling of real importance was to holcl fast
those conceptions which are requisite for
lC unfolding of the tnIth, and that men
~ught to avoid terms which excite contro
lIe expressed it as his wish: that
h e \\ hole controversv on the word {}WTOK~
dad . ncvcr arisen, OTt rrcpl TOVTOV rraaa 1]
~/}(l:rTJ }l:'iE;1J~T(l.L, w!," oh W¢D.. E;V. IIis con
sc!enec hore him witncss, that he had sub
mitted to this accommodation, not for the
sake of worldly ao-grandizement, not through
nny desire of the episcopal honor, which

If

;;:rsy:

had occasioned him so much trouble. But
it was his aim, neither to suy nor to do any
thing to please this man or that man, but
to edify the church of God, and to please
its bridegroom and Lord.
2 Ep. 83.
3 See Theodoret, cp. 86 to Flavian, and
ep. 113 to the Roman bishop, Leo the
Great. He says in the latter, that this took
place a year previous to the second Ephe
sian church assembly, therefore in the year
448.
• See Theodoret, ep. 92.
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doret, inasmuch as he was constantly assembling synods at Antioch,
and disturbing the faith of the orthodox, to keep quiet within the bounds
of his own diocese, without stirring beyond its limits, or visiting any
other city. Very justly might Theodoret complain of this arbitrary
and inequitable proceeding, by which, without being allowed the right
which even a criminal enjoys, he was condemned unheard. All he
asked for was a calm and legal investigation of his case. l Yet this
was but a prelude to the more violent outbreak of these disputes in the
vicinity of the court itself. Events here ensued which were at bottom
connected with what had transpired in Syria; -events which in the
outset announced an altogether different issue of the N estorian contro
versies, and from which the Syrian bishops, who were not sufficiently
acquainted with the state of things at the court in Constantinople, were
hoping that a favorable turn would be given to their cause,2 but which
were in fact destined to serve the very end of introducing from a foreign
quarter a sudden and violent decision of the contest.
In the first place, an attack coming from another side was made on
the man who had hitherto acted as a principal organ of the party of
Dioscurus, namely, the abbot Eutyches. 3
In the year 448, the bishops from different countries, who happened
to be present on various matters of busine~s at Constantinople, me.t
there in an ecclesiastical assembly, under the presidency of. the p~trl·
arch; 4 when one of their number presented a formal complamt agamst
Eutyches the abbot. The person who in this case appeared as the
complainant was the bishop Eusebius of Doryleum in Phrygia Salu·
taris, a man who had already, as a layman in the civil capacity of an
imperial commissioner, (agens in rebus,) manifested his zeal for the
orthodox faith, by intermeddling uncalled for in the N estorian disp~tes;
and perhaps in this way he may have attained to the episcopal digruty.5
See ep. 79, etc.
For it is doubtless to the condemnation
of Eutyches which followed at Constanti
nople, that .what Theodoret says in ep. 82
refers: Avro~ 0 ICvptot; tIC ToV oi'puv()tJ OtiICV
1

2

..pe, lCa~ TWv T7]V GVlCorpavTiav v'/>r;VUVT(.W T7JV
GVlCocpaVTtrzv Ot1Jl..£y{e, lCa~ TO oUCICIe{3et; avrwlI
tyvpVl.JCIe r?pov~pa.
3 The patriarch Domnus of Antioch is
said to have ventured first to accuse this
person by name before the emperor, as the
reviver of the Apollinarian heresy, who had
been bold enough to condemn Theodore
and Diodorus. Perhaps this was done in
the letter which he wrote to the emperor in
vindication of the Oriental church: see
above. This accusation by Domnus has
been preserfed to us by Facundus of Her
mione, in a Latin translation. Defens. tri
urn C'.apitulor. 1. 8, c. 5.
i A ai'lloOOt; tvd1]poVCIa, as it was called.
6 In the breviculis historire Eutychianis
tarum, or"the gestis de nomine Acacii, be
longing to the last years of the fifth century,
it is said, for instance, of this Eusebius:
Zelo fidei, quem etiam cum agens in rebus

esset, ostendit (ipse enim Nestorinm quoque
in tempore reprehendit in ecclesia rem
rilegam prredicantem.) Sinnond. opp. .
Paris. f. 760. These words, by themscI,cs,
would render it probable, that the laymnn
who thus interrupted Nestorius in a 5cr'
mon - see above, p. 959 - was no oth~r
than this Eusebius j and this conjecture .;~
confirmed by the manner in which Cyn
of Alexandria and Marius :Mercator exprc'J
themselves in mentioning the above-relate
incident j naming him as a person 'Y ho ~:!
still among the laity; (TtACJV pi:v l.al"~l!:
qui adhuc inter laicos erat;) for t~lS Sflo
seems to denote, that he did not contiU ue \
remain a layman, which snits the c~e 0 c
this Eusebius. Nor is Gamier's cO~Jecttl~
improbable, that the same EuseblllS ~ \"
author of the first formal complaint pubhcl
h
posted op against Nestorius in the ehu~'\S
at Constantinople, in which the latter ~:c.
compared to Paul of 8amosata: see a~
For it is said, indeed, in the superscriptIOn:
that it came from the clergy of the Const~nt
tinopolitnn church; bot in the compXll;o
itself, one individual only speaks, an
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The patriarch Flavian had thus far taken no part in the disputes be
tween the doctrinal parties; and as he must have been well aware of
the great influence possessed by the Eutychian monkish party, as well
as of his own critical and hazardous situation with a court party opposed
to him, which might easily convert Eutyches into an instrument for pro
moting their designs, he would be very little inclined, under these cir
cumstances, to enlist himself in such controversies. He sought there
fore, in the first place, to crush them in the bud; and sought to induce
the bishop Eusebius to give up his suit. He begged of him, that he
would but make one visit to the abbot Eutyches in his cell, with a pur
pose of coming to some understanding with him, and settling the terms
of peace, so that new disturbances might not arise in the church.! But
as Eusebius could not be persuaded to withdraw his complaint, a sum
~ons was served upon Eutyches.
The latter, in a haughty and
imperious manner, at first declined personally to obey the summons.
The synod, after the third summons, were about to proceed with him
according to the ecclesiastical law, as one who, by refusing to appear,
had confessed that he was guilty; when finally he presented himself;
not alone however, but accompanied by a large train of monks, soldiers,
and notables of state, who would not part with him till the synod
g~ve their promise that he should be permitted to return in safety to
hIS. cloister.
At the sametime appeared one of the emperor's secre
tanes of state, (Silentiarius,) with a letter of the emperor, in which the
great influence of the party of Dioscurus and of Eutyches, and the mis
trust which these men had contrived to inspire in the emperor's mind
against the synod, were clearly manifested. The emperor declared it
to be his will, that the creed expressed by the fathers, under the guid
ance of the Holy Spirit, at Nice, and at Ephesus when Nestorius was
deposed, should be maintained, and that nothing should be done which
tended to detract from it. This declaration was without meaning,
except it implied that the emperor had somehow been filled with solici
tude lest Eutyches should be condemned as a defender of the pure
doctrine established at Nice and at Ephesus. And as it respects the
clause which 'spoke of the Ephesian council, since it might be disputed
what was meant by the Ephesian council, the point was left thus unde
te~ined, in order that a great deal else might be introduced, as it
nught suit the designs of the party of Dioscurus. If by it was under
stood the illegal assembly of the party of Cyrill, then there WOUld. be an
opportunity of introducing also Cyrill's anathemas. 'Ve J?ay dIscern
h~re the same plan which afterwards, and so long as the mfluence of
Dloscurus predominated, was undeviatingly pursued.
L!dre~ses the clergy and laity. Moreo!er, ister of state, must hayc already busie!l
?ntlUS of Byzantium says (1. III. c. Nes
tonanos et Eutychianos) that this document
~roceeded from a certain Euscbius, qui tunc
t orebat in jUdicandi potestate, but who af
twards became bishop of Doryleum. The
brst reffillrk should be corrected, it is true,
y the brevieulus; for the agens in rebus
J>o5~es5ed no judicial powers. Now if this
COnJecture is correct, Eusebius, while a min-
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himself a good deal ,,;th the study of the
doctrines of the church, and hence would
be the more zealous about them when he
became a bishop.
1 'h'u fl~ .tva rru/.,Lv Tapax~v Kat fJopvpov
tyyh,ta{1at Tai~ XplaTOV lI"C/'1JataL{. See
Harduin. T. II. Acta Concil. Chalco Acta
I.f. Ill.E.
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This mistrust of the emperor towards the synod· was still further
manifested, and in a way certainly disrespectful to them, by the fact,
that he deemed it necessary, as he declared in the letter above men
tioned, to send one of his high officers of state, the patrician Florentius,
a man approved on the score of his orthodoxy, to attend the synod, on
the ground expressly assigned, that the matters in disellssion related to
the faith: hence he was not merely to see to the preservation of outward
order, which was hitherto considered to be the business of the emperor's
commissioner, but also to watch for the preservation of sound doctrine.
Insulting, however, as this letter was to the synod, it was yet received
with the customary loudly reiterated demonstrations· of applause, and
the adulation even went to the extreme of saluting the emperor as high
priest. 1
Eutyches possessed the doctrinal bent which we have described at
length on a former page: he professed to be unwilling to hold to any
thing, except what he found expressly affirmed in the holy scriptures.
He reverenced - he said - the sayings of the older church-teachers;
but they eould not possess, in his view, the authority of a rule offaith;
for they were not free from error, and they sometimes eontradieted one
another.2 To all questions proposed to him concerning Christ, he had
always ready the reply: "I confess him to be my God, the Lord of
heaven and earth: his essence I do not allow myself to wish to com
prehend." 3 Finally, on being pressed, he declared that he did indee.d
suppose there were two natures before the incarnation, but that after It
he could confess but one nature. By this, beyond all question, Eu
tyches intended to say, as that which was meant by the adherents of
the Alexandrian system of doctrine, that two natures should be distin
guished in conception; but in actual manifestation only the one nature
of the Logos become flesh must be recognized. But by his rude form
of expression, he furnished occasion, it must be acknowledged, for many
suspicions of heresy, to those ~vho fastened only on the letter of the .ex
pression-as though he believed in a preexistence of Christ's humamty,
and the like .. Furthermore, Eutyches was wont tD call the body of
Christ, the body of God; and though he did not deny that Christ pos
sessed a human body, yet it seemed to him derogatory to its dignity, as
the body of God, to call it the same in essence (oflooU(JlOr) with other
human bodies. A certain mistaken and undefined feeling of reverence
lOne of the exclamations: "Manv years
to our high priest the emperor I" ndl,~a Til.
erT] TifJ ci.pxupd {3a(JlMi. See Conci!. Chalco
1. c. f. 150, D.
:1 These were the words which Eutyches,
somewhat earlier, addressed to the deputies
of the council in his cloister. The original
sub.'!tance of his declaration, in words, can
not, it is true, be precisely ascertained.
Eutyches and his friends asserted, that his
words had not been faithfully reported.
And th~ deputies themselves did allow, that
they ml~ht have taken some things which
were saId not wholly aceordinO' to their lit
eral meaning. The party ~f Eutyehes,

however, had a particular interest in refus:
ing to recognize as faithfully reported manJ
things which seem to have been too free1
expressed for the faith of the chu~c
grounded on outward authority, and WhlC~
might gj,·e offence to the bj~hops. It l~
clearly manifest, on romparison, that t~e
difference between the original form of t C
expression actually employed by Eutychc5,
and that in which his declaration is pre5~nt
ed in the acts of the council of Constantino
ple, cannot be regarded as n ycry importl nt
one. Sce Harduin. Concil. f. 182.
8 ~V(JtoMye,v lfLaVTifJ oin, emrphrlJ.
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kept him from this. True, he would have found no difficulty in ex
pressing himself. precisely as the synod required that he should,
although he, had hitherto never expressed himself thus; but yet he
would not consent to condemn the opposite form of expression, which in
truth ,appeared to him the better one. Since, then, he could not make
up his mind to recognize the two natures· in Christ, nor to join in the
above-mentioned formula of condemnation, the synod gave sentence
against him, that he should be divested of all his spiritual titles, and
excommunicated from the church.
Flavian - who, as we have already said, had from the very first en
gaged, not without solicitude, in this whole affair - must have been well
aware of the danger into which he was plunging, by proceeding thus
against the head of a monkish party possessed of so much influence at
Court, and connected with the powerful patriarch of Alexandria. Even
as the leader of that monkish clan which had proved to be so influential
amidst the N estorian controversies, Eutyches was a dangerous man.!
But, besides this, the case now was, that the most powerful men of the
court, the eunuch, and chief lord of the bed-chamber, Chrysaphius,
whose influence was then unbounded, and N omus, the most eminent of
the officers of state, maintained a close correspondence with the patri
arch Dioscurus, and consented to assist in the promotion of his ends;
and that Chrysaphius was a personal frien~ of Eutyches, whom he
respected as his godfather,2 and hostile to the patriarch Flavian, with
Whom his avarice found it more difficult to drive a profitable bargain
than with a Dioscurus.3 Chrysaphiuswas at the head of a court-party,
opposed to the influence of Pulcheria, the emperor's sister; and the
!atter was a patroness of Flavian. Chrysaphius, having succeeded then
~n fOrming a league 'with the empress Eudocia against Pulcheria, and
~ depriving the latter of her influence, and finally removing her en
tirely from the court, was now· armed with all necessary power to pro
ceed against the patriarch. It might well be, therefore, that the whole
contest, if not instigated by his own secret arts and those of Dioscurus,
yet furnished him with a welcome occasion fur prosecuting a plan which
had been devised before.
1 See the complaint of an Alexandrian
tesbrter against Dioscurus, in Harduin.
?ncil. T. II. f. 332. Of Nomus it is here
~al~: TOTe TeL Tijf; OlKOVpiV1lf; lv xipaLV lXOVTt
-pay/Lara. Theodoret also had proofs of
~e unfavorable disposition of the patrician
O~lUS towards his party, as two letters
which he sent him were not answered. See
ep.26.
EU3ebius of Doryleum shows, by a re
rnnr~able expression of his during the pro
ceedings at Constantinople, how much rea
~n he had to fear the power of Eutyches.
I fear his running about," says he; "I ~m
Jlo?r, he has money; he threatens me with
~~J he already depicts to me the Oasis."
.£ • Llea, aVrofJ T7Jv· 7rCpuJPOP1lV, ly£J 7r€vTJf;
(~) !;Optav p.oi Cbl"ftl..ci, xp~paTa lxu, eLva
.{PQ 9fl pal f;drJ ri]v ·OualV. See acta Con
e). Chalc. lIarduin. T. II. f. 162, E.

See Liberat. breviar. c. XI;
See Theophan .. Chronograph. ed. Ve
net. f. 68. Chrysaphius, according to ~is
historian, had invited the emperor to reqUlre
of the yatriarch :Flavia~ a prese,nt in g?ld
(cvAoyta) on the occasIOn of ~lS entermg
into his office. Flavinn sent 111m an epis
copal gift, consecrated bread, (cVAoyta in
another sense,) with which, however, Chry
saphius was not satisfied. As it is in
timated in Theophanes (I. c.) thatFlavian
took the part of certain Alexandrian clergy,
Cyrill's relations, persecuted by Dioscurus,
in opposition to Chrysaphius, who here
acted in subserviency to the revengeful
spirit of Dioscurus, while he sought at the
same time to gratify his own avarice, (see
Harduiu. 1. c.) we may perhaps find in
this also a reason for the hatred of both
these men to Flavian.
2

8
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. The way in which Eutyches presented himself before the assembly
plainly showed that he was conscious of being able to depend on the
assistance of a powerful party. Thus it became known, even in distant
lands, how much Flavian had hazarded by this mode of proceeding.
The advocates of the doctrine of the two natures, in Syria, saw in this
case a triumph of the truth, which they attributed to the zeal and cour
age of Flavian overcoming the fear of human power; and they scnt
messages to assure him of their sympathy and joy on the occasion.1
But Eutyches applied to the emperor with a petition, demanding a
new trial. He endeavored to show, that, in the proceedings against
him, the prescribed legal forms had been violated; that the sentence
of condemnation had been already prepared before he was tried; and
that, in the drawing up of the protocol, many things had been stated th~t
were untrue. The emperor received the petition, and ordered a reVI
sion of the earlier proceedings. But as Flavian, with all his respect for
the emperor, yet did not suffer himself to be influenced in the least in
his judicial proceedings by fear of the imperial power, the revision
resulted in a confirmation of the sentence pronounced upon Eutyches.
This was, however, by no means the end of the business: it was
rather but the beginning of greater and more general commotions in
the Eastern church. Eutyches had already, during the proceedings at
Constantinople, let fall an expression, from which his ulterior designs
might have been conjectured. He had said he would consent to pr?"
fess his belief in the two natures of Christ, if the bishops of Alexandna
and of Rome would also approve of it. The sentiments of his ally
Dioscurus were well known to him; and he expected to be upheld by
the Roman bishop, judging from the manner in which the predecessors
of that bishop had espoused the cause of the monkish party in the con
test with N estorius. But he did not consider, that the doctrines of
N estorius might be opposed from some other point of view than that
of the l\fonophysites. Eutyches himself wished to have that expression
considered as an appeal to a general council to be attended by both the
other patriarchs. This appeal to another council was thenceforward
the mark at which he constantly aimed. Of this he spoke in his letter
to the Roman bishop, Leo the Great, complaining that N estorianism was
starting up afresh. Of this he treated also in his conferences with t~o
emperor; and the emperor, already reminded from those at Alexandna
that new and energetic measures were required in order to supplant t.he
reviving Nestorianism, was therefore easily induced to comply WIth
Eutyches' request. Already, when the revision of this matter at Con
stantinople was ordered by the emperor, arrangements were at the same
time in progress for assembling a general council, which should pasS
definitive sentence on all the matters in dispute. 2
Flavian, however, was desirous of preventing the convocation of a
new council of this sort. In his view, no such assembly was needed,
1 Theodoret. cpo XI.
2 The remark of a bishop, from which we
may see that all this was only intended as
a provisory transaction: EI KaL Ta p.a/J.(JTa

O[KOVP.£1!tKll lKC').cV~~ll y£vccrt1at aVv~oO( /C~
1rC9IJMKTat Ta ICatptWTepa Ti:JV 1rpayp.aT~V
lICetv~ T~ atJvo0l,J KaL f1£r£(JTaJ..~~av r.o/).ol.
Conc. Chalco Harduin. T. n. f. 176, D.
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since the doctrine of the church, as hitherto expressed, was sufficiently
decided against Eutyches. This, we must allow, was not necessarily
clear to .all; for nothing, at least in the public declarations of the
church, had been expressly determined on the points in dispute; as
the antagonism between the doctrines of the Antiochian and the Alexan
drian church had not as yet been resolved by any public decisions;
and the articles of agreement entered into with Cyrill, which might
pass for such conciliation, had from the first been differently construed
?y the different parties. Beyond question, in the existing state of feel
mg of which we have spoken above, and with the known disposition
of Dioscurus, and the mighty influence of his party, which was also
the party of Eutyches, no good could be expected from a new general
synod. Hence Flavian called upon the Roman bishop, Leo the Great,
to use his authority also to prevent the assembling of another general
council, lest all the churches should be thrown into disturbance. l These
,!ords show what prospects were anticipated from the council in ques
hon; and similar were the expectations of all unprejudiced men who
were honestly solicitous for the welfare of the church.
But Flavian could not obtain what he desired. The emperor could
not forgive him for condemning Eutyches, which from the first was con
trary to his will; and for this very reason he became more closely
connected with the opposite party, under whose supremacy the general
Council was to be placed.
The manner in which this new council, the second general council of
Ephesus, appointed to meet at Ephesus in the year 449, was first
announced by the emperor, and the arrangement of its course of pro
ceedings could but serve to deepen the solicitude which had been
awakened at the outset; since it was plainly manifest, that the empe
ror had a perfect understanding with Dioscurus, and that the assembly
Was to be used by the latter and his party only as an instrument for
t~e accomplishment of a plan which had already been prepared. In
hls ordinance addressed to this synod, the emperor declared, that as
the patriarch Flavian had stirred up a dispute concerning the doctrines
of,raith with the abbot Eutyches, he, the emperor, had taken great
p:llns to suppress the disorders which had arisen, and for this reason
had often sent to the patriarch; for, in his opinion, the true faith had
b;.en sufficiently established by what had been taught by the fathers at
~lce and at Ephesus. But as the patri~rch was not ~ be moved by
hIS repeated entreaties that he would abstam from these disputes, there
fore the emperor had not deemed it safe to let such a co~trovex:sy be
managed without callinrr in the assistance of all the most emment bIshops
from all countries· anthence this general council had been convoked,
for the purpose of i~vestigating the whole matter anew, and of extirpating
every devilish root; 2 for the purpose of thrusting the adherents of the
blasphemies of the godless N estorius out o~ th~ churc~, and of ordering
that the orthodox doctrine should be mamtamed Wlth unshaken conis in fact immediately aftenvards explained,
the devilish heresy of Nestorius.
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stancy. Dioscurus was nominated by the ernperor, president of the coun·
cil; ~nd his assessors were to be the bishops J u venalis of Jerusalem and
Thalassius of Oresarea in Oappadocia. The last,however, were mentioned
in such a way as made it sufficiently evidenh, that they were to be
used only as the tools of Dioscurus; for it was said of both those bishops,
that they, and all such warm friends of orthodoxy, would be of the
same mind with Dioscurus. The judges of Eutyches - for example, the
patriarch Flavian - should attend the council, not as judges however,
nor as voters, but in order to learn the decision of the council, which
was to investigate the matter anew. Already, in the first letters mis-
sive, the emperor had ordered that Theodoret should be present only on
condition it should be deemed good by the whole assembly; but, in case of
any difference of opinion on this point, he should remain excluded. By
this it was very clearly announced beforehand, that Theodorct was not
to be admitted. Yet too many apprehensions were still entertained of
the influence of the well-merited esteem in which that excellent man
stood with many. For this reason, in his letter to Dioscurus, the
emperor declared why he had nominated him to be president of the
assembly: "Because it might happen, that numbers inclined to Nesto
rianism would take every pains to bring it about, in some way or other,
that Theodoret should attend the council. On this account, Dioscuru8
only should decide that point; for those who ventured to add or
take away anything from the doctrines of faith, as they had been estab
lished at Nice, and afterwards at Ephesus, ought to have no voice at
the synod, but, on the contrary, to be subjected to its judicial sentence."
1Yhile all the opponents of the Alexandrian system of faith were thus
plainly enough excluded from the synod, as Nestorians ; the other party,
on the contrary, were favored in the most arbitrary manner. The cmpero;
directed: "Because, in many districts of the East, the orthodox Archi
mandrites 1 were in controyersy with the bishops, who were said to be
infected with the N estorian blasphemy, therefore the abbot Barsumas,
as their representative, should have a seat and a voice at the council."
The emperor had appointed two civil officers, - men, as he declare.d,
of approved orthodoxy,- to attend the proceedings, as his plenipotentllr
ries. In the instructions given to them, they were directed, in case they
observed anyone creating disturbance to the prejudice of the holy
faith, to place such person in safe custody, and report the fact to the
emperor; that is, they were authorized to remove every man who
was bold enough to express freely his own convictions in opposition to
the Alexandrian monophysitism.
In correspondence with these arrangements was the actual course. of
this council, justly branded in the history of the church with the bt~e
robber-synod, (aVvooo~ t.:~(jTPLK~.) Dioscurus here ruled snpreme, by hIS
yote, which was paramount to every other; by the influence of th~
lDlperial commissioners, which gave meaning and force to his threats,
by the fanatical violence of his Egyptian party, and particularly of the
1 The very party with which,
had so many contests.
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we have before remarked, Theodorct and bis friend~
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great body of monks who attended Barsumas, whose fierce shoute
might well give reason to apprehend that thcy,yere capable of any
outrage; by a troop of brawny hospital·waiters, (parabolani, see above,
vol. II. p. 159,) and soldiers, who. were admitted into the assembly for
the purpose of intimidating refractory members seated before them; 1
and, finally, through the cowardice or entire want of character shown
?y so many bishops, to whom the truth was not the -highest of all
mterests. Nothing could be more contrary to the spirit of the gospel
~han the fanaticism which actuated the dominant party in this council
m favor of certain dogmatic formulas of conception, in which men
dreamed of possessing Christ, who is spirit and life, though in temper
and action they denied him. Theodoret relates,2 that, when the assem
bly were about to bring a formal complaint against a bishop who was
accused of unchastity and various other crimes, the president Dioscu
rug dismissed the whole matter, remarking: "If you have a complaint
against his orthodoxy, we shall receive it; but we have not come here
to pass judgment on unchastity." Theodoret takes this occasion to set
forth the character of the synod. " They were for acting," he said,
"as if Christ had merely prescribed a rule of faith, without giving
rules of practice." Some examples from the proceedings may serve to
verify this description.
- The general plan which Dioscurus pursued at this council was the
same which he had thus far been prosecuting by his subservient instru
ments, - to condemn whatever was opposed to the Alexandrian system
of doctrine, as a heretical innovation overstepping the determinations
of doctrine settled at the councils of Nice and of Ephesus. He
opened the proceedings by declaring that the council of Nice and the
Council of Ephesus had both established the same creed; everything
had on these occasions been settled in an unalterable manner. Ac
Cursed be he who would unsettle again, and subject to new examination,
what had there been determined! This proposition was received with
S?outs of approbation like the following: "On this depends the salva
tIon of the world! God save the bishop Dioscurus, the great guardian
of .the faith!" He then cited the passage in 1 Sam. 2: 25, from
whl~h the misapprehended distinction had been drawn between sins
agamst God and sins against man, and the perverted principle that
heres~('s were sins of far deeper dye than all others. And he added,
applymg this principle to the present case: "If the Holy Ghost then
dwelt with our fathers, and determined what<~\'er was determined, then
he w~o has introduced any alterations here has proved himself to. be a
despIser of the divine grace." This also was received" as the VOlce of
the Holy Spirit," as the synod expressed it in their shout of applause.
The very announcement of the proposition, that Christ consists of two
• 1 Th~

bishop Basil of Seleucia, in Isau·

C~ ,saul to Dioscurus, at the council of
a cedon, in excuse of what he had done
~nt~ary to his own convictions, at the coun
, .0 Ephesus:
UIIU)'K7JV r7;v plv

nOA;t~v lrrUjT71rra~ ~plv rOTe
l;w~ev, ri;v de lvoo~ev, ri;v

a7\o

T~~ ,').wrr(1T]~ (JOt)" daerp€xov ,ilp ei~
ri;v lKK'),r;rriav rrTpa,lWial fleTu 07l'MJV "al
tlrrT]KtlrraV 01 flova~oVTt~ flETU BaprroVf1-4 "al
o£ 7\apa(3a')..u.vH~ Kat 7l'Aij&o~ aAM 7l'0Aii.
Concil. Chalco act. I. f. 213,1. c.
2 Ep. 147 ad Joanncm Germanicire.
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natures, produced such an excitement that all the Egyptian bishops,
and the whole throng of monks that accompanied Barsumas, exclaimed,
"Divide asunder the man himself who speaks of two natures. He
who speaks of two .natures is a Nestorius." When the bishop Euse·
bius, of Doryleum, attempted to explain the doctrine of two natures in
Christ, many voices exclaimed," Burn Eusebius; let him be burnt
alive. As he has cut asunder Christ, so let him be cut asunder." 1
Such exClamations, with the sight of the soldiers and· the ferocious
monks, were quite sufficient to stupify many who otherwise would not
have given their assent to the propositions of Dioscurus. Thrown off
from their self-possession, and hurried along against their will, they
repeated by rote whatever was prescribed to them. 2
True, the bishops who attended this Ephesian synod had strong
inducements afterwards, at the council of Chalcedon, to exaggerate the
scenes of violence which there occurred, in palliation of their own
conduct on that occasion; and,. besides, many contradictions may be
detected in their remarks: but still it is clear that force was resorted
to in various ways to compel men to subscribe the decisions of the
council; that the bishops were kept confined for a whole day in the
church; that they were menaced by soldiers and monks till they had
subscribed; and that blank papers were laid before them for their sig·
nature, which could afterwards be filled up with whatever the leaders
chose. 3
After Dioscurus had thus carried through the principle that the
Nicene-Ephesian creed was alone valid, the canon established at the
first council of Ephesus was now confirmed anew, that whoever taught
or endeavored to introduce anything different from these articles,
should, if a bishop or ecclesiastic, be deposed from his spiritual office,
and, if a layman, excommunicated from the church.. This law was next
applied, in a wholly arbitrary manner, and without any trial of the
cases, to the bishops Flavian and Eusebius. Inasmuch as these bishops
had deviated on almost every point from this creed, and thus excited
disturbances and scandal in all countries, they had of themselves
incurred those established and unalterable penalties, and should ~e
deposed from their spiritual office. 4 l\fany who were impelled by thea
Concil. Chalco act. I. f. 162, E.
A bishop, Basil of Selencia, says him
self afterwards, at the council of Chalce
• don, in his own excuse: Touolrro!: tyivero
1

2

ICpOTO!:, /:JUTE rraVTl.lV 1JflWV TtvaXt9TjVal riJv
1/JVX1JV • • • • ci:X?Vo!:
rr?llpwt9u!: drrov.

oe

F.102.
3 F. 94. Theodoret also says, soon after
these events: Ti:Jv GVvei\.1li\.vt96Tl.lV Ot r.i\.eiu
TOL (3tau{UvTt!: GVvtt9evTO. Ep. 142.
f 'Yhen that canon was brought forward
by DlOscurus, several bishops remarked at
oncc, that the deposition of Flavian was
the real.object at bottom. And when, soon
aft.er, DlOseurus actually proposed this dcpo·
~luon,. many of the bishops arose, and, elasp
mg his knees, begged him to desist from

that judgmcnt. One of the bishops alleged
the very charactcristic r.on, that he tOO
had presbyters, and should therefore be ca~'
tious how he let a bishop be deposed for t e
sake of a presbyter. But Dios~urus re
mained firm: he would mther let hiS tongue
be cut out, he said, than pass any other
sentence, and he threatened to call upon
the imperial commissioners. Dioscurus!\S°
serted, it is true, that this whole account ~f
the matter, given by some bishops at t e
council of Chalcedon, was false, nnd ap
pealed to witnesses. But he may ~il:e
easily forgotten himself what he had smd
the heat of passion j and, as a matter 0
course, such things were not entered ~~It~e
minutes of the scribes. A great del" 1ll
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fears to acquiesce in these judgments, quieted their consciences with
the reflection that at least no new doctrines had been proposed, to
which they were forced to give their assent; for the only point in
question was whether they should hold fast the form of doctrine set
forth in the Nicene and Ephesian councils. But they would not dis
tinctly look at the fact, that FI3tvian and Eusebius were at any rate
d~posed solely on grounds of doctrine.! Accordingly those very
bIshops who had taken part in the council of Constantinople under
Flavian gave their assent to these decrees.
Even the patriarch
Domnus, of Antioch, who, on account of the position which he held in
t~e church, stood at the head of the Orientals, was persuaded to yield
w~th the rest, heedless of the warnings which the excellent Theodoret,
mth a wise foresight of the future, gave him when the council was
about to be opened.2 But this compliance could not avail him. Dios
curus could not for this forgive him his opposition to the Cyrillian
anathemas; and, being compelled by sickness to withdraw from the
C?uncil, sentence of deposition was pronounced afterwards also upon
hIlli. 3 The same sentence was passed upon Theodoret, and several
others who were among the most worthy bishops of the East.
By an imperial edict, Theodoret was also removed from his diocese,
and obliged to retire to the cloister where he had received his early
education. His enemies endeavored so to contrive it that he should be
deprived even of the necessaries of life; and many were so awed by
the power of the dominant party that they dared not interfere in his
behalf.4 There were, however, a few pious bishops who vied with
each other in testifying their affection for a man who was thus suffering
for the truth. Theodoret, who was accustomed to moderate his bodily
~ants and needed but very little to satisfy them, declined most of the
gIfts which were offered him, writing to his friends" that the God who
gave the very ravens their abundance of food, had provided him thus
fa.: ~ith all that was needful for his support." 5 'Vhen we compare the
SPInt of ambition and violence on the one hand, and of servile compli
ce and cowardice on the other, exhibited by so many bishops of the
ast, with the firmness rising above all fear of man, the tranquil com
POsure amid all the storms of the times, and the confidence of faith in
contending for the truth, which shine forth in this example of Theo
~oret, the striking contrast leaves upon us but a still more agreeable
Impression of his character.6

E

~~o~e remarks bcars at least an impress too

4 He writes himself, ep. 134: El 7rllVTt~
IStJnctly characteristic to bc liable to the TaVrTJV l~TJUJ(fav rijv wpor~ra, oMev lripov
sCuhsPicion of having been invcnted. Concil. V7rel.ci.7rerO, fJ {iivra~ p£v vrr' ivoei.a~ aVaMJ
&i]vat, TtN:vrfJGavTt~ oe p~ TU9'tJ 1rapaoot'7ij
laiC'. act. I. f. 215.
?Ifloepiav yeyev~(f&at 7rep' TO oaypa /Cat val, WJ.u Ktrvc.JV KaL -&~p(Jv yivea-&cu {3apav.

V~0f!tav. Ep. 147.

I;

Ep. 123.

6 A few charactcristic facts selected from
S~e Theodoret, ep. 112. Theodoret here
cry Justly reminds the patriarch, that no his letters may here serve as illustrations.
~d had come of all the previous councils. 'Then he first received the tidings of his
b Sec. Libcratus, cap. 12. Dioscurus deposition, he "Tote: (ep. 21:) "All the
;h.U~ht In evidence against him a letter in sufferings we meet for the sake of the di
In Ie he had declared against the nnathe vine doctrines are very welcome to us. It
te as, though certainly in very moderate cannot be otherwise, if we truly believe in
the promises of our Lord, that the suffer
Ilns, (eo quod essent obscura. 5
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Thus, then, the party of Dioscurus, by availing itself of the power
of the court, had succeeded in crushing the Oriental church. Some
changed their faith with the change of circumstances, and bowed the
knee to the dominant party.1 Others, although they. remained faithful
to the tTuth themselves, yet dared not lift up their voice in its defence.
The men of free and fearless spirit w.ere separated from their churches
and banished. In this lamentable state of· things, but one refuge was
left to the oppressed church of the East, namely, to appeal for redress
to the 'Vestern church, which had remained free from the influence of
the political power, and had not been affected by any of these contests;
and especially to the bishop of the ancient capital of the world, through
whose all-powerful influence at the court of the Roman emperor, they
might hope to receive assistance also from the latter quarter..
This important station in the church was then occupied by Leo the
Great, a person of great energy and firmness of character. Leo had
from the first been drawn into some participation in these controversies.
Eutyches in the first place, and then Flavian, had had recourse to him.
As soon as he obtained exact information respecting the subject of the
dispute with Eutyches, he acquiesced in the sentence of condemnation
passed on his doctrine, and simply expressed a wish that gentle methods
might be employed to induce Eutyches to recant, and, if he could not
be persuaded, that he might be forgiven. He afterwards wrote Flavian
a letter constituting an epoch in the history of the doctrines of faith,
in which he endeavored to prescribe the law for the decision of those
disputes, and unfolded in detail the doctrine of the unity of Christ, as
one persoll in two natures, both retaining unaltered their respective
attributes, but acting in union with each other; and· to this letter be
constantly refers in all his succeeding communications. The· emperor
Theodosius having invited him to take a part in the Ephesian council,
he sent, as his deputies, the bishop Julius of Puteoli, the presbyter
REmatus, the deacon Hilarus, and the notary Dulcitius.. These depu
ties witnessed the scenes. of violence which were exhibited at that
synod; but they played there a very insignificant part, having attempted
in vain to get permission even to do so much as to read publicly before
ings of this present time nrc not worthy to
be compared with the glory which shall be
revealed in us. Rom. 8: 18. But why do
I mention the enjoyment of future bless
ings 1 For even though no reward were
bestowed on the combatants, yet the truth,
itself alone, were enough to move its friends
to encounter with all JOY every danger in
its behalf." He then proceeds to unfold in
a beautiful manner, from the epistles of
Paul, from the passage in Rom. 8: 35-38,
how the apostle asked for no recompense,
but the love of the Saviour was to him
mo~e than aU recompense j - the doctrine,
preeminently shining throngh the writings
~f the Antiochian church-teachers, of dis
mterested love: Those who counselled him
to be silent, and yield to the times, - a so
called oIKovoflia,-he repelled, opposing to

them the precepts of holy writ, which re
quire the bold annunciation of the truth:
and he reminds them of that truth worthy
of all acceptation, that none of the other
cardinal virtues can avail anything without
fortitude, cpo 122. In predicting the judg
ment of God which awaited the anthors of
injustice, he only expressed the wish, th~'
they might seasonably desist from theIr
wrong-doing, "that we may not be com
pelled to sorrow over them when we see
them suffering punishment." Ep.124. "Wh~
can be more feeble than they are who lac
the truth ~" he writes, ep. 129.·
,
1 Of such Theodoret says, ep. 147: n~lo,
7rOAV7rO&r aVTCJr 7rpOr Tar -rriTpar riJv oI"clav
evalJ..aTTOVO'L :tpoav ~ xaflml1ovrc~ "par Tel
IfJvUa TO Xpwfla, cJr aUTOl rijv YVWfl1fV 1fF«
ToVl: /(alPOVI: flC'Tal3uX)',ovcr,v j
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the synod the letter of Leo. 'Vithout directly giving them a refusal,
the aU-controlling Dioscurus· still contrived always to find some plausible
reason for delay.l When the patriarch Flavian protested against the
unrighteous judgment passed by the Ephesian. council, the Roman
deacon had courage .enough to join in this protest; 2 and Flavian
~anded over to him an appeal to a larger council which should be held
In Italy.. Hilarus succeeded in escaping from the high-handed violence
of Dioscurus; and, by choosing the less frequented routes, arrived at
Rome, where he drew up a faithful description to his bishop of the
proceedings of the Ephesian council, and presented to him the appea1.3
The bishop Theodoret also, in a remarkable letter,4 resorted to an appeal
of the same kind .
.Manyand various were the motives which now conspired to deter
ml~e Leo as to the course he should pursue, and as to the way in
whlCh he should embark in these affairs. On the one hand, the zeal
for pure doctrine, sympathy for oppressed innocence, indignation at the
~nspiritual mode of proceeding at Ephesus, - on the other hand, the
~dea which already completely absorbed his mind, that a certain super
Intendence and jurisdiction over the whole church belonged to him as
the Successor of Peter, - all these considerations combined to give a
certain direction to his mode of conduct. No sooner had he received
these accounts from his deacon, than, in his letter addressed. to the East,
he expressed in the most emphatic tone his dissatisfaction at the arbi
trary behavior of the Ephesian council,5 and urged the necessity of
assembling a new council in Italy ~ Through the influence of Leo, a
letter written in the same spirit was addressed from the court of the
1 Dioscnrus at first had even proposed
used to his disadvantage. The bishop Di
that the letter should be read before the oscurus then declared, it was certainly no
synod, though perhaps he was not in ear more than right that those acts should first
nest about it. But upon this, the first sec be read, and then the reading of the letter
re~ry of the Alexandrian church, (Primi might follow afterwards. But when this
('chus notariorum,) the presbyter John, was done, no one remembered that Leo's
\I" ose duty it was to present the official letter wus next to be read. Act. Chalco 1.
~c('ords, said that he held in his hands the f. 110. For a third time, the Roman den.
~rpcrial sacra addressed to the council. con, Hilarus, took the opportunity, when
th~Spcct to the emperor now required, that Dioscurus brought forward his proposition
I Is document should be read first, and the respecting the unalterable ynlidity of the
~tter. of Leo was then forgotten.
See Nicene-Ephe~ian articles of faith, to affirm
Concl\. Chalco act. I. f. 90. When it was that these doctrines agreed with the faith of
P~oposed afterwards that the acts of the the fathers, as also with that letter of Leo j
cnooo~ h01J/1ovaa
which Eutyches was nnd added, thnt if they would allow that
~~nde!llncd, should be read, and the Roman letter to be read, they would perceive that
C~Uhes were asked whether they also wCl'c··4t· contained nothing but the truth, But
~~tHicd with this CQurse they declared they again this inyitation was neglected. L. c.
;"oul d a~ree to it on c~ndition that Leo's f. 255, E.
cUrr to .Flavian should first be read. But
2 L. c. f. 258.
~.o~' Eutychcs declared the Roman depu3 L. c. f. 34.
•
IC~ were suspected by him· for on their
.. See above, yol. II. p.165, mthe history of
urnYal they had alighted ~t the house the church constitution.
~f the p.atriarch Fla,ian, they had brea~~ With ~im origi?uted .the n,ame by ~vhich
asted with him had frequently been III thiS counCil was stigmatized m the history
('hnference with' him· and Flavian had of the church. Ephesinum non judicium;
~h Own them all possible honor. He must sed latrocinium, ep. 95, ed. Ballerin, accord
do1refor~ require, that, if they proposed ing to other editions, ep. 75.
ng him allY wrong, this should not be

by
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Western emperor to Constantinople. By all these means, nothing,
however, could for the present be effected. So false a representation
of all that had happened had been given to the emperor Theodosius,
who, at the same time, depended entirely upon it; so completely con
cealed from him was the true condition of the Eastern church, that he
wrote to the emperor Valentinian III. everything had been transacted
at Ephesus with perfect freedom, and in strict conformity to truth;
none but the unworthy bishops had been deposed; Flavian had met
with the punishment he. deserved; and, since his deposition, perfect
peace and unanimity prevailed in the churches, where nothing else was
now supreme but the pure truth.
Meanwhile, however, the choice of Anatolius as the new patriarch
of Constantinople, in place of the deposed Flavian, rendered it neces
sary to enter into new negotiations with the Roman bishop; for it was
wished that he should be recognized also in the "'tVestern church, which
could not be done without the concurrence of the Roman bishop. But
Leo would not otherwise consent to recognize Anatolius, except on
condition he gave unambiguous proofs of his orthodoxy, condemned the
doctrines of Eutyches as well as of N estorius, and consented to sub
scribe, with several other documents, the letter of Leo to Flavian.1
To settle the details of the business with the patriarch, he moreover
sent to Constantinople a delegation consisting of two bishops, one of
whom was Abundius, bishop of Como, and two presbyters.
In the meantime, important changes had occurred at Constantinople
in the state of public affairs, altogether favorable to Leo's design~.
Dioscurlls had in truth been indebted, in a great measure, for his tn
umph, to the power of Chrysaphius and of the empress Eudocia. But
now Chrysaphius had fallen into disgrace, and was banished. The
emperor had separated from his wife Eudocia, and the latter retired to
the district of Jerusalem. Pulcheria, the patroness of Flavian, was re
called to court, and once more obtained unbounded influence.2 Thes~
changes alone enabled Leo now to accomplish vastly more at Constanh
nople. Already had Pulcheria caused Flavian's body to be. brought to
Constantinople, and buried with all the honors due to a patriarch. In
addition to this, an event now occurred which gave the decisive blo,:.
Theodosius died in the year 450, when Pulcheria united hersel~ III
marriage with Marcian, and procured for him the imperial dignIty.
The prevailing religion at court now took an altogether differe~t tu:n
The bishops who had been deposed and exiled on account of thetr ~~lth
were recalled, and directed to resume their dioceses. As the prevmhng
doctrinal inclination of the court was wont to have great influence on
the conduct of very many bishops, so it happened too in the pres~n~t
case. :Many, who under the former reign had taken the side of Dl~:r
curus, under the influence of force or of fear, or who were already In
the habit of making their doctrinal opinions subservient to circum
(

See Leo's lctter to the emperor Theo
dosius, to Pulcheria, and to the abbots of
Constantinople, ep. 69-71, and the life of
1

.

the bishop Abundius of Como, in the acW
Snnctorum, II. April.
2 See Thcophnnes chronograph.
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stances, now signified their repentance. The patriarch Anatolius
transacted all matters relating to the healing of the schism of the
churches, in a common understanding. with the Roman bishop Leo;
and, to facilitate this, the latter sent a new deputation to Constantinople.
He declared it to be his own mind, that the bishops who had erred
simply through weakness or fear, should be granted forgiveness if they
s.iguified their repentance, and, as .he had already required of Anato
lius, should present satisfactQry testimonies of their orthodoxy. An
exception only should, be made of the case of those bishops who had
taken the lead in the second Ephesian council, Dioscurus, and J uvenalis
of Jerusalem. The definitive sentence with· regard to these last
should remain reserved to the Roman bishop until after a more exact
investigation.
. At the same time, however, the objects and interests of the Roman
bIShop and of the imperial court could not be brought perfectly to
~gree with each other. Leo proceeded on the supposition, that a new
mvestigation of the doctrines of faith was wholly unnecessary ; since
everything had been sufficiently decided already by what had been
det€rmined during the previous disputes, and. especially by his own
lctter to Flavian; and that the only proper subject for deliberation and
counsel was, how to proceed with those who had lately espoused the
party of the second Ephesian synod. Should it be thought advisable
on this account to assemble a general council, this ought to be appointed
to meet in some Italian city; Flavian having in fact appealed to a
council to be convened in Italy.l But the emperor had in view, at the
~me time with the doctrinal interest, also a political one: he did not
WISh to suppress, by force, a schism which was so deeply rooted and
so "idely spread, and the suppression of which might be attended with
Such disastrous consequences both to church and state; but he wished
to devise means for a peaceable settlement. It was his desire, there
fore, to avoid offending either of the two contending parties,. and
especially did he need to be indulgent towards a sect so powerful in
one part. of the empire, and so dangerous on account of their wild
fa~aticism, as was the monophysite. or Egyptian party. Hence the
o?Ject to be accomplished could not appear so easy to the emperor as it
dId to the Roman bishop, neither could he agree with the latter in
respect to the choice of means. He wished and hoped - a hope
w.hich no one but a layman ignorant of the common course of theolo
~cal controversies could entertain - to bring about, by means of nego
tlat~ons at a general council, a concordat, ~·hich might. ser~e as the
basIS of a reconciliation between the two partIes. But thIS object was
one which he could hope to accomplish only by means of a council,
whose place of assemblin rr should be so near that an influence might
be brought to bear upon i~ proceedings from Constantinople; and that,
1 E. g. ep. 82 ad 1.Iarcian. Non cnjns·
Illodi sit fides tcncnda tractandum est j sed
Uorum precibus et qnaliter annucndnm.
p. 94' ad eundem. Quamvis synodum
VOL. ll.
44

t

fieri intra Italiam poposcissem,-which he
oftcn repeated in his lctters to Constanti
nople.
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if necessary, the emperor might attend ~t himself. He therefore sent
out his letters missive for such a council to meet at Nice in Bithynia
in the year 451. This particular town was doubtless selected for the
express purpose of giving greater authority to the council by the
remembrance of the first council of Nice, whose creed it was once
more to assert in opposition to strange doctrines of erroneous tendency.
Moreover, the bishop of Rome was invited to take a share in the
deliberations of this council.
During these transactions, Leo proceeded according to the same
consistent principles and in the same spirit as he had ever maintained.
The position which he assumed for himself was that of a certain pri
macy, a certain supreme jurisdiction, which it belonged to him to assert
over the whole church. He alleged as the reason why he could not
himself appear at that council, not only the then political situation ~f
the Western empire, but also the ancient usage, which did not perwt
a Roman bishop to be personally present at a foreign general council,!
as if this was beneath the dignity of a bishop of Rome; and yet he
deemed himself warranted to exercise the presidency there through
his delegates, three bishops, and two presbyters, whom he sent to
Chalcedon: 2 and in fact they often conducted in the council in such a
manner, as that they seemed to arrogate to themselves in the name of
the Roman bishop a certain supreme judicial authority; 3 although at
the same time the patriarch Anatolius of Constantinople considered
himself the president of the synod. 4
The church assembly was now about to be opened at Nice, where
630 bishops had already convened; but the disturbances excited there
by fanatical ecclesiastics, monks, and laymen, probably belonging to
the party of Dioscurus, and who threatened to repeat over the scenes
of the second Ephesian council, doubtless convinced the emperor that
it would be necessary to bring the place for the assembling of the
council nearer to the imperial residence, and more under the influence
of the government. The Roman delegates also informed the emperor,
that they dared not attend the council, unless he himself would ~e
present. In order, therefore, to the better guidance of the coun~il,
the emperor transferred it from Nice to Chalcedonf> Thus, by lts
vicinity to the seat of government, the object could now be secured,
which was originally had in view, that the first officers of state and
1 See ep.93 to the synod at Nice: Nee
nIb. poterat consuetudo pennittere. So, too,
the deputies of Leo, in the beginning of the
third act of the couDcil, lrreuj~rrE:p oim TO

Rome, which is the head of all the chure~es,
KErpU?,T}!: i'TrU(lXOVTO~ -7:'"aalJv TWV lKKJJ]!1l(JV,

not to suffer this; for he had presumed to
hold a synod without the assistance of the
~~ apx.atori!Tor War l(jX~Ke Touro.
apostolic scat, a thing which noYcr had been
2 Ep. 93 to the synod at Nice: In his
done, and which ou~ht not to be donr
fratribus, qui ab apostolica directi sunt, me They declared ~hat .they were ~esoh-ed ~
synodo vestra fraternitas restimet prresidcre . take their leaye If tlus was penl1ltted. Con
•3 So e. g. the Roman delegate, in the
cil. Chalco act. J. f. 68.
h
third act, said the apostolic see had granted
4 Leo and Anatolius are named toget ~
pard0l!- to the penitent bishops of the second as l;apxovrE!: Til!: ITIIvooov. Act. IV. f. 43
I) Sce the letter of l\Iarcian to the syno
EpheSian couDcil, 1. c. 346. When Dioscu
rus was about to take his scat in the synod, at Nice, f. 48 and 49, 1. c., and Liberatu9,
the ~oman delegates declared they had c.13.
been mstructed by the bishop of the city of

d
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the imperial senate might be present at the meetings; and that, when
ever aught occurred of doubtful character, the emperor might be
immediately informed of it, and interpose his veto.
The imperial court had set itself a problem, the solution of which
was attended with the utmost difficulty-to reconcile and unite together
two parties irritated and inflamed with fanatical hatred towards each
other. This was apparent at the very outset, in the manner in which
T~eodoret was received by the two parties, when he appeared in the
mIdst of the council, as the accuser of his former judges, and to obtain
a.solemn act of justification. While he was welcomed by the Orientals
With expressions of enthusiastic sympathy, the bishops of the Egyptian
party degraded their spiritual character by repeated outcries of blind
and frantic fanaticism: "Cast forth the Jew, the enemy of God, the
blasphemer of Christ!" -and to remind the empress, that she who
had wrought the overthrow of N estorianism ought not to tolerate this
Nestorian; they added, " Long live the empress! long live the ortho
dox emperor!" so that the very laymen of rank, who attended the
synod in the name of the emperor, were constrained to say that such
vulgar outcries ill beseemed bishops, and could be of no advantage to
any party. But the bishops justified themselves on the ground, that
"!hey were lifting up their voice in defence of piety and the orthodox
fruth."l
. True, the influence of the altered tone of the court soon manifested
l~elf in the case of those bishops who had attached themselves to
D.lOscurus at the Ephesian council, even such of them as had stood
~th him at the head of the synod. Already, during the first proceed
Ings, the majority went over from the right side, where the Egyptian
~arty sat, to the left, where the Orientals were seated under the presi
ency of the Roman delegates. 2 Often, especially when the question
related to the deposing of all those bishops who had stood foremost in
~he second Ephesian council, the council resounded with the cry, "'Ve
ave all sinned, we all ask forgiveness." Many with very ill grace
eXCused the part they had taken at that former council, by pleading
the command of imperial authority, and the constraint to which they
were put; whereupon the lay dignitaries must reply, that in matters
Of faith such an excuse could not pass; 3 and Dioscurus was doubtless
rtg?t in saying, that such an excuse implied in its very terms an accu
satlOn.4
But although the tone of the court exercised so grea~ an ~uen~e
on ~he conduct of the bishops, and although both parties Jomed In
anlllhilating the Ephesian transactions; yet the breach between them

!At' t1;(1ej3elav

KPf4OflEV, art. I. 1. c. f. 74.
goncil. Chalco act. I. f. 130.
oneil. Chalco act. I. f. 106.
. Thc bishop Basil of Seleueia in Isau
na eXcused his sirnature to the judgment
Phonounced on th"'e patriarch Flavian, on
t e plea. that deference to a tribunal com
b?~d of a hundred and twenty or thirty
1S ops compelled him to obey their de
3
4

crees. 'When, upon this, Dioscnms remark
ed, that he had passed judgment on himself
of having trampled on right through the
fear of man, he gave this singular reply:
If he had stood before secular magistrates,
he would have been ready to die as a mar
tvr; but he had no power to contend with
his fathers. L. C. f. 102.
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still 'continued, and the imperial ministers, who' were to see to it that
the emperor's designs at the council were carried into effect, found it
by no means so easy to unite them together by means of a common
symbol of. faith, and thereby to put an end to the divisions in the
Oriental church, the fresh outbreaks of which was an object of contin
ual dread. The very proposal to draw up a new symbol of this kind
met from many with determined resistance, because doubtless they saw
through the motives of policy, which would not harmonize with their
dogmatic zeal, and hence wanted confidence in .the whole thing.1
Meantime the patriarch Anatolius, While the other business of the
council went on, proceeded to discuss with a select number of bishops
the matters of faith. With those who had many objections to make
against the articles in the letter of Leo, which was to obtain the
authority of a creed, he entered into an examination of their scruples,
and endeavored to remove them, in which too he seems to have been
successful. But when the symbol which resulted from those secret
deliberations came to be laid before the assembly, new difficulties and
objections could not fail to arise. For although a reconciliation was
thereby to be brought about· between the two parties, yet it was
unavoidable that there should be a decided preponderance one way or
the other, either in favor of the Egyptian, or else in favor of the
Romano-Oriental form of doctrine; and accordingly either one or the
other of the parties must be offended. The symbol of faith first pro
posed 2 seems to have been drawn up particularly with a view to
accommodate the prevailing interest of the Egyptian party. It con·
tained the article, that Christ consists of two natures, which doubtless
accorded with the Egyptian creed; for that affirmed that the natur~s
should be distinguished from each other in conception, though not III
their actual being.3 But some of the Oriental bishops were dissatisfied
with that symbol, which was received by the other party with loud
demonstrations of applause. The Roman delegates declared, that, if
the council could not agree with the letter of Leo, they wished liberty
to return home; and a council should be held at Rome. This threat,
which caused a schism to be feared between the Oriental and the Occi
dental church, was sufficient to frighten the imperial court; and it was
the more earnestly desired to gratify Leo, inasmuch as it was hoped,
that, by showing respect to his doctrinal decisions, he might be induced

n.

1 See Concil. Chalco act.
f. 286.
:J There were doubtless good reasons for
not incorporating this with the other acts of
the council; and hence we can onlv gather
its contents from the way in which it was
recei\"ed.
3 That this was the main point may be
collected from the negotiations of the patri
arch Anatolius with the bishops whom he
sougbt to persuade to agree in an alteration
of tbe creed. Ou tbe same principles which
b.ad move~ tbem to .consent to the deposi
tion of DlOscurus, said he to them, they
mnst also consent to reject the creed; for

Dioscums had deposed Flavian for no other
reason than because he maintained the doc
trine of the two natures j but the creed
tained the article, that Christ consists 0
(not subsists in) two natures. He would
doubtless say, the creed contained the doc
trine of Dioscurus, who had heen <:on·
demned, not of Flavian, who had been JUs
tified by the council. But the bishops whO
were in favor of the symbol maintained, on
the other hand, that Dioscurus had noi
been deposed for doctrinal reasons. See
act. V. f. 449.

coni
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to recognize the rank conceded to the patriarch of Constantinople,
(See vol. II. p. 169.) It was for this reason so much pains had
already been taken to give the validity of a creed to the lett~r of Leo
addressed to Flavian, with which a part of the bishops could not be
satisfied.l The civil dignitaries therefore proposed the appointment of
a new committee to examine the symbol of faith, to which delegates
should be chosen from the different parties, particularly six Orientals;
and these should hold their meetings and deliberations under the presi
dency of the Roman delegates, as well as of the patriarch Anatolius.
But the proposal to change the symbol of faith was received by many
of the bishops with loud tokens of disapprobation. The imperial
commissioners deemed it necessary to draw up a report of the doubtful
temper of the bishops to the emperor, and wait for his commands.
The emperor's decision appeared; and it was ordered that either the
proposal for the nomination of a committee should be adopted, and
that by these such a symbol should be drawn up as all could be satis
fied with, and against which no scruples could be raised; or else all
should, by their metropolitans, propose their own faith, and in this way
all discord be removed; or, if they could not be satisfied with this, no
other Course remained than to take measures, since the unity of faith
could not be settled here, for holding a general council in the West.
This last was a threat well calculated to have an effect on the bishops.
They must have a creed dictated to them by the Roman bishop and a
~oman council. But the threat produced at first nothing but exaspera
bon. Such expressions were heard as the following: those who were
not satisfied with the ancient symbol were N estorians; these might
go; they might take up their journey to Rome. The commissioners
then declared, though doubtless not till after many other things had
~ranspired which have not been reported to us, Dioscurus had avowed
It as his doctrine that Christ consists of two natures; but could not
allow that two natures subsisted in Christ. Leo teaches that two
natures are united without confusion, without change, and without
separation, in one and the same Christ. With which of these two do
you agree? . The bishops - who could hardly all o£ them be the same
as had opposed every change in the ancient creed - now exclaimed:
~'We all have the same faith with Leo; whoever contradicts this faith
)g a Eutychian.
Upon this the commissioners suggested, that nothing
more was needed than to receive into the creed that article from the
letter of Leo. After this proposal had been generally received, they
held with the select committee a secret meeting, in which the new sym
bol of faith was dmwn up accordingly. In this it was defined that
the one Christ, Son, Lord, only-begotten, should be recognized in two
h'

11co was asked, in a letter addressed
.
to concil. T. VII. f. 154. So too, for the like

Im,by the synod, to manifest, by that con
~esslon, his thanks to the emperor for hav

~;,~i\'en the force of law to the doctrinal
CI~lOn of the Homan bishop, and to the
flatnarch, for havinO'
united with him in
o
establishing t.he pure doctrine. See Mansi
VOL. II.
44·

purpose, the patriarch Anatolius himself
hinted at his own services in this respect to
the bishop Leo, in a letter addressed to the
latter, which was first published among the
works of Leo, by the brothers BaHerini.
Mansi VII. f. 171.
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natures,l so that all confusion, change, and division of the two natures
is excluded. 2 No one should be allowed to profess any other creed
than this; to teach or to think otherwise.
While all the rest who had been -active in the second Ephesian
council, testified their repentance and requested to be forgiven, the
patriarch Dioscurus, -on the other hand, persisted in his opposition.
He refused to recognize the judicial authority of the council; and, after
having been thrice summoned in the customary form, still remained
firm in his refusal. - Meanwhile, in addition to what was objected to
his behavior at the second Ephesian council, many grave charges,
affecting his moral character and his administration of the episcopal
office, were brought against him by Alexandrian ecclesiastics. Instead
of being humbled, he had the boldness himself to excommunicate the
Roman bishop. He was accordingly deprived of all his spiritual titles
and dignities.
But although the person of Dioscurus was sacrificed, even by those
who had previously consented to serve as his instruments, yet the
fanatical hatred of his party towards the Orientals was still manifested
in various ways,- and particularly by the outrageous mann-er in which
the venerable bishop Theodoret was received by the council. )Vhen, in
compliance with a petition of his own, the case of Theodoret in the eighth
session of the council was to be taken up, and he accordingly appeared
among the assembled ecclesiastics, and referred to the petition about
to be read as a testimony of his faith, he was constantly interrupted
by the cry: -They would allow nothing to be read; all he had to do
was to condemn Nestorius. "Speak out clearly, Anathema to Nesto
rius and his doctrines; anathema to N estorius and his friends!" It
is easy- to see that Theodoret was not prepared to condemn N estorius
at once and -without any farther qualification; but that yet he was
ready to make any sacrifice for the sake of peace, which he could do
consistently with his convictions and with the d,emands of conscience.
He had no hesitation in condemning what men had become wont to
designate as the N estorian heresy. 'N e see that Theodoret could n?W
yield more than he would have been willing to concede at an earher
period. " Truly," said he with dignified composure, "I speak not
otherwise than as I know is well-pleasing to God. In the first place, I
would convince you, that my bishoprio is not to me so very dear an
interest; that I am not solicitous for the honor, and that it is not for
the sake of it I have come here, but because I have beeI.1 calumniated.
1 Not only the report of the monk Eu
thyroius (see his account of the life of Cyrill
in Analectis Grrecis, Paris, 1688) and of
E\'agrius proV'e that the reading of the
Latin copies of the symbol is the correct
one, and the reading of the Greek tIC QVO
~r1i(.Jv is false; hut also the whole course
of proceedings in the council proves this.
:Manifestly the earlier symbol, more favora
ble to the Egyptian system of doctrine, con
tained the EK ovo t;>Vr1€(.Jv, and the favoring

of the other party consisted mainly in cO?
verting the tK into tv. Moreover the tIC O~o
qwa€(.Jv does not snit the connection: ~ .0
verb YVC.Jpt(opevov points rather to the ,ongl'
nallv. The tv o£'o 9vaF;(1t or the tIC OL'O
ae(.Jv was the turning-point of the "ho 0
controversy between the ::\lonophysitcs and
the Duophysites.
,

9r

2 'AO'VYXVTC.Jr, ci.rper.TC.Jr, ci.Qw.tp£TC.J(, aX(,/
pLCiTC.Jr.
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I have come to prove' ~yself an orthodox man, to show you that I
condemn Nestorius and Eutychcs, and every man who speaks of two
Sons of God." Again it was loudly vociferated: ~'Say anathema to'
Nestorius, and to all who think like him." But he was afraid to con
demn N estorianism, without having first unfolded what he deemed to
be the pure doctrine, lest some occasion should be. given for employing
th~t vague word N estorianism, for the purpose of condemning that
w?lCh, according to hi8 own conviction8, was much rather the true doc
trine. Hence he said: "If I may not be allowed in the first place to
explain how I believe, I cannot express that anathema; but I believe" 
here the bishops cried out: "He is a heretic; he is a N estorian; cast
forth the N estorian." Theodoret then said: "Anathema to N estorius,
a?d to everyone who calls not ~fary the mother of God, and who
diVides the one only-begotten Son into two sons. I have subscribed
the. confession of faith and the letter of the bishop Leo; and so I
beheve. Farewell." The emperor's commissioners thereupon de
clared that Theodoret had now given sufficient proof of his orthodoxy,
~d it only remained, that, as he had been justified by the Roman
bIshop, he should be restored to his church. To this proposal of the
Court, the assembly now acceded by acclamation. 1
Again, an incident which happened during the fourth action of the
council foreshadowed what was to be expected from the dominant
fanaticism in Egypt. Ten aged bishops from this country declined to
anathematize at once, as they were required to do, the doctrines of
Eutyches, and to subscribe the letter of Leo to Flavian. Such was
the despotic authority of the Alexandrian bishops over the Egyptian
church, that they declared it impossible for them, according to the
church law~, to act in this case independently: they must wait for the
1 Amidst these scenes at Chalcedon, we nation of the only-begotten Son j one who
no longer perceive in Tbeodoret that con- met at last with the punishment he deserv
Ef:ancy and firmness with which he had ed, and the premonitory sign. of bis future
hitherto defended his innocent friend. He punishment. Fear of the blind zealots alone
nppea~ no longer faithful even to those assuredly could not lead him thus to con
pr?fCSslOns which he earlier expressed; yet tradict himself; vexation at the disorders
thiS may have been the effcct of a momen- which had grown out of Nestorius' attack
tary weakness. He may have deemed it upon the term {}roTOKOr;, (with which even
he.5t to yield for the moment to the fury of he was not satisfied,) must in the end have
bh?d zealots, wbo would not listen to the cast a shade in his soul on the memory of
VOice of Teason; especially as he explicitly the author of those disturbances. But,
SI.u\ed, that with the name Nestorius he nevertheless, we have here a melancholy
~a ly condemned only a particular error. proof of human weakness in a man who
.expr.ess which men had been pleased to othenvise appears to us as a light in an age
~10 thIS term, _ and it is easy to see that of darkness. Fain would we agree with
nC f~lt himself pIeced under constraint. those ,"ho haye considered this clause to be
ut In thc strono-est contrast with his for- splirious, were there not so much stronger
tner behavior sta~ds the way in which he reasons for the contrary supposition, and
~pcaks, as, for instance, near the conclusion, were it po!:sihle also to consider the letter
~h °hne Of his I,atest works, his, account?f addressed to Sporacius on the Nestorian
e cr~sles, (atpfTlKijr; ICaKofltJ{}tar; hmofUl,} heresy an interpolated piece, derived for the
h~spectmg his old friend; where he describes most part from that latter clause. For the
"~h as an instrument of Satan; as a man rest, Thcodorct perhaps spcnt the last six.
d' 0 by his pride plunged the church into or seven years of his life, as he designed to
d~ord~rs; Who, under the pretext of ortho- do, ep. 146, in seclusion and in the occupa·
th xY, l~troduced at one and the same time tion of writing.
e de lllal of the divinity and of the incar
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decision of the new patriarch of Alexandria, who was still to be
elected, and govern themselves accordingly. In vain it was objected,
that they ought not in matters of. religious conviction to make them
selves dependent on the authority of any individual man; and that the
sentence of the general council must possess more force than that of
an individual bishop. They implored the council to allow them indul
gence, because in their own country they could not be certain of their
lives if they ventured to declare themselves independent of their patri
arch. This delay was finally granted them, under the condition that
they should not leave Ephesus until the new patriarch was elected.
The council of Chalcedon, by proceeding in this manner, could not,
of course, secure the object they had in view, which was to effect a
union of the two parties. The weak spots which this assembly dis
covered by the inward contradictions brought to view during the course
of its proceedings; the exchange of one confession of faith for another;
the influence of court policy on the final result - all this was, ~f
course, ill suited to procure authority for the decisions of this councIl
in the minds of those who entertained other opinions. l
When so passionate a fanaticism in favor of the Egyptian monophy·
sitism had manifested itself at this council of Chalcedon, it was no
wonder that it should soon be more widely spread by the adherents of Di
oscurus on their return home; and that it should find its way among the
swarms of wild and untutored monks who were used to these formulas,
and produce among them the most violent agitations. In the doctrine
of the two natures, these people saw nothing but pure N estorianism, a
dividing of the one Christ into two Sons of God, two persons. That
he who is supreme over nature was still born in the natural way,-this,
they declared, was enough for them to know. The how was what they
could not explain.2 This was the germ of the lJIonophysite controver
sies, so disastrous to the Oriental church, so pernicious to practical
Christianity.
Palestine and Egypt were, at first, the chief seats of this contro
yersy. The fanatical monk Theodosius, who returned from the ChaI
cedonian council to Palestine, conveyed thither the seeds of discord.
He attached himself to the party of the deceased emperor's widoW'
Eudocia, and soon ruled supreme in all the cloisters. He set every
thing in commotion, raging furiously against all who would not secede
from the Chalcedonian council. The patriarch J uvenalis of J erusalcI?
was banished from his city, and Theodosius himself nominated patrl
1 The Monophysites well understood how
to avail themselves of these weak spots
laid open by the council, as we may see
from the charges they brought against it; to
which Leontius of Byzantium or Jerusalem,
at the end of the sixth century, replied in
his work against the Nestorians and the
Eutychians. See this work in the Greek
ori~imU, published by Mansi, ConcH. VII.
f. 79~. If the charge brought by the Mono
physltes (f. 813) really implied that many
votes at the council had been purchased

with gold, this acctlsation would assuredly
be confirmed by the bad defence of Leon:
tius. But this does not lie in the ","ords .
they speak only of simony in the appoiryt
ment of bishops. The word XflPOTOl't:U
must be undcrstood to refer, not to a vote III
the council, but to ordinations.
2 In the pctition of thc monks from Pa,.l·
estine: The Il~ xp~vat 9ValOI.oYftv' ~.w{
YfVV!i KanL ¢Vf1LV TOV vrrtp ¢trCIlV; Harduln.
ConcH. II. f. 672.
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arch there by his party. Similar things occurred in other cities.
Provinces were wasted with fire and sword; Theodosius deposed and
appointerl bishops. It was finally necessary to check this evil by
resorting to forcible measures.
The second theatre of these contests was Egypt, and particularly
Alexandria. There Proterius had been nominated patriarch in the
place of the deposed Dim~curus; but, from what we have already seen
ta.king place at Chalcedon, we may easily gather that Dioscurus would
still have a weighty party in his favor. There arose a schism, which
gave rise to the most violent disorders. It became necessary to call in
the aid of soldiers: the attempt to suppress the schism by force only
served, as usual, to exasperate men's minds, and many scenes of vio
lence ensued. Finally, quiet was restored, and so it continued as long
as Marcian lived; although the l\Ionophysite party, headed by the
p!c~byter Timotheus Ailurus, continued to subsist as a separate and
dlstmct one. But as the :Monophysite party, after the death of this
e~peror in 457, indulged the expectation of finding a more favorable
dl,sposition in his successor, they ventured to appoint and to ordain
Tilliotheus as their patriarch. The attempt made by the military com
ma~dant, to put an end to the difficulties by force, led to a tumult, in
which Proterius was murdered. Both parties now applied to the
emperor ,,-jth petitions. The latter, being aware of the great impor
tance of the Monophysite party, was the more desirous of removing
the schism by means of some mutual agreement, without resorting to
force. He begged the Roman bishop Leo the Great to come himself
to the East, and direct the negotiations. But Leo had no inclination
to do this. Moreover, he was of the opinion that no concessions ought
to be made at the expense of doctrines expressed by a council under
the, guidance of the Holy Ghost; but that these must only be strictly
mamtained. The bad result of a general council assembled for the
purpose of restoring peace having at last been made evident by the
example of the council of Chalcedon, the emperor made trial of another
e~pedient. He issued a command to all the metropolitans to consult
WIth their bishops respecting the manner in which the council of Cha!
cedon and the ordination of Timotheus ought to be regarded and
t:eat~d, and to report to him the result of their deliberations. Dis
hngtllshed above others for a wise moderation, rare in this age, was
the opinion eJCpressed on this occasion by the bishops of PamphyUa.
We. here meet with a distinction lying far remote from the fanatical
ab1ts of doctrinal conception peculiar to this period - the distinction
e~ween that which belongs to the essence of Christian faith, and that
hich belongs to the exactness of doctrinal definitions requisite for the
evelopment of theology. "Those definitions," said they, "were
drawn up by the Roman bishop Leo, and by the council of Chalcedon,
not for this purpose of having them pass to the laity, and give offence
to them) but ,they were designed for the pri~sts, that th~y might h~ve
wherewlth to answer gainsayers. The doctnne concermng the umon
of two natures in one Christ was not employed for the instruction of
catechumens, but only for the purposes of theological discussion.
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They were of the opinion that there ought to be no dispute on the
questions, whether Christ subsisted in two natures, or con8isted of two
natures, and whether we should speak of one nature of the 'Vord
which became man: the only important thing was, that the union of
the two natures should be maintained, but without being confounded.
They recommended the condescending indulgence, of which Ohrist was
the pattern, as the best and readiest means of reclaiming errorists, and
of restoring tranquillity.!
Since the majority of voices, however, now maintained the authority
of the council of Chalcedon, and were opposed to the ordination of
Timotheus Ailurus, the emperor Leo resolved that he would put an end
to the difficulties by force. In the year 460, Timotheus Ailurus was
banished to Cherson, and in his place Timotheus Salophaciolus was
appointed patriarch of Alexandria. The mild character of the latter
enabled him for the moment to do something towards restoring tran
quillity.
.
So much the more violent, however, was the ferment which ensued,
when, by a political revolution, the hitherto oppressed party of t~e
Monophysites at once obtained the preponderance. This took place III
476, when Basiliscus succeeded in expelling the emperor Zeno, succes
sor to his father-in-law Leo in the year 474, from the imperial throne,
and securing it for himself. \Vhether the fact was that he had ~ot
attained to this high eminence without the aid of the Monophyslte
party, or whether he hoped to find in this party an important support,. he
showed from the beginning that it was his purpose to make it the rulmg
party in the East. He was the first to publish decisions on matters of
faith by imperial laws ; for, in entering on his reign, he issued a circ~ar
letter (ly,,{J/c"Mov) to be signed by all the bishops on pain of bemg
deposed from their office; whereby it was established, that the Nicene
creed, together with the several decrees in confirmation of it passed at
the councils of Constantinople and Ephesus, should alone be valid;
while, on the other hand, the Chalcedonian symbol and the letter of
Leo were condemned as standing at variance with this, and ordered to
be burned wherever they might be found. :Many of the bisb?ps
readily complied with the imperial command; partly such as, beIng
rather inclined of themselves to adopt the Monophysite opinion, ha~
only been moved by the ruling power to accept the Chalcedonian ar~l
cles; and partly such as were always in the habit of shaping thelr
opinions according to the doctrinal tendency of the court.
At Alexandria, the victory of the :Monophysite party would take
place without any violent struggle; for this party had there a natural
preponderance. Timotheus Ailurus resumed his patriarchate, and the
mild Timotheus Salophaciolus quietly returned back to his cloister.
But violent commotions arose in many districts, where hither~ t~e
party of the Chalcedonian council had prevailed; and enthus~asttd
monks, who exercised the greatest influence over the people, st!rre
them up to resistance against the imperial command. The patrIarch
1

See Harduin. ConcH. T. n. f. 731.
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Acacius of Constantinople, although ,vavering himself, yet took cour
age from the strength of the zealots, to show resistance to the emperor.
~nd as, in addition to this, Zeno had, in the mean time, strengthened
hIs power, Basiliscus issued in 477 a second circular, (UVTC)'KiJlCMOV,)
whereby the first was revoked. Soon after this, the victory of Zeno,
who once more made himself master of the empire, changed the whole
face of affairs.
. This emperor was the more firmly resolved in the outset to do all in
hIS power to advance the party of the council of Chalcedon, because
d?ubtIess he was especially indebted to this party for the recovery of
hIS throne, and because his political interests would make him hostile to
the other party, which Basiliscus had favored. This change of court
orthodoxy was soon followed by the usual consequences attending such
lamentable dependence of the church on the state. Those same bishops
of Asia l\linor who, under the preceding reign, had defended them
selves before the emperor Basiliscus aga.inst the charge of having only
subscribed his circular letter by constraint, and from motives of fear;
who had styled this document, in their communication to him, a divine
and apostolic letter; 1 ,vho had declared to him that the world must go
to ruin, if he did not uphold the authority of his religious edict; who
caned on him to depose the patriarch Acacius from his seat, - these
saI?~ bishops now testified to this "ery patriarch their repentance;
wntmg to him, that they had subscribed the circular letter of Basiliscus,
not. from conviction, but because they were compelled to it; but that in
t?CIr faith they really agreed with that which had been piously and
nghtly determined at the council of Chalcedon. 2
T~i~ change must have had a very great influence, especially on the
COndItion of the Alexandrian church, in which the l\Ionophysite party
was eVer predominant. Timotheus Ailurus was allowed,. it is true"
peacefully to end the few remaining days of his old age in the patri
archal office; but when, after his death in 477, the l\lonophysite party
Ihoceeded to choose the archdeacon Petrus l\longus as his successor,
t e emperor looked upon this as an insurrection; he pronounced sen
t nce of death on Petrus ~longus, and the latter seems to have escaped
th,e execution of this sentence only by flight. It was ordered that
Timotheus Salophaciolus should be restored to the patriarchate of
Alcxandria. The emperor threatened all laymen and ecclesiastics
who. should not within two months recognize Salophaciolus as their
pa~rIarch, with the loss of all their dignities and churches, and with
e~lle:3 The restored patriarch Timotheus was enabl.ed for the mome~t,
b:, hIS moderation and gentleness, to preserve qmet at Alexandna.
IIc,IJresented a rare example for this age; protecting instead of perse
cutmg the ~lonophysite party,-insoIDuch that the emperor had to
, 1 T~e -&dov,-divinam -the nsnal de,
ti· Ion, Indeed, derived from the pagan
tl~e8, and applied to whatever came from
b:h emperol'; but it was bad enough in
to i ops, when speaking of religious matters,
IIlltate such phrnseology.
~Ir:nat·

Compo Evagr. hist. eccles. III. C. 5 and 9.
See the letters of the Roman bishop
Felix III. to the patriarch Acacias, and to
the emperor Zeno.
2
3
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admonish him to use greater severity .towards the heretics, and not
allow them to hold their church assemblies and to baptize; but, notwith
standing this, he still continued to pursue the same course of conduct.
Hence he was universally esteemed by the Alexandrians; and they
would call out to him in the streets and in the churches: "Although
we have no church-fellowship with you, yet we love you." 1 .
But after the death of 1'imotheus Salophaciolus, which soon ensued,
there arose a new schism. The party which was by far the most
numerous, that of the fiionophysites, chose for their patriarch the arch
deacon Petrus Mongus: the minor party of the Chalcedonian council
chose the chief treasurer of the Alexandrian church, John Talaya.
The emperor at first was resolved to approve the choice of the Chalce
donian faction alone; but a complication of events led him to change
his mind.
John Talaya, at that time presiding as presbyter over the churches
on the island of Tabennre, had been sent by the patriarch Timotheus
Salophaciolus, after the latter had been reinstated in his office by the
emperor Zeno, on a mission to Constantinople, in company with Ge~a
dius, a kinsman of the patriarch, and bishop of Lower' Hermupolis.
Gennadius remained behind at Constantinople, and had there acquired
great influence as plenipotentiary or agent (apocrisiarius) of the Egyp
tian patriarch. John Talaya, however, had entered into a connection
with IIlus, one of the first men of the empire, to whom the emperor
was in part indebted for the recovery of his throne; and probably at
this time Illus engaged, perhaps not without the assurance of receivi?g
a splendid remuneration from Talaya, that he would procure for hl~
the patriarchate after the death of the aoed Timotheus. For this
reason, after his return to Egypt, Talaya gave up his office in !he
church at Tabennre, and resumed the post which he had before occupIed
at Alexandria, so that he might be ready, on the death of Timothe~,
immediately to make such arrangements as would secure the attam"
ment of his object, beyond all fear of a failure. From this place he
sent ~any and valuable presents to IIlus. Relying on the patronage
of thIS powerful man, he deemed it the less necessary to secure the
good will of Gennadius, whom he had left behind at Constantinople, ~r
of th~ patriarch himself; and by this neglect he made them both ~s
enemies. The deputy whom he sent with his inaugural letter (J:v~porLIJ"
TlKa) to Constantinople, was instructed not to present this immedIate.I)
to the patriarch, but first inquire after his patron, the infiuenb a
IIlus, and to proceed in all respects as he should direct. But as the
latter was then at Antioch, the deputy of John Talaya set off for that
city, without presenting his letter to the patriarch. 2 By this un~xi
ampled neglect of the honor due to him as bishop of the impcrla
residence, the patriarch Acacius was completely disgusted; and, as
lllus Soon· after rebelled against the emperor, Acacius was the more
1 See Liberati Diaconi breviarium causre

~estorianorum et Eutychianorum, ed. Gar-

mer, pag. 108.

2 See Liberat. c. 16 nnd 17, and TbCO'

phanes' chronography.
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easily enabled to make John Talaya hateful also to the emperor Zeno.
Peter Mongus, the head of the Monophysite party, was cunning enough
to turn these circumstances to his own advantage. He visited Con
stantinople in person, and pointed out the danger to which the exaspe
ration of the numerous party of the Monophysites might expose the
tranquillity of the state, if a patriarch were thrust upon them whom
they could not approve. He proposed, on the other hand, a treaty by
which he hoped to unite all in one church. Acacius entered into this
scheme, and persuaded the emperor to favor it. The latter issued, in
the year 482, a treaty of agreement addressed to the churches of the
~lexandrian patriarchate, which, by omitting the expressions employed
m the disputed questions, and abiding only by general terms, was
expected to bring about the removal of this opposition. It was here
determined, that no other creed should be valid than the Nicene-Con
sta~tinopolitan symbol, which had been confirmed at Ephesus. A sym
bolIcal authority was given to the anathemas of Cyrill; and, without
mentioning names and persons, or the nature of the dispute, it was
declared that Christ is one and not two,l since miracles and sufferings
were referred to one and the same person. Moreover, sentence of
condemnation was pronounced on N estorianism and Eutychianism, but
also on all who taught or had taught contrary to these articles,
whether at Chalcedon, or in any other synod or place whatsoever.2 .
This eoneordate was now designed, in the purpose of the emperor,
to serve as a basis for the peace of the church. Those among the
Mon?physites who agreed to subscribe it should, without being required
to glVe up their peculiar opinions, be received by the other party into
the communion of the church; and also the latter should be left free
to retain their peculiar doctrines, and for themselves to maintain the
authority of the council of Chalcedon, and of Leo's letter to Flavian.
But without interfering with these differences, the concordate should
st~nd valid as the basis of church fellowship, and neither party should
stIgmatize the other as heretical. But such an object was not to be
attained in this way. The zealous 1\ionophysites demanded an explicit
condemnation of the council of Chalcedon, and of the letter to Flavian;
and as they separated from the moderates, who were satisfied with the
concordate, without having any principal leader, they were from hence
f~rth designated as the headless sect, (Acephaloi.) Now when those
bIshops who chiefly agreed with this party in their doctrinal opinions,
allowed themselves to be influenced by their respect for it, they lost
the confidence of those with whom, by means of the compromise, they
had concluded a peace ..' On the other hand? the z~alous ~dheren!s of
the Chalcedonian council were far from bemg satisfied WIth a wrItten
Contract in which this council was spoken of in such disparaging
terms; and all who accepted the compromise appeared to them as
Monophysites. Thus it happened, that the henoticon, instead of doing
away the schism, only made it worse than it was before: Instead of
two parties, there were now four; the zealots on both SIdes, and the
VOL.
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moderates of the two parties who accepted the compromise. The warm
adherents of the Chalcedonian council found great. sympathy in the
Roman church, and these stigmatized the dominant patty of the Orien
tal church as heretical. A schism between the Eastern and the
Western church was the consequence of this.
'Vhile these commotions growing out of the henoticon were still in
progress, the emperor Zeno, A.D. 491, died, and was succeeded by
Anastasius. The latter was only desirous of preserving peace and of
silencing the heretic-makers on both sides; and for this reason he
would not suffer the treaty of coalition to drop. But this moderation,
proceeding from motives of policy, could only make him an object of
suspicion to the zealots; and as he would tolerate nothing which was
opposed to his plans, in seeking to preserve peare, he appeared in the
light of a persecutor. Serious disturbances, arising out· of the struggle
between the two parties, broke out during this emperor's reign, in
Syria, Palestine, Egypt, and Constantinople; and his efforts to compel
the enthusiasts to moderation were attended with no other result than
to render the commotions more violent. As he exerted himself with
the most vigor to repress the enthusiasts near by, in Constantinople
itself, he must of course become suspected of favoring the filonophy
sites. In the patriarch of Constantinople he found a violent antagonist.
By the patriarch Euphemiw, the orthodoxy of the emperor had been
suspected from the first; he had consented to his taking the
throne, only on condition that the emperor should give him a writ~en
assurance, that he would attempt to do nothing against the authon~y
of the Chalcedonian council. Anastasius soon endeavored to get nd
of him, which he could not do without exciting a tumult among the
people. The presbyter l\lacedonius, in whom, until now, no one ha~
ever witnessed any symptom of passionate zeal, was nominated hIS
successor; but he. too must soon incur the imperial displeasure, since
he was not willing to lose his character for orthodoxy among the zealots
of the party attached to the Chalcedonian council; and therefore con
nected himself more closely with them than suited the emperor's plans.
Besides this, two men of vigorous activity now took the lead of, the
hitherto headless but zealous l\lonophysite party; and, in other distriCts,
disturbances arose, the influence of which spread to Constantinople.
One of these persons, Xenayas, of Tahal in Persia, had already con
tended zealously against the N estorians in his own country. ~fter.
wards, he had betaken himself to Syria; and the ~lonophysite patnarch
of Alexandria, Peter the clothier, so called after the trade which .he
pursued as a monk,l (originally one of the monks associated Wlt~
Eutyches at Constantinople,) had made him bishop of the city 0
Hieropolis or ~labug. By the same dignitary his name also was
changed into the Greek form Philoxenos, and by this name he is b: st
known as the promoter of the so-called Philoxenian Syriac transl uh.oD
of the New Testament. But with the successor of this l\lonophyslte
patriarch, with Flavian, who was more inclined to the doctrines of the
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Chalcedonian council, his zeal in giving spread to the Monophysite
doctrines involved him in a quarrel; .for though Flavian was willing tQ
purchase peace by yielding many points, yet nothing could induce him
expressly to condemn the doctrine of the two natures. Violent' con
tests ensued, which spread even to the adjacent Palestine.
The second of these two new leaders of the Monophysite party was
Severus, who came from Sozopolis in Pisidia. While a Pagan, he had
devoted himself to the study of the law, in the famous law-school at
Berytum, and afterwards became a,n advocate. At Tripoli in Phce
nicia he received baptism, became a monk, and united himself with a
society of zealous Monophysites. Banished by a hostile party, he came
with a number of his companions to Constantinople, to seek protection
from the emperor. He told him that the defence of the Chalcedonian
council was the cause of all the disturbances; he sought to introduce a
certain addition to the old and venerated church song, the trisagion,
\the thrice holy, from Isa. 6,) which might serve as the basis of a coali
tion between the two parties. Some time before, the above-named
Monophysite church-teacher, Peter the clothier, had already added, to
one of the invocations to God in that church hymn, the clause, Thou
who wast crucified for us, (0 C1TaVPW{)Uf dt: 1Jp.~.) The transfer of predi
c~tes, which was expressed in this clause, in fact perfectly coincided
WIth the :Monophysite type of doctrine; but it might also, in another
sense, precisely after the same manner as the term -&COiO/Wf had already
b.e en adopted into the church phraseology, be admitted by the Duophy
SItes as being opposed to N estorianism; and so, by this opposite refer
ence of the same term, both parties might come together. Of this
ambiguity Severus availed himself; but in the then existing ferment
o!.minds at Constantinople, this addition appeared as a crass l\Ionophy
sIt:sm, as impinging on the immutability of the divine essence; and
thIS innovation met with the most determined resistance. While, in the
public worship of God, one party sang the old church hymn in its sim
ple form, the other burst in, loudly vociferating the added words.
Thus the very solemnities of worship were profaned by expressions of
WOrldly passion, and even by bloody contests. As the rumor spread
that the emperor favored the addition to the church hymn, and was
threatening to remove the patriarch :Macedonius, a violent tumult broke
forth. The houses of many of the grandees were burned; a monk,
~ho was supposed to be the author of the addition, was seized by the
Infuriate populace and murdered, and his head was carried abo~t in
tnumph stuck upon a pole. Then appeared the emperor at the CIrCUS
b:f~re the assembled people, without his crown. He declared himself
WIlling to lay down the government; but all could not reign at once,
one must be sovereign. These words had their effect on the excited
llIultitude; the people besought the emperor to retain the government,
and promised tranquillity. The emperor took advantage of this favor
a~le moment: he caused the patriarch Macedonius to be removed, and
runotheus, a presbyter who had accepted the henoticon, was appointed
.IS successor. l\Ieanwhile, the emperor saw himself under the neces
SIty, for many reasons, of yielding to the fury of the exasperated
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party of the ChaIcedonian council, where this predominated. By this
exasperation, aid and comfort was given to the insurrection of the
military commander VituIian, which broke out in the year 514; and
Anastasius found himself compelled to enter into conditions of peace,
to the advantage of the adherents of. the Chalcedonian council. He
promised to assemble a cOUl.cil at HeracIea in Thrace, and moreover to
invite the assistance of the Roman bishop, so that, above all things,
the church-fellowship might thus be restored with the latter, which
amounted to no more nor less than that the Chalcedonian council should
be reinstated in its authority; for no hope certainly could be enter
tained of making peace with the Roman church, on any other terms
than these. Yet Anastasius sought to put off the fulfilment of these
irksome conditions as long as he could; and the difficulties which were
raised by the Roman church in conducting the negotiations for peace,
facilitated his plans. The enthusiasm for the ChaIcedonian council,
and the hatred of ~ionophysitism and of the emperor Anastasius, who
was considered to be its champion, did but mount so much the higher
after that emperor's death, and at the commencement of the reign of
his successor Justin, in 518.
When John, the patriarch of Constantinople under the new govern
ment, made his first appearance at the public worship, he was received
by the assembled people with loud shouts, demanding that since the
Manichean Anastasius no longer reigned, but the orthodox Justin, the
authority of the Chalcedonian council should once more be publicly
recognized; that the anathema should be pronounced on Severns, and
on all the leaders of the Monophysite party; that all Monophysites
should be removed from the imperial court and from the capital; 1 and
that fellowship should be restored with the Roman church. The assem
bled multitude did not desist from their impetuous outcries, till the
patriarch yielded. Similar demands of ecclesiastics, monks, and laity,
came also from other churches. As the emperor Justin, a rude Thr:v
1 See the protocol in the acts of the coun
cil under Mennas, Harduin. T. II. f. 1334
and 1355. The hatred was particularly
manifcsted against the powerful lord cham
berlain (Prrepositus sacri cubicnli) Aman
tins. The multitude shouted, in allusion to
him: Tvv A~pOV TOU 7ra"AaTi.ov l;1.J {3u}..e. He
must doubtless have had great influence
under Anastasius, in promoting l\fonophy
sitism; for, in calling upon the patriarch
pnblicly to declare himself, it was exclaimed,
that, under the reign of a Justin, he needed
have no fear of Amantius: Ou q>o{3~aal
'Ap.avTlov TOV Mavlxalov, Iot'lTTlvOr {3aat.Aevei,
I. c. Harduin. f. 1339. This Amantius,
however, was hated and suspected by the
em}!eror Justin; for he had conceived the
proJect of making a certain count The
ocntus emperor, through whom he might
hope to be ruler himself. He had for this
purpose given a sum of money to Justin,
then c?mmander of the emperor's body
guard, m order that, by a skilful distribution

of it, he might purchase votes in favor ~f
Theocritus. But Justin used the gold 1U
behalf of himself, and became emperor.
Of course he must now stand in dread of
Amantius; and hence soon cansed him to
be executcd. Sce Evagr. I. IV. Co 2, The
ophanes, Chronograph. at the commcn~c
ment of the reign of Justin. The asSa5S1n
ation of Amantius. however, was deem ed B
judgment on the heretic. See the popn:
exclamation in an assembly in the chu
nt Tyre, whieh likewise demanded the c~n
demnation of the MonophYSites. Hardnln.
1. c. f. 1359. ' Arri:{iavev 'AfrU.VTi.} aaVT~T1]r
Tijr; TptaOOr. 'Ve discern here the hl??C
connection betwixt the plots of pohtl~
and theological parties. The fear of t c
infection of Monophysitism was in ms'fY
districts so great, that in Tyre, for extUIlP
the Egyptian dealers in wood were not; ;
fered to remain in the city, lest they rtllgh
spread the Monophysite heresy beyond
Egypt. L. c. 1355.
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cian, who took no interest himself in theological disputes, was governed
by his two chief ministers, Vitalian and Justinian, who warmly espoused
the doctrines of the Chalcedonian. council, he would very easily be
persuaded to every measure which favored the interests of this party.
New negotiations were entered into with the Roman bishop Hormisdas,
a?d men were ready to consent to all the conditions prescribed by that
bIshop for the restoration of church-fellowship. Among these was the
seyere one, that the names of all the bishops who, under the preceding
reIgn, had accepted the henoticon, or attached themselves to the Mono
physite party, should be expunged from the church records. To
a~athematize the leaders of the 1¥Ionophysite party was a point which
mIght be easily secured; nor was there any hesitation at Constantinople
even to surrender the patriarch Acacius to the popular will. But, in
manl districts, ecclesiastics and churches were not at all disposed to
sacrIfice the memory of their beloved bishops: they would not suffer
themselves to be moved to this by arguments or by threats. New
schisms and bloody disturbances were to be feared, if they were forced
to t~is. The emperor himself, therefore, requested the Roman bishop
to YIeld a little on this point} The Monophysite clergymen, however,
,,:ere deposed from their places. Severus, who had managed to make
hImself patriarch of Antioch, was threatened with a severer fate
!h~ough the vengeance of the commander Vitalian, who had been
IllJured by him; but he saved himself by fleeing to Egypt, where he
met with a friendly reception from his l\Ionophysite fellow-believers.
There the party was too strong to be prudently attacked.
Justinian, the successor of this emperor, from the year 527, meant
to be considered a zealous champion of the Chalcedonian orthodoxy.
Intermeddling in theological disputes. was with him a favorite passion;
and he would very willingly have been lawgiver to the church, in the
hame sense as he was to the state: but the more he acted, or supposed
e acted, by his 'own impulse, the more he served as the tool of others,
Who knew how to influence him by taking advantage of his weakness.
Thus was he often obliged to subserve interests to which he was alto
gether opposed in his own intentions. In particular, his wife Theodora,
who governed him, and who was herself attached to l\1onophysitism,
s~Ccessfuny plotted many a scheme for the advantage of the Monophy
SIte party, which he abhorred. She even went so far as to cause to be
formed, under the very eyes of the emperor at Constantinople, a
M0n.ophysite society, whose branches extended through all parts of the
e~plre, and to procure that a l\lonophysite should be elevated U> the
eP.lSCopate of the imperial residence; . and every thing 'Yas prep~red U>
rals~ up the l\Ionophysitcs ~rom thClr s.tate of op~re~slOn to b~mg the
domInant party. Her prinCIpal agent ill accomphshmg. all this was a
person by the name of Anthimus. He had once been blshop over the
~?urch at Trapezund in Pontus; but, without waiting to be regularly
lsmisscd from the pastoral relation, he had left his flock for the purJ

1 ~ee the correspondence
UStln, and the Roman bishop
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pose, as he pretended, of having it in his power to lead a perfectly
Christian life as a monk; 1 but probably, if we may judge from the
sequel, he was led to this step, like so many others, by more doubtful
motives; and the truth was, that the court life had more charms for
him than the administering of a pastoral office distinguished by no
outward splendor, in an insignificant town. He betook himself to
Constantinople; there his ascetic garb procured for him distinguished
consideration; he gained the confidence of the empress Theodora, and
the alternate residence at the court and at a pleasant villa near Con
stantinople 2 suited him better than his former secluded life in tho
pastoral office. This person now drew around him all the most impor
tant men of the Monophysite party, who, under the protection of Theo
dora, visited Constantinople; and amongst these was Severus. At
length, by the management of Theodora, Anthimus, in the year 535,
was nominated patriarch of Constantinople.3 Of a surety, the emperor
Justinian, who was so zealously orthodox, entertained no other idea
than that his bishop was a staunch adherent of the Chalcedonian
council. And perhaps the trick would have lasted still longer, and the
cunning Theodora would have succeeded in accomplishing still more,
if the whole plan had not been frustrated by an accident quite unfore
seen, after the deception had been kept up no longer than a year. It
happened, that the Roman bishop Agapetus visited Constantinople as
ambassador of the East Gothic king Theodoric. :Many dissatisfied
ecclesiastics and monks took this opportunity of presenting to the
Roman bishop, who had less to fear than others from the anger of the
empress, and could therefore act more independently at the court, a
formal complaint against the bishop Anthimus, charging him partly
with erroneous doctrines, and partly with unjustifiable proceedings ro
obtain the patriarchate of Constantinople. The Roman bishop required
him to prove his orthodoxy by a confession of faith, and (in accordance
with the church laws of the. 'Vest, which forbade the transfer of bisho~s)
to return back from the patriarchate of Constantinople to his earlier
bishopric, which he had voluntarily abandoned. As Anthimus cou!d
not consent to this, Agapetus excommunicated him from the fellowshIp
of the church, and moreover avoided all intercourse with him. The
empress was unable to change the mind of the Roman bishop either by
promises or by threats. ,\Vhen, through his influence, Justinian carne
to see how grossly he had been deceived, his indignation knew no
bounds. Anthimus was deposed; and at the recommendation of Ag:v
petus, the presbyter 1\iennas, superintendant of the great hospital at
Constantinople, was nominated patriarch. 4
The new patriarch, in the year 536, invited the bishops who hap
pened to be then present in Constantinople, to meet in a synod (afn,.oOof
1 In the first action of the council under
Mennas, it says: OVTO( lie 1roAJ..ov riJv [Oiav
lIClcJ..1]uiav KaTaAI7rCJv, /Cat Tre1rA.aapivQV fJiov
lyKpaTt:ia~ uvaAil{3CJv. F. 1195, 1. c.
:I His Trpoacrrtiov, act. IV. sub Menna,
f. 1243.

8 Procopius, in his secret history of the
court, (hist. arcana,) c. 17, sa.ys of ,Th~
dora: AvriJ Tar TE Upxar /Cal Tar lq)(J(fVV
lxuporov£l.
~ See ConcH. sub Menna, act. L Liberati
breviar. Co 21.
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/Vcl'lfloiJaa) for the purpose of putting a final seal on the condemnation
of Monophysitism, and its defenders. The emperor Justinian accom
panied the decrees of this council with a confirmatory law, altogether
worthy of his despotic spirit: "The leaders of the :Monophysite party
s~ould keep away from the residence and from all the more important
cIties; they should live quietly and without disturbance as private
persons, and take good care how they corrupted others, and led them
into blasphemy. The writings of Severus should be burned, and none
should be permitted either to own or to transcribe them. Every person
who dared to transcribe them should suffer the loss of his right hand." 1
'Vhen the empress Theodora saw her plans defeated, she still did
not relinquish "her object; but, fruitful of intrigues, endeavored to effect
it in another way. She cultivated the acquaintance of the deacon
~igilius, who had come to Constantinople in the retinue of the Roman
bIshop Agapetus. The ambition of this unprincipled man led her to
hope, that she might convert him into a suitable instrument for accom
plishing her designs. Agapetus having died, either, as some report,
before he left Constantinople, or, according to others, while on his jour
ney home, she held out to Vigilius the promise of a large sum of
money and of the Roman bishopric, if he would pledge himself to
overthrow the authority of the Chalcedonian council, and to testify in
writing that he agreed in faith with Anthimus, and likewise with the
other leaders of the 1\lonophysite party. Vigilius consented to the
conditions, and the whole intrigue was managed and conducted between
two women. Antonina, the wife of the Greek general Bclisarius,
whose successful campaigns had extended the power of the East Roman
empire in Italy, was the confidant of the empress and of her plans,
and employed to cooperate with her in carrying them into execution.
She worked upon her husband.
In the mean time, Silverius had already been appointed the succes
Sor of Agapetus. It was now necessary for him either to make the
same engagements which Vigilius had made, or else give place for the
latter. But, as he would not consent to sacrifice his convictions for any
temporal advantacre, he was falsely accused of a design to betray Rome
to the Goths, the ~nemies of the Greek empire, 'which accusation might
derive Some color of truth from the fact of the friendly relations for
~erly existing between the bishop and the king of the East Goths, and
It ,,:as an easy matter for the. faithless Gr~eks to fabri~a~e. record~ and
t:stllnonies. Silverius accordmgly was bamshed, and VIglhus appomted
bIshop in the year 538.
More could be obtained from him, inasmuch as the cause of the
faith stood with him in very slight account.· In truth, he had but a.
very imperfect acquaintance with the controversies relating to it, and
the interest he took in them was as slight as his knowledge of them.
lie confided to the hands of Antonina a letter addressed to Anthimus
and the other leaders of the ~Ionophysite party, in which he really
expressed opinions wholly in accordance with the :Monophysite yiews,
1

Harduin. Concil. T. II. f. 1406.
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and signified his agreement in faith with them; but at the same time
he craftily requested them, in order that he might keep on good terms
with all parties, to be careful not to divulge what he had written, but
rather to put on the appearance of being particularly suspicious about
his faith, so that he might the more easily accomplish what he had
undertaken.
While Vigilius then was thus bent on serving two parties, one secretly,
the other openly, it was out of the power of Theodora to execute
through him a single one of her projects; for he t(}ok good care not to
make any public declaration in accordance with her views. She thus
found that her money and her intrigues had been expended to no pur
pose; and, in being deceived herself in attempting to deceive others, she
met the deserved punishment of cunning perfidy.
.
But, notwithstanding this, she did not yet give up her object; and ill
tHe irresistible propensity of the emperor Justinian to decide on mat
ters which he did not understand, in the various manifold strifes
between the theological parties at court, and in the unprincipled char·
acter of Vigilius, she could still fiud means that flattered her with a
more favorable prospect of accomplishing that object, or at least of
involving the opponents of Monophysitism in a quarrel among th~m.
selves. The opportunity for doing this was as follows: The old SyrIan
church·teachers, Theodore of ~lopsuestia, Theodoret, and Ibas of
Edessa, had, from the first, been special objects of the fanatical hatred
and the heresy.hunting spirit of the :Monophysite ·party. In the secret
bargain which had procured for Vigil ius the title of Roman bishop, he
had pledged himself also to anathematize Theodore and Theodoret.l.
From what had happened in a different quarter, the MonophYSlW
court-party, who no longer dared to speak loud, found it in. their power
to unite with another party at court governed by a doctrinal interest
entirely different from their own, for the accomplishment of this plan,
which, as we see from the engagement entered into by Vigilius, h~d
been long before projected. )Ve must here cast a glance at certalll
events, which we shall notice more fully in another connection, but
here only in a cursory manner.
The doctrines and writings of Origen, with which but few in the
Oriental church were then accurately acquainted, and which in t~e
Western church were wholly unknown, had just at this time met mt~
great acceptance in the cloisters of Palestine; and a party of enthusI
astic Origenists had there risen up, who were violently opposed by the
zealots for the orthodoxy of the church. But this Origenistic party
had so managed as to acquire great influence at court through the
ager,tcy of two of their own abbots,.Dom.itian and particula~ly Thcodo~e
ASCldas. These had taken up theIr reSIdence at Constantmople; an.,
by the zeal which they showed in defense of the Chalcedonian council,
1 In the above-cited letter to the Monopbysire bishops, he concludes with the
words: Anatbematizamus ergo Theodarum,
Theodoretum ct omnes qui eorum statuta
coluerunt vel colunt. Even Facundus of

Hermione knew of this secret bargain of
ambition.· De ipsius episcopi Romani ~hri
rographis ambitionis impulsu, qu~Ill c
arderet episcopus, parti aheri faellS. Ep·
ad Mocian. Sirmond. II. 593, E.
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won the special regard of the emperor Justinian, and hence possessed
great influence in the palace.1 He made Domitian bishop of Ancyra
in Galatia, Theodore Ascidas bishop of Cresarea in Cappadocia; but,
notwithstanding these appointments, they resided at court still more
than with their communities, and used their whole influence to protect
and to advance the party of their fellow-believer3 in Palestine. The
patriarch Peter of Jerusalem, who was opposed to the origenists ,
could not sustain himself against the influence of the powerful court
party, and was obliged, in spite of himself, to make many concessions,
m ?rder to preserve his patriarchal dignity against the court intrigues
whICh under the emperor Justinian carried all before them. But
co~ld the eyes of the emperor be once opened to see what a heretic
Ongen had been, and what heresies were to be found in his writings,
the Origenistic party was lost; and how easily might this be brought
abo~t! It actually was brought about by a coincidence of events
commg from different quarters.
The patriarch Peter of Jerusalem, who longed to be delivered from
t?e yoke of the Origenistic court party, instructed two abbots, who
SIded with the opponents of Origenism, to bring before him a formal
~omplaint against the Origenists, setting forth the heresies of Origen
l~ detail. This document he sent to the emperor with a letter, descri
bl~g to him the commotions excited by the Origenistic party.2 Besides
tillS, Pelagius, the Apocrisiarius of the Roman bishop, had come to
Palestine on some particular ecclesiastical business with which he had
been entrusted by the emperor. He was then joined by four monks,
who accompanied him from Palestine to Constantinople, for the pur
pose of laying before the emperor extracts from the writings of Origen,
In proof of his heresies, and of procuring their condemnation.3 ~ro a
~oman ecclesiastic, the heresies of Origen would appear extremely
angcrous; and perhaps Pelagius was governed by motives of policy,
fven more than by a solicitude for the purity of doctrines: for he had
on~ been jealous of the great power of Theodore Ascidas at the im
perIal court; 4 and the condemnation of Origen's doctrines, as heretical,
wO~d furnish him an opportune means of procuring his downfall. The
patnarch Mennas of Constantinople also, who doubtless had often felt
annoyed by the dominion of Theodore, readily entered into this plan;
and ~oth united their efforts in urging the emperor to condemn Origen's
heresles. To the latter a welcome opportunity was here presented for
establishing, by a religious edict, his authority as lawgiver also for
ilie church, which indeed was the grand object of his ambition.5 In
the year 541, he issued a document drawn out in detail, and addressed
1

np~r 7raPPT/ Gta r tv ri;J 7raMrtrp fl£Ta might be that these monks, of whom Libera

b.l:ovrer.

CyriUi Scythopolitani vita S. Sa:t, ~ 83. Coteler. monumenta ecclesiro
Gr2ll!cm, T. III.
a L. c. vita Sabre, c. 85.
of
the letter which the patriarch Peter
th erus~lem sent to Constantinople was
fI e saIne m substance with that which these
our monks presented to the emperor, it

fS

tus speaks, (c. 33,) and whose names are
given by Evagrius, (IV. 38,) were no other
than the delegates of the patriarch Peter.
• Liberatus, 1. c. romulus existens The
doro.
o Liberatus. Annuit imperator facillime,
gaudens so de talibus causis judicium ferre.
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to the patriarch Mennas', which was perfectly in character with his
despotic temper, and in which he endeavored to show what a detest
able heretic Origen was, by enumerating the titles of the several here
sies with which he had been furnished in the manner above described.
He invited the patriarch to assemble a "home synod, ". ( rrVvooo~ l:v,JI/fl0i;ua,)
and cause Origen and his doctrines to be condemned. .A copy of
these synodal proceedings should be sent to all bishops and abbots, to
receive their respective signatures; and, for the future, no person should
be appointed a bishop or an abbot, without first condemning Origen
along with the other heretics. 1 Similar letters the emperor caused to
be despatched also to the other patriarchs. The execution of this
measure would occasion no general disturbance, as the judgment of
the church concerning Origen had long since been settled. Mennas
held the synod required by the emperor, which decided according to
. the imperial command.
But the object which it was. hoped to accomplish by this condemna
tion, namely, to effect the ruin of the Origenistic party, was neverthe
less defeated; for Theodore and Domitian sacrificed the truth, in order
to save their own interests and that of their party; as, indeed, great
liberty of accommodating one's self to circumstances was allowed by
the principles of this Origenistic party, that the end sanctifies the
means, and that the truth is not for all men. They likewise subscribed
the decrees of the synod, and consequently nothing could be done to
them.2 They preserved their authority at court, and could still
secretly work none the less effectually for the interest of the Origen
istic party, insomuch that Theodore Ascidas ventured to threaten the
patriarch Peter that he would cause him to be deposed, unless he
recei ved the Origenistic monks, who had been expelled, back again to
their cloisters. 3
Doubtless, however, notwithstanding their success for the present in
defeating the plots of their adversaries, they could feel no security for
the future amid circumstances so threatening; for, if their opponents
could contrive to expose their hypocritical acquiesc~nce in the conde!?
nation of the Origenistic heresies, and their secret machinations In
favor of a party condemned by an imperial command, a heavy disgr~ce
awaited them. They must, therefore, anticipate the blow whIch
might so easily crush them, and· endeavor to turn it upon their adver
saries. They must seek to draw off the attention of the emperor from
the heresies of Origen, by occupying it with something else: thus
they could unite with their other object the pleasure of taking reve~ge
on their adversaries, by attacking them on the side of their doctrInal
interests. All this was craftily combined in the plan of causing the
anathema which had been pronounced on Origen, to fall back on the
Syrian church·teachers Theodore, !bas, and Theodoret. Such a meas
. 1 For according to the beautiful custom, WoV~ tv Toir yevOfI£VOl~ l..t.f3i'Motr G.71a-&tpD·
lDtroduced under the emperor Justinian, in Tt{Op.evOl.
order to obtain a spiritual office, it was
2 Vita Sabre, c. 85, near the end.
3 Vita Sabre, c. 86.
necessary to subscribe such a condemnation
of the most famous heretics, alp€TlKol ol if
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ure would not appear to have come directly from Monophysitism; for
even by men who would never consent to be called Monophysites,
sentence of condemnation had, in fact, been pronounced, in the contro
yersy with Nestorianism, (see p. 496,) upon Theodore, as likewise
upon many of the controversial writings belonging to the first period
of the theological polemics of Theodoret. The man who was consid
cred a pillar of orthodoxy, Cyrill himself, though to be sure a favorer
of Monophysitism, had in fact condemned those Syrian church-teachers
as heretics. But as those three church-teachers had ever been special
objects of hatred to the M onophysite party; as this party had long
?cen laboring to procure their condemnation; as two of them had been
Justified by the Chalcedonian council; such an attack would, of course,
seem very much like a plot of the l\fonophysite party. 'Vhat was
known about the influence of the empress Theodora would serve to
confirm this suspicion. The Origenistic party secured, then, by this
undertaking, an opportunity of vexing their opponents, who, like :Men
nas, were zealous defenders of the autllOrity of the Chalcedonian
Council, and violently opposed to :Monophysitism. They might expect,
th~t this proposal would create vastly greater commotions than the
Ongcnistic controversies, and thus sink the latter in oblivion. They
thus secured an opportunity also of forming an alliance with the court
party favored by the empress Theodora, which was still in existence,
and of gaining in them an important support. 'Vhether they were
also actuated in this case by the particular interest of a theological
party, in causing Theodore, an opponent of the Origenistic school, to
be condemned as a heretic, may remain doubtful; for this Origenistic
pa:t! were more particularly interested in the peculiar doctrinal
OPInIOns of Origen, which, to be sure, were closely connected with his
allegorical method of interpreting the Scriptures; but Theodore of
~Iopsuestia had, strictly speaking, attacked only the principles of that
method, while, in other respects, he decidedly agreed with Origen in
many of his peculiar views of doctrine; as, for example,in the doctrine
of r:storation, which under Origen's name had been pronounced
heretIcal.1
b 1 That Theodore Ascidas had it in view,
y these new commotions which he was the
tnl'.ans ?f exciting, to bring the cause of
~~g'e~ Into oblivion, is not only a5s~rt~d hy
l;~gnus, (IV. 38,) l:Tipc.)'{)t TOVTOV~ C9C1,KttV
h u.{,)v, but declared also by one of the
I Cads of this party, Domitian himself, in a
CHer to the Homan bi~hop Vi,.ilills: Hi
~ero qui proposuerunt hujusmodi (Origenis)
\.~fnla defcndcre, id· implcre nullo mo~o
t nerunt; sed talem relinquentes conflic~rn; ~onversi sunt adversus Theodomm, et
t olin c~perunt, quatenus anathematizareUr et IlIe, ad abolitionem, ut putabant,
~rurn. qure contra Origcnem mota consti~('rant. Faeund. Hermian.1. IV. c. 4. The
arne Facundus hints at the connection
.ere With the schemes of the MonophySites: lIorum (of the Origenists) satellitio

h

funct.'\ gens Eutychinnomm perfi?~, eo. qure
per 5e contra Chalcedonense conclhum smpc
tcntavcratj per ipws latcntes aggressa cst,
qui nobis npn videbantur hac parte suspecti,
1. I. c. 2. Liberatlls assigns, as the chief
motive, the disparaging- of the authority of
the Cha1cedonlull council, and, as a 5ubor
dinate one, the hostility to Theodore, because
he had written against Origen, c. 24: Eo
quod Thcodorus multa opuscula edidisset
contra Origenem, et maxime quod synodus
Chalcedonensis laudcm ejus susceperit. The
former is confirmed also by }'aeundus of
Hermiane, when he says that Theodore, by
his work written against Origen, de all ego
ria et historia, had drawn upon himself tho
hatred of the Origenists, 1. III. c. 6, unde
odium Origenio.norum incurrit. Still, bow
eyer, it may have been nothing more than
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It would be no difficult matter to point out to the emperor Justinian
many passages in the writings of Theodore, whicp could not fail to
appear to him extremely offensive; and, besides this, it was possible
here to take advantage not only of his ruling passion generally, which
was to set himself up as a lawbriver of the church, but also of another
favorite plan, which at that very juncture he was agitating. He was
using his efforts to bring back the Monophysites to reunite with the
dominant church. For this reason, he was about to bring out under
his own name a work in defence of the Chalcedonian council against
the objections of the Monophysites. But now Theodore Ascidas and
Domitian represented to him, ,that he would be able to effect his object
in a much shorter and rn.ore certain way. The Monophysites, said
they, particularly object to the council of Chalcedon and its adherents,
that they have approved of Theodore, and of many writings of Theo
doret and of Ibas of Edessa, which apparently favor N estorianisII!'
Now, if Theodore and those particular writings were condemned, thlS
charge would be at once refuted. An important obstacle which had
hitherto stood in the way of the recognition of the council of Chalce
don among the Monophysites, would thereby be removed at a si~gle
stroke; and if the emperor, by bringing about this condemnatIOn,
succeeded in restoring peace to the church, he would thereby confer
on the church an immense obligation, and secure for himself an endu
ring renown. 1 Such a plan, so craftily presented, could not be oth~r
wise than agreeable to Justinian; and the more so, as the influentIal
2
Theodora, who understood the whole affair, gave it her firm support.
The emperor was now urged to issue an edict as soon as possible on
this subject; for the party was well aware, that, when he had on.ce
done this, he would consider it as a matter involving his own impenal
authority and honor, and would never be turned from it. In the year
544, Justinian published the edict, which, from the three repeatedly
mentioned points of which it treats, afterwards obtained the name .of
the edict de tribus capitulis, (7rcpi TPWV ICcrpa'MtQv.) By this edict, whIch
is known to us only from fragments, the anathema was pronounc~? on
the person of Theodore and on his writings, on Theodoret's wntlDg9
against Cyrill, and on the letter of Ibas,3 as well as on all the defen?ers
of the three chapters. The emperor was desirous, at the same tIm.:'
of carefully guarding against everything which might seem like a ?I:l"
paragement of the authority of the Chalcedonian council, extendm.g
the anathema to those also who should draw any inference from th15
document to the prejudice of the council of Chalcedon.
.
This edict was now, in the first place, sent through the whole e~plrc
and laid before the bishops, for the purpose of obtaining their wrItten
a wrong conclusion which led to this con
jecture; for it is evident, for the reasons
above cited, that this design was not con
~ected, so yery closely at least, with the
l?ter~sts ?f the Origcnists; but at the same
bme 1t mIght have been a subordinate mo·
tivc in the minds of enthusiastic followers
of Origen.

1 Liberat. c. 24. Scribendi lnbo:em e~~
non debcre pati, quando compcndlO pO~-tIl
acephalos omnes ad suam commumone
adducere.
2 As Liberatus expressly intimates, 1. C- 113
Qn
8 Designedly expressed as follows:
dicitur ab Ibn esse facta.
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assent to it. Had it been possible in this way to secure the individual
votes of all or of a majority of the bishops, the matter could be so
represented, as if the edict had been received· by the whole church.
But, in the case of an edict of this sort, the thing was not so easy to
be. effected. as in the case of the edict against Origen; for the new
edICt appeared at once to be an attack on the authority of the council
of Chalcedon, and a favoring of the Monophysites. Very much de
pended on the votes of the four patriarchs of the East, as these had
the greatest weight with the other bishops. The patriarch Mennas of
Constantinople expressed himself at first utterly opposed to the sub
~tance of the edict, because he saw in it a disparagement of the author
Ity. of the council of Chalcedon. He declared next, that he would
walt till he could learn what was the decision of the Roman bishop.
At length, however, he yielded to the authority of the emperor, and
gave in his written acquiescence, but with the proviso that, in case the
~oman bishop declared against the condemnation of the three chapters,
hIS own declaration should be withdrawn. l So it turned also with the
oth:r three patriarchs of the East, who in the first place declared
agamst it, but were induced, on being threatened that they should be
deposed, to subscribe their assent.2 The example thus set was now
f~llowed by the other bishops.a Those who subscribed, received splen
dId gifts; the few who declined, were deposed and banished. 4
But, if the emperor found it easy to carry through his design in the
East, which was so accustomed to slavish obedience, he met with a
!U0re determined resistance, from the first, among the bishops and clergy
In North Africa, which country, just liberated from the despotism of the
Vandals, was about·to be exposed to that of the Byzantines. Here a
more independent and free spirit in church life had been transmitted
from the school of the great Augustin. Here, men had learned how
to contend for the faith under the· persecution of the Vandal kings.
~hose only who had already become accustomed to change their opin
Ions like a coat, to please the party in power,- who under the Vandals
had been Arians, and under Justinian had again exchanged Arianism
~or a zealous adoption of the Nicene doctrine,- entered now also war~ly
Into the condemnation of the three articles.5 'Vhen the imperial edict
with the demand for signatures first arrived in North Africa, the bish~p
Pontianus replied to the emperor, that those writings to which the edlCt
referred were as yet unknown in those parts. But, even if they were
1 Facnndns Hennianens. 1. IV. c. 4. Fa
~ndns here very justly reproaches him
lVlI~ being more conccrned about the judg
Inent of a man than the judgment of God.
~n quo satis ostendit, de judicio se potius
U~ano, quam divino esse solicitum.
3 Facnndus, I. c
h. A c~aracteristic description of the Gree!t
IS~OpS IS to be found in a document of thiS
}>enod: Sunt Grreci episcopi habentes divi
~eg et opulentas ecc1esias, et non patiuntur
. no~ menses a rerum ecclcsiasticorum dom
lIlatlOne suspendi: pro qua re secundum
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tempns et sec~ndum .volunta~m ~rincjpum
quicquid ab CIS quresltum fuent, sme altern
tione consentiunt. From the letter of the
Roman c1erl!Y to the Frnnkish envoys at
Constantinople. Mansi Concil. T. IX. f.153.
4 Liberatus, towards the end.
I) As Facundus (lib. contra Mocianum)
says of a certain one: Qui 'Vandalis reg
nantibus Manns fuit, dcinde imperio suc
cedente Romano cum tempore versus est,
ut catholicus \'iueretur, nnnc etiam de paIa
tio prrejudiciis religionis catholicre exortis,
eadem sequitur.
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acquainted with those works, and if they found in them much that was
at variance with the doctrines of the faith, they might be on their guard
against such passages, but would not hastily condemn their authors, who
were already dead. If such writers were still living, and would not
themselves condemn the errors objected to them, then with aU propriety
they might be condemned. But now, they stood before the infallible
judge, from whom there was no appeal. He concluded with saying,
~hat the emperor would do well to take heed, lest, in seeking to con·
demn persons who were already dead, he might fall into the great
mistake of condemning many now living to death for their disobedience,
and lest he should at last be called -to account for this by Him who
would come to judge the quick and the dead. As among the Africans,
so also among the bishops of Illyria and of Dalmatia, the edict met
with determined resistance.
So many tokens of an unfavorable disposition towards the imperial
edict having manifested themselves in the Western church, where the
arm of Byzantine despotism was not so strong, it seemed the more
important to the emperor that the people of the West should be wrought
upon through some weighty authority in the church. Hence, above ali,
he must seek to gain over the voice of the Roman bishop Vigilius, from
whom, owing to the fickleness of his character, no very decided resist·
ance was to be apprehended; and who had in truth already pledged
himself in favor of the Monophysite party; - a fact of which the empe·
ror, indeed, was not aware, but which was doubtless well remembered
by the party which had a hand in all these intrigues. Vigilius, w~o
possessed neither the learning, nor the independent judgment ill
theology, which qualified him to decide with safety on these disputed
matters, was, in all probability, the person who, at the very outset,
instru~te~ his two deacons, Anatolius and Pelagius, to get a learned
eccleSIastIC of Carthage, the deacon Fulgentius Ferrandus,l to draw up
an opinion on this subject. They directed him to consult with the
bishop of Carthage, or with other wise and judicious men; and they
themselves expressed a suspicion, from which doubtless we may infer
what was the then disposition of Vigilius himself, that this wh?le
business might have originated in a secret plot of the :MonophySlto
party.2
Thereupon, Fulgentius Ferrandus, in a free spirited reply, declared
decidedly against the reception of the imperial edict, for three several
1 This Ferrandus is also known to us
through his work entitled Christian Rules
of Life, (qualis esse debeat dux religiosus
in actibus militaribus,) written for the Comes
Reginus, who probably filled the post of
~oyernor of North Africa. In this produc·
tIon he shows himself to be a man quite
zealous and alive for practical Christianity,
actuated by a wann philanthropv and as
fearlesslJ: independent as he was· 'prudent
and se~slble. He warned the count against
the. tncks ~hereby the governors of this
penod contnved to gaiu the emperor's fa
vor, deceiving him with regard to the

lamentahle condition of the proyinccs, and
finally hringing the latter to the vcry vc:g e
of ruin. He gives the count the followmg
seven rules, which he goes on to unfold :\~l~
explain: I. Gratire Dei adjutorium Ubi
necessarium pcr singulos actus crcd~ . .
Vita tua speculum sit, ubi milites tm n c·
ant, quid agere debent. III. Non prrec sse
appetas; sed prod esse. IV. Dilige !e~·
publicam sicut te ipsum. V. HumaD15,
vina prrepone. VI. Noli esse multum JUs
tus. VII. Memento te esse ChristianuIll'
2 Facund. Hermian.l.lV. c. 3.
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reasons: I. The supreme authority of general councils, particularly of
those held with the consent of the Roman church, which, according to
the sacred scriptures, held the first rank. Hence what had once been
decided by the council of Chalcedon, ought not to be subjected to any
new investigation. Let the decisions of the council be attacked, even
but in a single article, and its entire authority was immediately unset
tled. A 'distinction between determinations of fact and determinations
of doctrine he would not admit to have any force. II. That persons
deceased were removed from the jurisdiction of a human tribunal; and,
for the sake of the dead, an occasion of offence ought not to be placed
m the way of the living. III. No individual man should attempt ro
procure for his writings, by the subscriptions of many, that authority
which the catholic church conceded only to the holy scriptures. No such
fetters ought to be imposed on the judgment of church-teachers: it
should be left free for each to determine, with regard to the dictum of
an individual, what he felt obliged to approve, and what to condemn.
Men should not bind themselves by such subscriptions, if, they would
leave themselves any opportunity of correcting their judgment after
wards on a clearer manifestation of the truth.! Vigilius appeared
resolved at first to follow the principles here expressed: but the
emperor hoped still to overcome his scruples, by means which his abso
lute sovereignty put within his power; and, as it was so very important
to make sure of the voice of the Roman bishop, he sent for him to come
t? Constantinople. He admonished him, with the patriarchs and other
bIshops, to study for that peace which Christ loved more than all sacri
~ces. But Vigilius did not seem inclined to follow this admonition,
hn the sense in which the emperor intended it ; for, while on his journey,
e wrote to the patriarch Mennas, that the peace of Christ was a differ
e.nt thing from the peace of the world.2 After his arrival at Constan
tnople, A.D. 547, he bore himself at first according to the same spirit.
e gave notice to the patriarch Mennas, and all the bishops who had
c~ncurred in the condemnation of the three articles, of his intention to
IVlthdraw from the fellowship of the church. 3 But his firmness did not
ast long. He suffered himself ro be dra'wn, in the first place, into a
v~r~t written declaration, condemning the three articles.4 Through
Igllius, the emperor now sought to work upon a synod assembled at
~onstantinople; and the Roman bishop himself was anxious to give
hIS first public declarations, in this way, a more advantageous appear
ance, and, by issuing them in fellowship wit? the large body of bishops,
~{) secure himself from the reproaches which he had reason to appro
~nd. But owing to the energetic re~istance. of the North-African
blbhops , especially of Facundus of Herrruane, thIS hope was defeated.
1

2 Lib. contra Mocianum, 594, A.
th .A n.ob1e: protest in favor of freedom o.f
8 Contra Mocian. 594, D.
Theophanes,
eolog1cal mquiry against an effort of thiS
SOrt to fetter the universal juMment: Pati in the twentieth year of Justinian's reign, but
~nte~ ferat pius scriptor sollicit~dincm piam where things which happened at different
~qUlrentium veri tatem, nee festinet audito- times are confounded.
4 Occulta ejus ante judicium pollicitatio
m tenere manum; sed per suavem sen
~~m paratus meliora sentientibus consen tenebatur, in qua se spopondit en.dem capi
e. L c. c. 8.
tula damnaturnm, c. Mocian. 592, D.
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Vigilius having failed of his purpose in the assembly of bishops, he made
the experiment of negotiating with them individually; and in this way
he was more successful. He contrived to bring it about, that his first
public declaration, his so-called Judicatum, appeared with the signature
of seventy bishops.1 But this step provoked against. himself a serious
opposition. Even the two deacons who accompanied him, Rusticus'
and Sebastian, ventured to stand against him ; and they took care that
the judicatum of Vigilius should speedily be spread far and wide.
They accused him of having detracted from the authority of the Chal
cedonian council; they were not afraid even to renounce church-fellow
ship with him, and a party of the clergy took sides with them. Vigilius,
it is true, in a letter describing their conduct, and full of invectives,
pronounced on them sentence of deposition; 2 but he had against him
the public opinion of the Western church. The free-minded voices of
the North-African bishops would here have great influence.
Among these is to be named especially the bishop Facundus of
Hermiane. Having first entered into a thorough investigation of the
questions in dispute, he came to a decision, and ever afterwards abode
with unshaken constancy by the result at which he had arrived with
clear- conviction. In defence of it, he wrote a treatise eminently char
acterized by qualities seldom to be met with in this age, - a freedom
of spirit unshackled by human fear, and a candid, thorough criticism,
superior in many respects to the prejudices of the times_ 3 Nobly did
he protest against the uncalled-for dogmatism which had ever been the
source of so much mischief to the Greek church; these useless disputes
having- in fact proceeded from no other cause. "While," he said, "in
all other arts and occupations, no one presumed to pass judgment on
what he had never learned; in matters of theology, on the contrary,
they who learned the least were the -most arrogant and peremptory i?
their judgments.4 When the civil power overstepped its province, It
might indeed plunge numbers in ruin, by misleading them to deny t~e
truth with their lips; but still it could never effect its object, for It
could not instil into the minds of men other convictions than they had:
its power reached only to what was outward, not to the soul." 5 lIe
spoke with scorn of those bishops who accused themselves in pleading,
in excuse of their behavior, the constraint under which they were
placed; for it was not even the force of torture, but only the fear of
the emperor's displeasure, which had brought them to yield.6 "As if,"
1 Contra Mocian. 593, c. and the preface
to the work of Facundus pro defens. trium

ca~itulor.

. See epistola ad Rusticum et Sebastia
num. Harduin. ConcH. T. III. f. 176.
3 Pro defensione triumcapitulorum libri

XII.

4 L. XlI. c. 4. Nam et Emas habent offi
cinas vel artifices omnia qure ex propositu
doceri videmus. Nunquam eoim de textri
no personare incudes audivimus et ignem
illie in fornacibus anhelare. Nunquam com.
perimus a sutore quresitum quoo cujusque

fabricre longitudini proportio latitudi nis
conveniret et quanta utriusque congruerct
altitudo, quoniam iIIi integre scire pos.SUD~
qui ab ipsius artis sunt prooceptoribus In~t1·
tuti. Solre in contemptu sunt divinre lIte
roo, quoo nee suam scholam nee -magistros
habent, et de quibus peritissime disputare
se el'edat qui nunquam dididt.
.
6 Etsi vocem contradictionis abstnlent.
animum certe mutare non potuit. AliquOS
jus mundanro potestatis ecclesire valet au'
N
ferre, nullum tamcD sibi aequirere.
6 Against the excuse of Vigilius:
09
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said he, "we had been ordained bishops for no other purpose than to
be enriched by the presents of princes, and to sit with them among the
high authorities of the state. But if, amidst the many cares of the
state, through the deceitful arts of the wicked, of which there is
never any lack, any thing has been admitted by them which tended .
to injure the church or to disturb its peace, as if it were not our duty
to set before them the truth for their own benefit, and, if it be necessary,
to resist them with the authority of religion, and patiently endure
their displeasure if we must incur it.! If God should now raise up an
Ambrose," said he, "there would not fail to. be a Theodosius." 2
Although Vigil ius reprimanded his antagonists with a tone of
authority, yet he was not so firm as he wished to appear. The exam- .
pIes of the North-African and Illyrian bishops must have given him
some sensations of shame. The North Africans had formally excom
municated him by a synodal decree, reserving to him nothing but the
penance of the church. 3 The general voice of the Western church,
which accused him of betraying the church out of regard for men, was
by no means a matter of indifference to him. He wished to take back
with a good grace what he had declared and sworn in so many differ
ent ways. To open the way for this, he importuned the emperor that
he would cause the decision of the matter to be deferred to a general
council, which the Western bishops also should attend. In the midst
of a large multitude, the individual, forsooth, would have less to fear.
Nor was the emperor by any means disinclined to this measure; for he
could not but welcome the opportunity which such an assembly would
afford him of putting down, by an overwhelming church authority, the
opposition to the condemnation of the three articles; and the more, as
religious agitations might bring on a political ferment dangerous to the
unsettled state of his newly founded Western empire. Now, as a gene
ral council would pass a decision of so much greater weight, Vigilius
preyailed on the emperor to give up to him for the present his own
JUdlCatum. Justinian was resolved, however, that his edict against the
three articles should not fail, and that he would use the council only
as an instrument for its confirmation and execution. But, as he had
n~ great confidence perhaps in the fickle-minded Vigilius, he deter
nUned to make sure of him by putting him under an oath. And Vigilius
Was pusillanimous enough to take such an oath as the emperor was
ple~sed to dictate, - an oath by which he bound himself to the degra.
datIon of actincr
as the emperor's blind instrument and secret, spy. He
o
b?~tra respondemus, quod ultro per am

!~lOnem polIicitatione facta peccaverit, nec

Ul a sustinuerit tormenta, quibus cessisse
cr;datur. Contra Mocian. f. 595.
Quas~ vero propter hoc tantum ordin~ti
sUlllus eplscopi, ut ditemur prineipllm doms,
ct cu
. .Inter maximas pot estates conse
d III elS
~amus, tanquam divini sacerdotii privile
gus fulti : sicubi autem fallaciis malignorum,
q~re. nuUis temporibus defuerunt, aliquid
~lS Inter tantas reipublicre sum curUS sub
eptum fuerit, quod ecclesire Dei prrejndicet
VOL. II.
46·

vel ecclesim pacem turbet, non eis debea
mus pro ipsorum salute qure sunt vera sug
gerere, et 8i necesse fuerit, religion is aucw
ritate resistere, ac patientes offensionem
quoque illorum, 8i acciderit, sustinere. L.
IV. c. 4.
2 Si nunc Deus aliquem Ambrosium sus
citaret, etiam Theodosius non deesset. L.
XII. f. 584, D.
8 See the chronicle of the African bishop
Victor of Tununum. Canisii lectiones au
tiqure cd. Basnage, T. I. f.332.
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promised in it, that, heart and hand with the emperor, lie would do all
in his power to carry through the condemnation of .the three articles.
In defence of them he would neither, directly nor indirectly do or say
anything, nor enter into any secret councils. And should any indi
vidual propose to him anything that conflicted with these -decisions,
anything that concerned the three· articles or the faith, or that was
contrary to the interests of the· state,. he would make the individual
known to the emperor, as well as all that he said, on condition, how
ever, that the emperor should not attempt the life of any such person,
and, out of regard for the honor of his sacred office, that he should not
betray the. informer. He· was quite sensible, then, in what sort of
light he must appear, as a Roman bishop, playing such a part.t The
emperor, having, as he supposed, made sure of Vigilius, summoned, in
551, the bishops from Illyria and from North Africa, to a council to be
held at Constantinople. The former did not attend, as they perfectly
understood the object in view, and were resolved to have nothing to do
with it. A part of the African bishops complied with the summons.
The emperor endeavored to move them by bribes, by friendly words, and
by threats. Several stood out firmly against his arbitrary will; and
theRe suffered violent persecutions, partly under the false charge of
political offences. Among these latter was the bishop Reparatus, of
Carthage, who was deposed from his office and condemned to exile;
and his chief agent, (Apocrisiarius,) the deacon Primasius; obtained,
as his reward for condemning the three articles, the privilege of being
thrust as their bishop on the unwilling church of Carthage. 2 Not
without tumults· and bloodshed,s the churches in North Africa were
deprived of their beloved bishops; while others were substituted in their
place, who consented to serve as the slaves of the court. The gover
nor. of this province made search for all those bishops, of whom it might
be expected that, owing to their character, or to their want of an inde
pendent theological judgment of their own, they might be easily led,
and sent them to Constantinople to add, by their presence, to the num
ber of those who condemned the three articles.4
When Justinian found it impossible to do as he wished with the
bishops of lllyria, Dalmatia, and North Africa, he next proceeded to
1 The words of Vigilius, taken from the
fonn of the oath, published first by Baluz,
are: Et si quis mihi aliquid contrarium dix
erit aut de istis capitulis, aut de fide ant
contra rempubIicam, istum sine mortis peri
culo pietati vestrre manifestabo et qUal mihi
locutus est, ita ut propter' locum meum
personam meam non prodas. Mansi Con

8 Procopins says of the emperor Justini·
an, of whom, in general, he judges JllO~
correctly than the Greek historians of t~lS
time: Elt; p,iav ap,ef" r4J XpU1r4J oo~av a11'av
Tat; lv cnrovOfj l,rCJv, AOY!fJ OUOiVl rov~ cLA~ovr
av{}p(.nrOVt; owP{}dpc, ob yap 01 liJOKcl ¢ov~
avf}pw1rCJv eival, ftv yt: p,i] r~t; avrov Oo~1/r 0'
TEAwrwvn:t; rvxoicv uvrrt;. Rist. arcan.

ci!. T. L,,{. f.364.

c.13.

2 This Primasius should not be confound
ed with another Primasius, bishop of the
city of Adrumetum in Buzazene, who was
at first steadfast, but afterwards consented
to take abribe. Perhaps this latter.is the
same person who is the author of the com
mentary on the epistles of Paul, and on the
Revelation.

4 See the narratives of the bishop Victor
of Tununum, who was himself obliged. to
suffer exile, imprisonment, and bodily il!.
treatment, as a defender of the three aro
des; and the report of the Roman clergy
to the Frankish envoys.
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urge the bishop Vigilius to unite with the obedient Gre'eks in condemn;.
ing the three articles. Disregarding his remonstrances, he issued a new
edict still more full in its details, which wore the appearance rather of
a doctrinal treatise, than of an imperial decree. This, as it would
appear, contained a justification of the sentence against Theodore;' and
h~nce a number. of pretended blasphemous expressions were cited from
hIs works, and many of the passages chosen for this purpose only be..;
trayed the exceedingly narrow mind of the inquisitorial judge. 'At the
same time, he defended himself against the reproach, that such a sen
tence tended to impair the authority of the council of Chalcedon; and
he now supposed that he had qeprivcd the Monophysites of all reason
ab~e excuse for remaining separated from the dominant church. This
edlC,t Vigilius was required to subscribe; but the example of the N orth
Afncan and Illyrian bishops had given him courage. He sent to de
mand of the emperor, that he should revoke his edict; he ought to wait
f~r the common decision of the bishops, and either cause the 'Vestern
bIShops who had taken offence at what had hitherto been done, to
att~nd the assembly in person, or else permit them freely to give in
the~r written opinions. He threatened all who should receive the im
penal edict, with excommunication. Such downright contradiction was
more than the despotic Justinian could bear. Vif,rilius was obliged, in
Au~ust, 551, to take refuge from the wrath of the emperor in a church.!
An Imperial officer with an armed force attempting to remove him from
that place, he fled to the altar, to which he clung so firmly, that it came
near being overturned with himself to the ground.2
The emperor having at length promised him safety upon his
Word and oath, he returned to his usual residence, where, how
hver, he was treated like 'a prisoner. Disgusted at this confinement,
e escaped during the night, two days before the Christmas festival,
ot without considerable danger, and took refuge in the church of St.
buphema, at Chalcedon. When the emperor invited him once more;
! an honorable embassy, to leave this asylum, and promised to give
him the most sacred pledges of personal security, Vigil ius sent back the
reply, that no further sacred pledges were needed, if he would but re
tore back to the church the peace it enjoyed under his uncle J ustinus.
, ut the emperor, who wished and hoped for the cooperation of Vigilius
In carrying out his designs on the council, entered into a new train of
negotiations with him, and at length succeeded in persuading him to
leave the church.
.
From seven to eight years having now passed ay?idst these unfruit
ful controversies which destitute of all doctrinal mterest, proceeded
sol~ly from the i;'trirne; of court-parties and from the arbitrary will of
an Individual' the Roman bishop having been now detained six years
to no purpose 'at Constantin'ople ; it was finally determined, that a gene
ral council for the determination of this dispute should be assembled

E

n

~ Beat.i Petri basilica in Ormisda.
trorum fuisset manibus sustentata. Theo
po In hIS letter of complaint ad universum phanes chronograph. 'EKf;i~ev fMOP.tvOf

~I\um Dei: Et super nos etiam ipsa almensa ceciderat, nisi clericorum nos-

KaTiaxe TCWr {3arrra(OVTar TO -8vmaaT1JpWV
ICtOVar, KaL Toirrovr JCaTirrrpel/Je (3opV!: tw•.
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at Constantinople, in the year 553, under the patriarch Eutychius 1_
a great undertaking for an object which, measured by its intrinsic im·
portance, was so comparatively insignificant. When Vigilius was
invited to take part in this council, he declined; but declared himself
ready, within the space of twenty 'days, .to hand in his written judg·
ment on the whole matter; and, m case he did not fulfil his engage·
ment within that· term, to accede to all the decrees of the council. The
latter accordingly proceeded to their business, independently, and with·
out waiting for the decision of the Roman bishop. Vigilius fulfilled his
promise, and published his decision in his eonstitutum ad imperatorem.
In this he declared, indeed, that the propositions which had been taken
from the writings of Theodore of Mopsuestia were heret\cal ; but im·
mediately subjoined, that it was never allowable to condemn, after his
death, a teacher who had died in the communion of the church. The
writings, however, of Theodoret and of Ibas, having been approved by
the council of Chalcedon, could not be rejected without impairing the
authority of that council. Everything which might be done or written
against this decision, from whomsoever it might come, he declared to be
null and void. The emperor, who regarded himself to be the supreme
lawgiver of the church, thereupon sent a letter to the assembled coun
cil, in which he declared, that Vigilius had, by his defence of the
erroneous doctrines of N estorius, and Theodore, and their companions,
cut himself off from the fellowship of the church; and his name should
therefore be expunged from the church records. He made a distinc,
tion, however, between the person of the individual Roman bishop,
and the apostolic see or the Roman church; the fellowship of the latter
should thereby be in nowise affected. The council followed the empe
ror's orders, and decided according to the imperial edict. The anathema
was pronounced on the person and the doctrines of Theodore, as well
as on the defenders of them; but with regard to Theodoret and Ibas,
only on those particular writings, because both had afterwards recalled
their erroneous doctrines, and accordingly had been acknowledge~ as
orthodox by the Chalcedonian council. All who refused to submIt ~
this judgment should, if they were ecclesiastics, be deposed from the~
places, and, if laymen, be excommunicated. Accordingly, severa
worthy bishops of lllyria and of North Africa, who did not yield to the
ruling power, were deposed from their places and banished.
The strong desire to be released, and permitted to return home to
1 This Eutychius, general superintendent
(Ka~oI..1I,6~) of all the monks in the metropolitan church of Amasea in Pontus, had
just at that time been sent to ConstantinopIe by his bishop, as his representative at
the council, when the old patriarch Mennas
died there. By his zeal (perhaps on his
part, with his narrow views, honestly meant)
ag~inst the heresies of Theodore of MopsuestIa, and for the condemnation of the three
articles, he gained the particular favor of
the emperor. Among other thinO's, it is
said that Justinian-which accords well
with his taste - was highly gratified, when

Eutychius, in answer to those who would
not allow that it was permitted to aDath~'
matize the dead, affirmed it as a cert3~n
truth, that men were both warranted and In
duty bound to pronounce the anathema ,on
heretics even after their death; for kl~g
Josiah had caused the very bones of;.~
priests of Baal to be burned after ~eld
death. 2 Chron. 34. Justinian re\V~
his zeal by bestowing on him the patn: rc
ate. See the account of the )jfe of ..DU ty;
chius, by the presbyter Eustratius, J? t~o
Greek, in actis sanctorum. AppendlJt
the VI. April, § 22.
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his bishopric, caused Vigilius again, and for the last time, to waver. He
agreed finally to a new declaration, in which he retracted all he had
written in defence of the three articles, and confirmed the decrees of
the council of Constantinople. Upon this he obtained permission to
.
return to Rome, but died on the journey, A.D. 555.
Thus, then, the arbitrary will of an emperor, governed by court in
trigues, brought it about, that a great church-teacher, whose influence
h~d been of no small weight on the development of theological doc
tnnes, should be denounced as a heretic; while the fickle mind of
a Roman bishop, whose instability of character made him the sport
of circumstances, must triumph over the better spirit of the Western
church.
But what was the result of these disputes? The project that
hovered before the imagination of the emperor, of uniting the Mono
physites with the dominant church, was not attained; for the authority
of ~he council of Chalcedon, which was held fast by the majority, re
t;named an abiding wall of separation between the two parties. And
zn the Western church, arose a new schism, which continued to exist in
the following times, as the effect of the condemnation pronounced by
the council of Constantinople, and adopted by the Roman church. The
churches of Istria, and all those which stood under the metropolitan
of Aquileja, renounced, on this account, the fellowship of the Roman
church.
As the emperor Justinian, in the matters of which we have thus far
spoken, was made use of sometimes by this and sometimes by the
o!her court-party, as an instrument of their intrigues, while he supposed
hImself to be zealously contending for the purity of doctrines; so
towards the end of his reign, subservient to the same party passions,
and legislating on matters which he did not understand,! he was upon
the eve of calling forth new disastrous controversies in the Oriental
church. A party among the l\Ionophosites, who followed the doctrines
of Xenayas and of the bishop Julian of Halicarnassus, derived, as a
necessary consequence from the union of the deity and humanity in one
nature in Christ, the proposition, similar to one which had already been
maintained by Clement of Alexandria and Hilary of Poictiers, that
the body of Christ, even during his earthly life, was not subjected, by
any necessity of nature,2 to sensuous affections and wants, such as
h~nger, thirst, and pain; but that, by a free determination of his own
wIl~, (/Car oZ,covopLav,) he subjected himself to all these things, for the. sal
vatIOn of man :-which view went under the name of Aphthartodocet'lsm.
It is easy to see, that this theory, seriously as the purely human ele
m\}nt in Christ was thereby affected, would be agreeable· to many, who
~ere actuated by a misconceived desire of honoring Christ, by depriv
Ing him of all human affections. And moreover, the adherents of the
doctrine of the two natures might suppose, they could consider this as
a consequence flowing from the union of the two natures in one person ; 
• 1. UrpLmC07rCJV pEV Ta pETetJpa, 7repdpro~ de
::~beL'1J roo rteoV 'Pv(JEL. So Procopius de-

n s bim, hist. arcana, c. 18.

2 Al1 that was included in the conception
of C/'{)6pa, of the 7ra&i;rov elVat, as a conse
quence of sin.
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just as, on several other points, they agreed with the Monophysites,
namely, in approving the expressions, " God was born," " God suffered,"
and in denying all want of knowledge on the side of Christ's human
nature, (or Agnoetism, as it was called.) Perhaps, at the same time, a
secret court-party favoring the Monophysites, although their head, the
empress Theodora, had long since died, had a hand in this matter. And
certainly the enemies of the patriarch Eutychius of Constantinople
could not have devised a better means to involve him in controversy,
and perhaps indeed to bring upon him the whole displeasure of the
emperor.! As the emperor Justinian was strongly inclined to favor the
roost extravagant expressions which caused the human attributes of
Christ to be entirely forgotten in the divine; as he had already, while
a minister of state under the preceding reign, and afterwards at the
beginning of his own reign, zealously defended the formula, which also
was first brought into use by Monophysites,2 "One of the Trinity suf.
fered," when it was introduced into the church by certain Scythian
and Constantinopolitan monks, (the so-called Theopaschites ;) as he had,
in 533, confirmed this formula by an edict, and given himself no rest
till it was adopted also in the Roman church; so now, in his advanced
age, he thought he could do no greater work for the honor of Christ
and the expurgation of his own sins, than, by a new edict, to mak~
Aphthartodocetism a law. Already was it determined to force obedI
ence to this edict after the usual manner ; already had the patriarch
Eutychius of Constantinople 3 been deposed and. banished for contr~
dieting it; already a similar fate was threatening Anastatius, the patn
arch of Antioch; and partly a new disgraceful bondage, partly neW
inward distractions, were impending over the whole Oriental church,
when, by the death of this emperor, which followed soon after,-~n
emperor whose long reign had been the occasion of the greatest IlilS
chiefs in the Greek church, - it was delivered, A.D. 565, from these
new evils.
APPENDIX.

The Formation of Separate Ohurch Parties, in consequence of these
Dispute8, beyond the Limit8 of the Roman Empire.
While the' several church parties which grew up out of these c.on
troversies within the Roman empire had to yield to the sovereIgn
power; in other lands, where a different religion from Christianity waS
the religion of the state, they were at full liberty to express and to
propagate themselves; and the hostile relation in which they stood to
the ruling church doctrine in the Roman empire contributed, in those
countries, to render the government favorably disposed to them.
2 As an addition to the Trisagion.
d
1 T~e biographer of Eutychius accuses
3 Eutychius conducted with firmness ~n
the Ongenists especially of participating in
th~se plots. This charge may indeed have dignity: he persisted. even after a th~ce~
ansen from the hatred of a heretical party: repeated summons, in protesting nglUOS
at the same time, however, Aphthartodoce the judgment of an illegal synod.
tism might easily be held in connection
with the peculiar views of this party.
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This was true especially of the N estorians. The most eminent seat,
from which this sect extended itself in Persia, was a flourishing school
for the education of Persian divines in the city of Edessa, in l\1esopo
tamia. (See vol. II., p. 319.) This city now became, immediately
after the conclusion of the first Ephesian council, the theatre of the
mo~t violent disputes which grew out of the opposite views of doctrine
whlCh then agitated the church. The bishop of this city, whose name
w~s Rabulas, (see above,) and who, before this, was on friendly terms
w.Ith the other Syrian church-teachers, had, at a later period, attached
h~mself wholly to the side of the patriarch Cyrill; and he associated
hImself with the most violent zealots against that which went under the
name of N estorianism, insomuch that he even ventured publicly to
pronounce the anathema on those venerated teachers of the Syrian
church, Diodorus and Theodore. He met with a determined resistance,
however, from many of the clergy, and especially from the presbyter
rbas, a person who stood in high estimation, and to whom the teachers
of the above-mentioned Persian school attached themselves. The latter
were banished by the tyrannical Rabulas; and, by their means, first a
tendency favorable to N estorianism was introduced into Persia. Still
more,. however, did the presbyter Ibas himself, by his famous letter to
~he bIshop Mares or l\iaris, of Hardaschir, in Persia, and by translat
mg the works of Theodore and Diodorus into the Persian church lan
guage, which was the Syriac, contribute to diffuse, if not a predilection
fO.r Nestorius, yet an aversion to Cyrill, and a tendency of doctrine,
'11th :-vhich zeal for the tenets of N estorius might easily be associated.
In thIS letter to the bishop l\iaris, he appears by no means as a friend
of Nestorius. He says that this latter, as well as Cyrill, had given
offence by his controversial writings. He blames him for having drawn
down accusations on himself by his attack on the name iJeoTOIwr, applied
to .Mary; as in truth all the moderate Orientals were agreed on this
POInt with rbas. But yet he spoke with more rancour against Cyrill,
~hom ~e accused of teaching the oneness of nature of the deity and
umamty, and of falling into Apollinarianism.
h When rbas wrote this letter, the above-mentioned treaty of coalition
. ad ?een concluded betwixt Cyrill and the Orientals. Ibas announced
It. WIth great triumph to his friend: he regarded the confession of
faIth laid down by the bishop Cyrill as a recantation on his part, - as
a token of the victory of pure doctrine, and of the universal restoration
of tranquillity)
Very soon, no doubt, he must see that he had been deceived in his
expecta~ions, as may be gathered from what has been relat~d above;
f~r he hImself had in truth a great deal to suffer for a long tIme after
'~ar~s, until he was justified by ~he council of Chal~edon, from the e~
~ l~Slasts for the doctrine of CyrIll. In the meantime, he became, m
, 30, the successor of Rabulas, as bishop of Edessa. By his means,
prob~bly, the seminary for Persian church-teachers was reestablished,
and It regained once more its former influence. The persecutions which
1 The

fragment of this letter is in the Acta Concil. ChalCo act. X. Harduin. II. f. 530.
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Thas after~ards had to' suffer· from the. zealots of the opposite party,
and the behavior of this party under the guidance of a Dioscurus, all
this would of course be only suited to confirm the Persian Christians in
their predilection fQr the oppressed party, to which they had attached
themselves.
But the individual who contributed most to found and establish the
N estorian church in Persia was Barsumas, one of those Persian teachers
who had been driven away by the bishop Rabulas. .His long and active
labors, from .435 to 489, as bishop of the cityof Nisibis, gave him the
best opportunity for this. Although the accounts of later Jacobite his
torians, especially such as Abulpharagius and Barhebrreus of the 13th
century,t respecting the artifi"Ces he is said to have employed to deter
mine the Persian king, Pherozes, in favor of his own party and against
the dominant church of the Roman empire, do not appear to be alto
gether worthy of credit; yet there can, at least, be no doubt that
political reasons must have moved the Persian kings to favor a separa
tion of the Christians of their kingdom from the Christians of the Roman
empire, and Barsumas doubtless might skilfully turn these reasonS to
the advantage of his own party.
When, in the year 496, Babreus, who was one of this party, became,
as patriarch of Seleucia, the head of the Persian church, he held a
synod, by which the N estorian church-party was completely organized
It became distinguished also from the rest of the Oriental church, by
allowing bishops and presbyters to marry.2
..
The Greek emperor Zeno broke up, it is true, in the year 489, the
Persian seminary at Edessa, on account of its N estorianism. The con
sequence of this, however, was the transfer of the school to Nisibis,
where it could freely develope itself under the Persian government,
and only flourished so much the more. From this school arose others
among this church party; and through many centuries it contributed
to diffuse great enthusiasm for Christian knowledge and theological
culture, and particularly for biblical studies, to which the spirit of a
Theodore of Mopsuestia had given the incentives; and the N estorl~n
churches became an important instrument of diffusing Christianity In
Eastern Asia.
The same was true also with regard to the propagation of the M
nophysite party. In Egypt, the native country and proper home 0
this sect, it ever continued to exercise an important influence. But,
when the emperor Justinian sought to enforce .there as elsewhere t.be
recognition of the authority of the council of Chalcedon, and to appOlnj
those as bishops there who were devoted to the doctrinal system 0
that council, the Monophysites of this country renounced their co~ndc
tion with the dominant church, and maintained themselves as an In e~
pendent sect, under their own patriarchs. Their party, after all tl~"
had transpired before, must have been the most numerous one. p.iJ
the Egyptian church was t~e mother of the Ethiopian, this state

f

1

2

See especially the extracts from them, Assemani bib!. oriental. T.
Assemani nt 2, f. 79.

m. P. I. f. 391, &co
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of things would naturally have an influence also on the· church in
Ethiopia.
The Monophysite church developed itself with more freedom in
Armenia. The persecutions waged against the Monophysites probably
contributed to bring about the insurrection of the province of Greater
Armenia, which facilitated the conquest of this country by the Persians.
To the Persian ruler Chosroes, the separation of his new Christian sub
jects from the Christians of the Roman empire would of course be
welcome, and he was desirous of confirming it. Under him, Nierses,
the first bishop or catholicus of the Armenian church, held a synod at
Thiven, in 536, at which the Monophysite system was confirmed, and
the anathema pronounced on the Chalcedonian council.
The credit of having done most to preserve,. establish, and extend
the Monophysite party in Syria and the adjacent countries, belongs to
a man distinguished for indefatigable zeal in the cause to which he
h~d devoted himself, for enterprising activity and a courage that des
pIsed all dangers. In those regions, owing to the deficiency of clergy,
of which the emperor Justinian had found means to deprive them, the
Monophysite party was threatened with becoming gradually extinct,
when certain imprisoned bishops of this sect united together,. and
ordained, as the general metropolitan of their church, the monk and
presbyter Jacob, from the cloister of Phasitla in the district of Nisibis,
a man inured to deprivations a!ld hardships, and of unshaken firmness
and constancy. With great rapidity, and not without many dangers,
he traversed, under the disguise of a beggar,1 the Syrian provinces and
those adjacent; he confirmed, by his exhortations, the oppressed party,
and ordained clergy for them; he gave them a superior in the patriarch
of Antioch; and labored for them himself, during a period of thirty
t~ree years, until A.D. 578, as a bishop, probably at Edessa. From
hIm proceeded the name of J acobites, which was applied sometimes to
the whole seat, sometimes to a part of it only.
The peculiar bent of mind, however, in which the Monophysite sys
tem had originated, could not fail of soon becoming the source of inter
~a! divisions among themselves - that spirit which turned away from
hvmg Christianity, and would fain confine the essence of faith to these
or the other do~atic formulas. The doctrine of the one nature of
Christ, for the s~ke of which they had separated from the dominant
C?urch, still contained matter enough for dialectical disputes; and the
dIfferences which now began to be discussed among themselves, showed
how completely, notwithstanding the controve:sy. had .originally a
deeper foundation men had finally lost themselves In WIlful dIsputes about
~erms and phras:s, without any disposition to understa~d one ~nother
In respect to the conceptions attached to them. Thus In fact It came
about, that, amidst these controversies, many among the Monophysite
party agreed in their doctrinal views with the adherents of the Chalce
donian council, except that they always substituted, instead of two
1

th From this circumstance it is said be received the surname Al Baradai - Barndreus,

e man in rags.
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natures in one pers~n, on~ n~ture in one person. Thus the party of
Se!erus. at Alexandria maIllta~ned, that deIty and humanity, although
umted III one nature, yet retamed unaltered the attributes correspond
ing to their proper essence; and they agreed therefore, in this respect,.
with the doctrinal conceptions of the Chalcedonian council. Stephanus,
surnamed Niobes, (Nt6{3r" or Nt6{3or,) an Alexandrian rhetorician or sophist,
found something inconsistent in this view, judged from the position of
Monophysitism; and he became the founder of a distinct party, who
were called Niobites.
This disputed question was extended to the spiritual and corporeal
attributes of Christ's humanity. - Severus maintained, conformably to
his principles, and agreeing in this respect with the Duophysites, the
doctrine of Phthartodocetism in opposition to Julian of Halicarnassus.
Themistius, a deacon at· Alexandria, who belonged to the party of
Severus, in applying this principle to the soul of Christ, fell, in truth,
into the same species of Agnoetism, which had already been denounced
as heresy in Theodore of Mopsuestia.
.
By the controversies of the l\'Ionophysites with the theologians of
the dominant church, the study of dialectics was greatly promoted in
their theological schools; and this study found abundant nourishment
in the works of Aristotle, who, still earlier than this, had by many
been united with, or even preferred before Plato. l Dialectical acute
ness was thus excited; and it is only to be lamented, that it should have
been, for the most part, wasted upon such unprofitable investigations,
and could only move within the 'contracted circle of the church system
of doctrine then in vogue. Yet trained in the midst of this sect were
two men, eminently distinguished for freedom and originality of mind.
One of them, the learned and acute John, surnamed, on account of
his literary activity, the laborious, (6 tptJ.6rrovor;,) lived in the last times
of the sixth, and the beginning of the seventh century. He was an
Apologist,2 and a zealous polemical divine. 3 While he was intending
to attack, with his Aristotelian dialectics, the adherents of the Chalce
doni an council, and W~ thereby led to employ the conceptual deter
minations of Aristotle, after a very inadequate manner, in explaining
and unfolding the doctrine of the Trinity, as, it is said, had been done
already by Ascusnages, a learned l\fonophysite, at Constantinople,
he drew upon himself the charge of heresy from the side of his own
party. He was wishing, namely, to show his opponents, that, if they
1 As early as the end of the fourth cen
tury, Libanius, in speaking of snch as had
come from the schools of Athens, mentions,
in connection with the cloak, not the
Academy and Plato, but the Lyccum and
Aristotle. Sce Libanius' Discourse IIpor;
ToVr; Elr; TnV 7ratOtlaV a'VTol' U::roOKW1/Jal'Tar;.
Vol. III. cd. Reiske, p. 438. So in fact the
Armenian David, who was educated at
Athens, introduced the study of Aristotle
into Armenia, near the close of the fifth
century. See Memoires sur Ill. vie et les
ouvrages de David, par C. F. Neumann,
Paris, 1829.

2 He wrote against Proclus and Jamb~i.
elms. Against the work of the latter, In
defence of image-worship. Photins (~CC
Cod. 215) was not entirely satisfied WIth
this work. Did Philoponus perhaps. eS
press himself on this occasion against Iron'
ges after the same manner as the Mono'
physite Xenayas 1 See vol. II. p. :95. . f
g III his Commentary on the hlstOq 0
the Creation, he attacked with the Ans to 
telian logic, particularly, Theodore of l\Iop
suestia.
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taught the doctrine of two natures in Christ, they must necessarily sup
pose also two hypostases. To make tpis out, he distinguished, as an Aris
totelian, the twofold employment of the term nature (rpvat~.) By this
was understood either the universal conception of the kind, (the £iOo~
lvv1f'of11'arov,) or nature in the concrete, the individual beiI}gs in which
the universal was expressed and coined into particular existence, (the
lOtoaVaTaro~ ril!: rpva£(,)~ V1f'ap~lr, the drofla.)
Now, when men spoke of two
natures in Christ, they certainly did not understand, by the divine na
ture, the common divine essence, but the divine Logos, one of the three
hypostases, in which the community of the divine nature, as of the
divine essence, was contained. Even in speaking of a human nature,
the human nature in general was not here meant; else it would be
necessary to say, that the Logos united himself with all the men who
ever had lived or who ever would live, for all these certainly belonged
to the universal conception of the kind; but an altogether determinate
human nature was meant, with which alone, among all, the Logos
united himself in this manner. It was plain, therefore, that, in this
employment of it, the term rpvalr was perfectly identical with the term
vrroO'Taatr, and that accordingly, in supposing two natures, it would be
necessary to suppose also two hypostases in Christ. I Now, by fixing
u~on such comparisons as these, which Philoponus employed, his ene
lll1es might, not without plausible grounds, accuse him of making the
conception of the divine essence a mere conception of the kind, and of
thus falling into Tritheism. To the very same result came the school
man Gilbert of Poictiers, in the twelfth century, by a like employment
of Aristotelian formulas.
The second of these men, Stephanus Gobarus, (};Tirpavo~ 0 yo{3apo~,) be
longs also to the party founded by Philoponus. 'Ve know, it is true,
of but one book under his name, from the list of its contents by Photius ; 2
but this suffices to signalize him as a man of rare freedom of spirit for
these times. While others aimed, for the most part, simply to point
out the common church tradition in the teachings of the ancient church,
a~d while the differences among them were willingly kept out of vie~v ;
thls man, on the contrary, ventured to bring together the OppOSIte
affirmative and negative decisions of the ancient church-teachers on
doctrinal and exegetical questions, in some cases on important points,
under twenty-five heads; and among these were to ?e found sev~ral
expressions of venerated fathers of the church, WhICh at that time
~ght well appear offensive. Certain it could not have been his object
m this, to exalt the authority of the church tradition.
As. it was frequently the case, that in oppositio~ to, o~ along-side of,
~h~ dIalectic bent a mystical tendency developed ltself ill theology, so
It happened also ~mong the Monophysites. A cloister at Edessa,8 ill
Mesopotamia, had for his head, in the last times of the fifth century, an
1 Se.e the interesting fragment from the
POl~mlCal work which Philoponus wrote,
~ntltled 0 &alTijr1/r, the arbitrator, in Johan
e~ Damascenus de hreresibus.

Cod. 232.

3 From these districts came also the En
chites, (see T01. II. page 000,) in whose
mysticism a good deal of a kindred character
may be found.
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abbot by the name of Bar Sudaili, who had busied himself in various
ways with that mystic theology which always formed one of the ground
tendencies of the Oriental Monachism, and from which had proceeded
the writings fabricated in the name of Dionysius the Areopagite; as in
fact he appeals to the writings of a certain Hierotheos, whom the
Pseudo-Dionysius calls his teacher.l He stood at first on intimate
terms with the most eminent Monophysite teachers, and was very
highly esteemed by them. But, as his mystic theology came into con
flict with the church doctrine, he drew upon himself the most violent
attacks. Espousing the peculiar views of 1\10nophysitism, and more
particularly as they were apprehended by the party of Xenayas, he
maintained that, as Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, are one divine
essence, and as the humanity formed one nature with the godhead in
Christ, and his body became of like essence to the divinity, (was deified,)
so through him all fallen beings should also be exalted to unity with
God, in this way would become one with God ; so that God, as Paul
expresses it, should be all in all.
If it is true, as it is related,2 that on the walls of his cell were found
written the words, " All creatures are of the same essence with God; "
we must suppose that he extended this assertion so as to include n~t
only all rational beings, but all creatures of every kind, and that hIs
theory was - as all existence proceeded by an original emanation from
God, so by redemption all existence, once more refined and ennobled,
would return back to him. But the question then arises, whether he
understood this, after the pantheistic manner, as a return to the div~e
essence with the loss of all self-subsistent, individual existence; (as It
has often been observed, that mysticism runs into pantheism;) or
whether he supposed that, with the coming into existence of finite beings,
sin also necessarily made its appearance, but that by the redemption this
contrariety was removed, and now at length the individual existence
of the creature should continue to subsist, as such, in union with God.
Our information is too scanty to enable us to decide this question.3
As a transition-point to that universal restoration, he supposed a millennial
kingdom of exalted happiness on earth at the close of the earthly cou;se
of the world. That he entertained the same sensual notions respecting
1 In the Pseudo-Dionysian writings cited
by him, there were -{JWMYUcaL C1TOlXrctJaetr,
(ground-works of theology,) and epCJTLKoi.
VP.VOl, (alluding to love in the sense of the
mystics.) Abulpharagius (in Assemani B.
O. T. II. f. 2(1) says that Bar Sudaili fab
ricatcd a book under the name of this Hie
ro~h~us, in confirmation of his own peculiar
OpID10nS; but he adds himself, that by
many it was held to be a work of Riero
theus. It is probably therefore a mere con
jecture of this Monophysite author, that
Bar Sudaili was the writer of that book.
It ntight possihly be, that Bar Sudaili found
an older apocryphal book, under this name,
among the monks, and used it in support
of his doctrines.
'

2 This, however, may perhaps have been
an invention of his enemies; since in fact
they also affirmed, as the inscription ~~
no longer to be found in his cell, be .
erased it when the thing berran to be nOised
abroad. ' The same opinion is 8!li~ to
have been expressed in his books, only In a
more concealed manner; but it may be a
question, whether men did not imply in these
writings a sense foreign to their true. con:
tents, from hostile feelings or from mls con
ception.
.h
'll See the letter of the Monophysitc bIS •
op Xenayas to Abra?am and Or~stes,
byters of Edessa, In Assemant. T.

P[
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this millennial reign as the older Chiliasts, we cannot assume to be
proved by the accusations of his opponents without the addition of more
decisive testimony. This would not be' consistent, at least, with his
mystic theology ; and his mystical expressions might easily be miscon
strued by those who considered them in a hostile spirit. But neither
are we warranted to pronounce the charge utterly false; for combina
tions C!f a mystical and a sensuous tendency admit of being psychologic
ally explained, and are not without example. Like the older Chiliasts,
Bar Sudaili taught that the Sabbath of that millennial period of rest,
the Sunday, answered to the commencement of a new, higher, eternal
?rder of world, after the universal restoration. By means of a mystical
mterpretation of the Bible, he sought to introduce his doctrines into the
sacred scriptures, and for this purpose wrote commentaries on the
Psalms. He boasted of higher revelations, whereby the more profound
sense of scripture had been laid open to him. He called the sacred
scriptures dreams, and his own expositions the interpretation of dreams.
It was assuredly not his intention by this to disparage the authority of
the Bible, but only, after the usual manner of the Theosophists, to mark
t~eir obscurity for ordinary men. The Bible contained nothing but
hmts, intimations of higher mysteries, and hence could be understood
only by those to whom the Spirit communicated the intuitions of these
mysteries. But when this person was accused of having declared all
sacraments to be superfluous, as well as all moral discipline; of having
~a~ght that each individual might live according to his own sinful lusts ;
It IS evident, from the way in which these charges are laid, that they
proceeded solely from an unjust fabrication of consequences. Because
Bar Sudaili taught the destiny of all would at length be the same by
re~on of the universal restoration, it was inferred that, according to
this doctrine, then, nothing at all depended on the different conduct of
lIlen, and each individual who continued to live in his sins would
nevertheless share at last in the same blessedness with all the others.
But Bar Sudaili would certainly have been far from admitting the cor
rectness of these inferences.

c. Anthropology.
. From that part of the Christian system of faith which, as we remarked

In .the introduction to this section, received its first shaping in the
Onental church, conformably to its predominant speculative tendency,
from theology in the more restricted sense. of the ~erm, we pass ?ext to
~nthropology, with the development of whIch, amId the contrarlety of
~ws there appearing, the 'Vestern church particularly busied itself.
e noticed already, in the preceding period, the germs of opposite
te?dencies in the mode of apprehending the doctrines connected with
thIS subjcc~: from these germs, unfolded to more decided and strongly
tnarked opposition to one another, the controversies of this period pro
ceeded. As the central doctrine of Christianity, the doctrine of the
redemption, in opposing itself to the delusive notion of a moral self·
sUfficiency, presupposes, on the one hand, the sense of moral insufficiency,
vO~n.
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of an inward schism, and the feeling -thence resulting of the need of
redemption; on the other hand, the sense of moral freedom, which im
putes to itself guilt, and appropriates the offered -redemption; - as
Christianity announces itself, on the one hand, as a new transforming
moral creation, as a new element of life changing and ennobling the
entire human nature, and, on the other, attaches itself to the kindred
moral nature of man, purifies this from all that is foreign, and takes it
up into itself, in order to a free, harmonious development of its invidu
ality of character; so the relation of Christianity to human nature
could make its appearance in the dogmatic consciousness sometimes
more on- one of these sides, and sometimes more on the other. One
of these particular modes -of apprehension made its appearance in
North Africa, through Tertullian ; the other, in the Alexandrian church,
particularly through Clement and Origen; while yet the two modes of
apprehension were still preserved in union with each other by the
Christian consciousness lying at their root. One of these tendencies,
then, continued, generally speaking, to be the predominant one in the
Oriental, the other the predominant one in the Occidental church.
The sense of corruption, the consequent feeling of the need of redemp
tion in man's nature, of grace as a power for the moral transformation of
the corrupt nature, this was particularly unfolded in the Western church;
while, at the same time, however, .the church still persisted in regard
ing the free moral self-determination as the condition presupposed by
the inworking of this higher~ divine principle. In the Oriental church,
on the other hand, Christianity was also acknowledged, it is true, as a
divine communication of life, transcending the limits of man's original
nature: in Christianity there was acknowledged to be a higher divine
creation ; and, proceeding from the first sin, there was acknowledged to
be a corruption of human nature, which must be cured by the redemp
tion. It was regarded in particular as a consequence of the first sin,
that human nature had become subjected to mortality, to sensuOUS
defects and excitement, and to the manifold temptations of sin. t (See
vol. I. sect. 3, p. 614.) But although this view of the redemption
as a remedy for existing evil was not repelled, yet the view of the
redemption as a new glorious creation was made still more prominent.
These two different modes of apprehension corresponded, in fact, to
two different courses of culture pursued by the individual, according as
the case was, that, either from a strongly pronounced consciousness of
guilt, he came to the gospel out of a sudden great crisis of the inner
life, or had unfolded himself by a more gradual and regulated progress
within Christianity itself, appropriating human nature from the first
stages of its development. In the Oriental church, it was simply held
to be essential to affirm grace and free-will at the same time, witho~t
attempting exactly to define the relation of the two t<> each other; It
was only sought carefully to avoid everything that mi(J'ht seem to favor
arbitrary will on the part of God in the election of ~en, - an uncon
ditioned predetermination, which might seem to impair the doctrine of
-1

The ai:Jpa iW"TOV and lp1ra-&c~, as contradistinguished from the earlier arraiJtta.
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the divine love and justice, and of man's free-will. To the mode of
treating these doctrines in the Oriental church, we shall return again
hereafter.
.
.
As examples to show how these doctrines were apprehended in the
'~estern church, previous to the breaking-out of these disputes, we
Will lay open the systems of Hilary of Poictiers, and of Ambrose of
Milan.
In considering the scheme of doctrine which prevailed among the
Latins, it is important to notice, that, in their ancient translation of the
New Testament, the words irp' '1;1 1ravTt~ ~f1apiOv (Rom. 5 : 12) were ren·
dered, " in quo omnes peccaverunt." This furnished some apparent
ground for the representation, that all mankind sinned in Adam;
th~ugh we by no means intend to say, that the above erroneous trans·
latlOn was the only ground on which such a·doctrine reposed. The
ground of it doubtless lay still deeper than that, in facts and enigmas
of the moral self·consciousness - in the same which also presented a
fo~thold for the various schemes of doctrine concerning the soul's pre·
eXIstence. At all events, however, this erroneous translation was the
means of bringing it about, that the above representation of aU mankind
having sinned in Adam should be universally received as anundenia.
h!e foundation of doctrine. This proposition, Hilary of Poictiers makes
hIS starting point, when, in commenting on l\fatth. 18 : 13, he under·
stands by the ninety and nine sheep which went not astray, the angels,
and by the one lost sheep, mankind; inasmuch as all humanity par
took in the one sin of Adam'! As to the way in which this connection
of.the sin of Adam with the sin of mankind is to be conceived, it is a·
P~lUt which he explains no farther. B.ut thus much is clear, that from
thIs he derived a sinful inclination cleaving to all men; as, for example,
where he speaks of sins to which men are led by the bent of their
natu:e.2 Accordingly he says, that by baptism we are delivered from.
~he sms of our birth, are separated from the propensities of our progen
ItOrs, and lay aside the old man with his sins and his unbelief. 3 All
mo;al evil, however, Hilary seems to refer to the sensuous nature;
whIle in the soul he recognizes the indestructible image of God. 4 Thus
the contrariety betwixt the inner and the outer man is to him no other
~han that betwixt spirit and sense. 5 To him all men appear standing
In need of the forgiveness of sin, by reason of the moral defects which
cleave to them. " The works of righteousness," says he, "would not
he Sufficient to deserve perfect blessedness, unless the mercy of God,
n 1 Commentar. in Matth. XVIII. § 6. Ovis
na ho~o intelIigendus est, et sub homine
~~o Universitas sentienda est. Sed in unins
lit. re errore omne hominnm genus nberra-

lit ~ A~ hrec nos vitia naturro nostrre propcl-

alnstlnctns. Tract. in Ps. I. § 4.
In. Matth. X. § 24. Ab originis nostrre
recatls atque auetoribus separamur, a pa
~IS et matris affeetionibus dissidemus, vete
holIl . cum peccatis atque infidelitate sua
llunem exuentes.

4 Thus he says of Job: Formatus intra
matris yulmm ct per virtntem Creatoris in
substantia animro ad Dci sui imaginem fig
uratns, cum qui ex incremento aceessit pro
feetum cditi corporis congcmiscit, in quo
sibi in malis secuH et infirmitatibus carnis
vitiisqne vivendnm sit. In Ps. CXIX. § 12~
6 Cum interior homo spiritus opera desid
erat, exterior volupt.'ltcs corporis coocnplS
cit. 10. Ps. CXXlX. § 6.
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in those cases where the will was bent on righteousness, also forbore to
impute those faults which proceed from the fluctuation and inconstancy
of the human passions."] Human mutability, dependence on the in·
constancy of the affections, preclude, according to Hilary, the possibility
of perfect virtue. In comparison with God, no man can be called
good. There is no perfect virtue but that which remains unchangeably
the same. In man we can speak only of relative goodness: in single mo
ments a man may be called good, either with reference to his intentions
or to his actions; but this is not an abiding state with him - a view of
the matter, we must allow, which proceeds from a somewhat superficial
way of considering it, since in moral life the individual moments do not
admit of being thus insulated from their connection with the whole.
" Human passions," says he, "vary by alternation: thus, for example,
by injuries, man is irritated; by fear, he is disturbed; by love, he is
differently affected; by hatred, he is impelled, etc. But still, in the
moments when our will or our act is a good one, it cannot be otherwise
than that we should be what we are." 2 The words of Christ, that he
was not come to call the righteous but sinners to repentance, he ex·
plains as follows: Our Saviour would thereby have us to understand,
that as he was come in behalf of all, so all must see themselves to be
sinners, in order to partake of the salvation which is through him. 3 So
he says, "By faith, that is obtained which the law could not bring to
pass; faith alone justifies." 4 But justification is manifestly to be un·
derstood here in the objective sense. According to this, then, w~
might suppose Hilary would have been unwilling to admit the poSSI
bility of a righteousness consisting in the fulfilment of the law. This,
however, is not his opinion. We find here a want of clearness in
respect to the conception of the law, which afterwards, as we shall see,
presented a foothold for Pelagianism. Failing to distinguish the two
different modes of apprehending the law, first according to its eternal,
divine matter, its spirit and essence; and secondly, the law in its ~ar
ticular, Mosaic form, in the outward statutes of this politico-theocratlcal
constitution, the law expressed in commandments having reference ~
outward actions, - failing to distinguish and hold apart these two dif
ferent applications of the conception, and having his mind fixed on !he
last-mentioned reference, he was enabled to distinguish the standIng
ground of a righteousness consisting in the fulfilment of the law, by
which one might, even without any knowledge of Christ, attain to a
certain stage of blessedness, and the standing ground of the higher
1 Non enim ipsa ilIa justitire opera suffici·
ent ad perfcctre beatitudinis meritum, nisi
misericordia Dei etiam in hoc justitire vol·
untate humanarum demutationum et mo
tuum vitia non reputet. In Ps. LI. § :23.
2Idcirco perfecta bonitas in nullo est,
qnia eam naturalium perturbationum incen
tiva demutant. Sed tamen, cum in bonita·
tis sumus vel volun tate vel gestis, non pos
sumus vel tunc non hoc esse quod surnus.
Et quamvis imperfecti ad id sirnus, nee
semper id simus, quod tamen surnus in tern·

pore, licet per naturre infirmitatem demu~'
tioni bonitatis obnoxiis, non adimitur no~s
bonos nos vel tum esse, cum surous. n
Ps. I.JII. § 11.
3 Omnibus venerat.
Quomodo ergo ?on
se justis venisse dicit 1 Erant ergo, qUibuS
necesse non erat, ut veniret 1 Sed neroo
justus ex lege est. Ostendit ergo, inanc~
justitire esse jactantiam. In .Matth. IX. § .
4 Remissum est a Christo, quod lex 1lUtaf
non poterat; fides enim sola justificat. n
Matth. vrn. ~ 6.
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righteousness by faith, which could be communicated only through
Christ. l In proof of such a standing ground of righteousness by the law,
he refers to the words of Pa~l, (Rom. 10 : 5,) in which, we must allow,
he applies a meaning altogether opposed to the thought of the apostle; 2
as if he intended to say, that, on the standing growld of law, it would
have been possible for man to really fulfil it by works, and thus attain
to life. But this mistake grew out of his neglecting to distinguish the
sense of the word according to the original connection in which it is
employed in the Old Testament, and according to the application given
to it by the apostle Paul. Over against the laborious and painful rightr
eousness of the law, and the sin-burdened life of the world, he places
the gentle yoke of Christ, under which the practice of goodness is made
~asy by love; though in this case he fails rightly to explain how this
IS connected with, and grounded in, the peculiar principle of the new
Christian life. "Those who painfully struggle along," says he, "under
t~e difficulties of the law, and those who are burdened with the
Sms of the world, Christ calls to himself; and he promises to make
their way easy and their burden light, if they will but take his yoke
upon them, that is, subject themselves to his commands, and come to
hIm under the holy sacrament of the cross; because he is meek and
lOWly of heart, and they shall therein (by submitting to his commands)
fin~ rest to their souls: holding out the allurement of an easy yoke and
a hght burden, that he may bestow on those who believe on him the
knowledge of the true good. And what easier, ",hat lighter burden is
~here than this; to take delight in abstaining from sin, in willing what
~ good, in loving all men, in hating none, in attaining to things eternal,
In ~o~ being carried away by things present and temporal, in being
N,nlhng to do to others what you would not choose to suffer yourself? 3 "
Ow the only thing made prominent here is the standing ground of a
new and higher moral knowledge; yet, in addition to this, we must
take from other passages the sense of the forgiveness of sin i;mparted
y.Christ ; nor should we neglect to notice the sacramentum crucis, of
whICh mention is here made. Moreover, he undoubtedly presupposes
the. communication through Christ of a new principle of divine life
whICh belongs to the essence of the justitia fidei, - to justification in
~?e SUbjective sense; since he ·constantly admits the necessity of a co
ope:at!on of grace and free-will, in order to the vigorous growth of the
Christlan life.

n1Nec

ambiguum est, eos in viventium

tollant, mandatornm scilicet suornm prre

I O~e .ple III l~ge vcrsati omnIa prres~npt~
,egiS.lmp)(!vennt. Scribuntur autem m h
ro Justorum, quibus justitia Christus est
~tus. In Ps. LXV Ill. § 24.
.
In the passage just citcd: De qmbus
~h~nd~m le~em apostolu.s Pa.ul~s . ita docs·I qUIa qUI fecent ea, Vlvet III Jlhs.
('u) n. Matth. XI. § 13. Legis deinde diffi
t tahbus laborantes et peccatis seculi oncm
rOs ad se advocat, demturnmque se laboem onusque promittit, si modo ejus jugum

adeant, qui corde humilis et mitis sit, et in
his animablls Buis requiem inveniant; jugi
suavis et levis oneris blandimenta propo
ncns, ut credentibus ejus boni scientiam
prrestet, quod solns ipse novit in Patte. Et
quid jngo ipsius sU3vius, quid onere levius,
probabilcm fieri, Bcelere abstinere, bonum
velIe, malum nolle, amare omnes, odisse
nullum, reterna consequi, prresentibus non
capi, nolle inferre alteri, quod ipsi sibi per
peti sit molestum ~

tJ ro es~e, .qui antea sine ullo ~hristi co~i cepta suscipiant, eumque sacramento crncis

i
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Thus he says,! "As the organs of man's body cannot exercise
their activity unless certain other causes supervene, as, for example, the
eye cannot see if there be no light; so the human soul ever possesses
indeed the capacity of knowing God; but, unless it receives by faith
the gift of the Holy Ghost, it will not attain to the light of that knowl
edge. Yet the gift of Christ is free for each man's acceptance, and
that which is denied to none is bestowed on each, just so far as he will
receive it. The Holy Spirit is the light of the soul; but we must long
after it, we must labor to participate ·in it, and then preserve it within
us, by faithful obedience to the divine commands." 2 "It is the ex
treme of folly and of impiety," says he in another place,3 "not to see
clearly that we live in dependence on God, and derive everything from
God, and, in whatever we undertake or expect, to rely chiefly on our
own ability, when the truth is, that whoever has anything in himself
can have it only from God. To God, then, must all our hopes be
directed." He considers it very important to set forth distinctly, that
all the operations of divine grace are conditioned on man's free-will,
to repel everything which might serve to favor the notion of a natural
necessity, or of an unconditional divine predestination. He quotes Ps.
58 : 5, to prove that sin cannot be considered as any thing innate, but
must be referred to a guilty hardening of the will ; 4 for the godless
man is here compared to a serpent that stops its ear to the voice of the
charmer. Every day is the word of God held forth in opposition to
the power of sin in man, to ward off and overcome it. They who
hearken not to the voice of the gospel are therefore the generation of
vipers·. 5 Expounding the scriptures conformably with his doctrinal in
terest, he could find even in the passage, Rom. 9 : 13, which is alto
gether at variance with his fundamental position, nothing else than a
divine predestination conditioned on the foreknowledge of the bent of
the human will. 6 For the rest, it may be gathered from what has been
said, how much remained still vague and self-contradictory in the doc
trine of Hilary. There was a necessity for new developments, and a
more distinct presentation of oppositions hitherto concealed.
Ambrose may well be regarded as forming the intermediate link. be
tween the course of doctrinal development which had till now prevaIled
in the Western church, and the great man from whom a new epo~}l
commences; - namely, Augustin. Ambrose expresses himself still
more strongly than Hilary on the moral corruption of man, and its CO~
nection with the first sin. Thus he says: 7 " We all have sinned In
1 De trinitate, 1. II. § 35.
2 Expetendus est, promercndus est, et
deinceps prreceptorum fide atqne observa
tione retinendus. To the term promereri,
acc?rding to the Latin usus loquendi of this
penod, the conception of merit, in the strict
sense of the term, is not to be attached.
3 In ..p. 51, § 20.
4, In Ps. LVII. § 3. Nc vitium referri pos
set ad origin em, prreduratre in his ad obedi
endum voluntatis crimen exprohrat.
Ii L. c. Cum ei (antiquo serpenti) quo-

tidie ne falIat, ne subrepat, ne m?~eat,
etiam sub divini nominis denun~ult\Of~
mandetur, et tam en obstructo desrevlt aU .
tu: ex quo non obedientes evangelio nlltJO
viperarum sunt.
t
6 L. c.
Sic Esau alienatus ab utero ~ ,
cum major minori serviturus, etiam aD ~
quam existeret, nuntiatur, Dco futurre. n~
nescio vo)untatis, ipso potius hoc. sCle~u~
quam aliquo ad nccessitatcm gemto na
ram que peccati.
7 Apologia David altern, 4 71.
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the first man; and, with the propagation of the nature, the propagation
of the guilt also has passed from one to all. In him, human nature
sinned." In one aspect, the corruption which passed from the first
parent to all his posterity seems to be derived from the law of natural
propagation; in another, a certain inherent connection seems to be
Supposed between the first member of the human race, as one in whom
the whole kind was already contained in the germ, and all the later
members of the race; as indeed Ambrose was already led to this view
by. the phrase "in quo" in the Latin version of Romans, 5 : 12;
whICh expression was referred to Adam.I This idea was afterwards more
fully developed by the philosophical realism of Augustin. Yet Ambrose
speaks, in other places, only of the personal guilt which each individual
man has to bear,2 and derives from the first sin nothing but the excite
ment to sin. 3 Ooncerning grace also, as the exciting and efficacious
ca?se of all conversion, he declares himself still more strongly than
~llary ; but he too supposes the operations of this grace are conditioned
y human recipiency. "Redemption," he says, "is given gratuit
o~sly, not according to the merit of works, but according to the free
will of the giver, according to the election of the Redeemer. 'Vhy did
some of the Israelites attain thereunto, others not? The latter did not,
h;cau:'e they were for justifying themselves ; because they were proud
o theIr works; because they did not believe, and would not acknowl
edge grace. The elect attained unto it, because they heard Him who
c.aUed them, received Him who came unto them. Since all do not de
Sl:e to be healed, but the greatest number avoid it, he heals those who
T~l suffer themselves to be healed, and forces no man against his will.
e Lord calls the indolent, and awakens those who sleep. He who
~omes.to the door and knocks, is willing only to enter. But it is our
T~lt, If he does not always enter, if he does not always abide with us.
h' at true light shineth to all; but he who shuts to his windows, robs
Iffiself of the light eternal." 4 It is true, however, that, in two
ra.ss~ges, Ambrose expresses himself in such a way as to refer all
~at IS good in man, solely to the agency of God as the operative cause,
~lthout mentioning the human self-determination as a necessary condi
on. 'Vhen he says: "Christ brings it about, that that which is in
and of itself good, appears to be good also to us; for he calls him on
whom he has mercy. Accordingly, he who follows Christ, and is asked,
why he will be a Christian, may reply: It so appears to me, that I
must be one. And by so saying, he does not deny that God's good
ple~sure has so ordered it; for it is by God the will of man is first
e;clted, for that God is loved and adored by the saints is the effect
o God's grace." 5
IE
.
:p XPOSIt. Evang. Lucre, 1. VII. p. 234.
4 Sce in t/J. 43, §47, in "". HS, § 13. De
hotest ~t hie iu uno aceipi species .generis interpellat. David. 1. IV. § 4.
6 In Lucam,1. I. § 10. Christus, ut id
n~tnap' .~uit Adam, et in illo fuimlls om
ru~t. erut Adam, at in ilIo omnes perie- quod bonum est, nobis quoque villeri bonum
q

I

his- '1/1. 48, ~ 9. In Die judicii nostra in no
n ahe~re iniquitatis fingitia punientur.
C lubncum delinqucndi.

sTh

possit, operatur j quem enim miscrRtur, et
vocat. Et ideo, qui Christum sequitur,
potest interrogatus, cur esse \'olucrit Christi
anus, respondere: visum cst mihi. Quod
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This passage might, perhaps, be understood to mean that the human
self-determination, the mihi videtur, is something free merely in appear
ance, but properly grounded in the determining act of the divine will,
which determines all things.
This thought comes out still more strongly in the following words of
Ambrose in the same work: "God calls those whom he deigns to
call; whom he will, he makes religious." 1 Now if we understand these
passages as meaning that, a grace determining man's will with irresist
ible necessity is here supposed, then, inasmuch as this supposition con
tradicts the assertions of Ambrose above quoted, we must admit that
conflicting elements entered into his view of the faith; as in fact such
appearances sometimes manifest themselves at the point of transition
from one stage of development to another; and as we might very naturally
expect it would happen in the case of a man who was not an original
and systematic divine, but spoke rather according to the momentary
impulse of his feelings. But although the freedom of the divine elec
tion and the creative agency of grace are made particularly pro~inent
in these passages, still they do not imply any necessary exclUSIOn of
the state of recipiency in the individual as a condition; and, acco:d
ingly, this assertion of Ambrose admits of being easily reconciled WIth
the assertions first quoted. 2 In another place, at least, he expressly
supposes that predestination is conditioned by foreknowledge. 3
Thus, it is evident then, if we call to mind the relation of Ambrose
to the Oriental church-teachers, the way, indeed, was already prepa:ed
for the appearance of the opposite moments in the mode of treatmg
these doctrines. Yet the two churches, separated by difference of
language, stood too remotely distant from each other to come to an1
mutual consciousness of this existing opposition, and to be led by It
into a relation of mutual hostility. The opposition was "destined to
make its appearance in the Western church itself, and there to be
evolved and presented in lines so well defined and strongly marked, t~at
an open contest between the two opposite tendencies would be ineVIta
ble. ~his first took place when these tendencies, in such represen~
tives of them respectively as Augustin and Pelagius, had unfolde
themselves to such a degree of sharpness as mutually to exclude each
other.
We must speak in the first place, therefore, of these two men; and
we will begin with Augustin, because the development of his theolog
ical views on the points now under consideration was guided ~nd f.C"
termined by causes wholly within himself, and depended on no IIDPU :le
cum dicit, non negat, Deo visum, a Dco that the mode of teachin~ ~ursned c ~~
enim prreparatur voluntas hominum. Ut Ambrose was not without Its mt1u~n\ to
e?im Deus honorificctur a sancto, Dei gra him: but he was certainly not ~cd . Y ~ for
tII1. est.
the doctrine of absolute predest.!OatlO~ , hi.;
this doctrine did not unfold Itsclf.~n in
1 In Lucam VII. § 27. Deus quos dignat,
mind till a much later period. BC~I cfied
vocat, quos vult, religiosos fncit.
:: Augustin, in his work" de dono perse the case of a man possessed of the. If;ren ce
verantire" cites both these passages of Am of Augustin, the power of such ID n
brose as testimonies in favor of the doctrine from abroad ought not to be overrated.
8 De fide, 1. V. § 83.
of grace working all. It may be, perhaps,
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derived from outward opposition; while, on the development of the
system of Pelagius, a man possessed of a less original, a less specula
tive and systematizing spirit, the practical opposition to those doctrinal
views which were akin to, or proceeded from, the 1llind of Augustin,
had a great influence.
To the tendency which we have designated as the one peculiar to the
Western church, and which we saw expressed particularly by Ambrose,
~ugustin was inclined by the· peculiar course of education in which
hIs whole life had been trained, and which we have already described.!
'Ve have seen how it was only after a- long and violent conflict with
a fiery nature, but which struggled against the godlike in a wild feeling
of power, that he attained to inward peace. Through many years
tossed one side and the other, between the ideals which attracted the
cravings of his spirit, and the desires and passions which held him
chained to the pleasures of the world, he experienced in himself the
conflict betwixt the spirit and the flesh. From his own inward experi
ence he learned how to understand the fundamental ideas of the
Christian, more particularly of the Pauline, doctrine concerning man;
and with the study of St. Paul's writings he was, in fact, particularly
occupied at the time when that great crisis occurred in his inner life.
As he found those two gr~at divisions in his own life, - the nature
Which, after all the efforts in his power, still remained impotent, and
8~ruggled in vain for holiness, and the nature subordinated to faith, and
vIctorious over sin through the power of redemption, -"So he found
once more the same two main divisions in the development of human
nature as a whole. The opposition between that which proceeded from
the nature left to itself and estranged from God, and that which came
from the new and divine principle of life imparted to humanity by re
~emption and regeneration, this opposition, which he had learned from
So~vn inward experience, came, from his life, to be the central point
of hlS system of faith. As the opposites of good and evil in human
~ature presented themselves to the notice of Augustin from the first,
It must have struck him as being the most difficult of all questions
WI!ence, in that human nature which feels itself attracted by the good,
wh~ch is conscious of it as its original essence, whence the evil in it ?
ThIS question occupied him the moment his thoughts were awakened
on h~ghe: subjects. The meditation of ~his ques~io? conducte~ hi~ to
},fanlCheIsm and with it was connected h18 renunCiatIOn of ~Iallichelsm.
To Pelagius' on the other hand, this question would be attended with
no ,difficulty 'at all. This became the central point for his thoughts,
which st~ove after sy~tema~ic connection ~nd logical consist~n~y. His
~ystematIzing mind when It had once seIZed hold of a prmClple, was
Impelled to unfold' and to apply it with the most rigid severity, not
shrinking from any of the consequences to which it might lead. ,
But then we must distinguish different epochs and periods in Au
gu~tin's doctrinal progress, departing from which, and passing through
Which, he first attained to the last consistent development of the doc
1 See

page 354 fr.
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trinal principles which had flowed from that great crisis in his inner
life.
The first period embraces the works which he wrote after his bap
tism until the first years of his entering upon the duties of a presbyter,
- that is, until about the year 394,- his works, de moribus ecclcsire
Catholicre et Manichreorum, de vera religione, and de libero arbitrio,
In this period of his life, his Christian experience of the need mun
feels of help and of redemption when he has become conscious of his
moral evil, and the consciousness that the communion of man with God
once more restored by the redemption - that grace - was the spring of
everything truly good in man -this experience and consciousness was
united with the idea he had derived from Platonism, of the relation
of all good with the primevaJ good, of all being with the Supreme and
Absolute Being. The principle of grace and of resignation to God, as
the original source of all good, was the common element between the
first period and all the succeeding periods of his doctrinal progress;
the groundwork from which everything in his case proceeded, and on
which he framed his system with an ever-increasing consistency. But
along with this tendency, there were at that time still other tendencies
in his mind, which at a later period were, in part, suppressed by the
entire and one-sided predominance of the main tendency above de
scribed. Very unjustly have Augustin's anthropological views been
attributed to the influence of Manicheism. His doctrine concerning
the moral corruption of human nature was something entirely differe?t
from the dualism of Mani's philosophy of nature: it grew not (as In
the case of Mani) out of a confusion of the moral element with the
intuition of nature, but out of a simple fact of the moral consciousnes~,
Rather it might be said that the consciousness, early awakened in ~lS
profound soul, of the irreconcilable opposition between good and evIl,
led him, while endeavoring to account to himself for this opposition
in a speculative way, to Manicheism; but that the moral apprehension
of this opposition, which forced itself with ever-increasing strength
upon his mind, drew him away again from Manicheism. Again, froW
Platonism, and directly in opposition to Manicheism, -his theory unfolded
itself, that sin had not, as Manicheism taught, a self-subsistent existence
of its own; but that, as all existence, all true being, sprung from the
highest, the absolute, and is grounded in that, so evil is nothing other
than just the subjective aberration of the created being from the ,law
of the Supreme and only true Being; is, in and of itself,nothing, not bemg,
the P1J ov, - but which, nevertheless, the moment it begins to act, IOUS t
s~bject itself to the law of the highest being; 1 and to this point ~u~u~
tm always firmly adhered. Nor did he find any difficulty in brmglOn
it into harmony with his later doctrine of absolute predestination. On
the. other hand, he united w.ith it, in this period, another principle, by
whICh this earlier period is essentially distinguished from the later.
He attached grea~ importance, in this period, to the principle, that
1

A defectus ab ordine, which yet must be subservient to the summus ordo. See especi·

ally the books de online.
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the above-mentioned subjective aberration from the supreme good could
not be explained on any ground of natural necessity, but could only be
derived from the free-will; and that the self-determining power of the
free-will continued ever to be the ground of this aberration; that the
cause of the diverse relations of men to the supreme good was ever to
be traced only to the diverse bents of their free-will, which admitted
of no farther explanation. The firm and steadfast adherence to the free
will as contradistinguished from natural necessity was, in this period,
considered by him of the utmost importance. Beyond question, he
~lso held fast to this point, at least in theory, in the later period; but
It was only by a dialectic self-deception that he was enabled still
to unite it, in reference to practical conduct, with the results of his
later system.
The principles of Augustin, as they present themselves at this point
of view, were as follows: In the condition in which man now finds
himself, it is not in his power to be good; because he either does not
know what he ought to be by his destination, or, if he knows it, is not
able to live conformably to his known destination. Ignorance of the
good, and the difficulty in practising it, these are the moral evils of
~uman nature; and this would be inconsistent with God's justice, were
It not a righteous punishment. Sin is its own punishment; so that,
When man had the knowledge of good, and made no use of it, he there
by lost the knowledge; and when, possessing the faculty for good, he did
not practise it, he lost thereby the faculty itself. If the question now
presented itself, how does this hindrance to goodness, found cleaving to
the moral nature of all men, admit of being reconciled with God's right
eous judgment? He answered: Man could rightly complain, if no one
had ever yet got the victory over the force of error and of passion;
but the truth is, on the other hand, the means are supplied by which
man may obtain the victory. God is everywhere present; and in
manifold ways, by the creatures who execute his will, calls after man
who has revolted from him, instructs the believing, strengthens and sup
ports those who do what they can. Inculpable ignorance is not im
puted to man as a sin; but this, that he does not strive after better
k~owledge: his moral imperfections are not reckoned to him as a
c~me; but he is justly culpable for the neglect of the means lying in
h18 power. Augustin here supposed, then, the influences of divine
~race, without which man could not be freed from his moral evil, to be
lIlvariably conditioned by the subjective bent of the free-will.
In a work composed about the year 394, entitled, "An Exposition
of difficult passarres in the Epistle to the Romans," 1 the exposi
tto~ of the diffic~1t passage in the !linth chapter, which~ at a later
perIod, was especially emplo~ed by hIm .to prove. t~e doctnne of abso
lute predestination afforded hlID an occaslOn for distinctly unfoldmg the
c{l~nection of his' ideas on this whole subject. He proceeds on the
pnnciple, that all men find themselves in a state of alienation from
God, in which they can perfectly bring to pass nothing that is truly
1

Explicatio propositionum quarundam de epistola ad Romanos.
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good. The love of God is the spring and fountain of all that is truly
good; and to this, man can attain only by the communication of the Ho
ly Spirit. As, then, he can accomplish nothing good before this renewal
of his inner life by the Holy Spirit, so neither can he merit, by any
kind of good works, the grace by which he is cured of his moral mal~
dies: grace precedes all desert. But on this account, however, there
is nothing like arbitrary will on the part of God, when he gives to some,
and withholds from others, the grace by which men obtain salvation.
Men obtain this grace by faith; and faith is wholly the work of man.l
In the passage relating to the choice of Jacob and the rejection of
Esau, he believed, therefore, that he found the contrary position to an
election conditioned on good works, but not to an election conditioned
on faith. 2 The apostle Paul says -he remarks - God 'Works all in all,
but by no means, God believes all in all. The hardening of Pharaoh,
he explains as the fruit of his own guilt; the punishment of his pre
vious unbelief, whereby his sin punished itself.
It is worth while to notice the way in which Augustin expressed
himself· respecting these matters on another occasion, namely, at the
time when he was slowly progressing onward towards this last conclu
sion. In the collection of answers given by him to various questions
proposed to him from the time of his return to North Africa, in the year
388, and onward,3 (his work de diversis questionibus octoginta tribus,)
the answer to the question relating to Rom. 9 : 20, and what follows
(Quest. 68,) probably belongs, as we may infer from the contents of
the answer, to a somewhat later period.
Starting on the principle, that divine things can be understood only
from the experience of faith and in connection with a sanctified temper,
he asserts that the apostle here by no means intends to restrain the
pious from inquiring into these things, but only those who are not as
yet sufficiently well grounded in love, the earthly-minded, those who
are for understanding God's counsels without being the children and
friends of God. "Cleanse thyself from the old leaven," says he, " that
thou mayst be a new dough; and that, in so being, thou mayst be no
longer in the childhood of Christianity, so as to need milk to drink, but
mayst reach the perfect age of manhood, and be one of those to whom
it is said, 'Ve speak wisdom among those that are perfect. Then wilt thoU
discern, in the right way and in the right order, the secrets of the AI·
mighty concerning the most hidden deserts of souls 4 - concerning grace
or justice." As it respects Pharaoh, he then remarks, the question may
be easily answered. Through his earlier criminality, in oppressing the
strangers in his kingdom, he deserved that his heart should be hardened,
1 § 60.
Quod credimns, nostrnm est.
Quod antem bonum operamur, illius, qui
credentibus in se dat Spiritum Sanctum.
2 Non quid em Deus eligitopera, quro ipse
larlPtnr cnm dat Spiritum Sanctum, ut per
cantatem bona operemUfj sed tamen eligit
fidem.
8 So the tenninus a qno is fixed by him
self. Retract. lib. L c. 26.

4 De animarum occultissimis meritis j
which doubtless refers to tho hidden inward
character, ere it manifests itself in appear
ance - something which is known only to
the divine foreknowledge, and hence ~~
ditions God's providential dealings W1
men.
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so that he could not be moved to believe, even by the most evident mira,..
cles of the commanding God. Beyond question, he has mercy on whom
he will have mercy; and whom he will, he hardens. But this will cannot
be an unjust one, since it proceeds on the most hidden relations of desert,
(is conditioned by them;) for though sinners, on the ground of the
universal sin, constitute one mass, yet there is a difference among them.
There is in sinners, therefore, something that precedes, whereby,
although not yet justified, (that is, made just, sanctified,) they are yet
made worthy of justification.! That still remains true, which was
spoken by the apostle, (Rom. 9 : 16,) "It is not of him that willeth,
nor of him that runneth, but of God that showeth mercy." For
although one who is oppressed with the lighter sins, or indeed with sins
ho~ever great in magnitude and number, may, by bitter sighs and many
p~ms of repentance, become worthy of God's compassion, yet it is not
hIs Own work, since, left to himself, he would perish; but it must be
~cribed to the mercy of God, who comes 1:<> the help of his prayers and
hIs sorrows. 2 It is little to will, if God does not have mercy; but God
does not have mercy, unless the will has preceded. And since none
can will, unless exhorted and called, (whether in the secret recesses
of the soul, and in a way not seen by man, or from without by the word,
?r visible signs,) it follows from this, that the willing disposition itself
IS wrought in us by God. s N ext he says: "But the calling which is
~ade to individuals, or 1:<> single nations, or 1:<> the whole race in the
nght point of time, belongs to a high and profound order of things."
To this he reckoned the passages in J ere 1 : 5; :M:alachi, 1 : 2 and 3.
".And this can be comprehended perhaps by those only who love God
WIth all the heart, and their neighbors as themselves. Yet this must
be ~eld fast with an unwavering faith, that God does nothing in the way
of Injustice, and that there is no being who is not indebted 1:<> God for
all that he is." These words might, indeed, be understood as referring
t? the mystery of absolute predestination; so that Augustin was at that
time still reluctant 1:<> express himself more openly; as indeed he
seems to have explained this passage in his Retractations. Yet, when
We take the words in connection with what has been said before, we
certainly cannot doubt, that, at the time he wrote this, he did not 80
u~~erstand it, but rather had in his thoughts a foreknowledge con·
diboned on a foreknowledge of those oeeultissima merita.
In this scheme of Augustin, however, there was a great deal which,
after a more full examination of all that was contained in his Christian
consciousness, and a longer study of the sacred scriptures, must event
~ ; 4. Venit enim de occultissimis meritis:
qUia ct ipsi peccatores, cum propter gencrale

pamitendi, misericordia Dei dignus fuerit,
non ips ius est, qui si relinqueretur, interiret,
peccatum unam mass am feccrint, non tnmen sed miserentis Dei, qui ejus precibus dolori·
nulla cst inter illos diversit!lS. Prrecedit busque subvenit.
3 Et quoniam nee velIe quisquam potest,
ergo aliquid in pcccatoribus, quo, qun~vis
~ond~m sit justificnti, digni efiieiantur JUs nisi admonitus et vocatus, sive intriusecus,
'bficahone, et item prrecedit in aliis peccator ubi nulIus hominum videt, sive extrinsecu8
I ~s quo digni sunt obtusione.
. per sennoncm sonantem, nut per aliqu8
§ 5. Quia etiamsi levioribus quisque signa visibilia efficitur, ut etiam ipsum velIe
~Cl~tis, aut certe quamvis gravioribus et Deus operetur in nobis. L. c.
u hs, tamen maguo gemitu et dolore
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ually appear untenable to a mind which so constantly strove after con
sistency and unity. For in proportion as he learned to place a higher
value on the essence and dignity of faith,! in proportion as the one
sided idea of faith, which was first apprehended by him as a faith on
authority, came to be gradually refined and transfigured into the idea
of a living faith; in the same proportion it must become clear to him,
that faith already presupposed the entrance of the divine life into the
soul of man, that the divine and human elements had here already com
mingled, and that the two could not be set off fro-.1 one another by any
such strict line of demarkation. But, in perceiving this, he might easily
run into the other extreme, of referring faith, like all the rest, solely to
the divine agency, and wholly repressing the self-determining activity
of the· man. Add to this, that the Theodicee which he had earlier
attempted to construct on the groundwork of a predestination con
ditioned by foreknowledge,2 could not satisfy his acute and sagacioUS
mind, in its application to the calling of nations and the election of indi
viduals, and the explanation, grounded thereupon, of the difficulties in
the epistle to the Romans. To such a mind, it would seem preferable
to cut the Gordian knot, which could be resolved by no human expla
nation.
And so it appears in fact, that Augustin, within the space of three
or four years, had, from the point above described, changed his way of
thinking on these matters; since he came to perceive that the divine
and human elements did not admit of being so severed from each
other; that a divine element was, in fact, contained already in faith.
"\Yhen, in 397, he wrote his work addressed to Simplician, bishop of
:Milan, in answer to various questions relating to the epistle to the
Romans,3 this turning point of his dogmatic bent first clearly unfolded
itself to the light. 4 He combated in this performance the very theory
which he had earlier maintained; and it is easy to perceive, in the
way in which he seeks to show its untenable character, that the time
had not been long since he came to this view, and was seized with
the first zeal in behalf of the new light which he supposed he had
found.
Here also Augustin busies himself with the explanation of those diffi
cult passages in the ninth chapter of the epistle to the Romans; 5 but
his previous mode of explanation no longer satisfied him. But whence
came it, that he now explains these passages in that sense which be
See vol. II. sect. I. pp. 434, 435.
As, for example, that God's election of
individuals and calling of nations was con
ditioned on his foreknowledge of the way
in whieh they would be disposed towards
his gospel, if it should be announced to
them. See ep. ]02 to Dcogratias: Quibus
omnino anuntiata non est, (salus,) non
credituri prresciebantur. Yet when Aurrus
t~n wrote this, in the year 408, he had ~ng
SInce brought to a completion his doctrine
of predestination; and this answer, therefore,
could no longer have satisfied him; and be
had already in reserve, from the standing
1

2

ground of this doctrine, another ~n5,,:er,
which he hinted at: Excepta ilia alt!tud~ne
sapientire et scientire Dei, ubi fortasslS abud
divinum consiiillm longe secretius latet.
.'
3 De divcrsis qurestionibus, ad SimplIcul.
num !ibri duo.
.
4 As he himself expresses it, de prxdesU
natione sanctorum, c. 20, in reference to the
work abovo mentioned: l")lenius sapera
ccepi in mei episcopatus exordio, quand?
initium fidei donum Dei esse cognOl'l e
asserui.
Ii L. I. Qurest. II.
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yond questio.n must first o.ffer itself when no. regard is had to the co.n
nection and aim o.f the epistle, and made them the gro.undwo.rk o.f his
system, altho.ugh, at an earlier perio.d, he had explained the same pas
sages acco.rding to the system which he suppo.sed he had derived
from the who.le do.ctrine o.f scripture? Assuredly, we must lo.o.k fo.r the
cause o.f the different impressio.n which these passages no.w made o.n
his mind, to the change in his who.le mo.de o.f thinking, that grew o.ut
of his inner life. It is no.w clear to. him, that Paul suppo.ses neither an
electio.n o.f Go.d co.nditio.ned o.n the forekno.wledge o.f faith, no.r an elec
ti~n co.nditioned o.n the fo.rekno.wledge o.f the wo.rks gro.wing o.ut o.f
faIth; fo.r Paul in fact lays stress o.n the assertion, that God's election
made · a difference before the children were born, before they co.uld
believe, as well as befo.re they could do anything. l Moreover, the
desert o.f faith does not precede God's mercy; but it presupposes this
mercy; and faith itself is one o.f the gifts of God's grace. Paul, in
R?m. 9 : 11, certainly does no.t set the works of man over against
faIth, as the ground o.f the calling; but he sets the calling o.ver against
works. The calling o.f Go.d, therefo.re, is here the first cause. Faith
presupposes the calling. But whence co.mes it, then, that the call by
the preaching of the go.spel and by outward circumstances, which pave
~he way fo.r this, co.mes to so.me and not to others; and that the same
influences from without, make a different impressio.n o.n different men,
nay, a different impression o.n the same men at different times? The
almighty and all-wise God could find, in reference to the different
~tates of men, tho.se means o.f influencing them, which must make an
Impressio.n on them with inward necessity, so that awakened, drawn,
touched, and enlightened, they wo.uld follo.w, witho.ut being co.nscio.us
of any resistance against the grace operating upon their will. 2 We
must say, doubtless, man's willing is no.thing witho.ut the divine mercy;
but in no.wise can we say, Go.d's mercy and grace are no.thing witho.ut
m.an's willing; since Go.d would find means of mo.ulding every human
WIll, in the way precisely suited to the character o.f each. On who.mso
ever he actually has mercy, who.mso.ever he actually chooses, him he
calls in the way which is so befitting, that the subject is irresistibly
drawn by him who calls, though he follo.ws with freedo.m. 3 Neither is
Augustin satisfied any.lo.nger to explain the hardening and the co.nse
qUent rejectio.n o.f o.ne as opposed to the electio.n o.f ano.ther, as a judg
ment specially drawn do.wn upo.n the individual by his own sin;
for Go.d's almighty po.wer, he suppo.ses, eQuId assuredly find the
~e.a~s to operate upo.n eve:y de~ree o.f hardness, and the same inse~
slblhty exists everywhere alike, tIll Go.d mo.ves the heart o.f man by hIS
grace.
Thus, then, Augustin comes to the result, that all men are found i:t:l
the same state o.f co.ndemnatio.n; the reaso.n - no.t why Go.d plunges
1 Si non de operibus qnre non cront in
llondum natis, nec de' fide, quia nec ipsa.
eral
2 Posset ita vocare, quomodo illis aptum

esset, nt et moverentur et intelligerent et
sequercntur.
a Cujus autem miscrctur, sic cum vocat,
quomodo scit ei congruere, ut Yocantem DOD
respunt.
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some to destruction, which is altogether alien from God's holiness and
love - but why he does not rescue some from the destruction into
which all, by the guilt of the first sin, have fallen according to God's
righteous judgment; but out of his free love has mercy on others, and
calls them by his grace to everlasting life- the reason of this lies in
the secret and by us incomprehensible counsels of the Almighty. But
to this we must ever hold fast, namely, that God's justice cannot be
impeached, although the exercise and range of it may surpass the
measure of our knowledge. Yet, even according to the analogy of
human relations, he cannot be accused of injustice, who according to
his pleasure remits the debts of one man, while he requires paym,ent
from another.
Since, as appears from what h.as now been said, Augustin had
completed his doctrinal system on this particular side, more than
ten years befor~ the opinions of Pelagius excited any public contro
versy, it is clear that opposition to Pelagius could not have influenced
him in forming it. With more propriety may it be said, that opposition
to such doctrines as those of Augustin, or to the practical consequences
which through misconstruction or abuse were derived from such doc
trines, had no small share in leading Pelagius to form such a system as
he did. The Pelagian tendency is to be traced, in the first place, to
certain latent germs which were the undetected source of many views
and opinions prevailing in the church; and next it was called forth by
the struggle to oppose various errors of practical life which had become
widely spread. And then it sometimes happened that the tendency
of Pelagius, and the errors to which it was opposed, proceeded from the
same principle, and were but different branches springing from the
same root. To explain the first of these remarks, we discern, in
that tendency which separated the Christian life from its connection
with the one centre which should ~ustain the whole of it, from the
single reference to Christ as its source; in the isolation and undue ex
altation of what belongs to the human side, ihe over-valuation of hu
man doing; the separation of the moral element from its connection
with the common root of all Christian life; in the fond fancy of a per
fection going beyond what the law demands, transcending ordinary
Christianity; -in a word, we discern in all that which called forth the
reaction of the Christian consciousness as it appeared in J ovinian, the
incipient germs of, or point of attachment for, the Pelagian element.
But history allows nothing to remain covered up and concealed. Fa~se
elements, which have imperceptibly attached themselves to Christiamty
in its process of unfolding what it contains, must cast off their envelope,
expand to the open day, and fully express themselves, that they may be
overcome by the pure Christian principle. Such is the significance of
the tendency of Pelagius in the course of the church development.
Pelagius was a monk of Britain. 1 The fact of his being trained and
1 He bore the surname Pelagius Brito, to
distinguish him from another individual of
the same name, (see Augustin_ ep. 186 ad
Paulinum.) Moreover, the concurrent ac-

counts of Marias Mercator, Prosper, 8n~
Orasius, mention this as his native country I
and the fact that Jerome (pnefat. commel~
tar. in Jeremiam) calls him Scotornm pa u
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educated, both in that particular country and also in Monachism, had
an important influence on the development of his doctrinal views. As
the British church was derived originally from the Oriental, it is prob
able that in various ways the connection between them continued to be
maintained. Pelagius was a diligent student of the Oriental church
teachers; and the form in which he found Christian anthropology ex
hibited in these writers, corresponded with the peculiar development of
his own inner life.
Pelagius differed from Augustin, as in the whole stamp and charac
t~r of his mind, so by virtue of the peculiar course of his early educar
tIon and training. He did not possess, like Augustin, that mighty
nature which could not otherwise attain to peace but by passing through
many devious wanderings and hard conflicts. His was a feebler,
!D-0re limited nature; but one, too, which could more easily deyelope
Itself in a smooth and gentle course - could more easily be controlled
and conducted to its destined end. He was not possessed of the pro
found, speculative spirit which we find in Augustin: his predominant
faculty was a sober, discreet understanding, joined with moral earnest
ness. In learning, he was Augustin'S superior. An earnest striving
after moral excellence had inspired him from the first; 1 and his improve
ment had been quietly progressive. It was not from some great crisis
of the inner life, not through a violent conflict, that he had attained to
the faith, or to the determination of consecrating his whole life to God;
but, without his being conscious of any opposition to its influences,
Christianity acted as an inward principle on his moral development.
IIe did not have to contend with a wild and fiery natural temperament,
nor with desires and passions peculiarly predominant.~ N or was he
thrown into any of those storms of outward life, in which he might
faye been called to engage in a special struggle with himself; for he
.ed a silent life in the midst of studies and monastic ascetism. ' While
It was the case, as we have already remarked, that among the monks
?elonging to a certain class of human natures, the striving after moral
I~eals, by which they sought to mould and fashion their inner life, ex
cIt~d a more profound self-contemplation and led to a deeper self-knowl
edge; and while these, struck with the feeling of opposition between
What they saw in their own inner life and those ideals which inspired
them, sought from God manifest in Christ the removal of this opposition,
~nd the satisfaction of their deep-felt need; others, on the contrary,
y the intuition of these ideals, which seemed to them only a reflex of
~us. prregravatum

does not invalidate this
sstllnony j for the North Britons and the
C?ts were not always very carefully distin
~lsh.cd. His name'miO'ht also be a mark
hIS country, even though the English
tegend, that he bore amonO' his own coun
~ryrnen the name of jforga~ were without
oundation
. ,
n 1 Augustin, the' warm but candid oppo
~~st of Pelagius, is assuredly the witness
PIt ~orthy of confidence for the fact, that
e agIUs, by his rigid life as a monk, had

I

acquired universal respect. He says of him,
(de peccatorum meritis et remissione, 1. III.
c.3,) Istum, sicut eum qui noverunt, 10
quuntur, bonum ac prredicandum virum.
llle tam egregie Christianus, - and in ep.
186 he writes concerning him: Non solum
dileximus, verum etinm diligimus cum.
2 For this description, indeed, we can cite
no historical authorities, so very little is
known by us respecting the life of this man;
but we take the impression of him from his
doctrines and writings.
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their own moral nature, by the successful results of their ascetic disci
pline, by the consciousness of a power of will to overcome the allure
ments of sense, were only led to feel their own moral strength, and to
confide in their own moral efforts. It easily came to be the predomi
nant thought with them, how far the man might advance towards per
fection by a self-active development of the germs of goodness lying in
his own moral nature, by the superior energy of the will, by self-control.
It easily happened, too, that in the outward ascetism of the monastic
life, in its efforts to subdue the sensual impulses, the true nature of
inward holiness, of the disposition which has its root in love, was over
looked; that, in watching against the individual outbreaks of sin, monks
neglected to pay any attention to its secret springs, and so failed in
respect to the words of our Lord, Matth. 12: 29. Thus they might
be led to believe they had produced great outward results by human
efforts, while the radical evil was as far from being cured as ever. As
it regards Pelagius, it cannot be asserted, at least without qualification,
that such was the effect produced on him. On the contrary, in this
respect he is an example of the better moral spirit of Monachism.
His letter to Demetrias,l a virgin who had been consecrated" as a nun, testi
fies how impoi·tant he felt it to be to warn men against the aberrations
of the ascetic spirit, involved, though unconsciously to itself, in hypoc
risy, and concealing spiritual pride under the mask of humility; to
warn them against a tendency which, while it combated particular sins,
thought it might indulge in others with the less reserve.2 He well
knew how to distinguish the mock humility which covers spiritual prid~,
from the true humility taught by Christ. Very justly he says of hIS
contemporaries in this regard: ":Many pursue the shadow of this virtue,
few its real substance; " and he then proceeds to draw a picture, taken
doubtless from the life, of the mock holiness of those who assumed the
outward guise of humility. "It is very easy to wear miserable clothing;
to salute one's acquaintance in a lowly manner; to put on the show of
humility and meekness by a drooping head and downcast eyes; to
speak in a low and feeble voice, so that one's words can scarcely
heard; to sigh frequently, and with every breath call one's self a Sln
ner and a miserable wretch; 3 and if offended but by a trifling word,
suddenly to lift one's brow, throw back the neck, and change tho~e
submissive tones into a frantic shout. 4 A different sort of humility 15
that which Christ teaches, who exhorts us (Matth. 11: 29) to folIo'"
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Christus docuit humilitatem, in qua non sit
1 Written in the year 415, when he was in
Palestine, and with reference to the contro sllperbia inclusa.
11 PerfacHe est enim, aliquam ve~te~ b~:
versies which were then going on, although
bere contemptam, salutare submisslUS, .Jnc!
they are not here expressly mentioned.
nato in terram capite oculisque dCJ:cU~,
2 See e. g. p. 67, ed. Semler. Nos (proh
pudor) quadam dilectione peccati, cum in humilitatem ac mansuetudinem polhce~
quibusdam ostendimus quandam vim natu lenta voce tenuique sermones infringere:
roo nostrre, in aliis omnino torpescimus. p. suspirare crebrius, et ad omne verbum pcc
69. That abstinentia and jejunium were, catorem et miserum se clam are.
.
n4 Et si yel leyi sennone offensus Sit, cO
with many, nothinO" else than nmbracula
ce
vitiorum. On p. 74 he says respecting hu tinuo attollere supercilium, levare cervi :
mility: Prrecipue tamen, fictam humilitatem et delicatum illum oris sonum insano
fngiens, illam sectare quoo vera est, quam pente clamore mutare.
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his example - that pattern of true humility, under which, as he tells
us, no pride lies concealed." 1
And now if the sense of sinfulness, which is an essential element of
the Christian consciousness, freque.ntly offered itself to him under this
hypocritical form and in this lying caricature, it is easy to understand
how he might be misled, by his disgust at it, to overlook the profound
truth which also lay at the bottom .
.But still Pelagius was not free from the errors of the monkish mor
alIty, by which the system of morals was divorced from its intimate
c.onnection with the system of faith. He was entrammeled in the no
hon, which was so common among the monks, being connected with
their vague and obscure notions respecting the moral law , that man can
~dvance still farther in Christian perfection than the law requires, by
practising the consilia evangelic a (so called) - the quantitative meth
o.d of estimating moral worth. 2 Neglecting to consider that the Chris
ban principle embraces the whole alike, and leaves room for nothing
else to be admitted as a determining principle, he distinguished what
was commanded from what was forbidden, what was permitted from
what was recommended as an object of higher perfection - which
latter consisted precisely in abstaining from what was permitted, and
so entitling one's self to a higher reward. 3 Starting from this position,
he, too, became a zealous opponent of J ovinian, defending against him
the doctrine that there are different grades of merit and of Christian
perfection,4 on the ground of the distinction between precepts and
co.unsels (prrecepta and consilia.) He controverted the position main
tal~ed by J ovinian, that there is but one way of renouncing the world,
~hlCh is the common duty of all Christians - but one precept in rela
hon to the giving-up of temporal things for the sake of the kingdom
of God, which, circumstances allowing, was the duty of all alike. 5
Ar~ently zealous for what he considered to be the peculiar essence of
ChrIstianity in ethics, the "precepts" and "counsels," he was led to
~ecommend in a particular manner the study of the Bible, pointing to
It as the only source from which it is possible to learn perfectly the will
of God. fl But though he examined with the strictest conscientiousness
i1ll Prrecipue fictftm humilitatem fugiens, 19. Potest et de Joviniani studiis accipi, qui
s am seetare, qure vera est, in qua non sit jejuniorum afHietiones et omnem corp0t?s
u~erbia inclusa.
cruciatum in luxuriam etepulas convertent.
Ii On 1 Corinth. 13: 3. Quod illorum
See ep. ad Demetriad. c. 9. Supra Ie
~cm faeere, amore perfectionis supra man- sententiam destruit, qui renuntiandum re
uta conscendere.
bus seeuli certo tempore, persecutione co
c a Pr~hiberi quredam, prrecipi quredam, gente, volunt esse prreceptum, ut et .apostolis
boncedl aliquu, non nulla suadcri. Prohi gloriam tollant, quod non voluntarie feee
t~;tl'r ~ala, prreeipiuntur bona, eoneedun rint, scd inviti, ct nostri revi perfectos vanos
s ~edla, perfecta suadentur. And re constituant, qui rem alterius temporis frustra
r~~ctlng the two latter points: Duo vero nunc voluerunt exercere. Item aliter: No
tu rUI\I.a, quorum unum conceditur et suade tandum quod eontemptus mundi martyrio
Ut a Iud, in nostra potestate dimissa sunt, eomparetur, contra cos, qui illud de evangelio
au~n~ cu~ minori gloria concessis utamur, variis argumentis nituntur exsolvere, nbi
per o. maJus prremium etiam ea qure nobis dieitur ad divitem: Vade, vende omnia qure
habes et, ds pauperibus.
~ mlSsa sunt, rcspuamus. Cap. 9.
6 Thus he writes to Demetrias: In scrip
etia On ~ Corinth. 9:
Contra Jovinianum
rn
esse hlc locus faeit, ubi meritorum gradus turis divinis, per quas solas potes pIeruun
rnOnstranturj and on Philipp. 3: 18, Dei intelligere voluntatem. Cap. 9.
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every individual passage in the New Testament relating to morals;
though he recommended the exact and literal observance of all Christ's
commands, and inveighed against the allegorizing shifts by which it
was attempted to bring the words of Christ into a forced accommoda
tion with the ruling manners of the world; 1 yet he could not penetrate
below the surfac'e into the more profound depths of the Christian sys
tem of ethics, into its peculiar essence, its internal connection and
unity; because he seized the parts in too insulated a manner, without
grasping the whole. new principle for shaping the world and human
life, which lies in Christianity. He failed of seeing the connection be
tween faith and life as it is presented in the New Testament. Hence,
there was this difference betwixt Augustin and Pelagius, that while the
one could rightly understand, in the sermon on the mount, every single
precept in its unity with the whole, according to the spirit of it, and
found therein no separate, positive commands; 2 Pelagius, on the other
hand, everywhere held fast to the letter of the individual precepts, and
so took in its literal sense the prohibition of the oath.3
In order to explain the peculiar doctrinal tendency of Pelagius, we
must take particular notice also of the opposite tendencies against
which he contended. This is the more necessary in his case, inasmuch
as he was not led by any creative, speculative, or dogmatizing spirit of
his own to form a new system; but his efforts were determined and
shaped by a present, practical interest, to guard against certaitl errors
which seemed to him injurious to morality. Thus he was led to elabo
rate his peculiar scheme of doctrine. He contended against the doc
trinal tendencies of his time, only so far as certain practical consequen
ces of a hurtful kind seemed to him necessarily to flow from them: ~Y
this he was induced to enter upon his doctrinal investigations and dIS
tinctions; and, in mainly following this practical interest, he did not eve~
go so far as to unfold in their whole extent, and to trace to their ultI
mate grounds, the principles lying at the root of his doctrinal tene~.
Next, by virtue of his truly earnest moral zeal, he was led to regard ~t
as specially incumbent on him to combat the worldly Christianity of ~1S
times. 'Ve everywhere see in him a man filled with pain and ind~g
nation at the moral depravation of the great masses of nominal ChrIS
tians in his day. Thus, in his remarks on 2 Corinth. 12: 20, he eX
claims: "'Vhat would the apostle do, if he happened on our times,
when, in comparison with other vices, such things are not considered. to
be sins at all ? " 4 He sought to remove the grounds of excuse whIch
served as props of their immorality to those who called themselyes
Christians, without considering themselves bound to pursue a Christ!an
course of conduct. Among these belonged that distinction of spiritu
al and secular, respecting the injurious influence of which we hare
1 On 2 Corinth.:3: 6. Si prrecepta velis
allegorice intelligere, omnem virtutem co
rum cvucuans, omnibus aperuisti viam de
linquendi.
2 See above, vol.
p. 194.
8 Christus jussit non jurare. Ep. ad De

n.

metriad. c. 19; Bilar. ad Augustin. cpo 1~6.
4 Quid faccret, si nostris temporihus. ndln
veniret, quibus ad comparationem nhornOl
criminum ista ne putantur quidem esse pec
eata!
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already spoken; though in one sense Pelagius himself supported it by
his doctrine of a perfection transcending ordinary Christianity. In
combating this distinction, when employed as an excuse for immorality
by those who were engaged in the business of the world, he says, in
expounding Ephesians 4: 4, 5: "It would be well: for those persons
to study what is here said, who, tied to the business of the world, sup
pose they may be allowed to sin, though others may not ; when the
truth is, all are baptized into the same body, have received the same
spirit, and are called to the same hope." 1 He felt constrained to dis
sent from such as seemed to imagine that by a mere outward participa
tion in the sacraments they were already sure of salvation, as well as
from those who reposed on the opus operatum of faith - that outward
and superficial notion of faith, which, as we have seen, was already so
widely spread in the church. So in remarking on 1 Cor. 10: 1, he
says, that no one might so rely on the fact of his having been baptized,
?r having partaken of the Holy Supper, as to imagine that God would
mdulge him in committing sin, the apostle brings forward this example
from the fathers, to show by it that these rites will indeed then be truly
profitable, when the commandments are obeyed.2 And the words in
Ephes. 5: 5, 6, he applies to those who imagined faith alone to be
sufficient; that he who possessed faith and had been baptized could
not perish, however he might sin.3 Next, as there were those who
comforted theIPselves in their vicious life with the doctrine of a purga
tory, flattering themselves that, in virtue of their orthodox creed, they
w~uld finally, at least, be saved, after having passed through that
paInful process of purification after death, Pelagius, in explaining
1 Corinth. 3: 13, a passage often referred to in proof of this doctrine,
sought to deprive them of this support, by demonstrating the ground
lessness of that exposition, and proving that, even in this passage, the
fire of hell is meant, which the vicious should not escape. 4 And hence
he deemed it so important to maintain the eternity of punishments, in
OPposition to those who explained all such declarations of scripture 38
beIng nothing more than intimidating threats against sin. 5 Further
more, as these persons excused themselves by pleading the corruption
a~d weakness of human nature, and affirmed that living up to the di
VIne commands was something too difficult for feeble man, Pelagius, to
deprive them of these supports of moral indolence, endeavored to show
1 1 Unde diligentius legere debent hone
OCum hi qui, in seeuli oecupationibus ligati,
PUtant sibi Hcere peccare et aliis non licere,
~urn om.n~s in unum ~orpus .!mptizati, eun
e~ SPIrltom accepennt, et m una spe yo
cab sunt Dei.
b 2l.'e quis confidens in co solum, quod
aptJza.t~s est, aut in esea spirituali ve~ potu,
PUtet slbl Deum parccre si peccaYent, tale
patru.m proponit exemplllm, quo ostendat,
tunc ISta merito profutura, si prrecepta ser
"entur.
S Contra illos fifJ"it qui sol am fidem dieunt
Bum
b
,
h
cere. "Nemo
vos seducat" d·ICen d0 j
Oc sOlummodo opus est, ut fides sit et
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homo Christi baptisma consequatur, quam
vis peccet, perire non porest. Compo what
he says on 1 Corinth. 6: 9.
4 Non hie, ut quidam putant, in igne
flammre arsura sunt opera, sed homines, qui
ita operati sunt ut mereanturincendio depu
tari. Si autem opera, id est, crimina, puni
entnr, salvo co qui pcrpetraverat, non erit
ei damnum, sed lucrum.
6 On 2 Corinth. 11 : 3. Jam none serpens
similiter quosdam seducit, gehennam prop
ter solum terrorem asserentes nominari,
qoam aut penitus non esse aot reternam
non esse affinnant, contra auctoritatem om
nium scripturarum.
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that they unjustly loaded human nature with charges which fell back
on the Creator himself, instead of laying· the fault, as they should do,
on .their own will. The divine commands, he maintained, the com
mands of Christ, certainly required an exact fulfilment, as in fact they
were, in spite· of their contrary assertions, taught by the example of
those who had fulfilled them, while still they partook of the same hu
man nature with themselves. l
By these oppositions and these practical interests, then, the ten
dency of Pel agius, in respect to the doctrine of man's nature and the
character and work of Christ, was modified and determined. Hence
he was of the opinion, that in all moral exhortations the great point to
be aimed at was, to make men clearly see that they were in want of
none of the faculties necessary for fulfilling the divine commands; to
bring them to a conscious sense of the power bestowed on them by the
Creator for accomplishing all good ends, as he says that he himself
was accustomed to pursue this method in his exhortatory writings. 2
Hence he appealed to the examples of virtue exhibited among the Pa
gans, in proof of how much nature, left to itself, could effect even
among the heathen; and argued that, with the new aids and advantages
possessed by Christians, the same nature would be able to do still more.
On this principle, and from this point of view, he denied that there
was any such thing as a corruption of human nature, which had grown
out of the fall. Such a doctrine appeared to him but a means of en
couraging moral indolence - a means of excuse supplied to the hands
of vicious men. The question which from the first had so occupied
the profound mind of Augustin ---..,. the question concerning the origin
of sin in man - could not be attended with so much difficulty to the
more superficial mind of Pelagius. This was no enigma for him; it
seemed to him a thing perfectly natural that there should be moral
evil. The necessary condition to the existence of moral good is the
possibility of evil. Evil and good are to be derived alike, from the
free-will, which either yields to the seductions of sense, or overcomes
them.
With these views of man's nature, Pelagius unquestionably still held
fast to all the tenets taught in the Western church respecting the char
acter and work of Christ. But although this was by no means a mere
hypocritical accommodation - though he was not conscious in this case
of any self-contradiction, yet everything must necessarily have been .so
modified as to tally with his peculiar views of human nature. Augustm,
as well as Pelagius, contended against those who represented a mere out
ward faith to be all that was necessary to secure salvation; but Augus
lIn the letter to Demetrius: Dicimus: says: Quem ego exhortationis ordin~m,
durum est, arduum est, non possumus, hom cum in aliis quoque opusculis tcnue~lIn,
ines sum us, fragili carne circnmdati - c. 3 : tune hie maximc obscrvandum puto, UbI eO
Improbissimi hominum dum dissimulant, plcnius naturro bonum declarari dcbet, quO
id. ipsum bene administrare, quod facti sunt, institucnda cst vita perfectior, ne tanto .re
alIter se fuctos fuisse malunt, ut qui vitam missior sit ad virtutem animus ae tardiO~
auam emendare no1unt, videantur cmendare quanta minus se posse credat, et dum qUO
velIe naturam. And on Coloss. 1: 22: inesse sibi ignorat, id se existimat non ha
Vide si sciebat, se impossibilia prrecepisse.
bere.
2 Thus in his letter to Demetrias, c. 2, he
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tin and Pelagius differed from each other in their mode of attacking
this error. Augustin opposed to this notion of faith, another and dif
ferent one: Pelagius sought to show that there must be, in addition to
faith, the fulfilment of the divine commands. Augustin described an
active life of good works, as something which f;lowed of itself from the
essence of genuine faith: 1 Pelagius required it as something which
must be added to faith, by employing those moral faculties which had
been bestowed on human nature, and which was still further strength
ened and enlarged by Christianity. And, in addition to this, Pelagius,
who regarded it as a thing of the utmost importance to point men to
the free-will by which they were able to do all things, was the more
provoked to opposition, by the form under which the unfolded doctrine
of Augustin concerning grace and predetermination, which was really
revolting to the free-will, presented itself to his notice. But with the
dogmatic prejudices and partial interest in behalf of the doctrine of
free-will which he possessed, any form wherein the Christian conscious
ness expressed itself, with sincerity and fulness, as indebted for all
things to the divine grace, would easily appear offensive, as detracting
from the freedom of the will. Hence the great offence he took when
he heard a bishop utter, as expressing his own feelings, the words of
the prayer in Augustin's confessions: 2 "My God, bestow on me what
thou commandest, and command what thou wilt." 3
At Rome, Pelagius composed his commentaries on the epistles of
Paul, in which he clearly manifests his peculiar dQctrinal tendency;
~d among these, his commentary on the epistle to the Romans espec
Ially, although Cassiodorus sought to expurgate it, still betrays the
Pelagian doctrine concerning man, which continually gleams through
the surface. At that time, however, the matter made no farther stir.
The public outbreak of the controversy proceeded from another de
fender of the same doctrine.
This was Celes"tius, with whom Pelagius first became acquainted while
the former was an advocate at Rome. Through the influence, proba
bly, of Pelagius, this person became zealously resolved to live a more
earnest and devoted Christian life in a strict observance of all the pre
cepts and counsels of Christ. He exchanged his profession as an advo
cate for the monastic life, and composed an exhortatory Christian
treatise, in the form of three letters addressed to his parents, in which
he probably explained the reasons which had induced him to change his
~lans of life. It would appear, then, that he followed the whole pecu
har practico-dogmatical tendency of the individual who had been
the means of awakening him to a more serious Christian life; and he
sought to turn the skill in dialectics which he had acquired as an advo
cate, to the purpose of defending his scheme of doctrine.4 Pelagius,

14

s for example in his work de fide et indiVidnal, nothing certain can be said.
openbus, which is aimed against the above That he was a native of Ireland or Scotland
has been inferred, on no very safe gronnds,
lll~ntioned error. See vol. II. p. 101.
from an enigmatical passage of Jerome, in
a Confess. 1. X. c. 29.
the preface to the III book of his commen
4 Da quod jubes, et jube quod vis.
Respecting the native country of this tary on Jeremiah. Marius Mercator says
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owing to his peculiar temperament and advanced age, was little inclined
to controversy, where he was not drawn into it by the interest he felt
in behalf of his practical principles. He willingly made concessions,
even against his own convictions, where those principles which alone
seemed important to him, seemed not to be endangered. But Coolesti
us, who was in the full vigor of manhood, and formed as an advocate
for polemical controversy, stood forth more openly and recklessly in
defense of the doctrinal principles connected with that practical system.l
In the year 411, Pelagius and Coolestius went in company to Car
thage, where the former, indeed, made but a short stay; but Coolestius
tarried longer. His ascetic zeal and his gifts procured for him friends,
and he was encouraged to propose himself as a candidate for the office
of presbyter in this church; but meanwhile various reports had fol
lowed him concerning his Pelagian errors, which here, where the 0ppo- \
site tendency of the dogmatic spirit chiefly prevailed, and where the
mind of Augustin had the most decided influence, could not do other
wise than injure him.2 The deacon Paulinus, of :M:ilan, stood forth as
his accuser, before a synod assembled at Carthage, A.D. 412. Six
heretical propositions were asserted to be held by Coolestius, which col
lectively were derived from the following: That the sin of Adam had
injured only himself, not the whole human family; whence was drawn
the conclusion, that children still came into the world in the same state
in which Adam found himself before the fall. From these two propo
sitions others were deduced, none of which probably had ever been
of him, in his commonitorium adversus
hreresin Pelagii et Crelestii: Pel agio ad
hresit Crelestius, nobilis natu quidem, et Hlius
temporis auditorialis scholasticus. Au
gustin says, dc gestis Pelagii, § 61, that these
erroneous doctrines had not originated with
the clergy, but with quibusdam vel uti mon
achis. He meant here, probably, Crelestius
along with Pelagius. He styled them not
rcgular monks, doubtless because they lived
rather after the older and freer manner of
the ascetics, than according to the more
recent order of the Crenobites. 'Vith all
this is to be compared what Gennadius says,
in his work de viris ilIustribus, c. 44, that
Crelestius, when a young man, beforc he
fell into the Pelagian doctrines, wrote those
three letters mentioned in the text, which
Gennadius highly applauds, making the
remark, important for us: l\Ioralis siquidem
in eis dictio nil vitii postmodum proditi j
sed totum ad virtu tis incitamentum tenuit.
The tendency of which he speaks in this
last clause, might very well be also a Pela
gian one; but Gennadius, himself a semi
Pelagian, had not the sagacity to discern
this Pelagian element IvinO' at the root of
the practical tendency,-but not so clearly
expressed. Hencc hc supposed Crelestins
must have composed this treatise when a
young man, and before he went over to
Pelagianism. Whether the statement, that

he wrote these letters from a cloister, is cor·
rectI may also remain a question.
1 Augustinus, de peccato originnli, ~,I3,
calls Crelestius apertior, Pe1agius occul~lor.
Whether the account given bv Prredestms·
tus is cOITect, (p. 88,) that Crelestius had
also written a work against the doctrine or
the traduction of souls, before Pelagius ap
peared openly as a polemic, is questionable.
2 Pelagius, who did not find Augustin at
home at Hippo, had written him a v~ry
respectful letter. Augustin answered hun
in a few friendly lines, which at bottom,
howevcr, might already intimate some sus
picion about the doctrine of Pelagius con
cerning grace, as Augustin afterwards (de
gestis Pelagii, c. 26) actually explained the
words, but putting into them more, perhaps,
then, than they really meant. At all events,
there was a vcry delicate allusion to !he
importance of the right doctrine concerning
grace. He wrotc to him, for example: Re
tribuat tibi Dominus bona, quibus seJIl~r
sis bonus - ores pro mc, quo talis a Domi
no fiam, qual em me jam csse arbitraris. Ep.
146. But without doubt, Augustin, who!
account of the peculiar tone of his m~n ,
was habituated to such forms of cxpresSI?n,
might thus express himself, without haVIng
in his mind any particular allusion to the
views of Pelagius.
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asserted by Coolestius in the form alleged, while several of them were
ascribed to him only by inference. He sought to turn off the whole
matter by maintaining that the dispute related to a merely speculative
question, and had nothing to do with the essential doctrines of faith.
He said the only point in dispute here related in fact to the question
concerning the propagation of a sinful nature; 1 which question, how
ever, was closely connected with the more general one concerning the
way in which souls are propagated. As on the last of these questions,
so also on the first, various opinions had been held in the church. On
th.ese points, nothing had been decided by the church system of doc
tnne. On account of his o,\yn particular views, then, on such a dispu
ted matter, no one could be regarded as a teacher of false doctrine. 2
Had he denied the necessity of infant baptism, (now universallyac
knowledged to be an apostolical tradition,) that charge might seriously
affect him. But, in truth, he also affirmed the necessity of this rite,
although he entered into no farther explanation of the grounds of its
ne~essity. With these evasive answers, however, men were in nowise
satISfied; and as he could not be induced to condemn the opinions which
he was accused of maintaining, he was excluded from the fellowship of
the church. 3
.
But more favorable for the cause of Pelagius were the circumstances
ll~der which the controversy was renewed in another country. Pela
gIllS, in the year 415, made a journey to Palestine, and in this way the
:o~troversy was spread to that part of the world; for Jerome was then
hvmg at Bethlehem, and he maintained a close correspondence with the
Western church, and was moreover a man whose interest in theological
polemics could easily be set in movement. He agreed with Augustin
1Il o~posing the Pelagian doctrine concerning the free-will, and con
cernmg the freedom from corruption of human nature; and, owing to
the connection in which this controversy seemed to him to stand with
another, which at an earlier period had passionately interested him, he
Was ~ed to attach to it much the greater weight. 'Ve refer to its con
nectIon with the Origenistic disputes. Jerome was inclined to trace
the Pelagian doctrine concerning free-will and the moral powers of
man's nature, to the influence of Origen and of Rufinus, whom he now
So thoroughly hated, and to look upon Pelagius as a disciple of Rufinus.
In addition to this, it happened that Jerome, who was so sensitive to aU
hersonal attacks, and so slow to forget them, was told that Pelagius
ad, on variolL" points, attacked his commentary on the epistle io the
EpheSians and his letter against J ovinian ; 4 and for these reasons he
already much excited against him.5 A young Spanish ecclesiastic,
aulus Orosius was then on a visit to Jerome at Bethlehem. This
pers?n was a di~ciple and an enthusiastic and seryile fo~lower of Au
gustm. His professed object was to prosecute hIS studIeS under the
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! Deurestraduce peccati.
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tionis res ista, non hreresis.
811 See M.urius Mercator, commonitorium
('a~r ~o~!ne Crelestii. Augustin. de pec
Ongmls, c. II.
VOL. II.
49·
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See vol. II. p. 269 ff.
See his bitter tannts against Pel agius,
whose person he describes, without naming
him, in the preface to his commentary on
Jeremiah.
6
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direction of Jerome; and he gave the latter a more distinct account of
this recent controversy, and proposed to him many questions relativo
to the whole matter in dispute. Jerome came out as a writer against
Pelagius, in the first place, without mentioning his name. 1 But Pela
gius without difficulty found many friends in the Oriental church, to
which he stood in a very different relation, as it concerned his system
of faith, from that which he held to the <;:hurch of the West.2 To such
nice distinctions on the relation of free-will to grace, the members of.
the Oriental church were, in fact, as a general thing, not accustomed.
Moreover, it had in nowise occurred to anyone there, to give such
prominence to the antithesis between grace and free-will, as has been
done in the Western church. Many of the assertions of Augustin
would in this church have given great offence. The less men were ac
quainted here with the disputed questions of the Western church, and
the less interest they felt in them, the more easily could they be made
easy by the general declarations of Pelagius; and the latter was, be
sides, much more at home in the Oriental system of doctrine, than were
his opponents.
When, in the year 415, Paul Orosius appeared before a synod as
sembled under the presidency of the bishop John, (who had long been
suspected by the friends of Jerome,) and composed of presbyters con
nected with his church, he supposed he should easily be able to supplant
the monk and layman, by means of the authority of the great bishop
whose mind ruled the North-African church. 3 But the worthy bishop
John, of Jerusalem, who had already distinguished himself by many
conflicts with blind zealots, was not disposed to lend his hand to any
such measures of oppression. When it was objected to Pelagius, that
he taught doctrines controverted by Augustin, the former, who would
do homage to no human authority, replied, as he might safely do in the
Oriental church, where Augustin's name hardly stood at this time in so
high authority as in the church of the 'Vest-" And what matter is it
to me what Augustin says? " 4 This remark was sufficient to stir up
the indignation of Augustin'S enthusiastic friends. They exclaime~
that he who ventured to calumniate the bishop to whom the whole
North-African church owed its restoration.5 deserved to be excluded
not only from that assembly, but from the fellowship of the wholp,
church. But, without paying any attention to this outcry, the bishop
John rather took the part of the man who was to be put down by dog
matic assertions. Dispensing with all hierarchical prejudices, he allowed
him, though but a monk and layman, to take his seat among the pres
1 In his letter to Ctesiphon, and in his
dialogues.
2 This Jerome himself intimates, in his
letter to Ctesiphon, where he speaks of the
question brought into discussion by Pelagius: Qure ante literas tuas plerosque in
Oriente deccpit, Ilt per simulatam humilitatern supcrbiam discerent.
3 Although we become acquainted with
these proceedings only through the passion-

ate report of Orosius himself, yet the.lntt~f.

is so confused as to testify against hunse .
4 Et quis est mihi AuO'ustinus 1 p~rhaps, however. Pclagius m~y not have ong
inally expressed the answer in preds~ly ~
form in which the hostile and erobltte
Orosius here repeats it.
.
5 Doubtless referring to his efforts JJ1
healing the schism of the Donatists.
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byters; a proceeding for which he is highly censured by Orosius, who
complains that he should permit a person accused of manifest heresy
- though to be sure that person had never as yet been heard before
any ecclesiastical body - to sit among Catholics; a layman, to sit
among presbyters.! The bishop John said, he would now like· to be
Augustin, that he might pardon Pelagius in Augustin's name.
Pelagius was accused of maintaining, that man is without sin; and
can easily obey the divine commands if he pleases. As the bishop
John, like the Orientals generally, had no very strict or profound con
ception of what constitutes the fulfilment of the law, he believed exam
ples could be found in the sacred scriptures, of a perfect fulfilment of
the law.2 All that appeared to him as false was the assertion, that it
was possible for any man to accomplish this without the divine assist
ance. But when Pelagius acknowledged the divine assistance to be
necessary here, the bishop was perfectly satisfied. It was quite
foreign from him to propose to the former such questions as would
have been proposed to him in the Western church, with a view to draw
from him an explanation of what he understood by the divine assist
ance. He was satisfied with the explanation expressed in those general
~~rms; and anyone who, after this, was still bent on detecting heresy
m the doctrine of Pelagius, seemed to him to detract himself from the
pOwer of divine grace. Finally, the accusers of Pelagius repeatedly
affirmed, that both the parties belonged to the Latin church ; and
hence the question was one which only in the Latin church could
be rightly understood.. The bishop John conceded this, and agreed
that the subject should be referred to the Roman bishop Innocent,
and meanwhile both parties should cease all further attacks on each
other.
This attack on Pelagius having issued in a manner so little favorable
to ~heir views, the hostile party, consisting for the most part of ecclesi
astICS from the West, who probably held their consultations at Rethle
hem,3 determined to renew the assault before another bishop, and a
still more numerous assembly. In the same year, the two deposed
Western bishops, Heros of ArIes, and Lazarus of Aix, (Aqure,)
a~peared as the accusers of Pelagius, before a synod assembled at
Dlospolis in Palestine, under the ,presidency of Eulogius, bishop of
Cresarea. The propositions laid to his charge on this occasion were
I .1 The words of Orosius are: Videlicet
meum in consessu presbyterorum, reum
hrereseos manifestre in medio Catholicorum,
se~cre prreccpit.
lIe appealed to what had been said of
~c~ariah and of Elizabeth, Luke 1; to
h d s command given to Abraham that he
6 o.uld walk before him, and be perfect i
:~leh presupposed the possibility of the
109 required .
•8 A ~ignificant hint on this point is con
~ned In a letter of Pelagius to a presbyter
~ 0 Was his friend, written after the conclu·
Blon of the second council, and giving an

account of the decision of this assembly:
Qure sententia omnem in malum conspi
rantem societatem ab inviccm separavit.
Augustin. de gcstis PeJagii, ~ 54. And, in
fact, Heros and Lazarus did actually return
to the 'Vest. He mi~ht, then, have had
good grounds for considering all these un
dertakings as the concerted plan of a party,
which had associated for the purpose of
bringing about his condemnation in the
Orien~'ll church. Yet if the whole thing
had in this case been previously concocted,
the points of complaint would, in all proba
bility, not have been so unskilfully arranged.
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partly statements in which, as they expressed it, the heretical element
could not be easily detected, and on which, by means of superadded
explanations, Pelagius might easily come to an understanding with his
judges.! The members of this council were also disposed to ask no
further questions, provided only that grace and free-will were both
equally maintained; and accordingly Pelagius found it not 'difficult to
satisfy his judges. He was charged with holding the doctrine, " that
man, if he pleases, can be perfectly free from sin; that there was such
a thing as perfect purity from sin among mankind." This he explained
by saying, that he who is converted from sin may live without sin by
his own efforts and God's grace ; but that he is not, for this reason,
placed also beyond the reach of all temptations. Understood with these
limitations, the synod were likewise all of the same opinion. It was
now required of him, that he should pronounce sentence of condemna
tion against all who taught the contrary. He consented; yet on the
singular condition, that he might condemn them as fools, not as here
tics. 2 Furthermore, some of the propositions which had come from
Coolestius were read to him; but for these, he maintained that he was
not to be held accountable, since they were none of his. He was even
1 Thus it was objected to him that he had
asserted: "In die judicii iniquis et pecca
tori bus non esse parcendum; sed retemis
cos ignibus esse exurendos." It is most
probable-which is also confirmed by Au
gustin's remark on this passage in his book
de gestis Pelagii, -that Pelagins had com
bated those who held out the promise of
final salvation to a dead church-faith, not
connected with a change of heart, but sub
sisting along with a vicious life, at least
after suffering disciplinary punishment in
the ignis purgatorius. See above, p. 577.
His sincere zeal for morality may perhaps
have moved him to deny altogether the
doctrine of such an ignis purgatorius.
When this proposition was brought hcfore
him, he appealed in defense of his assertion
to the word of Christ himself, l\Iatth. 25 : 46 ;
and whoever believed otherwise, he added,
was an Origellist. ·With this the synod was
satisfied; for the Origenistie doctrine con
cerning the u1roKa;{UJTaau; had always had,
though not all, yet the majority of the
most influential voices in the church against
it. But had Pelagius unfolded his views
more fully, and also represented the doc
trine of that purgatorial fire as an Orige
nistic heresy, the members of the couneil
would perhaps not have been so easily satis
fied. Another assertion was: Quoniam
plus facimus quam in lege et cvangelio jus
sum est, in conformity with the doctrine of
the cons ilia evangeliea, which was so inti
mately connected with the monastic svstem
of morals, ~nd in which Pelagius (sec above,
p. 5~7) mIght certainly find some support
for hiS system. Pelagius cites in defence
of this proposition the remark of Paul, 1 Cor.
7: 25, in recommendation, as it was gene-

rally supposed, of celibacy. Furthermore,
the proposition: "The kingdom of heaven
is promised even in the Old Testame~t."
In this proposition, the sense correspondmg
to the orthodox faith admits, of course, of
being more easily fouud than the hereticlll.
The heretical sense, it may be conjecture.d,
lay in the assertion, that men could obtalll
salvation by observance of the law; tbat
there was a justitia legis. See below.
2 Anathematizo tanquam stultos, non tan
quam hreretieos. It is evident that I,be
synod here proceeded in a very supertic!al
way, with little regard for rigid and preCise
dogmatic notions. It is not clear, indeed,
what it was that Pe1agills really condemned.
If he meant to condemn those who taught
that there were sinless men, the purport~f
his declaration may hav~ been, that e
question did not relate to a doctrine, but to
a fact. A false doctrine - be must halo
meant, in this case, to say-could on Y
arise when it was asserted that such persons
had so lived without grace. Otherwise, to
affirm, as a matter of fact, this which "';:
contrary to experience, ought not to
called false doctrine, but foolishness.
if we suppose this, Pelagius could not. e
exonerated from the charge of surrende~ng
his own convictions or of contradictmg
himself. Or perhaps' he meant to condem~
those who taught that men could lead SjI1~S t
lives without the help of divine grace. . U
when we consider what a broad conceptIO~
PelaO'ius connected with the term gnlce: 1
may ~asily be explained that be meanJ ~
say: Those who declared grace. coul 'fe
dispensed with in order to a smless l~ ,
deserved to be styled fools and madmen or
teaching a doctrine so perfectly absurd.
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ready to condemn them, although it would seem as if he could not do
it, without also condemning many of his own doctrines. But perhaps
t~e matter was made easy to him, by hastily reading 'o~er the proposi
tlOns, and forbearing to enter into any minute inquiries.! As the result
of the whole business, Pelagius was recognized as a member of the
Catholic church. From the relation of Pelagius to the Oriental church,
we may infer that he found many friends there, especially among the
monks; and this passionate class of men may have resorted to many
measures in support of the party of Pelagius, of which the latter him
self wholly disapproved. Moreover, Jerome, by his passionate and
overbearing temper,2 by his reproachful abuse of the bishops of this
. country, may have rendered himself hateful to many, who now.sought
to take their revenge on him. But whatever the truth may be with
re~ard to those violent proceedings said to have taken place in the
clOIsters at. Bethlehem after the triumph obtained by Pelagius at the
council of Diospolis, yet certainly the accounts of them, all of which
may in the end be traced to the testimony of Jerome, which deserves
but little confidence in matters so nearly concerning himself and his
personal enemies,3 are not sufficiently distinct and well authenticated,
to.enable us correctly to judge to what extent Jerome was to blame in
this affair, and whether any party of Pelagius had a hand in it, and, if
so,. what they did. One thing we may confidently assert, that it was
qUI~e foreign from the disposition of the latter to intermeddle with such
bus~ness. Had it been possible really to bring any such accusation
agamst him, his enemies assuredly would not have long delayed to pro
duce the more definite testimony which the Roman bishop Innocent
demanded.
The verdicts of these two councils were now made the most of by
~h? party of Pelagius, to justify their own orthodoxy. Their opponents,
It IS true, did not allow themselves to falter at these decisions; yet they
~ok different measures according to their different turns of mind. The
Vlolent Jerome did not hesitate to fix a suspicion of Pelagian heresy
?n t~e synod itself.4 Augustin, on the other hand, endeavored to show,
In hIS work de gestis Pelagii, that the synod had only suffered itself to
be deceived by the ambiguous explanations of Pelagius, but that, by
t~e anathemas which it prescribed to him, it had in reality condemned
hIS peculiar doctrines. Here, we must admit, he went on the erroneous
sUPposition, that as Christian truth is but one, and the doctrine of the
church but one, therefore the doctrine of grace held by this synod
lllust have been the same with that of the whole Oriental church.
1 It is very possible that, as Augustin
~tnar~s, (de gestis Pelagii, § 57,) in a brief
Wjanscnpt of those proceedings, he may, not
thout good reasons, have left out the ex
p~ess condemnation of those propositions
o 2C<lllcstius.
Palladius, who to be sure belonged to a.
arty hostilely disposed to Jerome, repre
:~I.s anolh~r as saying of him (hist. lausi
---, c. 78): ToaavNJV eaX£1l {3aa/Caviav, wf

r

infO Tavril!: /Cal.v1rTeafJat TWv MYCJV T7JV
lzper1/V" XaptV oe TOVTOV TOV aVOPQ!: oil p1}
a.rLO!: uviJp el!: ToV!: TO'1rClV!: oIK~aeL, Ulla
tprJO,rm aimro 0 9rJirvo!: /Ca2 peXpt TOU LOwv
Mel.tpov.
8 See the conclusion in Augustin's book
de gestis Pelagii, and three letters of the
Roman bishop Innocent.
ol He styles it (ep. 81) synod us miserab

ilis.
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As a counterpoise to the authority of these Oriental church assemblies,
it was sought, moreover, to gain the acquiescence of the Roman bishop
Innocent. Three letters were therefore addressed to him from the
North-African church, in the year 416 ;-one from a synod held at
Carthage; the second, from one held at Mileve in Numidia; the third,
from five North-African bishops, of whom Augustin was one. In these
letters, they accused Pelagius and Coolestius of maintaining free-will
in a way that excluded grace, and of denying grace in the peculiar
Christian sense, since they did not place it in an inward actuation and
communication of the divine Spirit; but only understood thereby,
either the gifts and powers bestowed on man by creation, or the out
ward revelation by the law, or the forgiveness of sin. They were also
accused of denying the necessity of baptism in order to the salvation
of infants. At the same time these bishops sent him a book of Pelar
gius, in which they had marked several passages, which he was
requested to notice.
In the mean time, Pelagius and Coolestius also sought to justify them·
selves before the Roman bishop. Pelagius wrote him a letter, in which
he defended himself against both the charges ; namely, that he assert
ed a free-will standing in no need of grace,! and that he denied the
necessity of baptism in order to the salvation of infants.2 'Vi~h
this letter, he sent a confession of faith, in which he fully unfolded hIS
orthodoxy on those points which had no connection with this contro
versy. On the matters in dispute, he declared himself with less distinc
ness, and also indulged himself a good deal in special pleading, for the
purpose of setting the doctrine of his opponents in an unfavorable lig~t;
attacking, though without naming him, Jerome in particular, who, m
deed, by his exaggerations in controversy, and his arguments, which
were often spun out and lost in mere play and sophistry, exposed many
a weak point to his adversaries. 3 Pelagius, on this occasion also,
1 Liberum sic confitemur arbitrium, ut
dicamus, nos indigere Dei semper auxilio.
2 Respecting his doctrine concerning the
baptism of infants, see below. The frag
ments of this letter may be found in Augus
tin. de gratia Christi, c. 30, 32, et 33, and
de peccato origin ali, c. 17 et 21.
3 Pelagius says accordingly, he abhorred
the blasphemies of those who taught that
God had commanded men to do impossibil
ities, and that God's commauds could not
be fulfilled by individuals, but only by all,
colleotively and in common. This remark
is aimed against the doctrine held alike by
Augustin and Jerome, that humnn nature,
in its present state, is not able to fulfil the
divine law - especially in the form in
which it had been expressed by Jerome,
when he said, that as at present everything
good among men was in some respect or
other .defective or partial, so they mutually
supplIed each other's deficiencies by means
of the predominant virtues iu individuals.
See Hieronym.l. I. ndv. Pelag. f. 496-97,

T. IV. ed. Martianay. Again, Pelagins
said, we condemn those who affirm that the
Son of God was necessitated to utter wbaJ
was false by the power of the flesh j an
that, on account of his assumption of h~rnan
nature, he could not do all which he WIlled.
In one respect, so far as it regards the lr\
proposition, this charge was unjust. e
rome, for instance, had asserted - citing ~
his authority the passages in Matt~. 26: 39,
John 5: 30 - that Jesus, in speakmg as a
man, had not made himself independent of
God, nor ascribed to himself any self.sn.~·
ciency grounded in human nature; Wbl,e,
on the contrary, the Pelagillns would fnl~
claim for themselves an independence d
self·sufficiency, which Christ himselfb' Be.
never thought of asserting. But the 0 ~e f
tion was just with reference to the first ~n
those propositions i for, citing the pasSag~ 1d
John 7: 10, which Porphyry had s.elz~f
upon as a ground for accu~in~ C.bnst. n
fickleness of purpose, he said In Justlfica tiO e
of Christ: Omnia scandala ad carnero esS
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asserted a free-will constantly standing in need of the divine assistance;
and he charged his opponents with maintaining partly the Manichean
doctrine, that certain men (those who do not participate of grace) can
not avoid sin, partly the Jovinian, that certain men (the predestinate)
are by nature incapable of sin. He himself taught, on the contrary,
that man is always capable both of sinning and of not sinning.
The Roman bishop, Innocent, received those letters from the N orth
African church, before the letter and confession of faith sent by Pelagius
could reach him. Innocent, as may be gathered from his letters, was,
on the doctrine concerning the relation of nature to grace, a decided
opponent of the Pelagian system: it would seem also, that he pene
trated more deeply than others into the original grounds of this whole
matter of dispute. 1 Still, it cannot be inferred, however, from any
declarations of his, that he entirely agreed in his system with Augustin.
On the contrary, an intimation is given, that, inasmuch as he held the
c?mmunications of divine grace to be dependent on the worth of indi
vlduals, he accordingly differed from Augustin in an important point.2
Yet, at all events, the heretical matter in the Pelagian doctrines first
attracted his notice; and of any difference between his own views and
those of the North Africans, he may, perhaps, not have been conscious.
Moreover, the North-African church had already conciliated his favor
able regard by appealing to his decision on such a matter of dispute.
After having bestowed praise, then, on the North-African bishops, be
cause as in duty bound they had betaken themselves to the church of
Pe~er, to which all the great concerns of entire Christendom should be
ultimately referred, he assured them of his full acquiescence in their
condemnation of the Pelagian doctrines.
~ut soon after, in the year 416, Innocent died; and his successor
~oslmus had already been invested with the episcopal dignity, when the
etter of Pelagius arrived at Rome. Zosimus, in all probability, had
not the same doctrinal system as his predecessor. Perhaps, as his
name might indicate, he was of Oriental descent; and his dogmatic
~ndency on the controverted points may have been akin to that of the
ast; all which seems, in fact, to be shown in his first letter on this
SUbject to the North-African church. Hence his sentence would turn
out to be a very different one from the former. N either were there
W~nting in Rome individuals who were friendly to the Pelagian doc
tnnes, and who contributed to dispose his mind to look upon them with
~hferend.a, which were eithcr, lik~ many of
-\ saYlIlgs of Jerome, soundmg words
vut any reasonable mcaning, or must
naYe heen intended to mcan that thc weake,s of the sensuous nature even in Christ
~~~dered it neccssary to deviate from the
• r;ct law of iYeracity. L. c. f. 519, 20, 2l.
P lIe percciyed (see bclow) that this dis
t ute was connccted with a differcnt way of
t~gurdin~ thc relation of God's providence
th C'reatlon, § 3. Epistola ad Concil. Car
g·. Ergo cris tibi in proyidendo prresnhor, quam potest in co essc, qui te ut

hit

st:

esscs cffccit'? Et cui putas debcre, quod
vivis, quomodo non putas iIli debcre quod
quotidianam ejus conscqucndo gratiam tali
tcr yi"is '?
2 Innoccnt. cpo ad Concil. Cartha"". § 7.
Of the Pelagians: Quis tantus Hlorum
pectora error obcrec:'at, ut si ip~i nullam Dei
gratiam scntiunt, quia nee digni sunt nee
merentur. To be sure, Augustin would
have no difficulty in explaining this accord
ing to his own sense, by simply supposing
the dignitag and the mereri to be qualities
depending on the communication of grace.
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favor. While Innocent was living, such individuals woufd, of course,
keep their opinions to themselves. 1 At present, they could more openly
avow themselves.
Under these more favorable circumstances, Crelestius himself ap
peared in Rome. He handed over to the Roman bishop a confession
of faith, which was well suited doubtless to make a favorable impression
on one who was not aware of the more profound connection and coher·
ence of individual doctrines with the whole system of Christian faith,
and hence was in no condition to form a correct judgment concerning
the importance of the controverted points. He, too, first unfolded at
large the pure doctrines on matters which had no connection whatever
with the dispute, and then, as before, sought to reduce the disputed
matters to mere questions of speculative controversy, such as related to
the propagation of sin, which was connected with the question concern·
ing the origin of souls. " If some questions have been started which
do not concern the faith, and respecting which multitudes have differed,
it had never entered his thoughts to establish anything, as the founder
of a new doctrine; but he would very cheerfully allow himself to be
corrected, where he had erred as a man, by the judgment of the Ro
man bishop." 2 At the same time, he maintained anew, that the
acknowledgment of the necessity of infant baptism, which by the r~e
of the universal church must be imparted for th~ forgiveness of sm,
was altogether independent of those questions, because our Lord had
resolved that the kingdom of heaven may be bestowed only on. t~e
baptized; and because the powers of nature did not suffice for thIS, It
must be imparted by grace. But, by so doing, he meant in nowise to
approve the doctrine of a natural propagation of sin; for sin, as it con·
3
sisted in a determination of the will, could not be derived from nature.
The point of view in which Crelestius placed this matter, certainly
appeared very clear in the outset to Zosimus; for it seemed sufficient
to him that free-will a~d grace should be equally maintained, and all
the rest pertaining to the relation of these two to each other seemed to
him to belong among the idle questions of the schools. Crelestius .bad
several audiences with the Roman bishop himself, and always explam cd
himself to the satisfaction of the latter. Add to this, that the two
bishops, Heros and Lazarus, by whom the complaints had been br?ught
against Pelagius at the council of Diospolis, were well known to hirouM
turbulent, mischievous men; and accordingly the whole affair wo
the more readily appear to him as a mere ebullition of passion, the l~sJ
he understood of its real nature. Besides, Pelagius had accompam e
his letter to Rome with a letter from the bishop Praylus of J erusaleIIl ,
by whom he was completely justified.
Accordingly Zosimus wrote to the North-African bishops on tb~
affair of Pelagius and Crelestius two letters, which must have struc
these bishops with some surprise, expressing as they did a judgment so
1 Innocentii· epistola ad quinque episco- hominibus quispiam ignorantire error ob
pos, , 2.
reps it, vestra sententia corrigatu~. . Ii Co 5,
:l Prreter fidem qurestiones. Si forte ut
8 See Augustin. de peccato ongma I
6, et 23.
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entirely different from that of his predecessor. He reproaches them
for not having entered into a careful examination of this matter, and
for having so easily given credit to the charges of trifling and mis
chievous men. He gave the most decided testimony to the orthodoxy
of Pelagius and Crelestius. Of Pelagius' letter he said, it agreed
wholly with the oral declarations of Crelestius. "Would that some
one of you," he writes to the bishops, "had been present when the
letter was read! How rejoiced and surprised were all the pious men
who heard it! Scarcely could some refrain from tears to find that men
80 thoroughly orthodox 1 could yet be made objects of suspicion.
Was
there a single passage in the letter, where grace or the divine assist
ance was not mentioned?" 2 It would appear, then, that Zosimus,
when he heard the words grace and divine assistance so often repeated,
~ad never even thought- of any different determination of the concep
tIOns associated with those words, and that it seemed to him in the high
est degree unjust that those who expressed themselves after this man
n~r should be accused of denying grace. He gave the North-African
bIshops to understand, that they had gone over the limits which should
~e assigned to the doctrines of faith, and raised a controversy on ques
tIOns which had no connection whatever with the faith. He had
reminded Crelestius, he wrote, and the priests from various countries
w.ho were present, that such knotty and moot points and such foolish
dIsputes had sprung from that pestilent contagion of an idle curiosity,
then spreading on all sides, which led each man to misemploy his mind
and his uncontrolled power of speech in affecting to know more than
holy scripture revealed. He entreated them, in the name and authority
of the apostolic see, that they would submit their reason to the Bible,
as it was explained according to the tradition of the fathers. In his
first letter, relating only to Coolestius, he decided that either an accuser
must appear in person at Rome, within the space of two months, who
Could show that Coolestius thought differently from what he had expres
sed in his own declarations, or that for the future no one should pre
Sume to call in question his orthodoxy after such manifest proofs of it.
It may be easily understood, that a man who could so express him
self must have differed widely from the doctrines of Augustin, although
he did not precisely agree in all respects with the Pelagian system, nor
perhaps accurately understand it; and; in fact, may not have had any
exact knowledrre of doctrinal matters at all. Nothing is easier than to
suppose that Z~simus was one of those Roman ecclesiastics who sought
to make themselves familiar only with the liturgical forms and practical
business of the church, but took no interest in theological studies.
And in this case it would admit of being readily explained, how, without
any independent theological judgment of his own, he was liable to be
. governed by the influence of others, as at present by the influence of
the Pelagian party existing in Rome.s

!

Tales etiam nbsolutro fidei.
ad. Est!le ullus locus, in quo Dei gratia vel
Jutonum prrotermissum sit 1
VOL. li.
50

3 See the edict of the emperor Honorius,
hereafter to be cited.
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The North-African bishops, accustomed already, in less important
matters, to assert their independence in opposition to the arrogant
claims of the Roman bishops to a supreme judicial authority, had no
inclination to sacrifice a doctrinal conviction of so much weight to
themselves, to the arbitrary decision of a man in whom the inherited
authority of a successor of the apostle Peter was to supply the place
of a theological judgment resting on its own independent grounds.
Accordingly they addressed to the Roman bishop, in the name of a
council assembled at Carthage, a letter, in which, probably with all
professions of respect, they protested against his decision. 1 They gave
Zosimus to understand, that he had too easily allowed himself to be de
ceived by the vague declarations of Coolestius. The decided language
of these bishops, combined with many other powerful influences. from
without, had already produced such an effect, that Zosimus began to
assume another tone, although he was quite careful not to recede in
the least from his claims to supreme judicial authority.. In a second
letter, he praised, indeed, anew the decisive authority of the apostolic
chair, and defended himself against the reproach of lightness and over
haste in his investigations and decisions; yet he already ceases to make
further mention of what he had said in his earlier letters in favor of
Pelagius and of Coolestius ; and, in compliance with the request of the Af..
ricans, he suspended the final decision of the matter until after further
examination. The North-African bishops, however, were not at all in
clined to wait for a foreign decision. They anticipated this by a decis
ion on their own part. At an assembly held at Carthage, in the year
418, they drew up nine canons, in which the doctrines relating to the
moral condition of human nature, concerning grace and free-will, and
concerning baptism, were defined and settled in a way opposed to the
system of Pelagius. In this document were expressed the doctrines
of the corruption of human nature by the sin of the first man; of
death, as the punishment of sin; of grace, as an inward communication
of the divine life, from which alone all truly good actions ,could spring.
The fourth canon asserts: "Let him be accursed who says, the grace of
God, by virtue of which we are justified through Christ, refers merely to
the forgiveness of past sins, and not to assistance to secure us against fall
ing under sin for the future." V.:" Who teaches that this grace helps
us to keep from sinning, only so far as it opens our minds to a kno~vl
edge of the divine commands, so that we are made acquainted WIth
what we must strive after and what we must avoid; but that it does
not bestow on us a disposition to love, and a faculty to practise, such
commands. For whereas the apostle says, 'Knowledge puffeth up, but
charity edifieth,' it would be very impious to believe, that we have the
grace of Christ in order to that which puffeth up, but not in order to
1 It is to be lamented that this letter has have supposed, that by this was mca~t the
not reached us; and we can only surmise letter sent at an earlier period by the blsh~S
its contents from the answer given to it by to Innocent; but it is much more prohl! e
Zosimus•. Zosimus mentions in his letter that the obtestatio contained in the later letter
an obtestatio, which the North-African bish- of the Africans, which is lost, ought here to
ops had sent to Rome. Many learned men be understood.
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that which edifieth; while~ in truth, both are the gift of God, not only
that we know what we must do, but also that we love it in order to do
it; that so where love edifieth, knowledge may not puff up." Further
more~ in the sixth canon the tenet was condemned, that grace merely
renders more easy the fulfilment of that which could also be fulfilled
without it. In opposition to this view, it was alleged that Christ had
not said, "Without me ye would find it more difficult to do anything;
but without me ye can do nothing." John 15: 5.
But as the Roman bishop had so preponderant an influence in the
Western church, and as his influence could effect so much even at the
imperial court, it became necessary for the Africans to secure betimes
t~eir ground in that quarter, and to endeavor to gain over the supreme
cIvil power against Zosimus. According to Augustin's principles, - as
we have already explained them in the history of the Donatist controversy,
- no hesitation ought to be felt, but it should rather be considered a
duty, to call upon the civil power to repress unchristian errors. The
connection of Augustin with the count ValCl'ius may doubtless have
contributed to procure the interposition of the civil power in this pres
ent case; as, in fact, Augustin himself, in a controversial tract relating
to these matters, which he dedicated to Valerius, intimates that the
latter had deserved well of the truth for his exertions in this cause. 1
;Accordingly, from the year 418 and onward, there appeared several
e~lCts, couched in a style more theological than imperial, against Pel~
gIus and Coolestius, and their adherents. 2
The bishop Zosimus was not decided enough in his theological views
~nd character to be able to maintain his ground against such authori
tIes; and besides this, he was, no doubt, closely pressed· at home by 3l
pOwerful anti-Pelagian party, which had long maintained itself in the
honflict with the other side. Constantius, a man of some rank, who
ad left the post of Vicar of Rome, (viearius urbis,) and become a
tnonk, stood at the head of the former party. 3 Coolestius was now to
P 1 De .Duptiis et concupiscentia, 1. I. c. I. ~ 3.

tarOfams istis novitatibus, qui bus hie dispu
. ndo resistimus, tn potestate eurando et
lnst~ndo efficacitcr restitisti. By this Au
US tIU
• drew upon himself from the Pelagian
uItan the deserved reproach, that, as his
party could not maintain their cause by
reasons, they sought to supply this defect by
~resort to Outward force. Quam nihil haant, quod vi qua proteruntur rationis
oPponal!t, ut alia corum scripta, ita hi tes
tantur hbelli, qui directi ad militarem virum
(qtlo~.etiam ipseprofiteri potcst) aliis magis
negotlls quam literis occupatum, impotcntire
~ntra nos precantur anxilium. Augustin,
t00'heve~, .does not deny that he had applied
0 { e ClV11 power in aid of this object; he
t n y thought he had no reason to be ashamed
dor so doing. He speaks of it with confi
i;nce and assurance, as if conscious of hav
. g done nothing but what was rirrht: "Non
~,otentire contra vos precamur °auxilium j
e pro vobis potins, ut ab ausu sacrilego

J

cohibeamini, Christianre potentire laudamus
officium."
2 Two of these edicts, one of them ad
dressed to the bishop Aurelius of Carthage,
seem to have been issued at the request ot'
the North-African bishops. Moreover, the
remarks of the Pelagian Julian presuppose
that such a law had been enacted in answer
to the petition of the North Africans: but
he imagines he can interpret it to the ad
vantage or his party; as may be gathered
from the words of Augustin 1. III. c. Julian.
c. I. ~ 3. Sane, nt dicis, si pro vobis potius
ab imperatore rcsponsum est. But then, it
cannot possibly be conceived, how Julian
could have given any such interpretation to
one of the laws which has come down to Wl.
It is very probable, therefore, that the law
intended is one which has not reached our
times .
3 Prosper, in his chronicle, under the
twelfth consulate of Honorins, says: Con
stantius servus Christi ex vicario Rorum
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.appear before the Roman bishop, and sustain a new examination; but
he doubtless foresaw the result, and hastily left Rome. Upon this,
Zosimus issued a circular letter, (tractoria,) in which he pronounced sen
tence of condemnation on Crelestius and Pelagius; adopted the decis
ions of the council of Carthage against the Pelagian doctrines, and
declared himself on the doctrines of the corruption of human nature,
of grace, and of baptism, in accordance with the views of the North
African church. Not without reason might the Pelagians accuse Zosi
mus and the Roman clergy, who had before shown themselves so favor
able to the cause of Pelagius, of denying the convictions they had
previously avowed, no matter whether it was ignorance, the force of
authority,or+the fear of man, which had chiefly contributed to produce
this change. 1
When thus, through the authority of the Western emperor and of
a Roman bishop wanting in independence, Pelagianism had been con
demned, the circular letter of Zosimus was sent to the whole church of
the \Yest, and all bishops were required to subscribe it, in its condem
nation both of the doctrine, and also of the persons of Pelagius and
Crelestius.2 Those bishops who declined were to be deprived of their
places, and banished from their churches; 3 a sentence which was rigor
ously executed, particularly in Italy, where Pelagianism had many ad
herents, and in North Africa.
Eighteen bishops of Italy who met this fate complain, not without
reason, in a letter composed by the bishop Julian, of Eclanum, and
addressed to the bishop Rufus, of Thessalonica, that, without the con
vocation of a synod, subscriptions were extorted, separately and indi
vidually, from the ignorant bishops, of whom there were so many at
that time in the \Vestern church.4 Several bishops in the departme~t
of Aquileja, from whom their metropolitan Augustin, the bishop of thIS
town, demanded their subscriptions, sent to him a covertly Pelagian
habitans, et pro gratia Dei devotissime PeIa Per totum orbem missa subscriptionibtL5
gianis resistens, factione eornndem multa sanctorum patrum est roborata.
pertulit_ Julian says to his opponents,
3 See the letter of the bishop Aurelius of
(opus imperfect. 1. III. c. 35:) Cur tantis Carthage to the bishops of two North-Afn
totam Italiam factionibus commovistis ~ can provinces, in which letter he calls upon
Cur scditiones Romre eonductis populis ex those who had not given their signatures at
citastis ~ And even though this must be the council of Carthage, to do it no~,. so
considered as the accusation of a passionate that no room mi~ht be left for sUSpICion
opponent, yet there must be some truth lying against anyone: Quo cum in supradictofnlU
hrereticorum damnatione omnium vestru~
at the bottom here.
fuerit integra subscriptio, nihil omnin.o Sit
I Julian accuses Zosimus of prevarication.
Augustin. e. Julian. Pelagian. 1. VI. § 37. unde ullius vel dissimulationis vel negllgen
He says of the Roman clergy: Eos jussi tire vel occultre forsitan pravitatis aliqua
I
onis terrore percussos non ernbuisse prre videatur merito remansisse suspicio.
4 In toto penittls occideme non minus stu
varicationis crimen admittere, ut contra pri
orem sententiam suam, qua gestis catholico tum quam impium dogma esse suscep~um
dogmati adfuerant, (since they were present et simplicibus episcopis sine congregatlone
at that assembly held under Zosimus, which synodi in locis suis sedentibus ad hoc
e
had declared so favorably to the cause of firmandum subscriptionem extortam.
Pelagius and Crelestius,) pronuntiarent. words cited in Augustin's letter of refu~
Augustin. contra duas epistolas Pelagiano tion, addressed to the Roman bishop Bam
rum, l. II. § 5.
face, contra duns epistoIas Pelagianoru m,
2 Marius Mercator, in his commonitorium 1. IV. § 20.
super nomine Crelesti~ says of this circular:
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confession of faith,! drawn out in detail, declaring that their conscience
did not allow them to condemn Pelagius and Crelestius, persons who
were absent, and whom they had not heard in their own defence; 2 and
they appealed to a general council. But many, who had resigned their
places for the sake of their convictions, afterwards testified repentance,
and were accordingly restored again to their spiritual charges; 3 thongh
the sincerity of their repentance may well be questioned. On the
other hand, the bishop Julian, of Eclanum in Apulia, a man whose
scientific attainments and pious life had acquired for him universal re
spect, distinguished himself by his zeal and courage in standing up for
the defence of what he deemed to be Christian truth. In predomi
nantly leaning to the side of the practical understanding, his intellec
tual bent resembled that of Pelagins and Crelestins. He unfolded
their doctrines in the most systematic form. He appears to have
been a more passionate man than his predecessors; but we should not
forget the oppressed condition of his party.4 In spite of the imposing
~uthority which the superiority of his intellect had procured for Augus
tm in the Western church; in spite of the authority which the bishops
of Rome derived from their outward position; in spite of the imperial
~erdict of condemnation, Julian, the banished bishop, in various wri
tmgs defended his principles with a freedom reckless of consequences,
and in a spirit and style of language which would have well befitted
t~e leader of a dominant party. By his zeal, his scientific gifts, and
h!s exemplary life, he' was enabled to secure adherents to his prin
clple~. A person who belonged to the party of his adversaries reports
that In a time of famine he devoted his entire property to deeds of be
nevolence. To be sure, in the judgment of his opponents, there could
be.no honest intention in this act of a heretic: it was only a means to
gaIn himself followers.5
~Vith deserved indignation, showing the sentiments of a noble mind,
JUhan rebukes the cowardice of those of his own faith who supposed, as
~e expresses it, that true discretion consisted in purchasing, by the servil
ItYof a degenerate soul, the insecure repose of a moment. 6 He says
of them, that, in the worldliness of their own spirit, they accused of
Contention and obstinacy those who preferred to suffer any evil, rather
than. to give up their convictions. Had there been a frank and manly
bearIng among the bishops, he thinks public opinion would as certainly
have declared against the delusion of the Traductionists, as invincible
reason destroyed it. In order to the defence of truth, science and
1

th To be found, along with some others, in
B(; appendix to the tenth volume of the
~nctlictine edition of AuO'ustin.
to Metuimus in absentem" et nobis inaudi
prru m capita dictare sententiam, nisi cum
~sent~s fuerint confutati.
no ~Ianus 1\'1ercator commonitorium super
rrllne Cmlcstii, c. V.
\Vh Even Augustin esteemed him. highly
JUl~n ,R young man. See his ep. 101 to
ti~~n s father, the Apulian bishop Memo-

VOL. II.

50t:

5 See Gennadius de V. I. c. 45. That
Julian acted as the organ of a party, is seen
from opus imperfect. 1. I. c. 51, where he
says, it had been entrusted to him by sanctis
viris nostri temporis confcssoribus (these of
course were the confessors of Pelagianism)
to write against Augustin.
6 Nihil magis cautis con venire consiliis,
quam degeneris animi famulatu emere vel
infidam momento·um quietem.
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courage (scientir.. et fortitudo) must be united; neither is of any avail
without the other.l
Not without reason might Julian complain of the oppressive measures
against the adherents of the Pelagian doctrines; not without reason
might he complain that Pelagian and Ccelestian had been coined
into heretical names wherewith to terrify the ignorant multitude, and
that the latter were constituted judges on points which they were not
competent to understand. 2 He demanded, on the contrary, that wise
and judicious men should be chosen out of all ranks and professions,
whether ecclesiastics or civilians, to investigate the question; such as,
though few in number, might yet be distinguished for reason, scientific
cultivation, and freedom of spirit.3 He complained that the guidance
of the church had been wrested from reason, in order that a doctrine
which recommended itself to the people might have liberty to spread
everywhere without check or hindrance. 4 He objects to his opponents,
that they used every means to prevent freedom of inquiry, by calling
in the secular power; for they felt themselves obliged to resort to force,
because they were deserted by reason. 5 Augustin, on the other hand,
proceeding on his own principles of ecclesiastical law, which we h~ve
already explained, and his idea of the church, appealed to the authonty
of the church, which had already decided the question, and to the Ie·
gitimate power of the magistracy, which is bound to punish the propa
gators of error in the same manner as other evil-doers. " Wouldst
thou have no fear of the magistracy," Bays he to him, "then do what
is right. But there is nothing right in maintaining a heretical, in op
position to the apostolic doctrine. The heresy which the bishops have
already condemned needs no longer to be examined, but should be
checked by the power of a Christian magistracy." 6 Julian ,constantly
made his appeal to "reason," which alone should examine and decid?
on all questions. But this reason assuredly had to do only with uOl
versal conceptions. From mere reason it was impossible to understand
what was meant by original sin, the need of redemption, and redemp
tion itself. The subject-matter of these conceptions could be un~er
stood only from the actual experience of the soul.· Had Juhan
consistently followed out his "reason," he must have gone a great
deal farther in his negations. Augustin could oppose to him the con
sciousness of the Christian church, which was not first made to be such
by tl-iis or that bishop, but which was found already present by all as
the one which existed from the beginning. And the objection that the

n.

c. 2
.1 Opus imperfect. e. Julian. ali the begin- lare, c. Julian. opus imperfectum, 1.
mng.
'
Ii Quod omnibus opibus negationeIIl ~:x:
aminis a mundi potestatibus comparauS,
2 Quod Crelestianorum vel Pelagianorum
nomine homines terrcamus, 1. II. c. Julia intellilTitis enim 80'cndum vobis vi esSe,
num, § 34. That;t was cndeavored to stir cum d~scrimini ~ati~nis auxilio. L. c. c. 3.
6 Vis non timere potcstatem 1 bonuIIl ac.
up against them homines de plcbciia frece
scllulariorum, milites, scholasticos auditori Non cst autem bonum contra aposto!icutn
ales, nautas, tabernarios, etc.
sensum eXSCTcre et ass~rere hrereticu~ se~
3 Paucitas quam ratio, cruditio libertasque sum. Damnata ergo breresis ab eplsCOP ,.
non adhuc examinanda, sed coercenda est
sublimat, c. Julian. 1. II. § 36.
• Etipiuntur ccclesire gubernacula ratio potestatibus Christianis. L. c.
nis, ut erecto cornu velificet dogma popu
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doctrine was a popular one, and agreeable to the people, he does not
repel, but admits the statement to be true; contending that it is not
so much an objection as a commendation, that the doctrine which
responds to the consciousness of the Christian church should be dis
tinctly marked. "Such a people," says he, " Ambrose did not make,
but he found. 'Ve admit our doctrine is a doctrine of the people;
for we are the people of Him who was for this reason called Jesus,
because he redeemed his people from their sins." 1 And Julian him
self, on another occasion, agrees with Augustin in attaching importance
to the popular consciousness, when he appeals from the authority of
t~e church, and from what appeared to him to be an arbitrary imposi
hon of doctrinal subtileties, to the same consciousness; though not in
deed to the peculiar subject-matter of the Christian consciousness, but
to the foundation of the universal sense of God; which itself, however,
without\ the influence of Christianity, could not have been so clearly
developed. He who on other occasions was so used to refer to the
learned and to the more cultivated minds, referred also to the simple,
who, being occupied with the cares of business, had received nothing
from the schools, yet by faith alone had sought to attain to the church
of Christ. He advised them not 00 allow themselves to be disturbed
by dark questions; but, while they believed God to be the true Creator
of men, to believe without wavering also, that he is a good, a true, and
a just being; and while they held fast their conviction of this Trinity,
t~ey might admit and approve every thing which they heard agreeing
With this idea, while they should let no force of argument deprive
them of this, but might repudiate every authority and every party
which sought to convince them of the contrary.2
The principles of Pelagianism rigidly carried out, would have gone
to the extreme of denying altogether man's need of redemption; con
seq~ently, of making Christ wholly superfluous; hence, of giving an
entirely new shape to the church doctrine concerning Christ. Yet,
though these principles were not unfolded with this rigid consistency,
they could not fail, if but applied, so far as they were unfolded, with a
clear consciousness of their import and with logical closeness, to beget
~ theory of the person of Christ of a peculiar stamp, and correspond
Ing to the principles themselves. This connection, however, never be
trayed itself in the way in which Pelagius and Coolestius were accus
tomed to present their scheme; for only the disputed questions
respecting the character of man were deemed of importance by them:
o~ all other points they adopted the common doctrines, receiving them
w~thout alteration, and without examining how far they harmonized
'Wlth their fundamental positions. Yet we have seen already, in the
1

A Tales populos non fecit, sed invenit ad ecc1esiam Christi pervenire curarunt, ne
mbrosius; fatemur dogma nostrum esse facile obscuris qurestionibus terreantur, sed
populare, quia populus ejus sumus, qui credentes, etc. Nee hoe eis ulla vis argu
~r~Pterea est appellatus Jesus, quia salvum mentationis evellat, sed detestentur omnem
eClt populum Suum a peccatis eorum. L. auetoritatem atque omnem soeietatem eon
c. c. 2.
traria persuadere nitentem. C. Julian. I. V.
28·
nihil.
lmplices, qui aliis occupati negotiis §4.
de eruditione ceperunt, sola. tamen fide
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case of Theodore of Mopsuestia, how closely his peculiar views of man,
the relation of which to the (in many respects) kindred Pelagian
views we· shall consider more at large hereafter,-how closely his doc·
trine of human freedom was connected with his peculiar notions re
specting the character and work of Christ. A trace of this connection
we perceive in Julian of Eclanum, who objects to his opponents, that, if
they did not suppose a human nature in Christ subjected to the seduc
tions of sense and to temptation, as in other men, but derived every
thing of a moral nature in him only from a natural necessity, they could
not suppose in him any true human virtue, nor recognize him as a moral
example for mankind. l The same connection also would be very ap
parent in a man who, near the commencement of the fifth century, was
called a follower of the Pelagian doctrines, if indeed he was rightly so
named. We mean Leporius, a, monk and presbyter in the south of
France. 2
Leporius is said to have been condemned in his native country, on
account of his Pelagian tenets, and, in consequence of this, to have emi·
grated with several of his followers, in 426, to North Africa. But at
Carthage he was convinced by several bishops, chiefly perhaps by
Augustin, that he was in an error. The bishops by whom he had b.een
convinced, commended him to the paternal gentleness of their Gallic
colleagues, in a letter accompanying the recantation of Leporius. In
this recantation, he calls God to witness, that he had supposed his error
to be the truth; that a well-meant zeal, though without knowledge, had
deceived him. This introduction is suited to inspire confidence in the
sincerity of his recantation; but, from many things which he says in
this document, it is difficult to believe, that a man who, in his earlier
doctrine concerning the person of Christ, discovers a tendency of mind
so near akin to, that of Theodore of Mopsuestia, would now pass to a
mode of expression so opposite, and pushed even to the extreme of
crassness, as exhibits itself in many passages of this recantation. But
perfectly ignorant as we are of what, in the meanwhile, had been work·
ing within the breast of this individual, we can come to no further de
termination on this subject.
. In the above-mentioned recantation drawn up by Leporius, no trac~S
are to be found of Pelagian doctrines; but the heretical matter in hIS
doctrines would seem, according to this, to have consisted simply in a
view of Christ's person agreeing, in all respects, with the principles of
the Antiochian school. Like Theodore, he opposed the confounding
of the predicates of the two natures. " It was not God himself who
was born as man, but a perfect man was born with God." On the
other hand, he now said, in his recantation: "I believe thoroughly
that God is unable to do only what he does not will to do. If God
willed to be born, as he assuredly did, I firmly believe also that he
_ 1 Ut omnis virtu tum pulchritudo, quam
m se Christus expresscrat indcbitis naturre
eju~ la!-Idibus vacuata ftacc~s('eret, cunctoque
ventatls sure splendore nudata sacrum rna·
gisterium mcdiatoris offeret irrisui. Opus
imperfect. 1. IV. c. 50.

2 He is called a Pelagian by Cassian, de
incamatione Christi, lib. I. c. 4 j and Genna'
dius, de V. J. c. 59.
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could be born; since God's essence is subject to no limitation." Like
Theodore, he had distinguished from each other the different senses in
which Christ is called Son of God according to the two natures, the
proper Son of God according to his divine, and the adopted Son of
God according to his human nature. 1 He likewise supposed, as did
Theodore, a progressive revelation of the deity, in the human nature
associated with it, up to the time of Christ's resurrection. 2 He con
c~ived of Christ, in his temptations and sufferings, as a man left to
hImself, so that by his efforts, his obedience, his merits, his constancy,
he achieved for himself that higher state which began with his resur
rection.s He also maintained with Theodore, that omniscience was not
t<> be ascribed to our Saviour as man, and that the ignorance which he
professed with respect to the time of the final judgment was to be un
derstood in the literal sense.
If we might believe, then, that account which represents Leporius to
have been a Pelagian, it might very easily be explained how he must
have evolved his doctrine concerning the nature of Christ out of his
doctrine concerning man. But the singularity in this case would
be, that the bishops of Carthage, who looked upon the opposition
to everything Pelagian as so important, should have required no re
cantation from Leporius on these points. We might from this cir
cumstance be led to conjecture, that the Pelagianism with which he was
charged had been imputed to him only by inference. Or we must
suppose that two epochs are to be assumed in the history of the
progress of Leporius in forming his doctrinal system, which Cassian
and Gennadius have neglected to notice; - the first, whE)n he was a
Pelagian; next, when he was induced to subscribe the circular leUer
of.Zosimus, and no longer appeared as so open an advocate of Pelagi
amsm. But his Pelagianism, which had been merely suppressed, had
Subsequently led him to the peculiar doctrines which he maintained
c~ncerning the person of Christ, which ~e supposed he might teach,
~lthout infringing on the doctrines of the church, since, in fact, pre
Vl?Us to the outbreak of the N estorian controversies, a great deal on
thIS subject was still vague and undefined.
b Among the zealous defenders of the Pelagian doctrines, deserves to
e particularly mentioned, Annianus, deacon of the church at Celeda,
~perhaps in Italy.4) By the decision of Zosimus, already mentioned,
e :v,as most probably obliged to resign his spiritual charge; but he
Contmued to exert an active influence in favor of the principles of the
persecuted party, to which he gloried in belo.nging.~ He believed
th.at he was contending for the cause of morahty, whIch, b~ the doc
tn nes of the Traducianists, was exposed to the utmost perII,6 - and
1FT
2 I IUS Dei proprius - et adoptivus.
Inay be gathered from the antithesis
te e recantation: Nee quasi per gradus et
s~pora proficientem in Denm, alterius
l'esuus a?te resurrectioncm, alterius post
a rrcetlOnem fuissc credamus.
t ~aborcm, devotionem, meritum, fidem.
ee Bicronym. cp. 81 ad Alypihm et
in

t:S

Augustinum, where he is cited as a friend
of Pelagius and author of a violent contro.
versial tract.
6 In the dedication to Orontius, one of
the deposed Pelagian bishops: Inter has,
quas pro fidei vobiscum amore perpetimur
tentationum proccllas.
6 Per occasionem quarundam nimis diffi
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for the cause of moral freedom, the recognition of which distinguished
Christianity from Paganism, where sin was palliated by charging
it on natural necessity and fate. 1 Believing that he found in the
prevailingly moral interest evinced by Chrysostom, in the manner in
which he attacked the excuses plead by moral remissness, in the man
ner in which he stood up in defence of free-will along with grace,2
a great deal which, being akin to his own views, admitted also of being
opposed to the principles of the Traducianists and the new Maniche
ans,2 he translated the Homilies of· Chrysostom on the gospel of
Matthew,4 and his Homilies in praise of the apostle Paul, into Latin;
and accompanied these translations with dedications to his Pelagian
friends, in which he very plainly avowed his own principles.5
. Various offshoots from the Pelagian party continued to propagate
themselves in Italy, down to the middle of the fifth century; and the
Roman bishop, Leo the Great, had occasion once more to remind the
bishops, that no ecclesiastic belonging to the Pelagian party could be
readmitted to the communion of the church without a very distinct
recantation, and without expressly subscribing all the decisions of the
church in opposition to its doctrines. As late as the close of the fifth
century, an aged bishop named Seneca appeared in Italy, who ven·
tured publicly to defend doctrines akin to Pelagianism, and, in fact, to
excommunicate a presbyter, who contradicted them. It is impossible,
however, from the letter, written in passion, which the Roman bishop
Gelasius issued against him, to determine with certainty whether he
really stood in any outward connection with the Pelagian party, ~r
whether perhaps, as an unlearned man, and (if what Gelasius says IS
true) without knowing anything about Pelagius, while supposing him
self to be perfectly orthodox, he had been forced, in opposing the doc
trine of original sin in its stiffest form, and the doctrine of the damna
tion of infants, so revolting to all sound feelings, to hazard many
assertions closely bordering on Pelagianism.6
If now we glance back at the result of these disputes in the Western
church, it certainly cannot be denied, that as well here as in the doc
trinal controversies of the Oriental church, it was no free developme~t
of the opposite siqes which had brought about that result; but PelagI
anism had succumbed to an outward force, which hindered it from
freely expressing itself. At the same time, however, a great differenc~
is manifest between the course of these disputes, and of those in the 01'1
ental church. It was not the shifts and intrigues of a theological party,
which, mixing up secular and spiritual interests, contrived to connect
cilium qurestionum redificationi momm at
que ecclesiasticre disciplinre satis insolenter
obstrepitur.
1 Ingenitre nobis a Deo libertatis deeus,
cujus confessio prrecipuum inter nos genti
lesque diserimen est.
. 2 See below, the development of his sys
tem.
S Non enim est in alterutro (doctrine con
cerning grace or free·will) aut ineautus aut
nimius j sed in utroque moderatus; Pro

evangelica perfectione nohiscum pUr';re
videtur. Videfur non tam prresentes III or- _
masse discipulos, quam nobis contra verte
fidei oppugnationem auxilia prreparass~..
s
4 Only his translation of eight hOJIulie
has come down to our times.
5 See opp. Chysostomi ed. Montfaucon•
T. n. et T. VII.
6 See the documents in the appendi~. t~
the tenth volume of the Benedictine editJo
of Augustin.
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itself with the court; but it was the superior intellect of an individual,
actuated solely by zeal for what h~ considered to be sacred truth,
which, controlling the minds around it, succeeded by their means to
make the civil power subservient to his own convictions. And although
a few men of independent minds were obliged to yield to force and to
numbers, yet the doctrine, which in this case gained the victory, was
not, as so frequently happened in the Oriental church, a doctrine forced
Upon the natural development of the church by the secular power, and
therefore to be followed at some subsequent period by a violent reaction;
bu~ that doctrine conquered which had on its side the voice of the
umversal Christian consciousness, since this declared itself against the
P~lagian tendency; - the doctrine conquered which found a ready
pomt of union in the whole life and experience of the church, as ex
pressed in its prayers and in all its liturgical forms. Hence also it fol
lowe~, that although Pelagianism had been conquered, rather by sup
pr:sslOn than by free evolution, yet there was no violent reaction on
thiS side. But, for this very reason, the system of Augustin, as will
hereafter appear, could not so easily succeed in establishing its claims
~ validity on another side of it, where this system itself came in colli
~Ion with a higher inward power, with a conviction hitherto dominant
In the great m3:jority of minds, and which in fact struck its roots in the
depths of the Christian life and consciousness.
W~ will, then, in the first place, before proceeding farther to develope
the hlstory, bring more distinctly to view what has just been stated,by
c?n~emplating more nearly the inner relation to each other of the con
fhctmg views which here present themselves, and the manner in which
~he conflict was carried on between them. And first, in respect to the
t1YJp~rtance of the disputed questions of which we here speak, in their
ean~g on the Christian system of faith; Pelagius, it is true, and
~~peClally Coolcstius,l sought to lower the importance of the points in
Ispute, as if all differences here might be reduced to mere diversities
of Speculative opinion, which had nothing to do with faith. But to this
Course they were ·led by their relation to the dominant party in the
church; since for the present their only anxiety was that they might
be allowed freely to express their own peculiar principles, as others
Were allowed to express the opposite ones. For a different course was
pursued by the ardent and untrammelled bishop Julian of Eclanum,
Who, after being spurned from the dominant church, had no further
caUse to seek after a reconciliation of differences. He denounces 2 in the
s.trongest terms those of his party who, in yielding from outward mo
hVes to the party in power, consoled themselves with the reflection,3
that this dispute had nothing to do with the essentials of faith, but
related merely to obscure questions in which faith was ~ut slight~y con
cer~ed. He maintained, on the contrary, that the hIghest object of
Chl18tian faith itself, the doctrine concerning God, was essentially conlet: See above, his trial at Carthage, and his
3 Ejusmodi opinion em hactenus super
~cr tOth~ Roman bishop. Pp. 581,588.
nostro fuisse certamine, ut ad qurestionem
Jur Opus lmperfectum Augustini contra involutam magis quam ad summam spec
lanUm, 1. V. c. 2 et seq. and 1. VI. c. 1. tare fidei crederetur.
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cerned here ; for the Traducianists 1 and the Catholics did not agree even
The God of the Traducianists was
not the God of the gospel; for since they taught that human nature is,
from the birth upwards, tainted with sin, and since they declared concu
piscence itself to be sin, they denied either that God is the creator of
man's nature, and made Satan its author, and consequently fell into Mao
nicheism, or they made God himself to be the author of sin; and in teach
ing that God was a being who punished unavoidable sin, and who arbi
trarily assigned the destinies of woe or of bliss, they impinged upon his
moral attributes of holiness and justice. On the other side, Augustin
did not concede to Crelestius, that this dispute was so unimportant in its
bearing on doctrines; for as the acknowledgment of the doctrine of a
Redeemer and a redemption, in which consisted the essence of Chris~
ianity, presupposed the acknowledgment of a need of redemption, hence
this doctrine was closely connected with the doctrine of the corruption
of man's nature, and accordingly with the doctrine of the first sin an.d
its consequences ; and the former fundamental doctrine, without this
presupposition, lost its significance. On the contrast, therefore, between
Adam and Christ, rested the essence of Christianity.2 Among t~e
Pelagians, accordingly, the predominant polemical interest was the m
terest in behalf of the universal idea of a religious moral sense, in a
form, however, in which it could not have developed itself witho~t
Christianity; while, with Augustin, the predominant interest was ~
behalf of that which constitutes the more peculiar essence of the Chris
tian consciousness.
As, in this controversy, several matters, standing closely connected
together in the Christian system of faith, were brought into the discus
sion, the question now forces itself upon us, whether perhaps all the
individual differences which here presented themselves to view might
not be reduced to one fundamental difference in the mode of religioUS
apprehension, from which, as the original source, all the others proceeded.
But if, in examining doctrinal controversies generally, we should our
selves distinguish what is set forth with clear consciousness by the con
tending parties as the fundamental point of difference, and the still f!1ore
general and more recondite opposition, to which this fundamental dIffer
ence admits of being reduced, though the contending parties, who have
not traced the opposition to its ultimate grounds, are not conscious ~f
any such thing, - it is of the more importance to make a distinction 10
the present case, because the convictions of those who defended the
Pelagian doctrines had grown out of a practical interest, while they
stood on the common ground of a system which had been handed do~
to them, and against which they had no intention whatever to cont~ndd
Furthermore, we must distinguish what is original and what de;n:e
in the genetic development out of the life within, out of the ChrIstIan

in their doctrine concerning God.

1 As he denominated the defenders of the
doctrine of original sin, accusing them of
maintaining that sin was propagated by
generation, the propagatio peccati per tm
ducem.

2 In causa duornm hominum, quo~~
per unum venumdati sumus su~ pecesri~
per alterum redimimur a pecentls, r.rop de
fides Christiana consistit. Augustul.
peccato origina~, § 28.
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consciousness, and what stands in the same relation of original and
derived in the speculative conceptions of the understanding.
If we are contented to receive as true what was constantly express
ed with clear consciousness by both the parties themselves, it must
seem that the dispute properly started from the different modes of con
templating human nature in its present condition, or more particularly,
from different notions with regard to the relation in which the moral
condition of the later race stands to the sin of the first man; for
everything else that came into the discussion, the different notions
respecting man's need of help, respecting the nature of the redemption,
~especting the work of Christ and the operation of Christianity, respect
lll.g the object and the effects of baptism,- all this was closely connected
wIth the fundamental difference above mentioned. Augustin, in fact,
~as continually falling back upon the position, that man found himself
ill a state of corruption; and, on the other hand, this was the point to
which the denial of the Pelagians particularly referred. Moreover, in
the development of the religious consciousness, this will constitute the
most original and the most important difference of all, namely, in what
relation man places himself to God and Christ, whether in the relation
of one who needs help and redemption, or not; and in what degree of
strength this consciousness manifests itself.
At the same time, however, we meet with many disputed points
w.hich do not admit of being thus traced back to this fundamental
d~fference. On the contrary, differences of the two systems in indi
!Idual points are to be be met with, from which that very disputed point
ltselj which was prominently set forth by the disputants as the most
universal of all, admits of being derived.
Accordingly we find here, in the first place, a different mode of ap
prehending one conception of great importance on account of its bearing
o~ the system of religion and morals, which did not proceed from the
different modes of apprehending the present state of human nature,
but rather lay at the foundation of, these different views themselves.
We mean the diffe.rent ways of apprehending the doctrine concerning
the freedom of the human will. In the Pelagian system, moral free
dom is apprehended as a freedom of choice; as the faculty of deciding
at each moment alike between good and evil;' of choosing one of the
two for its determinations. This is the fruitful root, which, according to
the different bent of the will, produces good or evil. 1 On the other hand,
A~gustin says, such an indifference, such an equipende?cy betw~en
~vll and good from whence man is able at each moment alIke to deCIde
In favor of th~ one or the other,2 is a thing utterly inconceivable. Man
1

r '!'he words of Pelagius in the first book
o hIS work de Iibero arbitrio: Habemns
Pos8ibilitatem utriusque partis a Dco insi
~m,.velut quandam ut ita dicam, radicem
'tructJfe~am, qure ex' voluntate hom~~is di~rsa g!gt;at, et qure possit ad p:opru culto
ns ~rbltnum vel nitere Bore vlrtutum vel
Sent~bus horrere vitiorum. Augustin. de
gratIa Christi contra. Pelagium et COllestiVOL. II.
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urn, § 19. With this, Julian agrees in sev
eral passages cited by Augustin. Opus
impcrfcctum, 1. V. et VI.
~ As Augustin aptly describes it in his
work against Julian: Libra tua, quam eona
ris ex utraque parte per requalia momenta
suspcndere, ut vo1unta9 quantum est ad
malum, tantum etiam sit ad bonum libera.
Opus imperfcctum, c. Julian. I.. III. c. 117.
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is already determined within himself by his disposition, before he pro
ceeds to act. Evil and good cannot spring fro~ the same root. The
good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, nor the evil tree good fruit.
The root from which all good proceeds is love to God; the root of all
evil is love to self. According as man is predominantly actuated by
love to God, or love to himself, he brings to pass that which is good or
that which is evil. 1 That definition of free-will, he maintains, cannot
apply to God nor to holy beings.2 It, in fact, presupposes a corruption
of the moral powers, and loses its applicability the more in proportion
as man advances farther in moral development, in proportion as he
approaches to true freedom. At the highest point of moral ad
vancement, freedom and necessity meet together; 3 the rational being
acts with freedom, in determining himself according to the inward law
of his moral nature. Since evil is that which is at variance with the
original essence of the rational creature; that which is not grounded in
nature, but which contradicts nature; it follows that that which, in the
Pelagian definition, is regarded as the characteristic mark of moral
freedom, already presupposes a corruption of the moral nature, as sin
exercises over it a power of attraction which it ought not to exercise.
With this difference was connected still other important differences.
Proceeding on the above-stated more ideal and materia14 conception of
freedom, Augustin must believe that he found in the actual appearance
of human nature an opposition to the freedom which was so appre
hended, inasmuch as this true conception of freedom is in this case no
where applicable. Man uniformly finds himself in a state contradicting
this freedom, in a condition of bondage to sin. Thus this determinate
conception of freedom leads Augustin to the presupposition of a cor
ruption of human nature, and of an original moral condition which
preceded it. And cohering also with this is the thought, that, when
once this original freedom had been dis~urbed by the first freely chosen
aberration from the law of the original nature, a state of bondage fol
lowed after the state of freedom. As human nature, evolving itself
in conformity with its condition by nature, surrendering itself to the
godlike, becomes continually more confirmed and established in true
freedom; so, in surrendering itself to sin, it becomes continually more
involved in the bondage of sin, to which Augustin frequently applies
the words of Christ: "He who commits sin is the servant of sin."
Evil is its own punishment, as goodness is its own reward. On the
other hand, Pelagius and his adherents found -no cause, inasmuch as
they proceeded on that more formal and empirical conception of free
dom, to suppose any corruption of the moral nature, and any differ~nt
original oondition of it. With the essence of freedom, the possibihty
of evil as well as of good is for them, in and of itself, already sup
posed. This possibility belongs to the essence of human nature, and 19
hence something inalienable. The question, Whence comes sin? is there
fore not to be entertained. That man who, having it at each mOIDent
1 Compo Augustin. 1. c. de gratia Christi.
Aliud est caritas, radix bonorum, aliud cu
piditas, radix malorumj tantumque inter 5e
ditferunt, quantum virtus et vitium.

2

C. Julian. imperfect. I. VI. c. 10.

The beata necessitas boni, as opposed to
the misera necessitas mali.
i As distingui.shed from" formal."
S
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in his power to choose the good as well as the evil, chooses the evil,
has no other cause for this than his momentary self-determination, else
he would not be free. . When, therefore, even the Pelagians were con
strained by an outward authority to adopt the opinion of an original
moral state, of a first man and of a first sin as a fact, yet it is clear
that this opinion could stand in no inner connection with their anthro
P?logical system as a whole; that they, on the contrary, remained in
dIfferent to it; for, according to their presupposition of moral freedom
apprehended as above described, the moral condition of human nature
could suffer no essential change: the same faculty of choice between
good and evil continued still to exist.
In connection with this stands another doctrinal conclusion. Pela
gius places human nature, furnished by God as its creator with the
moral faculty, in the middle between good and evil; but Augustin
considers human nature either as existing in its original state, in com
munion with the original source of goodness, freely serving it as its
natural organ; or estranged from the higher power of goodness, whose
organ human nature was destined to be, and enslaved by the foreign
~ower of evil. The moral faculties of man point, according to Augus
tin, to the original fountain of good, from which alone all goodness can
flow - to God, communion with whom is the supreme good of beings
en~owed with reason, and without whose communion nothing exists but
eVIl. The following antithesis, therefore, presents itself: Life in com
munion with God, the divine life, the supremacy of goodness, nature
subordinated to grace; and, on the other side, estrangement from God
by a bent of will fallen from' the supreme good, self-love, sin. The
P~lagian idea of freedom, on the contrary, admits of no such divine
prmciple of life, transforming and ennobling man's nature, nor of any
systematically grounded opposition between nature and grace. God
has provided human nature with all the capacities and powers requisite
to the fulfilment of its destination, and so also with moral powers for
the practical exercise of all goodness. This unchangeable faculty is
t~e work of God alone. It belongs only to man, that he should by his
'''Ill apply these powers bestowed on him by his Creator, and thereby
become what God has destined him to be. The ability is from God;
the act of willing and being, from I?an. 1
•
•
But Augustin does not suppose, lIke PelaglUs, that man, after havmg
b~~n Once endowed by the Creator with reason and free-will, the capa
CItIes for the knowledge and practical exercise of goodness, was then
wholly left to himself in the application of them; but he supposes man
also, in this latter respect, to be still in absolute and constant depend
euce on God as the sole original source of all being, all truth and good
ness. The capacities of the rational creature are not anything com
plete and self-sufficient by themselves, but only organs to receive, to
a~propriate, and to reveal what is communicated to them by fellowship
WIth that absolute source of truth and goodness. Just as the eye
~ ~e.lagius, quoted by Augustin de gratia
nd Sh , c. IV. Primum illud, id esse posse,
cum propric pertinet, qui illud creatu-

n

rre sure contulit; duo vero reliqua, hoe est,
velle et esse, ad hominem referenda !lunt,
quia de arbitrii fODte descendunt.
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stands in a certain correlation to the sun, so reason stands in correlation
to God.! By this principle he was necessarily led to conceive that all
rational beings, and not man alone, are dependent on grace, (gratia,
the inward revelation and communication of God, the community of
the divine life,) in order to the attainment of their destined end. And
it follows fro~ this, that, according to Augustin, this dependence does
not first proceed from the vitiation of man's moral nature, but was
originally implanted in this, in like manner as in the nature of all
the rational creatures of God. God is the absolute spirit, whose will
is law - without whose fellowship, without whose support and assist
ance, no creaturely spirit, whether angel or man, can persevere in
goodness, in the sound and healthful development of his essential being,
which is akin to the divine. Had not such support and aid been be
stowed on the angels and on the first man, their apostacy from God
would have involved no guilt. They would have wanted the requisite
means for persevering in the original state.2 It was first to be made
manifest, in the developJ?1ent of rational creatures, what the free-will
was capable of doing by itself; in order that, if it should show itself
worthy of such a reward, the higher power of grace might supervene,
to ennoble rational creatures, and conduct them onward to their per
fection. Thus the angels, forasmuch as they remained faithful by their
free-will to the divine grace, attained to that higher measure of grace,
by virtue of which they were made secure against ever falling- to the
immutability of the divine life - to that fulness of love which admits
no intrusion of the selfish principle. To the same dignity the first
man would also have attained, had he fulfilled that condition, and re
mained true to God by the bent of his free-will. 3
Thus we arrive here at a difference which is not to be traced to dif
ferent notions respecting the present condition of human nature, but
which precedes it; although this difference was made more prominent
by the more speculative and systematic mind of Augustin, than it was
by the Pelagians, who did not lay so deep the foundations of their the
ory; - a different view of man's relation to God in the original state
itself, inasmuch as man, even in this state, was dependant on God's
grace, which hie could appropriate with his own free-will, and through
1 E. g. Augustin's words: Sicut corporis
oculus non adjuvatur a luce, ut ab eadem
luce clausus aversusque discedat, ut autem
videat, adjuvatur ab ca, ncque hoc omnino,
nisi illa adjuvcrit, potest; ita Deus, qui lux
est hominis interioris, adjuvat nostrre men
tis obtutum, ut non secundum nostram
sed secundum ejus justitiam boni aliquid
operemur. De peccatorum meritis et remis
sione, l. II. , 5.
2 Si hoc adjutorium vel angelo vel homi
ni, cum primum facti sunt, defuisset, quoni
am non talis natura facta erat, ut sine divino
adjutorio posset manere si vellet, non utique
sua culpa cecedissent; adjutorium quippe
defuisset, sine quo manere non possent.
Augustin. de correptione et gratia, § 32.

8 Deum sic ordinasse angelomm et ho~i
num vitam, nt in ea prius ostenderet, gudd
posset eorum libemm arbitrium, de e
quid posset sure gratire beneficium.
Ie
end which the good angels attained by the
perse\"cring hent of their will- donee Istl1m
summre beatitudinis plenitudinem tanqua~
prremium ipsius permansionis acciperent, I
est, ut magna per Spiritum Sanctum d~ta
abundantia caritatis Dei, cad ere u!tc~U!
omnino non possent, et hoc de se ccrtI5S1 IJl
nossent. And of the first man: In quO
statu recto ct sine vitio, si per ipsum liber?~
arbitrium manere voluisset, profecto SIO.
uUo mortis ct infcIicitatis experimen.to aeCti:
peret illam merito hujus pennansioUis bea
tudinis plenitudinem. L. c. § 27, 28.
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which alone he could fulfil all goodness. 1 The different way in which
the present state of human nature was regarded, originated in a differ
ent mode of apprehending the relation of the rational creature to God;
of the natural to the supernatural. While the rigid prosecution· of the
Pelagian principles to their consequences left no foothold whatever for
the recognition of anything supernatural; in the system of Augustin,
on the contrary, the point of union for the supernatural element is giv
en from the outset. According to his conception, such is the nature
of the rational spirit, that it can find nowhere, but in surrendering it
~elf to a supernatural, godlike element, its true life, the realization of
Its destiny. And his views in this respect correspond to that which wa~
~xpressed by the older church-teachers concerning the relation of the
Image of God to likeness with God. Now from these views, as its
foundation, resulted the doctrine of Augustin, that since man, by his
free-will, became estranged from God, the original fountain of all good,
this free-will, left to itself, was now only active to sin; and that he
needed a new supervenient grace, in order to be brought back to good
n~ss; so that it was at this point the question arose which came into,
dIscussion in the dispute between the two parties.
But we may reduce this difference again still farther back to a differ
ence in the mode of apprehending the relation of the creation to the
~reator, although this difference did not actually come into discussion
In the controversy. Pelagianism was based on the view, that when
God had once created the world, and provided it with all the powers
r~quisite for its preservation and development, he permitted it to go on
~Vlth the powers bestowed on it, and according to the laws implanted in
It; so that the continuous operation of the divine agency was with
reference only to the preservation of the powers and capacities, but not
to any concurSU8 in order to their development and exercise. Augustin,
o.n the other hand, conceives God's agency of preservation as a con
tinual creation, and the life and activity of the creatures, collectively
and'individually, as depending on the almighty and omnipresent agency
of God, and conditioned thereon; standing in absolute dependence
upon it at each moment. 2
AlthouO'h this difference was not generally brought to notice and
dwelt upo~ in this controversy, yet Jerome perceived that the whole
lllatter was to be reduced to this; and he laid it as a charge against
the Pelagians that they denied the absolute dependence of the
cr~ature on th~ Creator; that they placed man on a level with God by
t?lS independence which they attributed to him in reference to his ac
bons ! and opposed to them the. words. of ~hrist in John 5: 17, re
Spectmg God's agency in the creatIOn, whIch IS never at rest, but always
1I~ A~gu~tin. de corruptione e~ gratia1 , § 31.

pl'lmus homo O'ratiam, III qua Sl peranere vellet, nunqUl~m malus esset, et sine
~ua etiam cum libero arbitrio bonus esse
Eom ~osset. Liberum arbitrium ad malum
a~' Cit jad bonum autem parum est, nisi
JUVetur ab omnipotenti bono,
VOL. II.
51"'"

III btllt

2 E, g.
Augustin's words: . Deus, cujus
occulta potentia cuncta penetrans inconta
minabili prresentia faeit esse quicquid ali
quo modo est, in qusntumcunque est, quia.
nisi faciente illo non tale vel tale esset; sed
prorsus esse non posset. De civitate Dei,
1. XlII. c. 26,
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putting f6rth.l And, in a certain sense, it may unquestionably be af
firmed, that not only in its development under the form of conceptions,
this difference is the most original one, but that we have also presented
here the most original, fundamental difference, as it respects the posi
tion of the religious consciousness; for the shape which the religious
consciousness iakes in relation to God as Redeemer, certainly presup
poses the shape which the same consciousness takes in relation to God
as Creator.: The general consciousness of absolute dependence on
God is the most original of all, and the whole diversity of religious life
depends ultimately on the fact how that consciousness has unfolded and
shaped itself~
This difference in fundamental ideas, if it was expressed and applied
with clear consciousness, must have had for its consequence an impor
tant difference in the views entertained respecting the progress of hu·
manity, and respecting the nature of revelation and redemption; but
it was very far from being the case, that Pelagius, Ccelestius, or Julian,
were distinctly and fully conscious to themselves of the principles lying
at the basis of their tenets, and of all the consequences which flowed
from them. They came to their principles, not by impartial reflection,
proceeding solely from a scientific interest,' on the principles of the
system of faith; but by a polemic interest in behalf of practical Chris
tianity; and they applied these principles only to just the extent which
this .interest called for, as the following history will more fully show.
From what has been said, it follows that the views entertained by Au
gustin and by the Pelagians respecting the state of the first man, the
character of the first sin and its consequences, must have widely d~·
fered from ea{:h other, although both parties professed to derive theIr
views from the same source of information - the narrative in Genesis;
and" moreover, both parties agreed with each other in their principles
of interpretation, and in the mode of applying these principles, and
more particularly in the literal method of exposition. Such an oppo
sition as is supposed in the system of Augustin between the original
nature of the first man while as yet disturbed by no moral schism,
and the nature of his posterity involved in this schism, could not
appear in the Pelagian system; for, according to the latter, human
1 Hieronymus in epistola ad Ctesiphonunam gratiam tributamj sed speeiatim quO
tern. Istiusmodi homines per liberum ar- tidie per tempora, per dies, per moment~,
bitrium non homines proprire voluntatis, per atomas et cunctis et singulis ministraJ'l.
sed Dei potentire, faetos se esse jaetitant, qui Dicit enim seriptura, "qui facit solem suuIll
nullius ope indigent. Sciamus nos nihil oriri super bonos et malos." At til forte
esse, nisi quod donavit, in nobis ipse ser- respondes: Ordinem suum composita b~
vaverit. Joh. 5: 17. Non mihi sufficit, natura custodit; ac per hoc Deus, elementaTl~$
quod semel donavit, nisi semper donaverit. semel cursibus constitutis.facit inde qw:e faa t.
Audite, qureso, audite sacrilegum, (now if Quid ergo de illa sententire parte, qu:e
the succeeding clause was really said of the sequitur, opinaris 1 "Dat pluviam supc~
Pelagians, it would follow, that even the justos et injustos." Utique qui dat, eu~ yul.
Pelagians themselves had brought this dis- dat, et ubi vult dat, vel dispensando dlSpOS
puted point more clearly to consciousness:) itam constitutionem, vel cffundendo .prr
Si voluero curvare digitum, movere manum, priam largitatem. - See Orosii apologIa 07e
sedel'e, stare, etc.; semper mihi auxilium arbitrii libertate, ed. Havercamp. p. 6 .
Dei necessarium erit 1 This antithesis is Compare also the language of the RoIllaIl
also distinctly set forth by Orosius: Non in bishop Innocent cited above, p. 587.
5010 naturali bono generaliter universis
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nature has, in fact, in its spiritual and moral capacities, ever con
tinued to be the same. All men find themselves, till they have per
sonally sinned, in the same innocence in which Adam lived before
the first transgression. The Pelagians, like the older, particularly
the Oriental church-teachers, with whom they, in fact, more espe
~iany coincided, compare the state of the first man with that of an
Innocent, inexperienced child; only with this difference, that, as a thing
necessary in order to his preservation, his spiritual and corporeal pow
ers.were already unfolded to a certain extent. From this, the Pelagian
Juhan would also explain the first transgression, and - as the interest
of his system required, in order to be able to represent the supposition
of such mischievous consequences of it to entire humanity as the more
u~tenable-would make it to appear an altogether trivial matter, the
dIsobedience of a thoughtless child, easily exposed to be carried away
by the allurements of sense. God gave the first man a command, for
the purpose of bringing him to a consciousness of his moral capacities
and of his freedom. This command was a simple one, as the powers
of t~e infantile age demanded: he required of him a proof of childlike
obedIence.! But inexperienced and thoughtless, as he had not yet
tearned to fear, nor seen any example of virtue,2 he allowed himself to
e enticed by the agreeable aspect of the forbidden fruit, and to be
det~rmined by the persuasion of the woman. This excitement of con
CUpIscence was, in itself considered, nothing wrong: it belongs to man's
sensuous nature, which he has in common with the brutes, and it more
?ver proceeds from the Creator himself.3 It was only the act of allow
Ing the will to be led wrong, and, in compliance with the solicitations of
sense, transgressing the divine command, which is to be called sin.
tUgustin, on the other hand, conceived that there was this great ~if~
therence between the state of the first man, and all that followed hIm,
at. he lived in undisturbed communion with God, for which he was
destIned; that, by this circumstance, all the powers of his nature were
enhanced; the higher and the lower working together in perfect .har
~ony. !~e human body was not, it is true, as y~t equal to. the glOrIfied
ody WhICli we are to receive after the resurrectlOn; but, masmuch as
~ schism as yet existed in human nature, it was, without resistance,
~ e subservient organ of the soul, governed and direc~e~ by ~he Spirit
hf GOd; and man, if he had remained true to the. ~lvme WIll, would
h~ve passed immediately, without the violent transItion of deat~, to a.
thghe~, unchangeable, and imperishable existence. Thus, accor.dmg ~o
e VIews of Augustin the importance of the first transgresslOn dId
~ot lie in the outward character of the act, in itself considered, nor
In the kind of object to which it referred. Augustin, as' a moral
~acher, generally possessed this great ~erit, as we .have already.ra
ti ~rked. on other occasions, that he took hIS stand agamst the q~Iantlta\e estImation which contradicts the true standard of moralIty, and
gave prominence rather to the essential thing of the disposition. The
de

1

I~te~dictu

nnius pomuli testimonium

totlonlS expetitur.

8

2 Rudis, imperitus, incautus, sine expcri
mento tim oris, sine exemplo justitire.
Contr. Julian. opus imperfect. IV. 38.
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magnitude of the guilt consisted precisely in this, that man, when he
was not as yet living in' the moral bondage under which his posterity
Buffer, transgressed with free-will the law of God. The explanation of
the fact from the solicitations of sense, Augustin could not admit. Such
a temptation implied already the inward corruption: such a conflict
between the flesh and the spirit could not arise in that seat of peace.
The will of man, subordinated to the divine will, kept even the senses
in obedience as organs subservient to the soul. It was only after man,
by the inward act, by the Gf>position of self-love, of self-will against the
divine will, had fallen from the latter,- and so, in consequence of this,
the cause of all other discord had made its appearance, - that the
seductions of sense could lead him astray to transgression of the divine
law. 1 Hence it was that the discord now extended itself into all parts
of human nature; hence all physical and moral evils, and death as the
punishment of sin. All this was transmitted from the first man to his
posterity.· As, in the first man, the love of self, which appeared in op
position to the divine will, is the source and principle of all sin - so IS
it also in the case of the whole race. First from this proceeds concupi~
cence, striving contrary to the law of reason; and on account of thIS
conflict, which the Pelagians regarded as something inseparable from
the human organism, and therefore, in itself considered, excusable,
Augustin called it sinful. It was not sense, in itself considered, but
the power which sensuous desires, of whatever kind, exercised over the
spirit of man, destined for a higher kind of life, the conflict between
the sensual and the spiritual, which appeared to him to be a cons~
quence of that original schism, and as something sinful- it was this
that he understood under the term" concupiscence." 2 But his eleva
ted mind, longing after the free life of the spirit, was also inclined to
see in every sensual desire affecting the man, in so far as it reacted
upon the soul, disturbing and checking it in its pure spiritual life, a
mark of that self-procured bondage. 3 As Augustin started from the
ideal of a reason ruling over sense, and, in everything that stood op
posed to this natural supremacy, beheld a manifestation and a result. of
that internal schism, it was accordingly an unjust charge taid agaID~t
him by the Pelagians, when they accused him of holding, like a MaDl
chean, that the flesh and its affections are sinful in themselves, anfd
proceed from an evil principle. To Julian, who derived the power 0
the sinful desires from nature, which man had in common with the
brutes, Augustin replied, that man, in the following respect, could not
be compared with the brutes: in the case of the latter, there could be
no conflict between the flesh and spirit; but man was bound to govern
his sensuous nature by the spirit. That, through the power of his sen
suous impulses not dependent on his reasonable will, he had come to be
1 In paradiso ab animo erepit elatio, et ad
prreeeptum transgrediendum inde eonsensio.
Augustin. e. Julian. I. V. § 17.
. 2 Not the sentiendi vivacitas, but the libi
do sentiendi, qure nos ad sentiendum, sive
consentientes mente sive repugnantes, appe-

titu eamalis voluptatis impeUit, e. Julian. l.
IV. § 66.
11e~
8 Quis autem mente sobrius non roatate
si fieri posset, sine uUa. mordaei volur hU
enmali, vel arida sumere aliroenta, ve
mida, sieut sumimus hree aeria 1
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on a level with the brutes, is the very consequence of that first schism
between the human and the divine will.!
But now Augustin supposed, not only that this bondage under the
principle of sin, by which sin is its own punishment, was transmitted by
the progenitor of the human race to his posterity; but also that the
first transgression, as an act, was to be imputed to the whole human
race, - that the guilt and the penalty 2 were propagated from one to all.
This participation of all in Adam's transgression, Augustin made clear
to his own mind in this way: Adam was the representative of the
whole race, and bore in himself the entire human nature and kind in
the germ, since it was from him it unfolded itself.s And this theory
would easily blend with Augustin's speculative form of thought, as he
had appropriated to himself the Platonico-Aristotelean Realism in the
doctrine of general conceptions, and conceived of general conceptions
as the original types of the kind realized in individual things. Further
more, his slight acquaintance with the Greek language, and his habit
of reading the holy scriptures in the Latin translation, led him to find a
confirmation of his theory in a falsely translated passage of the epistle to
the Romans, 5 = 12.4 It may indeed be a question, whether, even if he
h~d had access to the New Testament in the original language, his doc
t;mal prejudices would not have deprived him of the sense to discern the
sImp,le meaning of that passage. But, at all events, the influence of Au
gust~n's peculiar philosophical form of thought, as well as the influence
of hIs narrow principles of exegesis, on the formation of this doctrine,
should not be rated too high; for his whole mode of apprehending the
matter had a sti.11 deeper ground in his Christian consciousness .
. Pelagius and his followers, on the other hand, denied all those phy
sICal and moral consequences of the transgression of the first man on
the entire race, which had been asserted by Augustin. The imputation
of ~nother's guilt conflicts with the justice of God; the propagation of
guIlt conflicts with the idea of sin and of free-will; sin is not a thing
of nature, but only self-determination of the free-will; hence it cannot
he .transmitted from one to another. "Even the individual," says
J~han, " cannot, by means of a simple transgression, suffer. a change in
~IS moral nature; he retains the same freedom of the wIll; the past
BIn no longer injured the first man, when he had repented of it. How,
then, was it possible that the entire human nature should be corrupted
thereby? The proposition of Augustin, that sin punis~ed itself by
moral bondaO'e that sinfulness was at one and the same tIme the foun
tai,n of other ~i~s and the penalty of sin, this proposition was so far from
beI~g intelligible to Julian, that h.e looked. upon. it as bla~phemy,
~ If God punished sin, by plungmg men mto stIll other sms.s The
e/ F~tere secundum Christianam fidem,
lam Istam esse hominis pronam, quod com
farat us est pee-oribus insensatis et similis fac
;; est iis. Camis concupiscent is homini est
ad ~a, non hcstioo, in qua nunqnam caro
Jle~ersus spiritum concupiscit. Opus im2 ect. c. JUlian. IV. 38.
Propagatio reatus et pamre.

S E. g. de peccatorum meritis et remis
sione, 1. III. c. 7. In Adam omnes tunc
peccavcrunt, quando in ejus natura, ilia
msita vi, qua eos gignere poterat, adhnc
omnes ille un us fuerunt.
t The phrase, in quo omnes pcccavernnt,
where he refers the in quo to Adam.
6 See c. Julian. op. imperfect. IV. c. 5.
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Pelagians would only admit that Adam had injureu his posterity by his
example; and in this way they explained all those passages in the New
Testament which speak of a connection between the first transgression
and the sins of the entire race. 1 But, as it regards physical evils and
death, Pelagius and his followers, especially Julian, who explained and
unfolded this view, endeavored to show, that all this had from the be
ginning been implanted by the Creator in the essence of man's physical
organization, and that, by the destination and historic development of
human nature, it could not be otherwise. Pelagius understood those
passages in the epistle to the Romans which speak of death as the pun
ishment of sin, as referring to spiritual death. 2
The question concerning the propagation of a sinful nature would
easily connect itself with the question which had been so much dis
cussed since the times of Tertullian and Origen, respecting the origin
and propagation of souls. We have seen already how Coolestius availed
himself of this connection for the purpose of removing both the questions
from the whole province of matters pertaining to the interest of faith
and of church doctrine, and to place them in the category of subjects
where a difference of opinion might exist without infringing on the unity
of faith. On the other hand, Augustin sought, in this case, to separate
that which was important as doctrine, that which was securely grounded
in the teachings of sacred scripture and in the connected system of
Christian truth, from that which was rather matter of speculation, and
on which scripture gives no certain decision. He was not to be moved
from the conviction that sin and guilt had spread from the first man. to
all, and he was equally sure that every scheme which conflicted wl!h
this presupposition could not be otherwise than false. But yet he dId
not venture to decide, whether Oreationism or Traducianism was to be
adopted as the true theory; although he was well aware, what adva~
tages the latter theory would give to his own system, and although thlS
same theory, since the time of Tertullian, had by many in the Western
I

The deep passage in Rom. I. 28, concerning
the action and reaction of moral and intel
lectual blindness, which Augustin had ad
duced in proof of his proposition, this pas
sage Julian was so little prepared to under
stand, that he did not hesitate to explain
away the whole depth of the, thought by
the supposition of a hyperbolical metonymy.
To express his abhorrence of snch sins, the
apostle had said, as it were: Non tam reos
quam damnatos sibi tales videri. Yet Au
gustin was enabled to show Julian, that the
latter himself had been obliged to say
something similar to the thought, wldch in
another form he found so revolting, quoting
the words of Julian: Justissime cnim sibi
bonus homo et malus committitur, ut et
bonus se fruatur et malus se ipse patiatur.
C. Julian. I. V., 35.
1 It had been easy for Julian to refute
Augustin'S .explanation of the tcJ> 'I:>, and to
show that It should be understood in the
sense of propter quod; but it had been

equally easy for Augustin to, expose the
idleness of that explanation of the ~hol~
sense, by which it was made to refer slm.pl)
to the example given by Adam. C. Juhan.
1. VI. ,75. The apostle -Julian sup
posed - mentioned Adam alone, and Dol
Adam and Eve together, though. hoth ha.d
sinned, on purpose that men mIght ha,e
th~ir minds directed solely to the effe~t of
given example, and not to a propagatJOJ, \
sin by generation. C. Julian. op. impe ec
11.56.
'c
2 On Rom. 5: 12, Pelagius says: NU~a
apostolus mortem animre sjgnifica~ qU~t
Adam prrevaricans mortuus est, SICtl~ 11
prophetll dicit: Anima qure peccat, IPS_
morietur. Transivit enim et in omne~ hOIJIt.
ines, qui naturalem legem prrevaricatl SU~
How important he considered it, that t ~
matter should be so understood
from a remark on Rom. 8: 12: Manl ~s t
nunc ostendit, quia non de comT?UDl e
naturali morte superius fecerit mentlOneIIl '
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church been combined with the doctrine of the propagation of a sinful
nature. Probably he was deterred, by the apprehension lest he might
fall with Tertullian into sensuous representations of the nature of the soul,
from deciding in favor of a theory which in other respects must have
been so inviting to him. On the other hand, he doubtless perceived
al~o the difficulties which Creationism left unexplained in his system of
faIth. The reason which Jerome advanced in favor of this view, drawn
from the never-resting but continually operating creative agency of God,
according to John 5 : 17,1 appeared to him to be no sufficient evi
dence ; for he could allege, on the contrary, that,.in the case of all pro
pagation in nature, the continual creative agency of God was, in like
manner, presupposed. 2 Sacred scripture appeared to him to furnish
a certain warrant for no particular scheme whatever; and accordingly
he ended with confessing his ignorance - a confession which, to a man
of h~ speculative intellect, must assuredly be an instance of great self
demal. "1Vhere scripture gives no certain testimony," he argued,
"human presumption must beware how it decides either in favor of
one side or the other. If it were necessary for man's salvation to
know anything on these points, the scripture would be more explicit on
them." 3
Although the Pelagians denied that there was any such thing as
?ereditary corruption of human nature, yet they agreed with AUb"llstin
In recognizing the maxim of experience, that sin in humanity continu
a.Byacquired greater dominion; they adopted the opinion of a progres
SIve deterioration of mankind; and upon this they argued the necessity
of ~ounteracting influences by the various revelations of God, and the
varIOus means of grace which God had employed. This deterioration
~hel. explained, as in the case of humanity at large, so in the case of
Ihndlvldual men, from the force of bad customs, by means of which, evil
ad become a second nature. 4 Yet, at the same time, since human
n.ature comes into the world in its original purity, and no foreign prin
~Iple d:veUs within it; this phenomenon, of whicl~ experienc~ testifies,
IS nothmg but an accident. There may be exceptlOns from thls general
rule: persons, who by developing the powers of their moral nature by
11,1 See Hieronymus contra errores Joannis est illis. Augustin says to him, in the work

311~~OSolomytani, yo1. IV. ed. Martianay, f.
2D

.
I e . antma et ejus origine, 1. 1. § 26.
l~C qUIPpc Deus dat, etiamsi de propagine
a.
A. 3 De peccatorum remissionc, 1. TI: § 5.9.
V' youn~ man in Mauretania Cresarlcnsl5,
IneCn,tms Victor was displeased with this
~O~fes810n of igndrance on the part of so
,,~Jnent It church-teacher as AuO'ustin. He
i tote,against him a work in which profess
pnghwlth his limited unde;standing' to com
a~~ end everything, he uttered many absurd
o obScure things' and he had the bold
4~~s to apply t? Adgustin the words of Ps..
in h~3, ac('or~mg to the Vulgate: Homo
tusesnore PO~ltus .non intelIexit; ~?mpnrat peconbus msensatis et simlhs factus

which he composed in refutation of this
production, de anima et ejus ?~ig~nc (1. I:
9 26:) Istum autcm non ego YIClSSlm, qUasI
rependens maledictum pro maledicto, pecor
ibus comparo; sed tllnquam tiHum moneo,
ut quod nescit s~ .n~scire fateatu,r, nequc id
quod nondum dldl('lt, docere mollatur.
~ Epistola ad Demetriadem, c. 8. Longa.
consuetudo vitiorum, qure nos in fecit a par
vo paulatimque, per multos corrupit annos,
et ita postea obligatos sibi et addictos tenet,
ut vim quodammodo videatur hahere natu
rOO. Accordi~gly they ex~lained the pas
sage concermng the law m the members
(Hom. VII) as referring to this inf1ue~ce
?f bud hU~lts. See t~e woyd~ of Pelaglus
In ~u~ustm. de ~aha Christl, § 43, and of
Juhan m the opus ImpcrfectuID,l. I. c. 67.
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virtue of their free-will, have lived to the end in perfect holiness. In
his public declarations, (see above,) Pelagius, it is true, would never
express himself distinctly on this point; but, in his commentary on the
epistle to the Romans, he says, remarking on the passage in 5 : 12, the
word "all" is to be understood here as referring only to those who
had sinned like Adam, and not to such as Abel, Isaac, and Jacob:
the apostle says all, because, compared with the multitude of sinners,
the few righteous amount to nothing. In his work on the free-will, he
cited many examples of men and women from the Bible; and, availing
himself of the already predominant superstitious veneration of Mary, he
argued from her example, who was to be denominated sinless, that she
must have been perfectly righteous. 1 In other times, he thought,
when the number of mankind was already large, it would doubtless
have been impossible to enumerate the sins of every individual; and we
should not be authorized therefore to infer their non-existence, from
their not being mentioned. But the case was different with the first
beginning of the human race, when there were but four individuals in
existence : and then the book of Genesis mentions the sins of three
among the four; but none of the fourth, namely, Abel. Hence it may
be inferred that he was without sin. By this conclusion we should
abide, and not assert what is not asserted in the sacred scriptures. 2 A
way of reasoning quite characteristic of Pelagius!
. True, according to what has been above remarked, the fundamental
principle of Pelagianism would necessarily lead to the theory of a com
plete development of humanity in harmony with nature within the
sphere of its laws, and to a denial of aU interposition on the part ~f
God; but Pelagius and his friends ever remained strangers to thiS
further extension of their principles. Although the doctrine of' God's
Bupernatural communications had no such place in the Pelagian system
as it had in the system of Augustin, by reason of the doctrines system
atically unfolded by Augustin respecting the relation of the creature
to the Creator, and respecting man's corruption; yet, even in the Pe
lagian system, that doctrine found a point of attachment in the rec~g
nition of a moral degeneracy of human nature in general and in lts
idea, and of the truth that human nature, as a thing created, could and
should arrive at a degree of completeness and perfection, beyond the
measure of the capacities originally implanted in it by the Creator, by
free manifestations of the divine love. True, the Pelagians made no
such distinction and no such opposition between nature and grace as
1 Augustin. de natura et gratia contra
Pelagium, § 42. Quam dicit sine peccato
confiteri necesse esse pietati. As, however,
he could not prove from any declaration of
scripture that those whom he named were
to be represented as saints, he had recourse
to the singular argument: De iIlis. quorum
justitire !lleminit (scriptum sacra)
peeea
torum sme dubio meminisset, si qua eos'
peccasse sensisset_
2 Ccrte primo in tempore quatuor tantum
homines fuisse referuntur: peccavit Eva,

et

scriptum hoc prodidit j Adam q~oqne gc1i~
quit, eadem scriptum. non taeUit j se ~s
Cain peccasse, ipsa reque seriptura tes~~IU
est; quorum non modo peecnta, verum
ct
peceatorum indieat qualitatem. Quo. 51 ra
Abel peccasset, et hoc sine dubiO. scnpt~_
dixissetj sed non dixit, ergo nee 1I1e pee uS
vit, quin etiam justum ostcndit. Cred~IIlUs,
igitur quod legimus, et quod non leglI1l et
nefas ere dam us adstruere- De natUfll
gratia, § 44.
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Augustin did; and inasmuch as they did not hesitate to apply the latter
term to designate all communications of the love of God, they moreover
sometimes embraced together, under the general conception of" grace,"
all the moral and spiritual powers which God has conferred on human
nature ; but they did not, on this account, by any means deny 'that
there were supernatural .communications of the love of God, through
which there had been bestowed on man's nature, what it never could
have attained by means of the powers communicated to it by creation;
and they applied the term" grace" to both, as well to God's gifts em
braced under that connection, as to those that went beyond it. Thus
they applied the notion grace to all the revelations of God in the Old
and in the New Testament, in the law and in the gospel. Sometimes,
too, they referred it solely to that which has been bestowed on mankind
by Christ; as when Pelagius said, that the power of free-will is in
all, Christians, Jews, and Pagans; but that in Christians alone it is up
held by grace. 1 They supposed, in reference to the above-mentioned
counteracting influences of the divine means of salvation against the
moral degeneracy of mankind, different stages of righteousness: first,
th~ knowledge of God from reason and the law of right living, as it was
wntten, not in letters, but on the heart - the stage of righteousness
according to nature, (justitia ex natura;) next, the revelation of the
positive law, designed to rekindle again the light of nature, which had
been darkened by corruption - righteousness under the law (justitia
sub lege.) But when the custom of sin became predominant, and the
law was inadequate to remove the evil, then came Christ himself to
heal the malady now become as it were desperate; and that, not by
m~ans of his disciples alone, but by his own intermediate interposition. 2
The Pelagian Julian, in defending himself against the charge that,
according to their opinion, the free-will sufficed for the worship of God,
says that although God as the Creator of the world might have been
kn~wn by natural reason, yet the latter was in no wise capable of
arrIving, by itself, at the knowledge of the mysteries of faith, as, for
example, the doctrine of the Trinity, of the resurrection, and many
other similar doctrines. 3
~ulian insisted only, that between the revelation ?f God in ~he sacred
scrIptUres and the eternal truths which he had Implanted 111 reason,
there could be no contradiction; that in particular the sacred scrip
tures could contain nothing which conflicted with the ideas of a holy
1 In omnibus est liberum arbitrium
~ua~iter per naturam j sed in solis Christi
a gratia. Augustin. de gratia
Cnl;3.J~vatur
iOsh, § 33.
: De peccato origin ali, § 30.
It .Opus imperfect. c. Julian. I. III. c. 1~6.
h.IS well to notice the vague conception
~ Ich J?-lian had of the cuitus Dei,-how
e ethical and dogmatic elemen18, the
tnoral act and a theoretical knowledge of
CCrtai
. I atcd maxims of faIth,
. " are h ere
I n ISO
P
I aced together, without a hint of any
~ward conncction between the two, of any
ntral point in the inner life, out of which
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both proceeded. A<; Augustin's conception
of "grace" was alien from him, it was
necessarily the case that the conception
would also be foreign from him of any such
higher unity as a divine principle of life
bestows, in giving a new shape and direc·
tion to the entire religious and moral con·
sciousness. Julian's words are: Cum enim
cultus Dei multis intelligatur modis, et in
custodia mandatorum, ct in exsecratione
vitiorum, et in ordine mysteriorum, et in
profunditate dogmatum qure de Trinitate,
vel de resurrectione, mnltisque aliis similibus
fides Christiana consequitur.
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and just God,-which was inseparable from the ve~y sense of a divine
being. - From the sacred scriptures, therefore, nothing could be proved
which was opposed to these universal and eternal ideas of reason;
mu~h rather, must all the difficulties and obscurities in single passages
be so explained as to harmonize with these ideas of God, which flowed
from the clear, collective contents of the sacred writings1 and with those
rational ideas. 1 Yet, in this fundamental principle, there was, in itself
considered, no essential difference between.Julian and Augustin; for
the latter, too, would not admit that there was any real contradiction
between faith and reason (fides et ratio.) At· the same time, the
Pelagians would not have consented ·to the principle of Augustin re
specting the way in which faith precedes reason,and the. latter is
evolved out of the former. .
.
Pelagius and his followers, in their doctrine concerning grace, were
particularly strenuous only in maintaining its opposition to any theory
which impaired the freedom of the will. They supposed all operations
of grace to be .conditioned on the bent of the free-will, and all means
of grace to be effectual only according to the measure of the different
tendencies of will ; - they denied all constraining influences of grace
on the free-will. Augustin, on the other hand, reckoned it as neces
sary to the conception of grace, that it should exclude all merit; and
with this belonged, in his own view, all conditioning of grace on the
different states of recipiency on the part of man. J ustas soon as the
whole was not referred to God's efficiency alone, just as soon as any
thing was made to depend on the -different ways in which men stood
related to the efficiency of God, the idea of grace is annihilated; for
that which is bestowed on the ground of merit is no longer grace.
This point of the opposition, namely, to any and every theory which
impaired the free~will, was the only one which the Pelagians here
brought prominently to view; but, in fact, their opposition doubtless
carried them still further. They were in strictneas really inclined,
whenever they designated the supernatural by the term grace, to under
stand thereby simply outward revelations, communication of certain spe
cific knowledge which transcended the powers, of natural reason. M?re
foreign to them was the notion of an internal communication of diVIDe
life, of an internal influence of God on' man's will and consciousnesS,
Although, among their manifold and vague declarations respecting the
term grace, they also said a great deal whichbordered on that last
1 In the first book of the opus imperfec
tum,.Julian says: Nihil per legem Dei agi
potest contra Deum legis Iluctorem. By
this unum compendium, every assertion
which conflicted with the recognition of
God's holiness or justice could be at once
set aside. Correct interpretation must serve
to solve any such apparent contradiction j
for wherever anything really contradictory
appear~d, it ought to be rejected as not
belongmg to the sacred scriptures. Am
bigua qureque legis verba secundum hoc
esse intelligenda, quod absolutissimis scriptune s. auctoritatibus et insuperabili ratione

firmatur. In anoth~r passage, Secund\l~
id quod et ratio perspicua et aliorum lot
rum, in quibus non cst ambiguitfls, splen 4~r
aperuerit. In another place, 1. II. -.c. 1 ~
he makes the recognition of the scrJp~t~r~
as holy, to rest, not on outward tradItio d
but on their agreement with reas.o n and
with the essence of the Christian faith, an
on the morality of their contents: Sanct~
apostoli esse paginas confitemur,. non;_
aliud, nisi quia rationi, pietati, fidel cO~~.io
entes erudiunt nos, et Deum credere In
labilis requitatis et prreceptis ejus .m ode l'11'
tionem, prudentiam, justitium vindlcare.
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mentioned. character of the Augustinian conception, and although they
never stood forth in a distinct and clearly conceived opposition to it;
still,however, the thought may have floated before them, that, by the
concession of any such internal influence of God whatever, the free-will
of man would be impaired. Hadt4ey believed that they might really
agree with Augustin in acknowledging this character without altering
their difference in respect to the doctrine of free-will, it would in truth
have been so natural for them distinctly to express this, as Augustin
often attacked them on this very point, that, even though theyacknowl
edged a supernatural revelation and communication of knowledge, we
must suppose. they denied thi8 peculiar characteristic. But in such
cases. they. always retreated under the cloud of a multitude of vague
references to the means of grace, by which the free-will was upheld,
for the purpose of showing, by this exuberance of expressions, how very
far they. were from denying "grace.". "God upholds us," says
Pelagius,l " by his instructions and his revelation; by opening the eyes
of Our heart; by revealing to us visions of the future life, that we may
not be carried away with the things of the present ; by discovering to us
~he arts of the adversary; by enlightening us by means of various and
~effable gifts of the heavenly grace." 2 The very important passage
In favor of the Augustinian doctrine in Philipp. 2, : 13, "It is God that
worketh in us to will and to do," Pelagius 3 explains as meaning only,
~'He works in us to will what is good and holy, when he consumes what
lS offered to our earthly desires by the greatness. of the future glory and
the promise of rewards, when he excites the prayerful will to lonhring
after God by the revelation of his wisdom, when he counsels us to all
goodness." ,Thus Julian also says, that God helps by commanding,
bleSSing, sanctifying, chastising, inviting, enlightening. 4
On the other hand, Augustin sets forth prominently, only that one
~haracter· on which all depends. The revelation of the law can, in
Itself considered, give .man· no help, as he wants the power to fulfil the
law. The revelation of the law could only serve to awaken in him
the feeling of the need of the grace, whereby alone he could acquire the
POwer to fulfil the law. Love is the fulfilling of the law; but the love
of God comes not from the law, but is shed abroad in our hearts by the
Holy Ghost. D Only in so far could ·Augustin apply his conception of
grace, which he denominated the peculiarly Christian conception, to all
that the Pela!ri.ans said concerning revelation and divine instruction,
as these term; were supposed to denote, not merely the conception of
an outward revelation and outward instruction by the written word,
~ut an internal revelation by the inward working of God on the inner
life and consciousness of man, a living knowledge and recognition of
the matter revealed, proceeding out of a new divine life. 6

!Dum
In Augustin. de gratia Christi, c. VII.
nos multiformi ct ineffabili dono
gratire coolestis illuminat.
8 C. 10.
..
bei Opus imperfect. III. 114. Prrecipiendo,
o nedlcendo, sanctificanao, cocrcendo, prov
cando, illuminando.

6 Proinde per legem gratia dcmonstratur,
ut lex per gratiam eompleatur.
6 Hrec gratia, si doetrinn dieendn est, eerte
sic dicatur, ut altius et interius earn Dens
cum incffabili snavitate credatur infundcre
per se ipsum. De gratia Christi, c. 14.
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Connected with this difference in respect to the doctrine concerning
grace, was another in respect to the doctrine concerning Christ as the
Redeemer of mankind, and respecting the redemption. The negative
reference of tile work of redemption must, it is true, in the Pelagian
system, have been restricted to a narrow compass; since no such cor
ruption of the entire human nature, as according to Augustin's doctrine
flowed from the transgression of the first man, was here admitted. But
still, even in this system, the redemption might be held as set over
against the above-mentioned gradual deterioration of man and the force
of habit; and in this case the Pelagians needed only to adopt here, as
they did elsewhere, the views peculiar to the Oriental church. In the
latter, redemption was contemplated, not alone as a restoring of the
corrupted human nature to health and freedom, but still more as an
exalting, ennobling, and transfiguring of the imperfect, limited human
nature to a condition beyond the point at which it was placed by the
original creation, and beyond the powers which were then bestowed on
it. And so the Pelagians did actually suppose, that the human nature
which God created good originally, was by Christ made still better;
raised to a higher stage of advancement, which consists in Sonship to
God; furnished with new powers; and assured of a state of felicity
resulting from adoption into the kingdom of God, to the attainment of
which the powers of nature are inadequate.! At the same time, how
ever, this notion of the exaltation and renewal of human nature through
Christ could not, in the Pelagian system, be apprehended in all ~ts
depth; and, as we have seen, the idea of a communication of divine lIfe
through Christ had no place in this scheme of doctrine.
In the Pelagian system, Christ appears as the divine teacher, who
reveals truths to the knowledge of which human reason could not by
itself have attained. In his precepts and life, he revealed the most
perfect system of morals: he gave to all the most perfect pattern .of
holiness. 2 As the Pelagians held that Adam had injured his-posterIty
by the first example of sin in humanity, so now they opposed to this the
perfect example of virtue given by Christ. 3 But we must allow, that,
according to the Pelagian system, no exclusive merit could really ~e
pointed out as belonging in this case to Christ; for, according to thIS
system (see above, p. 611,) there were even before Christ, personB
who perfectly kept the moral law. The Pelagian Julian, there!ore,
found no other way of getting along here, than by supposing a dIffer
ence of degree; maintaining that Christ, though he had not given the
first, had yet presented the highest pattern of righteousness 4 -a ~ode
of expression to which none but such illogical thinkers as the Pelag1anS ,
could have resorted. And even in this case, in order to come at any
clear and distinct meaning, it is necessary to suppose that, according to
1 The words of Julian are: Christus, qui
est sui operis redemptor, auget circa imagi
nem suam continua largitate beueficia, et
quos feccrat condcndo bonos, facit innovan
do adoptandoque meliores. Auo-ustin. e.
0
Julian. J. III. § 8.
:I Ex-acta in Christo justitia) norma. re

l.p.

~ IS8.
splenduit. Opus imperfectum,
S Sicut ille peccati, ita hic justiure fO.rIllS:
4 Justitireforma non prima sed maxIma,
,
ea
quia et ante quam verbum caro fierct, e.x t
fide, qure iu Deum erat, et in propheus e
in multis aliis sanctis fulsere yirtutes.
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the Pelagian doctrine, there was something still more perfect than the
mere fulfilment of the law, namely, works of moral perfection which
exceed the letter of the law, - something more than the ordinary 1
human virtue, - such perfection as they imagined Christ alluded to in
the evangelical counsels, (consilia evangelica.) Furthermore, Christ
created, and made known to· those who believe on him, a state of per·
feet blessedness,. respecting which they would have known nothing by
the ,light of natural reason, and to which it is impossible to attain, ex
cept by the new means of grace which Christ has bestowed. In addi
tion to these positive. works of Christ, he also secured for the great
mass of mankind,very few indeed being excepted, the forgiveness of
their sins.· By all these provisions, Christ supplied many new motives
to moral efi'ort,bestowed on men a new power, to gain the victory over
the impulses of sense and the allurements of sin. These new motives
~re, for example, the hope of eternal blessedness on condition of obey
mg Christ's commands; the example of Christ stimulating to imitation;
gratitude for the obtained forgiveness of sin; and, above all, gratitude
~or the great work of the Son of God in .becoming man and giving his
life for men., It would be wronging the Pelagians to affirm that they
proposed fear of punishment and hope of heavenly rewards,as the only
motives to. goodness; as it might be supposed they did from some of
their assertions. ,Julian expressly mentions the return of love, enkin
dled by the revelation of the love of God, and gratitude, as incentives
to new moral efforts; he describes a stage of Christian attainment pro
ceeding from such motives, at which Christians do good from pure love
to God and for goodness' sake, - not for the sake of any outward
reward, - where they feel themselves happy in the practice of good
w~rks even under sufferings. "The fulness of the divine love, which gave
thIngs their existence," says Julian, "revealed itself in this, that the
Word became flesh and dwelt amongst us. 'Vhen God required an
answering love on the part of those created in his own image, he showed
how he had done everything out of his ineffable love towards us, that
80 we might finally love him in return, who evinced his love to us, in
that he spared not his own Son, but gave him up for us; promising us
th~t,. if from henceforth we would obey his will, he would make us join~
heIrs with hig only-begotten Son.2 This love to God enkindled in our
h~arts is of such efIect,;-as Julian, who was himself conscious of a
wIllingness to suffer for the cause of Christ, rightly explaining and ap
plying the passage in Rom. 5 : 3, remarks,3 - that we not only rejoice
In the hope of future blessings, but, in the possession of virtue, are
cheerful amidst sufferings; that we consider the wrath of our persecut
Ors rather as trial of our patience than a disturbance of our joy; that
We not only refrain from sin for the sake of reward, but even count
freedom from sin as a reward in itself."
It is clear from what has been said, that, so far as justification is
,1

Similar to that distinction of the an

~h~ts .between aperi} -8ef.a and 1TOI.LTlK~,
th lch llld~ed will not harmonize at all with
e essentIal character of Christianity, since

VOL. II.

52*'

it is at variance with the prinCiple of divi1le

humanity.
2

Opns imperfect. 1.94.

8

L. c.l. II. c. 166.
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understood in its objcctive and judic:al sensc, the Pelagians certainly
acknowledged this,! as also the sanctifying influence which faith in the
forgiveness of sin obtained by Christ must, through the awakening of
trust and love towards God, exercise on the heart of man, and so on the
'Whole direction of his life. 2
But although the Pelagians set forth clearly and distinctly the out
ward connection between Christ and believers, founded on what he had
once done and obtained for mankind and secured to them for the
future, still the inner connection between the two was placed by them,
as it could not fail to be according to the fundamental principles of
their theory, far in the back-ground. Augustin ever urges it as an
objection to their scheme, that they made the grace of Christ consist
solely in the bestowment of forgiveness ; that they left man, after he
had obtained this, to his own free-will, and did not acknowledge, that
even now his entire inner righteousness or sanctification is only the
work of Christ,- that the new principle of divine life wh.ich is the spring
of all goodness in believers flows from the union with him by faith.
The inner connection between Christ and believers, the thence resulting
justification or sanctification of man having its foundation in Christ,3
this it was which Augustin distinctly held forth in opposition to the
Pelagians. Only justification in that Augustinian sense was the sub
ject of discussion in this controversy, and thus this controversy became
one and the same with that concerning grace. 4
Augustin represents the process of development of the moral and
religious life to be as follows: He distinguishes, according to Paul, the
letter of the law, which killeth, and the spirit, which maketh alive.5 By
mere knowledge of the law as an imperative letter, disciplinary grace,
from which even the first motions towards goodness proceed, leads man
to the knowledge of his sins, to a consciousness that by his own power
he cannot fulfil the law; hence springs the feeling of the need of a
Redeemer, and so, faith in him. By faith, man not only obtains for
giveness of sin, but also enters into the fellowship of the divine life with
the Redeemer; - he attains to the grace whereby his soul is healed from
the malady of sin. With the health of the soul is restored back also the
free-will- as contradistinguished from that which till now was bound
in the service of sin. The will is once more the servant of righteo~s
ness with free love. The divine life, which takes a specific form III
man, reveals itself in works of love. 1'his is the spirit of the law,
which makes alive; the love shed abroad in the heart by the Holy
Ghost.
1 As .Tulian declares, opus imperfect. II.
165, justilicatio per peccatorum veniam.
:.! Julian, (opus imperfect. II. 227,) ri~htly
explaining the sense of the apostle Paul,
says: Eo dehctis servire Deo fidelius quo
liberalius. Peccatum quippe dominabatur
vobis, cum reatuum impendcbat illtioj
postea autem quam gratia Dei bcneficia
consecuti e~tis ct depositis reatuum ponderi
bus respirasti~, ingcnuo pudore commoniti
debctis gratiam rcferre mcdicanti.

8 This is what AUQ"Ustin understands by
the term justificatio. ~ word which he dIes
not take in the same sense with the pe a
gians.
4 Augustin. de gratia Christi, § 5~. E!1?l
esse gratiam Dei per Jesum Chnstum,!n
qua nos sua, non nostra justitia justos fac:t
6 As for example, in the noble work e
spiritu et litera.
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From this flowed another difference between the two ways of think
ing. As Pelagius generally sided, for the most part, with ~ the system
of ~he Oriental church, and as the Greek church-teachers, owing to
~eIr more enlarged historical views, were more particular in distinguish
~ng the different stages and periods in the divine education of man and
In the development of revelation, so he separated, ,according to the
above-explained presupposition of a progressive deterioration of human
nature and of a progressive counteraction against it, the three periods:
1. Of righteousness in the state of nature; 2. Of righteousness under
the law; and 3. Of righteousness under grace. Augustin, on the con
trary, could only admit that one and the same need of redemption, and
one and the same source of holiness, ever existed; namely, grace,
which is obtained· through faith; if not faith in the Saviour already
manifested, yet faith in him as promised. " Even under the law, there
were those. who stood, not under the terrifying, convicting, punishing
law, but under that grace which fills the heart with joy in what is good,
which heals it, and makes it free." 1
Augustin was thus led to give prominence to the principle on which
the essential character and unity of everything Christian reposes,
~amely, the divine life that springs from the consciousness of redemp
hon; and to mark with more precision the specific peculiarity whereby
the Christian life, Christian virtue, is distinguished from all other. In
the Pelagian system, on the contrary, there was nothing which enabled
one rightly to understand either the essential nature of regeneration
as the separating line betwixt two opposite positions of the moral life,
Or the nature of the new Christian life grounded therein.
'Vhile
Augustin thus pointed out the common centre of the religious and the
moral element in Christianity, and took his stand in opposition to the
separating of the doctrinal from the ethical element, in opposition to
the isolating and to the making outward of the ethical, the Pelagians
fell into the very error which was necessarily involved in the principles
o.f their scheme. From what has been said, the great merit of Augus
tIn is clearly apparent in bringing forward a system of ethics reduced
to a central point, belonging in common to it and to the Christian
scheme of faith. Augustin, in this respect, as also in others hereafter
t? be mentioned, had, by his systematic method of apprehending Chris
tlanity, a more important influence on the history of the development
of the system of ethics in this period, than Ambrose of Milan, who is
not to be compared to him for systematizing skill and intellectual
dept~; though he acquired great celebrity in the history of this science
by hIS work De officiis, in three books. 2
But there was something of error attached to those truths, which
Augustin placed at the head of all others. In precisely pointing out
1 De peccato originis, § 29. Non sub lege
terrt;nte, ('onvincente, puniente; sed sub
gr~tla ~electante, sanante, libera!1te
ti ThIS work is rather a collectIon of prac
.~1 rules for the clergy, (hence its original
tIt e, .De officiis ministrorum,) drawn from
certain general max.ims, than a systematic

development of Christian ethics. But the
work is entitled to the merit of having been
the first to apply the formal principles of
ethics, as treated by the ancient writers, to
the Christian system of morals, in that
peculiar modification of them which they
receive.
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the peculiar principle of the Christian life, and marking the opposition
between that which is Christian and that which is not Christian, since his
eye was fixed exclusively on the extreme points of this opposition, he
paid less attention to the manifold intermediate shades and points of
transition in practical life, the various combination of the factors by which
the conduct may verge even to the non-christian position. And hence
he was the means of bringing into vogue an unduly rigid and partial
method of judging the. point of ethical development before the appear
ance of Christianity_ He yery justly distinguishes the patriotism of the
ancients from that which is to be called" virtue," in the genuinely Chris
tian sense, and which depends on the disposition towards God, (virtus
from virtus vera;) but then he goes so far as to overlook altogether
what bears some relationship to: the divine life in such occasional cor
ruscations of· the moral element of human nature, and to. see in them
nothing . but a service done for evil spirits ·or for man's glory. He
contributed greatly, on this particular side, to promote in the Wes~
ern church the partial and contracted way of judging the ancient
pagan. times, as opposed to the more liberal Alexandrian views of which
we still find traces in many of the Orientals in this period, and to which
Augustin himself, in· the earlier part of his life, as a Platonist, had been
inclined. Still the vestiges of his earlier and loftier mode of thinking
are to be discerned in his later writings, where he searches ufter
and recognizes the scattered fragments of truth and goodness in the
pagan literature, (see below,) which he uniformly traces to the revela
tion of the Spirit, who is the original source of all that is true and good
to created minds; . though this· is inconsistent with his own theory
respecting the total corruption ofhuman nature, and with the particlv
larism of his doctrine of predestination. .
.
The Pelagiansappealed particularly to the splendid examples of
virtue among the Pagans, as proving what could be done by the moral
power of human nature left to itself, in opposition to the tenet of man'S
moral· corruption•. Augustin maintained, on the contrary, that as there
is no neutral ground between good and evil; as love to God is the
spring of all that .is truly good, and self-love the principle of sin;. as
that victorious·· principle of goodness which overcomes the oPpos~g
selfishness of man's nature can proceed only from faith; so everythmg
which has not its root in faith is, of course, sin; and he refers for
proof to a passage of scripture which before his own time had been
misapprehended in the same way, and which afterwards very generally
received this false application - the declaration of the apostle Paul
in Rom. 14: 23, "Whatsoever is not of faith, is sin" (omne quod
non ex fide, peccatum.)1 From this Augustin argued, that the so-called
virtues of the Pagans were but seeming virtues. This proposition .ap
peared so absurd to Julian, who overlooked the principle of morahty,
its internal unity and religious foundation,2 that he could not sufficiently
1 The Pelagian Julian seems to have respected actiomdone contrary to ?ne's
rightly perceived, from the connection of own conviction of duty. See Augustin. e
the words in this passage, that it referred to Julian. IV. 24.
e
an entirely ~fferent matter, and simply
2 In other respects, Julian was well aWal'
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express his surprise at it, and drew from it the strangest conclusions.
"If," said he, "the chastity of the Pagans were no chastity, then it
might be said with the same propriety, that the bodies of unbelievers
are no bodies; that the eyes of the Pagans could not see; that the
grain which grew in the fields of Pagans was no grain." 1 Augustin
replied that moral goodness could not be contemplated in this isolated
way; but that, in the estimation of moral worth, the question turned on
the whole unity of the inner life, from which men's actions proceed.
He referred to Matth. 6: 23, and said, The eye of the soul is the whole
bent of the inner man.2 He who seems to do a good action, but in
doing it does not propose to himself the end which true wisdom pre
scribes for all human activity, sins by having the tendency of his inward
being estranged from that which constitutes man's highest good. 3 If
a~l actions are not judged according to this principle of temper and
dIsposition, then what really proceeds from a sinful disposition mayap
p~ar to be a virtue, and sins may seem to be conquered by sins; but
Virtue can never be realized in this way.
Julian betrays his own want of a profound understanding of the
principles of ethics, when he adduces this remark of Augustin in evi
d.ence against him, and observes that if sin is overcome by means of
8lU, how much more may sin be overcome by virtue, and how much
more must it be possible to lead a sinless life. 4 He took no account
here, then, of the difference betwixt a true victory over sin, and
a mere outward check placed against certain outbreaks of the evil,
or the exchanging of one kind of sin for another kind, while the sinful
bent of the will continued to be the same. All true virtue, according
to Augustin's doctrine, proceeds from Christian love, which refers
everything to God: nothing but the acts of this love is truly moral,
a~d all the cardinal virtues must therefore be reduced to love, and have
~IS for their animating principle. 5 In whatever exhibits itself as virtue
WIthout this ethical principle, Augustin recognizes, indeed, various nat
ural gifts and qualities proceeding from the Creator, and also to be
ascribed to his grace, but nothing which answers to the Christian idea
of virtue.6
~ut then, although Julian recognized no intrinsic difference between
actIons called virtuous from different points of view, yet at the same
that the morality or immorality of actions
mUst be judged, not by the outward act, but
~Y .th~ direction of the will. Hoc operatur
ons Jam ipsa justitia, quam intus yoluntas
janc ta concepit et peper it. Opus imperfect.
: 79. But it miooht be true at the same
~~e, t?at, while h~ regarded the Y.irtues es
elng mner tendencies and propertIes of the
h?ul, he might still not be aware of their
.Igher internal unitv, nor perceive their
lntno~t root in the one essence, which is the
m~ral disposition.
L. c.27.
2. OCUlus intentio, qua facit quisque, quod
f:aett, 1. c. 28.
8 Quidquid boni fit ab homine, et non
proPter hoc fit, propter quod fieri debere

vera sapientia prrecepit, etsi officio (opifid
urn, the outward action) vidcatur bonum,
ipso non recto fine peccatum est, 1. c. 21.
• Compare what Schleiennacher says
(p. 21) on the conception of virtue, in op
position to such a superficial yiew of the
matter.
6 Qure per creteras virtutes omnes diffun
ditur dilectio Dei et proximi. De diversis
qurestionibus octoginta tribus. Qu. 61, § 4.
6 Dona Dei, sub cujus occultissimo judicio,
nee injusto, alii fatui, alii tardissimi ingenii
nascuntur, alii natura lenes, alii levissimis
causis ira facillima ardentes, alii vindictre
cupiditatem inter utrosque mediocres. C.
Julian. I. IV. § 16.
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time" not departing here from the doctrine of the church, ~ since he
found eternal happiness, the happiness of the kingdom of heaven, prom
ised in the New Testament only to believers, - he fell into the inconsis
tencyof making an outward distinction between two kinds' of. virtue and
of good works grounded on the results flowing from them: .one kind,
the Christian,: on account of the reward connected with them, were
good in a fruitful, - the other, from a want of these rewards, were
good in an unfruitful"way.l And at the ground of this view lay, in
fact, the notion that religion stood in a mere external relation to moral
ity, and that the future reward or happiness was related in an outward
and arbitrary mannerto'man's life ana conduct. Augustin very justly
exposed this inconsistency, and observed that whatever is. truly good
can never be unfruitful, that the result must necessarily correspond to
the intrinsic character and quality of human actions. '
Yet the Pelagians might have been able,on their own principles, to
make out a distinction between the ethical standing ground in Chris
tianity and that in Paganism, if the systematic apprehension of the
ethical element, in its connection with the religious, had not lain too
remote from their ordinary habits of thinking; for as they derived the
existence of peculiar motives and a peculiar direction, of moral conduct
from the nature of Christian faith, they needed only to carry out and
apply this principle still farther, in order to find such a difference; and
indeed Pelagius himself remarks, that love, which does everything for
the glory of God, is a thing to which the ancient world was a stranger.2
Conformably with the manifold stages through which, according to
the system of Augustin,disciplinary .grace conducts tne evolution of
the divine life in human nature, that grace must receive many specific
desit,rnations. In so far as grace, preceding all merit in 'man, first at
tracts the corrupt will of him who is like all others in a state of aliena
tion from God; and with an inner irresistible necessity produces in him
the first motions to goodness, awakens him to a feeling of the m~ed of
redemption and to faith, it is called prevenient, preparing grace (gratia
prreveniens, prreparans.) It now proceeds to create in him, by faith,
a free-will to that which is good, (gratia operans;) but this is not a
change whereby man lays aside at once his entire nature, and is rais~d
above all conflict with sin. There still ever continue to remain in hIm
two principles in conflict with each other: in so far as he is born of God,
lives in fellowship with Christ, he sins no more; but in so far as· ~e
bears within him the old nature, derived from the first: fallen man, slU
still continues cleaving to him. 3 Hence he ever continues to need t~e
grace which upholds the restored. free-will, cooperating grace; (gratia
cooperans,) to bring forth that which is good, and to be carried victo
riously through the struggle withsin. 4 Although Augustin referred the
(for assuredly we have no reason for sup~
Frnctuose and steriliter bona.
Sufferunt et philosophi, sed Don in cari sing these words to be an addition of Cass1
. .
tate. ,Nos vero non ut laudari, sed ut ille odor's.) On Ephes. 4: 2. '.
8 See e. g. de perfectione justitire homUus ,
quem sustinemusproficiat {to the honor of
him whom we bear1 (perhaps bear within ~39. '
.
. 4 Cooperandoperficit, quod operando Ul
ns, represent) diligentes sustinere debemus,
1
2
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explanation of tbe fact why it was that grace, although it had the
power, yet brought no one in this present life to a state of perfect sin
lessness, to God's incomprehensible counsels, still he offered the follow
ing as reason which appeared to him not improbable. So long as man
has not attained, as he will do in the life eternal, to an intuition of the
supreme good, so that in comparison with it he counts himself as alto
gether nothing; so long as he is not so filled with its spirit, that not
barely from ·rational conviction, but also with etemallove, he prefers it
to his 'own self; 1 so long as this condition is left unfulfilled, man is
ever exposed to the dangeD of pride, which may so much the more
~as~y fasten on the self-contemplation of the rational spirit, because this
IS, m fact, far loftier than all else in the earthly creation.
For this rea
son, man must guard against this by constantly struggling with himself.
To this Julian might object, that Augustin reasoned in a circle, when
~e said man must still continue in sin in order, to be preserved against
s~n, viz. the sin of pride.2 But Augustin, in reply, appealed to expe
f:ence -to the fact that the apospe needed to have the thorn left in_
hIS flesh as an admonition to humility.
He uses an illustration drawn
from the' healing art: "As if the ulcer were not painful, and the op
eration of. the knife painful also, so that one pain is cured by another.
Had we not learned this by experience, but only heard of it in some
Country where operations of this sort were unknown, we should doubt
less ridicule the idea, and perhaps say in his own' words; It is most
ab~urd that pain should 'be necessary to stop an ulcer from being
pamful." 3
As man, then, .continues ever to be exposed in this present life, by
reason of this unceasing conflict, to the danger of falling again, he ac
cordingly : needs, in order to attain salvation, the grace, which can
enable him victoriously to persevere to the end of the collflict; and, in
reference ·to this, Augustin. denominates grace, by the title of donum
perseverantire. ' This perseverance alone is the certain mark of the
elect.
, This doctrine concerning grace, with all its determinate fonns as here
unfolded, stood necessarily connected with the; doctrine of . absolute
predestination. ,And if this doctrine was so taught and preached, it
\Vas liable to the imputations which the Pelagians repeatedly brought
against it: that AU!1'ustin introduced, under the name of grace, a cer
tain fatalism, (fatu:;) that he absolutely denied the free-will belonging
to the essence of man's nature; that he annulled all the conditions, of
a righteous judgment of God. In respect to free-will, Augustin ever
i

putat, peccatum fuisse, ne peccatum esset,
quoniam et ipsa supcrbia utique peccatum
est. L. c. § 30.
S Quasi non et ulcus in dol ore est, et sec
tio dolorem opcratur, ut dolor dol ore tolla
tur. Hoc si experti non essemus et in ali
quibus terris, ubi ista nunquam contigerant,
audiremus, sine dubio utique deridentcs,
fortassis etiam verbis hujus uteremur et
.28.
'
diceremus: absurdissimum est, dolorem ne
cessarium fnisse, ne ulcens dolor esset. L. c.
2 Absurdissimum quippe et stultissimum

rip}t. Ipse ut. vclimus opcratur incipiens,
.,"olcntihus coopcratllr perficicns. De
gratta ct libcro arbitrio, § 33.
1 Quamdiu non vidct sicut videbit in fine
SIl!Urnum illud ct immutabile bonum, in
cUJ~s comparatione se spcrnat, sibiqllC illius
('\rItatevilescat, tantoqlle spiritu ejus im
p eatur, ut id sibi non· ratione sola, sed
i{irno quoque amore prreponat. C. Julian.
qUI
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maintained, that as the law is not annulled by faith, but only fulfilled
by it, so free-will is not destroyed by grace, but the will is only made
truly free; and he appealed to the declaration of Christ, that he only
whom the Son makes free is free indeed. But here, misled by the
ambiguity of the expression, he confounded together two different
conceptions 1 _ the conception of freedom, as a certain state and stage
of moral development, and of freedom as a certain faculty possessed
in common by all rational minds. Beyond question, Augustin gave a
more profound ,view of freedom in that former sense (this being con
nected with his idea of grace as a principle of divine life,) than was
to be found in the Pelagian system. But it was not so with freedom
in the latter sense, which was properly the point in question in this
particular controversy. This, Augustin certainly denied to all the de
scendants of fallen man; for, in fact, he did not allow to all men the
ability of attaining to that higher moral freedom. He considered this
ability as being not an inalienable possession of the rational spirit, but
a gift communicated, only by a special divine operation, to a certain
number of men. In respect to those who belong to this latter class,
it is improper to speak of a free self-determination in appropriating
what is bestowed on them by grace; since their wills are renewed by
inner necessity, through the almighty will of God. And as these latter
follow an irresistible influence from above, so the great mass of man
kind, the servants of sin, follow an irresistible influence of a lower
kind. But at the same time Augustin maintained, that by the opera
tion of grace the power of free self-determination was not destroyed;
contenting himself here with the idea of a freedom in appearance, of
a seeming freedom necessarily forming itself in the consciousness of
the creature; inasmuch, namely, as the operations of grace unfolded
themselves after the form of the human nature, of the rational human
consciousness, in the form of self-determination outwardly and pheno~
enally presented. Hence man, though determined by a higher prin~l
pIe, transforming his will with irresistible power, which he follows ~n
harmony with the law of his nature, is yet not conscious of his wtIl
having been subjected to constraint. In this sense he said, therefore,
that the operation of grace presupposed the free-will belonging to the
essence of reason; that, if man were not created in the image of God,
he could not be susceptible of grace. Grace can act on man, not on
stones. 2
It was an inconsistency in the Augustinian system, that, while. he
unquestionably derived the first sin from man's free self-determinatIOn,
he made everything else depend on an unconditional, divine predeter
mination. He would have been logically consistent, if, following the
principle which had led him to this whole theory, he had derived the
1 A thing which the Pelagians, too, did lian. IV. 15. Non sicnt in lapidibus insen·
not fail to censure. C. Julian. opus imper satis, aut sicut in iis, in quorum natura
fect. I. 176.
rationem voluntatemque non eondid!t, s~;
2 N eque enim gratia Dei lapidibus aut tern nos tram Deus operatur in nobIS.
6
lignis pecoribusve prrestatur; sed quia ima peccatorurn meritis et remissione, 1. U.' .
go Dei est meretur hane gratiam. C. Ju
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conduct of Adam, like a11 other, from this unconditional predetermina
tion. This inconsistency was clearly exposed by J ulian. 1 But still
this was a noble inconsistency, which grew out of the victory of his
religious, moral feeling over the logical and speculative tendency of
his intellect. In this way, he could still hold fast, at one point, t{) the
holiness and justice of God, and to the free guilt of. man; could re
move the origin of evil from God, and push it back to the originally
present, truly free self-determining power of man. And by his suppo
sition of the necessary and incomprehensible connection between the
first man and the entire race, this inconsistency is still obviated in his
Own mind; for as the act of the first man may be considered as the
proper act of every man, so, on this ground, the loss of the original
freedom is a loss for which all are at fault.
This Augustinian system, which was constructed with so much dia
lectical art, could be so handled, when set forth with the prudence,
wisdom, and dialectic skill of an Augustin, as to avoid the practically.
mischievous consequences which might flow from it in its application to
life. Those who, like Augustin, had come into this system through the
whole evolution of their inner life, those in whom it had become wholly
fused with the fundamental experiences of their Christian consciousness,
those who had already attained to a certain inward peace and stability
of Christian life, might doubtless find in this system satisfaction and
repose. The life in faith which they possessed - the consciousness of
a divine life - raised them above the doubts which might arise from
the reflection whether or no they belonged to the number of the elect.
But the case was different where this system was taught in a less pru
~ent and skilful manner, or where it came to such as were still involved
In many inward conflicts, and were liable to be disturbed by reflection
?n their own state. Augustin could not fail to meet. many such cases
In his own experience, and it is remarkable to observe the way in which
he disposed of them. From such cases he took occasion to unfold his
system still farther with reference to its practical application.
One of Augustin's doctrinal and polemical dissertations, which re
ferred to these disputes, his letter to the presbyter Sixtus, afterwards
Bishop of Rome,2 having been circulated among the monks of a cloister
at Adrumetum, in the North-African province of Byzacene, produced
great excitement and agitation in the minds of many of these recluses.
~his happened between the years 426 and 427. There came forward
Individuals among them who derived practically mischievous conclusions
from Augustin'S doctrines concerning grace and predetermination. Of
what use, said they, are all doctrines and precepts? Human efforts can
~vail nothing: it is God that worketh in us to will and to do. Nor is
It .rig.ht to reproach or to punish those who are in error an~ who com
llilt 8m; for it is none of their fault that they act thus. 'VIthout grace
they cannot do otherwise; nor can they do anything to merit grace .
. lOpus imperf. VI. 22. Unde tu nosti, in crimen, quod fatearis sine voluntate sus
I\!~d tantummodo justum fuisse, ut in Adam ceptum 1

n.l~l yolllntarium crimen non possit ulcisci,
SllnJustum esse non Dosti, iIDputari cuiquam
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Ep. 194, among the letters of Augustin.
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All we should do, then, is to pray for them. Augustin, having been in
formed of these disturbances by delegates from the cloister, and by a.
letter from the Abbot Valentine, addressed to the monks two books
one in which he more fully unfolded his doctrine concerning the rela
tion of grace to free-will in opposition to Pelagianism (de gratia et
libero arbitrio) ; a second, in which he more distinctly explained that
doctrine on the side of its practical bearings, and with reference to
those consequences which had been drawn from it (the work de correp
tione et gratia). According to Augustin's doctrine, unconditioned
predetermination is not an arbitrary act of God, whereby he bestows
everlasting happiness on men while loaded with all manner of sins; but
a necessary intermediate link is the communication of grace. This is
the source of divine life in those that possess it; and it must reveal
itself by an inward impulse, in the bringing-forth of good fruits. But
then, even here, too, no limits can be fixed, where the divine agency
commences and ceases, and where the human begins and ends; both
proceed inseparably together. The human will, taken possession of by
divine grace, works that which is good with freedom, as a transformed
and sanctified will; and grace can only work through the will, which
serves as its organ. Hence Augustin says: "He who is a child of
God, must feel himself impelled by the Spirit of God to do right; and,
having done it, he thanks God, who gave him the power and the pleas
ure of so doing. But he who does not what is right, or does it not
from the right temper of love, let him pray God that he may have the
grace which he has not yet obtained." By reason of the inner con
nection which Augustin supposed between the first sin and the sin of
all mankind, as it has been above explained, he maintained that the
individual cannot excuse himself on the ground of the general deprav
ity, and that his sins are none the less to be imputed to him as his own
fault. Furthermore, God by his grace is, beyond question, able to op
erate on the hearts of men, not only without our exhorting, correcting,
or reproving them, but even without our interceding for them. Beyond
question, all these second causes could produce the designed effect on
men only under the presupposition of divine grace, which operates
through human instrumentality, and without which all human instru
mentality would avail nothing, and under the presupposition that the
men whom we would lead to salvation belong to the number of the
elect. But as God, however, pften conveys his grace to men by meanS
of such instrumentality; as no certain marks are given us in the pres
ent life whereby it is possible to distinguish the elect from the non-eI.ect;
as we are bound, in the spirit of charity, to wish that all may attam to
salvation; so, assuming, in the spirit of charity, that God will use ~s a,s
his instruments to convert and bring to salvation these or those 1l1dl
viduals, who at present are living in sin, we are bound to employ all
those means that are in our power, leaving the result with God.
,
The way in which Augustin sought, in these writings, to secur~ hIS
system against misrepresentation, could not be suited to set those mllldJ
at rest, whose Christian feelings had been disturbed by what he ha
said respecting the relation of divine grace and predestination to the
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free-will; but such persons must rather have found in this a still further'
confirmation of their doubts. And as his system of faith, on this side,
agreed in nowise with the prevailing doctrinal way of thinking in the
Western church; as, in the Pelagian and Augustinian systems, directly
opposite tendencies, which on different sides were at variance with the
demands of the universal Christian consciousness, stood in conflict
with each other; it was natural that an intermediate and conciliatory
tendency between these two opposites should make its appearance.
1'his tendency proceeded more particularly from the cloisters of South
ern France, Provence, and the adjacent islands. As its representative
and most influential organ appears, in the first place, an individual who
holds a very important place in the history of 'Vestern monachism, and
who enjoyed a high reputation in these districts - John Ga8sian. He
probably came from the country bordering on the Black Sea, (being
one of the, so-called Scythian monks;) and, after many travels in the
East; had at length turned his steps to :Marseilles, where he became
the founder and abbot of a famous cloister. 'Without doubt, his early
and long residence in the Eastern church had had a decided influence
On his doctrinal bent; and perhaps in his predominant practical ten
dency, in his disinclination to doctrinal speculations which attempted to
define too nicely on the questions here brought into controversy; his
~endency to give prominence on these questions to the religious, moral
lnterest, and to refer everything more particularly to the love of God;
perhaps in all these traits we may discern the spirit of the great Chrys
o~tom, with whom he long lived in the capacity of deacon, and whose
dIsciple he delighted to call himself.1 Cassian sought to grasp the
doctrines of religion with the heart, rather than with speculative and
systematizing thought. He counselled the monks, instead of studying
a multitude of commentaries on the sacred scriptures, to aim rather at
obtaining purity of heart. Nothing but the darkening of the under,.
standing by sin caused what the Holy Spirit revealed to appear so ob
Scure to men; and it was because men sought not to come to the
knowledge of divine' things with a purified sense, that so many false
doctrines had been foisted upon the holy scriptures. 2 Especially in
relation to the treatment of the doctrine of grace, he required that,
preserving in simplicity of heart the simple faith of the fishermen, men
s~ould not receive it in a worldly spirit, with logical syllogisms and
CIceronian eloquence, but should know that it could only be understood
by the experience of a pure life.3 'Ve might almost suppose that this
passage, in the mind of Cassian, contained a reproof of the (in his opin
Ion) too logical tendency of Augustin: it cannot be proved, however,
that he meant any such direct personal allusion.4
1 'See Cassian. lib. VII. de incarnatione,
C.31.
2 ~Ionachum ad scripturarum notitiam
f~tIngere cupientem, nequaquam debere
.a ores suos erga commentatorum libros
~rnpe~dere j sed potius omnem mentis inUstnam et intentionem cordis erga emun-

cationem vitiorum carnalium detincre. In
stitution. crenobial. 1. V. c. 33.
8L.c.1.12,c.19.
• In his work against Nestorius, which he
wrote at the commencement of the Nesta
rinn disputes, (de incarnatione Domini, 1.
VII. c. 27,) he calls Augustin "magnus
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Cassian departed altogether from the Pelagian system by recognizing
the universal corruption of human nature, as a consequence of the first
transgression, and by recognizing "grace" as well as "justification"
in the sense of Augustin~ But the whole takes with him a different
turn, by its connection with the idea of a divine love, which extends to
all men, which wills the salvation of all, and refers everything to this;
even subordinating the punishment of the wicked to this simple end.
The conflict of the flesh and the spirit is, indeed, a consequence of that
original schism; but this conflict is now made to subserve a salutary
purpose in the moral education of man, that so the soul, amid its many
struggles and efforts, necessitated to strive after moral purity, may
thereby be awakened to self-consciousness, and preserved from pride
and inactivity.! It is, perhaps, with allusion to the Pelagian positions,
he says, in one passage of his institutions and rules of monastic life: 2
" 'Ve have to thank God, not only for having endowed us with reason
and free-will, and bestowed on us the knowledge of his law or the grace
of baptism, but also for the gifts of his daily providence; that he de
livers us from the snares of invisible enemies; that he cooperates with
us in enabling us to overcome the sins of the flesh; that he protects
us, even when we are unconscious of it, from dangers; that he keeps uS
from falling into sins; that he sustains and enlightens us; that he
teaches us to understand the law which he has given to help us; 3 that,
by his secret influences, we are punished on account of our sins; that
we are sometimes drawn to salvation even against our wills; that finally
he draws our free-will itself, prone by its own inclination to what is
vicious and wrong, into the path of virtue." Even in these remarks
we discern the whole peculiarity of Cassian's form of doctrine on this
matter. Isolated Christian experiences lie at the foundation of all
which he thus collects together; and moreover all the marks and char
acters of Augustin's system are to be found here, excepting alone the
constraining influence of grace on the free-will. But Cassian brings
together isolated facts without logical order, and in a manner quite
remote from the systematic development of conceptions, such as we find
in Augustin.
In faith, too, he recognizes the communication of divine grace. 4 He
constantly affirms the insufficiency of free-will for that which is good
without grace; that, without this, all human efforts avail nothing, all
willing and running of man is to no purpose; that it is vain to speak of
sacerdosj" -but this epithct must have
been given to Augustin after he became
distinguished in the Western church; yet it
says little, compared with those epithets
,vhich he bestows on Hilary, Ambrose, and
Jerome.
1 Collat. C. 7. etc.
2 Institutiones camobial. c. 18.
S Cassian says here, adjutorium nostrum,
quod non aliud quid am interpretari volunt,
quam legem; - which words are manifestly
aimed against the Pelagians. Tillemont
wrongly supposes that he has discovered

here something bordering on the Pelagian
mode of expression, which Cassian could
not have allowed himself to fall into, after
the above·named decisions of the Rom;?
bishops against the Pelagians. But! IS
mode of expression is, in its essential ~eafi
ing, so anti-Pelagian, that Augustin ~lmse.
might have approved of it. Casslan, ~n
fact, says here that it was only by t e
inward enlightening influence of grace, thO
law itself could be of any help to maD.
4 Collat. TIl. C. 16.
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a.ny proper merit or desert on the part of man, although the opera
bon of grace is ever conditioned on the free self-determination of the
hu~an will; that, in many cases, there is moreover such a thing as pre
vellIent grace. l He especially labored, in his monastic colloquies, the
famous thirteen among his Collations, to unfold and explain what lay
scattered in the above-cited passages. Here also he speaks in the
same decided and emphatic manner against the two extremes, as well
the Augustinian denial of free-will, as the Pelagian infringement of
grace. In both these opposite tendencies he sees human presumption,
which would explore and define what is unsearchable to human reason.
He says here, free-will and grace are so blended and fused with each
other, that for this very reason the question has been much discussed
by many, whether free-will depends on grace, or grace on free-will;
and' in answering this question in a presumptuous manner, men have
fa~len into opposite errors. He affirms that this question does not ad
mIt of a general answer suitable for all cases. He controverts as well
those who wholly denied a prevenient grace, and made grace always
der~ndent on man's desert, as those who denied to the human will any
abIhty to create the germ of goodness by its own efforts, and who sup
posed grace to be always prevenient. This question, he thought, could
not be settled by general conceptions, formed a priori, respecting
the modus operandi of grace; but could be answered only according to
the various facts of experience, as they are brought to view in the
hOly scriptures; though here, from want of more profound reflection,
he ~eglected to consider that this inquiry transcends the limits of ex
perIence and of the phenomenal world, the question relating to invisi
ble motives and laws. Would anyone assert that the beginning of
the good will always proceeds from man, the examples of Matthew the
publican and of Paul are against him. 'Vould anyone say, on
the contrary, that the beginning of the good will is always communic~
ted by divine grace,· he must be embarrassed by the examples of Zac
c?eus, and of the thief on the cross, whose craving spirits, taking the
kIngdom of God by violence, anticipated the special call of divine
grace. Against those who asserted the last, he endeavored to show
that human nature had, by the fall, in nowise lost all its ability for good
ness. Men should take heed how they refer all the merits of the saints
to God in such a sense as to assign nothing but what is bad to human
nature. 'rhrough the benevolence of the Creator, the seeds of all vir
tue were by nature implanted in the soul; but~ unless excited by the help
of God, they would never germinate and grow up to maturity. Where
grace, then; permitted human striving, feeble as it was, to have the
precedence,2 still it should be considered that what grace bestows on
Inan is far beyond all human desert: 3 there is no. c~mparison between
the ~wo. He calls it profane to say, tha~ grace IS Imparted only .ac
CordIng to human desert. 'Vhile Augustm employed the declaratIOn
of the apostle Paul in Rom. XI. concerning the unsearchableness of
~ COllat. IV. c. 4, etc. and other places.
sol Ne penitus dormienti aut inerti otio dis
uto sua dona conferre videatur.
~~n.
5~

3

Gratia Dei semper gratuita.
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the divine judgments, to prove the doctrine of the secret, unconditioned
counsels of predestination; Cassian, on the other hand, referred it to
the manifold modes of the operation of divine love, controlling, direct
ing, and bestowing its gifts in wisdom; and this he set over against the
dogmatic narrowness of heart.:..:.- the presumptuous littleness of mind,
which would fix and determine everything according to one idea.
He who trusted he was able by his own reason perfectly to fathom or
to express the ways which God takes for man's salvation, contradicted
those words of the apostle, that God's judgments and ways are unsearch
able to men. The God of the universe so works all in aU, as that he
excites the free-will, upholds and strengtheus it, not so that he again
withdraws from man the free-will which he himself bestowed. If man's
reason, and the induction of evidence, seem to have made out anything
which militates against these propositions, all this should much rather
be shunned, than countenanced to the destruction of faith.
Cassian's opposition to the system of Augustin found great acceptance
among the monks and even the bishops of these districts. 1 · Doubtless,
too, many of, the monks had, of their own free impulse, without any
influencing cause from without, become opposed to' the Augustinian
doctrine of, election;' individuals who subsequently attached themselv~S
to Cassian, as the most important man among them, on account of hIS
theological training; for it may be gathered, from what Prosper reports
about' them to 'Augustin, that all' did not perfectly agree with Cassi~
in' their views respecting the disputed points, though they agreed 10
opposing the doctrine of absolute predestination.,
.
'Vhen Augustin's work de correptioneet gratia arrived in Gam,
these opponents of Augustin's doctrine of predestination -whom for
brevity's sake we will denominate Semi-Pelagians,2 a name which cam~
into use at, a much later period - perceived from it that those practi
cally mischievous consequences which had ever appeared to them the
dubious thing in this doctrine, had actually been derived from them by
those African monks; but they were not at all satisfied with the manner
in which Augustin got rid of these consequences; and hence they '\\'er:e
only the more fully confirmed in their own persuasions. Besides thIS
Semi-Pelagian party, there was, however, in this part of Gaul, a sroall
party also of enthusiastic admirers of Augustin, and devoted adherents
to his whole system of doctrine, to whom, though they perhaps recog
nized the difference between Semi-Pelagianism and Pelagianism, y~t
every doctrine which represented the operations of divine grace In
man as conditioned on man's recipiency, appeared to be a denial of
grace proceeding from impious pride. At the head of this party stood,
at that time, an ecclesiastic by the name of Prosper, who, induce.d p~r
haps by the desolations of war, had left his native country, AqUltama,
Sec PrO'Sper's letter to Augustin.
The Semi-Pelagians themselves were
far from applying to their sect any such
name as this, as they wished to have noth
ing, in common with the Pelagians; but
thelr opponents, too, were very far from
1

2

wishing to designate them by this naro~, ~~:
opponents of Pelagianism not adro!¥hey
that there was any middle ground,
'0
looked upon Semi-Pelagianis!D ~s nothl g
but a mere off-shoot of PelaglROlSlD.
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and settled down in these parts. Amid the great and fearful revolutions
of this century, particularly in, his own country, by which within a short
space of time the lot of whole nations as well as individuals was reversed,
he found consolation and repose in entire submission to God's inscruta
ble decrees, in renouncing all earthly hopes, and relying on God's
all-controlling grace; and the great facts of that particular age in the
history of nations furnished him with abundant evidence in confirmation
of the doctrine of absolute predestination.! This Prosper, and his
friend Hilary, another warm admirer and zealous disciple of Augustin;
gave him, each in a separate letter, an account of these movements
among the monks, and begged that he would come to the rescue of the
truth now assailed .
. In reply to this request, Augustin wrote his two works, De prredestina
tIone sanctorum, and De dono perseverantire. He expresses his astonish
ment, that those persons were not to be convinced by the many plain and
express passages of sacred scripture respecting grace, which is always
denied, when it is made to depend on human desert. Yet he is at the
same time just enough to admit, that, by acknowledging original sin,
the insufficiency of the faculty of free-will for all good, and prevenient
grace, they differed essentially from Pelagianism, properly so called.
And, considering the great importance which he attached to the other
di~puted points, we must respect thE; spirit of Christian moderation,
eVInced by him when he added: "We must apply to them the words
of Paul, in Philippians, 3 = 15. If they walk according to the measure
of their knowledge, and pray to Him who giveth wisdom, he will reveal
~o them that also which they still want, in order to a correct insight
Into the doctrine of predestination." 2
In these two tracts, he lays open his disputed scheme of doctrine,
hOlding to it firmly in all its strictness, in the way we have already de
SCribed; and we need here only notice what he says new in reference
to the scruples professed by the Gallic Semi-Pelagians. These, as
Prosper reported to Augustin, had affirmed that even if the doctrine of
unconditional predestination were according to the truth, yet it ought
not to be preached, because the doctrine could be of no use to anyone,
and might be mischievous to all. It tempts the pious to feel secure
and to be inactive, and leads sinners to despair, instead of allowing them
room for repentance. On the other hand, Augustin says: " We might
keep silent as to those truths, the knowledge of which would only enrich
Non idem ~t.'\tus e~t agri~, non urbihu~ ullls:
1 Prosper, and also the author of the
Omniaque in finem prrecipitata ruunt.
\York de vocatione gentium, refer to these
Impia confmo Flevit discordia mundo,
fa~ts. especially as showing how different
Pax abiit terris j ultima qureque vides.
tr~bes of people were led to embrace the And after having expressed his resolution
falt~ of the gospel. In the beautiful poem to deYOte himself entirely to Christ, he
of ," A husband to his wife," in which the adds: /
lVnter refers to the state of those times as
Nee tamen Ista mihl de me fiducia BUrgit.
an argument and motive for renouncing
Tu das, Christe, loqui, tuque pati tribuls.
ear,thly things, and which in some manu
In nobis nihil audemus; sed fidimu.~ in teo
Spes igitur mea sola. Ikus, quem credere vita est.
r,cnpts is as~rihed to Prosper, are to ,be
hund the feelinO"s and ideas at least whIch
2 De prredestinatione sanetorum, c. I.
c ,aracterized his own religious tone of
tnlnd. lIe says of bis times :
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the intellectual insight of those who were capable of understanding
them, without exerting any influence on their moral improvement; but
the misunderstanding of which would redound to the injury of those
who were incapable of understanding them. But it is otherwise with
those truths the right understanding of which is subservient to holiness,
and the misunderstanding of which leads to all mischief. And among
these laUer truths is to be reckoned the doctrine of absolute predesti
nation. It is only when misconstrued and' falsely applied, it can be
come practically injurious. But the doctrine of divine foreknowledge
is liable to the same misconstruction; as, for example, when it is so
conceived as to lead men to make such statements as the following:
"You may live as you please,yet that and that only will happen with you
which God foresaw." In preaching the doctrine of predestination, all
that is necessary is simply to keep it ever in mind, that the preacher
of the gospel is addressing either those who are already partakers of
the redemption, or who are yet to become partakers of it, consequently
the elect; so that the reprobate must be considered as those who are
without the church, and be spoken of only in the third person. 'With
great adroitness and skill, he showed how the doctrine of predestination
should be used only for the purpose of exciting believers to an unshaken
trust and confidence in God himself and in goodness, and at the same
time to humility; - and how, on the other hand, everything should be
avoided which, through misconstruction, might lead to false security or
to despondency. The doctrine of predestination, if rightly presented,
would, beyond question, contribute much to the furtherance of genuine
Christian piety. "This doctrine," he concludes, "should be so set
forth that he who properly receives and appropriates it will glory, not
in that which is of man, hence not in that which is his own, but in the
Lord; and even this, to glory only in th~ Lord, is, like all the rest, a
gift of God, and indeed, the gift of God, without which all other gifts
are nothing." As Augustin's opponents could often cite against him,
and that not without good grounds, the authority of the older divines;
so, on the other hand, he himself appealed, not without reason, to the
original and common expression of the unalterable Christian conscious
ness; as, for example, in the church prayers for the conversion of unbe
lievers, for the perseverance of believers to the end, in which prayers
the assembled church were wont to join by saying, Amen. But a~ the
same time, in interpreting these expressions of the Christian conscIOUS
ness, as well as many passages from the older divines, he was led, by
the influence of his own doctrinal system, to introduce more into thew
than they really contained, when he would find in them testimony
in favor of the doctrine of a grace which is conditioned on no sort
of recipiency on the part of man, and of a predestination connected
with this notion of grace.
These writings made, and indeed were calculated to make, nO ~thcr
impression on the Semi-Pelagians than Augustin's earlier productions.
Hence, Prosper - feeling himself constrained to stand forth in defence
of the conviction of which his heart was so full, and of the man to whoJIl
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he clung with an enthusiastic attachment,! as the triumphant defender
of this fundamental truth agaihst the adversaries of the doctrine of
grace - wrote, in opposition to those whom he designates as the ungrate
ful, his carmen de ingratis. By this designation, Prosper understands in
general all those who considered the operations of grace as in any way
conditioned by the free recipiency of man; those who did not refer
~verything in man to grace alone. Although his attack was directed
~n this case more particularly against the Semi-Pelagians, yet, in look
mg at the subject from this particular point of view, Semi-Pelagianism
would necessarily seem to coincide with Pelagianism ; - and, in truth,
he endeavors to show that the doctrines of the Semi-Pelagians led
ultimately to Pelagian principles.2 He complains that his adversaries,
who were for the most part rigid monks, misled many through the ~
respect which they inspired by the virtues connected with their
~hristian renunciation of the world: but, as they looked upon these
VIrtues as being in part their own work, they were but seeming virtues,
destitute of the principle of all true goodness, that temper of the heart
which refers everything to God alone, and which feels the sense of de
pendence on him for all things. 3 A deep and sincerely Christian feeling
of dependence breathes through this production, imparting to it warmth
~nd vitality; but with all this, the author overlooks in his opponents the
lnterest of a morality which would be free, and which assuredly has no
less its foundation in Christianity, than the sense of dependence. "Do
they perhaps consider it a shame," says he of his opponents, "that
Christ will one day be all in all in the redeemed? But if this is, above
all things else, great and noble, why are they ashamed in this present
vale of sorrow to be mighty through God, and to have in them as little
as possible of their own, of that which is a mortal work, which is nothing
but sin? " 4:
The contest between the Augustinian and Semi-Pelagian party in
~~ul still continued, after the death of Augustin. 5 Prosper opposed,
It 18 true, to his adversaries, the decisions of the Roman bishops and
This very fact, that the firm persuasion
tutman's
being nothing through himself,
everything through God alone, had
1

~erraded Augustin's entire life, appears to
rosper the characteristic trait of this great
the fundamental principle of his pecu·
lar character. This is beautifully ex
P,ressed by Prosper in his carmeu de ingra
tIS, where he says of Augustin (v. 90:)
tr.,
Quem Christi gratia cornu

ran,

still, surgendo cadunt, non horum templo
est Christus petra fundamcnto. V. 775.
4 VileR ergo putent f<e defonnesque futuros
Cum transformatis fiet Deus uuica. sanctis
Gloria: corporei nec jam pre!'Fura laboriR
Conteret incertos; ~ed in omnibus omnia semper
Christus erit. Quod ~i pulchrum et super om
nia magnum est,
Cur pudet hac etiam, tietus in valle, potentes
Esse Deo, minimum que Operi8 mortalis habere,
Quod non cst ni8i peccatum.

5 The last years of his long and laborious
life Augustin had sct apart for completing
the theological works which were partly
connected with these disputed points which
seemed to him so important. As the mul·
tiplicd engagements of his episcopal office
II ~ As Prosper says himself: ingrati, quos left him no leisure for this, he, with the
r~t gratia, v. 685.
consent of his communitj, made arrange
Du
Licet in cruce vitam
ments to ha,e his labors lightened by the
A ~nt et jug! afficiant sua corpora mortel
assistance of Eraclius, a presbyter educated
Tbstm«;aht opibus, sint cru!ti, siutque bem~e.,
nuder his own eye. He was occupied duo
errelUSque ferant animum super a.st~ relicti! j

A.venore rigans, nostro lumen dedit revo,

.E cc~nsum vero de lumine; nam cibus iIll

Ut Vita et requies Deus est omnisque voluptas
~ nus amor Christi est un~s Chri~ti est honor 1111.
~d~m nUlla sibi trib'uit bona, fit Deus Ull
nla, et in ,/laneto regnat sapientia. templo.
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of the emperors; but the Semi-Pelagians felt assured that they were
not touched or affected by those authorities, for they in fact were also
opponents of the Pelagian doctrines condemned by those decisions.
For this reason, Prosper and Hilary sought to establish, in opposition to
them, another new church authority. They appealed to the Roman
bishop Crelestin, and entered a complaint to him against presbyters
given to disputation and fond of novelty, who propagated false doctrines,
and presumed to attack the memory of Augustin. They probably
hoped to obtain from the Roman bishop a distinct response in favor of
the system of Augustin, against the Semi-Pelagian principles, concerning
grace and concerning free-will; but their expectations were not fulfilled.,
CreJestin, it is true, in answer to this application, published, in the year
431,1 a letter to the Gallic bishops. In this letter, he complains that
several presbyters, of whom he speaks with some contempt, had taken
ring tllis time in preparing a critiqne on all
his own writings, (his retractationes.) What

led him to engage in this work was doubt
less the fact, that many passages from his
earlier writings were cited against him,
especially by Pelagians and Semi-Pelagians:
whence his enthusiastic admirers were em
barrassed, since they would not allow that
the man whose authority stood so extrava
gantly high with them could be convicted
of any errors. But Augustin himsclf was
far from claiming any such anthority for
his writings. Such authority was due, ac
cording to his judgmeut, only to the Bible.
He says to those extravagant friends, that
they labored to no purpose: they had under
taken a bad cause. They would lose their
suit, even if tried before himself, (frustnl.
laboratis, non bon am causam susccpistis,
facile in ea me ipso judice snperamini, ep.
143 ad Marcellinum.) He rejoiced in the
confession, thtl.t he had made some progress
in truth, and acknowledged several of his
earlier errors as such, which he was not
now ashamed pnblicly to expose in his wri
tings. 'Unquestionably it was true also, as
may be gathered from what has been al
ready remarked, that his mind, more fet
tered and confined in several respects, now
represented as error what at an earlier pe
riod had been conceived with more freedom,
or that he unconsciously interpreted his
earlier views as being in accordance with
his present altered way of thinking.
Next, he employed himself on his last
work in the Pelagian controversy with
Julian, which he was unable to finish. He
wrote for this work amid the violent politi
cal agitations which brought devastation
and ruin over this flonrishing portion of the
world. He had the pain of seeing the mis
ery proceed from a man who had once been
one of his most beloved friends. The count
(comes) Bonifacius, one -of the most distin
guished and successful generals of the Ro

man empire in its decline, had been led by
the advic(} of Augustin himself, instead of
retiring to the monastic life, to the resol u·
tion of devoting his powers still further .to
the defence of the oppressed Roman Ch~S
tendom against the incursions of barhan~n
tribes. But by the intrigues of his rival III
military renown, the general Aetius, he h~d
been nfterwards drawn into the great m15
take of rebelling against the imperial g~V
ernment j and, for the purpose of maintalll
ing himself in this contest, he invited o,:cr
the Vandals to his assistance from Spatn.
Augustin availed himself of a favorable
opportunity of addressing himself to the
conscience of Boniface, in a letter written
with true Christian dignity, and with gre~t
wisdom, (a true model of proceeding 111
such intricate circumstances.) The latt~r
was compelled to find out by bitter exren
ence the truth of that which his old fnend
had predicted to him. He was carried fur
ther than he meant to be, and when be
endeavored to retrace his steps, found it to
be too late. The Vandals looked upon the
flourishing country as their own propert~·,
and, from being the allies of Boniface, bei
came his enemies. Augustin's epis~opa
residence, the city of Hippo, was besleg~d
by them. Amidst these sufferings, and In
si....ht of the new trials which were threat
e;ing him, it was Augustin's daily pray~,
that God wonld deliver the city from t e
enemy, or bestow on his servants the pow~r
to endure everything which his will bad.m
store for them j or that he would grant ~:
a release ont of the present world.
C
last event happened. In the third mon~
of the siege, whieh lasted fourteen mont s
in all, Augustin died, at the age of seventysix, A.D. 429.
d
1 As he himself alleges he had alre~ Y
on some earlier occasiod decided in like
manner, in n. responsum to a certain b~shOP
Tuentius, which has not reached our um es .
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the liberty to set in agitation certain curious questions. l Quite in the
spirit of the Roman church, he considers it a great scandal that pres
byters should wish to set themselves up as teachers of the bishops; and
he ascribes it chiefly to the fault of these latter, that presbyters pre
sumed to make themselves so important. Doubtless it might be, he
says, that some of them had but recently left the ranks of the laity,
and hence had not yet become fully aware of what belonged to
them as bishops. And he intimates a suspicion, which the accusers of
the Semi-Pelagians had probably found it convenient to insinuate, that
several among themselves might be inclined to the same errors. He
~oreover expressed, in strong terms, his respect for Augustin, who, by
hIs. predecessors also, had been considered to belong among the most
~mll1ent teachers of the church. But notwithstanding all this, the decis
IOns of the Roman bishop were still so indefinite, that the opponents
of Semi-Pelagianism could derive from them but little advantage.
Crelcstin, indeed, forbore to enter into a particular description of the
doctrines of those presbyters against whom he inveighed. 1Yhat he un
derstood by the expression" curious questions," was left wholly in the
d~rk; and the Semi-Pelagians accused their opponents of this very
thIng, namely, that instead of holding fast to matters of practical mo
ment, they busied themselves with such questions. He had said, Let
the spirit of innovation - adding, if there is such a spirit - cease to
attack the ancient doctrine.2 But still it was left undefined what was
to be understood by the ancient and what by the novel doctrines. The
Scmi-Pelagians, in fact, also asserted, - and they could do it with
even more justice than their opponents, - that by them the ancient
~octrine of the church was defended against the fals~ doctrine recently
Introduced concerning absolute predestination, and against the denial
of free-will; tenets wholly unknown to the ancient church. As a matter
of course, therefore, the Semi-Pelagians might interpret these decisions
as being in favor of their own scheme of doctrine; and so, accordingly,
they did interpret them. 3 The Vincentius already mentioned, who had
been educated at a cloister on the island of Lerins in Provence, which
was one of the most distinguished seats of Semi-Pelagianism, aeems also
to have given the decision this interpretation; and it was, perhaps, at
tI.le fiercest stage of this controversy, in the year 4.34,4 that he wrote
his famous Commonitorium, if not with the single, yet with the special
Or partial, design of applying a principle to the refutation of Augustin's
terpretatio, contrived to explain this decision
of the Roman bishop to their own advan
tage. Crelestin - said they, as it would
seem as if we must gather from his lan
guage - had by no means' approved, by
that eulogium of Augustin, all his writings
with reference to the doctrines which they
contained; and if he approved the earlier
ones, he could not the later, in which Au
gustin himself set the novitas in opposition
CiU~tatem.
to the vetustas.
4 See chap. 42, his own chronological
C rosper himself, in his book against
th~ ator, (§ 3,). gives it to be und.ersto?d statement.
t many Seml-Pelagians, by a mallgna tn

f 1 Indisciplinatre qurestiones.

All ques
Ions on the subject why God bestowed his
~race. on some and llot on others; all such
,IUC,StIo ns , which were not to be disposed of
ly reference to the secret incomprehensible
~~unse~s of God, belonged, in fact, according
th' ~he luugment of such men as Prosper, to
o~l c!ass ; and Crelestin here speaks at first
/ In ~he language of his accusers.
y
Desmat, si ita res sunt, incessere novitas

l
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doctrine of predestination, which was recognized by Augustin himself;
namely, that the subjective views of a church-teacher, however holy
and highly gifted, could yet establish nothing in opposition to the
ancient and hitherto universally prevailing doctrine of the church; and
that such views would ever continue to be nothing more than private
opinions, unless accompanied by the marks of antiquity, universality,
and general consent (antiquitas, universalitas, consentio.)l
Since Hilary and Prosper had now made a journey to Rome for the
express purpose of procuring a favorable decision, and, we may take it
for granted, they would spare no pains to accomplish their object, we
may the more confidently conclude, that the Roman bishop had good
.reasons for not expressing himself more definitely and decidedly on
this disputed question, when he had assumed a tone so entirely differ·
ent in the Nestorian controversy.2 The only course which remained
for Prosper, was to contend against the Semi-Pelagians with the pro
ductions of his pen: 3 but, as in a case where the tendencies of Christian
feeling and of the reflections springing therefrom were so entirely
opposed to each other, there could be no chance for a common under·
standing between Prosper and his opponents; and his own arguments
1 Vincentius enables us to discover his
connection with the Semi-Pelagian party, by
naming among the false teachers Pelagius
and Crelcstius, but not their pretended off
shoots the Semi-Pelagians; and by neglect
ing to mention Augustiu among the many
church-teachers who are praised by him.
Thus now, too, at the end of the second sec
tion of his commonitorium, of which onlv a
fragment has been preserved, he cites those
passages from the letter of Crelestin to the
French bishops. Although he does not ex
plain any further, even in this passage, what
Crelestin meant by the term ., novitas," but
chooses to leave the' more particular appli
cation to each individual himself; yet he
certainly betrays here the Semi-Pelagian
forced by the authority of Augustin to tread
somewhat too softly. A person of the same
temper with Prosper would have expressed
himself doubtless in this case more strongly
and distinctly, and the more, as he must
have been aware that his opponents turned
the vagueness of that passage to their own
account.
Moreover, in explaining the
phrase, "si ita res est," he discovers the
Semi-Pelagian, who considered the charge to
be without foundation. Most probably it
was from this Vincentius that the capitula
objectionum Vincentianarum proceeded,
against which a small tract of Prosper was
directed..
2 If the collection of decisions bv Roman
bishops and North-African councils against
the doctrines of Pelagius and Crelestius,
which is united in several of the older col
lections of ecclesiastical laws with this letter
of Crelestin, really belonged to the same,
Crelestin would heyond all question have
expressed himself in a more distinct man

ner: for this collection has manifestly for
its object to establish the whole AugustiniS?
. scheme of the doctrine of grace in OppOSI'
tion to the Semi-l>elagians; because thes~
accused Augustin of having over-steppe
the proper limits, and because they, more·
over, contrived to interpret the authorityof
the Roman bishops in their own sense.
But the way in which Crelestin's letter con·
eludes, shows clearly that nothing w~s to
fol1ow after. In this additional clause Itself,
is exhibited a different tone of language
from that which we are accustomed to meet
with in Roman bishops; and Prosper, who,
as we have remarked, appeals to the lett~r
of Crelestin, would assuredly not have omit
ted to mention this clanse, if he had kno'Yn
it as one whieh proceeded from CoolestJO.
We cannot doubt, therefore, that this piee.~
is a later addition; and from whomsoever I
might be that this certainly very old appen
dix, belonging to the very time of these con·
troversies, proceeded, it still remains '.'·orthi
of notice that its author professes mdee
the doctrine of that grace of God fro~
whose agency nothing is to be exr1~ded, ;fn
that he does not, however, declare hlm~el (
favor of the doctrine of absolute ~rcdes~~
nation; but rather expressly aVOids pt .
inqniry as unprofitable, when he sa~'s :. I~.
fundiores vero difficilioresque partes men.
rentinm qnrestionum, quas latius ~ertrl1ctl\n
runt, qui hrereticis restiterunt, Sleuth n;e.
audemus contemnere, ita non necesse 11
mns adstruere.
.
on'
8 His writings against Cassian, hber.~ la
tra Collatorem, his responsum ad CI1~1 ued
Gallornm, the tract already mentlo~fi'
against Vincentius, his epistola ad B
num.
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had quite as little weight with them, as theirs with himself; and, as
Crelestin's decision had so very much disappointed his expectations, he
endeavored to prevail on Sixtus, the successor of Coolestin, to finish
th~ work of hi~ predecessors, and annihilate the last remains of Pelagi
a:usm . As hIS predecessors had suppressed the open Pelagians, so
Slxtus ought to suppress altogether the concealed Pelagians, since this
w.ork had been reserved for him by divine Providence} But neither
dId he succeed as yet in carrying this point.
The writings of Prosper suggest one remark, important in its bearing
On the course and progress of this controversy. On the one hand, the
Semi-Pelagians endeavored so to represent the doctrine of absolute pre
destination as to bring most prominently to view the point in which it
grated most harshly on the Christian feelings; namely, its irreconcilable
ness with the Christian ideas of God's holiness and love. They affirmed
that, according to this doctrine, God had created only a small portion
of mankind for eternal happiness, and the rest for damnation; God
had predestinated these latter to sin; he was the author of sin; Christ
had died not for the salvation of all men, but only for the redemption
of this small and determinate portion of them. On the other hand,
Prosper labored with great skill and effect to avoid everything in the
exposition of this scheme which might seem repulsive to the Christian
f~elings; although we must admit he rather concealed all the difficul
!les by happy turns and forms of expression, than really avoided them
In the material contents of the thought. The charge that God was made
the author of sin, he evaded,2 as Augustin had done, by deriving all sin
from a free act of Adam. God's predestination and his foreknowledge
Were by no means to be considered as identical. In reference to that
":hich has its ground in God himself, goodness, as the bestowment of
Ins grace, andjustjudgment, were undoubtedly both one. But the case
Was otherwise in reference to sin, which has its ground in the will
of the creature; and in relation to this, we can speak only of the
divine foreknowledge. But should any be now. disposed to find an
arbitrary will standing in contradiction with the idea of a holy God, in
timc, and accordingly also as wholly ex
cluding, even in the case of Adam, the free
self-determination of the will. See the
remarkablc passage in the carmen de in
gratis, v. 370. We ought not to regard
God's agency upon man-says he-as so
feeble a thing as that of one man upon
another, when by his words hc seeks to
produce love or hatred or any other affec
~ 4.
tion in the heart of another, so that the
speaker is unable really to communicate
2 If indeed Prosper had been disposed to
procced consistcntly, after the same manner this affection to the other, but it dcpcnds on
In which he derivcd his conception of grace, the other to yield himself to this affection
as opposed to the Semi-Pelagian views, from or not. It is not so with divine grace,
the do?trine of an almighty power of God which is almighty: this employs all subor
e~~ll1dmg everything of the nature of con dinate causes only as its instruments, is not
ditions, and of "an absolute dependence of depcndent on them.
Ipsa suum consummat opus, cui tempus ngendl
the ~reature, he must have come at lust to
8cmper adest, qure ge~t..'l ,elit: non moribus illi
consider all the inward operations of God
}'it mora, non causill anceps suspenditur ullis.
o.n human nature as absolutely uncondi
v.~
tIoned from the first and at every point of

1 Confidimus Domini protectione prro
standum, ut quod operatus est in Innoccntio
ca;t.! operetur in Six to, et in custodia Do
Ilunlci gregis hrec sit pars glorire huic re
serv~ta pastori, ut sicut illi lupos abegere
~all1festos, ita hic depellat occultos. - Hu
Jus!U0di hominum pravitati no~ tam disp~'
fh.onum studio, quam auctontatum pnvl
eglo resistendum est. C. Collator. e. 21,
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the fact that, of those who stood in the like condition of alienation from
him, he rescued some by his grace, and left the others to their merited
destruction, Prosper answers: Men's minds would easily be set at rest,
were it but held fast as an incontrovertible maxim of faith, that with
God there is no place for arbitrary will: nothing he does can stand in
contradiction with his holiness and justice: and that no salvation is to
be found without the grace of Christ. But as our Theodicee must fail
to explain many things which take place in the life of nations and of
individuals, while still we are not perplexed or hindered in our faith in
God's wisdom and holiness; so here, too, we must cling fast to our faith,
although it may be impossible for us to fathom· or comprehend the
counsels according to which God dispenses that grace. 'VeIl for us,
could we but acknowledge the limited nature of our present knowledge
of divine things. 1 Prosper charged his opponents, as they did him,
with attempting, in opposition to the apostle Paul, to explore the un
searchable judgments of God. 2 He said, instead of searching into the
deep things of the hidden God, and losing ourselves in a labyrinth of
unanswerable questions, we ought rather to employ our thoughts on the
ample range of revealed grace, and hold fast to that which the apostle
Paul declares: God wills that all men should be saved. This will of
God is revealed in the fact of his having provided men with all the
means of coming to the knowledge of himself, whether it is revelation
by the gospel, by the law, or by the works of creation. But, verily,
_by all these means, they cannot be led to salvation without the grace
which gives them faith. Thus was there here already brought to view;
the germ of that distinction between a will of God universally revealed
and conditioned, and a secret, special, and unconditioned will of God; 
the former being, in fact, taken up and absorbed by the latter. All
these shifts and turns were not strictly peculiar to Prosper; but we
here discern in him only the apt and skillful disciple of Augustin,-:l
disciple who well understood how to seize, to combine, and to distribute
the scattered thoughts of his master.
This tempered exhibition, aiming to avoid the repulsive aspects of
the Augustinian scheme, which proceeded from Prosper,. had maUl
festly an important influence on the course of this controversy. o~t
of the germs contained in the writings of Prosper, was formed a stIll
more refined and happily conceived exhibition of this system, executed
with great spirit, and based upon conciliatory motives. This is. set
forth in a work entitled, The call of all the nations, ( de vocabo~e
omnium gentium,) the author of which is not certainly known. 3 Thl3
1 Non ergo instamus Clllusis, nec nperta procaci
Urgemus cura, salis est opera omnipotentis
Ceruereetauctorem cunctorum noose bonorum.
v. 740 ct B.
2 Responsio ad capitula Gallorum, c. VIII.
Protitentur sibi scrutabilia judicia Dei et
vestigabiles vias ejus.
a The comparison of this remarkable
work with the writings of Prosper shows
without doubt, a great agreement betwee~
the former and the latter in fundamental

ideas; and many single thoughts also o~c~r
with the same application in the two klfl g
of writing. But the author seems to be ~
person who had not preYionsly taken pard
in these dispntes, but who, after t~cy
been going on now for a long tll1~e, Ct
himself called upon to make the expenm en f
whether he could not by a certain mode. 0
exhibition provide some way for reconcilIng
the opposite views on the disputed doctrinbs,
This does not suit the case of Prosper, w 0
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work evidently proceeded, as the author himself intimates in the intro
duction, from a person who was seeking to bring about a reconciliation'
between the two parties so fiercely opposed to each other, - and that
certainly with a decided leaning to the Augustinian system of doctrine,
for the fundamental ideas of which he labored to procure a more gene
ral admission, by exhibiting them in a dress and in a combination
peculiar to himself; taking pains to divest them of everything which ex
P?sed them to the censures of the Semi-Pelagians, and which served to
gIv~ those censures a more plausible appearance. That be might more
e~slly effect his object, to act as a mediator, he refrained from all allu
SIOn to Augustin, though the authority of that father must certainly
~ave stood very high with him. In general, he was remarkably dis
tmguished for his predominant dialectic method, which was indepen
dent of all church authorities.
He endeavored in the first place to show, that an entire harmony
subsisted between the doctrines of grace and of free-will, so that the
o~e could not be maintained without the other. Take away the free
wIll, and no organ would be left for the expression or existence of the
~rue virtues. ~rake away grace, and the fountain-head would be want
Ing, from whence everything truly good must flow. He next proceeds
to distinguish three different bents of will, and corresponding positions
of men. The lowest stage or position is that of a will directed solely
to ~he things of sense, (the voluntas sensualis;) next .follows the will
WhICh rises above the things of sense, but is still left to itself, and benJ;
on its own ends, (voluntas animalis) - the will which has not, as yet,
be~n attracted and pervaded by the godlike element. The more
acbve man's changeable will, the more easily is it carried away by evil,
so. long as it is not governed by the unchangeable will of God. The
thlr~ stage or position is that of a will attracted and actuated by the
godlIke, - the will which the Spirit of God, with whom the man has
come into communion, employs as his organ, (the voluntas Bpiritalis.)
By virtue of this, man comes to refer himself, his whole life, and everyfrom the first had been at the head of one
of the two parties. Moreover, it does not
aCCord with the character of Prosper, as it
app~ars in his acknowledged and genuine
Wntmgs, that the author of the work in
question refrains from all ,'iolent attacks
upon his opponents; that he cites absolutely
no ~uth.orities, and passes over Augustin in
e~ttre Silence. To this must be added the
~l~~rence of stJ:le. No,~, it is true that
l~clent manuscripts ascnbe the work to
!"OS per j but. on the other hand, there are
still older ones which ascribe it to Ambrose,
to whom it could not be ascribed without a
~orry anachronism. It is accordingly evient that the authority of manuscripts can~ot .pass in this case as historical testimony.
WIng to its contents the work excited a
f.~at sensation, _ he~ce, too, the Roman
alshop Gelasius cites it among the books of
pproved orthodoxy. But inasmuch as

there was no historical tradition respecting
the author's person, Gelasius himself citing
it as an anonymous work, men were readily
disposed to ascribe it to some approved
church-teacher, and it was at least a more
felicitous and well-grounded conjecture
which made Prosper its author. If we fol
low the internal evidence, a certain resemb
lance of thought and expression gives some
color of probability to the conjecture of
Quesnel, that Leo the Great wrote this
book, while he was a deacon. But in thii
case the fact that the work should still re
main anonymous is still more surprising;
and it may be asked, whether everything is
not sufficiently explained, if we suppose
that the book was written by a theologian,
unknowu to us, belonging to the second
half of the fifth century, and who was an
earnest student of the writings of Prosper
and of Leo the Great.
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thing else, to God alone, and loves in all things only the godlike. This
. will is the incipient germ of all virtue. Here all becomes divine and
all human; divine in reference to Him who has bestowed it, human in
reference to him who has received it. 1 Grace, which bestows this
divine life on man, works upon and within him, not by a compulsory or
magical influence, but in a way altogether in harmony with the laws of his
nature. The nature of the human will, as such, has not been destroyed
by the fall; its form remains the same; and it is simply byappropriat
ing this, that grace works upon him and within him. At first, it operates
in various ways, to prepare the will so as to be ready to receive its
gifts; Z for without the cooperation of the will, there can be no virtue.
Now this work distinguishes two kinds of grace; and this distinction
itself belongs to the peculiarity of the method whereby the author
seeks to banish the appearance of particularism from the system of
Augustin; although the peculiarity in this case consists merely in the
form of expression and the more complete exposition, - the principal
thoughts having been 'presented already by Prosper. He institutes a
distinction, to wit, between general grace 3 and special grace. 4 By
the first, God leads all men to the knowledge of himself; and thereby
he reveals his will, that all men should come to' the knowledge of the
truth and be saved. This general grace consists in the revelation
which God has made of himself to the rational spirit by the works of
creation.5 But the sense and import of this outward revelation of ~od
could still be only understood by man, by virtue of the inner revelah~n
of God in the human heart, only through the consciousness of God III
the mind itself. Thus it came about, that the greatest portion of man
kind neither understood nor followed this law of God ; and by these
visible testimonies also we must learn, that the letter killeth, and that
the spirit only maketh alive. The author recognizes, then, a univers~
inward revelation of God as the original source of all religion. But ID
as much as men, by the darkening of their own understandings, became
estranged again from this heavenly light shining within them, this sense
of God was again suppressed or falsified. 6 It still remains true, that
none can attain to salvation otherwise than by that special grace
1 Omnis actio ad unum refertur, et quod
ad unum refertur, utriusque est, quia nee a
Deo alienari potest quod dedit, nec ab hom
ine quod accepit. A like sentiment is found
in the lettcr to Demetrias (which, too, was
falselyascribcd to Ambrose, but seems to
have come from the same author:) Implct
Spiritus Sanctus organum suum, et tanquam
fila chordarum, tangit digitus Dei corda
sanctomm. This moral fellowship of man
with God is represented, as in the quotation
made above from Prospcr, to be an antici
pation of the eternal life on earth: Nee
~~bie ista suhjectio jam ex magna parte in
dims futurro beatitudinis est constituta con
sortia, ubi Deus erit omnia in omnibus.
2l!t in eo quem vocat, primum sibi re
ceptrIccm et famulam douornm suorom
prreparet voluntatem.

Gmtia generalis, generalia gratire aux'
.
4 Gratia spcciali~, dona, auxilia sp~cial1a.
6 Implente omni:1. Spiritu Dei, III quO
vivimus, movemur, et sumus. Per qure bu'
mauis cordibus quredam reternre legis t.'lbu·
1m prreheb,lntur, ut in paginis clement?ru~
ac voluminihus tcmporum, communiS C
puhlica divinro institutionis doctrina legere
tnr.
t> Quod illuminante Dei gratia invenera~t,
ohc~cantc snperbia perdideront. Hcl:tpSI a
superna luce ad tenebras SUIlS. In the letter
to Demctrias: In pulchritudine creli et te~
qumdam snnt paginoo, ad omnium oca~.
semper patentes, et auctorem suam nu.
quam tacentes, quarum protestati~ doct?·
nam imitatur magistrorIlm et eloqma SCI1~
turarum. Sed quid(quid) ilIud est, qu
8
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(gratia specialis) by which man's will becomes transformed through
faith in Christ into a spiritual will. If we ask why this grace is im
parted to some and not to others among the great mass of mankind,
who are alike alienated from God, and how this is to be reconciled
with God's revealed will that all should be saved ; we can obtain no
other answer than that here, as in innumerable other cases, we perceive
the fact, without being able to explore the cause; .that, as in innumera
ble other things, knowledge lingers behind faith; that our knowledge is
but in part. We must stand fast by the faith, that God everywhere acts
according to his own infinite justice and wisdom; although the question
ho;o may be wholly beyond the reach of our penetration. In this very
t~mg it behooves us to show the strength of our fai.th in God's justice and'
WIsdom, that by these difficulties, which admit of no~olution in our prc
s~nt earthly life, we still do not suffer ourselves to be perplexed or
disturbed. 1 When we are so disposed as neither to deny the things
which are revealed, nor to explore those that are hidden, we find our
selves in the right relation to truth.
While, as we have described, the prudent defenders of Augustin's
scheme were particularly interested in carefully guarding against all
those conclusions calculated to revolt the religious and moral feelings
common to all men, and so easily capable of being shown to be practi
cally mischievous, which had been charged upon the system by its
enemies; so it was natural, on the other hand, that the opponents
would be very unwilling to be deprived of an advantage which, on
account of the impression it produced on most minds, was so important
to them, and, in spite of all these logical distinctions which had been
brought to bear against them, would still believe themselves obliged
not to give up the defence and justification of these conclusions. When
~e learn, then, that writers of a decidedly Semi·Pelagian stamp, living
In ~aul in the last half of the fifth century,2 represent those very te~eta
whIch were repudiated by the above-named defenders of Augustm's
scheme, and called unfair inferences from their doctrine, as the tenets
o.f a newly-risen sect, styled Predestinatians, (Prredestinati or Prredes
tmatiani,) we might be easily led to conjecture that the Predestinatians,
so called, were none other than the defenders of Augustin's doctrine
o.f predestination; that their opponents in this period, as in earlier
times, took the liberty of charging them with their own inferences from
the. d?ctrine they taught, as this doctrine itself; and that they in~ent~d
a dIstlllctive sectarian name for the defenders of such a doctnne, In
?rder that they might stigmatize it as heretical.' without see~ng to
Interfere with the universally acknowledged authOrIty of Augustin, and
~orporeornm sensnum exteriora pulsantur,
In agl'o, eordis, cni impenditur ista cnltu~a,

nee radlcem potest fhrere. nec germen emIt·
tere" nisi ille summ~s ct verus agricola po
tClItlllIn sui operis ncthihuerit et ad vitalem
P~feetum qure sunt plantata perduxerit.
, Latet di~cretionis ratio' sed non latet
Ipsa diseretio. Non inteIIi~imns judiean
t~rn; sed videmus operantem~ Quid cal um
nlamur justitire occultre: qui gratias detwmus
VOL. II.
54·

misericordire manifestre 1- Quanto hoc ip
sum difficiliore intellectu capitur, tanto fide
laudabiliore creditur.
2 As for example, the younger Arnobius,
presently to be mentioned, author of the
Prredestinatus. Commentar. in Psalm. 146,
f. 327, bibliotheca patrum Lugdun. T. VIIL
Nota tibi, Prredestinate, quod loqnor - and
Faustus Rhegiensis.
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thus also convert the detested doctrine of predestination itself into a
heresy. This conjecture would seem to be confirmed by our observing
that those persons who speak of a heresy of the Predestinatians, in no
way distinguish the doctrine of predestination, apprehended according
to its original sense, from such extravagant inferences derived from it j
but ever speak of the doctrine of absolute predestination, in itself con
sidered, only as a· doctrine apprehended in that form in which it
appears to them as a Predestinatian heresy.! But the mere possibility
of such an explanation would still not· warrant us in the conclusion, that
the fact was actually so. It would certainly not be unnatural to con
ceive, that all the advocates of the doctrine of absolute predestination
would not conduct with the prudence and caution of an Augustin, a
Prosper, and the a~thor of the book De vocatione gentium. A doctrine
like this might, in its further spread, easily gain fanatical adherents,
who, abandoning themselves to a single one-sided direction of religious
feeling, would assume an offensive position to the harmonious sentiment
of religion, as it is grounded in the essence of man's nature, and was
brought to consciousness by Christianity; and thus suffer themselves to
be misled into the error of pushing the doctrine of absolute predesti
nation, in their own statement of it, to that revolting extreme of harsh
ness. Zealots, who were ready to sacrifice to their interest for this
single Christian dogma the interests of the universal Christian faith,
might, especially by theiruncomproinising opposition to Semi-Pelagian
ism, be driven ·to this extreme,. as the like has often happened in other
cases; Now an appearance of the doctrine they so detested in this neW
form would be extremely welcome to the Semi-P~lagians, since they
could take advantage of it for the purpose of representing their own
inferences from the doctrine as the actual tenets of the party th~y con
tended against, and as their prevailing, generally acknowledged prin
ciples; and their own interest would naturally prevent them from
making the distinction which justice required between the genuine a~d
spurious disciples of Augustin. But, after all, it must still l'emam
doubtful, whether in truth there was a sect of Predestinatians in the
sense above described, or whether the existence of such a sect was
merely an invention due to the Semi-Pelagian unfairness of inference.
The reasons for and against the la~ter presumption would still continue
to counterbalance each other, and we should still want the documentaI1
evidence necessary to establish the existence of such a sect. This eVl
dence, however, has been found, since the publication of a small tr~ct,
composed by one of these Predestinatians, in which the mode of thinkmg
and of expression peculiar to these people is very clearly set forth.2 In
this book, the doctrine of absolute predestination is certainly expressed
in the sternest asperity, and every possible expression purposely sought
after which can grate on the moral feelings. The work not only de
parts throughout, in style of representation, from the style and method
1 T~us t~e two things are put together by
AmoblUs In ..p. 117, f. 305: Prredestinatio
nero docere et liberum hominis arbitrium
inflingere,libertatem arbitrii ita excludere, ut

peccantes existimet Dei abjectione pec~r~
2 The second book of the work eotl ~
Prredestinatus, published by the Jesuit SU'
mond, 1643.
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of Augustin, so distinguished for logical skill and a delicate regard to
the moral feelings ; but also a difference of doctrine on one point lies
at the basis of its whole peculiarity of representation. The principles
expressed in it lead to the hypothesis of a divine predetermination, cutting
off all free self-determination from the creature, and all contingency.
But such delicacy of 'moral feeling can hardly be supposd in this
writer, as' we find in Augustin, which would lead him to be inconsistent
,,:ith himself, and make the will of Adam an exception from that prin
Clp~e.l He knew of no difference betwixt foreknowledge and predesti
n~tlOn. God predestined man to righteousness or to sin ; since other
WIse we must suppose that God, without foreknowledge, created men
who could act differently from what he pleased. God remains unde
feated in his will, while, on the other hand, man is constantly defeated.
If, then, you acknowledge that God cannot be defeated in his counsels,
you must also acknowledge that men cannot be other than that for
which God has created them. Hence we conclude, that those persons
whom God has once destined to life, even though they are neglectful,
though they sin, though they will not, shall yet, against their will, be
conducted to life; but those whom he has predestined to death, although
~hey run, although they hasten, yet labor in vain. He gives the follow
~ng illustration: "Judas heard daily the word of life; he daily lived
ill the society of our Lord; he daily heard his admonitions, daily wit
nessed 'his miracles; but because he was predetermined to death, he
was suddenly overthrown by a single blow. Saul, on the other hand,
who daily stoned the Christians, and laid waste their churches, was
s.uddenly made a vessel of election, because he had been predestined to
hfe. Why fearest thou then," he proceeds, "thou who continuest
in sin? If God vouchsafes it, thou shalt be holy. Or why art thou,
who livest a holy life, overburthened with concern, as if thy concern
Could preserve thee? ,If God does not will it, thou shalt not fall."
~erhaps with reference to the Semi-Pelagian opponents, who were so
hIghly respected as zealous monks, he says: "Wilt thou, who art holy,
a~d takest pains that thou mayest not fall, who busiest thyself day and
ntght with prayer, fasting, reading of the scriptures, and all manner of
hOly discipline, wilt thou be saved by these efforts of thine? 'Wilt thou
be holier than Judas? Cease, 0 man! cease, I say, to be careful for
thy virtue, and securely confide on the will of God." With ~ view ,to
extol predestination and the arbitrariness of grace, he depreCIates the
'Work of redemption. Human nature was so entirely corrupted by the
fall of Adam, that it obtained a restoration by Christ, not in reality, but
merely in hope.
, The writer who has been the means of transmitting to us this remark
~ble book, toO'ether with a preliminary brief description of the most
Important old~r heresies,2 and a refutation of t~e book in question, was
eVIdently a. Semi-Pelagian; and expresses WIth great freedom and
1 Probably

some PelaO'ians;
but the Semi-Pelagians, to
O
whom the author himself belonged, are of
course wanting. The Prredestinatians con
2 Among these are to be found, indeed,
stitute the ninetieth and last heresy.

:fledof.. the

here too we have a forerunSupralapsarians, afterwards so
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boldness his own doctrinal views, which differ entirely from those of
Augustin. He holds to a prevenient grace only in so far as is meant
by it, the grace -- preceding all merit on man's part - manifested in
redemption, without which no man could obtain salvation. 1 The grace
of God, too, bestows immeasurably more than all that we can do,
to make ourselves befitting subjects of it; but still it depends on the
will of the individual, whether he receives it or not. It is the same as
when one distributes alms, and is willing to bestow them on all, if they
will but stretch forth their hands to take what is offered. Would a
poor man, then, who has run forward, taken the alms and thereby
become rich, be able to say: I have become rich by my own labor,
because I willed and ran ? No. He would be obliged to say:. I have
received nothing on the score of the desert of my willing or running; but
I am indebted for all solely to the grace of him who bestowed his gifts
on me. In this sense are to be understood, the words of the apostle Paul,
in Romans 9 : 16. In opposition to those Predestinatians who had
adduced the conversion of Paul as an example of grace operating in a
sudden and irresistible manner, he endeavors to show, that for this
operation of grace, the way had been prepared, and the necessary condi
tions provided, in the antecedent bent of the will of Paul; for although
he persecuted the Christians, yet that which impelled him to do so was
a burning zeal, - though a. zeal misguided by want of correct knowl
edge,- for the cause of God, 1 Tim. 1 : 13, - not, as the Predestina
tians supposed, a spirit of Cain, but a spirit of Elijah, which already
contained the germ of the apostolic spirit.2
According to the testimony of this Semi-Pelagian, the Predestinatian
tract above mentioned was forged under the name of Augustin, and
had been already condemned by the sentence of the Roman bishop
Crelestin. The adherents of the Predestinatian doctrine, who are
represented as being extremely few in number, are said to have circu
lated this tract stealthily, as containing a doctrine which all were not
able to comprehend, and by means of it to have opened the way for
their opinions, particularly among women.
We must admit the transmission of this Predestinatian tract by a
Semi-Pelagian writer might once more excite our suspicions of its
genuinene~s, and lead us to surmise that the Semi-Pelagian had himself
composed the work which he refuted, for the purpose of confirming the
report of the Predestinatian heresy, and of placing that heresy in the
most hateful light. But the truth is, that not only the marks of a
well-defined, living, and personal character are too plain in this work .to
admit of any such supposition, but also many passages occur in It,
which a Semi.Pelagian, who was aiming to exhibit the doctrine of abso
lute predestination in a hateful light, would certainly have expressed
otherwise. 3 Still, the work is not of that stamp which would lead us to
suppose that the author meant to have it considered as a production of
• 1.
mSI

Qu~n n~n haber~t homo hoc ipsnm yelle,

nmgemtus nobiS de crelo veniens om·
nibns officinam sure gmtire reserasset. '

2 Jam meritis apostolicis plenus, vas elec
tionis erato
8 The places where predestination is de
rived from foreknowledge.
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Augustin; and this circumstance again is another mark in favor of its
genuineness: it is a proof that the Semi-Pelagian ascribed to the work
in which he had no hand himself, a design not really intended by the
author of it. Furthermore, the advocate of the doctrine of absolute
predestination was under no pecessity of forging writings under Augus
tin's name for the purpose of supporting that tenet, since he could find
arguments enough in Augustin's genuine productions. The Semi
Pelagian interest was opposed to the acknowledgment of this; it was
far more inviting to represent the matter as if it was first necessary'
to forge a tract under the name of Augustin, in order to gain the
advantage of possessing in him a direct witness in favor of that
doctrine.1
.
Among the distinguished men of the Semi-Pelagian party in the second
half of the fifth century belonged Faustus, who had been educated as
a monk in the cloister of Lerins, and who, in the year 454, became
bishop of Rhegium, (Reji, Riez,) 2 in Provence; a man who, by his
practical Christian spirit and his active and devoted zeal, was the
n:eans of great good, in that whole region, during a period so signally
dIsastrous to those districts on account of the devastating inroads of
wandering tribes. He was drawn into a dispute with a certain pres
b.Yter Lucidus, who was reckoned among the party of the Predestina
hans, and had exhibited the doctrine of absolute predestination in the
most uncompromising language. 3 In vain had Faustus attempted by
oral argumentations to induce him to recant the errors laid to his
1. Be~ween the doctrine on these points
whICh IS to be found in the commentarv of
the youn~er Arnobius, an ecclesiastic ,vho
came prObably from a cloister of the Semi
P~lagians in Southern France, and the doc
trine of the Semi-Pelagian just mentioned,
We may certainly discern a very striking
agreement. Arnobius, too, represents the
grac.e of redemption generally as heing the
gratIa prreveniens, the gratia Dei generalis,
antecedens omnium hominum honam volun
tate!ll: In Ps. 147, f. 327. Moreover, he
e.xhlblts the doctrine of absolute predestina
tIOn only in the form of Predestinatianism,
pnd calls the defenders of it heretics. In
s.77, f. 280. 'l'he commentaries on Ps.
117, Ps. 147: and Ps. 126, compared with
the second and third books of the Predesti
natus, prove also that Arnobius had this
Work before him; but the reasons are less
for considering him to have been its author.
2 This Faustus deserves notice also on
account of his dispute concerning the cor
poreality of the so~l. He affirmed, as
B~ers before him had already done, (e. g.
llary of Poictiers on Matth. 5: 8, and
Hen Didymus in his work de Trinitate, 1.
• ',c. 4: 'Ot uyyeAAOt 1rVeVpara, Ka{}o 1rPO~
r:.u.~ arr~pU;TOt, rrilpam ,£1rovpaVta, OUL TO
h,ElPWr;' U1re;rUV TaU UKTUJTOV 7rVet'paTO~,)
t at ~od alone is a pure spirit; in ~he
essentIal nature of finitude is grounded bm

itation as by time, (a beginning of exis
tence,) so also by space;' and hence all
creatures are corporeal beings, the higher
spirits as well as souls. He was led by
his controversies with the Arians of the
German tribes, who were then spreading
themselves in these countries, to unfold
these views still farther: for he supposed he
could demonstrate that if equality of es
sence with the Father was not ascribed to
the Logos. it would be necessary to regard
him as a corporeal being. He found an
opponent who surpas~ed him in philosoph
ical spirit, in the presbyter Claudianus Ma
mertus of Vienna, a man on whom the
speculative spirit of Augustin had exerted
a great influence. He wrote against Faus
tus his work de statu animre. Here, too,
we may perceive indications of the kindred
hent of mind among the Semi-Pelagians,
and of the opposition of their way of
thinking to that of Augustin. So, too, the
Semi-Pelagian Arnobius (Commentar. in
Ps. 77) couples together the attributes: So
Ius Deus immensus est et incorporeus.
3 Faustus says expressly that the council
of ArIes was called together for the purpose
of condemning the false doctrine of abso
lute predestination. In the letter to the
bishop Leontius of ArIes, he says: In con
demnando prredestinationis errore.
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charge. At length, however, he was prevailed upon by the authority
of a council held at ArIes, in 475, to lay down the required confession
in negative and positive propositions.!
Commissioned by this council and another held in the same year at
Lyons, Faustus now endeavored to expound the correct system of doc
trine on the disputed points, in his work De gratia Dei et humam~
mentis libero arbitrio.
Although in this book he adopted the Semi-Pelagian mode of exposi
tion above described with regard to the relation of the free-will to grace;
yet he unfolded this scheme in a way peculiar to himself. If he did
not express himself so distinctly as to satisfy the acute and clear-headed
theologian, yet we see presented in him, in a beautiful manner, such
a harmonious tendency of Christian feeling, keeping aloof from all par
tial and exaggerated views, as prevented him from giving undue promi
nence either to the work of redemption, so as to infringe on that of the
creation, or to the work of creation, so as to infringe on that of the
redemption. "As the same Being," says he, "is both Creator and
Redeemer; so one and the same Being is to be adored both in the
work of creation and of redemption.2 Among the attributes which, as
expressing the image of God, could not be destroyed in human nature,
he reckons preeminently the free-will. But even before the fall, the
free-will was insufficient without the aid of grace, and still less can
it at present, since sin has entered, suffice by its own strength for the
attainment of salvation. It has now lost its original power; yet it is
not, in itself, destroyed; it is not altogether shut out from the divine
gifts, but only it must strive once more to obtain them by intense efforts
and the divine assistance. Like the author of the work De vocatione
gentium, he makes a distinction between general grace, (gratia gene
ralis,) a term by which he designates the religioso-moral capability,
which God has furnished to man's nature, and which, too, has not been
1 Among the last occurs also the follow
ing: Profiteor etiam retemos ignes et infer
nales flummus factis capitaIibus prreparatos,
quia perseverantes in finem humana.'> culpas
merito sequitur divino. sententia. Now, as
we may in general infer from the character
of the positive propositions which Lucidus
was obliged to confess, the character of the
opposite ones which he had taught, or, at
lcast, was accllsed of having taught, so we
may in the same way draw some probable
conclusion respecting this proposition. Ei
their Lucidus may ha\'e said, in order to set
distinctly forth the unconditioned will of
God in absolute predestination, that those
who died in baptism, and as orthodox mem
bers of the Catholic church, though they
lived to the very end in wickedness, would
still finally be made happy; while those, on
the contrary, who amonO' heathen nations
had led lives which seet':ted to be ever so
virtuous, would be damned, which indeed
was the farthest possible removed from the
spirit of Augustin; or he- had simply ap-

pealed to the fact - as was done also by
other advocates of the doctrine of absolute
predestination in this period-that while
many who hud led a virtuous life till near
the close of their earthly existence, fell at
last, because they lacked the donum perse
vemntim, into some grievous sin, died
with it c\eaYing to them, and hence were
lost, while others, on the contrarv, after a
vicious life to the end, still repented on the
death-bed, and hence attained to blessedness,
as belonging to the number of the elect.
The practical Christian zeal of Faust\~S
would necessarily move him to take a pO~I·
tion directly opposed to such tenets, as, '"
fact, he was moved thereby to controvert th.e
efficacy of a. death-bed repentance in hIS
letter to Benedictus Paulinus.
2 II. c. 8.
Quum vero ipse sit conditor,
qui reparator, unus idemque in utriusque
operis prreconio celebratur. Jure itaque
utriusque rei munus assero, quia scio me
ilIi debere, quod Datus sum, cui debeo quod
renatus sum.
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wholly supplanted by sin, as well as the universal inward revelation of
God by means of this universal religioso-moral sense, - between gene
ral grace so understood, and special grace, by which he means, all that
was first bestowed on mankind through Christianity. But the relation
of these two kinds of grace to each other is defined by him quite other
wise than it is in the work above mentioned. Although, as a general
thing, the grace of redemption, and in many cases, also, the calling, is
antecedent to all human merit, still the operation of that special grace
in man is dependent on the manner in which he has used that general
grace; and in many cases the striving and seeking of the man which
proceeds from the former, the self-active bent of the free-will, is ante
cedent to that which is imparted to the man by this special grace; a
thing which Faustus endeavors to show by examples similar to those
which the Semi-Pelagians had been accustomed to adduce since the
time of Cassian.1 He denominates the imperishable germ of good in
human nature, a spark of fire implanted within by the divine hand, which,
cherished by man, with the assistance of divine grace, would become
operative. 2 He recognizes, therefore, a preparatory development of
the religious and moral nature even among the heathen, and contro
verts those who were unwilling to allow, that by a faithful use of that
general grace, the. heathen might have attained to the true service of
God. From this it might also be inferred, that Faustus was an oppo
nent of the doctrine which taught that all the heathen would be uncon
ditionally condemned; and that it ,,,as his opinion, that the worthy
among them would still be led, after the present life, to faith in the
Saviour, and thereby to salvation; but on these points, he does not
express himself more distinctly.
There is much good sense in the remarks of Faustus, where he com
pares the two extremes in the mode of apprehending the re1ation of
grace to free-will, with the two extremes in the mode of apprehending
the doctrine concerning the person of Christ. As in the doctrine con
cerning Christ's person some gave undue prominence to the divine,
?thers to the human element; and as the result of so doing, were led
Into errors which, on opposite sides, injured the doctrine of redemption,
So he says it was also with the doctrine concerning human nature.
The moderate Faustus was, moreover, unwilling to be regarded as
the antagonist of Augustin. He himself cites from the latter a remark,
mentioning him with respect, although not with those enthusiastic ex
pressions of reverence which characterize the adherents of the rigid
Augustinian scheme. 3 A contemporary of Faustus, who entertained
the same views with himself, ventured to speak much more sharply of
Augustin. The· presbyter Gennadius of :Marseilles, a very moderate
Se mi-Pelagian,4 had the boldness, in his collection of brief notices re
.1 Quod aliquoties in dispositionibus nos
tn~, non quidem in vitre nostrre primordiis,
sed duntaxnt in mediis, gratias speciales et
ex aerecienti Iarg-itatc venicntcs voluntas
nOitra, D~o ita ordinantc, prreccdat.
Hoc IU homine ignis interior a Deo in-

situs et ab homine cum Dei gratia nutritus
opcratur.
8 He merely says of him, (II. 7:) Beatis
simns pontifcx Augustinus doctissimo ser·
mone prosequitur.
4 He acknowledges a prevenient grace,
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specting the church-teachers, to say of Augustin, that by writing so
much, he had fallen into several errors of doctrine, and hence, also, had
given occasion to the exaggerated statements of the doctrine of absolute
predestination. 1
Yet from this same cloister of Lerins went forth also church-teachers
who did not remain true to the Semi-Pelagian tendency which there
prevailed, but were led along by the study of Augusti'i! and by the
development of their own inward life, to moderate views of Augustin's
scheme of doctrine respecting grace, similar to those which are ex
pressed in the book De vocatione gentium. At the head of this party
stood an individual whose unwearied, active, and pious zeal, ready for
every sacrifice in the spirit of love, and his great and successfullaboI'S
in a period and under circumstances of universal desolation, had gained
for him deserved respect, the bishop Cresarius of Arles,2 who had been
drawn to embrace this doctrine simply by that tendency of Christian
feeling which led him to refer every thing to God, and to acknowledge
his kindness in every blessing; and since in holding fast only to thi3
interest of practical Christianity, he carefully avoided all the excesses
which might do violence to any Christian feeling, he could hardly fail,
by this means, of contributing the more towards opening the way for
the admission of this scheme of doctrine. Besides this, distinguished
bishops and clergymen from the church of North Africa, on whose
theological culture the spirit of Augustin had exerted an important
influence, warm and zealous adherents of his peculiar scheme of faith,
had been driven by the persecution of the Vandals, to take refuge in
Sardinia and Corsica. Among these, the most eminent was Fulgentius,
bishop of Ruspe in Numidia, who took up his abode in Sardinia.
These persons also contributed, hy the weight of their authority, to
bring about at last, a decision of the controversy between the Semi
Pelagian and the Augustinian parties. But the impulse whereby
which calls men to salvation; but he at
tributes to the free-will the capacity. of
choosing by itself the good, or of following
the ca\!. of grace. Manet ad qurerendam
salutem arbitrii libertas, sed admonente
prius Deo et invitante ad salutem, ut vel
eligat vel sequatur. De ecc1esiasticis dog
matihus, c. 21.
1 De viris ilIustribus, c. 38. MuIta 10
quenti accidit, quod dixit per Salomonem
Spiritus Sanctus: In muItiloquio non efTu
gies peccatum, Provo 10, 19. And when he
speaks afterwards of an error ilIius sermone
multo contractus,' he evidently means the
doctrine of predestination, though it cannot
be certainly determined, whether by the
words lucta hostium exaggeratus, he means
to say that he fell into this mistake by ex
aggeration in contrm'ersy, or that this error
was afterwards carried to an extreme by the
enemies of Augustin, as he would consider
the Predestinatians to be. Still more ob
scure are the remarks of Gennadius which

follow.

2 He became in the year 501 bishop of
ArIes, died in 542, at the age of 73. As, a
bishop he was distinguished for his zeal 1:1
the business of religious instruction, an
that of such a sort as had for its end the
adynncement of a vital, practical Christian
ity. These traits of his character we Icard
from his sermons, which are to be ~Ol~n
partly in the fifth volume of the BenedIC,tIne
edition of Aug-ustin, partly in the collectIOnS
of the church fathers, and in part have
been published by Baluz. A complete col
lection, critieaIIy compiled, of these. ser'
mons, conveying so much importllnt mf?r:
mation respecting the character of Cre5anu~
and his times, - a fact to which the aI~thors
of the hist. lit. de la France refer-stIll red
mains a desideratum. He is to be rankc
alonO' with those other men who knew ho~
to as~uage by the glowing zeal of Christian
charity, and whatever that can do, even the
)~hysiclll dist~css. of those times ?f ?c50Ia~
tlOn. See hIS bIOgraphy by a dISCIple, a
the 27th of August in the Actis SanctorUJll·
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this whole matter was set in agitation anew, proceeded from two other
quarters.
The work of Faustus of Rhegium had found its way among the foreign
clergy residing at Constantinople, where it created a lively sensation, 
some condemning, others defending it. Certain monks from the dis
tricts bordering on the Black sea, (Scythian monks, as they were
called) who sought to establish their authority everywhere as zealous
champions of orthodoxy, fiercely assailed this work also. This was
under the reign of the emperor Justin, in 520, and at that time Jus
tinian and Vitalian, men who stood at the head of civil affairs, took ,a
lively part in this as in all other doctrinal disputes. They induced the
North-Africa!!. bishop Possessor, who resided at Constantinople, to pro
pose the matter in the form of a question, to the Roman bishop Hor
misdas. The latter replied to the question with a freedom of spirit
and moderation, the more remarkable as coming from a bishop of
Rome; whether the fact was, that these qualities, which did not so
eminently characterize him in other relations, were the cause of his
conduct, or that he acted according to the policy of Roman bishops,
who were never willing to offend any important doctrinal party. This
author - he declared - did not belong to the class, whom men regarded
as fathers of the faith.! But men should treat him as they should every
other ecclesiastical writer; that is, adopt whatever he taught which
agreed with pure doctrine, and reject whatever was at variance with it.
There was but one foundation, on which every solid structure should be
erected; each must take heed for himself, and see whether he built
upon this foundation what was valuable or worthless. Nor was it a
censurable thing to peruse writings in which errors were to be found.
All that deserved rebuke, was, when men sought to propagate those
errors. On the contrary it was a laudable diligence, when men
searched through many writings, and following the maxim of Paul, ex
amined all things, and held fast that which is good. Often times it
Was necessary in order to obtain information with regard to that by
which opponents might be refuted.2 For the rest, 'he went on to say,
that various writings of Augustin, and especially his tracts addressed
to Hilary and Prosper, were regarded as models of orthodoxy in respect
to the doctrines of grace and of free-will, and declared himself ready to
transmit to Constantinople specific articles on these points, which repre
~ented the doctrine of the Roman church, and which were to be found
In the church archives. 3 Those monks, however, were by no means
satisfied with this declaration of the Roman bishop; it seemed to them
a .f/elf-contradiction, to make Augustin's writings a rule of the pure d.oc
tnne concerning grace, and yet not condemn the work of Faustus, whICh
1 Quos in auctoritnte pntrum rccipit eXIl
tnen catholicro fidei.
,2 Nec improbatur diligentia per mllita
~Iseurrens! sed animus a \'eri~atc declinan~.
n!p,e de hiS necessaria proYldetur, de qUI'
b~~ lpsi remuli convin('antur, instructio, nee
~~tJo dari potest nosse quod fugias j ntque
1 eo non legentes incongrua in culpam veVOL. II.
55

niunt j sed sequentes. Quod si ita non
esset, nunquam doctor me gentium acquie
visset nuntiare fldelibus: Omnia probate,
quod bonum est, tenetl~,
8 In scriniis ecclesiastids expressa Capit
ula, Perhaps those capitula joined with
the decretals of Ccelestin.
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was opposed to them. They had the boldness to write with great
warmth against the decretals of the Roman bishop, not being able to
persuade themselves, as they pretended, that they really proceeded
from him.
They sent the work of Faustus to those bishops who had been driven
from North Africa, at whose head stood Fulgentius, bishop of Ruspc,
and asked them to signify their agreement with the doctrines expounded
by themselves, relative to this and to another subject. Fulgentius was
thus led to write several works in refutation of Semi-Pelagianism, and
in defence of the system of Augustin, in which he explained and un·
folded the latter with logical consistency. Moreover, in doing this, he
carefully avoided the harsh points of the Predestinatian view of the
matter. He severely censured those who talked of a predestination to
sin. He spoke indeed of a two-fold predestination, (prredestinatio d~·
plex;) but by this he understood either the election to eternal happl'
ness of those who were good by the grace of God, or the predestina·
tion of those who were sinners by their own choice, to deserved pun·
ishment.
In the south of France, also, this subject was agitated anew; and a
synod held at Orange, (Arausio) in 529, confirmed a scheme of doc'
trine drawn up by the bishop Cresarius of Ar]es, by whom the doctrine
of grace was expounded in opposition to Semi-Pelagianism as well as to
Pelagianism; and hence also the doctrine of prevenient grace, as the
cause of even the first motions of all goodness, in the strict sense of
Augustin. No man - it was asserted among other things - has any'
thing which can strictly be called his own, but falsehood and sin. But
whatever of truth or goodness man possesses, flows from that fountain,
after which we must thirst in this wilderness, that quickened and
revived by some drops from it, we may not faint by the way. In the
spirit of the genuine Augustinian doctrine, it was affirmed that roan
could not have preserved himself even in his original condition without
God's assistance. Conformably to the mild, pious spirit of Cresarius,
this council deClared strongly against the Predestinatian extravagance~,
in such expressions as the following: "That God's power has predestI·
nated certain individuals to sin, we not only do not believe, but if there
are any who are inclined to believe a doctrine so monstrous, we con·
demn them with the utmost abhorrence." A following council confirme.d
these decrees; and also the Roman bishop, Boniface II, gave them h19
approbation, and in the letter relating to them, he himself declared
that those were offshoots of Pelagianism who refused to acknowledge
prevenient grace to be the cause of faith, but considered that to be a
work of the corrupted nature, which, however, could only be a work of
Christ.l
Thus had the Augustinian scheme of doctrine concerning grace. as
the operating cause of all goodness obtained the victory, on this ~lde
also, over Semi-Pelagianism. But still, the predominant practIcal
1 Ut ad Christum non credant Dei bene.
ficio, sed naturre veniri, et ipsius naturre
bonum, quod Adre peccato noscitur deprava.

tum, auctorem nostrre fidei dicant Illlloo1s
esse quam Christum.
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Christian tendency of those from whom this victory proceeded in South
~rn France, was the cause that among these articles nothing was estab

hshed on the doctrines of absolute predestination and irresistible grace;
while also at Rome there would perhaps be an aversion to express pro
positions which were abhorrent to the Christian feelings of so many.
This latter result of the controversies was important in its influence
on the succeeding times; for thus it could happen, that many, although
they received the prevailing scheme of grace, yet on account of the
practical objections in their own religious and moral feelings, avoided
expressing the doctrine of absolute predestination, which had not
been in so many words established by any public determinations of
doctrine.
On the development of doctrine in the Oriental church, these con
troversies peculiar to the "'tVest had but little influence, and they
excited but- little interest, except where more importance came to be
~ttached to them on account of their connection with other disputes, as
I~ the case of the proceedings with N estorius. Theodore of lYlopsues
ha alone seems to have taken a lively interest in these controversies,
and his participation in them can be rightly understood and judged,
only when considered with reference to his peculiar views of human
nature, which were closely connected with his whole system of doctrine.
And here we have to lament that no information, except of the most
vague and indefinite character, has reached us respecting his outward
relations with regard to the matter in question.
Julian of Eclanum refers in his writings 1 to his agreement with
T~eodore. He took pains to visit him, in hopes of being able to unite
WIth him in a system of faith. Theodore himself wrote a work, which
Was manifestly directed against the advocates of Augustin's system
" against those who affirmed that men sinned from nature and not with
design." 2 This work, as it should seem, was pointed especially against
Jerome, whom Theodore represents as the author of that whole new,
b!asphemous system, according to which, things were asserted of the
divine Being, which could not possibly be conceived to be so, even in
lUen of ordinary intelligence and uprightness. Jerome, who resided at
Bethlehem, might be far better known by him. than Augustin, who lived
at so great a distance ; and hence he ascribes the spread of all these
doctrines to the influence of Jerome on the Western church. 3
97) says, that Theodore's work was aimed
1 Marius Mercator, in his tract on the
sYInbolum Theodori 1\I0psuesteni, says, in acrainst Augustin, and a good deal which
t~e prefatory letter addressed to the reader, Theodore said against his opponents, ac
~at JUlian in his writings bestows un- cording to the citations of Mercator in his
unded praise on Theodore. IIe may sccond exccrpt, f. 103, may beyond question
~ave done this in writings that are lost; but apply ycry properly to Augustiu: Quippo
It. may also be an exaggeration. In what qui in divinis scripturis ncquaquam fucrit
s~1!1 remains to us of the writings of Julian, excrcitatus, nec ab infantia juxta b. Pauli
t er~ is but one passage to be found (in Au yocem sacras didiccrit literas - which seems
gustin. opus imperfect. 1. III. c. Ill) where not to apply so well to Jeromc, who at so
he names Theodore alono- with Chrysostom early an age had already engaged in bihli·
cal studies. Sed si\'e de scriptura~ sensibus,
an~ Basil as witnesses
the truth.
!IpO!; ToV!; AiYOVTa!; <pl)(m KaL oil yvtJfl1) sh·e do dogmate srepe declamans, multa
frequenter inepta de ipsis scripturis dog
'r.T~lI:LV TOVr; civ~ptJ7roV!;. Photo cod. 177.
Marius Mercator (opp. ed. Garnier, f. matibusque plurimis imprudenter depromp·

or
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Yet if we follow the account of lVlarius Mercator, Theodore, at some
later period, must have altered his views on these disputed questions;
for it is said that he was member of the synod held in Cilicia, at which
the sentence of condemnation on the doctrines of Julian was pronounced
after his departure. But it may be asked whether, and how far, the
account which comes from so passionate an author, deserves confidence.
It is very possible indeed that Theodore, who in the outset had only
glanced at the fact that the Pelagian system was opposed to that of
A~gustin, and in this respect entirely agreed with it, after having be
come more accurately acquainted with the system of Julian, observed
many points of difference between his own doctrinal scheme and the
Pelagian, as in fact the relation of the doctrine of redemption in the
two systems constituted an essential difference between them; yet it
may still be a question whether, considering the very imperfect knowl
edge which Theodore could- have had respecting the mode of treating
doctrinal subjects in the 'tV estenl church, it was easy for him to become
clearly aware of this difference. The affinity as well as the disagree
ment between the doctrines of Pelagius and of Theodore will be readily
seen from a brief statement of the connection of ideas in the Anthro
pology of the latter.
Theodore ascribed to man the most important place in the evolution
of the universe. He was to be the representative and revealer of God
for the entire spiritual and sensible creation, the common bond uniting
both worlds; - a theory in which Theodore approximated nearly to the
doctrines of the Gnostics, from which otherwise he was so far removed.
After having sought, in his exposition of Genesis, to refute the different
sit: nam potentire motus nullum co~tra
sinebat cffari; sed tantummodo taciti, qui
divinarum scripturarum habebant notitiam,
detrahcbant. Then concerning the present
disputed point: Novissime vero in hanc
dogmatis excidit novitatem cret. But, still,
it may be certainly gathered from the notice
of the contents of the work in Photius, cod.
177, that the book was aimed against Je
rome, whom he calls Amm. In this book
he very unjustly objects to Jerome the fifth
gospel invented by him, (the gospel of the
Nazarenes, which he translated;) his con
tempt of the ancient Greek translators of
the Old Testament, and his own new trans
lation, undertaken without any knowledge
of the sense of the Old Testament, under
the influence of earthly-minded Jews. It
is possible, indeed, to reconcile the discrep
ancy between Marius Mercator and Photius,
by supposing the work was aimed at one
and the same time against Augustin and
against Jerome. But, according to Photius,
'Theodore represented Jerome as being the
inventor of this blasphemous system; and
he traced the spread of it in the Western
church solely to the influence of the writings
of Jerome, which were there circulated.
And now on mOfe accurate examination it
will be found, that what he .says, according

to the report of Mercator, admits very well
of being applied to Jerome; nay, a good
deal, considering the position held by Th~O<
dore, admits better of being applied to hun
than to Augustin. For when l'heodo~
speaks of absurd opinions which that indl<
vidual had taken pains to circulate e,en
before this controversy, it may well be
doubted. whether he could have learned SO
much in this respect with regard to Augus<
tin. On the other hand, with regard to Je·
rome, who often, for example, followed. the
allegorical expositions of Origen, he ml~ht
...ery early have learnt a good deal wh!ch
would appear singular enough to him,
judged from his own point of view. What
he says respecting the despotic influence. of
the person, applies very well to the relatIOn
in which Jerome stood with those around
him. And though Jerome had fOf. many
years been engaged in biblical studies, yet
the Syrian, who was born in a coun.tfY
where the bible constituted the foundatiOn
of the earliest training, might be ver~ likely
to make this objeetion to him, especially IIJ
he evidently wrote in a violent passion, ~n
even, according to the quotations of Phot!US
actually allowed himself in so many ~nJusf
accusations, grounded in the perversIon 0
facts.

t
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explanations given of the image of God in man, as partial and failinO'
to exhaust the whole subject, he approves of this one view as embra~
ing the whole, namely, that man, as in fact the very notion of an imaO'e
implies, was destined to manifest God, who was represented by him ~s
by an image, to the entire creation - a pregnant idea, which it must
be allowed he in part reduced too much within the province and calcu
lations of the understanding judging by sense: " Just as a monarch,"
said he, " after having built a great city, and embellished it with many
and various works, when the whole is completed, causes a great and
magnificent image of himself to be erected in the centre of the city,
that its builder may thereby be known - and as all the inhabitants
must honor this image in order thereby to express their gratitude to the
founder, so the Creator, after he had embellished the world with his
manifold works, finally produced man as his own image, to bind together
all the works of creation by their common reference to man's advan
tage. The elements, the starry host, and the invisible powers, Heb.
1: 14, work together for the service of man. Thus man was to form
the common bond of union for the whole universe. Both worlds are
knit into fellowship by the union of soul and body." 1 Also in his com
mentary on the epistle to the Romans, recently published, Theodore
expresses the view: "that God formed man with a view of uniting the
,'isible with the invisible in one, and. made him, as it were, a pledge of
harmony in the universe. For the visible serves to promote his ad van
tage,as we learn from experience itself; but the spiritual powers
preside over the sensible, guiding them RO as to promote our advantage.2
From the position held by man as God's image in the universe, he ex
plains the different relations of the angels to man. In like manner as
~he servants of the king pay all honor and respect to his image, but the
Insurgents endeavor to tear it down, so the angels maintain this differ
e~t bearing towards God's image in man. a But, although man was fur
nt~hed by God with all the requisite faculties for attaining and accom
plIshing this high destination, as, for example, with reason and free-will ;
yet still, he was not directly adequate to accomplish it. Human nature,
furnished with these faculties, must, in the first place, in order to be
a?l~ rightly to employ them, ?e int~r~enetrated b;: a ~rit;ciple ?f
dlVlne life. As when left to Itself It IS exposed, smce It 18 a fillIte
nature, to fickleness and change, it must first be raised above itself by
llleans of communion with God ; -its spiritual and moral powers must
first receive thereby an unchangeable direction. And fro~ .man this
new unchanrreable direction was to pass over to the whole spintual cre
ation. The~dore supposed generally, as we have already remarked,
1 See J. Philopon. de creationc, VI. 10
~nd 17, .and .Theodoret. qurest.!n Gencsin I.
o. It IS endeTl't from companng the pas
sages that Theodoret in this place took the
reatest part of what he says from Theoore.
.
2 ~OVAO,uevor elr tv Til 1!"UVTa I11J11iicp-8at,

7t

r.O l T/lCe

Tev UV-8pc..J1WV c':Ja1!"ip Tt ¢tAiar lv
-X1Ipov TOl!,' 1!"Uat· Xp1JGL,ua plv yap aVTiiJ TU
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¢atvo,ueva,
abTij Tij 1!"clpr,. ,uav-8avo,uev.
'EcpeaTUGL de aVTol!,' a1 VOT/TaL CPVG£tr, rrpo!,' TO
h,uiv wcpO..t,uov aVTalCtVoVGIU. Spiceleg. Rom.

T. IV. ed. l\Iaji, p. 527.
3 Ol ,uev eh'oovvur ciyyeMoL iiiJ -8fiiJ 1!"pO
-&iJ,uc..Jr; riJv OtaKOvLav, bp' 1} u1!"oaTiUoVTCl

°

1!"AT/PoVGt, eM riJv iJ,ueTipav Gc..J Tllpiav,
aLa
{3o').or; de KaL OL oai,uover 1!"pOr; riJv uvfJpW1!"c..Jlf
lrrt{3oVAT/v mlvTa 1!"OwVGLV. Philopon. VI. 10.
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two periods of development in the whole spiritual creation, the change
able state of the spiritual creation left to itself, and the unchangeable
ness of the spiritual creation interpenetrated by a divine principle of
life. 1 Hence, at the first stage, the appearance of moral evil, (the pro
bation to which beings are subjected in their mutability,) not merely in
the human nature, ~ut also in the higher world of spirits.2 It was first
through Christ that human nature was to be exalted to that condition
of imperishable, immutable divine life; - it was first through Him, in
deed, that the image of God in human nature was to· become realized
in its fullest extent. The first man, therefore, could possess no preemi
nence in this respect. He was by his own nature created mortal- as
Theodore endeavored to demonstrate from the essential nature of the
human organism; but still God threatene<;l the first man with death, .
and placed before him death in connection with sin, because this was
a wholesome and salutary thing for man's discipline. The omniscient
God would not otherwise have given him a command which he foreknew
that he would not be able to keep. But he permitted sin, because he
knew, that this would in the end redound to man's salvation. He pro
ceeded with man, like the wisest and most affectionate father, accord
ing to a deeply laid scheme of education. He would lead him, by him- .
self, to the consciousness of his own weakness. He would cause him
to come, of himself, to perceive that in his then moral state he was
unfitted to sustain an immortal existence, and that this would not make
him happy. For this reason death was announced to man by God as
the punishment for his disobedience, although God by no means first
suspended death over human nature as the punishment of sin; but
from the beginning had created it mortal. Man was in the first place
to become acquainted with virtue and learn to practice it by self.
development in the practical antagonism between good and evil. s
Theodore compares the state of the first man, who must be led, by
means of a law given to him, to distinguish between good and evil, with
the state of all his posterity, to whom laws have been given for the sa~e
reason. He compares the sin of Adam with the sins committed by hIS
posterity in the transgression of the law. "The example of Adam,"
says he, "serves to make clearly apparent the nature of the law. He
might have partaken freely of all the fruits, had there not been p:e
scribed to him a law of abstinence; and it was no sin for him to WIsh
to partake of that particular fruit with the rest: but when he recei~ed
a law bidding him to abstain from eating that fruit, the desire of whIch.
however was within him, and when he was restrained by the law, since
he held it a sin to eat of what was forbidden, - in this, sin found a
1 Ap. l.Iarium l\Iercatorem Excerpt. f.
100. Quod placuit Dco, hoc crat in duos
status diyjdere creaturam; unum quidem,
qui prresens est, in quo mutabilia omnia
fecit j nltemm autem, qui futurus cst, cum
renovans omnia ad immutabilitatem trans
feret.
2 He referred to versa. multoties decem
millia dremonum, in which apocryphal book
be may have found this.

3

Vid. Catena Niccphori, J. f. 98.

'Or'

TlfJ -&VI17lfJ j3tip TOV av-&pCJ7rOV llVTpe7rl~ev, ~{;rO

TO ax~pa TOU uppevor; Kat ToV -&fAeor; Oe£KVV,t1£V,
lv T!1 Ovt-upet riJv 7rauJ07rOLlaV evrJVr; /Ca:- be
lIpW1'17r; OUKVVPEVOV- /:Jan: iJ ,.rev 7rAaa~~ '1;0'
pG.a-&ll TlfJ -&vllTlfJ j3l¥ iJ ae T~r; lvToATJr; oOaI~
/Cat TO avre;oVC1LOV 7rpoeyVpvaae /Cal lOc.;Kt TV
yvwflT) TWV aiJt1aiptTCJv IrywvCJv ~v 7rp09aaiV
/Cat TO TiJr; -&vr/T01'17TOr; GVfltpipov ldet;ev.
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foot-hold, inasmuch as the law restrained from eating, but Adam would
not look to the reverence due to the law, but believed the words of the
tempter, and surrendered himself wholly to the desire of eating. And
not only was this occasion of sin to him, but we also may learn from it,
that it does not become us to follow the enticements of our desires." 1
This passage deserves notice, as clearly showing how Theodore con
ceived of the origin of the first sin wholly after the analogy of every
other sin taking place under the ordinary conditions of human life. It
is a characteristic exemplification of that mode of apprehension by the
understanding after the notices of sense and experience, which was
combined with his systematizing spirit. So he says concerning the ne
cessity of the law in the present life, by means of which the power of
. discrimination within us is excited and called forth, since we learn what
we have to shun and what we have to do, so that even the reason
within us is 'active: 2 "Without the law, there conld be no such thing
as distinguishing between good and evil; we should, like the irrational
brutes, do whatever immediately occurred to us." 3 Death, in the case
of all the posterity of Adam, he describes as the punishment of each
one's' own sin; as in commenting on Rom. 5: 13, where he says:
"Death becomes master of all who have in any way sinned; for
although Adam's sin was not the same in kind with the sins of other
men, yet the others have not been exempted from death, but in what
Soever way they may have sinned, they have received on this account
the sentence of death: for death was not threatened as the penalty of
that particular sin, but as the punishment for all sin." 4 The mortal
body under the dominion of sensuous wants he regarded as the source
of many temptations to sin. In this sense, he explains the words in
Rom. 5 : 21, that sin hath reigned unto death. 5 Thus he explains the
passage in Rom. 5 : 18: "As Adam's sin made the rest of mankind
mortal, and thereby inclined to sin, so Christ has bestowed on us the
resurrection, so that we might live in perfect righteousness in an im
~ortal nature free from all sin." 6 Understanding the creation (ICTtt1tf)
1n Rom. 8 : 19, as referring to the angels who became estranged from
man by sin, and reconciled with him again by the redemption, he says:
"When, by the pronounciation of the sentence, Adam became mortal,
~he soul became separate from the body, and the union of the creation
1nto one whole, which was to be brought about through man, was dis
soived,7 the higher spirits were disturbed, and they were not friendly
~Q us, since we were the guilty cause of so great an evil. But when,
1n the process of time, men, continually degenerating, drew dO"'"Il on
~ 9om~ent. i~ ep. n;d Rom,an. p. 516.,
. On a-vaYKat(,)r f1£v KaTa TOV 7rapovra

~tov v0l'.otr 7roAm:vofldlu' VIP' ~
~V~lCtvelTut

nl/~9VTO£

dWKpunr, 7ratdevof1£v(,)v (,)v 1'f
Cl7rE,teal9at KaL a 1rotelv 7rpOa~Ket. tJaTf IecU TO
~yt/(OV tV iJpiv ivepyov rival..
I: L. c. p. 517.
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themselves the sentence o.f death,1 they despaired o.f us, and co.nceived
a great hatred to.wards us. Hence, mo.reo.ver, they were unwilling to
do. any mo.re fo.r o.ur help, turning their backs uPo.n us as aliens. What
to.o.k place after this? The Lo.rd anno.unced to. them, that he would
work o.ut o.ur restoratio.n, awaken us and make us immo.rtal; so that
they need not fear any change and dissolution of th~ common bond of
the creatio.n. Thus they were o.nce mo.re made jo.yful, when they re
ceived this pro.mise ; when they learned that divine grace would heal
the evil bro.ught abo.ut by o.ur guilt, and abundantly resto.re to us what
we had Io.st by o.ur o.wn fault; that then the co.mmo.n bo.nd of the uni
verse Wo.uld never again be disso.lved, and the harmo.ny o.f creation
would remain indestructible. And in this hope - says he - they were
ready to do. anything fo.r us." 2 If we to.o.k all this in an iso.lated man-'
ner, and without reference to its connection with the who.le system, we
sho.uld not perceive here that Theodo.re entertained any peculiar views,
differing from those which generally prevailed, on the connection be
tween sin and death.
Fro.m this eXPo.sition o.f the anthroPo.logy o.f Theo.do.re, it is plain,
that in co.ntending against the system o.f Augustin, he must have coin
cided in many points with the Pelagians; and in general, it may be
said that many points of coincidence are to be found in their respective
do.ctrines of human nature. There were the same views o.f the Driginal
weakness of man's nature, o.f the co.nsequences o.f the first sin, Df man's
inalienable freedo.m as QPposed to the dQctrine Qf a cDnstraining grace
and o.f predestinatio.n. But the great difference between the two sys
tems was this~' -that in the Pelagian, the do.ctrine Qf a redemption
and Qf a Redeemer had no. foothQld whatever, while in Theodo.re's system
it had a thorDughly essential Qne, and indeed cDnstituted the central
pDint Df the system. Human nature, nay,-the nature o.f all created
spirits, is, according to. this system, so. co.nstituted frDm the beginnill~,
that it cDuld no. o.therwise than by a redemption attain to its final desh
natiQn. Only in the system Qf TheodDre, the Redeemer do.es nDt, as in
that of Augustin, appear preeminently as the restorer Qf cDrrupted
nature, but as the authDr Df a new creatiQn in the world o.f men and of
spirits, whereby the Driginal creation is raised to. a higher development,
extending beyond the limits Df the finite nature. Grace appears he~e,
nDt so. much to. heal and restore nature, as to exalt and to ennDble It.
Hence TheDdore eQuId, withDut any mention of Driginal sin, claim fDr
children also the fellDwship Qf Christ, in Drder that their natures mig~t
be brought to share in those blessings which can flDW only from thIS
fellDwship of divine life with him. With this idea was intimately con
nected, indeed, his peculiar mDde o.f apprehending the person o.f Chri~t,
Qf which we have spDken before. Hence, accDrding to his theDry, 10
the case o.f Christ, as in that o.f all men and o.f the whole creatiDn, that
1 'E1t"ea1"}yov tf1.vToi~ TOU {}aVu,Tov ~v
a1t"6~a(1tv. This is intended to express the
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persistency with which they ever continued
to make themselves still more worthy of the L. c. p.529.
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refinement and elevation of nature which was to be first fulfilled in·
him, must be conditioned on the antecedent free development of that
nature. And in this view of the work of redemption, as being preemi
nently a new ennobling creation, not a healing of corruption, Theodore
may in fact have secured a point of union and sympathy generally
between himself and what belonged peculiarly to the Oriental church
doctrine, which in his system was only more distinctly set forth in op
p~sition to other modes of apprehension, and placed on 'a more system
atIC foundation in connection with his whole doctrine of human nature.
It is at the same time also noticeable, that while Theodore so zeal
ously contended against the doctrine of a divine causality of evil, and so
strenuously insisted on the doctrine of a self-determining freedom as
. the condition of all development in the spiritual world, still his princi
ple led him to regard sin as a necessary transition point in the develop
~ent of the spiritual world, while an ultimate universal destruction of
BIll by the redemption was at the same time grounded in that system;
which last result, as we shall see hereafter, Theodore did in fact actu
ally express with clear consciousness.
From the Antiochian school proceeded Chrysostom; who differed,
however, from his early friend Theodore, in possessing a spirit more
practical than systematic ; and this difference had also an influence
especially on his peculiar mode of apprehending the doctrines of which
We are here speaking. We find in him that form of doctrine which
chiefly prevailed in the Oriental church, and which sprung up there at
the same point of time when the Pelagian controversy broke forth in the
West. But his mild, predominantly practical and feebly systematizing
spirit, which was strongly disinclined to all stiff and harsh extremes,
could also most readily blend with the Oriental mode of apprehension
and genially work upon it. The whole peculiarity of his character,
t~e Course of his life and training, would of themselves necessarily keep
him at a distance from the system of Augustin. His Christian life and
character had not been the result of any such violent crisis as we
observed in the case of Augustin; but from his early youth it had har
Inoniously developed itself under the influence of a profound study of the
sacred scriptures, and of pious friends and associates surrounding him
with a gentle atmosphere of Christian excitement. By a constantly
applied and earnest· self-discipline in zealous efforts to attain to th.e ideal
?f Christian holiness, as well as by incorporating the holy scrIptures
Into his inner life and learninO' to understand them by means of a
~ch inward experi;nce, by all this he was preserved from the one-side.d
VIews of the Pelagian anthropology. He had come to learn fr?m his
Own inward experience, as .well as fro~ ~ deep~r ~nowled~e of s~npture,
What the essential nature IS of that dIvme prmClple of lIfe whICh reno
vates man's nature. The study of the ancients, and his own free,
gentle and amiable temper, however, had also impelled him to search·
after all the scattered rays of relationship to God in man's nature
while yet unrenewed, and to embrace the.m with love w?ere~er they
Were to be found. Charity, the predommant element m hIS heart,
caused that he also, in contemplating the course of development of
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human nature from the beginning, should look upon the whole, chiefly
from that point of view which led him to trace the hand of a paternal
disciplinary love; and to this he felt compelled to subordinate punitive
justice. The sincere and lively feeling of the need of redemption,
which proceeded in his case from the depths of the Christian spirit, led
him to recognize the importance of the doctrine concerning grace; but
his strong feeling of moral, free self-determination impelled him, too, to
set a high value on the free-will of man, as a necessary condition of all
the operations of grace. A Christian stoicism, pervaded and ennobled,
however, by the spirit of Christianity, and most intimately conjoined
with Christian humility, animated and inspired hini. Firm and deeply
rooted in him was the conviction, to which he remained true under all
trials and sufferings, and which formed the great motto of his life, that no
power could injure that man who did not wrong himself, did not aban
don and betray his own highest interests.
It appeared to the moral zeal of Chrysostom, an object of the highest
importance to deprive man of every ground of excuse for failing to put
forth moral efforts. His fields of practical labor at Antioch and Con
stantinople encouraged and promoted in him this bent of mind; for in
these great cities he found many who, in the weakness of human nature,
in the power of Satan, or of fate, sought grounds of excuse for their
deficiences in practical Christianity.
These motives, from within and from without, had no small influence
in giving direction to the development of Chrysostom's habit of thought,
especially on these subjects; and with his peculiar style of homiletic
composition, calculated upon, and adapted to, immediate practical
needs, his mode of exhibiting his thoughts and views depended very
much on the predominant interest which he was pursuing for the mo
ment. His essential ideas are as follows:
" The first man live~ like the angels, in a state of undisturbed blessed
ness ; - hence he could the more easily lose sight of his dependence
on God. God gave him a precept, for the purpose of bringing him to a
sense of his dependence. He fell by his own moral negligence. As he
had rendered himself unworthy of the undisturbed enjoyment of happi
ness, he was expelled from paradise, for his own profit, that so he
might train and discipline himself in conflict. His earlier state of com
munion with God, in a life exempt from pain and from care, was a
type of the immortality to which he would have passed without a strug
gle. But now his body became mortal, and accessible to many temp
tations to sin." 1 In explaining Romans 5: 19, Chrysostom says:
"This passage is not to be so understood, as if by the sin of one, all
became sinners; but that the condition of human nature, which to
the first man was a punishment, was thus transmitted to all his pos
terity. But this change redounds only to man's profit, if he is not
wanting as it respects his own will. He derives therefrom many calls
to despise things perishable, to strive after those that are heavenly, 
many opportunities for the development and exercise of the virtues.
1

Antithesis between the awpa ~T61J and 'lrattTfTOv, and the awp.a a:Jratter.
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~rhe examples of the ancient heroes of the faith pro\'e this." And accord
ingly Chr,Ysostom here takes occasion to express his favorite maxim:
if we but will, not only death, but even Satan himself shall neyer harm
us. l The sinning of Adam under circumstances so well adapted to
facilitate the practice of goodness, as contrasted with the good actions
of others performed under hard conflicts, he often brought forward as
an illustration of the truth so constantly present to his mind, that every
thing depends on man's will, and except through this, nothing from with
out, whether hurtful or helpful to him, can have any influence upon him.
Chrysostom was deeply penetrated with the feeling of the need of
redemption, of the need of a fellowship of life with Christ. ·With great
emphasis he announced the truth, which he found in the epistles of Paul,
as well as in his own heart, that justification, by which he understood
not merely forgiveness of sin, but also the communication of that mpre
~xalted dignity and worth which far transcended the powers of the
limited finite nature, by means of the fellowship of life with Christ, was
acquired, not by any merit or doing on the part of man, but by faith
alone. 2 In the eighth homily on the first epistle to the Corinthians,
~ 4, he says: "Christ is the Head, we are the body. Can there be
anything intervening between the head and the body? He is the vine,
we are the branches. 'Ye are the temple, he is its inhabitant. He is
the life, we are the living. He is the light, we are the enlightened.
All this points to union, and leaves no room for the least intervening
space." But he felt it to be important also, to set everywhere dis
tilletly forth, that to believe or not to believe depends on man's self
determination; that there was no such thing as a constraining grace,
n?t conditioned in its operations on the peculiar bent of man's own
w~ll; but that all grace is imparted according to the proportion of the
wlll's determination. Here, too, he attached the most importance to
the practical element - to counteract as well a proud self-confidence,
as moral inactivity and self-neglect. God draws us to himself, not by
force, but with our own free-will- says he, in the fifth homily on John,
~ 4. " Only shut not the door against the heavenly light, and thou shalt
~njoy it abundantly." "God comes not with his gifts before our will; but
If we only begin, if we only will, he gives us many means of salvation." a
Nestorius agreed in his views of human nature more nearly with
Chrysostom than with Theodore. 4 During the same time that he was

!

R. 10 in ep. ad Rom. § 3.
• See e. g. ll. VII. et VIII. ep. ad Roma
nos.
: Hom. 18 Joh. § 3.
As may be gathered from the extracts
fro~ his writings, and four of his sermons,
Lhl~h Marius Mercator has preserved in a
~ atm translation, and of which sermons the
OUrth still remains extant in the Greek
sriginal under the name of Chrysostom.
ee his works, cd. Montf. T. X. His vio
~nt enemy, l\larius Mercator. acknowledges
ltnself the Anti-Pelagian drift. It may

be. that these sermons were, as he supposes,
preached in opposition to Pelagian opinions,
on occasion of the controversy excited
through the banished Pelagian bishops at
Constantinople; but we are in nowise under
the necessity of supposing this. Though
there might be some reference of this sort,
yet Nestorius probably had no design of
combatting the Pelagians, with whose doc
trines he was s6 little acquainted; but
rather to shield himself against the charges
which his connection with those bishops had
perhaps drawn upon him.
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involved in the controversy on the doctrine concerning Christ's person,
Julian and Coolestius, with several other bishops of like mind, who had
been deposed as Pelagians, came to Constantinople; and they had
sought protection at the imperial court. They had also had recourse to
the patriarch. N estorius was not disposed, like his predecessor Atti·
cus, to whom they had previously applied, to repel them at once, as
men condemned by the highest ecclesiastical authorities of the West.
Probably also the representations which they themselves made of their
cause, were calculated to render him favorably disposed towards
them, looking at the matter from the position of his own temperate
Antiochian Anthropology. Before deciding either for or against them,
he wrote to the Roman bishop Coolestin, and requested of him a pre·
cise statement of the erroneous doctrines laid to their charge. He
wrote twice without obtaining an answer, as perhaps the pride of the
Roman bishop was hurt by the form of his interrogatory; and this it
was, which did so much injury to the cause of N estorius in his relations
with that prelate} At this time, the Marius Mercator, so often men
tioned by us, was residing at Constantinople. He was probably a lay
man from North Africa, who had some time before taken a lively part
in the Pelagian controversy,2 and who was at the same time full of
suspicion as to the orthodoxy of the new patriarch, and one of his first
zealous antagonists. He was led by these transactions to distribute at
court among the bishops and nobles a memorial on the Pelagian 'matter,
which memorial had for its consequence, probably, at a later period,
when the authority of N estbrius was on the decline, the expulsion of
these refugees. The combination into which the Roman bishop entered
with the enemies of N estorius might perhaps render the latter more
favorably disposed to those individuals who .had met with persecution
from the same quarter. He wrote to Coolestius a letter of condolence,3
exhorting him, as a persecuted witness of the truth, to a steadfast con
fession, and inspiring him with the hope, that the storms which then
agitated the church, would also bring about a new investigation
redounding to his own advantage. Nestorius was, indeed, at the out
set, expecting good would result from the council that was to assemble
at Ephesus.
These incidents were the occasion which led the Cyrillian party of
the council of Ephesus, out of homage to the authority of the Roman
bishop, to condemn, at the same time with N estorius, the two leaders,
Pelagius and Coolestius, and their adherents, respecting whom and
their doctrines they doubtless knew little or nothing, and about whom
they otherwise gave themselves little concern. But neither did the
Orientals wish by any means to be considered as Pelagians. On the
contrary, their delegates at Constantinople sought to make the party
of Cyrill suspected by the Western agents as men who had received
See above, p. 461.
See Augustin's reply to a letter of his
of the year 418, ep. 193 among the letters of
Augustin.
1

2
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to their fellowship 1 heretics, Euchites, who taught the same doctrines
as Pelagius and Crelestius. 2
It continued still to be the prevailing tendency of the doctrine taught
in the Greek church, to preserve the medium between two extremes,
without entering into any very precise determinations of the relation
between free-will and grace. For the sake of illustration, we will here
take another example, and bring under one view the doctrines of a dis
tinguished teacher of the Alexandrian church, the abbot Isidore of
Pelusium. " By reason of the first sin, the nature of the first man be
came subject to the dominion of punishable things and to the excite
ments of sensual pleasure. 3 As in this state he went on propagating
his kind, the same condition was transmitted to his posterity, and the
evil was still augmented among men through the negligence of each
man's individual will. There still remains, however, the seed of good
ness 4 in human nature. They who fostered this, distinguished them
selves; they who suppressed it, were punished. Even for that which
proceeds from our own will, we need the assistance of divine grace.
But this is never wanting to any who are only willing to do what
belongs to themselves. There may, doubtless, in particular cases, be
such a thing as prevenient grace, although, according to the general
rule, grace 5s not prevenient - but there is no such thing as a constrain
ing, irresistible grace. The assistance of grace is not such as that it
may not be forfeited and lost by man's own fault; not such as is be
stowed without any efforts of his own. The grace which awakens even
those that are asleep, and impels even the not willing, will assuredly
not forsake those who choose the good of their own accord. The
words of our Lord: 'All men cannot receive this saying, save they to
whom it is given,' Matth. 19 : 11, are in no wise to be so understood
as if the better part were bestowed on many by arbitrary determi
nation; 5 for in that case the kingdom of heaven would not be the
reward of conflict." 6

d. J)octrine of the Sacraments.
The history of the doctrine concerning the church, especially among
the Latins, we have already unfolded sufficiently at large in the first
section. In the Greek church, it is true, the consequences flowing
from the confounding together of the visible and the invisible church,
of which we spoke in that section, were not in theory so systematically
elaborated and carried out, and in individual instances, as in the case
of Chrysostom and Isidore of Pelusium, there were gleams of a more
1 They knew perhaps but little about
these latter' they had doubtless only heard,
that these ~en taurrht belienrs might at
tain to perfect holin~ss, and hence were led
to compare the Euchites with them.
2 Tu aVra 9povoi'vTat; KeAECTTl't' Kat lIEt-a
yirp, EVXlTUL yap fLCTW how 'Ev8ovCTtaaTai.
It was by no means Pelagians, then, who
\Vere meant, but Euchites j described, how
eYer, as holding the same tenets with PeIa-
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gius, in order to represent them, by a name
better known in the West, as heretics. See
the letter of the delegates to bishop Rufus,
ep. 170 among the letters of Theodoret. T.
IV. ed. Halen. p. 1352.
8 "i.i:)pa l1V'fjTOV Kat rru8TJTfw.
~ Til itt; Kat.oKoya8tav CT'I'iippUTa.
6 'ArroKt.~p(JCTtt;.
6 See 1. III. ep.

1lI. 13, III. 165.

204, 1. II. ep. 2,

m. 171,
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spiritual apprehension of the notion of the church. Yet, on the whole,
the practical church life was not less governed here than in the 'Vest
by those principles growing out of the confusion of the visible and
invisible church, with regard to the authority of an outward church, of
tradition, of councils, and by the notions grounded thereupon respect
ing the nature and the effects of the sacraments.
The conception of the sacraments would of course be at first ex
tremely vague: for there was not here, as in the case of other doc
trines, a certain subject-matter already given in the sacred scriptures,
and in the Christian consciousness, which needed but to be more fully
developed; but in this case the general conception must first be formed
from particulars, by the process of grasping together the common rela
tions of these particulars to the Christian life and consciousness. In
addition to this, there were no fixed and settled grounds on which to
determine the choice of those objects themselves, which were to be
brought under this conception; and the difficulty was moreover
increased by the ambiguity and vagueness of the term, which had been
invented without any definite consciousness of its meaning. The term
sacramentum grew out of the translation of the Greek word p.vurf;ptov ;
it was employed already in the preceding period, by a license allowa
ble in the Latin use of the word, to denote any thing consecrated to a
holy use, any thing considered holy and sacred, and then applied some
times to holy doctrines, sometimes to holy symbols. Already in the
preceding period, this designation had been applied particularly to bap
tism, to the holy supper, and to the rite of confirmation; but we
remarked in fact, already in the preceding period, the existence of an
inclination to multiply holy symbols in the church life. In this present
period, such a multiplication of symbols was promoted, especially in the
Greek. church, by the prevailing liturgical, and in connection therewith,
mystico-theurgical tendency; 1 as we see exemplified in the spurious
writings of Dionysius the Areopagite, belonging to the fifth or sixth
century. Augustin is entitled to the credit of having first introduced
into this doctrine, in place of rhetorical exaggerations, a greater strict
ness of doctrinal phraseology; and by striving to seize it with clearer
consciousness in its connection with the Christian spirit, of furnishing
a counterpoise to the erroneous magico-theurgical tendency, which had
come to attach itself to the apprehension of these doctrines.
Augustin describes the sacraments as being visible signs representing
invisible, divine things, by means of which the divine matter is exhibited,
as it were, by writing, by outward language. 'Ve have in his theor;:,
therefore, the distinction between the invisible divine reality, the invisI
ble divine power, the communication of the divine reality itself, and
the sacrament as its outward representative symbol, (the res divinre
sanche, the virtute~ sacramenti, and the sacramentum.) Without such
outward symbols no religious society can subsist, whether growing out
1 It is easy to see how mysticism, accordto the different traits of individuals, may
convert the objects of sense into symbols for
the expression of its own feelings and in

tuitious, or even assnme an attitude of hos
tility against all attempts to sensualize the
spiritual and divine.
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of a true or of a false religion. Hence, snch symbols were no less
necessary in Christianity than in J udaislll. The one thing is the
eternal and unchangeable reality ; the other, its changeable expres
sion, - just as words and written characters change, although that
which they signify remains the same'!
It was, therefore, possible for God, without departing from his un
changeable counsels, to allow those external forms to change with the
vicissitudes of time, to which they were successively adapted. This was
urged by Augustin particularly against the ~lanichreans, inasmuch as
they asserted, that if the Old Testament institutions really proceeded
from the same God as the New Testament, they could not have been
annulled by him. The outw~rd symbol has no power of conveying to
man the divine reality, unless man's inward being is susceptible of
communion with God - a position which followed from Augustin's
doctrine concerning grace; - and here came in the opposition to the
superstitious practices which grew out of the magical effects ascribed to
the sacraments, on which side the influence of Augustin, for the promo
tion of vital Christianity, was felt in the succeeding centuries down to
the time of the Jansenist controversies. Nor is the divine substance
so necessarily connected with the outward signs, that the grace of God
cannot dispense with them. 2 But, in the usual order, the sacraments
are the appointed means for the communication of the divine reality;
and whosoever despises them, excludes himself, by his contempt of the
divine institution, from all participation in the divine reality itself. The
sacrament, as a divine ordinance, retains its objective significance, inde
pendent of the subjective character of him who receives it, as of him
who imparts it, though it redounds only to the condemnation of the indi
vidual who administers or receives it unworthily. This position Augus
tin was led to set forth distinctly in his controversy with the Donatists.
In reference to baptism, he often compared it with the sign marked
Upon the soldiers as an emblem of the imperial service, which remained
ineifacible, and remained even with those who were unfaithful to the
service; but, in that case, was only a testimony against them, (the stig
ma militaris, character militaris, hence character indelebilis.) Augustin
regarded it as the peculiar mark of Christian freedom, as opposed to
Jewish bondage, not only that Christianity, as the religion of the spirit,
possessed but a few simple signs, easy to be observed, but also, that in
Christianity the sacraments were celebrated with the conscious knowl
edge of that which they imported, and hence with freedom; while in
the Old Testament economy, on the other hand, they were celebrated
1 Quid cnirn sunt nUud qureque corporalia
sacramenta, nisi quredam quasi verba visi
bilia, sacrosancta quidem, verumtamen rnn
tabilia et ternporalia 1- In nullum nome~
religion is, seu verum seu falsum, coagulan
homines possunt, nisi aliqno signncu}ornm
vel sacramentorurn visibilium consortIO col
ligentur. Augustin. c. Faustum, 1. XL~. c.
11 et 12, and Tractat. 80. in Joannem, § 3 .
. 2 Quomodo ct Moses sanctificat et Domi

nus? Non cnirn Moscs pro Domino, scd
Moses "isibilibus sacramcntis per ministe
rium snum; Dominus autcm invisibili grntia
pcr Spiritum Sanctum, ubi est totus fructus
ctiam visibilium sacramcntorum. But he
pronounces it absurd to assert etiam istam
invisibilem sanctificationern sine visibilibns
sacrnmcntis nihil prodcsse. Qurestionum
in Lcyiticnm, I. III. qnrest. 84.
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with reverential fear and awe, without this accompanying conscious
ness; - hence, the spirit was subservient to the outward symbols. The
understanding of the sacrament is evinced in this, that it reveals to con
templation the love of God, and fires the heart with the love of God
and of man. The prophets, who knew how to distinguish the sign
from the divine thing signified, and reverenced in the former nothing
but the latter, lived, therefore, already in the spirit of freedom}
In respect to the number of sacraments, the way had, in fact, long
since been prepared by the existing ideas relative to a particular
priesthood, to the outward transmission of the Holy Spirit from the
Apostles downwards by the imposition of hands, for apprehending the
rite of ordination as holding equal rank with the other three sacra
ments. 2 The mystical and symbolizing spirit of the Pseudo-Dionysian
writings led to the reception of two others besides the four sacraments
above noticed, namely, consecration to the monastic life, and the cere
monials at the burial of the dead. Augustin, on the other hand, would
be led by his correct views respecting the free spiritual worship of God
as opposed to the slavish ceremonial religion in Judaism, to receive
but few sacraments; as, in fact, where he speaks of this opposition, he
names only baptism and the Lord's Supper,3 with the additional clause,
and any thing besides these, if it is recommended in the holy scrip
tures. Yet, the conception which he had opened out of the sacrament
as a holy symbol, was still not sufficiently precise to exclude the intro
duction of many other things; and what Augustin found already existing
in the general usage of the church, he believed might be derived either
from apostolic tradition or the divine institution through general coun
cils, and hence would adopt all such sacred usages and signs into his con
ception along with the rest. Hence, he sided with the 'Vestenl church,
where the prevailing rule was to allow four sacraments, which, in other
respects, too, fell in with his ideas; 4 and in maintaining against the
Pelagains,5 that obedience to the natural instinct is sanctified by the
religious and moral reference of the marriage union, he was led accord
ingly to reckon the solemnization of marriage among the sacraments,
which, perhaps, might seem to him to be sanctioned by the use of the
word f'varf;plOv in this reference in the epistle to the Ephesians; 6 and,
I Posteaqunm resurrcctione Domini nos
tri manifestissimum judicium nostrre liber
t~\tis illuxit, nee eorum quidem signorum
operationc gravi oncrati sumus; sed qure
dam paucn pro multis, eadcmquc factu facil
lima et intellectu augnstissima et observa
tione castissima, ipse Dominus et apostolica
trndidit disciplina. - Qure unusquisque cum
percipit quo referantllr, imbutus agnoscit,
ut ea non carnali servitute, sed spiritali po
tiud libertate Ycneretur. Dc doctrina Chris
tiana, 1. III. § 13. Nihil tum pie terret ani
mum, quam sacramentum non intellectum j
intellectllm autem, gaudium pi urn parit et
celebratu~ libere, si opns est tempori - The
right antIthesis to the deification of the

sacraments. Expositio epistolre ad Galatos,
c. 3, ~ 19. Compo ep. 54. ep. 55 and 138 ad
Januarium.
2 Thus it is placed together with baptism
and the Lord's supper, in Gregory of Nyssa,
on the bapti~m of Christ. He who ~as
before elr TWV 7T"OAA.WV, aopaTt:J Ttl'l Ovva(Jft
/Cal xapm rr,v 1/roX7rv fl£Ta(Jop~('){}rlr 1r~ T3
f3CATiav.
3 Ep.1l8.
4 See C. cp. Parmenian. 1. II. C. 13.
.
b When these accused him of making
marriage itself a sinfnl thing through his
idea of the concupiscentia as springing out
of sin.
6 De nuptiis et concllpiscentia,1. J. Co 17.
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at an events, the higher Christian conception of marriage Jay at the
basis of what is there said.
As it respects the doctrine concerning baptism, from which, for rea
sons st~ted under. the preceding period, the doctrine of regeneration
was not severed, we must observe that the difference here again became
strongly marked, which we discern in the views of the Eastern compared
with those of the Western church, with regard to human nature and
the doctrine of redemption; namely, that in the Western church, with
original sin, the negative effect of the redemption in procuring deliver
~nce from this, and in the Eastern church, on the other hand, the pos
Itive effect of the redemption considered in the light of a new creation,
were made especially prominent. Thus Gregory of N azianzus I calls
baptism a more divine exalted creation than the original formation of
nature. 2 Thus, too, Cyrill of Jerusalem, addressing the candidate for
baptism, says: "If thou believest, thou not only obtainest the forgive
ness of sins, but thou effectest also that which is above man. Thou
obtainest as much of grace as thou canst hold." 3 This difference would
~e strongly marked, especially in the case of infant baptism. Accord
mg to the North-African scheme of doctrine, which taught that all
men were from their birth, in consequence of the guilt and sin trans
mitted from Adam, subjected to the same condemnation, that they bore
~ithin them the principles of all sin, deliverance from original sin and
Inherited guilt would be made particularly prominent in the case of in
fant baptism, as in the case of the baptism of adults; and this was favored
bl the ancient formula of baptism, which, however, originated in a pe
nod when infant baptism had as yet no existence, and had been after
wards applied without alteration to children, because men shrunk from
~dertaking to introduce any change in the consecrated formula estab
hshed by apostolical authority, though Christians were by no means
~greed as to the sense in which they applied this formula. Accord
Ingly, says Gregory N azianzen, to children baptism is a seal, (a means
o~ securing human nature in the germ against all moral evil by the
hIgher principle of life communicated to it ;) for adults it is, moreover,
forgiveness of sin and restoration of the image degraded and lost by
transgression. 4 Hence, he looks upon infant baptism as a consecration
to the priestly dignity, which is imparted to the child from the begin
ning, that so evil may gain no advantage over him. 5 • In a homily ad
dressed to the neophytes, Chrysostom specifies ten dIfferent effects of
grace wrouO"ht in baptism; and then he complains of those who make
the grace of'baptism consist simply in the forgiveness of sin. 6 True, the
difference here becomes manifest between the more rhetorical Chrysos
tom and the systematic Augustin; for the latter would have referred
lll(ovo~ 15m rqv KaKlav lrravorn9c.JC1l~. o rat.
40,f.640.
TEpa•
6:M~ M{3tTc.J I((UPOV 17 lCalCla, be {3PE9QVt;
. ~ C~teches. 17, c. 17, IS. IIou:i~ Kal. Tel ci;,/laC1J~Tw. L. c. 648.
6 Vides qnot snnt baptismatis largitates ;
lJ;rtp avl'tpwrrov.
, • Tolt; ,av UPXOflf:VOl~ C1~pay'i~, 'roi~ TfAfl et nonnnlli depntant, crelestem gratiam in
peccatornm tantnm remissione consistere ;
OtcPOlt; rqv 17M.KtaV Kat xaptC1fla Kal. 7r£C1aVC11]~
nos antem honores compntavimns decem.
VOL. II.
1 Orat.
2

40, de haptismo.

nMC1l~ {}ctcmpa KaL T~t; r.PWTr/~ 1np1JAO
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those ten specifications to one fundamental conception, in which they
might all be summed up together. But at the basis of this difference
lay that other, which has already been noticed, in respect to the gene
ral mode of Christian intuition. Hence Chrysostom adds: It is for this
reason we baptize also infants, though they are not, like others, stained
with sin, that so holiness, justification, adoption, heirship, and
brothership with Christ, may be imparted to them through Christ, that
so they may be members of Christ. l
These words of Chrysostom are, indeed, known to us only in the
Latin translation, and through a citation of the Pelagian writer, Julian. 2
But their genuineness is evinced by the fact that Augustin had
nothing to object to them on that score, but must seek to deprive Pela
gianism of this support by giving the passage another interpretation.
And, in truth, this passage strictly accords with the peculiar character
already noticed, belonging to the type of doctrine not only of the Orien
tal church generally, but of Chrysostom in particular. Julian was
wrong in explaining the words of Chrysostom wholly according to his
own sense, as if Chrysostom had meant to say, that human nature is
still born in the same state as it was at first; for this is, in fact, at va
riance with his doctrine concerning the innocence (urra{}da) lost by the
sin of the first man, (see above.) But if Julian was wrong in this sin
gle respect, that he contemplated the words wholly out of their con
nection with Chrysostom's entire mode of thinking on doctrinal matters,
Augustin, on the other hand, manifestly tortured them, when he ex
plained them according to his system, as referring barely to the
absence of actual, personal sin; for, in this case, the antithesis made
by Chryscstom would, in fact, not hold good.
. Isidore of Pelusium also replies to the question, 'vhy infants, who are
without sin, should be baptized ,3 in the following way. Some, who took too
narrow a view of the matter,4 said it was that they might be cleansed
from the sin transmitted to them from Adam. This, indeed, he said,
was not to be denied, but-it was not the only reason. This would still
be a thing not so great after all; but there would be besides many
other gracious gifts communicated to them, which far exceed any pos
sible attainments of human nature. Infants were not only delivere~
from the punishment of sin, but, moreover, had imparted to them a dl
vine regeneration, adoption, justification,5 fellowship with Christ. The
remedy amounted to far more than the mere removal of an evil. 6
Theodore of Mopsuestia seized in this case upon only one side or
moment of the Oriental church doctrine, which moment, in infant bap
tism, was ever made the more prominent one; but the other he drop
ped entirely, as his system required that he should. It is, according
to his doctrine, the same state of human nature, mutable and liable ~{)
temptation, in which the first man was created, (see p. 654,) and Ul
1 Hac de causa ctiam infantes baptizamus,
cum non sint coinquinati peccato, ut cis ad
datur sanetitas, justitia, adoptio, hrercditas,
fraternitas Christi, ut ejus membra sint.
2 Vid. Angustin. c. Jnlianum, J. I. § 21.
8 Epp. V. 195.

'I.fUKPOAOYOVVTe{.
•
here used, beyond doub; i.l1
the sense of Augustin, viz., the making Just,
making holy by union with Christ.
6 No 1>appaKDv uVTipporrov rov TpaVl'ar«.
4

5 AtKaLW(jl{,
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which all infants are born. :baptism ill the case of adults has a two.
fold purpose, to bestow on them the forgiveness of sin, and to exalt
them by fellowship with Christ to a participation in his freedom from
sin, and his moral immutability; which is the passing over from the
first portion of the development of life in humanity, into the second,
which is fully entered upon only at the general restoration, (see p.
657.) That which is received at baptism is the principle and pledge
of that freedom from sin (anamartesia) which will then first come to be
fully realized. In the case of infant baptism, then, the forgiveness of
sin, according to Theodore's doctrine, does not properly come into con
sideration; but its purpose and object is simply the imparting of that
new and higher life exempt from sin, of which the entire human nature
stands in need. He distinguishes, accordingly, a two-fold meaning of
the forgiveness of sin, to the bestowment of which the formula of bap.
tism refers. 1 . He supposed, therefore, in this latter respect, the same
supernatural communication in the case of infant baptism as in the
case of the baptism of adults: though, following out the natural bent
of his acute and discriminating understanding, he carefully distinguished
here, too, that which is merely the symbol and vehicle, from that which
is the working principle, lest that should be ascribed to the magical ope
ration of the water; which could only be ascribed to the agency of the
Holy Spirit.2 The water, he maintained, according to the comparison
employed by Christ in his conversation with Nicodemus, stood related
to the creative power of God in the new and higher birth, as the body
of the mother to the creative power of God in the natural hirth.3
This mode of apprehension was adopted, as we learn particularly
from the explanations of Ccelestius and of Julian, by the Pelagians;
though it did not in their system rest upon the same foundation as in
the Oriental and in the Antiochian systems. In this way we must un·
derstand what Ccelestius says in the creed which he sent to Rome: "In
fants must, according to the rule of the universal church, and according
to the declaration of the Gospel, be baptized in order to the forgiveness
of sin. Since our Lord has determined that the kingdom of heaven
can be bestowed only on the baptized, and since the powers of nature
are not adequate to this, it must be the free gift of grace." 4 It is
1 So Theodore, in his address to the neo
phytes: Renatu8, altcr factus es pro aItero,
non jam pars Adam, mutabilis et pcccatis
circumfusi; sed Christi, qui omnino in cuI
pabilis per resurrectionem factus ~st.•. !--ct.
IV. Concil. cecumen. V. c. 36. dvo atpeaf~

TWV Ctp.ap,iCJv, r1JV fJ-ev TWv rre;rpaypivCJv, r1JV
de r1JV <ivap.apT11(1iav, U9f(11V ap.apriCJv TfAeiav
Kat KVPLeJTaT1}V KaL ci.vaipfmv cLp.apTiar; rravTfA~. (The ambiguity which is attached to
the Greek word ci.</JE:(11r by its. etY'3101o~y
here came to his assistance.) Hp;aTO fiEv
l/lCllavi(eC1'&at ur.o T~r fcaTa 'TOV OccmoT1]v
Xplarav oIKovop.iar; KaL tv appa(3(jvor; ;'piv
~idoa{jaL TQ4U. dwonu oe reAeiCJr; Kat lrr'
ClVTOir; lpyvtr; Ka, lv ry fJ-tTG. rTJv ~l!{zaraqIV

a:TrOlWTarrrarJft, Inrep ~r; iva roXCJfJ-ev KaL
1,fJ-elr; Kat TeL {3ph?1'J {3mrTtl;ofJ-c{la.
2 The water TO tv
rr/.7lpoVTaI TO (pyoV;
the rrllf:up.a lv ,fiJ Marl riJv oZ,edav rrA7lPoilv
lVfpyetav. 7·0VTOV ye eveKa Kat tv Tii> {3arr
riaflarl TO p.£v 7r1Iwp.a p.fTa rrarpOr fUU vIoil
lJl!op.a0p.fV, TOfo& iloaror;
P.F:p.v~/le{ja, llr;
t;>aivfa{Jal, I'm TO p.£v aVfJ-(3o').QV Kal xpEi~
nvor lVlKfV rrapaJ.ap.(3aVeTal, 'TO Of: llr; evep
roilv CrrlKal.ovpz&a.
3 ·Uarrfp trrL T~r; <t)VaLK~r; I'fVVi]t1eCJr; ;, KOl
11a TO t;>vO'lf(OV lp'lat1T~pWV lt1TIV, lv t(J Ti>
TLlCTOp.evOV u;roTeAetnU ~df!. ~vv{zp.£t, oVTCJ
KaL lvraih9a TO i·6CJp· tv r{z~u 1i;r; fJ-1JTfXJr
MfJ-{3civ£TaL, TO ~E 1rV£VfJ-a tv rQ4u rov dUl
1rMTT?V'!'0.r; det17rOrov.

4 Augustm. De peccato onglllis, c. V.
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clear that Coolestius, in denying that any sinfulness adhered to in
fants, could understand baptism for the forgiveness of sins in this case
only after the same manner with Theodore of Mopsuestia; and, accord
ingly, he understood also, in like manner with the latter, by the king
dom of heaven, that which transcends the limits of human nature, that
which can only be bestowed upon it by a higher communication from
God. Thus the Pelagian Julian, though he absolutely denied the pos
sibility of any forgiveness of sins in the case of infants, could still
declare that baptism, having been once instituted by Christ, must be
acknowledged as universally valid and necessary for every age; that
eternal condemnation awaited everyone who denied that thi" rite was
profitable also for children.!
The grace of baptism, said he, is every where the same; but its
effects appear different, according to the different relations and circum
stances of the subjects of it. In some, the negative effect, the forgive
ness of sin, must precede the positive, the exaltation of man's nature.
In infants the effect is only to ennoble the nature which remains in its
original condition of goodness." 2 Although it would be natural for the
Pelagians, according to the principles of their system, to ascribe to
baptism, as being an external act, a merely symbolical import, yet
they did not find it possible to disentangle themselves wholly from the
church tradition of their period; but they sought to reconcile what
they found in that tradition, as they best could, with their own princi
ples, which had arisen in an entirely different way_ Moreover, with
regard to the relations of the divine matter to the external sign, of re
generation to outward baptism, they ha:d precisely the same notions
which were the prevailing ones in the church; for this becomes suffi
ciently clear from what they taught respecting the effects of infant
baptism; and Julian expressed himself on this point with distinctness
and precision.3
On the one hand, the doctrine which, ever since the time of Cyprian,
by the habit of confounding the inward grace with its outward sign in
baptism, had become predominant, especially in the North-African
church, the doctrine of the damnation of unbaptized infants, appeared
to the Pelagians as something revolting, something whereby a tyrannical
arbitrary will was imputed to the divine Being. But, on the other hand,
they must themselves, however, according to the theory just u'(lfolded,
suppose the higher grace of participating in the highest stage of bles&
edness in the kingdom of heaven was conditioned solely on the obtain
ing of baptism; and even they found this asserted in the words of
Christ to Nicodemus, as even they made no distinction of the baptism
1 Nos gratiam Christi, id est baptisma., ex dcndo bonos, rcddit innovando adoptan~o
quo ritum ejus Christus instituit, ita neces que meliores. JEqualiter cunctis a se 1m
sariam omnibus in commnne retatibus con butis adoptionis et sanctificationis et promo
fiteri, ut quicunque eam utilem etiam par tionis dona conferre. L. c. I. II. c. 116.
vulis negnt, reterno feriamus anathemate.
a When he says of baptismal grace: In
Opus imperfect. c. Julian. l. ill. c. 149.
fusa semel uno virtutis sure impetu . at9ue
2 L. c. § 151. Qure tamen gratia, quoniam compendio diversa et plnrima delet cnmlDl\.
etiam medicina dicitnr, facit alios ex malis Opus imperfectum, 1. II. c. 212.
bonos; parvulos autem, quos creat con
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of the Spirit from the baptism with water. Accordingly they must of
necessity affirm, with regard to unbaptized infants, that although free
and exempt from punishment, they were still excluded from that higher
state of being, and attained only to a certain intermediate state. This
was what Crelestius really meant to say in the declarations above cited.
And to the same result on this subject must everyone have been led,
who was inclined to adopt the Oriental mode of considering the effects
of baptism, and would consistently follow out the matter to a definite
conclusion; unless he supposed a universal redemption or restoration as
the final end, to which that intermediate state was destined to prove a
point of transition for unbaptized infants. Such an intermediate state
Gregory N azianzen also assigned for those who were unbaptized, through
no fault of their own.! Augustin himself had once entertained a like
opinion. 2 Ambrose of 'Milan 3 believed, also, that it was necessary to
infer from the words of Christ to Nicodemus, that none could enter into
the kingdom of heaven without baptism; but it was his opinion, though
he had no confidence in it, that unbaptized infants would be exempted
from punishment. Pelagius himself shrunk from expressing any de
cided opinion on this point, though by logical thinking it was absolutely
out of his power to avoid that consequence of his principles. He
affirmed of unbaptized children, that of one thing he was sure, namely,
that they could not, as innocent beings, suffer punishment consistently
with the divine justice. But what would become of them, was more
than he knew, doubtless because he was of the opinion that no distinct
declaration on this point could be found in the sacred scriptures. 4
But th~n Augustin could, however, not without good reason, accuse
the Pelagians of inconsistency, when they charged the advocates of the
doctrine of absolute predestination with imputing arbitrary will to God,
While they themselves were still more involved in this error, by sup
posing that God excluded innocent beings from the kingdom of heaven,
which he bestowed on others who were in no respect more worthy of it.
The notion, moreover; of an intermediate place between the state of ~o and
~he kingdo1I\of heaven, was a thing altogether unscriptural and incredible
~n itself; for man, being in the image of God, WaS destined to find his bliss
In communion with God, and out of that communion could be no other
wise than wretched. 5 The Council of Carthage, A.D. 418, finally con
demned, in its II. Canon, the doctrine concerning such an intermediate
state for unbaptized children, on the ground, that nothing could be con
ceived as existing between the kingdom of God and perdition. But
then, too, according to the doctrine of this council, the eternal perdition
of all unbaptized infants was expressly affirmed; a consistency of error
revolting to the natural sentiments of humanity. It is worthy of notice,
1 Orat.

40.
See 1. III. de libero arbitrio, c. 23.
.
: De Abrahamo, 1. ~. § 84.
Quo non cant, selO, quo eant, nesclO.
~nd perhaps he meant the same tbin~ by
hIS Words in the letter to Innocent, bishop
of Rome: in perpetuam certamque vitam
renasci eum, qui natns sit ad incertam.
2

5 Augustinus: Nunquam explicant isti,
qua justitia nullum peccatum habens image
Dei separetur a regno Dei. Dc. peccatorwn
meritis et remissione, 1. I. c. 30. Hoc novnm
in ecclesia, prius inauditum est, esse vitam
reternam prreter regnum ccelorum, esse saln
tern retcrnam prreter regnnm Dei. Senno
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however, that this particular passage of the canon is wanting in a por
tion of the manuscripts.
But such being the prevailing doctrine concerning baptism, reflecting
minds must now have been struck with the difficulty of conceiving how
a divine influence could take effect in the case of infants devoid of all
conscious moral action of their own. Augustin, by means of his correct
principles, above explained, respecting the essence of sacraments, might
have found out a better way, if he had not been fettered by the au
thority of the church doctrine. His reply, indeed, explains nothing;
but it proceeds from a profound feeling of the essential nature of Chris
tian fellowship. He says: The faith of the church, which consecrates
infants to God in the spirit of love, takes the place of their own faith;
and albeit they possess as yet no faith of their own, yet there is nothing
in their thoughts to hinder the divine efficacy." 1 His scheme, then,
amounted to this: that as the child, ere its corporeal and independent
existence was fully developed, was supported by the vital forces of na
ture in its bodily mother, so, ere it came to the independent develop
ment of its spiritual being in its own consciousness, it is supported by
the heightened vital forces of that spiritual mother, the church; - an
idea, which would involve some truth, - supposing the visible church
corresponded to its ideal- when applied, without being so literally
understood, to infant baptism.
"\Vith regard to the doctrine of the holy supper, we find ip this period
almost precisely the same gradations in the notions respecting the
relations of the external signs to the things signified, as in the period
preceding. In this period, too, the idea chiefly predominant was that
of a supernatural communion, in part spiritual and in part corporeal, with
Christ, by means of the intimate interpenetration of the bread and wine
by the body and blood of Christ. As in the former period this view
was most distinctly expressed by Irem~us and Justin Martyr, so in the
present it was most strongly asserted by Cyrill of Jerusalem, ChrysoS
tom, Nilus, Hilary of Poictiers, and Ambrose of :Milan. Thus Cyrill
of Jerusalem declares it to be the purpose of the sacrament of the sup
per, that we should take within us the body and blood of Christ, Christ
himself; 2 that by the body and blood of Christ passing over into our
members, we may become partakers of the divine nature, be sanctified
in body and soul. a Chrysostom says, that we may be not only unite.d
with our Saviour by love, but in our entire nature blended with hIS
body.4 He contemplates the institution of the eucharist as a proof of
the greatest love of our Saviour to men, of his will to be united to
them, and to impart himself to them in the most intimate manner, to
cause his own, body to pass over into their entire nature. He gave
himself not only to be seen, but also to be touched and to be partaken
of by those who desire him.li So Hilary of Poictiers affirms that be
tween Christ and believers there exists not only a unity of will, but a
1 Nnl1us obex contrarire cogitationis, ep.
23 ad Bonifacinm.
2 };VI1C1c.JfloL /Cat oVvalfLOL Xpurroii, XP£I1TO~OL.

.

Cateches. m~t. 4.
«EI!,' l/Ceiv1Jv uVaKepal1{)i:Jp.ev ",v C1apICa,
lear aUTO TO 1rpaYfla.
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natural union, (not only per concordiam voluntatis, but also per naturre
veritatem,) partly because Christ assumed human nature, and partly
because in the eucharist he gives his body, and thereby his divine life
residing therein, to believers.1
True, these church-teachers sometimes have recourse to figures, for the
purpose of describing the efficacy of the consecration at the Lord's sup
per, which seem to indicate a proper transubstantiation, like the change
of the water to wine at the marriage feast at Cana; 2 and they employ ex
pressions which might denote transubstantiation. 3 But these terms were
also frequently employed to indicate another change to something more
exalted, not precisely a transubstantiation; and especially, in the rhe
t?rical language of church-teachers, who ,!ould fain set forth in strong
light the wonderful nature of the transactwn, such expressions should
not be too rigidly interpreted. Even in the case of these comparisons,
every thing turns upon the point to be illustrated, namely, that by a
miracle the substance present becomes something other than it was be
fore, no matter in what particular sense this is to be understood. These
comparisons are counterbalanced by others, which totally contradict the
notion of transubstantiation; as, for instance, the comparison with the
anointing oil used in confirmation, or with the higher consecration
bestowed on the water in baptism. 4 The disputes concerning the two
~atures in Christ gave the first occasion for entering into a more dis
tinct exposition of the conceptions respecting the relation of the bread
and wine to the body and blood of Christ; for those who affirmed the
union of two natures unchangeably persisting in their essence, sought
to make this clear by introducing the comparison of the Lord's supper.
As the symbols of the body and blood of Christ - says Theodoret
remain in their original substance and form, admit of being seen and
felt as precisely the same as they were before, but the contemplation
of the spirit and of faith sees in them that which they have become;
and they are also adored 5 as that which they are to faith. 6 Even
1 Hilarius de trinitate 1. VIII. § 13. Quo
lllodo non naturaliter in nobis existimandus
est, qui et naturam carnis nostrre jam in
s~parabilem sibi homo natus assumsit, et
naturam carnis sure ad nnturam reternitatis
sub sacramento nobis communicandre carnis
admiscuit, (he would impart to us the natn
:3. retcrnitatis, his own divine essence, in
ImpartinO' to us his body in the sacramental
form _ the same that Irenrens called tvwa!r;
"POr; utir{1apatav.
2 See Cyrill. Cateches. 22
Ambros. de
mysteriis, c. 9.
a As for example, pcrarrotElv, Cyrill. Cat
ee~cs. 23, transfiguratio in corpus et san
~umem. Ambros. de incarnationis dominIeU) sacramento, l. I. c. IV. ~ 23, de fide, 1.
l V. c. X. § 12!.
: See Cyrill. Cateches. 21, § 3.
. ~ee "01. II. p. 701, and Ambros. de
Splrltu Sancto, 1. III. c. XI. § 79, caro
Christi, qure in mysteriis adoratur.
6 Theodoret in the second dialogue of his

'EpaVUrrTJf;: Mivc£ Err'l Tiir; rrpoTipar; ovatar;
Kat Toli ax~parot; Kat Toli cioovt; Kal opara.
Ean Kat arrru, ola Kat rrporcpov 1;v, vocimL DE:
~71'f~. t~ivcr~ KaL ::LaT/::veraL ~at r.POOKVVeiTaL,
wt; EKelva OVTa arrep 7W1rWeTaL. Ed. Hal.

tom. IV. p. 126. Thus, too, the /i.fTa/301.TJ
is opposed to the pera;30ATJ rr,t;
Dialog. 1. tom. IV. p. 26. The
first unfolding of views of this sort would
be found in Chrysostom, if the fragment of
a letter of his to the monk Cresarius, which
must have been aimed against the Apolli.
narists, were really genuine. But this letter
was most probably interpolated on occasion
of the controversy concerning the two na
tures. Yet a comparison which Nil us, tho
disciple of Chrysostom, employs, indicates
the same mode of apprehension: - As a
document, after having been signed by the
emperor, is called a sacra, 80 ordinary bread
and wine, after the consecration and inward
working of the Holy Spirit, is called the
body and blood of Christ. Lib. I. ep. 44..
1"~ xapm

tpvaewt;.
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Gelasius, a Roman bishop towards the close of the fifth century, ex
plained his views after the same manner.1
Gregory of Nyssa might in this respect undoubtedly constitute an
exception. While aiming in his catechetical disquisition, (MYO~ 1WTllX1/Tuc?Jr,)
c. 37, to explain the way in which bread and wine become the body
and blood of Christ, and particularly to solve the difficulty, how the
body of Christ, being one, is distributed among so many thousand be
lievers in the world, and still remains one and the same and complete,
he is led to an exposition which seems to presuppose a transubstantia
tion, and which, moreover, was seized upon by the later theory of the
transformation of the bread among the Greeks. It was this - that in
like manner as, during the life of J csus on earth, the natural means of
nourishment, bread and wine, were transmuted into the essence of the
body united with the deity, through the power of the divine Logos, but
mediately by that natural process whereby the means of nourishment
are converted into flesh and blood; so, at present, the same effect is
produced, bread and wine is converted into the body of the Logos, by
the same power of the Logos, only working at present in the way of
an immediate miracle. Yet he, also, was still certainly very far from
holding fast, with clear consciousness, the idea which seemed to be here
lying at bottom; for in his sermon on the baptism of Christ,2 he makes
use of comparisons which are grounded on a totally different idea, as,
for instance, the heightened efficacy of the consecration of the baptismal
water, of the anointing oil, of ordination. It is also deserving of
remark, how little, in the case of this theologian, in other respects so
systematic, these particular. doctrines were carried out in coherence
with his peculiar principles; for his ideas concerning the character of
Christ's glorified body, (see above, vol. IT., p. 428,) would have easily
led him to dispose of the difficulty above noticed by him in an altogether
different way; but that idea of the repetition of the incarnation of the
Logos which had taken possession of his mind, did not 'leave room for
him here to think of Christ's glorified body.
The idea of a union with Christ presents itself already, under a form
in which it appears to be less sensuously apprehended, in the writings
of Athanasills. From John 6 : 62,3 he endeavors to show that accord
ing to that passage, the partaking of the flesh and of the blood of
Christ was not to be understood in the literal sense. Christ - he
says - mentions on this occasion his ascension to heaven, for the very
purpose of turning away men's minds from sensuous notions, and le~d
ing them to the idea of a spiritual nourishment; 4 inasmuch as ChrIst
communicates himself to each after a spiritual manner. s The addition,
"as the preservative to a blessed resurrection," 6 shows that he also
1 De duabus naturis in Christo, adversus
Eutychcm et Nestorium, in the Bibl.'patr.
Lngd. 'r. VIII.: In diYinam transeunt, Spir
itu Sancto pcrficiente, subst..mtiam, perma
Dente tamen in sua proprietate natura.
2 T. III. f. 370.
8 Ep. IV. ad Serapionem.

4 The term 7rVevp.aTlIC6v is not restricted,
indeed, to the meaning" spiritual," but may
also denote supernatural as opposed to nat
ural, sensible nourishment.
nVEVfLaTlKW~ avaoiootraal.
6 IPv;WKTfJpLOV El~ uvaamO'lV ,CJijr.
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conceived of a higher principle of life being communicated to the body,
by means of the contact with Christ.
The doctrine of the North-African church, as we have already
described it in the preceding period, we once more meet with in
Augustin. He explains the words of institution as follows: that
Christ's body was the same thing as the symbol of his body.! He
says that the expression, to give his body and flesh to eat, contains a
bold figure, and that the sense which lies at bottom must be expounded
according to the analogy of faith. 2 According to the analogy of the
religious use of language, by virtue of which the sacramental sign is
substituted for the thing itself, in the same way, for example, as the
sacramentum fidei is substituted for faith itself in the case of children
who are as yet incapable of faith, according to this analogy, the svmbol
of Christ's body is put for the body itself.3 But although Augustin,
in the case of the eucharist, as everywhere else, considered the conse
crated outward elements as symbols merely, clearly separating and hold
ing apart the sacramentum and the res sacramenti, yet he at the same
time supposed, as in the case of the ~acraments generally, so in the case
of the eucharist in particular, a divine matter united with the holy
symbols, and which is communicated to the believing heart. The res
sacramenti is the uniting of the faithful, as members, with their One
great Head, and the fellowship, grounded therein, of the faithful with
each other, as members of one body; therefore their union into one com
munity of the saints. 4 By the body of Christ in the eucharist, Augustin
understands the spiritual body of the members united with Christ as
the head. To the question, how Christ, who died and arose again, sits
at the right hand of God, and will come again to judgment, can here
distribute his body, to this question he gives an entirely different
answer from that of Gregory of Nyssa. According to his spiritual
mode of apprehending the doctrine of the Lord's supper, there could
be no difficulty on this point. By pointing to the spiritual sense as
the only correct one, he had at once answered the question. On this
very account was the transaction called a sacrament, because one thing
is presented to the eye of sense, and another thing discerned by the
eye of the spirit.5 Hence Christ said to the Jews, when he should be
seen to ascend up where he was before, then they would be obliged to
understand that he could only have spoken of a spiritual communica
tion, of a fellowship of divine life. 6 The flesh profiteth nothing; that
is, without the spirit. The flesh was only the vessel through which the
1 Non enim Dominus dubitavit dicere:
hoc est corpus menm, cum signu~ daret
corporis sui. Iu the like connection as
When he says" Petra erat Christus " is ~qniv
alent to significabat Christum. C. Adlman
tum c. 12.
2 Contra ndversarium legis ct propheta
rum, 1. II. c. 9.
8 See I. III. de trinitatc c. X. ~ 19 ct 20,
cp.98.
4, Hunc cibum ct potum vult intclligi soci-
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ctatcm corporis et mcmbrorum suorum,
quod est saneta ecclesia. - Corpus Christi
si vis intelligere, apostolum audi dicentem
fidclibus: vos nutem estis corpus Christi et
membra, mysterium vestrum in mensa do
minieR positum cst, mysterium vcstrum ac
cipitis.
5 Ideo dicuntur sacramenta, quia. in cis
aliud vidctur, aliud intclli~itur.
6 eerte vel tunc intelligetis, quia gratia
ejus non consumitur morsibus.
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spirit wrought, through which Christ communicated himself to us. 1
Christ is eternal life, and in his flesh and blood gives himself. Augustin
distinguishes the inward and the outward manducation of the supper,
(manducare intus et foris.) The former is the privilege only of be
lievers ; 2 but the unbelieving and the unworthy receive nothing but
the sacrament of the body and blood of Christ.3
Next, we find a more spiritual apprehension of this doctrine in those
church-teachers on whose theological education the study of Origen
had exerted a decided influence; from which number, however, it is
evident from what has been said, Gregory of Nyssa 4 must be excepted,
although on other subjects, he accords very nearly with Origen.
Gregory N anzianzen calls the eucharist an archetype of the great mys
teryof the sacrifice of Christ; 5 the symbol of the sacrifice by which
the salvation of mankind had been wrought out. 6 Assuredly, however,
he conceived in connection with this a higher divine influence, as is
sufficiently evident from looking at the connection of his ideas relative
to the priesthood and to sacrifice; and this is confirmed, moreover, by
certain individual expressions of his concerning the effects of the
eucharist, as when he calls it a sacrifice, by which we enter into fellow
ship with Christ, into fellowship with his sufferings and his divine
nature,7 -the holy transaction which exalts us to heaven. s He accord
ingly supposes a certain sanctifying influence of the Logos, which, by
virtue of the words pronounced by the priest, becomes united with the
symbols of the bread and wine; and in so far then as the outward sym
bols, as vehicles of this supernatural sanctifying impartation of the Logos,
are substituted in place of the real body of Christ, they are called the
body and blood of Christ. 9 Eusebius of Cresarea probably distinguishes,
like his teacher Origen,lO the sensible and the spiritual eucharist. In
reference to the former, he says; it is enjoined upon Christians to
celebrate the remembrance of Christ's sacrifice by the symbols of his
1· Si caro nibil non prodesset, verbum caro
Christ's glorified body, explained above on
non fieret, ut inhabitaret in nobis. Caro page 428.
vas fuit j quod habcbat, attende, non quod
£> Orat. I. f. 38.
Twv peyaAi:Jv pvaT1/ptIJV
erato
•
UVTtTV1l"OV.
2 Habe fidem, et tecum est quem non
6 TV1l"OL rf;~ lpT;~ a(JT1/pia~. Orat. XVII.
vides.
f. 273.
3 Sermo 235, 272. Tractat. 26, Evang.
7 Orat. III. f. 70. llt' ~r; ~fLfir; Xptar:.iiJ
KOlV(JVoV/l-EV, Ka2 TWv 1taiJTJPu'T(JV Kal T1J~
Job.
4 At the same time, however, tbis mode iJeOr17Tor;.
of apprehension does not appear, with him,
8 'AV(J cpepovaa ILVGraY(Jyia.
Orat.XVlI.
to be an entirely isolated thing, but stands f. 273.
9 See ep. 240 ad Amphilochium, among
strictly connected with his whole system:
for in this is made distinctly prominent the the few letters which nre inserted at the
fundamental idea, that as the principle of beginning of the first volume of his works:
corruption (I/l&opa) was propagated in hu ·Orav AOYctJ Ka&D.K1)r; 'TOV AOyOV· orav a~a
man nature from the first sin; so, in opposi paKTC:J TOfL~ aW/l-a Kat al/l-a TellVTJ~ Ora7rOTlKOV,
tion to this, the principle of incorruption, l/l(Jv~v h(JV TO ;icpo~. These words, no
(IJtpfJapata,) proceeding from Christ, must doubt, admit of being understood, accord
pervade the entire human natnre as the ing to the mode of apprehension already
first fruits (u1l"apXTJ) of the new creation. noticed, as referrinO' to a repeated incarna
! et another modification of this idea might, tion, (fvrrClpK(Jalr;:) b but we must consider
mde~d, have otfere~ itself to him, corres too, that Gregory was much addicted to
ponding to that notIOn of the character of rhetorical exag"'eration.
10 See vol I. p. 648.
b
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body and blood.! In reference to the latter, he thus paraphrases the
words of Christ in the 6th chapter of John's gospel: "Think not that
I am speaking of the body which I bear with me, as if this must be
eaten. Neither think that I bid you drink my sensible and bodily
blood; but know that the very words which r have spoken to you are
spirit and life, so that my words and doctrines themselves are my flesh
and blood. He who, by appropriating to himself these, becomes, so to
speak, nourished with the bread from heaven, will be made a partaker
of the heavenly life." 2

e. IJoetrine of the Last Things.
In respect to the doctrine concerning the last things, it is to be
observed that the notions respecting disciplinary or purgatory sufferings,
which in the East and West had already in the preceding period
shaped themselves out into different forms from a commixture of Persico
Jewish and Christian ideas, passed over into this period also. It was
supposed that the doctrine of a purgatorial fire was to be found in
Malachi 3, and in 1 Corinthians, 3 : 12.3 In connection with the
notion of a dead faith, and the confounding together of the conceptions
of the visible and of the invisible church, this doctrine, as had happened
before under a Jewish-Christian mode of apprehension, that for example
of the Clementines, was abused in being made the foundation of the
false view, that'whoever was a member of the orthodox catholic church,
and at the same time led a vicious .life, would possess this advantage
over the unbelieving, that although he needed to pass through such a
purification after death, he would still in the end attain to salvation.
Thus the passage just mentioned in the first epistle to the Corinthians
was so misconstrued, that it was supposed it might be affirmed of him
who united with the pretended faith in Christ every species of vice,
that he built on the foundation, which is Christ. The moral zeal of
Pelagius against an error so practically mischievous, led him to contend
against the doctrine of such an ignis purgatorius, - as may be gathered
from his declaration which he made at the synod of Diospolis. 4
Augustin sought to guard this doctrine against such misinterpretations. o
He considered that passage .in the first epistle to the Corinthians, as
referring immediately to the purification by means of trials in the
present life, of those who, though inspired by love to Christ, were still
not as yet so penetrated by it, as to have their hearts entirely cleansed
from the love of earthly things; for, in order that Christ should really
be the foundation, it was required that the love to him should over
balance all other interests, and that the soul should be ready to sacri
fice every thing for him. 6 Such a proof of purification, continuing to
Demonstrat. evangel. lib. I. c. 10, f. 39.
Theol. eccles. 1. III. c. 12.
Vid. Cyrill. cateches. 15, § 9: Ilvp &J1a
/U1aTl/(OV TWV civrfpiJ1fWV before the last judg
lIlent. Prenre quredam purgatorire. De
civitate Dei, 1. XX. c. 25; 1. XXI. c. 13, 24.
4 See above, p. 584, Note.
S In his enchiridion ad Laurentium, c. 68.
1

2
8

6 Si Christus in corde fundnmenti habet
locum, id est, ut ei nihil anteponatur, et
malit homo qui tali dolore uritur, rehus
quas ita dilil!it, magis carere quam Christo,
per ignem fit salvus. Si autem res hu
jus modi temporales ac seculares tempore
tentationis muluerit tenere quam Christ
urn, eum in fundamento non habuit,
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go on even after death, but only in the case of those who, in the sense
just described, had made Christ the basis of their life, he considered to
be a supposable thing; so that many believers attained to the state of
blessedness through a certain purifying fire, enduring for a longer or
shorter time, according as they had set their affections more or less on
perishable goods. But he puts down this doctrine as somewhat
doubtful.!
The doctrine of eternal punishment continued, as in the preceding
period, to be dominant in the creed of the church. Yet, in the Oriental
church, in which, with the exception of those subjects immediately con
nected with the doctrinal controversies, there was greater freedom and
latitude of development, many respectable church· teachers still stood
forth, without injuring their reputation for orthodoxy, as advocates of
the opposite doctrine, until the time when the Origenistic disputes
caused the agreement with Origen in respect to this point also to be
considered as something decidedly heretical. The scepticism with
regard to that doctrine arose from very different points of view, and
very different interests. For the most part, in the great cities of the
East, it arose by no means from a more free and earnest reflection on
religious subjects, but from a lack of Christian seriousness and a super
ficial and trifling mode of judgment. There were persons who could not
seize the contrariety of moral evil to God's holiness in its strict truth,
entangled as they still were too much in the pagan view of evil as a
property of nature, and hence were still too far from rightly under
standing the true essence of Christian sanctification. They would fain
reason away the doctrine of eternal punishment, simply because this
doctrine presented terrifying images, which disturbed them in a life too
deficient in point of moral strictness and purity. God - they imagined
- could not so severely judge the weaknesses of mankind. Those
declarations of holy scripture respecting everlasting punishments con
tained nothing but terrifying threats. Chrysostom, who, in the great
cities where he labored, came most frequently in contact with this
frivolous way of thinking, was incited, by the lively zeal which he felt
against every thing destructive to practical Christianity, to controvert
these opinions with earnestness,2 although perhaps otherwise his mild
and amiable spirit might not be altogether disinclined to the doctrine
of a universal restoration, with which he must have become acquainted
at an earlier period, from being a disciple of Diodorus of Tarsus.3
. But from two theological schools there went forth an opposition to
the doctrine of everlasting punishment, which had its ground in a deeper
Christian interest; inasmuch as the doctrine of a universal restoration
was closely connected with the entire dogmatic systems of both these
schools, namely, that of Origen, and the school of Antioch. As it
cum in 1OOificio prius non sit aliquid funda
mento.
1 Incredibile non est, et utmm ita sit,
qureri po test.
2 In epist. I. ad Thessal. Hom. VIII.; ep.
II. Hom. III.
a It is remarkable that Chrysostom in his

homolctic exposition of the first epist1~ to
the Corinthians, (chap. 15: 28,) mentiO~S
the opinion of those who would find In
these words the doctrine of a total destruc
tion of evil (avaipe(1l~ riJr KaKia!:) wi.thout
controverting it j see Hom. XXXIX. 10 ep.
I. ad Corinth. T. X. cd. Montf'. f. 372.
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concerns the former,' we may remark here still another after-influence
of the great Origen upon individual church-teachers whose theological
education had been shaped by the study of his writings, as, for ex
ample, a Didymus,I and a Gregory N azianzen. But this particu
lar doctrine was expounded and maintahwd with the greatest logical
ability and acuteness, in works written expressly for that purpose, by
~regory of Nyssa. 2 God, he maintained, had created rational beings,
ln order that they might be self-conscious and free vessels and recipi
~nts for the communications of the original fountain of all good. 3 Now
If the soul exist in a condition of harmonious correspondence with this
~estination, and of harmonious activity for the reception of the godlike
hfe, it is blessed. If this harmonious relation is disturbed by that
which is alien from it, by moral evil, it is wretched. The expressions
reward and punishment, are but inadequate terms to denote the pres
ent existence· or the disturbance of this harmony of relations; just as
when the healthy eye, in the exercise of the power residing within it,
perceives objects in the sun-light, or when it is prevented from so doing
by disease. All punishments are means of purification, ordained by
divine love with a view to purge rational beings from moral evil, and to
restore them back again to that communion with God which corres
ponds to their nature. God would not have permitted the existence
of evil, unless he had foreseen that by the redemption, all rational
beings would in the end, according to their destination, attain to the
same blessed fellowship with himself. 4
In like manner the doctrine of universal restoration was closely
connected with the fundamental views of Theodore of :M:opsuestia con
cerning the two great periods in the development of the rational
~reation, and concerning the final end of the redemption, whereby the
Immutability of a divine life should take the place of that mutability
and exposure to temptation, which had before prevailed in the entire
rational creation. Moral evil appeared here, in fact, as a universally
necessary point of transition for the development of freedom. [, Diodo
rus of Tarsus had already unfolded this doctrine in his work which has
not come down to us, on the incarnation of the deity, (rrcp'i OlK(J)Jopiar,)
and Theodore exhibited it in his commentary on the gospels. 6 In
I Though in the writings of Didymus
Which have come to our knowledge, there
are no distinct traces to be found of the
?octrine of restoration, ((irrOlwTucrracrtr,) yet
In the work De trinitate published by Min
garelli (Bologna, 1i69) an intimation of
this kind may be found in his exposition
and application of the passage in Philipp.
2: 10, where in reference to the KaraX~Ovta
as well as to the lrrlyaa, he speaks of the
calling on the name of Christ, which ex
tends to the salvation of all j see 1. III. c.
10.365.
2 As for example, in hi~ exposition of
1 Corinth. 15: 28, in his Myor; KaTT/XT/TtK6r,
c. 8 and 35, in his tract on the soul and on
~e resurrection, in his tract on the eady
cath of children.
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8 'Or; TOv rrAoVT(J)J TCrv fJC£c.w ayafJCrv pJJ
apyOv ell--at, ul).' oOov uyyda Tlva 7TpoarprrlKa

Ti:Jv 1/roxwv Ooxcla.
,. As this doctrine stands so closely con
nected with Gregory's whole system of
faith, it belongs among the worst examples
of an arbitrary caprice, regardless of history,
when Genn:mus, patriarch of Constantino
ple in the eighth century, in his aVTa7ToOOTl
K~ or uvfn9CVTOt;, endenyored to show that all
the passages in Gregory's writings, referring
to this doctrine, were interpolated by here
tics. See Photo cod. 233.
Ii See above p. 657.
6 Extracts from these writings by the
Nestorian bishop Solomon of Bassora, in
the thirteenth century, in Assemani, T. m.
P. I. f. 323, 24 j compo the fourth of Theo
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these writings they adduced many other special reasons against the
eternity of punishment. " If the rewards of eternity so far exceed
good works and the brief period of life, ought not the· punishments
much more to be overcome by the divine mercy. God would not
revive the wicked at the resurrection, if they must needs suffer only
punishment without reformation." They believed they found an intima
tion that the degree of punishment would be proportionate to the
degree of sin in Luke 12 : 47 ; Matth. 5 : 26. From the fundamental
principles of Theodore it also necessarily follows, though we have no dis
tinct declaration of his own on that point, that as the antithesis of those
two periods was assumed by him to embrace generally the entire rational
creation, he must· therefore have extended the restoration to fallen
spirits as well as to mankind.
3. Opposite Theological Tendencies 'Which arose out of the after.
workings of the Origenistic disputes.

We have still to mention a series of controversies which are more
loosely connected with the history of particular doctrines, and which
form a whole of themselves, - the renewed controversies concerning
Origen, respecting whose relation to the theological development of
this period we have spoken already in the general introduction. We
perceive in these disputes, first, the struggle of that more free theologi
cal tendency which started from Origen, with that other more narroW
tendency clinging fast to the letter of the church doctrine, which from
tlie beginning stood opposed to the Origenistic school, as the struggle
of a more fleshly with a more spiritual tendency in the mode of appre·
hending Christianity. But the theological interest of these contro
versies was soon lost in contests of another kind, partaking more of a
secular than of a spiritual interest; but then these controversies gain
another important significance for us, in that they exhibit to us a
hero of the faith, who, unsubdued by all persecutions and sufferings,
manfu1ly contended with spiritual weapons against the corruptions of
the church which grew out of the confusion of things sI)iritual with
things temporal.
Origen, long since pronounced a heretic in the Western church, was
scarcely known among the Western theologians except by name, while
those of the East were forming different parties in their various judg
ments concerning him. He had some enthusiastic admirers, who
agreed with him in all his peculiar views, while there were_other blind
zealots, who looked upon him in no other light than as the father of
all. heresies. There were others, again, holding the middle ground be
tWIxt these two parties, who, acknowledging his merits in relation to
the progress of theology, without overlooking his defects, sought with
moderation and freedom of spirit to separate the true from the false in
his writings and doctrines. As the Arians could find many things in
dore's excerpts in Marins Mercator. In
Theodore's commentary on the O"ospel of
John, so far as it remains to us,Othere are
also to be found traces of this doctrine.

But thongh such traces occurred in this
commentary, yet, as a matter of co~rse,
passages of this kind were not received Into
the catenre.
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the works of Origen which seemed to furnish them with a foothold for
their attacks against the Nicene creed; as they appealed, whether
rightly or wrongly, to many of his assertions as justifying their own
views; as the system of the Semi-Arians properly derived its origin
frOID this father; all these circumstances would tend to place him in
an unfavorable light. The Marcellus of Anc¥a, who has already been
mentioned in the history of doctrinal controversies, was the first to
attack Origen on this particular side. He represented him as the
author of Arianism. He accused him of having stood forth as a theo
logical writer while he was still to.o crude, and after studying the
writings of the Greek philosophers much more than the Bible, whence
he mixed up foreign Platonic doctrines with the Christian scheme of
faith.l He very unjustly reproaches him, for having commenced his
work llt'Pt aptCJv with the same words with which Plato begins his Gorgias;
though these words in Origen, owing to the connection in which they
Occur, receive an entirely different and decidedly Christian sense, as
Eusebius, the defender of Origen, very properly remarks. He objects
that Origen gave this work a title borrowed from the philosophical use
of language; whence he draws the arbitrary conclusion, that the
subject-matter, therefore, was derived from the same fountain-head,
namely, from the Greek philosophy. ~rhe great point with l\larcellus
was, to preserve unalloyed the simple doctrine of scripture, which led
him also to oppose, generally, the too high authority ascribed to the
older fathers, and to admit of no other evidence, in matters of faith,
than that of the sacred scriptures. 2 But other eminent church-teachers,
as, for instance, Athanasius, endeavored to show, that the Ariana
wrongly cited Origen as on their side. Didymus of Alexandria defended
the authority of Origen, whose whole system he had adopted, so far as
it did not stand in express contradiction with that which had been set
tled and determined in the doctrinal controversies.3 Basil of Cresarea
1 ·On upn Ti:JV KaTu. t/Jt.A.oaol/Jtav U7rO(1TCl~
/lIl-8TJp.unJV Kat Toi~ r:JE:i.o~ OfUA~aat 7rpOeMp.
CVOf Myo~ 7rPO T~!: uKPtf3oV~ Ti:JV ypaq,i:Jv KaTa
A#eCJ!:
TO 7roAv Kat ~IMTlP.OV TTK £;CJl'1ev
1ta«kvaf(,)~, l'1aTTov Toii deOvTO~ ri.p;ap.evor
~7roypu<PEtV, iJ7rO TCJv T~~ q,t.A.oaoq>tar 7rap~t-81J
AOYCJV Kat. TlViJ. dt' aimJV~ ou KaAt:ir yE:ypaq,e.

ow

Euseb. c. Marccllum, lib. I. f. 23. Compare
With this what we have said in the first vol
Ume (p. 698) respecting the intellectual
training of o ria-en.
0
2 The Arian Asterius, whom Marcellus
c~ntroyertcd, had appealed i~ de!e,!se of
hIS doctrine to the doyp.a 7repL l'1eov, 07rep (II
aO¢WTaTOl 7i:Jv .7raTipwv urrecfriJvavTo. There
Were here two thincrs calculated to revolt
Marcellus who was ~o zealous in maintain
ing the soie and exclusive authority of the
divine word: that he should call humau
t~achers fathers and give to their declara
tions the honor which is due to the sacred
scriptures alone, and that he should employ
the term ooyp.a to denote the divine, doctri~e.
lie makes a distinction between MYor l'1u01"
Ilnd ooyp.a uvl'1pcJ7rll-'OV; a distinction which,

though not grounded in the use of language
among the church-teachers, yet is so in the
original signification of the terms. His
remarkable words are: To yap TOV dOYfUlTDr

ovop.a T~~ av-8pwrri.vTJ~ tXt:Tat {3ovJ..TJ~ i f Ka~
yvwp.TJr. ·On de Toiil'1' oVj(J~ eXfl, fUlpTVpel
plv iJpiv IKavi:J~ iJ ooyp.aj(.J(~ ri:Jv laTpwv rE:XVTJ,

(contradistinction of dogmatists and empir
ics,) p.apTVpti & ru TWV 9v.oa09CJV Ka).ovl'.EVa.
·OTt at Kai Ta (Jl))'KI.~TIt1 oo';avTa en /(01 viiv
ooyp.ara (Jl)YKI.1JTOV Ai)'fTal, ovcli:va ayvoelv
olp.at. In reference to the first, Eusebius
opposed to him the passage in Dent. 32: 7,
which, falsely applied as it was, had still
berome classical on this point; and in refer
enre to the usc of the term do)pa, he opposed
to him the passage in Ephes. 2: 15, where
he explained the word ooyp.aTa as referring
to the doctrines of Christianity; thoug-h, in
fact, it must necessarily be understood of
the dogmas of the law, and hence was a
testimony rather in favor of Marcellus than
against him.
.
8 For the rest, the remark we made on
page 349 concerning the revolution of the
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and Gregory N anzianzen publisherl, as the result of their common
studies, a Chrestomathy from the writings of Origen, with a view to
the diffusion of his spiritual ideas, and particulary of his prhtciples of
interpretation.1 Origen had the greatest influence on the formation
of the theological system set forth by Gregory of Nyssa, in which we
meet once more with many of the peculiar ideas of the great church
father, although Gregor/was a perfectly independent theologian, and
reproduced, with the freshness of original thought, whatever he learnt
from the labors of others.
Among the monks, especially in Egypt, there were, in the fourth
century, two parties of opposite spiritual bents, who also stood opposed
to each other in their judgment of Origen. One of these parties, pos
sessed of a more limited intellectual culture, and confined to a rude,
fleshly mode of apprehending divine things, hated Origen as the zealous
opponent of this tendency. The venerated Pachomius 2 warned his
disGiples most of all against the writings of Origen, because the latter
was more dangerous than other heretics, since under the pretence of
expounding the holy scriptures, he introduced into them his own
erroneous doctrines. The monks of the other class, who were possessed
of more cultivated minds, and of a more contemplative mystical bent,
entertained a high respect for Origen, in whose works they found ample
nourishment for their own spiritual tendency.
Among the former class of monks an individual had received bis
education, who, at the time of the first breaking out of these disputes,
stood in high estimation on account of the zeal for piety and orthodoxy
which he had displayed for a long series of years. This was Epipha
nius. He was born in the early part of the fourth century, in the village
of Besanduk, belonging to the territory of the city of Eleutheropolis in
Palestine. 3 He had been educated among those Egyptian monks for the
monastic life, and their narrow intellectual culture was transmitted to
him. After this, he returned home to his native country, where he
became superintendent of a cloister which he founded near the place
of his birth ; and in the year 367, bishop of Salamis, then called Con
stantia, metropolis of the island of Cyprus. His writings show him to
have been a man of extensive reading, but quite deficient in criticism
and in logical arrangement, - possessed of sincere piety, but also of a
very narrow dogmatical spirit; - a man who was altogether unable to
distinguish essentials from non-essentials in doctrinal differences, - the
letter from the spirit in modes of apprehending the scheme of faith, and
who would be very ready to discern a dangerous heresy in every
opinion on matters of faith that deviated from the one which commonly
prevailed; - and it was a matter of course, that, to such a man, Origen,
, whom he was incapable of understanding, would appear as the most
Alexandrian spirit holds good also of Didy
mus, as he exhibits himself in his work De
trinitate. He forms an important link in
the development of the scheme peculiar to
the Alexandrians, as it subsequently ex
pressed itself in opposition to the Antio
chian system j and also in the formation of

the mystical theology, as it afterwards ~p
pears in the writings of the Pseudo·DlO"
nysius.
1 The I/ltMKaAta.
2 See vol. II. p. 236.
8 Sozom. VI. 32.
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dangerons of false teachers; as, in fact, in his description and critique
of the heresies, he considered it especially necessary to warn his
readers against him. .
A second eminent teacher of the church, who took part in these
controversies, was Jerome, a person of great merit, on account of his
researches in biblical literature and the pains he took to promote a
more thorough study of the scriptures among the people of the West.
T~at he was animated by a warm zeal for the cause of the gospel, is
evmced by the unwearied labors of his long life, for which, during his
Own life-time, he was rewarded from many quarters only with ingratitude.
But his better qualities were obscured by the great defects of his
character, by his mean passions, his easily offended vanity, his love of
controversy and of rule, his pride, so often concealed under the garb
of humility. His letters and other writings testify, beyond doubt, that
he knew how to bring home to the hearts of others many great truths
of practical Christianity, which, from "the want of Christian self-knowl
edge and self-control, he omitted to set before himself, and apply to his
own case, on the proper occasions. Let us first cast a glance at the
earlier history of the life and labors of this remarkable man, down to
the time when he took part in these controversies.
. Jerome was born at Stridon, on the borders of Dalmatia and Panno
nia,l according to the Chronicle of Prosper, in the year 331, though
other marks and evidences seem te point to a date some ten years later.
At Rome, where the celebrated grammarian Donatus was his teacher,
he enjoyed the' advantages of a good literary education, and there, also,
he at an early age received baptism. After various journies, which
he was induced to undertake in part by his love of knowledge, he
~njoyed for some time at Antioch the instructions of the learned Apol
Imaris, and then withdrew from the society of men into the desert of
9halcis in Syria. The inward conflicts which had led him to seek the
life of seclusion, were in his case but rendered the more violent in this
solitude. He had, until now, chiefly occupied himself with the study
of the ancient authors, many of whom he had taken along with him
from Rome. That he should find in them a good deal which was
~nsuited to his then ascetic bent of mind, may be well conceived. It
18 easy to explain also, how, in this disturbed, legal tone of mind, his
Conscience would upbraid him on account of his employing so much of
his time on pagan literature. In the opinions entertained of this latter,
We find in this period the most opposite errors. 'Vhile some, - either
through a misconceived zeal, which, especially in such transition-epochs
?f the inner life, wherein the might of Chris~ian consciousness asserted
Itself in a decided manner, might easily arise, or through mental indo
lence, which sought concealment under the guise of piety,- were induced
absolutely to shun all intercourse with ancient literature as something
that belonged to Satan's kingdom, there were at Rome ecclesiastics
who studied the ancient authors even to the neglect of holy writ.2
S 1 According to the conjecture of some,
S~~va in Hungary, on the boundaries of

2 As Jerome complains in his letter to the
Roman bishop Damasus, ep. 146, (according
to Martianay, T. Ill. f. 160:) At nuncsacer
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The medium between these two opposite mistakes was held by such
men as Augustin, who, in his Guide to the education of the clergy,
says that every thing true and good should be appropriated to the
service of Christianity; and that even from the Pagans should be taken
the silver and gold, which, in truth, they had not themselves created,
but only brought to light out of the stores of an omnipresent provi
dence. I
Now, when Jerome, in the midst of the severe ascetic discipline to
which he subjected himself, felt his conscience reproach him on account
of the predilection he had hitherto shown for the Pagan literature, we
may easily explain how it might ha.ppen, that in a violent attack of
fever brought on by his rigid austerities and his abstinence from food
in the Quadrigesimal fasts, his thoughts should shape themselves into
that vision, which, by his own fault and that of his later antagonist,
Rufinus, became magnified to an undue importance. He thought that
he appeared before the judgment-seat of God. When, to the question
put to him, he answered, " I am a Christian," it was said, " thou art not
a Christian, but a Ciceronean; for where thy treasure is, there is thy
heart also;" and under the infliction of the lash, he made a solemn
vow never to take into his hand another pagan book. This oath he
assuredly did not consider himself bound strictly to keep, as is proved
by the frequent accurate quotations from ancient authors in his writr
ings ; - unless we credit the solemn assurance of Jerome himself, in
answer to the charge of perjury brought against him by Rufinus, that
he made all these citations simply from memory. Possibly he differed
in his own judgment respecting this vision in different moods of mind,
passions, and situations. Where he wished to dissuade from the read
ing of the heathen authors, he represented this as being a supernatural
vision,2 and thus furnished Rufinus a good reason for accusing him of
self-contradiction and of perjury.3 And Jerome could adduce nothing
in his own vindication, except first, that he had really read no pagan
author since his conversion, and cited every thing from mere memory,
a statement against which Rufinus could urge many plausible objec
dotes Dei, omissis evangeliis et prophetis,
videas comredias legere.
1 Quod eorum tanquam aurum et argen
tum, quod non ipsi instituerunt, sed de qui
busdam quasi metallis dhinre providentire,
qure uhique infusa est, eruerunt. De doc
trina Christiana, 1. II. § 60. Here belongs
also the advice which Isidore of Pelusium
gives to an anagnost in the course of train
ing for the spiritual office. He would most
profit himself and others, if he devoted his
whole life to the study of the sacred scrip
tures, but at the same time also appropriated
what he could make use of from the ancient
literature in the service of Christianity,
6C10V XP~C1lflOV ile 'Tij~ l;w{Jev 1t'aLdeVC1ew~,
fJC11rep' ~ fli"Mtrra, dpF:1faflevo~, 1t'aM.a yap
UprrlJ~ EvE/cev 1t'e9tM(]o9~Ka(Jl. Lib. II. ep.
S. Among the Greek church-teachers such
views were by no means uucommon. The
above-mentioned Isidore, however, censures

an anchorite, in reference to his peculiar
purpose of life, because he spent his tiI!'e
chiefly in reading the pagan writers. LIb.
I. ep. 63. .
2 Ep. 18 ad Eustochium, where be ad
duces in proof of the reality of the thing
the liventes scapulas, and that be plngas
sensisse post somnum. Which, in case. he
remembers rightly, still admits of beIDg
easily explained.
8 Rutin says in his invectim against Je
rome., 1. II. f. 285, T. V. ed. Martianay, not
without truth: Relegantllr nunc qureso qure
scribit, si una ejus operis pagiua est, q~re
non eum iterum Ciceronianum pronunclct,
ubi uon dieat: sed Tullius noster, sed FI~c
eus noster, sed Maro. Jam vero ChrySIP
purn et Aristidem, Empedoclem et cretcrs
Grrecorum auetorum nomina, ut doctns
videatur et plurimre lectionis, tauquam fu
mos et nebulas lectoribus spargit.
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tions; and secondly, that the whole was but a dream, and what was
done in a dream was a thing of no account. l This little trait is not
without its importance, as opening a glimpse into the character of
Jerome. Veracity or untrustworthiness of character is often indicated
in the plainest manner by the merest trifles.
As other monks endeavored to occupy the lower powers of nature on
various kinds of handicrafts, and thereby to escape many inward temp
tations, so Jerome chose, instead of these, a kind of discipline which
came nearer to his calling, and from which he could gain more that would
be profitable to the church. He learnt from a Jew the Hebrew lan
guage. 2 He was afterwards ordained as a presbyter at Antioch; and,
between the years 379 and 380, made a journey to Constantinople,
drawn by the invitation of Gregory Nanzianzen. By the latter, his
attention was first particularly directed to Origen, of whose exegetical
writings he fr{)m this time forward availed himself in many ways, and
of whose homilies he translated several into Latin. Then he journeyed
to Rome in 382, on a visit to the bishop Damasus, with whom at an
earlier period he had already entered into friendly relations, and the
latter availed himself of his various knowledge by making him his
secretary and adviser in church matters; by which office he must have
become very accurately versed in ecclesiastical affairs; as the most
important passed through his own hands. 3 Here he gained many enthu
siastic friends, but made also many violent enemies. As a promoter
of monasticism in a country where it was as yet but little loved, in the
great capital, where the rigidly ascetic tendency came into collision
with the propensities and interests of many, he could not fail even on
this score to incur the hatred of numbers, both of the clergy and laity;
and as he induced ladies and maidens of the noblest families, by the
enthusiasm for the ascetic life with which he inspired them, to forsake
their worldly relations, and in some cases to retire to a life of solitude in
Palestine, so by this means he vexed and irritated some of the most
eminent citizens of Rome. To these occasions of offence must be added
the strong contrast of his erudition with the ignorance which prevailed
among many of the Roman clergy, which superiority Jerome, in his
usual way, took no pains to hide, but on the other hand endeavored
to make them feel; and also the peculiarly sarcastic manner in which
he exposed and chastised the faults of the worldly-minded clergy in
ROm'e, particula.rly in a widely circulated letter addressed to the nun
Eustochium - so that Rufinus afterwards accused him of putting
weapons into the hands of the Pagans against the Christians.4 But
.1 ~rec dicerem, si quippiam v.igiIans p~o
tnlsslssem; nunc autem novum Impudentue
genus objidt mihi somnium meum. S~d
tarncn qui somnium criminatur, audIat
prophetarum voces, somniis non esse ere
dendum. Adv. Hufin.l. 1. f. 385, T.IV. ed.
Martianav.
2 Incen'tiva vitiorum ardoremque naturre
!erre lion poteram quem quum crebris je
Juniis frangercm ~ens tamen (,O!jitationibus
restuabat. Ad quam cdomandam cuidam

fratri, qui ex Hcbrreis erediderat, me in dis
ciRlinam dedi. Ep. 95 (or 4) ad Rusticum;
8 Jerome ep.11 (or 91) ad Ageruchiam:
Cum in chartis eecIesiasticis juvarem Da
masum et orientis atque occidentis synodicis
consultationibus respondercm.
• Hufinus 1. II. invectiv.: Ea qure gentiles
falso in nos confcrre crimina putabantur,
iste vera esse, imo multo pejora a nostris
geri quam illi criminabantur asseruit. Cer
tainly an unjust charge.
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as long as Damasus lived, Jerome was sufficiently protected by his
authority. But, as he died in the year 384, and his successor Siricius
seems not to have been so favorably disposed towards Jerome, he
saw himself under the necessity of yielding to the- great number of his
enemies, and he determined to withdraw from Babylon, as he was
accustomed from this time forth to denominate Rome.!
Bethlehem, the place of resort for many monks, now became the
seat of his activity, where, under his guidance, young men were edu
cated in sacred studies, and where, by the composition of his voluminous
works, relating chiefly to the exposition of the sacred scriptures, he
made himself extremely useful to the whole Western church. The like
services which had been rendered to the Oriental church by Origen,
in correcting the original text of the New Testament and the Greek
translation of the Old, Jerome rendered to the West by his corrections
of the Latin version of the Bible, now become greatly distorted by the
blending together of different translations, the mixing up with each
other of the different gospels, and the ignorance of transcribers.2 Sum
moned to the task by the Roman bishop Damasus, who perceived the
need of such a correction of the text, he had already, while at Rome,
emended the translation of the gospels, and completed the same task on
the version of the Psalms. At Bethlehem, supported by the Hexapla of
Origen, which he obtain~d from the library at Caesarea, he extended
this work to the whole Bible. Even this was a bold undertaking; by
which he must expose himself to be loaded with reproaches on the part
of those who, in their ignorance, which they identified with a pious
simplicity,3 were wont to condemn every deviation from the traditional
text, however necessary or salutary it might be. They were very
ready to see, in any change of the only text which was known to them,
a falsification, without inquiring any farther into the reason of the
alteration. 4 And, yet, here he had in his favor the authority of a Ro
man bishop, as well as the fact, that in this case it was impossible to
oppose to him a translation established and transmitted by ecclesiastical
authority, or a divine inspiration of the text hitherto received.
But he must have given far greater offence by another useful under
taking, viz: a new version of the Old Testament, not according to the
Alexandrian translation, which before this had alone been regarded,
but according to the Hebrew. This appeared to many, even of those
who did not belong to the class of ignorant persons, a great piece of
impiety - to pretend to understand the Old Testament better than the
1 Ep. 99 ad Asellum, when just ready to
embark: Ora, ut de Babylone Hierosolymam
regrediar. And in the preface to his trans
lation of the tract bv Didymus on the Holy
Spirit: Cum in Bahylone versarer et pur
puratre meretricis essem colon us.
•
2 Tot exemplaria quot codices, says Je
rome, ep. 125 ad Damasum.
3 A class of men widelv diffused in the
'Vestern church, against whom Jerome says
manr excellent things in defense of em
ploymg science in the service of the church.

Piscatorum se discipulos asserentes, quasi
idcirco sancti sint, si nihil scierint. Ep. 102
ad Marcellum.
.
4 Jerome in his preface to Damasus: QU.L9
enim doctus pariter vel indoctns, cum. ~n
manus volumen assumserit, et a saIl'S
quam semel imbiberit, viderit discrepar~
quod 1ectitat, non statim ernmpet in. YOces.
me falsarium, me clamans esse sacrll:gu~,
qui audeam aliquid in veterem libns a 
dere, mutare, corrigere.
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seventy inspired interpreters, - better than the Apostles who had fol
lowed this translation, and who would have given another translation
if they had considered it to be necessary -- to allow one's self to be so
misled by Jews, as for their accommodation to falsify the writings of the
Old Testament! 1
At that time there was formed in and about Jerusalem a poble soci
ety of like-minded theologians, who agreed together in their zeal for the
advancement of theological science. "\Vith Jerome lived, on terms of
the most intimate union, the friend of his youth, the presbyter Rufinus
of Aquileia, who was residing at Jerusalem with the bishop John, with
whom he stood in the most friendly relations. All three shared in the
same love for the writings of Origen. Jerome had indeed sought to
make several of his works more widely known in the Western church
by means of translations, and had in his prefaces spoken of him with
the. greatest admiration. The spiritual bent of Jerome was beyond all
question quite different from that of Origen. Certainly, he had never
made himself master of his whole doctrinal system; as, in general, he
was destitute of the mental impulse to form a system. His peculiar
intellectual discernment was directed rather on particulars than on the
~eneral principles. And it might be for this very reason, that in mak
mg use of Origen in his biblical commentaries, he adopted several of
his expositions, which were of such a kind as to agree neither with his
own other views of the faith nor with the dominant church system, with
out deeming it necessary to utter a word of warning until his attention
had been directed by others to this opposition of views. But free and
unfettered as Jerome was on this side, while he was left to himself, he
could, nevertheless, easily be made narrow and confined by causes with
out himself, when anything was pointed out to him which was opposed
to the orthodoxy of the church, and he had reason to apprehend he
might be suspected of any such thing himself. Anxiously solicitous
f?~ the reputation of his orthodoxy, he was on this side extremely sen
SItive.
Now, it happened about the year 394, that among the many who
made the pilgrimage from the West to the holy cities in Palestine, sev
eral of the zealots for the letter of the church scheme of doctrine, such
as Aterbius, and still later Vigilantius, were among the number. They
had always been used to hear Origen spoken of as one of the most dan
gerous of false teachers, without knowing anything more of him; and
hence they were greatly alarmed, when they were compelled to obser~e
that the writincrs of this father were here so much read, and that his
name was heldoin such high veneration. These zealots then could not
refrain from givincr free utterance to their fears. The bishop John and
Rufinus were not ~o ready to give way and indulge these people as J e
rome was. It was of great importance to the latter, to take care that
no suspicion of his orthodoxy should be whispered in the Roman and
Western church. He was ready therefore to justify himself by, join
All this Rufinus strenuously urges
Jerome in the second book of his
Invective: Istud nefas quomodo expiabitur,
1

~ainst

VOL. II.
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ipsam legem pervertere in nliud, quam
Apostoli tradiderunt.
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ing in the sentence of condemnation against the false doctrines of Origen,
which he might do without relinquishing his own convictions, though,
were it not for this outward challenge, he would never, perhaps, have
felt himself constrained to do any such thing. Subsequent to this time
Jerome was more cautious, it is true, in expressing his judgments con
cerning Origen; but he still continued to declare himself respecting
him with a wise moderation, saying, that, on ihe maxim of Paul, which
directs us to prove all things and hold fast that which is good, he en
deavored to make the same use of Origen as he did of other biblical
expositors, appropriating what was valuable in his writings, while he
avoided his errors.
Yet he makes it quite manifest, that if no mid-way course could be
allowed to exist betwixt the extravagant admirers ~nd the all-condemn
ing opponents of Origen, he would prefer joining himself to the latter,
because they were the most pious. 1 On this principle Jerome actu
ally proceeded, yielding to the zealots for orthodoxy, and espousing their
side, since they would allow of no neutrality and no middle ground.
In addition to this, there were also sources of personal irritation, the
influence of which, in a person of his sensitive and passionate temper,
easily intermingled with the doctrinal interest.
The cry against the Origenistic heresies at Jerusalem alarmed and
disturbed the aged Epiphanius, who, in respect to such matters, was as
excitable as he was credulous. He came himself to Jerusalem in
394, where he was received by the populace with great demonstrations
of respect, and, as was alleged against him by the bishop John, gave
way perhaps too much to these respectful attentions. He strenuously
insisted, in his interviews with the bishop John, that he ought to con
demn Origen, the father of Arius and of all other heresies. The
bishop explained that he was accustomed in reading Origen to separate
the true from the false, but he avoided entering into any doctrinal in
vestigations with Epiphanius, whose prejudices he would hardly have
been able to overcome, and with whom he could hardly have come to
any understanding on this matter. Epiphanius, however, preached a
discourse, in which he inveighed with great warmth against the defend
ers of Origen's false doctrines, so that, as it was doubtless well under
stood whom he meant, disturbances were to be apprehended. The
bishop John warned him, therefore, through his arch-deacon, during
the delivering of the sermon. Afterwards John hims~lf preached
against the anthropomorphites. Epiphanius next mounted the pulpit
and joined in the condemnation of anthropomorphism; but declared
that it was necessary also to condemn the Origenists.
Displeased with what had taken place at Jerusalem, and still more
confirmed in his suspicion that at Jerusalem the Origenistic party was
dominant, he betook himself to the monks at Bethlehem, where his in
fluence was unbounded, He warned them against having any fellow
ship with the erroneous doctrines entertained at Jerusalem, and subse
quently often repeated this warning. A part of the monks separated
1

See ep. 75 (26) ad Vigilantium. ep. 76 ad Tranquillinum.
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themselves from all church-fellowship with the bishop John. Under
these circumstances; Epiphanius took a step, which, at a time of such
great excitement, he ought above all things to have avoided, and which,
as the case stood, certainly exposes him to the suspicion of a set design.
He ordained as a presbyter Paullinianus, Jerome's brother, - as he
affirmed, without any preconcerted plan, - in a cloister belonging to
his own diocese: and the latter could now perform the priestly func
tions for the monks in Bethlehem, so that they were no longer under
the necessity of having recourse for these purposes to Jerusalem. The
bishop John might very properly complain of it as a violation of eccle
siastical rules - that a foreign bishop should ordain an ecclesiastic for
his own diocese. A violent controversy in writing ensued, in which
John complained solely of Epiphanius' love of rule and disorderly con
duct, avoiding as much as possible all mention of doctrinal matters,
while Epiphanius made the latter the principal topic of his remarks,
and called upon the bishop John to clear himself from the suspicion of
holding to the errors of Origen. Jerome embraced with eager
ness the party of Epiphanius, and thus the ancient tie of friendship was
severed. The bishop John applied with his complaints to Alexandria
and to Rome. Jerome wrote to both churches in defense of the com
mon cause. In vain did the bishop Theophilus of Alexandria endeavor,
through his presbyter Isidore, - who was, himself, however, as an Or
igenist, suspected by the party of Epiphanius and Jerome - to bring
about a reconciliation. Yet near the close of the year 396, the matter
had progressed so far, that Jerome and Rufinus became reconciled at
the altar, and the peace of the church in this country was once more
restored.
But although the friendly relations between Jerome and Rufinus
seemed outwardly to be restored again, yet the communion of spirits
which had once been disturbed, certai~ly could not be so easily re
newed, especially in the case of so irritable and suspicious a person as
Jerome. It needed but a slight occasion, to tear open again the slight
ly healed wound; and this was given by Rufinus, though without any in
tention on his part, yet certainly not without his fault. In the year 397,
he returned from his travels back to the "'tVest, and repaired to Rome.
There he was induced, as he says, by the wishes of his friend Macari
us 1 (who being engaged in writing a work against the astrological
fate, was desirous of learning the views of Origen on this su~ject) to
translate Origen's work ITEpt cipxt.Jv into Latin. Now this, after what had
taken place before, was manifestly a very unwise undertaking. This
book, of all others, was directly calculated to stir up anew the narrow
minded zealots of the Roman church against Origen; and as the pecu
liar ideas of this work were so perfectly alien from the theological spirit
of the Roman church, no good whatever would result from making it
1 From this Rtmtan writer (in distinction 28 de V. J.) mentions 8 liber adversu8
from two famous monks of the same name, mathematicos, in which he had made great
belonging to the Scetic desert in Egypt) use of the Greek church-teachers, which
Gennadius, who represents him, however, agrees with the testimony of Rufinus.
perhaps wrongly, to have been a monk, (c.
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known by a translation. But Rufinus did not even. furnish the means
for studying and understanding Origen as a.historical phenomenon. He
himself was too much carried away with wonder at the great man, and too
much fettered by the dependence of his own mind· on the dominant
scheme of the church, to be able rightly to understand Origen in his
theological development. He was too little acquainted with· the relar
tion of the hidden depths of the Christian life and consciousness to the
progressive evolution of the conception of them in time, to be able to
form any correct judgment of the relation of Origen's theology to the
church scheme of doctrine in his own age. He took the liberty to mod
ify the doctrines of Origen, especially in those passages which had ref
erence to the Trinity, according to the decisions of the council of Nice.
But he frankly confesses, also, in the preface to his translation, that in
such places he has not rendered the .sense of Origen according· to the
existing readings.· Only he affirms, that he had introduced no foreign
matter, but had simply restored the original reading, which' had been
corrupted by heretics, as the harmony with other passages required.
But, then, as he did not consistently carry through even this method,
but left many passages unaltered, which sounded no less heretical to
these times, so he exposed himself none the less to be accused by the
zealots of having found then in those passages nothing which would be
considered as heretical, - in spite of his protestations, that,· in this
translation, it was not his design to exhibit his own views, but the orig
inal doctrines of Origen, and that nothing else was to be learned from it
but these. At the same time, though perfectly aware of Jerome's ex
citable temper, and of the narrow and passionate spirit which charac
terized his principal friends at Rome, he was still imprudent enough
to refer in his preface to the praise bestowed on Origen by Jerome, and
to the similar plan of translating his works into Latin, which the latter
had adopted.
Scarcely was there time for this translation and prefaee'to become
known in Rome, when it excited among those people the most
vehement feelings of surprise and displeasure. Two noble Romans,
Pammachius and Oceanus, who had kept up a correspondence with
Jerome ever since the period of his residence in Rome, were ex
tremely concerned for the reputation of his orthodoxy, and hastened
to inform him of the scandal given to the Christians at Rome by
Rufinus. They called· upon him, by a faithful translation of that
work, to exhibit Origen in his true colors, and to clear himself
from the suspicion of entertaining the same doctrines of Origen, which
Rufinus had cast upon him. I Jerome wrote back in a tone of high
wrought excitement to his two friends and to Rufinus. Even at pre
sent, however, he continued to express himself -with the same mod
eration concerning Origen; he spoke highly of his great gifts,
of his Christian ardor, of his merits as an expounder of the
Scriptures : - and he pro~ounced thoso to be the worst enemies of
1 Ep. 40. Pnrga ergo suspiciones hominnm, et convince criminantem, ne si dissiInu·
laveris, conscntire videaris.
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the great man, who had taken pains to publish those writings of his
which ought to have remained' concealed. "Let us not," said he,
imitate the faults of the man whose excellencies lie beyond our
reach." But the relations betwixt Jerome and Rufinus grew contin
ually more hostile, and both of them in controversial, or more
properly speaking, abusive tracts, full of passionate language, for
got their dignity both as theologians and as Christians; as Augustin
had the frankness to tell Jerome, when he called upon him for their
own sakes, and out of respect to the weak, for whom Christ died,
to put an end to these revilings.l The influence of Jerome's pow
erful patrons in Rome, however, could not hinder Rufinus from being
justified by a lett~r addressed to him from the Roman bishop
Siricius. The more zealously, therefore, did they exert themselves
to excite a more unfriendly feeling towards Rufinus in the mind
of Anastasius, who, in the year 399, succeeded Siricius. But it
was chiefly the influence of Marcella, a widow, and ancient friend
of Jerome, which contributed to inspire in the mind of this Ro
man bishop, (who, according to his own confession,2 had until now
heard but little or nothi~g about Origen) great anxiety and solicitude
with regard to the spread of the Origenistic heresies. 3
Rufinus
was summoned before his tribunal. He excused himself, it is true,
on account of his great distance, and for other reasons, from
personally making his appearance at Rome. But he sent in a let
ter of defence and justification, containing a full and explicit con
fession of his faith, appealing to the fact that on the question re
specting the origin of the soul nothing had as yet been determined
by the church; and declaring that he, as a translator, was in
nowise responsible for the assertions of the writer translated by him.
Anastasius, in the public declarations which he thereupon made,
expressed himself with great violence against Origen, and also un
favorably towards Rufinus. ~leantime, however, the controversy
respecting Origen had taken a turn which led to far more important
consequences than would otherwise have followed it, and which com
bined with it such an interest of another sort as caused its original
object to be forgotten.
We have remarked already, in an' earlier part of this his
tory, that the patriarch The ophilus , of Alexandria, had endeavored
to effect a reconciliation betwixt the two contending parties in this
~o~troversy.
He was at first closely connected with the Orige~.
lshc party among the Egyptian monks; as the aged presbyter ISI
dore, who had great influence with him, belonged to this party; and
1 Vide Augustin. ep. 73, § 8. Heu mihi, qni
Vos aIicubi simul invenire non possum, forte
ut moveor, ut doleo, ut timeo, prociderem
ad pedes vestras, flerem quantum valerem,
rogarem quantum amarem, nunc unum
quemque vestrum pro scipso, nunc utrum
aUt! 'pro alterutro, et pro aliis, et maxime inrrols, pro quibus Christus mortuus est.
2 The words of Anastasius, in his letter
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to the bishop John, are beyond question
very obscure, and the sense cannot be given
with certainty: Origines autem antea et
quis fuerit, et in qure processerit verba, nos
trum propositum nescit.
8 Jerome, in ep. 96 ad Principiam, pro
nounces it the peculiar glory of the deceased
Marcella: Damnl1tionis brereticorum brec
fuit principium.
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he agreed with them in opposing that crass and sensuous mode of
apprehending divine things, which prevailed among the so called
.A.nthropomorphites, the monks of the Scetic desert. .But on the
principles of this individual little dependence could be placed; for
w:orld1y interests and passions had more power ov~r him .than prin
ciples and rational convictions; and he was unfavorably known under
a name signifying a man of instability, who was wont to accommo
date himself to the change of circumstances.!
As the bishops of Alexandria, in the programmes with which at the
feast of Epiphany they made known the precise time of the Easter
festival next to be celebrated,were accustomed to unfold such par
ticular topics of Christian faith and practice as were adapted to the
times; so, in the year 399; Theophilus chose for this purpose to com
bat the rude sensuous notions respecting that which constituted God's
image in man, and,-what was closely connected with this point,
respecting the divine essence itself. Now, this certainly was by no
means the best way to instruct and convince the monks who were
addicted to -those erroneous doctrines; for, as the case really was with
them, being for the most part men wholly .without cultivation, and
coming. from the lower ranks of society, and quite devoid of
all sense for matters purely spiritual, it was impossible for them
to apprehend that which was contained in their religious consciousness
in any other way than in forms of conception borrowed wholly from
sense; and this sensuous form of apprehension had .become so fused
and blended with the matter of their religious .consciousness, that
he , who ,robbed them of the one, seemed also to deprive them of
the other.· Hence it ·was, that the discourse of Theophilus met,
among the Scetic monks, with a reception so expressive of violent
indignation, that but one abbot, namely, Paphnutius, had the boldness
to read· it publicly, and this reading produced among the monks
a violent ferment. At the head of the Anthropomorphites in this
district, stood Serapion, a monk whose rigidly abstemious life had
procured for him the highest reverence and respect. Already it
bad become a matter of rejoicing, that the united labors of many indio
viduals, who entered with him into a comparison of scripture passages,
had been so far crowned with success, as that Serapion seemed to be
convinced his notions of the divine image and of the divine essence
were not tenable. But as they were about to unite together in a
prayer of thanks for this happy issue, and Serapion kneeled down
for prayer with the rest, he missed the image under which he was
wont to adore the God present to his heart, and felt that he w~s
still unable to dispense with it.
With the customary symbol, It
seemed to him that the being whom he worshipped under this symbol,
was himself taken away. Full of despondency, the old man exclaim
ed with tears, "Poor wretch that I am! They have taken away
my God. On whom shall I now depend! To whom shall I pray!" ~
1 '0 up.tpa")J.a,~, I> /(fn'Jvpvo~, terms applied
to one who is accustomed to wear his cloak
according to the wind.

2 See the account by Cassian, an eyewitness. CoUnt. 10.
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A fierce troop of savage monks next hastened to Alexandria, and
threatened Theophilus,· whom they denounced as an atheist, with
death. Theophilus, with whom prevarication and falsehoood cost
but little, contrived to soothe them in a most unworthy manner,
saying to them, '~In you I behold the. countenance of God." This
appeared to the monks to' be a confirmation of their notions of the
divine image, and even by this remark they were. somewhat pacified.
Yet they required also of the patriarch, that he should condemn the
godless Origen, and in this, too, he yielded to their demands. 1
At that time, Theophilus doubtless yielded only because he was
forced to do so by the frantic demands of these blind zealots, but not
with any design of abiding by this forced declaration. By degrees,
~owever, the temper and disposition of his mind underwent, through
mfluences from without, an entire change towards the Origenistio
monks. This party had its principal seat in the caverns and cells of
the Salt-Petre mountain which bordered on the Scetic desert. Here
for a series of years had resided the deacon Evagrius of Pontus, fa
mous on account of his ascetic writings, which were extensively read
not only in the Greek Church, but after they had been translated
into Latin by Rufinus, even in the church of the West. 2 At the
head of this party stood, at this time, the four brothers, Dioscurus,
Ammonius, Eusebius, and Euthymius, well known under the name of
the tall brothers (ci&;l.ljIo2 fUlKpoi) - pious men, though not wholly
exempt from' a certain, fanatical, ascetic tendency. Theophilus.
who was very friendly to these men, was desirous of gaining them
OVer to the service of the church, for which, however, they had
no inclination. At length he compelled Dioscurus to assume the
office of bishop of Hermopolis in Egypt; - to two others he gave
~he place of stewards (OlKOvOfl/Jt) in his own church. But precisely'
1n the' administration of this office, they had occasion to experience
so many things derogatory to the 'bishop's character, which filled
them with disgust, while, at, the same time, these honest men,
feared' they should contract some defilement on their own souls,
that nothing could prevent them from hastening back to their own
beloved seclusion, under the pretext that they were no longer able to
endure the city life. But Theophilus penetrated their real motive,
and .on this ground alone was greatly incensed. Added to this
Was the influence of another occurrence. The presbyter Isidore,
already mentioned, a friend of those monks, and superintendent of
an alms-house in Alexandria - a man now eighty years old - had re
ceived from a wealthy widow the sum of a thousand gold pieces,
for the' purpose of purchasing clothing for the poor females in
Alexandria. In handing over the money she had made him pro
native of Alexandria, was called 1l'OAt1'lJ(~.
See Sozom. VITr. 11.
He was a disciple of the two men who Under the name of the former we have fifty
~ad a great influence on the monastic life as homilies, which indeed are not quoted by
It Was in this desert, and who stood in high the ancient writers as his, but which harmo
'\'eneration, Mnrarius who was surnamed nize perfectly with the pecnliarChristian
Alr{J7rrw~, and Macarius, who, from being a bent of this monasticism.
1

2
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mise not to mention the matter to the bishop, whose all-grasping and
all-expending rage for building 1 she was afraid of. The discovery
of this secret aroused the whole wrath of Theophilus against Isidore.2
Under the pretext of false charges he persecuted him with the
utmost violence, deposed him from his office, and 'excommunicated
him from the church, till at last the persecuted Isidore took refuge
among the monks in the desert of Nitria. These having received
their ancient friend, drew down on themselves the vengeance of
Theophilus, whose feelings were already embittered towards them.
For the purpose of gratifying these revengeful feelings, Theophilus
took sides with the zealots against Origen, - first with the Anthropo
morphites of the Scetic desert, whose fury he excited against the
Origenists; and with Jerome and Epiphanius. He found no diffi
culty, at several synods convened in Alexandria, subsequent to the
year 399,8 to prevail upon bis~ops, in part already inclined, by their
own narrow zeal, to stigmatize Origen as a heretic,. and in part accus
tomed to serve as the blind tools of their patriarch, to unite with him
self in pronouncing sentence of condemnation on the doctrines and
the writings of Origen, and in forbidding them to be read. As the
monks were not disposed to yield a blind obedience to these decrees,
Theophilus seized upon this as a pretext for calling upon the Proofect
of Egypt for an armoo band to attack them. 4 They were fallen
upon in their peaceful retreats, where for a long series of years
they had lived in quiet seclusion, shamefully abused, and forced to
disperse. Eighty of these persecuted men fied from their desert t{)
one place and another, but could nowhere find a home; since Theo
philus sent after them letters dictated by violent passion and mali
cious cunning, in which he seized upon many extravagancies of
fanatical ascetism (which he had before been very ready to overlook)
for the purpose of rendering them suspected as wild and dangerouS
enthusiasts. At length they resolved to seek redress from the impe
rial court at Constantinople; in hopes, too, that the well-known Christ
ian philanthropy of the bishop of the residential city, John Ghrysostom,5
who was not less favorably known for his reckless zeal against all
1 '0 xpv(Jop.av1J~ Kat At~Ol..arpl~ - so he is
called by Isidore of Pelusium, 1. I. ep. 152.
2 Such is the account of the warm friend
of Chrysostom and of the Origenistic monks,
the bishop Palladius of Helenopolis in Bi
thynia, in his dialogical narrative of Chrv
sostom's life. Opp. Chrysost. ed. Montf. T.
XIII. The account by Sozomen, VIII. 12,
serves to confirm the former, for it seems to
presuppose this as the original one. Ac
cording to Sozomen's account, for instance,
Theophilus demanded of Isidore part of a
l~rge sum of money which had been gh'en
him, for the purpose of expending it on
church buildings. But Isidore declined to
give it up, because it was better, he said, to
use the money in behalf of the living tem
ple of God. Trne, this account is referred
back to the Origenistic monks, the same

source from which Sozomen's acquaintance
had heard it. But the predicates which
Isidore applies to Theophilus render the
thing very credible. Isidore of Pelusium
ahio traces the whole to the hostility of
Theophilus towards the other Isidore: Tqv

11 Cpt rov ep.ol oflWvvflov a:rr£x.~clav Kat <lvO'
,uVClav. The other causes which are stated

of the hostility of Theophilus, may have
first given occasion for his altered tone to
wards Isidore.
8 Sulpicius Severns (Dial. 1. 6) mentions
several synods.
• Sulplcius Severns, who at that time was
residing in this country, says, (Dialog. I .. r.
7:) Screvo exempIo ad regendam eccles ue
disciplinam prrefectus assumitur.
6 The admiration of his eloquence soon
gave him this surname.
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wrong and injustice,. than for his brilliant eloquence, would serve to
defend them against the unrighteous fury of their adversaries.· But
before we proceed to the farther development of these' events, we
must throw a glance at the life of the great man, who·· was· thus
drawn into a participation in these disputes.
He was born at Antioch in the year 347. His pious mother,
Anthusa, who, being early left a widow, devoted herself entirely to
his education, was to him what Monica was to Augustin. But
the seeds of faith, sown in his infant mind, were not, as in the case
of Augustin, long kept in check by the predominance of wild pas
sions; and without experiencing such violent storms and struggles in
his more gentle soul, he was enabled to develop himself with· a.
quiet and gradual progress, under many favorable influences, as we
have already remarked, (p. 657.) Through a rich inward experi
ence, he .lived into the understanding of the holy scriptures; and a
prudent method of interpretation on logical and grammatical princi.
ciples, kept him in the right track in deriving the spirit from the
letter of the sacred volume. His profound and simple, yet fruitful
homiletic method of treating the holy scriptures, show to what ex
tent he was indebted to both, and how, in his case, both co-operated
together.
.
By the study of the ancients he secured to himself the advan
vantage of a harmonious mental and rhetorical culture, which in his
case was ennobled by the divine principle of life drawn from the
gospel. A heart full of the love which flows from faith, gave to his
native eloquence, cultivated by the study of the ancients, its animating
charm.
The man who had been thus educated for the office of a preacher,
labored twelve years, from 386 onward, with burning zeal, as a pres
byter under the bishop Flavian of Antioch; and the latter, in consid
eration of his distinguished gifts, had entrusted to his particular
care the religious instruction and edification of the church. The
sermons which he there preached show how earnestly alive he was to
the duty of promoting not a formal orthodoxy, but vital Christianity;
to expose the vanity of a merely outward Christianity, and to destroy
all confidence in it. With a freedom and boldness which feared no
consequences, he inveighed against the prevailing corru~ti~n~ in ev~ry
rank of society, even when they appeared under a ChrIstIan guIse.
In Antioch he had won the affections of many, to whom his labors
had proved a blessing; and the hatred of individuals, who felt them
selves too roughly handled by his discourses, could, Under these cir.
Cumstances, do him' no injury.
But a wider and more splendid, though, at the same time, a far more·
dangerous and unquiet field of labor was opened for him, when
~utropius, who, at that time, ~osseBsed unbounde,d influence at the
unperial court, and who, happemng to be one of hIB hearers on a cer
tain occasion, was quite carried away by his eloquence, was the occa
sion of his beinO' called, in the year 397, to the bishopric of Constanti
nople. Peculi~rly dangerous was this field for a man of his freedom
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of spirit, so used to chastise every form of ungodliness without respect
of persons-a man who, in his impatient indignation at wickedness
and zeal for oppressed innocence, could not stop to measure his words
by the rules of prudence. The way in which he diminished the pomp
and state of the episcopacy, for the purpose of devoting what was
thus saved to benevolent institutions, displeased the people of Con
stantinople, who were so fond of display, and excited the discontent
of those whose selfish interests were injured thereby. Worldly-minded
ecclesiastics and monks, whom he reminded of their duty, became his
enemies. At a visitation of the churches, which he was obliged to
make at Ephesus, in the year 400, on account of certain disputes
and the difficulties which grew out of them, he greatly contributed,
by the severity with which he sought to enforce respect for the
ecclesiastical laws, so often violated by reason of the prevailing worldly
interest, to increase the number of his enemies, especially among the
higher ranks of the clergy. Doubtless it may have been the case,
also, that in certain moments of vehement indignation against sin,
which proceeded however from the purest motives, he allowed himself
to be transported beyond measure; and too rashly undertaking to
promote the right and to punish what was bad, did not always pay
due respect to existing forms. Perhaps, too, he may have occasionally
placed too much confidence in his arch-deacon Serapion , a passionate
man, and been persuaded by him to the adoption of measures which had
not been carefully weighed.
.
Not less surely must he in various ways have excited against bim
the most powerful personages about court, by the manner in which he
chastised the prevailing vices and took part with the innocent against
their oppressors. Eutropius himself, who in the most insolent manner
abused his power to the ruin of many, was the first to become his
violent enemy. But when the prophetic warnings of the man who
alone dealt honestly with him, were verified, and he saw himself at
the lowest ebb of fortune, forsaken by all, Chrysostom was his
only protector at the altar of the church, to which he had fled for
refuge from the infuriated populace.
.
The ambitious and covetous empress Eudoxia often fell into violent
transports of rage against Chrysostom, which she vented in the most
bitter threats, when she imagined herself to be aimed at by anything
he had uttered in his sermons, when he protected orphans and widows
from her own avarice or resentment, or from that of her favorites,
when he opposed the acts of injustice of which she was the author,
and addressed her conscience with the earnest sincerity of a bishop.
Thus, there had grown up at Constantinople a party of ill-disposed
ecclesiastics and nobles, men and women, in opposition· to the man
of truly pious and noble feelings; and sometimes this party was led
on by the empress herself, whose superstitious fears, however,
often compelled her to become reconciled again to the venerated
bishop.
It happened precisely at an interval of this sort, when Chrysosto
stood on good terms with the empress, that the monks above-mentione
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arrived at Constantinople. They entreated the bishop to grant them
protection, declaring to him, that if he refused it, they would be forced
to apply immediately to the emperor. Chrysostom knew how t~ unite
what was required of him by Christian charity with the circumspec
tion of Christian prudence.1 He wished and hoped he might be able
to settle the difficulty in the wisest way by offering his own mediation to
bring about a reconciliation between Theophilus and these unfortunate
men; and in order to this it was necessary for him to avoid any step
which might offend the man whose irritable character was well known
to him. He gave the monks a friendly reception; he assigned them
a place of abode, and one of the pious females who were accustomed,
under his direction, to devote their property or the labor of their
hands to works of Christian charity, provided for their bodily wants.
But in compliance with the ecclesiastical rules, he refused to admit
them to the communion, since they had been excommunicated by their
bishop. In a letter. which he wrote in their behalf to the
bishop Theophilus, he earnestly besought the latter to pardon the
monks, as a favor to himself. But Theophilus, instead of paying any
attention to this request, immediately dispatched certain persons to
Constantinople for the purpose of lodging an accusation against the
monks. The latter now proceeded, on their part, to bring a number
of aggravated charges against their bishop. Chrysostom sent a report
of this to Theophilus, informing him that it would be out of his power
to prevent them from applying with their complaints to the emperor
himself. By this Theophilus was still more excited; especially, as he
had been told by persons who were very desirous of stirring up a
quarrel between him and Chrysostom, that the latter had admitted
the monks to the communion, and thus declared null the sentence
which Theophilus had pronounced against them. In his reply, The
ophilus reminded Chrysostom that according to the fifth canon of the
Council of Nice,2 every bishop was bound to recognize as valid the
sentence of excommunication pronounced by another, till its injustice
was proved by a new investigation, which, however, could be com
menced an~ carried through only in the church diocese in which the
difficulty had occurred. By this law, it is true, cases like the present
one stood a very uneven chance; for how could the poor monks in
the church diocese of Theophilus, where everything was so entirely
dependent on himself, hope to find anywhere among the bishops an
equitable decision? Chrysostom now endeavoured to extricate himself
from the whole affair. But the monks availed themselves of a favor
abl,e moment to lay their pet~tion before ~he e~press. Eudoxia, in
WhICh they proposed that the bIShop of the ImperIal reSIdence should
be nominated' judge in this matter, and that Theophilus should be
compelled to appear before his tribunal. The empress, in whom BUh,l If we mny credit the report of Palladius
Ishop of Helenopolis, who wrote, indeed,
as a prejudiced friend of Chrysostom, but is
Confirmed, however, though he reports many

things alone, at least in part by the author
ities of Socrates and Sozomen,
2 Compare the account by Palladius with
the words of Chrysostom himself, in his
first letter to Innocent bishop of Rome, ~ 2.
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perstition and immorality wrought in concert together, placed great
store on the blessing of such monks. To obtain this she received
their petition, and easily found means of persuading her husband,
over whom her influence was unbounded, to comply with their re
quest. Theodore was summoned to Constantinople, where a synod
under the presidency of the patriarch was to decide his case.
From this time, the affair took an entirely different turn. The
contest with the Origenists had hitherto been with Theophilus only
a pretext, a means of taking vengeance on the monks; but now this
object was dropped, and everything from henceforth made subservient
to the main purpose, which was to avenge the imagined injury done
to his honor by Chrysostom, and to bring about the ruin of the lat
ter. For the accomplishment of this object, means would not be
wanting to a person of his character, and among the description of
people by whom Chrysostom was surrounded.
He entered into correspondence with the enemies of Chrysostom
among the more eminent clergy and laity of Constantinople ; and he
endeavored to secure, as a useful instrument for effecting his designs,
the bishop Epiphanius, - a man whose venerable years and whose
zeal for the orthodox faith gave him great influence among the bishops.
Besides the circular letter which he sent to all the bishops of the
East, calling upon them to join in the decisions of that Egyptian
council against Origen, he sent a particular letter to Epiphanius, for
the purpose of inflaming the zeal of the old man, which was so easily
excited and so credulous in regard to such matters. It is true, he
allowed nothing at all tending to the injury of Chrysostom to find
entrance into this letter ; but he called his attention to the danger
which threatened the church, when monks burning with zeal to propa
gate this new heresy,l had betaken themselves to Constantinople, hoping
to gain, in addition to the older ones,· new proselytes to their impious
doctrines. 2 He therefore urgently ad vised him to assemble the bishops
of his island for the purpose of condemning Origen and the Origenis
tic heresies, to send in connection with them a synodal letter on this
subject to the patriarch of Constantinople, and also to bring t~e
bishops of Isaurea and Pamphylia, as well as the other bishops in his
vicinity, to the knowledge of this matter.
Epiphanius immediately complied with' this invitation, and in the year
401 held the council for the condemnation of Origen; but ChrysostOJIl
showed no inclination whatever to take part in these measures of a blind
heresy-making zeal. The cold reception which these communications
met with from him was now eagerly seized upon by Theophilus as a
means of rendering Chrysostom himself suspected of entertaining the
Origenistic heresy. He sought to persuade Epiphanius that it was
necessary to assemble a synod against the Origenistic heresy at Con
stantinople itself, where at all times many bishops were to be found to
gether '; and this synod was to be'made the instrument of effecting the
. ·1 Caluhmiatores verre fidei novo pro hretesi furore bacchantes.
2 Ut et novos,si quos valuerim, decipiant,

et veteribus sure impietatis sociis conjungan
tur.

SYNOD OF THE OAK.

d?wnf~ll of. Chrysosto~.
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.Epiphanius came i~ the year 402; accompa

n~ed wIth bIshops of hIS dlOcese, to Constantmople. Chrysostom paid
~Im all due respect, and did everything in his power to alter his inten

hons. But Epiphanius refused to have any fellowship with him, unless
he joined in the condemnatory sentence against Origen, and withdrew
his protection from the monks. To neither of these demands could
Chrysostom conscientiously yield. Epiphanius now proceeded still
farther in his blind zeal, and allowed himself to be drawn into many
violations of ecclesiastical law, to which in such cases he was wont to pay
but little attention. But perhaps a conversation with some of the per
secuted· monks, besides other reasons, led him to surmise that the cause
he was serving was not so very pure - and his own zeal, though utter
ly devoid of caution and prudence, was at least an honest one. He
merely served as an unwitting tool to promote the designs of cunning,
and hence he was now thrown into perplexity. He quitted Constanti
nople without waiting for the other bishops who were to assemble there
on the like business, and in taking leave of the bishops who attended
him to the place of embarkation, he said, " I leave to you the capital,
the court, and hypocrisy." 1
Theophilus, after having satisfactorily prepared the way in common
concert with the party hostile to Chrysostom, and with the empress, who
had once more fallen out with her bishop, so that he might confidently
hope for a happy issue to his designs, came to Constantinople in the
year 403, to appear not, as was originally designed, in the character of
a defendant, but as a judge. As the enthusiastic love of the great
majority of the church for their bishop gave his enemies no security of
being able to accomplish their insidious designs in the city itself, The
ophilus assembled his synod in a neighboring place, at a villa near
Chalcedon, known by the name of the Oak. 2 This synod was com
posed of his own partisans among the bishops, some of whom had
Come with him, while others had been summoned by him, and others
had met together on various matters of business at Constantinople.
At this synod no further mention whatever was made of the Origen
istic heresies; but from the mouth of persons hostilely disposed to Chry
sostom, as for example, those worthless eccl~siastics and monks who
had been chastised by him, charges were received against him, which
had reference to facts of an entirely different nature. These charges
were in part manifest inventions, or perversions ~f the truth, as ,!e ar?
compelled to believe, when we compare them WIth the known dISPOSI
tion and habits of the man; and in part they were based on allegations
l'edoundinO' rather to his honor than to'his shame, and which, when thus
employed ~O'ainst him, only showed the bad disposition of his opponents.
Thus, for e~ample, because he did n?t provide a splendid table, l.ike
other court bishops; because he contmued to observe at Constantmo
pIe a retired and simple mode of life; and moreover, on account of his
feeble state of health, was in the habit of eating alone, - his enemies
1

'Atpl1Jl-lt vpiv

T7rv

A:aL riJv irrroKpLaLv.
VOL. II.

1TOAlV "a~ Tel (3aai'Muz

59

2

Hence known by the name of the afw-

odo~ 1TpOr rTrv opVv.
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were not ashamed to admit against him thp. charge of having by his
habits of solitary living, neglected the duty of hospitality, and of hav
ing led by himself a life of Cyclopean gluttony.l The most plausible
ground of complaint may have been furnished by Chrysostom himself,
when, in his zeal to preserve the strictness of church discipline, he failed
of paying sufficient respect to the existing forms of ecclesiastical law,
and when he often allowed a pious indignation to vent itself in too vio
lent expressions. Only against several of the friends of Chrysostom
Bome special use was still made of the charge of Origenistic heresy.
While these things were transpiring at the council, Chrysostom found
himself surrrounded by forty respectable bishops, his friends from va
rious countries of the East, who knew what a loss the church would suf
fer in him, and whom he was endeavoring to console and encourage.
When the deputies of the council of the Oak presented themselves
here for the purpose of citing him before their tribunal, those friends
of Chrysostom did, indeed, pronounce the court to be an incompetent
one, as they were authorized to do by all the forms of ecclesiastical
law as it then was; but he declared himself ready, in the conscious
ness of his innocence, to appear before this assembly, as before any
other in the world, provided only that four bishops, who were his
avowed enemies,2 should be excluded· from the number of his judges.
As this very just demand was not conceded to him, he declined even
after a third citation supported by an imperial notary, to obey the sum
mons, and the synod, urged by a message of the emperor, who had be
come hostile to him through the influence of Eudoxia, to pass the defin
itive sentence, pronounced upon him, since he had by his non-appear
ance declared himself to be guilty, the sentence of deposition. They
were mean enough to add: that, as among the charges laid against Chry
Bostom was contained also the accusation of high-treason, (which proba
bly referred to the charge of his having shown disrespect to the empress,)
and as it did not belong to the bishops to inquire into such matters,
they left it for the emperor himself to take care that he should be re
moved, even if it required force, from the church, and, on account of
the last-mentioned offence, be delivered over to punishment.
Yet partly religious considerations and partly the fear of movements
among the people, who day and night surrounded the residence of the
bishop and the church, prevented the emperor from having recourse at
once to violence. And Chrysostom was resolved not to leave his office
voluntarily; for he looked upon his connection with the flock entrusted
to him by the Lord, as one which could be dissolved only by a force to
which he must be compelled to yield. Meantime he delivered to the
assembled people a fiery discourse, full of the high-hearted courage of
faith, yet not with all the self-control and pl'udence which would have
been becoming, so that many an expression escaped him which mig?t
produce, in the inflammable minds of the Constantinopolitans, stIll
1 ·On ~ 1JtA.o;evlav MiETE'l, flovoc1lTiav
17rtT1/oeVwv, em flavor /;a{}LEt, uatJTWr {i:w Kv/CUnrlJV f3i.ov. See the extract from the Acts
in Photius. Cod. 59.

2 Even the unprejudiced Isidore of Pelu
sium, (I. 152,) says that Theophilus de
st!?yed Chrysostom, TiaaapaL (JVvip),ol(,;'
pii.M,ov (JVva7rO(1TaTai~, o;tVpw19eir.
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greater excitement. But when this effect actually ensued, Chrysostom
~howed how foreign it was from his self-denying spirit to think of tak
mg advantage of such an excited state of feeling, as he easily might
have done, for his personal advantage; for as soon as he heard that it was
actually intended to remove him by force, and he believed that he had
done all that conscience required to prevent all tumults, he contrived
on the third day at noon, without being observed by the multitude, to
make good his retreat from the church, and was conveyed into exile.
But a few days after he left Constantinople, a deputy from the empress
came to him with a letter full of protestations, beseeching him to return;
for an earthquake, which was usually interpreted as a token of the di
vine displeasure, and the indignation of the populace already excited
by the overbearing triumph of his enemies, and which was thereby in
creased, had filled the empress with alarm and remorse of conscience.
Chrysostom was received back again by the church at Constantin~
pIe, with universal joy. He was unwilling, indeed, to reenter upon the
functions of his office, until he had been formally justified and restored
by a synod regularly assembled; but the affection of his flock compel
led him at once to resume the episcopal chair, and to bestow on them
from this the epi.scopal blessing. Yet the assembling of this synod was
promised him, and he ceased not to insist upon its fulfilment, until his
relations, which rested on so frail a foundation, again took an entirely
different turn. It could not fail to happen, that the vain and ambitious
empress would soon be incensed and irritated again by the boldness of
the man who rebuked crime without any fear of the consequences.
This took place after he had enjoyed a tranquility of only two months
duration. The occasion was as follows : 
In front of the palace where the imperial senate held their assem
blies, a magnificent silver statue had been erected to the empress Eu
doxia. Its dedication was, as usual in such cases, accompanied with
noisy and often indecent festivities, bordering on the customs of heath
enism. The place where this occurred was so near to the great church,
that the devotions of the assembly were unavoidably disturbed by it,
and it happened, perhaps, on some festival day of the church. Our in
formation respecting the course of this affair is not sufficiently authen
tic to enable us to determine with any certainty, whether Chrysostom
was misled by his natural warmth of temper to do many things contrary
to the dictates of prudence; whether it was at the very outset, when
flushed by the sense of wrong, or whether it was not until after he had
tried other means with the empress in vain, that in a sermon he violent
ly inveighed against these abuses. This being doubtless reported to the
empress with an exaggerated coloring, she began to enter into new
conspiracies with the enemies of Chrysostom, and the latter was now
hurried along by his indignation at these new plots (if indeed his lan
guage has been reported to us in its original form) to begin a discourse
perhaps at a festival commemorative of the martyrdom of John the
Baptist, with the words: "Once more Herodias maddens - once more
she dances, and once more demands the head of John."
When this was thus reported to the empress, she abandoned herself
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wholly to her resentment; and she might easily so represent the matter
to the weak Arcadius, as to induce him· to lend his hand in bringing
about the' destruction of Chrysostom. The synod which Theophilus
led out from Alexandria, was employed as the instrument for this pur
pose. By its advice advantage was taken, without recurring to the
earlier charges against Chrysostom, of a law issued by the council of
Antioch, A.D. 341, but which was never put in force except at such
times and to such extent as some momentary interest required, - the
rule, namely, that a bishop who had been deposed by a synod, and who
had been reinstated in office, not by another ecclesiastical court, but by
the secular power, should remain forever incapable of administering
the functions of that office. Deposed from his episcopate, Chrysostom
was conveyed into· exile in the June of the year 404.
In a series of trials which conducted him towards a glorious end,
he had every opportunity of manifesting the greatness, power, and tran
quility of a soul wholly penetrated by the faith of the gospel. After
a long and painful journey, in which he was still compelled to endure
much shame and persecution from the angry hatred and fanaticism of
his enemies, he arrived at the place of his banishment in the desolate
city of Cucusus, on the borders of Armenia., Isaurea and Ciliaia.
Here he had much to suffer from the rude climate and from repeated
threatening invasions of Isaurean robbers; but instead of needing con
solation himself, it was he whose words, full of confidence, and of the en
ergy of faith, gave heart and courage to his friends at Constantinople.
From this place, he guided the devoted flock whom he had he en forced
to leave. In this remote spot, he was the soul of the pious enterprises
of his friends, as for example, of their efforts to spread the gospel
among the Persians and the Gotbs. To promote this object, he was
ready to take the first step towards reconciliation with bishop ~farutbas
of ~lesopotamia, a man who had assisted to procure his condemnation;
and even when Maruthas declined coming to any accommodation, he
still invited his friends to do all in their power to sustain him. By the
noble example of his charity, by his spiritual counsels and instructions,
he was the means of great good to the whole district where he resided.
Such a light could not be· put under a bushel; it would shine, wher
ever it might be: and Chrysostom met with the fupest sympathy, es
pecially from the Roman church, whose bishop, Innocent, declared very
strongly in his favor. This served to rekindle the jealousy and res.en1r
ment of his enemies; for they had reason to fear that his friends mlg~t
eventually succeed in again bringing him back to Constantinople. ThIS
they were determined to prevent; they meant to place Chrysostom at
last where he would be totally forgotten. In the summer of tbe year
407, he was conveyed to a new place of exile, at the very verge of the
Roman empire, in the waste town of Pityus in Pontus, situated in the
midst of barbarians. His body, exhausted by previous sufferings, sunk
under the hardships of this long and difficult journey. He die~ on the
way, near Comanum in Pontus, in the full and peaceful conscIOusnesS
of his approaching end, and with bright visions into the life eternal.
Those words of Job, which in his own seasons of quiet prosperity he so
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often impressed on the hearts of his hearers, and which in his times of
trial he so often presented to himself and to his friends as the richest
source of consolation: Blessed be the Lord for all things, (oo;a rfJ 19tfiJ
'J!'O:VTC.JV evtICa I) were the last on his lips, worthily closing a life conse
crated to God, and resigned to His. will in all conflicts and sufferings.
But it was beyond the reach of any earthly power to extinguish the
memory of this martyr from the minds of men who had felt the divine
energy of his life and doctrines. There continued to exist at Constan
tinople a distinct and separate party of J ohannites, who refused to
recognize the validity of the act by which Chrysostom was deposed,
and to acknowledge anyone as their bishop who was appointed to
succeed him. They held on Sundays and festival days their private
meetings, which were conducted by clergymen who thought like them
selves, and from these alone they would receive the sacraments. As
among this party were to be found, also, many of the more excitable
people of Constantinople, and every attempt to suppress them by force
only rendered the opposition still more violent, many sanguinary tumults
ensued. This schism spread more widely in the church; for other
bishops and clergymen, who also protested against the injustice of the
sentence pronounced on Chrysostom, and who continued to venerate his
memory, came over to this party. They were sustained by the Roman
church, which constantly asserted in the strongest terms the innocence
of Chrysostom. His second successor, the bishop Atticus, took the
first step towards a reconciliation, by introducing his name expressly
into the church prayers offered in behalf of those bishops who had died
in the orthodox faith. He made an agreement with the Patriarch
Theophilus of Alexandria, to grant a universal amnesty to all the
adherents of Chrysostom among the clergy.1 A greater schism of the
church was by this means prevented: but, at Constantinople, a small
party of J ohannites continued to hold their ground. The Patriarch
Proclus first succeeded in putting a final end to the schism in that city.
Raving, in the year 438, prevailed upon the emperor TheodosiuB 11,2
to allow the remains of Chrysostom to be brought back to Constanti
nople, and to be buried there with solemn pomp, he persuaded the
remnant of the J ohannites, appeased by the satisfaction thus done to the
memory of their beloved bishop, to connect themselves once more with
the ruling church.
For the rest, this passionate and violent mode of proceeding to sup
press the Origenistic doctrines, was calculated much rather to excite
than to check the zeal for these doctrines. 3 They who, like Theophilus,
opposed the Origenistic heresy only as a convenient means of gratifying
their private passions, were hence more tolerant in other cases where
these passions were Dot interested. ~heophilus himself gave a remark
1 See Socrat. VII. 25. Synes, ep. 66 ad sentio, sive hreresis, ut putatur, non solum
reprimi non potu it multis animadversionibus
Theophilum.
sacerdotum; sed nequaquam tam latc se
2 Socrat, VII. 45.
potuisset effundere, nisi contentione ere
8 As is remarked by an eye-witness of a.
b~rt of these events, Sulpicius Severns, yisset.
lalog. I. c. 3: Sive illud error est, ut ego
~~ll.
5~
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able exemplification of this ten years later. The church at Ptolemais,
the chief city of PEmtapolis, laity and clergy, in the year 410, unani
mously made choice of the philosopher Synesius of Cyrene (see above,
p. 103) to be their bishop- a man who had never left the silent
retirement where he pursued his studies, except when his services were
demanded for the good of his country. But the candid scholar frankly
declared, and in such a way that the bishop Theophilus would be sure
to hear of it, that his philosophical convictions did not on many points
agree with the doctrines of the church; and among these differences
he reckoned many things which were classed along with the Origenistic
heresies, as for example, the doctrine of the preexistence of souls, his
different views of the resurrection, on which point he probably departed
far more widely than Origen from the view taken by the church, inas
much as he interpreted it as being but the symbol of a higher idea.1
Synesius was willing, indeed, as he declared, to keep his peculiar
philosophical convictions to himself; for he supposed, conformably with
his Platonic mode of distinguishing between esoteric and exoteric re
ligious doctrines, that the pure truth could never become the popular
faith. But at the same time, he would never consent to teach any
thing himself"which was at variance with his own convictions. 2 Despite
of this open declaration 'of Synesius, Theophilus did not hesitate to
follow the aged ecclesiastics in Ptolemais, who said it was to be ex
pected that the grace of the Holy Spirit would not leave this work
incomplete, but would lead still further into the knowledge of the truth
the man whom he had led so far in the religious life. And he ordained
him as bishop of this metropolis.
Not every ecclesiastic, however, who thus differed in his convictions
from the doctrines of the ruling church, was as candid as Synesius.
Notwithstanding all the efforts to preserve the churches against every
deviation from the established articles of faith, it was still impossible to
look into the inward principles of those to whom the offices of the
church were confided. 3 At the same time, there had not as yet been
e~pressed by any ecumenical council the opposition to the peculiar doc
trines of Origen, and down to the times of the emperor Justinian, (see
above, p. 538. Note 1,) no means had as yet been devised for pre
serving the church, by means of a prescribed confession of faith, to be
acknowledged by ecclesiastics previous to their ordination, against
every possible heretical tendency. Hence we find many proofs, that
Origenistic doctrines continued to be propagated in the East, among
'Iepav TL 1m2 a:;rop/rT/Tov.
'Ov GraG'(Z(JE:L flOL TrpOr Ti;v yi.£Jrrav ~
yvtJflTJ. See ep. 105 ed. Basil. p. 358.
8 In consequence of the deplorably bad
manner in which spiritual offices were often
tillIed (see the sect. on the church constitu
tion) it might happen, that in a time when
so great stress was laid on formal orthodoxy,
men attained to spiritual offices, who had
made themselves suspected of no heresy,
because all matters of faith generally were
1

2

considered of no consequence hy them; but
who went so far in their infidelity, which
proceeded not from any sceptical bent of
understanding, but from fleshly rudenesS
and utter immorality, that they in fact de
nied the immortality of the soul; and w~o
still did not hesitate to perform all the sPI!
itual functions, looking upon the whole .ill
no other light than as a means of gaID.
See examples of such presbyters in Isidor.
1. III. cp. 235 and 295.
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ecclesiastics and monks, even after this period; 1 and many were foolish
enough to introduce into their sermons doctrinal opinions which had so
little to do with the interests of faith. 2
Hence, under the reign of the emperor Justinian, there arose a new
and violent strife betwixt the advocates and the opponents of the
Origenistic doctrines among the monks in Palestine. 3 It now so hap
pened, owing to circumstances which we have already explained, that
the emperor Justinian was drawn to participate in these disputes; that
he published an elaborate edict, with extracts from the writings of
Origen, aimed at the condemnation of this great church-teacher, and
his peculiar heretical doctrines which were thus pointed out; and that, in
consequence, a. council which met at Constantinople, under the presi
dency of the Patriarch ~lennas, in the year 541, confirmed this con
demnation, and established fifteen canons in opposition to the Origenis
tic doctrines.
According to the old accounts, which go back to the period in which
these events took place, the fifth general council also, in the year 553,
(see above, p. 548,) renewed the condemnation of Origen and his
doctrines; and among th~ canons with which the council concluded
their labors in the eighth session,4 the twelfth canon, after condemn
ing the heretics condemned by the older ecumenical councils, does
actually treat of the condemnation of Origen. In this case, we must
presume that the candor of the Origenistic party, who had been the
authors of the whole controversy respecting the three chapters, (see
above, pp. 538-540,) allowed themselves here, as on earlier occa
1 See e. g. Isidore, 1. IV. ep. 163. Nili
epf' 188-190, II. 191.
As for example, the Platonico-Origen
istic doctrine of the preexistence of souls j 
that the Son was a higher intelligence cre
ated after the image of God. See the epis
tles of NHus just referred to. . The latter
says to a preacher of this sort: Ti uv ouz

~ipOL KU7rVctJoia{, TO GOV OIu.yy£Apa, TO GTaGLO

The abbot Isidore, a
lTlan distinguished for his practieal bent of
lTlind, shows this also, in his judgment of
the controversy respecting the origin of
souls. The advocates of the doctrine of
preexistence - he supposes - must agree
with their opponents at least on this point,
that the moral conflict is requir~d for the
PUrification of the soul, for its return to its
original state; and hence he concludes:
r.olov TE Kat UKfpdil;.

•A'fiEflivol Toivvv TOO {vyoflaXflv 7rEpt TWV
Uflt/llGQTJT1JGipCJV, it{' TO OflOAoYOVflt:VOV lavTOV{'
(11JVEM.GWflt:V·
8 See above, p. 476.
There were then
forming among the Origenists two parties,
respecting whose distinctive views we can
only derive some probable conclusions fr~m
the names given to them, compared WIth
the doctrines of Origen. One party (see
Cyrill. Scythopolitan. vita S. Sabre, ; 89, in
Coteler. monumenta ecclesire Grrecre, Lill.)
Were called 7rPWTOKTLGTCU or TITpaOLTCU j the

other, IcroXPwTOL. The former, as it may be
conjectured, gave special prominence to the
Origenistic doctrine respecting the preexist
ing soul of Christ, (see vol. I. p. 638.) That
soul with which the Logos had condescended
to enter into union, they supposed to be ex
alted above all other created beings, to be
the r.pWTOV among the KTWTOir. Their op
ponents accused them of placing this soul,
bv their apotheosis, on a level with the three
persons of the Trinity, and of introducing a.
TiTP~ in place of 8 Tp£~. The others, on
the contrary, gave prominence to the Origen
istic doctrine concerning an original equal
ity, with only a numerical difference, of all
created intelligences; and they looked upon
it as the final end, that all should be once
more restored back to that original unity;
and henee they said, that as originally the
souls which, by reason of their loyalty of
will, had been received into indissoluble
communion with the Logos, had nothing in
preference over the others, who were intelli
gences of the same order, so all would ulti
mately attain to the same unity. Hence
they were accused of placing themselves on
a level with Christ. Against this last tenet
the thirteenth among the canons against the
Origenistic doctrines is directed.
~ See Harduin. Conci!.
f. 198.

m.
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sions, to be driven by circumstances to the denial of their own expressed
convictions. Yet the course of proceeding at this council, and the
silence of other important documents of the same period, stand opposed
to the supposition, that the council in question had any particular action
on the subject of renewing the sentence of condemnation against Origen.1
The confounding together of the synod held under ~Iennas with the
fifth ecumenical council, which undeniably took place at an early
period, as well as the wish t<1 have a solemn condemnation of Origen
from some general council, occasioned and promoted this transfer; and
in case Origen was really mentioned, though but cursorily, along with
the older heretics, by the fifth general council, this would furnish a
convenient foot-hold for the above supposition. But, at the same time,
it is not impossible that the name of Origen itself was but a later
insertion. Along with Origen, the council in question is in fact said
to have pronounced sentence of condemnation also on Didymus and
Evagrius, (see above, p. 679;) and in the age of Justinian, it might
indeed very easily happen, that the anathema should be pronounced
on names hitherto never mentioned by the majority but with reverence
and respect. But the credibility of this account depends on the credi
bility of another, namely - that the council in question was occupied
particularly with Origen. At all events, it had great influence in
bringing about the later more general practice of treating Origen as
a heretic, that a decree of this sort was ascribed to an ecumenical
council.
APPENDIX TO TillS SECTION.

History of Sects.

. WE shall conclude the history of this period with some account of
the minor sects which presented themselves in conflict with the dominant
church, without having arisen, like those which have been mentioned,
out of the doctrinal controversies. . They were partly sects which
sprung up afresh out of germs existing already in the previous periods,
and partly such as arose for the first time out of the peculiar state of
the church in the present period.
Such phenomena of the Christian life are often very significant symp
toms of disease in the life of the church: they betoken deeper wants
of the Christian consciousness, which are seeking after their satisfaction.
Opposite errors, or tendencies bqrdering on error, by which they are
called forth, lend them a partial justification. As reactions of the
Christian consciousness, although they may be in many ways disturbed
reactions, they point to a purer reaction reserved for the future, which
shall some time or other push its way victoriously through.
We have already remarked, that worldly-minded bishops and ecclesi
astics, instead of endeavoring to cherish and promote serious, vital
Christianity, did every thing in their power to suppress it, because it
presented such a strong and to them vexatious contrast to their own
1

Compo Walch Geschichte der Ketzereien und Spaltungen, B. 8, S. 286, u. d. £
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mode of life. (See above, p. 226.) Serious and piously disposed lay
men were persecuted by such clergymen, as dangerous censors of
their conduct.! Often they were excommunicated from the church,
or they separated of their own accord from such spiritual guides, be
cause they could not believe it possible that men so polluted with every
vice, should serve as instruments for the work of the Holy Spirit.2
Others of like persua~ion joined with them; and they became the
founders of minor sects, in which, after the separation had once taken
place, there arose, out of the opposition that had reference at first only
to matters of practice, certain doctrinal differences also, which some
times had no other ground than in the more sensuous mode of appre
hension among uneducated laymen.
In this way arose the sect of the Audians. 3 Audius, or, as the name
stood in his native Syrian, U do,4 was a layman, of a pious and austere
life, who lived in Mesopotamia, near the beginning of the fourth cen
tury. He often objected to the worldly-minded ecclesiastics of this
country their want of spirituality, particularly their devotion to gain, in
seeking to enrich themselves by the practice of usury, and their gross
immorality.5 As his own strict and exemplary life probably gave him
great influence among the laity, his reprimands of the clergy would be
so much the more dangerous. He was persecuted by them, and at
length excommunicated from the church. Others, who were dissatisfied
with the corrupt clergy, now joined with him, and they held separate
meetings for common edification. The clergy then had recourse to the
secular .power, and Audius with his adherents were obliged to suffer
many wrongs. This only roused them to more decided opposition to
the dominant church, and the spread of the sect was promoted. Many
discontented spirits united with Audius, and among these some bishops
and ecclesiastics. He himself was now ordained as a bishop in his own
sect, and all the others placed. themselves in subordination to him.
They refused to have spiritual fellowship with any that belonged to the
dominant church. They even declined uniting with them in prayer.
The antagonism which now existed between the Audians and the
dominant church led their opponents as well as themselves to be more
attentive to certain differences of opinion, and to lay greater stress upon
those differences. Thus, to their opponents, the anthropomorphic mode
of conception among the Audians, which, from the earlier times, still
lingered in these districts among the more uncultivated, appeared an
important heresy; and many of their peculiar opinions, respecting
which we have no exact information, may in like manner have had
the blind heresy-hunting zeal. He judges
more mildly of this sect, partly because,
owing to his whole bent of mind, he might
Ti:Jv II1WGToAuci:rv TOV (3Wv.
not be inclined to attribute so much impor
2 That doubts had arisen, whether ecclesi
astics, known to be vicious men, could ad tance to the errors of sensuous anthropo
minister the sacraments in a valid manner, morphism, partly because he was disposed
is apparent from 1. I. ep. 37; 1. III. ep.340. to place a high value on ascetic austerities.
"See Ephraem. Syr. Sermon. 24 adv.
8 The most credible and distinct accounts
of the origin and character of this sect is Hrercs. T. II. ed. Quirin. f. 493.
6 Compo Theodoret. h. e.l. IV. c. 9.
given by Epiphanius, sinre he appears here
to have been less infected than others with
1

Compo also Isidor. 1. V. ep. 131. Avr

Twa! ot ICVVi:w KaL xoip(JV {3iov lxavn:~ ICara
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their ground in a deficiency of mental cultivation.1 Furthermore, the
Audians returned back to the ancient usage with regard to the deter
mination of the time of the Easter festival, which had been discarded
by the council of Nice, (see page 302;) and they accused this council
of having otherwise settled the time of the Easter festival, out of
flattery to the Emperor Constantine, and so as to make it coincide
with the day of his birth.
.
Audius, when now quite advanced in years, was banished to the
country on the Black sea, (Scythia,) where the Goths had at that time
established themselves. He found followers among the Christians of
this race, and he labored also to convert the pagan Goths. The mono
astic life gained entrance among them by means of the Audians, who
encouraged a rigidly ascetic tendency. This sect, which had not within
it the basis of any long duration, and which had attained to a distinct
subsistence only by means of the persecution waged against it, grad·
ually disappeared towards the close of the fourth century.
As one extreme is ever wont to call forth another,so, as a matter of
course, the one-sided doctrinal tendency, which placed the essence of
Christianity in distinctions of the understanding, called forth. the oppo
site extreme of a one-sided ethical tendency, which overlooked the
connection between theory and practice and the importance and sig
nificancy of the doctrines of faith in their bearing on Christian life.
While, through the strife of opposite systems of doctrine, many, after
having abandoned themselves sometimes to this system and sometimes
to that, became at last skeptical or perplexed with regard to Christian
truth itself; 2 others, on the contrary, were by the same means led to
believe that matters of doctrine generally were of no great importance,
since in fact the attaining to any certainty on matters of this sort
transcended the powers of human knowledge; that every thing de
pended on conduct, and all who led a good life might be saved,
notwithstanding their differences of opinion in other respects. At
Alexandria, where the speculative spirit ~m matters of doctrine chiefly
prevailed, such an opposite tendency would also be most likely to
spring up.3 A certain Rhetorius, in the fourth century, is said to have
created a party which professed this principle, and who were known
afterwards under the name of knowledge-haters, (YVCJalfUlXOt.)4 :But
1 It is uncertain what truth lies at the
bottom of the charge laid against them,
(Theodoret. hist. eccles. IV. 9, and hreret.
fab. IV. 10,) that they had asserted God was
not the creator of fire and darkness, or that,
in short, both were eternal. Weare here
reminded, indeed, of the view of the Jewish
Theosophy, which is to be found in the
Clemen tines, that fire is the element of the
Evil One. Such views might easily have
passed over to the Audians.
2 See Gregor. Nazianz. Ot:at. I. f. IS:

inasmuch as it is designed fOT the training
of the people as well as others, consists in a
popt;lar system of et~ics, (1rapayytAfla~a
1luxvnpa.) See the mtroduction to hIS
tract against the Manichreans in Combefis.
bibliothecre Grrecornm patrum auctarium
novissimum. Pars II.
~ Athanasius mentions first (1. I. contra
Apollinarem, § 6) a certain Rhetorius, ('PTJo
roptOt;,) whom he seems to accuse of tbe
" godlcss " assertion, that all heretics 'Yere
right according to their way. Next Phlla.s
npO!' rravra ~.6)'ov Qflo£CJ~ ovaxepalvovat.
ter (Hreres. § 91) has a special section r~
8 Thus Alexander of Lycopolis in Egypt lating to the Rhetorians: Alii sunt 10
opposes to the dogmatizing of the heretics, JEgypto et Alexandria a Rhetorio quodam,
the principle that the essence of Christianity, qui omnes laudabat hrereses, dicens omn~
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it may be a question, whether there was ever a regularly consti
tuted sect professing such indifference to doctrines; whether the fact
ever amounted to any thing more than this, that individuals at different
times and in different places were led by the same opposition and the
same tendency of mind to entertain these views; - of which individ
uals, the above mentioned Rhetorius may have been one.!
The sects which arose from the intermingling of Oriental theosophy
with the opinions of certain sects of Christian origin, the Gnostic, and
particularly the Manichroan, which in the last times of the preceding
period began to spread mightily in the Roman empire, continued to
propagate themselves also in the present period; and they were prob
ably invigorated by coming into fresh contact with the remains of old
Oriental systems of religion on the borders of the Asiatic provinces of
the Roman empire, and also from Persia, the native country of Mani
chroism, where the relationship of its doctrines with those of the
dominant religion must have furthered its spread, until about the year
525, when its great influence even in the royal family excited a violent
and bloody persecution against it. 2
The law of Diocletian, of which we spoke on a former occasion,
bene sentire. But Phil aster gives no fur
ther explanation of this opinion, and it is
quite possible that the whole account of
this sect had been only made out of an ob
SCure passage of Athanasius. To Augustin,
p. 72, it appeared incredible - as it would
not fail to appear in case the theory was not
any more distinctly set forth - that this
person should have taught things so absurd.
The theory is more distinctly set forth by
the author of the Prredestinatlls, h. 72, to
Wit, as follows: All worship God as well as
they are able j we are bound to maintain
Christian fellowship with all who call upon
Christ as him who was born of the Virgin.
Doubtless it may be, that this author had
really heard of people who thought thus,
and perhaps, without sufficient reason, called
them Rhetorians, tracing their origin, with
out cause, to the Rhetorius, of whom he
knew nothing except from Phil aster. Those
people of whom the Prredestinatus speaks,
tnight have in their minds the passage in
Philip. 1: 18. Chvsostom, in a special
discourse, (T. III. oPP. f. 300,) ende:l.Yors to
guard this passage against any such appli
cation j but Chrysostom is here controvert
ing not those who seriously maintained a
doctrinal indifference of this sort, but those
heretics, to whom their own peculiar scheme
of faith seemed sufficiently important, and
who were only desirous of establishing this
principle for the catholic Christians, in order
that they might assert their own claims to
Christian toleration. Theodoret, on the
other hand, where, in expounding this pas
sage, he savs: ToiiTO Tlvt:~ TWV uvoi}T(jV Kul
'irf:p'i TWV alpicrf(jv i)'rrftA~¢aatV ElPTJC1'8at, may
actually have had in his mind such a class
of indifferentists. Finally, John of Damas-

cus (hreres. 88) mentions the YV(j(Jt/laxol.

Ol 7racr~ yviJ(Jft Taii xpum,avt(J/loii uvmrl.7r
tv TIfJ AiyftV aiJTov~, I'm 7rfPl(J(JOV Tl
7rDloVcrlV ol yviJ(m~ TlVU{ lK(1JToVVU~ tv TaZ~
19da/{ ypacpair- ov&v yap UJ.M (TlTft /; 19£Or
7rapa XPl(JTtavoii. ei
7rpa;ft~ Kal.fu;.
TOVTf~,

PI

Here would be the proper place to men
tion certain other minor sects little known
to us, which seem to have sprung out of a
religious eclecticism, if they did not belong
rather to the general history of religion
than to the history of christian sects. Tho
Euphemites, so called after the hymns ad
dressed to the supreme God, the Almighty,
(whom alone they worshipped,) which they
chaunted together in their prayers, - a sec'
which seems to have arisen out of that
spritualized, refined polytheism, which was
connected with the recognition of one abso
lute essence j the ilypsistariam, (the wor
shippers of the rJfO~ iJ1/'lcrTO~,) perhaps iden
tical with the former, or perhaps differing
from them by the mixing in of Jewish with
pagan elements, known to us through tho
father of Gregory Nazianzen, who was at
first a member of this sect, (comp. the wri
tings of Bohmer and Ullmann on this sect j)
the efOcr£(3fi~ in Phrenicia, who either sprung
likewise out of that later eclecticism, or
were the offshoot of a still older form of
religion, which subordinated Sabreism to
Monotheism j the Calicolre, predominantly
of Jewish origin, originating perhaps from
the proselytes of the gate. The rite of
baptism among this last mentioned sect
may not have been the Christian ordinance,
but may have sprung out of the Jewish
baftism of the proselytes.
See Theophanes Chronograph. and Ce
dren. ad. h. a.
1
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(vol. I. p. 506) would certainly tend to injure them. But when
Constantine was endeavoring to put an end to the religious persecutions
generally, which had arisen under Diocletian, ~nd to introduce a univer
sal religious toleration, he was naturally desirous of obtaining more ex
act information with regard to the character of the different and less
known religious sects, and particularly of the 'Manichreans, respecting
whom so many unfavorable reports were in circulation, in order to de
termine by the result of his inquiries what course of conduct he ought
to pursue. He committed this investigation to an individual named
Strategius, who, by his equal familiarity with the Latin and the Greek
tongues, was admirably well fitted for such a business - the same who
afterwards, under the name of Musonianus, rose to the dignity of a
prretorian Prrefect of the East.1 The accounts which Constantine
obtained in this way, were probably favorable to the :M:anichreans:
and he found nothing in their tenets to hinder him from extending
his toleration to the Manichrean sect. But as the princip}es of tol
eration by which he was guided at first, gradually passed over to
those of an opposite kind, the 1\-Ianichreans, who were specially hated,
became once more objects of persecution, even before any new laws
had been enacted against them. The rhetorician Libanius interceded
with the governor of Palestine in behalf of the 1\Ianichreans in that
province, praying him to grant them security, and not· suffer every
man to insult them at pleasure. "\Vithout designating them by name,
he yet sufficiently indicates whom he means, by mentioning them as
those. who worshipped the Sun, as the second divine being,2 without
offerings, (since, according to the Manichrean idea, that one and the
same soul is fettered in all animate bodies, such offerings could not
properly be made;) and who led a rigidly abstemious life, and
counted death a gain. 3 He says of them, they are scattered
over many countries of the earth, but are every where few in
numbers; that they injured nobody, but were themselves obliged to
suffer injuries from many.4 After the year 372, new laws appeared
against the Manichreans, which grew more and more severe. Like
other heretics they were deprived of their civil rights, and their as
semblies were forbidden under severe penalties.
At Rome they had secretly propagated their sect down from more
ancient times; and, moreover, they had congregated there in greater
numbers, after being driven away from North Africa and other coun
tries by the inroads of migratory tribes. 5 And here they sought to
find admission into the church, but that very vigilant bishop, Leo the
Great, with the aid of the civil magistracy, entered upon a rigid sys
tem of inquiry to find them out. He succeeded in discovering many
even of their presiding officers.6 By means of these he ascertained the
See Ammian. Marcellin. hist. 1. 15, c. 13.
• See ep. 1344.
The Sun, in fact the manifesting, re
I) Leo Sermo 15.
Quos aliamm regionum
deeming spirit of light, who is the medium perturbatio nobis intulit crebriores.
of connection between the visible world and
6 Leo appeals before his own flock to the
the supreme God. See vol. I. p. 493.
fact (po 15,) that the practice of dissolute
8 It being a release of the soul of light conduct in their meetings had been abs~
from the bonds of the iiA'7.
lutely proved by the confessions of,Mani
1
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names of the other presiding officers of a sect every where dispersed
and still closely connected in its dispersion; and he could now make
use of this discovery for the purpose of assisting, by his correspon
dence with foreign bishops, in the detection of the Manichreans in
every place. 1 Leo made it strictly incumbent on the members of his
own community to inform him where :Manichreans dwelt, where they
taught, whom they visited, in what society they were wont to reside. 2
Those of the arrested Manichreans who would not consent to recant,
were banished, and there appeared a new, severer law of the emperor
Valentinian III. against this sect. Under the emperor Justinian,
death was the established punishment for being a Manichrean.
Though a part of the Manichreans had at an earlier period been
driven away by the political storms from the districts of North
Africa, yet many still remained behind in this quarter of the world,
which, from the fourth century, constituted the principal seat of
Manichreanism; and the ignorance of the Vandal ecclesiastics made it
easy for the Manichreans to gain proselytes among them. King
Hunerich, who acceded to the government in ~ 77, sought to display
his zeal for the orthodox faith by persecuting them, and his anger
was especially aroused at finding among them so many of the Vandal,
Arian clergy. Some of the Manichreans he caused to die at the
stake: others he shipped away out of the country. 3 In this way,
again, many of them probably came into Europe, and these trans
mitted the doctrines of the sect, amidst the disturbances of these
times, down to later generations.
The repeated persecutions prove how little could be effected by
them. They rather served to promote the spread of the sect. The
Manichreans gloried in martyrdom for the truth. Their presiding
officers, the elect, compared themselves, persecuted, poor, and living in
the most rigid abstinence, with the clergy of the catholic church, who
lived an easy life in the abundance of, earthly comforts; and they
asserted that they might thus be known as the genuine disciples of
Christ.4 Being rigid ascetics, they might, too, often conceal them
chreans themselves; and, moreover, the law
against the Manichmans enacted, in conse
quence of this investigation into the char
acter of the sect, by Valentinian III., is
evidence of the same thing. We are not
warranted, it is true, to declare these charges
directly to be false. In individual cases of
excrescence, this combination of mysticism
with dissoluteness of conduct may have ex
isted, although altogether foreign from the
orirrinal character of l\1anichreism. In an
old'"'form of condemnation against sects of
this kind, which Muratori has published in
his anecdota from the Ambrosian library, T.
II. Mediolan. 1698, p. 212, a trace of the
doctrine is certainlv to be found, that the
principle of severai of the older Gnostic
sects, according to which every thing that
relates to the body which sprung from the
evil principle, is a matter of utter indiffer
ence to the soul, and that the former, thereVOL. II.
60

fore, might be given up, without injury to
the soul, to every species of lust, was
brought into vogue again by later sects. L
c.: Si quis peccatum earn is non dicit perti
nere ad animum, anathema sit. Still we
have not sufficient knowledge respecting
the manner in which these investigations
were conducted, to enable us to decide
whether the result of them is descrying of
confidence.
1 See the chronicle of Prosper ad 11. 443.
2 See Sermo 15, c. 5.
3 See Victor Vitensis hist. persecut. Van
dal. 1. II. init.
i So says the Manichrean Faustus, com
paring himself with the catholic clergy:
Vides pauperem, vides mitem, vides pacifi
cum, puro cordc, lugentem, esurientem, siti
entem, persecutiones et odin sustinentem
propter justitium, et dubitas, utrum accipiam
evangelium 1 August. c. Faustum,l. V.c.L
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selves under the mask of monasticism. and indeed procure for them.,
selves respect, while their heretical tendency remained undiscovered. l
They might join in the divine service of the catholic churches, since
there was no other means of detecting them except by their scrupling,
on account of their ascetic principles, to partake of the consecrated
wine. Many among them might adopt the current church termino
logy, giving it another and a mystical sense, after the manner of
Agapius,2 who demonstrated his orthodoxy even in an encounter with
Eunomius. Faustus of Mileve in Numidia3 successfully employed his
skillful eloquence and brilliant wit, which was not accompanied, how
ever, with solid judgment, for the extension of the sect. He, as well
as other Manichreans, knew how to promote his cause by taking ad
vantage of the weak spots which the catholic church exposed in its
matters of faith and practice. The mysterious element in the symbols
and doctrines of the Manichreans ; the promise they held out of a
special solution of difficulties by means of a loftier wisdom, in opposi
tio.n to the blind and implicit belief which they censured in the domi
nant church; the close fraternization in which they lived with each
other; all this was attractive to a great many. Men eagerly en
rolled themselves in the class of auditores, longing after the higher mys
teries in which they were to be initiated as the elect.
Many new combinations of Oriental theosophy with Christianity
were also formed,either proceeding from Manichreism or independent
of it. Thus, for example, a certain Aristocritus wrote a work under
the title of {)eor1o!pia, in which he sought to show that Judaism, Hellen
ism, and Christianity were but different forms of one and the same
revelation of the Divine, thus taking his stand in opposition to Mani. 4
A new offshoot of this theosophic tendency made its appearance in
Spain towards the close of the fourth century, in the sect of the Prig
cillianists, a sect which professed many tenets closely related to
~ianichreanism, but not to such a degree, however, as that their
origin may be traced with certainty to the Manichreans. The first
seed of their doctrines came from a man of Memphis by the name
of Marcus. He travelled to Spain, and is said to have disclosed
his doctrines to Elpidius, a rhetorician, and to his wife Agape.
From them, it is said, these doctrines were communicated to Pris
cillian, a respectable and wealthy man in Spain, respected for his
pious and austere life, who had perhaps for a long time before already
1 This is apparent from the law of the
year 381. Cod. Theodos. 1. 16, Tit. 5, 1. 7.
Nee se sub simulatione fallacire corum scili
cet nominum, quibus plerique, ut cognovi
mus, probatre fidei et propositi castioris dici
ne signari volent, maligna fraude defendant,
cum prrescrtim nonnulli ex his Encratitas,
Apotactitas, Hydroparastatas, vel Sacco
phoros nominari se volent et varietate nom
inurn diversorum velnt religio~re professionis
officia mentiantur. Many other indications
are to be found of the spread of Manichroism
among the monks. See e. g. Theodoret.
hist. religios. T. m. p. 1146. EtiXLTat tv

(1ovaX{l(iiJ 1rporxfwan TiI. MavtXatwv VOr1oVvTC,.
Isidor. Pel us. I. 52.
2

Concerning his writings, see Photo cod.

1i9.

From his work in defence of the Ma
nichre:m doctrines against the catholic
church, Augustin has presenoed important
fragments in his reply.
'l ' APLr1jOKP"j(1l.J (3i(3Aor, tv ~ m:lpcmlJ, OctK
vVvat TQV 'I(1I.JOai't7(lQV Kat TOv 'E;U1]vUJpOV "al
TQV Xplr1TtaVlr1(1QV tv elVal Kal TO aVTa OOYfla
KaL ,l(a'&!L1rTGrat Kal. TeW flaVtl'TOr. See th.~
anathemas in Jac. Tollii insignia itinerarn
ltalici, p. 142.
3
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busied himself a good deal with matters of this sort,! and by embody
ing them in a systematic form and giving them spread, he became the
founder of the sect. The eloquence of Priscillian, and his ascetic
austerities, which acquired for him the more respect as contrasted
with the worldly life of many ecclesiastics, procured for him nume
rous followers, and among these some bishops, as, for instance, Ins
tantius and Salvianus. The bishop Hyginus of Cordova first came
out against them, and by him the bishop ldacius of Emerita (Merida)
was instigated to persecute the sect. But, by his rough and vio
lent mode of proceeding, the latter rather promoted the spread of
the sect, and Hyginus himself became afterwards dissatisfied with
the manner in which the Priscillianists were treated, and turned
round to be .-their protector. Upon this, an important synod assem
bled at Cresaraugusta (Saragossa) in the year 380, which pro
nounced sentence of condemnation on the Priscillianists, and sought
to take measures to prevent the further spread of the sect. They
committed to the bishop Ithacius of Sossuba the business of seeing
that their decrees were put into execution. They could not have
made a worse choice than they did in this man, who was a mere
voluptuary, and utterly destitute of all sense for spiritual things.2
Excluded from the church, the followers of Priscillian now took
more thorough measures for establishing their party; and they had
the boldness to make Priscillian himself bishop of Avilla. But
Idacius and Ithacius, conformably with their character, sought by
various artifices to make use of the secular power against the Pris
cillianists, and thus to crush them. 3 They actually succeeded in
procuring an imperial rescript whereby Priscillian and all his adhe
rents were condemned to exile. The latter hoped, through the
influence of the two most eminent bishops of the West, to procure a
rescindment of this decision: and the leaders of the sect repaired
to the bishops Damasus of Rome and Ambrose of l\filan for the
purpose of vindicating themselves before these prelates ; but in this,
of course, they could not possibly succeed. They succeeded better
in an attempt to bribe, with the money of Priscillian, a civil officer
of rank, Macedonius, the master of offices, (magister officiorum,) and
through his influence it was brought about, that the first rescript
was revoked, and the order given that the churches of which the
Priscillianists had been deprived, should be restored back to them.
Ithacius did not cease persecuting them; and being complained of
himself as a disturber of the peace, he fled to Gaul. Already, it is
said, was he conducted back to Spain, and there arraigned before the
tribunal, when a great political change gave a different turn to the whole
affair. The news came, that ~Iaximus, who had proclaimed himself
Cresar in Britain, would soon arrive at Triers. There Ithacius waited
1 Multa lectione ernditus. SuI pic. Severi impudcns, snmptnosns, ventrl et galre pI uri·
mum impertiens.
hist. sacr. 1. II. c. 46.
8 Sulpicius Sevcrns pronounces this pa
2 So he is describcd by Sulpicius Scverns,
hist. sacr. 1. n. c. 50. Nihil pensi, nihil rum sana consilia.
sancti habuisse. Fnit enim audax,loquax,
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for him, and on his arrival placed in his hands' a formal accusation
against Priscillian aud his followers. The new emperor received the
complaint, and perhaps in the outset was only intending to show his
zeal for pure doctrine, since he glories in this, in his letter to the R0
man bishop Siricius. He treated. the affair as one purely ecclesias
tical; - he ordered that all who were suspected of participating in the
spread of these false doctrines, should appear before a synod to be
assembled at Burdelaga (Bordeaux) in the year 384. Instantius and
Priscillian were the first to appear before it. After the former had
been deposed from the episcopal dignity, because what he said in defence
of himself was not found to be satisfactory, Priscillian forestalled the
sentence which he might expect, by appealing to the emperor, by
which infatuated step he prepared the way for his own destruction.
The bishops, partly from their own weakness, partly out of hostility to
Priscillian, forebore to protest against this proceeding, by which, con
trary to the existing theory of rights in the Western church, a purely
spiritual offence was brought and tried before a secular tribunal.
Accordingly, all that were complained of, or suspected, were cited
before the emperor's tribunal. Idacius and Ithacius appeared as the
accusers; and Ithacius, it is said, was for fixing the suspicion of Priscil
lianism on all who led a strict and serious Christian life, for which he
had no liking himself, all who were much given to the study of the
Bible, or who often fasted.1 A truly pious man, however, who then
resided at Triers, declared very strongly against this unspiritual mode
of proceeding. It was the bishop Martin of Tours. 2
He declared it to be an unheard of thing, that an ecclesiastical mair
ter should be judged by a secular court on principles of the civil law.
He entreated :Maximus to spare the lives of the unfortunate men; - it
was enough that by the decision of the bishops, they had been de
clared false teachers, and deprived of their churches. As long as
Martin was present, the trial was actually delayed, and before his
departure, the emperor promised him there should be no shedding of
blood. But when Martin was gone, the emperor, through the influence
of two bishops, Magnus and Rufus, was led to change his mind, being
the more readily disposed to follow the advice of these two bishops, who
recommended severity, because the property of the rich Priscillian and
of his followers excited his cupidity.3 He committed the trial of the
1 The words of Sulpicius Severns: Hic stul
titire eo usque processerat, ut omnes etiam
sanctos viros, quibus aut studium inerat lec
tionis aut propositum erat certare jejuniis,
tanquam Priscilliaui socios aut discipulos in
crimen arcesseret.
.
2 Although descended from heathen pa
rents, yet he had already when a child re
ceh'ed the seeds of Christianity into his
heart. Against his own will he bec.'\me a
soldier, and showed the evidence of Christian
piety in the military service. Theu he be
came a monk, finally, a bishop. The ven
eration of his period denominated him a
worker of miracles. See his biography by

Sulpicius Severns, one of his enthusiastic
admirers, who had known him personally,
hut losing himself in exaggerations, has
given us too little of the genuinely historical
and characteristic facts relating to his life.
See also the dialogues of Sulpicius.
3 Sulpicius Severns, who would fain ex"
cuse Maximus, says (Dialog. III. c. 9) that
most people at that time suspected the em
peror of covetousness, si quid em in bona
eorum inhiaverat; and the pagan PacatUS
Drepanius says in his panegyric on the ern"
peror Theodosius the Great, c. 29, conceT?"
ina' the cause of Maximus' inclination 1Il
fa~or of these bishops, whom he calls no
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cause to a severe judge, the prefect Euodius. Priscillian was con
demned not only as a false teacher, but also as a violator of the laws.
He was accused ,of disseminating doctrines, the tendency of which was
to countenance and encourage -unnatural lusts. In the secret assem
blies of the sect, it was asserted abominations of this kind had actually
taken place. Maximus appealed in his letter to the Roman bishop
Siricius, to the fact, that the crimes of Priscillian had been disclosed by
his own confession. 1 But it is easy to see, that everything depends on
the question how this confession was drawn forth. An admission ex
torted by the rack, as this most probably was,2 wants the force of evi
dence; and the very circumstance, that the emperor felt it necessary
to justify his conduct before the Roman bishop, may betray the con
sciousness of his guilt.
The result of this judicial process was, that Priscillian and several
of his most important adherents were executed with the sword.s
Others, after the confiscation of their goods, were banished to the island
of Syllina, (Scilly.)
There was one individual, however, of the bishops assembled at Trier,
namely, Theognist, who declared in the most emphatic language, with
out fear of the emperor's anger, against this whole proceeding, and he
renounced the fellowship of all those who had taken any part in it.
The voice of this individual by itself, was of little avail; but he was
now to be sustained by a powerful ally. The bishop Martin was on
the point of returning to Triers, for the purpose of imploring the mercy
of the emperor in behalf of numbers who had been engaged or implicated
in the recent political strifes. The bishops, who heard of this, dreaded
his great influence. ~loyed by their representations, ~Iaximus caused
Martin to be informed before he came into the city, that he could not
be permitted to enter unless he promised to keep peace with the bishops.
Martin answered, he would come with the peace of Christ.
When he arrived at Triers, he attached himself to Theognist; and
fruitless were all the efforts of ~faximus to make him satisfied with the
conduct of the bishops - fruitless all his representations, to bring about
a reconciliation betwixt him and the party of Ithacius. Finally he
dismissed him in anger.
Meantime, the emperor had resolved to send to Spain a military
commission with unlimited powers, for the purpose of continuing the
trials and the punishment of the Priscillianists. lIad this purpose been
executed, others doubtless, besides the Priscillianists, whose property
minibus antistites, revera antem satellites
atque earnifices: a quibus tot simul votiva
veniebant avaro divitum bona.
.' 1 In this letter, first puhlished by Cardin~l
Baronius from the Vatican library, MaxI
mus says: Creterum quid adhuc pr~xime
proditum sit, Manichreos sceleris ndmlttere,
non argumentis, neque suspicionibus dubiis
vel incertis. sed ipsorum confessione inter
judicia prolatis, malo quod ex gestis ipsis
tun sanctitas, quam ex Dostro ore eognoscat j
quia hujuseemodi Don modo facta turpia,
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verum etiam freda dietu, proloqui sine ru
bore non possumus.
2 Pncatus Drepanius mentions expressly,
in connection with this investigation, the
gemitus et tormenta miserorum.
3 Among the persons executed was also
the noble and rich widow Euchrotia, of
whom Pacatus Drcpanius says, (1. c.:) Ex
probabatur mulieri vidUal nimia religio et
diligentius cult a divinitas. Quid hoc majus
poterat intendere aecusator sacerdos?
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,was coveted, or who might be looked upon as belonging to the sect
merely on account of the cast of their countenance or their ascetic dress,!
would have fallen victims to the persecution. Martin, ever since his
first interview with Maximus, had been laboring to persuade him that
h~ ought not to execute this decree; but the latter had given onlyeva..
sive replies. At length :Martin heard, all at once, that tribunes, com
missioned with full powers, had been· actually sent to Spain. He
hurried immediately, though it was night, to the palace, and promised
the emperor, that he would admit the bishops t<> church fellowship, if
the emperor would recall the tribunes; and by this compliance he
rescued, for the time being, several unhappy creatures from ruin.
Though many, influenced by the blind zeal against heretics, and
by the perverse principle of Augustin, (see above, p. 212-217,) car
ried out to the extreme, that it was right to bring back the erring to
the truth. and to salvation by the fear of bodily sufferings,2 were
induced to approve of those oppressive measures, or at least to wink at
them; yet influential voices declared against them. When, at a later
period, Ambrose of Milan came to Triers, on business of the young
emperor, Valentinian II., he was not deterred by any fear of the dis
pleasure of Maximus, from refusing the fellowship of the church to those
bishops who had taken part in those proceedings; 3 and he compared
them with the Pharisees, who questioned Christ respecting the punish
ment which according to the civil laws was due to the woman taken in
adultery.4 Siricius, bishop of Rome, took the same ground with Am
brose.5 Ithacius was afterwards deposed from his episcopal office, and
the schism lasted for some time between these two parties of bishops,
the party that approved, and those who condemned the proceedings
against the Priscillianists.
.
For the rest, the death of Priscillian and his friends could not effect
the suppression of the sect; on the contrary, it served to give it a new
access of enthusiasm. 6 Priscillian and many of those who had been
executed with him, were adored by the sect as martyrs.
1 SulpiC'. Sever. Dialog. 1. TIl. c. 11, cum publicis judiciis oportuisse, qnos adserunt
quis pallore potius aut veste qtram fide hoo secundum leges opormisse puniri.
reticus restimitretur.
G We must infer this from the VI. eanon
. 2 Leo the Great, taking for granted, in of the council of Turin. Harduin. I. f.
deed, that Priscillian set forth doctrines 959, where the decisions of Ambrose and of
totally destructive of good morals, says of the bishop of Rome are placed together as
this mode of proceeding against heretics, one and the same.
ep. 15 ad Turribium: Profuit diu ista dis
6 With what suspicion Christians, and
trictio ecc1esiasticre lenitati, qure, etsi sacer especially monks, coming from Spain, were
dotali contenta judicio cmentas rcfugit ul regarded in the beginning of the fifth cen
tiones, sevcris tamen Christianornm princi tury, (since, in fact, Priscillianism often put
pum constitutionibus adjuvatur, dum ad on the garb of l\1onachism,) from the dread
,spiritale nonnunquam recurrunt remediu'm, of the Priscillian heresy, which was there so
qui timent corpora Ie supplicium.
widely ditfused, is seen in the instance of
3 As Ambrose himself relates, cp. 24 ad
the monk Bacchiarius, who in his tnlct de
,Valentinianum: Me abstinere ab iis qui fide, and in his exhortation to n fall~n
aUquos, devios lieet a fide, ad necem pete monk, (ad Januarium de reparatione lapsl,)
bat.
discovers, as a teacher of faith and morals,
. • Ep. 26 ad Irenreum: Quid enim aUud l\ moderate and gentle spirit. Driven, per
isti dicunt, quam dicebant Judrei, reos crim haps by the political disturban,ces, fro.m
!num legibus esse puhlicis punieudos, et Spain, he betook himself to some other diS
Ideo accusari cos etiam a saccrdotibus in trict of the West, where he might hope to
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As to the doctrines of Priscillian, we find, so far as we can gain any
knowledge of them from the meagre accounts of their adversaries,l that
Dualism and the emanation theory were combined together in them
elements related to Gnosticism and Manichreism. He supposed a king.
dom of light, which developed itself in manifold gradations, by eman~
tion from the original source, and opposed to this, a kingdom of darkness
or chaos, out of which, as an emanation from it, proceeded the powers
of darknQSs, at the head of whom stands Satan.2 The souls which
emanated from the divine essence, are sent forth to combat the powers
of darkness; - they vow in the presence of God to contend with firm
ness and constancy, and the angels stimulate them with exhortations.
They descend through the seven heavens, perhaps the kingdoms of the
seven star-spirits,3 forming the boundary betwixt the kindoms of light
and of darkness, in order to attack this latter; and probably it was
Priscillian's notion, that from each of these sidereal regions the souls
appropriated and brought along with them a correspondent sidereal
vehicle. 4 Brit now the powers of darkness succeed in drawing down the
souls to themselves, and of enchaining them in bodies. 5 This result, how..
ever, is not a mere accident, but. the powers of darkness are destined
thus to subserve the purposes of the divine wisdom in bringing about
the destruction of their own kingdom. The heavenly souls were des
enjoy more tranquility, (whether to Rome,
as we might infer from the account of Gen
nadiug, c. 24, remains uncertain, as this ac
count .contains several other statements
which are manifestly incorrect.) ..As it
seems, no one was willing, however, to re
ceive him in any of the cloisters, and the
bishops also hesitated to grant him the fel
lowship of the church, because they sus
pected him, on account of the country he
came from, of heresy. This led him to
draw up in his own defense his confession
of faith, which was first published hy Mura
tori in the second volume of the above-cited
collection of aVfKOoTa from the Ambrosian
library, and again by Galland. bib!. patr. T.
lX. The manner, then, in whie-h he here
justifies antithetically his orthodoxy, partic
ularly in respect to the doctrines of the
Trinity, the humanity of ChNst, the resur
rection, the origin of the soul; in respect to
marriaCTc, the ascetic life and the canon of
the sa~red scriptures, shows clearly that it
was against the su~picion of being tainted
with the Priscillian doctrines, so widely dif
fused in his own country, he had chiefly to
defend himself.
1 Especially the Commonitorium of Oro
sius to Augustin, (Augustin. hreres. 70,) and
the answer of bishop Leo the Great to Tu.r
ribius, bishop of Asturica, (Astorga,) m
Which he for the most part joins in a~pt
iug the report of the latter respecting the
doctrines of this sect, in order to their con
futation.

2 8atanam ex Chao et tenebris emersisse.
Leo ad Turrib. c. VI.
8 Compo the doctrine of the Ophites.
• If we consider, however, that Priscillian
used the Ascensio Isaire, which has come to
our knowledge in the Ethiopic translation,
(cd. Lawrence. Oxon. 1819,) it becomes,
perhaps, more probable that by the seven
heavens he understood seven graduated
classes of the higher world of spirits fol
lowing one after the other, - seven stages
of the higher world of emanation, accord
ing to the Cabbalistic theology. It may be
questioned, also, whether the sidereal world,
according to his theory, belongs wholly to
the kingdom of evil, or rather answers to
the Gnostic kingdom of the Demiurge.
I) According to Leo's representation, Co
10, Priscillian supposed an earlier gUilt pre
ceding birth; hut the representations of
Orosius and of Augustin, which we have
followed, manifestly bcar more of the char
acter of originality, and expressions from a
letter of Prisdllian confirm this representa
tion. If we must suppose that Leo's expo
sition must harmonize with that of Augus
tin, the harmony, in the sense of PriscilJian,
might be sought for simply in this, that the
submitting to be overcome by the powers of
darkness was represented as a contraction
of guilt, which Leo was at fault in only not
understanding in the right way,in conform
ity with Priscillian's train of ideas.
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tined to destroy the kingdom of darkness in its own seat, and this was
actually brought about by the redemption.!
Over against the twelve sidereal powers, the twelve signs of the Zodiac,
to which man is supposed to be related and subjected by means of his
body, (whose several parts and members Priscillian assigned to the dif
ferent constellations of the Zodiac,) he placed the twelve heavenly pow
ers, represented under the name of the twelve patriarchs, to whom the
8oul8 of men are supposed to be related, and under whose guidance
they stand. Hence man, representing in his soul and body the uni
verse in miniature, unites in himself the higher and the lower worlds,
heaven and earth. 2 By virtue of the inherent dependence of the body, in
which the soul has been imprisoned by the powers of darkness, man con
tinues to be subject to the influences of the stars, until the soul, which is
related to God, obtains, through its fellowship with that higher world
from which it has sprung, power to deliver itself from those lower in
fluences. In order to the deliverance of these souls, the Redeemer ap
peared on earth. It cannot be determined with certainty, what Pris
cillian thought of the divine and the human natures of Christ. It is
certain, that he entertained Monarchian notions respecting the relation
of the Son of God to the Trinity, as well as respecting the Trinity gen
erally. According to his theory of the body, as being the seat and ori
gin of evil; of birth, as a work of the powers of darkness, he could
not admit the fact of the birth of Christ with a true human body of
earthly stuff. If, then, the testimony of Leo is to be relied on,3 that the
Priscillianists attributed the predicate "only begotten" to the Saviour
only in the sense that he alone was born of a virgin, yet this certainly
is not to be so understood as if Priscillian had wholly adopted
the church notions respecting the birth of Christ. He might be the
more induced to .dwell on the predicate in this sense, if he reckoned
among the extraordinary facts connected with Christ's birth, his hav
ing brought with him a body of etherial mould; and thus the being
born denoted, in his case, something entirely different from what it does
in the case of other men. From the antithetic dogmas, however, which
the council of Toledo, in the year 400, opposed to the Priscillianists, it
is evident that the latter represented Christ as one who was incapa
ble of being born, Cinnascibilis,) and maintained that Christ's divine
and corporeal nature were one and the same. This seems to involve the
Manichrean form of conception; - the one divine light-nature exhib
ited itself to the eye of sense under the semblance merely of an object
of sense. Leo says, moreover, that they could not join with the church
in celebrating the festival of Christmas, because they held the Docetic
notions respecting Christ's appearance on earth. If Priscillian gave
1 Here we recognize Priscillian's general to conquer, to snbserve its pnrposes and
principle, which is to be found also in the prepare the way for their own downfall.
Manichrean system; arte, non potentia Dei,
2 Priscillian's words, in a letter, are: Hre.c
agi omnis. boua in hoc mundo. The king prima sapientia est, in animarnm typis divI
dom of light, by its victorious wisdom, narum virtutum intelligere naturas et cor
forces the princes of darkness, on the very poris dispositionem, in qua obligatum ere
spot where they seem to be insolent and lum videtur et terra.
BL. c. c. m.
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particular prominence to the suffering of Christ, in accomplishing the
work of redemption, this circumstance would, it is true, seem not quite
consistent with his Docetic views. But the way in which he expresses
himself on this point admits of being explained also, even if we sup
pose that, like ~1ani, he attributed to the sufferings of Christ only a.
symbolical meaning.! As the twelve signs of the Zodiac have influ
ence on the birth of the outward man, so the twelve celestial powers,
opposed to them, influence the new birth, whereby the inner man is to
be restored to fellowship with the divine substance from which it ema
nated. 2 What is affirmed of Christ, that he was born of a woman; but
conceived of the Holy Ghost,3 the Priscillianists applied to all the sons
of the promise. It may be questioned, however, whether they under
stood this of the birth, so far as man's inner essence is derived from
God, or of the new birth as contrasted with the natural. The Priscil
lianists, as may be gathered from what they affirmed concerning the
Patriarchs, acknowledged the authority of the Old Testament. Theyap
propriated it to their purpose by resorting to the allegorical method of
interpretation. But it still might be the case that in so doing, they dis
tinguished the God of the Old Testament from the God of the Gospe1.4
Besides the canonical scriptures of the Old and New Testament, how
ever, they made use of several apocryphal writings, as for example, the
hymn of thanks sung by Christ on his last visit to the mount of Olives,
Matth. 26: 30, which they said was handed down among the initiated
alone~
,
.
.
The moral system of the Priscillianists was, as their doctrine con
cerning the origin of the body required, rigidly ascetic. It enjoined
austerities of all sorts, and, in particular, celibacy. The charges laid
against them of dissolute conduct, are, to say the least, not sufficiently
well authenticated. But it must be owned, that, in common with most
of the theosophic sects who were in the habit of distinguishing an es
oteric and an exoteric doctrine - they were extremely loose in their
principles of veracity. They affirmed that a falsehood might be al
lowed for a holy end, - for example, to promote the spread of their own
mysteries; and that it was right to conceal from the multitude, by af
fecting to agree with them in their fleshly notions, that which they
were as yet incapable of understanding. There was no obligation to
Bpeak out the whole truth, except to the enlightened; that is, to the
members of the sect: and to give Bome shadow of foundation for
this view respecting the limit to the obligation of truthfulness, they
made use of the passage in Ephes. 4: 25, distorted to their own mean
ing. Their bishop Dictinnius, who, at the -council of Toledo, in the
1 Christ by his sufferings - said Priscil
lian-annulled the bond, Col. 2: 14, by
l'irtue of which the soul was held impris
oned in the body by the powers of darkness
and Was made suhject to the sidereal influ
ences.
2 Leo c. 13. Duodecim virtutes, qure re
formationem hominis interioris operantur,

ut in earn substantiam de qua prodiit, re
formctur.
8 Leo c. 9
Filios promissionis ex mull
eribus quid em natos; sed ex spiritu saocto
conceptos.
4 As is implied in the genuine antithetic
proposition of the council of Toledo.
6 See Augustin. ep. 237 ad Ceretium.
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year 400, came over to the Catholic church, had written a work, en
titled" the Scales," 1 in which these principles were expounded and
defended. But it is plain, from this very principle of theirs, that
their own sayings respecting the character of the sect and its doc
trines, as well as the declarations in the recantations of its members
who returned back to the Catholic church, deserve little confidence.
Hence, many Catholic ecclesiastics were of the opinion that, in order
to draw from the Priscillianists a true account of the subject-matter of
their doctrines, it was right to adopt the same method of dissimulation.
But Augustin composed an excellent treatise for the express purpose
of exposing the immorality of this method, and of setting forth the
absolute universality of the obligation to veraci,ty.2
By following out this principle, the Priscillianists found it, of course,
comparatively easy to propagate their sect, in spite of all the persecu
tions; and as accessory to this purpose came in also the political agi
tations, occasioned by the migration of wandering tribes over Spain;
amidst which movements the oversight of the church could not be so
constantly and strictly maintained. The council of Braga, in the year
563, found it necessary to enact new laws with a view to the detection
and suppression of the Priscillianists; and from this circumstance, we
see how long they were enabled to maintain themselves, and how easily 3
they might scatter the seeds of their doctrines far down into the
succeeding periods.
Although these later influences of the old Oriental sects, in their re
lation to the development of this particular period, may appear unim
portant, yet they were propagated to the following centuries, and proved
an important means in the hand of God, whereby a lively opposition
was first aroused to the adulteration of the gospel by the intrusion of
human dogmas, and to the slavery of the spirit which thence resulted;
and whereby the laity was brought back to a consciousness of the rights
pertaining to the universal priestly office of Christians at large, and
to the pure well-spring of the truth in the divine word.
1
2

Libra.
His work de mendacio ad Consentium.

S

Concilium Bracarense I.
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NOTES AND ADDITIONAL REMARKS FROM THE SECOND EDITION.

Page 5. .A few scattered hints.] As Constantine had ever risen to
greater power in his contests with princes who were zealously engaged in
the defence of Paganism; as his political importance had regularly increased
in proportion as his declarations became more decided in favor of the Chris
tian religion, there seem to be some grounds for the assertion, that it was
not a religious, but a purely political interest, which first induced him to
espouse the cause of Christianity, though he might afterwards have really
felt the religious interest, which in the beginning he did but outwardly
assume; since religion, and above all Christianity, is possessed of a power
to master and govern the soul of the individual whose intention at first is
simply to use it in subserviency to his own ends. And examples to illustrate
this statement are certainly not wanting in the period before us. Or even
if we suppose Constantine bad no set purpose and design of thus using
Christianity, yet owing to his connection with the times, he might, under
the sure guidance of a certain instinctive feeling, be led to perceive that
Paganism had now lost its power in the life of the people, while Christianity
had attracted the whole of that power to itself. Or it might be said, that
without being conscious on his own part of any particular religious interest,
he was gradually drawn into the current which the times themselves had
set in motion. It might be asserted, with Gibbon, that some portion of the
religious enthusiasm which attached itself to Constantine, and to which he
yielded in the first place merely for the sake of compassing his own ends,
finally got possession of his feelings, and became with him a matter of
personal conviction.1 But though in all this, and particularly in what was
last stated, there may be some truth at bottom, still there is no good reason
for regarding the conversion of Constantine to Christianity as having been
a mere outward change; but, on the contrary, we find many grounds for
presuming that religious convictions which had originated in his own mind,
Were gradually unfolded in him under various influences from without, and
that he passed by degrees from a certain species of religious eclecticism, to
the sole recognition of Christianity as the true religion; - by no transition,
for instance, somewhat like that which we might suppose would have taken
plrlce in the case of an Alexander Severus, or a Philip the Arabian, had
either of them lived in the same juncture.
P. 7, indebted for his goodfortune to the protection of a god.] Perhaps
to Apollo, or the sun-god, Helios. Julian intimates as much in that mythical
account, (orat. vii. f. 228, ed. Spanheim,) where he represents Jupiter as
saying to Helios, that Constantine, by abandoning the latter- with whom,
therefore, he must be supposed to have previously st~od in some special
1 In nn age of religious fervor, the most artfnl statesmen are observed to feel some
part of the enthusiasm which they inspire.-Gibbon.
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relation - had been the cause of every evil to himself and to his family.
'Oq GE a7tOAE{7tOJV atirep '1:8 )Cat rivet )cCel 7tatGtv ai-r{oq Erl'JIE'rO 'rOOV'r'ljAtX01rtOOl1
1ta(}'lj(-la'rOJv. In confirmation of this, we find the god of the sun repre·

sented on coins as the patron god of Constantine. See those with the
inscription: "Soli invicto comiti.~' Eckhel doctrina nummorum veterum.
Vol. viii. p. 75.
P~ 14, secure to us through all time.] It is evident, then, that by restor
ing back to the Christian churches the property of which they had been
deprived, he believed himself doing what would be well-pleasing to God.
P.35. Addition to note 2.J The mad assaults of the Bishop Georgius
on the temples, his influence over the emperor Constantius, and through
him over all the civil and military authorities, are also noticed by Julian in
his letter to the people of Alexandria: To'll KOJ"G'rav'Clov ieciu o'rc xaf}'
vp.OOv 7ta!?oJ~vvcv, cl7:a clG~rarcV Elq 'r~v iEeav 7tOAW G'rQa'r07tE~OV, )Cat xa'ri').a
pcv 0 G'rQa'r1jrOq 'r~q Atrv7t'rov 'rO artoJ'ra'ro" 'roli fJ'cov 'r1(-lE'JIOq, a7toGv').~Gaq

EXcifJe-v cixovaq xat ava(}~(-la'ra xat EV 'roiq iEQoiq XOG(-lov' V(-lOO'JI ~ arara,,
'rOVJ"l'WV cixo'rwq, xat 7tclQw(-llvwv a(-lvvcw 'rep fJ'cep, (-laUov ~e 'roiq 'rov {tcoii
x'r~(-laGtv, O~E ~'rOA(-l'ljGEV vft-iv E7tt7tI(-l1pat 'rovq o7tAt'raq a(J{xwq )Cat 7taQavo(-lw;
xat aGEpWq· iGwq rcoJeywv (-laUov ~ 'rO" KwvG'ranwv ~E~OtxroqJ iav'rul'
7taQcrpv).ancv, cl (-lE'rQoJUeOv V(-liv )Cat 7tOAtXoJ'rcQO", aUa p.~ 'rvQa'JI'JI~xoJuQ01'
7tor}l.!w(}cv 7tQOGcCPIQE'rO. See ep. 10, Juliani epistolre, ed. Heyler. lIogun

tire, 1828, p. 14.
P. 36, a direction hostile to Ohristianity.] Athens, then the most flour
ishing school for the study of ancient literature, was also a central spot for
the secret dissemination of Paganism. The Pagan and Christian youth
here formed two opposite parties. Gregory. of Nazianz, in the funeral
discourse upon his friend Basil of Cresarea, describes how by the influence
of a Christian education they were kept safe from the contagious spirit of
the place while studying together at Athens; and how all the pains taken
to recommend Paganism served but to confirm them in their faith. And in
this connection, he remarks: BI.apEQa 'roiq (1UO/q ){(}ijvat 'ra Elq 1./JvX~v 'roi;
EVGcpm-rEQotq. Kat ra(! 7tl.ov'rov 'ra Ei~w').a p.aIJ.ov 'rijq (1Ufjq EUa~o;, xai
xal.c7tov (-l~ Gvva(plaG(}~vat 'roiq 'rov'rwv E7tatVnatq )Cat GVV'ljy6(!0l,q. Orat. xx.
ed. Lips., 1690, f. 331.
P. 40, the destined instrument to achieve it.] True, the political interest
could not, in this case, have had any influence in modifying the religious.
The former, under the existing relationg of the parties to each other, would
much rather have determined Julian to exhibit a great show of zeal for the
church orthodoxy. His being connected with the oppressed, and on the
whole, feeble Pagan party could not prove otherwise than injurious to h.is
political interests. But there can be no doubt that, in his own case, as III
that of Constantine, the political motives came to be united with religious
ones; but in the opposite order. The political interest was in his case
stimulated by the religious. As Constantine, with whom the political inter
est predominated at first, was from this led to the conviction, that he was
destined by God to make his worship the prevailing one in the Roman em
pire, so Julian, with whom the interest for the fundamental principle of the
old world gradually became the predominant one, finally convinced himself
that he was destined and called by the gods to restore the~r ancient domI
nion.
P. 40, to entrap a youth like Julian.] The Platonic school was t~e~
divided into two parties. The first consisted of those who, true to the spmt
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of Plotinus, despised magic as something belonging to an inferior stage of
the spiritual life, where that life was still under bondage to the sidereal
world, still held fast under the dominion of nature; and considered it as
alone worthy of the philosopher to consecrate his life, in contemplation, to
. the purely spiritual and godlike objects which are exalted above all reach
of the powers of the sidereal world, those powers which are under the
control of the magic art, (the Goeteia.) The other party consisted of such
as did not disdain to intermeddle with magic and divination, and who en
deavored by these arts to produce an impression on men's minds, so as to
gain proselytes for the ancient religion. lHaximus belonged to this latter
party, and the young Julian was peculiarly susceptible to such impressions.
P. 41, he became the secret hope of the whole Pagan party.] In like
manner, the hopes of the. Christian party were fixed on the young men
Basil, afterwards bishop of Cresarea in Cappadocia, and Gregory, after
wards bishop of Nazianzus, who were then students in the same school.
P. 42. Their influence is diffused down to the earth.] This whole
process of evolution, from the Absolute to the ultimate limit of all existence,
appeared to him to be a necessary one. Creation and redemption, as free
acts of the divine will, were here quite out of the question. Such notions
were to be attributed to the rude anthropomorphism of Judaism and Chris
tianity!
P. 44. The priest was not to read any improper poet.] In the instruction
to a high priest, already cited on page 42, Julian directs that" the best men,
and above all the most devout 1 and benevolent, should be selected for such
offices." Though it was not his principle to pay no regard to differences of
rank and property in religious matters, yet the force of circumstances would
constrain him to overlook such considerations, for it sometimes happened
that zealous Pagans were to be found only in noble and wealthy families,
and at others, only among the lower ranks. Hence, after stating the quali
ficationsabove mentioned, as requisite for the sacerdotal office, he adds,
"No matter whether they be rich or poor. No regard should be had to the
circumstance whether the candidate was of noble rank or otherwise." Yet
he must have been highly gratified when he could obtain priests from the
better class: for these, in fact, would be the most suitable ministers of a
Paganism spiritualized by the neo-Platonic philosophy, and well qualified to
uphold the former by means of the latter.
,
P. 45. They were not to engage in any unsuitable occupation.] In his
instruction to a priest, he distinguishes the different positions of the priest
in his life within~ and in his life without the temple. He then goes on to
say: "When the priest returns to the ordinary life of men, he may visit
his friends, and accept invitations to banquets, though not from every body,
but only from the better sort., He may also visit, though not often, the
pUblic places; confer with the governor of the province; and by interceding
with the magistrates, assist, so far as it is in his power, those who really
Med it. The priestly attire should be different within from what it is
When he is without the temple. 'Vithin the temple, it should be rich and
gorgeous; without, more simple. He should keep away from the fights of
wild beasts in the circus, and from the indecent theatrical shows." Julian
wished to restore the theatre, as an institution connected with the Pagan
cuItus, to its original purity in correspondence with the worship of Bac
1 cl>tAo&ec..lT(lT~, which therefore means, in his own sense, those, of whom but few were
still remaining, that were greatly distinguished for the zeal in behalf of the ancient
religion.
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chus. But as this was impracticable, he meant at least that the priests
should keep aloof. from it. No theatrical singer or dancer, no player of
mimes, no charioteer was to be admitted into the house of a priest. Here,
too, we may perceive a plain imitation of the ecclesiastical laws relative to
the conduct of the clergy. In the same instructions, he requires of candi
dates for the priestly office, as an evidence of their piety, that they should
succeed in persuading all their relatives to join in the worship of the
gods.l
P. 50, the Jew.<; had confounded the~'r Derniurge with the Supreme deity.]
He would also probably ascribe the contradictions and inconsistencies
which he supposed he found in many parts of the Old Testament, to the
literal interpretation of those accounts, which, like the Hellenic myths, had
a more profound, mystical sense. " The Jews - said he 2 - did not agree
with the Christians, but they agreed with the Pagans. They differ from
us only in the exclusive worship of one God. Every thing else, they
have in common with us: temple, :;acred groves, altars, lustrations, and a
variety of other observances, wherein we differ but little or not at all." 8
"If the God proclaimed by Moses - he says. addressing the Jews· - is
the universal framer of the univerf':e, presiding immediately over the world,
then we have the more correct notions of him, who regard him as being
the universal Lord of the Universe, and the others as governors of indi
vidual nations, and standing under him, as governors under the king, of
whom each has to administer his own particular province; nor do we
make him a rival of the gods that stand under him. But if 1\10se8 wor
ships a particular subordinate God, and attributes to him the government
and direction of all things, then it is better to follow us, and to recognize
the God who is indeed over all, without failing to recognize that other
being also, and to worship him as a god who has received the rule over
the smallest province, but not as one who is the framer of alL" 6
P. 57, gained over by Pagan teachers to embrace their religion.] Per
haps he would not have scrupled to take the part of the children against
their parents, where the latter sought to keep away their children from
these schools; for he says: "It is not right to try to keep children from the
best ways before they know which direction they should take, nor to lead
them by addressing their fears and against their will to the religion of their
elders," - which could only be meant to apply to those parents who were
endeavoring to keep their children away from Paganism.
P. 69, free from the constraint of authority.] Themistius aho praises
the emperor, as knowing how to distinguish the true from the false use of
sacrifices. He speaks highly of the law which had been enacted against
using sacrifices for the purposes of magic. He praises the emperor for
this, /-((i).una o~ 0[;; oux fQY{1jf1t floVOV "l~'J' t).ev-o-EQ{av, aUa ~CCt "lot,!" itElJflOV;
l~rlYEi"lcct oV cpavJ.o"liQov E/mdJox'Uov;;, oV plt A{cc, f'Xetl'OV "lOO 1tcc').CCtov.
(With the latter ov the qJaVJ.ouQov should be repeated: he is truly not infe
1 AEtypa de TOO ¢lAWfov pev, d ToV'; OiKd
ov,; arravTa,; elr r1]v m:pl- ToV'; -8EoV'; el)(1€(3Hav
tiaaya)'Ol. Opp. f. 305. In this respect,

also, we find similar laws of the church
relative to the choice to spiritual offices; e.
g. the law passed subsequently to this time
by the third council of Carthage, c. 18: Ut
episcopi, presbyteri et diaconi non ordinen
tur, priusquam omnes qui sunt in domo
eorum, Christianos catholicos fecerint.

2 Cyrill. c. Julian. 1. IX. f. 306.
8 Tolr lI9vEmv O/lOAo}'oVV7"Er 'Iovoalovr, UeJ
ToV VOPl'EtV {va -8Eav pOvov trrEC Ta
aAAa
/cOLVa rr(')r i]piv tUTt, vaaL, TEpi:v1/, t1v(1lafJ'Ti;pta,
ayvElat, </lvt..aY/laTa Tiva, rrEp~ c:w ;, TO r.:aparrav
oVoap{;;r; 1J ptKpa Ota</>fpOp.e8a rrpOr; UAMA.ovf·
• L. c. 1. IV. f. 148.
6 L. c. 1. IV. f. 148.
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rior to that ancient Empedocles.) And he says afterwards, the emperor
well understands how fraud and corruption intermingle with everything
good; - that V7tO~vf:rat p.8ra.I.o7tQi7t8W.V p.a.rrallc{a. xa.t cVaip8Wll arv([tda.
xa.t ~la 'tov'to 'ta;
7tQoayct, 'taq ~e xoUm xat ic(!a avolroov a:roXl.c{El fla.r
ravctn:~Qta. xa.t f}va{a; ~llv6flovq aqncrq ov ~{~roaw (113Etav 'toiq r01j'tEVOVGW.
Ed. Dindorf, p. 83.
P. 70, the educated and higher classes.] It was to be attributed in some
degree to the indifference or the selfishness of Christian land-holders, that
Paganism maintained itself for a longer time among the country people.
In some cases, they gave themselves no concern about the religious state
of their peasantry; they avoided the expense of erecting churches, and of
supporting clergymen capable of giving religious instruction to the people;
and sometimes their covetousness choked the feeling of all higher interests
to such a degree, that they were anxious to let the Pagan temples stand for
the sake of the additional income they derived from the taxes on thtm.
Thus Zeno, bishop of Verona, says in a sermon, where he is speaking
of the spiritual sacrifices of Christians: "Ask here, ye Christians, whether
your sacrifices can be well-pleasing to God; - you who know every clod
of earth, every little stone and plant on the estates around you, but take
no note of the temples everywhere smoking with incense on your own
lands, - you, who, to tell the· truth, think yourselves to be acting a very
prudent part in ignoring this matter. The proof is not far off. You
every day go to law, that nobody may deprive you of your income from
the temples." 1 And Gaudentius, bishop of Brescia, addresses his flock as
follows: "Believe ye, that the lukewarm and negligent Christian loves
God; he who allows idols to be worshipped on his estate, and leaves stand
ing the temples of idols and altars of devils, to the dishonor of the living
God 7"2
P. 83. Wlienever discovered, they were called apostates.] The same
thing was done in the case of the Huguenots under the reign of Louis XIV.
P.83. Life of Proc[us, written by his disciple Marinus.] When the
general agreement of all, as against heresies, so also against Paganism, was
adduced in evidence of the side of truth, Proclus, on the other hand, held,
that the agreement only of those gifted with knowledge, possessed the
weight of authority; but the general agreement in the disavowal of the
gods arose from ignorance. " Nor - said he - can there be any real
agreement among persons so ignorant; for real agreement springs from
man's reason. As the unreasonable man is not in harmony with himself,
still less can he be in agreement with others." a The doctrinal oppositions
among Christians might serve to confirm him in this position. To the
Christian idea of the creation, and the Christian doctrine concerning an
approaching final end to be answered by the earthly course of the world,
he opposed eighteen arguments, drawn from the fundamental principles of
a consistent neo-Platonism. Although he did not attack Christianity by

,up

1 Lib. I.Tract. X. c. 6: Hie qurerite, Christi
ani, sacrificium vestrum an esse possit nc
ceptum, qui vicinarum possessionum omnes
l!lebulas, lapiUos et snrculos nos tis, in prre
diis autem vestris fnmantia nndique sola
f~na non nos tis, qure (si vera dicenda sunt)
dlssimulando suhtiliter custoditis. Probatio
longe non est. Jus templonlm ne quis vobis
eripiat, quotidie litigatis. Ed. Ballerin. Au
gustre, 1758, p. 120.

2 Senno XIII. in veterum Brixire episco
porum, opp. Brixire, 1738, f. 319.
a 'Ev TiiJ rrapOvn .lpoviiJ rrtp'l TOU PI tlvlU
1YtoV~ 6f11JMyoi:vTC~ al rrOM.oL &t' aVrnUIT7JfU!a
VvT/V ToVro rrm0v8aGL. nw~ yap TOZ~ ilcrc)f

iavToV

1'1{

ofU!My~(mCV, aVTO{ rrpO~ iUVTOV

m:v

GTaGtac;rtK.i:x: Ota~tifn'o~ ,; KcU Ot U.l1~Ot or,
/CT/.. OV/( uv 'lrore apfU!VtCJ~ hou:v avt7rU1T1J

p.ovt~ OVTt~.
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name, yet this polemical work manifestly has reference to the most im
portant and general points of difference between the neo-Platonic and the
Christian way of thinking - to the opposition between a monoistic doctrine
of necessity and the teleological doctrine of freedom.
For the rest, there can be no doubt that the religious atmosphere of the
period had an influence also on Paganism; and many things among Chris
tians and Pagans differed only in their particular shape. While among
the Christians we hear of help bestowed in time of need by the visitation
of martyrs, we find the same thing among the Pagans, in the shape of
visitation,s of the gods. Restorative dreams and miraculous cures in the
churches of the martyrs, stand side by side with the dreams and cures in
the temples of the gods. Pagan philosophers; no less tQan Christian de
votees, won reverence from their party by the rigid austerity of their
lives.
P. 84, the renowned Simplicius.] This noble philosopher, the last cham
pion of the Hellenic religion, which was now fast approaching to its final
overthrow, and author of the commentary on the Enchiridion of Epictetus,
united to a strong interest in matters of philosophy, a deep and lively
sense of the religious need, which led him to seek communion with an
invisible world. Though the religious element of his philosophy may
betray an unconscious influence of Christianity, yet his entire philosophical
position was one which inclined him more to the Hellenic polytheism than
to Christian theism. But, at the same time, it may be said of him, even
with more propriety than of Julian, that the distorted exhibitions of Chris
tianity which were presented to him in actual life, contributed in a great
measure to confirm his prejudices against it.
He maintained, that no contradiction was involyed in recognizing one
primal essence and original principle of everything that exists, who is in
capable of any adequate designation, and in worshipping those principles of
being which have flowed from this essence, and in which what was one in
the highest of all, has been unfolded into manifold forms of being. Each
of these higher essences represents the Supreme in its own peculiar way;
in each of them, man worships the Supreme Being himself, who reveals
himself in them;1 If Christianity redeems the spirit from the forces of
nature, and bestowing freedom on minds which had been separated by
natural limitations, unites them together through the medium of a divine
life, Simplicius, on the contrary, defended the old principle of nature-re
ligion against Christianity, together with the limitations which are grounded
therein. "God - he supposes - is, indeed, everywhere present with all
his divine powers; but as men are separated one from the other by time
and space, and dependent on these conditions of time and space, so too,
under these conditions, they can partake but in a partial degree of the
divine influences. Hence each people has its own peculiar religious insti
tutions, which have come from the gods themselves; and these holy na
tional institutions men must obsen'e, in order to draw the divine powers to
themselve~, according to these laws ordained by the gods. ,\Vhen divine
biadem. Pars II. Opera ed. Cousin, T. III.
Paris, 1821, p. 125, 26.
1 He says in defense of Polytheism: 'Et

~t Ttt; ooaXfpcUvet Tf;J aVTf;J KaAelv ovoflart Tat;
p.fptKat; Kat -rnv OA1}V, rrpwTOV fleV oVlC eVM
yCJt; ooaXfpalVft, Ka'lrrpcLYflan c50KoVVrOt; elvat
KOlVoV ToV apXlKOV (since even from the na

Tf

ture of the case the idea of the principle,

from which all being proceeds, is something
in commQn between the gods and the su
preme original essence) lrrftTa Tae p.£v apxil{
KakiTat· rTrv apx1Jv apxWv. The prinCIple:
T7jv TlflTpJ Kat TO ai{3at; Oul TWv flEpwv E1n ro
o"Aov uvarrip.rrNJ'8at X,rft. See v. 38, ed.
Schweigbiinser, p. 376.
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things are conducted according to the order originally appointed by God,
such an influence of divine illumination is manifested on the appointed
day, as is not to be experienced on other days at all; for then the sick are
healed and many salutary things are foretold. So important a bearing has
difference of times and seasons on union with the gods. The same hold::;
true also of the right relation of place, of words spoken, of actions per
formed, and offerings made to the gods." 1
Thus in all these outward regulations, he perceives a higher neces8ity
in the relation of divine things to earthly, which ought to be held sacred.
"As man is composed of soul and body - he argues - it is not enough
that we purify the soul by the intellectual knowledge of divine things, and
a life in harmony with nature; we need also those means of purification
which the gods have appointed for the body, the soul's organ. Let- then
the purified soul offer to the gods, through its purified organ, in cleanliest
raiment, the first fruits of the outward gifts which God has bestowed: for
it is befitting that we should present the first fruits to those beings who
have given us all we possess. It betokens our readiness to consecrate
everything to them." Should it be objected, that God needs not such gifts,
he replies: "That, indeed, is true; but neither does he need our good life,
or our correct notions of him. But we have need of these things, as the
means of uniting us with the gods, so that we may receive the deity, as
each of these divine beings is prepared to reflect upon us, according to
his measure, the divine illumination in the same degree in which each one
among us may be found worthy of it." He refers to particular instances,
in which, by such holy acts, men had been restored from epilepsy, and in
which hail-storms and inundations had thus been averted.
As Simplicius was very far from holding to an abstract religion of
reason, as he was deeply possessed of the faith in a living relation between
man and the gods, so he received, along with all the rest that was to be
found in the old religious traditions of the Greeks, their oracles and pro
phecies. In treating the question, how and when men ought to resort for
counsel and direction to prophecies, he lays it down as a principle, that it
should be done only with regard to matters not dependent on the will of
man, and where reason and experience furnish no means of coming to the
truth. It should be done with that equanimity with which the wise man
is wont to contemplate everything which is independent of his own will.
If divinations were resorted to on all questions, the tendency would be to
make men timid and inactive, and ready to attribute great importance to
mere trifles.
Now it was a case of no unfrequent occurrence, for men to seek in reve
lations from the gods an answer to their queries, with regard to general
religious and philosophical truths, especially in tho~e time~ of wide-spread
scepticism, and of the deep-felt need of a new revelatIon, whIch preceded the
appearance and triumph of Christianity. Hence, Simplicius was led to
ask, whether it was proper to resort to divinations on subjectg such as the
question respectin<r the immortality of the soul. And he decided against
it. In all questio~s capable of being resolved by rational investigation,
men were bound to confine themselves to this alone. "To be informed by
Borne god that the soul is immortal, was no douht suited to produce firm
faith, but not a scientific conviction. If a man is so favored by the Deity,
as to obtain the knowledge of causes and scientific truth, this .is but another
proof of the divine goodness, and does not belong to the provInce of divina
1
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tion. If some have consulted the gods respecting· the nature of things,
still these have been but few, and not the first among the philosophers
and such persons have commonly possessed not a scientific conviction, but
a conviction of faith; for it was God's will that the soul, which is endowed
with the free power of self-determination, should come to the knowledge of
the truth by -its own efforts."
.
It is evident that Simplicius could not have had any leaning to Chris
tianity, even according to his own views of the relation of philosophy to
religion. He was looking for something different, in communications from
heaven, from that which was to be given to man by divine revelation; and
what faith was destined to attain by means of Christianity, he expected to
find in his philosophy.
Though the false notions of religious things which he found prevailing
among a large portion of Christians, contributed much to prejudice him
against a religion which he had not studied and did not understand, yet at the
bottom of it lay, at the same time, the real opposition which existed between
his own fundamental principle and that of Christianity. To his Platonic
apprehension of the idea of God, the biblical doctrine of God's holiness,
and everything founded on it and connected with it, was utterly foreign.
Thus, for example,· all punishment· appeared to him to be nothing, other
than a means of reformation and purification.· Perhaps he might acknowl
edge the necessity of various kinds of lustration for fallen man, but the
idea of a redemption, in the Christian· sense, of a divine forgiveness of sins,
of a new birth,could find no point of, entrance into his way of thinking.
Whenever the need in which human nature stands of redemption and
reconciliation with God, came into question, he must have believed that in
all this there was a confounding of the subjective with the objective point
of view; . To him it could not appear otherwise. As it is in very truth a
need of man's soul to be delivered from the breach with God, which has
its foundation in sin, and true repentance on man's part sufficed for this,
man gave to this thought an objective existence, as if, on the part of God,
some special thing was required for this purpose. That Simplicius must
needs have judged in this way, we may infer from what he says respecting
the false notions of the Christians of his time .
. In inveighing against those who denied a divine Providence, he thinks
it necessary to attack next what he calls the third species of atheism.l
This ·he makes to consist in supposing that the Deity is capable of being
bribed by gifts, (oblations,) votive offerings, (d:J!aO~fla(1t,) and distributions of
money,ll (the merit of alms-giving,)8 as people now believe;· where he
evidently alludes to the Christians; - so that evil-doers, those who have
practised robbery and oppression, if they do but expend a small portion of
their booty in such gifts, and make presents to those who pretend to pray,
and to make prevalent intercession with God in behalf of such persons,
may be allowed to ·'go on in this way, and sin without danger of punish
. ment.· ":M:any :now living - he says - even consider it as worthy of the
divine· goodness, that sinners should be forgiven - understanding this in a
vague and indeterminate way." I)
Having with slight labor succeeded in overthrowing this sort of super
stition, he proceeds next, however, to inquire after the fundamental truth,
lying at bottom of the opinion that God was capable of being persuaded
rpi.ro{ rij{ chCfclar Myor.
KepfLaTiov otad6ae(1lv.
8 llapaTpe1rurl1cu.

1 '0
\I

• 'U!; ol viiv olOVTat.
Ii See v. 38 p. 392, seq.
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by gifts, by good actions, or by prayer. Wherever, he· says, there is true
remorse for sin, these things contribute to promote the man's conversion to
God, if they are done to preserve the sense of remorse, if the bodily pros
tration on the knees corresponds to the humiliation of soul, if the money is
applied to purposes which are well-pleasing in the sight of God. " For
says he - God, when we sin, does not turn from us; he is not angry; he
does· not leave us: nor does he return to us when we repent. All this is
human, and quite alien from the immediate divine blessedness. But we
separate ourselves from God, in departing from that course which is in
harmony with nature; and in restoring our original nature, we return back
to fellowship with God. And we describe the act of our own return to
God, as if God returned back to us." 1 He employs the following compari
son to illustrate this habit of confounding our sUbjective feelings with an
objective action. "Just as when a boat is drawn towards the shore by a
rope let down from a rock, and the people in the boat, who are not aware
of what is going on, imagine, that instead of approaching the rock them
selves, the rock is gradually approaching them. Repentance, prayer, and
everything else which is connected therewith, may be compared with this
rope." 2
Simplicius alludes probably to the persecutions which the few Pagans
in his own time. encountered, when he speaks of the tyrannical violence
which would force men to atheism. 8 . These persecutions moved him and
some of his fellow-believers to escape to Persia. (See text.)
P. 85, the requisiNons of the original doctrine of Christ.] When he
came to perceive the opposition, then, betwixt primitive Christianity and
the religion of his times, the conviction of this might· have resulted in a
tendency to reform, rather than in one hostile to Christianity, had he pos
sessed a mind open to the reception of its essential doctrinea.
P. 87, it was able to purge away all the sins of the soul.] His funda
mental views .of religion were limited and confined by the intuition of
nature. His gods encompassed him with their splendor in the sensible
world. When he looked up to the heavenly orbs, he saw his divinities
beaming down upon him with their light. The regular courses of the
planets, moving after eternal Rnd immutable laws, was to him the symbol
of a world exalted above decay, of a loftier region belonging to the life of
the gods. The fountain of all light to nature, was to him the fountain also
of spiritual light for mankind. Helios was the mediator between the in
visible and the visible worlds; between the y'o(JI'0~ 'JlO1(Co~ and a1(J01(Cof;;
between ideas and the world of manifestation. He viewed himself as a
soul related to Helios. i Recollecting how singularly, when a boy, he had
been attracted by the sunlight, he imagined that he discerned hel'e the
unconscious longing which already, in that time of darkness, was implanted
within and radiated through him, after the god to whom he was related.1i
Theism, therefore, would appear to· him to be a religion too abstract, too
ofJ,tJ ~ TO aUHpwv lie rrawaptoo KOfUdiJ
T1,v dtUVOLaV l~urrUflTfv. So nature taught
him, though no book had as yet come into
his hands, from which he could learn the
nature of the gods. AfJ{}Tf ae lO'TtJ ToV (1KO
TOO!: iKctVOO, says he. I am indeed well
i 'OrraaO!: {}coV fAioo.
aware, that in Julian a great deal is mere
I) In his discourse in praise of Helios,
rhetorical sound j but I do not see whv what
Orat. IV. f. 130: 'EVT€{}1/"€ flOl &tV~ lie he here says might not be psycholo~cally
'lraioCJV Ti:JV avyWv TOO rhoil rro{}or KlU rrp~ TO trne.
1

TavT1JV T1,v 1JflWv I:rrurrpocfr1lv rrp~ aVTw

tJr aVToV

rrpOr nfliu; MYOfltv.
2 MeTaf/£MTal De KalllCETEial KaL eilXal KlU
Ta TOlaiira avaMyoiiO'l T~ f(a~. L. c. p. 398..
8 TvpaVVlKU!:' {Jia!:" pi:tpl Kal ToV UO'E{Jelv
avaYKa(ovaa!:'. See c. 13, p. 131.
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lifeless. And in one view of it, Christianity must have presented itself to
him as such a religion - a religion which repelled the divine element in
man too far off; and in another view of it, as a religion in which it was
brought too near, in which it was too much; humanized. He was seeking
for a revelation of the godlike, which should dart its splendor into the
sensible world. He was destitute of the sense to appreciate the spiritual
majesty of the appearance and life of Christ. The same thing happened
here which is always found to occur, wherever the secret feelings of man's
heart may openly express themselves, that he who does not feel himself
attracted, will of necessity feel repelled by the appearance of Christ.
How poor and despicable appeared to him the person who could style him
self the light of the world, compared with the ever.enduring, ever·present
revelation of Helios. shining forth to the eyes of all ! How insignificant
the person who invites to himself the heavy laden, - who presents himself
in the group of those oppressed with spiritual and bodily distress, in com
parison with the old mythical and historical heroes, and the conquerors of
the world. We need but hear how Julian expresses himself on this matter
in his own characteristic language. (See the quotation cited on page 86.)
P. 87, a national character once existing appeared to him incapable of
change.] He could not distinguish here that which is founded in the laws
of creation, in the original character. of nations, from that which has sprung
out of the disturbance of the original element by the intrusion of sin; as,
indeed, he was a stranger to all distinctions between nature, sin, and grace.
Hence, on these grounds, the union of all nations in one kingdom of God,
- in other words, a religion of humanity, - must appear to him nonsense.
" In the Father - says he - all is perfect, and all is one; but in separated
existence, some one power or another predominates. Thus Mars leads the
warlike individuals of a people; Minerva, the warlike endued with qnder
standing; J\:!ercury, those who possess more cunning than boldness." In
evidence of this, he alleges the undeniable difference of character which
actually existed, for example, between the Germans, Greeks, and Romans.
To explain this as an accidental thing, would be to deny the existence of a
Providence. The question returned then, what is the cause of it? and
this was to be found in what has just been said.l The different codes of
law - he supposes - did not first give its stamp to the national character,
but the diversity of the latter expressed itself in these. The Iaw·givers,
he maintained, had added but little by their guidance to the primitive
natures and characters of the people.2 He refers for proof to the fact,
that although the influence of the Roman dominion had already endured
for so long a period, yet the western nations had only adopted the lan
guage, and, at most, something of the rhetoric, but had remained total
strangers to the philosophy and the scientific culture of Rome.s On this
ground, the Hellenic culture seemed to him a thing strictly cohering with
the worship of the Hellenic deities, with the Grecian cuItus; - a thing
foreign from Judaism and Christianity. And inasmuch as he made no
separation of the human element from the divine, by which human culture
is to be ennobled in aU its branches; as he paid no regard to the circum
stance, that revelation is only given for the purpose of communicating the
divine life as a principle of refinement for all human culture, so he charged
it as a reproach upon the sacred writings and upon Christianity, that every
1
2
8

Opp. r. 115.
'OL VOp.o&€TtL! pucpu Tal£" 4WGt(lt
L. c. t. 131.
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species of culture could not be communicated by means of them; that they
needed to supply their own defects from some other quarter•.
P. 88, to foist in the doctrine of Christ's divinity.] Contemplating the
relation of the Old and New Testament, the relation of the several writings
of the New Testament, and of the several apostles to one another, with the
eye of an enemy, Julian could no where find any thing but antagonisms,
and must overlook the higher unity, where those who allowed themselves
to be determined in their views by nothing save the immediate practical
and religious interest, saw every where nothing but sameness and uniformity,
and were unconscious of the differences and of the several stadia in the
gradual development of the kingdom of God in history. Thus what was
true and yet not true in the attacks of opponents, might have conducted to
a more profound and liberal investigation of the developing process of
divine truth. He maintains, that when the Christians taught the laws of
the Old Testament were given only for a certain determinate period, they
asserted what stood in direct contradiction with the plain declarations of the
Old Testament, by which these laws were declared to be of eternal validity.1
He supposes, moreover, that the Christians departed from the doctrine of
Christ himself; for the latter had expressly disclaimed any wish to annul
the Mosaic ceremonial law. He had commanded that it should be exactly
observed, in the well known passages in the sermon on the Mount. Then
addressing the Christians, Julian says: "If Christ, therefore, threatened such
punishment to those who transgressed but a single precept, what excuse
will you find, who have trampled upon all the commandments?" 2
The apostle Paul, ever since his times, had been a special object of scorn
to those who were incapable of comprehending his lofty, profound, and
many-sided mind; and Julian also can perceive in that freedom of spirit
and wisdom which led Paul to become all things to all men, to speak and
to act differently under different circumstances and relations, nothing but
self-contradiction and intentional fraud. 8 He endeavors to show how Paul
contradicts the Old T~stament, Christ, and himself,-how he alters his
doctrine concerning God according to circumstances, sometimes asserting
that the Jews alone are God's inheritance; sometimes, to gain the Gentiles,
teaching that God is not the God of the Jews only, but also of the Gentiles.
While the church-teachers sought to bring together proof passages for the
divinity of Christ from the Old and New Testament and all the writings of
the New Testament alike, without distinguishing what had been said im
plicite and explicite, - different stadia of development; - Julian, on the
other hand, was for demonstrating that· this doctrine was one altogether
foreign from the Old Testament, and that even in the New Testament it
was not an original one, but that John had first contrived to smuggle it in.
He said the worship of the Son, no vestige of which was to be found in the
Old Testament, eonflicted with the command given there, forbidding the
worship of all but the one only God} By Moses, one God exalted above
all others was named, whom alone men were bound to worship, and there
was none second to him, neither one which was like him, nor which was
unlike him./; Let them but show, he says, a single expression in l\Ioses
1
2

L. c. 1. IX. f. 319.
Cyrill. 1. X. f. 351.

.

8 TOll 7r(lVT~ 7ravraxoV, ToVr 7rcJ7rOTe yofJ
Tar KaL U7raTEWvar V7rEp{3aiJ./JjlCVOV TIavAov.
L. C. 1. Ill. f. 100.
t 'Et yap oM€va {JiMt 7rpocrKvvEl~at, TOii
~aptV rov vlov ToiiTOV 7rpocrKvveiTe, Kal Ov

lKEtV(JIJ ovo' ~rfJcraTo 7rW7rOTe vfleir 1ft o(JlC old"
MJev V1ro{3A'7T(JIJ avrt;J 1fpoariiJE:Te. L. c.l. V.'
f. 159.
Ii Allusion to the different doctrinal par
ties, which had arisen during the controver
sies of the fourth century.
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which warranted any belief of this sort. The passage in Deuter. 18: 18,
quoted as a prophecy relating to the Messiah, had no reference to the son
of Mary. But even were such a reference conceded, still l\foses asserts
that the promised person should resemble himself, not that he should be
like God: he spoke of a prophet, such as he was; one who should proceed
from among men, not one who should come forth from God.1 "So ill-fated
are ye - says he to the Christians - that ye do not even stand fast to what
has been taught you by the apostles. Indeed, that doctrine has progres
sively deteriorated, and has been carried to a worse species of atheism by
your later teachers. 2 Neither Paul, nor !-latthew," &c., (see quotation in
text.) Julian intimates that John himself was afraid to call Jesus, in direct
terms, God, and he imagines that he sees a piece of artifice· in John's
passing so gradually, and as it were, imperceptibly from the Logos to the
historical Christ. At first, he says, John spoke only of God and the
Logos, - said that the latter became man and dwelt among us; but was
ashamed to say a word as to the how. He no where made any mention of
Jesus or Christ; and thus insinuating what he would have understood, he
next introduces John the Baptist, and makes him testify that Jesus is the
one on whom men must believe, as the being who is God and Logos.8
Had Julian contemplated the character of the apostles with less prejudice,
he would after having once missed the simplicity of John and become
suspicious of surreptitious dealing and sly deception, instead of charging
this on the apostle, much rather felt obliged to regard this gospel as the
production of some later impostor. But he was very ready to welcome
every opportunity of exhibiting the apostles themselves in this unfavor
able 'light.
'Ve have already had occasion to remark that Julian, when he speaks as
an opponent, of the nature of Christianity, was forced, without being aware
of it, to be a witness of those very things which marked its superiority over
every other religious standing ground. Among the cases of this sort, we
reckon the way in which he couples Judaism with Paganism, and places
both in a common relation over against Christianity; in so far, namely, as
the theistic principle was first freed by Christianity from the constraints of
outward forms, and that particularity of application within w11ich it still
remained confined at the position of Judaism. To the same class belongs
also his remark, that Christianity is on one side akin to Judaism, and on
another to Paganism; - in the theistic element, opposed to Paganism and
one with Judaism; in combatting the legal ground, and in freedom, though
on a different foundation, one with the Hellenic principle; all which he so
interpreted, indeed, as to make the Christians adopt what was bad and let
go what was good in the two religions. From the Jews, they had taken
nothing but the renunciation of the gods, but they had rejected the severe
discipline of the law and the various kinds of 1ustration; from the Pagans
they had adopted the free mode of life, but renounced their pious respect
for every thing divine} "Had you adopted," says he to the Christians,
CyriU. 1. VITI. f. 253.
Kat Iw:8pa TUr ciKOUr f}pwv, '!C,)(LVV1/V "'1/a2 rOv
OVTlJ o€ lrJTe oVrJTVxei~, lJ(rre olJoe Toi~ Ba1iTl~ V1T"fP XplaToV 'l1/aoV TatlT1/V lIC
infO Ti:w u1T"oaroM.Jv vf1lv 1rapaaeoof11;votr llC {Hm9al riJv paprvp£av, OTt apa oVTO~ lrJTl.v Ov
pqu:vr,ICaTe, ICat ratira oe brl TO Xdpov ICal xp;, 1T"eTrlO"TevK£val ,')eov elval Myov. Cyrill.
Ovaae/3£rJTcpov V1T"O ri:w tmyevof11;v£JV tgctp I. X. f. 327. };K01I"dre, (nr(.)~ eVAa{3~ fJp€p.a
yUa{J1/. L. c. 1. X. f. 327.
Kal ").eA.-q,')or(.)~ t1T"etaayel Tit' opop.au TW KOA.o
8 Kat 0 i..6yO{, t/>1/aL, aap; iy€VtTO KTA.., TO de
cpi:wa 'Ti}~ uae/3tia{, oVT(') 'Te Ean 1ravoiipyO{
~lJ~ Myelv alaxvv6pev<>r, olJoapoiJ oe aVTOv Kal U1raTecJv. L. c. f. 333.
oiire 'l1/aotiv oVTe XPlrJTW axptr roo {Ycw /(al
To eVAa/3e~ 1I'P0~ arraaav -rnv KpelTTOVa
Myw u1T"oICaA.ei. lUi1rr£JV de WC11T"ep fJpep.a tpVaLv. Cyrill. 1. vn. f. 238.
1

2

*
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"the religious doctrine of the Jews, it would indeed have fared worse with
you than if you had remained with us; - still, you would have met with a
more tolerable lot, since you would have worshipped one God instead of
several, nor would you have worshipped a man, or rather many unfortunate
men.1 You would have received a harsh and rude law, deformed by many
defects which are peculiar to the barbarians, instead of our mild and philan
thropic laws - in other respects you would have been worse off, but yet
holier and purer." So he compares them with leeches, which imbibe all
the impure blood, but leave that which is good.2
The religious system of Julian consisted, as the case usually was with the
later Platonicians, of a mixture of rationalist and supernaturalist elements.
On the one hand, he says, in opposition to supernaturalism, which doubtless
came to his knowledge in some extreme and exaggerated form, - " It is
not enough to say: God spake and it was done, but the commands of God
must harmonize with the nature of things. God being eternal, his com
mands must correspond to his eternal being; hence they can be no other
than the nature of things themselves, or something that harmonizes with it.
How can nature possibly be opposed to the commands of God, or how be
at discordance with them? " 8 But still Julian was for looking to the reve
lations of the gods, for the resolution of questions which he supposed human
reason by itself was incompetent to resolve. Thus, he says, in asserting
the immortality of the soul: " We here depend on the authority of no man,
but <>nly of the gods, who alone doubtless have knowledge of this; for on
such matters, it behooves man to express only his conjectures - but the
gods must have certain knowledge." 4 The excellence and authority of the
old religions and their sacred institutions he traced to their supernatural,
divine origin. "I avoid," said he in writing to an aQXlc(!ct.; 5 - " I avoid
no-velty in every thing; but above all in that which relateii to the gods;
since I am of the opinion, that from the beginning and always, the laws of
one's country must be observed, because it is plain that the gods have given
them; for if they were given by men, they would not be so beautifu1." 6
While Christianity teaches that, in place of the earlier isolated and frag
mentary communications of divine powers, the quickening of redeemed
humanity by the divine Spirit has entered in as a permanent thing; .Julian,
on the other hand, adhering firmly to the older point of view, supposes only
rare and transcient communications of the spirit which comes from the gods
to have taken place, and that by certain conditions, of nature these divine
powers had at length every where been lost. ,. The spirit that comes from
the gods to men," says he, "appears seldom, and to but few, and not easily
1

The multitude of saints.

2 'Arf Up.cpOlV Ti1~ rraparrerr1Jyvtar Toi~ M
veC1lV wC1rrf(> TlVU~ Kijpar opfrrop.fVol, rTrv arho
T1JTa p.ev ht TiJr; Iovoai'Kijr; paolovpytar;, cpavAov
oe Kat E7rlC1fC1Vpp.ivov j3iov fK Tij~ rrap' fJpiv
()a1.9v,ua~ Kat xvoal6T1JTO~. L. c. 1. II. f. 43.
Nvv
vpiv C1VuBtj31JKfV WC11rfP rair j300..Aair;,
TO XetPlC1TOV fAJc~lV alp.a Errfz.8fV, acpdvat oe ro
lCa{}apwn:pov. L. c. I. VI. f. 202.
3 Tou -&eov vrrupXOVTOr; Uloiov, Kat rrpoC1Tuy
(laTa Towvra elVat rrpof'JT,Kfl. Towvra oe uv
Ta, nTOl ¢VC1W; elC1t TWv OvTlJV, iJ T1) CPVC1ll TDv
OVTlJV op.o"Aoyovp.eva. II~ yap av fJ tfrUC1l{ Tt;J
rrpoC1Tuyp.aTu (lUXOlTO TOU -&fOV; rrw~ 0' li.v
l~lJ rrlrrTot TiJr; op.o"Aoylar;; Cyrill. 1. IV. f.
143.
~ IIet{}ofle&a de TWv "wv uv{JpCrrrlJV oildfVl,

oe

on

TOlr; -&eoir; de p.6vov, ovr;
Kal piiAtr:rra Tavra
eiKiJr doivat FJVovr;, d ye XrTl Kakiv dKO~ T~
avaYlCuiov' lJ~ Toir; p.ev uv{Jpwrrol{ app.6(e£
rrep/. TWv TOLOVTlJV elKu(uv, lrriC1Tarr&al oe
aVTa TOV~ {}fOV~ UVUYK1J. Ep. 63, p. 131.

Yet he knew of nothing else to say to one
who wnnted to be consoled for the early
death of his wife, than that he mU!lt.resign
himself to a necessity inseparable from the
condition of human nature. Ep.37.
5 Ep. 63.
6 fllroylJ r7;V lCalVOTo,uav, tv arra(Jl (llv, lir;
lrror Eirrdv, lcltt;l oe tv TOir; rrpO~ ToiJ~ t'hoiJr;,

olop.fVor :YP;;Vat ~v rraTp!ovr l; apxij~ CPVMT
retrtJQ.l VO(lovf, OV~ lm [LEV Moaav 01 -&eol, tpav
ep?w, oil yap ~C1av OVTlJ KaM', rrapa uvtJpCrrruv
o:rrAWr; YfVofUVoL. Ep. 63.
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can every man, at any time, be a partaker of it. Hence the communication
of the spirit has ceased with the Jews, and even among the Egyptians it
has not been continued down to the present times. The spontaneous
oracles themselves seem to give way to the changing periods of time." 1
Hence he was of the opinion, that in place of these by-gone supernatural
communications of the gods, had come in the continuous intermediation
of the fellowship with them by means of the holy arts; as he says next
after the words before cited: "Our father Zeus, the lover of mankind, has,
in order that we might not be wholly deprived of the fellowship with the
gods, given us those holy arts, (as for example the auspici, horuspicia,)
which furnishes us with such sufficient help for our needs." 2 Furthermore,
he looked upon the healing art, coming from the appearance of Esculapius,
as an abiding after-influence of the revelation of the gods, and that this god
every where reveals himself for the cure of diseases~ bodily and mental: 8 _
referring to those incubations to which so many cures were ascribed in
4 the first centuries after the birth of Christ. He affirms, that Esculapius
had often cured him (Julian himself) by remedies suggested to him in
dreams. 4
Julian, thus contemplating history with hood-winked eye, could see in
the old Hellenico-Roman religion something indestructibly divine, and
believe that in renouncing it, the Roman world was rapidly passing to bar
barism and ruin. In Christianity, he could see nought else than a work of
man, which was' indebted. for its extensive spread to sundry cunning arti
fices; while the decline of the old religion and manners, for which the
Christians were chargeable, promoted the extension of their faith;
ignorance and credulity opening the way for it. Accordingly, in the in
troduction to his work against Christianity, which he wrote, as he avows,
for the purpose of giving the world an account of the reasons which in
duced him to renounce Christianity, he observes: "Christianity is a fig
ment, put together by the wickedness of men, in which there is no particle
of the godlike, but which has merely taken advantage of human folly, and
the propensity to what is marvellous and wonderful, to procure credence
for its pretensions." 5 And so he might suppose that he was himself des
tined by the gods, by restoring the old religion and suppressing the new,
which had been raised to eminence only.by human caprice, to save the
Roman state from ruin.
P. 89, called Philopatris.] l\Iany things are to he found in this dia
logue, hardly reconcilable with the hypothesis by which it is ascribed to the
times of Julian. It is easy to see that it sets up Paganism and Chris
tianity alike, as objects of ridicule. A certain species of deism seems to
lie at the basis of the whole work. But the Pagans of this period were
for the most part zealous adherents of the old doctrine of the gods; and a
1 To yap be -&ei:w el!: (w8ptJ1rav!: utptl(vofJ
8 Cyrill',I. VI. f. 500.
7
_
4 'Iarpl.K7JV T7rv e; ,AaKA.7]rrtoV, av rravTaxov
p.evav 7rVti'l-'a, a1ravlaKl!: fev Kat I:v ollYOlf
Y[VeTal. Kat olJTe rruvTa av15pa TOVTav jleTaa
y7;!: lrm Xf>1lar~pt.a, ci 15t15(,)alv ~p1v 0 8e~
Xelv /JiOtov, ovn I:v rravTL Kalpi;J. Tav1"!1 TOt l'eTaAayxuvflV 15l7]vEKw!:. 'Ep.e yovv luaaro
Kat TO rrap' E(3pa/'Ol!: errEAl1l'E:V, oVKoVV OVOE: 1l'DMUltt!: AaKATJ1ftOr "u/Wavra, vrrayDpeV(J~
'lrap' AtyvrrTtOl!: Ell: TOVTO atJ'eTat. ~a1veTat tpaPl-'aKa. L. c. I. VII. f. 235.
6 llMU1l-'a uvf)ptJrr(,)v vrro IcaKOVPYl~ ~o
Kat TU aVrotpv~ XPTJaT~pt.a rai!: Ti:rv Xp6v£JV
Tei7ev, exavaa p£V oMev 8elav, arroXp1/aa~1/
EiKOVTU rrep!OOD!!:, Cyrill. 1. VI. f. 198.
2'0 ~ tpt)JJ:v{7p(,)'lrOf ~I-'wv ZeV!:, l:vvoTiaa!: De Ti;J tptJ"ol'v8ctJ KaL rratOapttJOel Kat aV~1JrctJ
cJ!:
f1TI 'lraVTarrarJt Tij!: 'lrP0!: ToV!: 8eoV!: arrD Tij!: t/JVX1}!: f1-OptctJ, r7rv TeparoMyiav el!: 'lrLUTLV
·C1Te(YTl'&W/Ltv KOLv(')via!:, 15eo(')Ktv 1)p1v. 15w Ti:w .1lyaytv ltJ:1]'hLa{. Cyrill. lib. I. f. 39.
lepi:w Te:rvwr lrriau"'lv,
IJr 1rpOr Tar xpeiar
l~op.ev T7JV urroxpwaav (3ofraet.av.
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'production of this sort seems not to answer to their way of thinking. But
even were we disposed to believe that the author of this dialogue was
given to none of. the commonly prevailing theories, but had constructed w
peculiar theory of his own, yet there still remain many other difficulties in
the way of the hypothesis that the dialogue was composed in the times of
Julian, or,according to the theory of the pastor 1\1. Ehemann, (in the
Studien der evangelischen Geistlichkeit WUrtembergs, Bd. Xl. lIeft'2, J.
1839,) in the times of the emperor Valens. 'Vhat is the meaning of such
a promise as that Egypt should be subjugated ? It could not be set forth
as a promise for the future under anyone of the Roman emperors, down to
the time when the country was conquered by the Saracens. It was then
()nly that the recovery of this country could be reckoned among the hap
piest prospects of the Roman empire. It may also be questioned, whether
the manner in which the doctrine of the Trinity is spoken of in § 12, does
not betray an author who wrote after the ~econd ecumenical council. And
if a good deal is to be found in the historical writings of Leo the deacon,
from which the allusions in the dialogue may be most easily explained, the
opinion which was first broached by the lamented Niebuhr, and which was
afterwards adopted by lIase, ·in the edition of the Script. Byz. T. XI.,
deserves a more careful examination.
P. 104, these hostile machinations.] An insulated narrative l has come
down to our times, from which we learn how mightily Christianity wrought
in Persia at the commencement of the fourth century. Under the reign
of Hormisdas II.,. (from the year 301 to 308,fl) one of the first of the
~Iagians, named Mobed, a man who stood in the llighest veneration,S em
braced Christianity, and wrote a work against' the doctrine of Zoroaster,
and in defence of the Christian religion. This work, widely disseminated
in Persia, seems to have accomplished much for the spread of Christianity.
As it was found impossible to put him down by disputation, he was stoned
to death. The Armenian bishops, in their reply to the proclamation of
l\1ihr-Nerseh, allege that anyone might learn what Christianity was from
the writings of this l\Iobed."
P. 105, everything that transpired in the East.] Yet the persecution
certainly did not arise in the first place out of mere political interests; but
religious fanaticism and the influence of the Magians contributed in no
small measure to excite it. Indeed, one of the most honored and learned
of that body, Mobed, had embraced Christianity. The multiplication of
splendid churches· had excited the jealousy of the Magians; and they
declared that everything must be sacrificed rather than suffer Christianity
utterly to suppress the worship of Ormuzd.6
P. 106, and therelYg punished men.] Such a doctrine seemed to the
Persians, a confounding of Ormuzd and Ahriman. It seemed ascribing to
. 1 We are indebted for this account to the
history of the religious wars in Armenia,
'Very recently pnblished, and written by the
Armenian bishop Elisreus.
.
2 Unless we are to understand Hormlsdas
1. who 'reigned from 272 to 273.
.
S According to the version of Neumann:
Whom you held to be someth~ng more t~an
a man. According to the ItalIan translatIOn
~f Cappelletti, Venezia, 1840, the.commu·
nicatiou of which lowe to my fnend and
colleaO'ue Petermann: " Che voi repntavate
piu sublime dell' umana natum."

VOL. II.
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" See Neumann's English translation of
Elisreus, p. 14 j Italian translation, p. 38.
Ii A remarkable expression of this kind is
ascribed to king Jezdcgcrdcs II. in the his
torical work of Elisreus, (p. 30, 1. c. :) I have
heard from my ancestors, that when, in the
times of Sapor II. this doctrine was propa
gated through the whole empire, the teach
ers of our faith prevailed on the kinrr to
issue a severe edict for the Buppressio~ or
Christianity, that the faith of the Magiana
might not utterly perish.
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God what could be said of no one but Ahriman. " Such fury - says the
edict cited in the text - never got possession of any man against his
fellows; how much less could it exist in God against man. The man who
uses such language, is deaf and blind, - deceived by that serpent, the
devil."
Same page, 106, were obJects of worship with the Persians.] Thus the
Persian king said to the Christialls in Armenia: "I have sworn by the
sun, the great god, whose beams enlighten the whole world, and whose
warmth gives life to all creatures, that if, at his wonderful appearance in
the morning, every knee does not bow in worship before him and acknowl
edge him as god, I will abandon you to every species of persecution." 1
P. 107, to God, the Oreator of all tll'l·ngs.] The spirit of Oriental des
potism among the Persians, as elsewhere, required that the subject should
have no other religion than his king had. Accordingly, in the proclama
tion so often cited, we find it said: "Know, that ye are bound to adopt the
faith of your sovereign; especially, as we have to give an account of you
to God."
P. 110, had permission to leave the country.] King Sapor was at length
forced to see himself, that by the violeuce which he employed for the sup
pression of Christianity, nothing could be accomplished; and the unhappy
issue of all his sanguinary edicts induced him to grant a general tolerance
to all religious denominations in Persia. In the history of the religious
wars, written by the Armenian bishop Elisreus, the Persian king, Jezde
gerdes II., gives a report of the end of this persecution, which, although it
cannot have been expressed in these terms by the prince himself, is yet
worthy of notice, and may contain some truth. " When the King (Sapor
II.) had shut up all the churches throughout Persia, the Christians next
converted every house into a church, and performed their religious rites in
every place; nay, they even supposed themselves to be temples, and re
garded themselves as more and better than mere earthly creatures. They
endured the severest persecutions, nor did their necks grow weary. Their
goods were plundered, but still there were always more to plunder. The
king was greatly incensed, and the executioners in despair; but the Chris
tians were full of joy, bore all their sufferings with equanimity, and sub
mitted patiently to the spoiling of their goods. When the king saw that
they mocked at death, and looked upon it as nothing other than a way to
their heavenly home, he commanded all the l\fagians and l\Iobed to disturb
no man, but to suffer each to follow without fear his own faith." 2
P. 113, he desired an inteniew w£th the bishop.] The first years only
of the reign of Varanes were so unfavorable to the Christians. At a later
period - and the noble conduct of this bishop, Acacius, may have con
tributed to bring about the change - he became their friend. He declared
Christianity to be next after the doctrine of Ormuzd, better than all other
religions. He showed great respect for the bishops. But the successor of
Varanes, Jezdegerdes II., was again a violent enemy of the Christians.
P. 114, they preferred to die as martyrs rather than to deny their faith.]
Their manifesto concluded with the following declaration: "From this
faith, no power, no angel nor man can remove us; - no fire, no sword, no
death in the waves of the sea, no violence of tortures, whatever they may
be. Decide as you please, provided you do but leave us our faith, we will
1 See Elisreus' history of the Armenian
religious wars,translated by Neumann, p. 82.

~ See fhe work so often cited above, p. 30,
and the following.
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seek here below for no other lord but you; as we will have in heaven no
other God than Jesus Christ., for there is no other God besides him. But
if you would rather hear something else from us than this great witness,
then learn our determination. Our bodies are in your power; do with
them according to your good pleasure. In your power is the rack, in ours
is patience. You possess the sword, we have necks to offer you. We are
no better than our fathers, who gave up property and life for the sake of
the faith. Propose to us, then, no further questions on these matters; for
our faith comes not from men. Weare not to be taught like children.
We are united inseparably with God, from whom nothing, either present,
or in the future, or in all eternity, shall be able to separate us." 1
Same page, 114, they were prevailed ').tpon to give in their denial.] It is
true, that many of the nobles, on this occasion, were induced to deny: but
the attempt of the Persians to extirpate Christianity by force, and to in
troduce the religion of Zoroaster, stirred up a universal movement among
the people, and a religious war. And this happened repeatedly. Some
were betrayed into denial of the faith and treason to their country. But
on the other hand, there was shown also a zeal for the faith which sacri
ficed all things and was ready to suffer all things for the holy cause, and
a heroic courage in contending for the highest good.2
P. 117. Indicopleustes.] The Persian church then seems to have
been active in promoting the extension of Christianity. Their commercial
relations, and even the persecutions they endured, which led Christians to
emigrate to other countries, might be the occasion of this. 'Ve find it
stated, that as early as the fourth century, under the reign of Sapor II.,
Christianity had been diffused by the churches, which were so flourishing
in this country previous to the outbreak of the persecution, to the Eastern
countries lying on the Caspian sea, and thence south, even to East India.8
Here conclude the accounts which Cosmas gives respecting the Christians
in India.
P. -117, where there was a Persian bishop.] From the accounts ~f Cos
mas, it can by no means be inferred that Christianity was spread among
the native inhabitants of the country.
P. 125, bishop of the Goths.] Ulphilas was born A. D. 818,4 and prob
1 History of the religious wars, by the
bishop Elisreus, p. 20.
2 Memoires sur l'Armenie, T. 1. p.323.
Compo also the work of Elisreus.
8 See Elisreus, 1. C. p. 30. According to
Neumann's translation: This doctrine be
gan to spread through the land and thence
to the countries towards the East: it came
into the land of the Kushanians, and thence
it spread itself South, even unto the In~ies.
Neumann explains the. name ~ushamans
as belonging to a people m th~ neIghborhood
~f the Caspian sea. Accordmg t? the It~l
Ian translation: Sino al prese del Tartan e
di 18. sl estese aUe parti meridionali sino
aile Indie. A remarkable testimony con
cerning the route by \vhich Ch~istianity
.pread from Persia to the East IndICs.. .
i We are indebted to Professor Waltz, m
Riel, for the publication of a very important
fragment from a polemical tract, composed,
as it should seem bv the Arian bishop Max
imin, in which i~ tQ be found an essay on

the life and labors of Ulphilas, by one of
his diSCiples, the bishop Auxentius of Do
rostorus, (Silistria.) This piece, edited by
Professor \Vaitz, from a Parisian manu
script, has first made it possiblc to clear up
the chronological confusion, and to throw
more light on this obscure subject; and the
editor himself has already made good use
of it for this purpose. This fragment must
henceforth be the basis of all future inqui
ries into the present subject. Ueber Leben
und die Lehre des Ulphila. Bruchstiicke
eines ungedructen Werkes aus dem Ende des
vierten Jahrhllnderts. Heransgegeben und
erlautert von Seorg \Vaitz. Hanover, 1840.
Now as it may he gathered from this work,
that UIphilas entered the episcopal office in
his thirtieth year, and having administered
that office forty years, died in 388, when the
law cited in Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI. Tit. IV.
I. 2, was enacted, (see the work above men
tioned, p. 21, 23,) it follows, that he was
born in the year 318.
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ably educated in Christianity. He administered the office-of church':remer
in the little community which had already been-formed among his people,
till he was consecrated asa bishop in the year 848 .. Ahdhe labored partly
for the further extension of Christianity, and partly for the· promotion of
Christian knowledge and Christian life among those who, being until now
destitute of teachers, had but avery scanty and imperfect knowledge -of
Christianity.l
Christianity ·having, through the 'zealous efforts of· IDphilas, ·foundi '-s
wide door of entrance ·among the Goths, the fury·of the 'Pagans'was e-x';'
cited against it the more;· and perhaps the ruler -of the· Goths, who. is:
called a violent enemy of Christianity in this period, was the same Ath
anaric 2 who still later appears as a persecutor of the Christians." -The
persecution proves how deeply Christianity had struck root in the hearts
of this people, for multitudes of men and women suffered as martyrs; ~ s()
that, as the bishop Auxentius, who reports this fact, expresses it, the per
secutors themselves were abashed, while thosewho suffered the persecu
tion obtained the crown.6 By reason of this persecution, Ulphilas, having
now administered his episcopal-office seven years, was induced, with a.
Iarge·number of his countrymen, in the year 355, to cross over the Danube
and seek after a place of. refuge within the Roman empire.6 -
By the negotiations of Ulphilas, for whom the emperor Constantius
entertained a high respect, places for settlement were provided for these
Goths in Mresia. Men were fond of comparing Ulphilas with Moses,
since, under his guidance, the Goths had accomplished this exodus from
the midst of heathens, -and delivered from the wrath of that other Pharaoh,
Athanaric, had 'been conducted to a land where they could enjoy their
religion securely and without disturbance.'· By this successful enterprize,
1 The following is said respectingbis
appointment as bishop, by Auxentius, in the
tract of Maximin, p. 20: Hie, Dei provi
dentin et Christi misericordia, propter mnl
torum salutem in gente Gothorum, de le~
tore triginta annorum episcopus est ordina
tus, ut non solum esset hreres Dei et co
hreres Christi, sed et in hoc per gratiam
Christi imitor Christi et sanctorum ejus j ut
quemadmodum sanctus David triginta an-'
norum rex et propheta est constitutus, ut
regeret 6t doceret populum Dei et filios Is
rael, ita et iste beatus tanquam propheta est
manifestatus et sacerdos Christi ordinatus,
ut rcgeret et corrigeret et doceretet redifica-
ret gentcm Gothorum, quod et Deo volente
et Christo auxilinnte per ministerium ejus
admirabiliter est adimpletum; et sicuti Jo
seph in JEgypto triginta annorum est mani
festatus, et quemadmodum Dominus etDeus
noster Jesus Christus, filius Dei, triginta an
norum secundum camem constitutus et
baptizatus, crepit evangelium prredicare et
ammas hominum pascere; ita et iste sanctusj
ipsius Christi dispositione et ordinatione, et
in fame et in penuria prredicationis indiffer
enter agentem ipsam gentem Gothomm,
secundum evangelicam et apo~tolicam et
propheticam regulam emendavit et vivere
doeuil, et Christianos vere Christianos· esse
mllnifestavit et multiplieavit.
2 This we may infer, with Prof. Waitz,

from tbe fact that he is styled by Auxentins,
in the tract of Maximin, (p. 20,) "judex
Gothorum j" and Themistius says of the
Gothic prince (Athanaric) with whom Va
lens had a war, (de pace, J? 160:) Tnv plv
ToV (3a(IlAi(,)~ £7r(,)vv,uav a7rfl~wl, ~v: ToV

& uya7rp:,
Socrates,!. IV. c. 33.
4 On this point, says Auxentius, (I. c. p.
20:) Ubi et ex invidia et operatidne inimici
tunc ab irreligioso et sacrilego judice Gotho
rum tyrannico terrore in barbarico Christin
norum persecutio est excitata,' ut Satannsi
qui malefacere rupiebat. nolem) faeeret
bene, ut quos. desiderahat prrevaricatores
faeere, et desertores,· Christo opitulante -et
propugnante,fierent mnrt)TCS ct confessores.
6 Ut persecutor confnnderetnr, et qui per
secutionem patiebantnr,· coronarentur j ut
hie qui tentabat vincere, ·victus erubesceret,
et qui tentabantur, victores gauderent.
I) The words of Auxentius· (1. c.) are:
Ubi et post multorum servornm et ancilla
rum Christi gloriosum martyrium f - immi
nentevehementer . ipsa persecutione; com
pletis septem annis tantummodo in episco
patu, cnm grandi ·populo confessorum· de
barbarico pulsus in solo Romanire a Con
stantio principe honorifice est susceptus ... , ..
7 Philostorgius, who reports after a ma~
ncr which accords with Auxentius thIS
migration of the Goths under the guidance
OtKaGToii
8
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he could not fail to have won upon the confidence of his people. He
preached with great fervor; and to this end, had made himself master of
the Gothic, Greek, and Latin languages.1 In this first bishop from the
midst of the German race, we see thus early a representative of that ten
dency, which is said always to have distinguished the German people, and
by virtue of which the greatest revolution in the development of' the
church was brought about - love for the sacred scriptures, leading to the
effort to make it accessible to the people. To this end, he invented for the
Goths an alphabet, and made use of it to give them a translation of the
Bible in their own tongue. He is said to have composed theological and
devotional tracts in all the three languages above mentioned.2
It is unknown whether all the Christians among the Goths emigrated
with Ulphilas, or whether many still remained behind, and continued to
labor for the spread of Christianity. The seed sown by him produced an
after-harvest in various ways; but Christianity was also introduced among
the Goths from other quarters, as indeed it might have been by those
bishops who resided in the adjacent provinces of the Roman empire. One
of these, Ascholius, bishop of Thessalonica, we find afterwards in intimate
correspondence with the church among the Goths who dwelt beyond the
empire of the Romans. But the fresh spread of Christianity provoked
once more a violent persecution from its old enemy, Athanaric. This took
place in the year 370, and onward. Among the Gothic Christians of this
time, we find men possessed of an ardent zeal, which led many of them to
encounter martyrdom. Distinguished among these was Sabas, of whose
history we have a very particular account from the church to which he
belonged. This report is, moreover, an important one, as it gives a very
precise statement of the character of' the persecution against the Christians
among the Goths. It is plain from this narrative, that it was not so much
the people who were inflamed with fanaticism against Christianity, as the
prince and chief men, who, influenced perhaps by political rather than
religious motives, were seeking to suppress a foreign religion.
Sabas was a pious layman, of Gothic descent, who, from his early child
hood, seems to have had no other object before him than to be a devout
Christian. He got himself enrolled among the regularly-appointed church
singers, and in this vocation discharg-ed his duty with great diligence and
care. He led a rigidly abstemious life; he was a bold and decided witness
for the truth and against idolatry, but without unnecessarily obtruding him
self into notice. His zeal for the faith had already exposed him to many
dangers. When the chief men among the Goths first began to persecute
Christianity, they commanded the Christians, as had been done in the first
centuries, to prove their abjuration of the faith by partaking of the meat
of Ulphilas, is right when he asserts that
this expedition did not take place, as other
1Yriters asserted, in the reign of Valens, but
places it too early, viz., under the reign of
Constantine. It must have been not Con
stantine but Constantius, who is said to
have called Ulphilas, ,. the Moses of our
time," (/) ltp' ~p£w MCJO'~r.) This title is
also given to Ulphilas by Auxentius, ]. c. :
Sicuti Deus per Mosen de potentia et vio
lentia Pharaonis et JEgyptiorum populum
hum liberavit et rnbrnm mare transire fecit,
et sibi servi.e providit, ita et per srope dictum
Deus confessores sancti filii sui unogeniti
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de barbarico liberavit, et per Danuhium
transire fecit, et in montibus, secundum sane
torom imitationem, sibi servire decrevit.
1 As Auxentius says: Grrecam et Lati
nam et Gothicam linguam sine intermissione
in una et sola ecclesia Christi prredicavit.
2 As Auxentius says: Qui et ipsis tribus
linguis plures tractatus et mu]tas interpreta
tiones, volentibus ad ntilitatem et redifica
1ionem, sibi ad retemam memoriam et mer
cedem, post se dereliquit. He may perhaps
here have had in his mind the Gothic trans
lation of the bible above mentioned.
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offered in sacrifices. Now, the· Pagans of the village where Sabas lived;
were for resorting to an artifice, in order to deceive the Pagan authorities
and save the Christians, who were their neighbors. Instead of meat which
had been actually offered in sacrifice, they proposed to set before them, on
the day of trial, other meat, which they pretended'was such, of which the
Christians might partake without scruple, while the magistrates supposed
the terms of the law had been complied with. .But Sabas' could not con
sent to this deception, and pointed out the wrong of it ,to his fellow..;.
believers. The Pagans, therefore, drove him from the village, when they
found their trick had been frustrated by his means: but after.a time they
recalled him.
Some time afterwards, the Pagan magistrate directed another similar
examination to be held in the same place, for the purpose of ·ascertaining
whether there were no apostates from the old popular religion. On this
occasion, certain persons presented themselves with offerings, and declared
themselves ready to take oath before the magistrate who managed the trial,
that there were no Christians in their village.. But Sabas came forward
and sHid openly, "So far as it concerns myself, let no one swear, for I am
a Christian." Upon this the inhabitants of the village, who had removed
the Christians from their houses to a place of concealment, declared on
their oath, that" there was but one Christian in the village." The person
who conducted the examination, caused Sabas. to be brought before' the
assembly, and asked the by-standers whether he owned any property.
Being assured that he owned nothing but what was on his back, the Pagan
contemptuously exclaimed, "Such a fellow can do neither good nor hurt:'
and ordered him to be cast out..• ;.:.
. It must have become very evident, that by such repeated examinations,
the object had in view, which was to extirpate Christianity, could not be
accomplished; and the less so as the Pagan people, instead of sharing in
the fanaticism of their superiors, were quite willing. to protect the Chris
tians. The persecution of course became more violent when this was
remarked. Soon after the Christian community of the village badcele
br'dted the festival of Easter, Athanaric himself fell upon' the place with
a troop of armed men. The village preacher and Sabas were seized' in
the tents where they· slept, bound in chains and carried off, suffering. much
ill treatment on the way. The faith of Sabas, which triumphed over all his
sufferings, irritated the fury of his persecutors. By the strength of bis·faith,
which imparted even to his body an unusual power of·endurance, enabling
him to· suffer without sinking, he went firmly through the whole, and
nothing could disturb his cheerfulness. During great paTt of: the night he
was subjected to various kinds of. torture, till at. length his tormentors
fell asleep and left him bound upon the ground. A woman of the house,
who arose in the night to make bread for the family, took pity on him and
released him from ·his chains. ~ He fearlessly remained on the spot,and
assisted the woman in her work. The next morning, when Athanaric
heard of this, he caused him to be bound again, and hung to a beam of the
house. Then came certain persons in the name of Athanaric, and placing
meat from the sac.rifices' before ,the priest and Sabas, told .them to eat it
and save their lives.· Said·thepriest: "'Ve are forbidden to partake of such
meat. Tell Athanaric he may order us to be crucified, or to die in what
ever way he pleases." ,But Sabas, whose pious feelings were not wholl'y
unmixed with. passionate excitement, asked: "From whom' comes thIS
message? " And being told,' "From our lord Athanaric ; ". he exclaimed,
"There is but one Lord, the God in heaven; but Athanaric is a godless
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man,and under the curse of God; ...;,..·and this food, like Athanaric who sends
it to ·us, is unclean." One'of Athanaric's people, incensed at these words;
struck him with a club so severely on the breast that the beholders sup
posed the stroke would be fatal. .But he uttered no word of pain, and to
the smiteI' he said triumphantly: "Believe me, I felt it as little as if you
had thrown upon· me a lock of wool." He was now condemned to death by
drowning. During the whole' of the way, as he was led to the river where
he was to die, he praised God that he· had been pleased to bestow on him
the privilege of dying as a martyr. Having arrived at the river, those who
conducted him began to consult with each other about letting him go, as he
had been guilty of no crime. Athanaric would probably never find it out.
But Sabas, who already, with the eye of faith, saw heaven open before him,
and wished not to exchange it for the earth, said, "Why do ye not execute
your orders? I behold what you cannot see; already they wait in glorious
apparel, who are come to take me hence." And while he was shouting
praise and gi ving thanks to God, with his neck fastened to a piece of wood,
he was t.hrown into the water. His body was then drawn from the stream
and left to lie on the bank. But a Roman commander on the border, the
Dux Somnus, caused the bones of the martyr to be conveyed to the other
side, and sent them as precious relics to the church of Cappadocia, his
native province, incompliance with the request of his kinsman,' the bishop
Basil, of Cresarea.1 .
The Christian communities among the Goths sent, on this occasion, a
circular letter,embodying a report of' all these facts, to the communities of
Cappadocia,and to all the churches in Christendom. The letter began
with these words: "What was said by the apostle Peter, that in every
nation he that feareth the' Lord and worketh righteousness is accepted with
him, has been verified in a powerful manner also at the present time; for
we have in proof of it the life and sufferings of the blessed Sabas, who is
a witness of God and of our Saviour Jesus Christ." And the letter con
cludes as follows: "Let a solemn festival be held, then,on the day in which
he received the crown of martyrdom; and· mention it to the more distant
brethren,· that so in the entire church a festival may' be observed, and the
Lord, who chose his servant, may be praised. Greet all the saints;-
all the persecuted' with us' greet you. Praised for ever be He, who can
conduet us all by his grace to the kingdom of· heaven.2 .
.
- The bones of Sabas, accompanied with the letter of the communities,
a letter· also from ,Ascholius, bishop of Thessalonica, and from the Dux
Soranus,' .arrived in that unhappy season for the churches of Cappadocia,
when· these communities were so rent asunder by the disputes and schisms
which the supremacy of the Arianparty, under the emperor Valens, had
occasioned.' . Basil; of' -Cresarea, comparing· the then state of the church
with that of which he was reminded by the bones of the martyr and by the
description of the conflicts endured by the Gothic Christians, wrote to the
bishop A.scholius:" "·When we 'received your letter, and read it over and
1 For the conjecture Is· probably Dot . un~
founded, that Basil's ep. 155 was directed
to this Dux Soranus.· Bftsilwritcs: 'K~
dE T(OL~(1e~, eilv KcU ki7f;ava/laprVpc.rv T~
1raTpl.OLeKTr£p:t/Jr/r, ·£imp· ur 17riaTEt'}.ar ftflZV,
() eKei &GJ)'(lOr Troui KcU viiv (it is presopposed;
therefore, that this had been the case before)
fJItp~par T~ Kvpi.",• .. T.
b. page 354, ed.
Pans, 1839.

m.

2

This letter, which we have bad occasion

to quote - before, is .printed, in the Greek

original, in the Actis Sanctorom, T. II.
mens. April. Appendix f. 967.
a Letter 165 among those of Basil' seems
certainly much more ,to have been intended
for this Dux, than for the bishop Ascholios
of Thessalonica, to whom it .was addressed
in the soperscription.
, Letter 164. ,;
I

•
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over, we imagined ourselves transported back to those ancient days, when
the churches of God prospered, being grounded in the faith and united
together in love; when harmony prevailed as among the manifold members
of one body; when it was manifest who was the persecutor and who were
the persecuted; when the churches attacked increased continually in num
bers; when the blood of the martyrs only served to multiply the champions
of the faith. Then we Christians maintained peace among each other,
that peace which our Lord left as a legacy, but of which at present not
a single vestige remains."
.
Ascholius having mentioned in his letter a certain Eutyches, a Cappa
docian, who, as we may infer from some expressions of Basil, had in earlier
times labored abundantly among the Goths,! and having spoken in praise
of their common country Cappadocia, whence all these blessings had come,
Basil replied: "By reminding us of the past, you have rejoiced our hearts,
while at the same time we are pa~ned by the signs which we now see before
us: for no one of us is to be compared with Eutyches. Indeed, so far are
we from being in any condition to lead barbarians by the power of the
Spirit and the efficacy of his gracious gifts to gentleness of manner, that by
the superabundance of our sins the very civilized themselves have much
rather been made barbarians." :I
It is a noble trait in the church-historian Socrates, that he finds reason,
notwithstanding their want of correct knowledge, to respect the love of
Christ which led the Arian Goths to encounter martyrdom, and that he
acknowledges them as genuine martyrs.3 Yet the fact which he assumes,
is certainly not correct with regard to all the martyrs among them; for,
although Arianism was propagated in the school 6f Ulphilas, yet the seeds
of Christianity came also among the Goths from other quarters, by means
of teachers sent from orthodox communities; and hence with them had been
introduced another form of doctrine than the Ariah. This was no doubt
the case with regard to the martyrs last named, as is shown by the circular
letter of the Gothic Christians which we have quoted}
Ulphilas himself labored as a bishop among his people forty years. The
last ten years of his life brought with them much that was a source of pain
to him; when the form of church doctrine to which he was warmly opposed,
the creed drawn up by the council of Nice, became more and more domi
nant even in the Eastern church, and was favored by the civil power. He
himself was, in the year 388, called, with other bishops agreeing with him
in doctrine, by the emperor Theodosius to Constantinople, for the purpose
of holding there a new conference on the matters in dispute. By
the ruling doctrinal party, however, this negociation, which indeed under
the existing circumstances could have done no good,' was prevented; ~nd
an imperial law was enacted, which forbade all new' proceedings of this
sort with regard to matters of controversy}1 IDphilas and those associated
His words are (~2.:) 'Em:t de Kat ToV
alldpar EVTVxOVr elr /lv1J/l1l1l ;,~
"yartr.
2 '0, yt ToeOVTOV a:rdxo/ltV {3ap{3fzpovr l{fI
p.£pi:Jeat ~ Wva/ltt ToV 1rVtV/laTor Kat ~ lv
tpytllf. TCJV Trap' aVTOV xapte,mTt.JV, tJO'Tt Kat
ToV!: 'hp.ipr.1!: 'XOllTa!: ~ VTrtp{JOAij Ti:w a/lap
Ttiiv IJpijv l~1lYpti:J(18at.. From which words,
we may infer what had been done by Euty
ches the Cappadocian among the Goths.
8 ~is, words are, (1. IV. c. 33 :) 01 {3ap{3a
PO' a1rMT1]T& TOll XpLaTl«VUlplJv.
1

p.aICapLov

I This may be inferred from the doxology,
in contradiction to Arianism, with which the
letter concludes: T~ de Wvap£lIft' (God the
Father) oo{a KTA., troll 'freud, /lovoycry [Ei]

Kat arift' 'lrVtV/laTt.

See onward, doctrinal controversies.
The law which, since the time or its
enactment is certain, affords an important
chronological landmark. The la\v which is
printed in the above cited work of Mnximin,
p. 23. Cod. Theodos. I. XVI. Tit. IV. 1,2.
Ii
tI
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with 'llim, looked upon this regulation as only a proof of,the want of confi
dence of their opponents in the goodness of their cause, aDda·token that
the doctrine which they deemed to' be the truth, was to be suppressed '. by
force. 1 This was the last painful event which the worthy bishop, who had
grown gray in the cause of· Christianity, and in ·laboring for the Christian
ooucation of his people, experienced. He died at Constantinople, ·A.D.
388, after having drawn up a statement of his faith as a legacy for his flock,
and laid down, in the prospect of death, a confession of the doctrines which
he preached and ever maintained.2 He left behind· him' disciples; who
labored on the foundation' he had laid. . One of these was the' bishop
Auxentius, to whom we are indebted for the account of his life from
which' we have so largely drawn. The latter says 'of him :" The man,
whom I cannot praise as he deserves; and of whom I dare not be wholly
silent, to whom I am more indebted' than all others, as he bestowed more
pains on me than on others; for he took me as his disciple from' my
earliest years, when my parents gave me to him, taught me to study the
holy scriptures, opened to me the truth, and by the mercy of God and the
grace of Christ, brought me up' bodily and spiritually' as his son in. the
faith.'"8.
.
P. 129, to tM common participation in the communion.] While The
mistius, taking his view from the position of the ancients, held the chasm
which separated the Goths,as barbarians, from the cultivated Hellenico-;
Roman world, to be . one grounded in an original difference of nature; and,
therefore, never to be filled up ; - and wholly in accordance with th~ spirit
of Plato, applied what the latter had said respecting the relation of the
passions to reason in individuals, as in the state, so to the relation of the
nationality of the barbarians to' that of the Greeks and Romans;· the
church-fathers~ on the contrary, point out in what Christianity had already
begun·to effect among these tribes, the same power of the gospel to trans
form man's nature; which that gospel uniformly carried along with' it.
Thus, Athanasius testifies, in the passage before cited, where he speaks, in
connection with the Persians, of the Armenians, and the nations dwelling
beyond the ocean, the Goths :." Who could overthrow, in all these tribes
of men,. the worship of idols, and. plant virtue? Who, except our· Lord
Jesus Christ; who not only preached by his disciples, but by his efficacious
influence on the minds of men, induced them to lay aside their rudeness of.
manners, and" abandoning the worship of the gods' of their. country, to
acknowledge him? . Who is it, that unites together in harmony those who
had been used to hate each other? Who else could effect this, but the
1 Maximin says,' (p. 23: j Prrefati prre
positi hreretici, - so appeared to be the ad
herents of the Nicene 1I0moousion-om
nibus viribus institerunt, ut lex darctur, qure
concilium prohiberet.
?, Auxcntius says ofUlphilas, p. 21: Qui
et in exitu suo usque in ipso mortis mo
mento per testamentum fidem suam scrip
tam populo sibi credito' dereliquit. The
first words of this testament are: Ego U1
~la, epis('opus et confessor, sic credidi ; et in
bac fide sola et vera, testamentum facio ad
Dominum meum.
S Quem condigne laudare non sufficio et
penitus Ulcere non audeo, cui plus omnium
ego sum debitor, quantum et amplius in me
laboravit, qui me a prima retate mea a pa

rentibus meis discipnlum suseepit, et sacras
litems doeuit, et veritatem manifestavit, d
per misericordiam Dei et gratiam Christi et
. earnaliter et spiritaliter ut filium suum in
fide educavit. P. 20.
4 De pace, p. 157: Elvai Tt /Ca2 lv E/CatrrltJ
f3ap{3apov tpv)..ov, M'av aMa&!: /Cal OVG1!'ulger,
rov i}vllov UYIJ /Cal Ta!: u;rAnO'Tov!: l;rt{}vp.i.a!:,
aVTL/Ca{J~lleva yi:vv Tf:J MyLO'p.i;J, /Ca{Ju;rep PIJ
p.aiOl{, I/Cv{Jru /Cal Tepp.avo'i.· . As reason is
not wholly to destrovthe passions and de-'
siresimp·lanted by· nature, ,but to bridle
them; so, too, the barbarian tribes, answering
to these lower' powers in' relation to the'
reason which is destined to ntle, nre not to
be destroyed, but compelled to obedience.
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beloved Son of the Father, the common Saviour of all, Jesus Christ, whose
love led him to suffer everything for us ? Yes; it had been predicted,
even from the beginning, what empire of peace he was to found - for the
holy scriptures announce, (Isaiah 2: 4:) 'Then they shall beat their
swords into plough-shares, and their spears into pruning-hooks, nation shall
Dot lift up sword against natiori, neither shall they learn war any more.'
Nor is this any longer incredible; for even now the barbarians, to whom
the rudeness of manners is innate, so long as t~ey still offer to idols, rage
against one another, and cannot rest a moment easy without the sword; but
no sooner do they receive the doctrine of Christ, than they turn from the
pursuits of war to agriculture, and instead of arming their hands with the
sword, lift them up in prayer; and, in a word, from henceforth, instead of
waging war with each other, enter the lists against Satan and the spirits of
evil; and, by self-command and the virtues of the soul, seek to gain the
victory over them. This is an evidence of the divine power of our Saviour
- and the wonderful thing is, that they remain faithful unto death, and die
as witnesses for Christ." 1
P. 182. This theory was the prevailing one in the time of Oonstantine.]
There were three ditlerent ways, one crossing the other, in which the em
peror Constantine was used to consider his relation to the church. The
first,. and that to which he was most inclined, since it had sprung out of his
earlier eclecticism, and besides was ever and anon recommended anew by
the influence of moderate bishops, or of philosophers given to Platonism,
was the principle of religious tolerance, which made him respect the rights
of individual conviction. And sometimes, also, we see him led back to this
his original principle by his own sad experience of the evils resulting from
mixing up politics with religion. Next to this, was the theocratic theory,
which naturally found its way into his mind from the previous development
of the church. The third principle was the religioso-political, by which he
was led to suppose, or to pretend, that, as head over the state, he was
authorized to exert an influence on the affairs of the church.
P. 185. Occasion for the interposition of a foreign powe,·.] .As all
the elements which had a disturbing influence on the progressive develop
ment of Christianity, grew out of those principles of the old world, which,
overthrown by the gospel, had again asserted their yalidity and contributed
to modify the shaping of Christianity itself, so we see the same thing re
peated in the present case; - on one side, in the Roman church, the
Jewish principle of an outward theocracy; on the other, in the Greek
church, the Pagan principle of a state-religion, or the political element,
subordinating every other development to its own.
P. 139. No further appeal could be made from it.] This was nothing
foreign from the constitution of the Roman law. The bishops only had
conceded to them the power which was allowed to arbitrators, (arbitris,)
chosen a compromisso by the two contending parties.
P. 143. Additz'on to note 1.] The collectors of the taxes in Cappa
docia had been in the habit of exacting from the peasants an oath; thus
exposing them to the temptation of committing perjury. Basil of Cresarea,
who had often protested in their assemblies against this abuse, finally wrote
to the governor of the province, as follows: "We have one way left, which
is by this letter, to adjure you before God and men to forbear exposing the
souls of men to death, and to devise some other method of collecting the
1

De incarnatione verbi, t 51, 52.
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taxes, but leave to men their souls unharmed. For the exacting of oaths
is of no use or advantage towards collecting the taxes, and it is certainly
harmful to the souls of men. Let them but once learn to regard taking a
false oath as a trifle, and they will no longer be compelled honestly to pay
their taxes, but will suppose that in the oath they have found a convenient
means of deception and of evading their obligations." 1
P. 146. Receive him back without inflicting any further punishment.]
The civil power acknowledged this influence of the church, in promoting
the interests of humanity, and strove to uphold it. By a law enacted in
the year 409, it was made the duty of judges to inquire every Sunday of
the prisoners, whether they had been kindly treated, and it was assumed,
as a matter of course, that it belonged to the vocation of the bishops to
admonish the judges to the humane treatment of prisoners.2 A law of the
emperor Justinian, passed in the year 529, made it incumbent on the bishops
to visit the prisons on Wednesdays and Fridays, (on these particular days
doubtless in memory of Christ's passion,) to inquire carefully into the
crimes for which each prisoner was confined, and about the treatment
which he received, and to report whatever they observed contrary to good
order to the superior magistrates. They were also to see to it, that no
person was confined elsewhere than in the public prisons. 8
P. 177. Opposit£on to new forms of error.] VincentiuR, a monk, be
longing to the cloister of Lerina, an island in Provence, reduced these
ideas, dispersed through the writings of Augustin, to systematic form, in a
book which constitutes an epoch in the history of the notions respecting
tradition. He published this work in 434, some years after Augustin'S
death, under the title of Commonitorium, or Tractatus peregrini adversum
hrereticos. 'Ve find here, how, in forming his conception of tradition, he
had struck on the conservative element - that of progressive evolution,
without which the preservation of the original truth is impossible in the
impure current of time. The true element in Montanism, but wrongly
applied by it, inasmuch as it considered the progressive evolution as one to
be effected by means of new revelations introduced from without, had
passed over into the church, and had been transferred to the evolution
grounded in the very essence of Christianity, and proceeding out of itself.
Respecting this, Vincentius pertinently remarks: "Beyond doubt, we ought
to hold to a progressive evolution of Christian truth; for everything in the
world advances from one stage to another as it grows 0lder.4 But this
progressive evolution presupposes the existence of an abiding principle in
the pec.uliar nature of the thing itself. The contrary to this would not be
a growth, but a change to something else. The original doctrines of
heavenly wisdom must, with the progress of time, needs become more
exactly defined; but they should not be altered or curtailed. They must
be unfolded in greater clearness and distinctness, but they should lose
nothing of their pure and complete individual nature.l; The antagonism
of new errors has brought out this more precise determination and clearer
exposition of the truth. By means of this antagonism, what had before
been a matter of tacit tradition, came to be fully expressed in the letter.
See epist. 85.
Nee deerit antistitum Christianre religi
oniseura laudabilis, qure ad observationem
constitnti judicis hane ingerat monitionem.
Cod. Theodos. I. IX. Tit. Ill. I. 7.
3 Cod. Justinian. I. I. Tit. IV. I. 22 et 23.
« N ullusne ergo in ecclesia Christi pro1
2

feetus hahebitur religion is 1 Habeatur plane
et maximus. Nam quis iIle est tam invidu9
hominibus, tam exosus Deo, qui istud pr~
hibere conetur 1 C. 28.
6 Aecipiant Heet evidentiam, lucem, dis
tinctionem, sed retineant neccsse est pleni.
~dinem, integrltatem, proprietatem. C. SO,
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" 'But instead of tlie Montanisticway of rendering the thing outward, is
substituted another. According to the view here taken, the progressive
ev-olution is necessarily confined to a determinate organ. . It expresses
itself through the general councils; and to the progress thus expressed, all
individuals ,must submit their judgment. . Thus the exposition of the
saered writings, acknowledged to be t.he only and perfect source of the
knowledge of. the truths of faith, and the deduction of the doctrines of
faith .' from them, were made to depend on a church authority of this kind.
Tllis authority alone is the sure guide tQwhat is right, amid the different
sha.des and 'Oppositions 'Of human QpiniQn.l The absence 'Of an art of
interpretation, founded on scientific principles, which might be a safe-guard
against arbitrary conjectures, was to be supplied by the constraining au
thority of an outward rule. And instead 'Of trusting in the intrinsic power
'Of the truth and the free wQrking of the HQly Spirit in the church, men
were to rely on an 'Outward church guidance 'Of this sort, which was calcu
lated tQ check and cramp the free, individual development. This human
government 'Of the church, it was maintained, is the necessary means by
which the ever-abiding influence of Christ is secured.
.
P. 269. Jovinian, the protestant of his time, ~c.] Out of tIle depths
of the Christian consciousness, silently unfQlding itself in mQnasticism, pro
ceeded forth here - a foretoken of what long afterwards tQQk place by
means 'Of Luther - the reactiQn against the ordinary monkish morality,
and the doctrinal errQrs cQnnected therewith.
'Vhile it was customary, in Christian mQrals, to make the distinction of
a higher and a lower position, the latter cQnsisting in an 'Observance 'Of the
"precepts," the former in a fulfilment 'Of the "evangelical cQunsels," JQ
vinian opposed to this distinctiQn the unity 'Of the divine life grounded in
faith on the Redeemer and flowing out of the new birth. This he cQnsid
ered to be the highest and principal thing - and he knew 'Of but one
antithesis, that between redemptiQn and perseverance in the estrangement
from God; between a life devQted to this present world, and a life rooted in
the fellowship with God: compared with'this, all 'Other differences, in his
estimatiQn, sunk into insignificance.
P. 270. Hence he continued to live as a monic, ~c.] Take whatever
CQurse he might, however, he eQuId not escape the hateful charge of being
actually guilty of aU such cQnsequences as his 'Opponents chose to derive
from his doctrines. If, in accQrdance with his principles, he led a life of
more freedom, thQugh he cQntinued tQ be a mQnk ; if he made nQ 'Outward.
show 'Of mQnkish asceticism in his dress, thjs was construed as an aban
doning 'Of the holiness of mQnachism for the elegance of commQn life, and
he was accused 'Of luxury.2 And JerQme bids him either to marry, and
SQ testify by that fact, that he placed the married life on a parity with
the life 'Of celibacy; 'Or else cease tQ cQntend in wQrdsagainst those
with whom in practice he agreed. 8 It WQuid seem that, on account of
the false reports which, 'Owing .to the miscQnstruction put uPQn his con
duct, had. got. abrQadconcerning him, 'he. was led tQ' publish a t!act in
.1 See c. 2: Mu1tum necesse est, propter
motos tam val"ii erroris Rmfmctus, ut .pr~
pbetirre ct apostolicre. interpretationis linea
secundum ecclesiastici, et catholici sensus
normam dirigatur. '
:' .
,," Iste..formosus monacbus,. crassus,niti-

dus, dealbatus, et quasi aponsus semper iuee
dens. Hieron.c. Jov. Lib. I. § 40.
8 Aut uxorem ducat, ut requalem vjrgi~j
,tatem. Duptiis probet, aut si non duxenl,
frostra contra nos verbis agit, cum opere
nobiscum sit. L. Co
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explanation of his principles.1 Indeed, he had been urged to do this by
others.2
P. 271. He attended the marriage feast at Cana.] And - he added,
in opposition to the tortuous expositions of holy writ, in which men allowed
themselves to indulge so as to bring them into harmony with their own
opinions - it is quite another thing, if, in the foolish spirit of dispute, you
affirm, that he attended a feast for the purpose of fasting, and that, after
the manner of false teachers, he said: " This I eat; that I do not eat. I
will not drink of the wine which I have made out of water." 8
P. 273. Had not as yet been really renewed.] He held the baptism of
such persons to be no better than a hypocritical one. Hence he could not
assent to the distinction, so commonly made in those times, bet.ween sins
committed before, and sins committed after baptism; for a baptism after
which men might again fall into sin, was to him the same as no baptism at
all. If persons who had thus fallen, afterwards came to true repentance
and faith, he supposed that they then received, for the first time, the bap
tism of the spirit, of which before they had received only the outward
sign. Hence, he would not admit that there was any difference between
those who remained faithful to their baptismal vows from the first, and
those who, after having received the outward baptism, had fallen into sin,
and had then first, by means of true repentance, been really converted.
Accordingly, addressing himself to such, he says: "Though you have fal
len, repentance will restore you; and you who were hypocrites in your
baptism, will with your repentance obtain genuine .faith."· Now, if we
consider that Jovinian did not admit that there were different degrees of
sin, we are obliged to conclude from these remarks, that in his opinion the
regenerate were incapable of falling into any actual sin whatever.
P.294. The prevailing spirit of the times.] 'Ve see that pictures or
images of Christ, of the Apostles, of martyrs, and other saints were then
widely diffused; and that people were in the habit of prostrating them
selves before them: but that instead of representing Christ on the cross,
against which a certain feeling ,...of propriety revolted, they adhered to the
ancient custom, and employed the sign of the cross as a memorial of
Christ's passion.
P. 337. Wa.s the thought which Jerome here makes so prominent, actually
present to the consciousness ofthe people?] He evidently has respect only
to the Christian truth lying at the ground of the veneration paid to the
saints; but not to the popular notions in which this truth became continu
ally more and more obscured. And yet, in opposition to Vigilantius, he
brings forward the example of the emperor and the enthusiastic devotion
of the multitude.1i
1 From which Jerome often cites passages
in his work against .Jovinian j and this is
the sonrce from which we derive onr ac
count of Jovinian's doctrines.
2 This we take from his own words as
quoted by Jerome, lib. I. ,2: Satisfacio in
vitatis(it should read invitatus) non ut
claro curram nomine, sed a rumore purga·
tus vivam vano.
a Porro aliud est, si stults contcntione
dicitis, eum isse all pr:mdium jejnnatnmm,
et impostorum more dixisse: hoc comedo,
mud non comedo, nolo "inurn biberc, quod
ex aquis creavi. Lib. IT. § 5.
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• Quod etsi cecidcritis, redintegrabit vos
pamitentin, et qui in baptismate fuistis hypo
critre, eritis in prenitentb solidre fidei. Lib.
IT. §37.
6 As characteristic of the times, t:lke the
following passage: Sncrilegus fuit Constan
tius imperator, qui sanctas reliquias Andrere,
Lucre, et Timothei transtulit Constantino
polim, apud quas dremones rugiunt et in
habitatores Vigilantii iIIorum sc sentire
prresentiam confitcntur ~ Sacrilcgu~' di
ccndus est nunc Augustus Arcadius, qui
OSSI\ bc3.ti Snmuelis lon~o post tempore de
Judrea transtulit in Thrllciam ~ Omnes
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P.339. Miracles ought, among Ohristians, no longer to be admitted.] In
comparing together these two men, who were in many respects so opposed
to each other, Vigilantius and Jerome, we perceive, in the one, an indul
gent recognition of the Christian spirit ever lying at. the ground of the erro
neous expression of Christian feelings; but this, without a right earnest
zeal for the preservation of Christian truth in its purity: - while in the
other, we do indeed discern this earnest zeal, but look in vain for that
mild indulgence of the religious feelings, even in their aberrations, which
should never be separated from the zeal for reformation.
-P. 344. Introduction.] It mightseem that the case would be quite dif
ferent with the course of the development of Christian doctrines, from
what we found it to be with regard to the matters treated of in the other
sections of this period of our history. It might seem that revolution
brought about by the conversion of the Roman emperors to Christianity
would not have the same importance in its bearing on doctrines as on the
other branches of Christian development. In looking back on the conflict
which had been gone through with Gnosticism; on the position occupied by
the school of the great Origen ; on the antagonisms and conciliations intro
duced by means of this school; we cannot fail to perceive that, indepen
dent of all external agencies, a new stadium of development must now
necessarily commence. When Christianity had once asserted an.d dis
tinctly expressed its own peculiar nature in the conflict with Judaism, Hel
lenism, and Orientalism, .this opposition to that which was extraneous to
itself would naturally relax; and the more inward antagonisms between dif
ferent doctrinal tendencies, which had in the meantime been forming,
would now make their appearance, in order, by their mutual adjustment
and conciliation with each other, to prepare the way for a higher unity.
Next after the stage of development, the distinctive character of which we
may designate as the predominantly apologetic stage, would follow a new
one, which we may call the systematizing period. The school of Origen
forms the transition from the apologetic to the systematizing tendency; as,
in fact, Origen constitutes, on the one hand, the highest point of the apolo
getic tendency, and on the other, the starting point of the new systemati
zing development. The termination of the first and the commencement
of the second stage of development meet together in him. A great and
important turning-point had, then, in the natural course of things, here
occurred.
P. 348. Augustin, who bore the most distinguished part in the contro
versy above mentioned.] Augustin has himself described the common centr~
alluded to in the previous paragraph, in language which we. may compare
with that of Gregory Nazianzen. (Note p. 348.) "The whole essence
of the Christian faith - says he - reposes in the opposition and contra
riety between two men, of whom the one is he through whom we were
brought into the bondage of sin, and the other He by whom we are redeem
ed from sin; as in truth the one ruined us in himself, in that he did his own
will, the other redeemed us in himself, in that he fulfilled not his own will,
but the will of Him who sent him. For there is one God, and one media
tor between God and men, the man Christ Jesus." 1 And from this cen
episcopi non solum sacrilcgi, sed fatui judi.
candi, qui rem vilissimam et cineres disso
lutos in serico et vase aureo portaverunt 1
Stulti omnium ecclesiarum populi, qui oe.
currcrunt sanctis rcliquiis, et tanta lretitia,

quasi prresentem viventemque prophetam
cernercnt, snscepernnt.
.
1 In causa duornm hominum, quorum
per unum venumdati sumus sub peccato,
per alterum redimimur a peccntis j quorum
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tral point of the Western system of faith may also have proceeded the
reaction of the Christian consciousness in purifying the Christian church by
means of the German reformation. So it was not the spirit of the Orien
tal, but that of the Western church, which alone could give birth to such an
event.
P. 351, line 18th from the bottom. Thus foisting into, or implying in,
the Bible, what really was not there.] But it is evident also, how, with the
intention of thus showing the highest reverence for the sacred writings, by
regarding everything they contain as alike divine, and everywhere looking
in them for mysteries of divine revelation, men were driven, in applying
these principles to particular cases, to sacrifice that true respect for the
scriptures which is only to be preserved by inquiring honestly into their
true meaning and contents; and we are here reminded of what we observed
proceeding from the same cause in the period previous to this, viz. a ten
dency to convert the historical portions of scripture into myths.
P.352. As was the case,for instance, with Jerome, Theodore of Mopsu
estiu, and C1trysostom.] Thus Theodore of Mopsuestia distinguishes the
principle of actuation by the Holy Spirit, which is always one and the
same, from the diversity of its forms of manifestation, which is conditioned
on the different ends to be attained. "It was - says he - one and the
same Spirit who communicated his grace to those that were accounted wor
thy of receiving such influences; but the effects were manifold, according
to the necessities of each particular case" - in proof of which he cites
2 Corinth. 4: 13.1 The retirement of all consciousness of self and of the
outward world - the ecstatic state - he explains as owing to the necessary
abstraction of the mind from present and temporal things in order to be
prepared for receiving the revelation of divine realites. 2 "For - says
he - if we cannot fitly receive the instructions of our teachers, unless our
minds are wholly withdrawn from all other subjects, and are intent on that
which is tn.ught, then how could those men receive such exalted revelations
without calling away their thoughts from present things at the time of
those revelations? " 8 He attributes it to the essential character of an ex
tasy of this sort, that the subject·matter of the divine revelation should be
presented in the form of a voice heard, or of a vision to the mental percep
tion of him who received the revelation.'
That erroneous view of the Bible as a book absolutely divine - a mere
codex of divine revelation - made many unwilling to receive the epistle to
Philemon into the canon of the New Testament, because everything in this
was only human - no trace of divine revelation seemed to be found in this
ilIe nos in se perdiclit, facicndo voluntatem
auam, non ejns a quo factus est; iste nos in
se salvos fecit, non facienclo volnntlltem
suam, sed ejns, a quo missus est; in hornm
ergo dnornm hominum cansa proprie fides
Christiana consistit. Unus est enim Dens,
et unus mediator Dei et hominnm, homo
Christus Jesus. De peccato originali, +28.

oe

1 IToAvrpoll'OL
KaL Kara riJv xpdav beyi
VOvro avroi~ al tvipy£tal., 'W{j' at; ri]v a1l"OKa
AV1/JtV Mexovro Ti:Jv avaYKal.c.JV. Com m en tar.
in Naum. c. 1, in Wegnern Theodori qure

supersunt omnia, vol. I. Berolin. 1834, p.
397.

2 'EKOTaO'£t ~lI'aVT£~ cJ~ elK/}!, ri:Jv all'o/>/>1I
TOT-fpCJV i6ixovTO riJV yvi:JO'tv, tll'El.1I"£P txPTrv

aim,v!, TaZ~ lVVOlG.l.~ lI'OPPCJ lI'OV T1]~ lI'apoV0'11'
KaTaOTaO'£CJ!, yeyOVOTa~, oVrCJ OVV1J&iivG.l. T~
ri:Jv OE.lKVvfdvCJV iJ£CJpi{l 1I"poC1aviX£tv f'0vr;.

L. c. p. 397.
8 Mt) ri;J 'Mywpi;J 7rpOUpov ICaTa TW ~!'
iJ£(,Jpia~ KalpOV l~tC1TaflevOl!, rWv 1I"apOvri:Jv j
f The OtOaGKaAla ToV ayiov 1OlcVflarOf,
WC1TE doKtiV aVToV!' lJC11l"EP Tlvo!' M!..oVVTOf
cUcov£tv COTt de ~Tl lta2 rtva o7rTaC1iav Opi:;vT£!,
f'er lK£iv1J~ ~KOVOV ri:Jv MyO,uVCJV. Thus he

explains the vision of Peter in the Acte,
the vision of John the Baptist at the bap
tism of Christ. See the fragment in the
Catena to John published by the Jesuit
Corderins.
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epistle. 1 1\1any falsely applied the correct distinction between the divine
and the human elements in the inspiration of the Apostles by the Holy
Spirit., making along with this correct distinction a wrong separation, and
failing to trace the organic relation between the two. The Apostles - said
they - did not speak always and all things so, as that Christ spake in
them; for human weakness could not have endured the continuous indwell
ing of the Holy Spirit. Everything connected with the gratifying of
earthly wants, as eating and drinking, was certainly excluded. The remark
of· St. Paul, Gal. 2 : 20, that it was not he that lived, but Christ lived in
him, did not admit of being applied to everything. So, too, the prophets,
after having uttered their predictions, returned again to the ordinary state
of consciousness and were like other men. Christ excepted, the Holy
Spirit abode with no one at all times. 2 Jerome, in opposition to such,
refers to the inseparable connection of the' divine and human elements in
Christianity; and with still greater clearness, Chrysostom unfolds the same
argument: " If one lives - says he - in a spiritual manner, the mode of
his appearance, his demeanor and walk, his mode of speech, and, in a
word, everything about him, will profit those who contemplate it." 8
Tbe Antiochian school was also led, by its peculiar exegetical bent, to
another mode of apprehending the relation of the Old to the New Testa
ment. While by the allegorizing method of interpretation it was easy to
introduce the whole doctrine of the New Testament into the Old, the An
tiochians were impelled by their peculiar bent and their hermeneutical prin
ciples, to inquire, what the Old Testament writers, under those determinat.e
historical conditions and from their own peculiar points of view, consciously
meant to say. But at the same time they recognized also the higher
spirit, which pervades the entire Old Testament, -the ideas which pointed
beyond the Old Testament. and into the New. Hence they distinguished
the ideal from the real historically conditioned element in the Old Tes
tament scriptures; the idea lying at the ground of the consciousness of the
writers enlightened by the Holy Spirit, and filling their minds, which had
found its realization in Christ, and which after its realization had first been
unfolded to a clearer consciousness, from the peculiar form presented by
the circumstances of the times, in which they had apprehended this idea.
They separated and held apart, what the prophets meant to say at their
own peculiar historical point of view, and what the Spirit of God, which
actuated them, aimed at through them. Thus they distinguished a conscious
and an unconscious prophecy; and by means of their distinctions, equal
justice could be done to faith and to knowledge, and the antagonism recon
ciled betwixt the philologico-historical, and the religious points of view.
The object already aimed at, as we endeavored to show in the first volume,
by many among the Gnostics, was expressed and unfolded by the Antioch
ians with a clearer scientific consciousness. Thus, for example, says Theo
dore of 1tfopsuestia: "Many of the wonderful things that happened,
whether to the people at large or to those who were chosen for some par
ticular end, the Holy Scriptures express, so far as it concerns them, hyper
1 The words in Chrysostom, Argumen spiritns ferre potnisset. Excepto Domino
tum in ep. ad Philemon. T. XI. f. 772: nostro Jesu Christo, in nullo sanctum spiri.
lltplTTOV tlvat TO Kat mVT1/V Trpol1lCEtatJal tum permansisse. Bier. prref. ad Philemon.
~ l1rlI1TOA~, Eiye V1rep Trpayp.aror fll.lCPoV ed. Vallarsi, p. 741,742.

~~i(Jl1ev, inrep tvo~ av<Jp6~.
~ Non semper apostolnm,

8 ·Omv Tl~ '1rVevflarl.lCi:J~

W, 1Cal.

a;rrJp.ara.

nec omnia. lCa2 fJadl.C1flara leaL pT,flam leal. TrpaYflaTa. TlW
Christo in se loquenti dixisse, quia nec TOwVTOV lCaL Travra a1l'A.i:Jr TaV~ CucoiJovra.{
hnmana imbceillitas unum tcnorcm saneti t:JtpEMl. L. c. f. 773.
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bolically ; and,
a casual glance, the letter seems here to possess no truth.
But such things are found to be true, when they are applied to the Lord
Jesus Christ himself; who, as he in all respects made an end to the shadow
of the law, and substituted in its place the truth which answers to it, so
therefore exhibits to view the truth of such expressions." 1 The promise
given to Abraham, that in him and his seed all the nations of the earth
should be blessed, referred in its literal meaning to his bodily posterity;
but in reality and truth to Christ, through whom the nations were blessed
in the true sense. 2 In like manner he explains the promises given to Da
vid respecting the kingdom which was to proceed from his house, in a two
fold manner. 8 Hence Theodore, in explaining the citations from the Old
Testament into the New, could distinguish the sense of the passages in the
original connection of the Old Testament, and the application made of
them by the Apostles. t Looking separately at the different stages in the
evolution of revealed religion, he affirmed that, in the Old Testament only,
the unity of God, but not the trinity was as yet revealed. Ii He thought
this would be sufficiently apparent, even from the fact that the Apostles,
after having lived for so long a time in familiar intercourse with Christ,
were still ignorant of the higher sense in which he was the Son of God,
but had denominated him the Son of God only in the sense in which men
had been previously wont to understand the phrase, as indicating that he
•
had been prh'ileged with enjoying a peculiar union with God.6
P.355. At length he was fully convinced that Manicheism was a delu
sion.] Yet he was already sufficiently master of the system to adjust eve
rything according to the principles of the ~Ianichean dualism. He com
posed a work on taste considered from this point of view, his tract De
apto et pulchro, dedicated to Hierius, a Roman rhetorician, in which he
places the opposition between good and evil beside that of the beautiful
and the deformed; and endeavored to trace everywhere, in the spiritual
and moral, as in the natural world, the same dualism betwixt the monad
and the dyad.
P. 358. That divine things must be incorporated with the life and affec
tions, before we can be capable of an intellectual knowledge of them.] That
the understanding and knowledge of divine things presupposed, and :flowed
from, self-surrendering love, -as he says - " We must first love with a
perfect affection him whom we would know." "By the life-says he
we make ourselves worthy of knowing what we believe." It seemed clear
to him~ that religious knowledge must proceed from the heart, that it was
only through the entire surrendering of the soul, that truth, satisfying to
the mind, could be found. " The love - says he - instilled by the Holy
. I .A€yu pEv inrep{3oAuccJupov W avri:Jv
lICetvCJV f] ypaq,Tj, ril~ Ai~e~ ICara TO 7rpOxet
pov rirv uA~-{)etaV OVIC qOVGT/r, EvpLuICera£
UJ..1(8iJ Ta TOUlvTa, OTav br' avrov ICp ivllTal
ToV OeU7rOrov XpurroV, o~ tv U7ram 7ravu~
,uv ToV vOflov r7}V uKiav, t7retuayay~v
ri}v
~WIV r7}V olKetav, ElIC6TCJ~ Kat r(jv I/JCJv(jv
T{jv TOWVTCJV l:7rWel"VVI1£ r7}V UJ.~-{)etav. See

oe

oe

the commentary on the Minor prophets, cd.
Wegnem, p. 612.
2 We may compare al~o what Theodore
says in his Comment. on Joel I. p. 156, etc.
8 See the Comment. on Micah, L. c. p.
354.
t

E. g. Rom. :3: 12 in the above men·
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tioned Comment. p. 501, and in many other
places.
Ii See the above mentioned Comment. on
the Minor prophets.

6 Kat Tovrov ye a7rooEl~tr aVTapXll~ tIC Tc:iV
flaxapiCJV c.i;-roC1TO:WV yivo£ro uv,oi, i7r2 rilr
rlJV OeO'1l"orov Xp£C1ToV 7rapOVO'Lar, l:7r2 flaKW
Tt;J 'XpOv(j C1VyyeyovoTC~ avriiJ, Xpl0'1OV ,uv
cjf-0I..oyovv,lyvCJICore,
7roi\.A;'~ O£OaalCaMar,
VlOV de IC(I.19' Ov l~TJv MYOV, -{)roiJ OVIC ~1l"ia
TavTo, 7r'.1]V oO'ov Kara Ol/cetCJUlV l'Myov -{)foV
vlov TOV Xp£C1TOv KaTa TO Ti:Jv 7rpocn9ev War
aYLCJV Te /Cat OllCcUCJV. In the above men·

ow

tioned Comment. on the Minor prophets, p.
639.
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Spirit, leads to the Son, that is, to the wisdom of God by which the Father'
himself becomes known; for wisdom and truth can in no wise be found,
unless when sought after by all the powers of the soul. But when they are
sought. after in a manner worthy of them, they cannot withdraw and con
ceal themselves from those that love them. By love is the longing; by
love, the seeking; by love, the knocking; by love, the revealing; and
finally, by love, the persevering in that which is revealed." 1
P.380. The arch-deacon Athanasius.] Athanasius had been destined
and educated from his boyhood for the church; for the bishop Alexander
had long before had his eye turned upon him. The occasion was this. On
a festival in commemoration of the bishop Peter of Alexandria, who was
martyred in the year 311, Alexander observed a troop of boys at. their
sports, imitating the rites of the church, in which Athanasius played the
part of bishop, and performed all the ceremonies customary at the baptism
of catechumens. 2 This appeared to the bishop a foretoken of what the
boy was destined one day to become. He was educated with reference to
the spiritual order, and became early distinguished for his Christian zeal,
his intellectual gifts, and progress in knowledge. When a young man, he
wrote the apologetical discourse which has already been mentioned. The
zeal and acuteness with which he defended the doctrine of the unity of
essence at. the council of Nice, was the occasion of his being chosen, after the
death of,Alexander, the latter's successor in the bishopric, although he had
not yet arrived at the canonical age. But the opposition to his choice,
occasioned by his youth, nourished the germ of a future schism, 8 which was
the more disastrous on account of the opposition of views previously exist
ing in this church.
P. 394, hottom. Were to be made Sons of God.] Like Sabellius, Mar
cellus distinguished the divine essence in itself, the unity in repose, from
the different modes in which God revealed himself in creation and in the
redemption; - the latter being designated by the names Logos and Holy
Spirit. The procession of the Logos from God, by virtue of that a(!a(JTuc~
i-JIE(!Ycta, appears to him the intermediate agency in producing the entire
creation. Moreover, he spoke of an evolution of the monad to a triad, like
Sahellius ; and also made it the final end and is~ue of the redemption, that
all things should return back to the unity from which they had proceeded.4
1Ve shall still further unfold his views of this which he contemplated as the
final consummation, in connection with what we have to say respecting his
doctrine of the person of Christ. :L\Ioreover, the phrase "three hypostases
or persons" seemed to Marcellus to interfere with the correct apprehension
of the divine unity, and to mark too strongly the notion of separation.6
1 Si sapientia et veritas non totis animi
viribus concupiscatur, inveniri nullo pacto
potest. At si ita qureratur, ut dignum est,
subtrahere sese atque abscondere a suis
dilectorihus non potest. After quoting
Matth. 7: 7 j 10: 26 j Amore petitur,
amore ql1reritur, amore pulsatur, amore
revelatur, amore denique in eo, quod reve
Iatum fuerit, pennanetur. L. c. ; 31.
2 We find no good reason for questioning
the truth of the much disputed story coming
from the members of Athaoasius' family.
Rufinus, from whom the account proceeds,
..ays: Sicuti ab his, qui cum ipso vitam dux
erant, accepimus. Hist. eccles. lib. I. c. 14.

IS The words of Pachomius in his letter
to the -bishop Ammon are: •A/la TCfJ ICaTaU

rilVaL 'A{JavauLOV brlUK07fOV, oVIC u;ya-802 av
~per alni:JvTaL TO ICpi/la Toli fhoii err aVTCfJ
ytVO/lEVOV, 1rpo{3ci).).6/leVOI riJr f/AuC.lO-r avToii
TO Vfc.JV ICat UXiUOL T1rv eKICA1]uiav Toii -8eoii
U1rOVoa(OVTer. See acta Sanctorum mens.
Mai. T. Ill. the Appendix to the 14 Mai.

f.65.
f 'H /lovar uotaiperor oVua Elr Tpuwa 1rAu
rVvrraL. Eccles. theol. 1. III. c. 4, f. 168.
S No Ova OLaLpoVflEVa 1rpou(,)1ra. Of Aste
rius, he says: Oillc bpi)i:Jr oMe 1rpOG1J/COvTtJf
eip1J1ce Tpek lnrocrraaetr.

L. c.
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P. 400. More decidedly pronounced in the character of Eunomius.]
This strongly decided bent made him also an opponent of many elements
entering into the religious spirit of those times, which Arius had received;
- as for example, the veneration paid to martyrs and to relics.l 'Vhile
Arius, as we have remarked, had won veneration as an ascetic; Eunomius,
on the contrary, was opposed to the prevailing ascetic tendency. What to
others was a matter of special veneration in Basil of Cresarea, the marks
left by his austerities on his bodily appearance, was spoken of by him
oftentimes with rude expressions of contempt. He describes him as the man
who had grown haggard and pale by his much fasting, and traces to this
cause the asperity of' his polemical writings. 2 He seems to have described
the ascetie discipline as a course directed to no worthy object, and to have
praised anxiety for correctness of doctrine as a thing of vastly more im
portance.a
P. 403. The old creed respecting the Logos.] 'Vhile Arius taught that
God had granted to the Son the highest place in the creation, because by
his foreknowledge he saw that the Son, after his incarnation, would, through
the obedience to God which he showed in his conflicts, render himself wor
thy of this place; Eunomius controverted this view, deriving everything
else from that nature of the Logos himself, which had been bestowed on
him by the will of the Father. " It was not by virtue of his obedience 
said he - that he became the Son of God; but because he was begotten,
as the Son and only begotten of the Father, he was obedient to the
Father in his words and works." i
Strictly connected with his whole mode of apprehending Christianity
stands that doctrine of his, which led him to fix an infinite chasm never
to· be filled up, betwixt the supreme original Being and the remaining
creation, and to affirm that God could not communicate his essence to
any creature.l'i
As Eunomius, the precursor of Socinus, suppressing, in his mechanic.al
supernaturalism of the understanding, the idea of a communication of the
divine life, must needs give the more prominence to the idea of a com
munication of knowledge by means of an express revelation, the notion
of a revelation through the senses, it is proper here to notice the the
ory broached by him of the supernatural origin of language; viz. that
God taught the first man to speak by outward lessons, gave him the
names of things. 6
1 Hieronymus adv. Vigilantium, § 9: Ri {JTJV ""vX,,~ Ow 1'i:Jv TOwVTCJV avvll1Taf1lv1lv,
des de reliquiis martyrum, et cum auctore aA.Ml POVT/V ap"llv TiiJ av{}piJmtl ",V alpT/Tuc"v
hojus hrerescos Eunomio eeclesiis Christi 7rianv 1fpOr TCM:WTT/Ta. L. e. f. 306.
~ Movor 0 vlo~ rp roV 7rarpor lvtpytl~ ava
calumniam strois.
2 He calls him: iPalCorplfl(,wa CTparltJ171v
Tar WcOlVtJ"'T/TOV.
6 Concerning God: Oil ICOtVCJVi)v exCJv n,~
(in allusion to his meagre diet) Kat ayrov

E~aytC1TOv"

inro

vTJl1Tda~

Of: t:Jxptuvra /Cat inro

Vid. Gregor. Nyssen. c.
Eunom.lib. I. T. II. f. 291.
a ThouO"h no absolute reliance can be
placed on'" the words of Gregory of Nyssa,
yet there is doubtless some truth at bottom,
when, comparinO' Eunomius with that pro
moter of ascetj~ austerities, Basil, he says
of him: KtittVovr~ p~ 7rapeXttv 7rpaYfUlra
rp tpVC1tt 7rp?l{ TO oO/CoVV OLU Ti:Jv TOO aiJparor

1WCpiar tpovi:Jvra.

"do

ope~ECJV 7rPOtoVcr1) PTJoe aVTtflaivElV Tciir
vcii~, P7'J& aKpt[3oMYficn9at 7rtpL rirv rOUl 171v
TOO {Jiov a7rovdqv. Ovoe yap elva, TtVa {J1.1r.

v

~f01'TJT~, 011 flEPlCTT'flV riJ~ OO~TJ~, oil aVyKA17poV

TiJr

lfovcriar, oV aVwpovov Ti;r f3acrwiar.

Gregor. Nyss. orat. II. f. 440, and Eunomios'
confession of faith published by Basil in the
remarks on Socrates, 1. V. e. 10, f. 61, ed.
Mognnt.
610 opposition to Basil, whom he accuses

of rp l;CJ~tv 'PtMao9lf'o /CaraICoNrofJdv, /Cal
7rtptK07rTftV riJv ToV ~Eoii /C170Ef.Loviav\ p1J ouo
MyOOvra 7rap' E/CtlVOV Tar ovopaaia~ TEAd/1I1m
Toir 7rpaYfUIat. Orat. XII. f. 768. 'E7rtL
diJ7rEp vV/C a7ravaiVtTat rirv 7rpOr TtN~ tavTOO
~fp{I7fOVTa~ 0 ~t~~ oJW.i.av, ciA:6Ao~61' faTUI
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P. 414. By Basifs freedom of spirit and moderation.] A source of great
mischief, especially to the Oriental church, were the internal divisions that
had grown out of the attempts to promote union by force under the reign of
the emperor Constantine, the influence of which still continued to be felt.
It was easier to create confusion, than to restore things back again to their
natural order. By misunderstandings, by personal disputes about indi
viduals to whom one or the other party were attached, schisms were
engendered which could not be so easily healed. It was a crisis, through
which the Oriental church was destined to pass from its hitherto distracted
state, from balancing between Arianism, Semi-Arianism, and the recogni
tion of the t.rinitarian unity of essence, to union in the latter. Now here
there was special need of forbearance and wisdom, so as not to repel
those who were on the point of transition, and to meet the advances of
all those who gradually inclined to adopt the Homoousion. Basil, under
these circumstances, was distinguished no less for his constancy and firm
ness in the contest with what was outward and foreign, than for his
zealous and prudent activity in striving to restore the peace of the
church. He said many things on this occasion, worthy of being remem
bered at all times in similar crises. "This age - he writes - has much
that tends to the ruin of the church. Nowhere do we find edification
of the church, reformation of the fallen, sympathy with the weak, pro
tection for the sound and healthy among the brethren. Nor, again, is
there any remedy for the malady which before prevailed, or means of pre
vention against the threatening evils of the future. And, moreover, the
state of the church, generally, resembles an old garment, which may be
easily rent by the slightest cause, and can never again be the same firm
whole as it was. 1 At such a time it requires zeal and great caution to
be the author of any real good to the churches. But the good consists
in this, to reunite what has thus far been rent asunder. But this union
might be effected, if we were willing to· accommodate ourselves to the
weak in matters where we can do no harm to men's souls." II Basil did
everything in his power to bring nearer together the Oriental and Western
churches, which had been separated by their different action in the case of
the schism between :Meletius and Paulinus in Antioch - the Antiochian
Old and New city - and to gain the help of the Western church in behalf
of the Eastern. "By your help - he wrote to the Christians of the
West - the true faith must be restored back to the East. It is now time
for you to show the East the thanks you owe her for the blessings you
have received, from her." 8 His good intentions would have been better
realized, if he had been able to overcome the pride and obstinacy of such
Roman bishops as Damasus.4
P.424. The Ohristian idea of creation was preserved against all con
olea{}at aUTOV l~ cipx~~ Tar rrpoatfrveir Ti;J
rrpayfULTL n;thla{}at rrpol11/yopia~. L. c. f.
817.
1 ·OMJ~ eOLlce Ml'IrOv .;, T7K li"'A1/(1ia~ KaTa.a
Tal1t!: lfULTi~ rraM~, infO ri7~ TVXOV(11/!: rrpo
l{Ial1el.o)~ /1'!-oil.o)r KaTaPPTJyvvp.EvltJ, (} rrpOr r7J"
t~ «rxii!: ll1;rvv lrraveAthlv rrUAtv aovvaTEI.
2 'Evl.o)at{ 0' u.v ytvOtTO, el {3ovA.,,8e£1/p.EV, Lv
o[~ Pl}O£v {3"Aurrropev r<4" ¢vx<4", avprrepevex
lJiivaL rolr ua{}evearepot{.
8 'Ov lAa(3fT£ rrap' auri7~ uya\JWv, TOVTeJV
Iv ICcupiiJ rrapaaxtcr8at au", n}v uVTidCJC1lV.
Ep. 91 ad Valerian.

4 He himself says, in reference to the
qualifications requisite for him who would
undertake an embassy to Rome, where he is
speaking of a simple man, whom he de
scribes as poorly fitted for a. business of this
sort: Ev)'Vwpovt p£v «voPL aloel1tfLOV avroV
Kal rroUoiJ ~iav ~v C1IJVTVXiav, V¢1JAi;J de
Kal fl£Tt:wp~, uVeJ rrov Ka\J1/"cvCtl, KaL dul

ToiiTo cUcOVEtV TWv xa~cv avri;J r1Jv UJ..fr8etav
tpiJeyyopivCJV pr, Ovvap£vCtl, rl av yevOtTO
otfreMr Toil; KOLvol!: rrap" Ti7~ TOO rOtoVTov av
dpar opi).iar, or ciAMTptov fXU ~CJ1rtia, UVEA
Wt9ipav TO fJlJoq Ep. 215.
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fusion with the emanation-theory.] The Arians wished to show their
opponents, that the same argument which they employed to prove the eter
nal generation of the Son, might serve also to prove a creation without
beginning. Athanasius said: " We may not conceive of the paternity of
God as a thing contingent to Him; since, in that case, we must needs repre
sent him as subject to change. As certainly as it behooved him to be
Father, so certainly we can never conceive of him as being other than such." 1
To this the Arians replied that, "on the same grounds, neither could we
ascribe a beginning to the creation of God." But Athanasius could not
feel the force of this objection. He insisted here upon the distinction be
tween what is produced outwardly by the will of God, and that which is
grounded in His essence. The conception of the former implies a begin
ning, that of the latter excludes all beginning.:I But the question why
God, when the power to create was ever with him, yet did not always
create, Athanasius repelled as a question of insane curiosity. And yet he
supposed a reason might be alleged why it could not be otherwise. To the
being of the creature, produced as it is from nothing, eternal existence is a
contradiction.8 But he did not consider, that the notion of a being with
out temporal beginning and that of an eternal being are by no means iden
tical, - that the idea of a becoming, having its ground in the dependence
on a highest cause, may be conceived to be without a beginning in time,
difficult as it unquestionably is for the consciousness, cramped and confined
by the limitations of time, to fix and hold fast such a conception.
The penetration of Augustin doubtless enabled him to discern the differ
ence between a creaturely becoming without temporal beginning, and an
eternal, unconditioned, divine being. To him it was clear, that it is possi
ble to suppose a spiritual world having no temporal beginning, and which
always existed, without at the same time putting it on the same level with
the only eternal one, or impinging on the doctrine of God as the almighty
creator; because becoming, without a beginning, is not the same with eter
nal being.4. Augustin. in his unbiassed reflections, became conscious of the
difficulties arising from the dependence of the intellect on the forms of
temporal intuition, I) and preferred rather to. confess his ignorance, than to
assert anything arbitrarily.6 "I return back -says he - to that which
our Creator has been pleased to let us know; and confess that that tran
scends my own faculties, which He has either permitted to be known in this
life by wiser men, or which He has reserved to be known first by the per
fect in the life to come." '1 By this modest suspense he would furnish an
1 Aw. 'foUTO ad Trarr;p, ICaL OUK !myi)'ov£ Ti;J
'l9ti;J TO TrarT;p, lva fL1J !CaL Tp£1iTOr elvat VOfLU1

'19~.

£l yap KUA.ov TO dvat aVrov TraTepa, OVK

«iel de 1/V TrarT;p, OUK tid iJ.pa TO Ka?.Ov ~V tv
aVTiiJ. Omt. 1. c. c. Arian, ~ 28.
2 TI) TrotT/fL a e~w{)e'V TOU TrOwVVTOr £f1TtV {)
OE vlbr iOwv TiJr ouatar yiVVT/fLU lau' dw KaL
TO plv TroiT/fLa OUK avuYICT/ ad elvat, 01"£ yup
{3oVAeTat {) OT/fLwvpyor, lpyu'eTal. To oe yev.
V1JfW ou {3ovMJa£L VmJKUTat, aMa TiJr ovatar
lcnLV LOWT1Jr. L. c. c. 29.
3 ·Iva de ICUV u-{Lvopov Ttva AoytafLov dJ
pOvTer fUl atw;qGwf'e'V, ciKOVETwaav, OTt cl KaL
T~ 'lgeiiJ ovvaTOV aet Troteiv, eLM' aVK T/OVVaTO
TeL Ye'VV1]TeL citOta cLvat, l~ OVK OVTWV yap [(11'£
leal obK frv TrptV yivT/Tal. TeL oE OUK OVTa
Trp'iv YEVT/Tat, TrWr 1]OVVaTo avvVTrUPX£lV T(iJ
cit, OVTt &i;Jj

4 Et si semper fuernnt, (angeIi,) creati
sunt, nec si semper fucrnnt, ideo creatori
coreterni sunt. Illc enirn semper fnit reter
nitate immutnbili, isti autcm facti sunt; sed
ideo semper fuisse dicnntur, qui omni tem·
pore fuentnt, sine quibus tempora nullo
modo esse potuerunt. Tempus autem, qao·
niam mutabilitate transcurrit, reternitati im
mutabiIi non potest esse coreternum. De
civitnte Dei, 1. XII. c. 15, § 2.
6 Augustin, like Knnt at a later period,
recognized the same antinomies in respect of
space and time. As infinita spatia temporis,
so infinita spatia locorum. L. c. 1. XI. C. 5.
6 Vereor ne facilius judicer affirmare qnod
nescio, quam docere quod scio. L. c.l. XIL
c. 15, ~ 3.
'j Uedeo igitur ad id quod Creator noster
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example to his readers, that they might not suppose
questions could be
answered. This self-restraint appeared to him to be the necessary condi
tion of all true progress. " For - says he - if the child is nourished in
proportion to his powers, as he grows he will become capable of receiving
more; but if he receives more than he can bear, he will perish before he
can grow up." 1 But Augustin, while he exhorted to humility of knowledge
in such things, was opposed to that narrow bent of faith which disdainfully
repelled the speculative need. "Behold -says he in his confessions...;.
to him who asks - What did God do before he created heaven and earth?
I answer not as one would who might wish to evade the force of such a
question by a sarcasm - he was preparing the hell of those who too
curiously pry into high mysteries. Rather would I simply answer, I do not
know, in respect to what I do not know, than sneer at those who inquire
into high things, or approve of a false answer."
As Augustin guarded against the error of co'nceiving God's work of cre
ation as a temporal act, so, too, he was led by this means and by his view of
the world, proceeding out of a deep religious consciousness, to a more pro
found way of conceiving the relation between the divine creation and the
preservation and government of the world, and between the natural and
the supernatural. It was he who first after Origen, developed still farther
the notion of a miracle; and in his writings we may find the germ of all
the profound remarks on this subject by the scholastic writers of the thir
teenth century. Every thing in the course of the world's history is,
according to Augustin, the realization ofthat which from eternity was deter
mined in the di vine ideas as a connected whole. In time, that is realized
only in a gradual manner, which in the divine ideas subsists at once. In
this view, no new thing can take place, which had not been prefigured in
this ideal plan of the world. Furthermore, in the powers and laws which
God originally laid in the creation, is included everything which God causes
to proceed from these powers and laws in the whole course of nature,
either with or without the agency bf men, who serve as his instruments.
" In one way - says Augustin - all things subsist in the Word of God,
where they subsist, not as things created, but as eternal; - in another, in
the elements of the world, where whatever is destined to become, was
created at once potentially; - and in another, in things which are created
after the causes, which were created at once - not at once, but each in its own
time." 2 He combatted the opinion which some entertained, that the world
having once been created by God, everything else is produced by the world
itself, as God has ordained and commanded, though God himself does
nothing more. Against this theory he adduces the words in John, 5: 17,
and adds: "Let us believe then, or if we are capable of it, know, that God
continues- to work, down to the present moment; so that if his agency
should be removed from created things, all would perish." 8 Now if we
contemplate the ideal plan of the world just described, we shall find everyBcire nos voluit; ma vero, qure vel sapien
tioribus in hac vita scire permisit, vel omni·
no perfectis in alia vita scienda servavit,
ultra vires meas esse confiteor.
1 Si enim pro viribus suis alatur infans,
fiet, ut crescendo plus capiatj si autem vires
sure capacitatis excedat, deficiet, antiquam
crescat. L. c.
2 Hree aliter in verbo Dei, ubi ista non
facta,. sed retema sunt j aliter in elementis

mundi, ubi omnia simul fucta futura sunt:
aliter in rehus, qUal, secundum caUSfLS simul
creams, non jam simul, sed suo· qureque
tempora, crcantur. Dc Gcnesi ad literam,
1. VI.; 17.
8 Sic ergo credamus, vel si possumus
etiam intelligamus, usque nunc operari De
urn, ut si conditis ab eo rebus operatio ejus
subtrahatur, intercident. Confess. 1. V. t 40.
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thing connected together. What is called miraculous, and what takes
place according to the ordinary course of nature, are grounded alike in
this plan. All is alike the work of God, without whose continued creative
agency nothing can subsist. Yet everything which God does, does not
stand related after the same manner to the powers implanted in nature at
the creation. It is here necessary to distinguish that which God causes to
spring out of these powers themselves, and that which presupposes super
added divine influences and powers. This constitutes the difference
between the natural and supernatural. But still the supernatural is not
anything that contradicts the course of nature: for by virtue of God's all
embracing wisdom, of the harmonious connection of all that God does, the
nature of everything which was to come to pass, even under new, super
added influences, had been foreordained. 'Ve will present what has here
been unfolded in the words of Augustin himself. The elements of' this
corporeal world have their determinate powers and properties; that is,
what each cando and cannot do, what can be produced 01' cannot be pro
duced by means of each. From these original causes of things proceeds
forth, in its own time, all that is produced. But it is in the power of the
Creator to make out of all tbis, in a way transcending the ordinary course
of nature, something other than what has its ground in those original
causes whiGh contain within them the seminal principles of all things. Yet
nothing other than what is still included within those causes as possible,
that is, possible to be produced from them by the divine Being. l For his
almighty power is not an arbitrat·y attribute, but the almighty power of
'Visdom; and out of each thing he brings, in its time, what he designed
already at the creation to be able to bring out of it." 2 "God, the creator
of all nature - says Augustin - does nothing contrary to nature; for that
must be conformable to the nature of each thing, which He does, from
whom the whole measure, number, and order of nature proceeds. We say,
in no unbefitting manner, that God does something contrary to nature,
when it is contrary to the course of nature known to us. This ordinary
course of nature, which is known to us, is what we are wont also to call
nature; and when God does anything that is contrary to this, we call it a
miracle. But again::lt that highest law of nature, which is as far exalted
above the knowledge of the godless as it i;:; of the weak, God no more acts
than he acts against himself." 3
Thus Augustin discerns the immediate agency of God in all nature,
and looks upon miracles only as events suited to arouse the attention
of those who pay no heed to the agency of God which lies hidden
1 Super hune nutem motum cursumque
rerum naturalem. potestas Creatoris habet
upud se posse de his omnihus fae-ere aliud,
quam corum quasi seminales rationes ha
bent; non tamen id quod lion ill iis posnit,
ut de his fieri vel ab ipso possit. De Gencsi
ad literam, 1. IX. § 32.
2 Ncque cnim potentia tcmeraria, sed
sapientim virtute, omnipotens est, et. hoc de
unaquaque re in tempore suo faclt, quod
ante iu en feeit ut possit. L. e. Hence he
says, that the ~ausales rationes quas Deus
mundo indidit, sint ad utrumque modulO
habilcs creatm' sive ad istum quo usitatis
sime temporali~ transcurrunt sive nd ilium
quo rara et mirabilia flunt, sicut Deo facere

placnerit, quod tempore congmat. L. Co 1.
VI. § 25.
3 Deus, creator et conditor omnium natu
rarom, nihil contm naturum faeit: id enim
erit cuique rei naturale, quod ilIe fecerit, a
quo e~t omnis modus, numerus, ordo natu
rm. Sed contra naturam non incollgme
dicimus aliquid Deus facere, quod faeit con
tra id quod noyimus in natura. Hane
etiam cnim appcllamus naturum, cognitum
nobis cursum solitumque naturm; contra
qucm Dcus cum aliquid faeit, mirabilia
nominantur. Contra ilJam Tcro snrnmam
natura: legem, a notitin remotam sive impi
orum sive ndhuc infirmorum, tam Dens
nullo modo faeit, quam contra se ipsum non
facit. Contra. Faustum, 1. XXVL c. 3.
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under the ordinary course of nature. " 'Vho - says he - can contemplate
the work of God by which this whole world is governed, and not be
struck and overwhelmed with the wonderful? If he contemplates the
power of life in a single seed-kernel, it is a great thing, calculated to
fill the contemplator with amazement. But because men direct their
attention to other things and give no heed to God's works, in which they
should daily find occasion for praising God, He has, as it were, kept
certain things of a more unusual character in reserve, for the purpose of
awakening men from their sleep to the worship of Himself by "miracu
lous signs."
P. 426. But here, according to his own theory -.J It may be that
Marcellus, whose theological interest was wholly absorbed in the doc
trine of the Logos, did not turn his reflections on this point. At all
events, if he had proceeded still further to unfold his own thoughts into clear
consciousness, he must have been led to some such theory as the Sabellian.
It is important to take particular notice of this contrariety in the system
of Marcellus. On the one hand, by transferring all the passages of the
New Testament relating to Christ, which seemed to him not to be decided
enough on the absoluteness of the Logos, to the person of Christ formed by
the iVE(!/,Wt. ()ect(J'tIX~ of thc Logos, he must have been led to ascribe to
this latter the highest place in the creation. This, in fact, harmonized well
also with the view he took of the end and aim of redemption; viz. that
this appropriation of human nature by the Logos was designed for the
purpos'e of giving man the victory over Satan, who had deceived and over
come him; to glorify human nature by exalting it to a divine life, and to
bestow on it the highest dignity. 1 But, on the other hand, his interest for
the Logos-doctrine, which suppressed every other, forced him to convert
Christ, as man, into a mere instrument or means, which of itself must dis
appear as soon as the end should be attained which he was to subserve; and
accordingly he must have sunk the humanity of Christ to the nature of a mere
accident, of which the Logos would in the end be wholly disencumbered.
If later theologians fell into labored and tortuous explanations of the
epistle to the Colossians, because they were unwilling to find there the doc
trine of Christ's divinity, l\'Iarcellus was driven to similar tortuous inter
pretations by an interest of the opposite kind; namely, that he might not
be required to suppose anything whereby the absoluteness of the Logos
might seem to him capable of being impaired. Because he believed that
by the image of the invisible God, the first-born of every creature, it was
impossible to understand the Logos in himself, therefore the. man formed
by the ()ect(J'tIX~ i."IQI'Eta of the Logos must be understood by these words.
And hence by the creation here ascribed to him, could be meant only the
new spiritual creation, brought forth by Christ; and this in its effects must
be extended also to the higher spirits, this being implied in the fact that
Christ after his resurrection was exalted above all the rest of creation.
The first-born is Christ considered simply as the first new man, the centre
of the whole creation, the end of all, by whom the unity of the creation
was to be restored after the subjection of everything evil. 2 Accordingly,
1

In expounding John 12: 28, Marcellus

says: "Iva Ot'

{)'rrfPf3o/,~v Tij~ I/JtMl!t9pw1ria~

floTU 71]v UVUUTaaLV r~~ uap/(o~ CklJTip~
do;y TOV 1rPOTfpOV t9V1/TOV uV19pw1rov ut9ut'a
TOV U7rEpYCLCJ1JTaL, Kat TOCJa£TY aVTOV OO';U~
oo;y. WUTE fLTJ J1OvOV aVTOV Tijr; 1rpwTipa~ U1raA
My~V/lL OOOAflar;,
Kat T~~ V1rEP Ul'19PW1rOV
~u.n91ivaL OO;1/~ - and aftenvards: "Iva Wro
TOii dUZ{JOMu cl1raT1J19tvra 1rpQTEpov TW

tv r{i

u.uu

av

ilpwrrov, avrov avt9l~ vlKijuat TOV f1ta(3oMv
1rapauKevu.uy· Otc"l roVro aVelA1J9E TOV avflpw
1rOV, tva uKoM{r{Jw~ ToVToo cl7rapXnV Tijr; l;oo
uia~ 1rapaM,(3elv 1rapau/(EVuuTJ.
Euseb. c.

Marcell. Ancyran. 1. II. f. 48, 49.

2 llPWTOTOKOV ElvaL TOv 1rPWTOV KatVOv civ·
ilpW1rov, elr OV TU 1rUVTa avaKEtpa"AaWf1a(Jf)at
l{3ovAirt91J I> ilEDr. 'AlCoVEtr, l)1rW~ crb plwov
TaVTa, alla Ka2 Ta 1rpoV1rUpXWTa 1:v Tt crbpa
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he referred also to this new creation produced by Christ, the words in
P~overbs 8 : 22, 23 ; and in connection with this he brings what Paul had
Bald, "Other foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus
Christ," - understanding this as referring to the predetermination of that
which was to constitute the foundation of the kingdom of God.] But as in
his mind the personal Christ stood far in the back-ground, compared with
the idea of the Logos - as in his view the whole depended simply on the
transient moment when the ~(!u(J'tti(~ f:Jl/eruu of the Logos animated the
body - the question presents itself to him: For what purpose is this to
continue when the end, the perfect redemption, the complete victory over
the kingdom of evil, shall have been attained, - when the redeemed shall,
after the resurrection, have attained to the perfect enjoyment of blessed
ness? The Logos, in fact, took into union with himRelf the (Ja(!~ which was
alien from him, only in order that that end might be attained. Mar
cellus appeals to the declaration of Christ: " The flesh profiteth nothing - it
is the spirit that quickeneth." How then, he argued, should the flesh, that
profiteth nothing, remain through all eternity united with the Logos, - how
should the servant-form, which he assumed, continue to abide with him
evermore? 2 Thus by his one-sided Logos-doctrine he was driven to the con
clusion, that the Logos would finally, when the end had been attained, once
more emerge from that particular form of manifestation by means of the
(ja(!~ - would cast aside the human envelope - that the particular kingdom
of Christ would then come to an end, and only the universal kingdom, the
universal being, and the universal agency of the Logos existing with the
Father, continue to remain. In proof of this he adduced 1 Corinth. 15:
28, and the word" until" in Ps. 110: 1.8
It is made evident, how far the true point of moment in the doctrine of
redemption was lowered by the tendency of l\iarcellus; how the separating
gulf betwixt God and the creature was once more obtruded to view anq
the significance of Christ's personality lost sight of, when we find him say
ing : " Should anyone, however, maintain, that the human flesh was worthy
of the Logos, 'inasmuch as the latter made it immortal by the resurrection,
let him know, that not everything which is immortal is on that account
worthy of God: for God is greater than immortality itself, - He, who by
his will can make even that which has no existence immortaL But that
everything immortal is not therefore worthy of being taken into union with
God, is evident from this, that the angels, though immortal, do not therefore
come any nearer to unity with God."· Still, however, he must have been
sensible into what straits he was driven by the position which he assumed;
in what conflict he became involved with the scriptural doctrine, which he
desired to hold fast. The question met him: What was to become then of
the (ja(?~ thus exalted to immortality? "The answer to this question
says he - transcends our knowledge. We see only through a glass darkly;
'JIoi~ /Cal l7r2 TiJ~ yi;~ lv avri;J Karu ~ ICaLv1JV
"Tlt1tV bCTlC1&aL GVfl{3ai.vu. C. Marcell. 1. II.
f. 44.
1 OepiMov plv ToVTOV OVOflUJ;c.JV
ICara
aapKa avroV 7rpoOpLa&£iaav OlICovoflLav. L.
C. f. 45.
2 n~ tyXc.Jpel T7JV iIC y~{' Te oVaav /Cal
f.l1]O£v wc/Jet..ovaav {aupICa] tv rot{, pi_'MtJVaLV
aii:J<1LV avri:J AV<1lTE)..ovaav GVveivaL T~ AOy~;
'1r~ MEL T7J~ roV OoVAov fLOPW ~ UVclATJ9 fV
6 :Wyo{" popW ovaav OOV).ov, avvdVaL ri;J

ryv

My¥> j C. Marcell. 1. II. r. 44.
VOL. ll.

64

3 OVICoVV opov TWa OOKEl £Xt:LV ~ Karel avo
{JPc.J7rOV auroV olICovopIa Te ICal {3aawla. L.
c. f. 51.
4 ·On ov 7riiv lr:rrp ci&avarov, ToVrQ ~LOV
{JcoV' rl(c.JV yilp Ka2 a/;riJ(, riJr a&avaaiar IS
{JfOr,
ry lavroV (Jovi.iJeJt:L /Cal Ta p.1J Ovra
ci&uvaTa 7rOL£LV c5vvapevor. "En & oV 7rW
TO at'}avarov lvi:J<1&aL &ci;J U{lQV oijAov, lm
Kat (hl'O mii cipxur /Cal l;ovala{' /Cal ciyyD.ovr.
u19avaTov) livTa{" PTJo£v &.a~pe'v ry tv6nJTt
roii {Jcw. L. c. f. 52.
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our knowledge is but in part. We shall come to the knowledge of this only
when we see face to face. Question me not, then, on matters about which
I have obtained no distinct knowledge from holy writ. I cannot there
fore say anything definite respecting this divine (j'ae~ united with the Logos.
But then I believe the holy scriptures, that there is one God, and his
Logos, who proceeded from the Father, that through him all things might
exist; but who will, after the general restoration, subject himself to God
and the Father, who has SUbjected all things to him, that so the Logos may
be in God, as he was also before." 1 .
P.426. But the more logical Photinus -.J Photinns, bishop of Sir
mium in Lower Pannonia, and the scholar of Marcellus, in still farther
unfolding the doctrine he had received 'from his master, passed beyond
the limits which the latter was disposed to fix. He could not rest satis
fled with the indefinite, uncertain manner in which Marcellus expressed
himself respecting the humanity of Christ. In striving to resolve the
contradiction which his predecessor had left standing, he was pushed on
further. While Marcellus had started with no other interest than that in
behalf of the Logos-doctrine, and was led along to his own peculiar theory
respecting the nature and person of Christ only by his wish to hold this
fast, Photinus, on the other hand, directed his attention to the whole doc
trine concerning the person of Christ, and sought to frame to himself an
adequate conception of this. Thus he came to a scheme altogether akin
to Sabellianism.
He considered the Logos to be the divine reason, either the thinking
reason hidden in God, or the reason revealing itself outwardly, and
operative, the .A.oro; t'P~,.a{}8'toq or'lt(!oq;o(!txnq.2 The name Son of God he
would not apply to the Logos, but only to the Christ who appeared in time.
It was not till the time when he was born of the Virgin Mary, that, accord
ing to Photinus, the existence of the Son of God began. Before, he ex
isted only in the divine idea, in the divine predetermination. In this sense
he explained those passages of the Old Testament, which were understood
to speak of a preexistence of the Messiah. 8 Like Sabellius, he supposed
a certain radiation of the divine essence in the form of the Logos consti
tuted the personality in Christ. He supposed the human personality pro
ceedp.d from. a certain hypostasis of the Logos. Hence he is represented
to have taught that the self-expanding essence of God constitutes the SOD
of God, or that the expansion of the divine essence is to be styled the
Son} Photinus also, after the same manner with Marcellus, taught that
the particular kingdom of Christ would come to an end, when the final
object of it should have been attained.5 He would doubtless differ from
Marc~llus, however, in this, that although he asserted a future termination
C. Mll.rcell. 1. II. 1. 53.
The theses opposed by the first council
of Sirmium (A. D. 357) to the doctrines of
Photinus, are specially important as serving
to fix the character of these doctrines. We
fine} here the following formula: 'Et rtr; tv·
OUl&rTOV Ii 1ipOrpOplKOV MYOV AiYOt TOV vlov
Toil {hou, uvu&qJ.a cun).
8 See Er.iphan. hreres. 51 : '0 ;Wyor; tv Tit>
1iaTpt ~v, ,iJJ.' ~v vior;. On Daniel 7: 13
TOUTO 1ipoKarayyrATlKwr; £MyfV, OVX iJr; Toil
,,[ou Vr.uP,tOVTOr;, MAn OJ, b l:p,t:AAfV dar; Ka·
kia&cu p,ETa T7jv Mapiav, 1iPOXPT/C1TtKwr; Ta
1iUVTa uva9iperaL dr; aVTw U1iapXTJf: de Dim£.)
#pi, ;w./~ & fJv, ICa&a:rrep tv I:fWZ 0 Mr~.
1

2

With this; too, agree the opposite positions
of the council of Sirmium.
4 The Sirmian anathema runs: 'Et Ttr;
1iMTVvoflevT/V rirv oVulav Toii -aroil TOv vlav
UYOl 1l0tElV, ~ TOv 1iMTVUp.Ov ri!~ oVular; aVToV
ovop,u.~t't.
To which belongs also the rol·
lowing: 'Et Tlr; TOv ltyivv1J TUV 7J p.ip~ almw
£K Mapiar; AiyctV yeyEvv7Ju&m TOAp,(i.
6 The antithetic position in the Sirmian
confession of faith respecting Chri.;t: Oil ~
{JaatAda, ciKaTU1iaVC1TOr olma, Otap,evet elr; TOVr
alWvar; u1ifipovr;. 'E(1T'CU yap Ka&r~op,f.Wf; tv
Oc~l(i Toil 1faTpOr;, OV p,OVUV I:v Ti;> alWvL TUVTit>,
ciAM Kcd tv Tit> pi')).nvrt,
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of the kingdom of Christ, yet he did not extend this also to the person
ality of Christ formed by the radiation of the Logos, but attributed to
the latter an eternal duration. Had not this been so, he assuredly would
not have escaped from censure for so disparaging the dignity of Christ.
Moreover, it may be inferred from the antagonistic positions of the Sirmian
council, that he referred the names "Holy Spirit" and "Paraclete," sim
ply to the activity of God or of Christ.
P. 428, bottom. In the next place, it was his opinion -.] Apollinaris
was no friend to a stiff and disconnected supranaturalism; but he was for
having the supernatural so apprehended as to leave room for the recogni
tion of nature in all its rights. The supernatural element must be con
ceived as existing in perfect harmony with the natural. This principle is
expressed in the words: "Nature is not disturbed by its Creator;" by
which is meant, that God never brings about supernatural events in such
a way as to subvert the laws of nature; as to destroy the particular form
of an essence which has its ground in theJaws of its nature. From this
the conclusion would follow, which Apollinaris himself deduces from his
principle in the same connection with the passage above cited, - that
God uses all beings as his instruments in a way corresponding to their
several natures; thus, for example, he employs rational beings, gifted with
formal freedom, in no such way as to destroy their peculiar nature as
free beings -in no such way as to supersede what distinguishes them
from beings governed by the necessary laws of nature. The important
consequences which follow from the principle here expressed, are suffi
ciently evident.
P. 431. TIle lower and the higher principles in man's nature.] Thus
Appollinaris supposed, - as it seemed to him necessary to do, in order to
recognize Christ as God-man, and the true unity in him, - that there is
but one nature in Christ, the divine nature become human; and but one
motion of the will corresponding thereto; and but one acti vity, as actuating
the entire life; for every thing in him, it is supposed, proceeded from the
immutable spirit as its moving principle; just as in man, the entire life is
determined and guided by the presiding soul. In a letter to the emperor
Jovian, Apollinaris says: "'Vhen the fulness of time was come, God sent
his Son, born of a woman, that he might be the Son of God, - God
accordinlJ'to the Spirit: the Son of man according to the flesh; the one Son
- not h~O natures, one adorable nature, and another to which no adora
tion is due; but one incarnate nature of the God Logos, to which, in its
nnion with the flesh, one adoration is due." 1 The two natures, the
divine and the human,-he meant-are in him blended in one. He is to
be acknowledged as Lord in this one nature composed of the deity and the
humanity.2 In his work written against the bishop Diodore of Tarsus, he
says: "The instrument and that by which it is moved produces, by its
very nature, but one and the same action; and where the action is one,
there is also at the ground of it but one essence." a "Those persons would
make impossibilities possible, (bore a rock with the finger,) who suppose
that in Christ there were two spirits, a divine and a human; 4 for if every
1

<fWael~ TOv ba vlov, piav 7rpoalev
tc.aL p1av urrpoalevvTJT1Jv, ciMiL p1av

Ob duo

VTJr7Jv

t/'uatv TOO iJeov MYOV aEaapIeWp£V''lV leal 7rpoa
IWVOVpiVTJv fUTu Tij~ aaple~ aVTOO fUiJ. 7rpoa
lC'IJVfJaEl. Maji scriptorum nova collcctio, T.
VII. 1833, p. 16.
2 MliJ. avYlePU1CrJ Tij </luaet aVl'ipW7rOV TOv
levpiov MYOfl£V. L. c. p. 16.

3 'OpyatoOv leal TO ICOtVoVV p1av 7ritfrvlCtV
arrtmAELV ri)v !:vipyetav. 'Ot & ,.ua ~ !:vip
yua, pia leal. ~ oVlJia, ,.ua cipa yi}'ovtv oVaLa
TOO MyOV leal TiJ~ aap"~. L. c. p. 20.
.. ~aKri'~ YNljlovaL 7riTpav, ol duo vOar
Errt XpLC1TOO &rYfUlTi'ovTE~.
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spirit determines itself freely in accordance with its own peculiar nature,
it is impossible, that in one and the same subject there should be two
natures, combined together, willing opposite things." 1 "As Paul nobly
declares: in God we live, move and have our being; so too the will of God,
through the Logos dwelling in the flesh, sufficed to move and animate that
flesh, the divine activity taking the place of the soul." 2 "He maintained
that when two individual essences unite together, a neutral being is the
result; as in the case of the mule, the properties of the ass and of the
horse are united, and as out of the mixture of two different colors results
a third. But nothing formed out of such a combination has the properties
of two opposite kinds complete, but partially mixed. Such is the union
of God and man in Christ. He is therefore neither wholly man nor wholly
God, but a mixture of God and man." 8
P. 431, second sentence on the page - a name which could not other
wise be ascribed to him.] As Apollinaris supposed that the spirit properly
constitutes the man; and as instead of the human spirit, he supposed the
divine, immutable spirit, the Logos in Christ; - so in this view of the
matter he might say, that the Logos was man before his appearance in
humanity, understanding in this sense those passages where Christ speaks of
his being with the Father before the creation. "The man Christ - says
he, in following this connection of ideas' - preexisted; - not as though
the spirit, that is God, was a different being from Christ himself, but so
that the Lord was the divine spirit in the nature of the God-man.6 In this
way only is it possible to understand how he existed before his birth on
earth; how he was before all things; was of the same race with God." 6
Hence he says, Christ did not become man, but he became as man;
namely, he was not of the same essence with man in the most exalted part
of his nature.'
P. 432. Acc01'ding to tltis connection of ideas - .] The Logos remains
still the immutable, infinite, omnipresent being; and yet his activity is one
which is limited by the aUl?~.8 Also by virtue of the aUl?~ animated by
him, he takes part in the passion.9 This capacity of suffering in the au!!;
passes over to the Logos, as the aue~ receives the divine animating power
1

EI yap rrUr VOV~ atrrOlCpaTt.JP e(m lOucifJ

~tA;IIL(m Karel

91)(1LV KLVOVptVO!:, uovvarOv
ltmv tvil /Cal TifJ avrifJ vrroKCLpeVItJ dvo ToV!:
raVInTLa fJC'AovTll!: ~Aolf O'VvvrrUpxcLv.
Maji T. VII. p. 70.
2 'ErrtL yap apU1Ta IIaiiAor {3oij., tv TifJ rrav
TOtcparOpt fJcifJ {ijpev Kat /cLvovpdJa Kat l:up£v.
i!ptcCL Kul pOvov TO almJij fJeATJpa, dtu tv 711
aaptcL utcTJveJuaVTo~ A6yov, rr(KJr TO TaVTTJV t;t.J00
rroreiv lCalKtvciv, avarr').T/povuTJ~ T7J!: &eta!: tv
£pyetll!: TOV T7J!: tpVX71!: rorrov "al roV av{Jpt.J
'If'LVOV voOr. L. c. p. 203.
8 MeaoT1]Ttr )'LV01lTat. Mwrf,Tt.JV dta96pc.w
tl~ £V O'VVc').{Jovu(jv, t!lr tv "pWvItJ IOtfrrrJ~ OV01l
lCal illrrov, /Cal tv yMV/CifJ xpcJpaTt l&tOTTJr
AevtcoV Kal PEMVO!' oooepia de p.£r10T1Jr beaT
ipll!: lxtt Tar Iucpfm,Tar l:E OAoIC').~POV,
ptpuciJr ErrtpEfUypivar peaorT/r de 19coV leaL
av19pinr<.JV tv XptC1Ti;) oint G.pa cWTe aVl9pt.Jrror
6~ oiJre fleo!:,
fJcoV leal avfipeJrrov
/U.,tt;. L. c. p. 310.
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those arbitrary interpretations of his mean
ing. which men have indulged in on specu
lative grounds to which Apollinaris was
utterly a 8tran~er.
I)

Kat rrpoVrrapxet oul!8pc..nTOf XpU1TOf,OUX

t!lr lrepov OVTOr rrae.' aVTov ToV 1rVcVparOf,
ToVr' Eurt TOV fJcw, ill' t!lr ToV levpiov tv ~
TOU fJt:oV ci:v19peJrrov ",vatt iMoo 1rVf"VpaTOf
Cn,TOr.

Gregor. Nyss. Antirrhetic. p. 149.

6 TIpoiirrapxuv rijr l:v yij ytvviJut:~, rrp3
rruVTt.Jv clvat., aVppvMv elvcu.. L. c. p. 191.
av19pt.JrrOf, aM' tJ~ av19pc.nrOf. dwrl
oVx opOOVl1tor TifJ avfJp{.y,.ftJ /Cara TO ICvpuJra
r01l. Antirrhetic. p. 177. Hence the title

'ov/c

of the book refuted by Gregory of Nyssa.:

'ArroOel~lf rrcp't T7J~ &da~ uapleeJue(J, T7J!: 1(afJ'
opoit.Jl1tv uv19peJrrov. L. c. p. 126.
8 Respecting Christ's relation to the
Father, he says: lltatp(jv p£v ri]V tvEpyCtaV
lCaru uUplCa, l:EIUijV cSe /Cara 1rVeVfUl, (the

divine essence, the animating spirit.) The
'Mter having thus expounded the sense laoTTJr " tv OvVUfL£L and the lCara. uUrICa T7J,
which such expressions have in the con tvcpycia~ dtaipc(1tr. L. c. p. 194.
nection of ideas in Apollinaris, it is need
9 The uapE avvtTWT/ 'If'PO, T(} oVpav/DV
less to enter at large into the refutation of r,ytpovtKOv, tEoum(J~ciC1a aVT~ "ara TO 'If'al'JTJ
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of the Logos into itself. But how is it possible to conceive of any such
thing, except on the supposition that a personality distinct from the infinite
Logos proceeds from the influence which the Logos exercises on the craQ~?
And the idea of an intermediate being, which is neither wholly God nor
wholly man, would lead, in fact, to a theory of that very kind which Apol
linaris was solicitous to avoid. It is difficult to form, from the fragments
which have come down to us, any clear idea of the manner in which Apol
linaris would explain to himself the prayer of Christ, that if possible, the
cup of agony might. pass from him. On the one hand, he considered this
as conclusive evidence, that He who was entering upon his sufferings distin
guished his own will from that of the Almighty Father. l On the other, he
maintained, against his adversaries, that this was not as they supposed, the
will of the man from the earth; but the will of the God who descended
from heaven. 2 We can explain this only by supposing, that since Apollina
ris ascribed to the Logos the capacity of suffering which was in the craQ~,
accounting in this way for those words of the prayer, he considered himself
therefore warranted to find here a proof of suffering, and yet to attribute it
to the Logos himself, by whom the craQ~ was animated.
P. 442, third sentence. He has adopted them as his children.] "An
essential union - Theodore supposed - could truly subsist only between
beings the same in essence; not between those unlike in essence; for in the
latter case, there must be a union of elements differing in kind." 8
P. 443. Share ~'n all the honor, glory, and domim'on belonging to himself.]
It is owing to the union of the natures by the divine good pleasure - says
Theodore - that the same name is, by homonymy, given to both; that they
partake of the same dominion, dignity, power; and that they are never
separated; - by virtue of all which the two constitute one person, indeed
they are called one." ,
P.443. Middle. The human nature has been taken up into feUowship
with the divine.] "This kind of union - said he - keeps the two natures
unmixed and undivided; both become thereby one' person; - there is one
will and one activity, and aecordingly, one dominion." 5
P.447. Nestorius - belonged among the disc":ples of the Antz"ochian doc
trine.] He was accustomed to oppose to the E'.vroCJI~ )CaT' oVCJiaJl, xaTa rpvcrt~
to the ;'IIroCJ~ xaT' Ev8oxla'll, xaTa {t-{).1jCJI'll. The former appeared to him to
be contradictory to common sense, and irreconcilable with the immutability
of the divine essence.8
1'UCOv lavTi]~

Kat Aiz(3ooaa 1'i) iHiav olKEUJ1'1f:V.

Maji T. VII. p. 301.
1 'Et laom9evT!~ Kal KOlV(Jvi)r Ti7~ rrarplKilr
aVatar 0 17r2 TO ll'u1'1o, Kal TOV aTavpOv lpxop
cvo~ 1Jv, 1l'~ tv ciy(Jvt~ ytVOfLEVOf rrporrrUxero
KrA. L. c. p. 203.
2 'On ri) 1'1iATJ{Ja roiiro iOlOV elP1Jrat aVlC
u.v8pCJll'ov rofJ lK )'''~. Ka{}i), avrOtl'0tu?;ovalv,
ru,) 1'1coV ToV KaTa(3u~'ro, l~ ol·pavoiJ. An
tirrhetic. p. 201.
8 '0 T", KaT' obalat· lvCJawr; lm POv(Jv rwv
opoov(!i(Jv f;i,ll{}rorat t-Oyor- tTlt de TWV lTEPO
ovat(Jv dti1pE1J(!Tat, !l'VYXvaf(J~ elmt Km'}a~
DU dvvapfVo~. Collcctio Mnji, T. VII. p. 69.
, 'H KaT' EMoKlav TWv ljit'(!f(JV iV(J(!I~ pt(]V
afL~oTip(Jv TtiJ Ti]~ OfL(Jl'V,uW; 1.0)'1:1 rpya?;erat
riJV ll'poaTJyoptav, riJV av1'1fV1'iav. -ri]v dvvaa
TElav, -ri]v dtO"1l'oTdav, riJV u~tav, riJV l;ovalav,
u7]dnlt TpfnrctJ d,atpov[-LivTJV, lvo~ afLrporipc.rv
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KaT' avrVv rrpo(!CJrrov lea2 )'EVOpivOV IetU
opivov. Mnji,1. c. p. 69.
6 '0 Ti]~ KaT' ciJdoKiav lvCJac(J~ TpOrrDr, ciavr
xvrov~ 9Vtizaa(Jv <pV(1Etr KcU &dUIlpirovr, Ell
apq,orfP(JV 1'0 rrpOa(J1l'av dd/CVV(1lV, Kal,uav
riJV b'ErrrcUlv perU. rijr; Irrop1VTf~ roVTDlr; ~
uio1'1EVriw; Kat dt~:nroTt:iar;. Maji, 1. c. p. 69.
6 As he expre8scs himself in the follow
ing fragment: Tt;> leaT' of'alav Myfr'. 9V(!Et

9VGlr Qt·X b:OVTlU x(Jp'lr; citpal'lapoV' oViC€n
yilp av,air aCJ'crat 0 1'00 rr~ clvat i.oyor- IJ
Of Karu. rijv {JO.T}(1lV lV(J(1l~ /Cat TQv /:vipyElav,
(irpi7r1'ovr; avru{ T1lpfi Kat &dtatpfTOVr;, fLtav
ai',Wv dUICJ.iJaa rrErrOlTJ[-LiVT}V riJV 1'1D.TJ(!tv Kal
ri}v b,fp)'UClV. And in the second fragment,
the lea{J' V1l'OaTCl(1LV Kat 9VaLv l~'(JaL~ is re
jected as untenable, and the KaT' dc50KLav
i-V(Jal!:. fLtav rWv 1ry(J[-Liv(J'/I ci1l'OaCJ,OV(!L -{}fAT}
all' KcU tViPYELaV maintained. Maji, T. V11
1833, p. 69.
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A.
Abasgians, conversion of the, 116.
Abdas of Susa., 110.
Abyssinian Church, 109-121.
Acta Pilati, 4.
lEdesius, 119.
Acrius, 342-343.
Actius 399, 409.
Agapre, 325.
.
Agapetus of Rome, 150, 534.
Agapius, 710.
Agnoetism. 438, 466, 554, 597.
Acacius, of Amida, 113.
Acacius of Berrea, 463.
Acacius of Cresarea, 408.
Aeacius of Constantinople, 527, 528, 533.
'AK.trpaNJL, 529, 530.
.
Alaric, 129.
Alexander of Alexandria, 220. His partic·
ipation in the Arian controversy, 366
370.
AleKander of Antioch,417.
Alexander of Constantinople, 385, 386.
Alexander of Hierapolis, 485, 487, 490. ~
Alexandria, synod at, (A.D. 362,) 409,432.
Alexandrian school: Interpretation of
scripture and in!;pirntion, 351, ff. Points
in which it differed generally from the
Antiochian school, 352. Doctrine con·
cerning the person of Christ, 444, 445.
Ambrose. Election to the episcopate, 423,
71, 72, 73, 74, 78, 141, 144. Incident
. with Theodosius, 180, lSI. Priscillian,
711, 714. Active in behalf of Mona·
chism,259. Against Jovinian, 276. Con
cerning fasts on the Sabbath, 299. Com
poser of church hymns, 318. Anthro
pology, 562. Intermediate state for nn
baptized children, 669. Lord's snpper,
670.
Amphilochius of Iconinm. Against images,
291. Doctrine of the Holy Spirit, 420.
Anachorcts. See Monachism.
Anastasi us, emperor, 530-532.
Anastasius, presbyter of Nestorius, 448, 458.
Anllstasius of Rome, 689.
Anatolins of Constantinople, 516, 517, 518,
520.
.
Ancyra, conncil of. (A.D. 314.) 147, 160,
179. Synod of (A.D. 358.) 405.
Andreas of Samosata,486.
Annianus, 597, 598.

Anthimns, 533-534.
Anthropology, 557,661.
Anthropomorphites, 690, if.
Anthusa, 226, 693.
'AVTLf1£f1iC1Ta(f~ o'Vollim.Jv in Apollinaris, 431;
controverted by Theodore, 443 j in the
Alexandrian school, 444.
Antiochian school, 149. Interpretation of
scripture, 350. Points in which it differed
generally from the Alexandrian school,
352, 353. Doctrine concerning the per
son of Christ, 435, 444.
Antioch, conncil of, (A.D. 341,) 154, 388,
389, 390. Council of, (A. D. 345,) 390.
Anthony, 228, 236.
•
Aphthartodocetism, 549, 550.
Apocatastasis, 676, if.
ApoIlinaris ofAntioch, 58.
Apollinaris of Laodicea, 58. Doctrine con
cerning the person of Christ: 428-434.
Controverted by Theodore of Mopsuesti&,
440,if.
Arabia, the gospelin, 117, 120, 121.
Arcadius, 79, 81, 700.
Ardashad, synod at, 114.
Arian controversy, 360, 408.
Ariminum, council of, 405: if.
Arius, 365. I)octrine, 361, 369. Partici
pation in the Arian controversy, 36~~ 388.
Doctrine of the Holy Spirit, 418. Doc
trine concerning the person of Christ,
425.
ArIes, council of, (314,) 141, 189, 190. On
the time of the paschal feast, 301. Coun
cil of, (355,) 396. Council of, (475,) 646.
Armenia, Christianity in, 113, 114. MOD
ophysites in, 553, 554.
Arnobins, the younger, 645.
Ascholius of Thessalonica, 737, 740.
Aspebethos, 118, 119.
Asterius of Amasca, 49. On images, 288,
290.
Athanaric, 127, 736.
Athanasius. Life and labors, 380, 414.
Jnlian and Athanasius, 53.54, 120.
Athanasius on Origen, 679. Doctrine of the
Holy Spirit, 419,420. Doctrine of crea
tion. 424, ff. Against Apollinarism, 433.
Lord's supper, 672, 673.
Atticus of Constantinople, 112, 701.
Audius and the Audians, 705, 706.
Augustin - Development of his Christian
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life and doctrines, 354-359. His mother,
337. Platonism, 102, 103. Importance
. compared with Tertnllian and Origen,
353, 67, 79, 82, 91-93. (De civ. Dei,)
95, 97, 98, 100. De fide et opcribus,
100, 101, 129, 136, 137, 139, 143, 144,
146, 151. Concerning Rome, 167, 168.
On councils, 176. Church discipline, 180.
Efforts with the Donatist.s, 197-203.
Theological polemics with the Dooa
ti'lts, 203-217. In behalf of the An
chorites, 248. Monachism, de opere Mon
achorum, 259-261. Against Jovinian,
277. De bono conjugali, 277. Read
ing of the bible, 281, 282. Sign of the
cross, 287. Fasting on the Sabbath, 298.
Fasts, 304. Festival of the New Year,
315. As a preacher, 317. Frequent
celebration of the Lord's supper, 328. Idea
_. of sacrifice in the supper, 332. Adora
tion of saints, 335, 336. Doctrine of the
. Holy Spirit, 421, 422. Anthropology,
564-572. De .gestis Pelagii, 585. On
the civil power applied against Julian,
594. Appeal to the Christian conscious
ness, 594. Antagonist of the Pelagian
doctrines, 598-626. De gratia et libero
arbitrio, and de eorreptione et gratia, 626.
De prredestinatione sanctorum, and de
dono perseverantire, against the Semi
Pelagians,631. Retractationes, opus imp.
and death, 634. Idea of the sacraments,
662-665. Opposed to the limbus infan
tium, 669. On faith in the case of infant
baptism, 670. Doctrine of the Lord's
supper, 673, 674. Purgatory, 675. De
mendacio ad consentium, 718.
Auxentius, bishop of the Goths. See Ap
pendix.
Auxentius of Mitan, 428.

Boniface II. of Rome, 650.
Bonosus opposed to the worship of Mary,
340.
Bordeaux, synod at, (A.D. 384,) 712.
Braga, council of, (A.D. 563,) 718.

c.

Crecilian, 183, ff.
Cresarius, of Aries, 261, 304, 648, 650.
Calliana, (Calcutta,) 117.
Candidian, 468, 473,474.
Carthage, Council of, (A.D. 401,) 300.
(A.D. 403,) 198. (A.D. 404.) 199.
Cassian, John, 261, 627-630..
Cassiodorus, 150, 579.
Catechumens, 321,322.
Celibacy, 147-149.
Chalcedon, ecumenical council of, 518, 5U.
Character indelebilis, 663.
Chor-bishops, 159, 160.
Christ, doctrine concerning the person of,
424-553. Christmas, festh'al of, 308, 314.
I
Chrysaphius, 507~ 516.
Chrysostom,692-700. Anthusa, 226, 22'7.
Labors in behalf of the Goths, 128, 129.
Eutropius, 145-73, 80, 95, 146, 149.
Presbyters, 155, 179. StaJ!irius, 238.
Anachorets, 248, 250, 251. Monachism,
267-269. On the right worship of God,
27~, 279. Prayer, 279. Reading of the
bible, 281, 282. Sign of the cross, 286,
287. Images, 291. Celebration of festi
vals, 296. Fasts, 297. Christmas, 309.
As a preacher, 317. Infant baptism, 320.
Lord's supper, 328, 329. Sacrifice in the
Lord's supper, 332. Pilgrimages, 341.
Inspiration and interpretation of scrip
true, 352. 353. Anthropology, 657--659.
Baptism, 665, 666. Doctrine of the
Lord's supper, 670.
Church, invisible and visible-Failure of
B.
distinguishing between - in the Donatist
controversy, 203. Conception of the
Babreus, 552, 553.
by Tichonius, 209, 210. Augustin, ap
Bachiarius, 714.
proximating to the true conception of,
Baptism, 51. Euchites,242. Administra
212. Conception of the invisible church
tion of, 320-326. Doctrine of, 665, ff.
Barbatianus, 276.
hy Jovinian, 275.
Church and state, 130, 146, 195.
Bar Sudaili, 555-557.
Churrh buildings, 283, 286.
Barsumas, abbot, 501, 510.
Church psalmody, 317, 318.
Barsnmas of Nisibis, 552.
Church divisions, 182, 222.
Basiliscus, 135, 526, 527.
Basil of Ancyra, 405, 406. Basil of Cresa Church constitution, 130-182.
rea, 413, 414. Friend of Gregory Nazian Church discipline, 178-182.
zen, 416. At Athens, 150. Election to Circumcellions, 192, 193, 195, 196.
the episcopate, 153. Julian, 58. Basilias, Crelestin of Rome, 123. In the Nestorian
controversy, 461-463,493. In the Pela
137. Intercession, 142, 145. In favor of
gian controversy, 634.
the Cenobite life, 246. Rules for monks,
251, 252. Doctrine of the Holy Spirit, Crelestius, 579, ff. Doctrine of baptism,
667,668.
420. Chrestomathy, from Origen, 679.
Councils, 133, 175-178.
Benedict of Nursia. 261-265.
Bible, reading of the, 280-283. Read!ng Confirmation, 155, 323.
of the bible before the church assembhes, Consilia evangelica, disputed by Jovinian,
269. How considered by Pelagins, 579
282. Study of the bible among the
584. By Julian, 617.
Goths, 129. Among the Antiochians,
Constans.31. Donatists, 193-196. Arian
150.
controversy, and Athanasius,392, 393
Bishop. See church constitution.
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Constantia, sister of Constantine, 16, 289,
378,379.
Constantine the Great, 5-31,104,132, 133,
135,138,139. Donatists, 188-193. Let
ter to Antony, 233,297,300. Arian con
troversy,370-388. Manichreans, 7.08.
Constantine the younger, 31, 280, 388.
Constantinople, second ecumenical council
of, (A.D. 331,) 416-418, 420. Con
demnation of Apollinaris,436. Council
of, (A.D. 360,) 408. Synod at, (A.D. 448,)
504. Synod under Mennas, at, (A.D.
536,) 534. Council of, (A.D. 551,) 546.
Fifth ecumenical council at, (A.D. 553,)
547-549, 703, 704.
Constantius, 31-36, 120,221. Arian con
troversies, 387-410.
Cresconius, 198
Cross, sign of the, 286,287.
Cultus, Christian, 278, 343.
Cyrill of Alexandria. Representative of the
Alexandrian school, 444. In the Nesto
rian controversy, 453-498.
Cyrill of Jerusalem, 98, 411. Baptism,
665. Lord's supper, 670.

D.
Da1matius,476,477.
Damasus of Rome, 71, 148, 154, 173, 221,
222, 683, 711.
Deacons. Deaconesses, 155, 158.
Demetrius Chytas, 32.
Dcmophilus of Constantinople, 416.
Didymus, 149, 349, 679, 704.
Dictinnius, libra, 717, 718.
Diodore of Tarsus, 496, 551, 677.
Dionysills the Areopagile, writings ascribed
to, 350, 556.
Dionysills Exiguus. Collection of deere
tals, 178. On the time of the Easter fes
tival,302.
Dioscums,500-522.
Diospolis, synod nt, (A.D. 415,) 583-585.
Docetism. Hilary. See Appendix. PriscH
lian, 717.
Domitian of Ancyra, 536-540.
Domnus, of Antioch, 503, 513.
Donatists, 182-217. Church discipline, 205.
Donatus, of Casre Nigrre, 187, 189-191.
Donatus Magnus, 191.
Dsunovas,120.

E.
Easter, time of, 301, 302.
Edessa, school at, 551, 552.
Elesbaan, 120, 121.
Elvira, council of, 141, 147.
Ephesus. Third ecumenical council at, 467
-479. Robber synod at, 509-514.
Epiphany. Feast of, 306-308. As a sea
son for baptism, 324.
Epiphanius, 680-697, 151. Against images,
292,293.
Episcopal power. Growth of, 155.
Eschatology, 675-678.
Euchites, 240-247.

Eudocia, 460, 507, 516, 524.
Eudoxia, 82, 694-700.'
Eudoxius of Antioch, later of ConsttLnti
nople,403, 408,409, 411.
Eugenius, 78.
Eulogius of Cresarea, 583.
Eunapius, 93.
Eunomius,399-409. An Aristotelian, 349.
Doctrine of the Holy Spirit, 419. Doc
trine concerning the person of Christ,
425.
Euoptius of Ptolemais, 471.
Euphemites,707.
Euphemius of Constantinople, 530.
Eusebius, of Cresarea. Participation in the
Arian controversy, 367, tf. 373, tf. 383, 11'.
Against images, 289, 290. Doctrine o(
the Lord's supper, 674, 675. Panegyric
on Constantine, 6, 23, 30.
Eusebius of Doryleum, 504, 505, 512, 513.
Eusebius of Nicomedia. Participation in
the Arian controversy, 367, 377, 379.
Baptizes Constantine, 28.
Eusebius, of Vercelli, 151, 259, 396.
Eustathius of Antioch, and the Eustathians,
378, 411, 417.
Eustathius of Sebaste, and the Eustathians,
241, 342.
Euthymius, monk, 119.
Eutropius, 145, 693, 694.
Eutyches, 501, 504, tf.
Eutychius, of Constantinople, 548, 550.
EVllgriUS, the Origenist, 691, 704.

F.
Facundus of Hermiane. In the controversy
of the three chapters, 544, 545. Respec\
ing conncils, 177.
Fasts, 293. Jovinian on, 270, tr. Aerius,
opposed to laws regulating, 343.
Fasting, seasons of, 297-299.
Faustus of Mileve, 313, 710.
Faustns of Rhegium, 261,645-647. Con
troversy about his work de gratia, 649,
650.
Felix of Aptnrgis, 187.
Festivals, Christian, 296-316.
Flavian of Antioch, 142, 244.
FIll.vian of Constantinople, 505-513, 517.
Fortunins, 197.
Frans pia. Euchites, 244. Origenists, 538.
Priscillianists, iI7, 718.
Frumentius, 119, tf.
Fulgentius Ferrandus, 542, 543.
Fulgentins of Rnspe, 650.

G.
Gallus, Julian's brother, 37, 41.
Gangra, con neil of, 244.
Glludentius of Brescia, 70.
Gaudentius of Thamngade, 202, 213.
Gelasius, 598. Lord's supper, 671, 672.
Gennadius, presbyter at Marseilles, on Au
gustin, 647.
Gennadins of Lower Hermnpolis, 528, 529.
Georgius of Alexandria, 35, 60, 399.
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Georgins of Laodicea, 405, 406.
Gnosimachi, 706.
Goths, Christianity among the, 125-129.
Arians, 423, also in tho Appendix.
Grace. See Pelagian controversies.
Gratian 70-72, 222.
Gregory of Alexandria, 389, 392.
Gregory of Nazianzus, 414, 418. Mother,
226-58, 137, 150-67, 149, 165. On
councils, 176. Infant baptism, 319. Doc
trine of the Holy Spirit, 420. Doctrine
concerning the person of Christ, 427.
. Against Apollinarism, 433, 434. Doctrine
of baptism, 665. Intermediate state for
unbaptized children, 669. Lord's supper,
674. Chrestomathy from Origen, 680.
Gregory of Nazianzus, the father, 59, 707.
Gregory of Nyssa. Influence on the coun
cil of Constantinople, 413. His relations
with Origen, 680. Pilgrimages, 342. On
the rage for discussing doctrines at Con
stantinople, 388. On the inward expe
rience, in opposition to Eunomius,401,
402. Doctrine of the Holy Spirit, 421.
Doctrine concerning the person of Christ,
427. Lord's supper, 672. On the final
restoration, 674.
Gregory Photistes, 113.

H.
Helena, mother of Constantine, 5, 341.
Helladius of Tarsus, 490
Helvidius, against the worship of Mary, 340.
Heron, monk, 239.
Heros of ArIes, 583.
Hilarion, monk, 118, 235,236, 342.
Hilary of ArIes, 173.
Hilary, the friend of Prosper, 631, fr.
Hilary of Poictiers. Against the confound
ing of Church and State, 33, 134. Au
thor of church hymns, 318. In defence
of Athanasius, 396,397. Doctrine of the
Holy Spirit,419. Soul and body of
Christ, 427. Anthropology, 559-562.
Lord's supper, 670, 671.
Rilarus, deacon at Rome, 514.
Hipporegius. council of, 164.
Romerites, Christianity among the, 117
121.
Honorius, 79, fr. 200.
Hormisdas of Rome, 533, 649-650.
Hosius of Cordova, 154, 371, 398, 404.
Hyginus of Cordova, 711.
Hypsistarians, 707.

J.

Inspiration, doctrine of, 351, 352.
Instantius, 111, 712.
Intercessions of bishops, 141-144.
Irenmus, Comes, 468, 475, 478, 494.
Ireland, Christianity in, 122-125.
Isidore of Pelusium, 134,. 283, 284, 454.
Anthropology,661. Baptism, 666.
Isidore, presbyter of Theophilus ofAlexan
dria,687, 691.
Ithacius of Sossuba, 711, 712.

J.
Jacob of Edessa and the Jacobites, 553.
Jerome, 681-685, 129, 155. Active in
support of monasticism, 259. Against
Jovinian, 216, 277. On fastinO' on tho
Sabbath, 298. Against the theatrical
mode of church psalmody, 318, 319.
Against Vigilantius, and in favor of the
worship of the saints, 338, 339. Against
Helvidius,340. Pilgrimages, 341, 342,
Interpretation of scripture and inspiration,
352. Pelagian contl"Oversies, 581, 585.
Jews. Favored by Julian, 49. Persecution
of the Christians on the part of the, 118.
John of Antioch. In the Nestorian coo
troversy,463, 498.
John, Comes sacrarum, 478.
John of Jerusalem, 582, 583, 685, 686,
687.
John, Philoponus, 554, 555.
John, Syncel of Cyrill, 478.
John Talaya, 528, 529.
Johannites, 701.
Joseph, Patriarch of Armenia, 114.
Jovian, 412.
Jovinian, 269-277.
Judaism,Julian's news of. See Appendix.
Its relation to Christianity and to PlloO'1ln
ism. See Appendix.
Julian, emperor, 30, 32, 37-66,69,84-89,
196.
Julian of Ec1anum. Participation in the
Pelagian controversies, 592-597. Advo
cate of the Pelagian doctrines, 600-625.
Doctrine of baptism, 666.
Julius of Rome, 171, 172, 389, 390.
Justina, 423.
Justinian, 83, 533-550, 135, 649, 703, 704,
709.
.Tustin, 532, 533.
Juvenalis of Jerusalem, 470, 510, 524.

L.

Laity, participation of the - in ecclesias
tical elections, 152, ft'.
Ibas of Edessa, 551, 552. Letter of- con
Lampon, 458.
demned, 538, 548.
Laodicea, council of, 157, 160, 173, 298.
Iberians, conversion of the, 114, 115.
On the festival of Sunday, 298. On
Idacius of Emerita, 711, 712.
church psalmody, 318.
Images, 281-296.
Lszarus of Aix, 583.
India, the gospel in, 116, 117.
Lazians, conversion of the, 115, 116.
Infant baptism, 319, 320.
.
Innocent of Rome. On the Roman pnmacy, Leo the Great, 104, 169,170,508,509. On
the Robber's Synod, and the Chalcedonian
170. On fn.qting on the Sabbath, 299. In
Conncil,514, fr.525. Was he the Buthor
the Pelagian controversies, 585, 587.
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of the book de vocatione gentium 1 639.
Manichreans, 708, 709.
Leo, emperor, 526.
Leontius of Neapolis, in defense of images,
294,295.
Leporius, 596, 597.
Lerins, cloister of, 261, 635, 645, 648.
Libanius, 33, 39, 47, 51, 74, 75.
Liberius of Rome, 221, 308, 398,404,405.
Licinius, 12-19.
Life, Christian, 223-277.
Lord's supper, celebration of I.he, 325-330.
Doctrine of the, 670-675.
Lucian, 89.
Lucidus, 645,646.
Lucifer of Cagliari, 396-398, 412.
Luciferites, 412.
Lucilla, 186, f.

M.
Mamrius of Egypt, 691.
Macarius Politicus, 691.
Macedonius of Constantinople, (A.D. 360,)
408.
Macedonius of Constantinople, (after A.D.
510,) 530, 531.
Macedonius, monk, 249.
Majorinus, 188-191.
Male, (Malabar.) II7.
Manichroans,707-71O. Exclude ''''ine in
the sacrament of the supper, 330.
Marcellus of Ancyru, 394, 395. Doctrine
concerning the person of Christ, 425, 426.
Opponent of Ol'igen, 679.
Marcellus of Apamea, 77.
Marcian, emperor, 516.
Marcian, monk, 255.
.
Marriage. Despised by the Eustathians,
245. Jovian's views concerning, 270, 271.
Considered a sacrament by Augustin, 664.
Maris of Chalcedon, 59.
Mark of Arethu~a, 51, 61.
Mnrk of Memphis, 710.
Mark, monk. Sole trust in the Redeemer,
255.
Martin of Tours. Active in defence of
monasticism, 259. PrisciIlianists, 712
714.
Maruthas of Tagrit, 110, 700.
Mary, worship of, 339-341. Mary the
{JeoroKo~. Sec Nestorian controversy.
Matemus, 34.
Maxentius, 7.
Maximin, 1-5, 14-16.
Maximus, emperor, 711, fr.
Melchiades of Rome, 189.
Meletius of Lycopolis, and the Meletian
schism in Egypt, 217, 221, 382, 388.
Mcletian schism at Antioch, 410-412.
Meletius of Mopsuestia, 490, 492.
Meletius of Sebaste, 410-412.
Memnon of Ephesus, 468, ff.
Mennas, 534-540.
Mensurius, 183, 186.
Meropius, 119.
Metropolitan constitution, 162,.tr.

Miesrob, 113.
Milan, synod at, 396.
Mihr Nel'sch, proclamation of, 105, 107.
Miracles. Views of Augustin concerning.
See Appendix.
Monachism, 103, 118, 150, 227-278.
Monica, 227.
Monophysites, beyond the Roman empire,
552-555.
Monophysitc controversies, 524-550.
Moses of Chorene, 114.

N.
Nectarius of Constantinople, 181.
Nco-Cresarea, council of, (A.D. 314,) 147,
156, 318.
Ncstorians in Persia, 551,552.
Nestorian schools, 150.
Nestorian controversy, 446-524.
Ncstorius, 446-495. Anthropology and
pal'ticipation in the Pelagian controversy,
659,660.
Nco-Platonism, 36, 38, 81, 102, 103.
New Year, festival of the, 314,315.
Nicro in Thrace, 408.
Nice, council of, (first ecumenical,) 3i2-378,
147, 151, 153, 157, 165, 174. Decision
with respect to the Meletian schism,
220. On the time of-the celebration of
the passover, 302. Intended council of,
(A.D. 451,) 517,518.
Nilu~, 2:38. Against indolence and too long
prayer, 241. On the blessings of the
. monastic life, 250,251,253. On images,
292. Lord's supper, 670, 671.
Niobites, 554.
Nisibis, 150, 552.
Nonna, 226.
North-Afdcan church. Its free spirit, 164
167, 174, 586, on Rome.
Nuns, cloisters for, 237.

O.
Oak, synod of the, 697, 698.
Offering, notion of, connected with the sac
rament of the supper, 332-334.
Optatus of Mileve, 166, ] 67.
Orange, council of, (A.D. 529,) 650.
Oriental chnrch. As distinguished from
tht! 'Vestem church, 135, 171, 346-350,
557, 558. Anthropology of the, 651
661.
Origen, 349, 350. Compared with Augustin,
353,354.
Origenists and the Origenistic controversy,
536-538,678--704.
<'riginal sin, (inherited sin.) See Pelagian
controversy.
Orosi us, 93. In the Pelagian controversy,
582
p
Pachomius, labors of, 236, 237, 238. Op
ponent of Origen, 680.
Paganism, 70.
Palladius, 123.
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Papacy, 165, ff.
Parsism, 105, ff.
Passover, feast of the - time, 301-303.
Among the Audians.
Patriarchal constitution, 163-165.
Patrick St., 122-125.
Paulinus of Antioch, 412.
Paulinus, deacon from Milan, 580~
Paulns catena, 32.
Paul, the hermit, 228, 229.
Paul of Emesa, 483.
Pelagian controversy, 564-625.
Pelagius, life of. Doctrine of human na
ture of Christ, 572-580. In the Pelao-ian
c~ntroversy, 580, ff. Opposed to the doc
trme of purgatory, 675.
Pelagius, Homan arch-deacon, 537.
Persian church, 104-113, 551-552.
Peter, the clothier, 530, 531.
Peter of Alexandria, 218-220.
.
Peter of Jerusalem, 537, 538.
Pet~~ Mongns, 528, 529.
Petlhan, 201, 202.
Ph!lippopolis, council of, 391.
Pllll~xenos, 530. Against images, 295.
Photmus of Sirmium, 395. Doctrine con
cerning the person of Christ, 425.
}>ilgrimages, 341, 342.
Platonism, as a form of church doctrine,
349, 350.
Pneumatomachi.
Pontianus,541.
Porphyry of Gaza, 81.
Possessor, 649.
Prayer, doctrine concerning. Euchites, 241.
Chrysostom, on this point, 279. Antioch
ian church·praver for catechumens 321
322.·
,
,
Predestinatians, 641-643.
Predestination, doctrine of, 623-625.
Presbvtcrs, 155.
Priesthood, false idea of the, ] 46.
Priscillian and the Priscillianists, 710-i18.
Proreresius, 57.
Proc/us of Constantinople, 450, 451, 488.
496-498.
Proc/us, the Neo-Platonist, 83.
Prosper of Aquitania, 630-638.
Proterius of Alexandria, 525.
Provincial s,-nods, 162.
Prudentius,81.
Ptolemreus, monk.
Pulcheria,460, 482, 483, 507, 516.
Purgatory and purgatorial fire, 675,676.

B.
Rabulas of Edessa, 551, 552, 496.
Redemption, doctrine of. Different views
of the Eastern and ,Vestern churches,
665-670. As held by Augustin, 618,
619. By Pelagius, 578, 579. By Theo
dore of l\Iopsuestia, 656, ff. By Priseil
lian, 716,717.
Relics, worship of, 334.
Reparntus of Carthage, 546.
Rheginus of Constantia, 472.
Rhetorius, 706, 707.

Rome, 123: 124, 162, 163, 168-175, 299,
389.
Rufinus, 685-689.

S.
Sabas, 737.
Sabbath, celebration of the, 297-299.
Sacraments, administration of the 322
332. Doctrine concerning the, 661-675.
Sapor II. 104.
Sarabaites, 247,248.
Saragossa, synod at, (A.D. 380,) 711.
Sardica, council of, 154, 160, 172,391,392.
Canons of this council confounded with
those of the council of Nice, 172.
Sarmatio, 276.
Scripture, interpretation of, 350-353.
Sects, history of the, 704-718.
Secundus of Ptolemais, 377, 378.
Secundus of Tigisis, 184.
Seleucia, in Isaurea, council of, 407-409.
Semi-Arianism, 373, ff.
Semi-Pelagianism, 625, if.
Seneca, a bishop of Italy, 598.
Serapion, monk, 690, 691.
Sermon, the, 316, 317.
Sermon on the mount, 576.
Seyerus, poem of, 12.
Severus, monophysite, 531, 532, 533, 534,
535, 554.
Silverius of Rome, 535-536.
Simeon, of Selcucia, 108, if.
Simeon, the Stylite, 257, 258.
Simplicius, 84, 724.
Sirmium, council of, (A.D. 351,) 395. Sy
nod at, (A.D. 357,) 404, 405.
Siririus of Rome, 275, 324, 684, 689, 714.
Socrates on the obseryance of feasts, 296.
State and church, 130, if. Donatus, 195.
Intermingling of the state, 345,346.
Stephanus Gobarus, 555.
Strategius, 14, 708.
Study of the ancients, 55, if. 150, 682, 693.
Sundav, observance of, 299-301.
Symmachus, 72, 73, 96,#97.
Synesius, 103, 148, 181, on Monasticism,
254. Platonism, 350,702.

T.
Taprobane, (Ceylon,) 117.
Thalassius 'of Cresarea, 510.
Themistius, 33, 68, 69, 70, 96.
Theodonl, 533, ff.
Theodorus Ascidas, 536-539.
Theodore of Mopsuestia, 106. Doctrine of
inspiration. 352. Doctrine of tho Holy
Spirit, 422. Doctrine concerning the
person of Christ. Cyrill intends his con
demnation, 496, ff. Condemned, 536-547.
Participation in the Pelagian controversy
651-653. Anthropology,653-657. Doc=
trine concerning baptism, 666,667. Apo
catastasis, 677, 678.
Theodorct, 465-523. Mother, 95, 112,137
143. Rome 166. Monasticism, 249:
Worship of saints,336. Interpretation of
Scripture, 353. Doctrine of the Holy
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V.

Spirit, 422. His writings condemned, 536
-548. Sacrament of the supper, 671, 672.
Theodosius the Great, 73~78, 142, ISO, tr.

Valence, council of, 650.
Valens, emperor, 90, 142, 267, 412. 413.
249, 414, 416.
Valens, monk, 239.
Theodosius II. 134, 145, 146, 460,467, ff. Valens of Mursa, 404, fr.
514, 701.
Valenlinian r.69, 136, 414, 423.
Theodosius, the Monophysite, 524, 525.
Valentinian II. 72, 73, 132.
Theognis of Nice, 378, 379.
Valentinian III. 173, 709.
Theognist, 713. .
Vandals, Arians, 424.
Theology, in the more restricted sense, 360 . Varanes, I1:-J, 734.
-430.
.
Vigihintius, 149,277. Opposed to the wor
Theological education, 149-151.
ship of images, 337-339.
Theonas of Marmarka, 378.
Vigilias of Rome, 535-549.
T~e~philus of Alexandria. In the Origen
Victorinus, 57, 58.
lstlC controversy, 689-700.
Vincenti us, from Lerina, commonitoriam
Theophilus the Indian, 116-118.
~~~&
'
Thi.ven, synod at, (A.D. 536,) 553. Ticho
Vocatione, gentium liberde, 638-641, 184.
mus, 209, fr.
In fa~or of the Roman primacy, 169.
T~motheus Ailurus, 525,526,527.
Tlmothens Salophaciolns, 526, 527 528.
W.
Titus of Bostra, 59.
'
Toledo, council of, (A.D. 400,) 717, 718. Western churcb, 166. 348-859. Antbro
Council of, (A.D. 589.)
pology of the, 558, 651.
Trinity, doctrine of the, 360-430.
Tyre, synod at, (A.D. 335,) 383.
Z.

U.

UlphiIas, 125, fr. See Appendix. His En
nomianism-Appendix.
Urs~cius of Singidinum, 404-409.
Ursmus, 221, 222.

~eno, emperor,

135, 526,527, 552.

Zeno of Verona, 284.
Zos!mus, tbe pagan historian, 93.
Zoslmus of Rome, 115. In the Pelagian

controversy, 587-592.
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